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/ FILMS FACE CRISIS
Mas Fade on Casino Circuit His
Rest of Caribe Betting on Itself

Unwelcome Import From California:
Wife Gets 50% of Ex-Husband

-Th gambling idonej that preViously. went into the casinos in
Poll Tax Rings *Bell’
Havana Is expected to be spread
around the Caribbean area. Clif¬
Houston, Feh. 3:*'
ford Jones, operator of the Tliun-,
Poll tax receipts were .worth
derbird. Las Vegas, who is now
their weight in theatre^tfckets
partnered with Jake Xqzloff (exThursday (29) when the Metro¬
New Frontier in Vegas operator),
politan Theatre offered free
now has a full-scale operation in
admission to any woman show¬
Port-au-iPrince, Haiti. He is open¬
ing a poll tax receipt at the
ing another (Netherlands Antil¬
boxoffice Window.
les) casino in Aruba, and has also
The offer was good daring
one'into Condado Beach, Puerto
the matinee and was with¬
ico.- Other casinos are contem¬
drawn at 5 p.m. The offers was
plated.
made to see “Bell, Book /and
Candle" (Col) by the Interstate
Jones had been a major partner
Theatre Circuit to stimulate
in the Havana. Hilton When the
interes t in the payment of .poll
Nevada; 'State Gaming Comission
taxes.
"1
decreed that all Las Vegasites with
gamblMg' interests in Cuba make a
choice. Jones subsequently sold
odtr but is using that coin to es¬
tablish other casinos in the area.
v'The Haiti operation, which has
been open since Dec. 26, is using
a combination of native and name
talent. They have had Corinne
Calvet. .and are now negotiating
for LIlo, Jacqueline Francoise, Estelita, and othefh They have ai
surrounding native show, so that
they can get both tourist and local
patronage. As a summer adjunct
London, Feh. 8.
to the International Casino in Port- •The Songwriters* Guild of (Treat
au-Princb, they are planning an¬ Britain is hotting up its “hate cam¬
other gaming salon in Kenscoff, paign” against the BBC because of
its alleged pro-American bias In the
(Continued on page 70).
handling of pop music. The Guild’s
general secretary, Vic Knight, In¬
sists: “We say that the BBC’s Di¬
rector-General should tell fete-offi¬
cials to make
the BRITISH
Broadcasting Corporation—or give
up their jobs.” ~
Countering the BBC’s claim that
there is a persistent demand for
Though it plans to open Richard American pop" music, the Guild
Zanuck’s “Compulsion" in New claims that this is a direct conse¬
York and some other keys during quence of the persistent plugging
JEaster Week, 20th-Fox for the mo- which the BBC has given it.
saent has no intention of returning
The latest Bulletin of the Guild
the “scene of the crime,” he. hacks up its accusations with facts
and figures, which sneer at the
•Chicago.
/“We may open npar Chicago,"
(Continued on page 20) Charles Einfeld, 20th ad-pub v.p.,
said. He gave no direct explanation,
though reference was made by
SSanuck himself of some “complica¬
tions.”
v
1
One of. the reasons why 20tn
doesn’t have any intention of
“The Third Sex,” a German film
springing “Compulsion" on Chi¬ revolving around the theme of
cago just yet is that the State’s At¬ homosexuality, has, been booked
torney’s, office doesn't come out too into' the .Plaza .Theatre, N. Y., to
well in the film, which is based on follow “Black Orchid.” Picture
the Meyer Levin novel and deals probably will open in March.
with the* Leopold-Loeb “thrill"
“Third‘^Sex," directed by Veit
murder -of a-little-hoy in the twen¬ [ (“Jew-Suess’’) Harlan* is being re¬
ties. There’s a. feeling that, what leased . by Have Bfcetz, who ac¬
with Chicago’s police censor still quired it for $87,000 on a flat deal
in the saddle, “Compulsion" would from a group headed by Ilya Lostand - a ’ godd chance of being pert. Latter reportedly bought the
tagged with a “pink" slip,,which picture for $35,000 but had to sell
would deprive it of’ potential audi¬ it when-he became a United Art¬
ence, ♦ •
ists employee,
Also, some at 20th wonder just
Dietz said last” week he planned
how much interest there is in the to release the Harlan film in both
ease in Chicago, which has prob¬ SubtitteJ. and dubbed versions. Pic¬
ably .heard more about this whole ture deals with a boy—a potential
question than any other city in the homosexual—who Is pushed into a
(Continued on page 18)
(Continued on page 22)

V- The New York Supreme Court,
In a precedent-making decision,
Fighting desperately for its own
Osterman’s Nifty
has upheld California’s community
survival as a mass entertainment
property law In a divorce .action
Mickey Rooney’s “The Last
medium, the American motion pic¬
taken in New York State. Ruling
ture ^industry- is turning .out fea¬
Mile” .reminds show biz vets
is seen of considerable importance
tures' dealing with subject matter
of the classic crack made about
distasteful to the censoriously in¬
the play, when it first hit ' to showfolk.
clined. • One foreseeable result of
Broadway, by the late Jackie Baling, by Justiee Irving Saypol,
the marked increase in “Adult"
held that Marion Lane, In obtain¬
Osterman, Milton B e r 1 e * s
product and dare-to-say-it plots
young vaude rival, in a guest
ing a divorce from composer Bur¬
may be the greatest battle in film!
ton Lane, retained a right to 50%
column in Variety:
history between the producers and
of their joint funds which they
- “At the end all the charac-^
the bluenoses.
brought to N. Y. when, they moved
ters are dead and the ushers
Indeed it is argued that this collihere from California in 1955. Mrs.
take all the bows.”
sion-in-the-making may be the first
Lane also is entitled to half of the
. “ineome. earnings, gains, ASCAP
true battle, since Hollywood has
payments, license -fCes, royalties,
previously hedged and trimmed to
profits” etc. accruing to Lape on
appease the native censoring men-;
any of his compositions written
tality. However there was, until
while the Lanes still lived in Cali¬
recent seasons, no doubt .of the
fornia.
film, as such, dominating pop en¬
tertainment. Today the constant
This is separate and apart from
presence of television (more and
alimony to which Mrs. Lane Is en¬
more also a film-fed medium) to¬
titled under the divorce decision.
gether with an inflationary econ¬
Lane has written the music for
omy puts producers on a spot
such properties as “Finian’s Rain¬
never before known—the stark
bow," “Babes on Broadway,” “Dusurvival need for more and differ¬
barry Was a Lady," “Artists and
Washington, Feb. 3
ent avenues of appeal to ticketThe Senate Rackets Committee, Models” and has collaborated with
buyers.
'
lyricists
such as Ira Gershwin, Alan
In the immediate past (1950- after a two-month delay, opens a Jay Lerner, Frank Loesser, E. V.
1958) censorship has usually hit— full-scale probe of alleged under¬ Harburg, etc. If a film is finally
and sometimes has' exclusively world influences in the jukebox in¬ made of “Finian,” for instance,
meant—the foreign film, French or dustry this Friday (6). Hearings Mrs. Lane would participate in the
Italian. For this-reason the Ameri- are slated to. start with an overall proceeds to Lane inasmuch as the
look at the national picture and
(Continued on page 70)
(Continued-on page 22)
general methods used by labor
hoodlums in getting a slice of the
jukebox coin. After that, the com¬
mittee will focus attention on op¬
erations in particular cities,, start¬
ing with New York on Tuesday and
followed by Chicago, Cleveland,
Miami and Los Angeles.
In a brief curtain-raiser last
December, the rackets group heard
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
Fifth Amendment claims from
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
The $250 prize by the local
An optimistic Appraisal of the Michigan hoodlum Frank Camraa- Catholic Youth Center, sparked by
(Continued on page 15)
potential of the foreign television
Rev. Joseph L. Baglio, to 14-yearmarket coupled with a warning
old lyricist Jane Elizabeth Klingthat a far greater degree of pro¬
man, of New York, for her song,
gramming exchange is necessary
“The Bells," is part of a national
liighlighted the first forum on. glo¬
campaign to emphasize “discrim¬
bal television here last week
inate" selection of disks, pop songs,
Academy of Television -Arts &
singers and disk jockeys.
Sciences sponsored the event, with
Honolulu, Feh. 3.
Pro songsmith Sidney Lippman
such execs as Screen Gems’ Ralph
The American Guild of Variety
Cohn, Warner Bros.* Rod' Erick¬ Artists and the American Federa¬ set the tune to Miss Klingman’s
lyric
which Contract, a Catholic
son, NBC International’s Al Stern,. tion of Musicians will push state¬
Cuba’s Goar Mestre and Japan’s hood for Hawaii in a February or Action movement of high school
students
here, is publishing. Bing
Michio Ito participating.
March stageshow for Congressmen
Both Stern and Cohn warned in Constitution Hall, Washington, Crosby was the judge in the con¬
test. Hildegarde, whose hometown
that the U.S. must devote more of D. C.
its airtime to foreign product in
Lorrin P. Thurston, chairman of is Minneapolis, introduced the
the future if U.S. syndicators ex¬ the Hawaii Statehood Commission, song at a communion brunch at
pect to continue reaping rewards says Jackie Bright, AGVA national the local Hotel Raddisson, attended
from'the foreign market. Cohn administrative secretary, is plan¬ by some 3,000 teenagers.
Miss Klingman is a freshman at
added the observation that more : ning a “gigantic” show to help spur
foreign production would also action on Hawaii’s bid to become the Immaculate Conception branch
of
* Cathedral High School, New
help, stating however that the tat the 50th state.
ent now producing telefilms aboard
“We shall never rest until Ha¬ York. Marylyn Steele, Minneapolis,
$3$0;
Mary Kay Dontbugh, St.
are responsible far the lack of waii becomes the 50th state,”
success of such series.;
Bright wrote in a letter to Thurs¬ Paul, $75; Fran Rusctaoo, Minne¬
apolis,
$50; Edward Bourn, Flush¬
‘ **The key to programs being ton. “AGVA feels Hawaii deserves
made outside the U.S.,” Cohn sald> statehood, not because we have pur ing, N. Y.r $25, were the runnersVp
In
the
"discriminating" national
“is not necessarily where they’re members of ottr mtioa who live in
being made but by whom they are Hawaii* but because the Hawaiian' song competition.
made. When ihqy are made by has proved bjfrtsefcf to be a great
The amateur songsmithing con¬
professionals and by showmen [credit and a great .citizen of tit tort is part of the campaign to
who knew the market for which United States.” The unlde 2s Itamg fetake teenagers aware of “proper”
they are being made, as was up mass statehood- petitions pop song material and their In¬
(Continued on page 541
terpreters and promoters.
through its £raneh Offices.
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BBC’s Strong U.S.

20th’sLeopokl-LQeb Pic Seen Riling Authorities
At Scene of Old Grime

HARLAN’S HOMO PIC,
‘3DSEX/INN.Y.B0W

Senate to Tee Off
OnJukeboxProbe;
0.0. of Key Cities

See TV Exports
At 50% in 5 Years

Mpls. Catholic Yo&b
For More Discrimination
Id Pops; Pain N.Y. Teener
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^ ALament For The Bellylaff
Legit Musieals Too ‘literate* —r Where Are THe
Funny Comics and Dames of Yore?

Stockholders Back Company Setup
London, Feb. 3.
After a week of intense activity*
which collared frontpage headlines
daily in the national press* the
annual stockholders meeting of the
Granada Group and a subsequent
extraordinary session to approve
special resolutions turned out a
great fizzle. The threatened ma¬
jor rumpus over the company’s
finaiyfo* agreement with another
tv programming company didn’t
develop. And its proposals to is¬
sue a number of shares at par to
executive directors and executives
were accepted at a crowded stock¬
holders meeting last Friday (30)
with an overwhelming vote in sup¬
port of the board.
Affairs of the Granada Group
began to receive- prominence in the
press when the prelim financial
statement was published late inDecember. A one-line referencein Sidney L, Bernstein’s statement
to stockholders that a programming
arrangement with another- com¬
pany was terminable in 1960 was
widely picked up by financial col¬
umnists who assumed that this ex¬
plained away the reason for Gran¬
ada’s -profits of under $3,000,000 for
its entire group (including the tv
network, a chain of theatres and
stores) while other tv companies:
were making as much as $15,000,-.
000 a year. _
The sequel to that publicity
came last week, when a number of
important
developments
took
place. One was the decision by
some MP’s to raise the question in
the House of Commons as an al¬
leged breach of the Television Act.
(Continued on page 22)

SERIESOFTRUSTS
UNDER DEMHIE WILL
Los Angeles, Feb. 3.
Cecilia DeMille Harper, daugh¬
ter of Cecil B. DeMille, was left
one-half of all late producer’s se¬
curities and all real estate except a
ranch, under terms of the DeMille
will filed for ^ probate last week,
Although estate will run into many
millions, the petition merely stated
in legal double-talk that real prop¬
erty was in excess of $10,000, and
personal property in excess of
same amount.
DeMille left nothing to his
widow,. Mrs. Constance DeMille,
saying she had been amply pro¬
vided for, but the will noted her
"devotions loyalty and cooperation”
and tiie "great material contribu¬
tion she has made to our success.’’
Daughter and her husband, Joseph
Harper, of the book publishing
family, were named as executors
of will, which made 17 individual
bequests totaling $40,000, largest of
which was $10,000 bequeathed to
Julia ihy, who has.appeared in all
producer^ pix.
Balance of estate was divided
into four trusts. One was set up for
DeMille’s three adopted children,
Katherine DeMille .Quinn, and John
and Bichard DeMille. Other 'three
for his grandchildren*

By NAT DORFMAN
" Fun has generally, gone out of
the musical comedy ^theatre. -The
golden era of the clown has been
displaced by humorous austerity..
A snicker, or at most a gentle
guffaw, is- being parcelled out in
place of the outrageous bellylaugh.
To judg$ by the output, about the
last thing the modem impresario
gives thought to is the comic. Nor,
following the managerial pattern,
is comedy- the concern of the li¬
brettist. At any rate, he shuns it

For $125,000 Nitery Bow
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
George Bums has been offered
$125,000 to star at the Sahara Ho¬
tel in Las Vegas for four weeks in
June. It would he his cafe debut
Comedian has long nixed such
bids, but is seriously considering
the Vegas offer. He would appear
solo, sans the services of Grade
Allen, his wife and partner who
retired last year.

2 Songbirds of Different
Feathers Bock Together

BETTY MADIGAN
Now on DAVE GARROWAY
TV "TODAY” Show
Alsb Currently Four Weeks
COFACABANA New York
Starts Feb. 10th
Five Weeks, COTILLION ROOM
: HOTEL PIERS®

Fop May Be Out Front;
MomU Be id Hie Wings

Washington, Feb. 3.
... A Congressional son, age 12, is
turning show biz pro.
Bruce Thompson, son* of Wyo¬
ming Republican Bep. and Mrs.
Keith Thompson, will play the
Washington, Feb. 3.
boy’s'role;'in the Emlyn Williams
Hostess Perle Mesta, whose so¬
adaptation of: Iyan* TurgenevV"A
cial-diplomatic activities were once
Month in the Country,” when it is
set to music by Irving Berlin
produced by the .Arena Stage here
("Call Me'Madam”), opened her
for four weeks starting Feb. 10.
Washington mansion two days in* a
It’ll mark Bruce's first legit per¬
row to honor such diverse musical
formance, although, he has previ¬
personsdlties as Maria CaHas and
ously
»been on - local television
Evansville, Feb; 3. *
Johnnie Ray.
' Mine. Callas (who confessed she’s : Drama and Pageantry are bustin' shows..
getting sensitive - about. publicity I out all Over but' in the- Lincoln
on her temperament) was here to- country as- the 150th anniversary
sing “H Pirata” Thursday (29) at a of his birth is approached, Feb. 12.
In Evansville, Ind.—the city
Constitution Hall sellout under Pa¬
trick Hayes sponsorship, in her sec¬ nearest to Abe’s boyhood’home—a
ond Washington appearance for full-scale musical drama is being
him this season.
readied for a three-day, five-per¬
Bay was in town as headliner at formance run. Theme of the musi¬
Lee Zelger’s Casino Royal nitery. cal is Young Abe’s life around 1825.
fey Robert j. landby
Called "Sunday’s Child,” it is an
Mrs, Mesta, who’s home-based
It was Maria Callas & Co. (her
here when not travelling the world, Original 'offering by two Evans¬ own conductor, tenor and bass
gave an elegant dinner (pheasant ville women, Mrs. Zayne Hauck, from Italy) when an opera from
en plumage, etc.) for the Italian who wrote the book, and Mrs. :the long-ago, Vincenzo* Bellini’s "H
ambassador and other VIP’s be¬ Joanne Slater Levi, the lyrics and Pirata,” was presented concertmusic. . Casting Is complete and style by the American Opera So¬
fore the Callas performance.
Afterward, she, Elsa Maxwell rehearsals held nightly in the noW- ciety at Carnegie Hall, N.Y. The
and other Callas enthusiasts were dark Majestic Theatre, a Loew’s occasion last Tuesday (27) had a
guests, along with the diva herself, house now active only during holi¬ special excitement because it was
at a post-performance party given days and for special road-show the Greek-American soprano’s only
Philadelphia, Feb. 3.
films. Boxoffice prices- for "Child” Manhattan appearance since she
(Continued on gage 70)
Ceremonies marking the first An- .
are scaled to $3.65.
was fired from the Met Opera by
niversary
of
the death of former
Rudolf
Bing.
The musical recounts Lincoln’s
courtin' days and follows the mi¬
Mostly tiie event drew audience NBC vice president Manie Sacks . ;
were
held
Sunday
(Feb. 1) at the*
gration of tiie Lincoln family from cheers and reasonably good, if
their native Kentucky, through In¬ somewbat reluctant, critiques. This Roosevelt Memorial Park. One of
the
outstanding
figures
in the en¬
diana and into Illinois. The entire could be said about Callas in
score of .show-music, from ballads “Pirata” as about Callas in the tertainment world. Sacks wasfthe
Austin, Feb. 3.
friend
of
hundreds
of
Stars.
same
composer’s
“Norma”
when
Barbara "Smith, Negro songstress to ballet, is steeped in a rural folk* she first debuted at the Met: The <- Tire unveiling of his tombstonewho emerged from race-conscious flavor. Minas Christian, conductor build-up and the advance sale al¬ Sunday was attended by members
East Texas to become recognized of Evansville Philharmonic, will most had to make the actual per- of the immediate family and Gen- >
fpr vocal ability at U. of Texas, left baton in the Majestic pit
era! David Sarnoff, Publisher Wal*
tContinued on page 70)
campus lari; week to' pursue her . Mrs. Levi,, a- native New-Yorker*
ter Annenberg and other personal t
career in New York with aid of is a Barnard College and' Julliard'
friends.
Harry Belafonte Foundation funds. alumna and the daughter of film
The Congregation Beth Israel,'of
publicist.
Bill
Slater.
Miri Smith, a dramatic soprapo
which Sacks was a former pre&vv
from Pittsburg, ,Texas, a timber
dent, will hold special service* .
town, was in news nationally two'
Friday evening (6) at the Green*years ago when she was booted
France’s Comedie’ Francaise will briar Club, temporary quarters of .=
from lead role of Dido in Univer¬
London, Feb. 3.
make one film a year taken from the synagog. John B. (Jack) Kelly
sity opera, "Dido and Aeneas,”
James. Mason has jnriruefed his
will dedicate a bronze memorial
after East Texan legislators com¬ London lawyer to issue writs the plays in. Its repertoire. It’s al¬ tablet, which will later become a
plained to University officials.lBela- claiming damages for alleged libel ready done "Le Bourgeois Gentil- permanent memorial in the chapel_
folite sent a wire, of sympathy to against, jthe Daily Sketch, Beaver- homme”**ahd has started work on of the Temple.
her at-that time, saying there were brook Newspapers and the East a second classic, "Le Manage del
The Philadelphia Inquirer,, in its..;,
people "in the comer.”
j syndicated Sunday. magazine "To-l
Anglian daily Times. The actions Figaro” by Beaumarchais.
Shying from publicity, Miss arise oiit of publication of* State¬ . It’s figured these films will enjqy j day,” ran a page tribute to Sacks ,
Smith went on to -become candi¬ ments which have already .lieen a %gf .audience in U.S. colleges. '-called "Legacy of Affection.”
date last Week for bachelor of muthe subject of proceedings, in
(Continued on page 20)
i America, where the actor is claim¬
ing more than $3,300,000 for defa¬
mation of character.
2/4
. David * Jacobs, Mason’s London
legal rep, states that the writs al¬
ready have been issued and served.
" Trade Mark B^pstered
Founded i»y by sime^silverman* Puwiihed weekly by variety/ inc.
The actor js [due here shortly for
'*■ * '•
Syd SBVermin, President
.
two film commitments.'
* v
15* West *6th St., New York 36, N. Y,
JUdson 2-2700.

Of Maria Callas’ Opera

1ST ANffl UNVEILING
AT MANIE SACKS GRAVE
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REPERTORY FILMING
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<.§tfston, 'Feb.'* 3.
Jimmy Durante nabs the first an¬
nual Humanitarian Citation of Bos¬
ton Cinema Lodge, B’nai B’nth, at
a luncheon at the Bradford Hotel
Feb. .16.
Durante will be in for a. return
date at Blinstrub’s, South Boston
nitery.

Nat Lewis Store Folding
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Nat Lewis, .probably the oldest
and best known Broadway theatri¬
cal haberdashery, ’is going out of
business. There wiH be a liquida¬
tion'sale first.
Decision is a reluctant; one by
Mollie Lewis, widow of the foun¬
der. Store was literally a land¬
mark of the show biz scene for 40
years and its passing will be a
wrench to. nostalgia-. Newspaper
strike crimped Christmas: trade
and landlord wanted a rent .in¬
crease.

*
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In his publifr Works. JWto nfidriff,
which laughter Is'supposed to vio^
fently shake, has been stilled by
so-called "literate” plots, mild sa¬
tiric - thrusts, meaningful ballets
and gorgeous trappings. Hollow,
however, is the echo of the am¬
phitheatre to paroxysms of yofcs.
Verboten, we must assume, is any¬
thing that induces unrestrained. ...
mirth, the kind* that brings joyous - ;
tears to the eyes.
Happily, it was not always so. *.;
The producers of yesteryear’s ex¬
travaganzas never got.started unless they had a comic in harness. Neither would they contemplate a
production that didn’t fairly bristle ;
with gags and funny situations..
This was their ace-in-the-hole and
unless you coqld guarantee laughs.,,
in *a musical comedy (and ah op- /
eretta, to - some extent as welD ‘
you were risking audiences’ dis¬
pleasure and bpxoffice apathy. ;; ;
No doubt of it, the comic was •
the real star and the big money ;
earner. And while it is patently. ;
true that a good deal of'the comedy. was corny in those halcyon,
days, a. lot of .it was hilariously ;;
funny, indeed. Emblazoning the '
marquees - of yesterday’s' theatre were such inimitables as Willie .
Collier, Raymond Hitchcock, Sant .
Bernard; W. C. Fields, Louis Mann,
Willie Howard, Jack Pearl, George p
LeMaire Jimmy Hussey, the Marx
Bros. Leon Errol, WiH Rogers, Bert
Williams, Fannie Brice, Eddie Foy,
Frank Tinney, Clark & McCul¬
lough, Eddie Cantor, Frank Fay,
Lou Holtz, Montgomery & Stone, •
to name a scant few.
They were the giants, the .theatre
(Continued on page 221 '
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STARS LOOK DOWN ON FLOPS
: Brigitte Leads Yank Importers; But Where ?

By $6,000,000
Washington, Feb. 3.
Cash dividends paid by film com¬
panies during 1953 fell almost
$6,000,000 below 1957 total, pre¬
liminary figures disclosed by Com¬
merce Dept. Sunday (1) disclosed.
Last year, publicly reported cash
dividends added -up to $21,424,000,
according to preliminary figures.
Revised and final ’57 total was
$27,350,000. During month of December, div¬
idends came to $3,354,000, com¬
pared to $4,123,000 dhring same
month a year earlier.
December dividends for both
years, with the ’58 amount first
and the ’57 listed second, are as
follows: Allied Artists Picture
Corp., $12,000 and $14,000; Amer¬
ican Broadcasting-Paramount Thea¬
tres, $1,118,000 and $1,123,000;
Consolidated Amusement Co., Ltd.,
of Hawaii, $104,000 and $140,000;
Official Films, Inc., none and
$133,000; Paramount Pictures
Corp., $900,000 and $986,000; 20th
Century-Fox, $1,047,000 and $1,058,000; United Artists Corp.,
$168,000 and $147,000; United Art¬
ists Theatre Circuit, $5,000 and
$5,000; and Universal Pictures Co.,
none and $517,000.

Unadorned Eyed By Seal,
Duchess Ava Stretches
Conch & MPAA Code
United Artists and the Adver¬
tising Code came to a parting of
the ways—again—this week over
the ads for “The Naked Maja”
which show Goya’s portrait of the
Duchess of Alba reclining in the
nude. In the picture, the Duchess
is played by Ava Gardner.
Although the painting appears
in the film itself, the Code in N.Y.
said it had no place in the ads.
Another objection involved an illustra,tiqn:i§ho#ing Anthony Franciosa and Miss Gardner In a clinch
on a couch.
After considerable discussion,
UA told Ad Code administrator
Gordon White, Monday (2), that
it would- go ahead with the ads as
planned, whether or not this meant
refusal of the Code seal. Theoret¬
ically;'the withholding of ad ap¬
proval by the MPAA could mean
withdrawal also of the bhsic Code
seaL Latter already has been given
to the UA release.
This is the second time within
a few months that UA tangled
with the Code on ads. In Decem¬
ber, the Code refused to okay some
of the language in the “Anna Lucasta” ads. That problem was
straightened out.
T&ven if the ad code seal is with¬
hold, UA appears to be fully de¬
termined to go ahead with the
reilease of the film, though such
action is likely to have serious
reverberations among . the other
companies, all of whom fight daily,
with White over the approval of
ad! campaigns.

TjORSE’S MOUTH’WOWS
1
ROYAL FILM GALA
\
London, Feb, 3.
Royal Film Gala attended by
Queen Mother and Princess Mar¬
garet hailed “Horses’ Mouth’’ as
best “Command” entry ever. Natinal dailies' critics endorsed this
view with rave notices.
Brief stage interlude featured
Max Bygraves introducing British,
American and Continental stars.
Maurice Chevalier was given an
ovation after singing “Louise.”
Gala netted over $56,000 for in¬
dustry charities. Arthur Krim, Lau-.
ren Bacall, Juliette Greco and Sir
Alec Guinness were among those
presented to Royal party.

have done impressively at their
N. Y. showcase and have failed
to draw throughput the country.
Occasionally, as with the Swedish
“The Seventh Seal,” this procedure
may be reversed, but not often.
One circuit was in effect formed
in smaller cities where the Bardot
pictures cleaned up. When it came
to booking some of the better im¬
ports, the public stayed away.
“There’s no anticipating the mar¬
ket. The only thing we know is
that, for the most part, the for¬
eign ‘art* film is limited and it’ll
stay that way. But exhibitors would
make a terrible mistake to discard
it for the sake of exploitation
product,” said Kingsley. He. added
that, in 1959, the impact of dubbed
pictures would, for the first time,
be strongly felt.
“It’s true that the commercial
houses, as a rule, will still book a
reissue rather than an import if
they need product, but that’s grad¬
ually breaking down. We have a
Fernandel picture, ‘Man With a
Raincoat,* which we’ve dubbed and
on which we’re shooting strictly
for volume. Many others have done
likewise. Of course, a lot of good
films are going to be ruined that
way, being dubbed just to get
wider bookings.”
Indies are complaining that it’s
tougher now than ever to find a
“good” foreign film. In part, this
is due to Europe’s own conscious¬
ness of “limited” art vs. the com¬
mercial potential of exploitation
product But the taste differences
are highly unpredictable. v“He Who
Must Die,” a pronounced success
at the Beekman Theatre in N. Y.
right now, died in France and was
rated zero for the U. S. On the
other hand, many pictures suc¬
cessful on the Continent failed to
make a dent in the States. This
inconsistency has brought gray
hairs to the indies who have to
decide whether to plunk down high
guarantees to French producers
who, in turn, have been stung in
the past by selling for peanuts
films which, eventually, turned
into high grossers in the States.

The foreign film business in the
States is finding itself on. the horns
of a dilemma. With its eyes firmly
on the bright star of Brigitte Bardot and the dollar, it has come
to a fork in the road and must
now decide in which direction to
proceed.
Being essentially schizophrenic
in nature, traditionally confused by
the fine line between “art” and
“exploitation,” which they theipselves have drawn, the independent
distributors would like to go off
in both directions. But killing two
flies with one stone isn’t an every
day kind of trick.
Since the war, the indies have
lived, and some have prospered
on the “art” film from Europe.
The major newspaper' critics have
contributed to the popular image
of “art” by praising as such many
Continental pictures which ap¬
peared offbeat in America; i.e.,
Hollywood terms. Until fairly re¬
cently, the outlets for such films
were limited and the pictures ca¬
pable of “breaking out” constitut¬
ed a small minority.
Since the advent of Mile. Bardot, and - the drop in the availa¬
bility of the American product, the
indies have been able to widen
their horizons via the socalled
“commercial" pictures . from Eu¬
rope. Dubbing is on tthe rise and
the indies now talk of “volume”
bookings. The accent is on the sex¬
ploitation film and “art” has be¬
come a byproduct.
It’s been clear for some time
that the foreign film biz is being
split by its desires to (1)^ maintain
a certain integrity by importing
films with artistic merit, and (£)
shoot the works on sensationalism
and “volume.” This has irritated
the critics, who’re important in
that area, and it has raised con¬
siderable questions for both dis¬
tribution and the theatres. *
The indies say that reviewers
have gotten into a rut, determined¬
ly measuring all imports against
the yardstick 'of “art.” Frequently

this -results in bitter disappoint¬
ment since these films are designed
for commercial purposes.
Many houses have been exper¬
imenting with imports of one kind
or another. But they’ve been hung
up on the difference between New
York and the rest of the country.
Pictures that do well in Gotham
aren’t necessarily 1 -of appeal else¬
where. Out-of-N. Y. theatres need
at least 52 pictures a yejar which, if
they’re to be consistent, means
they have to mix up all types of
foreign films. The question is:
Will the public go for the mixed
diet?
“There obviously is room for sex
and exploitation films from
abroad,” Edward L. .Kingsley of
Kingsley-International, who’s been'
handling two Bardot pictures, said
last week. “At the same time, the
public' will stand still for them
only so. long. Exhibitors must give
the ’good’ films a chance, even if
it’s a losing proposition once in
a while. Everyone has to suffer
losses sometimes, its the nature of
this business. But it’s the only way
tqi stay in business until that win¬
ner comes along.”
Public gets stung many times,
Kingsley opined, and in the for¬
eign field it seems willing to be
misled more often than with Holly,
wood pix. “But the type of exploi¬
tation now connected with Euro¬
pean pictures is bound to take its
toll and people are going to catch
on to the ’desperation’ ads sooner
or later. How long can the ‘cheat¬
ers’ stay alive?” ,
Problem is that the image of the
foreign film in New York differs
vastly from its perspective 'else¬
where. Here, partly under the pres¬
sure of the critics, an attempt is
made to please the sophisticates
who’ll appreciate what Europe
tells of itself in its films. Out of
New York, the accent is purely on
sex. Artistic pictures get about
50% of their revenue from-New
York, and sometimes more.
Filins like “Gervaise,” “Pather
Fanchali,” “Captain von Koepenick,” “Porte de Lilas” and others

Denver Post Forgets Free
Distribution Periodical
Via Screen Audiences

‘Volume’ of Overseas Rentals Called
Illusory; Real Key Must Be Trofits

The most recent effort to start a
special publication, devoted com¬
pletely to films, for distribution
free in the nation’s theatres ap¬
pears to have stalled. The Denver
Post, which had hoped to enter the
field, has notified Robert W. Selig,
head of the Fox Inter-Mountain
Theatres, that “softness iti the-national advertising field” has forced
it to abandon the project for the
time being.
First revelation of the project,
to be known as Movie Parade, was
made at Theatre Owners of Amer¬
ica convention in Miami Beach last
October and was received by . ex¬
hibitors with considerable fanfare.
It immediately won the endorse¬
ment of the convention^
Halt of the Denver Post plan
marks the third abortive effort
during 1958 to commence a publi¬
cation for gratis distribution in
film houses. Two other groups had
visions of publishing programs for
film, theatres similar to the legit
theatre’s Playbill One was known
as Showbill and the other as
Screenbill, but neither got off the
groqpd.

Meet Fidel Castro

Stocks’ Total Value
Amusement ^tocks as of the
end of January had a total
trading value of $116,829,528
on the New York Stock Ex¬
change.
The group was ahead of
such other industries as the
building trade, leather and its
products, office equipment,
real estate and textiles in
terms of the market value.

[Cuba Stops Coin
For Time Being
. Revolutionary government in
Cuba has put a stop to remittances
of dollar earnings of imported mo¬
tion pictures, according to a letter
sent by Antonio Garcia, Allied
Artists’ rep in Havana, to the homeoffice. He added he was confident
remittances would be resumed
after the new regime has had the
opportunity to check on foreignorigin money accounts.
Garcia’s letter, datqd Jan. 17,
also related that the new govern¬
ment set Jan. 29. as the date for
the beginning of a duties import
on* imported pictures. Heretofore
they’ve been duty free. .

A threereel color subject on Cu¬
ba’s Fidel Castro, made by Cubacclor, the Cuban newsreel com¬
pany, has been acquired for U. S.
release by Bruce Balaban.
Balaban, Who owns all but the
Haiti and Cuban rights to-the foot¬
John Sturges off to Burma, Thai¬
Valerie Harper, dancer .in the age, said last week he planned to
film "Rock, Rock, Rock,” signed for edit it down to one or two reels, land and Cej’lon to prepare for the
the upcoming Broadway musical, depending on local theatre needs. location filming of Metro’s “Never
"Dastry Rides Again.”
Maria Schell in N.Y. to do tv.
So Few” with Frank Sinatra.

‘INSURE1 A FILM
By GENE ARNEEL

While resentment among the
employers (producers and the stu¬
dios) against the hired .help (ac¬
tors) has grown markedly In past
year because of top demand tal¬
ent’s soaring remuneration ideas,
the key question that has come to
the fore in Hollywood is, "Hpw
much is a name performer really
worth?*’
The answer is elusive—indeed,
probably impossible. But some
provocative if inconclusive clue*
as to the boxofflce value of some
of the top thesps can be found in
matching the casts of pictures of
a relatively recent period against
the b.o. tally. .
Among the conclusions (and con¬
flicts) that can be recognized are
these: The “good” picture is bol¬
stered commercially by name lures
rather than unknowns but the pro¬
duction commonly regarded as sec¬
ond-rate hardly is more likely to
click because of the same names,
instead could lose more money
for the producer because of outof-pocket costs of those names.
Names usually help big ones are
not a requisite for blockbuster
revenue.
Consider these contradictoryseeming cases:
(1) The star power in Walt Dis¬
ney’s “Old Yeller” was limited to
Dorothy McGuire, Tess Parkrer (in
a small part) and yet this ap¬
parently minor-league entry will
wind up with over $5,000,000,
and probably closer to $6,000,000, in domestic distribution in¬
come—meaning strictly blue-chip
profit for producer Disney.
(2) Tony Curtis and Burt Lan¬
caster were In the leads but this
was not enough to lift “Sweet
Smell of Success” out of the red¬
ink.
(3) Columbia’s “Seventh Voyage
of Sinbad,” starrinn Kathy Grant,
is currently a blockbuster at the
b.o.
(4) Universal's “Time to Love
and Time to Die.” It was regarded
by the company's exec echelon, at
the outset, as fine drama and wham
money-maker but the disappoint¬
ment is now ascribed to absence of
qames.
(5) “Merry Andrew” had the
popular Danny Kaye as top banana
and
yet the domestic gross for the
By FRED HIFT
Metro feature was only $1,350,000.
(6)
John Wayne, a name to be
Ate the American film com¬
panies abroad putting too great an reckoned with in anybody’s popu¬
larity
poll for many years, lacked
emphasis on volume and gross
rather than on net receipts and sufficient star null to bring the
period
spectacle, ‘The Barbarian
remittances?
Some executives says this is so, and The Geisha,” out of the defi¬
cit
class.
and they blame a number of sup¬
(7) A disappointment to United
posedly short-sighted industry poli¬
cies overseas on this very fact Artists was “Run Silent, Run
Deep,”
though Lancaster and
What’s more, they say, the accent
on volume has tended to obscure Clark Gable were teamed.
These
are
but a few pictures in
some of the more unpleasant facts
of the foreign market where ris¬ relation to the totrl number which
had
the
aforementioned
and many
ing costs have reached the point
where a re-evaluaton of the entire pther top salaried actors on the
marquee
and
i
which
nonetheless
overseas operation is in order.
missed the boat to profitsville.
“We’re so busy running up bill¬
It’s a matter of common sense
ings abroad that it’s literally a case that the star sells some tickets
of not seeing the woods for the and in numerous cases, with the
trees,” ' commented one foreign aid of hangup exploitation cam¬
exec in *N. Y. last week. “When you paigns, hypoes a feature which is
do a volume business, and billings generally rated good but not out¬
are high, it looks good and you standing.
seem to justify your existence. Ac¬
But the list of flops makes It
tually, our net figures don’t look
so good and more small films lose clear that the luminaries out Hol¬
monev than arv of the companies lywood way are not miracle mak¬
ers.
are willing to admit.”
Yet, some independent produ¬
Argument ties in with the Euro¬ cers, in quest of financing, have
pean conterition that the U. S. dis¬ found the banks turning a deaf
tributors are shipp5 ng in films ear on them unless they have a
which, by the very nature of the good star or two in the package.
changing market, can’t make out
Samuel Goldwyn recently ac¬
On the books, these pictures do, of cused certain segment? of the in¬
course, help pile up volume and dustry of committing economic
billings. It’s only when all the hari-kari, namely the stars (and
costs are assessed and added up their agents) who want to hit a
that the losses become apparent. jackpot with every picture they
By this time, however, the local of- j make, and the management exec*
fice has made a good showing,
j who accede to the “insane” de¬
Aded to this is the odd fact that,. mands.
in some territories, the Yank out-1 Italian producer Dino DeLaufits actually get more licenses than rentlis, in New York last week,
they can profitably cover. That’s in | said amen to this but added, the
turn due to the shrinking produc¬ actors may ask us for excessive
tion volume. However, the com-' money “but they don't carry
(Continued on page 18)
guns.”
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WB’s Afiti-Loiiermg Role
ffitsEx-EmpkyesAmong l^r^^riSdude'wS:

Warners’ homeoffice receptionistsr (at the new building, 666 5th
Avenue, New York) have been im
structed by v.p. Bernard Goodman
to call. Who goes there? as visitors
to the premises egress from the
eleyators. Or in effect, anyway.
b to .put. check on ***■
Is,

Foreman, Charles Vidor and Fred
Kohlmar. As Col makes new jong&als with highlyrrated mfru it’s.expected that thsy will
^ offered shares in Fica
_ ^oq, formed shortly after the
?eath <rf Harry. Cohn, was organn’s believed, to -protect the

L. A. to N. Y.

I

^y^ve plaEued Loew-s “
Officers and directors who hold
^3 «iares in Fico indude prexy Abe
w Schneider, exec y.p. Abe Montemie,

b°yS’ Wh° ,U“ VPLe° Lazarus
3aBe’ V-P***
C6h”;
seem to loiter.
v.p. Paul
Jr. and
directors
Order to the receptionists is to]Donald S. Stralem, Alfred Hart,
stop everyone to "make sure they} Mendel Silberberg and Leo M.
have an appointment with the Blanche.
right person and at the proper
I_
time. Otherwise, please go away, a 1 o
»
3
Goodman’s order is not unique
uCDWHFlZ HCQ TTuC
among the film companies. (Are
ft*, t
n*
1 *
r
1
they getting nervous?). Trade refill BJ imCK 111 iSTECl^
porters, for ode group, who’ve had
n
I • i* ir* *.
an open sesame to many an exec’s
rOfegO ASiatlC VlSlt
office, are now being held hack m
___ __
*
_ , '
order "to be announced.”
RKO Theatres prexy Sol A.
■Schwartz and his wife, Marion, had
to cut short their scheduled five-

Sol Schwartz and
301

Wife
Hit by Trnck in Israel;
Forego Asiatic Visit

DALLAS-MADE FEATURE
r ilium HAD (POna ADA
tAnrl£ll rim 2ljlHf,UwU
noii-.e v-K <9
Hollywood PtetiS^Corp., hladed by the broadcaster-exhibition

iBiz JtiU Routing; ‘Mame’ Again^Firtt, -Running*
2d, ‘Furlough’ 3d, W 5th, .‘Seat’ 5th

Its registration of "The Hue-

_ment, it’s understood project
Recent activity In the stock
■
-t
. involves a comparatively in-•
Cinerama Inc., which hit a new
Pi i
expensive Mexican production,
high of 616 and was one of most acjtOCK flulACl liOlcS
: Shenandoah, headed by protively traded stocks on American
__J
ducer Stuart Millar and scripStock Exchange last week, was atter James Poe, is readying a
tributed to report that Hazard
Zenith board,
board voted a tbree-fortbree-for-.
high-hudget' roadshow film,
while Arthur Freed projects
Reeves, prexy of Cinerama Inc. and one stock split, subject to stockSoundsraft Corp., is or- holder
Voider approval. This second split
the Metro undertaking as aReeves Souncferaft
ganizing a group for the produc- yyjthin
a year had been anticipated
wfthina
musicaL Alan Jay Lerner and
tion and} exhibition of Cinerama
caused unusual interest in
In the
Burton Lane have * already
features.. Reeves is free to do. so
^ #, New stock-option setup i
Written the score,
now since
le Stanley Warner’s exclu- jor
^or ^yamcr
Earner execs comes up for a jssms=s=s=ss=s=s=s^^
sivity has
t0^ay (Wed.) at the company’s _
as ended. Under a ruling vote t<Mjay
—
A T7
of the Dept,
Dept, of Justice, SW was annn3ti meeting in Wilmington . . . ¥ A TvC CAiA V Vaav
forced too dispose of all its holdings
& Co.-thinks Eastman HoKoamalnc.^
dak is priced too high but likes
v m, vm
in Cinerama
Inc. ^
veek Stanley sold its final Polaroid as an attractive long-term
.... . ^
v#
Last week
|1_ _■ II/IaL VkiiliAn
holdingsr of 329,000 Cinerama Inc. investment... United Artists now
shares too the Wall Street firm of has 819,388 common shares listed . |jPrf| Vf {[[I i ifUOItlS
$2:50 on
0n the'big board, having added
yv'lU 111,41 UlUUIVU
Kidder, Peabody & Co. for $2.50
per share.
re, These shares were suh- 333. . .., . film
Film stocks on the.
the. big
^
«v ,
[y acquired at a slightly -board jumped 1.8%
?■ - - Hollywood, Feb. 3.
sequently
1.8% in value-last
rice
by
Reeves
and
his
synmonth,
cemparedwith
gains
of
A
21c
per
hour
salary
nse and
higher price
compared' with
dicate. New acquisition gives p.4%
o.4% in December and 9.1% in fn£ge benefits are provided In an
Reeves Soundcraft definite Control November.
agreement on a collective hargahrof Cinerama Ine., with holdings of
-----^4- .
' ing contract , reached last Friday
730,000 shares in add'tion to 100,- | /v/f
|1*
nl
(30) by reps of the International
000 Reeves owns personally. Alto- lift Alt MIAA NhdfPC
getber there are 2,700,000 Cine- Vrllvl I lull vlldlVy . Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em¬
rama Inc. shares outstanding.
•
i
:
ployees and major' film producers,
According to Reeves, he plans tom
|
1*
H {•
tv film producers and film process¬
open and operate his own Cine| a lflftfflg IwljUflUff
firms.
rama theatres and to nrovide for a
1U lijUwtf ' lflwflllK ingCovering
15,000 industiy workers
continuity of story-telling pix. He . ’
in 21 local Unions, pact runs for
envisions the operation of 59 to 75
1%*
f
/I I
t* •
two years and went into effect Jan.
theatres throughout the world
HlV I AIT I Alllltini2l .31. The three-week long negptiawhich, he feels, can subsist on two
A
A IA 1U1 VVllllIlIJiw tions. headed by Richard F. Walsh,
Cinerama - films
new Ciirerflmfl
irlnis annually.
PUnmliy*
TATQl? intPTTiAtinnfl] nrpvv and
Reeves believes that the full potenIndependent producers with long- Charles s Boren exec vo*oi Assn
tial of Cinerama has yet to be em- term commitments with Columbia ^ Motion Picture Producers.*
ployed and he points out that the are being offered shares of stock Parted “the fiSt ^Se tSt majS
medium has maintained its success in the Fico Corp., the private holdk!y $£3 nroducers and Mm
despite the fact that it has yet to mg compaby which has been pur^ p^eSoifhaVr^^ toSher te
come up with a story-line p.cture. basing shares of the film comAll theatres presently operating pany. As of Sepf. 30, 1958, Fico
,onnfi.
die
are using
uuiu: rtj.uipxucuv
equipment jjiuyiuuvi.
pnmded by
uji owjicu
owned 38,358 au<uw
shares vi
«f wiiumuio
Columbfa's
d ._. ,
< ..
Cinerama Inc. IWs equipment is common stock, but has since added
fund
and
extension of health and
all owned by Cinerama Inc. and has to these holdings.
been provided to the theatres on a
On that date, Fico’s stock con- welfare benefits.. Health insurance
rental basis only.
sisted of 8208 shares, with own- was granted for retired employees
Sr
AWffliU kAtMrr dlimilAfl emnntf -flG ■ 2IIu il^6 IHSUT&11C8 COV€JT3^6 for
ership being divided
g
- employees increased from $1,000
eers and directors of the company
^
as well as closely-connected indie 10
_
producers. "Producers with a stake

Others ‘Not Authorized’

1

(result of an automobile accident in
Tel Aviv which fractured a couple
Of ribs between them and also
caused leg cuts to Mrs. Schwartz.
t„- ?’

sms sss^tiSssr
film, T'he1 KinS shreS” in fte have teken ,them to tile Far East,
can Jan. 30 after two weeks’ shootAjl ^srae^ m^my truck skidded
ing at Lake Dallas, with the wind- into ibe Schwartz’s car, which had
up filmed at United National stu- an official government guide with
dios here. "Shrews” will be readied Ibem. It was a freak accident on
for a June release, with a local a bumpy dirt road, made hazarpremiere possible. Budgeted at dous by ^be ramy season.
$300,000, first of two features by
'While the Israeli authorities
the new orff was coprodueed by were most solicitous, including
Gordon McLendon and Ken Curtis Army hospital treatment, the the(who doubled in acting roles), with ^tre exec and his wife recuperated
Ray Kellogg,* director, and Ben in their Hotel Dan, Tel Aviv, suite
Chapman, production manager, for five days until able to catch
Film stars James Best and Ingrid the jet back to New York.
Goudp.
--—s—— •
Second feature, tentatively tit_
, ‘
• .
tied “The Gila Monster,” starts
Dwigbt Spracher of Seattle and
shooting at the local studios Feb. Jo^ Rosenfield of Spokane, spon16, with Don Sullivan in lead. Cur- sored a meeting jyesterday (Tues.)
tis . will produce, ;Kellogg direct in the Beattie exchange area to ex*
and Chapman is, again production plain the aims and program of'the
manager.
. i-American Congress of Exhibitors.

Portland Allen
Barney Balaban
Lucille Ball
Howard Beck
Milton Berle
Russell Birdwell
Don Boutyette
Lester Braun stein
. Gower Champion
Steve Cochran
James Daly
Leo Durocher
Arthur Freed
Paul Gregory
Arthur Hornblow Jr.
Martha Hyer
Rowland V. Lee
Alan Jay Lerner
Julie London
Eugene Lourie
Frank Lovejcy
Abel Marl
Albert McCleery
Vincente Minnelli
Sally Rand
Robert Saudek
Dinah Shore
Sam Spiegel
Leslie Stevens
Richard Thorpe
Virginia Vincent
Joseph .R. Vogel
Philip A. Waxman
Cara Williams
Gig Young _
.

Europe to U. S.
Luba Atasevic
John Bash
William Goetz
Nikolai Sokoloff .
Charles Vidor

U. S. to Europe
Harald Bromley
George Brandt
James Dobson
Dya Lopert
Joel Marston
Murray Silyerstone

New York to L, A.
-. Bill Barrett ;
Martin Batmi
Catol Chanping
Robert Englander
Russell Johnsod
Beverly Livet
- Marilyn^Maxwell
M>e !Newbp m
..• Bert Grde’c » < -•
-: Dick Pack .

'
..

.

■i

Helped fid degfct to^sqpae extern
by the new federal tax structure
oh admission tickets, .business in
key cities covered by Variety is
boiling despite the surplus, of longruns' and holdovers. Neither, the
snow nVr severe cold proved much
of a handicap at the-b.o., numer¬
ous keys showing up better than
they did a week ago. .
"Auntie Mame” (WB) is back
Ip No. 1 position after being in
second -slot a week ago. ’’Some
Came-Running,’’ (M-G), champ a
week ago, is winding up a big sec¬
ond place winner.
“Perfect Furlough" (U) is mov¬
ing up to 'third position by dint of
some new, unusually fine engage¬
ments. '“Inn of Sixth Happiness"
(20th) Again is finishing in fourth
place, same as last week.
"South Seas Adventure*!.. (Cine¬
rama), .fifth a^week ago, is landing
in same spot* this stanza. "South
Pacific" (Magna) is pushing up to
sixth'place. VBell,|took; Candle”
(Col) will-land in seventh money.
"Gigi" (M-G) is showing renewed
vigor to > climb to eighth place.
"Separate Tables”. (UA) will cap¬
ture ninth "position. while "I Want
To Live” (UA) is finishing 10th.
"Windjammer" (NT) is winding up
. 11th “Anna I.ncasta” (UA) rounds
out the Top 12'/“*' 5
"Horse’s Mouth" (Lopert),
"Tonka" .(BV), “Sheriff of Frac¬
tured Jaw” (20th) and "My Un¬

cle* (Coat) . aapg the • ;rupner-up
films.
: “Rally. Round Flag, Boys”. (20th)
is throwing some promise among
the newcomers. It is good in
Frisco and Pittsburgh, lively in
Portland and okay , on longrun in
N.Y. “House on Haunted Hill"
?AA), slick in Boston, looms ter¬
rific in Detroit
. "Sleeping Beauty" (BV),, due at
N.Y. Criterion mid-F e b r u a r y,
preemed in L-A. with a hoff first
week after breaking several mat¬
inee records. "Doctor’s Dilemma!*
(M-G), tall in N.Y„ shapes hefty in
Philly.
. “Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker"
(20th), also new, is. rated nice In
Buffalo. “St Louis Bank Robbery"
(UA) is secko on preem week in
St Louis. ‘■The Trap" (Par) is
rated mild in N.Y.
‘.‘Roots of Heaven". (20 th) shapes
big in Philly. “Last Blitzkrieg”
(Col), fight in N.Y., looms mild ip Frisco.
"Around World Ip 80
Days” (UA) 1$ lnsty in L.A.
"Old .Man and Sea” (WB), good
in Cincy, shapes trim in Chi and
Stout in LA. "Night To1-Remem¬
ber” (Rank) still is fine on longrun in N.Y.
"Tom Thumb" (M-G) looks hotsy
in Chi and hep in Philly.
“Spider" ( AAi is okay in Toronto. •
(Complete Boxoffice Reports ©*
Pages 8-9-10) .
*

Still More Invaluable Memorabilia
Added To N.Y. Theatre ArdiiveS
By GEORGE FBSSDLEY
(Curator, Theatre Collection, N.Y. Public Library)
It has been two .years since I’ve -gave her own records and corremade any report on the important spondence, particularly with Nor- *
acquisitions of the Theatre Cofiec- .man Bel Geddes, in whose organ!- - '
tion of the N.Y. Public Library, zation she had played a prominent
catalogued, and ready.jfor examina- part, particularly the original ra¬
tion, study and use. .For instance, vival of "Lysistrata" in 1938 and
the late Oliver M. Sayler, Elizabeth the subsequent production of 1931>
Reynolds Hapgood, Joshua Logan with Raymond Massey in “Hamlet"
and Theatre .Arts. Books gave pho- t--i
tographs and books to add to the 1-Stars’ Great Collectina_1
recent Stanislavski - Moscow Art
Four stars of a later vintage.
Theatre exhibition. Lawrence Phil- whose collections have come here
lips of USO-Cainp * Shows - gave are Ldcflle Watson,,4he, late -Mar- -r
designs, photographs, documentary garet Wycherley, Dorothy Jardon
papers and scrapbooks which, in and the late Jane CowL The collecsmaU p^ct were exhibited in the tion of the most famous Juliet of
Fifth Avenue Entrance' HalL The her generation was' purchased at .
bulk of the material has been cata- the auction of her effects hy
logued and made available to the Marjorie Barkenttn, Emellne Roche
public, - ■ and Blanche Yurka, systematized
During ’1958, carrying out her by Miss Roche and presented in
mother’s bequest Edia Cusack has the name of the'fair Lady* Jab*
presented the Aline Bernstein col- as she was often affectionately .
lection of theatrical designs which called.
span the 40 years of Mrs. BernAlfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanhe
stein’s designing for the theatre presented their scrapbooks from
from the old Neighborhood Play- which: I gathered valuable pictures
house days through Broadway, to for illustration, programs and reanother off-Broadway venture of views to document my Theatre ^
recent past, the highly successful World monograph, "The ' Lunts." J
production of ‘The World of Sho- Other actors and playwrights
lem- ■♦Aleichem” at the Barbizon- whose scripts and scrapbooks found
Plaza.
their way here include Harry
Philip Moeller, director, play- Ellerbe, Bertha and Herbert Befe
wright and co-founder of the The- more, Ruth and Augustus Goetz;
atre. Guild, left his annotated Bert Lytoll, Albert Bcin and. Julesr
promptbooks of such productions Eckert Goodman, Owen Fawcett ;
as Eugene O’Neill’s “Mourning Among producers represented in>.'
Becomes Electra,” "Strange Inter- the last two years are CheryjL
lude”. and "Ah, Wilderness!” to- Crawford, Gilbert Miller and Markin
gether with letters from O’Neill Linder. The stage doorman of thft £
with suggested, changes in the Hanna Theatre in Cleveland. Jqn
plays which .are of particular value seph Weseneris collection of auto-, [ t.
to biographers and scholars. Han? graphed photographs found thelr,fi
nah Moeller, his sister, 111 addition way to US.
.m9.
has donated promptbooks of his
Hill Doll and Sol Jacobson, the _
own plays such as "Madame Sand," press agents, had moved their of-?-.,
which he wrote for Minnie Mad- fices so the Theatre Collection';,
dem -Fiske and "Moliere,” whief fcehefitted with a vast deal of press ^
was produced with Henry Miller material. The N.Y. Morning Tele* 2
and Blanche Bates in the cast, graph deeded its valuable photo^*
together with important letters, graphic morgue, 1900-1930, to
photographs and other memora- benefit,
bilia.
The library walls are bulging
The Theatre Guild celebrated its into Bryant Park and there is a
40th anniversary year of producing backlog of photographic and other
itt- the American theatre by pre- material awaiting processing, but
senting hundreds of promptbooks, there is always room for one more
typescripts,
scrapbooks, photo- collection if it is important enough
graphs and posters. From an to theatrical history.
i!earlier period of production came
-the Annie Russell Collection of the
- .
n . n fe
e
end of the last century and heMa rfiT $ Brtff
ginning of the - present one. The
_ •
' '
Daniel Frohman star is liberally
Michael Jusko, Paramount salesrepresented by photographs, scrap- man • in: Buffalo sinee 1953, and
books, letters, scripts etc. The previous to this r associated with_
donor, Dorothy Lockhart, long Republic in the same city, has been
associated with Miss Russell in named. Par’s Buffalo, branch manher last ryeate'dud'-sin^'Uiefi-ihi ager.-- 1
r
^
^
the operation of the Annie Russell • He replaces Hugh Maguire^ who- . Theatre in Winter-Park, Florida, has left the company, - -
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The Role of Criticism

PICTURES
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J. WalterThompson Savant: More
Well-to-Do Cue More Ad Funds

Much has been said and written in the film-industry regarding
critics and criticism, Bernard P. Gallagher who publishes a news¬
letter in the magazine field has commented on the psychology
which often lurks in this discussion area. He is not talking about
amusement trade journals but tradepapers generally in the follow¬
ing arresting language:
“Publishers give way to advertiser and agency pressure. At
least one top editor recently resigned, directly as a result of this.
Top brass insisted that big advertisers get editorial break. Other
examples are hidden beneath the surface. Pressure^ also coming
from p.r. agencies that are subsidiaries of ad- agencies. Word is
that some of these p.r. outfits are openly suggesting trade of edi¬
torial space for advertising. Dangerous development. Should be
checked by publishers*
“Watering down of editorial product is a blight of magazine
publishing today. The middle position too often means no position.
Lack of editorial vigor is especially evident among trade maga¬
zines. Fear of criticism is sfifUng. One publishing company has a
clear cut policy of “no negative reporting ” A.strong industry has
strong critics. It is self-defeating to silence critics. It is slow
death for any publication to back away from hard-hitting issues.”

--

■

Entering what is described as a
period of “economic adjustment,”
\'
20th-Fox this week was again giv¬
ing thought to an executive salary
cut. Plan mulled would ask execs
making over $1,000 a week to take
a 50% reduction pending an im¬
provement of “conditions.”
Same measure was resorted to
by 20th six years hack; when
everyone making over $500 a week
was asked to take a 25% cut. Lat¬
ter was restored when income re¬
turned to a given high level. .
Whether 20th prexy Spyros' P.
Skouras decides to ask for the cut
or not, he’s on record as being de¬
termined to effect a 25% cut in
j the -operational costs of the com¬
•9 pany which now run to about $100,000,000 a year. All the depart¬
ment heads at 20th are being put
on notice to comply, which auto¬
matically means dismissals at 20th
offices around the world. Total
Walt Disney still has Wall Street
figure of about 1,000 persons has
running a temperature. Downtown¬
.been mentioned.
Disney Cross-Plugs
ers’ affection is inspired by the way
Skouras is represented as feel¬
the producer plays one amusement
Walt Disney’s deal with the
ing that times have . changed ’ for
medium to complement the other,
ABC network allows for plenty
the film business, but 20th's opera¬
with beaucoup profits results.
of cross-plugging but only so
tional structure hasn’t changed
Deemed impressive is the Disney
far as Disney’s own'theatrical
with them. Issue might not have
modus operand! which sees almost
product is concerned. That is,
arisen for the moment, were it hot
every one of his properties yield¬
Disney is free to'trailerize.his
for the fact that the company has
ing! money. Range is from theatri¬
features on the tv airers but is
had a very disappointing last quar¬
cal motion pictures, television, the
restrained from doing this with
ter in 1958 and an equally weak
Disneyland -amusement park, mu¬
productions which he finances
and distributes (via the Buena
sic, publishing and fictional char¬
acter merchandising.
| Vista subsidiary) but which are
20th Pay* 40c Divvy
produced
by others.
The newest maneuver of fiscal
The regular quarterly 40c
Such is the case with BV’s
importance is via the financing and
dividend
on the common stock
upcoming release of Roland V.
distribution of outside product. Not
was declared by 20th-Fox last
Lee’s production of “Big Fish¬
only does Disney have an owner¬
week.
erman.” This can’t get a men¬
ship stake In these theatrical films
It’s payable March 28, 1959,
tion on “Walt Disney Presents”
he also is providing added material
to stockholders of record
or “Mickey Mouse Club.” But
to keep his releasing subsidiary,
March 13, ’59.
Disney will buy local tv time
Buena Vista, going at full throttle.
coinciding with the airing of
To get back to Wall Street: Last
his own programs for “Fisher¬
first one in 1959, due partly to a
week the Disney issue on the New
man” blurbs.
lack of top product and partly 'to
York Stock Exchange hit another
‘ the failure of pictures; like “Roots
new high, rising to $49.50 per
of Heaven” and “Barbarian and the
share, topping all film companies
Geisha” to turn in the expected
in terms of per-share market value, ;
strong performances.
Total of 18,200 shares were traded
First firings took place In 20th’s
during the'iweek ended Friday'T30)r
ad-pub department where six were
the gain was $1.87Vfc per share,
let go. Screen Publicists Guild
and the high compares with a low
took issue with this and, pointing
of $14. Clearly, an investment in
to 20th’s ambitious production
Disney has meant get-rich-quick
(
budget
for 1959-60, urged Skouras
returns.
| to undertake economies that would
On the theatrical front, Disney
not
involve
loss. of personnel.
this year will have productions go¬
.Skouras accepted the suggestions,
ing at advanced admission prices.
but
said
the
men
would have to go
First, due shortly, is “Sleeping
Today’s casting problems influ¬
Issue then went to arbi¬
Beauty” which is to play on a enced Paramount to line up four anyway.
tration,
but
was
settled “out of
grind policy but at roadscale scales productions in a row with Sophia
court” before that. (See separate
despite the running time of only 75 Loren as femme lead. Although story.)
minutes. Upped prices are war¬ there’s been a traditional'aversion
While there will be no drastic
ranted because the all-cartoon fea¬ to having the same player in a changes in domestic distribution,
ture was plenty expensive to bring number of features; Par’s thought at least not for the moment, 20th
in, the negative cost being $6,000,- was to avail itself of Miss Loren International is examing its op¬
000.
And, states a Disney rep, 1 while she was in a state of avail¬ erations with a view to -cost-cut¬
the public will pay for quality ability. Also, story projects were ting. 20th has merged with Metro
whereas quantity doesn’t matter.
at hand for which she Was suitable; in several territories.
The ar¬
Second, which probably' will be production postponements 'might rangement went into effect last
at hand next fall, is “The Big Fish- have meant the loss of Miss Lo¬ week. If it works out, additional
. ermanan “outside” entry mad6 ren’s services or missing out on the economy moves of this nature in
by veteran film-maker Roland V. stories.
smaller territories are likely. Mur¬
Lee. This, allegedly representing
Casting obstacles have multi¬ ray Silverstone, 20th International
a negative investment o£$4,000,000, plied greatly in recent years, along prez, left for Europe this .week.
wiM be strictly roadsh6w, i.e., two with the rivalry among'the-various He’s going to survey the situation
lots for desirable scripts. They feel with a view to effecting economies.
a day.
a
liisney gross income was up in that now it’s imperative to make
airareas of operation in the last fis¬ quick decisions anent available
cal year, with’ theatrical film casting and selection of stories for
rentals being the biggest source of the simple reason that the star
revenue. It amounted to $19,167,- who’s at liberty to work today may
47^ compared with $15,574,260 the well be tied up for months begin¬
yea? previous. Television brought ning tomorrow.
The N.Y. Screen Publicists Guild
a gross of $9,949,730, Disneyland
The uncertainties led to the has called off • scheduled arbitra¬
$1§396,186 and the combination of Loren situation at Par. This Italian tion proceedings against 20th-Fox
publications music, records and player is now on view with Cary as a result of a settlement involv¬
character merchandising $5,963,- Grant in “Houseboat.” Film com¬ ing the firing of six staffers for
875, for a total of $48,577,262. The pany has “Black Orchid” going “economic reasons.”
The agreement, hammered out
total for 1957 was $35,788,242.
intb release shortly, with this to
Many-Sided Splendor
be followed by “That Kind of after a series of meetings last
Disney’s is the multi-faceted ap¬ Woman,” also completed. And week, calls for the reinstatement
proach. As one branch of the. com¬ “Heller With a Gun” went into pro¬ of Harry Hochfeld, veteran em¬
pany'marks gainsbrushes off on duction last .week. Miss Loren has ployee of the art department and
former Guild, prexy; an arrange¬
the other. At least, this is his the femme lead in all four.
ment whereby Charles B^llello, an¬
thought. “Beauty” is an example.
Further reflecting the casting other veteran artist, could retire
The fairy tale, provided a full hour problem is “Heller.” The produc¬
of programming last Friday (3d) on tion w&s-in the schedule for some with full benefits. Payment of an
the producer’s ABC network alter. time.but it was only a week before additional four weeks salary (above
This provided exposure for-the the actual, .shooting that Tony the regular severance) to the pinkslipped staffers, Jose Shor, Betty
soups, the characters and,, of Quinn was lassoed for the male Eisenstadt, Claude Baruch mid
course,-added up to a long,, long- lead...
.*
Gene Brown, was also accepted.
trailer for the theatrical feature.
Whether the latter. was a plus is
-Floyd Stone, former photog¬
Aldo Tonti, Italian cameraman,
open to some question, for the big-'
rapher-writer for-Quigley Publica¬
screen and stereophonic sound yad* hired ;bjr Stanley-! Kramer for “On tions, has j^ned Modern Photog¬
(Continued on page 221 J
the Beach” in Australia:
raphy as associate editor.

Admires His Media-to-Media Parlays

Cues Par Bunching
Four From Loren

20TH AND PUBLICISTS
SETTLE AXE ISSUE

,
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Discretionary spending power,
i.e. the amount of money available

2Gth’s New Stereophonic to a family after it has met its basic
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
An improved stereophonic
sound system which will re¬
produce stereo from sound re¬
corded monaurally with a sin¬
gle mike will be utilized on all
upcoming 20.th-Fox films. New
technique was developed by
studio technicians under di¬
rection of Carl Faulkner.
Studio thinks so highly of
the development that it will be
featured in advertisements
along with Cinemascope and
DeLuxe color.

A1 Capone In
For AA Release
John H. Burrows and Leonard J.
Ackerman are a couple of young
(34-ish) producers who formed a
partnership, have “A1 Capone” as
their first production and are now
undertaking the “sell” with the
key thought in mind of distinguish¬
ing their baby from run-of-the-mill
exploitation product.
In New York from the Coast this
week, they said they went for over
$700,000 worth of budget to come
up with a quality product and this
they’ve got to get across to the
trade, the press and the public.
“Capone,” with Rod Steiger in
the title part, is to be released by
Allied Artists, which provided the
financing.- Burrows, previously as¬
sociate producer for Lindsley Par¬
sons Productions, is the son of AA
exee v.p.-treasurer George Bur¬
rows. Ackerman, a lawyer, in past
worked for New York’s Chemical
Corn Exchange bank on motion
picture and television loans and,
later on his own, was legalistic rep
for several individuals and compa¬
nies in tv.
Burrows and Ackerman said
they’re planning an extensive se¬
ries of meetings with influential
groups, including the Friars and
Lambs (who in turn have influen¬
tial contacts), theatremen and the
press. Part of their message is that
the real-life Capone, although re¬
garded as a hero in some quarters,
was a “monster” and he’s so de¬
picted in the picture.
And if there’s any censorship
trouble they’ll go to court to fight
it. Nothing official as yet but there
has been some beep-beep out of
Chicago that the local police, sen¬
sitive about seeing their home town
as the site of gangsterism, might
try to curb “Capone.” Co-producers
added they can’t understand why
some major companies have ac¬
cepted without a fight for-adultsonly restrictions on their pix in
Chi.
There’s some harsh subject mat¬
ter in “Capone,” including the Val¬
entine’s Day massacre of seven
hoods and a severe beating which
Capone takes In Alcatraz, which
might not sit well in certain for¬
eign' markets. To protect them¬
selves, Burrows and Ackerman had
“cover” shots taken in production,
i.e., scenes which can be substi¬
tuted for the originals.

costs for food, clothing, shelter, etc.
rose 63% between 1950 and 1958
and could go up another 90% over
’5lrby 1969, Arno H. Johnson, v.p.
and senior economist for the J.
Walter Thmopson Agency, told the
Sales Eexecutive Club of N.Y. yes¬
terday (Tues.).
“Families moving up to better
income groups could take on great- '
er physical consumption of many
products. The additional purchasing
power is there even with higher
prices, but the interest and desire
has to be created,” he said.
“We have the purchasing power
and the latent consumer needs for
this type of growth in living stand¬
ards over the next two years,”
Johnson maintained. ‘Tew realize
that we have, today, a $30,000,000
'backlog of consumer buying await¬
ing activation by increased selling
effort. This, is enough additional
potential demand to make possible
more than a 10% increase in con¬
sumer purchases in 1959.
“Marketing
and
advertising
budgets should be increased by
.10% to 15% to take advantage of
today’s Opportunities. An increase
in selling effort now can be an Im¬
portant factor.”
Though
Johnson’s
remarks
weren’t directed specifically at the
film industry, they certainly seemed
to apply. The very period—1950 to
1939—when, according to Johnson,
discretionary spending power went
up from $86,300,000,000 to $140,400,000,000, also marked the period
when the film biz found itself in a
time of crisis. It was a period, too,
when the population of the U.S.
went up ffrom 151,700,000 to 173,800;000. By 1964, Johnson figured,
when the population will crest 193,000,000, discretionary spending
power will hit $217,000,000,000, or
55% over ’58. By 1969 it should
reach $267,000,000,000 out of a total
disposable income of $470,000,000,000 (after taxes), which compares
to a similar total of $307,000,000000 in 1958.
Johnson cited the “habit lag”
which develops as more families
rise on the income ladder. By way
of demonstration he took up the
example of the automobile indus¬
try, which is now faced with the
need for proving to Americans that
1. they need a car. 2. they often
need two cars. Of the 57,000,000
families who today have a car, fully
13,000,000 actually need a second
car, and the automobile market ac¬
tually could absorb another 30,000,000 additional, cars, he said.
"To cash in on this expended po¬
tential will require aggressive ad¬
vertising and selling, because pres¬
ent habits and desires in relation
to car ownership need to be
changed,” Johnson argued, adding
that the poor automotive showing
of 1958 “can hardly be attributed
to lack of purchasing power.”
VOGEL BACK FROM STUDIOS
Viewed ‘Ben-Hur* and Other
Future Releases

Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel
is back at his homeoffice desk fol¬
lowing tw'o weeks at the company’s
studio.
During his Coast visit, Vogel
viewed four hours of “Ben-Hur”
footage and other upcoming Metro
films, including “T^e Mating
Game,” “Count Your Blessings,”
“The World, the Flesh and the
Devil,” “Green Mansions” and
“The Beat Generation.”
With production chief Sol C. Sie¬
gel and studio administrator, Vogel
discussed editing and scoring plans
De Luxe Laboratories in N. Y.P for “Ben-Hur” and also convered
a 20tb-Fox subsidiary, is installing plans for launching a number of
Todd-AO processing equipment. new productions In the next few
Program calls for the lab to be weeks, including “Never So Few,”
ready to handle Todd-AO footage “It Started With a Kiss” and “The
by the late summer,
Wreck of the Mary Deare.” On
20th, having bought Into Todd- his return to Gotham, Vogel conAO, plans to make several pic¬ [ ferred with general sales manager
tures in the process. It has aban¬ John P. Byrne on pix to be re¬
doned its own Cinemascope 55 leased from now until the end of
August ..
process.

DELUXETOPROCESS
FOOTAGE FOR TODD-AO

VEstiEFT
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tho State’s Attorney who cracks
■ Hie Trap
the case and who, in the. end. Is
(CCNLOBl
made to look almost ^guilty by
Welles.- Richard Anderson is nat-'
Crime. meHer misfires.
^
Sfeoaff b*«fc for fids easi-west
oral as Judd's brother and Robert
top east, spotty b.o. Ukely$ •
sterr of Re 1S56 Hanrarian
Simon Brings * fine sense of bumor
revolt.
to bis portrayal of'Lt Johnson.
Hollywood, Jam 30.
Edward Binns IS effectiye as Tom Paramount release of Parkwood-Heath
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Daly, the reported. Louise Lorimer coproduction. Stars Richard Widmark*
J. Cobh; Tina Louise and: Earl Holli¬
Metro release of Atty production. Stars
hits the right note as Artie’s S0- Lee
man. Produced by Norman Panama and
Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner; costars
Frbductipn* ttresentetlon. Produeed by cialite mother.
Melvin Frank. Directed .by Panama,
Richard Merley. E. G. MardiaH; ‘Tatro[■
• ■
—
~r“
Screenplay, Panama 'and Richard Alan
duces” Jason Rebards Jr. ProuuCerr Richard Murphy,-who wrote toe Simmons;
camera.'Daniel L. Fapp;' editor.
inftatlm of Life
director, Anatote
Litvak.
Screenplay.
Diiimarir feaW** E. G. .Marshall, Martin screenplay, did a gratifying ipb in Everett Douslas. Previewed at Westwood
George Tabori; camera. Jack Hildyard;
Milner, Richard Anderson, Robert Sunon, sticking Closely to- the Levin book. VilL«e Theatre, Jan, 6, ‘69. Ronniny time.
musie, Georges Auric; editor, Dorothy
12 fennS*
Spencer. Previewed at the studio, Jaxu.
Fine remake of 1934 film.
^
5S,*L.^fio§^tvSgSSirffi The dialog is completely believ28,’SbI Harm tog time* 122 MINS.
Anderson.Richard Widmark
Tears will be shed, but not by
Directed by Richard Fleischer; screei^>lay, able. William C. Melloris photo- Ralph
Victor Massonetti. Lee J. Coob
Lady
Ashmore._Deborah Karr
exMbs if Lana Turner-John
Richard Mimuiy, from Meyer Levin novel graphy is a big plus. His Camera Linda
Anderson
Tina Louisa
Major Surer . Yul Brynner
Gavin
starrer
is
properly
pro¬
Tippy
Anderson . Earl Holliman.
Hugh Deverlll.Robert MorTey
music?*Lionel Chtosroan; editor, Wiiijani moves without any contrived anAnderson.Carl Benton Reid
Rtj£elander .E. G. MandtaH
moted.
ReynoTds. Previewed at the 20th home* files, yet in a host of clever little Sheriff
Mr.
Davis
..
Lome
Greene
Paul Kedes (Fleming). .Jason Bobards Jr.
ogc^N.Y.Jan.zs.^.Ronninx Pme, ^0tS catches toe- essence, of the Mellon ....Peter Baldwin
Czepege .. Kurt Kasznar
1st Policeman .. Chuck WaasU
Hollywood, Jan. 7.
ULinw
David KocscdEEJ
Jonathan Wilk ....Orson Wellaa ch aracter&.
, .
Lett
Karger
..
Richard
Shannon
w^mw, F,
. Marie Deem*.!
Universal release of a Ross Hunter Ruth Evans ... mane Varsi
But in the final accounting it is Joey- .. Carl Milletaire
Mr. Hafouh .
•
Gerald Onxy
Stars Lana Turner, John
. ..-- V,
still toe direction and the perforBcriala
.Barbara.Von Nady S^tof^tara^dra Dee, Dan 0*Herlihy,
Jacques. Ftery . M?uince Smfatl
Kohnef, Robert Alda; with Juanita Efom ^
..W*mances that gvie the picture^its
“The Trap?* has strong marquee
ad....... - Martin Milner electric quality. There are some names and some handsome pic¬
lapses,toi be sure. The.twoboysare torial values, both geographical
Tom Daly . aiward Binns explained, the viewer can under- and physical. But it is a crime
BcJEE*
stand them, but it is impossible to melodrama so over-wrought that it
SXflTS Mr, straui -...— LoSli
LoSS get involved. A revoltmg crime has often falls into unintentional par¬
"
.™ *591 Running time, 125 MINS.
“The Journey" is a powerful and
jSSS^.V.*.!’.!.Tj^SSto Padua...G?vin MacLeod been committed, but the very ter- ody, and will have only spotty- suc¬
cess. Melvin Frank and Norman
provocative film. Its novel back- Susie cage m ...:.- Sa2fi£*r?£5
Edward*"... *..
Dp O’Herlihy
..... Gen-y Lock The film is artful m its technical Panama produced the independent
ground is the abortive Hungarian j David
Sarah Jane (age 18).Susan Kohner
.Harry Carter detail. Which extends to the per- coproduction (of their Parkwood
revolt of 1956. Anatole Litvak, S^Lo^ .......V.\V.*.'-Eobert Aida Detective Davis
.fonnances, yet it is curiously art- and Richard Widmark’s Heath
who produced and directed, appa- Annie Johnson.••
__
less and devoid of imagination units) for Paramount The faults of
roast timed « HHiminaeng this ■ .f^^-^--n::";.?*S&,Sta8S'
whep it comes to the expressions the picture are most noticeable in
event by the familiar technique of sude (age e>.Teijy Biu^asa
that 316 P^ely film’d and beyond writing and direction.
showlpg the rebellion’s efieet
&
the scope ot dialog. There is about
Widmark plays the son of a
an. international group of charac- show GiriT..
Ann Robinson “Ss*
°Sr*iJlas,be^n
"T
it
an tonost sober atmosphere, small town sheriff, Carl Benton
ters. This aspect has not been >Franide ..
r^eved somewhat by toe expert Reid, who has expelled him some
fully realized, hid strong and strikV; .V.V.‘.V.V.V SrS
and extraordinarily effective cut- years before for a minor, youthful
Ing individual characterizations. Minister —r;-JorfJHu^ea study of the notmoous Leopold- tfcg
f editor William Reynolds, indiscretion^ Widmark cbmes home
and their intergiay nomad®
::::::::::::: j3S»Wb&£
°7%^ Frfr^?^
^elNeSnanSe toTmiS^. as the mouthpiece of a crime boss,
provide a compelling story. What’s Teacher ..Malda. Severn
“Compulsion”
latches on to head- Lee J. Cobb, now on the lam. Cobb
going to- sell tickets to this Metro gomana.*.•
5?£s25
lines of yesterday that still seem and his organization hoods have
®T?**
release—and sell a lot of them— *** .-.■.
• searchipg ^ intrigue the public of today, shut off the little desert commu¬
is the . romantic combination-' of
“Imitation of Life’* crosses a clarify, a superb sense for dramatic g’s derteSy a weR-made pictSe nity from all outside contact An
Deborah’Kerr and Yul Brynner.
wito plepty of boxoffice allure titet, airplane is to touch down at its
m toe final, un- w ^ younger Zanuck’s maiden isolated field and take Cobb, to
George Tabori’s screenplay is a reSSiS^SlSS of
T553^ agams^ capital
gives one the right to ex- another country.
Widmark is the willing tool of
fSJflSdS rece^^lr^U’Fa film tS? will
uSSVchard Fleischer’s expert P”1 eTen bettof thte*s •at hjS't
the syndicate until Cobb’s, hench¬
benefit from word-of-mouth, parmrUV. its
;fc mrnrlnnac
nf+hfl
J
direction,
with
overtones
of
toe
~
J **
t<y the Austrian frontier a distance ttcularJy ^ Upsticked mouth. A remen kill Reid. Then Widmark
of about 106 miles. A group of ma^e ^ Fannie Hurst’s novel of documentary, the picture—-in blackturns and attempts to bring Cobb
AIt§feg PSSfiWge
pa^ngexs, American. British, the early. 30>Sf it will need selling* and-white Cinemascope—achieves =
to justice. He is handicapped by
_
• - ■ ■
f^enriL lsraeli. etc is trappy at
% this tone U has something to not only a good deal of tension as
his brother, Earl' Holliman, who
the police piece together the dues
Adventwe pto for Joweivhalf
the Budapest airport by the Hun- S8jl
should be helping Mm, but is a
that'finally
net
the
arrogant
culbiUhufwu^
garian uprising. The Red Army
j.aria Turner, looking in early
lush and a weakling. Another com-grounds toe civilian planes, so this scenes as she did 15 years ago, is prits, but it provides a superb
plication is . Holliman’s luscious
Hollywood, Jan. 27.
particular group has to take a has outstanding in the pivotal role insight Into the inter-relation of
wife, Tina Louise, who was for¬
two protagonists, here called ^Twentieth-Fox release of an Associated merly Widmark’s girL Their re¬
to Vienna. They seem due to suf- played in Universalis 1934 version the
XU;.1 sLj^-r""i5
Producer* tec. production. Star* Bflt
fer n» greater discomfort than sub- £y Claudette Colbert. Scripters Artie and JuacL
Williams. Nora Hayden* Lyn Tiomas, union sparks the old flame, a fact
Both
have
highly
neurotic,
seethLeslie
Bradley,
Produced,
by
Bernard
stitution of surface travel for air* Eieahore Griffin and Allan Scott,
that further confuses Holliman.
inry mindc hpnt on lipctruptinn sc Glasses. Written and directed by Edward
until they arrive at the last check whose screenplay is intelligent,, ing
minas Denc on aesvrucuon as 3*.^^ camera (Regaiscope). WiDu»
“The TTap" is not much differ¬
point on the border, where the basically ' honest add always mav- twisted proof of their superiority. Whitley; editor, Richard C. Meyer? music. ent in mood and general plot from
Hnssian commander is Yul Bryn- ing, transplanted her from the
several other pictures. It would
near.
original pancake-and-flonr busi1 have justified this familiarity if its
the subject is not overstressed.
Nick Dennis
He delays toe party, ostensibly to ness to the American stage,
• excellent cast had been allowed to
verier their passports and exit perwhile this device lends more Both come from wealthy families Tin*...TNora H*y£«» I give it Importance or special inthst
spotted
them.
.
-.fgff
ftg&
mils. His reasons are nob dear, scope, it also results in toe over| terest. Unfortunately, the cast*;
One seems, to be his purely whim- done busy actress-neglected daugh*
These are .the key roles in the
.
i members have been ill-served by ;
sical desire for western company, ter (mnflict, and thus the secondary film. They must carry the burden* ^Sk r7.7........... RaymondD^to* the writing and the direction^ Even
Another is his suspicion—a cor- plot of a fair-skinned Negress As Artie Straus, the sneering. Hubie ..Tommy Cook such reliable actors as Widmark
reet one—that one member of the passing as white becomes the film’s,
?°jft5'wh0
S^Vv.'.-.v.-.-.-.v.-.v.-.- gS'hSSIS and Cobb often look foolish with
party, Jason Retards Jr., is not a primary force. The relationship of distinguish
between-reality and his MacKmiop ... court Shepard scowling interpretations and over¬
harmless tourist, hut one of the- the young colored girl and her .dreams, but who knows how to Anderson. .Ralph Sanford ripe dialog. Ctfbb has a. couple
Hungarian rebel leaders.
mother—played memorably by hide under the veneer of smooth
good cynical lines and he delivers
, ,—“—: .
The plot is aT complex one, made Susan Kohner ana Juanita Moore politeness, Bradford Dillman turns " Although the first few feet Of them with hfs "Usual*authority; But'
more complicated by the fact that •—& sometimes overpowermg, while m a superb performance. This “Alaska Passage" give promise of too often he and Widmark appear
none of the characters on either
relatiOBshiiv of MissTurner mind is evil, and with the camera a timely documentary look-see at unintentionally and fatally humor¬
side* Communist and non-Commu- ■**& her daughter, Sandra. Dee, helping to establish his character our 49th state; toe film takes a ous in moments when menace is
nisL is simple. When it eventually comes to life only briefly when by focusring on bis face, hi* eyes • Quiek detour into a trucking yism intended.
Smmersdown to, is apolitical *°ih
"*to same man, and his mouth, the whole of Artie whose locale is inconsequential. It
Tina Louise, after an auspicious
sexual triangle, with Brynner jeal^breading its
■ Rfra^g gets to be translated to the- marks the debut for Associated picture bow in “God’s Little Acre,"
Producers tod-, new indie releas- does nothing to advance her ca¬
oub of MissKerr’s attaclmenttn
these f&tliSSh2£»Snth5 screen
Dillman so far has-been seen in in^-to^j^^WfithrFox,
thbu^l reer, and. Earl, Holliman make*,
Robordfi. The picture ends with
Brynner sacrificing himself to aln°^blf blt..of sto/Y-toBin&- i “A Certain Smile” and in “In Love it’s .probably one of toe more little impression in a poorly con¬
low Miss Kerr and Bobards to es- , The him is a fine achievement [and War." In “Compulsion" he routine and least ambitious pro- ceived role. The supporting cast,
cape after toe other have been for producer Ross Htmter and (H- emerges as an intelligent, convinc- Auctions,on toe compands slate, Carl Benton Reid, Lome Green,
leSlv released
vector Douglas Sirk who made 125 AU
ing OV.WX
actor, a
a well -done law- Peter Baldwin and Richard Shan¬
« performer
pbll.UJ.iUGl of
VI majorJIIMJV*. I it
_ .^remains
rrvZ tnrr,
*.'t,™.
^ minutes, lacing back and forth stature. Despite the distinct nega- 1 budgeter.
non, come off best, perhaps be¬
from-one story to the other, play tive qualities, Artie has human r .Scnptea
Edward Berndsfc cause they are on least.
out being one thing and ended up tivhtlv and infenselv
dimAncirm
'n*llm»n
i Passage IS *e^«*
ul(
dime^
Mta^
rates''top?-.“*2*#'*
Panama directed the screenplay
another. A “Grand Hotel*’ tech^ ^Seial angle is after this who move their goods from a small which
he wrote with Richard Alan
nique, and the enfoldment of d- strong; with both the g^wh©
Opposite him, as Judd Steiner, town, TananaCrosstog^o a Mg
verse nationalities, dimmed as the wants to “pass" and the mother, Dean Stockwell plays an knpres- tow?* Fairbanks. The ro^s aren’t Simmons, The one solid asset of
three principal characters emerged who calls it a' sin to pretend, sionable, sensitive youths crnight sood, toe mountains fall down and the picture is the Technicolor
photography of the desert. Thesis
stronger and more vital. Litvak presenting their cases admirably,
in the spell of his strong-willed
backgrounds, and the exterior
found he could tell his story al- g a storing portrayal, Miss Koh- up
companion. K hot sympathy* at ^ Williams, « m toe r«L .The scenes shot there, have interest
most entirely through Miss Kerr n«r gives every indication of being least
he
evokes
pity.
Stoekwell’s
sQent
partner|
(Leslie
Bradley)
and
often tome excitement. Daniel?
(the west! and Brynner (the east), one of the-finest young actresses in Serate ^^ wito lW Varst vades+toe wilds to check on toe
L Fapp was cameraman, with
so the -subsidiary characters and films, and
Moore, as the
Wallace Kelley 'on second unit
their subplots suffer.
«*mother, is a- find in the Negro
camera, and Michael Moore as
This neglect is Justified, how- character actress field. Gavin, adsecond unit director;
Pome.
ever, chiefly by the projection of mirably underplays, leaving the
££s
Sr
,mme
1
Brynner*s characterizatimx. He is theatrics to the actress he loves*
But it is the -interplay between
there’s a sexy doll, Nora Hay^
capricious, sentimental, erue l, mid with this1 role is on his way Artie, and Judd, the sense of being ^en, who eyes Williams and finally
TokynAfter Bark
eager for love and suspicious of to the ranks of full-blooded screen partners in crime in the context nabs him away-from the-cunning
attention. He is bright as a pre- heroes. Miss Dee is exuberant and of a larger and more intimate rela- adulteress, and when the* silent
Mild. low-budget meHer with ^
cocious child and just as unsophis- rather forceful when he role der tionship, that gives the picture partner—“he’s not so silent anyexplanation possibilities.
;
ticated. He is not the type to mands it, turning in a spirited pep- much of its fascination. Director more”_threatens to leave his wife,
defect, hut he will never be com- fomaace.
Fleischer establishes* it from the she hauls out a pistol and gives
Hollywood. Jan. 30, .-j
pletely. comfortable again. BrynMiss Turner plays a character of ; terrifying opening shot when the
a; couple of shots in* the
Paramount release of a. Nacirem* PrtK
ner does a fine Job in projecting all changing moods, and her charges ; two try to run down a* drunk bn the sbhylder. She races, off, forces a ductioB.. Stars Mold KobL Rfehard Long,''
• this
are remarkably effective, as she road to their appearance in court, trucker to transport her atoay. Lawrence DofcJdn, -Paul Bobov* Ten*
Shimada,
Producer-writer*. Normam
mss' Kerr has the difficult as- Wends love and understanding, sin-, :vtoere lawyer Orson Welles pleads from it all and finally ’ ends up Herman and
Marvin SejgaL Directed- m5
Herman; Camera; William M*r*uli w
signthent of being In love with one c!riiyJ^L ^nbl%?u5le
for their life in the same idiom quite dead in a fiery crash. ‘
music,
Alexander
Courage; editor* Robert
man, Bobards, and yet unwillingly
»s • reflected neatly in that Clarence Darrow used tp save
WiBiams is fine; as . is Miss Lawrence. Previewed
at tee studio, Jan,
~
attracted to another, Brynner, who
> Nathan Leopold Jr. Mid Richard : Thomas, white Bradley is a bit too 29, *59; Running time* M MINS.
Sumi
...
Miehi KoM
is the opposite of all she admires A1^.
Loeb from the Illinois gallows.
unnatural Miss Hayden’s talents Sgt. Dougin* . Klcbard'
Lon*
Welles, delivering one of the- aren’t subtle. There are top sup- Major Bradley ........ Lawrence-Debkba
Paul Bubo?
moving as a woman alone in an unM
longest monologes ever filmed, is porting performances from Tom- ! Jesse Bronson.
bearable situation.
.*** excellent, with top perform- admirable tehis restraint. For once, my Cook and Jorie Wyler, and Sen-Sei ..TefuShimada
Store Proprietor.Robert Okazaki
no one will have trouble under- Nick Dennis delightfully is re¬ Mr. Johnson ........... Carlyle .Mitchell
...Frank Kumaeafr
standing him. The lines be speaks .spqnsibTe for toe film’s finest NakSmura
2nd G1 .. Jokn BrinWsx
become part of the. man himself, moments.
Kajima.
Edo Mita
1st
GI
...
Lowell Brown
an almost classic oration against
Writer-director Bemds managed
Marshall as a nice American (not lincnne ‘Tnrouble^
Kcigo Takencht
capital' punishment. As the girl to come up with some excitement, ToaUn.Don
caricatured, for once); Kurt Kasz- -totoSfinS «q^«.
'
Sgt Williams.Jerry Adler
^ coatost as toe
HusseR Me^s color photog- who .understands more to an she particularly in a truck chase se^ D5B1? Ko?scff a& raphy is an important asset, as is knows* and who- reaches but for quence, and his direction holds his . The title of **T6kyo After DariT
an israen. Anne Jaekson has one
direction, by Alexander Colitzen Stoekwell, Miss Varsi*--seems at screenplay together. . Producer will lend Itself to lurid'' exploita¬
Strongwene in whiqb she timi^ in and Richard H RiedeLset decora- times awkward. It’s not an easy Bernard Glasser added good pro¬ tion:, and presumably this , is what
a glowing performance. Others lion hy Russell A. Gausman and part,, and, stiH new to' acting, she ductibn values for this low-budg- Paramount is counting off to sell
worth noting fcrfude Anonk 'Umee, Julia Heron, sound by Leslie I. .brings to it a tenseness that doesn’t cter* with William Whitley’s tids Nacirema production. The
photography of the chase most pieture itself gets littte emotienal
Siegfried Scburenberg, Maria Ur- ‘Carey and Joe Lapis and editing always register.
In smaller roles, Martin Milner effective. Other credits are well or dramatfc value but’ of ff basically
baa and Barbara Von Nady.
by Milton Carruth.
Jason RofeardS-Jr,, in his film
Frank Skinner’s score is very is sympathetic as- -too student-, handled—editing, by Rtchird C, iifferesting premise^ that of a GI i*
bow* is excellent.. His gaunt and good,, with title song fey Simmy ! reporter who helps break the case Mever, art direction by John Mans- Japan wfia “eftcidbntsdly • itilis. £*
haunted face, his halting speech, Fiain and Paul Francis Webster,! by finding Stpckwell’s glasses on ‘bridge, sound by Frank Goodwin ■ Japanese , civili/’n. “Tokyo After
at first do not make an impression* sung over Credits by Earl Gr*$t7 too . body , of toe . murdered boy. and murieal score fey Alex Alex' Ran;* l ' ^Gcmtinued on: page 19^ ; , except visual. He, too, has hut one another bonus.
Re«. - ! E. G. Marshall is dryly efficient a& t afider. ’
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real scene, but be uses it to raise
tr*2rm*Fi
the drama to passionate conviction.
T&bori’s screfenulas* i§ .am honest
wdZlranu baked
wcetic, and his Itoigiff Into his |
?^g!!rJSg Jg!?alS5.lSff
various nationalities ^'egbecfeHy
S!,^S «l£5k
perceptive. The iptematiqrabL.cagt
stoSf i nlento
help#, and sO does the fine camera
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strong b.o. ontry.
musical score by Georges Auric.
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MEX SCREEN: NOW 60% NATIVE
Weltner On De Laurentiis
Dino De Laurentiis (take George Weltner’s word for it) ran away
from home in 1935 at the age of 14—his father owned a spaghetti
business—to join the Actor-s Studio Experimental Theatre in Rome,
then went into various phases of film making, and at Id produced
his first picture, “Last Combat."
Weltner, who’s Paramount’s v.p.-global sales chief, continued:
De Laurentiis during the war fought with the Italian underground
“and after the war he did ‘The Bandit/ which I have accused him
of being many times." (Par and De Laurentiis are partners).
* Thus introduced, De Laurentiis, in New York last week, offered
some thoughts on the business of iraking pictures. He speaks the
Italian. tongue, using an interpreter, but is savvy to English suffi¬
ciently to correct, as he did, the interpreter’s in-English relay of
one of his comments.
De Laurentiis is Italian by birth and in name and manner “but
we who belong to the picture business have no nationality; it’s one
universal family.’’ As for pictures, there’s no hope for poor product
“but for good pictures the industry is stronger and more valid
than ever.”
His idea on how to lick the problem of changing public tastes
.is to make either spectaculars or artistic productions, and best of
all is to fuse both elements. He undertook such fusion, he said,
with his recently-completed “The Tempest.”
. As De Laurentiis explains it, he tried to give a neo-realistic
touch to a costume entry, combining the element of spectacle as
in his “War and Peace” and “Ulysses,” and the qualities of his
“Bitter Rice” and “La Strada." He’s met with success, at least in
Italy, where “Tempest” already has outgrossed “War and Peace.”
Next co-production with Par is to be “His Name was Bolivar,"
De Laurentiis will go to S.A. shortly to work on the preliminaries^
which include the enlistment of 3,000 soldiers to trek over the
’Andes.

YANKS,OVERSEAS
FILMS ALSO-RA

Mexico City, Feb. 3.
The switch in the Mexican exhi¬
bition picture, with national prod¬
uct getting an average of 60% of
total exhibition time to Hollywood
and foreign product 40% (a re¬
versal that has been building up
strongly in the past year) con¬
tinues.
Producer Jesus Sotomayer, who
closed a deal with the Palacio
Chino Theatre here, claims that
he has more than enough product
for the house. He has seven of his
own productions in cans awaiting
exhibition. Apart from that his dis¬
tributorship division has five Mex¬
ican films by indies also awaiting
release.
TherO will be no difficulty in
providing top.national product for
the refurbished Chino Theatre, So¬
tomayer said.
Work crews are busy revamping
the house, which has shuttered for
the renovations. Regular shows
go on from 4 to just before mid¬
night, and after that the workmen
take over, recovering seats, re¬
placing worn out ones, and gener¬
ally putting the hall into tip top
condition,.
There is to bfe a gala premiere,
with inaugural film, Sotomayer’s
“Ando Volando Bajo” (I’m Flying
Only vigorous and persistent' ef-4—:-—--—- Low), featuring Mexico’s small but
sexy Lilia Prado with Pedro Arforts on the part of the American
.
mendariz and Luis Aguilar, her
Government, in cooperation with
EiVergreen LiVIS
leading men.
the governments of other free na„ Houston, F6b, 3.
‘Revolutionary* Pact
tions, .can help the world reap maxA “Don’t Forget Elvis” show
imum benefit from a large and
was held at 11:30 p.m. Friday
Industry circles here have
expanding flow of international
at the North Main Theatre
termed the pact Sotomayer inked
trade.
.
with a capacity audience showwith Luis Castro,, owner of the
. Exhortation is part of the final
ing up. Two pictures featuring
Chino Theatre, as “revolutionary.”
declaration of the 45th National
Presley, “Love' Me Tender”
Sotomayer has escaped the long
Foreign Trade Convention in N.Y.
and “Jailhouse Rock” were
months of waiting for exploitation
last November. It was published
shown.
of a film after it has been canned
recently by the National Foreign
In addition there was a
and ready for release. Sometimes
Trade Council.
“concert” of Presley records,
these waits have dragged on for
In the matter of taxation, the
with prizes for the best impera year or more. But this was prior
convention deplored the failure of
sonation of the rock ’*T roll
to the current situation where
Washington “to develop and adopt
singer now serving overseas
more exhibition time is becoming
a-fiscal policy as liberal as that of
with the Army,
available to national product.
numerous other governments re- ———
No other producer has been suc¬
garding income from foreign
|
9 V\
It
cessful as yet in emulating the
sources.” A revision of the tax I A|ff|||y>Q I'Ayiflc Ac : Sotomayer coup. But they are in
setup on income from foreign \sUI lllll & 1 Clltlv xtv there pitching. Still, Mexican prosources has become inperative “if
! ducers have gotten another break,
United States enterprises are to
/II
1*0
* 1 j This time it is the Mariscala Theaoperate under conditions of comI A|||ff|ll10 \nAPlol jtre which has announced a deal
petitive equality with enterprises .. V/UIlilllUICl UlfCvlClI | with the Peliculas Nacionales disof other countries,” the convention
■
j tributorship whereby it will “preconcluded.
*1
vi
f m* |
. • dominantly” feature films of this
It added that a measure defermaw Unw/I I lAlrnt official exchange.
ing U. S. taxes on income from
1 HI lllll || 1 IvIlCl
Formerly the Mariscala exhibited
abroad until this income is remit¬
a considerable number of first run
ted would be beneficial, particularColumbia is considering the pos¬
pos- Hollywood pictures. Then, for
ly for such outfits which promote sibi)Ky
of releasing
rcleasibg “They
..Th
Ciurie
sibility of
Carrie about a year/ it changed over to
and expand their foreign invest- .
._„ _....
\
^
to Cordura,
Cordura," William
William Goetzs
Goetz's $4,$4,- a twin-bill house , using American
roents through the medium of rein- to
reruns and Mexican pictures. Now
vested earnings.
500,000 production, on a roadshow it will revert to a first-run house
basis. Final decision will be made again for Mexican product.
after Col execs see the completed
Spine of the features upcoming
negative, which will have a running at this house include “La Venentime of about two hours and 15 osa” -(The Poisonous One) with
minutes.
Ana Luisa Peluffo (who got her.
According to Goetz, who just re¬ .start in pictures by stripping to
Madrid, Feb. 3.
turned from a location scouting the bare facts before the cameras);
Carlos Fernandez Cuenca, “Ya” trip in Europe for “A Magic “The Vagabond and the Million¬
film critic and cinematheque ani¬ Flame,” which he will make for aire,” comedy featuring Tin Tan,
mator, has been named to Cannes Col in association with Charles Vi¬ Sonia Furio and Aida Araceli; “Re¬
Film Festival jury by fest director dor, “Cordura,” probably most ex¬ bellion of the Adolescents,” a ju¬
Favre. Le Bret. Cuenca will join pensive production in Col’s his¬ venile delinquency film produced
six foreign and four French jurists tory, will; require an $11,COO,000 by Petro Calderon: “This Was
to select Cannes’ best film feature gross to break even. The picture, Pancho Villa,” with Pedro Armenthis spring.
filmed entirely on location in Utah, dariz interpreting the often filmed
/A three-time Venice-film fest stars Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth, life of the bandit general, sup¬
jiilidge in recent years, Cuenca will Van ^Heflin and Tab Hunter.
ported by Carlos Lopez Moctezuma
be the first Spanish cinema scribe
“Cordura" is the second entry of and Maria Elena Marques, etc.
On a Cannes “Golden Palm” award Goetz’s six-picture deal with Co¬ Incidently this latter is the first
panel.
lumbia, his first being “Me and the in a series of films planned on the
Colonel.” He expects to complete exploits of the controversial Villa,
his quota over a three and half considered even in his own coun¬
year period. Vidor, also present at try as a “hero” by some and a
a press conference Friday (30), has “first class villain” by others.
an arrangement with Col to make
The drive to wrest away more
eight pictures over an eight-year exhibition time from Hollywood
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
stanza.
distributorships
is not ended as
. Screen Directors’ Guild’s Annual
“The Magic Flame,” which Goetz the industry follows a policy of
Critics* Award this year goes to
taking
care
of
its
needs first. So
Philip K. Scheuer, motion picture will produce and, Vidor direct, is
editor of the Los Angeles Times, a story of Franz.Liszt. Exteriors far boxoffice has not suffered
through
upped
showings
of Mex¬
Award will be presented at SDG’s will be filmed in various parts of
banquet Saturday (7) at Beverly Europe, with interiors scheduled ican product at first run houses
here;
and
the
grabbing
of
more
for filming at Col’s studio.
Hilton Hotel.
Other pix on Goetz’s schedule time in second-run and nabe
. Previous winners have been
houses.
A
few
good
films
have
Bosley Crowther, N. Y. Times; “The Mountain Road,” starring
Harold V. Cohen', Pittsburgh Pest- James Stewart, set for a June start, been in cans for a long time
awaiting
exhibition
dates.
And
in
Gazette land Variety correspond¬ and "Time of the Dragon.”' In ad¬
ent) Francis J. Carmody, Wash* dition to “The Magic Flame” with neighborhood houses, outside of
ington Star; John Rosenfeld, Dallas Goetz, Vidor’s slate .includes Hollywood westerns, crime and mu¬
News; and Hollis Alpert and Arthur “Beach Boys” and “Barbara Wood¬ sicals with lots of leg, fans prefer
cock."
*
(Continued on page 24)
Knight, Saturday Review,

U.S. Less Than Liberal in Aiding
Foreign Trade-Says National Council

‘Cordura’ Pends As
Columbia Special
For Hard Ticket

CUENCA, MADRID CRITIC,
ON CANNES FEST JURY

Directors Guild’s Critic’s
Award to Phil Schener

France, Sans Film Aid, Unclear;
Flaud Successor Michel Plouvier;
Centre du Cinema Transforming
.

+

*

Parisr Feb. 3.
Jacques Flaud, head of the gor- ,
‘Insanity’ as Come-On? eramental Centre Du Cinema,
should exit that post in three or
Kansas City. Feb. 3.
- Advertising on the picture
four months. He is staying on un¬
“Home Before Dark” showing
til he can bring some basic replace¬
currently at the Paramount
ment or extension of the Film Aid
Theatre apparently raised a
Law~to fruition.
question among a number of
With the'Centre now under An¬
patrons. Harold Lyon, man¬
dre Malraux’s Ministry of Cultural
ager, put much emphasis on
Affairs, it is certain that Michel
the theme of “insanity” in the
Plouvier, who helmed film matters
picture, with the word in large
three years ago, will again take
type.
them over under Malraux. Flaud,
This inspired a number of pa¬
per sources, never got along well
trons when calling about fea¬
with Plouvier.
ture schedules to ask, “What
(Malraux favors extension of the
time does ‘Insanity’ start?”
Film Aid law, though on a modi¬
It even had some of the
fied basis, reports say.)
house staff going. Several em¬
Flaud has been working with M.
ployes asked Lyon and House
Joujard, one of the top men in the
Manager Frank Dorci, “Are : De Gaulle cabinet, of late and may
we playing a picture called
also get a top post in the Minisfe-: y
‘Insanity?’ ”
of Justice. Flaud, a career diplo¬
. Biz has been healthy for ini¬
mat, has been lauded for the work
tial week and a holdover week
he did in giving the French film a
on the picture. Perhaps it’s
quality boost, greater foreign pres¬
an idea, Lyon muses.
tige and revenues, and a firmer
financial standing during his tenure
as head of the Ceutre du Cinema,
Finance Minister, Antoine Pinay,
has ag.eed to a six month exten¬
sion of Aid to July ’60, when it
runs out in Dee. ’59, on the condv
tion that a workable replacement
be instituted in the next three
> months. This is not considered too
j likely due to the many dispersed
interests and differences in opinion
among film people.
The Centre has proposed a slow
Failure of the French Govern¬ doing away of Aid over a TO year
ment to come across with the 40 period during which time the Com¬
remaining American licenses for mon Mart is supposedly to come
1958-59 is beginning to worry the of age. It would cut Aid handouts
U. S. distributors. Under the law, by one tenth every year and slowly
they must present the completed, substitute a credit basis for Aid
dubbed film to the French by June handouts. It is also expected that
the Centre will eventually be ab¬
30 to qualify for a permit.
The Motion Picture Export Assn, sorbed under Malraux’s Ministry
member companies are entitled to and become strictly an administra¬
110 permits for the year. Of these, tive arm rather than a policy¬
the Centre National de la Cinema- maker as heretofore.
Meanwhile the French film pro¬
tografie has handed out ~A Centre
chief Jacques Flaud, saiu to be ducers are trying to form a more
united
front to take up greater
about to resign, promised the re¬
maining 40 would be given out on responsibilities as Aid is slowly
tapered
Off. Producers would like
a “merit” basis by-the Centre. He
was to have allocated the licenses tax relief generally and cut at the
box-office.
They also would like to
by late December.
see a system set up whereby defer¬
MPEA, which originally agreed ment payments to technicians and
to the Centre’s method, later tried stars—with smaller immediate pay¬
to'convince Flaud to distribute the ments to names—instituted.
permits according to MPEA’s own
Exhibs, being cut out of Aid, may
global master formula.
demand freedom of program
changes and prices. The film situ¬
ation is still fluid but all seem
agreed that some sort of Aid is a
necessity for maintaining a balance
for the French film industry.
It looks unlikely that Flaud will
Washington, Feb. 3.
have either the time or the in¬
State Dept, has reappointed Ken¬ clination to press his demands for
neth W. Clark, Motion Picture handing out the 40 remaining Yank
Assn, of America v.p., and named dubbed film licenses on a merit
five other members of the U. S. basis to those American companies’
National Commission for the Edu¬ who had helped the French film on
cational, Scientific and Cultural a production or distrib basis.
Organization (UNESCO). Group
So it seems probable that the 40
will represent U. S. at UNESCO will get the usual partition on a
meeting in Paris.
global basis by the Motion Picture
Maxwell M. Rabb, New York at¬ Export Assn.
torney and former secretary to the
Cabinet in the Eisenhower Ad¬
ministration, was designated chair¬
man. Others named are: Dr. Frank
Snowden, Howard University dean;
Philip M. Evans, Commerce Dept,
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
official; Dr. Ralph W. Gabriel,
Yugoslavian Government has
American University professor; and
Mrs. George Homlin Shaw, New overtured Karl Malden regarding
York civic leader.
a three-picture co-production deal.
Mrs. Shaw, like Clark, has served Actor-director is interested in the
with U. S. commission previously; project.
Yugoslavian Government has
others are new appointees. Clarks
first appointment was in ’56.
submitted to Malden treatments
and scripts for “The Life of Marco
Polo,” “Wings of Hope” and "Of
Rothenberg Joins Josephs Powder and Bread,” latter two
dealing with guerrilla warfare
In Columbia’s Torgy’ IJiiit against the Nazis by tbe Yugosla¬
Daniel Rothenberg is shifting vian resistance movement during
over from his post as assistant World War II.
sales executive at Columbia to the
Karla Duhar, Yugoslav cultural
special domestic sales unit Col has attache in Washington, is here con¬
set up. for the release of Samuel ferring with Malden and advised
Goldwyn’s “Porgy and Bess.”
the actor he could decide if he
Rothenberg will assist George wants to produce, direct or star.
Malden is currently starring with
M. Josephs, who is director of do¬
mestic sales for the Goldwyn pro¬ Marlon Brando in “One-Eyed
Jacks" at Paramount.
duction.

French Stall On
Rest of Permits
Piques Yanks

UNESCO’S AMERICANS
INCLUDE MPAA’S CLARK

KARL MAIDEN WOOED
BY YUGOSLAV INDUSTRY
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LA Better; ‘Beaoty Mo 530,080,
‘€9d Man’ Stoat 19G, IHame M^ity

Wefeesday, Fcfarnaiy

‘ROBBERY' B0FF9 12C,
ST.L;TURL00®’ 13G

4, 1959
*9

*Beir Loud SG, Ion’Ditto in 5th

St. Louis, Feb: 3Only one new. bill currently,
“The Great St. Louis Bank Rob¬
+ Cincinnati, Feb. 3.
bery,” at tbe Orpheum, but. it is
Cincy’s film front is Tosy with
socko. Given the preem treatment,
it is a natural for the city. ‘Perfect!
biz gains this session despite ab¬
Furlough” looms as standout long-sence of -a single new bill. Favorrunner by going three weeks at the
* Los Angeles, Feb. 8. 4
Estimated
Total
Gro&»
:
able weather is a factor. Relief
huge Fox and is still very strong.
“Sleeping Beauty” backed by,
This Week .$2,371,800
from
admission taxes via Federal
“Auntie
Mame”
in
fifth
frame
.at
some strong holdovers, will bright¬
!
(Based
on
22
cities
and
228
the St. Louis also is big. while
and city cuts also has exhib§ smil¬
en the first-run situation here
theatres, chiefly ftrst runs, in¬
“Some
Came
Running”
at.
Loew’s,
considerably this week.^_ After
ing. Bidding for advances are
cluding N.Y.)
also in fifth, is fast.
twice breaking matinee house rec¬
Estimated Total Gross
“Auntie Mame,” hugging first-rim
Last Year.$2691,100
• Estimates for This Week
ord, “Beauty” is heading for
This
Week....
.$471,900
.
lead for fifth week at Albee and
A
Based
on
22
cities
and
247
sockeroo $30,000 opening stanza at
Ambassador
(Cinerama)
(1,400;
(Based on 22 theatres)
theatresJ
“Inn of Sixth Happiness,” strong
Fox Wiltshire. Another opener,
$120-$2.40)—“South Seas Adven¬
Last Year.$579,500
s fifth-rounder at Palace. “Old Man
“Old Man and Sea,” in first gen¬
ture” (Cinerama) (14th wk), .Big
(Based on 27 theatres)
and Sea” also is up slightly at the
eral run, shapes strong $19,000 or
$8,0p0. Last week, $9,000.
small Grand. “Bell, Book and Can¬
near in two houses.
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90-$125)
dle” looms .hotsy in second stanza
“Restless Years” also new,
— “Pather Panchali” (Indie) (3d;
at Keith.
looms mild $13,500 in three spots.
wk). Okay $1,800. Last week,
“Anna Lucasta ” repeating at Or“South Pacific” is perking in- ;
2
000
pheura but opening at Hawaii and
40th week at'suburban Valley with
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 60-90) —.
Uptown, is aiming for a dull $9,300.
one more week to go. Long run
“Perfect Furlough” (U) and “Ap¬
“Auntie Marne” continues to
“South Seas Adventure” retains
pointment With a Shadow” (U)
rack up stunning returns in seventh
giant stride at Capitol.
(3d wk). Lofty $13,000. Last week,
Baltimore, Feb. 3.
Chinese round at $25,000. “Inn of
Estimates for This Week
$16,000.
Most impressive newcomer here
Sixth Happiness” looms bright
Afbee (RKO) (3100; 90-S1.50)—
Washington, Feb. 3.. i LOew’s (Loew) (3,200; 60-90)
is “Bell, Book .and Candle” which
$19,000 in sixth week for three lo¬
“Auntie
Mame” (WB) (5th wk).
Long-runners at big houses are “Some Came Running” (M-G) (5th is shaping hefty at the Stanley.
cations.
*
“Some Came Running” is rated finding their second wind, and wk),Upto fast $10,000. Last week, Other new entries are “Lonely- Hefty $12300 for improvement
over
last
week’s $11300 and first: hearts,’’ good at the Town and
bright $14,000 or near in seventh needling a little strength into $8,500.
TUn topper for fifth straight -frame.
■week at Hollywood Paramount. otherwise fading outlook here.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,000; 60-90)— “Sheriff of Fractured Jaw” shapes
slow
at
Mayfair.
Of
the
holdovers
Capitol
(SW-Cinerama) - (1376;
“Separate Tables” is shaping for a “Some Came Running” and “Sep¬ “Great St. Louis Bank Robbery”
tall $10,000 in sixth Fox Beverly arate Tables” are sprouting new (UA) and “Ten Days- to Tulare” “Auntie Mame” in sixth at the $1.20-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬
Century
and
“Some
Came
Run¬
ture?
(Cinerama)
(14th wk). Sturdy
legs
in
fifth
and
seventh
stanzas
week.
(UA). Sock $12,000 or over. -Last
respectively. “Inn of Sixth Happi¬ week, “Lost Missile” (UA) and ning” in fifth at the Hippodrome, $16600 matching last week’s take.
Estimates for This Week
ness” in fifth week shapes fast at “Machete” (UA), $6,000.
are the biggest, and all sturdy.
Grand (RKO) (1.400; 90-$125)—
Fox WHsMre (FWC> <2,296; $1.50- Palace. “Auntie Mame” looms solid j
! “Horse’s Mouth” in sixth at the
$2.40)—“Sleeping Beauty” (BV). in fifth round at two houses. Lone
Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; $1.80- Five West and- “My Uncle” in sixth “Old Man and Sea” (WB) (3d wk).
Boff $30,000 or a bit over. Last newcomer “Perfect Furlough” at $225)—“South. Pacific” (20th) (42d ■ at. Playhouse are holding well, Stepping up to -good $3,000 and
gain over $7,500 in second stanza.
week, “Tunnel of Love” (M-G) (6th Keith’s figures to be big.
wk). Nice $5,000. Last week, especially the latter.
Keith’s (Shor) (1300:-90-$1.25)—
wk-5 days), $4,000.
$5,500.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
“Bell, Book. Candle” (Col) (2d wk). ’
Downtown (SW) <1,757; 90-51.50)
St. Louis (Arthur) (3,600; 90Century (R-F> (3.100; 504130)— Hotsy $8,000 after $10,000 preem.
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW)
—“Senior Prom” (Col) and “Man
$1.75)—“Auntie
Mame”
(WB)
(5th
“Auntie
Mame”
(WB)
(
6
th
wk).
Inride” (Col). Dull $3,000. Last (1,490; 1.000; 90-$1.49> —“Auntie wk). Great $15,000. Last week,
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 904160)—
Holding at good $7,500 after $7,800 “Inn
week, with Vogue, “Bell, Book and Mame” (WB) (5tli wk). Great $20,- $18,000.
of Sixth Happiness” (20th).
in fifth.
Candle” (Col), “Murder By Con¬ 000. Last week, $19,000.
(5th
wk). Strong $8,000 in climb
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 90- over $7600
Apex (K-B) (940; 60-90W‘Sev- i Shady Oak (Arthur) (560; 60-90)
tract” (Col) (2d wk), $8,800.
of fourth round.
—“Kind
Hearts
and
Coronets”
$L50)
—
"Summer
Wind
Blows”
Hfllstreet'; Wiltern, Hollywood enth Seal” (Indie) (2d Wk). Soft
Valley (Wiethe) (1,200; $130(Indife) and “Man in White Suit” (Janus) (2d wk). Fair $1,800 after
(RKO-SW-FWC) (2,752; 2.344: 756; $2,500 after $3,300 opener.
$2.50) — “South Pacific” (Magna)
(Indie). Last week, “Windom’s $2,300 in first.
9041.59)—“Restless Years” (U> and
Capitol (Loew) (3,426; 90-$1.49)
-Fire West (Schwaber) (460; 90- (40th wk). Pickup .to pleasing $6,“Appointment With Shadow1’ (U). — “Some Came Running” (M-G), Way” (Indie), $1,000.
$1.50)—“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert) 500 over $6,000 cf 39th Week. ‘*RalMild $13,500. Last week, Hillstreet (5th wk). Strong $12,000 following.
(6th wk). - Good $2,500 after same ly Round Flag, Boys” (20th) due
with Iris. El Rev, “Cat Hot Tin $13,000 in fourth stanza. May hold.
in Feb. 1L '
in fifth. /
Roof” (1st wk,. Hillstreet; 4th wk.
Cdhunbia (Loew) (904; 90-$1.49)
Hippodrome (R-F) (2300; 50Iris; 2d, El Rey), “Never Love —“Separate Tables” (UA> (7th wk).
$1.50)
—
“Some
Came
Running”
Stranger” <AA) (m.o.. Hillstreet). Tidy $10,000. Last week, ditto.
(M-G) (5th wk). Nice $7,000 -after <1
“Sheriff Fractured Jaw” (20th) Stays.
$7,000 in previous week.
(mn., Iris), “Goddess” (Col) (reis¬
Keith’s (RKO) (1.850: 90-81.25)—
Little (R-F) (300; 50-$135)—
sue) (2d wk, El Rey), $12,600. Wfl.- “Perfect
(U). Big $12,“Constant Husband” (AA) (2d wk).
tem with State Hawaii, “Paratroop 000. Last Furlough”
San Francisco, Feb. 3.
“Geisha Boy” (Par)
Oke $2,000 after $2300 in first.
Command” (Al>, “Submarine Sea- (2d wk), $week.
9,000.
Mayfair (R-F) (900; 50-$135)—
First-run biz is good here “this
hawk” (AI), $14,200. Hollywood
MacArthur (K-B) (900: $1.10)— stanza with “Perfect Furlough,” “Sheriff of Fractured Jaw” (20th).
with Orphetnn. Uptown. “Last
“No Sun in Venice” (Kings) (3d fancy at Golden Gate, and “Rally Slow $3300. Last 'week, “Anna
(Continued on page 10)
Philadelphia, Feb. 3.
wk). Sluggish $2,500. Last week, Round Flag, Boys,” good aft the Lueasta” (UA) (2d wk), $4,500.
$3300.
New (R-F) (1,600; 50-S1.25)—
Fox, standout newcomers. “Some
There’s a noticeable biz upswing.
Ontario (K-B) (1.240: 9041.25)- Came. Punning” is rated fine in “Perfect Furlough” (U) (2d wk) at the cinema boxoffices here this
“Intent to Kill” (20th) (2d wk) fifth Warfield stanza while “Auntie Oke $4,000 after $7,500 opener.
stanza. There are few newcomers
Weak $2,500 after $3,000 openei Mame,” in fifth at the St Francis, 1 Playhouse (Schwaber) (460; 90- but t& holdovers are SO g6od that:
“Anna Lucasta” $1.50)—“My Uncle” (COnt) (6th several are finishing as big as iu
Palace (Loew) (2,390; 90-$1.49).- looks smash:
“Inn of Sixth Happiness” (20th looms okay in second round at wk). Big $2,000 after same for last previous week. “Doctor’s Dilemma” •
“Gigi” . shapes
shapes very big at Tram-Lux
(3th wk). Sturdy $12,000. Las Unifed Artists.
Stanley (R-F) (3,200; 50-$130)— while “Roots of Heaven” looms •
socko in 30th session at the Stageweek, same.
door. “South Seas Adventure” “Bell Book, Candle” (Col). Hefty lofty at the Viking. “Restless.
Plaza (T-L) (276: 90-51.^9) - looms big in 10th week at Or¬ $11,500. Last week, “Tonka” (BV) Years” is rated fair On initial
“Night Heaven, Fell” (Kings) (6t3 phenm, running ahead of last (2d wk); $5,000.
Detroit, Feb. 3.
Goldman stanza. “Windjammer” is
Good biz continues here this wk). Nifty $6,000. Last week, $6, frame.
Tew* (R-F) (L125; 50-$1.25>— running ahead of last week in
week at downtown houses. Best bet 500. Remains on. .
“Lonelyhearts” (UA). Good $7,- 14th frame at the Boyd.
' - ,
.
Estimates
for
This
Week
looks .to be “Anna Lucasta” which
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600: $1.2S
Last week, “Inn of Sixth Hap¬
“Tom Thumb,” “Inn of Bixth
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; $1.25) 000.
is wow at the Palms. “Sheriff of $1.80)—“Bell, Book. Candle” (Col
piness” (20th)' (4th wk), $4,500.
Happiness,” “South Pacific” and
Fractured Jaw” is just okay at Fox. (6th wk). Fine $8,000, and. stay: —"Perfect Furlough” <U) and
“Bril, Btiok and Candle” all look
“Money, Women, and Guns” (U).
Others are holdovers but they’re Last week, 58.500.
Fancy $17,000 or near. Last week,
to finish with the same solid trade
strong, being led by “House on
Uptown (SW) (1,100: $1.2542.50) “House On Haunted Hill” (AA)
as a week ago. “Auntie blame”
Haunted Hill,” terriffic in second — “South Pacific” (Magna) (5th
looms lusty in fifth Stanley stanza.
and “Affair In Havana” (AA) (2d
week at Broadway-CapitoL
wk). Nice $6,500. Last week, $6,000. wk), $14,000.
Estimates for This Week
“Auntie Marne” still Is sockeroo
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (l.SOO
Wax (FWC) (4.651; $1.2541.50)-in fifth stanza at the Michigan. “I
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 994L80)—"
Seas Adven “Rally
Buffalo, Feb. 3.
Round Flag, Boys” (20th)
Want to Live” is lively in fifth at $12542.40)—“South
ture” (Cinerama) (7th wk). Soarinj and -Lone Texan” (20th). Good - Biz shapes stronger currently “Tom Thumb” (M-G) (6th wk). Hep
the Madison? “Some Came Run¬ to
hot $14,000. Lari; week, $13,00C $15,000. Last week, “Tonka” (BV) than it has been in recent weeks, $6,000. Last week, ditto.
ning” stays fine, also In fifth at J Stays.
Boyd (SW) (1,480; $1.2Q-$2.40)—,
and “Mask Of Zorro” (Par) (re¬ with new pix helping. “Anna Lu¬ “Windjammer”
Adams. “South Seas Adventure” j
(NT) C14th wkV
casta” is rated trim opening week
issue), Same.
is doing.-great biz in 18th week at1
Upped to good $9300. Last week,?
at
the
Buffalo.
“Revolt
*
in
Big
the Music HS1L
Warfield fLoew) (2,656; 90-$1.25)
$9,000.
House”
is
not
getting
far
with
a
Estimates for This Week
—“Some Came .Running” (M-G)'
Pox (National) (2,250; $1.10- ’
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90■(5th wk). Fine $9,000 after $9300 thin take likely at the Lafayette. $1.89)—“Inn.-of
Sixth Happiness”.
Preem of “Remarkable Mr. Penny$1.25)—“Sheriff cf Fractured Jaw”
last week.
packet” shapes nice at Paramount (20th) (6th wk). Neat $15,000. Last*
(20th). Oke $14,000. Last week,
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$L25) “Auntie Mame” still i$ stout in fifth week, same.
“Inn Sixth Happiness” (20th) $10,Portland, Ore., Feb. 3.
—"Last Blitzkrieg” *(CoD aftd
Goldman (Goldman) (1200; 94*i
000 in fourth week.
_
Biz continues in high gear with ■“Apache Territory” (God). Mild stanza at the Center.
Estimates for This Week.
$1.49)—“Restless Years” (U) andi
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.- some new product helping. $14600. Last week, “Old Man and
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70$1) — “Silent Enemy” (U). Fair $7,000.
000; $1.2541-49)—“Auntie Mame” “Auntie Mame” still is great in •Sea” (WB) and “Mam’zelle Pig“Anna Lucasta” (UA) and ’"The Last week,. “Perfect Furlough? (U)
(WB) (5th wk). Strong $15,000. sixth Totmd at Broadway. “Gigi” alle” (Indie), $13,800.
Mugger” (Indie). Trim $12,600. (2d Wk), $8,000. '
Last week, same.
continues solid in 24th_ round' at
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $125- Last week, “Last 'Mile” (UA). and
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)— the -Guild. “Tonka” continues for
Midtown (Goldman) (1200; 94Mame” (WB) (5th “Fearinakers” (UA), $8600.'
“Anna Lucasta” (UA) and “Guns, an okay second frame at Para¬ $130)—“Auntie
$1.80)—“South Pacific” ' (Magna)
Excellent $13,000. Last week,
Center (AB-PT) <3,000; 7041:25) (45th wk). Big $13,000 same as last
Girls and Gangsters” (UA). Wow mount. “Rally Round Flag Boys” wk).
—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (5th Wk). week.
$25,000. Last week, ‘‘Last Mile” looms as best new entrant, and live¬ ditto.
_
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (L- Stout $10,000 or over. Last week,
(UA) and “Escort West” (UA), ly at Fox.
Raudelph (Goldman) (1,250;
456; $1.75-$2.65)—“South Seas Ad¬ ditto.
$15,000.
Estimates for This. Week
venture” (Cinerama) (10th wk). ] Century (UATC) (1,410; 70-$l)— $1.80)—“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col)^
Madison (UD) (1.900: $1.2541.4
Broadway (Parker) (L890; $1- Socko $22,000 and ahead of ninth ’ “Belt Book, Candle” (Col) -and (5th wk). Trim $8,000. Last week;0
—“I Want to Live” (UA) (5th wl
- , ...
$1.50)—"Auntie Mame” (WB) (6th week’s $21,000.
; “TTue Story Lynn" Stuart” (Col) ditto.
Great $10,000. Last week, ditto.
wk). Lofty $11,000 and not far
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 9941-80)—
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (33C
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,- (2d Wkt Fair $8,000. Last week,
from last week’s $11,400.
“Auntie Mame” (WB) (5th wk).
9041.25) — “House on Haunt
207; 90-$1.25)—“Anna Lucastd” $10600.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) (UA) and “I Bury Living” (UA) (2d
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-90)— Lusty $13600. Last week,- $14,000.
Hill” (AA) and “Cosmic'Man” (A
—“Rally Round Flag, Boys” (20th) wk). Okay $7,000 or close. Last “Revolt Tut Big House” (AA) And
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 9941.49)—
(2d wk). Terriffic $18,000. La
and “Amburii At Cimarron Pass” week, $13300.
“Johnny Rocco” (AA). Sad $6,000. “I Want to live” (UA) (3d wk).
week, $25,000.
(20th). Lively $9,000. Last week;
Last week; “Perfect Furlough” Socko $17600. L3st week, $19,000. *
United Artists (UA) (1.667; $1.2
Stagedoor
(A-R)
(440;.
$1.25-$3)
“Old Man And Sea” (WB) and —“Gigi” (M-G) (30th wk). Wow (U) and “Once Upon Horse” (U>
$3)—“South Pacific” (20th) (4:
Studio (Goldberg) (385;* 9541:80):
“Quantril’s Raiders” (AA), $7,800. $9,000. Last week, $8,600,'.'
(2d wk), $5600.
.
wk). Solid $7,000. Last wee
—'“Milkniaid” (Indie) (2d Wk). Lush ;
Paramount (AB-PT)' (3,606; 70- $4600.$6,800.
Guild .(Indie) (400; $1-$130)—
week, $6,800.
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774; $1) — “Remarkable . Mr. * Penny*
“Gigi” (M-G) <24th wk). Nifty
Adams (Balaben) (1,700; $1.5
$lJ25^$130)-^'T^capade” (Indie). packer” (20th) and “Intent to Kill*1 - Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
$4300. Last week, $4,300.
$1.50)—“Some Came tenrmin
—
‘^Doctor’s
Dflemma” <M-G>.
Orphenm (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-1 Oke $3300. Last week, "“Paris (Indie). Nice $11,000.. Last’ week, Hefty: $8,000, Last week, “TUimel
<M-G) (5th wk). Fine $8,500. La
“I, Mobster” (20th) arid “Fort Mas¬ df Love” (M-G) (9th wk), $3,000.
week, $10000.
$L50)—“Good Day For Hanging”r Hotel” (Indie) (3d wk), $2,400.
Vogue (StF. theatres) (364; sacre” (UA), $8,200.
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (
(Col) and “Man Inside” (Col),■
Vfldhg (Sley) 11,000; 754L4flf)-^
Seal”
(Indie), . Tecfc (Loewi, (1200; 7041) —
Fair $6,000. Last w£ek, "Sorhe, $1.25)—“Seventh
208: $13042.65)—“South Seas A
Came .Sunning” (MG), and “Dun¬ (llth wk).-Fancy $2600. Last-week, •^*Somfe Canae Ruainii^^M-G) (6th “Roots ^ofHeaven” (20th).Big
venture” (Cinerama) (18th w]
Wk), Good $5,000, Last' week, Same.' BOO. Last’ week, “Gigi” (M-G) (Btii
:: ‘
‘
Swell.$1960Q. Last week, _same.
kirk” 1M-G) (2d wk), $7,400-- “ .. ***$9- %
.WkV$7600.
'
'•
-*•
•*«
'Trans-Lux KrJjth (Trf.ns-Lu
Alexandria(United.* California)" “ t^hema^(Martii1$) .(450; 70-$l^
Paramount (Port-Parr (3,400; $1“Night Heaven Fell” (K^ngs), (2d ' 4WMd -(PatheV (604; • 9541:80*—:
(1,000; 0041.65*—‘“Hcrr-^ Mnut
$I30)^-‘JTofika” mm and 'Xegehff - Xl,%70; .
(Lopert) (7th ^k). Oke $3,5(
of* Sleepy Hollow” tBV) (2d wk). nific”' (20th) (31*t wk);. Sturdy $11;- wk). Good $^.600. liast week,' ‘/Horsed Mouth (Lopert) (6fh wk).
Big $6,000. Last week, earner
Last week. $4,000.
I $5,000.
Okay $7,000. Last week, $11,000. ; 000. Last week, same.

Key City Grosses

Broadway Crosses

‘Furlough’ Fancy $ ,
' $12,(P krWash.

.

Turlough’ Fat $17,690,
Frisco; ‘Mame’ Hot 13G,
5th, iticasta’ 79,2d

lucasta Fat 2%
Del; HIT 1% 2d

lucasta’ Trim $12,000,
Buff; Teimypacker’ 11€

Thg’ Fright $9,000-In
Port; ‘Mame’ Big llG,6fh

USsti&rr

Wednesday, February 4, 1959

Fair Skies Peii Qfi; furlough’ Fancy
132,000, ‘Seahawk’ Trim 13G, ‘Mame’
53G, ‘Spy’ 7G, Both 2d, Tables’
Chicago, Feb. 3.
Crisp but clear weather Is
helping strong pix hypo firstruns. Oriental’s “Perfect Furlough” preem looks nice $32,000.
Garrick’s “Submarine Seahawk”
and “Paratroop Command” shape
good $13,000. New Mpnroe combo
of “Man From God’s Country” and
“Legion of Doomed” expects a
nice $5,000.
“Auntie Marne’s” second stanza
at the Chicago is rated stout while
same frame for Esquire’s “TwoHeaded Spy” is just okay. “Old
Man and Sea” is trim in third
Roosevelt week.
Sixth
round
of
“Separate
Tables” is tabbed nice at StateLake. Surf’s sixth of “My Uncle”
is figured strong? “Inn of Sixth
Happiness” is headed for a good
total in same session at United
Artists.
Of the hard-ticket pix, “South
Seas Adventure” is solid in 19th
Palace frame. “Gigi” is fine for
30th sesh at Todd’s “Cinestage, and
“South Pacific” pulled a good 45th
week at the McVickers.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago. (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80)
—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (2d wk).
Solid $53,000. Last week, $44,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350;
$1.50)—“Two-Headed Spy” (Col)
(2d wk). Oke $7,300. Last week,
$11,000.
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)—
“Submarine Seahawk” (AI) and
“Paratroop Command” (AI). Good
$13,000. Last week “Revolt in Big
House” (AA) and “Cry Baby
Killer” (AA) (1st wk), $8,000.
Loop (Teiem’t) (606; 90-$1.50)—
“Tom Thumb” (M-G) (7th wk).
Hotsy $9,300. Last week, $9,000.
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25$3.30)—“South Pacific” (Magna)
(45th wk). Oke $15,700. Last week,$16,500,
Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90)—
“Man From God’s Country” (AA)
and “Legion of the Doomed” (AA).
Good $5,000. Last week “Plan 9
From Outer Space” (DCA) and
“Timelock” (DCA) (1st wk), $4,500.
• Oriental* (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50)
—"Perfect Furlough” (U). Nice
$32,000. Last week, “Sheriff of
Fractured. Jaw” (20th) and “Dan¬
gerous Exile” (Rank) (2d wk),
$12,000.
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,434,*
$1.25-$3.40)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (19th wk). Hep
$24,000. Last week, $23,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 90$L8Q)—“Old Man and Sea” (WB)
(3d wk). Trim $10,000. Last week,
$18,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90$1.80)—“Separate Tables” (UA)
(6th wk). Fine $15,500. Last week,
$14,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25)
—“My Uncle” (Cont) (6th wk).
Strong $4,300. Last week, $3,800.
Todd's Cinestage (Todd) (1,036;
$1.25-$3)—“Gigi” (M-G) (30th wk).
Fine $14,000. Last week, $12,500.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90$1.80)—“Inn of Sixth Happiness”
(20th) (6th wk.). Brisk $14,500.
Last Week, $13,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90$1.50)—“Bell, Book and Candle”
(Col) (6th wk).- Good $9,500 for
last five days. “Some Came Run¬
ning” (Metro) opens today (Tues.).
World (Teitel) (606; 90)—“Tosca” (Indie) (7th wk). Fancy $4,200.
Last week, $3,200.

Pitt on Upbeat; month’
Huge $8,000, Turlough’
Great 9G, THameMSlG
Pittsburgh, Feb. 3.
Improvement continues all over
the Golden Triangle, with block¬
busting “Auntie Mame,” which
. opened before New Year’s,..still in
high gear at Stanley Squirrel Hill
got a sensational take-off with.
“Horse’s Mouth,” which looks set
for a long. run. The Fulton has a
winner for a change in “Perfect
Furlough,” socko in first round;
Both roadshow pix, “South Seas
Adventure” at Warner and ‘“South
Pacific” at Nixon are picking up,
- too. Second sessions for “I Want to
Live” at Penh and “Rally Round
Flag, Boys” at Harris are also okay.
Estimates for This Week
. Fulton (Shea) (l.TOOr 80-$l:25>—
“Perfect Furlough”- (U>. Good no¬
tices'and helped, by flock of >persenals around town, for 'two . days*
by; Llpda Cristai, featured in. >jJc,
Should ;be;socko $9jOOO. best-here
In. gome time;; stays, • L©t,weefc
(Cobtinueduon.page 10) ,

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re¬
ported herewith from the vari¬
ous key cities, are net; l.e*
without usual tax. Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in¬
come.
The parenthetic admission
pripes, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

‘Inn’ Brisk $8,800,
Omaha;'Jaw’6G
Omaha, Feb. 3.
A snowy weekend offset the in¬
flux of new entries at the downtown first-runs, so biz^ generally is
in the so-so category. “Inn of Sixth
Happiness” is trim at Orhpeum.
“Sheriff of Fractured Jaw” looks
good at the Omaha. **Gideon of
Scotland Yard” shapes light at the
State. The hard-tickets “South
Pacific” remains smash in 15th
round at the Cooper.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (Cooper) (694; 90)—
“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (2d wk).
Mild $3,000 or near after $5,500
bow.
Cooper (Cooper) (708; $1.50$2.20)—“South Pacific’ (Magna)
(15th wk). Boff $10,500. Last week,
same.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-$l)
—“Sheriff of Fractured Jaw” (20th)
and “Smiley Gets Gun” (20th).
Brisk $6,000. Last week, “Perfect
Furlough” (U) (2d wk), ditto.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 75$1)—“Inn of Sixth Happiness”
(20th). Rated trim $8,000, and may
hold. Last week, “Auntie Mame”
(WB) (4th wk), $7,000 at 90-$1.25
scale.
State (Cooper) (850; 90)—“Gid¬
eon of Scotland Yard” (Rank) and
“Ghost of China Seas” (Rank). Fair
$2,300. Last week, “Some Came
Running” (M-G) (4th wk), $3,500.

9

TBOirrH' WIDE $12,900,
TORONTO; CURBS 11G
Toronto, Feb. 3.
With the three-day local blizzard
over, this city’s film biz is doing
swell, with some spots even show¬
ing an upbeat over the previous
week. Among newcomers, “Horse’s
Mouth” is rated great but “Auntie
Mame” is still leading the city in
third week and even doing bigger
than its first frame. Second stanzas
of “I Want to Live” and “Perfect
Furlough” show little change,
latter being great at the Uptown.
Fourth frame of “Inn of Sixth
Happiness” is fast. “South Seas
Adventure” is topping previous
week "with fancy takings in 10th
round at the University.
Estimates for This Week
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 75-$1.25)
—“I Want to Live” (UA) (2d wk).
Holding well at $15,000. Last week,
$16,000.
Danforth, Fairlawn, Humber
(Rank) (1,330; L165; 1,205; $1)—
“Smiley Gets Gun” (20th) and
“Under Fire” (20th). Sad $10,000
in 3 days. Last week, “Restless
Years” (U), $14,000. ,
Downtown, Glendale, Prince of
Wales, State (Taylor) (1,059; 996;
1,200; 694; 50-75)—“Spider” (AI)
and “Brain Eaters” (AI). Okay
$14,500. Last week, “.Mile. Strip¬
tease” (1FD), $24,000.
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.25)
—“Inn'of Sixth Happiness” (20th)
(4th wk). Holding at fast $10,000.
Last week, $11,000.
Wand (Rank) (1,057; $1)—
“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert). Great
$12,000. Last week, “Rockets Ga¬
lore” (Rank) (5th wk), $4,500.
Imperial (FP) (3,343; 75-$1.2S)—
“Auntie Mame” (WB) (3d wk).
Topped last week for wham $26,000. Last week, $25,000.
International (Taylor). (557;
$1.25)—“Gigi” (M-G) (27th wk).
Fine $5,000. Last week, same.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,098; 60-$1.25)
—“Some Came Running” (M-G)
(4th wk). Torrid $11,500. Last
week, $12,000.
Towne (Taylor) (695; $1.25)—
“Only French Can” (IFD).. Okay
.$4,500. Last week, “My Uncle”
(Cont) (6th wk), $3,50Q.
University (FP) (1,255; $1.50$2.40)—“South Seas Adventure”
(Cinerama) (10th wk). Picked up
to fancy $12,500. Last week,
$11,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 75-$1.25)
—“Perfect Furlough” (U) (2d wk).
Great $11,000 for Tony Curtis
starrer. Last week, $13,000.

‘Jaw’Okay $11,000,‘Inn’
Great 9G, 2d, ‘Dark’ 6G

Kansas City, Feb. 3.
Town currently is holdover hap¬
py, with only one newcomer.
“Sheriff of Fractured Jaw” is play¬
ing in a new Fox Midwest combo
of Isis, Granada and Fairway, and
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
doing okay. “Inn of Sixth Happi¬
New fare continues scarce here,
with holdovers still dominating at ness” in second week at Uptown,
most first-run spots. Top newcom¬ “I Want To Live” at Midland and
er looks to be “Tonka,” trim at “Home Before Dark” at Paramount
State. Other fresh entry is “Revolt are all satisfactory on extendedin Big House” and “Johnny Rocco”
fair at RKO Pan. “Perfect Fur¬ ; runs. “Auntie Mame” in sixth
lough” is okay at Gopher in sec¬ week at Roxy is unusually strong.
ond. “Auntie Mame” in sixth stan¬
Estimates for This Week
za is good while “Some Came Run¬
ning” in fifth is. rated fast; “Inn | Kim© (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25)
of Sixth Happiness” in third round ,—“God Created Woman” (Kings)
is smash at 400-seat World.
l (52d wk). Breaking all records for
Estimates for This Week
length-of run, trade boosted to
Academy (Mann) (947; $1.50- $2,000; continues.
Last week,
$2.65) — “South Pacific” (Magna) $1,200.
(31st wk). Lots of life left in this. I Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-$l)—
Okay $6,500. Last week, $7,000.
“I Want To Live” (UA) and “RawCentury (S-W) (1,150; $1.75- hide Trail” (AA) (2d wk). Oke
$2.65) — “Windjammer”
(NT). $6,000. Last week, $9,000.
Smooth sailing for big $16,000.
Missouri
(Cinerama)
(1,194;
Last week, $16,800.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)— $1.25-$2)—“South Seas Adventure”
(Cinerama)'
(8th
wk).
Holding
own
“Perfect Furlough” (U) (2d wk).
Down to good $6*/300. Last week, at big $9,000. Last week, same*
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-$l)—
smasli$9,000.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 90-$1.45)— t “Home Before Dark” (WB) (2d wk).
“Auntie Mame” (WB) (6th wk). I Pleasant $6,000. Last week, $8,000.
Hefty $8,000, Last week, $7,500.
Rockhili (Little Art Theatres)
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 85- (750; 75-$l)—“Mad Little Island”
$1.25) — “Some Came Running” (Rank). Fair $1,200. Last week,
(M-G) (5th wk). Fast $7,500. Last ‘Foxiest Girl in Paris” (Times),
week. $6,50Q.
same.
RKO Ban (RKO) (1,000; 90)—
Roxy (Durwood) (879; $1-$1.50)—
“Revolt in Big House” (AA) add “Auntie Mame” (WB) (6th wk).
“Johnny Roeco’f (AA). Fair $4,500. Unusually strong $5,500.
Last
Last week. “The Spider’* (AI) and week, $7,000.
“Brain Eaters” (Al), $7,500. .
Uptown
(Fox
Midwest)
(2,043;
State (Par) <2,200; $1)—“Tonka”
(BY). Neat $8,000 or near. Last 75-$l>—“Inn of Sixth Happiness”
week, “I Wantto live” (UA) (4th (20th) (2d wk). Great $9,009; holds*
Last week, in combo with Granada,
wk), $6,500..
Suburban World (Mann) (800; 85) $14,000..
Ids* Fairway* Granada (Fox Mid¬
—“My Uncle” (Cont): Smash $5,000. Last Vweek,. ^Truth About west) <1,360; .700; 1,217; 75-$l)—
“Sheriff of Fractured Jaw” (20th)
Women” (Ihdie), $1*500/;
- Wq*M (Mann) (400; $5-$ljS0)—; and “Little Bank Should Be
“InnofSixthHappiness” (20th) i Robbed” (20th), - Okay. * $11,000.
(3fl wk>. Smash $7*000. Last week* Last weefc Fairway. “Perfect Fur¬
$8*000.
,. lough” <U) (2d;wk), heaflj *2,200.

RO.’s Help Mpls. Trade;
Tosh’Neat at $8,000,
‘Running’ Fast 7IG, 5th

PICTURE GROSSES

‘Blitzkrieg’ Lean 15G, Tables Stout
36G*7th/Running’-Stage Big 135G, 2d
Despite a new cold wave, with In ahead, “Geisha Boy” (Par) (6th
7-degrees-above one day, Broad¬ wk), $8,000.
way first-run business is holding up
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592;
well. There are some soft spots, $1.80-$2.80) — “Separate Tables”
however, two of them being thea¬ (UA) (7th wk). Current stanza fin¬
tres with new product. For the ishing today (Wed.) looks like big
first time on record the deluxers $12,200 or better than sixth week’s
had to contend with a five-alarm $12,200.
fire right at the prize show time
Odeon (Moss) (813; 90-$1.80)—
(6;50 to 11 p.m.) Saturday (31). “Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (6th
Not only did it slow traffic to a wk). Current fratoe finishing today
standstill, but the blaze near 46th (Wed.) is heading for sturdy $12,St. and Broadway was so spec¬ 000. Fifth week, $13,000.
tacular it proved a counter-attrac¬
Palace (RKO) (1.642; 90-$2)—
tion to the film theatres.
“Rally Round Flag, Boys” (20th)
One newcomen, “The Trap,” (7th wk). Sixth frame ended yes¬
looks like very mild $27,000 or less terday (Tues.) was nice $12,500.
at the Capitol. “Last Blitzkrieg,” Fifth was $14,000, below hopes.
another newie, is heading for slug¬
gish $15,000 at the Mayfair.
Top longrunner still is “Sep¬ (20th) (8th wk). Current round
arate Tables,” with a great $24,000 winding up tomorrow (Thurs.)
in current (7th) week at the Astor, shapes to get good $26,000. Sev¬
and a sock $12,200 at the arty enth week. $27,000.
Normandie in the same round.
Pathe (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90“Inn of Sixth Happiness” looks
like a good $35,700 in eighth week $1.80)—“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert)
(13th
wk). The 12th stanza ended
at the Paramount and Plaza.
Monday (2) was great $15,800. The
“Some Came Running,” with 11th week, $15",000.
The 12th
stageshow, is heading for big week, incidentally, was better than
$135,000 in second session at the the 10th session.
Music Hall. “Perfect Furlough”
and stageshow was only mild $40,000 in second at the Roxy. “Anna tellers) (6,200; 90-S2.75)—“Some
Lucasta” slipped to nice $14,500 Came Running” (M-G) and stageshow (2d wk). Present session endin third stanza at the Victoria.
. ing tomorrow (Wed.) looks like big
“Night To. Remember” finished $135,000 or near. First week, $143,its seventh frame at the Criterion 000. Stays on, with “The Journey”
with a sturdy $15,700. “Bell, Book (M-G) due in next.
and Candle” held at stout $12,000
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $2-$3.50)—
in sixth round at the Odeon and
$6,800 at Fine Arts. “Rally Round “South Pacific” (Magna) (18th wk).
Flag, Boys” dipped to okay $12,- The 17th round finished Monday
(2) was sturdy $17,500. The 16th
500 in sixth round at Palace.
$18,500. Stays on indef.
“He Who Must Die” amazed in week,
Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2>—
its fifth session at the Beekman “Inn
of
Happiness” (20th)
by going ahead of fourth week to (8th wk). Sixth
This week ending tomor¬
a great $12,800. "My Uncle” was row (Thurs.)
is heading for great
in much the same category since $9,700.
Seventh was $9,000.
topping last week and landing a
Roxy (Indie) (5.705: 90-S2.50)—
smash $8,800 in 14th round at the
“Perfect
Furlough” tU> and stageBaronet. “Horse’s Mouth’’ also
(3d wk). First holdover week
climbed over the previous week to show
get a socko $15,800 in 12th stanza wound up yesterday (Tues.) was
mild $40,000 or close. Initial week
at the Paris.
$55,000. Stays .this third week!
“Gigi” continues sensational on and then “Hanging Tree” (WB)
its popseale run at the Sutton, comes in.
holding at a great $21,000 in 13th
Sutton (R&B) (531; 95-31.80)—
stanza. Pic now is in its 14th “Gigi” (M-G) (14th wk). The 13th
week. “Doctor’s Dilemma” also stanza finished Saturday (31) was
displayed stamina with $10,000 in wow $21,000. The 12th week, $21,seventh round at Trans-Lux 52d 400. Stays indef at this gait.
Street. “Sins of Rose Bernd” still
Trans-Lux 52d St. <T-L) (540; $1was solid at $7,500 in second Little $1.50)—“Doctor’s Dilemma” (M-G)
Carnegie stanza.
(8th wk). Seventh stanza finished
Both' hard-ticket pix held well, yesterday (Tues.) held at tall $10,“South Pacific” doing a solid $17,- 000. Sixth was $10,500.
500 at the Rivoli in 17th week.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1 003: 50-$2>
“South Seas Adventure” climbed —“Anna Lucasta” (UA) (4th wk).
to a sturdy $23,100 in 28th round Third round completed yesterday
at the Warner, where it’s now in (Tues.) was nice $14,500. Second
the 29th week.
was $18,500, below hopes.
Estimates for This Week
Warner (SW Cinerama) (1.600;
Astor (City Inv.) (1.094; 75-$2)— $1.80-$3.50)—“South' Seas Adven¬
“Separate Tables” (UA) (7th wk). ture” (Cinerama) (20th wk). The
Present week winding up today 28th frame finished Saturday (31)
(Wed.) looks like great $24,000 or was solid $23,100. The 27tli week,
hear. Sixth was $24,500. Stays on. $22,800.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
(550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Sins of Rose
Bernd” (Pres. Films) (2d wk). First
holdover session ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks like big $7,500.
Initial week was $11,000.
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)—
“My Uncle” (Cont) (14th wk). The
13th week completed Sunday (1)
Louisville, Feb. 3.
was great $8,800. Last Week, $8,600.
Holdovers are without exception
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50>
—“The Trap” (Par) (2d-final wk). accounting for the excellent hiz
Initial round ended yesterday current at downtown wickets. Most
(Tues.) was mild $27,000 or less. In are doing as well as in the previ¬
ahead, “Buccaneer” (Par) 5th wk- ous week while some are even bet¬
8 days), $21,500. Stays only the two ter. Lone newcomer is “Case of
weeks, with “Never Steal Anything Dr. Laurent,” single-billed at the
Brown, with a fancy session in
Small” (U) opening Feb. 11.
“Perfect
Furlough”
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.50- prospect.
looms
socko, same as first round.
$2.40) — “Night to Remember”
(Rank) (8th wk). Seventh session “Auntie Mame" is neat in sixth
completed yesterday (Tues.) was week and -ahead of fifth. “Tonka”
fine $15,700. Sixth was $16,300. looks sturdy in second.
“Sleeping Beauty” (BV) opens Feb.
Estimates for This Week
18 after a gala public preem on
Brown (Fourth Ave.) (1,200; 75night of Feb. 17.
90)—“Case of Dr. Laurent” (T-L)
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) (Translux). Heavy spot campaign
—“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (6th on radio plus extra matinee for
wk). This week winding up today femmes only. Fancy $7,000, and
(Wed.) looks like nice $6,800. Fifth may hold. Last week, “Moon Is
was $7*300.
Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20-$1.75) Blue” (UA) and “Man With Gold¬
Arm” (UA) (reissues), $4,000.
—“He Who Must Die” (Kassler) enKentucky
(Switow) (900; 60-90)—
(6th wk). Fifth stanza finished Sat¬
urday (31) was great $12,800. “Perfect Furlough” <U) (2d wk).
Socko
$8,000
same as first week.
Fourth was $12,600. Terrific wordMary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
of-mouth is held responsible for
75-$1.25)
—“Auntie
Mame” (WB)
unusual strength, at this stage of
(6th wk). Neat $6,500 $nd possible
Iongrun.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75>— windup after fifth week's $6,000.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 60“Mistress”
(Harrison).
Opened
Monday (2). Last week, “Nine 90)—‘Tonka” (BV) (2d wk). Sturdy
$9,000
after first Week’s $12,000.
Lives” (Indie) (4th wk), was fair.
Upifed Artists: (UA) (3,000; 60$5,009 after $7,000 in third.
Mayfair (Indie) , (1,736; 79-$L80) $1)—“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (2d
—“Last Blitzkrieg” (Col). First.ses¬ wk). JSqJld $7,009 sifter first week’s
sion ; ending tomorrow (Thurs.) $10,000, exceeding ettlmate. by
looks to hit light $15,000 or dose. hefty feiargih.

LVJle B.O. Still Brisk;
‘Lanrent’ Hep 7G, ‘Mame’
6!G, ‘Fnrloagh’ Boff 8G
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Wednesday? February 4, 1$59

PROV.; 'TOUVF 6G, 30

IGF 19G, ‘RmaiagLivefy 16^ 5th
Boston Feb. 3- 4*
Though there are few sew en¬
tries here this week, big pictures *TonIca’ Socke $10,600,
are bolding nicely and keeping
Seattle,- ‘Fnrkragh’ 96
trade generally at a high level
Seattle, Feb, 3.
“Perfect Furlough” looms smash
at the Memorial to top newcomers.
Some newr strong product Is
.“Horse’s Mouth** is wow at the making the exhibe here happy this
Capri. “House on Haunted Hill,”
backed with heavy bally* is great stanza. “Perfect Furlough” is rated
sturdy at Music Hall while “Tonka”
at Paramount
looms big at Coliseum. “Reft* Book
. “Auntie Marne” leads the bold- and Candle” also is rated okay
uers with a rottshig sixth round opening round at Fifth. Avenue.
at the Met “Some Came Run¬ “Windjammer” is soaring ahead of
ning” Is holding soBd at Orpheten opening stanza in second week at
in fifth. “I Want To Live” Is nice Paramount while “Auntie Marne*1
at State, also- fifth. “Bell, Book* shapes smash in fifth Orpheum
Candle** is rated happy in fifth at round.
the Gary. “Bin of Sixth Happi¬
Estimates for This Week
ness” is falling, but still fine at the
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800;
Aster in sixth. “My Unde” holds $1.50-52.50)
— “South
Pacific.”
the longrun record in 12th session (Magna) (36th
wk). Swell $6,590.
at Kenmore. On the hard-ticket Last
week, $6300.
front “Windjammer” is climbing
Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,870;
to wow 24th week at the Boston.
90-$1.5fl)—“Tonka” (BV) and “Hot
Estimates for Tlris Week
Shots” (AA). Big $10300 or near.
Astor (B&Q) <1.371; $1.25-$1.50) Last week, “Geisha Boy” (Par) and
—“Inn of Sixth Happiness” (20th) “Hell Broke Loose” (Par) (2d wk)r
(6th v-k). Nice $0,000. Last week,' $8300.
11 000
Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen)
Beacon HUI (Sack) (678; $1-$1.5G) (2300; 90-$135)—“Bell* Book, Can¬
—“Gigi” (M-G) (5th wk). Hefty dle” (Col) and “Gideon Scotland
Yard” (Col). Okay $7,000 or over.
$12,000. Last week, $13,000.
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354; Last week, $9300.
Music Box (Hamrick) (806; 90$I.25-$2.G5)—“Windjammer” (NT>
♦24th wk). Wow $17,000 Last $1.50)—“My Uncle” (Coat) (3d wk)
and “Bride Much Too Beautiful”
week. $14,000.
Capri (Sack) (1.150; 90-$1.50)—- (Indie). Big $4,600. Last week,
“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert). Whop¬ $4300.
Music. Hall (Hamrick) (2300; 90ping $15,000 or near. Last week,
“Sins of Youth” (Indie) and “Le $1.50)—“Perfect Furlough” (U> and
“Silent Enemy” (U). Big $9,009 of
Plaisir” (Indie) (2d wk), $4,000.
Exeter (I**die) (1300: 75-$135)— near. Last week, “Bride Much Too
“Inspector Ma>cret” (Lopert) (6th Beautiful” (Indie) and “Muggers”
'
wk)* Sixth week began Sunday (I). (UA), $4300Orpheus (Hamrick) (2y700; 90Last week, neat $3,000. .
Fenway (IndieV (1,376; 75-$135) $1.50)—“Auntie Marne” (WB) (5th
—“Buccaneer” (Par) and “Trouble wk). Smash $16,000 or hefter. Last,
With Harry” (Par) (2d runs). Oke week, $17,400.
$2,000. Last week, “Shin Was . P. a ram aunt .(Fox-Evergreen)
Loaded” (Arthur) and “Shamus” (3,107; $1.50-$1.75) — “Windjam¬
(Indie), ditto.
mer” (NT) (2d wk). Giant $17,000.
Gary (Sack) G.240: <$l-$1.751— Last week, $15,400.
“Bell, Book, Candle” (CoD (5th
wk>. Happy $10,000. Last week,
LOS ANCELES
$11,000.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 90-$1.50)
(Continued from page 8)
—“My Uncle" (Cont) (12th wk). Mile” (UA), “Escort West” (UA),
Still strong with $3,200. Last week, $15,900.
$4 000.
Downtown Paramount, Vogue
Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 60-$1.10)
—“Perfect Furlouffh” (U) a^d (ABPT-FWC) (3,300; 825; 90-$1.5O>
—“Old
Man and Sea” (WB) (1st
“Money. .Women & Gun” (U).
Great 5*20,000. Last week, “Geisha general run), “Light Across Street”*
(Indie)
(reissue)
(D*Par), “Girl in
Boy” (Par) and “Buek«kin Lady”
Bikini” (reissue) (Vogue). Strong
(Indie) (3d wk),
2.000.
Last week.
MetrcnoP.tan (NET) (4357; 70- $19,000 or close.
$1.10>—“Auntie Maine” <WR) (6th Downtown Paramount; “Helen of
wk). Bustling $18:000. T.asf week, Troy” (WB), “Land of Pharaohs”
(WB) (reissues), $9300.
$21 000.
Orpheum, Hawaii, Uptown (MeMayflower (ATC) (683: 75-$135)
tropolitan-G&S-FWC)
(2313; 1,106;
—“Reluctant Debutante” (M-G)
and “Pertv Girl” (M-G) (2d runs). 1,715; 9Q-$1.50)—“Anna Lucasta.”
Oke $3,000. Last week. "Last Hur¬ (UA) (Repeat, Orpheum; Hawaii,
rah” (Col) (96 run) and “Lapland” Uptown) and “Fearmakers” (UA)!
Low $9,300.
(Incfle). $3,300.
Paramount (NET). (2357; 70State (UATC) (2,404; 90-$1.5Q)—
$1.10>—“House on Haunted H;ll” ‘Paratroop Command” (AI) and
(4A> and “Cosmic Man” (AA). ‘Submarine Seahawk” (AI) (2d wk).
Smash $10,000 or better. Last Soft $3300.
week, “Sheriff of Fractured Jaw”
Four Star (UATC) (868; $135-$2)
(20th) and “Alaska Passage” (In¬ —“Gigi” (M-G) (2d wk). Sizzling
die). $6>.0Q0.
$16,000 or over. Last week, $18*500.
Pilsrim (ATC) (1.000: 6O-$I.10>—
Iris, Ei Rey (FWC) (825; 861; 90“Jov Ride” (AA) and “Sins of Unwed Mother” (Indie). Oke $4,000. $130)—“Cat Tin Roof” (M-G) (5th
wk,
Iris; 3d wk, El Rey), “Sheriff
Last week, “Hot Angel” (Par) and
Fractured Jaw” (20th) (2d wk. Iris),
“Buccaneer” (Par) .$&O00.
•“Goddess”
(Col) (reissue) (3d wk,
Saxon (Sack) (1.000: $1.50-$3.50) El Rey). Okay
$6300.
—“South Pacific” (Magna) (43d
wk). Solid $11,000. Last week* .Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,170;. $1.50$2.4°)
«Sep
.
ate
Tables” (UA)
$10000.
(6th wk). Tah $10,000. Last week,
T’rans-Lnr (T-L) (73Q: 75-$1.25)— $11300.
*
“T;me of Desire” - (Janus) and
Los Angeles* Loyola
“Tides of Passion” (Indie). Good
(EKO-FWC)
(2,815;
2,017;
1398;
$3,000. Last week. . “Shameless
Sex*; (Indie), and “Girl With Itch?* $1,50-52)—“Inn of Sixth Happi¬
ness” (20th) (6th wk>. Bright $19(Indie) (3d wk). same.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.50) 000. Last week, $22,400.
—‘“Some Came Running” (M-G) ^Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612 9Q(5thr wk>. ’ Solid $16,000. Last week* $L50>T Lonelyhearts”' (UA) (6th
$19000:
wk). Slim $2,000. Last week, $2*400.
State (Lcew) (2,600: 75-31.25)—
New Fox (FWC) (765; $135-$3)—
“I Want to Live” (UA) (5th wk). Windjammer” • (NT); (6th wk).
Good $9,000. Last week, $10,000. Hefty $7,400. Last week, $6,900.
Chinese (FWC) (1,408; $2-$2.40)
--“Auntie Mame” (WB) (7th wk),
Great Films Arter Group
Socko $25,000. Last week, $26,500.
Take Mayfield, Cleveland , Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
(1,468; $1.50-$2) — “Some Came
Cleveland, Feb. 3.
Running” (M-G) (7th wk>. Brisk
After operating Mayfield Art $13,700. Last week, $14,900.
Theatre two years. Jack SilverFine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)
tborne has leased it to Great Films —“My Uncle” (Cont) (7th wk>.
Inc., which has similar houses in Beefy $4,000. Last week; $4,300.
Washington, Baltimore, Philadel¬
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cinephia and contemplate another in rama) (1,389; $1.20-$2.65)—“South
Boston.
Seas
Adventure”
(Cinerama):
Chain acquiring the 700-seater Started 19th week Sunday (I) after
is headed by Robert B. Fischer as great $23,500 last week.
prez, Mark Redwood as vice-prez, ^ Egyptian (UATC) (1,392; $lr65Edward R. Saretsky as secretary- $3.30)—“South Pacific” (Magna)
treasurer. Eric Tenn from? Phila¬ (35th wk). Sturdy $14,500. Lasti
delphia was appointed manager ef week, $14,700,
house featuring importations, firstCarthay (FWC) (1,135; $1.75^
runt and such revivals as Charles $3v50)-—“Around World In 80 Days-”
Chaplin’s “Gold Ruth” which (UA) (111th wk). Lusty $15,000.
started new policy at $1.50 top.
Last week, $16,600.
j

$ , .

Week Ended Tuesday (3)
Providence, Feb. 3,
It’s a hot session for the Strand
and its “Inn of Sixth Happiness.”
N. Y. Stock Exchange
It is pue of two neweomers this
Net
1958* *59
round. Also happy in its fifth is
Chang*
High - Low
*
‘Weekly VoL Weekly Weekly Toes.
.“Auntie Mame” at Majestic* Third
for-wk.
Close
in
109s
Low
IBgh
of ‘T Want To Live” at RKG Albee
—1
207/s
20
20
ABC Vending 133
207a 14
looks good but ‘Torpedo Run”
— 3/4
21
Am Br-Par Ttr 158
22
20%
22^ 13
shades sad at. State.
72
727/8 67% Amp ex ;.... 152
+ 1%
72%
69
Estimates for This Week
39%
37%.
39%
24%
CBS.
196
+ %
4
m
Albee (RKO) (2300; 65-80)—“I
207/8 12% Col Fix. 82
20%
+1%
20%
19%
Want »To Live” (UA) and “Ten
197/s 13% Dec©* .164
18
18%
18%
-+ %
Days to Tulara” (UA) (3d wk). Big
+2%
49%
45%
50%
$6,000. Last week, $8,000.
.50% 14
Disney .185
142
j. Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-801— .154
138%
97% Eastman Kdk 113 144%
+
“Auntie Mame” (WB) (5th wk).
7%
7%
8
7% EMI. 532
9¥*
Still good at $5,000 after $6,000 in
9%
9%
6% List Ind. .... 59
9%
10^
+ Vb .
fourth.
2034
23?4 127% LsewV .482
20%
21%
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)—
12^
7% Nat. Thea. .. 163
11
—
% *
11%
11%
"Torpedo Run” (M*G) ahd “Andy
47%. 30% Paramount .. 72
47%
46%
+ %**
46%
Hardy Comes Home” (M-G). Drab
26% 12% Pb&co
24%
263
25%
23%.
— %
$5,500. Last week, “Some Came 100% 43% Polaroid .... 222
96%
99%
100% *
+ ^ Running” (M-G) C4th wk), $9,000.
46
47%
46
—1%
5014 3oy4 RCA . 371
Strand (National Realty) (2300;
RepubEe_ 148
5
9%
9%
8%
m
+ %
9Q-$1.25)—“Inn of Sixth Happi¬
14%
9% Rep., pfd. ... 15
14%
14
14%
-f %
ness” (20th). Happiest gross in
23% 14% Stanley War 299
21%
20%
23%
years at this house and looking to
28}fc 20
Storer. 69
28%
27% . 28%
% ..
get great $16,000. Last week, “Bell,
39%
42Vk 2m 20th-Fox ... 308
41%
39%
Book, Candle” (Col) (2d wk),
+ %
27^ 15% United Artists 124
24%
7 000
25%
25%
+ %
28% 18% Unr». Pix ...
5
27%
27%
27%
— %
96
Unrv., pfd. .. t230
80
57
80
79
+ % '
“To Live’ Good $9,000, 28% 167/g Warner Bros. 137
28%
28%
26%
+m
Indpls.; ‘Bell* 6»/2G, 3d 208
67% Zenith . 239
192%
182
+4
181
Indianapolis, Feb. 3.
Biz is moderate to good at firstAmerican Stock Exchange
run spots here this; stanza. “I Want
2% Allied Artists 35
4%
4%
— %
-4%
.4%
to Live’* opened well enough at ■ 10%
7% AlTd Art., pfd. 10
9%
9%
9%
— %
Loew’s to rate a second stanza
6%
5
5%
1% Cinerama Inc.2624
+ %
whBe “Inn of Sixth Happiness** is
6%
3
6%
7
—
% 8V4
DnMsat
Lab.
301
holding up stoutly in second week
4^*
2%
•2%
234
1% Gnild FMms.. 983
+
at Circle. Reissue of “Robe” and
•5%
NaiT
telefilm
72
9%
9%
9%
9%
—
%
“Gladiators” at Indiana is only
6%
3% Skiatron .... 234
6%
— %
7%
6%
fair.
7%
7%
3% Technicolor . 188
+ %
8%
7%
Estimates for This Week
8%- 4% Tele Indus... 16
6%
6%
.6%
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800;
— %
Teleprompter 23
75-90)—“Inn of Sixth Happiness;’
9%
9%
1218
9
9%
— % (20th) (2d wk). Nifty $8,000. Last
8%
9%
8%
3% Trans-Lux .. 16
— % 8%
week, $10,500.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-90)—
Over-the-Comiter Securities
‘The Rohe” (20th) and “Gladia¬
_ ■ .
Ask
Bid
tors’* (20th> (reissues). Fair $7,000.
Chesapeake Industries.
— %
, 3%. 3%
Last week, ‘Terfect Furlough” (U>
Cinerama Prod.
-......
234
3%
and “Men, Women, Guns’* (U> (2d
3%
3%
Magna Theatre
.
~ %
wk), $6,000.
Metropolitan Broadcasting.
.
13% 14%
— %
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 90-5135)—
Scranton Corp. ..
10% 11%
— %
“Bell, Book, Candle” (Chi) (3d wk).
O.
A<
Theatres
..
9%
9%
+ %
Oke $6,500. Last week, $1,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 90-$I.25)
—“I Want to Live” (UA). Good
* Week Ended Monday (2).
$9,000. Last week, “Some Came
t Actual Volume.
Running” (M-G) (4th wk), $8,000.
Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)—
(Courtesy of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Iiic.J
“South Pacific” (Magna) (41st wk).
+—---;Big $9000. Last week, $10,500.

$, .

PITTSBURGH
(Continued from page 9)
“No Name on Bullet” (U), $4,500.
Guild (Green) (500; 99-$1.25)—
“Up the Creek” (Rank). Sureseater getting only a single week
out of this English comedy. Will
be lucky to do okay $2,000. Last
week. “Circle” (indie) (3d wk),
$1 7CQ
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 80-61.25)
—“Rally Round Flag, Boys” <20th>
(2d wk). Holding up very well at
good. $8,000 or aver, and more than
enough to. hold; Last week, $12300.
Nixon (Rubin) (1.500; $1.50-$3)—
“South Pacific”* (Magna) (6th wk)
(return). Big Saturdays enabling
this one to stay on right side of
ledger. Neat $6,000. Last week,
$5,500.
Penn (UA) (3 300; 90-$1.50)—“I
Want to Live” (UA) (2d wk). Bet¬
ter than average. Winding up at
solid $11,500. Last week, $15,000.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 99-$ 1.25)
—“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert).. Tre¬
mendous $8 000 first week looks
sure, and likely will be around for
some time. Last week, “Now and
Forever” (Indie). $1,600.
Stanley (SW) (3.800; 90-$1.5O)—
“Auntie Mame” (5th wk). Hasn’t
started to run out of steam and
biggest boxoffice since “Sayonara”
(WB) just a year ago. This week’s
great $18,500 is only $400 under
last week.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,500;
$125-$2.40>—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (6tfa -wk>. Shar¬
ing in the general improvement
downtown. . Jumping to fine $11,500. Last week, $10,000.
SWITCHES TO COLUMBIA
Harmon-Yordan Production Part¬
nership Now Ex-UA .
Hollywood, Feb. .3.
Sidney Harmon, and Philip Yordan, who in recent years have re¬
leased product turned out by their
Security Pictures through United
Artists, have inked, a. four-pix ex¬
clusive pact with Columbia Pic¬
tures.
Program covers two years..
Zenith International Film Corp-,
of New York, has increased its
capital stock from 100 to 296
shares, no par value, accoiri
to
a certificate filed at AUmj jj
Harry. Lesis.

Film Reviews
, Continued from page 6

PAR’S HANDLING SLANT'
ONEARLY‘ORCHID’DATE

Tofcye After Dark
! Paramount is angling a buildup
‘ for “Black Orchid,” starring Sophia
Dark” will he sold on its advertis-1 Lorien and Anthony Quinn, via ex-'
ing, not its production values.
. Norman T. Herman and Marvin tended runs m what the company
Segal, the producers, did the considers “class” houses in ad¬
screenplay, and Herman, directed, vance of the national release. Film
as well. They have taken their is to be opened Feb.. 14 at the Plaza
story from the headlines of a year Theatre, New York, and in Wash¬
or so ago. Richard Long is the ington, Boston, Chicago, Miami and
American Army officer who is re¬ Philadelphia also this month.
sponsible for the death of a Japa¬
Par figures the engagements will
nese youth, when his pistol acci¬ build word-to-mouth that will hol¬
dentally discharges. Japanese sen¬ ster the national sale. Further, in
timent designates him an overbear¬ additiomto the money that can be
ing and heartless murderer and made in the “class” outlets, therms
there is agitation for his trial by the item of expense. An opening at
■Japanese courts.
the Plaza, for example, means an
Actually; as the script makes outlay of $18,000 or $19,000 for ad¬
clear. Long is not typical of the vertising.
Standard
operating
U.S. Occupation forces. He has procedure calls for an expenditure
made a sincere effort to understand of more than twice that amount
Japan and its people, and is an ad¬ when a production is launched ih
mirer of its customs. Hie is en¬ one of the larger first-runs.
gaged to a lovely Japanese enter¬
Par reps emphasize that the spoiff
tainer, Michi Kobi, so his accusa¬
tion as a murderer and the possi¬ chosen, for “Orchid” are strictly
“class”
operations. That is, they
bilities it raises, are interestingly
complicated. But nothing much is play top product, as distinguished
done with any of these doorways from the imports and offbeat fare
that are intriguingly opened. They which are programmed at art
don’t lead anywhere. What is sub¬ houses.
stituted for action is a series of
sequences in whieh the principals
PASS THIS INFLUENCED t£
discuss what action might occur.
'
' ■■
•
The only motivation offered for
Long’s temporary decision to de¬ Alt Texas
State * & Federal
sert the Army, and-escape Japa-;
Legislators Deadheaded
^
nese judicial jurisdiction, is his
*
^
vague feeling that he will not get
Dallas, Jan. 27;
fair treatment. But it is not strong
For
the
fourth
consecutive
year
enough. The spectator knows this
will not be earned through, hence Texas COMPO has issued a giatft
suspense is lost and with it, inter¬ size pass to every state legislator
est The ending is too clearly seen. and to all members of the state’s
The film has a quiet authenticity, Congressional delegation. If is 18
although it was shot here on stand¬ inches long* and lists 800 theatres
ing sets and in LA’s “Little Tok¬ in 185 communities, 80,% of the
yo.” . The Japanese feeling is- deli¬ total number of theatres in the
cately done and in good taste. The state. It is folded seven times into
approach, indeed, is so correct, that a standard size card to. fit into
the picture’s failure is regrettable. the lawmaker’s pocket or billfoRL
But its virtues are passive and of
Included on the pass are all op¬
no help to the film.
erations of the Interstate Theatres
Miss Kobi is- a lovely and capable Circuit, RoWiey United, Jefferson
actress; and Long is adequate; al¬ Amusement, Frontier, Ezell, Trans^
though barely sth Nobody else reg-.
Wallace,
isters with any particular Impres¬ Texas, Phil Isley,
sion, the characters are too stock.! Adehhan, Mart Cole, frels, WelWilliam Margulles* photograph; sOhberg, Scott, H & H, . Cinema
.is-good, and the music’ by Alexan¬ ;Ajrtsr Border, Bearden : G.K.*
der Courage-is particularly pleas*: Glasscock, Talley, Statewide Driveiant, including the highlighting of ; In, and * Consolidated C&eaf&i and
’genuine Koto-playing that has in¬ a majority of the indie theatres in
the state.
terest in itself.
Fowe.

.
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Sues to Block Jack L Warner Option

New York Sound Track
MI

Heirs of the Louis B. Moyer estate are negotiating for the rights to
the UFA musical, “House of the Three Girls/’ which deals with the
life of Franz Schubert. . ^Though DEFA, the East German monopoly,
lists a flock of shorts sold to the U.S., neither N.Y. nor Washington has
heard of any such sale . . . Titles of two films, now shooting, that
wouldn’t look good on a double bill: “Say One for Me” and “But Not
For Me.” Stills from both pix were run, side by side, in the N.Y. Times
Sunday (1) .. . Full house last- Satnrday (31) when Walt Disney outfit
previewed “Sleeping Beauty” for youngsters at the Criterion Theatre.
The lengthy “Grand Canyon Suit,” though beautifully photographed,
makes for a restless prelude with the below-teen set.
The British “Room at the Top,” to be released by Continental Dis¬
tributing, ran into N.Y. censor problems over dialog. It’s been straight¬
ened out.. . . 20th-Fox prexy Spyros P. Skouras “inspected” the Skiatron Subscriber-Vision test installation on. Long Island last week. It’s
a closed-circuit setup, with the telephone company joining in.
Julius Colby, Variety advertising director, departs Saturday (7) for
21-day Caribbean cruise on Homeric . , . Broadwayites noted with
amusement that Sheilah Graham’s book, “Beloved Infidel” drew a fine
New Yorker review from Edmund Wilson, who has edited Scott Fitz¬
gerald writings, and a stop-ril-get-sick notice in Esquire from Doro¬
thy Parker, an old literary chum of the much-dug-up late novelist.
Arrowhead Productions, headed by producer-director Richard Bare,
bought “Blaze of Glory/’ original screenplay by Dean Reisner, for its
new indie slate, first project, to be “The Wives of Adam Wade,” based
on Utah’s civil war over polygamy . . . "Voodoo Woman” slated as
first of 19 pix projected as co-productions by Steve Barclay’s
International and Brynter-Brazil Intemacional Films of Brazil, to roll
late this month near Sao Paulo under direction of Douglas Fowley . . .
Roy Renard, N.Y. entertainer, screen hows in 20th-Fox “The Man Who
Understood Women” . . . Daniel Petrie, Gotham live tv director,
snagged direction on Warner Bros.* “The Bramble Bush” for his first
feature assignment ... Cliff Robertson and Gia Scala topbill Charles
Schneer's Momingside production, “Battle of the Coral Sea,” for Col¬
umbia Pictures release.
Herbert Mftganr, N.Y. Times staffer, is back from the Coast where
he huddled with Nat Brown, MCA story editor, on the dramatic and
film Tights of his upcoming novel, “The Return.” It’ll be published by
Simon & Schuster March 17, and three studios are bidding for it. Co¬
production deal for the property is being discussed, by U.S. and Italian
interests. While on the Coast, Mitgang did several pieces on film per¬
sonalities for the Times, including Mort Sabi and Jacques Bergerac.
“The Return” is a story about the return of a former G.I. to presentday Sicily . . . TV writer, James Costigan, boWed out of Mel Ferrer’s
“Green Mansions” project.
Donald A. Henderson, 20th-Fox secretary and treasurer, will enlist
the aid of the film biz in raising $100,000 for the NY.. Public Library
.. . Max E. Youngs tern, United Artists v.p., elected to the board of the
American branch of International Social Service ... Whether or not
2Uth’s De Luxe Labs will take over operation of the Metro labs cm the
Coast wm be decided within two weeks. At the moment it looks like
a deal . . . The 1930 French Pathe film, “Cloistered,” about the life
of cloistered nuns, has been acquired by Trinity Productions. Boot¬
leg prints of the oldie have been kicking around.
First engagements of “A Question of Adultery” and “I Was Monty’s
Double,” being released by NTA Pictures, start this month . . . The
ad for “Gigi” in the New York newspapers last Friday and Saturday
contained no title—just the symbol of a winking girL Metro prepared
the ad for the Sutton Theatre . . . Eugene Picker, exec v.p. of Loew’s
Theatres, made following managerial changes in the N.Y. metropolitan
area: J. Clyde Fuller, manager of Loew’s State on Broadway (now
closed for alterations) to Loew’s Tribbro in Astoria; Louis Falk, man¬
ager of Triboro, to Loew’s Premier; William Klenert, manager of
Premier, to Loew’s 175th St.; Allan Isaacs, manager of 175th St., to
Loew’s Olympia; Harold McMahon, manager of Olympia, assigned as
relief manager.
Michael Todd Jr. goes to Barcelona in eariy February preparatory
to shooting his Smellovision picture, “Scent of Mystery.” Cameras
should roll on the Barcelona fiesta in March ... Ernst Schaefer, an ex¬
captain in the German SS (Storm Troopers), had a prominent part in
the production of “The Lords of the Forest,” a. documentary about the
Belgian Congo made under the patronage of ex-King Leopold HI of
the Belgians, reports the French tradepaper, France-International.
20th-Fox reportedly has taken the film worldwide.
Paddy Chayefsky is collab of Harold Allen on title song for “Mid¬
dle of the Night,” which Delbert Mann is directing for producer George
Justin’s Columbia Pictures slate in the Bronx . . Sumner Locke ElBait left Gotham to start scripting chores on “Breakfast at Tiffany’s,”
Martin Jurow-Richard Shepherd production for Paramount on Coast
. Rbn Bandell will do his stage role In Seven Arts’ picturization of
“The World of Suzie Wong,” which Paramount launches next year . . .
. Thomas More Assn, of Chicago and Rosary' College of River Forest,
HI, are co-sponsoring “A Report On American Culture” June 13-14
at the college. Among the speakers will be Richard Breen, motion pic¬
ture writer; John P. Shanley, radio-tv staffer of N.Y. Times; Paul
Hume, music editor of Washington Post; Leo Brady, playwright and
member of the drama department of Catholic U. of America; Charles
Bracelen Flood, novelist; Jean Chariot, artist; and Rev. Gustave Wei¬
gel, S.J., professor of Ecdesiology at .Woodstock College.
From Paris: Irwin Shapiro has snared Yank rights for the second pic
Of Cl&ude Chabrol, “The Cousins.” Richard Davis has the first effort of
this young director, “Le Beau Serge” * . . Brigitte Bardot’s latest pic
tTheWoman and the Puppet,” which UA has for the U.S., will get
preemed at the Lido nitery this week, followed by the floor show . ..
“Gigi” (MG) finally preemed after being held up by phenom longruU
of French hit “The Cheats” ... David Niven In for press contacts be¬
fore the opening of “Separate Tables” (UA) here .... . Olivia De Haviiland to London to co-star with Dirk Bogarde in an Anglo pic “Libel.”
. .Variety, in a story from Albany on a recent PTA forum concern¬
ing “Motion Picture Censorship/.’ identified the moderator, David H*
Beetle, as one-time screen and drama critic for that .Gannett paper.
Beetle is editor.
.
. & ■
■
. .
Marek Hlaskd, the Polish.novelist who scripted the Polish film, ’“Hie
Eighth Day of the Week/- and then defected to tins West, is back in
Roland. He.explained he returned because life in the West was “meanfagless/^ The picture has been acquired by Continental Distributing
for the thS, Jt had originally been pianiffid to bring/Hlasko to the
States for personal appearances along with German star, Sonya Ziemana. .The Polish goveminent has been trying to stop release of the
picture; which was a coproduction with West Germany’s CCC-Film in
Berlin. .

ARIflOMW
By JACK PITMAN
Chicago, Feb. 3.
Future growth of theatre screen
advertising in this country looks to
hinge primarily on two things: (a)
cracking the resistance of blgtown
firstrun houses, and Cb) new ap¬
proaches by advertisers.
Exhibitor economics may help
Overcome the first hurdle, but the
second looms a tougher one, being
rooted in rigid concepts of selling.
Screen advertising has been
years in developing, first in small¬
town and rural America and initi¬
ally only with local merchant spon¬
sorship via signatured stock films.
Theatre ad revenues, while never
fat in relation to admission re-,
ceipts, have been a painless profit
factor pegged to average weekly at¬
tendance figures.
For the most part, though, big
urban deluxers have been-standoffish. They’ve declined, the busi¬
ness on the grounds it’s beneath
them, mixed with a feeling that at
Main Stem prices their audiences
shouldn’t be “imposed” upon. The
one-year-old Theatre-Screen Adver¬
tising Bureau, however, argues that
television is helping to break down
advertising resistance, on the
theory that tv has reconciled the
public to messages with their en¬
tertainment.
Obviously, • though,
this overlooks' the condition of
free-versus-pay divertissement.
Europe’s Know-How
Bub what of the second problem
facing U. S. producers of screen
commercials? Independent ad film
consultant Harry Wayne McMahan,'
a former Leo Burnett ad agency
| veep, sizes it as a lack of sophisti¬
cation in theatre blurbs; and, if it’s
to change, advertiser thinking must
change. To this end, McMahan is
junketing the country trying to
prod admen to, in turn, prod; cli¬
ents, his chief weapon being sam¬
ples of foreign cinema commer¬
cials.
All of them were in last Sep¬
tember’s Venice Advertising Filin
Festival, at which McMahan was
U. S. judge. Many copped prizes.
And most are startling demon¬
strations of the creative lengths to
which the Continental ad-film al¬
liance has gone.
Foreign product almost Invaria¬
bly is more sophisticated, often
veering to extreme artiness. Imagi¬
nation that appears unbridled
makes extensive use of abstract art,
ingenious
pu'ppeteering,
ballet
groups, full-blown musical scores,
and clever stop-motion techniques.
In many strips there’s an absence of
dialog and narration. In other
cases, the scripting is rife with wit
and double entendre which, coupled
with subleties of cartoon anima¬
tion, bespeak a European tradition
of talking to, and not down. Old
World imagination extends also to
use of color, which often becomes
a show in itself.
French Like ’Em
Popularity of theatre screen ad¬
vertising among French, sponsors
alone is attested statistically, show¬
ing that one of every six dollars
spent there for all forms of adver¬
tising is invested in celluloidmost of it for cinemas, though a
considerable chunk bankrolls speci¬
fically video spots.
In contrast, the American ex¬
penditure for theatrical ad films
is anemic related to the total U. S.
outlay for product-pushing, which
last year again topped the $10,000,000,000 level.
Of that, a
token $20,000,000 went for tneatre
commercials—including all produc¬
tion costs.
It’s not that major U. S. pro¬
ducers have' been stone-walled in
trying to sign up the. corporate
giants. At present, more than 175
of our largest firms utilize theatre
screen sell, blit as the above figures
demonstrate, general business in¬
terest remains nominal. Partisans
say advertisers get more mileage
from their theatre films than they
expect from purely video spots, on
the basis of exposures per showing.
With some notable Madison Ave.
(Continued on page 25)

WB Shareholder Asks Del. Court Act on Plea
Board is Rubber Stamp
Lowdown on Actors
Victor Chapin, screen, stage
and video actor, has written
his third novel, ‘The Company
of Players” (Houston Mif■ flin; $3.95) which is about a
legit company that goes west
with a tired play and a tired,
but wise, female star.
The book breezes along with
a lot of human interest and a
good deal of knowledge about
what makes actors act. Cha¬
pin's gallery of thespians in¬
cludes a couple1 of oddballs and
some run-of-mine egomaniacs
Told through the eyes of the
somewhat naive juvenile and
three different actresses he
loves, or imagines he does, the
characterization and incident
are steadily diverting.
Story climaxes when the
company arrives to play a
week in Los Angeles and the
Hollywood mob turns out, one
set of snob values (screen)
colliding with another (legit)
and the unwanted juvenile be¬
ing promptly dumped by the
ingenue who gets signed up
for pictures.
Show folk will enjoy read¬
ing this novel. Chapin writes
well. Also, “Company of P'ayers” would itself make a film,
though based on a “road” now
more myth than fact.
Land.

‘Auntie Maine’
Run Is Historic
For Lancaster, Pa.
Lancaster, Pa., Feb. 3.
Free-wheeling “Auntie Marne”
(WB) has been the answer to at
least one exhibitor’s prayers here.
Now in its fifth week at the
Boyd, one of the city’s five major
fiimhonses, feature has broken all
length-of-run records for Lan¬
caster, and seems cinch for sixth
time around.
Only four other films—each with
a four-week run—have come even
close to “Marne” herej Boyd, too,
had the most recent challenger in
20th’s “Peyton Place” last year.
Capitol
(Stanley
Warner)
screened two of the others, 20th’s
“Man Called Peter and Allied
Artists’ “Friendly Persuasion,”
while King (Ind.) did a full month
on 20th’s “The Robe.” All these,
some time ago.
King currently has “Inn of Sixth
Happiness’ in second week, and
house manager Mort Brodsky de¬
scribes himself as pleasantly dazed
hy unprecedented increased gross
for holdover week. “Inn” probably
will go three.
- “Marne” Is bucking “I Want To
LiVe” at Capitol (next door), after
waving goodbye to “The Buccanneers.” City’s artie, the Fulton,
also has top drawer competition
with Alec Guinness’ “The Horse’s
Mouth.”

ASK STATE LEGISLATURE
TO CONDEMN USSR DEAL
, Concord, N. H., Feb. 3.
Following similar actions T>y
American Legion posts, a resolu¬
tion asking for. condemnation of
the proposed showing of Soviet
films in commercial theatres in
the United States has been intro¬
duced in the New Hampshire Leg¬
islature here.
The measure was referred to
the executive department and ad¬
ministration committee.

Wilmington, Feb. 3.
On the argument that $3,000 a
week salary Is sufficient incentive
for an executive, a stockholder of
Warner Bros. Pictures Inc., has
asked the Delaw are Court of Chan¬
cery to block any moves by Jack L.
Warner, company president, to ex¬
ercise any stock options which may
be granted to him.
Warner and four other top ex¬
ecutives of the company have been
granted options to buy the com¬
pany stock In the next five years,
subject to stockholder approval at
a meeting in the Corporation Trust
offices here Feb. 4.
The plaintiff, Mrs. Sara Keyser
of New York, claims that Warner
and his wife own more than 18%
of Warner stock, enough to allow
him to “control and dominate” the
firm's board, and its “proxy ma¬
chinery.” Thus, she argues, the
stock options will be approved un¬
less the court steps in.
She says in her complaint that
Warner received an option to buy
60,000 shares of the company’s
stock at $29.29 a share in 1956. at
the same time that he signed a
contract. .
Soon after that, she said, the
price of the Warner company stock
declined, so that he has not exer¬
cised the options. Last June, a new
contract was signed, continuing his
salary until 1963 and lowering his
option price to $22 a share. It is
this step that she wants blocked
by the court.
The reduction in the option
price, Mrs. Keyser claims, was a
$440,000 benefit to Warner should
he exercise the options, which,
added to his $156,000 annual salary
’‘was out of all proportion to the
value of his services to the com¬
pany.”
Since 1953, the court Is told,
Warner’s salary was tripled, which
she says Is “ample incentive” and
that the stock options, given as in¬
centives, are unnecessary.
Also named as defendants, along
with Warner and the company it¬
self are Benjamin Kalmenson, ex¬
ecutive vice president; Herman
Starr, Wolfe Cohen and Steve
Trilling, vice presidents.
Another defendant is Samuel
Schneider, who on h?s retirement
as a vice president and director in
1957 was authorized a pavment of
$1,000 a week lasting until 1963.
Mrs. Keyser also asks the court
to stop these payments.
Vice Chancellor William Marvel
has ordered the defendants to ap¬
pear here to answer the charges on
March'16. He named-Sidney Balick, Wilmington attorney, as se¬
questrator, to se!ze the defendants’
shares to prevent any stock trans¬
actions by them until the case is
settled.
William E. Taylor Jr., Wilming¬
ton attorney, is the plaintiff’s
counsel.

JUST TO BE DUFF:
TOO MANY GOOD FILMS’
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
Believe it or not, they’re turning
out so many hot boxoffice pictures
that the market is jammed with
them. This is the strange plaint of
local exhibitors who point out the
loop here can’t absorb them all.
As a result of this novel situa¬
tion, important pictures are being
forced to go into uptown houses
for their first runs if they want
early playdating.
Currently, “The Horse’s Mouth”
is having its Initial Twin Cities en¬
gagement at the neighborhood St
Louis Park, a theatre in the earliest
clearance slot, 28 days. Socko open¬
ing last week indicated the product
would undoubtedly holdover.
At the same time, “My Uncle” is
making its Mpls.-St. Paid debut at
the uptown Suburban World, a mile
distant from the St. Louis Park.

Berale Berlin and John L. John
of Metro’s homeoffice publicity.
staff-off to Cleveland for a series
Jack Warden is being paged by
of meetings with reps of Loew’s
Theatres on the key openings of Bryna Productions for “Spartacus,”
“The Journey” in Ohio.
; now before the cameras at U.
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V. German Disink Prodacers Ad
To Curb Actors From TV Stints

Swedes’ R V RKing
- Stockholm, -Jam- 27.
Rock’n'roll king , tittle Ger. hard retained b$i crown by*
gaiping over 13,000 mail votes
on a Swedish radio program
emceed by ice * hockey star »
“Tumba” Johansson. His clos¬
est competitor picked-up less
than 8,000 ballots. Singer Little
Gerhard was first crowned
king about six months In a
Nordic rock’n’roll contest in
Norway.
Little Gerhard’s most pop¬
ular recording of 1958—-‘‘Buona
sera" (Karusell) — sold over
100;000 copies. As the coun¬
try’s top rook’n’roll singer his
estimated income for the past
year is $22,000. While rock’n’
roll is loosing its popularity, a
Stockholm promoter claims
that, a rock’n’ roll evening
without Little Gerhard has n<^
- chance of a box-office success.
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>Aussie Legit Still Vibrant

By GORDON E. COOPER
■ -(General Mgr., Tivoli Circuit)living costs, prices, taxes etc. are
Melbourne, Jan. 27.
The 1958 year has been rugged cheap, so there is still plenty'of
By HANS HOEHN
for the entertainment industry in gravy for the artist.
Berlin, Jan. 27. j
An artist playing Australia* won’t
Australia. The main centres—Mel¬
Following up its campaign to
bourne and Sydney—with now ap¬ regret it. Enthusiastic audiences
fight the threatening advance of
await
their performances, and if I
proximately 500,000 tv sets, have
television, the West German film
met the solid impact of television. may say so, they will be visiting
industry has taken another step in
probably
the nicest and most pro¬
This, together with a severe drop
this drive. The associations of
in the world price for wool, Aus¬ gressive country in the world*
distributors, producers and man*
Buenos Aires, Jan. 27.
tralia’s major national income, has
agers have worked out a plan by
contributed to a most elusive boxThe operators' strike folded here
which film actors who earn 35,000
office.
after
a
tense
all-night
union
ses¬
Deutsche Marks (about $8,500) or
During the year, the live theatre
more per picture will be contractu¬ sion, at which the union's legal
highlights were for Tivoli Circuit,
ally obliged to avoid any tele ac¬ counsel advised, lifting it without
the revues, “Pardon My French”,
tivity within a certain period. Lat¬
and Winifred Atwell in “Rocking
ter goes for the time of their pic making any conditions, because
The Town.” J. C. Williamson Thea¬
shooting up to six months after the the strike had been a complete
London, Jan. 27.
tres Ltd. offered Luisillo & His
“South Pacific” (Magna) is shap¬
preem of this very film.
failure.. By a 210 to 129 vote the
Spanish Dancers and “The Royal ing up to become Britain’s alltime
. Domestic filmites see in this step operators decided to resume work,
Ballet.” Garnet Carroll Theatres top grosser, and is likely to heat
a constructive measure to protect having obtained no advantage from
toured “Salad Days”; A. B. C. Con¬ the long-standing record held by
themselves from the inroads of tv. the 10-day walkwit.
cert Attractions routed the Russian “Gone With the Wind” (M-G). It
They think that popular actors (it
Because the Labor Ministry de¬
violinist, David Oistrakh, and the is the first picture to he presented
primarily concerns them, of course)
Elizabethan Theatre Trust (govern¬ in Britain via-the Todd-AO proc¬
now will be forced to make a de¬ clared the strike illegal, the men
ment financially-assisted) present¬ ess, first opened in London at the
cision about which medium -they get no pay for the hiatus^ and
some
received
.dismissal
notices
for
ed new Australian drama and mu¬ Dominion Theatre last April 21.
are going to serve in the future.
sical productions, in addition to It began a Manchester engagement
And that the better paying film hot- -resuming/ work immediately.
The main result will probably be
opera and other, attractions but a week later. Apart from, a string
Industry will be the winner.
without boxoffice highlights, with of openings during Christmas
Reaction among German film formation of a new union, under
the exception of “Summer of the week, it had played in only eight
actors, was not happy. The critics, different leadership.
The'operators turned to Screen
17th Dqll (excluding its U. S. dis¬ British theatres during the last
and there are. quite of few of them,
year. But from those limited en¬
appointment).
who opine that the film industrial¬ Institute - President, Narciso Machinandiarena,
for
help,
who
was
Rome,
Jan.
27.
ists will cut their own throats by
The lush business enjoyed in gagements alone, the pic has re¬
prepared to mediate and asked the
this measure.
A full legislative slate lies ahead past years by big names in Sta¬ turned $761,600 in film rentals.
Some of the country's top stars three main exhibitor associations for the Italian film industry and dium situations disappeared, and About 45% of the total has come
from the London presentation
believe that “every real actor to ‘ indicate terms. The exhibitors entertainment world in 1959, now 1958 found empty* benches.
alone.
'
makes his decision only after the Stood firm in refusing any parley that the MPEA-ANICA pact has.
On March 3, 1958 the Tivoli Cir¬
In addition to London and Man¬
offered role.” Others say they only until the strike, was lifted. They resulted in an agreement satisfy¬ cuit received the shattering news
insisted
that
the
only
acceptable
chester,
the
filmusical
played 23
care about the artistic task and not
ing both sides.
of the sudden passing in San Fran¬
about any regulations which would mediation was that of the Labor
Industry is still pushing its par¬ cisco of its managing director, weeks in Brighton, ran for nine
weeks
at
20th’s
own
Drake
Thea¬
Ministry.
The
operators
then
tried
handicap their artistic freedom.
liamentary effort for a vital admis¬ David N. Martin, who in his life¬
Still others felt that tele appear¬ to sue for mediation by President sion tax reduction, which last year time had built a monumental rec¬ tre in Plymouth. Film is due back
there
next
July,
and
it
opened
in
Frondizi,
and
got
nowhere.
ances can help the films.
was stymied by a switch in govern¬ ord—financial and show-wise. Tiv¬
In the meantime, most cinemas ments. Also due soon is-the long- oli implemented a board of man¬ Glasgow, Newcastle, Birmingham
Talent Sey Piece
and
Leeds
on
Sept.
22.
Pic
is
still
kept operating, using apprentice announced switch of the entertain¬ agement setup, with the writer as
Hans - Joachim
Kuhlenkampff,
playing at these last four situations.
German tv quizmaster, said he can¬ operators and others brought in ment offices in the government to general manager, the company
During the Christmas week, it
Hie Provinces or administra¬ the Ministry of Education, a move pursuing a vigorous variety revue
not believe that a producer would from
tive staff who knew how to handle which has wprried many observers. policy. To date, the productions began eight further playdates in
drop a star if latter accepted a the projection booth. Operators
Bristol,
Cardiff, Dublin, Belfast,
Several important agreements, created by the new regime and the
tv offer before the time in ques¬ protested against this, warning
major one being the Italian- Film results have been “Funfiesta,” fair; Liverpool, Edinburgh, Sheffield
tion. Actor Hans Nielsen pointed
and
Nottingham.
Film is skedded
audiences of danger from inexpert
out that he doesn't believe that the handling of film. The exhibitors Aid Law, are (Ilie to expire June “Femmes and Furs,” good; “Rock¬ to play four ABC theatres starting
30. Among the others are the dis- ing The Town,” big, and “Pleas¬
decline of cinema attendance re¬
with
Southampton
this month and
pointing out that films krib-exhib (AGIS-ANICA) agree- ures Of Paris” looks like register¬
sults only from the advance of countered
following on in Leicester? Oxford
not been made of inflam¬ ment and the Aid Law for the ing in the big class.
television. In his opinion the rea¬ have
and
Hull.
Other
commitments
have
mable material for many years. It
Legit' managements busy prepar¬ been made in Aberdeen, Bourne¬
son lies more with the fact that is true 'that in some houses pro¬ Italian Theatre, while the Italian
law, recently extended, ing 1959 attractions include:—
there are top few good films being jection was far from perfect, but censorship
mouth,
Coventry,
Middlesborough
is again due to expire June 30 un¬
made.
Williamson’s “My Fair Lady” for and Stoke-on-Trent.
on the whole this unnecessary less the long-mulled new law is
January, and advance interest is
Meanwhile, all members of the strike was successfully combatted. passed by that time.
From all these 26 engagements,
terrific; also, “Grab Me A Gon¬ “Pacific” is estimated to have
German distributors and produc¬
dola.” Garnet Carroll has “Auntie racked up a minimum of $2,225,000
ers’ association already have been
Marne” and “Music Man”;- Tivoli in film rental. That figure will be
supplied with lists containing the
, Circuit has “Tropical Holiday,” in excess of the countrywide earn¬
names of those actors and actresses
who have appeared on the German
‘ Roaring Twenties” and “Lido Fol¬ ings of “Bridge on River Kwai”
tele. List includes such names as
lies” and A. B. C. Concert Attrac¬ (Col) and other top pix.
Caterina Valente, Marika Roekk,
tions will tour the Czechoslovakian
“Wind” earned around $3,500,Marianne Koch (Cook), Liselotte
Philharmonic Orchestra.
000 in film hire from its original
Pulver, Bibi Johns, Willy Fritsch Argentina’s Metropolis Shrinks From 50 to 20 Play¬
Despite tv and general econom¬ presentation. A subsequent reissue
and Peter Mosbacher.
:
ics, there is still plenty of business is estimated to have added a fur¬
houses and Five More Doomed—Blame Union
Cinema attendance decreased ■
for solid and/or star value enter¬ ther $300,000 to that total.
*1.5% during the first six months
tainment. For the picture industry
of 1958 as against the same period
By NID EMBER
has been successfully operated the need is for more top-grade in 1957 in West Germany.
this year by actor Francisco Pe- films. There is little or no business
Buenos Aires, Jan. 27.
trone: Frandsco Gallons deal to! for ordinary films. Legitimate
Argentina’s legitimate theatre sell his Astral theatre for 29 mil-1 managements will need proper
has less State interference to con¬ lion pesos collapsed because of I budgeted, well staged mid varied
Tel Aviv, Jan. 27.
tend with than the screen, hut is his proviso that the new building j attractions, but right here is where
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
subjected to labor strangleholds include a theatre, which the busi-! actors and agents can help in the will present its first full-fledged
i which legislators encourage. On the nessmen purchasers wouldn’t ac¬ budgeting by taking a realistic opera performance Feb. 7 in Tel
Stockholm* Jan. 27. | other »hand, the legiters are trying cept.
[view of this territory and putting Aviv, with Carlo Maria Giulini
When Louis Armstrong arrived; to enlist State help because they
This impresario lost a million something back into the business. conducting Verdi’s “Falstaff:” Fer¬
in the northern ,eity of Sundsvall will soon be left without any thea¬
[Artists ’Should make an effort, to nando Corena will sing Falstaff and
(Jan. 19), -population 28,000, the tres. Labor featherbedding has so pesos early this year on a foreign play this part of the world at com- other artists from Milan’s La Scala
local newspaper called him the discouraged impresarios, they are. musical, despite good grosses. monsense terms and conditions.
and New York Met will complete
most famous person ever to. visit accepting tempting realty offers on Union featherbedding precluded
Here is a theatrical industry that the cast; production will be di¬
the city. With the temperature six their properties and selling out profits. Impresario Torres Cirera needs actor-assistance to get out rected by Franco Zefferelli.
below zero, Satchmo gave two con¬ Whereas .the city had 50 theatres is converting his -900-seat Empire the “stay-at-home” customers and
An orchestra pit has been in¬
certs for a 4,000 audience. The es¬ to 3,000,000 population in 1935, to¬ theatre to films,, because union help maintain a virile theatre now stalled at the Fredric R. Mann
timated gross was $10,000.
day there are 20 for a 4,000,000 demands make its operation as a and for the future.
Auditorium and though there will
The following day, Satchmo and population, and these doomed to theatre productive, only of losses.
Australian managements, in ad¬ be no curtain, there will be inter¬
his troupe continued on to the most dwindle to 15 next year.
i Most producers are contemplat¬ dition to bearing the ordinary op¬ changeable stage sets. Chorus will
northern stop in their Scandinavian
Actors, playwrights and pro¬ ing working next year on co¬ erative costs as applicable to New be Israeli “Rinat” choir, directed
tour. In Umea the thermometer ducers have interviewed the Pres¬ operative bases with their com¬ York, London and Paris, have to by Garry Bertini.
registered ’ minus 25,- and some ident, Vice President, Congress panies, as the only means of dodg¬ bear the tremendous burden of
This is Orchestra’s first venture
6.000 packed the Sporting Hall for the Mayor and Mortgage Bank] ing the featherbedding.
overseas fares, and this can for into opera. In previous years, some
his two .shows. Groups had traveled President, asking that Legit he de- i Colon Opera Theatre has a big some shows he up to $60,000. Is it operas were given in concert-form
up to 250 miles to see and hear dared of “national interest” and share of official meddling. Muni¬
under the direction of Giulini and
Satchmo in this city of 20,000 which demolition of theatres forbidden cipal Conncillors now want to send any wonder that we say “help!”
Also to our disadvantage is that of Dimitri Mitropoulos. First per¬
lies about 200 miles south of the until Congress approves legisla¬ out the Colon Orchestra, Corps de theatre is in no way associated formance of ‘Talstaff” will be in
Arctic Circle.
tion to encourage new building.
Ballet and Chorus on foreign tours with the profitable side-businesses aid of the Philharmonic’s Pension
In the meanwhile, the Danish
They also urge that their un¬ to earn their keep; if possible they of liquor, gambling or Sunday Fund, with prices ranging from
film company, ASA, is after Arm¬ finished
San
Martin
-Municipal
would like management jobs to ac¬ shows. In fact, we present just $2.75 to $11.00; presentation will
strong t<y appear in a musical, star¬
company them. A Council-appoint¬ good, honest theatre—mostly once he under the joint auspices of the
ring calypso couple Nina and theatres get into immediate opera¬
tion*
Estimated
cost
is
50
tdlion
ed Committee is planning reorgan¬ nightly for six nights with two Italian Ambassador and the Israeli
.Frederik, for a reported $20,000—
Tenth Anniversary World Commit¬
the highest payrqeqt ever offered' pesos. (There’s a plan to sell this ization of the theatre, which is matinees. Most admissions are tee.
monumental
.
evidence
of
Peron
notoriously
mismanaged. Always scaled to about $2 top with the odd
anyone for an appearance in a
Danish film. He. would only , have graft for a Unesco South. American negligent of the press, there attractions going slightly higher.
to put in a couple of days work and headquarters). Under the Aram- was an outcry this * year when With theatre seating generally Irish Pix Studio to Be Busy in '59
hum regime the scheme was to the Colon Press Office was dis¬ around the 1,500' mark, it doesn’t
Dublin, Jan. 27.
sing one song:“
_
hand it over to the Arts Fund for lodged from the ground floor, to take a. master financier to see why
Ardmore Studios, Ireland’s first
an. all-Entertainment field head-j make room for a coffee bar.
Australian managements must film studio setup, opened earlier
quarters:. Screen institute. Authors’
The great question is whether have artist/agent cooperation.
this year, will be busy through
Actors, Composers’ and,Union so- reorganization -will eliminate the • There is big money available for- 1959, according to Louis Elliman,
eities. This was. a *plausible plan heavy charge on the ,;boxoffice a name attraction but this type of joint managing-director.
seeing that those entities are all caused by free passes for legis¬ artist must participate in the risk . Warwick' Films is due to start
- Elvira T. Marquis must postpone’ seeking premises at government lators and’ councillors, and the by proving their value at the box- Work on a pic soon, subsequent
,
Congress-encouraged : union de¬ office. The British colored rhythm irfajor bookings include Raymond
her round-world lecture * trip.- for expense.
pianist Winifred Atwell, on- a per¬ Stross-with “A Terrible Beauty,” a
Councilwoman Josefina Marpons mands from musicians.
the U.S. State Dept Returns- from:
Switzerland to fulfill -American: wants a tax on film theatres (see
Of 20*000 Musician’s Union mem¬ centage deal. Is proving her worth: Howard Keel starrer, “Battlfe of
speaking dates.
separate story) to help build legit bers, only 600 attended the last with Tivoli Circuit, and will 'earn Bdllymagee,” and Carl Foreman’s
Opens Feb. 9 in Richmond, ends playhouses. Other plans are to as¬ General Meeting, ahd the' -left-: $5,000 weekly for 20 weeks production of Liam O’Flaherty’s
“Insurrection.” Other bookings in¬
.March 20 .in Detroit. She’ll then: sign more city lots to thespefs wingers won domination by* only straight
<*
pick up for Uncle Sam.
By U. S. standards, Australia’s clude a tv series.
for tent theatres like the one which 17 votes.

Arg. Operators’ Strike
Finis After Men Stay
Off Job for 10 Days

•-

‘Pacific’ Shapes Likely
To Top Old Record Of
‘Wind’ in Gt Britain

Italo Fib Biz

For ’59 Solons

Desperate Fleas to Save Legit

Israel’s First Opera

LOUIS ARMSTRONG WOWSi
’EM AT ARCTIC CIRCLE

'VARIITY'S' LONDON OFFICI
Mac*, TyfplMf Squara

Js£ri&Ty

Widescreen Fix May Soon
: Be AMe to Circumvent
Mex City 32c Scale

INTBKKATIOICAL

British ‘Room’ Roushg $19500 Sets
London Pix Pace; "Country’ Huge
17G in 2i Deb’ Lively 14G, 5th

>
Mexico City,-. Jan. 27.
Moves to present Cinerama,
Buenos Aires, Jan. 27.
Todd-AO, Cinemiracle and other
The New Year opened with- a
recent projection techniques : in
Now It’* ‘Nudiseope*
bang in Argentine show biz, busi¬
Mexico has been stymied for the
London, Jan. 27.
ness- and finance. The government
last
few years by the adamant : at¬
. Britain’s first nudist film,
cancelled all subsidies, and. official
titude of Mayor Ernesto P. Ururates at exchange, placing the
produced; by Orb Productions
churtu.
Standing firm on: his an¬
economy on a free dollar basis, in
and starring Anita Love, Carl
nouncement" of six years ago that
a dramatic moVe to return the
Conway, Katy Cashfield and
London^ Feb. 3.
“movies
as
a public entertainment
country to a free enterprise sys¬
Dennis Carhell, is due to have
As a result of his by-line
must remain cheap at the hoxoftem, after 15 years of state inter¬
simultaneQUs preems in Lon¬
story
in
Variety (Jan. 14),
fice,”
the
mayor
has
persistently
ventionism.
don and N. Y. shortly. .
champion film fan Clarry
said “no” to “special prices” for
However, in faking these meas¬
The production, filmed at
Ashton was interviewed on
ures, and seeking to force "auster¬
Bushey Studios and bn loca-„ showings of pix as “10 Command¬
the BBC’s tv magazine pro¬
ments" (Par), “Around World in 80
ity” on the Argentines; surcharges
tion at Woburn Abbey, is.in
gram, “Tonight.”
Days” CCJA) and “War and Peace1
have Been set up within the frame¬
Eastman Color and “NudiAshton named “Bridge on
(Par).
work of alleged “f£ee” exchange.
scope”
River
Kwai” (Col) , and “Ran¬
Exhibitors
have
just
as
persis¬
These vary from zero (on some rhw
dom Harvest” (M-G) as the
tently refused to show these films
materials) to as high as 300% on
tops
among
the 15,000 feature
at
“depression
prices,”
aligning
in
- Other materials and goods,' depend¬
films he has seen.
the fight for a higer b.o. scale with
ing on their degree-of “essential¬
distributors.
Latest
move
to
get
ity.” On certain articles there is*
around the unprofitable four pesos
also a guarantee deposit, which
(32) admission is sparked by
may go from 20% to 300%, and
Mexican and U. S. film interests.
which is returned only 120 days
The
plan is to build an “adequate”
after import.
(meaning a 5.00Q seater or larger)
Foreign films, for instance, are
theatre
in Ciudad Satelite. This
London, Feb 3.
reported to be on the 300%- sur¬
first of a series-of model
charge list.' American distributors*,
The new British' releasing pat¬ is-ther
cities
planned
to bring this capital
who discussed, this extra-officially tern, brought into being as a re¬
with high government officials, sult of the Rank rationalization to ease the growing- population
Frankfurt, Jan. 27.
problem.
Since,
the Satelite City
intimated they may as welt pack plan announced last year, took ef-.
Count of films imported into
up-and go. home if such a surcharge ! feet this week when the first 're¬ is outside the jurisdiction of city West Germany for the first eleven
is intended because all distribution leases went out in North West authorities and outside the limits months of 1958 and approved by
‘offices would shutter. Reported in London on the newly designated ot the Federal District, the box- the country’s self-censorship- limi¬
foreign distribution c;r<»Tes that Rank and National circuits. The office admission could be hiked to tations reached a new high of 533,
American companies will get a first bill on* the former was Rank’s tfce: desired level without official against 470 imported during the
• lower surcharge than European own “The Captain's Table,” while meddling.
same period in 1957. U.S. brought
Plan to get outside of the in. 236 against 202 in the same
companies. As the taking of the a Universal double bill, “Stranger
economic measure segued into Pres. In' My 'Arms” and “His Butler’s "Mayor’s jurisdiction’ was tried be¬ period in the previous year. France
Frondizi’s obtaining over $300,- Sister” shared the honors on the fore over a year ago, for “Around climbed from 44 to 56 while Eng¬
the World.” At that time comedian land was up from 42 to 48. Ger¬
000*000 worth of loans from official National chain.
Mario Moreno and associates many produced exactly the same
and private U.S. banks; there is
planned the erection of a theatre number of pictures—93 in both
The
new
releasing
system
still
every disposition to please Ameri¬
can business. This desire to please maintains the practice of dividing at Tres Cam1'nos, just across the periods.
is even evident in such small things London into three territories with city line in the State of Mexico.
Film imports from the U.S.,
as getting telephones repaired in bookings running on consecutive The plan foundered principally be¬ France and England were the high¬
American offices or homes. Where weeks. North West London gets cause of lack of adequate transpor¬ est of the last five years. Percent
it was impossible to'get action a first pick, followed in tu*n by. the tation with buses taking about 45 of German films shown on Ger¬
year ago, the repairmen now ap¬ North Eastern and Southern areas. minutes to cover the route.
many’s screens in just 17%, a drop
Ciudad Satelite, about 30 min¬ since 1953.
pear in relays “to make sure every¬
Among the first six programs to
utes
from
the
city,
is
serviced
by
thing is right.”
One of the major problems of
go out on the National chain is a
The Argentine Central Bank un¬ new Rank comedy, “Too Many the super-speedway which goes on the West German film industry is
to
Queretaro.
The
model
city
is
that
of the $27,000,000 made on
blocked all foreign , holdings o/ Crooks," which starts its North
films in 1957,, only about $4,000,000
shares 'or funds. U:S. distributors- West London run March 8. “Opera¬ served by first-class buses.
will
remain
in Germany. The U.S.
can now transfer local' earnings tion Amsterdam,” current at the
took out the biggest portion, $16,without hindrance, save the deter¬ Leicester Square Theatre, will be Clasa Filins Swings
500,000,
France
took out $3,000,000
rent of a rate of about 70 pesos to released on the Rank circuit begin¬
To Quality Mex Pix and England $1,350,000.
the dollar. Exhibitors face pay¬ ning Feb. 15.
And in return, German films
Mexico
City,
Feb.
3.
ment of highest surcharges for im¬
The new releasing pattern puts
Clasa Films Mundiales is the shown in the U.S. in the same pe¬
ports of carbons, projectors and an end to the former system of
such, but at least they may import Odeon and Gaumont releases. The first Mexican producing unit to an¬ riod produced only $52,000. This,
what they wish, provided they can Rank circuit comprises key the¬ nounce its intentions of following claim many'of the German film
industryites, is an unfair return,
pay.
atres in both the Odeon and Gau¬ recommendations of Federico Heu- considering the high revenues
The entertainment field is af¬ mont groups while others in the er, head of the Film Bank, to pro¬ earned
in Germany.
duce
only
quality
product.
Arman¬
fected as much as any of the others two chains form the spearhead of
Just about the same split of busi¬
by the free enterprise revival. the National outlet
These are do Orive Alba, head of Clasa, said ness Can be expected for the 1953
that
an
exhaustive
study
by
his
Neither film producers nor legiters backed by theatres in other groups
grosses when f'nal figures are re¬
can hope for subsidies undet throughout the country, giving a firm has proven the fallacy of Mex¬ vealed.
“austerity” though the producers potential booking strength which ico’s “quickie” production.
can still rely on Screen Institute compares, with both the Rank and - Alba now says that the public is
funds derived from the 10% tax Associated British circuits.
resisting the flood of poorly made
Seeco’s Siegel in S.A*
on all film-theatre stubs, Legiters
national product. Hence, Clasa will
Sidney Siegel, Seeco . Records
can only rely on the as yet uncol¬
follow procedure of costlier pro¬
lected proceeds of the “Arts Fund
ductions which ultimately bring in prez, is on a four-week trek
Public Domain Tax,” which creates
greater rewards in the national and through the Central and South
a tax on all performances of works
American countries for huddles
internatinal market.
in the public domain. Film receipts
New Clasa policy will pay care¬ with label’s distributors. He’ll also
are affected by the “austerity" be¬
ful attention to scripts and casting, scout for new talent and masters
Washington, Feb. 3.
cause the astronomical increase in
as well as assigning top directors for U. S. release.
The Kremlin has given a labor and cameramen to each film. One
the cost of living leaves “Jiian
Siegel also has scheduled sev¬
Pueblo”
(John
Citizen)
with priority to. work now underway for of first scripts receiving okay un¬ eral recording sessions to be held
nothing for entertainment spend¬ the American National Exhibition der the new setup is “A Bridge in in Buenos Aires. He’s due back in
ing.
in Moscow’s Sokolniki Park. As the Jungle.”
New York Feb. 25.
result, exhibition general manager
Harold C. McClellan said, every¬
thing is going according to
schedule. „ ■
Soviet workmen are- in process
of pulling down old buildings and
Auckland, N.Z., Jan. 27.
clearing the, site for the exhibi¬
Paramount’s “High School Con- tion,
and actual construction is ex¬
.. fidential” is having censor trouble pected
to begin March 1. Target
L here. Banned outright by Assistant Bate for opening is July 4. but can
Censor. D. Macintosh, Par tried be extended until Aug. 2 if nec¬
Rome, Jan. 27.
of stars and directors of the first
again with the three-man appeal essary.
A $10,000,000 (it may hit $20,- picture planned for local produc¬
board*. In recent years, this board
000,000)
production
program
in¬
tion, were still not set (pending
U. S. Information. Agency said
or: has reversed its decisions, admit- heavy emphasis will be given to ex¬ cluding Italian partnership and imminent negotiations), the plan
ting such controversial pix as “Gar- hibits of American culture—paint¬ use of Italo facilities and studio was to distribute through Hal
bo den of Eden” with a clean bill of ing, sculpture, literature, theatre, space has been announced here by Roach Distribution Corp., using
health.
Hal Roach'Jr. and Robert Brad¬ affiliated Mutual Broadcasting
etc.
«:
The Appeal Board sat in Welford, prexy of Hollywood’s Hy Ford System facilties in the U. S. to ad¬
a > lington, saw a special screening of
Productions. Roach.said the vertise the product and stars, “thus
£r. ■ “Confidential” and flatly ruled “no
choice had been determined by adding a new dimension to the mo¬
rl- ■ license.” “Confidential’-* is first of
“the excellence of Italian equip-, tion picture world.”
e"; drug-addict cycle to be rejected,
Talent and technicians. Roach
ment and technical facilities as
iitf. possibly .because theme may give
well as the general motion picture added, would come from either
country’s high school adolescents
knowhow,”
which
made
this
coun¬
country
without any strict defini¬
Mexico City, Jan. 27.
Hew ideas for kicks. With so-ealied
John Wayne and Pedro Armen- try the logical choice. Selection, tion. The company hopes to get
“motorcycle-cowboys” in mind, dariz are huddling over possibili¬ was made after careful study of its first pic, “The Loves of Eva
Martin,” started here early in
ties of doing a co-production to¬ other areas.
Roach indicated that it did not March.
gether. Actors have talked- about
Bradford,. who said he would
this in the past, with the outcome plan to produce “one super-spec¬
London, Feb. 3.
being the appearance of the Mexi¬ tacle now and then/’ but intended head the local setup, for which
The new Columbia Theatre in can • star in a Wayne - production, to initiate a continuous production Rome offices are currently being
Shaftesbury Av.enue-—the ootfK With' someone else footing the co¬ operation perhaps embracing other sought, added that the company
pany’s first entry into exhibition production bills.
European countries but with head¬ had recently finished a picture in
—opens:, tomorrow (Wed.) ■ with- a . This time, however, Armendariz- quarters here. Coincidence with and around Hong .Kong cal&d
gala preem of “Gigi.” New house plans te> sink some of his own recently-started Continental Com¬ “The' Scavengers.” Both Roach
will operate an advance booking money into the deal. Actor has pub¬ mon Market, the Yank exec said, and Bradford have contacted vari¬
policy and performances, will be licly anfcotmeed that ho may retire would facilitate the production pro¬ ous Italo pic officials regarding
restricted to 10 weekly^
ftom acting chores for the direc¬ gram in its local, expansion.
their scheme, and talks will con¬
. Built on the* site of; the Avenue torial end, especially in coproduc¬
Though Roach admitted, that the*, tinue for next two weeks before a
*• . Pdviiion Theatre, destroyed during. tion deals with Hollywood and for¬ exact definition of the local part- j definite decision is reached, they
the War, thehouse seats 750;
eign producers.
nership setup, as well as the names, said.

Release Pattern

U.S. Films Reach
New German High

SPEED YANK PAVILLION
FOR MOSCOW EXHIB

Ban ‘H.S. Coafidential’
Ontright in N. Zealand

Hal Road), Ford Productions Set
Film Program (or Rome

Wayne, Armen&riz May
Do Ce-Prod. Together

Hew Col Cinema in tendon
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London, Jan, 26.
A new British entry, “Room at
the Top,” which opened to near¬
ly unanimous raves from the Lon¬
don critics, is setting the pace in
the West End during the current
stanza; Its opening week at the
Plaza is heading for a rousing $19,500 or more. “Anna Lucasta” is
rated okay in second Gaumont
round.
“The Big Country” holds amaz¬
ingly with a smash $17,000 in its
second frame at the Odeon, Lei¬
cester Square. A new Rank pro¬
duction, “Operation Afnsterdam,”
looms stout $8,500 at Leicester
Square Theatre for second frame.
“Roots of Heaven” shapes very
good $8,500 at the Carlton in-sec¬
ond “Geisha Boy” is fair $7,000 at
the Odeon, Marble Arch in first
week.
Major holdovers continue to at¬
tract big money. “Seven Wonders”
was over $17,0C0 in its 48th frame;
“South Pacific” around $19,500 in
its 40th session and “Around
World in 80 Days” hit a steady
$6,800 in its 82d round.
“Reluctant Debutante”
looks
handsome $14,000 in its fifth Em¬
pire frame.
Estimates for Last Week
Astoria (CMA) (1,474; $1.201.15)—“Around World in 80
Days” (UA) <82d wk.). Steady
$6,800.
Carlton (?0th> <1,128; 70—$2.15)
-“Roots of Heaven” (20th) )2d
week). Good $8,500. Opening week,
$10,900.
Casino (Indie) (1.155; 70—$2.15)
“Seven Wonders of World” (Rob¬
in) (48th wk.). Over big $17,000,
and expected to run another year.
Dominion (CMA) (1,712; $1.05$2.20) — “South Pacific” '•(20th)
wk.). Stout $19,500.
Empire (M-G) (3,099-55-$1.70)—
“Reluctant Debutante” (M-G) (5th
wk). Five $14,000 or near. Fourth
was $15,000. “Party Girl” (M-G)
follows Jan. 29.
Gaumont (CMA) 1.500; 50-$1.70)
—“Anna Lucasta” (UA) (2d wk).
Fair $6,100. Previous week, $7,300.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,376; 50-31.70)—"Operation Am¬
sterdam” (Rank) (2d wk).
Solid
$8,400. First was $11,000.
London Pev:-*on (UA) (1.217;
50-$1.70)—“Great Dictator” (UA)
(6th wk). Fancy $5,500. Fifth was
$7,000. “Passport to Shame” (BL)
follows next week.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50-S1.7P) — “Big Country”
(UA) 3d wk). Hefty $15,000 or near.
Second was $17 000.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
(2,200; 50-S1.70) — “Geisha Boy”
(Par). Fair $7,000.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)—
'Room at Ten” ais'D). Heading for
resounding $.19,500. Record open¬
ing week at this theatre.
Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$ 1.30) —
“Inn of Sixth Haopiness” <2Gth)
(3d wk). He'ty $5,800, same as
previous week.
Ritz (M-G) (412; 50-$1.30)—“Car¬
ry on Sergeant” (Anglo-Amal).
Fair $2,300, following previous
West End season and general re¬
lease.
Studio One (APT) (600; 30-$1.20)
—“Secret of Life” (BV) (5th wk)
and “Lady and Tramp” (BV) <5th
wk). Neat $3,300.
Warner (WB) (1,785; 50-$1.70)—
“Auntie Marne” (WB) (3d wk).
Moderate $5,000. Second was $16,100. “The Lady is a Square” (ABP)
opens Jan. 29.

Czech Philharmonic 8a
Trek to Japan in OcL
Tokyo, Jan, 27.
The 120-member Czech Phil¬
harmonic Orch under the batons
of Karel Ancerl and Larel Seina
will visit Japan fer a series of
concerts in October as part of its
Asian tour. Current Japan tour
of Smetana Quartet, an offshoot of
the Philharmonic, opened cultural
exchange between the* two 'coun¬
tries. Visiting unit will feature
pianist Tan Fanenka and violinist
Joseph Suk.
Rep who inked pact here ex¬
pressed a desire for Japan to send
artists to the “Spring of Prague,”
annual April music fest.

u
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Despite Shortage,Dodde>Bills Flourish

OutD. John PPipsFor
Views on Private Taste

Psychology of Two Features5—Fans Want Tull’
Evening/ Especially Spooning Couples

Buffaio Scales Rise

!

Though logic would appear to
dictate otherwise, double billing
Buffalo, Feb. 3.
continues as a theatre institution
Downtown first runs are boosting
in many parts of the country, un¬
their
regular
top
admissions to $1
affected by the shortage of product
and the lengthy running time of excepting- for special attractions
to be shewn at $1.25. This applies
the top pictures.
all round except Basil’s Lafayette
As a matter of fact, where busi¬ which will reverse the trend , by
ness is down, the tendency has staying at 90c top and reducing its
been to introduce triple bills, afternoon price to 50c until 6 p.m.
sometimes combining two “A”s and Current admission lineup includes
a “B” picture.
Center, Century, Teck5 at $1.25
Exhibitors privately tend to de¬ with others $1.
plore the situation, and they ac¬
Reduction of the Lafayette prices
knowledge plenty of beefs from recalls phenomenal take-o'ver pol¬
customers who have to suffer icy of the theatre in 1930 by A. C,
through a minor entry in order to Hayman. All downtown first runs
see the feature attraction. Yet, were then 40c. Haymen opened
double features seem here to stay, the house after it had been shut¬
partly because they represent a tered for a year inaugurating a
tangible expression of the “more straight 25c policy around the
for your money1’ approach to sell¬ clock.
Inside two years, spot
ing, and partly because they meet showed over $200,000 profit with
a “social” need. Tied in with this other downtown managements
fa a competitive factor, Le. one ex¬ forced to drop their admissions
hibitor watches the other and none after a stiff product and advertis¬
wants to cut back to single billing ing battle in order to meet the
unless the competitor does so first. competition.
To the distributors, who now
have fewer “little” pictures to sell,
double billing represents a boon
of sorts. At 20th-Fox, for instance,
which figures there are some 13,251
Cinemascope possibilities through¬
out the country, a good many of the
1954 and 1955 C’Scopers have
racked up between 17,000 and 18,000 dates. That can mean only
one thing. The theatres, to fill out
their bills, are re-running oldies.
The ‘Top* Feature
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Gradually stepping Into this gap
Family members and associates
during the past year have been
dubbed foreign films which in this of Cecil B. DeMille will pick up
type of mass circulation still stand from where the producer, who died
to do better than via limited art Jan. 21 at the age of 77, left off.
At the time of his death DeMille
runs.
was planning his 71st production,
Here and there, exhibitors are this being “On My Honor,” story
tiding to switch schedules so as to Of the Boy Scouts and its founder,
accommodate patrons whord Jike to Lord Robert Baden-Powell.
see a film without having to sit
This now is to be produced by
through the second feature. The Henry Wilcoxon. DeMille’s long
Century circuit in N. Y. has met time associate, vv'Lli Mrs. Cecelia
with considerable success in put¬ Harper, DeMille’s daughter and
ting on the main feature at 8:40 chief individual beneficiary of his
p.m. and slotting the supporting will, calling the turn's on the busi-,
bill after. that.
But Century j ness end.
wouldn’t go as far as cutting out
Contrary to earlier indications,
the double bill. '
i however, the DeMille company,
One reason is that the double ' Cecil B. DeMille Productions, will
hill serves a social purpose. “A be dissolved. There’s nothing offi¬
young couple go out to get away cial yet on how the outfit’s 50%
from home. They come to the equity in post-1948 productions
theatre. They don’t want to be out (the earlier ones have gone to tele¬
two hours later. They may not vision) is to be disposed of or re¬
absolutely want to see two pictures, tained. DeMille and Paramount
but it'makes them feel good to were equal partners.
know they’re getting two for the
price of one, and it occupies the
whole evening for them. That’s
much more important than most
people realize.” This the comment
from an exhibitor last week.
It’s been an old adage in the
film biz that, if you ask a man
Albany, Feb. 3.
whether he’d prefer single to dou¬
Hugh M. Flick, former N. Y.
ble bills he;d vote for the single
bill. When it comes to choosing censor and now executive assistant
between a house playing one film to the Stats Education Commis¬
against one featuring two, how¬ sioner in Albany, made plain this
ever, he’s very likely to favor the week his surprise and resentment
of the attack on his censorship
double hill.
views by Kenneth Clark, vice-presi¬
Distributors from time to time
dent
of the Motion Picture Assn,
get riled over exhibitors coupling
two top pix, but they’re always met of America.
Flick obviously was stung not
with the argument that, if business
is down, the only way to get it up only by the strong language in
again is to offer the public more Clark’s letter, but also by the fact
that it was released to the press in
for its money.
N. Y. before he received it in Al¬
bany.
A NEW 'FIRST NATIONAL'
The educator took particular
umbrage at Clark’s statement, that
Action Features Release Org Sets he (Flick) should employ his
Verhalen Ast Prexy
“vast influence” to abolish censor¬
ship in N. Y. “rather than to com¬
Los Angeles, Feb. 3.
pound the existing felony on the
Group of film execs have set up people of your state.” .
First National Distributing Corp.,
First, Flick said, he didn’t have
for national release of indie action any “vast influence.” Second, the
pix. First two will be Jack Kevin’s usual definition of felbny is “a
“The Monster of Piedras Blancas”
and Aaron Danche’s “Okeefeno- grave crime, originally punishable
kee.” All product will be given by forfeiture of lands and goods.”
heavy exploitation campaigns. A He said he couldn’t believe that
First National, later merged with Clark had intended that term to he
Warners, was an- early industry used in its “inviduous” sense.
“How can I be charged with
factor.
Charles Verhalen, owner of Film compounding a- felony in advocat¬
ing
a law which has been on the
Service here, will be prexy, and J.
J. O’Laughlin v.p. and general statute books of the State for 37
years,”
he asked. “The law has
sales ^ manager. Herb MacIntyre,
formerly western division manager been repeatedly and overwhelm¬
ingly
re-indorsed
by the Legisla¬
for RKO, is sales director. Board
also will include Gilbert Scott, of ture, despite the efforts of power¬
ful
censorship
opponents.”
FS, and George L. ^agnail, former-'
(In N. Y., even those who whole¬
ly Coast v.p. of United Artists and
now head of his ovjn tv distribution heartedly agree with Clark’s anti¬
outfit.
censorship views as expressed in

DeMille s Daughter
WithWilcoxonTe
Complete Scouter

Albany, Feb. 3.
Commenting on the recent Newj
York City hearings which the j
Joint Legislative, Committee on Of¬
fensive and Obscene Material con¬
ducted, The .Evangelist, official
weekly of the Albany Catholic Di¬
ocese, singled out for particular
criticism D. John Phillips, execu¬
tive director of the Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theatres.
Asserting that he “tried to justify
the widespread sensationalism ki
movies and advertising, on grounds
that tastes have changed In the
past 20 years,” the Catholic paper
said* Phillips,” when asked if he
would permit his 13-year old
daughter to see a njovie that has
been widely declaimed as cheap
and vulgar, replied she is a 95
average student and consequently
is able ta make her own decisions.”
“Not a few share this exposition
of addled reasoning;” added The
Evangelist.
“Such statements incite wonder
as to whether Mr. Phillips and
those Who talk like him have any
definition for what is morally good
and morally evil,” the editorial de¬
clared, “Since they seem to spend
all their time ‘proving’ this or that
is not offensive to decency, it
would be interesting to discover
what their moral estimates are and
whit basis they have for them.”
If Mr. Phillips, for example, en¬
countered a teen-aged hoodlum
who savagedly attacked him and
destroyed his property, would he
give his approval because the ap¬
petites for enjoyment have con¬
siderably changed during the past
20 years? Would it ever dawn on
him to ask what could be the in¬
fluences that give rise to such be¬
havior ... found even in those
who have a high I.Q.?”
The - Evangelist concluded that
“If objective standards for judging
good and evil are ignored in self
regulating codes, then the public
interest demands respect for these
norms through strict legislation.”

Feel Outlet Scarcity
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
Strength of product, resulting in
runs downtown all along the line,
and elimination of the 4,100-seat
Radio City theatre, are starting to
drive important pictures uptown
here for their firstnfhs.
As a beginner, for example, “The
Horse’s Mouth” for its initial Twin
Cities’ showing opens this week at
the uptown St. Louis Park, a thea¬
tre in the earliest clearance slot,
28 days.
*

Flick That Clark Chip
his letter expressed surprise * that
he should have addressed himself
to Flick, who’s generally consid¬
ered a moderate in the censorship
field, and who, while N. Y.' censor,
enjoyed the reputation of being
extremely reasonable and under¬
standing of the distributors’ prob¬
lems).
Favors 'Classification'
. Flick, for years,.has advocated
censorship, coupled with classifica¬
tion of pictures. He said this week
that he had far greater apprecia¬
tion of the Production Code than
many members of the public. How¬
ever, he pointed out, about 40%
of the films submitted to the N.'Y.
censor come from abroad and don't
carry a Code seal, and about 10%
of the U. S. pictures also go out
without Code approval.
Flick said he had always con¬
scientiously drawn a line between
the films released by the majors
and the “cheap, tawdry, lurid
sex, girlie and burlesque pictures
produced by the little fellow anx¬
ious to make a quick buck.”
Clark said in his letter he had
been distressed to read about
Flick's criticism of the Production
and Advertising codes. “Freedom
and regulation are opposite sides
of the coin, yet they are in fact
correlative,” Flick maintained. The
rating system, which he advocates,
would provide a more positive ap¬
proach to film censorship,. Flick
heidj, He added that the U. S. Su¬
preme Court had, on various oc¬
casions, considered the N. Y. cen¬
sorship law and had never ruled it
unconstitutional or invalid. ■ “
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Pro-Censor Forces in Maryland Drive
•
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-Exhibitors Now Worried That Previously Killed
Bluenose Laws May Pass.

Kastner in Tokyo
Lacy W. Kastner, president of
Columbia International Corp., left
Monday (2) on a round the world
trip to Columbia offices in the Far
East and Europe. He will he ac¬
companied by Bert Obrentz, as¬
sistant sales manager of the inter¬
national company.
First stop on tour, expected to
take several months, will be Tokyo
where Kastner will meet Michael
Bergher, v.p. and supervisor of the
Far East and Australasia. Other
stops include Manila, Saigon, Bang¬
kok, Calcutta, Bombay, Beirut,
Athens, Rome, Paris and London.
Selling plans on 1959 product
and sales drive honoring Col prexy
Abe Schneider will be outlined at
each stop.

Par Wants Refund
On Ohio Censors’
Old Reel Fees
Columbus, Feb. 3.
Paramount Film Distributing
Corp. of New York has filed a suit
in Franklin County Common Pleas
Court here to force the state to pay
back $55,846 which the company
paid under “unconstitutional cen¬
sorship statutes.” Defendants were
State Treasurer Roger W. Tracy,
State Auditor James A. Rhodes and
his predecessor, Joseph T. Fergu¬
son; Edward E. Holt, state super¬
intendent of public instruction,
and Clyde Hissong, who preceded
Holt in that post.
The suit alleges the firm paid
the money to the state during 1952,
1953, and 1954, involuntarily and
under duress of a threat that the
penalty section of the law would
be fulfilled. The action said the
state law required all motion pic¬
ture films to be publicly exhibited
to be “examined and censored by
the Ohio Dept, of Education for
approval . .
The fee was $3 for
each reel to exceed 1,000 feet and
$3 for each additional thousand
feet or fraction thereof.
The suit claimed this was a vio¬
lation of the First and 14th Amend¬
ments and that the state ceased
making1 collections at the end of
1954, when the Ohio Supreme
Court declared the law inopera¬
tive.
Censorship Profit-Making
Albany, Feb. 3.
The yield from the motion pic¬
ture ($3 per thousand feet) has
been “lower to date” than for a
comparable period last year. Gov.
Nelson A. Rockefeller reported in
a budget message which he per¬
sonally delivered to the legislature
Monday noon (2).
The new chief executive receipts
"indicate” total. revenue of $400,000 in 1958-59; predicted the same
amount for 1959-60.
The assumption is that the pro¬
duction of fewer pictures was re¬
sponsible for the decline. '
In 1957-58, the total was $487,000; in 1956-57, $450,000. The fig¬
ure dropped to 6405,000 in 1953-54;
to 6387,000. in 1950-51.
Censorship still continues a
profitable operation for the state,
since the costs of operating the
MPD are less than one-third of the
“take.”

'

Baltimore, Feb. 3.
Collective brows of exhibitors
here were further furrowed with
concern as reports issuing from
the state capitol at Annapolis, car¬
ried the news that the state legis¬
lature is being subjected to an
organized spirited mail campaign,
baeked by organizations and pri¬
vate individuals anxious to see the
General Assembly pass a current
film bill now before the Judiciary
Committee.
Individual legislators have ad¬
mitted that pressure for the bill
is mounting and that mail in favor
of enactment is far ahead, in count,
of mail received on other matters.
Subject is a hot one. The current
twin hills are similar to others that
have been downed by both the As¬
sembly and the Legislative Coun¬
cil. Some died before the Assembly
and others were killed off by the
Legislative Council* before getting
to the Assembly.
Current bills differ from the
last to be rejected by the Council
in that the age limit has been
changed from 16 to 18. They would
make it unlawful for children un¬
der 18 to see films tagged as ob¬
scene. Violators would be punish¬
able by fines, of up to $25.
Main support is coming from the
Baltimore area and is spearheaded
by Catholic lay organizations, the
Mayor’s Committee for Decency
plus C. Morton Goldstein, chair¬
man of the State Board of Motion
Picture Censors.
Opponents of the bill and pre¬
vious similar measures' are show¬
ing increasing concern. Heretofore,
they had little cause to worry, or
thought they d;dn’t. They have
now. If it should pass, and chances
of that happening seem greater
than ever, it would mean a seri¬
ous cut in attendance in a state
where teenagers^ comprise a large
segment of the theatre-going pub¬
lic.
Should it be passed, exhibitors’
hopes would lie with the Board of
Censors, who, by the bill, would
be empowered to label films “for
Adults only." But hopes are not
so high since Goldstein fa openly
in favor of the bill.
Last year, 1,260 films were re¬
viewed by the Board and passed
by them. Only a few minor cuts
were made. But this condition ex¬
isted because the Board feels it! self restricted by- legal limitations,
I the results of court rulings in re¬
gard to censorship.
With the new bill, which comes
up for a hearing Feb. 6, the Boara
would have a new set of teeth and
only the most optimistic of exhibi¬
tors here would not expect it to
use them, and frequently.

Catholics Hang.'C’ Rap
On Assistant Papa Idea
(Insemination) of NTA
Artificial insemination by a
donor fa not an acceptable subject
for a motion. picture in the Cath¬
olic viewpoint. Accordingly, the
National Legion of, Decency, which
is the Catholic film reviewing or¬
ganization, has given a “C” rating
(condemned) to “Question of Adul¬
tery,” National Telefilm Asso¬
ciates theatrical release.
Legion notes that the produc¬
tion undertakes to justify the ar¬
tificial insemination practice both
morally and legally whereas Pope
Pius XII taught that this “violates
the natural law tfd.d is illicit and.
immoral.”

Kids on Not-for-Kicks Idea:
If We Pay Adult Prices
Show Us Adult Films’
Houston, Feb. 3.
“If we have to pay adult prices*
we should be able to see adult
movies.”
This logic was propounded
Thursday (29) at the Community
Youth Assembly at the U. of
Houston. It came close on the heels
of Mayor Lewis Cutrer’s declared
desire to censor films and litera¬
ture for teenagers through his
Youth Citizenship Committee.
The youth assembly proposed
teenage admission prices, a pro¬
posal that came out of a workshop
discussion on “What should our
community do about delinquent
youth?”
Cutrer thereafter said neither he
nor his commission have anything
in mind like “censorship” laws. He
explained that local censorship
would only be an “advisory” measuer, the establishment of a board
that would merely recommend
against features and literature
found by it to be really objection¬
able.
“Its strength would be in public
opinion, not laws,” the mayor
stated.
Amos Vogel, exec secretary of
Cinema 16, is in Germany where
he is serving as a member of the
Jury. of the .Internationa! Short
Film Festival a.t Obeihausen.
Some 30 nations are participating.
Vogel will introduce the U.S. pro¬
gram. .
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1 might think the whole film Is a
cartoon.
Situation on radio is different,
By JOHN QUINN
is hacking up the anniversary week
By KOBERT J. LANDRY
also because the AM broadcasters
than any other during the run, pos¬
Kansas City, Feb. 3.
*A number nf “independent” film producers* and/or star-controlling tend to be more cooperative in
Brigitte Bardot, described by sibly excepting the opener. Bo
Admits, west coast guards all, have in recent months found fault with terms of throwing in additional
when sights are set on 5,000 per¬
the way New York exploitation flepartmentsTiave bandied given re¬ “services,” Since it’s considerably Variety as “the girl with the gold¬ sons it is not an unrealistic esti¬
leases. Hollywood-devised schemes have in some cases been imposed cheaper, radio allows a film com¬ en pout” nowhere has shown her mate, if response is proportionate
boxoffice
strength
so
much
as
in
against Manhattan ideas and grumblings have followed. Since salaried: pany to aim transcriptions a given
jrfomotionMs working for the dlstribs have not been in a position of segments, of the public. This was Kansas City where her first major as it has been in the jtast, as
Carnes sees it.
authority to counter-dig by name, their reactions have been off the; done by a circuit in Texas, .which film, the Kingsly Import, “And
The picture proved its sock qual¬
also owns a radio chain. ^Picture God‘Created Woman,” currently is
’ tectfrd/‘
ities from the opening gun, racking
in
its
50th
week
at
the
Dickinson
" The- two ends of tire business (and of the" country) have divided; involved was a ’‘From Here to 32termany times on these very issues but today the acute anxieties in the. nity” reissue and excerpts from the circuit’s Kimo Theatre. It cracks a up a first week gross of $4,962, arid
sound track were used. Campaign record every day it runs and shows staying above the $2/HX) mark for
S$dm industry gives more bite to the sarcasm, ■ ■ v
*
more than 10 weeks straight. That
^You’re- not doing enough,” is a complaint to which In some eases was signally successful, using plugs every sign of lasting Indefinitely.
When the picture Completes its is more than many first weeks in
the exploiteer would, have to plead g&lty iriith an explanation. Only of different lengths.
52d week Feb. 5, it will have played the Kimo, a cozy 500-seater in
he is precluded by tact from giving the explanation, to wit, that he
to over 150,000 persons and chalked midtown where artfilms have been
a was trying to minimize losses on a picture that didn’t have a chance.
Old Standbys
up over $100,060 in grosses. That the policy for over 10 years.
v - East-west clashes over the best Way to handle a picture takes onj
Omaha,
Feb.
3.
sets -an undisputed record for
. agonizing appraisal tones when the distribution end develops gallop¬
It has drawn steadily from
The latest gimmick to bring ’em length of run by the picture any¬ throughout the Kansas. City trade
ing moroseness concerning a much-touted negative after it’s been un¬
where, and-is an . all-time record, territory, and more. Only l#st week
spooled in the executive chambers. The men who count themselves ex-: Inside: ,
pexts me often loath to spend promotional funds on certain pictures
The Broadway Theatre .in, Coun¬ run for Kansas City and this trade Carnes chatted with a pair. of ;pa. 3
’ —when and" if- convinced In their hearts that tbe ihonfy-lust increases. cil Bluffs, la., now .is trying ama¬ area..
trons from Goodland, Kansas, 400
teur shows on Sunday nights—fol¬
'• tiie deficit and could be far better employed tftrethfe* «jfci&uct.
Circuit‘and theatre, are planning miles west. Name most any other
*
But tbe east-west quarrel heed not be over a sick turkey. The pat- lowed by. a dance on the,, stage!'
/ah all-out celebration for La. Bqr- town in a 500-mile radius and it
doFs first birthday in the-houses To has sent patrons to see Brigitte
*• tern of openings, the engineering.of audience response toffee first and
^adl-important . openings is a legitmate dispute -oil' odea^on.. Exploita¬
- Columbia’s ‘Sinbad’ Float ..! begin with the theatre is being in K.C.
tion men wish that studto men would not suppose themsdves tufiverspruced up with a redecorated
The run has worn out three
At a cost of about $25,000; Co¬ front and new. decor fpr the lobby
sal geniuses who know just how and when to open in Milwaukee or
prints, and a fourth is due in for
lumbia’ feels it garnered “-as much .and foyer, according
Kansas City.
* :>
.
jQJ&n Pfc- the anniversary. It has worn out
as
$250,000
worth
of
publicity
for
vDIsa^eements arepossibfe over everything: especially nowadays.
Hdnsoa Jr. j cireuit genir^-jhtitag^r. all the advertising slants in the
• The size of the type for tire star, the director, the writer, and so on ’‘The 7th Voyage of Sinbad!”
1 ' A giant cake is id be cut on press book,, and several additional
are imposed” by Hollywood. So,
This wits accomplished, accord¬ Jan. 30 and refreshments are to be approaches which Carnes has mus¬
, in same eases is the. art layout and
ing to the company, through the served to patrons throughout the tered on his. own.
other conditions , of exhibition. Tbe co-operation with a hook publish¬ use of a 30-foot float which has week. . Herb: Oarnei, house man¬
Still it can’t be said that the pic¬
r. effort to impose over-all strategy er, -as ..distinguished from a news¬ just completed a 4,000-mile: tour trf ager, is laying plans for Serving up ture required an . undue amount of
papers, and even some magazines,' 15 cities in eight states. The float,
encounters resistance.
to
5,000
persons,
which
would
vir¬
advertising,
although the circuit
may be a piddling kind of thing.
Means and methods, volume and Bobk publishers are notoriously built at a cost of $10,000, was origi¬ tually recreate the opening week has been quick to support it with
•
.
timing of media, support are all penurious about paid ads, as the nally built for use in the Macy’s, patronage.
new bursts whenever a sag
More promotion and advertising threatened.
issues when east meets west on Authors League erf America, in its N. Y. Thanksgiving Day parade and
the firing line. These are some of own terms, is incessantly* com¬ the national tv exposure the parade
usually, receives.
the zones of battle:'.
•
*
plaining. ’
;
you can be assured,” is Lord’s available for “I Want to Live,”
. Instead of dismantling the float message to his exhibitor “friends,”
Newspapers
Though both
Magazines: The long' &7 Week
which concerns “bad girl” Barbara
' Coasts typically acknowledge the deadline is the main disadvantage lifter the parade. Col decided, to that each feature'-will have great Graham, sentenced to die for a
^ dailies "as a first line of fire: More¬ of the slicks. The monthlies have send it out on a visit of the impor¬ appeal to WTNC-TV viewers.”
murder
of which she £laims inover, on ^occasion, publishers Will their own added time' factors. tant .population centers. Accompa¬
nocence.^
- %pend their own coin in tie-up pro¬ Against this the magazine editors- nied by fieldman Bob Cooper and
Ga-Ga
Over
Gaa
. Seibel and Borgan succeeded, in
a truck driver, the huge float
motion: ~
are often generous in space and wound-up a month’s, tour just prior
Flock of local merchants, banks, getting permission from the prison
Television — Here the division imaginitive in approach.
to Christmas in Milwaukee.
supply stores, real estaters, etc., in authorities to have 50 women pris¬
from' company to company,, ex¬
SandaySttpptoiaents: The. news¬
As a result of tieups with local Mamaroneck. N. Y., last week oners attend a “Live” screening
ecutive to executive and picture to print-magazines which insert .into
away from the prisoners .at the
picture is marked. Some exploita- Sunday papers have high ups anil department stores and the coopera¬ ganged up in a show, of sentiment town’s theatre. They also succeeded
.. tipn chiefs talk against ty as too downs in the .affections of the tion *of exhibitors, the arrival of¬ for.the Mamaroneck Playhouse and
in having Minneapolis Tribune’s
its
manager,
Charles
Gaa.
the
.float
was
“heralded
in
local
" .costly, too inflexible, capable of ticket-sellers" . Their friends are
r giving a negative sell as easily, as probably mostly in Manhattan, It newspaper advertising. Parked in; ~As the film house reopened after Will Jones and St. Paul Dispatch’s
Bill Diehl present at the special
a
period
of
inoperation
flue
to
a
front
of
*
department
store
or
the¬
l,a positive pitch, if the scenes do is not thought that the Sunday
‘not reproduce well on home sets. Supps get much discussion in the atre or employed in parades, the dispute with the operators’ union, screening to obtain the feminine
convicts’ reaction to the Graham
float,
consisting
of
an
elaborate
the
neighboring
business
interests
. Radio — Film distributors- tend studios.
smoke -puffing and sound-making joined in a tribute via a full page of case as depicted on the screen.
to feel good-about radio. For years
*
*
dragon and a Genie’s lamp, proved ads in Mamaroneck’s Daily Times.. The. result was lengthy
_ _ Tribune
it has been a helpful media. “SatBadiopfrilic Distributors
] a major attraction for children flur¬
Addressing Itself to Gaa and the ^nd Pispatch descriptions about
> oration” is -often a synonym for 1
ing
tbe
pre-Christmas
.stanza.
Ar¬
Playhouse, the First Westchester j
^ _^.as
“radio” in campaigns where the
Arguing that television has be¬
* strategy is to open, playoff and come “too rich for our blood,” rangements were made for the kids National Bank, for one, said: “Nice received by the 50 women pris¬
dean up fast. Above all a lot-of several of the film companies— to mount the float and to inspect to See Your Name in Lights oners.
Again.”
radio -.-spots can be had for. tire notably 20th-Fox and United Art¬ the many exhibits. ' ■
money.
The presence trf the float added
ists—-have given radio another spin
to the. pre-holiday excitement in |
Manufacturers — If a givenrfilm, in recent months.
TiOaelyhearts’ Prwattiw
\
star, theme or whatever suits a
Radio, they argue, is of course each community and it was wel¬
Unique promotion deal for Bore
product, commercial' tie-ups are much cheaper than tv, it still reach¬ comed by local businessmen and
Continue* from page 1
often -ideal. New^ Yorkers tend-to es a4 lot of people, and on certain authorities who provided full Coop¬ Schary’s “Loaetyhearts” has been
consider themselves the experts in types of pictures it’s actually more eration for its eU&s, exh&ftton and' worked out b? United Artists with rata when asked about gangster in¬
Arnold
Mic&aetis,
who’s
done
a
roads into the Detroit jukdbox in¬
this area. Manufacturers will, on effective than television. What’s departure. The&bra presence in
* occasion, spend money liberally, more, radio- not being visual, it each city frequently resulted in number erf recorded interviews, in¬ dustry. Because of other business
on co-op space. They run second doesn’t diminish the impact of a page one stories in the local news¬ cluding disk versions of talks with at the time, the probe had to be
Rodgers Sc Hammerstein and Mrs. postponed.
to "newspapers in what they’ll do big, color picture the way tv tends papers and television exposure.
Roosevelt
-for” a picture, under particular to do.
. It’s estimated that as many as
Michaelis has cut a 12-in. LP with
Seeburg’s Stereo Slant
dreumstances.
■. - - 75,000 children participated in
Therfe
was
a
time,
two
or
three
TTade Papers — The publicaChicago, Feb. 3.
event in connection with the float. Schary and members of the “Lone' .flops which bridge -the gap be¬ years ago, when ,the distributors In addition to bucking below zero lybearts” cast Couple of hundred
Seeburg Corp^ major jukebox
tween production, distribution and had high hopes for tv as an adver¬ weather, fieldman Copper had copies of this “limited edition” rec¬
exhibition are standard tools of tising medium for films: Since quite an experience in handling so ord will be sent by UA to film re¬ manufacturers, racked up a net
viewers around the country prior profit of $5C6,C00 for the three^ the trade, though east and west then, that-ardor has cooled. Rea¬ many children.
to their seeing the picture.
^ divide, ^ as do exploiteers, in the sons are the following:
month period ending Jan. SI. The
Extra items on his expense ac¬
(1.) No campaign is any good un¬
dimensions of., their enthusiasm
It’s figured that the crix will get net includes elimination ef Fed¬
count
included
the
replacement
of
less
there’s
multiple
exposure,
and
and the scope of their imagination.
a better understanding of the pic¬ eral income taxes due to carry¬
two
pairs
of
broken
glasses
and
The independent producer, whose that runs to more money'than it’s
ture and its talent when they get
Soown personal prestige rides on a worth, with spots in prime time two torn suits. His greatest ordeal [through listening to the record and forward of losses from previous
took place at the bottom of tbe —hopefully—their interest in the years. Company, which changed its
■given release, often only one a fetching top money.
slide that served as the exit for the Schary production will be height¬ corporate name from Fort Pitt In¬
h-jyear, or two, has a special need
(2.) Exhibitors seem‘lukewarm
dustries Lie. last year, did not is¬
-&to build himself and his product. on tv campaigns, taking the posi¬ children after they toured the float. ened.
sue a comparable quarterly re¬
''*< Stunts; A frequent occasion of tion they’re okay if the distributor
port last year.
quarrel between the selling and provides the material and pays for 1 Jeers From Opposite Trends 1
Teenagers Can Dance
^-producing ends involves costly the airtime without cutting down
Company’s management stated
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
Fort Worth, Feb. 3.
stunts, -say, replicas of devices on his normal co-op budget
that
“the obsolescence which will
Jerry Jobe, operator of the Sun¬
Neighborhood theatres here feel
Roused in the story on the screen.
(3.) There’s a theory that, on the they’ve been plenty hurt since the set Theatre, has been selling out be created by stereo presents ex¬
'■“ In the early days of promotion top films, clips v^ry inadequately
cellent
sales possibilities for See¬
ii. floats, lobby , displays, animations convey the full-screen values. Also, Time-Life station WTCN-TV ac¬ every Friday night which has been burg over the next several years
quired the $1,000,000 Paramount iv designated “Teenage Night.” He
above marquees and so on-were [the soundtrack quality as repro¬ feature library and started to spend
in the coin-operated music field.”
has removed several rows of seats Seeburg introduced its stereo juke¬
* plentiful. They are nowadays much duced on tv isn’t always what it
a small fortune exploiting them ex- in front of the screen. .
"
S^less in evidence. But around the should be.
box line last year.
hibitionwise. But now along comes
Then after showing of the fea¬
stable at the brainstorm sessions-.
Seeburg also reported that it
George
Lord,
the
station’s
promo¬
“Television is a great medium
ture film -he turns on the lights
' they -still figure.
had changed its principal sources
tion director, and gives these up¬
Paperback Tieins: Still relative¬ when it comes to plugging horror town showhouses more , cause for and provides for 30 minutes of of income during the past year by
dancing in the space. Jobe reports
ly new, an angle of late years are films and pictures .with ‘shock.’ val¬ concern and worry.
that his biz at the concessions expansion in the field of electron¬
the deals, between book publish¬ ues,” a film company radio^tv ex¬
“Let me say that our friends (?) stand has also shown a tremendous ics, missiles and music systems,
ers and producers. There are re¬ pert commented last week"! “On
and the sale of its overcoat divi¬
in
the
theatre
business
‘ain’t
seen
these
exploitation
type
films,
the
increase.
spected values on occasion. One
sions and brewing operations.
maxim of' commonsense seems to results can be great. But I wouldn’t nothing yet/ ” is Lord’s message
to
the
exhibitors.
bother
selling
a
tap
dramatic
pic¬
be: “first buy the book, then get
‘Testing’ la Depth
Propose Juke Tax
Says Lord: “We not only will
behind it.” Talk is often heard ture on tv. If anything, it’s apt to
Columbus, Feb. 3.
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.
continue to show formidable topabout paperbacks with a front backfire on you.”
Sen.
Ed
Witmer, Canton, O., has
Unusual publicity stunt goes io
. cover of a scene from the picture,
There are those who claim that rated .movies during the rating
introduced
a
bill
to tax jukeboxes
week
of
each
month
in
tire
-future*
the
credit
of
Ev
Seibel,
Minnesota
and credits. This may yield 200,000 the film, biz simply hasn’t yet found
- minimal "impressions” via maga¬ the right formula, for using tele¬ but have instituted a policy which Amusement Co. (United Para¬ in Ohio, to raise money for spe¬
zine racks, drugstores, etc. The par vision. However, some experi¬ will give our viewing public a top mount) advertising-publicity head, cial instructions for retarded chil¬
perb^ck is certainly here to stay.. ments have* been tried. 20th, for ‘movie spectacular* picture each and United Artists exploiteer Ed dren.
His bill would levy a $50 yearly
So is the best-selling novel, ac¬ instance, had Terrytoon draw a night of the week of each month,” Borgan.
The prison at nearby Shakopee, tax on every jukebox.in the state.
quired at a staggering price after cartoon spot, for “Rally Round .the
In the latter group many of the
He
estimetsd this would bring in
Minn.,
is
facilities
to
show
the case is proven. Criticism Flag,” but the project was aban¬ features W-'I1 be vide;; i :struns and
among film peddlers has been that doned on the theory that some others top rated second runs, “but 35m films and that’s all they had about $500,000 a year.
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Chorus ofDoubt Chants Quietly In B. G.
As Allied Close-Harmonies *Congress9
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Toughest Distribs—a-WB, Col, UA
“insidious propaganda” calling for
By HY HOLLINGEB
Warner Bros, again won the “honor” of being the toughest company
“modernizing” of the decrees*
Horace Adams, president of Al¬
with which to do business in a survey of delegates attending National
(6) Allied, per Myers, is against
lied States Assn., employed such, allowing the production-distribu¬
Continued from page 1 SSSSSS Allied’s Drive-In Convention in Pittsburgh last week. This was dis¬
adjectives as “wholehearted’* and
companies to acquire show¬ U.S. The theory appears to be that, closed by Rube Shor, former Allied prexy, in a summary of complaints
“enthusiastic” to describe Allied’s tion
made by the ozoner operators in the closed film clinics.
case
theatres.
ACE,
at
one
time,
if
“Compulsion”
is a hit through¬
endorsement of the new American advocated this on the ground that
Second toughest company was Columbia, with United Artists -moving
Congress of Exhibitors. However, if the film companies own theatres, out the country, pressure for it to up to third spot. Paramount and 20th-Fax were fourth and fifth, re¬
be
shown
in
Chicago
will
automa¬
an analysis of the actions of the they would produce more pictures.
spectively.
Loew’s apparently has regained its status as’ the “friendly
tically build up, and counter-action
exhibitor organization’s board Of di¬
company,” since not a single complaint was registered against the com¬
(7) ACE proposes that exhibitors
rectors at its meeting at the Na¬ be .permitted to sit on the boards will be easier to foil.
pany.
Universal
was not mentioned, according to Shor, because it did
Zanuck said that, since he took
tional Allied Drive-In Convention
not release enough pictures to be considered.
of the film companies. Allied is
in Pittsburgh last week has left wary of this proposal, noting that the Levin novel as a-base, he had
Most
consistent
beef made in the film clinics. Shor said, was dis¬
obtained no clearances from any«
industry observers in a quandary
There was.the possibility of criminatory prices. Forcing of pix was also cited, but only one com¬
as to the exact nature of Allied’s ■it must be carefully studied’be¬ one.
pany—United
Artists—was
accused of employing this practice.
legal complications, he conceded.
position.
Moreover, the address cause it might be aimed at provi¬ Leopold, how released fr&n prison,
♦
*
*
.
.• ,
of board. chairman and general sions of the decrees, that have ad¬ is still alive and working in a hos¬
On Gallantry of Joe Vogel
judicated “and .hence cannot be
.counsel Abram F. Myers appeared accomplished
The Allied board conveyed its “admiration and gratitude” to Loew’s
without amending pital in Puerto Rico.
to contain comments which, oh the
The stage version of the novel prexy Joseph R. Vogel for the “gallant, winning fight” he made to keep
surface, were directly contradictory the -Sherman Act.” .In addition, also skipped Chicago.
the company in business as a producer-distributor of theatrical pix.
stated that “for Allied to join
to the expressed aims of the new it’s
The board added that it deemed it a happy circumstance that Vogel
Zanuck said the picture was
in a movement to weaken the anti¬
body.
trust laws would Involve a drastic brought in at a negative cost of had spent so many years in exhibition and is familiar and sympathetic
On the basis of what took place reversal of policy and may discredit $1,500,000. He and his 'wife, former with exhibition problems.
in Pittsburgh, Allied’s position per* its efforts along that line,”
actress Lili Gentle, will tour the |
+
+
*
haps can best be summarized as
(8) Again the Congress favors country in support of the “film.
.
.
All Talent Can Get Okay
follows:
the legalizing of pooling arrange¬ Zanuck’s next project is “Requiem
Contradicting his recent - boss, Samuel Goldwyn, OttO Preminger,
fop a Nun.” He’ll also work on “Pe speaker at the closing banquet, declared that stars and creative talent
Allied is in favor of the Congress ments against Allied’s doubts.
per se—that is, it agrees in prin¬
(9) Jurisdictional angles arise. Luxe Tour” with his father, Dar¬ had every right to demand as much coin for their services as the pro¬
ciple that such an organization can ACE says its'rolls are open to all ryl F. Zanuck.
ducer is willing to pay.
...
be a potent force in , helping to exhibitors, affiliated or unaffHe¬
In $ free competitive market, Preminger noted, talent, irk light of its
solve some of the problems facing ated. Allied says that to extend
“short life,” had the privilege to demand what, the traffic would bear.
theatremen. With 'ome of the such a blanket invitation to all ex¬
He pointed out that no one was forced to pay what stars demanded’and
aims enunciated. Allied is in full hibitors “would be uMair to thethose who paid talent.more than they should get were poor business
agreement. However, there ai,e associations and constitute a threat Safe Continued f eat page J
men.
many aspects of the ACE program to their survival.”
*
*
*
with which Allied disagrees.
(10) The new Congress argues panics hate to see licenses go to
Lana Turner Her Own Valentine
In deciding to support the Con¬ that unanimity is needed to accom¬ waste. Also, there’s fear that, on
Surprise guest at the banqtfet was Lana Turner. Her arrival was
gress after a stormy board meet¬ plish the aims of the organization. the next allocation, these countries kept a secret until she appeared on the dais, bringing about an excep¬
ing, Allied was careful to list these Allied says that while different may fake the realistic attitude that tional ovation from the Allied delegates. Her trip to Pittsburgh was
points of agreement, but it was classes of exhibitors may readily the overall licence total can be arranged by Preminger, for whom she’ll star with James Stewart in
equally intent upon putting on rec¬ agree on general principles, it is reduced.
’Anatomy of a Murder,” set for Columbia release.
One or two of the companies,
ord its qualifications. Apparently improbable that such harmony will
*
*
what Allied has in mind is to work extend to all details of ACE’s pro¬ notably 2(fth-Fox, have been having
Lawyers Help Themselves
with ACE in the hope that within gram or to the methods of carry¬ thoughts on the matter of “vol¬
Robert
S.
Ferguson,
Columbia’s
pub-ad
director, scored with the
the broad family of the new or¬ ing It out
! ume” vs. “profits” with the result convention when he blasted attorney Alvin L. Komgold, an unsched¬
that they’ve begun to deliberately
ganization it can win over some of
uled
speaker,
for
referring
to
distributors
as
the “natural enemies” of
sift out the smaller and potential¬
the representatives to its point of
ly losing pictures which they’re independent theatre men. Before going into his pitch for Col’s “GidDARDEN FAMILY'S BUY
view in confronting the issues be¬
now no longer exporting to given geC’ Ferguson condemned Korngold’s negative approach, declaring
Abemathy«*Tex., Feb. 3.
fore nation’s exhibitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Darden and markets. The opnosing argument that the purpose of the convention waS to learn how to improve busi¬
Eastern Bloc
their son, C. G. Darden have pur¬ to this is that the film business still ness lather than discover new-ways to go to court. He received a nice
The decision for support repre¬ chased the Nu-Vue Theatre and is primarily a volume business if mitting after completing a hep pitch on Col’s $1,000,000 promotional
sented outwardly a victory for the the Antelope Drive-In Theatre In no ether sense than that the campaign on “Gidget.”
♦
*
*
so-called eastern bloc of Allied. from W., A. Waters.
number of potential hits, rises, in
The group played leading roles in
Columbia Musters Big Complement
New owners plan to reopen the proportion to the total number of
the organization of the Congress Nu-Vue pronto.
Columbia
dominated
the
convention,
being the only company with
pictures imported.
and also in influencing, Allied’s
official representation from New York. Rube Jackter, Col’s general
board to *support it In a sense,
sales manager and v.p., told the convention that Col will spend “mil¬
lions of dollars” to build up new faces in “important, properties.” He
however. Allied’s decision can also
be partially scored as a victory for
declared that exhibs must be cognizant of what Col is attempting to
the doubters who were able to in¬
accomplish and must contribute assistance in the-form of merchandis¬
sist on the expression of mental
ing these new faces to the public. As an example of Col’s “new faces”
reservations.
program, Jackter introduced three of Col’s new contract players—Evy
FIXING ADMISSION PRICES
A point by point5 breakdown of
Norland, Jo Morrow and James Darren, who were brought to the con¬
1. QUESTION: May a distributor lawfully fix admission prices with vention from the Coast
'
the differences between Allied and
v
?n p-drbitor
Congress reveals the following:
*
*
♦
fc) by forcing?
(1> Allied agrees with ACE’s re¬
Fund Goes te Congress
port on producer-distributor rela¬
Never.
ANSWER:
Allied’s board approved the assignment of the $50,000 fund from
tions and finds it consistent with
fb) voluntarily?
j-the industry’s shorts program to the American Congress of'Exhibitors.
some of the complaints made in Al¬
Trueman Rembuseh.and William L. Ainsworth, trustees of the fund
Never.
*
ANSWER:
lied “white paper.”
However,
along with other industry reps, agreed to release the fund, now held
ACE is not committed to the pro¬ 2. QUESTION: Mav rn exhibitor change any admission price at any in escrow. Fund consists -cf coin from rentals of a ISeries of short sub¬
time
for
any
picture?
cedures advocated by, the “white
jects
the industry made and distributed five years, ago. Use of the
Yes—any price, at any time for
n'etnre without coin isonrestricted
ANSWER:
paper.” The latter calls for a new
to exhibitor purposes.
violating *ny legal contract or agreement.
Government investigation of the
*
*
*
industry, particularly with refer¬
CLEARANCE
Hotel Jam Impedes ’60
ence to Allied’s charge of laxity in
Allied’s .plans to hold a single annual convention combining both
3. QUESTION: Has the ^ Court defined clearance?
the enforcement of the consent de¬
drive-in and conventional theatres apparently has been stymied for
crees by the Dept of Justice. Al¬
ANSWER:
Yes—As “the period of time stipulated In license early I960, because of the loss of hotel dates in Chicago during-Jan¬
lied representatives plan to go to
contracts which must elapse between runs of the uary and February of next year. As a result, the combined convention
Washington shortly in the hope of
r-me feature within a particular area or in specified will be held in November' I960, with an interim convention planned
interesting a Congressional com¬
theatres.”
_
for earlY in the yeaTr possibly in Milwaukee.
mittee to launch a probe of the 4. QUESTION: May clearance be lawfully Granted between thea¬
charges made in the "white paper.”
tres rot. in substantial competition?
Hold the Backlog!
ANSWER:
No. And if taken to Court Hie distributor must
(2) Allied favors the use of all
prove the substantial competit'on in order to main¬
lawful means to withhold the re¬
tain it.
lease of post-1948 nlm from tele¬
5. QUESTION: What is the longest clearance allow.-d by the Court?
vision. However, it reserves the
right to pass on any specific meas¬
ANSWER:
Only the number of days “reason~bIv necessary to
ures advocated by ACE before it
, protect the licenses in the run granted” i.e. prior
The Council of Motion Picture Organizations last week undertook
fully commits itself on the* sub¬
run.
the execution of its original program which had been approved by
ject.
the
executive committee on Dec. 9. COMPO moved into gear when
FILM CONTRACTS
(3) The Congress has come out
in opposition to all forms of toll- 6. QUESTION: May a whole year’s product be sold by a distributor? the newly-organized American Congress of Exhibitors relinguished
the
carrying
out of the industry projects to COMPO. Action was taken
vision, cable as well as mver-theANSWER:
Yes—if an independent exhibitor wishes to buy a at a meeting of the COMPO triumverate and ACE officials in the of¬
air type, and favors the passage of
full
year’s
product
any
distributor
is
permitted
to
fice
of
Columbia
exec v.p. Abe Montague.
a law by Congress banning pay-tv.
sell him that way.
With its program given the greenlight both by the Motion Picture
Allied is opposed to the “appro¬
7. QUESTION: May the exhibitor cancel any part of such a contract?. Assn, of America and ACE, COMPO is now free to proceed with its
priation of the free airwaves” by
ANSWER:
Yes—20%. of the contract can be cancelled. Each annual dn s. collection drive. Dues will remain the same as last year.
pay-tv, but feels that the extras
picture can be cancelled within 10 days after its
added by ACE “require further
Joint projects of ACE and COMPO. and given to COMPO to handle
trade showing.
include the following:
study from the legal, practical and
public relfct'ons aspects.”
8. QUESTION: May franchises for more than one year be written
Acting as industry spokesman on national legislation, including a
(4) Allied reaffirmed its position
with an exhibitor by any film company?
continued effort for outright repeal of the Federal admission fair,
that the divorced circuits he per¬
* ANSWER:
Yes. Franchises covering several years may be given
Assuming leadership in state and local campaigns against censor¬
mitted to produce and distribute
for all of a distributor’s product to any theatre ship, working in close cooperation with ACE and the MPAA.
pix with pre-emptive rights far
which, without conspiracy, is attempting to main¬
A research program on behalf of the entire industry.
their own theatres, but adds the
tain its operation as a competitor to an affiliated
Assisting in the development of new Star talent.
'
stipulation that it be permitted
theatre ot formerly affiliated theatre.
Undertaking
a long-range study of film advertising.
only under conditions that will6 pre¬
9. QUESTION: May a distributor lawfully' compel an exhibitor to
Inaugurating business building projects agreed upon by all seg¬
vent a recurrence of the “monopo¬
license one picture in order to be able to license ments of the industry.
listic** practices which prevailed
another?
Assisting local exhibitors in drives to repeal local admission taxes.
before the Government’s antitrust
Inaugurating public relations program.
ANSWER:
No.
suit was filed.
Continuing COMPO’s series of Editor Ac Publisher ads.
Tricky End-Kus
10. QUESTION: Is there anything in the decree which allows a film
Developing
and expanding public relations field force.
<5) Congress of Exhibs has come
company to “special handle” a motion picture?
Obtaining exhiibtor support for Academy Award telecast
out strongly for changes in the
ANSWER:
No-—nothing. As a matter of fact, all film, companies
Maintenance
of speakers’ bureau.
consent decrees. While Allied ap¬
are enjoined from discriminating against any inde¬
Merlin Lewis, ACE’s administrative secretary, and Charles E. Mc¬
parently is still seeking a “crusade
pendent theatre in favor of any circuit theatre or Carthy, COMPO information director, were instructed to work closely
to preserve them,” board chair-j
any other theatre. This makes special handling a in the formation of area committees which will be necessary to carry
man Abram F. Myers deplored the I
violation of the decree.
I out the field work.
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TEN-STATE SATURATION
PROVES THERE’S GOLD IN
116 theatres in Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, South
Dakota, Utah, Wyoming open to top grosses despite worst winter weather in years/
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January Jingles; TBame’ Leads Romp;

Wednesday, February 4, 1959

New Orleans Carnival Ball
f Emulates Screen Stars;;

Theatre Owners of America, through its antirPay-tv committee,
last week launched a. grass roots campaign-to obtain legislative
support for the hill introduced by Repl Oren Harris to ban all
New Orleans, Feb.. 3.
forms .of tollyision, both' cable and over-the-air type.
The Krewe -of Adonis#was in mo¬
In letters to presidents of all TOA state *ahd regional units and
tion picture motif for its T2th an¬ ’ ‘ tov key TOA“ members, Philip F.“ ‘Harling, committee* chairman,
nual carpiva! hall Friday (30) at
asked them contact their Congressmen and Senators.* In addition,
Municipal Auditorium.
he urged them to solicit the-support of local chambers' of com¬
; Martin Paul Jr., king‘of the ta¬
merce, parent-teacher groups, ‘ veteran organizations, and civic
Vakeett’s- regular weekly | ished 11th -one week last month, bleaux represented Rudolph Valen¬
and labor groups.
hut never showed much sustained
boxoffice reports-nre summar*
tino:.
The
queen,
Whose
name
is
not
Commenting on the Harris bill, introduced by the Arkansas
ized eacjv months retrospect j strength. -However, it has been revealed'since this is*" a secret wom¬
Congressman who is chairman of the House Commerce Commit¬
doing better on pop-scale engage? en’s organization, portrayed Pola
lively. Based on tin average of
tee,
Harling said: ’“We are for it. This is the bill we worked for.
meats’
than
with
a
hard-ticket
,
pol¬
24 key iftuationii the source
Negri,.
. . ! .
• This is the bill we want Congress to pass.”
data constitute sin adequate- - icy- which was originally tried.
Male participants were costumed
Harling’s
committee has spearheaded TOA’s efforts to have leg¬
“Tom
Thumb”
(M-G)
continued
sampling of current releases
to depict “Oscars,” while maids
islation introduced and passed in Congress banning all forms of
its rather disappointing showing were .costum ed as Ethel Barrymore,
but are not, of course, fully
•
tollvision
on
a national level. His committee has retained Marcus
but managed to push up to seventh Marguerite' Clark, Mae West, Anna
"definitive” An index of rela¬
Cohn, Washington attorney, for the effort.
spot one session, aided by. holiday Mae Wong, Anna Held, Bette Da¬
tive grossing strength in the
juve trade.
- \
17. S. - Canada market, the
vis, Sylvia' Sidney, Theda' Bara,
monthly report does not pre¬
“House on Haunted Hill* (AAl, Greta Garbo and Ingrid Bergman.
tend to ,express total rentals.- - with several big to fancy show¬
Back' droj? of the set was a re¬
ings, hints considerable future production of the gate of the
By BQEE WEAB
promise. " “Rally Round Flag, M-G-M studio, with huge cameras
The year-end holidays, per usual, Boys” (20th), continuing its long- on each side, and drapes repre¬
saw the launching of considerable run in N.Y., opened with a solid senting strips of film.
session in Pittsburgh. These are
The Adonis ball was one of more Restaurant Fire Empties ‘Gazebo’—Close Call For
big and strong product, with a the only keys where it has been than 50 on this year’s Carnival^
.‘Variety’ Home Offipe
resultant upsurge that was rated launched.
"
’
agenda.'
*
the greatest in years for the
“Sheriff .of - Fractured Jaw*’ . The -town is gaily decorated for
Christmas-New Year's period in (20th) still is showing up very un¬ the Marfii Gras festival and hotels
The five-alarm fire in the fourmany key cities-covered by Va¬ even -though coming through with report; reservations pouring in. In¬
story brick building housing How¬
riety. Seme- indication * of- how- some* sizeable returns in certain dications point to this year’s event
the new screen fare figured at the keys.
“Night to Remember*’ being the largest of any recent
ard Johnson’s restaurant on Broad¬
wickets is seen by the fact that (Rank) continues its longrun in year.
way and 46th St., which gave thea¬
Hartford, Feb. 3.
"Some dozen day and night street
only three longrun pix are listed 'N.Y. with improved results on
Month long location shooting of tregoers an unbilled “spectacular”
among thh 12 strongest grosser? in popular scale and continuous pageants are scheduled, with the
big climax coming on Tuesday, “Parrish” is skedded for nearby Saturday night (31) at the peak of
January, all the Gthers being new showing.
Feb.'IQ, when the whole city turns South Windsor this June, pro¬ the weekend theatre rush hour,
films.
out-to mask and pay homage to ducer-director Joshua Logan told will probably result in some new
“Auntie Marne” (WB), which
members of the Shade Tobacco legislation anent -the tungsten
Rex, the Lord of Misrule.
bids fair -to duplicate the success,
The Chamber of Commerce es¬ Growers Agricultural Assn, at a spectaculars that dot Times
of the legit hit, only on a larger
meeting Wed. (28). Associate pro¬ Square. N.Y. Fire Commissioner
timates
that
over
$5
million
will
be
scale, easily outdistanced its near¬
ducer Ben Kadish of Mansfield Pic¬ Edward F. Cavanagh Jr. has so ex¬
spent here on this year’s binge.
est competitor in national boxoffice
tures also addressed the gathering. pressed himself. He* claims that if
Hollywood, Feb. 3. (
sweepstakes to become January
Romantic film, based on hovel it weren’t for the Scripto Pen
Beverly Hills Music Hall Thea¬
champ. ‘Tnn of Sixth Happiness”
by
Mildred Savage, deals with Con¬ and Knickerbocker Beer- bill¬
(20th) captured second place al¬ tre, 900-seat film house which pre¬
necticut tobacco land. Book is re¬ boards, which hampered the fire¬
though hot the; boff bizgetter that viously was an audience-participa¬
ported
to have been sold to film fighters, the blaze might have been
“Marne” was in; many keys. These tion site for KCOP and more re¬
producer for $200,000.
Half of brought under quicker control.
two leading pictures grossed near¬ cently has been run as a subse¬
After a 90-day schedule the picture will be shot in exteriors in
The Variety Bldg., at 154 W.
quent-run
theatre,
will
be
re¬
ly $3,000,000 in the month in the
shooting was completed Friday (30) color and in widescreen.
46th St., was miraculously spared
leading key cities covered by modeled and operated • by the Ro- On “The Big Fisherman,” the first
as the fire zoomed eastward from
sener^Theatre
Circuit
as
a
deluxe
"Variety. ■
feature to be produced by veteran
Broadway and' also threatened the
art theatre.
“Some Came. Running” (M-G) ' In addition to new seats, carpets, filmmaker Rowland *V. Lee in some
Lyceum Theatre; whose stage en¬
captured third position, even mov¬ drapes, et al, latest model equip¬ 10' years. Latter’s rep, Don Bouitrance is east of the Variety of¬
ing up to -No. 1 spot in final week ment will be installed for opera¬ yette was in New York from the
fices,
at No. 152 W. 46th St. The
Continued from pape 1 ■
of January. “South Seas Adven¬ tion either as a hardtieket or con¬ Coast this week to tell about it.
Loew Annex Bldg, at 160 W. 46th
Lee went back into action fol¬ BBC’s statement that “it does its was gutted and its top floor, which
ture”
(Qinerama)
wound up tinuous-run situation. Plans call
fourth. It was second in Decem¬ for bookings not to be limited to lowing the 10-year hiatus in a big utmost to insure that there is the served as the “dressing rooms” for
ber. The-combined gross of these' foreign pix but also for exhibition Way. His production, which was highest possible proportion of Brit¬ the Variety Barbershop, left the
four leaders totalled nearly $4,- of outstanding American product financed by Walt Disney, report¬ ish music on its programs.”
barbers bereft of their overcoats,
900 000
which lends' itself to class presen¬ edly dost $4,000,000. It was lensed
Here are some of the findings of business suits, shoes* etc. They had
“Buccaneer” (Par), which was tation. Rosener also operates the in 65m. final running time to be the Guild:
to go home Saturday night in taxi¬
about
three
hours
and
it’s
to
play
Beverly Canon and Vagabond the¬ two-a-day at roadshow prices.
In the nine months from Jan. 1 cabs in their regulation “men-inatres, strictly art house spots.
uniforms! and found cabs
Jan* Golden Dozen
Despite the “epic” statistics, to Sept. 30, 1958, 78,238 popular white”
“Fisherman” is not particularly music items were broadcast by the suddenly shunning 6th Ave., a
1. “Auntie Maine” (WB)..
normally heavily trafficked bouleBBC
on
its
main
and
regional
net¬
high
on
name
values.
Title
role
is
2. “6th Happiness” . (20th).
played by Howard Keel and with works. Of these, 63.76% were for¬ | vard.
3. “Came Running”- (M-G).
The Ripley about Variety and
him, among others, are John Saxon, eign (including American) and
4. “South Seas” (C’rama).
■ - Continued front pare Z
Susan Kohner, Martha Hyer, Her¬ 36.24% were British. Light music the Lyceum Theatre is ithat the
5. “Buccaneer” ’(Par). *.
bert Lom and Beulah Bondi. Frank broke down to 53.73% foreign latter*s Walls got so warm that the
6. “Shuth Pacific” (Magna).
sic degree ’in voice. Belafonte
Fire Dent, ordered; evacuation of
7. “Voyage Sinbad,> (Col). . Foundation funds will meet tuition Borgaze directed with Lee Garmes items, and 46.27% British.
Of 54,255 other items, 40.091 “The Gazebo” ' audience, about
8. “Separate Tables” (UA). . for her study in drama, dance, handling the photography.
. Lee purposely eschewed top were, aired by departments other 1,000. The theatre runs; through
9. “Bell, Book’-’- (Col). .
languages and voice at studios of; names, figuring “it’s the produc¬ than the gramophone department. from its 45th St. entrance, with
10. “I Want Tq -Live” <UA).
Metropolitan Opera’s Maestro Da- tion that counts.” He felt further British composers were repre¬ the auditorium hacking into 46th
11. “Geisha Boy” (Par).
nise. Funds to meet Miss Smith’s that Biblical entries don’t lend, sented by only 33.76% as against St. The fire apparently swirled
12. “Crigi” (M-G).; .
living expenses are being solicited themselves to ’the casting' of the 58.90% American and 7.34% from through the back • alley of the
by the campus-area University type of stars whose own identities other sources. Of this total Britain Loew’s State Theatre stagedoor
unusually strong during the holi¬ Baptist Smith, where singer was a sometimes overshadow the nature could claim only 28.48% airing of (also on 46th St.) and ;by.passed
day season only- to peter out later member of the congregation, and of the screen characters they’re new songs as distinct from 62.02% the Variety Bldg, but spread a‘ bit
in the month, copped the fifth posi¬ choir soloist. Church was one of portraying.
emanating from the States.
further east to threaten the Ly¬
tion.
“South Pacific” (Magna) first to integrate in South, doing
From the point of view of the ceum.
Release of “Fisherman” will be
wound up in sixth spot. It * was so some 10 years ago.
Guild the BBC’s disk department • The Leeds clothiers, a two-time
through
Buena
Vista
either
next
Pastor
Blake
Smith
is
one
of
third in December.
|
is the big bad wolf. The Guild
girl’s top Austin supporters, say¬ summer (if the film is ready) or in claims that this department largely victim of fires in the past two years
“Seventh Voyage of Sinbad” ing that following Dido incident the fall.
(short-circuit troubles), had just
influences the music used by other recently refurbished its shop and
(Col) captured seventh rating. she came directly to his study to
departments and bitterly points out thus became a three-time loser.
Leaning heavily on juvenile pa¬ pray that she might meet situation
Fain Theatre Re-Lobbied
that of 13,354 items broadcast dur¬ Only three Veeks ago the Howard
Jasper, Tex., Feb. 3.
tronage, it m^neged to finish first charitably. In final choir perform¬
Jchn H. Fain, owner of tbe Fain ing tire first nine months of 1958, Photo Reproduction Service on
one stanza but dipped rapidly after ance Jan. 24, Miss Smith, at re¬
the holiday season \vc; completed. quest of congregation, sang the Theatre has completed the redeco¬ Britain was represented by 25.80% 46th off Broadway experienced a
against America’s 64.01%, the bal¬
“Separate Tables” UA), which, prayer, “Let Us Break Bread To¬ ration of the lobby of the house. ance being other foreign works. fire and there, too,. Commissioner
The improvements included an enhinted strong possibilities late in gether on Our KneeS”’
Iarged- concession department. With these figures the Guild pun- Cavanagh noted the billboards had
December, finished eighth. This j
Fain also operates . the Jasper gently demands: “Is it any wonder hampered the firefighters.
big grosser apparently was held]
The Howard Johnson eatery is
that the BBC’s disk department is
R. W. Reaves has been named Drive-In here.
back in the ratings only by a lack manager of the Texan Theatre at
Fain was also recently elected sometimes described as ‘The Voice at 1554 Broadway, on the sight of
of playdatds. “Bell* Book, Candle” i Athens, Tex., replacing Charlie as a director of the Jasper Cham¬ of America’.”?
a once famed Times Square land¬
(Col) was.ninth-place winner, and Field Jr.
ber of Commerce.
Still underlining what is claimed mark, Childs arid its pop-priced,
hinted it might be heard from ad¬
to he an American invasion of Bri¬ griddle-cake mixmasters in the
ditionally in the future.
tain, the Guild quotes from the window, which always lured lean
‘To Live’ Very Big
book field;. According to Robert and hungry actor clientele. The
Pitman, literary critic of the Sun¬ Loew State Theatre Bldg, is offi¬
“I Want to Live” (UA>, ace run¬
day Express, four distinguished cially 1540 Broadway. The Loew
ner-up pic’in December, took 10 th !
British publishing houses are pro¬ Annex is 160 W. 46th St. At 156
place. “Geishe Boy” (Par), won
ducing more fiction by. U.S. West 46th is the Variety Barber
11th money while “Gigi” (M-G),
authors than by-British. He states Shop, and No. 154 is Variety.
Goes to Graliam-Paige—-Loewis Theatres Had
sixth in December and long high
that in 10 further firms the per-i The five-alarm blaze injured a
on the lists, rounds out the Golden
Wanted
It
for
Diversification
centage of Yank novels is over! number of the firefighters and
Dozen.
30%. “This,” comments the Bul¬ kept equipment plimping water
“Tonka” (BV), “Windjammer”
letin, “is almost a perfect echo of from Saturday night (31) at 6 p.m.
(NT), “My Uncle” (Cont) and
Control of New York’s Madison an antitrust edict and the G-P ac¬ what is happening in the music until Sunday (1) noon. Fire is said
“Roots of Heaven” (20.h) are the
quisition is subject to the approval business.”
1 to have started when a :chef put
runner-up films for the past month. Square Garden, which had been up of the N. Y. Federal Court. There
Final acid comment by the Guild,
“Windjammer” was seventh in na¬ for grabs, with the prospective appears no doubt that this will be points out that: "Possibly infected a steak on the griddle, and the
tional ratings for December.
buyers including Loew’s Theatres, forthcoming.
However, Felt is by other BBC departments, the flames shot up a flue and spread
“Perfect’Furlough” (U), which has passed to the Graham-Paige keeping under wraps his plans Corporation’s Schools Department rapidly beyond control.
finished third in final week of the Corp., Gotham investment outfit. anent the property’s future pend¬ has begun conditioning school chil¬
Bob Taney’s New Berth
month, shapes as. a big grosser.
G-P,« which is headed by Irving ing the formal okay from the- court. dren to appreciate Americans. In
El Campo, Tex., Feb. 3.
“Anna Lucasta” (UA) and “Last Mitchell Felt, Is acquiring 219,350
The Loew’s circuit, of which Leo¬ the series ‘Stories from World His¬
Bob Yancey has been appointed
Mile,” also from United Artists, Garden shares, or about 40% of pold Friedman is president, had tory,’ among such subjects as the
as
city
manager
here for the Rubin
loom as coming possibilities, espe¬ the total issue, from James D. Nor¬ been seriously considering pur¬ sinking of the Titanic, ‘The Story
cially the former. “Mile” so far is ris and Arthur M. Wirtz, former chase of the Garden control as a of Douglas Bader* and ‘The Retreat Frels Theatres.
a bit uneven. “My Uncle,” with a president and treasurer, respec¬ diversification move. With this from Moscow,’ we find ‘Louis Arm¬
He will supervise operations of
batch of fresh bookings starting tively, of the famed sports show¬ having failed .to materialize, the strong Learns the Cornet’ and ‘An¬ the Normana Theatre, the Floyds
this month, also may be heard case. Purchase price: $4,000,000. chain is considering corporate ex¬ nie Oakley and Buffalo Bill.”*
Theatre wlrch was recently acfrom additionally soon.
“Why?”
asks
the Bulletin, qir>cd from Lcn Theatres, and the
Disposition of the stock by Nor¬ pansion in other, undecided, di¬
"Old Man and Sea” (WB), fin- ris and Wirtz is in compliance with rections.
frigidly.
Rice Drive-In Theatre.
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Coming, No Permanent Ties

greats, all of them names to con¬
jure with.',They enticed both the
elite who..swept id. box and or¬
chestra - ..seats ^ and -those who
trudged. f6 the gallery. Adorable
buffoons, they made,the showshops
a palace of cheer..They were train¬
ed for the lusty outburst, the
scream of glee. Entire shows Were
caparisoned around them. Songs,
plot and dance, patterns were minor
cotosideritions.--The blare of the
orchestral trumpet, the roll of the
drum, the white spotlight as the
chorus line welcomed them at their
entrance was for them alone and
not, as nowadays, for the pale hero
or heroine who take a stance and
burst into melody;- Thus, has a
frantic' and happy era gone Into
limbo.

Competitive Bidding Due—Distribution Heeds
Recent Pennsylvania (federal) Decree
Ledersr-Berdick TafcCit

‘Ugly American* Filming
Germany's UFA, anticipating *■
pending drop in its' domestic rer^
Hollywood, Feb. 3. •
‘Beauty* and the Bally
enues due to television, is plotting
Writers William J. Lederer and
a concerted drive to regain its for¬
Walt Disney Productions is
Eugene Berdick are here for studio
mer f oreign, markets, Boland Caemmoving Underway with a
talks on sale of film rights of their
merer, tie UFAV^XPOrt chief, said
three-way- promotion that win
top selling tome, "The Ugly Amer¬
in H.T, last week, .
see Disney’s Buena Vista dis¬
ican.”
Lederer came in from
tribution outfit, 300 ABC sta’Hie tIFA philosophy, as out¬
Hawaii, Berdick from Berkeley.
lined b£ tie UFA exec, involves a * tions and affiliates (radio and
- H. N. Swanson Inc. is repping
television! and exhibitors join¬
pattern: of locat tieups all over the
the writers.
ing hands. Tieup is in behalf
world, tie arm being to get Ger¬
©T "Sleeping Beauty,” mainly,
man flint generally, and the UFA
hot with the campaign also'figtrademark *pecificillyr before the
ured'tb benefit the Disney tv
public on a continuous basis. It’s
shows and the producer’s
figured that this is the first im¬
Continued from page % ,, mmn
other Interests.
portant Step towards creating a new
[
Now It’s. Niteries and TV
|
. Series of meetings in 35 key
demand for German pictures.
Another
was an appeal to stock¬
cities has been plotted fbr field
Since the theatre no longer puts, holders by Jonathan Guinness, re¬
In the.U.S* Caemmerer said the
reps of BV, the broadcaster*
a premium mi 'the funny man and questing a Board of Trader.• inves¬
same "continuity of performance”
arid theatrMnen, Specifics will
woman, whatever comics we dp tigation. The third was a letter
would b® sought Here, as every-,
be laid out for cross-plugging
develop are scattered over .the na¬ sent to the Independent Television
where else, UFA wilt be, primarily
trailers, contests, program
tion’s nightclubs or imprisoned oh Authority by a City stockholder,
CQi*sarBed, with getting Its film*
"salutes,”«. teen-age dance
television- screens,- an irreparable Hugh Curran, who also circulated
shown in the commercial market,
shows,, and disk-jockey' atten¬
loss to the living stage. Of course, ‘every Member of* Parliament.
but without creating a special. or¬
tion.
to
the
Disney
music.
we should still be grateful for Bea¬
ganization to do. so and, emphatic¬
Granada Chairman Explains
trice Lillie, -Hermione Gingojd*
ally, without, any Iongrange ties
to any -one outfit beyond the nest
Judy Holliday- (borrowed from . At tbe stockholders meeting, the
year or saf
straight comedy}, Bosalmd Bussfll, Grafiada chairman explained the
Bert Lahr* Eddie Fey Jr., Sid program agreement as a working
"We feel ii’s wisest during th*
Caesar# Dainty B*ye, Milton Berie, arrangement, with another con¬
Ccjitimei tromt par* 5
coming year to explore the U.S.
among a 'vanishing' coterie. But tractor for the exchange of pro¬
market and to ‘sense’ its possibili¬
ties,” Caemmerer commented. "We ues of the theatrical could hardly alas, look how Infrequently even grams and" networking,..:It .was,
have a great deal to learn, not only be communicated on the pint-sized the downs- we do have get Invi¬ he said, made In 1956, When the
'in terms of the market itself, but (hr screen. But this is another mat¬ tations to test our midriffs. The company went on the air, and
also in terms of the kind of pic¬ tery the tv show is cited- simply to reason? Producers evidently don’t protected' its tv subsidiary from
tures we must make to succeed in show how the creator of Mickey think .playgoers want comedy in heavy losses. He believed it was
that market. With this in mind, Mouse, ti aL, play? one segment of musical comedies or they would go in the best interests of the com¬
we have no plans for -any kind of show business against the other.
about rectifying the situation. Of pany. It will be for Granada to
The other division? are put-to course, theyTI never get the an¬ decide in July, 1960, whether or
permanent representation in 1959.
After that, it’ll probably be dif¬ work in like fashion A visitor ia swer till they give it a try. Until not it wishes ;to continue the ar¬
Disneyland could hardly escape then,- it would seem, we must en¬ rangement. H the arrangement
ferent”
UFA currently has a six-picture contact -with Some knowledge of dure a ‘laugh- drought and settle was terminated it would Obviously
deaf With Bakro* for six films for the "Beauty" ’feature. For the, turn¬ for the effete, .the polite and -the be because Granada felt it would
release In the .States, Another UFA about# viewer? of the Disney tv so;-caIled intellectual approach to be to its advantage. To kill an¬
other rumor, the company bor¬
film#, "Embezzled Heaven ” based outing? ("Walt Disney Presents,” musicals.
rowed its money from its bankers,
on a Franz JWerfel novel, has been "Zorro” and "Mickey Mens* Club”! ,
It
is
the
disappearance
of
the
Barclay’s
Bank.
sold to the Louis de Rochemont come face tp face with the ex¬ comic, as a matter of fact, which
organization. Caemmerer said istence of Disneyland and its fun
• Bernstein also referred to tbe
has
led
also
to
the
virtual
extinc¬
UFA’*-' 1959-60 plans involved
stockholders who had inspired the
fewer but bigger films. UFA feels ^ikney, via Benua Vista, ifi\ addi¬ tion of the Broadway revue, once ‘rumpus relating to the- proposed
that the Homy Schneider starrer, tion to the features which have a hardy'and popular perennial— : share ‘ issue. Jonathan -Guinness,
"Mont Petit” which Bakros will strong reissue value, has several the' Ziegfield Follies, George he said, had first registered his
release, may be a German pace¬ hundred shorts which are constant¬ White’s'- Scandals, Earl Carroll's holdings last Jan. 9 and had not
setter in flie US.
ly in release. These are sold re¬ YanitieSi Greenwich Villages Fol¬ Written to the board about the
Caemmerer said he, personally, peatedly either individually as pro¬ lies. These dealt chiefly in low resolutions to which he objected,
was fully convinced that, to achieve gram filler? or in feature-length laughs and high pocket girls, girls nor bad he asked the stockholders
their full effectiveness in the U.S~, blocks to theatremen. The point is alone, it* was discovered, could not to vote against them. Hugh Cur¬
sustain a two-hour show. Proof: ran (who had written to the ITA)
UFA and the rest of the German they go on and on.
producers would have to develop -Not to be overlooked (and not the French revue, "La Plume de . did not appear to be a stockholder
methods for slanting pictures more omibeked to the investing crowd} miu Tante.” It’s all chiefly robust at all. He had bought 250 ordin¬
closely to the US. marl One Way ia Die fact that Disney i? not faced comedy.
ary shares in December and sold
of accomplishing this: would be to With the share-the-wealth-btit-notthem -a month later at a profit.
‘Oklahoma!’ Started It
set up pn advisory office 'in Ger¬ the-riak situation that’s plaguing
Contrary , to the* view held by Guin¬
many whereas American expert many an Other Hollywood pro¬
ness
and ethers, the Granada chair¬
"Oklahoma!”, that memorable
could o.o, the scripts ^and gener¬ ducer, The profits accrue to the success of the 1940s, is generally man explained that the shares In
ally- be available for consultation. Disney company alone; there are credited with this radical trans¬ question were not being taken up'
Till now# Caemmerer argued, no stars or others with participa¬ formation. And a new crop of man¬ by his brother Cecil and himself,
German producers, needing to re¬ tion?'
agers, quick tor follow a hoxoffice but would be held by the parent
coup primsrHy from Germany, had
lead, has since imitated, caressed company.
refused to "look beyond th*
"While not making light of the
and coddled' the "Oklahoma” for¬
borders.” How, he added, the Ger¬ 18 Yank Features Among: mat to a lesser or greater degrees "hullaballoo” that had developed,
mans are acquiring a more inter¬
France's Top 50 FOms There have been some exceptions,' he added that the company had
national outlook, partly due to the
of course—notably “Pajama Game” been subjected to every kind of
Paris, Feb. 3.
first .effects of the television
rumor, false report, misinforma¬
Exactly
18 Yank films have ap¬ which unloosed Janis Page, Eddie tion and gossip. It was virtually
‘‘squeeze”" which is depressing at¬
peared among the presently top Foy Jr., Carol Haney and gave impossible to answer every alle¬
tendance in Germany.
them
permission
to
romp
to
.heart’s
grossing
50
features
in
firstnm
sit¬
"This tv problem is one which
gation and Innuendo "in a way
all countries will soon have in com¬ uations here. This shows a lighten¬ content and proved a 'distinct re¬ that is loud enough and clear
lief from the dread monotony of
mon,” he said. “I believe that this ing of American film appeal.
enough.”
.
"The Vikings” (UA) pulled in gentility. Another oasis in the Admits Gossip Hurts Co. Morale
wliL eventually, lead not only to
a European Common Market, but 285.930 patrons in four weeks and Broadway-4and so during its run ' Bernstein added that it would be
—beyond this—to a .World Com-, looks very strong for later runs. It fun brushed solemnity aside. And foolish to minimize' the effect tbe
moo Mirket* in which f&mfe from ranks only after the French block¬ of course Ray’Bolger’s "Where’s publicity had!-: had on Granada's
all nation? will find much wider busting "The Cheats” and “The Charley?” was a completely unstaff. People-who had been with
acceptance.” " '
Big Families.” “Cat on a Hot Tin hibited romp. . .
the . company, for years began to
UFAi said Caemmerer, is cur¬ Roof” (MG) is also up there fol¬
How long will this civilized ap¬
rently exploring, new paths in its lowed by "Boots of Heaven” (20th), proach to musical comedy be tole¬ WOndffr whether their : positions
were'
secured The new and young
quest for an expafide^ export-mar¬ ;^The Bravados” (20th) and "The rated? Only Until some ciyilized
ket, At the moment, the foreign Bey” (Col). The Jerry Lewis-popu¬ approach to musical comedy times,- tv staff, .which had just settled
downto Its job, begah to-4hmic
market represents. about 20% of larity climbed some more with stock their hippodromes with tow¬
UFA’S'total distribution 'take. The good showings of "The Sad Sack” ering comedians and leave the in¬ •that something-was wrong and that
its
future
was uncertain.
ratio will have* to be bettered as (par) and oldie "Scared Stiff” (Par). terpretive ballet to- Sol Hurok,
the. domestic take goes down. -The' "Indiscreet” (WB) rated fine as did the Russians, the Ballet theatre - Boger Whipp, the stockholder
who
applied'
for an -injunction
way • Caemmerer- reasons if, any “Tank Force” (Col), "Ten North and Eadio City MusioUall.
■
when the resolution for stock al¬
deal for the release of a bun.ch of Frederic” (20th) and "Naked
locations
was
.first
proposed last
UFA films in‘a given overseas ter¬ Earth” (20th).
year, alleged that nearly 400,000
ritory is better than no deal at all . "Merry Andrew” (MG) finished
shares
were
allotted
to
Sidney and
The important consideration isn’t fine as did "The Hunters” (20th),
Cecil Bernstein. After an 'explana¬
so much the success of a single plus the surprisingly stout offbeat-^
Continued
from
page
1
;
—~
tion
from
the
chair
that these
film, but continued public exposure ers "The Amazing Colossal Man”
to German—or in this instance, and "The Seventh Voyage of Sin- tragic affair with.a maid by his hadn’t been -taken from any other
stockholders
but
had
been
allotted
UFA—pictures.
bad” (Col). "Cowboy” (Col) and mother.
only after others had not taken
In the U.S. "we’ll have to start “Wild Is the Wind” (Par) brought
Harlan, who made the anti-semi- them' up Whipp asked whether
in a small way,” Caemmerer, said. up the rest of the Yank grossers. - tie “Jew Suess” for Nazi propa¬
those holdings were now worth
"Within a year, when the results
ganda ministry boss Joseph Goeb- £1,000,000 ($2,800,000. The Gran¬
are in, we’II be able to make up
bels, has been Jnaking films in ada chairman declined to answer.
QUONSET-THEATRE BURNS
our mind more intelligently on
West Germany in the postwar
Another stockholder asked for
what needs to be done. "Mean¬
Bradford, Vt.,_ Feb. 3.
while, he plans to visit the States
Bradford theatre, and an adja¬ period, but none have ever an estimate of profits if the pro*
two or three times a year to gather cent restaurant, were destroyed by reached the U. S. Copies of "Jew gramming arrangement referred
firsthand impressions and get. * fire here early .in the morning of! Sness” are still showing up in the to had not existed, but Bernstein
"feel” Of the market From New Jan* is, with *n estimated total Middle Fast, Harlan burned the said that this was not "an ordlnoriginal negative (one of several ary: calculable thing.”
York, Caemtoerer is going tp the loss of $75,000.
Far East and Australia before re¬
At the extraordinary' meeting,
The theatre was constructed In ihexistencebsome years back. The
turning to Germany. .
1949, but bad not been used since director has asked forgiveness, which followed the annual ses¬
Impression given by Caemmerer January, 1956. It was fully equip- claiming his own life was at Stake, sion,' resolutions were accepted
was that, though there’s a process ped, except for the film projector, that he had no choice but to obey confirming the Issue of 200,000 “A”
‘
• " . ordinary shares of 70c pat value
of concentration in German pro¬ and was a qponset-type structure. Hitler.
duction, UFA still intends to make
Both buildings were owned, by
The Plaza is owned 50% by La* fp executive directors and execu¬
its own way abroad.
Dr. L. J. Abadessa of Bradford.
tives of the company.
pert and 50% by United Artists;

Homo Pie’s M.Y. Bow

Granada

: -

. Pittsburgh, Feb. 3.
A new licensing system for the
Pittsburgh area involving competi¬
tive bidding is being introduced by
Paramount and United Artists,
with the other distribution compa¬
nies expected to follow suit short¬
ly. The hew method, of . release
stems from a recent decree handed
by the Federal Court of Western
Pennsylvania which, is claimed to
have upset the entire system of*
clearances,,; runs afid'availabilities
in the pittshurgh:-;are^*»
Disclosure of* the Par and UA
actions was made last week by Al¬
vin KorngOld, a Jamaica, N. Y. at¬
torney active in representing ex¬
hibitors in antitrust suits, to the
National Allied Drive-In Conven¬
tion here.
Par told Pittsburgh exhibitors
that on- an experimental basis it
has decided to grant first-run the¬
atres, in Pittsburgh 14 days clear¬
ance "wlH be’ the only clearance
granted to a first-run theatre” in
connection with the showing of a
Par film during the period of the
experiment.
The licensing of pix to the first
subsequent runs. Par said, '‘will be
determined by Paramount based
upon Its own best business' judg¬
ment as to what availability is
proper on a particular picture and
taking into account, among other
things, such factors as preferred
playing time, availability of play¬
ing time in theatres, and other per¬
tinent business factors”
Par said it planned to make 15
prints available' for the first sub¬
sequent which, would go to “the
theatres making the 15 best
offers.” By best offer. Par said it
meant the one which “will afford
Paramount, in it? judgment, the
best revenue-producing opportu¬
nity.” The .company added that it
would not grant any clearances to
the first subsequent runs over later
runs.
UA stated in a letter to Pitt area
exhibitors that it felt it would be
more equitable to give all theatres
an opportunity fo license' these
pictures (“The Last Mile” and
"Escort West”); through the com¬
petitive bidding process. For the
purpose of its experiment, UA has
divided the Fjtt area into- seven
zones. AH theatres, according to
PA, within each zone will have an
opportunity to submit: a bid for a
license, to show the combination on
first-rim availability!

Hardin (2m Ozduer Prize
Dallas, Feb. 3.
A John H. Hardin Award will be
presented for the first time at the
forthcoming Texas Drive-In The¬
atre Owners Assn, convention to be
held here Feb, 16 through It at the
Hotel Adolphus. The award, to be
annual, will go to an outstanding
personality in the ozoner industry,
with owners, managers and others
connected with the field eligible.
Selection of the recipient Will be
determined by votes cast by. asso¬
ciation direct#**, only.
Hardin heads the Hardin Theatre
Supply Cq.' He is believed to have
been first projectionist in Dallas
and started the projectionists* lo¬
cal here.'
N‘
In addition to a trophy to the
winner, Hardin will be gtyen a Bell
& Howeh^ motion picture projector.

Unwelcome Import
Continued from pare I
music'was written prior to their
moving to N.Y.
New York State has* no < com¬
munity property law. Until the
Lane case was brought to trial, it
had been uncertain whether the
California law applied io persons
moving out of the state. It is now
recognized that it does. No previ¬
ous case of. this nature have gone
to court
Mrs! Bane retains no fights in
any "music written by her former
husband after Jan. 1955, i,e. the
date they moved' to New York,
which is a separate property estate
In the N.Y. proceedings, Eph¬
raim Ldndon represented Mrs.
Lane and Alfred Rice repped Lane.
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THE MOTION PICTURE BEYOND THE ORDINARY TO WIN EXTRAORDINARY ACCLAIM!
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VARIETY says:
One of the
most remarkable
stories of the
war to come
to the screen!
Convincing
and compelling!"
PICTURE OF
THE MONTH!”
American Legion

The fierce and fantastic
stranger-than - fiction
adventure that turned
the tide in World War It's

... and in history <;
hugest hoax she w..s
the neatest tuck!

starring CLIFTON JAMES and JOHN MILLS and a cast of thousands! An NTA Pictures Release
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Martifl«zmRa^S|oi
^'&bt&go; Fob. jU
Herb Martinez, Ideal Universal-!
Couple of months ago it was reported by Variety that Republis
sales ipanager, topk over yesterday
(Mon.) ’ as' topper oF the Rank might go on a; regular- quarterly dividend, basis with the Indication
that
the payoff would amount to 15c every three'months. Coming in
O’Donnell Committee Scheme to End Long tiripe of branch here,c replacing Sam Gorelick. Both are Film Row vets. Lat¬ effect as a followup, the Wall Street Journal on Monday (2) quoted Rep
‘Scooped* Coinm«rcial Th^dref
ter was presumed let outas part of president Herbert J. Yates as saying the outlook for a regular quarter¬
the cost cutbacks Rank has been ly divvy is “encouraging.”
For the year ended Oct. 26 Rep had a'profit of $1,50Q,QOO, Yates told
effecting around the country.
Details of Theatre Owners of British Cinema, Open
Goreliek said lie has offers that the Journal, after a. previously-reported net of $1,296,066 for the first
America’s plan, to have military
nine months of the year. Fiscal 1957 brought 4 loss of $1,362,000.
Only
2
Years,
Folds
may keep him in the trade.
post theatres book* their films
' London, Feb. 3.
Rep’s cost in fiscal 1958 of liquidating its theatrical film operation
through the regular film exchanges
A new Hull <Yorks) cinema
amounted to $2,000,000. With this out of the way the prospects for 1959
and thus play features after in¬
look bright to Yates, who cited the company’s laboratory and televi¬
stead of before commercial thea- built only two years, ago at a cost
sion activities as primary reasons for his cheery outlook.
/
tres'were disclosed this week by of about $280,000, shuttered at the
•
.
' <
"
Robert J. O’Donnell, chairman ,of end of last week because of lack
of
support.
It
is
the
city’s
fourth
Ben
Sack,
who
crashed
through
to
a
dominant
position
in
the
Bos¬
TOAss Army-Navy Pre-Release
film house to go dark "in recent
ton deluxe house scene in a scant two years with four houses now op¬
Coimaittee.
weeks.
erating, rolled Up the biggest film grosses in Boston’s history with
O’Donnell'indicated that all films
Brinley Evans, managing direc¬
over a
million dollar take for five pictures.
w ould continue to be. available to tor of the theatre—the Berkeley—
The'five pictures, which netted over 214 million, were “Oklahoma,”
camp theatres, but that the military blamed tv, high admission taxes
23
weeks,
current
at Beacon Hill, $300,600; “South Pacific,” 44 weeks,
theatres would play films only after and hire-purchase commitments
$400,000; “80 Days Around World,” Saxon, 52 weeks, $1;000,000; “Gigi,”
they had completed commercial for the failure of the venture.
23
w«*k§;'current
at Beacon Hill, $300,000; . “South Pacific,” 44 weeks,
theatre rims.
The Motion Picture Export Assn, current .at the Saxon, $600,000; for a total of $2,600,000.
He said he had personally
this, week distributed remarks
pledged to the armed' farces that
Pitch to sell $500,000 in State of Israel bonds will highlight the “Jesmade in Washington last week by
exhibition and distribution would
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey to the Sel Golden Jubilee” banquet Feb. 24 at Beverly Hilton Hotel, exploit¬
cooperate to assure that all films
ing George Jessel’s 50 years in show: biz. Coin is to be used In setting
effect
that
criticism
of
the
film
in¬
would be made available to mili¬
dustry for its film exchange agree¬ up a new community of homes in Israel for new immigrants from
tary theatres; just as quickly as
ment with the Soviets was “grossly Eastern Europe now arriving in new state in large numbers. Invitation¬
they cleared commercial theatres,
al affair, of which Eddie Cantor Is honorary chairman, is sponsored
unfair.”
and added that the present satura¬
The Minnesota Senator spoke at tty friends of Jessel in entertainment industry, politics, Friars, Hilltion playing schedules will work te
the annual meeting of the Institute crest Country Club and other biz and fraternal organizations.
speed military availability.
of International Education. Holding
According to O’Donnell, military
Exhibitor associations are continuing to receive beefs from their
that Eric Johnston should be com¬
posts in isolated areas where there
mended for his efforts, he said: “I constituents relating to the competition of 16m films in various areas.
is no competition with commercial
Eric Johnston, president of the think we ought to realize that it Especially irritating to theatremen are the reports that rather recent
houses would undoubtedly be given Motion Picture Export Assn., is to our advantage to have Amer¬ film* such as “Sayonara,” “Anastasia” and "Carousel” are being shown
immediate availability l^r the ex¬ leaves today (Wed.) for Japan, the ican' films shown in the Soviet in 16m versions in competition with commercial theatres.
change area. It Was highly po^ible, first leg of a five-week trip to the Union. It American films are good
Both Theatre Owners of America and Allied States Asm.'have
he noted, that in some Instances Far East that will take him also enough for you and for me and for asked their members to file" complete reports so that appropriate ac¬
where a film is not played off by to Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, our children, then why not for the tion can be taken to bait this competition.'
commercial theatres within a spe¬ Indonesia and Thailand. There’s Soviets?”
cified time after becoming avail¬ for the moment no provisions for
“I am- of the opinion that we
A tax on’the sale of newspaper, radio and television advertising is
able in the exchange area, it would a stopover either in India: or in ought to try to show* them (Amer¬ provided in a bill introduced in the Maine Legislature \>y Sen. James
arbitrarily be given to the military the Philippines..
ican films) in Bussia,”he added. E. Coffin (D-Freeport). Proposed levy, which would be brought under
(Johnston may include India in
post.
The Senator’s emphasis. Is a puz¬ Maine’s current three percent sales tax, would raise an estimated mil¬
O’Donnell, accompanied by mem¬ his Itinerary, MPEA said yesterday zler in that the criticism of the lion dollars in revenue, and part of the money would be used to aid
bers of his committee and reps of (Tues.)
agreement has centered primarily the state’s college students.
Though the industry is having on the showing of Soviet pictures'
distribution, made these proposals
to Assistant Secretary of Defei&e considerable trouble both in* Indo¬ in the U.S. and, within a section Of
Dino DeLaurentiis, Italian producer, doesn’t think too much of Rus¬
Charles
Finucane last week at nesia and in Taiwan, Japan is far the trade, on the position into sian film productions.
the Pentagon. The plan is now be¬ and away the.most important'of which the Industry was forced by - “They have too native a quality—-no real expression,” he states.
ing studied by the chiefs of the Johnston’s stops. The Japanese the State Dept, which was far more
Army-Air Force and Navy Motion during the past year have become eager for the deal than the film
steadily more restrictive. There’s business itself:
Picture Services.
TacificV Albany Goal For
life true, however, that, in order
O’Donnell noted that Finncane danger of more of the. same f or the
had expressed some fears that the new film year, wMch starts April to get Amerifean films behind the Hard-Tickets: Eight Wks.
Albany, Feb; 3.
Soviet curtain, reciprocity in terms
TOA proposal would mean that 1, 1959.
While _in Tokyo, Johnston pre-; of Soviet pir in the States in in¬
Northeastern New York premiere
military theatres would automati¬
Sumably
also
will
finalize
arrange¬
of
“South
Pacific”
in TDdd-AO at
evitable and the two are closely
cally have a three or four month
the Ritz, the night of Feb. 19, will
delay after the pictures became ments for the thud UJ5. industry- linked together.
loan
to.
Japanese
Hydroelectric
be sponsored by the Times-Union,
available in the individual ex¬
for “the benefit of the Variety
change. However, the Government power development. Negotiations
Club’s Camp Tiacher Fund.
official was assured that this would for the loan are complete.
In TrrdATiPsifl, Johnston expects
not happen, because in this period
The regular run of the musical,
of reduced, production, pictures to huddle with government offir
probably at a $2.50 top, wfll start
■ Continued from pa*« 7
Screen Directors .International
normally play through an exchange cials^ on “various tightened restrict
tiie, next day. “Hard tickets” will
tionsVoh U.S. pjx, including, fewer their own ftimfare, no matter~how be sold during a hoped-for eight- Guild, union * of eastern 3ilin and
rapidlypermits
and
remittance
problems.
telepix
directors, threw 'a picket
poor
the
quality.
week:
engagement
“South
Pacific”
O’Donnell also pointed out that
A good way to pack the house advertising is slated for papers line around the; “Middle Of the
during the transition period for According Jo MPEA, these regu¬
lations
have
so
.substantially
re¬
Night”
production, being* filmed
in
Mexico
is
to
take
an
audacious
within a 60mile radius of Albany.
the changeover from the present
duced American film earnings jn
at the Fox Studio* in Manhattan, ’
policy to the TOA-advanced onev| Indoneisa that ‘‘a full reappraisal theme (streetwalkers,* wayward
at
7
a.m.
yesterday (Tues.). Action
youths
decadent
society,
variations
the military would have sufficient
was taken after Delbert Maim, on
product to operate without danger of -industry operating policies is of bedroom farce and low comedy,
deemed
essential.”
the
advice
of the Screen Directors
etc.);
get
a
knoWn
female
name
of interruption of its present pro¬
Johnston will be accompanied
Guild in Hollywood, refused to
gram because Of a shortage of on his trip by Irving Mass, MPEA’s such as Columba Dominquez; Ana
join
the
local
union. Efforts over
Luisa
Peluffo,
Aida
Araceli,
Kitty
films. The only pictures the mili¬
the weekend of Commissioner J.
de Hoyos, etc., all not unwilling
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
tary might miss during the transi¬ Far Eastern supervisor. •
R.
MandeTbaum
of the Federal
to
.peel
to
epidermis
before
the
tion, ODoonell said, were a few of
Lester Braunsteln and Howard
cameras (even top star Maria Fe-‘. Beck null produce Dale Van Mediation and Conciliation Serv¬
the blockbusters, which would be
ice
to
bring
about
a settlement
lix
has
some
revealing
scenes
in
Every’* upcoming novel, “The
available later on.
her latest); ;and then put .them Scarlet Feather” . .. John Ireland failed after lengthy talks.; "■
The TGA spokesman told Finu“Middle of the Night,” Paddy
through
their
paces
in
sundry
var-]
joined
star
lineup
of
Bryna’s
cane that the only problem Hie
iations on the East Lynne theme, in “Spartacus” . . , Warner Bros, Chayefsky’s film being, m&de un¬
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
military should face would be an
will make “Yellowstone Kelly,” der the Sudan Productions ban¬
Writers turn producer almost soap opera, tear-jerker fashion^, or starring
increased work load on military
.Clint Walker,, star of ner for Columbia release,1 .Was se¬
in presentation of “the realistic
daily,
but
the
spring
get£
pretty
bookers who would now have to
studio’s .“Cheyenne” teleseries, to lected by the SDIG as part of its
facts
of
life.”
.
work with the film exchanges in dry waiting for a producer to do a
be. djLrected by Gordon Douglas_ campaign to gain reciprocity with
Mexican
censors,
for
all
the
talk
similar
about-face.
In
settling
his
their area where formerly they had
Burt Lancaster will tdo “Elmer the Coast SDG.
only to deal-With their Washington releasing deal with Columbia Pic¬ of banning nudity in films, are Gaintry,” H-H-L production of the
The eastern union efinges that
headquarters. O’Donnell assured tures, which still had one year to still lenient where the story line Sinclair Lewi* evangelical expose when,
its members wore on the
calls
for
female
undress.
And
the Secretary of the cooperation of do, Charles Schnee -indicates that
„ *. . Alfred Hitchcock gets away Coast, they are forced to pay an
scriptwriters
and
producers
know
the
difficulties
of
casting
a
picture
with Ms next Paramount produc¬ initiation fee and join the Screen
exhibition and distribution in
every
angle
to
milk
which,
legiti¬
are so “insurmountable” that he’s
tion, “No Bail for. the" Judge,”
assisting the military bookers.
mately calls for a showing of the. April 15 . . Sara Shane snagged Directors Guild. As a consequence,
A reply from the Secretary is ex¬ returning to writing.
Schnee, who during his year at somewhat hippy, over • bloomful femme lead opposite Gordon Scott they want . Coast directors to' be¬
pected shortly.
Col - completed screen-plays and charms of Mexico’s leading ladies, in Sol Lesser production, “Tar- come members of the N.Y. guild or
zan’s Greatest Adventure” ; . . for members of each guild to work
was ready to go before the cameras young and not so young.
It works like a charm fevery Kick Jason set “Beggarman TMef” freely in. each other’s territory.
with three properties, including
as his Aric Productions’ first pic, The SDIG claims that it has
time.
When
Mexican
movie
fans
"The Image Makers,’’.“Let No Man
Write My Epitaph” and “The Tiger become bored with the endless with himself in star role . . . many months to establish a reci¬
Among Us,” attributed casting repetition of second-rate, charro William Reynolds, film editor-pro¬ procity agreement Nvith the.-SDG
problems to severing pact which (cowboy) movies featuring lots of ducer, bought John Haase’s paper- but the latter organization, has
Albany, Feb. 3.
shown no disposition to Come to
called for film company to finance loud caterwauling posing as sing¬ backer, '“The Young Who Sin.”
Albert Zugsmith set Charles such terms.
ing boxoffice admissions drop to'
Another round in the fight to re-, him 100%.
The strike against ‘.*Night” is
A fop writer at Metro—where in almost zero, the inevitable shot in Haas to direct his next Metro pro¬
duce the State’s take via “censor1952 he won a best screenplay Os-1 the arm is a “for adults only” film. duction, “Girl’s Town,” for which the N.Y. guild’s second step in its
ing’1 fees charged by the Motion car for “The Bad and the Beauti¬ This meaning some public peeks Mamie Van Dcren Is pencilled to drive for reciprocity. On -Jan. 20,
Picture Division of State Educa¬ ful”*—prior to turning producer
star
...
Associated
Producers
Inc.,
it made Paul Stewart, • directing tion Dept will be fought in the there and later at Col last year, at female flesh performing a spe¬ has added pair of properties to its the ‘Deadline” telepix series* for
Legislature and will perhaps be Schnee reports that he prefers cies of celluloid strip tease in* one upcoming 20th-Fox releasing sked:
way
or
another.
Pyramid
Productions, a N.Y, outfit,
“Miracle of the Hills,” religious
finally decided by Governor Nelson writing to “the difficulties of pro¬
The. fans cue up before the western by Charles Hoffman, and pay a $1,000 initiation fee to join
A. Rockefeller.
ducing today.
theatre for the privilege of get¬ “Dog of Flanders,” by late British the SDIG.
His predecessor, Averell Harri“Anything I do in the future has ting a nude’s eye view of their novelist Ouida . . . Constance
An SDIG spokesman stated that
man, twice vetoed bills which got to include writing,” he states. favorite stars (and that’s why Tower inked to one-a-year pact for his group is still open to an ar¬
would have increased the charge “The work that goes with being a Brigitte Bardot films break box- seven years by Mahin-Rackin Pro¬ rangement with the Coast guild
on first negative $3 to $4 per 1,000 producer today could be much bet¬ office records here consistently). ductions and The 'Mirisch Co.; as whereby directors can work* on
feetf but would have decreased the ter used in creative writing insofar Odd note is that audience is made result of her performance in their either Coast without having to be¬
rate' for prints from $2 for 1,000 as I’m concerned.”
.
up of just as many female movie “The Horse Soldiers” . . . Kevin. long to two unions.
feet' to $4 for "each additional en¬
fans as goggling males. The ladies Corcoran, moppethesp, takes over
Picketing aetijtm* of the eastern
tire copy.”
MIDDOUGH'S NEW STATUS
may be*, "shocked” but they keep title foie in Walt Disney?* “Toby guild is ;nbt exported to, interfere
directed by Charles Bar¬ with the production of “Night”
In his last message of disap¬
.
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
on coming back again and again. Tyler,**
ton.
proval — April, 1957 — Uarrimah
Miles" Middough succeeds Jack'
With this constant Interest .in.
since all. the employees are mem¬
pointed out that the bill would cost W~ Reynolds as' head of the Roach' the female form divine Mexico’s
Shpetner Productions’ “Tha Leg- bers of muons affiliated with the
the State $300,000 in annual rev- Stiicfids Commercial Film Division.* financially weak. prqducqrs:gqt .out ^ end.of TomDooley” produced by International "Alliance- of:*Theatriend£; that the lawmakers* in' adopt:' “ HeTIormeriy was with Warwick] of 4fte red by- turning ;out undresS-4 Stan Shpetner - from his own. cat Stage - Employees and are not
yfed to provide'siibjoining R03& hm epics, with the?e paying the freight'1 screenplay, ; will be . financed and expected, to fespeetthe picketing
bn their more ambitious efforts.
distributed by Columbia Pictures, of tfie indie union.' ' * ;
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PRODUCER GOES WRITER
AND THAT’S A NOVELTY
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IN N.Y. CENSOR FEES
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Every January, The Players to their NewYork cb&lmcse at dramercy Park* celebrate “Founders Night” They salute the great Amcrican actor, Edwin Booth, who'gave the clubhouse in 1888, and lived
theft h&’last years, The type of star, of which'Booth was the great
exejnpfttr. is now targety an exttoct phenomenon. £Te belonged to the
century of Lincoln, the great American Symbol* shot down by his
brother, John Wilkes Booth, also an actor, as both brothers were sons
of an actor. Yet the fame of Edwin Booth does not dim.
VJaa&rr Efts from the archives of The Players the remarks, made to
the- fullness of his own years and experience, by the longtime playtcrfcftt, George Middleton, farmer president of the Dramatists Guild
endfrr IS yeam with the office of AUen Property. Department of

nings as to actor at I5; l?artisform"THE BIG FISHERMAN" ’
(Rowland V. Lee ProdJ
ing at 18 far CaEforma tod the
(For Btaena Viatel*
ALLIED ARTISTS
mad gold* rash days where every
Prod.—Rowland V. Leo
Dir.—Frank Boxzage *
Starts, ThtoYear.- 2
playhouse and gamming, den was
Howard Keel* ' Susan cKohner» John
t° the ever accessible bar.
Saxon*. Herbert Lomy 'Beulah Bondi;
This Data* last Year. **.■« 3
Alexander Scjmrby,, Rhodes* Reason,
Then his fir§t trials in the parts he
Henry Brandon, Brian Hutton. Martha
was to make famous. And, leaping
Hyer,
Ray Stricklyn, Donald Curtis.
BIG CIRCUS'"
Marian Seldes, Mark Dana. Charlotte
the years, the slow maturing of "THE
(Saratoga Prods.)
Fletcher. Marianne Stewart* Jay
his art tod the rise of anew star (Shooting at Metro)
Barney
Prod.—Irwla Allen.
(Started Oct. 1>
m
tm (beams of
Din—Joseph. Newman
“
Victor Mature, Red Buttons^ Rhonda* ""THE HEADLESS GHOST"
atheatrg-^ooths ^e on^i
Fleming, Kathryns Grant,
Vincent (American International Piets.)
Prod.—Herman
Cohen
greet,
'
Price, Peter Lorre, Gilbert Roland,
Dir.—Peter Graham Scott.
_ ^

Partly culled, from c fuller spoken text, the following should be read ]“"
Hfe Deep Emotion
|
uHthitrorigtnalaudience^themembereofaoeciagrobP-inmind.
iB as three nightly recalls there
must have hovered the most tenI hnTTtnr * - member of The wa? to a correct interpretation of dear, and- ever poignant memory of
m wears after Edwin the- author's mesm&g. In any ob- Ms young wife,. Mary Devlin, and
Book's. d«Si la 1893. It was thus store1 passage* ol “Hamlet,” any per- thoughts- of their daughter, Edwimy privhege, on those early pl^dag sftttatiou, where the true ns, who-became the pride and conFouflia's Nirhts to hear the course seems dfan and uncertain I solation of his later years. Often
tribute* tod reminiscences of the should feel much more secure car he must have looked at Mary Devmenwbo had inown or acted with to? way i* f-oilowmg the dramatic lin’s delicate portrait which still
Booth: But time has almost run instinct and artistic guidance of an hangs where be had left it. Perout on t£axn aO and only a few Edwin Bof^ than toy board of haps there, one night, grew the
Terrain who" ever saw him I did
doctors, dissecting the resolve—which was to he carried
STidof S in 1888 three P^ed page by the light of the out—that he be buried beside her.
veazs before Ms ’last tonearance ^tu^ lamp.” The vivid reeollee- Then- there was'the tragic 'second
appearance ^ ^
performances in .marriage and much that he must
- „^Tv
.
. ,
♦ , different roles ever remained wiffi. have shrunk from dwelling on.
B^yodimpressdons fade quick- l*Follette. He considered him the After Mary McVfcke^s' death the
T^f Breaiest »ctor he had ever seen— memory of the other Mary conwhite‘s doublet he wore as Iagq, ^ did! many of his generation.
tanuaily filled, his -thoughts. -Perantrms grwron&jromnpn^t smrer
**nrs^-1 —an old mam in tonearance
“5*
131 this \tolQd very litths has though'not yet 6ft—he stopped at
owL*3Stoyfpi$ of aftjr. actor’s technic a bouse in-,Dorchester and asked
h^ttHatfon. The drawings the tenant whether he iftight look:
311 eariier century or the pfaof- -about, as he onee bad lived there.
■ dte tographs only portray moments of; He went upstairs into the bedroom:
gone from Ms house.
arrested attitudes; they do not re- —and closed the door. When; he
»' is testimony of his dramatic yeal the actors intonation, the left he explained that his wife,
power that he had so deeply etched pantomime* the sigh,- the twinkle whom he had deeply loved, bad
himself upon the memory of a lad, which made the dialogue live, the died in -feat room,
wtofira? began a lifetime of thee- ianreMng toekttet belied
The caprieioos ttfchs, of memo?
afinfw toother reeoHecUoo.
of Booth yeas later. Indirect, hut
personal R is the ompie ^ory of
University student whb, in 187SL won an Inter-

werevbortt afresh at each new per- -glgS JfgJif.
formtoce, Aspired by each new
audience. What would we not give
to have a v&eel record of how

address, on. h^o. it was publisfiea siaa, hfe by-play that gripped more

f
■
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This Date, Last Year ..3
"THE LAST ANGRY MAN" •

(Hecbt-Hill-Lancaster fcJr UA>
(Shootine. In Australia)
Prod .-Dir,—Leslie Norman. - .
Ernest -Borgnine; Anne Baxter, John
Mills, Angela Lansbury. Vincent Balt
(Started Dec. 29)
(Hecht-HaB-Laimastei? for VAX
(Shooting in Durango. MexJ
Prod.-=James HU1
Dir.—John Huston
Burt Lancaster, Audrey Hepburn, Audio
Murphy, John Saxon, Lillian Gish,
Charles Bickfbfd,' Jos^hfr Wiseman,
Albert Salmi, June Walker, Carle*
Rivas. Kipp Hamilton; Doug McClure
(Started Jan; 12) . . „ *
.

METRO

Starts, this Year... T
This.pate. Last Year...*.. 4

.SfJgg

"THE BIG OPERATOR"
(AJ Zugsmlth Pro<L-Frytnan EntJ •
Prods.—AI Zmcanfith. Red DoS
. Dir.—Charles Hate
.
•
Mickey Rooney, Steve Cochran, Mamie
Van Dbren* Bay Dauten, Dick Haymea.
Met Tonne. Jim- Backus, Joey Forman,
2avn Rodathn. Ray Anthony, Larry
LWbkln, CharBa Tkapltfi Jr.(Started Jan, 2J>

in iMnUnn- thiw

paramount
. Starts, This Year.... . .;.. 2
This DafSt fmt Year.f

the ' Harvard Rost Cb^ltoTOtis Skinner, wxung

^OlNI-ErEIS JACKS" ‘
G^iteebteer Protfs.)
E^^^^Prods.—George

:
UtaFSi&etS:
Me IJW* teat
:
liSjjc
2 'Bmilfcflf. .cf^^6er, Mrs, Edwiua presStof of The Blairs;
hss WJuffiro iny VfcWS afiu in sit
tfviifiSt i wax
:
least ofie^ariSculto for the futhre
bo* ft
. Vdmn Booth could SeMonr for-';
I gftwff utoy fhe character as you
.ui^, ~A*m**earv tto
g€ft the tragedy* of his brothers ,
harewi^teitteed. Theie must ever Bare,'
What Barrett said was caretoDy
8«*te*i»sente-

ss^Tjrtss^'SESS^Jsssz SLSS'lbonePCfehsS
retted, -If yoa ^Stt^d me*

"SUMMER, OF THE I7TH DOLL"

(Fred Kohl mar Pi*od.>
PtekL—Fred; KohliparA *
"THE NAKED* GOODfeSS" ^
’
Dir.—Daniel Kan*
.
Paul Mimi, David Wayne. Betsy Palmer; (Shooting at Carthay Studios)
Asset. Prod.—Rickey Newberry
Joanna Moore, Joby Baker, Nancy
Prod.—Rex
Carlton
Pollock, BIBy Den WaMiama, Clandla
Dir.—William Hole Jjr.
McNelL David Winters, Jame* G’Rear,
Linda. Christiai^ kobert AMs, An*
Luther Adler, Dan Tobin. Robert
Paige. Ariadna Welter, Jeanne Car¬
:
asmoni Godfrey M. Cambridgie, Paul
men, NeU Hamilton
■
Langtott, ChaneS Herbert
(Started Jan. 19)
(Started Nov. 10)
"ON THE BEACH"
"MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT*'
(Kramer Prods, for TJ43
CShootktjg in New YoriD
(Shooting in Australia)
Prod,—George Justin
Fred.-Dlt.—Stanley Kramer
.
Jar.—Delbert Mann
Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner, Fred
Kim Novak. Fredric March, Glenda
Astaire; Anthony Perkins, Donna
Farrell, Lee Grant, Albert Dekker.
Anderson
Lee PhflUjM, f^Be ACta& Betty _ started
Jan. 15)
.
Walker, Martin: Balaton. Edith Meteer, "OPERATION
PETTICOAT"
Jan Norriss
(Granart Prod.)
(Started Jan, 5V
(Shooting in Key West, Fla.)
FTod.—Robert Arthur
Dir.—Blake Edwards
. Cary Grant, Tony Curtis, Arthur O'Con¬
nell, Gene Evans, Dick Sargent
;• (Started Jan. 19)

»

TSt

^ ^^ering

Richard Lyon, Lillane Sottane. Davra
Rose, Clive ReViS, Jack AUen. John
Stacy, Carl Bernard, Alexander Archdale, Mary Barclay, Patrick Connor
(Started Dec. 1W
y‘

""THE UNFORGIVEN"

COLUMBIA
Starts, This Year_.....

’ Booth, save two*]
booksimpi wblXe playing irr Mactt- reeoFdi^ of Ma voice. ’
,
(SbI
^

Adele Mara, David- Nelson'
(Started Jan. B)
"BEATSVILLB"
Prod.—Earle Lyon
Dir.—-Gene Fowler Jr.
. .
George Palmer, Kathleen Crowley. John.
Lupton, Vlkki Dougan, Collette Lyons,
“Smoky"’ Whitfield, Edward Platt,
Barbara Drew
(Started: Jan. 19)

Glass,

Walter-

iTod.-—Prsdc' P. Rteenbeix

mae*.

roar

Jurado, Ptea JStHicer. Ben Jolmsec.
Slipi . Piekeii*^, TSinettay .Carey, Ray
TeaL Sadi'CMaft -Larry .-Doras, Uy*
Ltf, John Dlerkte, Mickey Piunu WHlKm Forrest, Clem Harvey, Henry
. WiH» •
(Started Dee. 2)'
i
"THE JAYHAWKERS"
(F^nsnia-Frank)
Prod*.—1Noniflan Panatiur, Mrfvin Frank
- Dir.—a>Mahri». Frank.
Jeff Chandler, F%s* Parker, Nicole
Mata-ey, Henry Silva, Herbert Rudley, JtanoKy Carter, Shari Lee Berumth;
Don Me^onan. Leo Gordon
(Started Dec, 10)
n»UT HOT FOR 11(1"
Perlb«rsVGe»*e Seaton
:S- Prod*.—WiHdaan
Dir.—Walter Larue

nax« vndtt^iat^i will poTtt
S?£liDS ^ett 5® W£ $ayi“g
In bo? library. And if yon will
with Booth and
T6a*2ray
on£
send, me as extra: copy marked- nrwWalter hbuo- ^one
a carriage tor the park
for Mr. Booth—,4’ The page of the
Abraham LteClark Gable,. Orrell Bafcexv Lffil Pairnel*,
diary is torn. But years latex* spoken the
we hstened to*
by st:TcJay<^5^' had recently
J; Cobb, Barry Coe* Tboniax
whaa my father-in-law fearaed SSSwheen
He saw- no one - Lee
Gtfmez, Helen Jay, Torn Dngtan,
Charle* Lase^ WeneeH Hofinex
tfaafcl w**a menifeer of The Blay- QfiSSrs-2ory eSfea
“at
With fore head he gazed
(Started Jan. 12>
ers* he fold me he had sent Booth
had on ^ sorrowM face. Theft be
-WITH. A GUN".
the copy. I found it in his library Ss’/^r Wdfftiiat
a
from hisbufton bole ■ "HELLER.
PrtKiS>—Carlo Pfflnti, MatteDa Glrosl
upstairs. Oo the upper corner was>r
811,1 placed it at the. martyred
Dir.—George i CoHsor
Sophie
Loren.
Stev* Forrest, Margaret
the
BeGHF* stamp- to* bdew •
^ .. . , _
, PreridenTs feet: 'When he reached
. p*Brfep.
Anthony
Qninn,
EBeen.
was written “with compliments
he fumed and made
Hedcart, Edmund Lowe
(Started- Jajk .19)
R. M. La FoUette, Madisto* Wis”
*** ccgogo1^ How
gesture Whfeh said everything
,--—--.
^ .rich to iaphegtionl How mysteri- (that was hi hfe heart He1 drove
I ,
h Shakespcageto [ ous, too, that through- Edbon’s away. He never knew that a ymmg
28tlt CENTURY-FOX
1 masMon ms because Senator £2****^ keasd BoOth’fe woi^sjnot lad, who had met Booth at fair
La Ed&e&m himself was a keen
^ very bed he had ched fatfierThorne, had recegrrized him.
Staffs; Thi&Yedr.*1
stodeot to* appraiser of an actor's
48-year* before! And WaL And so tlas story wasF told here, This Dat% Latf Ywcrf....*, 2
art He *iw ev#ry outstaoding.actflr htt
fcne on - a - Founder's Night, ,25 years
of his generation, when he Was in \ a** him^ that Booth lad made .ago.1 -I do <sotr know whether1’ St.
WJshington, » a Member of the t3*0#e reeortings in that same tJaodens, who had beeii a memDir.—Henry Hathaway
House. Si BeptesenteMvbs> he and ****"
her, ever heard it
Susan Hayward,; > Stephen Boyd, iten i
Msh. tk- 3^Sette
the. train
Beetotfev f went up alone to
In recalling the anguish of
®ott.
Barters ^Nichole,
Denai*
Hohne*,_• James Pbllbreek, Joaaxs
every 'Bight fw Be&fenore id see leoth’s room on the third floor those d^s, however. Booth’s - ^Hayer,
Theodo?e Bikel'
Boom during his - engagements where he l&*d bis final five years, mind may have tamed to another . (Started Dee. ))
there;- for, a$ your know. Booth He- odtad it
nes^ fas the tree- night, when many months after1 "Say ©ns Poirwi*
j
Ptodl—Frank Taiblln
never toted-. In Washington; after tops of Gtewiercyr I gsrtd out Lincoln’s. ajfeassiBaticHi his dpbts
Dir.—Frank Taridin
Lincoln’s aggagoinotinr. bg ^
window;
for some new had forced him to return to' the
Bin? Crosby, Debbie Reynold*, Robert
Warner, Connie GUchriat, Ray Watbroom; Jem WSkes Booth.
apiemovnt thsBmngs is the back' stage. Booth did fiot know flow he
*ton, Frank MeHOgb, AMn*. Munray,
It WemsSe ofEcft read ~msc&£* igrouttd^ &ee endowed Park ftself would be received. Newspaper noLea TremayneKsNina Sfaiptean,1 StelfeJ
Stevens, Basket St*ohen«» Hank. Mann, i
to Ms family and friends; bolding remains much the same as Booth trees bad threatened reprisals; but
Mlnta Dtzrfee, J(rtfy Harriet, Harpy1
in Ms delicate hand the leather saw it—though now there stands he had to go through with it. Be
_CarteF, HeAry Armstronc.
(Started-Doc.: 15)botod prompt copy —, now pre- in. the Center the pensively beam* ;knew there could be nothing so
served in the La Follette Papers tiful statue of Booth himself as cruel as a crowd. When the curtain- '"Thb TjtoMwmr irtDERSrpfiB
Pro d.-Dir.—Normally Jtdmsdft
—which William Winter had edit- Hamlet —• a masterpiece, by our rose on the. -Danish .court. Booth
Caron,, Henry Fonda, -Cesare
ed for Booth. At Lawrence Bar- Edmond Quinn. He is facing the idid not make an entrance* He was Leslie
DSnoVa,: Myron MeCormlclr, Conrad
retf& suggestion- L* FoUCtte, after CJufafaotwe and, peihapB, looks up "discovered^ seated there dressed
Nagte> Jtereel Dalle, JtfuW KrWUuka.
wwi*ft
Hank Htnryw Niaa.
yews of study, r bad prepared, his tw eateh a glimpse of the window ;in Hamlet’k somber costutne; At
Sbipman, Fred Cady
leeSnre on “Hamlet,” which he often ithe livim? Booth looked out from first the audience was slow to Tec(Started Jan, 5)
gals at universities and on chau- so often, in those sleepless nights iognize.. him. But soon the &p- ]
tauwia circuits. In it he empha- wkich he called his “vulture plause started, and grew tod grew
INDEPENDENT
si2*d that Shakespeare construct- homs^*
__ riintitthe whole audience sprang to
ed Ms playa-for the stage* not for , T tried te wonder what his it? feet in one of the wildest ova-' Stmhr Ttt* Year........ .10
the library. He considered hfe char- ■ thoughts could have been. Nostal- tioffe 'ever recorded for m Ector! Tkk OMe, tost rear...,; X7
aemto “from the actor’s side of lgfe- is the natural affiction of age. Booth’s eyes were damp with
the footlights and I submit,* kV; hot oHen its consolation. Surely tetos. He hesifcited^ Then he slowsaiff “with a& respect ts tSa aeu»
Eofn- in 1833, must have Iy rose mid bowed' Very deto¥
mCtt of the; professor and erSQa dSselt'on-Tfe rugged, boy hood days, and sank back into, hfe cb&*. He ^CBhboUttE,^* Sjwi
Of Bterature, that, the diving spark la., the* little- MaryUmd village kaew nothihg Itt the World could
YutRTynnN^ GJny LplMbrielda,
of the actor’s genius-, wili efito** when? ke^wto born; callow days he so crtol ja a Crowd—nor SO
• Sander*.; Mariter Pktafr
witfe ShafaTqyacr* better HgH theitiut ftttowed trith hfe highly cr-fkind. '
:
(Started Sept ?i5>-.
..
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Tor Whom The Bell Tolls Biggest
Move-Around Since Normandy Beach

Its Danny Against the Field
(All Others Have A Horse In ’Em)
With the exception of Danny Thomas, the whole new Nielsen
Top 10 (first January report) is monopolized by, natch, westerns
(or variations on a horse). There is, however, one “daytime in¬
trusion,” this being NBC-TV’s Rose Bowl special on New Year’s,
which copped a whopping 33.7. Here's Nielsen’s AA (average audi¬
ence) Top 10:
Gunsmoke (CBS) .
41.2
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS) .....38.0
Rifleman (ABC) ..:.... 35.0
Wagon Train (NBC) . ... 34.2
Danny Thomas (CBS) ...
.32.8
Real McCoys (ABC) . ...31.9
Wells Fargo (NBC) .. ... 31.7
Maverick (ABC) .
31.6
Wyatt Earp (ABC) .
31.4
Zane Grey (CBS) .
29.4

♦

Yellow cab stock will undoubt¬
edly zoom to new heights when
cast and crew start taxi-hopping
When Danny Seymour, the tv
between CBS-TV studios during
St. Paul, Feb. 3.
factotum of J. Walter Thompson,
the heavy rehearsal schedule and
Lee
Kuluvar,
Minnesota
maneuvered the major coup of the
taping session, of “For Whom the
conservation department fire¬
season in wooing over Perry Como
Bell Tolls,” the Ernest Hemingway
arms
safety
coordinator,
for a full hour “Kraft Music Hall”
saga of the Spanish Civil War
charges that a 700% increase
showcase Wednesday nights 9 to 10
scheduled for airing on “Play¬
in the state’s handgun acci¬
on NBC-TV next season, the vibra¬
house 90” Thursdays, March 12
dents between 1953 and 1958
tions could be felt up and down
and 19.
is due to television western’s
Madison Ave., affecting more than
influence.
. yhe first of tv’s three-hour, twohalf a dozen sponsors, and setting
The rise in such accidents
pact productions, with Fred Coe as
ip motion NBC-RCA chain-reaction
coincides with video’s wholeproducer
and John Frankenheimer
of events that may be felt for
scale plunge into the horse
as director, calls for five weeks of
months to come.
operas, according to his re¬
rehearsal
and eight to 10 days of
Como* in one of the unique deals
port.
taping with all concerned working
in tv annals which, from all ac¬
Last year’s victims include
out
of
Studio
61 at First Avenue
counts, will make him the “dairy
ll “quick draw5’ practicers,
and.75th St. and Studio 58 at 9th
man of the century” with a consid¬
the report reveals. And 10
Avenue
and
54th
Street. Produc¬
erable stock interest in National
of 1,947 1958 firearms acci¬
tion schedule, in many respects,Dairies (it’s all set but the actual
dents
were
mainly
due
to
tar¬
will
resemble
the
logistics em¬
signaturing) will' take over the two
get and home shooting.
ployed during the storming of the
half-hours currently occupied by
Radio tape recordings of Fidel 4Normandy
beaches.
Milton Berle (for.'Kraft) and “Bat
Castro’s voice have proved to be *
Virtually all “Playhouse 90” pro¬
Masterson” (for Sealtest)—both
TV Cap & Gowners * National
a form of currency in southern
ductions, in the past, originated
Dairies subsids.
parts of the western hemisphere
Chicago, Feb. 3.
from the Coast, but in this instance
As far as Como’s concerned, it
as well as a means by which
Payoff of educational tv
Coe and Frankenheimer moved
suits him fine. Being essentially a
WNEW, the N.Y. radio indie, has
here is reflected in the fact
baggage to the east taking along
family man, he can now stay home
gained fast-spreading recognition
that seven cap-and-gowners in
with
them Walter Scott Herndon,
weekends, free of the strenuous
of its new 12-man internal news de¬
the current Chi Junior College
their Coast set designer. One of
weekend rehearsal and Saturday
partment.
graduating class got virtually
the chief reasons for originating
night performance chores. It also
all their credits- and tutelage
the drama from Gotham was Jason
Martin Weldon, who formed the
puts him smack in the middle of
electronically. Seventeen oth¬
Robards Jr., currently appearing
staff during the Dec.-early Jan.
NBC’s
hottest night of the week,
ers
had
taken
from
one
to
as
on Broadway in “The Disen¬
newspaper strike in N.Y. hired a
with its “Wagon Train,” “Price Is
many as 16 courses on WTTW’s
chanted.”
nicely fashioned, veteran femme
Right” round-robin of attractions
(Chi’s ed station) tv credit,
correspondent, Ruth Lloyd, to
Frankenheimer said this week
NBC-TV
is
doing
some
Sunday
(and
frees
him
from
the
now
for¬
program.
round out the department. By Jan.
midable competition of CBS’ night program overhauling in a bid] that Robards, in his opinion, was
The tv college program be¬
3 he had her in Cuba to follow
the
only actor who could play the
to
bolster
its
ratings.
Steve
Allen,
j
“Perry
Mason”
show).
gan on the station in the fall
Castro’s Cuban takeover. Not only
part of Robert Jordon in “For
of 1956. At close of the first
But conversely, NBC needs Como longtime 8 to 9 tenant, moves up Whom the Bell Tolls.” The young
did the first tape she made with
to
7:30,
the
change
going
into
effect1
term, tv teachers said the tele¬
Wednesday like it needs a hole in
the symbol of the July 26 move¬
director said that Hemingway char¬
students were earning higher
the head, or like CBS needs a re¬ the second week in March. At that acters are usually difficult to cast
ment get her through Cuban road¬
grades on their exams than
placement show for “Gunsmoke” time RCA is also moving into the r and that the movies as a rule
blocks on many occasions but it
their campus classmates.
or “Have Gun.” Where it needs sponsorship picture, underwriting choose Gary Cooper. “I don’t think
got her past Customs in Miami and
Como is precisely where he’s al¬ alternate weeks of the show. Shift Cooper is a Hemingway leading
subsequent tapes have been ex¬
ways been—8 to 9 Saturday night, to 7:30 gives Allen a half-hour man,” Frankenheimer said. “I
changed^. .as real currency might
as the network’s Gibraltar of week¬ march on CBS’ Ed Sullivan and think he bas as much passion as a
have been, by WNEW for tapes on
end
programming, as RCA's bright permits him to go to the 7:30 post block of granite. And Rock Hudson
other topics from other news
and shiny tint showcase and as the with ABQ’s “Maverick.”
sources. BBC “exchanged a MountGoing into the Sunday night 8:32 is perfectly ridiculous. Robards,
lure
for something like $12,000,000
batten • for one of Miss Lloyd’s
on the other hand, is so’whoppingly
jn time-and-program billings from to 9 period will be the “Arthur alive, a damned fine actor, and I
Castro’s”, said department head
no less than six participating spon¬ Murray Show,” which moves over had to have him in this role.”
Weldon, as though he were describ¬
sors. (And it’s the kind of business from its present Monday night 10
ing negotiations among moppets
Maria Schell, due in N.Y. this
where the advertisers don't even o’clock berth on behalf of P. Lorilfor baseball player cards. Radio
lard and Pharmaceuticals. And week to begin rehearsals in the
earn a discount.)
■ '
Press, a new radio service Jo sta-:
part of Maria, was picked by
getting
the
Monday
at
10
slot
will
But with Como romanced away
tions, “offered one Flynn tape for
Frankenheimer
firstly
because
from a good going thing, it knocks be the Ralph Edwards show “It she’s a brilliant actress and, sec¬
one Lloyd tape.”
General Foods, backbone of the props from under NBC’s Satur¬ Could Be You,” dropped from the ondly, because she’s European.
Perhaps in furtherance of a
Thursday night program lineup.
much-disputed journalistic state¬ ABC-TV’s relatively new daytime day prosperity. RCA alone among
What happens next fall will, of Frankenheimer opined that no
ment, that “girl reporters can often programming, is slated today Como’s multiple sponsors can be course, depend on how Allen and American womarf could play
figured
as
“safe”
to
remain
“in
the
get places and get stories where (Wed.) at its headquarters in White
Murray,
fare in the revised lineup Maria. “I’d have to put an Amer¬
house.” Bereft of Como, such cli¬
ican actress through a 10-month
men can’t,” Miss Lloyd, armed with I
during the balance of the season.
psychoanalysis to play this part and
a six-pound tape recorder, became j Plains, N. Y.; to review whether to ents as Kimberly Clark, Noxzema,
then she’d most likely louse up
a close companion of Castro quit or stick with “Operation Day¬ Sunbeam, Polaroid and Dairy Insti¬
the role,” the director said.from the day she shouldered her break.” Sponsor, which owns about tute of America are now shopping.
Sunbeam has already shifted alle(Continued on page 54)
Hemingway’s Okay
20 of the 65 spots sold on the ABC giance to CBS for “What’s . My
lineup, has called in Young & Rubi- Line” and Kimberly Clark has
Hemingway, now in the states, is
bought
CBS-TV’s
“Peck’s
Bad
Girl”
said
to
have approved the casting
cam for thl big decision.
next season. Knocked out of
of “For Whom the Bell Tolls” and
It was Y&R which originally for
the Como box, the others may go
A. E. Hotchner’s. adaptation of the
gave -impetus to the entire ABC the Sunbeam and Kimberly Clark
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
novel also got an immediate nod
daytime plan, which kicked off way and identify themselves else¬
British advertisers and agencies from the author. Hemingway re¬
will band together in an attempt portedly was far mOre pleased with
Oct. 13. As a matter of fact, it is where.
It’s for this reason, among others, to force the commercial networks Hotchner’s tv adaptation than the
widely held responsible for initiatthat NBC prexy Bob Kintner tried there to revise their rates down¬ film version under the Paramount
I ing the “Operation Daybreak” idea. to
stave off the Como shift to Kraft. ward, it wras predicted here last
(Continued on pa«e 55)
„ Edsel has bought the entire 60
Meantime*.other sponsors In the In fact, the opposition was such week. Peter Lome, chairman of
minutes of an ABC-TV circus spe¬
cial scheduled for Monday, March ABC-TV “Daybreak” lineup are that it finally was taken to the 53d- McCann - Erickson International’s
9, in the 7:30-8:30 slot. ABC has mulling their continued sponsor¬ floor high command at RCA—for European marketing committee,
lined up “highlights” from the ship—principally, it is reported, the parent company’s stake in said the Independent Television
Como (RCA Victor disks, weekend Authority racked up a “fabulous
Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey
circus, to be telecast from the General Mills and Bristol-Myers, tint personality, etc.) is measured profit” and that “this won’t be
latter another big bankrolled BM in terms of big business.
allowed to continue, obviously.”
large arena in Charlotte, N. C.
Lome was here to participate in
But Como’s—and Kraft’s—deciTime and talent cost to the car is expected to move out, but it is
an Academy of Television Arts &
(Continued on page 52)
manufacturer for the one-shot will not anticipated that formal notice
Sciences
global tv forum. He said
one
way
or
the
other
will
be
forth¬
be in the vicinity of $270,000, with
that McCann’s current television
NBC-TV is in the final stages of
slightly over $100,000 of the sum coming before sponsors actually
billings
in
England run about $4,- shaping up its fall Tuesday 8 to 9
have
to.
'
That’s
at
option
time,
going for program rights.
250,000 and comprise 50% of the period with Liggett & Myers pres¬
The network has had the pack¬ toward the end of February. BM
agency’s total billings there. He ently negotiating to keep the pe¬
age on the market for several has at least 12 spots in “Daybreak.”
said McCann allocated 20% of its riods.
While there is still a question as
weeks, and one' of the agencies
billings to television right at the
L & M currently has an affair
which showed early interest was to what decision GF &' BM will do
“Chet Huntley Reporting” pro¬
Leo Burnett, for its part of the about renewing “Operation Day¬ gram on Sunday (8) over NBC-TV start of commercial tv, this repre¬ going with the Jack Webb Mark
Procter & Gamble account. But break,” a spokesman for General will be preempted for a special senting one account,^ Standard Oil, VII Ltd. shop. The ciggie company
Burnett withdrew and Kenyon & Mills stated the food firm had no feature designed to clarify Hunt- ! which wanted to be in television will chalk off Eddie Fisher and his
Eckhardt bought the whole deal intention of cancelling their par¬ ley’s editorial remarks anent the there at the start. Since then, tv martial difficulties in favor of the
for Edsel.
ticipations in the ABC daytime National Assn, for Advancement of I billings have been doubling them¬ Webb produced “Pete Kelly’s
plan. 'Business is handled out of Colored People made on the NBC selves every year, and overall bill¬ Blues” in the 8 to 8:30 time period.
ings have gone up at the same time.
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample shop.
News special, “Second Agony of j Lome said he expected the ratio The Chesterfield brand will pick
Competition has made much of Atlanta” last Sunday (1). Rebuttal I of tv-to-total billings to continue up the cheek on this skejn.
the fact that ABC has failed so far Show will be seen at 6:30 p.m.
J to rise.
The 8:30 to 9 period is still up
Baltimore, Feb. 3.
in the air with Hie decision nar¬
Thomas S. Carr and Brent O, to get 25% of sets-in-use for
Huntley at conclusion of last
Gunts have been named managers “Daybreak,” which v it reportedly ; Sunday’s program dealing with the
rowed down to either George
<Yancy’ Get* Renewal Gobel (who alternated with Fisher
of WBAL Radio and WBAL-TV, promised General «FoodS and school crisis in Atlanta suggested
respectively. They begin officially others. Last Trendex week was that NAACP present leaders step
S, C. Johnson renewed the this year) in half-hour format or
on Feb. 16 at the Hearst-owned over 18% sets-in-use for ABC, and down in order to ease tensions over “Yaney Derringer” series on CBS- the recently purchased NBC “Black
outlets and report to. D. L.-Pro¬ if network can hike the audience school segregation issues.
TV Thursday evenings.
Cat,” series. Network last week
Series is headed up by Jock Ma¬ concluded a deal with Webb for
vost, general manager of Hearst’s tally in the next two-andLa-half
Huntley win read the editorial.
radio-tv division.
[ weeks, when option renewals are This will be followed by comment < honey and written by Richard and “Cat,” which has a mysteriosoLeslie H. Peard Jr., who has not [due, it figures it has a chance of from NAACP officials as well as Mary Sale. Renewal order was adventure format. On the 8:30 pro¬
announced his plans, was boss of 1 holding on to most of the present¬ statements from Southern moder¬ placed through Needham Louis & gram, L & M and RCA will bank¬
both stations here.
roll whichever program Is selected.
ly unsure bankrollers.
ates and segregationists.
Brorby.
'

By GEORGE ROSEN

Here We Go Again

Ruth Lloyds Taped Castros Gives
WNEWa Shot in the News Ann

NBC-TVs Sunday
Switches; Steve
Moves Bp to 7:30

ABC-TVAwaits
GF Decision On
Daytime Shows

Sees British Advertisers
In Demand for Lower
Rates on Commercial TV

Ed$els 270G For
Circus on ABC-TV

‘Pete Kelly Blues’
L&M’s Fall Entry

HUNTLEY EDITORIAL
INVITES A FORUM

WBAL (AM & TV) Split
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META KHASNCH
AM-FM-TV Stereo Sound Studied
Argeatiie TV, Radio Still Under
3NEW PROGRAMS
State Control, Iikefy to Stay Hare
META is ushering In three new]
programs this week over its WPIX
facilities. A Monday'series from 3:
to 4 poa. on “Personal Finance”'
will be presented by Jerome B.
Cohen, professor of economics at
the School of Business of CCNY.
This course, dealing with insur¬
ance, home-buying, stock market,
etc., replaces “Latin America:
Challenge to USA.”
Today (Wed.) Henry M. Magid,
associate professor of philosophy
at CCNY, hows in with a series on
“Social Philosophers of the West-.
em World.” Course will be tele¬
cast from 3 to 4 p.m.
“META Presents,” a calendar of
Gotham’s cultural events, will be
presented on Fridays from 2:30 to
3 p.m. Moderator will be John Mac-,
kenzie Cory, chief of the circula¬
tion department of N. Y. Public
Library. His guest on Friday (6)
will be Robert Beverly Hale, cur¬
ator of American Paintings and
! Sculpture at the Metropolitan Mu¬
seum of Art. Program will include
film, interviews and art objects.

Washington, Feb. 3.
An industry committee has been set up to study methods of
broadcasting stereophonic sound by AM, FM and TV stations,
Electronics Industries Assn, announced.
New committee will be comprised of six panels of technical ex¬
perts who wfll sift problems of stereo transmission free of inter¬
ference with regular broadcast services.
Topics to be scrutinized include application of proposed stereo
systems to transmitters and receivers,: problems of stereo in rela¬
tion to network broadcasting and’field testing of signals as means
of uncovering interference factors.
Committee is brainchild of Dr, W. R. G. Baker, Director of EIA
Engineering Dept, Vice President of Syracuse U. Research Corp.
and a retired v.p. of General Electric.
Chairman is C. Graydon Lloyd of General Electric. George H.
Brown of RCA is vice chairman. Donald G. Fink, of Philco Corp.
heads Coordination Committee" which will handle panel assign¬
ments. Dr. Baker chairs Administrative Committee, charged with
policy: direction.

Buenos-Aires, Feb. 3. 4—-:-:Radio and tv are still firmly
under State ownership and control
here, and prospects of any change
CBS-TV’s “Rawhide” Friday
are dim. The opposition politicians night oater continues to 'attract
are constantly in clamor over fail¬ both national and regional adver¬
ure to break up the radio and tv
'
monopoly setup under Peron, but tisers.
Latest to ink for the western
Congress failed to find time to de¬
skein
is
Boyer
Labs
Hair
Arranger
bate radio and tv legislation, or the
dispersal proposed by the Provi¬ which inked a regional deal for
sional Aramburu Government, be¬ one-third of the program alternate
fore handing over to President weeks.
While Gulf sponsors the series
Frondizi The official party evi¬
dently is reluctant to go ahead with In the East, Boyer will be its coun¬
dispersal, while there is any pros¬ terpart sponsor in the West.
pect of what it calls “subversion”
—and while it remains definitely
unpopular with the people.
A general strike sparked by mal¬
content unions on the eve of-Presi¬
dent FrondizTs trip to the U.S., led
Scheduled To Start In Early March; Questiqiinaires
to shuttering of LS5 Radio Riva*
davia, one of the few outlets now
Are Mailed Out
in private ownership (established
under Aramburu). The opposition
rightly describe this as the first at¬
Washington, Feb. 3.
tempt to muzzle freedom of expres¬
The iongtalked-ahout; often-post¬
sion. Nevertheless, the muzzling
Bauer
and
Black
Division
of.
poned'
Senate
Commerce Commit¬
does not extend to newspapers and
“Queen for a Day” and “Truth
Kendall Co. bought 52-week day¬ tee (Communications Subcommit¬
magazines, which are numerous or Consequences” are changing
time sponsorship of an alternate-: tee) hearings on television ratings
and vociferously criticize the time periods on the NBC-TV day¬
Friday quarter-hour segment of apparently will start in early
government, with complete im¬ time lineup on March 3D. “Queen”
“Concentration’’ on NBC-TV.
March. But in a new shift of
punity.
is being moved into “Truth’s” 2This is the fourth advertiser to plans, they’il be held in Washing¬
Rivadavia’s suspension for 30 2:30 p.nu slot, to get it away from
place
new
or
renewal
orders
for
ton instead of New York and Chi¬
days (the. outlet may broadcast ABC-TWs strong Dick Clark
daytime shows during past two cago.
music or programs, but without “Bandstand" competition, and
weeks.
Other
purchasers
were
Edi¬
The change in location, revealed
any commercials), stemmed from “Truth’’ will move into “Queen’s”
son Electric Institute, Gold Seal to Variety by Sen. Mike Monbroadcast of a talk by Opposition current 4 p.m. anchorage.-*
and Corn Products.
roney (D-OklaJ, sparkplug of the
Radical Party leader. Dr. Ricardo
Exchange is being made' with
ratings probe, is to accommodate
Balbin (a Presidential candidate in Procter & Gamble cognizance.
subcommittee members wanting to
the last election), despite a Com¬ Sponsor, which has roughly half
London, Feb. 3.
remain in Washington.
munications Ministry instruction the 2 pjn. slot buttoned up, is go¬
Two Labor MP’s, who have been
to all outlets to refrain from union ing to stay at 2 despite the pro¬
| Effect of Washington setting
er_ political comment, news, com¬ gram exchange. Incidentally, leading a widely publicized attack
would indicate longer hearings are
muniques, etc. while the state of P&G’s option comes up at,the end on commercial television, partic¬
in the offing. ' Here, Senators
siege continues. The authorities of this week for renewals in the ularly in relation to the insertion
would have no apparent-desire to
rlairn this measure is designed to NBC 3 to 4 strip, which contains
hurry up testimony. But when
avoid agitation, safeguard peace a brace of soapers. On'Friday, the of advertising, are to raise the mat¬
Senators conduct hearings out ol
and public order.
Washington, they are often anxious
soapery will decide whether it’s go¬ ter in Parliament after submitting,
their case to the top brass of the
As Rivadavia (unlike what used ing to ride another 13 weeks.
to get finished and return to their
to happen under Peron) was able
other duties in the national Capl¬
In another daytime .move at Independent Television Authority.
to publish statements on the sup¬ NBC, network has decided, finally in a statement after their meeting
pression in all the daily news¬ to cancel “Haggis Baggis,” now in
NBC-TV officially is going to
From the time the hearings were
papers, the public impression gains the 2:30 period, and replace it with Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick and Sir enter video tape production on a originally planned last- summer,
ground that as far as radio and tv (probably in April) with A L. Alex¬ Robert Fraser, chairman and direc¬ fulltime basis, beginning next the intent had been to hold them
are concerned, there is no freedom ander’s “Court of Human Rela¬ tor-general of the ITA, they sug¬ week. NBC Tele Sales, which for in New York where virtually all
of expression, with the conse¬ tions.”
gested that the Authority was be¬ five years has handled the net¬ witnesses to be called live. Chi¬
quences that whenever anything
ing very weak and urged that it work’s closed-circuit video opera-' cago. was a late addition after
untoward happens, all sets are
should be. stiffened, carpeted by tions and the little tape, stuff there Monroney expressed a desire to
tuned to Uruguay’s ‘.‘Radio Colothe Postmaster-General or simply has been the past several months, explore if ratings played a part in
nia” (as in Peron’s time),'in efforts
is moving along with its 10-man cancellation of live network tele¬
replaced. '
to learn what is really going on.
The two MP’s, Christopher May- ! Staff up to the large, former casting from Chicago.
This just points up the stupidity
hew and Donald Chapman, re¬ “Home” show studio on Manhat¬
Th subcommittee, which is
of censorship.
leased their statement after a 80- tan’s West €7th 5>t. where it’s set¬ chairmaned by Sen. John O. PasOnce Congress reassembles after
minute session at the ITA and de¬ ting up a permanent tape produc¬ tore (D-R.I.), has mailed a de-.
WABC-TV,
ABC’s
N.
Y.
flag;,
the President’s return from the
clared that they had parted ixr to¬ tion centre.
tailed questionnaire on ratings to
This step coincides with CBS’ all major advertising agencies as
U.S. this Radio Rivadavia incident cancelled Ben Hecht’s local late- tal -disagreement They charged
will spark an even more fiery de¬ nighter rather suddenly over the the ITA with interpreting the Tele-i formal entry into-tape production. a preface to the hearings.
weekend.
Hie
nightly
strip
did
bate on the future of radio and tv
It was heretofore thought that
not return Monday (2) after about ision Act in a way unduly favorable i NBC wouldn’t break for sometime
in Argentina.
four months oifthe air, where with¬ to the program contractors and;
Generally considered still to be out steady sponsor support or a advertisers, without proper regard \ yet with tape plans on any large
the Grey Eminence running radio large enough audience to satisfy to viewers* interest.
i scale. But the combination iff hav¬
is Dr. Isidro Odena, a close friend the station’s management; it
In an earlier written statement, \ ing a -large, empty studio, which
of President Frendizi’s, whom the stirred up frequent controversy.
the two Laborites protested that: the network must still include as
Opposition parties suspect of wish¬ I- On Thursday, Hecht interviewed breaks in programs were being; part of its operating expenses, and
ing to stifle radio freedom and re¬ Alexander King, former Time Inc. artificially manufactured -and that-: the probability of increased tape
tain control of fell three big net¬ staffer and author of “Mine Enemy commercihls in excess of the time production work from the ad -agen¬
works. Dr. Odena favors having
permitted by the Act were being: cies reportedly brought the NBC
move on more rapidly than antici¬
three commercial webs, with own¬ Grows Older,” and the inter¬ screened.
Washington, Feb. 3.
viewee,
temporarily
assuming
pated.
ership of provincial affiliates under
A U. S. District Court jury here
NBC JTele Sales is headed by has awarded a Seattle woman
each mam outlet. .His opponents Hecht’s mantle of controversy*
David Lown, who may shortly be. $145,000 damages in a libel suit
want the wets broken up as far made several statements, some of CBS Rolling Pilot On
quitting the company for a post as: against commentator Fulton Lewis
as ownership is concerned, arguing which are said to have antagonized :
certain
religious
groups
within
head of an international tape video < Jr. It is the largest libel judgment
*Woman
in
the
Case’
that single ownership can create
operation. Lown has not decided ever made here.
monopolies apd is politically dan-1 the city. Station asserted that
"
Pilot
film
of
new
CBS-TV
series,
;
Hecht was not cancelled because
yet
on his personal course of ac-i
(Continued on page 50)
| he or any of his guests were con-! “Woman in the Case,” will be made
Lewis’ attorney said he would
tkm, but for the time he remains! appeaL
troversial but only because the talk in Hollywood starting Feb. 16.
manager of the closed-circuit and j
Stanza wasn’t pulling any com-;
Series, planned for this year, tape department.' Moving from: Mrs. Pearl Wanamaker, who won
merdal weight, and because Mike ; will be co-produced by CBS-TV 30 Rockefeller Plaza up to 67th St,! the suit, claimed she was libeled
Wallace’s Newsmaker productions,;
with him, will be four “producer-1 in a Jan. 6, 1856, broadcast by
which owns the show, failed to: and Tarafilm Producions, -headed salesmen,” two unit managers and: Lewis, when Lewis was charged
up
by
Maureen
O’Hara
and
her
come up with format changes, in
three clerical-administrative peo¬ with incorrectly -using her name in
speaking of a woman whose broth¬
a management meeting on Wednes-: brother, Charles Fitzsimons.
ple.
Miss
O’Hara
will
emcee
the
se¬
day last, to kindle additional;
The 67th St. locale is being re¬ er ducked behind the Iron Curtain
ries and star to one-third of them.
renouncing U. S. citizenship.
homescreen interest.
named
the
NBC-Teletape
Center.
Tony Randall will play opposite
Another giveaway show was ap¬
Mrs. Wanamaker was formerly
her. First script will be done by
Superintendent
of Public Instruc¬
parently hooted into oblivion;
J. P. Mijler.
tion
in Washington State. Her suit
when CBS-TV last Friday (30) gave:
was
split
between
Lewis, Mutual
Baltimore, Feb. 3.
“For Love or Money,” fashioned;
“Romper Room” is getting so old Broadcasting System and Wash¬
by Walt Framer Productions, its
ington
radio
station
WWDC, theft
NBC-TV is hiding its time on
it may not qualify any logger as
exiting papers. The charge was
Washington, Feb. 3.
the “kindergarten of1 television,” a Mutual outlet However, Lewis
that someone (no gremlin, he) had the Hudson Theatre for at least,
is reported to have an agreement
New faces dominate the Senate per its billing.
tinkered with the decimal machine a while longer. The fromer legit
on Manhattan’s 44th ' SL-, subcommittee which works closest
The live, nationally syndicated relieving the network and affiliated
on the show to rig the size of cash house
stations from loss.
from
which
Jack
Paar’s
la
tonight
with
radio-tele
vision
legislation,
kiddie
klatcir
.celebrates
its
sixth
given to contestants.
The jury found Lewis had not
stanza moved this week, has- only j the Communications Subcommit¬ birthday Thursday (5) with a “litQe
“For Love or Money” was slot¬ one show coming from it at the tee of the Senate Commerce Com¬ spec” on Ike home station, WJZ- acted with malice and awarded ho
ted in the 1© to 10:38 a.m. Monday- moment, that being the daytimer mittee.
punitive damages in handing down
TV' here.
through-Friday period. “Mermng ’Trice Is Right.”
Of the group’s eight members, * “Romper” will be seen on a giant; its verdict Saturday (31).
Playhouse,” a filmed drama series
Hudson is one of the three out¬ five are new to it
screen in a shift from studio to the:
replaced “For Love or Money” a$ side facilities which NBC owns out¬
Sen. John O. Pastore (D-RX) Stanley Theatre, with about 2,800
of Monday (2).
right. But before considering a continues as chairman, and Sen S. moppets expected and the Heart:
Hubbell Robinson Jr., exec veep lease or sale to somebody else, the Ifflce Monroney <D-Okla.) and Fund as beneficiary. Post-“Ro*nThree indies have joined Mutual.
In charge e£ network programs, network says it is awaiting the- J, Strom Thurmond remain ns per” feature wall be a half-hour of
KEVE, Minneapolis, becomes an
said the Framer package was specifics of NBC-TV faR^pcogram- members/
New ones added in¬ oartoons, followed by ^‘teacher” affiliate Friday 09), six days prior,
dropped 'as soon as management ming plans, to see if the theatre cluded
to
vits‘ change from a daytime to a
Sens.
Gale
McGee Miss Nancy (Rodgers) appearing
learned that the.decimal machine cast again be put to use on. a fglf- <l>Wyo. ); R, Vance Hartfce <R- with Kmg.lheshow’s mascot, along fulltime operation., WMAX,Grand
was n0&. *Tjjee. fropi jcontroL” He time basis. Paarishow- on. Monday, Ind. L Clifford Case (R-NJ.l, Nor¬ With games and sing-songs.
Rapids/ Mich., and. WKLZ, Kala¬
said that “at the direction of the in- <2) started from studio 8-H in the- ris Cotton (R-N.H.) and Hughl Admisrion^.by ticket, is through mazoo, Mich, will join effective
a tieup with Read’s Drugstore here. Feb. 14.
main 30 Rockefeller Plaza building. { Scott CR-Pa.).
(Conttoued on page 50)
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NBC-TV Shuffles
Daytime Sked;
‘Baggis’ Booted

Shift Rating Hearing To D.C.

2LaborMFs0n

& Mean Business

Ex-Home’ Studh
hto Tape Center

Ben HecEtShow Axed
Suddenly; lad cf dent,
Anfieuce Interest Blamed
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’59-’60: SITUATION COMEDY YEN
Looks Like Congress Itself Will
Tackle Thorny Spectrum Issue

ABC-TYs 10-Ft Tall Nielsen
ABC-TV racked up some fresh and imposing laurels with the
release this week of the latest Nielsens (first report for ’59). Over¬
all it was the network's most impressive showing to date, high¬
lighted by ABC’s No. 1 position in first place half-hour wins in
a breakdown of the 42 half-hours that span 7:30< to 10:30 p.ra.
seven nights a week. The score: ABC 15; CBS 14; NBC 12.
Also based on average audience ratings, ABC took the lead from
both NBC and CBS four nights of the week within the 7:30-10:30
prime time framework—Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.
And in the Top 10 sweepstakes, ABC and CBS. led with four
apiece; NBC two.

By LES CARPENTER
For better or for worse, spon¬
Washington, Feb. 3.
sors have written off the balance
Congress itself may take the
of the season. Their prime con¬
Thomas H. Ryan has been named troublesome spectrum space bull
cern—eight months in advance of a general exec in the CBS-TV pro¬ by the horns this year.
This do-it-ourself attitude on
October premiere time—is “what gram dept.
Ryan will report to Harry Om- Capitol Hill would mean junking
about ’59-’60?” The clients are not merle, veep in charge of network previous plans for setting up a
only shopping—they’re buying.
programs and to Hubbell Robinson Presidential commission to explore
a new division of the spectrum be¬
Network execs say that not within j Jr., exec veep.
Ryan previously was with the tween commercial and educational
recent memory can they recall such j
(and
possibly pay) television on one
business
affairs
dept,
of
the
Veb.
frantic scrounging about oh the
hand and the military on the other.
part of the advertiser so many •
Nothing is firmly' jelled yet. But
months ahead of time. (Usually at
present indications are that Rep.
this time they start to think about
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) may want his
the summer programming lineup,
Previewing, as a style of tv criti-House Commerce Committee
but they’re hardly giving that a
cism, may supplant after-the-fapt
(which he chairmans) or a subcom¬
thought—so concerned are they
criticism” in terms of profits, num¬
mittee of it to tackle the thorny
over next season’s prospects.)
ber readers, and influence,” accord¬
spectrum problems after the com¬
Jack Sobel has resigned as vee'They’re looking at everything
ing to Patrick McGrady who re¬
mittee concludes its pay-tv hear¬
cently finished a seven-month study pee of General Artists Corp. radio that’s available for ’59-60 and,
ings, now slated ,to start in late
and
teevee sales to go into busi¬ surprisingly enough, the situation
of “The Role of the TV Critics”
February. There is aiso a possibili¬
ness for himself. He’s forming comedies are getting a play. (It’s
for the Fund for the Republic.
ty, however, that a joint HouseJack Sobel Associates which will
Senate committee could be created
McGrady, who spoke at the represent tele packagers to agen¬ been several seasons since spon¬
sors
have
had
a
real
yen
for
this
The
once
grim
faces
of
tv
execs
for
the spectrum study. This is
Radio & TV Execs Society luncheon cies and networks.
type format.) This week Kimber¬ at McCann-Erickson who worked considered less likeiy.
(28), thought the previewing meth¬
ly-Clark put in an order at CBS- feverishly on the Liggett & Myers
Sobel
had
been
with
GAC
for
Networks
and the tv industry
od was a great influence on viewer
TV for half of the new “PecFs Bad
preference. He said surveys re¬ about seven years and was given Girl” series starring Patty Mc¬ account are breathing easier these generally are expected to react
v.p.
chevrons
about
two
years
ago.
days
as
a
result
of
the
latest
Trenwith lusty applause to a Congres¬
vealed that program mention or
Cormack. This followed by a week
non-mention by a previewer does No successor has been named at Kellogg’s pacting of the new “Den¬ dexes which put L&M’s shows on sional group undertaking the spec¬
influence ratings by as many as GAC, although Art Price has taken nis the Mena'ce” situation comedy NBC in a more favorable light after trum study rather than have it
a shaky start.
carried out by a White House com¬
nine points. He cited the rapid in¬ over some of Sobel’s duties.
series, with Kellogg going for the
Ciggie company started out the mission.
crease of newspaper subscribers to
full sponsorship at a $5,000,000 tab.
There has always been a strong
’58-’59 tv season with “Brains &
such services. He said the chief
CBS-TV doesn’t'start shooting its Brawn” and Ed Wynn, which be¬ suspicion within the tv industry
practitioners of this service were
pilot until next week on the new Cy fore they got knocked off the air that a commission of the executive
Steven H. Scheuer, Richard Klein¬
Howard “World Of Little Julius” had a combined rating of 19, with branch of government might be
er and Marie Torre and that “even
situation comedy series starring Wynn getting a Trendex of 9 and over - sympathetic with military
staid European journals have be¬
Gregory Ratoff, Sam Levene and
needs (to the point of reducing
gun the practice recently.”
Eddie Hodges, but already sponsor “Brains,” doing a hardly booming present VHF channels available to
“It is not inconceivable that
interest is red hot. Fourth situation 10 rating.
the public). Congress, on the other
after-the-fact reviewing will go the
“Black
Saddle”
which
went
into
comedy series, “Father of the
hand, is composed of politicians
way of the free lunch and the
Bride,” based on the Metro feature the NBC Saturday at 9 slot for¬ sensitive to voters who want more
nickel beer: both dandy ideas, but
merly
occupied.by
“Steve
Canyon”
click, looms on the General Foods
(not less) tv on channels which
In the end commercially passe,” he
’59-’60 roster, with GF footing the has piled up an impressive 28 bring them best reception. While
observed. “Right or wrong, how¬
A second replacement
bill for the pilot. Still a fifth series, rating.
Congress,
of course, has the re¬
ever, the trend is that way.”
•Hollywood, Feb. 3;
“Hennessey,” with Jackie Cooper, show, “The D. A.’s Man” which got
After interviewing 44 of the top
Westerns, to nobody’s surprise, looms as a Lever Bros, entry with a berth -in the “Brains & Brawn” sponsibility of satisfying military
requirements
within the spectrum,
tv critics (only two critics, Jack continue to achieve relatively low the client picking up the ta’b for slot on NBC Saturday at 10:30 has
O’Brian of the N. Y. Journal and sponsor identification among view¬ the pilot. All about a naval doctor. upped the ratings in that t:me legislators could be expected to
require
Defense
Dept, officials to
Nick Kenny of the N. Y. Mirror, ers, even in cases of single spon¬
The eight - months - in - advance period by some 10 Trendex points
refused to see him) in the country, sorship, while the “personality” sales activity isn’t being re¬ scoring an 18 as compared to justify completely its need for
every
channel.
By
nature, the law¬
including trade press, wire serv¬ shows, headed by Dinah Shore, stricted to situation comedy. Lever “Brains' ” 10.
ices, several magazines and a num¬ rate high identification for adver¬ Bros, has put in an order for CBSThe third change had “Steve makers lean toward the wishes of
the
public
generally.
ber of ad agency veeps and broad¬ tisers. That’s the gist of the latest TV’s “Blue Men,” based on the Canyon” going into the Ed Wynn
First hint of the new Congres¬
casters, he came up with what he Trendex sponsor identification sur¬ N.Y. police force. P. Lorillard is spot and the 9 Trendex Wynn was
sional attitude came in a recom¬
Considered the top 10, those with vey.
shelling out coin to reactivate getting was upped to a respec¬ mendation contained in the lengthy
the most impact on tv generally.
table
17
“Canyon”
receives
in
that
Dinah heads the list with a rat¬ “This Is Show Business,” with Dick
recent report of the Harris Legis¬
»
Gould Tops Slate
ing of 87.3%, meaning that of the Clark helming the stanza. (How¬ time period.
Oversight * Subcommittee
Instead of the 37 combined total lative
McGrady was certain of the first viewers surveyed, that percentage ever, this may kick off as a summer
(after its sensational ’58 probes of
three or four on his list “but shaky could identify the singer with entry on ABC-TV.) Marlboro has the replacements and changes in the Federal Communications Com¬
time
periods
has
added
26
rating
about the last ones.” He rated Chevrolet*. Another Chevy person¬ a ’59-’60 entry tucked away—
mission and other regulatory agen¬
Jack Gould (N. Y. Times) upper¬ ality, Pat Boone, scored nearly as Keenan Wynn’s “Troubleshooters” points to the three shows and they cies).
now have a combined total of 63.
most in influence. The others in wqll, with an 80.8. Lawrence Welk out-of the UA-TV shop.
In the report, the Harris group
order were John Crosby (N. Y. scored for Plymouth with 76.0, and
Even in the area of specials,
said:
study of the use of the
(Continued on page 54)
Tennessee Ernie Ford for Ford sponsors have that ’59-’60 gleam.
entire spectrum and a determina¬
with 74.4. Bing Crosby, with only Equitable Life has committed for
tion as to its allocation and use is
one Oldsmobile special under his the one-a-month “Biography” dra¬
urgently needed. This technical
belt, still achieved a 68.7. And Ed ma series on CBS-TV with a $5,job requires the authority of a spe¬
Sullivan pulled down a 55.3% rec¬ 000,000 budget.
RCA will pick up the tab for: cial Congressional task force, since
ognition for Mercury but only 23.3
'Continued on paee 55> '
“The Third Commandment” on ■
for Eastman Kodak,
“NBC Kaleidoscope” Sunday (8)
Westerns are topped by “Gunover NBC-TV.
i
smoke,” with a 45.6% rate of rec¬
Teleplay by Ben Hecht will have ’
ognition, and “Maverick,” with
Arthur Kennedy in principal role,
GUlette Co., which has been 44.7. “Wagon Train,” though one
that
of a disillusioned" newspaper¬
sponsoring the Friday night fights of the highest rated, managed only
Though Mike Wallace has noth¬ man who becomes a Coast gag writ¬
for more than a decade, has re¬ a 16.0. “Have Gun” reached 22.4,
newed the ‘time period with NBC- “Restless Gun” 24.8 and “The ing appearing on ABC, especially er, then fake ^evangelist. Others
now that the network’s N. Y. owned in the cast are* Anne Francis and
TV effective July 1, in a 52-week Texan” 19.2.
“Trackdown” hit
deal signed by the razor company 16.8%.
& operated outlet has cancelled Fay Spain.
Jess Oppenheimer will produce.
and NBC.
CBS-TV daytime biz was plushy
Jack Benny tops the comics with his production, “The - Ben Hecht
Production .costs on .the bouts
this week with several programs
are estimated to be in the neigh¬ a 71.2 for American Tobacco; the Show,” the network hasn’t lost inbragging
SRO or virtually SRO
borhood of $1,300,000 yearly .not “I Love Lucy” reruns manage only , terest in using him next season.
status.
counting time charges. Deal was a 20.0, buff the new “Lucy-Desi” In hopes of keeping him on, ABCGeneral
Foods and Toni bought
concluded through the Maxon specials pull down a fat 53.3% for TV is underwriting a Jape pilot of
quarter-hour Sh^ts on the Jimmy
agency with the network. Instead Westinghouse. Others include 46.4 “Take a Good Look,” with Wallace
Minnesota
Mining
is
close
to
a
Dean
afternoon
series, leaving open
of dealing with the International for Danny Thomas and General as emcee,
0 . decision on its second ABC-TV only me quarter-hour availability
Boxing Commission, which has Foods, • 48.8 for “Father Knows
spectacular,
with
the
most
likely
on
the
five-a-weeker.
Ed Friendly
“Look,” which has panelists candidate at the moment being an
been* ordered to disband, Gillette Best” and Scott Paper, only 18.3
guessing at the identity of once- adaptation to video of Dukas’ recently took over the show reins
will conclude its deal with execs Of for “Dragnet” and ’’Benrus.”
as
producer.
As to the Chevy impact, Camp- famous faces, goes before the “Sorcerer’s Apprentice” music.
Madison Square Garden.
General Foods and Toni also
bell-Ewald radio-tv veep Philip L. cameras" this week.
However program choice is not bought into soapers “Edge of
McHugh attributes it to three fac¬
Irving Mansfield and Wallace’s final. What seems to be definite
tors. Miss Shore’s been repping Newsmaker Productions, which is the use of Art Carney and Bil Night,” “Love of Life” and “I Love
Chevy for seven years; she never produced Hecht on W ABC-TV, are Baird’s puppets. Date pencilled in Lucy.” Sales staffers, at this mo¬
ment, are crowing at SRO status'
plugs another product and refers partnered in latest venture, backed is April 5.
of five daytimers, “Verdict Is
to Chevy in every guest and per¬ by network coin. Wallace’s $100,ABC executives are in the mid¬ Yours,” “As the World Turns,”
Although Colgate is cancelling sonal. appearance;, and she inte¬ 000-a-year contract with ABC ends
west now talking to the prospec¬ “Edge of Night,” “Secret Storm”
out on the NBC-TV Tuesday night grates references to Chevy in every in April.
tive client. Carney and Baird were and “House Party.”
‘‘George Bums Show” in April, show, including the. indispensable
In all likelihood, even if “Good involved in the production of the
On the other daytimers, both
the sponsor is committed* to the 9 signoff kiss and Chevy theme song.
Look” were sold for fall on ABC* MM-sponsored “Art Carney Meets Arthur Godfrey and “I Love Lucy”
to 9:30 time period until July 31
Peter
&
the
Wolf.”
TV,
Wallace
andthe
network
.wbqld
reruns
are reportedly showing
and is currently mulling a replace¬
not renew their exclusive contract
MORT NUSBAUM TO WEVT
strength with both shows averaging
ment to fill out the remaining 13
for
his
services.
There
is
a
chance
Rochester,
Feb.'3.
TARZIAN'S
FM
OUTLET
seven
out
of 10 quarter hours sold.
weeks, ,
l
Mort Nusbaum joins WYET Ra¬ that he wiU recbpimenc& his Inteiv
In a nighttimer dicker. Equitable
■ Washington, Feb- 3.
At the moment -it looks like
viewing
on
one
of
the
local:
N.
Y.
dio
here:
as/a
morning;
deejay
ef¬
Life
Assurance
Society of U.S.
: Federal. Communications Com¬
“Californians,” recently cancelled
by Singer and Liptdn in the-Tues¬ fective March'.-SP* ; Hft succeeds stations, WNTA^TV being the hot¬ mission hasawarded new Bloom¬ paeted ah alternate quarter-hour
test
-prospect
at
the
mqmenV.it.is
George!
.LiButU
who.
was
named,
ington;'Ini, FM Outlet to SafkeS of Doug Edwards’ newscasts.
day, at 10 slot, wiUvbe reactivated,
reported.
\:
Quaker Oats tiffs week J|lso
Tarzian Ihe.'
for.Colgate for the'-balance q£ then sales account' exec.-*?.</. - *
cycle. Mritfr Colgate IBuying half of1 Nusbamn was previously sales • Wallace- has rejected NSd-TV^l Tarsia* already has WlvTV (TV) latched, on to the soaper, “As the
that-and also taking sik “Blaek manager -for'WQQW; Washington-, bid Jo make hiar the new* “Ellery- 3dd-WTT3: AM.rintib iff Blooming-, World Turns’! on a alternate quar¬
ter-hour basis.
ahtf deejay bir WBBF hete.
,• Queen.?. •
tl:
ton.
* -.
Saddle” segments. 7

CBS-TV Ups Tom Ryan

Fund For Republic Evaluates
Role of TV Critic & Rates ’Em

L&M Blows Up
Brighter Trendex
Smoke on NBC-Hf

Jack Sobel Exits GAC

Nothing Finah
Than Dinah On
Identification

Another 52 Wbs.
For Gillette files

’3D COMMANDMENT’
SEG GETS RCA COIN

ABC-TV STILL HAS
A WALLACE GLEAM

CBS Bags Some
Daytime TV Coin

’Sorcerer’s Apprentice’
As Carney-Baird Spec

For ’Geo. Borns Show’

30

Ksasn

TF-FKJttS

Poses Problem for ^Hr. Skeins
Short story market, which hasbeen the major1 scarce of story'
material for half-hour rldpic an¬
thologies Is ‘‘virtually depleted.”
This is according to Bill Sackheim,
the executive produce* of “AlcoaGoody ear,” who said that tv origi¬
nals must become the “salvation”
©f anthology series.
Only .trouble with that* accord¬
ing to Saskhelm, who is east this
week to shoot' the first “AlcoaGoody ear” in New York, is that
there is a premium on good orig¬
inals.
Fifty percent of “A-C” has been
made up of originals,. Sackheim ex¬
plained, but “practically all the
top short stories have been adapted
by now.** The producer, who is also
director of programming for Screen
Gems In Hollywood, said that there
are still 'opportunities for a few
adaptations, “but how many maga¬
zines today are there to draw
from?”
He estimated that over the last
five years at least 200 short stories
per semester have been adapted
for video anthologies of the 30. minute variety. “Hurt’s at least
1,000 in five years, plus all those
that never get on.”
Sdckheim explained that "out of
every 30 shows in each anthology
series, there are eight to nine dis¬
asters . . . shows which don’t pan
out in adaptation and never get
on the air.”
The longer tv anthology series,
of which only the 90-minute “Play¬
house 90” remains; according to
Sackheim, have a broader area in
which to search for adaptable ma¬
terial. “If you have a 90-minute
show,” he observed, “the producer
pan draw on novels, novelettes, and
plays. But when you’re doing a
half-hour for television; you simply
don’t have the space necessary to
torn a long story^into a short tele¬
vision program.”*
In passing note on adaptations
of short stories for television,
Sackheim recalled that the normal
(in addition to scripting) price for
story rights was from $750 to $1,000
and producers paid as high as
$2,000 for a much-wanted short
story, but that was “rarely,” Sack¬
heim added.
This week, under Sackheim’s
aegis, a Screen Gems production
crew is making an original called
“Finch Finds a Way” in New York.
Show left its Hollywood production
base for the east so that Walter
Slezak could appear in the role
written especially for him by three
writers, Sol Saks, Peggy Chan tier
and Bill Ccwley. The lea£ is ap¬
pearing currently in the Broadway
comedy,
“The
Gazebo,” . and
couldn’t take time out in Holly¬
wood for tv. "Finch” is being shot
on a four-day schedule at the down¬
town Biltmore Studios,

British Equity To
BBC-TV: Humbug’
London, Feb. 3.
BBC-TV is accused of “humbug”
by * British Actors’ Equity. The
- union makes its charge because of
the network’s statement that it was
doing all it could to stimulate pro¬
duction of British films for televi¬
sion.
Although well over 1,200 tv films
have been made in Britain since
.1953, the BBC, says Equity, has
played no part whatever in this
development. At the time when
vidpic production began: to expand,
the BBC withdrew from negotia¬
tions between Equity and the pro¬
ducers for a standard contract
“presumably because it had no in¬
tention of making any such films.”
Equity’s general secretary, Ger¬
ald Croasdell, points out that while
commercial tv is order a statutory
duty to play a proper proportion
of British material, there is no sueh
formal obligation upon the BBCL
Nor is the BBC prepared, as the
Independent Television Authority
is, to discuss this .matter with the
trade unions and other interested
organizations.

(aifstar SpaiSd
F»r Greene & Rouse
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
• Clarence Greene and Bussell
Rouse, who wrote, produced and
directed “Underworld” as their
first teleseries for Screen Gems,
will do a second series for Colum¬
bia Pictures subsid, tabbed “Gang¬
ster Squad.”
Paitners’ deal with SG calls for
two series annually for next three
years.

Buckeye Acquires
Flamiiigo, Pyramid
In Show Biz Yen
Buckeye Corp., mid western firm
with diversified interests ranging
from farm implements to garden
furniture, is ndw in shqw biz. The
Springfield, * Mo., headquartered
outfit has acquired Flamiiigo Tele¬
film Sales, Pyramid Productions,
and property rights in five tv-se¬
ries held by Essex Universal.
Under the deal, present manage¬
ments of Flamingo and Pyramid
remain intact. Putting the Fla¬
mingo* distribbery and Pyramid un¬
der the roof of one overall manage¬
ment gives Flamingo a production
arm. Understand that Flamingo,
with the fresh capital resources of
Buckeye, plans to expand its field
sales force and add further prod?
uct to its catalog.
Buckeye’s newly-formed enter
tainment division also plans to en¬
ter the field of tv commercial pro¬
duction, as well as the filming of
industrial and education shows.
Negotiations for. such a tie are said
(Continued on page 54)
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Daysfor’s ‘Sbre
& Share Alike
Te Ww Talent
. Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Day star. Productions, new indie
pic-tv-legit production outfit head¬
quartered at 20th-Fox Studios, will
lens, within the next month, two
pilots for projected teleseries in
which contributing writers will be
offered a degree of ownership.
Policy, to he continued for all
projects-attempted by the new out¬
fit, is envisioned as a trend that
will be adopted by many other
Other telefilm producers this sea¬
son, according to Stanley Colbert,
proxy of Daystar.
Thistrend will result this year
in the greatest influx ever of
writers and stars from other media
to tv, Colbert maintained, adding
that, because writers now only
playing on the periphery of tv will
begin to break .through, tv will
have a “new look” next season.
“With the exception of 20 top
stars, all others will come into the
tv fold,” Colbert declared, ampli¬
fying that new material of top
writers, who will be spurred by
the promise of ownership and
greater income, enabling, them to
operate under an “umbrella of
financial security,” will bring
about the star’breakthrough.
“Scripts, rather than revenue,
will attract the top stars,” Colbert
stated. ’
Daystar will enter into a series
of personal and contractual asso¬
ciations with writers, preferably
those now writing exclusively for
other media, according to the exec.
Writers will be offered not only the
degree of ownership, but a cre¬
ative atmosphere to work in.
“Our deal with Martin Manulis
at 20fh-Fox (under which 20th will
finance and distribute, through
William Morris, Day star-owned
telefilms in return for a percentage
of the profits) was revolutionary
in that it was made without any
specific properties in mind. It was
predicated on the gamble that we
were, going to create, and after
only two sessions (with Manulis,
Dominick Dunne, Colbert and Daystar co-owner and creative head
Leslje Stevens in attendance), we
(Continued on page 54)

A production bridge spanning the Atlantic is taking place, with
telefilmeries shooting part of the same series in Hollywood and
England.
Climbing aboard the bridge are Gross-Krasne-SiDerman, which will shoot a portion of the 39 episodes .of “Fate” on the Coast and
in Britain; ditto Independent Television Corp;, with “The Best of
the Post,” CBS Films, with “Rendezvous,” and National Telefilm
Associates, with “Third Man.”
Shooting part of a series in Hollywood and England has these
advantages: episodes made in England usually are eligible to come
in without any quota restrictions; sale in the Amercan market
isn’t hampered/by the sole made-in-Britain label (syndicator can
point tol the share of episodes made in Hollywood to ease that
• criticism); for anthology series it offers a variety of backgrounds;
and of no small consequence is the hope in many cases that the
British telefilm producers will follow through on the lines set up
in the episodes produced in the U:S.

Syndicators Have a Cross to Bear:

Decamenlaries O’seas
WPIX, N. Y., which had a winner
in “The Russian Revolution” plans
to syndicate that one and three
other historical documentaries,.now
in preparation abroad. Station has'
named film manager William Coop¬
er Jr., to handle the foreign syn¬
dication.
Forthcoming documentaries
planned include “The Secret life
of Adolph Hitler,” “The Cold War
and Berlin,” and “The Eva Peron
Story.” “Russian Revolution,” which
was aired nq Panadian Broadcast-:*
ing Corp. web, now is being dubbed
in Frenchfor telecasting in
French-speaking Canada.

NTA Enviskn^
$400,890 Gross
From High Noon’
„

19 Telefilm Series Tip Scales
In TTs ’59 Giant Guessing Game
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Syndicated filmbuyers will be
playing a giant guessing-game be¬
tween now and August, involving
a minimum of 19 telefilm series
committed to production of 39 epi¬
sodes each. The guessing-game:
how many of these, and which,
will actually end up in syndica¬
tion?
This unique state of affairs has
come about through a pair of fac¬
tors: (1) growth of several large
syndication houses with plenty of
internal financing, enabling them
to produce several full 39-show
series without immediate place¬
ment into syndication to overcome
the pressing need of coin recoup¬
ment; (2) the extension of the
national selling season well into
August and even September, pro¬
longing the period in which na¬
tional sales can be consummated.
Fact that a distributor is willing
to commit for a full 39-show series
isn’t new—it’s been the traditional
pattern in syndication. But the
newfound financial strength of the
syndication houses permits them
to hold off on distribution of the
product for an indeterminate
length of time. In the past, the shot
at a national sale was at best a
fleeting one; the syndicator had
to get off the ground with the
series in order to start recouping
costs and pay off his interest.
Now, many syndication compan-.
ies are in the enviable position of
being able to hold off on a series.
This, combined with the prolonged
national selling season, finds sev¬
eral syndicators going full-steamr
ahead on production but prepared
to hold off on distribution until
they’re certain they’ve exhausted
every possibility of national sale
—and that means holding the
property off the market until Au¬
gust at the very earliest. ‘
For,the filmhuyer, it's a prob¬
lem. While he’s certain* that the
majority of these shows will end

up in syndication, he doesn’t know
which ones they are. Meanwhile,
other syndicators are going ahead
with straight-syndication proper¬
ties; Screen Gems, for example,
makes no hones about which shows
it will syndicate and which it will
sell nationally. Some companies
double over into both fields; Inde¬
pendent Television Corp. is making
several series of 39, some of which
are clearly earmarked for syndi¬
cation while others are aimed at
national.
Filmbuyer’s problem is which to
buy—if he goes ahead and buys
the straight syndication property,
he may be passing up a better
show that couldn’t make a network
sale hut Is still a superior syndi¬
cation entry. How long must the
filmbuyer hold off on decisions
when there’s a fall schedule to
program on his station?
Best symbolizing the new dis¬
tribution approach is United Art¬
ists Television, which has fullscale
production committed on five se¬
ries, but Will try for network deals
on each of them—in fact has only
started to establish a syndication
sales force. Califronia National
Productions has a couple of at¬
tractive properties in “Ruditsky”
and “Philip Marlowe,” tmt is hell¬
bent on national deals on these.
ITC is propping “Tom Swift” and
“Four Just Men” as network en¬
tries. Ziv is preparing seven series;
but which will go network, which
syndication, nobody knows—there’s
even a possibility some may never
go beyond a pilot, though Ziv tra¬
ditionally has gone all the way on
a'property once it’s locked it in.
♦Even a straight-production setup
like the Hal Roaeh Studios, in ex¬
pectation of. moving into distribu¬
tion, is committed all the way to
two shows, “The Veil” odd the new
GUy Madison series. And NTA has
started “The Third Man” and will
follow that with “High Noon/*
though the latter may be confined
to a pilot as a starter.

Who says there is a ceiling of
$150,000 for a pic feature in tv
syndication? On the contrary,
National Telefilm Associates con¬
tends it will gross about $400,000
on “High Noon” in tv distribution.
Gary Cooper starrer was one of
three pictures bought by NTA
from Stanley Kramer. The others
were “Cyrano de Bergerac” and
“The Men.” For the three pic¬
tures, on which NTA subsequently
got copyrights, negative and vir¬
tually all other rights, NTA paid a
high of $600,000. In October, ’57 it
put “High Noon” along, with 57
other pix in its “Champagne
Package.” Doing that, shuffling
that Western fave with the others,
how can it come up with a $400,000 figure? It’s in the-accepted
accounting practice of allocating
revenues on the pix in the package
in proportion to the amount invest¬
ed in each of the features. “High
Noon” is pulling the $400,000 tally,
probably one of the top grossers of
all the cinematics released to tv.
The “Champagne Package” has
been, sold in about 160 U. S. mar¬
kets, and the stellar Cooper starter
has had a big whirl on tv overseas.
NTA, incidentally, also plans to
do a telefilm series, titled “High
Noon,” based on the pic.
There aren’t many “High Noon’s”
around, but the' dollar pull of the
pic puts a different complexion on
the. tv potential for cinematics of
comparable quality. There’s more
gold in the airway exposure than
initially acknowledged—especially
today with the drying up of the
pre-’48’s, referring again to the
faves.

FPA Renames Zucker

More than one syndication sales
exec is being confronted by grow¬
ing demands of regional and local
sponsors for participations, rather
than program buys of first-run and
off-network properties:
Problem, if it gains additional
momentum, Could grow into a ma¬
jor headache for syndicators. Bed¬
rock of first-rim syndication,
whether fresh properties or offnetwork skeins, lias been the sale
to the Advertiser. That sale, on the
regional and local leveT, has offered
the better profit margin to syndi¬
cators. That sale; too, from the ad¬
vertisers point of view, has given
the sponsor program identification
and merchandising tie-up oppor¬
tunities on the local level.
Major force in shifting, the think¬
ing of the advertisers riding the
syndication bandwagon is the grow¬
ing participation trend on the net¬
work leveL If the major advertis¬
ers on the webs are riding high on
spots, the regional add local adver¬
tisers find the trend intriguing and
are going along—in growing num¬
bers. CBS Filins had to walk away
from more than one. deal on "Bor¬
der Patrol” because the advertiser
wanted a participation rather than
a program 6uy.
One syndicator sold a show in
Philadelphia for $300 on a third
participation, in a market keyed to
about a $1,200 per episode price.
Idea was to corral two other spon¬
sors far the added coin, but tedate
the other sponsors haven’t been
rounded up and the program is set
to go on. the air shortly at that $300
bargain price. That’s an example
of how the spot development can
raise havoc on the present eco¬
nomics in the syndication field.
The mor? successful syndication
outfits are waiting it out, hoping
the dust will settle down. But in a
relatively slow period, as now, the
more anxious houses are making
quite a number of those participa¬
tion deals on first-runners in syndi¬
cation. The development, accord¬
ing to the vets in' the biz, could
spell turmoil in the field, If it
mushrooms from today’s ascen¬
dency.

National Telefilm Associates, is
set to reactivate its Famous Films
as a rerun division of its feature
distribution setup.
Timing of the move coincides
with the winduR of station licenses
for many pix distributed by NTA.
With the Hollywood well of pre¬
ss’s drying up—and* with replen¬
ishment froih major studio sources
still a number of years .away—
NTA’s move is a .forerunner of
what other feature dislribs are go¬
ing. to do iii the immediate future.
Famous Films Will come under
the overall direction of Harold
Goldman,. exec v.p. Involved in re¬
run operation will be pix from
20th-Fox, Stanley Kramer, vin¬
tagers Initially distributed by Para¬
mount^ and pix from major indie
sources. That there’s rating life in
the top of the barrel repeats- is
shown week after week in VarietyFulseV feature film chart* VAs; to
how. much* NTA wHI get/for anoth. er turniruimdini-ticeiufirig il^ pix
& ait-open., question At dhas point,

Nathan Zucker, of Dynamic
Films has been reelected president
of the Film Producers Assn, of
N. Y. Lee Blair, of Film-TV Gra¬
phics, has been named executive
veepee, and vicepresidents. are
Judd Pollack, of MPG Productions
and Robert Crane, of Color Serv¬
ice.
Secretary is Henry Strauss; iff
Henry Strauss Co., while JEdwatff:
' JL Lamm, of Patheseope, becomes 30% airef’age ti its briguiaf gross
treasurer.
on the cinematics;

UtelEfr
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- . The birth of Independent Television Corp„now just six months
bid, is * ease .history in the surge toward bigness...
From the British end, Associated Television wanted a distribu¬
tion outlet in the U.S. ‘which it could rely on. Associated Television’s past experience had rim along these lines, if it came in with
a successful property, distribution in the U.S.. would function
okay; if it had a clinker and the guarantee was hard for the dis¬
tribution organization to swallow, the distribbery would cut down *
'on its sales force and make further ATV property feeding un¬
tenable.
f
The Jack Wrath er Organization also wanted a stable outlet for
its telefilm' properties. The two wedded in their plans and formed
ITC, which bought Television Programs of America/giving ITC a
functioning distribution organization .
The Walter Kingsley-helmed distribbery, under the setup,
pledges no guarantees to either Jack Wrathqr Organization or
Britain’s ATV, the two firms being - essentially product feeders
to ITC. The no-guarantee clause was stuck in so that ITC could
have clear sailing as a distribution organisation, moving properties
as quickly as possible. In the case ojt in unforeseen clinker, a high
guarantee need not take the sales wind out of the organization, as
happens so often with other' telefilmeries. ITC Just has its dis¬
tribution costs which isn’t small by any account. But the losses
for a slow nr unpopular show, if there is any, will be assumed to
a large measure by the product feeders. Jack Wrather Organiza¬
tion and ATV.
:
By June, FTC .plans to have a sales force of 70, moving proper¬
ties at the pace of one series every two months.

TV-

Ride lor 3 Networks; Corner Wf0
Of Market With $29MM0Bi^s

In the decade of television, never
has there been a greater scramble
as there is today among telefilm* The three network telefilm subcries—especially on the distribu¬
aids now .gross about $29,000,000
tion levri—for a major status In
annually, the greater proportion of
the industry.
the sum coming from syndication.
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
The scramble has these charac¬
Included in the tally are the esti¬
“Where There’s Sraokey” is the
teristics: the telescoping of one pro¬
duction - distribution organization tag of a new vidseries to be pro¬ mated grosses of CBS Films, which
into another; the shifting of top duced jointly by producer-director lewis with $15,000,000; NBC’s Cali¬
execs; and the growing desire of Rod Amateau and Desilu Produc¬ fornia National Productions, which
follows with $9,000,000; and ABC
certain motion picture companies tions.
to get into the distribution field.
Pilot of the comedy series rolls Films, with $5,000,000.
Patting it in perspective of the
Movement of top execs, within Feb. 9 at Desilu Gower. Detroit tv
the industry has become so pre¬ comic Soupy Sales and Gale Gor¬ whole syndication biz, the three
network
subsids account for about
valent that yesterday’s calling don have been set so far to series
cards are like dated headlines. Rea¬ which stars Sales. Amateau is pro¬ 25% of the annual gross volume,
no
small
feat
considering that more
son forthe exec shifts is that the ducer-director of “The George
than one network entered the syn¬
top business personalities are rid¬ Burns Show.”
dication
area
half-heartedly.
ing with the tide. And the big cur-!
rent today is a yen for bigness. It’s
The biggest product power of¬
frit that telefilmeries are following
fered by the web subsids, with the
the development of the motion pic¬
exception of ABC Films, is the
ture industry, which started with
strength. of its rerun operation,
many companies, but shook down j
successful shows put on the mar¬
to a comparative handful. Only a
ket-by-market trail following their
. distribution organization with a
web run, such as "Dragnet”
large sales force and an insured
“Amos *n* Andy,” ‘^loneymoonproduct supply can assume a comers ” et al.
mandingposition. The middle-sized
ABC Films at this point is pilot¬
Principal, in ‘Naked CHy’Waints Out So He’ll Be companies, it’s forcast, wilL go by
less, with the shift of George Shu¬
the wayside. There’ll always be
*Killed in Action’
pert
to Metro as v.p. in charge of
some small companies around, but
tv.- (Shupert organized the ABC
Chicago, Feb. 3.
their imprint to the biz will be aa
Films
operation to *53). That pilot¬
The practice by the Chicago Sunlimited as their size.
' For perhaps the first time in
less situation won’t prevail for long
• The shift of George Shupert to Times of tacking on capsule evalu¬
ft has become too im¬
video annals the principal in a con-:
Loew’s as V.p. to charge of televi¬ ations of Hollywood oldies in its tv thoughHollywood, Feb. 2.
log listings has a number of Chi portant an operation for American
ttouing telefilm' series , wfil be
Donald Hyde, Gross?Krasne Ltd. sion assures the entrance of MGM- station toppers piqued. As one lo¬ Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres. *
TV
into
syndication.
Twentieth’killed in action.” John Mclntire, exec producer, arrived over the
Both CBS Films tod California
Fox, now busily engaged to pilot cal nabob put it, “We pay $6-8,000
who reportedly wants to leave the Weekend for series' of meetings projects
for networking, also plans for a film, and they damn it in National Productions are humming
lead role of Det Lt. Dan Muldoon With Jack Gross and Phil Krasne to get Into syndication. United words of one syllable. Whether the with plans for both the syndication
on the British G-K affiliate’s pro¬
in the ABC-TV skein '“Naked duction plans for next season. Artists Television already has hired review be good or bad, I think it mart and networking. CNF for
City” to spend more time at his Probability is that they’ll agree to Kurt Blumberg to become manager grossly unfair to wrap up an abso¬ the first time has entered the net¬
ranch and with his family in Mon¬ start a second year of “Glencan- of its syndication arm. Columbia's lute comment in a little ball. Usu¬ work pilot race. CNP titles al¬
Screen Gems, the vet of the motion ally there are too many considera¬ ready inked include The Lawless
tana, will be written out -ip this hob” production.
tions in any single picture to pass Years,” “PMlip Marlowe” and
unusual way for producer: Kelt
Hyde’s now a permanent London picture companies to the biz, is it off blanketly as Tousy.’”
"Outpost in Space.”
Leonard on show’s 25th:balf-hbur. resident, having been there for the engaged in expanding its syndica¬
How much- the nutshell notices
tion
operation.
CBS Filins, under the production
Episode will be shown In' mid- past 20 months. He returns follow¬
Michael. Sillerman, prexy of help or hurt a ratings is impossible reins of Leslie Harris, has “The
March or thereabouts.
ing. the sessions.
to determine, but the station boys Diplomat ” “Silent Sabre,” “Crimi¬
Gross-Krasne-Silterman,
is
set
to
: As in such as the “Lassie” skein,
jump over to National Telefilm As¬ are convinced that more viewers nologist,” “Rendezvous,” and a
old principals have been written
sociates as director of NTA’s half- are dissuaded by a comment of number of other properties, plus
out and new ones written in, but
hoiufsales operation. The Sillerman “dull drama” than are seduced by the upcoming tape project of Rob¬
never-violently. Horace McMahon
ert Herridge, an offbeat, quality
move,
of course, comes with NTA one that reads “a good onfe.”
will take over for Mclntire, al¬
The objection is not against the entry. Currently, the CBS subsid
buyout of G-K-S (see separate
though he won’t play as formidable
gazette offering some kind of guide is out selling 'Border Patrol” and
story).
Charles
(Bud)
Barry,
for¬
a part in the weekly proceedings
mer head of MGM-TV, already has for feature film viewers but against “Rendezvous” to the syndication
as does “Muldoon” according to*
joined the gyrating NTA operation an unconditional quickie assess¬ mart.
Screen Gems, which Underwrites
ABC Films, in addition to han¬
as prez of the NTA Mm Network. ment that poses as authoritative.
this Leonard package.
By what standards, another tv dling the half-hour series, has
NTA, to an apparent move to ac¬
Departure of Mclntire 1 ea ve S
quire additional capital resources, programmer wants to know, does been distributing the feature pix
Jim Franciscos as the solefronter
will become a subsidiary - of the the newspaper rate the films? Peo¬ coming off the parent web’s “Fa¬
of the cop stanza. Sponsor Brown
giant National Theatres circuit, un¬ ple who like soap operas would mous Films Festival.”
& Williamson So far has not todi-:
Although large-scale syndication der present plans to buy up re¬ probably like what the paper calls
Another function of the subsids
cated any displeasure at the pros¬ of tape is seen about five years off, maining NTA stock. Principal NTA “corny melodrama.” However, that —a function overlooked time and
pect of either Mclntire*s departure a growing number of markets are holders, Ely Landau, Oliver Unger terse review has such a disparaging again—is that often -the subsid
or the bloody (deHberately mur- bring equipped with video tape in¬ and Harold Goldman, already have connotation that the tv log scanner bails the web out of what would
dered) way in which swe hOt make. stallations
made a deal to sell their stock in¬ looking for a picture to watch otherwise be a poor investment.
might bypass it for that reason, he CBS-TV made 13 episodes in the
it Show will even have bis fix-i According to Ampex reports of terest to National Theatres,
4
neral (on the air, it’s reported.
anthology “Rendezvous” series but,
installations, projected through the f Yesterday’s snappy Television says.
Oddly enough, the video chief¬ for one reason or another, could
end of February, recorders will be Programs of America now is part
tains
apparently
have complained not sell it as a web show. Subsid
Installed in 83 tv stations. (Three : of the memorabilia of the biz. Com¬
webs win account for 63 installa¬ pany has been swallowed by Inde¬ about the practice to everyone but CBS Films picked up the expensive
tions, above and beyond the 83.) pendent Television Corp., owned the Sun-Times. A staffer who pre¬ series and Sold it regionally to
It’s a matter of costs and refine¬ [ jointly by the Jack Wrather Organ- pares program listings for the pa¬ Rheingold to three cities with the
ment* before tape makes a big im¬ I ization and Associated Television, per says he has never yet heard a
(Continued on page 54)
pact in the syndication biz, as it of the United Kingdom. Milton discouraging word anent the cap¬
already has made oh the web levri* i Gordon, TPA’s topper, and Manny sule critiques. Clearly, he says, we
can’t give the old features anything
A rundown of the stations, l«ii« Reiner*, film’s foreign v.p., have like a full length review.
cries by Feb. 28, most of the major forihed a new company Galaxy At¬
Hollywood, Feb/3.
The Sun-Times man said that
tractions
to
underwrite,
show
biz
markets in the U.S. will have one
With nine series rolling and lfi or more video tape installations, properties. Including telefilm] many of the laconic reviews were
prepared “to the house” by pro¬
pilots in . the process, of bring withN. Yr and Los Angeles lead¬ i series.
A bOw hat also Is bring worn by gram listers who recall some of the
. filmed,. Ziv Television is spiffing ing in the number of units.
Sam Digges, now administrative oldies, either from having seen
over the boundaries of Its ewn- • Sere is a efty-hy-rity rundown; v.p. of CBS Films. He moved over
(Continued on page 54)
{Continued on page 54)
atudfos and looking td tmtside'lris
The Paramount Week opening on
as station topper of WCBS-TV,
for rentals. Couple of weekxbebk,
WCBS-TV, N. Y„ followed the rat¬
.N.Y., On the call of Merle Jones,
It transferred '’World of Giants”!
prez of CBS station operations,
ing pattern set by other CBS-TV
over to the GoMwyn Studios,jfcofco&o’s. The kickoff Bing Crosbywho" has expansion plans mappee
next doer to'the Zfv fyt, Lastweek/
for the CBS Films subsid.
p
Barry Fitzgerald riarrer “Going My
it farmed a “Rough Bidets”, eeg?
Way” on Sunday (25) drew an An*
A stake-out scramble for hew
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
•ment out toCalifornia ,£tuidiosv . Charles King has joined Bern-] corporate images now 2s going on,
Jack Chertok, currently filming bitron of 20.0 tod 72.9 share of
with the possibility of -additional ard U Schubert, Inc./as -v.p. toi With each company attempting to “The Lawless Years” for California audience on the “Late Show,”
•fcgs moving here in the future. - thug* of syndicated sales. King! etch an image of bighess.
National Productions at Metro, has [ which starts at 11:15 pmi.
“Jack Paaris Show ” on WBCAFarmout process on production appointment follows that of Eu¬
reverted to indie producer status.
may worsen, as Zfv get*
gene C. Wyatt, as v.p. in charge
His two-year pact with NBC-TV.i TV, usually the strongest competi¬
| MANUUS DICKERS AUDREY
Into jdlot prod ucticm^Company has •f network sales.
under which he produced exclu¬ tor to WCBC-TV’s “Late Show,”
added three ptojectetbthe seven:
AV-stme time* Schubert .reen¬
sively for the web and served as a had a tough time for the opening
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
alreaay. scheduled/ and Jm>,' gone? tered the live tv production arena, [ Martin Manulls, production chief: program consultant, expired over] week. Monday (28) WCBS-TV’i
ahead on toditionriproductiouet touting its initial -entry* ‘Rtind [of 3(Hh-Fox Televirion, Is confer¬ the weekend tod fee’s again operat- “Two Years Before toe Mast,” reg¬
one bf them, the Macdonald Ganey; Date” in n hew format, Schubert ring with Audrey Meadows anent tog to rn indie, with MCA repping istered 12.8 with a 08.4 share,
“Loek-UP” stamoLOthriwia^ Aaee property was
of the first three: La teleseries.
Mm on sales.
j against Pair's 4X the nearest com¬
' are tour network andfeursatodi- rimwa tetooast on ABOTV. Se*/ \ l Miss Meadows- has just nixed a : Despite lapse of the contract, petitor. Tuesday's ^Skylark,” the
cetod shows shootin&Webtotrie* riri
-petoeqri^ are ua-i DBSTV bfTer to star to its “My Chertok is going ahead with two! weakest rater in the Par initial
are ?Bef MastersoiC
derconrider*tfon tor the m.& role, Hiriri J^lerii1* sriles.
pilots, for NBC, to which'he was roster, drew a &5 with a 383 share.
”Brix«h Riders”, and >Tbmfcritoe Bm^fbemised format
committed under the pact. One is Pair drafting 4J, with a 27.6 share.
Territory.^ s&rwficritod Airies ttee
an houriong western which A1 C. WCBS-TV to Wednesday with
lari spot'jw*3- vritft ~Na~
“Sea Bunt,” *%gfcw*y‘
HobalTeiefim Assoctotisi as dire*
Wfrd will write tod which will go “The Night Has a Thousand Eyes”
Atof* TV Film News
tor ctf rides of the NTA Mm Net*,
- *litok»zfe’s ’Rridriae*
before the cameras in March. in tine customary “Late Show”
on togt 43
• Venture’' ' Zfv'.
Other will be a 'half-hour property slot registered a 9.7; and “EOad to
Wrifc Beto a? vet- to the. syndica¬
tion and broadcasting firid.
which the web hasn’t yet selected. Morocco,” a 15.7 with a 67.8 share.
about nine series.’"-
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“DEVIL-MAY-CARE”!

Sassy as a.calypso ballad! Romantic as a moonlit beach!
A potent blend of suspense, mystery and international
intrigue amid the feverish atmosphere of torrid Trinidad!

SE

ZIV’S NEW

Explosive Action in the Colorful Caribbean!

and introducing

From the Florida Keys to Trinidad .... they
find

Ani/j^A/7?//r^/E

Every week a sparkling
half hour! Already signed
to sell for advertisers
in over 120 markets!.

in every port of call!
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feld to veep; and Gordon Hendry
to media director.
Kenneth Fleming named direc¬
tor qf broadcast programming and i
media for Chi office of' McCannErickson.
J
Wayne Tiss replacing William R,
Gillen as viceprez in charge of the
Chi office of BBD&O, while latter IN NEW YORK CITY
Salvatore Iannncci and Bernard Krause named to newly-created exec
transfers to New York as: assistant
posts in CBS TV Network Business Affairs Dept. Iannucci will be di¬
to the president!
Frederick C. Williams named ac¬ rector of contracts, talents and rights, and Krause will be coordinator
$2. Only four shows were budg¬ count exec at Clinton E. Frank of program costs . . . Walter Latzko of Jack Sterling’s writing staff off
By JACK BERNSTEIN
eted over the $3 mark.
agency and Dale Fisher, ex- to Switzerland next week to visit with his wife Marge who is on tour
. While television viewers have al¬
with the Chordettes . . . WCBS Radio director Walter Cheetam recov¬
The Advertising Federation of BBD&O, added to copy staff.
ways assumed that they are seeing America estimates that over $10,William E. Matthews named v.p. ering from virus pneumonia attack in Astoria General Hospital . . .
their favorite program gratis, the 000,000,000 was invested in adver¬ and director of media relations for WCBS Radio’s Johnnie Ray off to England next week. His radio show
for Saturday, Feb. 7, will be taped . . . Bill Wendell will be a member
same feeling is not shared by tising in ’58. Some 70 firms spent J Young & Rubicam.
either the sponsor or the agency- more than $10,000,000 and over 30Q I Bill Lind, ex-Leo Burnett, now of the celeb jury of “Haggis Baggis” Tuesday, Feb. 10 . . . WCBS Ra¬
dio General Manager Sam J. Slate on three-week visit to CBS Radio
heading
New
York
office
of
Derus
men who have broken right to the companies more than $1,000,000
Spot Sales in Chicago, San Francisco and Coast. Due back Fqjb. 25 . ..
dollar and cent programming cost each. Total ad expenditure repre¬ Media Service.
Mary
Lon ^Forster to do voice on tv film commercials for Nabisco, Pop[
Reach,
McClinton
&
Co.
plucked
and have determined exactly hciw sents 2.5% of gross national in¬
sicle and Westpine.
many units of a product have11 to come and about 1% of the total the Candy Gram account
Irv
Gitlin, director of public affairs of CBS-TV, and Larry Lowenbe sold to pay for a tv program. national volume of all sales trans¬
stein, director of special services, CBS-TV Press Info, inducted into
Within the framework of a half- actions.
Sigma
Delta Chi, professional journalism fraternity . . . Mildred TraSwitches: Read H. Wight, veepee
hour nighttime television show,
res in cast of "Berkeley Square” on NBC-TV today (Wed.) . . . United
says Don Blauhut, television-radio and radio-tv director of .J. M.
By ERNIE PLAYER
Jewish
Appeal to honor CBS-TV’s Jack Benny for his years of service,
director of the Parkson Agency, Mathes, has resigned from the
at national inaugural dinner launching UJA’s ’59 campaign in Miami
I
London, Feb. 3.
you’ve got three minutes to sell. agency and is studying offers.
H. A. W. Oughton, chairman of Beach Saturday (7) . . . Fred and Lynn Parsons back from a month in
“When you boil down all your
Stan Osgood, ex NBCite and
Acapulco * . . Ted'Kqop, • director of CBS News and Public Affairs,
charges, for time, talent and pro¬ Paramount-Sunset, where he was W: S. Crawford Ltd., is on a trip Washington, addressed Univ. of Georgia Radio-TV Institute last week
duction. the average commercial involved in production’ is slated to to Africa calling on the company’s on “Washington: World News Center.” . . . Phil Silvers, Martha Raye,
associated
agencies,
clients’
repre¬
costs $35,000.
join the Coast office of Ted Bates sentatives and publishing houses. Jack Carter, Jack E. Leonard, Arnold Stang and Cesare Slept set to
“Let’s say your program,^ reach¬ in a tv exec capacity.
Likewise Maurice Napper, joint md appear in “Trial of Milton Berle” which Max Liebman will produce
ing six or seven million homes,
Peter Triolo, formerly associate of Naper, Stinton, Woolley Ltd., for “Close-Up” shindig of Academy of TV Arts and Sciences at Wal¬
or an average of about 20,000,000 media director at Dancer-Fitzger- who’s on an eight-week' business dorf-Astoria Saturday, March 7. This is first annual lampoon in Acad¬
people, and every 20 cents from the ald-Sample, has joined Ogilvy, visit to South Africa.
emy’s history . . . Sid Walters, CBS-TV staffer assigned to “Verdict is'
sale of your product is allocated Benson & Mather as media super¬
W, S. Crawford Ltd. has ar¬ Yours,” on leave of absence to be artistic director of San Juan Drama
to advertising. It's simple arith¬ visor on Maxwell \House Coffee. ranged a tieup with Max Factor to Festival. . . CBS Public Affairs staffer Harry Rasky back from Mexico
metic to realize that you’re going Also brought in to work on the ac¬ help exploit a new Formica prod-, City and .Cuba holiday . . .. Singer Frankie Laine to do straight drama¬
to have to sell 175,000 units of your count was Edward D. Meyer, ex uct, Vanitory units for bathrooms tic role in upcoming “Perry Mason”'stanza on CBS-TV . . . Robert J.
product Or, in other words, al¬ Young & Rubicam, who joins and kitchens. This involves using Drew ip “The Locket for “Frontiers of Faith” on NBC-TV Sunday (8).
most 1% of your audience has to OB&M as assistant a.e.
Mutual starts its 10th consecutive year of play-by-play major league
closed circuit television, with a
buy the product as a direct result
Bernie Spiro named production screen in the window* of Formica’s baseball* when it. airs its first ’59 broadcast in its “Game of the Day”
of watching the commercial.
manager of Product Services. He London showrooms... Same agency series on April 4. Veteran sportscaster Don Dunphy and John MacLean
Blauhut's figure is based on the was formerly with Smith/Green¬ is launching a pilot campaign in will handle major league contests in the East and Gene Elston and Joe
fact that one-fifth or 20 cents of land in a similar capacity.
the Nottingham area on Friday (5) Wilson will do games played in the west.. . Lee W. Swift Jr., formerly
the dollar is invested in advertis¬
Marion Forster, research* account for the Milk Marketing Board associated with Storer Broadcasting in Birmingham and Philadelphia,
ing. He .is quick to poiht out how¬ supervisor of Compton Advertising, Three-month tryout also. involves has joined the radio sales staff of Headley-Reeds N.Y. office . . . Na¬
ever, that the amount which is appointed associate research direc¬ the Coffee Publicity Association tional Exchange Club cited MBS’ Bill Stem for '“influencing American
sunk into advertising .varies on tor of the agency.
. .
Joint committee of Interna¬ youth against delinquency.” . . . Blair A.~Walliser, exec v.p. of Mutual
the type of product the agency is
G. M. Basford has appointed Wil¬ tional Screen Advertising Services and-general manager of the web, promoted to captain in'the U.S. Coast
handling arid in certain fields, such liam Schroeder and Charles B. and International Screen Publicity Guard Reserve? . . ..Leonard H. Goldenson, president of American
as drug advertising, more than Moore as account execs._
Assocation meets this week to com¬ Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, appointed ehairman of advertising,
one-fifth is spent in plugging the
Lous Redmond, formerly vee¬ plete preliminary arrangements for publishing and entertainment section of the 1959 N.Y. Red Cross cam¬
product.
pee and creative supervisor at Ted the 1959 International Advertising paign ... Sonny Fox vice Bud CoIIyer on ABC-TV’s daytime “Beat the
Blauhut states that the majority Bates, has joined Ogilvy, Benson & Film Festival at Cannes, June 9-13. Clock” when the latter‘vacations the weeks of Feb. 23 and March 2
-Eydie Gorme guesting on Feb. 9 Patti Page stanzt . . . Joseph A.
of items sold on television are in Mather as group copy head. Sidney
Mehan, formerly a member of NBC Press, joins NBG-News as a staff
the neighborhood of one dollar Alexander, former veepee and
news writer starting Monday (9).
partner
of
Doner
&
Peck,
to
Ras¬
but "obviously there is a tremend¬
Douglass Parkhirst and Ellen McCrae have lead roles in CBS Radio’s
ous range. Automobile would be at ter, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford &
current “Whispering Streets” short story dramatization . I . Marcel
one end of the scale with tobacco at Atherton, as veepee and group su¬
HUlaire into U.S. Steel Hour’s .Tolstoi’s drama, “Family Happiness”
the other end.” He points out that pervisor.
on Wednesday (11). Hillaire also set. for a spot on Phil Silvers Show
Lost & Found: Fletcher Rich¬
in the latest spot ty survey, drugs
over CBS-TV (6) .. . Elspeth Eric of. CBS Radio’s “Young Dr. Malone”
were the number one item and ards, Calkins & Holden named to
*
Chicago,
Feb.
3.
is standby for Helen Hayes in Broadway production of Eugene O’Neill’s
most of these products cost less handle the advertising of Rapidol
Possibly a syndrome that the day “A Touch of the Poet” . . . Richard P. Doherty, industry management
than one dollar. Automobiles were Distributing Co., makers of Blenof the deejay on radio may be com¬ consultant (ex-NAB) and wife depart this week on round-the-world
second, food and grocery products sol Color Shampoo.
Doyle Dane Bernbach has* picked ing to an end is the program over¬ trip. Doherty will meet tv execs in Italy, Turkey, Egypt, India, Ceylon,
third, selling for approximately one
hauling
being given this week to Thailand, Hong Kong and Tokyo . . . Carl Frank into cast of CBS Ra¬
dollar, and tobacco was fourth, up more of .the Schenley Industries
coming in for way less than a account by being named to handle station WJ1M, Lansing, Mich. In dius “Young Dr.. Malone” . . . Donald Dawson signed for a role in
the
new
concept at that 250-watter NBC-TV’s “True Story” Saturday, Feb. 21 . . . Victor Jory into CBS
the billing for the Cream of Ken¬
dollar.
the idea of a gabby man-aboutBlauhut says that when it re¬ tucky brand effective March 1. records has been dropped in favor Radio’s “Suspense” Sunday (8) . . . Roland Gammon, religious writer
and public relations consultant, to assist1 NBC producer Walter Mcquires almost 1% of the viewers to This is in addition to the- three of program blocks.
Graw in a ’Monitor” series on ESP.
buy the product as a direct result of Schenley brands currently handled
It
is
a
competitive
measure
de¬
George Schaefer will direct the Hallmark Hall of Fame's produc¬
watching the commercial, it ca-ls by the agency—Ancient Age, Old vised by station manager Howard
tion of ’Berkeley Square” on NBC-TV Thursday (5) from a wheelchair.
for tremendous creative ingenuity Stagg and James E. Pepper.
Lennen & Newell has been ap¬ Coleman to give the station a dis¬ No injury. Schaefer claims he does a better job from a wheelchair . . .
and the importance of creative sell¬
tinct image in a smallish market.
ing commercials. The agency top¬ pointed by E. F. Hutton & Co. to “If all the stations 2re going with Irving R. Levine; NBC and Variety correspondent from Moscow and
per who is responsible for approx¬ handle advertising for its western disk' jockeys,” he say, “then all author of just-published “Main Street, USSR” (Doubleday) is in cur¬
area
of
operations.
,
rent issue of Saturday Evening Post with an account of his wife’s prob¬
imately from $15,000,000 to $18,are offering the same thing. From
Anderson & Cairns has landed one time of*day to the next, it be¬ lems when she set up housekeeping in shadow of the Kremlin . . .
000,000 in broadcast billings, points
Jerry Lanning is now a staff writer for CBS Radio, He formerly
the
billings
of
the
Micchum
Co.,
out that with the high cost of film
comes a matter of which station is
(the average cost of producing a distributor of drugs and cosmetics, airing the more popular personal¬ worked m Promotion dept.Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt guests on CBS
for
its
Produits
Nina,
Inc.,
a
* &£11£„9odfrcy Time” today (Wed.) . . . BBC bought the
one-minute filmed commercial cost¬
ity.”
rights to NBC-TV s “Meet Mr. Lincoln” for Great Britain airing Feb.
ing $5,000 and upwards), tv blurbs French-originated line of cosmet¬
Feeling at WJIM is that the deei? j/ * J,0“P1‘>US,, plans to present Gian Carlo Menotti’s onera. “The
have to be used more than once ics.
jay vogue has run its course and Medium
this month, marking third Menotti opera' on NBC-TV this
McCann-Erickson has landed the that the public is now sated with
and they have to stand up for con¬
.Magnavox Co. billings formerly bogus music experts who are handy season . . . Hugh Downs, Gene Rayburn, Bfll Wendell and Jack Lestinued use on the air.
g^est on NBC-TV’s “Haggis Baggis” Tuesday (10) ... Pat
handled
by
the
Maxon
agency.
Blauhut is a firm believer in get¬
with trite noSegays about this
Hitchcock, will get'a role in her dad’s
ting name performers to do the Marsehalk & Pratt, McCann-Erick¬ singer and that. To replace the CBS-TV Alfred Hitchcock Presents”
on Sunday (15) In a script “Mornsales messages. When the per¬ son subsidiary, will handle the ad¬ jockey, the station is reverting
?cl ^€ddes will have the lead . . . Robert
former Vgives the plug, says Blau¬ vertising with Communications back to an old idea—the show for¬ rnin°fn?epncld5p
Culp of CBS-TV’s Trackdown’ penned an original script tagged
Counselors
taking
on
thb
jobs
of
hut, the audience stays with you
mat.
The individual personality Home-coimng which will be presented in an upcoming stanza. Nanand its been proven that there is publicity and sales promotion. will have full identification, Cole¬ cy Asch (Mrs. Culp) will appear with her husband in this one.
man says, but will be secondary to
a ratio of more sales and better Account is valued at $1,000,000.
Jack SterUng^WCBS Radio’s early bird, will emcee the annual Conpotential.
the block of time and what it rep¬ fl^tors Industry s “Boys Scout-O-Ree” at Waldorf-Astoria today
resents. Each program will have a : (Wed.) . . . John Aaron and director Bob Dailey to .Cuba to handle
“Our agency feels that aeUon
title but not will be named for the Person to Person* visit with Fidel Castro and his son in Havana
commercials are better than ani¬
personality.
mated blurbs. Animated commer¬
By LES BROWN
Editorial associate David Moore and director Charles -N. Hill to StockStation is bolstering the now con¬
cials are shorter lived, once you've
*’I,t«handli
visit w*th Nonn«* Rockwell . . . Johnny
Chicago, Feb. 3.
cept with news on the half hour Borden taking
seen them the novelty wears off.
time off from tv to appear in “Most Happy Fella” at
Needham; Louis & Brorby last and with increased use of network.
With- live commercials there is
AvZrBS?ara
comPleted
tv him commercials for N. W.
year
racked
up
the
second
largest
NBC affil *will be taking on the Ayer and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample for A.T.&T.
more for the eye to see than in a
and Oxodol.
cartoon and the messages- can be billing increase, in terms of coin, web’s “News on the Hour,” “Band¬
in
its"
34-year
history.
Gain
owes
stand” and more of “Monitor.”
repeated more often.”
IN
CHICAGO
.
.
largely to "the acquisition in 1958
From ABC, with which it has a
Shorts: Ted Bates and J. Walter f of five new accounts, Thomas. J.
Var^ty’s; radio-tv staffer in Chi, vacationing a fortnight
Thompson have swept the honors Lipton, Renault, Peugeot, Okla¬ secondary affiliation, WJIM will
pick
up the Peter Lind Hayes show.
making 20-minute film at Niles Stufor having the most shogrs in the homa Oil, and Hertz Corp.
°.f Surgeons ... Ray Rayner tapped for a
top 25 listing of second December
Total billing for the year was
cross-the-bom'd early morning assignment on WBBM-TV .
WNBO
Nielsens. Both agencies have five $37,814,767, representing an in¬
installing a five-mmiite newscast after the Jack Paar show at ntidnight
of their programs listed in the first crease of nearly $5,000,000 (or 15%)
Chicago, Feb. 3.
CWIm F r*fMUP?edit0 asst; *^es Manager of WGN radio under
25 shows rated. Similarly, both over 1957. Dollar volume was 'the
WBBM-TV here is mounting in
^
ly aPP?inted general sales chief . . . WNBQ’s
agencies have two skeins in the highest in. the agency’s history. Net
a? ® ^cussion chairman this summer at Rosatop 10. McCann-Erickson, Dancer- profit in 1958 is reported, at effect a road company of WNTA’s m
“Open
^
End,”
with
Sun-Times
lSymposiUDi’
Report on American Culture” . . . Phil BowFitzgerald-Sample, and Young & $203,403.
columnist Irv Kupcinet picking Up
Sa^v^ffTn
"laym»n feature on WMAQ’s “Chicago MoniRubicam each placed four of their
Leo Burnett agency resigned the David Susskind role.
t°r
afternoons
.
. . Bruce Lee up from Kansas City to take
clients bankrolled series in the top Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co. ac¬
The Chi opus will’ be called “At
25 listing.
' v
count, effective July 1, undoubted¬ Random” and will run two hours on^Breakfast ciSJatCh*f * ‘ ‘ ^harlle Appiewhite spelling Dick Noel
With $3 considered by the ly because the Hoover account is or longer on Saturday nights fol¬ dStaffer^1 Ch* next week’ 311(1 Nancy Wright returns as guest
agencymen to he a good cost per imminent.
'
.
lowing the prime feature film,
'thousand, the Bates agency has
MacFarland, Aveyardj on a pro¬ “Best of CBS.” Show starts Feb. 14. IN WASHINGTON
scored more than a successful motion spree, upped Walter C.
The local CBS-TV anchor is also
Anastas Mikoyan[interview Jan. 18 has sparked an alltime high in
first-half television season. Sixteen Power to exec viceprez and general creating a new early morning show
out of the agencies 20 nighttime, manager; Grant Atkinson, ex- (7 a.m.) with Ray Rayner that will dgmand for printed transcripts of “Meet the Press” programs. WRCwhere show originated, reports HfcfiOQ, requests so far . v
shows were priced under the $3 Coihpton, to v.p, and director of employ hidden camera techniques
cost per thousand mark. Six of radio-tv; David W. Stotter to on the city streets. Candid segs will' NBC/s Ask,, Washington” returns to tv cameras Feb. 8 as regular web
these skeins came in for less than senior v.p.; Merritt R. C. Schoen- be on- vide(r tape.
i
(Continued cm page 50)

That 3-Min. Sell Has to Translate
Itself Into 1% Audience Purchase
-On Other Madison Ave. Fronts

TV-Radio Production Centres

...

London Agencies

Has Radio Had Its Fill
. Of Bops Mnsie Experts?
WJUf Back to Shows

Chi Agencies-

.

‘Open Kid’: Chi Version

...

:■

RABIO-TELEVISIOIV
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78 Years Go Down the Drain In
Killing Off Four Tearful Soapers

(Week Ending Jan. 18)
.....(GRANADA)
. . .(GRANADA/
AR/ATV)
Play of the Week—“Ten Little Niggers’ . .(AR)
Take Your Pick ... .
Wednesday Movie—“Vivacious Lady” .
Sunday Night at the London Palladium ..,.(ATV)
Double Your Money .
Television Playhouse—“Private Lives”
Saturday Spectacular .. .... JATV)
>.Criss Cross Quiz ..... .(GRANADA)
Armchair Theatre—“Soundings” .

74%
l

.

f 70%
}
.69%.
68%
66%.
\65%
"l

5 64%.

NBC’s Turn: 'Marriage Racket’
Among Host of Items in Preparation as Web
Steps Up News Specials
Not to be outdone by,CBS News’
recent penetration of “The Busi¬
ness Of Sex,” NBC News this Week
hinted that amo'ng its numerous
news specials- on, the docket would
be a far-from^romantic survey qf
“The Marriage- Racket” under the
• aegis of producer Chet Hagan.
Oilier specials to be telecast over
the next few months are an hourlong special on the Hawaiian 'econ¬
omy; a-long .look at the new taxes
imposed 'i& several of the- states
and a study of West Europe’s ma¬
jor problems. ■ Julius Goodman,
Washington news manager* is also
bringing* back “Ask Washington”
to NBC-TV as a regular Sunday
feature following the weekly bas¬
ketball game. It returns this Sun¬
day (8) with Bryson Rash as mod¬
erator.
For the final News Dept. “Ka¬
leidoscope” of the year, David
Brinkley with -John Chancellor of
the London office will tour the
Mediterranean tracing the places
where this country’s origins began.
Brinkley who will be detached
from the nightly Huntley-Brinkley
news from Feb. 27 through March
29 will go to Beirut, Cairo, Athens,
Rome Marseilles, etc. Chancellor
wilt help in putting the program
together.
While Chancellor is absent from
London, his spot will be filled tem¬
porarily . by NBC News White
House correspondent Ray Scherer.
Reuven Frank, NBC News pro¬
ducer, is mulling over the possibil¬
ity of a film story op the* rebirth
of industryr along the Rhine with
camera work by Joseph Oexler and
Harry Thoess of NBC’s .German
staff. This would be part of the
Chet Huntley Reporting series.
Also in the hopper is Huntley in¬
terview with Dr. John Anderson
of the Brookhaven' National’ Lab
on the scientist’s attitude toward
pure research. Frank also is work¬
ing on a color film account of life
(Continued on page 54) . .

1,§0 Jobless In
Canada TV Strike
Ottawa, Feb. 3.
For more than a month, 74 tele¬
vision producers have been on
strike in Montreal, crippling the
French-language . network of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Nor¬
mally, CBC’s French web averaged
60 live shows a week. Now, with
broadcast times reduced; it airs at
least two feature films a day, three
on Sundays.
Strike officials, seeking recogni¬
tion -for their union, have met in
Ottawa with government and CBC
officials and held separate meet¬
ings in serious attempt to reach
agreement since the strike, while
involving directly only 74 people,
has left more than 1,000 jobless.
There has been no agreement. The
strike bubbled over into Canada’s
House of Commons where harsh
words have* been tossed across the
floor, principally on remarks by
members as to the strike’s legality.
(Continued on page 52)

WCC0 CHANGES MIND
ON SEX REBROADCAST
.
Minneapolis, Feb. *3.
.. After • publicly announcing it
would.rerun “The Business of Sex,”
Ed Murrow’s program on prostitu¬
tion in business, WCCO Radio
changed its mind and cancelled
the rehroadcast at the 11th ’hour.
^ The rerun had been scheduled,
WCCO gen, mgr. Larry Haeg? said,'
because# many requests'fronj’per-*
sons who h^d-missed fee program”
bat had heard about it. 'Set for re¬
tiring last Friday, the show was
scratched two days ahead of time.
“We just couldn’t cleat all our
commitments,” Haeg explained.

Webs Must Drop
Spot Sales Biz;
Washington, Feb. 3.
Federal Communications Com¬
mission looks for some squawks
but no blood and thunder over its
proposed rule la...bar networks
from tv national spots sales repre¬
sentation (except for the web.
q&o’s).

•

FCC’s notice of proposed rulemaking Thursday (29‘ called for
comments by Feb. 28 and specifi¬
cally asked for suggestions as to
exact language and whether sim¬
ilar ban should be applied to radio
as well.
The move was k follow-up of
Network Study Report which said
that national spot and network tv
are competing forms of advertis-.
ing with:a potential, if.’not actual,
conflict of interest.
Since the webs represent rela¬
tively few stations for spot sales,
the FCC rule-making is not expect¬
ed to light any. fires. A group of
CBS radio and tv affiliates, led by
John S. Hayes, WTOP-TV Wash¬
ington prexy, have already jumped
the gun with a plan for taking over
CBS Spot Sales to represent them
as well as web o&o stations.

NESTLE EXITING
GALE STORM SHOW
Whether or not CBS-TV will re¬
place Gale Storm before next fall
with “Blue Men” has not been de¬
cided, but by March, the network
will surely have lost the underwrit¬
ing of Nestle, which sponsors half
of the Saturday-at-9 stanza. Net¬
work believes that Lever, the other
Gale Storm sponsor, whose option
comes up for renewal Friday (6)
will stick it out (Lever is report¬
edly going to take “Blue” next fall
in the same time slot.)
CBS might have been able to
hold onto the Nestle half-sponsor¬
ship if it were able,to guarantee
production on “Blue,” by spring.
But as of now the web has it pen¬
cilled in for next season.

ss

By JO RANSON
Target date is July 1 for the pro¬
jected Radio World Wide network,
which Has* received the tentative
blessing of some of the major-oldline NBC-CBS network affiliates,
blueprint of which was outlined at
last week’s “secret” confab In Chi¬
cago by the Henry I. Christal sta¬
tion rep • outfit. One of its major
sparkplugs is Vic Sholis, of WHAS,
Louisville, numbered among the
bigtime and longtime a fills who
apparently have become disen¬
chanted with the status quo of
AM network operations, in his case
CBS.
If 25 station^ pledge' allegiance
by kickoff date, (and a number
have already signed “letters of in¬
tent” ) the network will- tee off
with lines for. a. 12-hour-a-day start.
The lind costs for 25-stations will
be £400,000. The program- serv¬
ices will cost $1,800,000; adminis¬
trative costs $200,000, for a grand
total of $2,400,000: (If 50 stations
sign , in, the additiohal line . costs
will bring the total to $2,700,000.1
Subscription fee: Thirty times
the highest onerminute station rate
multiplied 52 times. At, say, $70
per uninute, that would represent
an approximate $109,000 payment
tq.fhe network.
Not all at the secret session
were in accord on the effectiveness
erf -such program service. Sorae.|
felt,: as- outlined* it was a^reiurii
to oldhat live radio, a. throwback
to the Happiness Boys—-Silver
Masked Tenor days and perpetuat¬
ing the HhcL of live fadlo that came
a cropper on ARC not too. long
back.'i } , •> -*rV "
*
As a program service,-(and that’s
the.sole intent of the projected
Radio World Wide), it breaks
down into three categories. One
would be a news service to include
an early morning 15-minute wrapup; an early-eVening 15-minute
Washington wrapup; a mid-evening
30-minute news show; tW'O 30-min¬
ute news panel ; shows such as
“Meet the Press,”:etc.; plus a fivetimes-a-day five-minute news.story,
human interest, * remotes," etc.
Overtures have been made to tie
in for news with such existing op¬
erations as Radio Press, UPI of
ABC Radio NetWork. Understood
latter has expressed deep interest
in participating. For the news
services; it’s estimated5 the cost
would be $500,000 a year.’
'
Section Two includes ‘shows
taken from subscriber stations,
providing 20 hours a week serv¬
ice!
Type of programs. pre-heralded: “Make Way% for Youth”;
“Kentucky
Bandstand”;
“Mind
Your Manners”;
“Grand Ole
Opry”;
“Cleveland
Symphony.
Stations could take the shows off
the line and use them at will. Cost
of this service: $360,000 a year.
. Third
programming
section
would encompass creation of new
shows to be built by network’s
own program department for 10
hours a week of service. This
would include a 30-minute person¬
ality variety show; two 15-minute
soaps cross-the-board; one 15-min¬
ute advice to lovelorn cross-theboard; one 30-minute drama strip;
one 15-minute storytelling strip.
Cost of latter service: $850,000 a
year.
Advertising would be sold by the
stations at their own rates.

WCBS Radio’s 50QG Biz
In a five-day. period starting
Jan. 6, WCBS Radio, N. Y., brought
in 11 sponsors with biz in excess of
$500,000.
Station signed Coca-Cola Bottlers
for a flock of participations. c.nd
feature minutes; Pepsi-Cola for 10second station breaks; CBS-Hytron
for newscasts and General Cigar
Co. for co-sponsorship of the Bob
Cooke Sports show;
Additional biz came from Schae¬
fer Beer, Schlitz Brewing, Fanny
Farmer Chocolates, Philip Morris,
Ford Motor, Northwest Airlines
and Florist Telegraph Delivery
Assn.

ALL-CANADA JAZZ
SHOW FOR TIMEX
"
Ottawa, Feb. 3.
Timex will bankroll an all-Can¬
ada jazz concert on the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. television web
at 9 p.m. Feb. 20. More than 75
Canadian musicians are set for
the show including Oscar Peterson,
a Toronto native, and Jack Kane
who* cleffed the Steve Lawrence
video stint last summer and fronts
his. own ;tv stanza. Music Makers
’59,”- .on Canadian tv.
Fred Davis will narrate the 60minute show sponsored by Timex
of Canada; Ltd. Peter Macfarlane
will produce. Frank Peppiatt will
script- and Phil MacRellan, emcee
of the Canadian audio session,
“Jazz Unlimited,” is researching.

AP and UPI Seen

Proponents of CBS Radio’s re¬
cently-introduced Program Consol¬
idation Plan will emphatically deny
that they caused a wave of ano¬
rexia nervosa (syndrome marked
by severed prolonged absence of’
appetite with loss of weight and
other symptoms brought on from
emotional conflict) among women
in the third, fourth and fifth dec¬
ades of life when they kicked off
“Backstage Wife,” “Our Gal Sun¬
day,” “Road of Life” and “This Is
Nora Drake.”. *•
To hausfraus long accustomed to
listening to the aforementioned
washboard weepers, the almost
abrupt disappearance from1 the airlanes of the soapers produced Suffi¬
cient domestic shocks to reverber¬
ate around more sewing circles
than Singer and Necohi could
dream possible.
A CBS Radio statistician has
come up with the observation that
the four tearful soapers had an
aggregate life span of 78 years and
amply stacked with domestic
agony, amputations, separation, di¬
vorce, murder, mayhem, lust, preg¬
nancy and treachery. A psychi¬
atrist observed clinically that the
relief from tensions afforded lis¬
teners to these sad ether serials
’was “analagous to the relief oh?
tained when «ne stops heating
one’s head against a wall.”
Since listeners who follow soap¬
ers ore quick to.detect the slightest
changes in .story liq.es and other
modifications, the problem of how
to ^discontinue the CBS Radio
sudsers was a delicate one for all
concerned . . . sponsors, ad agen¬
cies, seripter and the network pub¬
lic relations department..
Erd Was Easy
“The decision to discontinue
these sink-side soaoers posed cer¬
tain technicrl problems, for which
the scriots themselves had a builtin solution.” a CBS Radio, wash¬
board warden said this week. “The
secret of diytime serial longevity
is the fact that at the peak of every
major plot development, a subplot
begins to unwind itself, and as the
dominant plot approaches its con¬
clusion, tlie sub-dominant plot be¬
gins moving toward, its climax of
action, so that last month’s minor
(Continued on page 52)

‘ Now it seem to be a race of sorts
between the print services, Associ¬
ated Press and United Press Inter¬
national, to get in there with a
major voice feed news service for
radio- stations.
AP has sent the stations, which
buy their print copy, lettters asking
what they think about voice feeds.
Actually, the report is. that AP has
already decided to go ahead with
the plan, and is dickering with CBS
for usq of the web’s lines in con¬
nection, with the new voice service.
UPI, reportedly ahead of AP in
the same area, is said ta have or¬
dered its staffers to hunt abroad
for voices who might he hired.
There was one story that UPI was
set to launch a limited test opera¬
tion for New England broadcasters
in three weeks, although this re¬
port has been disputed by execs
for UPI.
A Justice Department official
said in Washington that he had
been informed of the reported AP
and UPI expansion, but would pro¬
vide no other comment. However,
it would appear that an antitrust
angle could be involved, especially
Robert Sarnoff, chairman of the
in view of UP’s purchase of INS
board of NBC, this week went on
last spring.
record as favoring pay-tv tests as
recently outlined in Congressman
Oren Harris’ resolution.
Non-obiection was voiced In
Sarnoff’s February letter to tv-radio
editors. He said that the tests
“may serve to satisfy the view held
by many people of honesty and in¬
tegrity that some form of test op¬
London, Feb. 3.
portunity should be given the pro¬
British Actors’ Equity, while tak¬ moters of pay systems—and there
ing no action to prevent the trans¬ may be some value in satisfying
mission by BBC-TV next Wednes¬ such a view, provided that the
price does not involve jeopardizing
day (11) of the Ivor Novello musi¬ the whole tv' system of this
cal “The Dancing Years,” has reg¬ country.”
Sarnoff made it clear that NBC’s
istered a* strong protest with the
basic attitude toward pay-tv hasn’t
Ministry of Labor about the grant¬ changed. He said NBC was “firmly
ing of a work permit to the show’s convinced that a pay system of na¬
star, Sari Barabas.
tional character would grow only
When BBC decided that no suit¬ by cannibalizing the present free
able British singer was available, system. And we continue to feel
it picked on the Hungarian opera that broad-scale tests would so
headliner and in due course of pro¬ entrench subscription operations
cedure the Labor Ministry asked that the result would be tanta¬
Equity if there were any objections mount to establishment of pay tv
to granting a permit. The union on a national basis.”
If pay-tv gets a toehold, he said,
said it thought a Briton could play
the role, hut the Ministry neverthe¬ “it can succeed and grow only by
less went ahead regardless and displacing free tv; and in the proc¬
ess, the great majority of the pub¬
gave the permit.
Equity feels it would be “unjus¬ lic will lose the enormous benefits
tified and inappropriate” to impose which free tv now offers them.”
Sarnoff concluded his editors’
a ban to prevent its members work¬
ing in the program with **iss Bara¬ epistle by stating that “so far as
NBC
is concerned, if the pay sys¬
bas. The protest states its view¬
point and closes the matter so far tem develops, free tv as we know
(Continued on page 52)
as it’s concerned.

Sarnoff Favors
Pay-TV Testing

For BBC-TV Musical
Cues an Equity Protest
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is No. 1 most nights of
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programs in the Top Ten.
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over the course of a year. Cities mill be rotated meekly. Tne Variety cnart is a compilation of data on syndicated films, as meU as network and live programs, in each
market. Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading, the (t) stands for local programming and the (♦) for network shows.

BOSTON
RK.

Stations: WBZ, WHDH, WNAC*

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.
.WNAC
WBZ
WNAC
.WBZ
.WNAC
.WNAC
WNAC
WBZ
WBZ
WBZ

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.
1. tNews, Wea. (M-F 6:45-7:00)...WBZ
2. ' tBoston Movietime (M-F 5:00-6:45)..WBZ
3. *G«iding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00)...-WNAC
4. *Se*rch Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45) WNAC
5. *Lowe of Life (M-F 12:00 Nn-12:30).. WNAC
f. tLate News, Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15),WNAC
6. tNew*, Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15).WBZ
7. ♦American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:30).-WHDH
8. ♦Captain Kangaroo (M-F 8-8:45 a.m.) WNAC
9. tEarfy Show (M-F 5:00-6:30)........ WNAC

AV.
RTG. RK.
32.5
32.5
313
31.2
30.9
30.9
30.9
30.9
30.5
29.5

AV.
TO
SH. PROGRAM

Crusader (Thurs. 7:00). .WNAC.... MCA
Gray Ghost (Wed. 7:00)
.WBZ.__CBS
Code 3 (Sat. 10:30). .WNAC-Hal Roach
Twenty Six Men (Suit. 7:00).... .WBZ..ABC
Jeffs Collie (Mon. 7:00). .WBZ...... ITC
Sky King (Wed. 6:30) —-- .WNAC-Nabisco

7.
7.
8.

13.
14.

Boots & Saddles (Tues. 7:00)........ WNAC.... CNP
Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:00).WBZ.Ziv
Silent Service (Fri. 7:00) .WBZ...... CNP
State Trooper (Sun. 10:30) .... .WNAC,... MCA
Sheriff of Cochise (Sun. 6:30)..... ..WNAC.... NTA
Badge 714 (Fri. 7:00) ...WNAC.CNP
Casey Jones (Sun. 6:30).WBZ.Screen Gems
Flight (Tues. 7:00)..WBZ.CNP
Waterfront (Wed. 7:00).. WNAC.... MCA
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30).... WNAC..:.. Screen Gems

15.
16.
17.

San Francisco Beat (Wed. 7:30).WNAC.... CBS
Whlrlybirds (Sun. 6:00).WBZ.CBS
Superman (Fri. 6:30).WNAC-Flamingo

18.

Annie Oakley (Tues. 6:30).WNAC.... CBS

AV. io!

SAN FRANCISCO

Survey Dates: 4 Weeks Ending, Dec. 14, 1958.

TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA. DISTRIB.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

RTG. ll.
12.
18.3 13.
17.7
15.4
15.1
14.5
14.3
14.3
13.7
12.8
12.3

TV Homes: 878,100.

Stations: KGO, KPIX, KRON, KTVU.

:tition
STA.

AV,
RTG.

13.2
50 If You Had A Million. .. WBZ
18.5
.. .WNAC
...WBZ
13.5
.. .WNAC
20.9
.. .WNAC
12.5
.. .WBZ
16.7
...WBZ
16.3
.. .WBZ
18.5
.. WNAC . 12.5
19.2
.. .WNAC
16.5
...WHDH
18.9
.. .WBZ
.. WBZ
21.5
...WNAC - 20.2
.. .WNAC
21.9
23.2
.. WBZ
...WBZ .
19.7
20.0
.. .WBZ
.. .WBZ
32.5
19.4
...WNAC
...WBZ
203
19.7
...WBZ
) News, Wea.
(Boston Movii
...WBZ
19.0
) News, Wea.
19.7
... WBZ

TV Homes: 817,700.

Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

Gunsaneke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:80).
Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30).
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 8:30-9)
Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 9:00-10:00).
Wagon Train (Wed 7:30-8:30).
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 830-9)
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30)..
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00).
Perry Como (Sat 830-9:00).......

.KPIX
.KGO
KGO
.KRON
.KPIX
.KRON
.KPIX
.KRON
.KGO
.KRON

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
L
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
6
7.
7.
8.

.

tPopeye (M-F 5:15-6:00).KRON
♦NBC Newa (M-F 6:15-6:30).KRON
tSkefl Newa (M-F 6:00-6:15).KRON
t« 0*0ock Movie (M-F 6:00-7:30).. .KGO
*CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30)..KPIX
t Channel 5 News (M-F 6:00-6:15) .. .KPIX
f News, Sports Desk (M-Th 11-11:15).. KRON
tAmos V Andy (M-F 6:00-6:30).KTVU
tBig Movie (M-F 10.00-Signoff).KPIX
•Prlee It Right (M-F 10-10:30 am.) KRON

33.5 2. San Francisco Beat (Sat. 9:30)...
32.5 3.
32.4 4,
30.9 5. Mike Hammer (Mon. 10:30)...
30.4 6.
30.1 7.
283 8*
28.2
273 9.
27.0 10.
11
12
- 13.
13.6 14.
13.1
12.7 15.
12.6 16.
12.3 17. Death VaOey Days (Mon. 7:30).
12.3 18.
11.6 T9.
11.4 20.
11.4
10.0

- ..

CLEVELAM)

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
tEariy Show (M-F 5:45-7:15) .
tHome Edition, Misc. (M-F 7:15-7:30).
tPopeye & His Friends (M-F 5-5:45)..
♦American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:15)..
tSohle Reporter, Press Box
(M-F 11:00-11:15) ...
tilth Hour Nws, Wea. (M-F 11-11:15).
tNews-Tom Field (M-F 11:00-11:15)..
♦CBS News (M-F 7:15-7:30).
tNews-Tom Field (M-F 6:45-7:00)*.
♦Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 am.)

40
34
37
46
47
31
28
32

.KRON.. ...CBS
.KRON.. ...MCA
.KPIX... ..ABC
.KRON.. .. .Screen Gems
.KRON.. ...NTA
.KRON.. ...UAA

143
14.2
143
14.2
14.0
13.6

27
40
25
29
35
45

.itRON.. ...CNP
. KRON.. .. .Flamingo
.KTVU..... . U.S. Borax
. KTVU.... ..Screen Gems.
. KRON.. . ..CNP
-KTVU......CBS

13.5
13.2
12.9
12.5
12.2
11.4

25
25
20
25
21
23

35.9
343
34.5
32.4
32.2
31.5
31.5
31.2
30C9
30.7

- 8.
9.
16.
18.0 10.
17.1 io.
17.1 u

:-

155 £:

15.4 13.
14.4 14.
127
1 O K 15

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
1.
-*-- 2.
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) .WNCT
44.3
3.
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).WNCT
44.3
4
Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00).WITN
44.0 J
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).WITN
44.0 5*
Lassie (Sun. 7:00-7:30) . ..WNCT
43.0 &
Zorro (Thurs. 8:00-8:30) .....WNCT
41.8 7.
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) WNCT
41.3 a
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30)... WITN
40.8 ,
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30).WNCT
39.3
Pat Boone (Thurs. 9:00-9:30).WNCT
37.8 9.
-:--- 10.
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
11. ‘

--_ n#
24.6
23.4
22.6
22.2
21.2
19.8
19.7
19.3
19.1
18.8

TV Homes: 484,100.

.WJW.... ..CNP
.KYW... ..CNP
3.
.WEWS.. ..CNP
a
.KYW,.. . .UAA
!*
.KYW.... . .U S.* Borax
.WEWS.. ’..ABC
«.
7«
.KYW... ..CNP
•
.WJW.... . .Ziv
.
8‘ If You Had A Million (Thurs. 7:00). .WEWS.. . MCA

Greenville-Washlngton-New Bern

♦CBS News (M-F 6:45-7:00).....WNCT
tEsso Reporter, Wea. (M-F 6:30-6:45). WNCT
♦NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00)...WITN
tPopeye (M-F 5:00-5:30).WNCT
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F 5:30-6) . WNCT
♦Edge of Night (M-F 4:30-5:00) .WNCT
♦Adventure Time (T,Th 530-6:00)... WNCT
•As Worid Turns (M-F 130-2:00)... - WNCT
♦Secret Storm (M-F 4:15-430)....... WNCT
♦Brighter Day (M-F 4:00-4:15).WNCT

23.2
21.2
19.9
16.9
16.7
15.9
14.9
14.8

Stations: KYW, WEWS, WJW.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
Ganmfce (Sat 10:00-10:30)........KYW
/:erry Gemo (Sat. 8:00-9:00).WJW .
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)..KYW
Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30) ..:.WEWS
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00).\ WEWS
Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 10:00-11:00).. WJW
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00^9:30).WJW
Loretta Young (Sim. 10:00-10:30) .. .KYW
. Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00). WJW
Maveriek (Sun. 7:30-8:30).. WEWS

.KRON.. .. .Ziv
.KPIX... ..CBS
KRON.. .. .Ziv
KRON.. .. .Ziv
.KRON.. . .MCA
.KPIX... ..Ziv
,KRON.. ...NTA
.KRON.. ...Guild

12

,,
.
M.
15.
ifi
^
17,

.WEWS.. .. ABC
.KYW.... . .Flamingo
.WJW- ..CNP
• KYW.... ..Ziv
: WJW.... . .Ziv *
.WEWS.. .. Interstate
.WEWS..
.KYW.... . .MCA
.WEWS.. . ..Interstate
.WEWS.. ..Ziv
.WEWS:. .. Interstate
KYW.... .. Nabisco .

Stations: WITH, WNCT.

24.2
17.4
163
163
16.0
153
14.9
14.5
143
143
14.2
13.9
13.9
13.9
13.7 ‘
13.0
^ 12.2
12.0
11.9
113
113

36.3
33.3
32.3
31.3
28.8
27.3
26.8
26.3
26.3
24.3
23.3
22.3
223
222
21.8
21.5
20.8
19.8
19.8
163
163

14.2
20.2
11.5
11.9
11.2
183
16.2
13.9
17.2
19.5
13.5
23.2
12.5
17.9
7.1
6A
183
17.2
24.9
14.2
27 9
12.7
13.1

Survey Dates: December 1-8, f95B.

Harbor Command .... ...KYW
13.9
U.S. Steel Hour. .. .WJW
19.2
I Love Lucy . ...KYW
14.9
Football .. . .WJW
22.4
Playhouse 90..*. ...WJW
272
Masterpiece Theatre . ...WJW 143
Football ...... ..WJW
19.9
Cheyenne . .. . .WEWS
32.9
[Early Show ...._ ...KYW
18.0
l Home Edition .. ...KYW
17.7
27 Garry Moore .. ...WJW
23.4
27, .Bin Tin Tin. ...WEWS -20.5*
32 Paul WincheU_... . ..WEWS
14.9
29 Silent Service. ...WJW
24.2
28 Leave It To Beaver_.. .WEWS
24.2
32 Early Show.....KYW
16.3
30 Home Edition . ...KYW
16.0
20 Red Skelton.. ...WJW
293
34 Popeye..
...KYW
16.8
26 Garry Moore_*... ...WJW
24.5
18 Perry Como. ...KYW
34.2
45 Wrestling . .. .WJW .
8.9
50
37
36
46
30
38
35
22
33

TV Homes: 31,900.

.WNCT.. ...Ziv
.WNCT.. . :.mca
.WITN... ..NTA
.WITN... ..‘Official
.WNCT.. ...ITC
.WITN... ..CNP
.WITN.., ..ABC
.WITN... .. Ziv
.WNCT.. .. .CBS
.WITN... ..Ziv
WITN... ..Ziv
.WITN... .. Flamingo
.WNCT.. .. .Screen Gems
.WNCT.. ., .UAA
.WNCT.. ...ITC
.WITN... .. Ziv.
.WNCT.. .. CBS
.WNCT.. .. Nabisco
.WITN... ...MCA
.WNCT..
.WITN... ..Ziv

People’s Choice. ..KPIX
Cimarron City ........ ..KRON
6 O’clock Movie... . KGO
Big Movie... . KPIX
Big Movie... ..KPIX
Cimarron City.. . .KRON
December Bride . ..KPIX
(6 O’clock Movie. ..KGO
1 High Adventure. . KPIX
Lassie ... ..KPIX
Big Movie. ..KPIX
Sea Hunt. ..KRON
Huckleberry Hound
..KTVU
What’s My Line. ..KPIX
(American Bandstand ..KGO
i Early Show .. . .KPIX
High Adventure . ..KPIX
6 O’clock Movie.. - ..KGO
Father Knows Best-..KPIX Rescue 8.-.
..KRON
Boxing ... . .KGO
. .KRQN _
\ NBC News. ..KRON

59
58
51
53
51
49
42
52
62
42
51
41
64
65
65
43
66
64
35
70
28

Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958.

George Bums. .WITN.
Brains and Brawn . .WITN
Walt Disney Presents... .WNCT
Lone Ranges . WNCT
Union Pacific-...... .WITN
Jeff's Collie .. .WNCT
Ann Southern .. .WNCT
Man Without A Gun.... .WNCT
Master’s Three .... .WITN
Zane Grey Theatre. .WNCT
December Bride.- .WNCT
Your Hit Parade. .WNCT
Cowboy Bob... .WITN
Cowboy Bob . .WITN
Cowboy Bob ... .WITN
To Tell The Truth-. .WNCT
Cowboy Bob.
.WITN
Cowboy Bob .. .WITN
Lawrence Welk. ..WNCT
Adventure In Hand Arts. .WITN
.WNCT
Lassie ---

24.8
23.8
303
27.8
273
28.8
363
243
163
333
22.8
32.0
123
122
11.8
283
10.8
113
.36.8
73
43.0

CHICAGO

Stations: WBBM, V/BKB, WGN, WNBQ.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
BJL PROGRAM—DAY—TIME_ ST A.
1.
2.
3.
' 4.
S.
«.
7.
- «.
t.
‘ 9-

RK.

Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 9:00-10:00)... WBBM
Gunsmoke- (Sat. 9:00-9:30)., . WBBM
Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30).....WBBM
Loretta Young (Sun. 9:00-9:30)..... .WNBQ
Perry Como (Sat. 7:00-8:00)..WNBQ
What's My Line (SuO. 9:30-10:00)... .WBBM
Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00).WBBM
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat 8:30-9) * .WBBM
Rifleman (Tues. 8:00-8:30)......WBKB
Wyatt Eaip (Tues. 7:30-8:00).WBKB .

1.
. 2.
, 3.
; 4.
I.
«.
7.
S.
.«.
It.

RTG.
21.9
202
18.2

4. San Francisco Beat (Wed. 9:00)... ..WGN.. ...CBS
5. Twenty Six Men (Wed. 8:00). ..WGN.. ...ABC
6. Wild Bfll Hlekok (Wed. 6:00)..... ..WGN.. ... Screen Gems

16.9
16.2
15.9

Annie Oakley (Fri. 6:00)....... t. ..WGN.. ...CBS

7. State Trooper (Sat, 9:30).
8. Highway Patrol (Fri. 9:30) ......
9. Mike Hammer (Thurs. 9:30)
16. Bugs Bunny (Moru-Fri. 6:30)-11. Cisco Kid (Mon. 6:00). .

tNews Roundup (M-F 10:00-10:15)..
tBuas Bunny <M-F 6:30-7:00).......
tNews-Bentley (M-F 6:00-6:15).
tfnTown Tonight (M-F 10:15-10:30).
Has New* (M-F 6:15-6:30)....._
tSokSn’s Show (M-F 44Mkt:30>:.-.*..
*Jaek Paar Show (M-F 10;15-Signoff).
*Mkkejr Mouse Club (M.WF'5^0-6).
tCUftou Utley, Wea, (M-Th 1Q-Hhl5).
tMovletimfc USA. (M-F 10:00-10:45).

11.

..WGN . ...
..WGN.. ...
..WGN.. ...
..WGN.. ...
..WGN.. ...

15.5

MCA
Ziv
MCA
UAA
Ziv

15.5
15.2
14.9
14.8
14.5

Mr. District Attorney (Tues. 9:00). . .WBKB. ■■■?&,

14.5

'Silent Service (Tues. 9:30).....;....WNBQ-CNP
Paris Precinct (Sun. 11:30)..WNBQ.... Guild
Burns and Allen (Tues. 6:30)....WBBM.... Screen Gems
Target (Wed. 9:30)...^,........WGN..
.Ziv
Death Valley Days (Tues. 9:30)-WGN.. . U.S. Borax
Honeymooners (Sun. 9:00)
WGN..;.. .CBS

ST. LOUIS
• TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA. DISTR1B.

1. Sea Hunt (Sun. 9:30). ..WNBQ ..7-Ziv
2. -MacKenzie's Raiders (Wed. 9:30). ..WNBQ ... Ziv
..WGN.. ... .Flamingo
3. Superman (Tues. 6:00)-

7.

, TOT TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS '
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

TV Homes: 1,8 J 5,600.

Stations: KMOX, KSD, KTVI.

#

KSD.... ..CNP
;KSD.... ., MCA

19.2
18.7

35
43

39
16.2

'54
53

10. .Sheriff of Cochise (Mon. 9:30)...... -KTVI... . NTA
16.2
15.2
U. Colonel Hack fSun. 9:30)... .KSD.... .. CBS
11. Sea Hunt (FrL 9:30) ..............;. KTVI... -:Ziv
15.2
12. 1 Search For Adventure (Thurs. 6:30). KSD... : Bagnall
. 14.9
13. Jeff’s Collie (Wed. 6:30)'...... .KMOX..' ,. ITC
14.5
13. Popeye (Sat. 12:30)..... KMOX.. ., UAA
14.5
14. Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 5:30)... .KSD.... .. Kellogg
14.3
15. Rescue 8 (Mon. 9:30)... .KSD... .. Screen Gems 14.2
16. Star Performance (Tues. 6:30). .KMOX.. .. Official
13.9

25
27
23
28
25
' 54
42
22'
30

Stations: WBNS, WLW-C, WTVN..

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

57
39

Annie Oakley (Sat. 3:00).KMOX.. I. CBS
Sheena, Queen of Jungle (Sat. 2:30) ..KMOX.. ..ABC

COLUMBUS

TV Homes: 180,400.

L Sea Hunt (Mon. 7:30)-......
WBNS . . .Ziv
2, Death Valley Days (Sun. 9:30). ....WBNS... ..US. Borax
3. Casey Jones (Tues. 7:00)
... WTVN.. . Screen Gems

Gnnsmake (Sat. 10:00-10:30)... .WBNS
Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30). .: ._ .WTVN
DatfnyThomas (Mon. 9:00-9:301; ... WBNS
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00),. : WTVN :
Real McCoys (Tues. 8*3<L9:00)., ... i WTVN Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 1Q:00-11:00). .WBNS
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat 9:30-10) .WBNS
Maverick (Sim. 7:30-8:30). .WTVN
Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00)
.WLW-C
Wagon Train. (Wed. 7:30-8:30)___ .WLW-C

San Francisco Beat (Wed. 7:00).

t

21.2

4.

Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:30) ..I WTVN.. ..Kellogg

212

WTVN.. ..,C£S

5. Highway Patrol (Wed. 8:30). .,.
WBNS.. .. .Ziv
6. State Trooper (Fri. 7:00). ...... WTVN.. .. .MCA
7.

Whirlybirds (Thurs. 7:00)....

8.

Boots and Saddles (Sat. 10:30).. ,. i.. WBNS.. ...CNP
Roy Rogers (Sun. 6:00)....... WBNS.... .CNP
Annie Oakley (Fri. 6:30).WTVN.... .CBS
Jeff's Collie (Wed. 6:30) . WBNS!.. "lTC
Judge Boy Bean (Mon. 6:30).WTVN.Screen Craft
Our Miss Brooks (Sun. 6:30) .WBNS;... CBS
MacKenzie's Raiders (Thurs. 7:30).. WBNS-Ziv
Superman'(Wed. 6:30).. WTVN... .‘.Flamingo
Crusader (Tue§. 10:30).. WLW-C... MCA
Buccaneers (Fri. 6:00). .. WTVN..:. .Official
Cisco Kid (Tues. 6:00) .j.... WTVN.Ziv
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30)... WTVN.Screen Gems
U. Si Marshal (Fri. 10:30) ....' WTVN.NTA

tNews-Pepper, Wea. (M-F 11-11:15) WBNS
tLooklng With Long (M-F 7:00-7:15) WBNS
♦CBS News (M-F 7:15-7:30)....WBNS
tSanta Sho.w (M-F 4:30-4:45)...WTVN .
♦Amer. Bandstand (M-F 4:45-5:30).. WLW-C
tFUppo Show (M-F 5:00-6:00) .WBNS
tAijnchair Thea. (M-F ll:15-Signoff) WBNS
♦As World Turns (M-F 1:30-2:00) .. .WBNS
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F 5:30-6) . WTVN tExplorer (M-F 6:00-6:30)..WBNS

BIRMINGHAM

.....WTVN,. :. CBS

Stations: WAPJ, WBRC.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

1.
2.
3.
4.

G.E. Theatre (Sun. 8:00-8:30)..WBRC
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00).. .WBRC
Gunsmoke (gat. 9:00-9:30).WBRC
Have Gnn Wlii Travel (Sat. 8:30-9). . WBRC
Millionaire (Wed. 8:00-8:30)...WBRC
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 8:30-9:00)... .WBRC
Yancy Derringer (Thurs. 7:30-8:00). .WBRC
Zane Grey Theatre (Thurs. 8:00-8:30).WBRC
Ed Sullivan (Sun. 7:00-8:00) ...... WBRC
December Bride (Thurs. 7:00-7:30).. WBRC
Highway Patrol (Sat 9:30-10:00).WBRC
TOPTEN multi-weekly shows

20.5 ;
193
18.9
17.9

Highway Patrol (Sat. 9:30)--- • ..WBRC.. . Ziv
Target (Thurs. 9:00)... ..WBRC.. . Ziv
Sea Hunt (Thurs. 9:30)... .. WBRC.. .. Ziv
MacKenzie's Raiders (Thurs, 8:30). ..WBRC.. .. Ziv
Silent Service (Tues. 7:00)... WBRC ... CNP
Twenty Six Men (Fri. 9:30).....-WBRC.ABC
Sky King (Fri. 6:00)..WBRC-Nabisco

392
33.8
322
31.8

74
59
61
52
. 51
57
67
47
65
48
53
57

Boots and Saddles (Thurs. 6:00) . ..WBRC..-.. CNP

64

12. 'Superman (Tues. 6:30)...WAPI...;. Flamingo
13. Dial 999 (Sun. 10:00) ......... w.. WBRC.... .Ziv
14. Union Paeific (Tues. 6:00)...WBRC-.UAA

47
58
52

15. Inner Sanctum (Tues. 10:30) --WBRC-CNP
16. Danger Is My Business (Wed. 9:30).. WAPI.CNP
16. •Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30).. . WAPI.. ,.. Screen Gem?
16. Mike Hammer. (Thurs. 9:30)........ WAPI,,.. . MCA
.WBRC...CNP .
16. Panic (Wed. 10:00),..

51
39
46
39
49

11.

Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958.

To Marry A Millionaire. .KTVI
Playhouse 90 . .KMOX
Garry Moore . .KMOX
(10 O’clock News. .KMOX
7 Eye Oh St Louis. .KMOX
U.S. Steel Hour.. .KMOX
(Eye On St. Louis..,... .KMOX
7 Late Show...... .KMOX
American Bandstand ..,. KTVI.
(10 O’clock News . t.... KMOX
7 Eye On St. Louis.KMOX
j 10 O’clock News .*...... KMOX
l Eye On St. Louis.KMOX
St. Louis Hop .KSD
(Football .
.*.KSD
{ Football Scoreboard «v.H5D
Lucy-Desi Show ..KMOX'
What’s My Line.-.KMOX
Person To Person... KMOX
I Love Lucy...-....’KMOX
Wagon Train .. ....v...:KSD
Football
.KSD
Early Show ... .....KMOX
Lucy-Desi Show .KMOX
Cheyenne
....KTVI

15.5
27.2
29.2
22.0
17.7
25.0
18.3
17.7

Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958.

52 Name That Tune. . .WTVN
. ..WLW-C
40 Sid Caesar
41 'Looking With Long.. ..WBNS
‘ CBS News . a. WBNS
Looking With Long.. . . WBNS
40
CBS News .
..WLW-C
52 News, Sports
NBC News . ..WLW-C
31 Ozzfe and Harriet.. ..WTVN
43 (Looking With Long.. ..WBNS
..WBNS
) CBS News
38 ( Looking With Long.. ..WBNS
..WBNS
7 CBS News
37 Something Different .. ..WTVN
48 Best of MGM .WLW-C
44 Sky King
.WBNS
41 Superman ..WTVN
39 Traffic Court .. ...WBNS
38 Lone Ranger .WTVN
29 Leave It To Beaver..WTVN
37 Jeff’s Collie .WBNS
30 Garry Moore .WBNS
45 Explorer . . .WBNS
42 Explorer
.WBNS
39 Gray Ghost .WBNS
24 Person To Person.WBNS

TV Homes: 153,200.

State Trooper (Fri, 8:00)..
WAPI. - ,. MCA
Whirlybirds (Thurs. 10:00) ......WBRC-CBS
Sherlock Holmes (Tues. 9:30)-.... WAPI -Guild
Yon Are There (Tues. 6:30) ....... WBRC.CBS
U. S. Marshal (Fri. 10:00) .... WBRC.... .NTA
16 5
15.8
15.6
15.5
14.9
14.8
14.7
14.6
14.6
14.5
14.5

29.9
26.2 ;
22.9 .

4.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

♦Edge of .Night <M-F 3:30-4:00) ..WBRC
♦Secret Storm (M-F 3:15-3:30)........WBRC
♦Brighter Day (M-F 3:00-3:15)..WBRC
tDance Party (M-F 4:30-5:30):... . . .WAPI
f Circle 6 Ranch (M-F 4:00-5:00).... . WBRC
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6).. .WAPI
♦NBC News (M-F 6:15-6;30)..WAPI
tAlabama Newsreel (M-F 5:30-5:451 .WBRC
•CBS News TM-F 5:45-6:00)........ .WBRC
•Big Payoff (M-F 2:00-2:30)..:.... . .WBRC
tNews, Sports, Wea. (M-F 6;00-6:15LWAPL.

53
38
36
43

Whirlybirds (Tues. 10:30)..KSD... .. CBS
10.
21.8
18.0
17,5
14.6
14.3
13.9
13.8
XM
12.6
12.4

35 What’s My Line. ....WBBM
35 U.S. Steel Hour. ....WBBM
40 (NewS-Bentley . ....WBBM
( CBS News. ... .WBBM
26 This Is Your Life.... ....WNBQ
24 Kraft Music Hall.... ....WNBQ
38 (News-Bentley ..... ... .WBBM
7 CBS News... ....WBBM
38 f News-Bentley . ... .WBBM
*
) CBS News.. ...WBBM
27 9:30 Theatre. ....WBBM
23 Person To Person.... ....WBBM
... .WBBM
23 Playhouse 90
28 Wagon Train .. ....WNBQ
25 (News-Bentley . ....WBBM
7 CBS News. ....WBBM
22 Garry Moore . ....WBBM
•36 fNews-Bentley ...WBBM
) CBS News ...- .WBBM
21 Garry Moore .,...WBBM
47 fMages Playhouse .•<... .WGN
i Late News ..WGN
23 Cheyenne* .
WBKB
23 MacKenzie's Haiders ....WNBQ
19 Garry Moore ..WBBM
19 Loretta Young .WNBQ

28.5
22.9
21.5
20.5

Popeye (Mon-Fri. 4:00) ...KMOX.. TJAA
U. S. Marshal (Wed. 10:00)..KSD...... NTA

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
116 OClock News, Wea.
(M-F 10:00-10:15)KMOX
.KMOX
tEye On St Louis (T-F 10:15-10:30) KMOX
+S. S. Popeye (M-F*4:00-4:30),...... .KMOX •
.KMOX
KMOX
tLate Show (M-F 10:30-Signoff)
KMOX
KSD
.KMOX
.KMOX
.KMOX

TOP COMPETITION
SH. PROGRAM
STA.

TV Homes: 570,000.

.KMOX.. .. U.S. Borax
Death Valley. Days (Sat. 9:30)...
Highway Patrol (Thurs. 9:30)...... .KSD.... .. Ziv
KSD.... . MCA
State Trooper (Tues. 9:30).
Frontier Doctor (Thurs. 10:00)- .KSD.... . . HTS

Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 9:00-10:00).. .KMOX
Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30) ...KMOX
Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30).KSD
Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30).KMOX
PhB SHvers (Fri. 8:00-8:30)_.KMOX
What* My Line (Sun. 9:30-10.*00>... *KMOX
Alfred Hitchcock -(Sun. 8:30-9:00).... KMOX
Maverick (Sun. 6:30-7:30)
... .KTVI Ann Southern (Mon. 8:30-9:00)-... ;-KMOX
Hive Gpn Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9). .KMOX
Red Belton (Tues. 8:30-9:00)........ KMOX

Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958.

Survey Dates: December, f-8,
Brains and Brawn... ...WAPI
Groucho Marx. ...WAPI
Mike Hammer.,:..wapi
Ernie Ford .....WAPI
George Gobel.WAPI
Boxing .
WAPI
(News, Sports, Wea.WAPI
7 NBC News .WAPI
Phil Silvers .WBRC
Naked City.WAPI
Garry Moore .WBRC
Superman .WAPI
(Boxing .WAPI
)M Squad .WAPI
j News, Sports, Wea. . . .WAPI
{ NBC News .WAPI
You Are There
. WBRC
World’s Great Movies .. .WAPI
( News, Sports, Wea. .. .‘.WAPI
(NBC News .WAPI
77 Sunset Strip. WAPI
U.S, Steel Hour.WBRC
Lone Ranger ...WBRC
Sea HUnt.WBRC
Pat Boolie ..............WAPI

13.8
23.5
20.3
29.3
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You’ve probably said that at one time or another. Perhaps it
was when you read the headlines about Anastas Mikoyan on
“Meet the Press .”

If

It happens to all of us. It happens par-

ticularly to people who are not regular TV-viewers, and do not
consult daily program listings,

if

The following list is designed

to alert you to those February programs about which, if you were to miss them, you might indeed echo the words of our
headline: 96If I’d only known....”

If

These Special programs

cover a wide range of entertainment and public affairs. Music,

HallmarkHall of Fame presents “Berkeley
Square” (February 5, 9:30-11:00 pjru)
John Kerr, Jeannie Carson and Edna Best
star, and Janet Munro makes hej^bnerican debut, in this modern clas^ about an
American who inherits an ancestral Lon¬
don home and is transported to the year
1784. In COLOR and black and white.
The Phil Harris Show (February 6, 8:009:00 p.m.) Dean Martin, Alice Faye and
Betty Hutton join the ebullient Mr. Harris
in a special hour-loUg program of musi¬
cal-comedy-variety entertainment In
COLOR and black and white.'

comedy and drama, education, history and science. They re¬
flect a philosophy of programming upon which the entire NBC
schedule—regular programs and Specials alike—is based. That
is, totality of program service...rewarding television for every
program taste*

Wisdom (February 8, 2:00-2:30 p.m.)
Premiere of a new series of Conversations
with Distinguished Persons. Today, Miss
Edith Hamilton, authority on Classical
Gvilization, discusses with Huntington
Cairns, Secretary of the National Gallery
of Art, the similarities and differences

<

^ ^

-igr

g #

n r v/tiif:

between the civilizations of the Greek
Empire and atomic-age America.

NBC Kaleidoscope presents “The Third
Commandment” (February 8, 5:00-6:00
p.m.) Charles Van Doren is host, and
Arthur Kennedy stars in Ben Hecht’s first
full-hour play for television. It is a mod¬
ern morality play—an iconoclastic comedy
about a newspaperman who becomes a
false evangelist... and thus violates the
Third Commandment

The Bell Telephone Hour presents “Ameri¬
can Festival” (February 10, 8:00-9:00
p.m.) A panorama of American music
and musical artists, with Rise Stevens,
Ella Fitzgerald, Duke Ellington and-his
orchestra. Martha Wright, Russel Nype,
Grant Johannesen, the New York City
Ballet starring Jacques D’Amboise and
Melissa Hayden, and Donald Vcorhees

THE NBC TELEVISION NETWORK
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11,10:00-11:00 p.m.) Thousands of peo¬
ple who missed the original telecast of
this* show wrote in to ask for a repeat
performance. This is it Astaire joins
with the Jonah Jones Quartet, David Rose
and his orchestra, and Barrie Chase, to

enough to provide an hour of humor
ranjpng irom ultra-urbane wit to una¬
bashed gag. Maureen O’Hara, Danny
Thomas and Carol Haney are guest stars.

Meet Mr. Lincoln (February 11,8:30-9:00
p.m.) On the eve of thfe nationwide cele¬
bration of his 150thbirthday anniversary.

>

An Evening with Fred^Astaire (February

The Bob Hope Show (February 10, 9:3010:30 pjn.) Mr. Hope alights just long

will deliver guest lectures.

',-■>■
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and the JBefl Telephone Orchestra. In
COLOR and.Black and white.

Continental ’Classroom (Every Monday
through Friday, <5:30-7:00 a,m.} The first
national college-credit television course
in Atomic Age Physics is conducted by
Dr. Harvey £. White of .the University
of GaHomia at Berkeley, February 11
marks the opening of the second semester,
during which six Nobel Prize winners
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bring you ’an evening whieh the N. Y.
Times called “unforgettable.” In COLOR
and black and white.
The March of Medicine presents a special
repeat performance of “MD Interna¬
tional” (February 22, 5:00-6:00 p.m.)
Filmed in Korea, Hong Kong, Sarawak,
Burma, Nepal, Lebanon, Ethiopia and
India, this report on American doctors
serving in the far comers of the world
shows them not only as medical practi¬
tioners hut as unofficial U. S. ambassa¬
dors. In COLOR and black and white.

NBC Special Projects brings Lincoln and
his era to life with new camera techniques
that create a sense of motion in still
photographs, prints, posters and draw-,
ings of the period. The script is almost
wholly in the words of Abraham Lincoln
and his contemporaries.

Pontiac Star Parade (February 28, 9:0010:00 p.m.) Louis Jourdan is host, as
the tender passion of love gets a goodhumored ribbing in this special musical
revue. Guest stars: Marge and Gower
Champion, Mike Nichols and Elaine May,
and special guest star Ginger Rogers. In
COLOR and black.and white.

NBC IN NEW YORK IS WRCA-TV- 4
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Wftoday, iRelmry 4* 19S9

Ya*dcty’s toeefcly tdtart, bated on ratings furnished by Pulse’s latest reports on
feature films and their competition covets 155 markets. Each week, two different
marketrvnti be listed, with the IB top rated features tabulated. The tabulation excludes
features, and their ratings, telecast tip to * pjm. during the midweek. Their exclusion
is dictated by Poise's method of reflecting daytime midweek rating data.
Factors which toould assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in tins Vasott chart. listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their starst release year, original production company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid

CHICAGO

PULSE
. AVERAGE
RATING

TIME SLQT

1. THE PURPLE PLAIN”—
Gregory Peck,
Win Min Than;
Unite! Artists; 1955; UAA

1st Ron

. Movie 5
Sun. Dec. 7
10:00-11:30 pjn.
WNBQ

2. TANKER DOODLE DANDY”—
James Cagney,
Walter Houston;
Warner Bros.; 1942; UAA

1st Run

Best of CBS
Sat Dec. 6
103d pjn>S.O.
WBBM

3* "MAVERICK QUEEN”—
Barbara Stanwyek, Barry
Sullivan, Scott Briefer;
Republic; 1956; HTS

1st Run

i TELLS OF ST. MARY'S”—
Bing Crosby,
Ingrid Bergman;
“RKO; 1945; NTA

1st Run

5. "REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK
FARM”—
Shirley Temple, Randolph
Scott, Jade Haley;
20th Century Fox; J£38; NTA

1st Run Shirley Temple Movie
*
Sim. Dec. 7
530-730 p.m.
WGN

6. TONG'S ROW”—
Ann Sheridan,' Ronald
. Reagan, Robert Cummings;
Warner Bros.; 1941; UAA ..

Repeat

. Motion Picture •
Academy
Tues. Dee. 2
10:00 pm.-S.O.
WGN

7. "THE BIG SHOT”—
Hmnphrey^Bogart, Irene
Manning, Richard Travis; Warner Biros.; 1942; UAA

Repeat

8. "INVISIBLE MAN'S REVENGE”—
Universal; 1944; Screen. Gems

1st Run

9. “NIGHT UNTO NiqHT”—
Ronald Reagan, Viveca Lindfors,
Broderick Crawford;,
- ; *f
Warner Bros.; 1949; UAA “

Repeat

14. *HOMRSWEET HOMICIDE”—
Randolph’Scott; Lynn
Bari, Peggy Ann Gamer;
20th .Century Fox; 1946; NTA

. - 241

AV.
STATION EATINGS

LOW

25.7

21.7

48

.190
News ..
...WBBM
Sprats, Weather..... _WRKM ..
.163
Mages Playhouse—“Night
Unto Night” (Repeat) ....
..... .10.5

/

TOP COMPETITION

14.7 ,

41

Shock Theatre—“The
Invisible Man's Revenge”
(l*t Run).....
... WBKB. v.: ..W,ll,l

17,0

18.7

14.7

87

News Roundup..
Tn Town Tonight..
Jack. Paar Show.

mi

18.7 ;

12.7

85

w...23.0
News Roundup...... ...WBBM
In Town Tonight.... ...WBBMk.14.7
Jack Paar Show........... ...WNBQ ........ 13.5

16.3

13.3

80

Lone Ranger..... ...WBKB ..
T.»<ari».. ...WBBM .. ......183
Maverick...... ...WBKB ..
263

123.

14.7

9.7

29

...WBBM .. ,,.. .22.3
News Roundup..
.Jack Paar Show.. ...WNBQ ., .;:..:i4.2

Feature Film
Sun. Dec. 7 .
- 4:00-5:30 pin.
WGN

113

12.3

10.3

31

.-. WNBQ ... S, .. .10.4
Omnibus ..
Meet the Press... .. WNBQ .. .’7? ?r: 9.5

Shock Theatre
Sat. Dec. 6
10:00 pjm-S.O.
WBKB

11.1

133

93

25

Best of CBS—"Yankee
Doodle Dandy” (1st Run).. ..WBBM'. .,-18.1

10.9

13.0

8.3

Festival
Stirs
Thors. Dec. 4
1030 pjm-S.0.
WGN

15.1

-

...... 21.7
v, WBBM • • .153
...WNBq ..

‘

Mages Playhouse ‘
Sun. Dec. 7.
10:00-11:45 p.m.
•
WGN

"■

23
T

-Repeat Your Movieon Demand •
Sun.Defc.7
1:00-2:30 pjn.
WGN

. 1st Run

AVERAGE
fiWAtt

ffiGH

20.7 .

Movie Time UJ5JL «'
Uoo. Dec. 1
1030-1135 pjn.
WBKB*
•

•

N

TV Homes: 1,815,600: Survey Dates: December!-8, 1958.

18.1

COLliMBlIS, OHIO
1. “CHAIN LIGHTING”— . .
* Humphrey Bogart, Eleanor
Parker, Raymond Massey;
Warner Bros.; 1950; UAA

to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured
feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature end audience composition, i.e„ a late show at 11:15 p.m, would, hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Basking unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
for the particuldrly rated theatrical filmed show are. as accurate as could be ascer¬
tained. Under Time. Slot* & O. stands for Sign-Off, -

Stations: WBBM; WBKB, WON, WNBQ.

RUN

TOP It FEATURE FILMS

FEATUBE CHART

10.74

113

103 r

Movie 5—
“Purple Plain” (1st Run).. ..WNBQ ..... .. .24.1
Paris Precinct. ..WNBQ. . • 44 7
Picture for a Sunday
Afternoon—“Seven .
..WBBM. ..,’73
; Sweethearts” (Repeat)
Abbott and CosteRo... ..WBKB’.... . ...113

.37 .

Stations WBNS/WLW-C, wtvn. TV Homes: 180,400.

Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958.

Something,' Different ^*. . Sat. Dec. 6
. ... 1
.10:30 pjn--S.<X
WTVN

&& 4 ' ”?4-7 *;

2Q4

53

Boots and Saddles-.... ..WBNS. ...173
Amos ’n* Andy..... ..WBNS ..... ...12.2
Gold Cup' Theatre—“The
Kissing Bandit” (Repeat).. ..WLW-C- . .. 83a

17,0

19.3 -

15.3

45

Loretta Young...... ..WLW-C .... ...283
What’s My Line. ..WBNS . ...22.5
Sunday News Special. ..WBNS ..... ...183
. v-lQ-3
News—Norman Dohn... ..WBNS
Academy Award Theatre—
5.7
“Casanova Brown” (Repeat) ..wbns 4*.

16.8

17.7

15.7.

•51

15.7;

14.3

2. “YANKEE DOODLE DANDY”—
James Cagney,
Walter Houston;
Warner Bros.; 1942; UAA .

1st Run

Lex Mayer’s Theatre
Sun. Dec. 7
10:00 pjn.-S.O,
WTVN

3. “REBECCA**—
Joan Eunfeine/ Laurence
OlivieiV Judith Anderson^
United Artists; 1940; NTA

1st Run

Armchair Theatre •
. Fri. Dec. 5
11:15 pjh.-S.O.
WBNS

4. “REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK
FARM”—
Shirley Temple, Randolph
Scott, Jack Haley;
20th Century Fox; 1938; NTA

1st Run Shirley Temple Movie
Sat. Dec. 6
1:00-2:30 pjn.
WBNS

153

5. “PURPLE HEART”—
Dana Andrews, Richard
Conte, -Farley Granger;
20th Century Fox; 1944; NTA

Repeat

Sunday Showboat
Sun. Dec. 7
12:30-2:00 p.m.
WTVN

14.5

15.3

13.7

39

Star Commonwealth. ,. WBNS ..... ... 4.9
Football—
Cleveland vs. Philadelphia. ..WBNS ..... .. 29.1

6. “CLOSE CALL FOR BOSTON
BT,AI :i41
Chester Morris, Lynn
' Merrick, Richard Lane;
Columbia; 1949; Screen Gems

Repeat

Best of Hollywood
Sat Dec. 6
6-00-7:30 p.m.
WTVN

13.2

143

12.3

27

Football—
Baltimore vs. Los Angeles. ..WBNS ..... ...223

7. “CHAD HANNA”—
Henry Fonda, Linda
Darnell, Dorothy Lamour;
20th Century Fox; 1940; NTA

Repeat

Armchair Theatre
Tues. Dec. 2
11:15 pjn.-S.O.
WBNS

12.8

143

11.7

52

Jack Paar Show.. .. WLW-C 7?v«

8. “WAR PAINT”—
> -Robert Stack;

Repeat

Armchair Theatre
Mom-Dec. 1
11:15 pjh.-S.Oi
WBNS

123

143 -

10.7

54

Jack Paar Show.

Repeat

Best of MGM
Sun. Dec.*7
6:00-7:30 p.m.
WLW-C*

12.2

13.3

10.7

-27'

113

13.3

10.3

52 -1

•

C

United Artists; 1953; UAA

9. “A SOUTHERN YANKEE”—
' Red Skelton, Arlene
Dahl, John Ireland;
MOM; 1948; MGM-TV

10. "FIGHTING SEABEES”—
■Jbfm^Wayfce, Susan'
• Hayward, Dennis O’Keefe;
Republic; 1944; HTS*

Repeat
-

'

3Jf ‘

... .12.7
- News, Weather. ..WLW-C
Jack Paar Show.... ..WL^C .... ...11.2

Sports Page.- .. WLW*C
Football—
Miami vs. Oregon.... ..WLW-C

.... . .:.13.7
...19.3

«.3

..WLWrC .... ... 7.4

% -

;

Armchair. Theatre'
. Wed. Dec; 5
,
11:15 p.m.-S.Q. .
..
WBNS
- ■*

: -x .

Roy Rogers... /. WBNS ..... ...173
i.463
Our Miss Brooks.:..;. ..WBNS
Lassie...... ..WBNS . ...26.2
Jack Paar Show..

. ^ WLW-C_ ... 73
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Scranton Corp.
McMahan Indicts
The Battle For The Tape Buck In Payroll Crisis
Infant’ Status Of
At Roach Studios
Uil Blurb-Makers
By ART WOODSTONE

Harry Wayne McMahan, a vet¬
eran in the blurb-making business,
has recently returned from Europe,
armed with what he considers are
topflight European-made film com¬
mercials and simultaneously with
an indictment of American blurbs
and blurb-makers.
After lauding “the more ingeni¬
ous concepts," “the sophistication"
and the “memorable” qualities of
so much of. the foreign stuff he
saw recently as the only American
judge at the Venice fete, he ac¬
cused Americans of falling down
on the. job of selling via tv. Mc¬
Mahan, these days a consultant and
a former veepee in charge of video
blurbs at Leo Burnett, said these
things to Variety, shortly before
reiterating many of the same opin¬
ions before a group of agency and
production execs who viewed 40
European commercials at a presen¬
tation sponsored by the Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences'
Gotham chapter.
“The Continent is way. Way
ahead of us in making the creative
advertising message,” he declared.
“American agencies are not us¬
ing our creative film producers
enough,” McMahan charged.
“While agency interest in improv¬
ing tv commercials is increasing,
the advertising men must be cau¬
tioned that fewer of them than now
do should get into the act”
The former Venice judge said
that the great number of Madison
Avenuers who get themselves in
on all phases of commercial pro¬
duction tend to dissipate the
blurbs* impact. Actual producers,
he said, “who know how -to tell a
story, are being overlooked.”
“There are just too many people
at the agencies involved in dotting
the *i\ They don’t get the con¬
tract producer in there soon enough
to help them out.”
He pointed out that American.
still commercial photography is
quite far advanced, as. opposed to
most tv film commercials, simply
because the admen let professional
shutterbugs alone to do the work
they know best
European — meaning French,
Swiss, English, et aL—commercialmakers “are better at visual con¬
cepts,” according to McMahan.
“They are able to tell the story
without all the’ words we use.”
Twenty-two of the blurbs McMahan
brought back' with him use hardlyany words at all, except, in some
cases, at the dose of the com¬
mercial.
-■
McMahan said that the absence
of vocalistics in foreign-made ma¬
terial is due by and large to-the
fact that many sponsors have to
communicate in ’ many languages
and hence "try to tell the story in
a picture that most always is more
■ memorable than words.”
“Moreover* I believe that many
advertising people here, after see¬
ing these prints, would agree that
these are more successful at sell-,
ing impact than the run of our
commercials.”

Impulse’ Added
To G-K Roster
Hollywood, Feb. 3. *
Second Gross - Rrasne series
slated for filming at the company’s
California Studios this year is
“Impulse,” show created by actress
Maria Palmer and dealing with the
motivations for acts of crime. Se¬
ries will be distributed by GrossKrasne^Sillerman, K-G’s distribu¬
tion affiliate.
For past couple of years, G-K
has confined production activities
to overseas, despite the fact that
they own the leasehold and oper¬
ate the California lot. First do¬
mestic series, “Fate,” is slated to
roll $hortly for G-K-S syndication.
Jack Gross will probably produce
both series, with “Impulse” rolling
in early spring.
Miss Palmer,- whose latest stint
was featured role in national com¬
pany of “The Diary of Anne
Frank,” has the cooperation of the
American Psychiatric Society and*
the L. A. Police Dept, in the ven¬
ture. She’s already done a couple
of scripts for the series.

Role telefilm commercial pro*
ducers'will play in video tape pro¬
duction is not clear—even to the
production companies. Beset by
union, budgetary and facility prob¬
lems and the sudden upsurge of
network interest in competing for
the video tape dollar, the situation
has become difficult for the mem¬
bers of the Film Producers Assn,
of N. Y. and for their Coast coun¬
terparts.
.
Advertising agencies are show¬
ing extreme timidity in throwing
what limited, tape blurb produc¬
tion there is to the film producers.
Instead, they reportedly are turn¬
ing to CBS-TV and NBC-TV, which
are absolved at least of the facil¬
ities and most of the union
problems.
Working rapidly, FPA says that
it is on the way to solving one of
the more pressing issues. Its rep¬
resentatives met last week to iron
out differences with the Inter¬
national Alliance of Theatrical &
Stage Employees. FPA said that
the union understands the prob¬
lems and the two groups will meet
again next Friday (6) in a further
shot at straightening the diffi¬
culties that have become apparent
in the past several months and
which came to a head two weeks
ago in an intra-union jurisdictional
squabble.
CBS and NBC have accelerated
plans of their own to get into fullscale production, to take advan¬
tage of the indecision forced upon
the film men. The intra-union
IATSE situation, really nothing
more than a peculiar symptom of
the overall issue between the film
producers and the IA, is said to
have in part influenced NBC to
jettison its cautions about starting
fulltime in tape and instead to
make immediate plans for a pro¬
duction centre devoted entirely to

Max Cooper to Tape
Caban Baseball League
For U. S. Winter Ride
Chicago, Feb. 3.
Max Cooper’s big idea for tele-,
vision depends on whether Fidel
Castro can make Cuba safe for
winter baseball in 1959. Cooper,
wjw heads a Chicago public rela¬
tions firm, has purchased the rights
from the Cuban Baseball League
to televise next winter’s games in
the U.S. by means of videotape.
It’s Cooper’s belief that baseball
buffs don’t tire of the sport when
the U.S. season ends but instead
begin speculating on the forthcom¬
ing year. With six major league
ballplayers allotted to each Cuban
club in addition to a number of
topflight minor league prospects.
Cooper feels the south-of-theborder games will be watched with
as much interest here as the inseason stateside games.
Immediately as the 1959 ,U.S.
baseball season ends. Cooper is go¬
ing into production with a 26-week
series of Cuban baseball to span
the gap between the end of one
gringo baseball season and the be¬
ginning of the nfcxt. Last one in
the skein, 'but natch, will be the
championship game. The schedule
is for one a week.
Cooper says he has devised a
technique for editing tape in film
fashion by which each game could
be pared to an hour’s length al¬
most without eliminating a pitch.
This is done by snipping out [the
unnecessary incidents that tend to
slow down a ball game—staring
contests^ walks to ~ the dugout,
changes of field, etc.
A pilot tape of a complete game
played in Cuba this season is cur¬
rently making the rounds of net¬
works and ad agencies. Failing to
get a network bite for the series.
Cooper says he will put it into syn¬
dication. A1 Heifer did the play-byplay on the pilot.
Working title of the 'taped ballcasts is “Winter TV Baseball.”]
Fact that the U.S. gazettes don’t
cover the individual Caban Leagues
games, Cooper feels, keeps a Mon-]
day or Tuesday outing fresh in tills
country when it is played back on‘
tape the following Saturday.
Although-his business is public
relations primarily. Cooper had
produced a local tv-er with How¬
ard Miller several years back
j

tape production (see separate
story).
Film producers are bothered by
problems; of which IATSE is only
a part, of such variety and range
that one producer expressed them
as “maybe insoluble.” Most of the
FPA producers tabulated don’t
share that opinion, feeling that in
time everything will work out, but
at the same time, some of them are
cognizant that they cannot con¬
sume too much time establishing
jointly with IA a tape modus oper¬
and!, for fear that NBC and CBS
will become too well entrenched
in the field.
First there are the union prob¬
lems, with IATSE and its various
parts and with SAG and AFTRA.
While FPA feels it can come to
terms with the IA. the SAG-AFTRA
jurisdictional dispute, which seems
to strike more directly at the film
producers than it ever has at the
networks, still faces a series of.
legal maneuvers over an indeter¬
minable period of time.
There are for the film producers,
too, the problems of sufficient fi¬
nancing to buy tape studio space,
tape equipment, live camera chains,
and, perhaps most important, the
unresolved need to establish a
crystal-clear method of perform¬
ance ns video tape producers. Tape
is a mechanical method far more
resembling live production tech¬
nique than the film methods pro¬
ducers are used to. It is this latter
problem that has created—far
more than any minor intra-IA
squabbling—the issues that FPA
and IATSE are now trying to
solve.
Two weeks ago, the intra-IA mat¬
ter cropped up and it is said to
have increased agency indecision
about the use of the FPA in tape
blurb-making. Actually, it was a
narrow issue, which, while it is
taken as symptomatic of the over¬
all trouble between IA and FPA,

did not offer any genuine cause for
ad agency alarm. Instead of the
usual one, there were two pro¬
ducers involved, one from FPA
(which is signed with IA local 6441
and one (dealing only with IA men
employed by two N.Y. tv stations
and Who are not 644 members).
This two-ply production deal
caused the problem by and large.
Bigger IA problem Involves the
guarantees the FPA producers feel
they can afford or cannot afford to
make to the union as to the staff¬
ing and training of crews. The cur¬
rent meetings are basically on
these points. FPA appears to want
the union to train its film techni¬
cians in the live manner and also
wants the right to pick from the
trainees the men FPA members
feel are most qualified to make the
shift from film to live. (It’s much
more than merely training them to
use cameras effectively; it is, ac¬
cording to some FPA’ers, a matter
of training them in the more in¬
volved techniques of live camera
maintenance.)
IATSE naturally wants FPA to
first hire permanent staffs with the
producers then undertaking the re¬
sponsibility of training. Because
nobody on either side really can
foretell the extent and monetary
worth of video tape production and
because few of the FPA producers
want to underwrite costly tape
facilities additions before tape
really gets moving, the IA and
FPA are confronted by serious
problems.
CBS and NBC are signed with
IBEW and NABET, respectively,
and since there is neither any dis¬
pute as to which union is to handle
the various network tape jobs noi
is there any problem of converting
film technicians to live work
(NABET and IBEW are historically
“live tv” unions), the webs are
thought to have the edge for the
moment in this battle for the tape
buck.

Plot to Kill Fuller

“Yankee Doodle Dandy’s’
Star-Spangled Trendex
In Providence, Elsewhere

One of the pass-this-aroundthe-table-takeoffs-at a SavoyHilton Hotel (N. Y.) luncheon
last week was a photograph
based on “The Plot to Kill
Stalin” given tiis season by
“Playhouse 90.” The feed was
in tribute to Robert; Fuller,
leaving WCBS-TV to become
publicity director of CBS
Films.
Hotel's bulletin board listed
the event as given by—
WABC-TV.

IMPOSING ARRAY OF
‘SA 7’CLIENT BUYS
Despite the growth of syndica¬
tion advertisers seeking participa¬
tions as opposed to program buys,
there remains a wide array of ad¬
vertisers going along the tradi¬
tional route.
Case in point is MCA TV's sales
lineup on “SA 7." On top of the
regionals of Lucky Strike Cigarets
and Genesee Brewing, MCA TV
has clicked. off 16 additional mar¬
kets for a variety of sponsors. New
sales include Tareyton Cigarets for
10 markets and Donovan Coffee for
two Alabama markets. Other buys
include Ballantine Beer, Columbus,
O.; Dixie Electric for one market
in Louisiana and Blue Plate Foods
for another Louisiana'market.
Each of the sales was for a
February start.

Success Story
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Four Star Films will pour over
$800,000 into 20 half-hour telefilms
for seven series during the next
three weeks, a record activity pace
for the Hollywood telefilmery, ac¬
cording to production head Frank
Baur. Included in the production
activity is lensing of the first stanza
of Four Star's new Singer anthol¬
ogy series Feb. 16. Series is hosted
by David Niven, produced by Vin¬
cent M. Fennelly.
Other telepix to be filmed in the
three-week period are three for
“Rifleman”; three for “Dick Pow¬
ell’s Zane Grey Theatre”; four for
“Wanted—Dead or Alive”; three
for “Trackdown”; three for “Black
Saddle”; and three for “Richard
Diamond, Private Detective.”

“Yankee Doodle Dandy” is turn¬
ing the rating tables on the posi¬
tion that old-time musical features
don’t ring the rating register in
their tv exposure.
WJAR-TV, Providence. R.I., which
plugged heavily for the Warner
Bros, pic, starring James Cagney,
scored ? whopping 42.5 Trendex
oh Tues. (27), between 8 and 10
p.m. The hoopla paid off hand¬
somely for the sole sponsor Sun¬
beam Bread, which plunked down
about $5,000 for the one-shot pres¬
entation, the figure including the
advertisers share in promotion:
Other ratings elsewhere are not
nearly as dramatic, hut they do in¬
dicate the musical’s strength. Ac¬
cording to the Variety-PuIse Fea¬
ture Chart in this issue, the ’42
cinematic being distributed by
United Artists Associates, scored
second place in the Chicago mar¬
ket with a 18.1, and a 17.0 in Co¬
lumbus, O., again hitting second
place.

KTTV GRABS OFF
KELLOGG BILLINGS
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
KTTV pulled a nifty mid-year
coup last week by grabbing off
some $3,000 a week worth of Kel¬
logg billings which had been riding
on KABC-TV; the ABC o&o here,
since the start of the season. KTTV
pulled away three of Kellogg’s big
four spot-booked shows, “Woody
Woodpecker,” “Superman” and
“Wild Bill Hickok,” which KABCTV was awarded when Kellogg de¬
cided to go spot after having aired
the shows on the ABOTV network.
In addition, KTTV grabbed some
extra business, with Kellogg ink¬
ing to sponsor “Topper” on the
station as well. Shift from KABCTV starts Dec. 22, when “Woody”
goes into a Sunday at 6 slot; "Su¬
perman” and “Hickok” go into
Wednesday and Thursday at 7 the
same week, and “Topper” rides
Saturday afternoons.

Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Bloom may be off the rose ot
the Scranton Corp.’s wide-ranging
show biz plans. A temporary crisis
last week at Hal Roach Studios,
one of the Scranton subsids, was
the tipoff, as the studio for some
time was unsure whether it would
he able to meet its payroll. As it
turned out, the payroll was met,
and will be met next week, but
nobody could predict anything be¬
yond that.
Payment for production person¬
nel was slated for last Thursday
(29), and by that afternoon Roach
execs were phoning the unions ask¬
ing them for wage waivers, for
permission to delay wage payments
by one week. They told the unions
that money had been held up in
.New York, due to a shortterm fi¬
nancial
squeeze
that
would
shortly be overcome. Late that
afternoon, word arrived from New
York that money wou’d be forth¬
coming, and Friday afternoon
everyone was paid off.
Whatever the nature of the
squee?e on Scranton’s resources—
and Hal Roach Jr. was the only
studio exec with any knowledge
of the problem, and he was in New
York raising the coin—fact remains
there’s grave speculation over the
studio’s future here, as well as con¬
siderable wonderment as to the di¬
rection in which Scranton’s mov¬
ing.
The financial squeeze was pre¬
ceded by rapid expansion, what
with acquisition of Mutual, of Dis¬
tributors Corp. of America, of
Roach’s Rabco assets, along with
talk of acquisition of a telefilm dis¬
tribution firm. There were also
income, from Roach’s sale for $2,000,000 of ’the “Oh Susannah” se¬
ries to Jack Wrather’s Independent
Television Corp.
At the same time, though, there
came the William Morris agency
lawsuit for $311,000 in comm'ssions
allegedly due on sale of the “Su¬
sannah” show, along with reports
that operating funds at the studio
have been chronically low for the
past several weeks. Roach execs
explained that operating funds for
payroll, etc., aiv forwarded from
New York each week.
Nobody knows the future of the
studio, but bets are that Scranton
will curtail its expansion-acquisi¬
tion program sharply to reappraise
its show biz investments. Mean¬
while, studio is operating as usual.
“Susannah” is the
*how cur¬
rently shooting; “The Veil” has
laid off for a couple of weeks; pilot
of the Guy Madison show is in the
cuttingrooms. “Dennis O’Keefe
Show,” which is a rental, is slated
to start within the next week for
United Artists Television

Fremantle Inti
Into Yidpic Prod.
London, Feb. 3.
Fremantle International~of New
York is entering the vidpic pro¬
duction field for the first time with
a series to be lensed in Britain.
Details wers disclosed last week by
the company prexy, Paul Talbot,
during a stopover in London as
part of an extensive continental
tour.
The series will star Harry H.
Corbett, who is best known here
for his “Sooty” puppet character,
which has been widely featured on
British tv. The skein will be partly
puppet and partly live action and
the pilot is now in an advanced
stage of preparation. The series
will run to 39 half-hour films.
During his London visit, Talbot
also announced the appointment of
Douglas Jackson as Fremantle**
UK sales manager. Jackson was
formerly with the George Newnes
publishing house in charge of the
sales promotion department and
in that capacity produced a num¬
ber of tv commercials. Angela
Cuthbertson, who is a director of
Talbot Television Ltd. (the British
subsidiary), continues to handle the
I sales of Fremantle films on the
continent, operating out of the
I London office.

TRUEVISION REVIEWS
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Tele Follow-Up Comment
Chevy Show
*
The inter-cultural relations be¬
tween Japan and the United fStates
entered another phase on Sunday
(1) when NBC-TV displayed the
accomplishments of a Japanese
talent delegation , on the Chevy
show. It .did look somewhat like
an Ed Sullivan Show with an Ori¬
ental accent. But withal it bad
a lot of charm and appeal and pro¬
duced entertainment values.
The kill showed American in¬
fluences on Japanese theatre rather
than a display of the classical Jap¬
anese culture. There were quick
glimpses of some classical bits, but,
in many cases these were just leadins to' something out of Ldew’s
State.
For example, Haru Tominaga
plays a classical zither-like instru¬
ment known as the koto, and after
a brief illustration of its traditional
use went into “Saints Go Marching
In ” Wakana Hanayagi started in
classical dance and wound up in
something infinitely more modern,
in concert with hostess Shirley
MacLaine.
The major singers were James
Shigets and Izumi Yukimura, both
of whom' are on the bigtime in
Japan, Izumi is reminiscent of
Teresa Brewer, a cute birdlike
creature, who looks fragile and
sings big. Shigeta has a sexy voice.
Both did well in solo and in con¬
cert.
The comedy is by a pair of Jap¬
anese turns, the Rice Paddies, in
which a troupe prepares the dough
for rice cakes out of a batch of
cooked rice. There’s some simple
and basic lines that hit home. They
were accomped by a troupe of
femme instrumentalists and sing¬
ers. The Nagata Baseball King’s, a
family act, lampoons America's na¬
tional pasttime that has been
adopted by Japan. There were
some excellent comedy moments.
Louis Jourdain, hosting the show
along with Miss MacLaine, held the
various ingredients together charm¬
ingly. Both adapted themselves to
this Oriental frame. Miss MacLaine
did so especially with her singing
in Japanese at odd times. One of
the most charming bits on the
show, it says here, was the end
commercial done by Miss Mac¬
Laine in the manner-of the Kabuki
theatre. The sales spiel had imagi¬
nation, charm and humor and an
entertaining quality. Also sales
appeal.
Jose, i
General Electric Theatre
Tuning up a trite tale turned
out to be a helpful angle for GE’s
“No Man Can Tame Me” shot on
OBS-TV last Sunday (1). Although
it was no great shakes as a musical,
the 30 minutes did have enough
spark to make it a pleasing session.
The tunes were supplied by Ray
Evans and Jay Livingston and were
ably handled by Gisele MacKenzie,
John Raitt and Eddie Foy. The
score of necessity in the half-hour
framework didn’t get much of a
showcasing or development but
it did manage to develop a tune¬
ful taste.
*
Of the players. Miss MacKenzie
came off best and showed that
she’d be a strong bet in larger
musicomedy areas.
.
Gros.
. Playhouse 90
I “A Quiet Game of Cards” broke
up too late. Writer Reginald Rose,
apparently not content with having
penned a satisfactory and natural
conclusion to his gripping, explo¬
sive teleplay, went an abortive step
too far to further a point that
stripped the whole work of its
logical tone and cloaked it with
the incongruity of fantasy. Until
the bloom went off Rose’s little
game, the “Playhouse 90” entry
was the kind of tv now frequently
referred to by sentimental setsiders as “the type of thing tv used
to do in the good old days.”
It was a tale of five successful
businessmen whose 25 - year - old
weekly card game with a 50-cent
limit suddenly grows stale, leading
them to develop a bizarre and
idealistic murder plot to break the
monbtony of success. The premise
, is that these “five perfect examples
of the fulfillment of the American
dream” can gamble in murder on
the assumption they are clever
enough not to get caught, but the
murder must also have a moral
justification: At first, each is to
bring in a name of a potential vic¬
tim who epitomizes evil, but this
proves unsatisfactory. In the out¬
standing ironical twist of. the tele¬
play, .the five men decide to mur¬
der a completely good man, thus
creating a martyr whose death,
veiled as the, work 'of juvenile
hoodlums; will outrage humanity
. and instigate a.pFogram that would
benefit thousands: of just such

youthful delinquents as the ones
blamed for the crime.
The machinery for the murder is
set in motion. It is not a very pre¬
cisely-calculated plot, but obvious¬
ly and fittingly the work of non¬
pros at the business of homicide.
There is also a good deal of in¬
decision, self-doubt, and finally
outright fear of the consequences
on the part of members of the
quintet. But, just as the knife is
poised for the kill, the leader of
the ‘group finds he cannot bring
himself to commit the deed. At
this point, investigating a disturb¬
ance, the Intended victim is mur¬
dered by a group of young hoods,
precisely in the manner which the
five plotters had hoped to have
their own version interpreted. This
tae, even accepted on a hypotheti¬
cal basis, seems contrived and un¬
worthy of the logical restraint ex-:
hibited by the balance of Rose’s
teleplay.
~
“
The five principals, Barry Sulli¬
van. Franchot Tone, Gary Merrill,
E. G. Marshall and William Bendix, all contributed stimulating
portrayals, and received able sup¬
port from Irene Eervev. Raymond
Greenleaf, Katharine Warren and
the balance of the cast. UntU the
joker pooped out of writer Rose’s
Doker. director Alex Segal did a
beautiful job of building and main¬
taining suspense throughout most
Of the Herbert Brodkin production.
Tube.
WHO SHALL NOT KILL?
With Tom Mullahey
Producer: Tom Mullahey
Director: Vern Louden
Writer: Tom Mnllahey
60 Mins.: Fri. (30), 8 p.m.
KRON, San Francisco
»
One of the most controversial
issues in California today is-abolition of the death "penalty, but no
tv or radio station has taken a
stand on the issue—or, for tha‘
matter, done much reporting on it
—until KRGN’s hour-long show
came alorig.
Writer - Producer - narrator Tom
Mullahey handled the subject
deftly and convincingly.
He explored the historical back¬
ground briefly, starting with the
Fifth Commandment, and the
viewer was then taken through the
step-by-step preparation cf a con¬
vict in his last 17 hours at San
Quentin, culminating in an execu¬
tion at the prison gas chamber.
Next came quick interviews with
a pair of murderers (who have
served a total of 59 years m prison)
about whether they would have
preferred death to their life sen¬
tences without hope of pardon--—
both had spent years on “death
row” until their sentences had
been commuted.
Workings of California’s Adult
Authority (parole board) were de¬
scribed swiftly, viewer saw a brief
filmed. interview with killer Bar¬
bara Graham (on the possibility of
sending an innocent person to
^ death) and show wound up with a
’number of interviews with persons
like Gov. Edmund G. Brown, San
(Quentin’s warden, Frisco police
chief, district attorney, a psychia¬
trist and “men in the street.”
Final three minutes were de¬
voted to a plea by KRON General
Manager Harold P. See for a five
to 10-year moratorium on the death
penalty and a plea to the State
judiciary for revision of the “McNaughton Rule”’ on sanity—under
the McNaughton Rule (1843) the
legal definition of a sane person
is the ability to discriminate be¬
tween right and- wrong. In other
words, legal sanity has little rela¬
tion to medical* sanity.
Show was pre-filmed and ex¬
amined the subject of capital pun¬
ishment in death, making its points
precisely and dramatically. A pro¬
fessional actor was used to imper¬
sonate murderer going to his death
at the £an Quentin gas chamber,
but otherwise all performers were
the real thing, which made the
show much more convincing.
Mullahey’s script and narration
were eloquent and it is to KRON’s
credit that the station was: 1) bold
enough to take a stand against the
death penalty after an objective
and penetrating analysis of both
sides of the question, and 2) un¬
concerned enough about its rev¬
enue to preempt an hour of prime
time on a Friday evening to air
this documentary.,
'
Direction of Vern Louden and
: camera work of Bob Gustavino and
Leo Diner were good, and Doran
Ford’s audio work was excellent.
This was adult, thoughtful (Re¬
vision.
Stef.

P&RIETY
FIDEL CASTRO
With Stuart Novins, Richard Bate,
. others
Producer-Director: Don Hewitt
Writer: John Sharnik
Cameramen: Paul Rubenstein,
Ralph Santos
30 Mins., Wed. (38), 8 p.m,
CBS-TV (tape & film)
Between sponsored shows, CBSTV devoted last Wednesday’s (28)
8 p.m. time slot to a half-hour,
part tape, part film o.o. of Fidel
Castro and Cuba since Castro’s
successful overthrow of the Batista
regime. Though the stanza was
visually’okay, the key to the oneshot was not in the tape, the film
or the 24 or so minutes in which
they were shown. Not to say that
these visual portions weren’t inter¬
esting, but they were somewhat
disjointed and not overly exciting.
The star attraction* was Stuart
Novins’ brief word summary of
what has taken place economically,
socially - and politically since the
revolt, with special emphasis on
the role the Communists might
play in Cuba’s future. • Novins
brought In several angles which
were not covered pictorially. leav¬
ing the viewer ’ with the feeling
that he might have been watching
two distinct programs.
interesting trade sidebar was the
filmed interview with Goar Mestre,
the big man in Cuban video. Mes¬
tre, a known Batista opponent (he
had his share of tv troubles be¬
cause of.it, too), gave his view—a
temperate one^-on the new Castro
role. Political aspect of this inter¬
view was okay, but for the people
in Stateside video, who’ve heard
about his personality ar.d forqefulness but who’ve 'never met him,
it offered an opportunity during
five minutes of “Fidel Castro” to
see part oL what, makes Jura po
powerful in Latin American broad¬
casting.
Art.
THE MIKADO
(CBC Folio)
With Eric House, Roma Butler*
Robert Reid, Alan Crofoot, Eric
Treadwell, Irene Byatt, Arthur
. Sclafer, Marie Gauley, Genevieve
Gordon, others
Producer-Director: Norman Camp¬
bell
Stager (Musical Numbers): Gladys
Forrester
Music Director: Godfrey Ridout
120 Mins.: Toe. (27); 9:30 pjn.
CEC-TV, frojn Toronto
Filling two hours (no coramerr
cials; it was -sustaining) so only -one
minor musical item had to be
omitted, the Canadian Broadcast¬
ing Corp.’s “The Mikado” provided
viewers across the country with
one of the finest performances of
the Gilbert & Sillivan spoofer ever
seen in this country on any medi¬
um. Norman Campbell, who pro¬
duced and directed this ‘tern in
CBC’s intermittent '“Folio” series,
deserves all the kudos he’s going
to get because, from this side of
the picture tube, there wasn’t a
major flaw. Big disappointment is
that it gets only a single showng.
Since Canada has only one Englishlanguage webT it would be a mighty
achievement if a U.S. network'
could air it on telefilm.
Besides the boffo productiondirection* of Campbell, ton v/ork
was done by costumer Suzanne
Mess, who handled similar chores
"n the Opera Festival; Robert Lawson, who based the sets on deep
research through Japanese prints
(and although it was a non-color
airer he made hefty use of color
on the sets to help the cist); and
Godfrey Ridout who did-a stand¬
out job with a so^ko orchestra. ,
The cast "was excellent. Eric
House, w.k. on Canadian radio, tv
and stage, handled updated fat
times) lines in the Ko-Ko role with
slickness and ability.. House had
to squeeze rehearsals and show
between his nightly-plus-matinees
vverk in a revue in Toronto’s Crest
theatre. Alan Crofoot, who. is a
tenor but trained his pipes to the
bass for Poo-Ba, was smooth and
often convincing as the Lord High
Everything. Erie Treadwell’s title
part Was solidly handled as was
the unpleasant but satisfying part
of Katisha by Irene Byatt. Other
players measured at all times to
the show’s thesping and chanting
standards.
Standout achievement in “The
Mikado” on CBC-TV was the sharp
tightening of action to fit camera
limitations. An average D’OylyCarte production requires a full
stage but in this production thespers were directed to hit the lens
on the button every time although
the studio (CBC’s largest) was
used completely. Big effect was
achieved with a camera operated
oir a monoraff in the high rafters,
plus a crane camera and two on
pedestal^
This handling of “The Mikado”
is bound to strengthen p ihlie
appeal, already strong, of s' C&S
works.
Gorrn.

TELEVISION RHVIEWS
SECOND AGONY OF ATLANTA
With Chet Huntley* others
Producer: Reuven Frank
Director: George Murray
Writer: William Hill
60 Mins., Sun. (D 6 p.m.
NBC-TV ffilm)
One cannot help but turn melan¬
choly after viewing the illuminat¬
ing and controversial “Second
Agony of Atlanta,” the full-hour
NBC News special with Chet
Huntley , on NBC-TV Sunday (1).
This candid NBC probing of the
Atlanta school integration crisis,
like the recent CBS “Missing Class
Of ’59” with Edward R. Murrow,
should have a tremendous impact,
on decent-thinking citizens of this
land. It will, no doubt, provoke
the anger of the Nat’l Assn, for
the Advancement of Colored
People.
The ventilating of the school
integration problem of the South
on the NBC-TV program pointed
up the unwholesome control of the
situation by the bigot, the extrem¬
ist and the segregationist. It was.
not a pretty or hopeful picture that
Huntley and his camera crew
captured in Atlanta and surround¬
ing territory. Currently there is a
suit pending in the Federal courts
to desegregate public schools. At¬
lanta has indicated a willingness
to desegregate but a rural minor¬
ity which, under Georgia’s county
unit voting system, controls the
state government, can close down
every one of the public schools if
one Negro is admitted to a seg¬
regated white school.
“Second Agony of Atlanta” made
it plain thatjthere is massive resist¬
ance^ Federal pressure for school
integration. NBC-TV took its cam¬
eras to a PTA meeting at the
Northside H.S. where segregation¬
ists and integrationists had their
say. A visit to McKee’s Beat, a
canteen for white youngsters, pro¬
duced mostly segregation talk.
Interviews with Negro students at
Amos’ drugstore on the other side
of the tracks were highly interest¬
ing. Here. the youngsters sought
equal scholastic opportunities, ob¬
serving that in many instances
southern schools were indeed sep¬
arate and unequal. This segment
of the program evoked consider¬
able sympathy and understanding.
Bitterly biased was segregation¬
ist Carter Pitman in an interview
with an NBC-TV correspondent.
Pitman- typified the prime bigot
who insisted that it was absolutely
impossible to integrate schools in
the south as well as the north and
that ultimately the north “will get
tired of .their girls being raped
. . . tired of policemen wa.king up
and down corridors.”. A more hu¬
mane point of view was expressed
by ^Atlanta Mayor. William B.
Hartsfield and Ralph McGill,
liberal editor of the Atlanta Con¬
stitution
who
described
the
NAAGP as “something of a whip¬
ping boy” and who lamented “the
irresponsible loose talk” in the
South and the folly of attempting
to set Up a private school system
in the event that Atlanta was
forced to close its free public
schools, o
Huntley's closing remarks were
sharp and undoubtedly faced up
to the grave issues confronting
Southern Communities. The pro¬
gram was certainly an important
study of the widejy disparate
forces at work trying to solve the
turbulent public school crisis.
It was also a stinging electronic
editorial endeavor on the part of
the NBC newsman, but Huntley’s
final opinion that the problem
might conceivably be eased if the
present leadership of the NAACP
were to undergo a change must
have evoked rage in the hearts of
Negro crusaders. If:, during the
program, the NAACP’s position
had been made clearer, there
would have been some justifica¬
tion for Huntley’s final observa¬
tions. Under the circumstances,
the NAACP got the short and
messy end of the stick and conceouentiy deserves time on the air
for a fuller explanation of its
present position.
Rans.

Alex Gottlieb Original
For Tlayhonse 90;
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Herbert Brodkin, producer of
CBS-TV’s “Playhouse 90” series,
has signed Alex Gottlieb to. write
an original comedy teleplay, “In¬
side My Wife’s Head,” for the se¬
ries.
Brodkin, meanwhile, has slated
“Diary of a Nurse,” by Arthur
Hailey, for airing March 5, with
Herbert Hirshraan to direct; “In
Lonely Expectation,” by Mayo
Simon, to be taped March 19 for
April 2 airing, Franklyn Schaffner
directing; Adrian Spies’ “A Trip
to Paradise,” tentatively set for
May 14; “Made in Japan,” by Jo¬
seph Ste'fano/in May.
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WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS
(Du Pont Show of the Month)
With Siobhan McKenna, James
Donald, Cyril Cusack, Liam Red¬
mond, John Williams, Diana van
der Vlis, ^ Martita Hunt, Tint
O’Connor
Producer: David Susskind
Director: Robert Mulligan
Writer: James M. Barrie
Adaptation: Jacqueline Babbin,
Audrey Gellen
90 Mins., Wed. (28), 9:30 p.m.
DU PONT
CBS-TV, from N.Y.
(BBDOY
Du Pont’s once-a-month video
offerings continued their solid pace
on CBS-TV Wednesday night (28)
with a click adaptation of another
standard legit work. This series
may not be blazing any tv trails or
developing any dramaturgical tal¬
ent by thus sticking to a safe re¬
pertory, but it is making an im¬
portant contribution by insisting
on such high production standards.
J. M. Barrie’s 50-year-old play,
“What Every Woman Knows,” was
tailored to an exact tv fit. The
charm of the Barrie script was
fully preserved in the adaptation
by Jacqueline Babbin and Audrey
Gellen while the performances
retained the period flavor of this
comedy of the war between the
sexes.
The central role of Maggie, the
Scot girl who knew how to keep
her man despite the fascinations
of more beautiful women, was
portrayed in superlative form by
Siobhan McKenna. She played
with vigor and wit, albeit lending a
necessary feminine touch to her
intelligence.
The rest of the cast was of equal
calibre. James Donald was out¬
standing as the humorless and am¬
bitious husband who finally comes
to the shattering realization that
his wife is indispensable. Martita
Hunt, as the venerable countess
who is an essential part of the
somewhat old-fashioned plot mech¬
anism, played with aristocratic
finesse. Other supporting roles
were filled by a topnotch roster
consisting of Diana van der Vlis,
as the other woman; Cyril Cusack,
Liam Redmond and Tim O’Connor,
as Maggie’s family; and John Wil¬
liams, as a high British politician.
The plot’s progression from the
Scottish td English drawing room
settings was kept firmlv under
control by director Robert Mulli¬
gan. The play, done live, name off
without a hitch. David Susskind
produced for Talent Associates.
Herm.
BYLINE—MONTY HALL
Witt Hall, host-moderator; guests
Producer: Marlene Sanders Toobin
Assoc. Producer: Herbert Dorfman
Director: Arnee Nocks
Writer: Milton Shefter
PARTICIPATIONS
30 Mins.; M^n.-thru-Fri., 1 p.m.
WNEW-TV, N. Y.
A pleasant, informative show is
offered in this half-hour afternoon
strip, “Byline-Monty Hill," judg¬
ing from Wednesday’s (23) outing.
When most stations in the sevenstation N. Y. market are engaged
in grinding out films, or in funsame programs, the Metropolitan
Broadcasting indie has settled for
a chatter show in the pubaffairs
groove. Host-interviewer Monty
Hall doesn’t appear to do much
digging on the subjects discussed,
but he does some adroit steering
of the expert*?’ talk. For this rea¬
son, it has an interestin'* appeal, if
somewhat on the superficial level.
Wednesday’s half-hour had
Cleveland Amory. re^ogn;zed
chronicler of society, end Dr‘. Don¬
ald Keves and Dr. John Shuelort,
the latter two cxTmrtizjnrt on the
£TaPT?ers of rcdioactwe fRlout in
N. Y. Amory was on tar onlv about
JO mimites, leavin'* th*5 m^ior por¬
tion of tae pro'*rem to the radio¬
active fallout problem.
Dr. Keyes ren»v\sentod
Com¬
mittee for San Nuclear PoJtav and
t°ok a more alarmin'* potion on
the fallout danger. Dr. Shuelert.
i*ead of the Turnout Geological
Laboratories of Columbia U.. also
saw the fallout darners, but his
position was more moderate on the
immediate dangers.
The look-see at American So¬
ciety was uart of a three-day seg¬
ment on the subject. Amorv came
off well, with a number of adroit
observations and reallv deserves
more than a 10-minute stint. Byliner Hall said Amory would be
back at some future program. Pro¬
duction and direction were han¬
dled well. That coffee table, front¬
ing talkative guests on controver¬
sial subjects, is becoming a famil¬
iar trademark of the N. Y. tv scene.
This WNEW entry is a pleasant,
onee-over-lightly addition. Horo.
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Morning TV Comes To Soviet
-Bat It’s Setting up Exercises
By BUYING R.JJEVINE

-

Radio Reviews

TV Radio Production Centers

Continued from pace 34
EMILY KIMBROUGH SHOW
Director: John Chanin
feature after four-year hiatus (except for occasional special programs)
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri;; 9:30 pan.
.,. Max Sherman is.newly elected v.p. of WWDC, Inc., operating radio
WCBS, N. Y.
CBS’ Program Consolidation stations WWDC-AM-FM here; Sherman’s been on stations’ staff since
Plan has brought about a pattern *47 . . . George Gobel provided yocks at inaugural ceremony Saturday
of new voices for WCBS, -its flag¬ (31) for new National Press Club prexy, William H. Lawrence of N.Y.
ship station in New York. Among
the fresh personalities is author- Times . * . WTOP radio v.p. Lloyd W. Dennis Jr. presented U S. Army
lecturer Emily Kimbrough who in¬ a recording of the station’s award-winning news coverage of the launch¬
terviews notables in the fields of ing of Explorer 1 on first anni of shooting of the satellite Saturday
arts, letters, labor, politics, etc. j (31); it’ll he preserved in official Army historical records . . . More
Cleveland, Feb, 3. . during her half - hour evening than 500 have signed up for early morning (6:30 a.m.) beginner’s course
State Senator Ray T. Miller, cross-the-board show;
on Russian language, carried as a public service by WTOP-TV in co¬
president of WERE, , will introduce r Particularly rewarding was Fri-j operation with George Washington U. Started Monday (2), instruction.day’s (30) session for Miss Kim-j
legislation in the Ohio Senate this brough probed the “difficulty” of! is by” Vladimir Tolstoy, descendant of great Russian writer. Leo Tol¬
stoy.
week, extending- to radio-television getting theatre tickets. On hand to
newsmen same exemption privi¬ supply the answers were the pro¬
leges now accorded newspapermen; ducing team of Robert E. Griffith IN LONDON
and Harold S. Prince and broker
MRlert proposal follows a rul¬ William
First of the ABC-TV skein of vldpix featuring Mantovani and or¬
Herz. The Messrs. Griffith
ing by Common Pleas Judge Ken¬ and Prince said the “shortage” chestra, now being shot at the Associated British Elstree studios, will
neth Sater to Columbus who said applied to only two or three hit be aired at 11:10 p.m. on Sunday (8). Vic Dimanc and Jaeqvriine Delthat radio-television newscasters shows and the problem exists be¬ man featured*. . . BBC-TV starts a new series of 45-minute “Words
could not claim present exemption cause the public won’t take the And Music” programs, introducing pops, musical comedy numbers and
since immunity provided by state trouble to write or call the box- the classics, tomorrow week (12) with Frankie Vaughan guesting un¬
law extended only to newsmen em- office.
der emcee Jack Payne . . . Mile Lewis has joined Jack; Hylton Televi¬
plbyed by a newspaper or press as¬
To Miss Kimbrough’s complaint sion Productions iltL, as executive producer from Granada-TV where
sociation. Judge Sater's ruling that the bdxoffice phone is always he directed shows in “The Army Game” series. He’s working on a
(29* rame in a $300,006 Ihw suit busy. Prince-urged the public make comedy program . .. Comedtim Tammy Trtoder* 38 years in show biz,
filed by WERE newsmen Bill Jor¬ greater use Of mail requests. Part rigned. Ms first, exclusive, BBC-TV contract which gives him a fortgensen, one-time WTVN news com¬ that theatre parties play in. con¬ nighfly spot, “The Trinder Box,” starting in May and preluded by ap¬
mentator, .against Bert Chaqtes, tributing to the lack of. tickets was pearances is two Saturday spectaculars.
_
WVKO manager. Jorgenson initi¬ also touched upon. Griffith; «ao-;
phasfeed th*t\such benefits often
ated his suit after Charles alleged¬ •indemnified.
the producer up to
ly made defamatory statements rel¬ three months. Herx. Tfeebtoker,
ative to Jorgenson’s dismissal IrOto was less enthusiastic. "We get m,
foe Levine, news director* WHDH-TV, presented plaque by Gov.
the station.
.
certain aRotmerit” fee **id, “bu£ Furcolo and Arthur T. Lyman, Commissioner Correction, for producJudge Sater denied Charles*-con¬ none -at all when: theatre parties tie& of *Tnx0ate—rTfee Walpole Prison Story” and “outstanding public
tention of “immunity” and ordered hive bmt&£ net. too1 Jwoe9e£:
service” .
Cbris Evans* WHDH-TV; Morgan Baker, WEEI; Margaret
On tee wholes Jfwasko Ifiexnl- O—nuiu Bbston Globe; Howard Ratos* Fairchild; and Don Munson,
him to-report Feb,
with his at¬
torneys and answer "proper and natfcg half-hour. The conversation pto pifoel dlscush 'of “New Products Meet the Press” at Women’s
Kterisrougfe
relevant” questions posed Oct. 24 nevir lagged ami
tossed in the Mnd'ef questions; that City dub Tuesday (3) for Nat’l Home Fashions League . . . George
in a deposition.
no doubt echoed Hie thoughts of HaBberg, sales promosh dir., WNAC-TV, and ass’t. Hugh Wallace,
The broadcasting-newspaper split the average theatregoer. If other with. Mike Horn* sales, and^ Norman Knight, prexy, Rheingold sales¬
in Columbus Las long been under guests and subjects are as articu¬ men. and tfistribs at special breakfast sales session . . . WNAC-TV inked
fire as radio-tv men are barred late and absorbing as the fore¬ new biz with Gulf Oil, Jif Peanut Butter, Tea Council-, Virisan, Canfrom rights in the upper chamber going. “The Sadly K i mferongh dettes Cough Drops this Week . . . Bob Richmond, gen. mgr. WMEX,
Show” will-have a Wide audience back from Washington -where he visited WPGC, operated by Richmond
extended to newsmen.
^indeed.
Gilb.
Bros, . . . Richard McKee of KEY Chain stations, Berlin and Conway,
N.H., in with Fred Gardelia, gen mgr. to confer with Hub accounts.
THEATRE STUDIO OF THE AIR

(.Moscow Correspondent, NBCY
Moscow, Feb. 3.
Morning television Is coming to
Russia!
No, it’s not .going" to be the
Soviet version of the “Dave Garroway Show.” Nothing tikejhat.
The morning quarter hour —
starting the first of the new. year,
and tentatively scheduled for 7
to 7:15 — will consist of setting
up exercises.
i
Until now Soviet television hks
begun transmitting at 7 tet night
(somewhat earlier on Saturday and
Sunday).
On special occasions only is there
a transmission in the afternoon,
as when there’s a Polish-Soviet
Friendship Meeting in honor of the
visit of a Polish Communist states¬
man. Such events are not carried
in the weekly program-printed by
a government publishing house.
The news is carried by^ word of
mouth for those who might’ want
to watch an exhibition of mutual
ideological adulation.
The jiew program of morning
setting up exercises fits in nicely
with the emphasis placed by the
regime on physical fitness. There
are now two morning sessions on
radio at 6:15 and 7:15 of setting
up exercises. In factories and of¬
fices work is interrupted at desig¬
nated periods for calisthenics.
There has been a 15- minute calis¬
thenics program on television Sun¬
day afternoon; this is for the pur¬
pose of demonstrating to comrade
citizens the proper way of doing
their morning exercises to the
rhythmic count carried on the gov¬
ernment radio..
Actress Slapped in Jail
Talk about a wild life in Holly¬
IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .
Reward Da ^fihriu M.- Davit
wood! It seems that some Soviet
Dave JUfe*, toe former “Deputy Dave,” is new producer on Charlie
movie actors and actresses — al¬
Jtofdrie** rnormsg KPIX show, replacing Phil Thornton . . . ABC Vice
though they don’t have swimming gerous if a dictatorship
Prerident Jehn EOtoheB, boss of KGO-TV and KGO-AM, back from
- •
pools, chinchillas and Cadillacs— the top.
a Chicago “vacation” spent mainly in hospital with a bout of pneu¬
do manage to live high on the
A governmentceacms^teeatiRadmonia . . . K0FY hired Ckwley Lyn* away from KOBY, where he’d
hog. Some, as a result, have come ministrates the-three networks hot i m n. i. ,
worked
under toe station name of ‘Yed Cooper”—KOBY lawyer says
in for a nasty fall.
as a competitive impulse is lade-; Drama represents minority proheTI sue if lynn uses the KOBY name at the San Mateo station. Also
One of the more glamorous of fog, no new and dynamic programs'
ig la. these days.«f disk hew at KOFY: Dave Dorris, ex-KLK and ejc-KYA, and Jack Carnegie,
and station emphasis oh
the buxom Soviet actresses Is T. have been created and there is a:
r _ and weather reports. Thus ex-KMX ahd ex-KCBS... Wania Ramey departed KCBS to join Jdka
Okunefskaya who had a small lamentable lack of news sensei
Wpriaw in a new daily KPIX sews show* noon to 12:30 p.m. Charlie
party in her apartment. We don’t
Advertising agencies are more fit** refreshing that WEVD, N. YU in Mc€»e Was .hired and quit as producer . , . KCBS* Dave McEtoatten
know the details, bat the official enterprising mid are responsible cooperation with the Theatre Stu¬ lowing for a' new straightwoman to rq^ace Miss Ramey * . . Rad Mcdio of Hew York is providing Hsreports say that it ended up in for whatever good programs areod toners
* weekly visit before the
took over (from fin Pitta) as KPIX deejay for a fortnight—he’s
hooliganism, and with Miss Oku¬ the air, they are also rapidly motm- fooffigbts.
Series preemed Jan. *
nefskaya sentenced to a 10-day jafl flating all the executive talent, witfe^The DevH and Daniel Web- part of The Great Trient Hunt at the Westinghottse outlet. ., Chuck
ftriltoi
departing KJBS after mOTe than a decade as program boss. •
term * for having kicked
her which, prefers “the better pay and
heels in some undefined manner. conditions of agency jobs* after the
Interesting but hardly a dra“What’s more,, the young lady uncertainties and tension of work¬ matic phm was "The Tenor* pre¬
has been read out of the Union; ing for the Stater
sented Tfcurs&ay(29> witii Howard
Inquirer publisher Writer H. Aanenbe^ who heads the Triangle
of Movie Workers which is the
The toprated program is “La DaSilva castinthetitiexole.HalfSoviet equivalent of haring no Revista Diriocadar”. a zany show feour script by Frank Wedekind Stations (WML, WFIL-TV in Phflly), decorated with the Legion of
Honor
by French Ambassador Serve Alphand ... Frank Ford, host of
contract with any stadia —, since something like tint of the Ttearir was a character study of a vafo
all studios are run. by the ^gov¬ Bros, years ago. Disk jockeys keep opera singer. 'Whtist ia the midst Ws late ni^t galrfert, recipient of the Phfla. Feflowahip Award*
of
a/rebeamaJy
he’s
sutcesslvety
for
promoting
mter-group miderstandtog ... Florence S. Lowe, formerernment, and all movie workers extending the popularity, particu¬
—■* fey
yocrng female fan VaairrT Washfogton mugg, named press relati«is director for WIP
belong ta the Government’s Union larly ©n very late evening pro“
Jxhn-roses*
an
elderly
*♦ *
** setor*playtog title rrie in “Volpone^ at the
grams, after 11.30 p.m. or after
of Movie Workers.
__feo. wants the tenor to 43d St Theatre. * . v District Attorney Victor H. Blaae preemed a
Then, too. there’s the case of
listen to, k£s- new 4fetr* end a monthly tme-hour sesrion on WDAS
* . * VUbiaov* and Temple U.
the Clark Gable of Soviet movmatron.id search of matrimony.
DaSilva was suitably -affected, now giving credits f<b; NBC’s science series “Continental Classroom”
iedom, G. Umatov. (The com¬
*.
•
;
Frao^t
Davis,
WFEL-TV’s
weatherman*
is nation's first fore¬
arch a£d condescending as the
parison is roughly speaking, of
tenor. Adequate in supporting caster to receive toe American Meteorriogteri Society’s new seal of
covrse.v He’s been arrested too
approval
.
r
*
WRCV-TV
has
replaced
weather
gal
MarByn Gw with
«fes . were M. David Samples,
for hooliganism — a Soviet term
; CwttiMi' teat *d**4Wi
Bets* Holt and Constance Gtegg. accredited jm^eorri^ist WaRy Kiaan -.... Oaritt ^aw* WCAD news
that covers a multitude of petty
the neTf ormers forector, kiraed eff a five-minide cnM5-the4>oard news and commentiury
offenses saeb as swearing hi pte>- dependent producing company, tfofortimatety;
were hanfic^ped by some creaky
lic, fist fighting and general rowdy studio personnel in the empfoy af flues whteh to some iastances re¬
behavior. He has served three days the network had operated the ubh- minded of titeffHBf-tXtf^eentury mriin prison.
chfoe and the network’s electrical wdrauias.. Exaymle: ?t- don’t betong
to
.;.
B. Andreyev is one of the most shop had built themachhHs*and to MysfelL
Hsrmon Wria exited program aasnager post at WDOK for agency
nae With you or ITLkm my* Wf?* vr - ®4reti»y FaHtoefan, WRW3, pfauning 25-day European junket
popular of Soviet stars. He’s big having satisfied' itself as. to the
•.. .
. -r
boxoffice. Well, Andreyev has been facts involved* CK5-TV cancelled
Mto
m guests . » . Jton Xritkemuasstetant KYW-TV director, upped
Direct or feaLtoh Sheffer did as to associate
warned bv his colleagues In the the show.”
promtion director * ; . WBOE-FM, Board of Education
Never in the big- money .date* feert heconto irito the matrtial at striien, eemi^eted 20 years on the rir (23). Station holds Licenses No.
Union of Movie Workers, that if he
Fima : * prodirctkai
doesn’t give up ids heavy and con¬ "For Love or Money” offered ceu-: luted..
l Jor non-cumhwreial etfocatfonal stations ... Joe Finan, KYW diskpptnf
the
piece'.
colilcT
feave
benestant drinking he may be booted testants specific sums of money fitted through, more sound effects. er, raised over $17j)00 in benefit (30) for Parents Volunteer Associa¬
from the Union. That would se¬ centering around the “figure” of Faculty ; and students of Theatre tion' with guestars Rocky Marciano* Mitch Miller* Roger Williams* Bob
riously hurt his screen career, to $2,500. One could win $2,50, $25,. Studio of N, Y. perform the weekly Crosby . . . Ken Bass switches polka show, from WJMO to WSRS . ..
$250 or $2,500, depending where •show. Founded fev Curt Conway, Henry “Bud” Simmen goes to WNEW and is succeeded as WHK gen¬
say the' very least.
A number of other Soviet film the decimal point landed on the the Theatre.
is now in its eral manager by Harvey L. Glascock, ex-WMAL ... Ronnie Barrett
seventh year. .While, the quality of added to FM staff at KYW as Westinghouse steps up FM programming
stars have been slmiliarly repri¬ machine.
Framer, the packager of "For each "play will vary from week to from noon to midnight -daily.
<
manded in the pages of Soviet
Culture, the newspaper Of the Love or Money,” displayed no love week depending tmnn what’s bring
Ministry of Culture that runs,the in a blast “at Robinson. ‘‘From the done, noUothpl^s '‘Theatre Stadio
film industry. Some film folk are .first daythis show went on the air of the Ate^ adds hn to a welccriie
cHticIzed for illegal performances seven mouths ago* it has befetf pro¬ change of pace for dialers. Gilb*
Muturi has epme up ’with an*
— that is, for engaging in private duced in direct assodatibn with
other auto “special.” Net has inked
enterprise by accepting engage¬ CBS-TV,” Framer said.. "I read MUSIC FROM BROADWAY
Robinson’s
statement.
I
am
literally
With Bee Jordan
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
ments on their own instead of
a deal to broadcast the NASCAR
CBS is abandoning videotape In
only through the Ministry of Cul¬ amazed and deeply shocked. I in¬ Director: Alex Smallens
International Sweepstakes at DayMins., Sun.; 10:30 ami.
favor of. film for “Savage Is His
ture organizations, as they are sup¬ tend to hold CBS completely re¬
Toaa Beafh, FhL on Washington’s -Name,” .projected Barry Sullivan
sponsible." '*
c:
' * . *•
posed to do.
■yA* indicated by the title, this 9Q- Birthday. .
Starrer about the adventures of an
The newspaper has criticized the
aatohto ^hday ntormng entry to in • Four 25-iniatoe tottfeast iceh idrltoa defective. CBS is also reactors and actresses in equally
fhc showtime ^groove. The legit of this^sweepstakes, in-whicb stocks; : converting if to an hourlong sesevere terms for both offenses —produri; as/recorded by pop artf^ts 'car sedahs nnd convertibles gi rife with pilot filming in March.:
^Hollywood, Feb. *?..
drunkenness And private enter-,
Broadway Oasts, makes JLmgrif»ap ‘mppufartu^eyjp pro
Julian Claman is producer and
Dick York, Robert Keith: att*: LaxtoJDriginal
prise performances.
pleasant listening! JDtsk sptoV
Darryl Hickman are the Stef Star¬ for
Carroll is scripting the new
ner Lee Jordan. does ■unobtrusive to compete, will be aired as co-op Sidney
ring leads in CSS-TV’S dew \ddfeatures. Ted Webbe, vet speedway pilot. Web is scrapping Videotaped
Washington—Federal .Communi¬ serles, "Men in -White,” based oh job/ Mmitir.fi fes tgab to. the intropilot
made
six weeks, ago, - Prop¬
broadcaster.
Will
handle
the
Mutua4
ins •of the platters..
cations Commas’on has okayed
sale of KEAR-FM. San Francisco, characters created .'by Sidney ■;. .Weather notes. && fdvehrintri^ airings. Many MBS affiliates al¬ erty was originally slated for anr
horn:,
then
cut
back to half-hour
ready
have
sold
local
participations
.Kingsley;
‘r
V
.
-V
'
Vby Electronic Sevvice Corp. to Fault¬
rnittjshi toottmg:.?bd. there’s; also’ a
Pilot will' he taped today (3) With 15-minute’ hews break at 11 a:tn.: On the rtspecial” to local" auto- when web couldn’t sell “Rawhide”
ily Stations Inc. Price was $100,brother 60-minute shows.
James MacArthur as guestar
dealers and parts suppliers.
Jess.
000.
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Denied Same Exemption
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When we introduced BOOTS AND SADDLES-THE STORY OF THE

51

NBC TELEVISION FILMS-A DIVISION OF

FIFTH CAVALRY, the critics cheered like crazy. “Refreshing to see” and
“welcome change.” Likewise “tops” and “uncommonly good”! WM Ratings
proved the public agreed. What’s more, latest ARB figures show B&S
reruns shooting holes in the competition, market after market §|§ BOOTS

r'^

has won its spurs. It figures to be in the saddle for a long time to come.

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS. INC.
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7$ Years of Soap Operas
- Continned from page 35 ;

characters and incidents become
next month’s major ones. All that
was necessary to get these serials
off the air gracefully, but not nec¬
essarily forever, was to instruct the
writers to bring the dominant plots
of the moment to their logical con¬
clusions, but .not to develop any
new subplots.”
How the scripters managed, to
evaporate their problem-beset
characters will go down in the an¬
nals of “playwrighting” as one of
the neatest pieces of amplitude
modulation adroitness. While Ar¬
thur Hull Hayes, prexy of 'CBS
Radio, was telling the affiliates
about the virtues of PCP, ‘‘Backstage Wife,” the weeping saga of
the much-harassed Mary Noble
and her roving husband, Larry,
“famous Broadway star and! dream
sweetheart of a million other wom¬
en,” was ankle-deep in misery and
hand-wringing. Larry was in the
midst of a romance with a lady
press agent Mary, on the other
hand was making “goo-goo eyes at
a filthy rich friend of her girl¬
hood,” according to aficionados of
the daytime dramas. It reportedly
took scriptwriters about a month to
“disentangle the quartet from each
other and to re-entwine” the much
scuffed heart strings of Mary and
Larry.
Came the day of the final show
and “Backstage Wife’s” narrator
told the women of this land that
“the Nobles, together again, saw
so clearly what at heart they had
always known: their deep and abid¬
ing love for each other—the love
that had always brought them
through crises and would always
bring them through any crisis to
come.”
A 22-Tear Query Since 1937 the lady of the house
heard this question every day:
“Can this little girl from a mining
town in the West find happiness as
the wife of a wealthy and titled
Englishman?" It was propounded
daily for 22 years on “Our Gal
Sunday.” During the final broad¬
cast, the scripters came up with a
reply. It was: “Maybe.” When the
story came to a knuckle-cracking
climax, Sunday and Lord Henry
were about to shove off for Eng¬
land. The CBS Radio scout as¬
signed to this tale of woe reported
as follow^: “The implication was
that they" finally achieved a fool¬
proof reconciliation but public
knowledge of their track record
leaves no room for astonishment if
the day ever comes that their mari¬
tal misunderstanding become day¬
time listening fare again.”
Dr. Jim Brent, leading character
in “Road to Life” also managed to
clean up matters before signing
off. In 1958, the doc was battling a
rich man who sought control of the
town of Merrimac. In the final
showdown, the villainous and rich
Malloy gets his comeuppance" by
crashing in his plane, thus wiping
the slate dean and giving Doc
Brent his civic-minded cohorts a

IS

WANTED!
See page 75

chance to restore law and order to
Merrimac.
In the final chapter of “This Is
Nora Drake,” the nurse-was having
a love affair with a medical man.
The doc, however, had left his wife
but missed his two kids. So what
happens in the last scene? Nora
does the decent, honorable thing
and says he should go back to his
darling wife and children. There
was also a hint that Nora might
resume sodal contact with a young
fellow who had slipped out of the
picture when the doctor first began
to feel Nora’s pulse. .
CBS Radio, however, was not
totally bereft of its sink-side sagas
when PCP mar died in. Seven
similar soapers are still around,
inducting “Romance of Helen
Trent,” in which one of the charac¬
ters has an allergy; “Couple Next
Door,” wherein Aunt Effie is doctor-hound with a nervous disturb¬
ance and “The Second Mrs. Bur¬
ton” is bogged down with a motherin-law who is mentally depressed.
Whereas once brain tumors were
the favorite ailment of soap opera
principals, a large percentage of
today’s matinee characters are
assailed with head-shrinking prob¬
lems. The prognosis, however, isn’t
too good.

Canada Strike
= Continued from page. 35

Debate has also occurred on wheth¬
er or not it is government business
or concern.
In the meantime, where it can
be pieked up, CBC’s French net¬
work is collecting’ an increasing
audience from English-speaking
viewers, even if they don't under¬
stand French. In Ottawa, for ex¬
ample, CBC broadcasts in both
English and French, and regular
CBQT (English) dialers are turning
to CBOFT to pick up some of the
standout pictures being aired. In
recent days they have seen “L’Estravagante Messleur Deeds’* with
Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur;
'‘Les Amoureux,” a German pic¬
ture dubbed in French; “Les Lettres de mon Moulin”; “La Traversee de Paris” with Jean Gabin,
and “Un Pere avait Sept Filles”
with Chevalier and a bevy of Ital¬
ian femmes. Viewers report sur¬
prising ability to enjoy the pie*
tures while not understanding a
word that’s said; So far there have
been no English pictures with sub¬
titles or dubbing.

Sarnoff
= Continued front page 35 ss

it would face disintegration, and
we would have no alternative but
to join the coin collectors of the
future.”
CBS Afffls Updated
Use of the public’s channels for
pay tv "Is against the public inter¬
est, Frank Stanton, CBS prexy, told
the board of directors of the CSSTV Affiliates Assn, meeting in
Gotham Friday (30).
Stanton was asked by affiliates
to comment on the recent an¬
nouncement regarding pay tv by
Congressman Oren Harris, chair¬
man of the Committee on Inter¬
state and Foreign Commerce.
CBS prexy recounted what the
web had done previously about
public discussion of the problem.
“We came out of our studies with
a conviction that over-the-air pay
tv would mean reserving some of
the. previous few channels to en-

sional
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
That long expected shuffle of office space at ABC’s uptown N.Y.
headquarters is expected.to start this month, when the majority of.
the administrators for the sister Paramount Theatres operation quit
their traditional headquarters at 1501 Broadway to join with the radio¬
tv operation.
One of the first things that is going to occur is the shipping of the
ABC Radio team, under veepee Edward DeGray, to the corner of 66th
St. and Amsterdam Ave., into the renovated building that was once
Healy*s eatery. Some of the theatre execs, now downtown, are expect¬
ed to occupy offices in ABC’s fourth, flqor exec .suite at 66th St. Mike
Foster’s press operation will be moving from a small building on the
south side of 66th to quarters on 68th and Broadway. WABC-TV will
then move into the press building.
- - .
‘
Eleventh anni of Veterans Hospital Radio and TV Guild will be cele¬
brated with a fund-raising drive climaxed on Feb. 14 with a ball at
the Hotel Astor.
Patrons of the ball include Ed Sullivan, ’ Helen Hayes, John B.
Gambling, Virginia Graham, Maj. Gen. Robert Condon and Tom Har¬
graves of the Ad Men’s Post, American Legion.
__ VHRTG, state-chartered, national, non-profit volunteer outfit, as¬
sists Veterans Administration in, rehabilitation program for hospital¬
ized vets. Most members are from broadcasting, music and ad fields.
They visit hospitals where they encourage and train vets to produce
and perform in their own. Original radio programs for broadcast over
VA hospitals “Bedside Networks.” VHRTG also provides VA hospitals
with. Skripkit Service—a lending library of scripts from radio-tv pro¬
grams, for use oVer hospital network.
Ultimately VHRTG hopes to service all 174 VA hospitals In U.S.
and. Possessions with. Volunteer units. In addition to public solicitation
during first two weeks of February, organization will Issue big Sou¬
venir Journal, with ads, at Hotel Astor ball.
Alex Kramer is prexy of VHRTG. Present contributors to VHRTG
include ASCAP, BMI and CBS Foundation.

Zenith Corp. board of directors has proposed a three for one stock
split, increasing the issue of common shares from 2,000,000 to 8,000,000, and a quarterly dividend of 75c per share on present stock. Pro¬
posals will be voted on by Zenith shareholders at their annual meet¬
ing on April 28.
Zenith sales and earnings have been on a steady rise, and com¬
pany anticipates a $53,000,000 increase in sales the first quarter of
this year. This would be 25% above the record total racked up the same
period in 1958.
Boston, Feb. 3.
Last March, Zenith’s stock split two for one. The proposed triple
Newspapers are going to radio
split was foreseen in December when the stock went over the $200
for news in Hub.
At this writing the stock is posted at $178 on the New York
Since inception of “Newsmakers, mark.
*59,” a news‘panel intemew pro¬ Stock Exchange*.
gram on WBZ, produced by news
American Bxbadcasting-Faramount Theatres board of directors con¬
director Jerry Landay, controver¬
sial statements made by politico firmed Stephen €. Riddleberger's shift from ABC comptroller to veepeein
charge-of the network owned & operated stations. Also this
and biz leader guests, have made
page 1 stories in Boston newspa¬ Week, the board of the network parent company gave William -H.
Travarfhen,
stripes and. put him in charge of network production Servpers.
.
Current trend of radio to count¬
Travarthen,
formerly director of engineering operations, will he
er attract the tv nightly westerns,
musicals, and situation comedies, over plant and studio services and operations, areas which formerly
were
under
program
department control.
has been Successful for WBZ-WBZA
radio, Paul Q’Friel, gen. mgr., re¬
Fred
.Robbins,
emcee
of
“Haggis
Baggis”
and
manager
Jack Beekported.
’
leave for the Coast this week for a week of NBC promotions for
The half hour broadcast every- man
Haggis Baggis.
Monday at 9:30 p.m. has featured
While on the Coast Robbins will huddle with Jerry Wald for his
Congressman John W. McCormack,
who endorsed Senator John Ken¬ forthcoming production “Best of Everything.” He will also tape An¬
thony Quinn, Sophia Loren and Marlon Brando at the Paramount lot
nedy for the presidency in 1960.
Also, Mass. Gov. Foster Furcolo, for his daily'radio show, “Assignment Hollywood” on MBS.
who explained his proposed tax
For second consecutive year CBS Radio won the National Exchange
program for the state; State Sen.
Award of Merit for Year-Round Crusading in the fight against
Fred L Damson, house minority
leader, who strongly criticized the
Much-publicized Unit One of CBS News’ Pub Affairs Dept, got a
governor’s state withholding tax;
and Patrick McGinnis, prexy of Mi^aelC1^rmer?” production of last year’s documentary, “Who Killed
the B. & M. RR, who announced,
H4er.b®ft 9lS?sey’ district governor of National Exchange Club,
that intercity railroad passenger
6 J959 award to Arthur Hull Hayes, prexy of CBS Radio.
service is virtually finished.
„?.S1,dl° figures the NEC Award washes out the NAM editorial
To push their .new concept In
it
got
last
week
programming, WBZ radio takes Business of Sex. blasting the web for its prostie documentary “The
advantage of every opportunity tok
make the general public aware of ]
radio’s ability to make news/
Boston—The Yankee" net changed
Transcribed copies-of the inter¬
its Waterbury, Conn, affiliate to
views, plus general 'news stories
WATR Sunday (1), George W.
SK Continued from pace 27
a Steffy, exec veep of Yankee and S.
are delivered to the editors of Hub
R. Elman, mgr. WATR, stated.
newspapers a half hour before
sion
prevailed.
vComo’s
influence
WATR will be a fulltime affiliate
broadcast time.
The service is
via Roncom Productions (aside of the Yankee chain and will carry
available' to aH newspapers.
from performer chores) is consid¬ all Yankee editions of the weather
and news.
erable. As for Kraft, it’s perhaps
NBC’s oldest tv client, dating way
back to ’46, with millions spent an¬
nually in retaining its Wednesday
Preston Sturgis was signed this night 9 to 10 franchise. With these
week by Buddy Hackett to direct kinds of clients and a JWT in the
latter’s tv series which comic’s background, balks are weighed
packaging firm, Rack-Finke Die., carefully.
. Thus the big question remains:
is prepping for next season.
IDEA WORK -SCRIPTWRTnNG
Series based on William Hazlett what does NBC do about Saturday
Upson’s Saturday Evening Post night in helpifig restore that $12,- CREATIVE CRAFTSMANSHIP
000,000
bonanza
and
perpetuating
yarns about Alexander Botts, highpressure tractor salesman, will be RCA’s bigtime color showcase? It’s
called “Alexander the Great.” considered possible by some that
MGT: DELL PETERS
Original intention was to call se¬ NBQ will have a built-in hour for
521 Fifth Am MU 7-1750
ries “The Good • Earthworm." a new Jack Paar weekly entry, now
that Paaris determined to get off
Hackett will play title role.
Jack Finke, partner with Hackett the late night kick for the “easier
in the packaging firm, is writing life.” (NBC is now in-process of
FOR HINT
the series. Pilot starts rolling this ‘^warming up” the Paar cross-theboard spot for potential successors
week.
_
110 Seat Screening Theatre
with Paar taking periodic respites
10H« Floor, 325 W 44 St, NYC
and using pinchhitters.)
Whether it’ll, be Paar or Dean
. FeHy Alr-CeedtHeeed
Martin (it’s understood MCA has
Private Entrance
made advances to give Martin the
C«U MUrvey Htll.f-3f54 w Write
Sat. night 8 to 9 buildup as Como's
Sex S4S-B, 300 W 43*. NY 34
Lynn Dollar Will be the hew successor), it’s generally conceded
WABQ-TV(N.Y.) Weather Giri.be- NBQ has a reclamation project of
gmning: Monday - (91 vice Janet no mean dimensions bn its hands.
Tyler. The DolWr-firontod stanza
changes from leather Girl;” with
the rdepartute of Kiel Tyler/ to s WaiUMon ~/WGMB ra d io
its pibnuu^.pibgriuiuning
“Weather. ITme” witli * tbe advent boosted,
of stereo broadcasts to a t total bl
of Miss'Doilfc/
over*301hours -Monday(2) whehlt'
-. Stan?*
inaugurated 4 series of Bostoit]
10:50 p.m^oLeyeryweekfiJ^ ex¬ Symphohy; Q«hes$r*and -Bbston1
cept Wedhtodiy/’ whenfABeW. f^ops. Orchestra .concerts recorded'
on tope.
*
- , ?r
airs the fights. •
-

1

Li-.Lli .. ■

Como

STURGIS TO HELM
NEW HACKETT SERIES

Lynn Dollar Signed
As W Weather <2rl

Dynamic new dimension in TV 'programming
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tertain an exclusive minority able
and willing to pay; that any form
of pay tv inevitably tend to siphon
off the best talent and material;
that the average family would be
confronted with a new and un¬
necessary strain on its budget *0
get essentially the same services it
now gets,” Stanton said at the
meeting.
He said that CBS .had also given
mature consideration to the condi¬
tions under which pay tv be tested
and had arrived at two conclusions,
spot experiments in isolated areas
could not: settle the issue and .that
no all-out nationwide test could be
conducted without destroying tv
as now existing. .
Closed, affiliates’ meeting also
reviewed past problems including
program failures, sales results, sta¬
tus of viedo tape, governmental at¬
titudes on network regulation and
setup agenda for upcoming affili¬
ates’- meeting, in Chicago during
the convention which gets under
way March 15.
Other speakers at the powwow
included Louis Cowan, prexy of
CBS-TV; Hubbell Robinson Jr.,
exec veep of CBS-TV program¬
ming Dick Golden, director of sales
presentation for CBS-TV: Bill
Hylan, veep of sales administra¬
tion, CBS-TV, and Carl Ward, veep
of affiliate relations.

'

♦ —-^
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Again this week the Big Show is in Look

CALUS Close-up of a prima
donna whose temperament may
cover real doubts and fears.

KHRUSHCHEV An exclusive by
Eric Johnston, the only Ameri¬
can who has visited the Soviet
boss and his family at home.

GOLBFJNE Chapter three in a
searching study of the man
and his political influence.

LBLA What Lola wants, Lola
gets—plus a feu> things she
doesn't want. The story of
The Peter Gunn girl.

Every issue, Look reaches
16 million households, is read by
men, women,'teenagersWant to talk about great shows? In the current lor any) issue of Look, youH
find personalities that would stimulate and inspire any producer. By vividly ^ portraying the exciting story of people like these, LooK reaches into more than
16 million households with every issue—continues to MM what is already one of the
largest magazine audiences ever assembled.
✓
When a product or service is advertised in Look, it’s on- display In a great
showcase medium. It will he seen and read by men, women, teenagers—everybody
In the family who can influence a purchase. Magazines are the great builders of,
company brands and reputations^ AM of your commercials will be more effective with the
sound foundation of advertising in Look-the Exciting Story of People
'

*IX>QK om-TlHE PAGS RATESc jBlack ami white, $2S£80; fuU, living ceto,* W

iOhte t>f iht (ov^xMrmBrcxtd vosts per thoiisihi. qvailable

,

;

*

kabio-televlsion
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WNEW** ‘Four-Mat*

Daysfar

1=9 Gobei Sparks Memphis
__ WMC Studio Dedication,
two
New $1,000,000 Plant

Recent , sharp upbeat in
newsgatbering facilities and
; Continued, from. page <30 ;
personnel at WNEW is based Continued fr*m ^re
—■Miaa1
on a four-way “coincidence.”
have already come up with two
Without that “’coincidence,”
projects, both different from any¬
Herald Tribune); George - Rosen the bosses control local tv outlets
^ny"
Memphis, Feb. 3.
the rising graph in the assem¬
thing now on tv,” Colbert stated.
(Variety); Harriet Van Horne but he made it plain that this
edNew million dollar studios of
bling and airing of hews and
These change aspects are gen¬
(N. Y. World telegram); Jack doesn't affect New York critics.
genWMC,
WMCF
and WMCT, FM
events could not come about.
erated by the agencies, the Day- and tv properties of the Commer*
O’Brian (N.Y. Journal-American);
Many critics wrestled with the
According to Martin Wel¬
star exec maintained. Agencies
ncies cial Appeal here were dedicated
Marya Mannes (The Reporter); question of taking part in junkets.
don, since December the sta¬
are asking for refreshment and
ex¬ (31) with a one-hour show headed
d exJanet Kern (Chicago American); “They’re nothing but drunken
tion’s director of news and
citement in programming, but by George Gobei plus a full day of
Hal Humphrey (Los Angeles Mir- parties,” one critic told McGrady.
special events, WNEW, or any¬
those on the producing end1 are salutes by other showbiz figures,
rof-News); William Ewald (UPI) “They’re outrageous. Oh, everyone else, for that matter, is in
holding them up, afraid to give
and Terrence O’Flaherty (San body pretends that it’s not com*
give
Politicos on hand included Cona position to match, or sur¬
them the kind of product theyy are
Francisco Chronicle).
merce, but it is. Nobody spends
are gressmen Cliff Davis, Memphis;
pass,
the
news
output
of
any
asking for.
'
Critical evaluation of tv pro- that much, money for nothing. It’s
Robert Everett, Dyersburg, E. C.
other outlet if the station is
grams is varied, McGrady observed, undignified. The critics are like
“I don’t know of anyoneb on Took Gathings, Arkansas? Gov. Bur one that is: (1), local; (2), iqciting "sermons “from Jack Gould, pigs in a trough.”
Madison Ave. who is asking for
for a ford Ellington; Mayor Edmund Orsafe, down-the-line show,” he2 'de¬
brash lectures by Janet Kern of
The anti-junket critic told of ’ dependent, and (3), confines
'de- gill, and many city commissioners.
its segments to news and mu¬
clared.
the Chicago American, bright and turning down several trips around
Other toppers on hand were Jack
sic.
proj.
touching observations by John the world as well as execursions to
First of Daystar’s two new proj¬ Howard, prexy of Scripps-Howard;
The fourth* factor: “And
Crosby, a referee’s balance sheet Europe. His parting crack to Mceries,
Mark
Ferree, Scripps-Howard exec
ects
is
a
science-adventure
series,
WNEW is willing to spend the from George Rosen of Variety, a Grady was: “Besides, my paper
intin- veeP» and Ray O’Connell, NBC
based on fact and with a contin¬
money.”
kindergarten catechism from Jack does not .allow me to go on junuing lead to be cast within the next veep, who hailed new facilities
O'Brian and many, many words kets.”
stem and kudoed Henry (Hank) Slavidk,
two weeks. Latter is a western
from
Ben Gross
be a
a station’s manager for past 33 years,
-—,—.
— -- (of
-. the
.. .N. Y. Daily
McGrady’s full study will not said to be among the more intimate which Colbert promises will be
^aS
looked and app^. until next month. He was* portraits of the new leader in ac¬ vast departure from any previous
yious
Dick Hawley, WMCT performer,
listened.
*
introduce at the luncheon by Sam
oater.
Stevens
is
scripting
both
th
of
emceed the show with staffers
Mostly, tv criticism throughout cook Digges, administrative veep tion. Not only did she accompany the half-hour pilots.
Dick Potter and Ed Greaney prothe country stems from overworked of CBS Films lire, and Round Table Castro Oh his private car) on the
Company, also to function as; pro^ ducing and working with the Gobei
newspapermen, McGrady said, who committee pfrairman,
last 160-mile leg of his journey ducer of theatrical pix and Broad¬
road- crew
Dedication show also in¬
write reviews “generally incon■
plays eluded Berl Olswanger at piano
way
plays, already has *twO plays
from Camaguey to Havana, but she
sistent, capricious and of question--——
by young writers under option,, and and Johnny Long's orch.
was
at
his
side
a
good
pari
of
the
able value.” “The chief cause of
D-»L*uik
ature
Slavick and Frank Ahlgren, edlis mapping an indie pic. Feature
time ho was visiting Vehezuela and is an original story pennedI by tor of the Commercial- Appeal,
this unhappy state of affairs is the
DflGMf 6
critics’ abiding concern with 0 fan*
throughout most of her last nine Stevens, which he will also direct.
irect. hosted the party and appeared on
tastic amount of mtediocre, trivial —Continued from pane 30
ation camera during the program.
It will not'be done in association
days in Havana.
with 20th, but will be independent¬
Sk#$
>*¥ proly financed.
predafde influence on viewer pref- ducer.
Also under consideration by the
erence, and that is the previewer.
Pyramid Productions, helmed by I
young company is production of
The regular critics influence tele- Leonard Loewinthan and Everett
“Marriage
-Go - Round,”
current
Continued from pare 1
Continued from pace 35
visiem directly and strongly by Rosentbal currently is in producBroadway legiter written by Stev¬
touching the moral susceptibilities
’
‘Bridge on the River Kwai’ and ens, as a tv series. It is conceiv¬ in Outer Mongolia. This would in¬
of sponsors, advertising and net- tion on a new syndication series
able that Charles Boyer and clude scenes with former Soviet
other
pictures
which
have
been
work officials and station pro- “Deadline” for distribution by
Claudette Colbert, the play’s co- Foreign Minister Molotov.
grammers.”
Flamingo. Deal calls for Buckeye made abroad, some of which have stars,
might also star in the series.
Still another Frank undertaking
Critic tend to describe them- "*2^
.SP,2£?: been enormous successes here, Miss Colbert stated. '
would be a filmed report of life
selves as the “conscience" of the
they can be enormous successes
“I don’t (mow of any tlegitl in Moscow made by 15-year-old
industry and are regarded as such,
,,
^^-^ury Men *5 too. Television has hot. yet come property that -has skipped the mo¬
Angelica Hoefer, daughter of War¬
acco^g to McGrady. “It would
tion picture; stage, but tv today
be extremely desirable to have “1 %h®?.set 15- Pyramid also to that stage to development where can compete'more7 effectively than ner Hoefer, news director of Co¬
The German
talent of the calibre who are pro¬ motion pictures for development logne - Television.
them serve a?, an intelligence, too,
two pilGts.
but this seeS too mnduTSt It
Ac^risitionofFlamingo covers ducing abroad for motion pictures of a property like ..Marriage-Go- youngster, taught the lise of a film
camera by her father, lias report¬
strifcSTme^ awkward to locate
the conscience ofsuob a. mammoth
certain property rights in fea- are producing for television.” He Round^’ -’ he added, noting that the edly captured an unusual child’s
predicted the time will come when tv series could be made while the eyeview of the Russian capital.. A
play is still -running.
study of wiretapping, with Chet
the heart. However,-the arranges.. ®ohday,
and
Citizen Latin America and other "areas
Huntley narrating, will be aired
meat^S been essentMly «ce|t“**“ “« am»ng the more could be utilized for production
on the Kaleidoscope program
^toS^e^<7aSdtheL
for a world market.
March
22.
It «».““V
is likely to last for5 and treasurer,
prez» a°5„Ira
gottlieb,
v.p.
Stem warned that unless Ameri¬
* dustry and ‘r
will continue
in their
' Overall supervision of these
can television begins to open up
news
specials
rests with William
He Sssrlbed ’how ’some critic '''^BuckeyepSd'll'ooO 000 to Essex more time for foreign, * program¬ ■SS Qpntinned from pace 31 SSSS R. McAnttrew,' veep, and Joseph
ming and acts, “the wide street, Atlanta, WAGA; Baltimore, WJZ; O. Meyers, director of NBC News.
the wide one-way street that in a
^ anottier P*rt
the deal. The
Boston, WBZ, WHDH, WGBH;
Columbia, S.C.—H. Moody Mcseries» distributed by Flamingo, in- sense some of the foreign broad¬ Buffalo^ WGR; Charleston, S.C.,
Elveen Jr., veep and general man¬
elude “Grand Ole Opry^D-S-S.,” casters feel that Americans are
now
riding
down,
m$y
very
well
WUSN;* Chicago, WBBM, WBKB, ager of KNOK and KNOK-TV here
*&© westem features.
For
time being, corporate turn into a very bumpy narrow WGN; Cleveland, KYW, WEWS, was elected prexy of Sbuth Caro¬
their employers, parttoalary when entities^ of Flamingo and Pyramid road.”. ;
WJW; Dallas-Ft. Worth, KRLD, lina -Broadcasters Assn at recent
Panelists agreed that within five
annual convention. New veep is
■ ■ ■ — n.ia. ■■ ■., ~ wiiLremain as they are .until basic
WPAA; Denver, KLZ; Detroit, Ed Osborn, general manager of
management decisions are made as years the foreign market will
dflk
to the most, effective methods of parallel that of the motion picture WJBK; Flint, WJRT; Honolulu, WBCU, Union. Two new directors
business, with 45 to 50% of total KONA, KHVH; Houston-Galveston, elected were Frank Hardin, man¬
corporate administration.
Acquisitions were made in the revenues accruing from foreign KOUL, KPRC; Indianapolis. WISH; aging director of WISr Columbia,
and John Cashion, general man¬
main through the issuance of ne'w sale. Cohn estimated that present¬ Lancaster,. Pa., WGAL.
ager of WGCD, Chester._
^ ^B m
5% convertible preferred of $10 ly, a successful-foreign sales cam¬
Also
Los
Angeles,
KCOP,
KHJ,
paign
could
account
for
up
to
25%
Jft
II
par value recently authorized by
EM
EM
Buckeye stockholders. Also in- of the total gross of a series. Erick¬ KTLA, KTTV; Louisville, WHAS;
~
flVIfl
volved are certain contingent pay- son concurred, but revised that fig¬ Lubbock, Tex., KDUB; Milwaukee,
JK
■
meats in cash and preferred stock ure upward to 30%, pointing out WTTI; Minneapolis - St. Paul.
A Young, Energetic,
IBf
|5
based rn future earnings of the that "you could probably get 30% WCCO, KMSP; New Haven--Hart¬
W ... —
_
properties Involved in the agree-' of your gross revenue if you hap¬ ford, WNHC, WTIC; New YorkResponsible
Newark;
WNEW,
WNTA,
WOR.
pen to have an association in Eng¬
W l|l A.IITCRV ment with Essex Universal.
land as we do—-whereby you own WPIX; Norfolk; WTAR; PensacolaMobile,
WEAR;
Philadelphia,
a station. It’s a lot easier to get.
in yours first.” (Erickson was re¬ WFIL; Phoenix, KOOL; Pittsburgh
See page 75
CPA, agvd 30. Now employed Sy
ferring to Associated British Pic¬ KDKA, WHC, WTAE; Portland!
Top Tofovlsfoa and Motion Plctnro
tures, in which Warners owns sub-' Ore., KGW, KOIN: Providence,
i—■; Continued from pace 27 —— stantial stock interests and which WJAR; Raleigh-Durham, WRAL;
Olstrlbntor In Now York with Assets
Sacramento-Stockton, KCRA; Salt of $50 Million. Salary desired,
way up to his speaking platform operates ABC-TV.)
$15,000.
Lake
City-Provo,
KLOR;
San
An¬
But both Cohn and Erickson
(Jan. 4), in Camaguey, Cuba, right agreed tha£ the net from foreign tonio, KENS, WOAI; San Fran¬
Bex W 129, VARIETY,
up until last Wednesday (30) when sales was very small, Cohn point¬ cisco, KPIX; KRON, KTVU.
154 West 44 St., New York 34
Also Schenectady-Albaqy-TrOy,
she was called to New York by ing out that while it’s possible to
get 25% of the gross ffom abroad, WRGB; Seattle-Tacoma, KING;
WNEW.
Springfield, Mo., KYTV; St. Louis,
Walter Winchell, on his Mutual it’s possible it can cost you 40% KCPP; Syracuse, WSYR; TampaHe
broadcast two Sundays ago, gave of your gross to get it.”
St. Petersburg, WFLA; Tulsa,
pointed
ip
quota
systems,
buying
her on-the-air credit for permit¬
KOTV, Washington, WTTG; Wich¬
ting his correspondent down there combines, monopoly situations, cur¬ ita Falls, Tex., KSYD.
rency
restrictions,
dubbing,
ex¬
to make use of her Castro tapes.
Miss Lloyd’s taping sessions with penses as some of the high casts of
Luncheon served Noon to 3 PAL
.Erickson added
Castro, apart from her being the selling abroad;
. Monday thru Friday
first to capture his voice in English that foreign and domestic gross
included,
in
today’s
cost
situation!
COCKTAILS—DINNER—SUPPER
since the successful overthrow of
84S Second Avenue at 45th Street
Batista’s government In, Cuba, are a producer is lucky to get.about =£= Continued from pas* 31'ss5S
a 5 to 10% net profit put of all
Member oil charge clubs
revenue, including the reruns in a them on tv previously or from the
MU 4-7250—Open 7 days
39 and 13 situation.
original theatre runs.
But the
source for most of the reviews, he
said, is a serviee known as TV
Scout, one which apparently serv¬
ACTIVE
ices newspapers in other cities as
ENCEPHALON FOR RENT!
Attached to dependable gent# with
well. Some of the station men,
jaa Continued from page 31
talents galore. Plus quite a bit mere
however, say they saw a remarkable
YOUR PROFIT as Intentl Ex¬
brewer paying $12,500 per episode resemblance of the Sun-Times ap¬ and
ploitation — Publicity — Public Rela¬
for the N. Y. and two-dther-cities praisals to those in a paperback tions — Idaaramas.
Box V-4557, VARIETY#
exposure.
It then hired Edwin book by Steven H. Scheuer, titled
154 W. 44th St. New York 34.
Knopf to produce the remaining 26 “TV Movie Almanac,”
episodes in Britain, under a copro¬
The tv stations pay a higher rate
duction agreement with British in¬ to advertise their old feature film
Dynamic new dimension in TV programming
terests. Without the subsid, the net in the newspapers than do the local I
would have run red ink on the film houses. Yet the current pix j
LEARN . EASIC
DRAWING.
PER.
project. No doubt about it, the playing the theatres get full length
SPECTIVE AND FORESHORTENING.
LEARN TO 8EE—T0 DRAW WHAT
webs’ telefilm subsids pipy a vital reviews. Agreeing that-it is un- ; YOU
SEE—TO BECOME TECHNICALLY
PRODUCTS DIVISION
INDEPENDENT- TO HELP YOU
IN
role for their parents and, at the reasonable to expect similar treat¬
YOUR PAINTING.
same time, function importantly as ment for the chestnuts on video,
ALICE ANTEK
a product supplier for the syndi¬ the tv men say they would rather
333 WEST END AVE.
SC «Ht
f *T* Aunx con*.
REDWOOD CITY. CALIFORNIA.'
cation mart.
have no reviews than unfair ones.
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Secend French TV Channel
Seen St31 a Few Years Away

«■£££==
Londonr Feb. 3.
An excerpt from the American
son with the film version of the comedy, “Two For The Seesaw,”
novel*” be said. “We thinkwe can Will fill a substantial chunk of Val
156 hours a year here and France
By GENE MOSKOWITZ
do. it on' performance, script and Parnell's “Sunday Night At The
and Italy are the biggest contribu¬
point of view.”
Palladium” .ATV show on Sunday,
Paris, Feb. 3.
tors. The seven different webs in
When Frankenheimer, who stud¬ Feb. 15. The play, which is at the
Though other Continental coun¬ various parts of West Germany
ied the Hemingway novel with the Haymarket Theatre; has only two
intensity of a Talmud scholar, in'its cast, Peter Finch and U. S. tries, like Italy and West Germany, make it difficult for the latter to
are
talking a second commercial contribute much in this sphere.
meets the cast for the first time, comedienne, Gerry Jedd.
Sports and news events are the
he will give them his own deeplyThis is the first time that “Sun¬ television channel it will still be most popular Eurovision shows,
probed observations on the mean¬ day Night at the Palladium” has four or five years before French
followed by variety.
ing of the novelist’s work. He will experimented with an excerpt from
Public polls among tv set own¬
break down each character includ¬ a straight show. Previously, when nationalized tv, with its one chan¬
ing Fernando, Anselmo, Rafael, Bernard Delfont was temporarily nel, can even think of this possi¬ ers here have denoted a desire to
Pablo, Pilar, Maria and Roberto. responsible for the Sunday night bility. This Is the opinion of Jean get something substantial besides
In
According
to
Frankenheimer, entry, he took the program over to D’Arcy, program supervisor of entertainment from video.
asking how tv had added to their
“each character, all of them fiawed, the Palace for an hour of the Nor¬
some of them brutal, some of them man. Wisdom musical, “Where's French tv under the state or Radio¬ lives, answers came in citing ad¬
'ditions to knowledge in the spheres
treacherous* has a value so that Charley?” and, on another, occa¬ diffusion-Television Francaise.
their lives and deaths are not in-j sion, featured Pat Kirkwood and
According to D’Arcy, France of, in order of voting, science,
cidents in a play but matters of Hubert Gregg in a sizable slice will not even have all of the coun¬ world documentation, literature,
voyages, theatre, art, music, his¬
moment to us who are involved in of the Prince of Wales’ musieomtry covered by tv transmission tory, current events and cooking.
mankind”
edy, “Chrysanthemum ”
until
late
*59.
Then
interest
will
Over 80% said it helped keep the
From, the beginning of ‘Tor:
be fumed towards a second web, family at home more often and
Whom the BeU Tolls” to the end
.more
tightly knit, while 11% saw
there must be a feeling of a con¬
.supervised by the RTF, but with no change whatsoever.
tinual sense of doom, Frankenpublicity allowed as well as pri¬
So,
French tv is expanding and,
heimer said. It should be like an
CoaiUroei! from page 23
vately mounted shows to garner though behind others, expects to
express train. pounding at full
he
abreast
in about four years.
public
interest.
speed toward ah open drawbridge, Tt. Involves uses of the spectrum
he said, adding that at the con¬ by the federal departments of Gov¬
Other holdbacks are the facts
clusion viewers must feel that ernment and private persons and Of desiring the second Web to be
“humafl beings are not in vain, that corporations.* The public interest fin color, with the necessary time
they, are always worth more than requires that this study and deter¬ > for experiment, definition, lineage; :
any cause, for Which they die.”
mination bo made objectively by Uhd the needed Ultra High Fre¬
Tape is the answer to every¬ the legislative branch rather Than quency setup which has not been
:
thing Frankenheimer said, and if the executive because of the nat¬ resolved, handed out, or worked
he had his way, be*d never do an¬ ural predisposition of the executive out yet in Europe. However, the
other live show* He predicted that to favor its own interest an the need and desire for this second
outlet, with the RTF watchdogging
in three years there won’t be any¬ matter.”
Rep. -Harris recently won House it to see it also does public inter¬
thing live Oh tv With the possible
approval for $25,009 to finance est and educational shows, is defin¬
: exception of sports and news. .
“There is no reason for live tv staff work to translate the subcom¬ itely and a factor in current tv
when there Is tape,” he said. 'It is mittee’s recommendations into leg¬ planning.
. Upped Budget For ’59
‘ stupid to work on a show for a islation. It is too early to tell
month and trust to Lady Luck. For whether the spectrum study rec¬
TV. suffered some budget slash-'
[ every time an actor arises to heights ommendation will be* translated ihg iff *58 due to the general-poli¬
in live shows, there are 10 occa¬ into a bill or resolution authorizing tical and economic changes and
sions whett he doesn't make it 1 a Joint House-Senate study or aspects of France and the need
don't think , one's work has to be Whether Harris will simply under¬ to concentrate on finishing its
WE NEE* ADDITIONAL
take the,job within the framework emission coverage. However, it is
prefaced on luek.”
FILM P*OWRTTES
df hrsr House Commerce Commit¬ : expected fo be upped in *59. Getf The main thing about a director tee.
He has clear authority to dot tain bigseale ; programs were cut,
FOR
is to have a, point of view; accord¬ that.
ing to Frankenheimer. He regards : - In *58, the Senate passed the and, though the weekly level re¬
CANADIAN
his production of “Eloisei* as the Potter resolution (sponsored by mained at 45-50 hours, with about
TELEVISION STATIONS
worst because it did not have.# ex-Sen. Charies Potter, Michigan rt&Y& live, and the rest filmed, the
point of view. He looks back with Republican) authorizing a * presi¬ [general level remained about the
Hmm • i/a hours
satisfaction however' on his han¬ dential commission to study spec¬ ^me.
SHORTS
dling of “Old Man” and “The Days trum space. But the measure died ’ There are now /ever 1,600,860
of Wine and Roses”' because they
in the House in Anal days- of the sets in operation Which is about
had decided points of views.
- session after " the White House accepted par according to D’ArcySUPPLY FULL PAJrriCULAJt*
As for his upcoming adventure called
INCLUDING UMM RUNNING THUS
for revisions which the tv He points out that well covered*
■with the Ndtiel Prize-winning au¬ industry
NUMBER OP EPISODES tO
(and many Congressmen) denser populated areas have a
thor's “For Whom' the BeU Tolls,” feared would result in . military Slower rise while newly covered
OSCAR HANSON, fortIni.
he hopes its message will come domination -of the .study. ' Later, territories shoot up last. But they
across, namely that the “love of one
are usually sparsely peopled are®
human being toward another is the' following Congressional adjourn¬ Which explains Franee lagging' be¬
ment, there was serious talk of
id Ffeof^Wn# tdward ftottf
only real thing that's worth dying President
Eisenhower appointing a hind other'European countries in
'
TOtONfO, ONT^ CANADA V for”
special spectrum- study group on this sphere.
“That is what the Book says, what his own - without Congressional
A quick burgeoning is expected
the show says and what I want it Sanction. He apparently has such in *00 when an transmitters are
to say,” the .director said.
authority.. Bui: squawks-from mem¬ in operation. No -real cheap alt
bers of.Congress and the tv-indus¬ purpose set baas been devised yet
CloveUad—ipeter Storer, general try Stopped the action.
but is probably, do .its way. In
Sales manager of WJW-TV, named
Of prfrpe importance io all con¬ France, deprived of needed home
WSPD-T V general manager, with cerned if (and -when) Congress un¬ improvement during the war, faul¬
Frank .Barron, formerly national dertakes a spectrum study, is who' tily outlays go for household elec¬
Sales rep for StorerT taking over will be hired on the committee trical appliances first and then tv,
Cleveland spot. Ronald G. Smith
Staff. Spectrum problems are highly. Unlike the opposite in England
Succeed Barron m 2feW York. ■
Complicated and will require the and even West. Germany.
But sets are better made and
work of experts to settle .satisfac¬
torily. Members of Congress sitting longer lasting, an important factor
on such a committee would,. by in thrifty minded France. Pro¬
ne^essitft havg to rely heavily on grams, in order of popularity, are
staff members for advice and in¬ quiz shews, variety, dramatic,
ThrWing stories of long-haut
formation on. the intracacies of en¬ scientific and general news and in¬
gineering and other details. Suc¬ terview shows. Top quizzers are
truckers at home and along ,
cess or failure of .such a study may “Brains and Brawn,” and “Gros
the highway.
well hang on the choice of staff.
Lot” akin«to the “$64,000 Ques-.
tion.” D’Arcy specifies they are
In a brand-new series that
both straight Gillies Mtegaritas
and Jean Nohain vande shows fol¬
brings you heart-in-your
low
and
then
the
various
dramas,
mouth adventure with
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
films and news.
“The * Untouchables,” authored
plenty of heart.
dimension in TV programming
French video ao longer takes
by -Oscar Fraley and former FBI Shy Yank vidpix series for they
agent Eliot Ness, will be “Westing- feel most are badly dubbed,
Created and . produced by
house Desilu Playhouse” first fwo- Which might be acceptable in a
peoi^essioNAc
t PRODUCTS DA/iSIONF
Robert Maxwell, famed
■ part-shew. *
theatre,
but
not
on
close
up
concen¬
Plotted around breakup' of
COJtfOJUTIOH
creator of LASStE,
trated
tv,
and
union
pressures
.the * A1 Capone mob, ’ project
' CANNONBALL will ride your
******■„
KCDWOOO eriY.dAUedANlA
■ win go out over CBS-TV an con¬ have also militated against this.
But, having given Up producing its
way with big audiences and
secutive weeks later this season.
own series shows, RTF is now dick¬
increased profits.
ering with NBC, CBS and ABC for
vidpix series and kinescopes out¬
right. They would-go for about
$600 per film and RTF would do
INDEPENDENT
its own careful dubbing for about
$1,500 per pic.
TELEVISION
Then with Eurovision outlets'
and other French speaking areas,
it would possibly make up its
CORPORATION
costs. Low rates and small French
MIAMI
...
* IHftttEPOftT
lingo marts, plus dubbing costs,
3 Madison Ave. *K.Y. 22 •Plaza $-*101
have usually, militated against ahy
Source: ARB, Nov. 1958
really lucrative Incomes from Yank,
vidpix here. D’Arcy feels that
film circles have a tendency to
NEED AN ASSISTANT?
blame their present biz erises -on
YwtL aHrMtivo flri, writing *btttfy,
tv which is not so. An old film on tv : top ttertttiM skills, cotfovo, exportmm Ml ndfe-TV talMf Md stiffen
rarely takes fihngoera from newer
rtwrl .promotion/ pr Md
pix. It is the really rideo-created pubtfetty*
television smi»im*F CduttftiA fictunes ca*r.
pfKk contact, oopy/conttamy, df**
aspects, like quiz shows, which are mt*r«*to4 In production'rosoortft,
"
TTi rtftb Avowo, Now VwVIl
ft t-44» V
DKfeiHM. Wrfto to »#x V 113M*
JKKwtN^'
D^rtorr
cwdADO
H0UTw60D
miami
Houston . TORONTO * likely to offer competition to pix. Vorfety, 154 W. ottfc ft. itowYofkSL
^ Continued from page

flag, Moreuvfcr, the novelist in¬
dicated he .would catch the upcom¬
ing two-part video version of his
story—something he never did be¬
fore on the assumption it wasn’t
worthwhile.
Frankenheimer observed that
the “Playhouse 90*'version of “For
Whom the Bell Tolls** would not
be a soap box affair. Though names
have"been changed, the basic phi¬
losophy and underlying theme of
the novel mid play will remain the
same, namely that man confer
values on life by feeling each
others mortality.
He described the video version of
the top-rated novel as a “micro¬
scopic view of war/ not only the
Spanish Civil War, but all wars,
past and present He said he would
try to turn in a production of
'.‘stylized reality” and if it is made
on that score, he’ll be satisfied.
“We’re not begging for compari-
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
'

By MIKE GROSS.

/

Neal Heftt , Orch: “Hollywood
Song Book” (Coral). The Academy
Award winning pic tunes from 1934
to 1957 are attractively wrapped up
in two packages by arranger-con¬
ductor Neal Hefti. Not only are
they swinging sets but they show
off Hollywood cleffing at its best.
Hefti’s interpretations are fresh
and brisk and brighten up each
tune. Volume 1 covers “The Con¬
tinental” (*34) through “It Might
As Well fie Spring” (’45) while
Volume 2 runs through “On the
Atchison, Topeka and Sante Fe”
___
__
(’46) to “All The Way” (’57). Sidney
T,
A
WHENCE
WELK
'
Skolsky’s
historical bits on the
LAWRENCE WELK
PERRY COMO.KISSME AND KISS ME AND KISS ME
tunes Xurn the liner notes into
.
Presents
(RCA Victor)......Tomboy
THE
the LENNON
uSfgsms
SISTERS
The
Perry Como’s “Kiss Me and Kiss Me and Kiss Me” (Leeds*)
“Children’s Marching Song”
A”?
b/w “Slumber
“Slumber Party”
hmids up c neat Italian-flavored melodic line that’s tailor-made
b/w
Party’
fheEDic bovs can reaUv go out
Brunswick No.
for top jock and juke spins. “Tomboy” (Roncom*) plays into the
Brunswick
No. 55113
55113
the
rocking set’s hands and should do okay imth the younger crowd s
■ . .
.
best
could. give him an imspinning demands.
thrush builds for top spinning portant boost in the pop LP field..
*
*
*
time.
Working with arrangements; and
FRANKIE AVALON. ...
.I’M BROKE
Gateway Singers (Warner Bros.), an orch. conducted, by Neal Hefti,
Vpnna
“WRECK OF THE JOHN . B.” -Hamilton takes .hold of such nifties
^Lmancciior^ • ♦ •• •»; •£••• • ■ ‘•;: ■; v * ven“s
(Lee-Wait) is a good workover of as “Something’s Cotta Give,"
Frankie J^valon s I m Broke (Ra-nibed-Jimsla.pt) is a surefire
^ familiar folk item. “EAST VIR-' “Change Partners,” “I Could Write
moneymaker because of the way the teenage idea is sent across the
GINIA BLUES” (Lee-Wait) will a Book,” “Let’s Do It” and really
grooves with a hot beat and a dynamic delivery. “Venus” (Ramappeal more to the folk buffs than makes ’em stick.*
bed-Larsdale+) has a pleasing rocking mood.but seems to lack the . the pop spinners.
.
Gny barren Sounds* “Themes
excitement that's necessary to stir up his kid fans.
Billy Barnes (United Artists); For African Drums” (RCA Victor).
*
*
* *
_ “WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO a tom-tom combo, headed by Guy
MARIE & REX-.... . .I CAN’T SIT DOWN DO” (Prentice*) is supposed to be Warren; with an occasional tromMipupIma big ballad but it ends up as an- bone assist from Lawrence Brown,
V
*c,-I *tU,'V Whohm+i’ X „other rocking noisemaker. “I'M dish up a fascinating collection of
. Afarte & Re?** Can* Sn. Do^n (Sheldont) ts a gospelCOMING TO SEE YOU” (Brendat) polyrhythmic tympany sounds.
styled swinger that’s sure to make noise everywhere. Mane Knight
has lotsa rocking rhythm'
rhythm > effects I Although
Althoueh recorded in New York,
York.
end Rex Garvin belt it out with ah enthusiasm that goes a long
but it’s not too original.
this offbeat set generates the atway. “Miracles” (Strattont) plays up a Marie Knight solo that’s
Denise Lor (20th-Fox). “IN THE mosphere of native Africa in numokay for special spinning attention.
MIDDLE OF A KISS” (Southern*) bers with titles like “Ballad For
*
*
*
is a fair ballad with an . okay Giraffes,” “Blood Brothers” and
JOHNNY ARMENTEER ORCH.. .SIERRA SUNRISE vocal for some d.j. play. “BORN “Lady Marie Drum Suite.” TribalfP*Ipfb.'t ......Parlez Voo
Vnn March
MnrnL '' AGAIN” (Selbonnt) is a slow, un- sounding yocal ipterpolations are
(Palette)
^rawuc; ..........
• •. - • • * - rariez yoo marcn
impressive ballad item.
used with arresting effect.
Johnny Armenteer’s
a melodic
melodic
Johnny
Armenteer’s “Sierra
“Sierra Sunrise”
Sunrise” (Zodiaci)
(Zodiac t) paints
paints a
Percv Faith Greh* “Malaruena—
mature that
that the
the Kids
kids mill
will hop
hoc to
to around
around the
the coin
coin machines
and the
the
***** KEY7’
-.§1***
SEl
picture
machines and
gulden*
~ ffieSMcth Is’^ fMusib'of Cuba** (Columbia). When
deejays will &ck $p for programming material. It s a strong insSw damatic ballad that “rates Percy Faith decides to go south-ofstrumental slice thats syre to grow on-all spmnmg levels, Parlez
spinning respect. “ALL ABOUT the border, he does it with a mUsiVoo March’* fcZodfact) stvrs Up the old World War I refraffi in a
jjfe, (Republic!) has a pleasant cal excitement that’s hard to beat.
way that the ‘rock V rollers can understand, which could mean . qualify that makes for okay pro- Previous Chile excursions by Faith
important spins.
grammlng material.
resulted in such highly attractive
'
*
*
- *
Sonny Turner & The Twisters packages is “Viva” and “Delicado ”
ROSEMARY CLOONEY...LOVE EYES (Big Top), “SWEET ANNIE In “M^aguena,” Faith toys with
LAURIE” "(Quintet!) rocks up the the Cuban beat and develops an
(MGM) ..................... Flattery
old refrain in a way that the juke ear-appealing sound that’s vivid
Rosemary Clooney’s “Lone Eyes” (Saunders*) sparkles in the . set
anoreSates
“THUNDER- and vibrant.
mil irPrvm
if** hviJt -fnr nryrvrSrJntlrvn m fill leitoU he.
-“PI™1?1”-..
. AXlU«I«dS
■
_
rocfc V TOU idiom, but ifj bail* for appreciation on all levels beBOLT'r'(Herbertt)
has
an easy
Elmer
Bemafeln Oreh: “Seme
emtse of the voeal energy thatfs put tnto Re side.
Flattery*
swinglhg feel that usually picks Came Rnnetny- (Capitol). 'Elmer
(Saunders*) is fashioned.along a pleasant shuffle beat on which
up jukebox coin.
Bernstein created quite a stir in
she duets with husband Jose Ferrer.
Short Twins (Eagle): “TAKE A the diskery field a few years back
*
*
*
_ LOOK” (Sounds*) bounces well when his score for “The Man With
FOUR PREPS ..SHE WAS FIVE AND HE WAS TEN enough for teenage appreciation The Golden Arm” .came through
atr j
around the juke machines. “I’M as a chcko pic score set for Decca.
*"
ViwaildneGONNA LO^YOU MORE AND He’s In the running again for his.
.
She Was Five and He Was. Ten (Roxbury )
mORE’^ (Sounds*) has an old- -work on the current "Tetro release
tells the km^of story that the kids go for with a melodic style
fashioned shuffle beat that could starring Frank Sinatra. Track is exthat
Love” (Lar-Bellfhat gives it top
top spinning chances. tuThe
The Riddle of Lov&
pjgfc
some coin machine play, citing in its jazz feel and properly
Shermanf) ms
hds a nice harmony bounce good for programming time.
Sam isnaee 9s The .Cadets nioody in the melodic romantic
■
■
. " ■ ■ ..— —
.
■ (Cabot): '“TAKE ME TO YOUR sequences, making it'a full-bodied
some clever harmony styling to THAN TOMORROW” (Supreme*) LEADER CHA CHA CHA’MItaoll- aud wdl-rounded worfc
attract spinning attention. “CHOO- is a ballad with a rocking touch to wood*) has a takeoff potential heRoberta Sherwood: “Look For
CHOO-CHA-CHA” (Beeehwoodt) make it more appealing to the cause of the beat, the novel lyric The Silver Lining** (Decca); This
follows the familiar hp-swinging juke set.
angle and assorted sound, gim- package is‘packed with an emotempo for just fair results.
Sarah
Vaughan
(Mercury).
tional- appeal that Roberta SherElena Madera (Decca) “PEPI- “COOL BABY” (Vernon*) should GREEN MUSTACHE” (Janos]). is wood’s fans wdl go fof and it may
TO” (Raleight) has a rockalatino beat up the jukes because of its a swing-styled item good for some even help win some new friends
mood thatcould push iS^rfde biS rhythmic beat. “ARE YOU terp action:
along the w5y. Her vocalistics
into a payoff bracket “PU-CBUN- CERTAIN” (B. Benjamin*) has a -never get^out of hand but shes
GA” (Raleight) features a lot of charming beat and lyric line thatl*ASCAP. tBMI.
TstiH able to sell with persuasion,
powerhouse vocallirig but it’ll be
:
:
'
a tough spinning item.
r ,—
1A R
■ fl 11
/I •
VB
t*
Don CorneU (Dot). “IT ISN’T
Jr&RlETY
III KACf .NaIIPYC All I/l!H IvIjirillllPQ
FAIR” (Words Sn Music*) is a re- ♦»♦»»♦♦♦»»♦»♦♦»♦
Dv3l Wvllvlu UU vVill
vival of the Cornell hit of a few ♦
years back and he gives it the *4*'
■
1. SMOKE GETS IN YOUR
... Platters
.... .Mercury
SSp of ^“bTyere1^ demS H 1YOUE EYES (7)
<7> ....
PlaUer, ..
Mercury, ”
“I’M CRYING JUST FOR YOU” *► 2
2.. STAGGER LEE (4) ......
...*........... Lloyd Price . .........ABC-Par V,
(Broadway*) spotlights some slick X .
^__
'’
3. GOTTA.
TRAVEL (5) .........
...... Billy
Bitty Crammer .■.Monument
......Monument . >
trumpeting which helps the vocaL . ► 3,
GOTTA.TRAVEL
Kathy Linden (Felsted). “YOU
4. 16 CANDLES (4) .......
Coed “
...... Crests .....
.....Coed
Frankie Laine (Columbia).#solid rendition of the oldie that
“THAT’S MY DESIRE” <U**>
“STO^?
has a chance for another spinning WEATHER” (Mills*) is poured out
run via the beat that the kiddies with a hot beat and driving vocal
like. “IN MY WILDEST DREAMS’1 that demands attention.
(Sequence*) has the dramatic
Hamish Memdes (Kapp).
Frankie Laine quality that the SLEEP LIKE A BABY” (Murray
programmers may pick up.
| Baker*) has a smooth ballad feel
Rinky Pinks (Capitol). “CATCH that Hamish Menzies delivers in
A LITTLE MOONBEAM’* (Fair- way that could pull the side out
wayt) Is a happy swinger with for some strong spins. “LESS

Best Bets

P'SmOTr

SnSKl«*wiU°et“neat®taning pace because of thrush’s tasty
handling of a neatly concocted
item, “SOMEBODY LOVES YOU”
*• f^iures t sing*aIo°g
effect but the results are only
moderately pleasing.

"
’)
«►
,„
<»

5.
*>
g.
6.
7.
78.

JO Best Sellers on Coin Haebines.

MY
...MGM ::
ME HAPPINESS (5) .......
..
J...........; Couple Francis
Fronde,...........MGM
BONNA (3) ....- Ritchie Valens .....Del-Fl
...
Del-Fl «►
DONNA
^ '*
CRIED A TEAR (1) .;...............
.....LaVem
..Atlantic.
I CREED
LaVem Baker .*
.Atlantic. < ALL AMERICAN BOY (2) .........
Bill . Parsons .Fraternity - ►
........ Bill.

9. A LOVER’S QUESTION (3) ___....1
__...
....

..Clyde
Clyde McPhatter .Atlantic • •

B^rcanas:: i»song <2>
..::
10. children’s
CHILDREN’S marching
MARCHING SONG
(2) ...i...Sf’.'.'.-V.'.Cotato
/ Mitch Miller
.,.... . Columbia
shouter that will go over in some * ►
L
'
areas. “5-10-15 HOURS” (Pro- ”
n
_
gressivet) is in the true r&b vein J
Sppnnn CrOlin
- ’
which keeps the side swinging in • •
OCLUlltl UlOUp
-

Second Group

."..
Jack Scott ..fy
Mtoie^1,ctio^e!rtremelyhelP' :: GOODBYE BABY .’..
... .Carlton
Laura Leslie (Hanover). “KING ; ’ HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONG .../...Andy
...... . Andy Widigms.Cadence
...... Chipmunks ..Liberty
Oie
55 if CHIPMUNK SONG .....
...J.Liberty
PETER GUNN THEME ..... Ray Anthony . ........Capitol
DIARY .....:.....
Sedaka ............Victor
.fetSTk S iS
WWW
.....:.... Neil
NdlScdaka
in all departments.
LOVELY TEARDROPS ....
Jackie Wilson
Brunswick
.....
PETITE FLEUR ....
. Chris Barber ..Laurie
3wSm> A^BSsm1'PETITE
.'.......i.
.Laurie
races through a hot beat that the ’ l PROBLEMS ..
.,........ .
.... tverly
Fverly Bros. ..Cadence..Cgdence
kids are bound to pick tip for ,. _
_
.
_*
. i
Domino .......,Imperial
........Imperial
acme play. ‘**NO MATTER WHAT < - WHOLE LOTTA LOVIN* ......Fats
....
Fats. JJomvho
GIRL ON PAGE
44......
Fdur
Lads.
...........Columliid
*AGB 44:.•••:•••••••.
^Aua Hk^OTg^caalnl “me • >
VERY THOUGHT OF YOU” (Wft- T
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Jack Pleins* orch backing helps
make such as “Over The Rainbow,”
“I May Never Pass This Way
Again” and the title song all the ’
more effective.
Billy Vaughn Orch: “Billy
Vaughn Plays” (Dot). In this, his
ninth XP effort for Dot, Billy
Vaughn again takes a batch of per¬
ennials and gives, ’em a light, pop¬
ular treatment that fits the mood
music demands of today’s market.
It’s undemanding and unpreten¬
tious musical fare and although
it won’t set the turntables on fire,
it’s bound to have 'a steady sales
glow.
Julie London: “London By
Night” (Liberty). A dozen pdp
tunes have been strung together to
weave a story of “girl finds love”
—“girl loses love”—“girl finds love
again.” And With Julie London as
the throbbing tale-teller working
over classics like ‘That’s For Me."
“Mad About The Boy,*’ “Something
I Dreamed Last Night’* and “That
Old Feeling,” as well, as some sel¬
dom-heard goodies, the package
comes off as a highly saleable item.
Pete King does a standout job on
the orch backing.
Lisa Kirk: “Sings At The Plaza”
(MGM). The attention that Lisa
Kirk has attracted with«her nitery
act ought to be refleeted nicely in
this “original cast” LP version.
Package is a rundown pf her show
at the. Hotel Plaza’s Persian Room
done with an assist from Jim
Brooks, Jimmy Harris, Jerry Rush
and Scooter Teague as her vocal
male support. The showcasing, in
the groove, lacks the spirit that
Miss Kirk usually relays “live,”
but there’s enough bounce avail¬
able for overall happy listening.
Sengbag is a potpourri of stand¬
ards and some special material by
Boba Wells and David Saxon.
Carmen McRae: “Book, of Bal¬
lads” (Kapp). A former Decca
disker. Carmen McRae shapes as
a solid acquisition for the smaller
Kapp label. Her approach is
smooth and sophisticated, but it’s
all in keeping with the material at
hand. She works with an orch
under Frank Huhter’s direction or
with a trio (Don Abney, piano;
Charles Smith, drums; Joe Ben¬
jamin, bass), and it all makes for
sock programming at home or on
the air.
• ‘
. “Cha-Cha Jubilee** (Jubilee). The
cha cha is going to go down swing¬
ing if Jubilee has anythong to do
with it. In this alDstar compila¬
tion, pops and classical get- -the
chile flavoring for a hip-swinger’s
delight. Helping to pepper-up the
package are (he. Accents, the Frank
Ortega Trio and Moe Koffman.
Mel Tonne: “Tonne” (Verve).
The Torme sound, is still memor¬
able even though the . crooner
hasn’t been grooved too often late¬
ly. However, he still comes through
as a vocalist with an identifiable
piping style and.a feeling for a
jazz beat that’s missing in. many,
of the current crop of singers Who
are getting more Wax time. The
arrangements of conductor Marty
Paich help Torme pull through
“That Old Feeling,” “Blues In The
Night,” “Body and Soul” and as¬
sorted other favorites.
Joni James: “Sings Hank Wil¬
liams’* (MGM). A couple of yeartf
ago. Joni James showed that she
knew something about the country
mood by coming up with a click 7
disking of the Hank Williams’ tune,
“Your Cheatin’ Heart.” Here she’s
got 11 other items out of Williams’
strong catalog and. delivers them
to the*hilt. It. has a hefty sales
potential.
'
Jack Marshal! Sextette: “18th
Century Jazz*” (Capitol).
Jazz
with a chamber 'music tone is the
peg for this set and Jack Marshall
turns it into a fresh and funny mu¬
sical outing; The combo has-Mar¬
shall on guitar and lute, Harry
Klee on flute and recorder, 'Edgar
Liistgarten on cello. Milt Raskin 6n
harpsichord. Red Mitchell on bass
and Shelly Manne on drums.
Marshall’s musical imagination
works on such modern nifties as
“Have You Met Miss Jones?” “I
Didn’t Know Time It Was ” “My
Heart Belongs To Daddy” and the
like.
Joe Basile Orch: “Cafe Italiano”
(Audio Fidelity), With Joe Basile
on accordion and tenor Aldo Conti
handling the vocals, this is a neat
recital of Italian songs. The melo¬
dies are all lilting and the Italian
language lyrics don’t get la the
way of the riunlcal message.'
. ..
Gros.

. - r« -Ralph Marterie orch has been
* - signed for** One-nighter at Lou*
anns, Dallas, Feb. 6. ‘
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With Bcasters on New 5-Year Pact

ASCAP’s ‘Weighted Vote’ Count-Up
To Figure in Talk on New Decree

Broadcast Music Inp. is currentlymoving to wrap up new . contracts
Soviet Concertizing
with. its.radio-tv customers. With
the current licensing pacts expir¬
Ottawa, Feb. 3.
ing early in March, BME is now
Concert artists’ pay in Rus¬
askirig its .broadcast customers for
sia is “not as good as here, but
a five-year extension of the current
better than anything in Eu¬
agreements^ Under these blanket
rope,” says Canadian soprano
deals, BMl gets from three-fourths
Lois Marshall, just back from
of 1% to 1.2% of the station’s
a long tour there. The Rus¬
gross, on a sliding scale pegged to
sians, she said, paid half their
the volume of annual business.
traveling expenses, plus all
BMI anticipates no difficulty
their living expenses, while in
about the renewals, although some
Soviet Union.
Of the radio stations have been
Audiences liked English folk
trying to cut down their payments
songs even better than classics;
for music license fees. The Amer¬
and "everyone was still talking
ican Society of Composers, Authors
about Glenn Gould.” •
& Publishers, for instance, is 'now
stalemated in its negotiations with
over 600 stations represented by
the AU-Industry Radio Licensing
Committee. ASCAP has asked for a
one-year extension of its previous
deal, which expired Jan. 1, under
which«it received 2.25% of the
gross.
BMTs revenue from the broad¬
casters, now amounting to over
$7,000,000, will continue to stay,
more or less, at that level if the
current .pacts are renewed. At the
same time, BMI has been feeling
ABC-Paramount’s blueprint for
ttif squeeze of increased payments 1959 includes a move-in on the
to the flock of small publishers
who have been coming up with the classical market and the introduc¬
hits in recent years. Under EMI’s tion of a phonograph line. The
payoff, formula, publishers get 4e plans for the coming year were
for each indie station plug and 6c
for each network work. Hence, the unveiled by ABC-Par prexy Sam
more plugs/ the more BMI shells Clark at diskery’s distributor con¬
vention last week at the Concord
out
BMPs solution for the squeeze Hotel, Kiamesha Lake, N. Y.
has been to cut back in the guaran¬
The longhair step-in, according
tees to publishers that have not. to Clark, will probably be done
been delivering the hits. Many of through a tie with Vega Records of
these firms, located mainly, in New. France. Negotiations between the
York, have been unable to earn two companies are currently un¬
their guarantees in the perform¬ derway. Clark stated that if the
ance ratings and .hence rare no deal goes through it would mean
longer getting front money from an investment on ABC -Par’s part
BMI or have been drastically re¬ of over $100,000 for 30* classical
duced iu their annual guarantees releases.
from BML
Clark’s interest in a buildup
along longhair lines stems from the
fact that 50% of the diskery’s total
volume in 1958 came from the LP
field. Clark claimed an overall
$5,500,000 gross for labei's ’58 take.
In the phono manufacturing end,
Clark is planning a tie with Dicto¬
graph to introduce a stereo player
As a result of the repent artists retailing.at about $349,
& repertoire reshuffle, two disk¬
«----———
ettes are being reactivated. Paul
Cohen, ex-Coral a&r chief, will
start rolling with his Todd label,
and Morty Craft, ex-MGM pop tap¬
per, will again kick off his indie
Lance diskery.
Cohen and.Craft have been in
huddles, the past couple of weeks
RitchietfValens, Buddy Holly and
on a possible teamup of their, indie the Big Bopper (J. P. Richardson)
outfits. ~It’s all still in -the talking were killed yesterday (Tues.) when
stage, however, and the possibility a plane they had charted crashed
of ah ipdte disk .union, according between Clear. Lake, Iowa, arid
to. their attorneys, is still far off.
Morehead, Wisconsin. The three
Cohen, who had established the diskers were part of a rock ’n’
Todd label several years ago but roll package called “Winter Dance
kept it dormant, is now in the Party’’ which began a three-week
process of lining up artists. He’s tour . Jan. 23. The pilot was also
already signed- Pee Wee King.. killed in the crash.
Craft came to the fore a little over
Rest of the troupe, which includ¬
a year ago when he cut the Shep¬
herd Sisters’ dick slicing of ed DioU & The Belmonts, Frankie
“Alone” for his Lance label. After Sardo and The Crickets were trav¬
the Shepherd Sisters’ takeoff. Craft eling to the Morehead date via bus.
Valens, who clicked recently on
moved to Mercury’s a&r depart¬
the Del-Fi label with "Donna” and
ment and then to MGM.
“La Bomba,” was 17 years old.
Holly, who’s current click for
Coral, is "It Really' Doesn’t Mat¬
ter,” was 20 years old. Big Bopper
was 24. His Mercury Record clicks
Remington Records, low-priced were “Chantilly Lace” and “Big
label headquartering in New York, Bopper’s Wedding.”
: Is being sued for a $90,000 breachof-contract by Safeway Stores in
New York Federal Court.
Safewaiy charges that Remington
Jalapa, Veracruz, FebrS:
refused to accept returns on disks
Columbia Records is completing
left over from a special merchan¬
its
series
of disks dedicated to
dising campaign launched a couple
. of years ago. The chain store Pablo Casals by cutting-a new hifi
platter
here.
This will be titled
charged in the complaint that Rem¬
ington asked for repeated delays “The Pablo Casals Festival of
Jalapa
1959.”
in. refunding coin oh the unsold
A team of Col. experts, "with
disks due to "financial difficulties.”
Remington recently lost a de¬ three magnetic tape recorders and
cision to a group of major pub¬ three mikes strategically distrib-.
lishers in a Federal Court suit over uted, Is recording numbers inter¬
royalty • payments.
Tha exact preted by various symphony or¬
amtrantof the royalfy damages in chestras as well as sold numbers'by
this action is being determined by Competitors in the cello com¬
•a referee.
’
petition.'
';

Washington, Feb. 3.
Justice Dept, antitrust lawyers
A major international music biz
Dancing-ih-the-Dawn
combine, embracing disks and pub¬
are apparently including the
Toledo, Feb. 3.
"weighted vote” system of the
lishing, is currently being project¬
ed by a well-heeled parlay of U.S.
Dancing from 5:30 to 9:30
American Society of Composers,
and British interests. Major fac¬
a.m. is on the program in the
Authors and Publishers in working
tors in the picture are Jack Wratbout a new decree with ASCAP.
Friendly Bar for factory work¬
ner, head of Muzak and other com¬
ers, waitresses, cab drivers
Also, antitrust officials are giv¬
ing complaining minority mem¬
panies; “ Associated^
Television
and others who can’t dance in
(ATV), programmers for commer¬
bers of ASCAP a voice during ne¬
the evening.
gotiations on the -decree.
cial tv in England; and the Brit¬
Jake Patlin, operator of the
ish Pye corporation, major phono -spot, has hired Dave Poulin’s
Rep. James Roosevelt (D-Calif.),
and tv instrument makers who are
chairman of a House Small Busi¬
orch, and said that the new
already in the disk biz with ATV
policy Would continue if
ness Subcommittee which last year
in England via the Pye-Nixa label.
enough patrons came in.
recommended a new antitrust
crackdown on ASCAP, last week
Mike Nldorf, U.S. rep for ATV,
called oh the head of Justice’s
is. working with Wrather in setting
Antitrust
Division, Assistant Attor¬
up a major disk operation in this
ney General Victor Hansen, to in¬
country. Wrather and Nidorf indi¬
clude
a
remedy
for the controver¬
cated that the full resources of
sial "weighted vote” formula in the
the international tieup are avail¬
decree now being negotiated with
able for the buyout of an existing
ASCAP.
major label in this country. The
(Rep. Roosevelt had become sus¬
market is being closely tapped to
picious that the "weighted vote”
find such a diskery. Nidorf also
issue was being ignored during
indicated that talks -are already
negotiations when he received a
underway With an important pub¬
letter from Hansen a few days be¬
.
lisher.
fore
giving a rundown on what was
Immediate objective of the com¬
American Federation of Musi¬
bine is to revamp the Pye-Nixa cians lost some guaranteed em- j being done. The letter did not
mention "weighted vote”- among is¬
distrib setup in England to put
it on a par with the other British ployment but won a pension fund | sues being discussed between Jus¬
majors. In that way, the Pye-Nixa and residual payments in its new tice and ASCAP.)
Hansen’s Assurances
group -will be in a better position five-year agreement with the three
to handle distribution of* U.S. la¬ major radio-tv' networks, CBS, ] Meantime, Hansen' has written
bels abroad. At the present time, NBC and ABC. Pact was finalized Rep. Roosevelt another letter. Al¬
the Pye-Nixa group handle no im¬ a few hours after the old deal ran though contents of the latest Hanportant U.S. diskeries, Mercury
(Continued on page 63)
having pulled out last year. It*s~ out last Saturday night (31) and I
was born with the assistance of a :
expected that the acquisition of a Federal mediator, J. R. Mendeldominating interest in Pye-Nixa
who requested AFM prexy
;by ATV' will revitalize that com¬ baum,
Herman D. Renin to call off a
pany.
threatened
strike and continue ne¬
Linked into the Anglo-U.S. com¬
The new contract
bine will be multi-faceted exploi¬ gotiations.
wiU
run
to
March 1, 1964. AFM
tation facilities on a global scale.
Nidorf, for instance, also is U.S. maintained, staff quota levels in
rep for Radio Luxembourg. Also New York and Hollywood, but . The artists & repertoire situa¬
involved, in the project, via the agreed to cut the quotas back in tion* at MGM Records was resolved
ATV interests, are tv stations and Chicago, Boston, Detroit, San last week with the appointment of
the McQuarrie radio network in Francisco and St. Louis, where Ray Ellis as pop head. Ellis was
•there are web owned & operated
Australia.
set by MGM prexy Arnold Maxin
. Wrather stated that he and the outlets. In Chicago, the contract | after the exiting of Morty Craft a
interests repped by Nidorf are formula permits the networks to couple of weeks ago.
only interested in getting into the drop five musicians- annually for
Although this is the first time
music biz in a big way, rather than the next four years to bring the Ellis has had the a&r chief tag,
starting' from scratch-or amalga¬ ; staff quota per station down from he’s done some special disk assign¬
45
to
25
men.
mating several minor labels. He
An innovation in the pact was ments for MGM. Most of his pre¬
said that part of the Muzak library,
vious work, however, was under
(Continued on page 62)
known as the Associated Pro¬
; the Columbia banner where he
gram Service, has a vast catalog
served as arranger-conductor. Ellis
of recordings by the top names of
also recorded a number of instru¬
the swing era .which would be
mental albums under his own name
available' for the disk company
for Col.
when it was launched. The APS
In another move at MGM, Eddie
library is currently being, used for
Heller was set to produce several
Wrather’s new automated radio op¬
albums on an independent pro¬
eration, called Programmatics, in
ducer’s basis. Heller recently
which he provides a 24-hour pro¬
exited the pop a&r department at
San Francisco, Feb. 3.
gramming service' for stations on
"Vortex,” a combination of elec¬ RCA Victor.
a wholly mechanized basis.
tronic music and non-objective art
films projected on the dome of,
Frisco’s Morrison Planetarium,
suddenly has become boxoffice.
For a total of 14 shows- at the
1500-seat planetarium last month,
Barney Young, publisher and vet
"Vortex” drew 5,750 persons, at music biz litigant, is meeting his
Steve Levitz. former production $1 a head. In addition, Henry current chief legal target, Broad¬
exec at the Big Three (Robbins, Jacobs and Jordan Belson, creators cast Music Inc., in N. Y. Federal
Feist & Miller) Music combine, of "Vortex,” put on three more Court tomorrow (Thurs.) on his
lost his breach-of-contract suit) hour-long shows last night (Mon.) motion for summary judgment in
against Loew’s Inc. before N. Y. j which appeared to be cinch sell¬ his $7,500,000 antitrust suit against
Supreme Court Judge Aaron J. outs.
BMI and the ma jor networks. Judge
Steuer last week. Levitz sued [ Jacobs points out ’"we have to Archie O. Dawson'will hear argu¬
Loew’s, parent company of the] pay the planetarium and we have ment on Young’s motion that his
Big Three, for allegedly breaking to pay the composers,” but it looks case should be decided solely on
its promise to continue him In his j as if their non-profit Foundation of the law, rather than on the facts.
exec post for as long as he could Audio-Visual Research should
Young’s contention is that the
work, in return for his agreement ] have a good operating nut by the broadcast network’s participation
to sell his stock interest in the mu?j time the current "Vortex” series is in music licensing is illegal, as is
sic company to Loew’s.
• finished.
BMI’s policy of granting blanket
Judge Steuer ruled that Loew’s i First ’‘Vortex” concert was given licenses. The attorneys for the de¬
agreement with Levitz constituted, two years ago and admission was fendants contend, however, that
in substance, a lifetime contract free. Then the pair hooked up numerous important facts are in
which, under N. Y. State laws, is1 with listener-sponsored KPFA-FM, dispute and that Young’s suit stems
invalid. Julian T. Abeles repped Berkeley, CaL, longhair outlet, to from his failure to launch a com¬
Loew’s in the action. Levitz pre¬ give a series of concerts. On their petitive musie licensing organiza¬
viously, lost the same action in the return from Brussels World’s Fair tion after his affiliation with BMI
N. Y. Supreme Court but won the last fall, they determined to see if was ended.
right in the appellate division to “Vortex” would stand on its own
file an amended complaint which feet—and apparently it is.
was argued before Steuer.
Belson, who handles the film
side (Jacobs is the sound techni¬
In a drive to further expand its
cian), has introduced some filmed standard exploitation setup. The
innovations into the current series, Big Three (Robbins, Feist & Mil¬
MGM Records will step into the but otherwise the show Is similar ler),- has added J. S. Lowy to its
budget stereo LP field this month. to earlier "Vortex” series. Curiosity Coast staff. Lowy, a former rep for
The low-price stereos will be re¬ and heavy, newspaper publicity are California disk distributors, will
leased under the Lion label at probable explanations of some of push the standards from the RF&M
the series’ boxoffice draw, but catalogs in coordination with the
$2.98.
First Lion stereo release will "Vortex” has also attracted k NeW York homeoffice.
He’ll also assist the Big Three’s
contaitf H Lfs.“ - Charles - Hhsin, large proportion of Frisco intellect
diskery’s-*sales manager, is prep- tuals who are interested in the COast copfarfmen Eddy MacHarg
and Hy Canter.
V
ping u special drive ©u the stereos* possibilities of electronic music.

IJTV,

Longhair Disks,

Cohen and Craft
Revive Diskenes

Baddy Holly, BigBopper,
Ritcbie.Valeris Killed In
Air Crash While Touring

SATEWAY STORES FIRES
SUIT AT REMINGTON

Web Tooters Get

Coin h New Pact

Ray Effis Named
MGM A&R Chief

Art Can Be B.O. in Frisco

STEVE LEV1TZ LOSES
SUIT AGAINST LOEW’S

YOUNG’S $7,500,000 SUIT
VS. BMl GOES TO COURT

MUSIC

Paris m Bid for Prime Jazz Spot
As Americans Build‘Bof State

Pfi&iETr_
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Holland Disk Bestseller*

MEMPHIS PUTS A HEAD McConkevA^cy.
¥lfimUv A «rv
OK BEER—WE MUSIC a^V o Vnr

Amsterdam, Jan. 27.
Silvery Moon ....... vVaughn
(London)
Come Prima ;,
(Philips)
/
La Paloma ....
(London)
When. . .Kalin Twins
(Brunswick)
Tom Dooley
Kingston 3
(Capitol)
Return To Me . -D. Martin
(Capitol)
Bird Dog. . .Everly Bros.
(Heliodor)
Spiel Noch Einmal....Valente
(Polydor)
Fraulein .... .Chris Howland
(Columbia)
Patricia..
Prado
(RCA)

Memphis, Feb. 3.
Memphis Musicians. Local 71
won a victory for live music last
week against a policy that live
music could not mix with beer- in
local niteries'. Issue arose when a
local spot, the Branding Iron, was
granted a beer permit only after
it promises to eliminate live mu¬
sic.
After squawks from the local
tooters, the beer licensing board,
via Commissioner Henry Loeb,
stated that it would now examine
each application for a beer license
on its merits. Loeb said the no¬
music policy had been “inherited”
from earlier boards and had not
been previously questioned. Indi¬
cations are that the licensing
board will jettison the no-live-music ukase, for beer spots, now that
die spotlight has been put on it

Paris, Feb. 3. A
According to Daniel Filipacchi,
co-editor of’ Jazz-Magazine and
bo<?ker for the weekly jazz shows
at the Olympic Music Hall, jazz is
now a staple show biz form in
France and appeals to buffs in all
Munich, Jan. 27.
age ’groups. He also feels that
A German-American jazz dub
that
started
here
a couple of
the presence of leading U. S. jazz¬
men in Paris, plus a growing months ago has mushroomed to
where it has over 200 members for
French contingent, make it one of its weekly meets at the city’s
the jazz capitals of the world.
America House. And the success
Filipacchi points out that the of the odd enterprise depends
largely
on tapes of jam sessions
Parisian jazz followers have seen
most of the Yank greats since the held by U. S. military and German
musicians
which are banned- for
war and many, who came for a airing on AFN.
tour, decided to stay for a while
Club
is
the
brainchild of an AFN
or “forever” in France. Among announcer, Pfc.
Mai Sondock, for¬
longtime residents are Sidney Be¬ merly
of Houston. He inaugurated'
chet, a New Orleans veteran; Don a program called "Modem Jazt
“To LoVe or Be Loved,” the
Byas and Mezz Mezzrow.
1958” last year over AFN Frank¬ Sammy' Cahn, Jimmy Van Heusen
Decently a small jazz spot, Le furt, and had as a hobby taping all song for the Metro pic, “Some
JVhen Leslie Conn quitting latter
Chat Qui Peche, , hosted such of the modem jazz groups he could
part of last week,- it means the
Americans as Donald Byrd, Walter locate in Germany among the. Came Running,” has been picked end of European operations for
Davis, Doug Watkins, Art Taylor, American military and on the Ger¬ up as the commercial theme song Carlton Records which: he’s been
along with Bobby Jasper. Club St> man economy.
for Lanvin Perfumes.
Unusual heading here since its inception
Gerjnain-Des-Pres now features
When transferred to AFN Mu¬ wrinkle to the deal is that the clef- about* a year ago. Conn has shut
Kenny Clarke with a a French nich, he formed the German-Amer¬ fers waived all fees for the com¬ up the London office and started
combo, while the Mars Club had ican jazz club. Since his tapes are mercial use on condition that the Monday. (2) as an ®a&r. man for
Billy Holiday, Mai Waldron and banned on AFN because of .copy¬ title phrase, would be retained in Decca, which has been releasing
Kansas Field; and Sam Woodyard, right restrictions on the "music, he the commercials.
the Carlton disks..
stayed on after his Duke Ellington airs them instead at the club
It’s figured that the heavy air
The Decca appointment follows
stint to do a chore at the Camo- meetings.
plugging will give the number an the shift of Dick Rowe from that
leon.
Sondock finishes his army career extra push in the Academy Award outfit to the new Top-Rank diskery
Lanvin, which is which now schedules its first single
Filipacchi maintains that al¬ in about six months, and plans to' sweepstakes.
though the presence of U. S. jazz do a lecture tour of Europe on- the kicking off the new plug campaign releases, consisting of recordings
purveyors is important there has history of jazz. Next summer he in the Miami area, is guaranteeing acquired from its American associ¬
been a lot of important French ac¬ hopes to sponsor a jazz shdw at the a minimum of 24 radio and tv ate Bobby Shad, for March 1, and
plugs per day.
its first LPs for May 1.
tivity in this field too. Before the American exhibition in Moscow.
war, Django Bernhardt’s famed
Quintet of the Hot Club De France
gained world renown. . Since the
war, Claude Luter has had a vogue
with good derivative New Orleans
followed by sich N. O. practie-.j
tioners as Michel Attentoux, Andre
Kexleiotty and Maxim Saury.
Other jazz types such' as bop,
cool $nd progressive are repped .
PfiiuETr——| i
every night in the many Parisian j
jazz boites and eavfes. Among them !
Survey of retail disk best
J
r § S
are Steven Grapelly on the vicflin,
sellers based on reports ob1
3
u
Guy Lafite on tenor sax. Martial
tained from leading stores in,
s *»:
a
Solal on piano. Barney Wilen on
19 cities and showing comsax and Sacha Distel, shot into the
parative sales rating for this
headlines by his engagement to
and last week.
Brigitte Bardot, on guitar.
French jazz oTchs and Yank visi¬
National
tors also tour the hinterlands whichRating
has helped the spread of jazz. Also
This Last
I a 1
an aid was the recent inauguration'
wk. wk.
Artist, Label, Title
J 5 1
,of a yearly jazz fest in Cannes. Ba'dio and tv also are disseminators
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
of jazz, plus music halls, films,
4
1
6
1
3 Stagger Lee... .....,..
disks and jukeboxes.
CRESTS (Coed)
One of the top jazz radio pro¬
16 Candles...
3
3 ..
grams is deejayed by U.S.' Sim Co¬
PLAtTJkRS (Mercury)
pans with the top new and old
4 9
Smoke Gets in Your Eyes .......
disks. France is still divided be¬
RITCHIE VALENS (Del-Fi)
tween N.O. fanciers and proponents
Donna...
1
..
..
of progressive jazz which some¬
JACKIE. WILSON (Brunswick)
times breaks cpit at concerts. Jazz
Lonely Teardrops.
has been increasingly used in
French films as background music
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)
or in films With youth as its theme.
Hawaiian Wedding Song..
The Modem Jazz Quartet backed
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)
“No Sim in Venice” and Miles Da¬
My Happiness.
vis improvised a score for “Eleva¬
CYRIL STAPLETON (London)
tor to the Gallows,” while in “The
Children’s Marching Song........
Cheats,” on amoral, disoriented
CHRIS BARBER (Laurie)
Left Bulk youth, jazz seemed to be
8
Petite Fleur ..
a contributing part to the disorder
RAY ANTHONY (Capitol)
of the protagonists.
Peter
GUnn______.........
Recently, Jimmy Guiffre did a
BILLY GRAMMER (Monument)
soundtrack for “So Much Love
Gotta Travel On..:..
2* 3
Lost” and Art Blakey did one for j
“Women Disappear.” Mainly mod- j
CLYDE McPHATTER (Atlantic)
cm jazz musicians have been re¬
A Lover’s Question. .
cruited for film chores. However, i
REG OWEN (Palette)
Filipacchi feels that jazz will be- J
Manhattan Spiritual. .
some increasingly more important !
COASTERS (Atco)
on the musical and show biz scene
Charlie Brown...
here. Two magazines are now out
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
on it and disk sales are brisk, as
My
Heart Sings..
is concert attendance.
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Children’s Marching Song...._
BILL PARSONS (Fraternity)
An American Boy.., ■. .
CHIPMUNKS (Liberty) *
Chipmunk Song..
Arnold G. Klein, in New York
DIAMONDS (Mercury)
since pre-Xmas on - an extended
She Say.....
holiday and indoctrination by RCA
MARK IV (Mercury)
International execs, returns to Eu¬
I
Got A Wife
.
rope as general roving promotion,
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
sales and recording exec for RCA
Girl
on
Page
44....
Victor next month. This time he
will be based in London,
DUANE EDDY (Jamie)
Lonely One ....
.
Klein heretofore made his h.q.
in Brussels from whence he grav¬
BELL NOTES (Time)
itated throughout all European
I’ve Had It..
markets, coordinating artists, sales
PAT BOONE (Dot)
and exploitation.
With the Wind and Rain in Hair ..
He works under RCA Interna¬
TEDDY BEARS (Dore)
tional’s dlskery division chief
To Know Him Is to Love HimGeorge Pruttlng.

New Gennan-U^. Jazz Org
Lores 200 Members; Credit
Pfc. Sondock With Upbeat

But Give Her ‘Lore’ Conn Quits as European
Carlton Rep, Goes Decca

Quits; 3 Ohices,
166 Acts ‘fired’

Chicago, Feb. 3.
McConkey Artists, once a power
in the baud business, is closing
shop for good. Board chairman
Mack McConkey blamed his own
“domestic difficulties,” and said
the firm’s AFM license had been
cancelled last Dec. 5.
The move shuts down McConkey
offices in Chicago, Hollywood and
Kansas City, and releases some 168
acts, mostly small units; of cocktail
lounge calibre, and including the
Four Freshmen and the Gaylords.
McConkey, who founded the firm
in 1928, announced he was "through
with show business” and is plan¬
ning to take on the real estate field
either here or in Arizona. All three
offices of the agency are currently
winding up affairs. It’s understood
Ray Auler, the reppery’s Coastbased prez, plans to switch His ac¬
tivities here.
A possible augury of last week’s
announcement was the recent de¬
fection from the Kansas City of¬
fice of Paul Davis and Dave Ben¬
der, both now staffing the branch
there of Bill Black’s Orchestras
Inc.
. In Its heyday, McConkey Artists
Tepped many of the country’s top
bands, including Tommy Dorsey,
Russ Morgan and Henry Busse.
Kal Winding septet kicking off
a string of campus dates Feb. 6 at
Hobart College, Geneva, N.Y."
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Gala Cufs First

JUKEBOX BILL READY
FOR SENATE ACTION

MUSIC

British Duk Bestsellers

RCA Priming Pomp of Mex Subsid
To Press Disks for U5. Lingo Mkt

London, Feb. 3.
I Got Stung... .Presley
(RCA)
Washington, Fefa. 3. :
Baby Face ....Little Richard
Chairman Joseph P. G’Mahoney
(London)
(D-Wyo.) of the Senate Copyright
To Know Him'. .Teddy Bears
(London)
■ . In a move to service the special¬
Subcommittee'has drafted the 1959
ized market for foreign disks In¬
Bay Bains Came ... .Morgan
jukebox bilL Aides said it will be
side the U. S., RCA is planning to
(London)
introduced* shortly, possibly this
utilize its wholly-owned Mexican
Kiss
Me
Honey
......
.Bassey
week.
London, Jan. 27.
subsid, RCA Victor Mexicans, to
(Philips)
Bill reportedly Is a twin of the
press and distribute such plat¬
First British recording of Gala
It’s Only Make Believe.. Twitty
ters. This program will encom¬
Records, diskery that's been draw* hybrid measure reported by the
(MGM)
pass pressing of masters made both
ing frowns from the bigger com¬ Senate Judiciary Committee last
As
I
Love
Yeif..Bassey
3
I
summer.
This
was
really
two
bills
in
Latin America and in such di¬
panies here because it has success¬
Hartford, Feb. 3.
(Philips)
!
ful marketed pressings at prices in one, offering alternate methods
Battle of music Is underway be¬ verse countries as Japan, Sweden
Problems
.Everly
Bros.
of
providing
payoffs
for
use
of
and
Franee, among others, for dis¬
lower than the standard, is to be
tween two huge New England chain:
(London)
made this week. Hitherto the out¬ disks in jukeboxes.
food markets. Both the First Na¬ tribution in the U. S.
fit has issued recordings solely
Smoke Gets In Eyes. .Platters’ tional Stores and the rival Stop &
It would subject jukebox music
RCA execs have found that the
(Mercury)
from overseas.
Shop Markets are offering albums demand for the so-called “interna¬
to performing royalties (removing
But according to Monty Lewis, exemption under the Copyright
of music in their supermarket at tional records” in this country is
Tom -Dooley.. Donegal!
Gala’s topper, the new venture at Act), and at the same time double
cut prices tied in with food pur^ high on a volume basis, while the
(Pye-Nixa)_ ,
present involves only one disk, to the.mechanical royalties on records
chases.
per-unit sales are low. Hence, while
be made by Lou Praeger in strict sold for jukebox use. Latter pro¬
Both chains are offering the mu¬ it’s uneconomical for the Victor
tempo dance style “to fill a spe¬ vision was attached last year at
sic, ranging from longhair to semi- U. S. factories to handle LPs which
cialised heed in our catalog.” It’ll the instance of Sen. Alexander Wi¬
el assic, on a weekly album deal. will likely not top the 10,000 mark¬
be a 45rpm retailing at 91c.
ley, lone GOP subcommittee mem¬
First National has cued in a cam¬ er at best, the smaller and more
Substantial launching into its ber, who preferred it to the roy¬
paign of a “basic library of the; flexible Mexican factory can oper¬
own pressings by Gala will prob¬ alty scheme espoused by O’Ma¬
Edward B. Marks Music has world’s greatest music in 24 albums ate profitably with such low-unit
ably come, says Lewis, around the honey.
firmed a deal with Buck Ram to —an album a week.”
sales.
time that Associated Television
act as exclusive selling, licensing : Stop & Shop is creseendofng its
Mike Hazzard, Mariano Conde
ends its contest involving Praeger
and promotion agent for latter’s sales thetne on a “treasury of 44 and Dave Crump, prexy, artists &
publishing companies. Ram, who masterpieces recorded in 16 su¬ repertoire chief and sales man¬
and intended to unearth a . singer Lowy Swaps Khaki For
worthy of a $14,000 prize. -Under a
also ‘manages the Platters, pub¬ perb albums! True Hi-Fidelity.” ager, respectively, of the Mexican
Coast Job With Big £ lishes' through Argo Music (BMI) Both are Boston-headquartered or¬ subsid,
tieup with Gala, the 13-\7eek com¬
were in New York last
. Hollywood, Feb. 3.
and AMC Music tASCAP).
ganizations with operations spread¬ week to clear the project with Vic¬
petition will also faring its winner
a disking contract with that com¬
Jay Lmry, recently discharged
One of the reasons for the ing throughout the country’s north, tor execs. The Mexiean disk execs
pany.
are taking off this week to visit
from the U. S. Army, and formerly Marks-Ram tie is that Ram is com¬ east.
Lewis further states that the first with Coral Records, has joined the mitted to- make -almost 100 masters
Peddling Is as follows: First Na¬ Victor distribs in Philadelphia,
Gala LPs will hit the market on staff of the Big Three (Robbins, during the coming year for Mer¬ tional, first album available at 37c Chicago, Texas vaud California,
April 1 and that the low-price pol¬ Feist & Miller) in Hollywood.
cury Records. This plus his man¬ and $2.50 in purchase. All the .which are the current centres of
icy will apply here as previously.
Lowy, who also was associated agerial and songwriter chores subsequent albums at $1:37 with international disk sales.
The 33V& pressings Will be offered with London and ABC-Paramount leaves little time for concentration any purchase. Stop & Shop,.first
Dick Broderick, RCA Interna¬
at “well below $2.80,” with the Records, joins the pUbfaery this on his publishing activities.
album at 49c with no stipulated tional disk sales manager, said that
emphasis on the “well.” LPs in the week. He makes the fourth mem¬
The deal was initiated by Marks* purchase amount. The following the demand for foreign-language
stores generally cost from $3.36 to ber of the staff here. The other veepee-general professional man¬ 15 albums slated to go at $1.49 disks in the U. S. keeps growing
$3.38 for a 10-inch and from $4.93 three are Hy.Kanter, Eddie Mac- ager Arnold Shaw during a recent each. With each album a musical despite the -waning of foreignto $5.60 for a 12-inch.
appreciation guide is given.
trip to the Coast.
.Harg and Barney McDevitt-*
language groups in this country. He
. declared that now the demand cuts
across national background lines
'and represents a wider cultural
-outlook on the part of the disk bayt er in this country. Occasionally, ie
stressed, even a straight foreignlanguage number like “Volare” can
break through and become a smash.
Crump, the Mexican subsid’s
sales chiefrpointed out that though
Latip-American music is still the
-PfikitsTr—most popular idiom sooth-of-tkeSurvey of retail album best
border, rock *n* roll, Americansellers based on reports from lead‘style, bas been having its impaet.
; ing stores and showing comparative
At present, the Mexican market
ratings for this week and last.
Represents about a $25,000,000
gross with albums accounting for a
heavy part of it. He explained
that Mexico had a relatively small
single disk market, since even the
National
low-cost Mexiean single platter,
Bating
selling at 64c, was too high for the
This. Last
average teenager. , The biggest
wk. wk..
Artist, Label, Title
__
£
single hit in Mexico fails to- reach
100,000
copies. Crump said, whfle
FLOWER DRUM SONG (Col)
albums regularly hit the 35,060
Original Cast (BL 5350)..
2 7
1
6
5 10
5 ..
6 2 ..
7
marker. The albums sell at prices
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
equal to that of the U. S.
Only the Lenely (W 1053)....
7
9
2 2
7
41.. ..
2
3
5
HITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Star Along With Mitch (CL 1160)
16
1121
8
HENRY MANCINI ORCH (Victor)
1 ..
2
“Peter Gunn” (LPM 1956)._,.
1
1-1
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
7
2 ..
1
Come Dance With Me (W 1069).
VAN CLIBURN "(Victor)
Tchaikovsky Concerto (LM 2250).
4
3 ...
4
2
4
3 .. 10 .. ..
Mexico City, Feb. 3L
La Cadena Latinomericana de
GIGJ (MGM)
Comentaristas, de Discos (The LaSoundtrack <E 3641)...
4
2 ..
8
3..
5
3 ..
8 5 16
tin-American Chain of Disk Com¬
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
mentators), headquartered here,
Soundtrack (LOC 1932),....
4 .,
3 .. ..
3
7
6 ..
3
5
has picked the 195$ top artists,
1 MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
based on the weekly best sellers
..
8
7 5
8
7
2 .-.
.
6
4
More Stag WhhMiteh (CL 1243). ^..:
list here They were:.
Disk of the year, Italy's “Nel Blu
MUSIC MAN (Capital)
Diplnto Di Bln” by Domenico MoOriginal Cast (WAO 990).
5 ..10
2
3
6
dagno, interpreted by Virginia Lo¬
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) •
pez and the Mario Patron unit; also
-5,2
The. Hungry i (T 1107).
cited as “the song of the year.”
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Orchestra e£ the year, Carlas
Johnny’s Greatest HRs (CL 1135).......
6
4 ..
8 .. .. .. ..
7 ..
Campos.
. " '
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
Trio of the year, Los Astros (The
4
:. .. .. v.
10
l' .:
Kingston Trio (T 996).
! Stars).
Male bolero interpreter, Olhnpo
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
| Cardenas.
Open Fire^ Two Guitars (€L 1270).
j
Female bolero stylist, Virginia
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
1 Lopez.
Original Cast (CL 5090)...
*0
Best bolero composer, Bolivian
PERRY COMO (Victor) Raul Shaw Moreno, for his “Lag9 ...
6
a .. ..
9 .. ..
4
Gome End of fiiay (LPM 1885).........
rim as de Amor” (Tears of Love).
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Best 'composer of ranchero (ru¬
Ricky Stags Again (LP 9061).... ♦
ral) melddies/Jose Angel Espineso,
fer
his “Echame a mi la culpa”
SOUTH PACIFIC (Columbia)
(Place the Blame on Me).
Original Cast (B 257060)..
Most
popular quartet, Ruffino
EARL GRANT (Decca)
, Bros.
" .
The End (DL 8830)..
AHMAD JAMAL (Argo)
But Not For Me (LP 608)...
a .... id
Jerome MD for Coral
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
Henry Jerome has joined Ceral
Very Thought of You (W 1084).
7 .... a .. 6
Records* artists §c repertoire de¬
PAT BOONE (Dot)
partment as musical director. He’ll
..
5 ..
7
Stardust (DLP 3118).. ^:
work under Dick Jacobs who was
BENNETT PLAYS RODGERS (Victor)
named a&r chief upon the recent
Victory at Sea, Vol H (LM 2226)..
exit of Paul Cohen from CoraL
Jerome, a bandleader who has
DUANE EDDY (Jamie)
been working at the Hotel Ediaon,
“Twangy Gottar** (LP 3000)
N. Y., for the past 11 years, has cut
EVERLY BROS. (Cadence)
several dance music albums for
Songs Daddy Taught Us (CLP 3016)...
various labels.

Cut Price (49c)

N.E. Sspermarts Ga-Ga;
Step, Shop and Get
IPs Cheap (37c)

Edw. B. Marks-Back Ram
Deal ob Sales, Licensing
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Inside Stuff-Music
Ann Ronell’s loss-of her court action against Walt Disney, on .
charges that he failed to give her credit for writing “Who’s Afraid of
the Big Bad Wolf?” on two Ed Sullivan tv shows, does not affect Miss
Ronell’s credit as co-writer of the song based on the cartoon, in col¬
laboration with Frank Churchill; The court held, in dismissing the
suit, that “in absence of evidence to the contrary it is found that all
the material presented by the defendant on both shows depicted a true
'representation of the cartopn song.” Variety’s quote of this section
of the decision in last week’s (Jan. 28) issue inadvertently dropped the
word “cartoon” from the sentence.
RCA Victor is spearheading its February Red Seal release with a
.bargain stereo LP priced at $2.98, a $3 reduction from the regular
stereo list. The album, called “Destination Stereo,” will contain 11 se-^
lections performed by Artur Rubinstein, Robert Shaw, Morton Gould,
Pierre Mqnteux, Arthur Fiedler, Charles Munch, Roberta Peters, Jan
Peerce and Giorgio Tozzi.
Another special package of the month, with a $1 reduction, Will be
a set titled “It’s Classic But It’s Good,” containing excerpts' from
•standard classics played by the RCA Victor Symphony under Rob¬
ert Russell Bennett. Other Victor longhair LPs for February will.inciude sets by Rubinstein, Henryk Szerying, the Polish-born violinist
now a Mexican citizen; soprano Licia Albanese and pianist Jorge Bolet.
Fpr a quarter century, everybody at the University of Vermont in
Burlington thought the title of a song written by Percy Wenrich in
1909, and used as traditional music for the annual UVM “Kake Walk”
Winter Carnival, was, “Cotton Babes” (plurai). Then, last fall, a *17
grad put doubt in tneir. minds, claiming the right title was “Cotton
Babe” (singular). Maybe, they figured, there HAD been an error when
all the university’s copies of the song were destroyed by fire in 1929,
and Dr. Joseph F. Lechnyr, veteran “Kake Walk” music conductor, re¬
wrote the entire song from memory. The copyright office of the Library
of Congress was finally contacted for a solution of the mystery. It
turned out that the UVM songsters have been on firm ground right
along—it’s “Cotton Babes.”
The BBC has skedded two Saturday jazz concerts for the Royal Al¬
bert Hall, London, on Feb. 21 and March 28. These “Jazz Saturday”
shows, which are becoming hardy annuals, will be aired in part in
BBC’s Light Program. First concert, subtitled "New Orleans to Dixie¬
land,” will feature Acker Bilk’s Paramount Jazz Band, Terry Lightfoot’s New Orleans Jazz Men, 'Mick Mulligan & Band, Ken. Rattenbury’s All Stars and Diz Disley’s String Quintet, among others: second,
“Dixieland and After,” has the combos of Johnny Dankworth, Humph¬
rey Lyttelton, Alex Walsh and Lennie Best among the attractions.
Organist Earl Power Biggs has arrived in Mexico to wax ah LP on
the monumental organ at the National Auditorium. Biggs originally
came to Mexico last November to “preem” the orgpn. New disk is a
continuation of his LPs played on the world’s most famous organs.
(He'has recorded in auditoriums and cathedrals of England, Germany,
Italy and the U.S.). While in the Mexican capital Biggs will give three
organ recitals at the National Auditorium, with proceeds to'the church
for reconstruction of the organ in the Cathedral of Mexico.
“Wonderful World,” a new song written by Don George and Bill
Borelli, has been picked up by the National Conference of Christians
& Jews as its special Iheme for National Brotherhood Week, Feb. 1521. The Conference is getting the tune on sheet music in five languages
and-is sending it in a kit-to disk jockeys along with spot announce¬
ments plugging the brotherhood campaign. United Artists Records Is
cooperating by recording the song and plugging it independently.
Royalties from a World War H song, “The Ballad of Rodger Young”
—totalipg $1,748.48—were recently donated by Nicholas Young, the
father of the Congressional Medal of Honor winner, to the American
Legion post in Green Springs, O., named after his son. The presenta¬
tion was made te Walter Rigby, who served with Young at the time of
his death and recommended that he receive the Medal of Honor.
Folksinger Odetta is being paged to join the all-Negro cast that’s
being prepped for the musical rendering of the stage classic “Green
Pastures.” Under UNESCO auspices, tuner will- open in London some¬
time this spring, then is slated for a tour of the Continent. At least
two other deals that would take her abroacLthis year are pending for
Odetta. One is a bid from Russia.
Israel Diamond, director of logging for Broadcast Music Inc., has
joined the statistics staff of the department of business administration
of the City College of N.Y. He’ll teach a course in mechanized control
systems this spring in addition to his BMI chores.

5 GREAT NEW RENDITIONS— Saxist Lynn (Abdol) Hope
★ DINAH—CHA CHA
WARREN COVINGTON &
T.O. Orch on Dacca 30827

★ SOLITUDE
^BONNIE GUITAR on Dot 15894

★ THAT'S MY DESIRE
CHUCK BERRY on Chass 1716

★ FOR ME AND MY GAL
TOMMY FRISCO on Epic 9302

★ WHEN YOU'RE SMILING
BOBBY FREEMAN on Josia 855

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

MUSIC BY
JESSE GREER

JUST YOU
JUST ME
Vocal - Instrumental
PublUttad by
ROBBINS

Convicted on Two Counts

Philadelphia, Feb. 3.
Saxophonist Lynn Hope, also
known as Abdul Rashid Ahamad,
was convicted last week of de¬
frauding the Sheraton Hotel of
$408 in unpaid- bills and on a
morals charge. The tenor tooter.
also pleaded guilty before Judge
Peter Hagan to the possession of
dangerous drugs—two “bennies”
and 105 barbiturate pills.
~ The turbanned musician ap¬
peared in court wearing green sun¬
glasses, a Scotch plaid formal
jacket, blue tie, a vari-colored
cummerbund and high buttoned
black shoes.. Hope said he’d pay
, the hotel bill—“an honest debt.”
When he “checked out,” he left the
management 12 turbans, 1,000 pen¬
cils, a banged-up Koran bible and
a battered typewriter.
Dismiss Narcotics Rap
Wilmington, Del., Feb. 3.
Narcotics charges against pian¬
ist Thelonius Monk and saxophon¬
ist Charles Rouse were dismissed
by Judge A. James Gallo here last,
week.
The musicians were ar¬
rested, together with jazz music
buff Baroness Kathleen Rothschild
Dekonigswarter, in -a motel near
Wilmington Oct. 15.
The baroness was continued In
$5,000 bail. ’
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LA. Stations Ban
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OF
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
On the ground that It Is in poor
taste, Los Angeles radio stations
are banning the spinning of "The'
Ballad of Barbara Graham ” a
Valor recording cut by Val Nor¬
man.
The "Graham” platter, according
to Its critics, was etched for the
purpose of abolishing1 capital pun¬
ishment. Latter theme is voiced In
*T Want To Live,” fflmizatlon of
Barbara Graham who was executed;
by the State of California for mur¬
der. The "Graham1* disk is in bal¬
lad tempo similar to "Tom Doo¬
ley,” and lyriciccs Miss Graham's
execution.
Stations that have already taken
specific action against the airing
of "Graham” include KDAY,
KFWB, KMPC, and it’s expected
that the networks will follow suit

470,600 DisksSUwed
i& Atlantic’* Top Week
Atlantic Records and its subsid
Atco label c.osed the January hooks
with the biggest weekV order in.
its history. According to Ahmet
Ertegun, firm’s prexy, 470,000 disks
were shipped last week.
Ertegun noted that because af
all thte activity, scheduled releases
on Atlantic, Atco and East-West
hare been held up. Leaders on the
Atlantic line are Clyde Mcphatter1*
"A Lover’s Question,” LaVem
Baker’s “I Cried A Tear” and
Ray Charles’ "The Right Time”
Rolling for Atco are. Bobby Darin’s
"Plain. Jane” and. the Coasters’
"Charlie Broffcfiu” „'

Union Coiicedes,

ffik3®fy Scoreboard
j.

Chicago, Feb. 3. .
The Chicago Symphony is on
again at the Ravinla Festival this

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlet?

Com Machines

Retail Disks «.

Rebut Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder ft
arrived at under a statistical system Cbmpristn^ each of the three 'major tales outlets' enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated'with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped'.from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (cofrt machines, retail*
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and.retail sheet music).
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

TALENT
ARTIST AND LABEL

•

TORS

1

i

LLOYD P1UCE (ABfe-Par)

2

1

HATTEKS (Mercury)^Smoke (Jets In Your Eyes*

.. Staggs Leef

CRESTS(Coed) ..... 1....1'....16 Candlesf
MTCIIW YALENS (Del-Fi)*.........
CONNIE FRANCIS (f£GM}

.....

My Happixtess*.

BILLY GRAMMER (Monument) ......-Gotta Travel Onf
CYRIL STAPLETON (London) .*...Children’s Marching Song*
JACKIE WILSON (Brunswick) ........Lonely Teardrops!

Dismissed by the Ravinla Assn, a
week ago because CM Federation
of Musicians had nixed a cutback
of one concert per week, the en¬
semble was reinstated for the
forthcoming al fresco season when
the union came round with what It
termed a "compromise.” Actually,
the union has given In.
Per a late Ravinla proposal
(which was originally denied by the
local), the orch wifi, give three per¬
formances a week, deleting Sun¬
days, for higher base pay than
when it was giving four. Under
new terms, each player will get
$125 a week, vis-a-Vis $145 for the
previous four concert perform¬
ances. - The musicians voted in
secret ballot, 57-37, to accept the
Ravinla terms..
Many are understood to be un¬
happy, however, that Ravinla Assn,
has. flatly shaken off a counter¬
proposal that all rehearsal* be held
only on concert days.. Possibility
that they might have ti work six
or seven days would impair their
chances for additional work. The
orchestra is committed to four re¬
hearsals per wefek. ':
Ravinla had asked the union for
permission to slough the Sunday
concerts in an attempt to cut dpwn
the annual deficit. Sundays have
traditionally been the poorest days
on the Ravinia schedule.

ANPY WILLIAMS {Cadence)...... /.... Hawaiian Wedding Song*
THE

RAY ANTHONY (Capitol) .........,........ Peter Gunn*:’.

WE LATEST •
KSWlSt* PHTOHEX
CLOTHES
AT JHC8EDSLE BAKJUW
So iM#|r CiUUMtt sofv* tkowoaib
of doBors eii- ovr'fdh'olbos soinplM
and "dosooirt*" which corn# hof-offliw^ddh front «ho- workshop* of
th* hwfiwg dldgiiWi wnd mamrfocf furors of th« most glamorous cloth#*
in America. Our prkos Til hut a :
small fraction of thoso advertisedi
in His top fashion magazines.

THE TON PRIX
"Bargain Store for MHKonairos" \
1004 - First Ays. (cor. 55th' St.) N.Y.CJ

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

■

.

TUNE

•;

-. *■

.

HURDY-GURDY

.

V

*SMOKE GETSINY0UR EYES

PUBLISHER

SONG
(The BLACK ORCHID
Sr reef Me'ody '

...... . .... Harms

‘ fSTAGG!® LEE . .“/A. v.... ShebJon^
*MY;HAFHNESS ^....

P - . ' 3rd t- .

.J....., .X >V.

JOHNNY MADDOX

*CffiLDREN?S MARCHING SONG {F-^“Inn”) . ....... v ....:^Millar

Dor

fl6 CANDLES ..........January

FAMOUS MUSIC COR/ORATiON

♦HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONG..Pickwick
fDONNA ....................v;:...;l..*.;..:f:r;Kemo
fGOTTA*TRAVEL ON ...v.*.

..;..v.,..... Saiga

fLONELY TEARDROPS ........... v ,-- Pearl
♦CHIPMUCK SONG-r.

.

.....

HlLRtM!\D:rr^.

. *.:.* Monarch

* ASCAP t BMI F-Ffl*
smaller IncOme. peik sideman.
D^il finally, set calls for 18 men.
and one leader. Old 35-man scale
was $197 sustaining and $247 com¬
SSSS?'CoUttnaed .from .pate it-ssssst mercial. Nfcw 18-and-one scale is'a
$142; wdth ^.'raises In third
the grantiD^ of payments to musi¬ flat
‘
cians on taped shows that are used and fourth years of contract.'
repeatedly.
Under the residual
schedule, musicians will get 76%
of their original payments for the
.first and s&ond re-run' of a show,
London, Feb. 3.
Rank Records Ltd. released its
50%' for the third, fourth'and fifth;
10% for the sixth and 5% for each first disk under the Top Rank la¬
subsequent re-run. The residuals bel last Friday <30)> Pressing, done:
will be. in force for re-rung here in Britain by Philips Electrical
and abroad and will also apply to Ltd. from a 20th-Fox American LP
Is of “The" Little Drummer Boy” by
arrangers and orchestrators.
Simeqne Chorale,
- Also new was the introducMon of the- Harry
sl pension for radio-tv musicians. : backed by "Die XoreleL” Disk Is
The webs agreed to put aside .5% issued In both'45 and 78 r.p.m..
of the- scale .into a pension fund ‘ r bahk .; Records - has made three
without any.'contribution on the mew. appointments. ' Bob Roberts
part of the musician: ‘
has gone In as/sales manager and
Pay hikes of 10% for staff musi¬ Tony Hatch as personal assistant
cians will go into effect in.two to a&r manager Dick Rowe. Allan
years, although single engagement Tulloch takes over disk exploita¬
workers will get-an immediate 10% tion.
rise hi the. New York are* only.
In another concession to the' wehs,
the netwdiks w^e ^veh the privi¬
lege of using musicians; for six
hours in any/eight hour’ period.
Formerly, musicians received over¬
time for. work over four hours.

^ * SCARLET RlltONS
**THE DREAM
OFOLWEN

AFM-Webs

Jrving twitch has gone into pub¬
lishing partnership with Teddy
Pt^relLc.^Among the firms which
wifi be run in the partnership deal
are Tee-Pee Music (ASCAPI And
li&gie Music (BMD.
’ r ..
V ’Deutch, a music' Six vet,: bad:
J%fen general manage of : Ralph!
Peer’s Southern Music for six
years. The Southern operation; is.
now being run by his brother Mur¬
rey. Powell, who’s also a deffer,
has such tunes .as "Boots and Sad*
dies,” "Bewildered” and ‘You
Won’t Ite' Satisfied” tip soon for
copyright, renewal' He’R be put¬
ting fh<§{&3n Ms own firmwhen
the orig&ial copyright deal expires.

1UH

* STORMY WEATHP;
MILLS MUSIC, INC. C"

Top Rank’s 1st Disk (U.S.)

WGX Saves 30DG
Chicago, Feb. 3.
WGN, the city’s only indie radiotr operation, whacked a whopping
$300,000 from its- &nnuaLliye-muBie budget in the hew'four-year
AFM contract.
r Under the old pact, quota for the
station was 35 men. It is under¬
stood that the outlet proposed a
10-man tooter staff at an upped
scale. This was acceptable to the
musicians,: but. local- A£$t toppery
James C. Petrilfowanted more
men on the payroll even though at
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A ‘Modest’ Conductor

ASCAP’s Weighted Vote
——Continued from parte 57 ——

sen letter have not been made pub¬
lic, Variety has been informed that
Hansen assured the California Con¬
gressman that all important issues,
including the “weighted vote” for¬
mula, are being'negotiated.
Under the “weighted vote” sys¬
tem. (one of five ASCAP practices
referred by the Roosevelt Subcom¬
mittee to Justice for antitrust ac¬
tion), ASCAP members vote on thd
basis of one vote for each $20 of
revenue in the case of writers and
one vote for each $500 in the case
of publishers.
The assurance that minority
ASCAP members are being heard
during work on the decree came in
another letter to Rep. Roosevelt
from a New York attorney who rep¬
resents “smaller’* members of
ASCAP. (The lawyer’s name was
withheld by Roosevelt when he
made the letter available to
Variety.)

The attorney thanked Roosevelt
for urging Hansen to consult com¬
plaining members of ASCAP and
said he had already had a “most
.satisfactory*’ conference on'the de¬
cree with Robert Bicks, second
highest antitrust official.
Minority *Voiee*
“From this conference,’* the at¬
torney wrote Roosevelt, **we can
assure you that the Justice Depart¬
ment is making every effort to im¬
plement all the recommendations
of your subcommittee, and, fur¬
ther, that that Department recog¬
nizes the necessity of allowing the
minority membership a voice with
regard to the new decree. More¬
over, it seems likely that some
means of allowing the minority
members to give their views, if
only indirectly, will be found with¬
in the judicial framework of re¬
opening the decree.
“We are. fully cpnvtoced,” he
continued, “of the desire1 of the
Justice Department to remedy the
evils which were brought out at the
bearings, and to do so in a manner
whit* will effectively- prevent .their
recurrence.**'
Additional four issues, (besides

weighted vote”) referred to Jus¬
tice by the Roosevelt group for
“correction” are: (1) the perform¬
ance survey and logging system;
.(2) the distribution formulas; (3)'
the grievance procedures; and (4)
maintenance and availability of
records.

-UAB’s Melba Albums
With society dance music mov¬
ing consistently well on disks.
United Artists Records has inked
Stanley. Melba,, maestro-impresario
for the Hotel Pierre, N. Y., to do
a series of* dance albums.
RCA; Izumi Yukimura
Izumi Yukimura, 21-year-old
Japanese singer, has been signed
to an RCA Victor pact by label
chief George Marek. Miss YukLmura, now in Hollywood for waxing
sessions under Dick Peirce’s super¬
vision, was spotted in Japan by
Marek on one of his recent treks
to that country. Dennis Farnon is
in charge of the chirp’s arrange¬
ments.
Offbeat’s Packages
The recently launched Offbeat
label will team Henry Morgan and
Isobel Robins in ah LP called “The
Saint and The Sinner.” Also on
diskery’s LP agenda is a set fea¬
turing the husband-wife team of
Ronny Graham & Ellen Hanley.

HI-FI LABEL’S $2,400,000
IN 1958 DOUBLES’57
Hollywood, Feb. 3,
High Fidelity Records grossed
$2,400,000 in 1958, according to la¬
bel prexy Richard . Vaughn. This
was a 100% increase over 1957.
Vaughn attributes the last-quar¬
ter sales during 1958 for the up{surge. At that time, HiFi released
30 stereo albums and seven 45 rpm
EPs in stereo.

Lancaster, Pa., Feb. 3.
Nothing like finally blowing
your own hom(s).
Louis Vyner, vet conductor
of Lancaster Symphony Orch¬
estra, ends 25 years of anxiety
next week (10) when he downbeats group for first perform¬
ance of his own^ composition,
“Suite For Woodwinds and
Orchestra,” which he penned
in 1934.
Vyner wrote four-movement
Suite while student at Curtis
Music Institute, Philly, Suite
gathered dust in Edwin A
Fleischer Music Collection,
Philadelphia Free Public Li¬
brary, until last year when
Philadelphia Orchestra dug it
out and gave it quintet treat¬
ment
*

Can’t Be Summer
Sans Jazz Fests
With the Sheraton Hotel chain
set to add three jazz festivals to the
number, next summer may see
something dose to a festival-everyweek as the prevailing pattern
around the country.
Urban or suburban, the jazz fes¬
tivals loom as a fair booking bet
for the right groups. Dave Brubeck
last summer, for instance, found
himself nearly able to span the hot
weather on fests alone.
Whether straight tourists corne¬
ous or semi-arty promotions, with
or without campus ties, the jazz
festivals fit in with the motor age,
answer the need for a reason-why
to draw the mobile aficionados.

Scheer’* UAR Rah-Rah
Leonard Scheer ha3 joined the
United Artists Records staff as na¬
tional promotional manager. One
of his first chores will be a cross¬
country trip for disk jockey and
distributor^ contacting.
He’ll ac¬
company singer Billy Barnes to
plug the latter’s UA release, “I’m
Coming To. See You.”
Scheer was formerly with the
I Howie Richmond’s music firm as
1 professional manager. .

MUSIC

N.Y. State WonM Tighten Up On
Terp Studios Under Proposed Law
--------♦

—

Wolpin Going-on-14
Eddie Wolpin’s contract as
general professional manager
of Famous-Paramount Music
has been picked up for another
three years.
Wolpin already has com¬
pleted 13 years.with the pub¬
lishing arm of Paramount Pic¬
tures.

AFM, MGA SHAKE HANDS
& COME OUT KISSING
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
For. the first time since the for| mation last year of the Musicians
Guild of America, the American
Federation of Musicians is seeing
eye-tci-eye with the rebel union—
at least on one count.
Both the AFM and MGA have
agreed to withdraw unfair labor
Oharges filed with the National La¬
bor Relations Board against vari¬
ous independent film companies.
The AFM is withdrawing charges
originally filed against Hecht-HillLancaster and Dore Schary. MGA
is doing the same to Edward Small
Productions, the Mirisch Co.,
Seven Arts Productions and Pamrick Productions.
While no actual reason was given
a5 to why both unions agreed to
withdraw the charges, it's underi stood that the NLRB was set to
rule against both Unions because
neither one has been named the
collective bargaining agent for mu¬
sicians in the indie pix field. MGA
Is the collective bargaining agent
I for footers in the major studios.
Meza's Disco Mex
Mexico City, Feb. 3.
Luis Perez Meza will shortly
start a recording firm called Disco
Mex or Disco Mina. It will concen¬
trate on new interpretations of
Mexican.music, to sell in foreign
markets as well as locally.
. Company will inaugurate label
early in ApriL

Albany, Feb. 3.
A sweeping, 12-page bill amend¬
ing the general business law, to
require the licensing of dance in¬
structors and dance studios, with
an appropriation of $40,000 to the
State Dept, for the task, has been
introduced by Senator 'William F.
Condon, Yonkers Republican.
Condon, an influential member
of the Upper House, has also pre¬
sented a resolution for a legisla¬
tive committee to study the oper¬
ation of dance studios, some of
which are strongly criticized, al¬
though not by name.
Last year, Malcolm Wilson, then
chairman of the Assembly Codes
Committee and now lieutenant
governor, put in a dance-studiocontrol measure, as the result of
several court cases pending in
Westchester County. The measure
| encountered opposition and did not
get out of committee. Operators
of small studios claimed It would
be too burdensome on them. (The
measure, incidentally, Set a limit
on the amount of money which a
contract for dance instruction
could stipulate—an idea lawyers
claimed was unconstitutional.)
The Wilson act affected only
dance studios patronized by per¬
sons over 21. It excepted profes¬
sional'dance studios and those for
children. Licensing of instructors
was not provided, although some
persons suggested this.
’Moral Character,’ Etc.
Condon's hill—to which there Is
an Assembly companion — starts
with a statement of purposes as
follows: "The need for technical
skill, training and experience, good
health, good moral , character and
other fundamental qualities and
qualifications in persons engaged
in the business of dance instruc¬
tion and of the operation of dance
studios has been unquestionably
established.. It is the purpose of
the legislature, in enacting this ar¬
ticle, to safeguard those persons
who patronize the dance studios of
our state, by making adequate procontinued on page 54)
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0bertLSina£ra Asfe

j 30Q. for/Losa of
iKiShiiigtQ^ Feb.
a :
^Tokyo, Feb. 3..
Elbert T.? Sinatra, (rwnote kth to ^
jDhel way or another/ decided songwiitife DmSfcy Manners, his
Frank)-'told a jury* here -last Week4
tunes
were
going
to
get
recorded
and
published.
that he hasn’t been top dog in a.
. . . Jerri Winters ctarenf at Cafe saxophone section since he lost his
After"Ills music fell oh deaf ears when he made the rounds of
-New York
1 Continental
.V* Wanda Jackson^
the big companies in New York, . Manners'took stock; of the situa¬
Anthony J5,. Marks, son of pub¬ chirper on the* “Jubilee. U.S.A.” bitff. 4
tion and became his own publisher $nd .record company. c. ;
SmatrSy^S; As seeking;$30,600
lisher Herbert B.'-Mattes and whp teleshow, in Japan for a 10-week
He has .put his songs to wax on his So Deska label in such .dis¬
was married tm Saturday (31),: tour of the Orient. frotm a Jocal citistix who allegedly
jointed locales as Tokyo, Havana, London, New York, Milan, and
leaves on an eight-month archeolo¬
loosened his lower teeth with a
Vienna;
has many in general release, others leased to foreign, diskgical stint among the ruins of Iran
punch two and a half years ago.
eries for local pressings, and several tapes being-used by it canned
San ;Franci$eo
and Israel on a grant from Bran¬
The wiggling teeth, he said, have
concert
company.
^
;
'
ded U . • • Record album covers
Modern Jam' Quartet goes into forced him to pass up lucrative of¬
To rearrange the adage, the ASCAP member has invested his
designed by Charles Schlaifer & Blackhawk for six weeks starting fers to play first tenor sax. Instead,
own
capital
applying
the
reverse
formula,
“If
yon
can’t
join
’em,
Co. for 20th-Fox Records’ “Leba¬ Feb. 10. Club’s seeking Gerry Mul¬
- best "’an.”. ... ;:c
... .... v
. • , . >{
non” and “The ^ums of Africa.” • ligan'. Quartet for April 28, Dizzy Sinatra said he’s had to remain as
V/haf fo)r
jekrs. w^.mere^r-U'h0bbY/i&; nov^ jec»viiig the
LPs have been selected for display Gine8&e for .May '15v, . . Vince a first''violinist with the Air Force
at the Exhibition of Advertising Guaraldi rehearsing a group of his Symphony . Orchestra here .. and
complete Energies of Manners, legitimately known, as Major (Ret.)
Art sponsored by the Art Alliance own after leaving Cal Tjader Quin¬ play second sax ' with groups
D. Dudley Krupp, Medical Corps, U.S. Army. Retired-after 20 years
in Philly. It runs from March 5 tet
, Mastersoundj returned to around town.
of service and 35 in all as a radiologist who was almost blinded
through April 25... Allied Records Jazz ^Workshop .. . AlM Ldtefe 6
Local oreh leader Sam Pryor
by the occupational hazard of radiation cataracts. Manners asks,
now pressing for the Del-Fi, Jag¬ and-663- working together to*,put played.a few strains of “Carnival
“What am I supposed to do, sit on the front porch all day and
uar,, Coronet, Ain, Eastman, Re¬ on a band contest at Sands Ball- of Venice” on the trumpet to show
watch television all night.”
.
‘
nown, Cascade and Merrf labels.
iWfcafc: OaHand; Feb.; 15. Entries the jury- that a stiff lower lip with
Currently in Japan for the fourth time. Manners has just re¬
Bob rcuglisTi began a two-week already received from the Rudy teeth to match is .needed for good
corded 22 of his songs- stereophonically by the Kaznpai Kings with
stand at In Boboli yesterday Salvini, Eddie Walker, Virgil Gon¬ playing of wind instruments.
leader Johnny Watson doing the arranging for the Japanese band,
(Tues.) . . . Singer Rusty Draper salves-Jerry Cournoyer, Rndy Cas¬
which is a fixture at the Yokota Air Base officers’ club. Later in
guests on the Peter Lind Hayes tro, Ben Meltzer; Steve zPaul, Leon
the year. Manners plans to consolidate some of his pressings on an
RadsHff,
Armand
PaoJin©,
Buddy
ABC-TV show for a week starting j
LP
under the title .of **Musie of a Vagabond Doctor Recorded
Feb. 10 . . . Martin Green at the* Hiles and Jay Pinkston bands . . ..
Around the World.” .
keyboard at Craig’s, Great Neck, Warren Smith replaced ailing]
. .. Una Maggie will vocalize with Jimmy Arehey on trombone in the
- Continued from.pa^e S3
the new Neal Hefti band . . . Dor¬ Earl Hines band . . . Fats Domino
othy Donegal! began an eight-week setting up a spring tour of North¬ vision for the examination, licens¬
engagement at the Fibers Monday ern California . .. Carol Chanxdng ing and regulation of dance studios
into the Fairmont’s. Venetian Room
(2>.
Feb* 12 . . . Banjoist Kenny Burt -and dance instructors.”
Connie Francis returns to Eng¬ opened a new spot in Emeryville
No person could engage, for
land Feb. 27 for tv and theatre ♦. Wa’t Nobrira oreh took over compensation, in the business of
,..Frankie Lyman on a at Lake Merritt Hotel, Oakland ... operating dance studios or of
work
three-week deejay tour plugging Hi-Lo’s and Four Freshmen- sched¬ dance instruction, after Oct. 1,
Monterey, Cal., Feb. 3.
Printing expenses (folders, post¬
his Roulette slicing of “Up Jumped uled for George Andros’ Fack’s II 1659, or “could hold himself out as
Official financial. statement of ers, eto>, $3220.68;
A Rabbit” . . . Arnie Blaine, for¬ in tne spring.
Paid ads, $3594,03;
.
___
being able ter. da so” after that fail’s Monterey Jazz Festival, the
merly in sales at Coral' and Kapp
General manager Jimmy Lyons*
date, unless he were licensed by Coast’s first, shows that it grossed
Records, starting his Own d’sk
$77,300.44, spent $7*44422; for a salary, June to December, $3250;
the secretary of; state.
operation . . . Merty Wax handling
Pittsburgh
net loss of $1,14328.
Plumes and wires, $1,790.45;
'
The
secretary
of
state
would
ex¬
promotion for the new Destiny
Instrumental team Bill Bickel on
Entertainment (rooms and en¬
Figures just compiled by treas¬
label... Danny Marshall (with Jim organ and Teddy Zupka at piano amine the “qualifications and fit¬
tertainment
for press, etc.),—$2,Black on bass and Dave Barry on opened new del Sardo’s Lounge in ness” of applicants for licenses; urer Mel Isenberger include re¬
drums) bolding over at the Tender the Bartlesville Plaza ... Janet Noel would be authorized to “require payment of $7,300 operating fund 030.60;
Electricity
and sound systems,
Trap until March 8. On March 16 Farrell, organist, has exited An¬ all persons licensed or registered borrowed last summer from 73
he begins a three-weeker at the kara Lounge for the winter to de¬ under this article to submit to phy¬ Monterey' Peninsula businessmen $1,393.35.
Under-$1,000
expenses Inchided
Wagon Wheel, Lake Tahoe.
vote more time to her job of radio¬ sical examination' by a physician and include an advance of $600 to
Paal Tankman’s stamp collection tv coordinator for the U. of Pitts¬ selected by the secretary of state.” Monterey College to start the na¬ cashiers ($863.10), parking, lot
maintenance
($167.50),
stage man¬
*Pro’-Advisory Committee
on exhibit at the International burgh. For the time being, the spot
tion’s first chair of jazz.
Philatel'c Exhibition at the Park will be without musical entertain¬
An advisory committee is cre¬
Breakdown shows the gross came ager ($150), miscellaneous
($758,40), arena rent at Monterey
Sheraton until March 1 . . - Jim ment ... Eddie Russ quartet held ated. This Is to consist of at least from these sources:
County Fairgrounds ($600), power
Arlward, deejay at WWNH, Roch- over- again at the Midway
two members with actual experi¬
Ticket sales, $71,296.10;
ester-Portsmouth,- NJL, has moved Mvty Gregor oreh now the house ence in the operation of dance
($175), insurance ($496)’, forums
Program sales, $3,911.08;
to Boston’s WEEI as producer . . - band at Ronnie’s in Millvale.
<1
($168.67), administrative help
studios in New York State “for
Concessions, $1,198.76;
Morty Palitz, Jubilee veepee and
> ($894.93), office'expenses ($887.39)
not less than 10 years”; at least
Exhibitors, $894.50. '
aAr chief, will head for London
and
legal fees ($37).
two
members
who
shall
be
^dance
The 1958 outlay included all
Philadelphia
to record ? new singer, Monty BabReason the financial statement
instructors; one member, who at
sen, recently signed to a personal
Della Reese at Celebrity Boom. the-time of appointment, shall not basic expenses for continuing the wasn’t completed until, more than
festival, such as building the stage,
management deal by Lee Magid.
. •
Sc Larry Elgart iato Sunbe “directly or indirectly identi¬ which might have been amortized three inonths after the. festival’s
. Della Reese set for the Ed Sul¬ nybrook Ballroom Feb. 7
livan Revue going into the Desert Bookings for the Red Hill-Inn in¬ fied” with lie operations of dance over a three or four-year* period. close was -that the bills kept strag¬
gling in late—for instance; a din¬
Tnn) T^as Vegas, June 30 . . . Kirk clude Sarah Vaughan, Feb. 6-8: studios or dance instruction.
Total talent eosts for the three- ner bill for the drivers who ferried
The hill sets up a tight licensing
Stuart into the Howard Theatre, Oscar Peterson, Feb. 13-15; Theday
festival
came
to
$33,30420,
in¬
the entertainers free from their
Washington, Feb. 20 .. . A1 Hihbler wrius Monk, Feb. 20-22; Sal Sal¬ system for instructors. “Satisfac¬
returns to Birdland Feb. 26 . . . vador and his new big band, Feb. tory evidence of good moral char¬ cluding . such items as $4,000 for hotels to the fairgrounds didn’t
Dick Hughes took over the key¬ fj-nffch. 1; Maynard Ferguson, acter” is one requirement. A phy¬ Louis Armstrong, $1,2&0 for Mel show up until Jan. 5, three months
board at the Debonair Restaurant March 13-15 .. . The Mariners play sician’s certificate that applicant Flory, $2/500 for the Modem Jazz to the day from the festival’s
yesterday (Tues.) * . . Jack Kelly for the Sealtest enmloyees affair is free from “any infectious -or Quartet for two days, $750 for close.
signed as musical director for the at the Sheraton Hotel tonight communicable disease*—-such cer¬ Mort Sahl to emcee the final
Isenberger is optimistic that the
Living Room.
(Wed.) .Pianist Romaine Brown, tificate having been issued within night’s show and $150 for deejay 1959 festival will net a nice- sum,
Paid Knopf Trio’s first albums who was with Steve Gibson Red- 30 days prior to the date of filing Pat Henry, of KRDW, Oakland, what with many first-year expenses
for Playback Records will he caPs when the outfiit was. known a license application—is another.
CaL, to emcee the second day’s not recurring .and with Lyons and
tagged “The Outcast” and “Enigma as The Top Hatters, openers as a
the other festival execs having
The license would sot be assign¬ afternoon show.
of A Day” ... Monocle Records has single at the Bon Bon, succeeding
Other major expenses included: more experience.
:
set distribution deals in Canada Ragtime Smitty .. . New York sax-, able or transferable; would be for
Travel,
$5,61121;
a
two-year
period,
expiring
on
and the Benelux countries with jrt Hy Britely has joined the
Security (police, etc.), $4,698.48;
Quality Records of Canada and Marty Portnoy band organization June 39 of each even-numbered
Furnishings/ (stage, crew, lights,
Tonality of Belgium, respectively as a leader . . . Jimmy Holmes year.
. . . Craig Corp. has taken oyer formerly of Ink Spots, at the CarThe fee for a license to engaged etc.), $5,434.03;
Materials and supplies (lumber,
distribution of the Colombia One
in
the
business
of
dance
vinstruc- • . Nn Tornados slated for
in Hawaii.
■ "
„ . Ene Social Club, Feb. 7-8 with tidn would be $15; for each renew¬ chairs, etc.), $2,068.48;
London, Feb. 3.
Don Rondo flies to London Feb. Charlie Grade inked for the fol¬ al, $5. The fee for a dance-studio
Ground maintenance, $1,71825;
14 for' a guestint the following lowing weekend, Feb. 14-15 .
February kicks off the season for
Outride labor (cleaning crew,
operator’s license, $50, and $50 for
night on ATV’s “Sunday Night Pep’s has Milt Buckner oreh Feb. each renewal; fee for taking an grading, etc.), $2,148;
British jazz fans who Want'to see
Show at the Palladium.”
2-7,
their U.S. favorites. Grant Basie
Publicity and ad fees, $2,400;
examination, $10.
oreh starts a non-stop 16-day tour
Feb. 7. Louis Armstrong & His All
London
Stars open an 11-day rouhd-theSongstress Shelia Buxton signed
country stint Feb. 28.
bv Rank Records to a three-year
* Basie and the boys fake (their
contract, with the new. Top Rank-)
places on the* Royal Festival Hall
label . . . Average increase of
~l
around 10% goes to danceband
platform tp kick off, theto third
leaders and their men for steam
o
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* Frisco Black Hawk’s SUte
lane Hi-Fi Records. .. Si Zentner
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PREXY’S ‘WARNING’ TO AGVA
Miami Beach Target: February;
It Better Come in Like a Lion
By LARY SOL^OWAY
Miami Beach, Feb. 3.
The arrival of February, an event
that normally denotes the begin¬
ning of "peak weeks’* of the season
for hoteliers here, has. brought
with it' a contrasting picture in
terms of heavily-booked room oc¬
cupancies and their eafe-adjunctsj
futures.
January was a doleful period
for nearly all bonifaces in terms of
ledger results for their entertain¬
ment emporiums.
Only a Fon¬
tainebleau toted up big grosses in
its LaRonde, thanks to a strong
two-week stand by Red Skelton,
There the profit-side ends; one or
two of the other impresarios might
be content with what they consider
'‘small” losses, but the majority—
and that includes the indies—are
wailing the big-loss .blues.
The swing to revue-production
ideas by the key'locations, in an
attempt to combat the lure of a
for-free “Cavalcade of *Stars,”
which the Deauville group is
finding a hugely successful roomsfiller gimmick and as a measure to
offset the draw of the Fontaine¬
bleau’s blockbuster lineup, simply
isn’t paying off, despite heavy local
press praise and word-of-mouth.
Trouble: Second Show
A sum-up of the past month
would find a topical revue such as
the Americana’s “A Rag, A Bone.
& A Pony Tail” doing okay at din¬
ners, with sparse second shows.
Here, due to a modest budget and
some big-biz nights, the loss tote
has been glossed ove?; with the
option for February picked up in
hopes of peak-period patron build.
The Carillon’s Lou Walters revue
is in a like category. Betty Grable
picked up b.o. for the Latin Quar¬
ter, but the overall results are still
on the red side of the ledger. The
Duke Ellington “Jump For Joy”
revusical got off to a bad start at
Copa City, and has been undergo¬
ing. extensive revisions since first
night, in attempt to come up with
a staging that can overcome the
negative results on patron-pull.
“Newcomers of *28” at the Deau¬
ville’s Casanova Room got rave re¬
views, mucho verbal praise, but
still is struggling to establish a
steady pattern that will mean a
b.o. dick. Even the town’s longest
running revue, the “Havana Mardi
(Continued on page 66)

Texas Cafe ‘SRO’ on Acts.
Rushing Over to Sab For
Moniqae (Virus)Vooren
Houston, Feb. 3.
Six performers rushed to fill
Monique Van Vooren’s Tidelands
Club spot when the Belgian,thrush
was stricken with a virus infection
minutes before she was to begin
her show last week (28).
Thrush Fran Warren and comic
Bob Melvin came over from the
International Club’s Continental
Room in the Shamrock Hilton as
soon as they had finished their
show,, but meantime four other
nitery performers had already tak¬
en the stage..
Dorothy Claire, now singing at
the Cork Club, June Terty and
Glen Piggot, Trans-World Club
performers, and Sonny Marx, Mon¬
tagu monolOgist, all took the stage
before the International Club. pair.
Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom and
Florence Collins, appearing at Club
Crescendo, were ready for a dash
to the^Tid%lands when they were
notified mat the situation was un¬
der control. ^
Bill Newkirk, who books for
Tidelands, said, “I put out. hurryup calls for everybody I could
think of when we had' our emer¬
gency. I had no idea everyone
would show up. But it certainly
was a terrific show.”

‘Rozzie & Nita’
Pittsburgh, Feb. 3.
Dancers Ozzie & Anita
Reyes, who’ve just finished
two: weeks at the Horizon
Room and now are at the An¬
kara for two more, have al¬
most decided it’s no use try¬
ing to get their name spelled
right. Advertisements in local
papers have carried it every
which way except the right
one. On three different days it
appeared as .Keyes, Reeves
and Reese, but never as Reyes.
Nothing neW, however, since
his parents, Raul & Eva Reyes,
a longtime dance team, have
had the same experience over
the years, ever since they first
broke in with Xavier Cugat.

"Kefauver Foldo,’
Back; No Casino
New Orleans, Feb. 3.
Beverly Country Club, one-time
plush nitery and gambling casino
which shut down after an inves¬
tigation by the Senate crime in¬
vestigating committee headed by
Senator Estes Kefauver, will re¬
open soon as a dinner and supper
club^
Phil Kastel said last week there
will be no gambling when the spot
resumes operations.
The new corporation which will
operate the club is Philmar Inc.,
and its charter lists as its stated
purpose: “To carry on generally
the restaurant business, including
all amusements connected there¬
with.”
'
Located in Jefferson Parish just
over the New‘Orleans houndry
line, the main structure ofJJeverly
Country Club is now undergoing
extensive renovation in prepara¬
tion for its opening.
Kastel said the corporation’s
name stems from his first name,
Phil, and that of his wife, Margaret.
Plans call* for the presentation
of top stars according to a spokes¬
man.
The Philmar charter lists Alfred
Fredo and John Simmons as reg¬
istered agents and directors. Sim¬
mons is shown as president; Fredo
as secretary-treasurer, and Joseph
Hegeman as director and vicepresident.

WTiYlE AGVAs Bright Takes on Russia
. TO TAKE STEPS’ Solo; Threatens Hyet’ of Moscow
Penny. Singleton, president of
the American Guild of Variety Art¬
ists, yesterday (Tues.) told the
opening session of the union’s na¬
tional board meeting in New York
that unless this body starts a clean¬
up of AGVA, the state’s Attorney
General and the Senate Committee
on Improper Practices in the La¬
bor and Management Field will do
it for them.
Miss Singleton’s charges focused
. on the administration of the AGVA,
Country Club & Recreation Centre,
South Fallsburgh, N. Y.
Miss Singleton’s talk, which
lasted more than an hour, alleged
that the union was not the legal
owner of the property, despite# as¬
surances by national administrative
secretary Jackie Bright and the
union’s attorney Harold Berg, and
that the incorporators had control
of the property without answering
to the union’s government.
The national board apparently
had some inkling that Miss Singleton was set to deliver a hot package
of oratory to the body. Motion
was made at the outset to limit
the report of any officer *tb 30
minutes. However, once Miss Sin¬
gleton got into her spiel, no' at¬
tempt was made to stop her de¬
spite the fact t**at it ran twice the
stipulated length.
A major factor working to the
advantage of “Bright was seen by
the loss of momentum of. Miss
Singleton’s speech when the chair¬
man of the AGVA Welfare Trust
Fund, George A. Hamid,.came In
to deliver his report. The body
adjourned for lunch immediately
afterward, and discussion was re¬
sumed in the afternoon. ‘
Miss Singleton claimed that the
S. Fallsburgh property had no
takers for 18 months and was fal¬
low, when the AGVA Foundation
bought the realty package. She
claimed that the Sullivan County
law firm, of Oppenheim & Oppenheim represented not only the sell¬
er but the buyer and were the
(Continued on page 69)

CASTRO COUP CANCELS
NAT COLE’S FEB. DATE
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Nat King Cole lost a booking as
a result of Fidel Castro’s over¬
throw of the Batista government
in Cuba.
Singer was booked at the Troplcana Hotel in Havana, Feb. 13-26,
but. has been notified Castro's rev¬
olutionists shuttered the hotel, so
he’s cancelled. Cole will fill in with
dates at the Chi Chi in Palm
Springs and elsewhere. He is
booked for a Latin-American tour
beginning March 28, but Cuba’s
not on his itinerary.

Circus, Due Here; Hurok Protests
+

LILLIAN BRIGGS
World

Famous NightclubRecording Star
February 4th-19th
Punta Del Bste, Uraguay
Personal Manager
JACK PETRILL
162 W. 56th Street, New York
CO 5-5769
Direction: General Artists Corp.

N.Y. State Unit
Poses Threat Vs.
AGVA Foundation
The New York State Dept, of
Social Welfare has threatened to
turn the AGVA Foundation over
to the Attorney General’s office for
criminal prosecution unless it takes
out a certificate of compliance
which would enable the Foundation
to operate an eleemosynary, or
charity, institution and solicit funds
within N. Y. State.
The department last week wrote
a letter to Jackie Bright, listed as
president of the Foundation, and
who is also national administrative,
secretary of the American Guild
of Variety Artists, the parent or¬
ganization of the AGVA Founda¬
tion. Letter stated that action
would be taken-unless the matter
was complied with immediately.
With the certificate of compli¬
ance, dt is held that the AGVA
Foundation’s action in collecting
$13,389.24 in contributions, most
(Continued on page 66)

May must come to them fpr the
big money.
*
Chicago, Feb. 3.
What's more likely, at least for
Regulation cafe operators who the young comics, as Komack fig¬
look Upon the offbeat boites and ures it, is a swing to theatres via
talent as “passing fancies” are one-man and tandem shows—and
thus a. possible revival of the old
kidding themselves, says Jimmie vaude. pattern. The Sahl-Stan Ken¬
Komack. The intime nitery with its ton hookup for campus dates is a
avant-garde entertainments, the f’rinstance; and Jack Rollins, the
songster- comic points put, dates Mike & Elaine braintruster,'is un¬
back at least to 1937, when Julius derstood prepping a fall stand on
Monk and Herbert Jacoby part-’ the Broadway hoards for the pair,
nered behind the Ruban Bleu in with producer Fred Coe coParis, later duplicating the name auspicing.
To Komack, the veer to theatres,
in Manhattan (now gohe, how¬
instead of the big clubs, not only
ever).
means the desirable loot but con¬
From the Gotham version, and tinuity of artistic expression. What
such other spots as the Village sells in a cellar seldom wows ’em
Vanguard and Jacoby’s Blue Angel in the square saloons, and the
sprang Harry Belafonte, Eartha hippies, are more apt to buy thea¬
Kitt, Wally Cox, et al., to adorn tre pews for a Sahl than a standard
the “new” nitery age.
cafe table.
, By standing pat, instead of
Komack also thinks the offbeat
adapting intime ways, and apart label' is misapplied to the new
from the economic obstacles to comedians. “It’s less offbeat than
changeover, the largeseaters are the fact they’re simply being alive
confident that such performers as to today. A comic has to speak
Komack, Mort Sahl, Shelley Ber¬ :the" language .of -his audiences—
man and Mike Nichols & Elaine he has. to stay with the tastes of

Elephants Will Never
City Fathers Did to’Em

Austin, Feb. 3.
No elephants will cavort . in
Austin’s shining new Municipal
Auditorium. So it appears after
nervous city officials got together
with local Shriners in a huddle that
changed the cite of the upcoming
Shrine circus from the posh $3,000,000 Auditorium to its work¬
horse predecessor, the City Coli¬
seum.
The city was afraid of adverse
reaction from culture-minded
backers of new Auditorium, who
saw the new plant as a way to
separate the chic from the gauche,
e.g., animal shows from symphony
concerts, both of which used to be
housed under same roof when
Coliseum was all the town had.
“After all,” said assistant city
, manager Terrell Blodgett, “when
jyou have a new car, you don’t let
the dog ride in it.” But Blodgett
said it’s doubtful large-animal
the times.” The comedian who shows will ever be allowed to play
Auditorium.
“Maybe something
doesn’t, says Komack, has to con¬
tent himself with his old audiences, like an Ed Sullivan vaudeville
show,
with
dog
acts,” he said. “But
for the most part, and “once
not stock shows and circuses. Actu¬
they’re gone, where is he?”
ally, the Auditorium wasn’t de¬
Komack closes a six-week stand signed for these', and was never
at Mister Kelly’s Feb. 8, and opens advertised as a place for them. The
on the 13th in Philly’s Latin Cas¬ Auditorium
will
accommodate
ino with Eartha Kitt- toplining. conventions, trade shows, spdrts
He’s in two current motion pic- shows, theatre and musical attrac¬
tures, “Damn Yankees” and “Sen- tions.”
__
____
Auditorium
has also been
ior Prom,” and a third* “Hole ini advertised as “flexible,” with seats
trid
Hoan ” is
ic noannet
nnmnlotinn 1 ,,
« «
<•
«
«_•_
the Head,”
nearing completion’
that could be removed, baring
Semantics aside, offbeat comics concrete floor. - “But it’s been ad¬
need support, Komack states—and vertised as multi-purpose,” says
they need it as much from agents Blodgett, “not all-purpose.”
as anyone. The percenters, he ex¬ - Shriners of Austin’s Ben Hur
plains, have been dragging their Temple booked the Auditorium for
feet, where the new crop of fun¬ week’s circus next October. They
sters is concerned, “because they’re wanted the larger-capacity spot for
not hep—they don’t know what specially-assembled show to be put
we’re saying.” Trouble is, says Ko¬ together by Houston, Fort Worth,
mack, that such mystification is Waco and Austin Shriners. Poiack
prone to assume that no one else Bros. Circus has provided Shriners
digs them, either. “But an agent with package show in past. “But
or cafe owner doesn't have to un¬ it was a mistake,” says Blodgett
derstand us .as long as we mean “We thought there was to be just
business for a club.”
one baby elephant. Besides, you
Adds Komack: “After all, Berle can’t haag trapezes from the ceil¬
ing of the Auditorium.”
was once offbeat too.”

Offbeat Cafes: 22-Year-Old ‘Fad’
By JACK PITMAN

The U.S. State Dept. Cultural
Exchange Program with Russia
was given a stiff jolt through a
letter sent recently by _ Jackie
Bright, national administrative sec¬
retary of the American Guild of
Variety Artists, to the State Dept,
protesting the contemplated visit
of the Moscow State Circus. Lat¬
ter is slated to start a U.S. tour in
the fall.
Bright’s action was taken on his
own, not having been okayed by
the union’s executive committee or
Penny Singleton, president of
AGVA./
Apparently, the State Dept, is
cautious about Bright’s protest
since it released the text of the
letter. It’s understood that they
will reply to Bright’s charges with
the assurance only that there is no
objection to bringing Soviet per¬
formers into this country in ex¬
change for Americans.
Since the grounds for Bright’s
action in this matter aren’t clear
from the text of his note, it’s as¬
sumed within the union, that
Bright’s play was made primarily
as an accommodation of some ex¬
ecs of the Ringling Bros, and Barnum & Bailey Circus, who might
feel that a fall run at Madison
Square Garden, N.Y., would ad¬
versely affect the grosses of that
stand in the spring. Others believe
that Bright is laying the founda¬
tion for labeling his opposition as
“Communist” because of his anti¬
exchange program stance. It is
known that there is a growing an¬
ti-administration faction within the
union.
Bright’s •letter opposed the pro¬
gram on the ground that dollars
(Continued on page 66)
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of Grover Whalening. Although
Las VegaST. ; . Dick Thorne opened malpBr: -Red Skelton raeked up General’s office will take is not
.two years1 past the prescribed 60- famSyJ”
his’newCapri hiteryph Lathenega profits. Jack Benny’s opening' (3) yet determined. Even if the AGVA
yej» retirement. .age,' as veteran
Monday- (2) with' the Eddie Cano -and .ensuing “nights ore sellouts; Foundation applies for axertificate
cruise director. "Robert . James
dancetand;.v. Jerry Lewis dpens then, to order, each for two weeks: immediately, it “has already oper¬
''Smith Sr—marking his 'own 25
at- Frank; Hennes’- Moulin Rouge Judy Garland,- Frank Sinatra, Don¬ ated illegally in,New York State,
Friday (61. Manny Harnien orch ald 'O’Connor, and Johnny Mathis. and therefore its officer# and -di¬
pears with the line—points up, a
By ^ppy Bekway
bidding oyer indef -at BevHilton
Saranac Lake, Feb. 3.
Shipper like Capt. Bourn an, who is
To insure- toe hub-making hotel rectors may be liable for criminal
In answer io inquiries about the Hotel’s. Star .-on fhe Roof... *. Judd -aspects • of Jus winter, he’s. had action, according to a spokesman
now also the Commodore of the en¬
tire line (and who is slated to helm medical-staff of the* Variety*3ubs- McMichael, former member Of The -Skelton"work*, to * tv plugs - on- toe f pr the state agency.
Merry
Macs,
has
join$d..Toai
Pow¬
the new flagship Rotterdam}, is too Will Rogers Hospital: Medical Pi-;
The AGVA spot last summer op¬
hotel for two shows due in Febru¬
valuable to be given a 13nd-based rector. Dr. George E. Wilson; asso¬ ers A Hi* Bonaires _.. Pianist Lee ary, which were taped around the erated as h .hotel for actors -Work¬
Sanford hUMing down at Art Wil¬
executive job. He compares fo the ciates, Drs. Homer McCreary, liams*^
ing
in the CatskiH area, and as a
grounds.
Godfrey
got
in
some
plugs
Caribbean . . . Sheila .&
yesteryear successful theatre man¬ Henry Leeteh,. Warriner Woodruff, Gordon MacRae wind a seven-day can tv via the exchange appearances vacation spot*for some employees
ager whojwas Always
front to Carl' Merkel;. superintendent of stmt at the Chi Chi in Palm Springs between him and Skelton; Jan and members. Guests there Were
greet the customers* shak^ hands; nurses, Biith Norman; nurses, Ann’ Feb. 11.
*’
Murray’s “Treasure Hunt” daily required to.give a $3 “donation”
listen to complaints^ and generally Hueler, Annabelle Buckley, Ann
■plugs, for three weeks added more for an overnight stay, and the food
Dnquette%. Mary Fraser, Margaret
personalize his operation. There1 Kerr,
promotional spurs, and there are prices were listed in terms of sug¬
Lamer, Katherina
are captains who make perfunctory. Krupp, Peggy
several other tv filmings going on. gested donations. Without toe* So¬
Eileen Woods, Helen [Mac-:
Appearances \aL Qie % neebfeary' ura, Francis Sheldon, Bessie Ham-,
Result is a constantly-in-the-news cial Welfare certificate of compli¬
“captain’s tetfle** dinners and cin ner, Clandette Bassett; director of
pattern
for the big plushery that's ance, these “donations” will most
^ Coitiiroed from page 55 —
.find tfefuge da jfhe bridge .or over- lab, Morris Bworski,- assisted by
paying -r off -to • terms of- drawing likely have to be listed as income,
nautical charfe/but B oumah js one Elizabeth Langford:.
■
;
obtained through the program tourists from all hotels in the area, and-may be subject to taxation.
who proves what Smith means thf*
New arrivals on .<mr third Soon tceuld.be' used- to- finance Commu¬ l top the Fontainhleau for a. look-see
he’s “a great .passenger man.”
John Somit, whose wife Mary is on nist proiwganda in toe U.S. He^Iso paifti,' usually, a* visit to one of the : Dtdlas Boat Show’s Bill
InddentaJlyss *tms show was the staff of United Artists; John objected: because - the Soviet per- public roams.:
Dallas, Feb. 3.
among the Stsrto be booked under Powers,: whose w3e Rose is with foaaeis will earn doHars, bat will
Dreaming of Nudes
Third. aanuaLSoutfa^lejn. Boat
' ** a new AQ$A- “cruise minimum’* UnJteLWdrid Films. >
be paM in-^rubles-in Moscow. “My
The talk of a turn to Uudery in Show; tine Maich 3-g at the down¬
standard.
Among those who rate special union cannot accept this as a cul-:
shows, a la Las* Vegas, is strictly town Memorial7 .Auditorium, has
'progress ard;0Gteerge tural expljar^e,’i he wrote* •• u
The foreign-luxury liners, which mention
that; .Suth productions as Lou down Emmett Kelly, violinist
are favored by American tourists V. Martin, Lindsay MacHarrie, Ray
Some
fer
toe
Associate
'Actors
for reasons of Vinternatkmal'’ at- Tietzeh, Max Rosenthal, Joseph and Artistes Qf America are said to Walters’ and the Americana’^ offer George Liberace and * singer Mary
mospfergy cuisfog^ etc., aver that Sfaambaugh» Paul. OTTeam, Fred J*"~', thAt BrightIS action- qduld re¬ a plentiful display of femmes to Meade French slated for the daily
McCabe, Joe LaPIante, . Charlie
varied * flesh displays. Ditto the
in, Russian action, to discon¬ Latin Quarter. And there are shows; Alsu, Liberace will offer
Franks.
the taped music of his Hoffman
- v Herschel Riley, _ Great States tinue the exchange program.. This plenty of stripperies around which Stereophonic "Orchestra, to be
Theatre, Bloomington, HI., and [Would result in loss of tout's by. illustrate the weakness of such a played during the six-day toow.
John Pendleton, IATSE projection¬ the “Ice Capades” and “Holiday on premise: they all have to depend
ist'from Kingsport, Tenn., took a Ice,” which have already indicated on the loaded male who gets the
little over a year to beat the rap willingness to go to Ru^ia, as Well big tab biz from a B-girl, or a
etasott'S FUN-MASTER
and are skedded fb go home. - ° as the possibflity of a Russian tour femme-around. Regular biz is
Write to those who are UL
FgOTESSlQHAL
by the-Cristiani Cfrtms. It’s’under- the in-and out sort for most*. .
COME9Y MATififAi
stpod* that aH these performers - That the; Deauville .and associ¬
BLACKOUTS' 226140, 5 WKS. would get dollar * payments. .The ated hotels freg-to-guest name line¬
for'ofi Tlwdifcflh
Hollywood, Teb, 3
Cristiani tour would most likely up is hurting is admitted. But here
t}^ Tewpororr Spedel oe All
. Earlier, pace set by “Kea Mur¬ be in exchange for the Moscow again, it is the night club tour
W SISr .jpfos
eteWH
ray’s Blackouts of 1959“ is hold¬ Circus.’
packages that seem to be hurting 35 e<9
ing as revue seems headed for a
In addition, should' the Moscow the most from its effects. Their
• 5 P*n»ay Ro^ts, Tt Bk.
m il
run.
State Circus cancel the tour, it’s early show loads are far below
0 « Blackout Boofes, PuBk... S2S *
■ For the fifth stanza last week, felt tha# the Bolshoi Ballet to re¬ that of former seasons and the mid¬
now to Matter 6m Coromoaios.
show did a spanking $36*500. Total taliation, -would not come to the night runs are sometimes way off.
S3 porCopy
tb date is $226,5Q0.
U.S.
Thus American promoters Sqme observers think , there are
b«
-Aiwon oe*n^
*. filLLY ClLASOM .
.
And arena and auditorium opera¬ too many of these all-for-eleventors -would lose a substantial hiicks packages around. When they bow.MtfiSt.cboox-uas
<WI TEACH CMC EM NO a ad COMEDY)
amount of money, and members of are running full, the package <L*t
« Coil erof—atoaal Wr»I» You)
other. 4A unions would lose-work buyers demand a stop at toe Fon¬
tainebleau or any ether hot spot
in the Soviet Union.
Miss Singleton has already re¬ of the moment as part of . the tour,
ceived one protest as a result, of or else'they no-buy; which means a
- Briglifest Young Yocal Artist
Bright’s
action. George Perper, of loss of such customers, for just so
bn the Musical Horizon
the & Hurok office, which is un¬ many can be allowed into a click
IS LOOKING FOR A derwriting the Circus and Bolshoi location, which needs their busi¬
TWO-MAN COW ACT
Ballet tours, wired Miss Singleton ness only at a second show, and
protesting Bright’s action. Perper then to limited numbers.
Piooso contact}
had asked Bright about union re¬
Rutoor Row
MR. MICHAEL MimtlM, JR,
quirements in the matter and was
The upcoming month will spell
c/o OavJj LforricV
told that not only does the union out the picture. The rumors in this
object to toe Moscow Circus tour, town rise fast and flow steadily.
246 Woit 44tfc St. ’ LO 3-0830
but would picket its playdates. One has a . big spot closing down;
Bright also informed Perper that another has it; holding on; this
patriotic as well as veteran groups ; rumor-moiigering seOms to* hit New
would be enlisted for the firing York as fast a» ft does "around
line.
Miami Bfeadh.
All. have now reached a point of.
King's Clid>v Adolphuv Hotel
Perper*s protest was based on
Bright’s, statements. The national thinking where they admit to had
obviously feeling they’re part
board meeting, currently in ses¬
PHIL SfSCtt—Personal Manager '
ASSOCIAm fOpKIHS CORP,
sion at toe Hotel New Yorker, is 10f« to* overaR trendi admitting no
$05 Cc ABoo. SpringfitW, Ilf.
expected" to get the matter during management weakness and in the.]
Joe Oloser, $te».
4^542$
sameboat
as
the&
rivals;
Thd'tnaits present powwow.

N.Y. State

Ifa^hl Takes On >

•

..

Miss Barbara Lantz
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USO Auditions
Wildwood’s Diamond B ch to Group
Magico Guild Sez It With Levitation, Wishnew’s
In Cki, Del., Cleve., Pitt
Bidding 5§G; Nitery as ‘Big HalT
Levity & "Lost Weekend’ at 15th Anni
Inheritor of the opera cloaks, Houdini and Thurston gags (for
z silk hats, rabbits, doves, obsessions, men only) and the many other evi¬
dences of a hard-working enter¬
enthusiasms, feuds and prejudices tainment committee. Door prizes,
cf previous organizations, the Ma¬ not surprisingly, were books deal¬
gicians Guild of America was 15 ing with magic. years old on Saturday (31) and
The obsessive factor which could
banqueted in *the Skytop ballroom hardly be divorced from a magi¬
of the Sheraton-McAlpin, N. Y., to. cians “convention" was evident in
a capacity crowd of 310.
the members who, not being part
It was a mixed fcompany of pro¬ of the show on the stage, “worked
fessionals and amateurs, adults and the tables.” Late in the- proceed¬
children, millionaire hobbyists and i ings, after most of the press had
slightly bored wives. The talent left, professional prejudice showed
ran from greats to would-be’s 1 in some cracks from the back of
from such • silken entertainers as the hall. One chap, described by
Orson Bean and Fred Keating to his colleagues as a genius with |
an inspired lunatic like Wild Bill troubles, after dishing it out i
Williston whose delicious spoof of couldn’t take it. He created one
legerdemain will no doubt be res¬ of those displays of unpretty anger
cued from the party-and-club-dates which everybody tries to pretend
branch of show business, since a isn’t happening and wiil soon end.
number of television scouts were Any frequenter of banquets for
in the audience.
and by artistic temperaments will
The entertainment chairman, be able to recall similar embar¬
Harry Latz, and his colleagues rassments. Such flareups are one
were clearly fighting to keep the of the-hazards of bringing talent
Land.
long show on wings. Mostly they and tequila together.
succeeded, some of the turns using
hardly three minutes, including the
guild’s own official “dean,” whitehaired Harry Blaekstone. Along
the way, a couple of manufacturermagicians indulged in their life¬
long make-believe and a doctor^
down from Connecticut, pulled off
an illusion.
Bean, Keating, Williston and
London, Feb. 3.
some others assured the humor of
Frankie Vaughan, British song¬
the occasion. There were a couple ster and screen personality, has
of women magicians for variety, been booked into New York’s Copaand one oldtimer, Dick Richards, cabana for a fortnight starting
described as aged 78, clearly rep¬ June 25, to head the bill. Deal
resented nostalgia as he went gives Vaughan $5,000 a week plus
through his old paces.
expenses and the management an
The Spouse of Life "
Option to take him for two-to-four
The evening served as a re¬ week seasons annually in the next
minder that the lust to perform four years.
. Leslie Grade, of the Lew & Les¬
remains strong in all who prac¬
tice with cards, boxes, hoops, telep¬ lie Grade Agency, made the deal
athy. Several came with “& Co.” for Vaughan in association with
(the wife) in fancy regalia and America’s General Artists Corp. coiffure. There was a piano on during a recent one-week trip to
the side and an accordionist for the States. Seemingly odd factor
what musical cues were called for. is that Vaughan isn’t on the Grade
A young operator with a goatee books but is repped by the Bernard
and the grandiose billing of The Delfont Agency. Grade & JDelfont
t
Great Randi, was literally break¬ are brothers.
Copa has also pacted Johnny
ing in a new assistant, an Indone¬
starts
tomorrow
sian girl. (Nothing could be more Mathis who
up-to-date or chi-chi than an (Thurs.); Tony Bennett, Feb. 27;
Nat
Asiatic charmer after all the're¬ Frankie Laine, March 30.
cent film and legit heroines from King Colfe is returning to the Copa
that area.) His turn proved a di¬ in October. In negotiation are Kay
verting bit of levitation, with much Starr and “Newcomers of 1928”
on separate dates.
fun included.

■ Bert Wishnew, a booker for the
USO, is set to visit four cities,
starting Feb. 10 to case talent for
the overseas jaunts.
* Wishnew will hold auditions at
the Sherman Hotel, Chicago, Feb.
10;. Wolverine Hotel, Detroit, Feb.
11; Hollenden, Cleveland, Feb. 12,
and winds up at the New Arena,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 13. He’s looking
primarily for singers and comics.
He stated that acts with a lot of
equipment and props cannot be
used in these shows because of
transportation difficulties.

AGVA Doghouse;
Tempest Yanked

An unusual action by the Ameri¬
can Guild of Variety Artists was
taken against a group of Green¬
wich Village and 52d St. niteries
last week. Seventeen cafes were
put on the union’s unfair list, but
only one act was pulled despite
the fact that many union members
The checkered career of the
are involved in the New York nit¬ shortlived
Riviera, N.Y., went
eries.
Tempest Storm, who was at the through another phase last week
(28)
when
it shuttered after a
Continental Club on 52d St, was brief reopening
that came with
pulled out after working there for granting of a liquor
license. The
four weeks. She still had four operators, Abe Berg and Dave
weeks to go on a contract that Shear, had sought desperately dur¬
called for $2,000 weekly. After ing the reopening period to bring in
the rash of business when the col¬ a Negro name on top of the Larry
lege students were vacationing, Steele revue, “Smart Affairs of
business fell off. It was during the 1959.”
However, the operators
slack business that she was pink- were Unable to come up With one.
slipped. Na other performers were
There
is
still a possibility of re¬
called out by the union.
!
The N.Y, branch of the union opening. There was a report that
Donald
O’Connor
would come in
sent a notice to agents declaring the
17 cafes to be unfair. They are the same time during February, but
it’s!
unlikely
that
they’ll be able
Bon Soir, Club Paree, Pigaiie, Con¬
tinental, El Chico, Ernie’s French I to whip up a- suitable show in time.
Besides,
it’s
figured
that with
Casino, Metronome, Monaco, Mou¬
lin Rouge, Tony Pastor’s, Pendu¬ grosses generally dipping during
Lent,
a
reopening
attempt
will be
lum, Savannah, Village Paradise,
Cinderella, Georgia’s Blue Room, delayed.
The spot, which opened Dec. 26
and Heat Wave.
There are AGVA performers in on a caterer’s permit, couldn’t get
several of the clubs including Bon a liquor license and tried the run
Soir, El Chico, who have not been anyway. It closed, but resumed
after a license had been granted.
pulled as yet
The circumstances surrounding To get the license, Bill Miller,
the yanking of Miss Storm is still fronting the spot, had to step out
a mystery, inasmuch as the con¬ of the picture. There was no ex¬
tract was approved by the union planation of this development.
before she went in. Under these • The spot opened last May as the
circumstances, it’s felt, the union Cafe de Paris under Lou Walters,
■had no right to okay the pact if who had stepped out of the near¬
there was no minimum basic agree¬ by Latin Quarter. After a brief
ment or no bond posted. And why fling, tiie spot • went into bank¬
only Miss S^orm was taken out and ruptcy and ultimately closed.
the others let alone, and why the
Tom Martin, a senior vicepresi¬ Continental was the only club
dent in charge of the hotel and against whom action was taken, is
-cafe department of General Art¬ also regarded as mysterious.
ists Corp., has resigned because of
ill-health.
He is undergoing a
Boston, Feb. 3.
hospital checkup in Baltimore. He
will confine himself to managing
Ella Fitzgerald broke all records
only a few personalities, teeing off
for George Wein’s Storyville, jazz
with Jimmie Rodgers.
nitery, in a week stand, closing
Boston, Feb. 3.
Martin is a veteran at this
Bernie Foyer’s “Gay Nineties Sunday (1), after playing to 2,800
agency, having come over in the Revue,” packing ’em into the customers for the week. Record
heyday of orchestras after being Bradford Roof here, is being pack¬ was previously held by Enroll
an executive of the Hitz hotel aged as a legit show for selling Garner.
chain for a number of years. It through legit ticket agedts.
Lines formed every night. Miss
was the experience gained during
The agencies are booking reser¬ Fitzgerald packed ’em in at $3.50
the Hitz tenure that enabled him vations and getting a commission minimum Monday through Thurs¬
to plot entertainment policies for on same for the show at a $3.50 day and $4.50 tab Friday-Saturday.
many hotels. For a long period j weekday minimum and $4.50 Fri- For the first time, Wein instituted
he booked some of the top rooms day-Saturday bottom. Ticket gen- a new policy of two minimums Sat¬
on the GAC roster, including the cies are displaying cards for the urday night (31), with $4.50 for the
New Yorker and Roosevelt Hotels. nitery presentation.
first shoVv and $3.50 for the second
He was their expert on ice shows
Ralph Snider, owner of the show.
as well.
i Bradford, reported the revue,
It was the jazz singer’s first date
which is a new switch for the roof here in three years. In her pre¬
boite away from format of comic, vious engagement at the Wein
Detroit A. C. Resumes
singer, dance act, has done more boite three years ago, she did soDetroit, Feb. 3.
biz for him than anything he’s had so biz.
A 72-day strike of waiters and in years.
dn a switch, Storyville opened its
other service employees of the
new show last night (Mon.) with
Detroit Athletic Club has been
Myron Cohen headlining, first I
settled. The first floorshow of the
“straight” comic to play the spot.
To Each Hi. Etc.
season will open Saturday (7),
Offbeat comics, i.e„ Irwin Corey,
Omaha, Feb. 3.
starring singing commedienne Sue
Shelley Berman, have played the
» Comic Mike Caldwell was
Carson and featuring magician
Hub jazz nitery* but no funsters of
telling the show biz folk, at
Reneaux.
the Cohen type. In another switch,
last week’s County Fair Man¬
Shows are booked by M. C. Cal¬
Wein has hooked Roberta Sher¬
agers convention ,1)1 Lincoln
lahan.
wood for a Feb. 23 opening.
about the time he played a

Another Closing
For Riviera, N.Y.

|5G Copa Deal For
Britain’s Frankie

Chairman Latz being by vocation
a direct mail advertising special¬
ist, his mark was upon the ma¬
gician-idiom banquet program, the
souvenirs, the x-marks-the-spot

Camden, N, J., Feb. 3.
A $500,000 bid for the Diamond
Beach Hotel, Wildwood, made by
a Chicago syndicate, has been con-,
firmed in U. S. District Court here
bp William Lipkin, resort attorney
and referee in bankruptcy. Prop¬
erty Is slated to be transferred
early in April.
Corporation property was put on
block at an all-day bankruptcy sale
with Dr. John C. Vermeren, of
nearby Cold Spring, and Chicago,
submitting the taking bid of $500,000 on behalf of the Chicago group.
He deposited a certified check of
$50,000.
Property involved includes a mo¬
tel, restaurant, big night club and
land all located on the oceanfront.
It was owned by George James,
who opened motel in 1954 and

Tom Martin Quits GAC;
Vet Undergoes Checkup

HUB MERY’S‘GAY 90S’
VIA TICKET BROKERS

The DEEP RIVER BOYS
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
■ Currently
APOLLO, New York

|ii urn HuHHimmw n iiiimuiiu mii urn mural

fair and split a tent dressing
room with a high-wire act.
“I don’t see how you can
stand working those night
clubs,” the wire walker told
Caldwell. “Nothing but smokefilled rooms, people chattering
late hcrurs, having to drink
booze with the customers ..
“So'then,” said Caldwell,
“my friend: put on his rain¬
coat and cap and went out in
the rain and lightning to put
up his rigging.”

added to it in subsequent years.
Last April the corporation was
granted permission to file a “plan
of arrangement” under the Federal
Bankruptcy Act. This forestalled,
temporarily, a sheriff’s sale to sat¬
isfy creditors.
The Marine National Bank of
Wildwood and the First National
Bank of Cape May Court House,
both in Cape May County, held
a $170,392 mortgage.
To meet
due federal and state tax liens and
other claims, $500,000 had to be
realized from the bankruptcy sale.
What James owed to other credi¬
tors was not revealed.
In his bankruptcy petition James
listed assets of the corporation at
$886,853 and liabilities at $697,212.
The petition said the corporation
had enough assets to pay off its
debts but asked time to arrange to
pay creditors without going through
bankruptcy. James’ other obliga¬
tions have apparently been met.
Spot was one of the first to im¬
port high-cost talent for its 2,000seater night club, early source of
its financial headaches.
Dr. Vermeren with Robert B.
Malone, vice president of Elbel
Enterprises Inc., with headquarters
at Grandview, Mo., and James Cul.
bertson, a Chicago attorney, mem¬
bers of the syndicate, visited the
corporation property last weekend.
Donald R. Elbel, president and
chairman of the board of Elbel En¬
terprises, a mid western' mortgage
firm, is another member of the
group.
They would use the nitery as a
convention hall for business and
professional gatherings. They did
not indicate any plan for summer
night club operation.
They plan to develop a residen¬
tial community within the perime¬
ter of the property. They also pish*
expansion of the Bayherry Room
restaurant to a top-level establish¬
ment. They hope to adopt a com¬
prehensive improvement plan be¬
fore the summer season._
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been laughing themselves sick at CocmhI Grove*
Motet Plaza,
A* ; acts and two hilarious production
Village Gate, N. ¥.
nutober^ “the vamp” and a satfric ? Larry Adder, Edis Larkin; no
Los‘Angeles, Jan. 30.
IMo, Ted Streeter Orch, Mark Mm. .
Fernanda Montel, statuesque
Dennis Bay* Barbara A Mansell, showgirl parade.
Monte's Continentals; $3, $4 «wer. French
covet
or minimum.
chanteuse making her first
Moving gracefully through Ted
appearance in the Chase Club since Freddy:Martin Orch <18); $2-$2.50 Campy’s witty, agile staging, the
With her new act unveiled, LHo: 1956,’croons French and American cover, $3 minimum.
'
Makir®
his first New York-ap¬
uniformly excellent cast emerges
becomes one of the more solidly ballads in a warm, intimate style
asan attractive arid talented group pearance in nearly a decade, Larry
entrenched personalities on the that gets to sdl hands' especially
Dennis Day delivered a sock rather than as individual special¬ Adler scored a personal triumph in
cafe circuits. The Gallic singer the “baldheaded row.” Her ward- turn, drawing hefty applause at ists. A spirited community sing this comparatively new Greenwich
has completely stored her turn [ robe, a stunning array of gowns by his Cocoanut Grove bow Friday provides a sock finish^ but. the Village nitery. He appears to be
from last year to yield a bright and [French' and Spanish couturiers, (30). Day smartly intermingles steak-knife wteders hum along attracting the uptown show biz
sparkling act, one in which she, [Strike the "ladies out front green ’straight singing with some sharp with the most familiar tunes crowd to tiffs' basement establish¬
'special material written te>utilize throughout the stanza, ■ especially,; ment (450 seats) as he mixes clas¬
Otters. It’s her second time [with envoy..
around in the Persian Room of the i Continuing on the bandstand is Ms skill as a dialectician.
“Keep the Home Fires Burning,*’', sics and. pop —. all with concert
Plaza, and indications point to top the Teddy Phillips orch, featuring
One of his best is- a number “Shine On, Harvest Moon,” “Take stage polish and his familiar skill
business,
thrush Colleen Lovett, winning about gobal tv, in which he gives Me-Out to the Ball Game” .and with the harmonica.
Fer one who came from France ' friends and influencing people with uncannily accurate and funny im¬ “You’d Be Surprised.” The pace is
Adler's sheer -virtuosity gets full
to essay the lead in “Can Can dansapation and some personable pressions of. British, Japanese, swift, the jokes clean and the con¬ play in this setting. He was able
without knowing a word of English, novelty doings. Due in next: The Italian, and Russian tee casters, tinuity fitted with informative to keep a large audience, packed
T.fln has certainly done an about- Jimmy Palmer orch on Feb. 13, among ethers. Th£ turn: is well¬ anecdotes and vivid word-paintery. with college youngsters, quiet and
Looks to have possibilities as a to rivet attention. He’s fortunate
face. She differs from most of the> with feature acts not yet booked. paced, amusing and a solid hit.
tv spectacular, but meantime in having Ellis Laritiri, former
Milt Rosen wrote the routine.
. .
‘ Bob.
French charitoosies inasmuch as
stands^-out as wholesome cafe pianist for Efla Fitzgerald, to ac¬
Day
scores
with
his
fine
voice
on
she's doing a French .act that's
such numbers as **£ive Them All entry answer to the star system. company him; Larkin goes far in
mainly for Americans. The times
YdUVe Got,” “Granada " an Irish Fqyer has kept the goods all of a; making the presentation come off
are from abroad, hut there are - Barmk’s, Lake Take©
medley, “May You Always ” en¬ piece and the material is class stuff. smoothly.
sufficient lyrics en Anglais so that
■ ■ t
Lake Tahoe, Jan. SO coring
Guy.
with a robust “Clancy,
the clientele doesn't mi® a trick.
Zsa Zsa Gabor, Joey Adams, Al •Lower - the Boom.”
Teeing off with‘ “Summertime,”
In one instance, she.does a French Kelly* Guy Chemey, Will Osborne
Adler
swiftly
segues into “Ain’t
A capacity crowd was at .the
version of “Old Black Magic,” but Orch (10) , no cover or minimum.
Necessarily So,” al$o from “L*orgy
. Beverly Mills, Cipcy
opening of'Day’s two-week stand
there are few local citizens who do
and Bess.” Then he veers into the
(he
closes
Feb.
10),
and
good
biz
Cincinnati,.
Jan.
30.
not already know what goes on m
Zsa Zsa Gabor on a marquee seems assured for the palm-laden
Kirby Stone Four, Vicki Benett longhair stuff with Debussy’s “Girl
that lyric. It's an act that is-geared
With Flaxen Hair>^ done with great
'to play not only the cosmopolitan means only one thing: business. Grove. Day introed from the ring- George Tapps & Dancers (5), Gard¬ elan.
centres hut the provinces where And in the mile-high showcase, de¬ sftfe members of the “Jack Benny ner Benedict Orch (10), Jimmy
For his “Grisby,” Adler explains
she can be easily appreciated by spite the sub-freezing temperatures gang,” including Eddie (Rochester) Wilber JTrio, Larry Vincent; $3
those not readily conversant with and the less-than-perfect motoring Anderson, Don- Wilson and Verna minimum, S4 Sat^ $1.50 cover Sat. that It is a blue-type tune he picked
Up in France, It’s a great audience
conditions
through
the
mountains,
Felton.
*
Benny
was
out
of
town
and
holidays
Berlitz.
_
.
pleaser. Be breaks into a bit of
Trii^ makes an impressive how In it's a full house each show for the: arid couldn’t make it for, his pro¬
patter in explaining the scene for
tege’s doenlng. Also on hand were
a white *»Mni»Mlla. coat, and shedd¬ Hungarian femme.
Sock comedy by the .Kirby Stone the “Carmen” medley.- He admits
But, to veteran auditors. La Day's mother,-sister and brothers,
ing that, works in- sequinned bod¬
chic Vicki Benet’s chirping, that this is- Adler mixed with the
ice; hut a wraparound skirt later Gabor’s best offering is her un¬ plus’a liberal sprinkling of the Four,
and superb dancing by the George rousing/Bizet music. On tiffs selec¬
gives her a normal' dress pattern. questioned beauty, and a sparkling Hollywood crowd.
Star was - preceded by the terp Tapps group zoom the. entertain¬ tion, -Adler really shows how he
Her tames are. generally lively, en¬ personality. The material is sad¬
rating of this two-framer at has given his harmonica virtually
compassing Sr crop of unfamiliar ly lacking, and. goes much too top- act of Barbara & Mansell, a grace¬ ment'
Cincy’s' ace nitery, which orchestral range.
tunes. The heavy artillery, includ¬ heavy with the smut and sex. She ful pair;' Freddy Martin and his Greater
signals post time with^My Old
“Smoke Gets in Your. Eyes”
ing the medley from “Can Can’ works her turn upstage with Joey Orch are excellent with backstop¬ Kentucky
Home.”
affords him a chance for. more feel¬
comes at the close and makes for a Adams, sfandup comic who also* ping plus dance music. George
makes with' frequent use of indigo Wyle took over the baton during • Head high in diversified talent, ing in his manipulations . while
rousing windup..
-Baku.
the Stone quartet .is home free on “How High the Moon” offers more
The act indicates a lot of prepa¬ lines. The -dub gets good reaction Day^s stint.
its first local exposure. Nattily triHs. From some jazz improvisa¬
ration. The. arrangements and with questions from the audience
tuxed, the young men open smooth¬ tions by Adler and Larkins; the
lighting show her off to excellent (the comic’s question)“and alert ad
CVese^iiisle, flotfston
ly with a medley of pops, steam harmonicist goes into Bach's Ga¬
advantage, and special material to- libs. The two also get hefty en¬
Houston, -Jan. 28.
up on their “Baubles, Bangles and votte From Partita No. 3. He does
terludes further enhance the turn. dorsement in interpretations of
Maxie ’Rosenbloom, Florence Beads” top Columbia waxing, aud the waltz from “Genevieve,” the
She remains a lot of fun for nng- married couples from various coun¬
S'ders; she still tousles a few ring- tries—this too with the accent on Collins, Jose Ortiz Orch (6); no go to town with their mixture of British pic, a tune which Adler
musical clowning. Stone emcees, composed.
coper or minimum.
slders, hut it's part of a gay pat¬ sex.
(IV was apparent after the open¬
hits hot .trumpet licks and joins in
tern that adds to a patty spirit she
Adler has retained “St Louis
generates. Mobiles flashed on a ing show that Harrah's manage¬
Slapsy Maxie Rosenbloom, just bits. Larry Foster, tqpnotch im¬ Blues” as his original bow-off tune,
wall adds to the interest of her ment would question the use of about ~as fast with a quip as he pressionist/ rings the bell on Ed but returns sans Larkins. This lets
blue
material."
Club
policy
ex¬
opener.
,
.
,
_ ,
Used to be with his left, quickly Sullivan, Elvis Presley, Arthur him show that he can play the
The musical backing is by Ted cludes the heavy references to of¬ warms-the Club Crescendo open¬ Godfrey and others singing “Lazy piano with as much, skill as the
Straeter who leads the crew fensive lines.).
ing-night aud to take the mitt going River.” Joining him in the hilarity harmonica. It also enables him to
Miss Gabor offered first-night away. While the vet comic tries are Stdne, Mike Gardner, droll ac¬ do “Embraceable Yon,” on the
ttirangh some intricate paces with¬
out a hitch. Mark Monte’s Con¬ oglers very little in the* way of un¬ to leave the impresh that he just cordionist, and Eddie (Little Poi¬ harmonica while playing the piano
tinentals provide a variety of dance covered • s-kin, but costuming might be a little punchy, he's son) Hall, who come in for their accompaniment with his other
incentives between shows. Jose.
couldn't detract from her beauty. actually as quick afoot while on¬ own kicks. Impressions of British hand. It's a solid hit.
She wore a full-length ’dress with stage as he was when he was the treatment of-“St. Ltrai? Blues” also
‘Admitting that he has written
close fitting bodice and bouffant light heavyweight champ.
score heavily. Combo leaves a lot
some music on his own in recent
$mate, Lara Vegas
skirt Her silver-blonde hair was
He sings a couple of song paro¬ of hanger after a half-hour.
years,
Adler uses a tune which he
Las Vegas, Jan. 28.
in bouffant style.
dies, ''You Gotta Have Heart” with
Miss Benet, a newcomer here, is
Adams introes the show with a prize fight lyrics, and “Mr. Bran¬ a blonde stunner in a gown of black picked up in Switzerland. This is
Dean Martin, Kovach & Rahov-,
sort
of
a theme number employing
sky, Copa Girls (12), Antonio rapid-fire delivery and warms au¬ do” to the tune of “Mr. Sandman,” French lace over nude. Her 20- four basic notes. Recalled again,
MareUi Orch (19); produced by dience with little effort. He’s a then reminiscences with some ex¬ minute catalog highlights “After Adler obviously did not realize how
proved
showman,
but
could
drop
cellent
fight
stories
and
gags.
Some
Jack Entrotter; choreography. Boh t
You've Gone,” an impression of late he was running (he'd been on
Gilbert, Renne Stuart; $3 7*ini- many of his blue lines and some; of his bluer lines bring enough Maurice Chevalier singing “Valen¬ for mere than 60 minutes), and so
of the dated stuff with no loss of solid yocks to stop the -show for tine,” and French and English lyr¬
went right into “I’ve Got Rhythm,”
patronage.
at least a 10-count.
ics of “My Man” and “I Love done in swing time, for bis finale.
With Al Kelly, a master at dou¬
Thrush Florence Collins is a
Dean Martin, another in Jack bletalk, Adams comes through sol¬ definite asset to the act. She plays Paris.” A native of Paris, her
Originally booked here foe four
Enftratter’s stable of surefire draws idly. And Kelly shows himself straight to some of Rosenbloom’s range is from sweet to lusty.
weeks, there’s already talk of ex¬
Tapps and two young couples,, tending his engagement to eight
for the Copa Room, is m fq? a 16- to be a good single. Even theWHl gags„and the redhaired looker* dis¬
night stand with his trademarked Osborne band boys break up on a plays a pleasing and versatile back after two months, open and The Village Gate is an informal
casual approach^ songs and com¬ lot of his nonsense stuff.
close the show with expert ballet, spot where beer froth every coun¬
voice in three numbers.
edy. Martin, a heavyweight who
The femme runs through “From taps and flamenco routines. Cos¬ try in the world is featured.
Guy Chemey, billed as “San
appeals to bath distaffers and their Francisco’s
~
Wear.
This Moment Op” “Noebe de tuming is in line with class per¬
own,”
tandems
with
gaming escorts, sparks casino activ¬
during Ronde” and “This Is My Beloved." formance. Group holds over to
ity even if- he doesn’t double as both Adams and Miss GaborLong,
Just a bit more presentation in end of March. Arthur Lee Simp¬
stage performer and blackjack his turn.
Statler-MUton, Dallas
her numbers could put her near kins tops the layout openifig Feb.
dealer—which he usually does.
13.
KolL
the top.
- Dallas, Jan. 27.
First-nighters got an extra added
Good
backing
is
given
by
the
Chateau
Madrid,
X.
Y.
Frimkie Laine (with Joe Sinaattraction—Frank Sinatra joined
Dolores Vargas & Pepe CasteloTi, Jose Ortiz orch, and considering
core & Stanley Kay), Johnny Long
his Great & Good Friend on&age,
Tidelands,
Hraston
and the pair put on one of the best Tula Montenegro, Chiquita Sisters that the combo was backing a
Orch (ID; $2-$2.56 cover.
Houston, Jan. 27.
<21, Ralph Font & Panchito^ Orch; free wheeling comic like Maxie, -Monique Van
shows ever seen at the Sands.
Vooren with The
few cues were flubbed during tbe
With solid backing from the $4-£5 minimums.
Monday openings here are light,
Escorts,
Don
Cannon
Orch
(6);
no
show's
45
minutes.
Skip.
Antonio Morelli orch (19) and
but. Frankie Laine (who sang at
cover or minimum.
proper guidance from his 88er Ken
This Angel Lopez nitery has
aoother hostel here in 1952) over¬
Lane, Martin offers such numbers some lively acts as well a6 more
flowed the Empire Room's 350 ca¬
This Belgian beauty's talents pacity; with the grill space in¬
as “The Party’s Over,” “They of them on this show, but nonethe¬ Bradford R«©f, Bostoa
Boston. Jan. 27.
are as tailored to an intimate chib
Wouldn't Believe Me,” ‘♦True less it's not one of the better bills
"The Follies of Yesterday ” pro¬ such as this as her white evening cluded; for the Jan. 26 debut, some
Love,” “Return to Me,” “Where Or here, there being a general lack of
500 packed, the enclosure, with
duced by Bemie Foyer; written by gown is fitted to her frame. While standees.
When,” “You Made Me Love You" unity in the proceedings.
No doubt about it, they
Bob Bernstein, Harold Beebe, B. the thrush makes two later costume were Laihe fans and he gave them
and “Volare.”
manner of kid¬
The
Chateau
Madrid
with
this
changes,
that
white
gown
is
her
ding himself and his songs is sen show introes some new faces and Reyof; staged by Ted Cdppy; cos-,
48 minutes of familiar tunes.
audience pleaser; he gets an even gives them brief interludes, letting fumes* Joe Codon; Leo Russotto, dish, just as Miss Van Yeoren is
Since his fame was built on hoi
balance of yocks and applause.
orch leader; orchestrations, Charles the dish of the stagesiders here..
TfamgaH
an ballet team the major time consumption go to Cooke; with Elaine Rogers, Jay She shows, just a bit of the strips nhitters/ Laine reprises most of
them—“Lucky Old Sun” “Shine,”
iff Kovach & Kahovsky presents a Dolores Vargas and Pepe Castelon,, Devlin, Eve^ Lombard, Ray Ed¬ tease technique when she comes “Moorifighfc
“Wild
sharply graceful exhibition which a flamenco and guitar 'pairing.
onstage and removes her white Goose” “Thai's.Gambler,”
My Desire” “Mule
Miss Vargas works witii'Violence wards; .Barbara Kenny, Dale Mon¬ mink to display the gown.
Is a most pleasant niiery turn.
Trials,” “JezebeL” He couldn’t
Holdover production number fea¬ and mucho facial grimacing. There roe, Irene Dean, Edward Erickson,
The Tidelands Motor-Inn nitery
aad ending lyrics were for¬
turing the Copa Girls, (12) is the are only a few moments when she Shirley Leigh, Naomi Collier,^Har- aud’s appreciation is highly aud-. miss,
shows pedal skill, but she com¬ xy DeAngelis Otch (5); $2.50 min¬ ible, yet this femme has only ah' gotten in favor of lusty mitting.
bill balancer.
Duke.
Husky singer, after h eight songs,
mands attention by a series of wild imum.
average voice. What she does have : donned bis specs to gauds’ his
movements, which while not nor¬
superb showmanship arid good admiring ‘throng and cracked,
mally part of the flamenco, catalog, ' This valentine to show biz of the is
Chase Hub. St. imria
special material that fits her IQce “There you are*”
[
give
the
impression
of
belonging
in
St. Louis, Jan. 27.
past, out on a tour iff niteries, is —well, here comes that white eve¬
l^aine adds visual bits to bis act
Shelley Berman, Fernanda Man¬ that category. ?he §eejhs .to,he a in for three weeks. It was held over ning 'gown again. Arid, surprisingsome "agile footwork, grabs
tel, Teddy Phillips . Orch 112); .much, better actress, than a dancer, from a two-frame booking after Ty for a thrush who exudes sex, a with
aud participation for singsongs of
thesplng out the frenetic move- opening to big biz in Ralph Snider's
$1.58-$2 coper.
touch’of
the
gamine
shows
through
a. trio of tunes. He could do no
xbents while simulating choreog¬ Bradford- Rbof boite Monday (I9>. ■ from time to time.
wrong; so he adds the impressive
raphy. She also seems to have a
Shelley Berman, usually’ to be? flair for comedy singing and makes Caught on a bustling Friday night,
In an act that runs 45 mnrutes, - “Granada” and -“Jealousy,” bol¬
found in small spots, proved last a generally good impression. Cas- ; the smooth production, loaded with Miss Van Voorep does.' a Clever stered with “Yolare” and the
charm,
fun,
nostalgia
and
longsummer at the Chase Hotel Star¬ tefon plays an excellent guitar in
vocal of “Second Time Around,” solemn *T Believe.” Swat ballad,
light Roof that he .can hold 'em his sqlq spot, and provides a strong stemmed Cefcunes and now held the torchy “My- Man,” hands out “When 1 Speak Ypur Name " is the
over, through .Feb. 8, shews prom¬ balloons bearing her .name, and getoff, but the crowd wouldn’t
spellbound in a big one—and now background for Mis Varga®.
ise of establishing a sew sort of . thrushes “Marie McMink,” .which ; stand for the eidser. Laine had to.
he's proving it agam in a much
Utosoal for the Chateau is the*
for supper clubs.
larger room, the Chase Club. A; booEng of Tula Montenegro, be¬ fbrmaf
Haridsomely cast, costumed land she 'solemnly avers Is npt; aimed ■ come back and . encore with“Sorliterate comic, Berman hits the decked in the abbreviated garb of orchestrated, Bemie Foyer's Slick at any particular performer. She . reate” ’
..
core of real human laughter with ,a -tassel dancer^ However, she production-recreates the 1890-1920 . bows off with a French medley of L’ - ..'IBs: permanent aocoraps, guitar¬
his “telephone people” who, with ; doesn’t have the saVvy of the old- era with enthusiasm. -Clever for¬ “C’est Si Bc»,” “Poor People of: ist' Joe Spaeere and. drummer
some slight exaggerations, might timers suefi as Sally Keith, and mat has the-young performers of Paris,” “La Seine,” and “There’s ; Stanley Kay, lead the house orch in
gli/ir. jdwnPM<»tmy MafiStTO Long
very well be identified with asy- , wfrikrtbeSre are ntornentyaf amuse- .today searching for the. secret Something About PaVee,”
kwdy in the audience.
merit;' the general design lacks which star-made George; M. Cohan,
Backing her act are the three. opens the .showwith a fine ren¬
Some folks In these parts have strong impact;
•
Eva Tanguay, Elsie Jan is, Ba'yds & Escort*.who also* bold the stage dition' of the theme from “Bridge
gotten a bjt tired of the rapid-fire^
-The ehkMiita Sisters - (2) open Norworthw Jenny Lind, the.Castles, ’.with song and dance -white she Oh the 'River. Kwai” and packs the
gag “type comedian, and Berman, the proceedings with a -warmup' Lilian Russell et aDThe body of ! changes; couture. .The Don Ganrion floor fbj^terp torus.
wife his atice-dfdife vignettes, fs dance turn. Ralph Font backs with the show features warm impression i orch does fine job behitfd the show, ■ : Laine, ‘with1 ^ delayed opening,
what the doctor ordered* And the his usual skill and Panchato dance bits' of these greats * asr the kids having little rehearsal tifoe to pre¬ has'Only nine nights here; Hildedaetor may come out- pretty well works the later Latin terp-sessjons. ttrnT back the clock With songs, pare for the complex-backing. . . gardfcdpfips Febi 5 for a fortpigb .
tea-^a* audiences toditehavd ’; "
Jose. 1 dances and patter iri solo and dub
v-t-r ■. -V - Bari:.
Skip,' r • V ;

’UznsmfY

Wednesday, Febrnary 4, • 1959
El Raneho, jLas Vegas
Las Vegas, Jan. 28.
“La Nouvelle Eve” with Janine
Claire, Francis Brunn, George
Matson, Andre Philipe, Aleta Mor¬
rison, Line (12), Chorus Boys (4),
Showgirls (10), Lick Rich Orch;
$3 minimum.
The Las Vegas Strip’s Gallic
swing gets some additional French
pastry icing with opening of the
newest Parisian import at Beldoru
Katelman’s sporty emporium. A
fast-paced little revue, boasting no
names but somfe goodlooking chicks
who unabashedly doff their chest
feathers several times during its
77-minute running time, “La NoUvelle Eve” makes the fourth barebosom show current here. (Others
are the Lido Show at the Stardust,
Carnival de Paris at the Thunderbird, and Ulinsky’s “Nuit de
Paris” at the Dunes.)
The El Rancho import is in for
six weeks and how well it faires
depends entirely on the tourists’
continuing taste for entertainment
that’s dependent chiefly on things
bare. This show, which has a nut
of $15,000 weekly and is presum¬
ably an import direct from Place
Pigalle, is extremely well-cos¬
tumed. The chorus girls are leggy
and shapely; their ensemble dance
routines, aided by four chorus boys,
are good, but the production num¬
bers run too close together, again
and again presenting the bare-bosomed 10 showgirls, to the extent
that monotony seems to set in.
This is not only the fault of this
show; it's the fault of every show
of this type.
As a result, the one saving
grace of these, polite burlesk shows
must depend on the specialty acts.
And “La Nouvelle Eve” has two
such, socks; first, the amazingly
dexterous juggler, Francis Brunn,
who has been seen often in the
States and isn’t French in the first
'place; and George Matson, a funny
record-mimic. Matson comes oh
late and was a terrific smash open¬
ing night, probably because he was
the first and only comedy in the
show. In view of this, it might help
this revue considerably if his three
excellent impressions — flapper,
French woman drivep and a strip¬
tease— were done in separate por¬
tions of the show, one of them up
early.
Janine Claire, a nice looking
blonde, and‘Andre Philipe, latter
working id the U.S. in recent
years, are okay in the show’s vocal
spots. Aleta Morrison, an English
girl, is a particularly pretty girl, a
deadringer for, Janet Leigh, and
a good dancer besides. She was
with the troupe in. Paris*
Rene Bardy is credited for the
production and Donald Saddler for
the choreography. Dick Rice orch
does well on the musical backing.
Scho.
365 Club, San Francisco
San Francisco, Jan. 29.
Lili St. Cyr, Larry K. Nixon,
Moro-Landis Dancers (10>, Bill
Clifford Orch (9); $1-$1.50 cover.

tv medic - in - half - blind - earnest
spoof.
Gilbert pipes well on either
torch-or bounce numbers, enlists
-eager aid from aud in his high
altitude cornet blowing, with
winder-upper a frenzied solo on
each instrument in the orch. After
a couple of encores, comic’s still
a begoff, and the most versatile
funster to play the Cave.
Cindy & Alberto terpline scores
well with Latln-American produc¬
tion numbers to open and close.
Cindy,.a looker, hoofs with a full
glass atop her head, plus a dog
that can dance and act stoned.
Dave Robbins orch backstops well
for show and dancing.
Toms.
Cork Club, Houston
Houston, Jan. 29.
Dorothy Claire, Mel Arvin Orch
(5); -no CQVet or minimum.
Dorothy Claire, an exuberant
blonde with a fine flair for com¬
edy and an expert set of pipes,
captivates a Cork Club aud that
finds her high good spirits con¬
tagious for the entire 30 minutes
of her show.
Thrush opens by singing a few
bars in the audience and off the
lights, then takes the spot for a
round of handshakes at stageside.
She then, opens with “Thirteen
Men” (“and me the only gal in
town”), follows with “Love Me Or
Leave Me,” then moves into clever
“Let’s Put A Wonfan In The White
House.” In this she exhibits ex¬
ceptional comedy talents, aided by
hornrimmed glasses and battered
hit; and she even plays a little
trombone. After “Old Black Magic” and
“Rockabye Your Baby,” she begs
off, but the stagesiders weren’t
willing.
Miss Claire, who played the
lead in “Finian’s Rainbow” on
Broadway a dozen ^ears ago, re¬
placing Ella Logan, gets fine sup¬
port from husband Emmett Carls,
who directs the Mel Arvin house
orch and leads Hie backing on his
sax.
To add even more to an act that
has everything, the femme wears
a gown that shimmies even when
she stands still.
Skip.
Fairmont, San Francisco
San Francisco, Jan. 29.
John Raitt with Marge Raitt, Er¬
nie Hecksher Orch All); $2 cover.
Big, rugged John Raitt scores
heavily with the Venetian Room
crowd in a 40-minute stint which
is a sort of resume of the best
postwar Broadway shows.
^
Raitt comes on in a tux with
“Love Is a Many-Splendored
Thing,” then settles into the showtune groove with “Hello, Young
Lovers,” “Hey There” and “They
Call the Wind Maria” from
“Paint Your Wagon.” He has a
fine, strong voice and is one of the
few Venetian Room performers
who can—and does—wander away
from the mike to sing^.among the
customers, and is heard.
He takes a brief intermission to
introduce his pianist-wife, Marge,
who tunes up. “How Are. Things in
Gloccamorra?” •'in a pleasant so¬
prano, and Raitt reappears in cow¬
boy shirt, hat and boots and belts
out “Oh, What a Beautiful Morn¬
ing,” “Surrey with Fringe on Top,”
“Oklahoma,” “The Girl That I
Marry” and “If I Loved You.” For
the last of these numbers he goes
through the “Carousel” scene in
whch he sang the song, and the
crowd loves it.
Raitt exits with “Shadrach” and
leaves ’em wanting more. Mrs.
Raitt and Ernie Heckscher’s orch
provide excellent accompaniment.
Show Tuns through Feb. 11.
Stef.

Lili St. Gyr is money in the
bank at Bimbo’s 365 Club. Statu¬
esque blonde stripper’s act may be
the ultimate tribute to singlemindedness in show business—it
has never changed. She comes on,
walks around, takes off her
clothes, takes a bath, dries off and
exits. This time she’s wearing a
stunning red gown, silver fox cape
and white gloves, but she quickly
—but not too quickly—gets down
to fundamentals, in this case frilly,
black undergarments.
As usual, she gets no applause
and, as usual, she packs ’em into
the capacious club.
Larry K. Nixon is a fairly tired
standup comic who runs through
standard routines about mothersin-law, drive-in theatres and- mar¬
riage. Moro-Landis line provides
dice opening and’closing numbers
Drake Hotel, Chi
and Bill Clifford’s orch accom¬
Chicago, Jan.” 30.
panies very Well. The 53-minute
Jane Kean, Jimmy Blade Orch
show is booked through Feb. 18. ’
(6);
$2
cover.
. __
Stef.
Cave, Vancouver
Vancouver, Jan. 27.
Paul Gilbert, Cindy & Alberto
Dancers (8), Dope Robbins Orch
(7); $1.50 cover.
In for a fortnight after three
years’ absence, Paul . Gilbert is
still a fave with localites.-' He’s
drawing . hefty ■ turnouts for new
boniface Ken Stauffer who’s
junked the. original raised-stage
and ..brought acts and customers’
hoofing .area: flush with ringside,
.achieving an intimate atmosphere.
• :. Gilbert nets enthusiastic jmttihg.
Jot' varied 30: minutes' of v gags,.
skits -, and tuhefest' in ”, which he
flips bis irame£ spoofs Canaveral
rocket flops,' s&npts Limaginary

with hfs drunk’s lament' bit' and-a

Inebriates seemed more conspic¬
uous than usual for the Camellia
House when Jane Kean preemed,
but the slick songster-comedienne
delivered a fine 45 minutes with
no sign of recognizance for the
tipplers. ■ - ..
She doesn’t • dally much on un¬
adorned songology, usually dress¬
ing the tunes with clever bits of
business, as when a male ringsider
abets' with some' cha^cha’ing. It’s
the familiar impressions that really
sell the act, though, and some of
the celeb ribbing rate as paragons
in the genre.
. ... ,
Miss Ke^n plays'righto tablers
with a refreshing -spontaneity - and
:charm. AH jthe attributes are hap¬
pily' melded for. a ftmg & softshoe
getaway that's;, strung for this or
any other‘room, and the customers
so acknowledged.
- v
; Jlmmy'Blade’s Crew backs ’deftly.
Show’s in fortwo weeks, with Mau¬
reen cannon bowing Feb* 13: ' 7

... •-
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Dorchester, London
London, Jan. 27. *
Ttno Valdl, Romano & Maureen,
Raphael & His Model, Dorchester
Girls (4), Tommy Whittle Orch,
Albert Marland; $5.50 minimum. .
There’s quite an international
flavor about the lineup of talent
for the current Dorchester Hotel’s
cabaret, with acts from Italy, the
U.S., and France and a line of
local girls.
Tina Valdi.-who tops the layout
and is slotted between the other
two acts, is making his London
nitery bow and shows promise of
becoming a popular attraction. He
has a rich and powerful voice,
could disperse with the micro¬
phone to advantage, and has the
easygoing Italian appeal which
projects warmth and confidence.
His choice of numbers, however,
is on the conventional side and a
little-more enterprise and courage
in selection would undoubtedly
pay off. Nevertheless, with such
tunes as “Granada,” “Take Me In
Your Arms,” “Marechiarc” and
“More Than Ever” he shows his
capabilities.
Romano & Maureen, French
comedy adagioists, put on a lively
and good-humored show which
seems to satisfy- ringsiders. The
comedy part is rather obvious, but
gets okay reaction. Raphael uses
a lush blonde model to display his
dexterity in creating fashion
changes in lightning style. It’s
moderately entertaining routine.
The Dorchester Girls, a particu¬
larly attractive quartet, fiil several
spots on the bfll with exceptional
grace and charm.
Myro.

Prexy Warns AGVA
Continued from pace 65

attorneys who drew up the AGVA
Foundation incorporation papers,
which also underwent criticism by
the prexy. .
Miss Singleton asserted .that
Bright, in signing the mortgage pa¬
pers on July 1, 1958, stated erro¬
neously he was president. This, she
explained, was legally impossible.
The AGVA Foundation was formed
June 26, and Bright was certified
as president six days later. The
N. Y. State law stipulates. Miss
Singleton Said, that at least 10 days
notice and a maximum Of 40 days
notice is required before any
meeting can be held. Where prop¬
erty of a charitable group is to be
sold or bought, a minimum vote of
two-thirds of the board of direc¬
tors is necessary.
Thus, Bright
could not legally be president.
The minutes of a July 12 meet¬
ing, Miss Singleton charged,
showed that three members of the
incorporators—less than a quorum
—Bright, Berg and Irving Grossman, transacted all the business,
elected all officers. She said that
the chairman, Jackie Bright, asked
Jackie Bright to take over the.
presidency.
Questions' Charity Set-Up
Miss Singleton claimed also that
Bright and Berg had failed to take
out a certificate of compliance with
the N. Y. State Dept, of Social Wel¬
fare. To coyer up this lapse, she
said there was inserted into the cer¬
tificate of incorporation a clause
stipulating,. “No provision con¬
tained herein shall te deemed to
authorize this corporation to en¬
gage in any of the activities em¬
braced in section II (of the mem¬
bership corporation laws) unless
the provisions of that section be
complied with, nor shall any pro¬
vision be deemed to authorize this
corporation to engage in. any activi¬
ties. expressly prohibited by any
section of the membership corpora¬
tion law.” She interpreted this to
mean that the incorporators, could
not operate a charitable institution
because the required certificate
of compliance had not been at¬
tached to the incorporation papers.

Angel Cake Revue
(HOTEL BOSTONIAN, BOSTON)
Boston,-Jan. 27.
• “Angel Cake” Revue (4), Lynne
Cbarnay, Bob Dishy, Alice Nunn,
Doug Robinson; Phil Saltman;
staged by Bob Bernstein; chore¬
ography, Robert Haddad; music
direction, Nichola Schachter; $3
minimum.
A new endeavor in nitery enter¬
tainment breaking in here at Louis
Cohen’s intimate Jewel Room bids
to change nitery format awfiy from
typical acts and instead present a
theatre revue. With dressing areas
or each side of the stage and two
pianos mounted on a platform, Bob
Bernstein, who directed and wrote
the skits and lyrics, has come up
with a show that’s bright, updated,
chic and laugh-loaded. Running
72 minutes, it-is put on in three
acts, with time running an hour
and a half with intermissions. It’s
costumed nicely and its people are
young and versatile. Idea is to
tour the show into niteries around
the country at an asking price of
around $2,000.
Best of the fast-moving and slick
revue is a hilarious skit, “Broadway
at 39th Street,” in which a wonder¬
ful impression of the lines for the
Metopera is given and very funny
lyrics on Maria Callas and takeoff
on the diva by Lynne Charnay. A
devastatingly funny lampoon of
Kathryn Murray and the Arthur
Murray Dance Party; a great take¬
off, “Omnibust,” encasing Leon¬
ard Bernstein and Agnes de Mille.
There’s a sharp satire of current
record hops and some fine ballads,
“Private Love,” “I’ll Never Come
Back” and “Part Of Me.”
Revue opens with a skit on play¬
backing auditions with the charac¬
ters coming onstage from the aud,
and goes from devastatingly funny
satire oh quiz shows, broken down
actors and Russky invas'on. The
material is smart, There is enough
to put into a theatre. Breaking in
cold here, the revue opened after
three dress rehearsals. Openingnight aud, comprising an untypical
nitery crowd gave it rousing recep¬
tion.
The revue commands attention
and could be latched on to by nite¬
ry owners as welcome rek'ef fare
from tired comics, singers, and
dance teams. It looks to become
a part of a bright new trend in
the nitery life of the U,S. Guy.
Caribbeaa farxuval
(CHALFONTE-HADDON, A.C.)
Atlantic City, Jan. 27.
Ninth Caribbean Carnival pro¬
duced by Howard Lanin Manage¬
ment and directed and staged by
Myron (Mike) Lanin, with Pearl
Primus, Percival Borde & Co. (8),
Palmetto Boys, Betty Reilly, Tito
Coral, Tina & Coco, Phillip-FortDancers & Cantinflitas, Pete Ter¬
race orch with Nilda, Princess Orelia and Piemientito with Gerald
Clark (fir Calypso Band, Gabriel &
Jorge De' Los Rios, Hilda Cruz,
Johnny Conauet Band with Flor¬
inda and Angelo Betancourt Band,
Lord Progressor, Trinidad Steel
Band, Massie Patterson & Carib¬
bean Dance Group (6), Olivia Do¬
mingo.

Chalfonte-Haddon Hall’s ninth
Caribbean Carnival, first of three
cruise weekends at the big beach¬
front hostelry operated by Joe McDonell, and aimed to give some¬
thing more than a lift to off-season
weekend business, does just that in
a grand way. Some 1,600 “tour¬
ists” registered at the two hotels
for the three days of festivities,
- Guests arriving Friday night
found the place decorated and the
staff garbed in Caribbean decor to
provide proper atmosphere for
three hectic days of almost con¬
tinual entertainment. Admission
to all events was limited to hotel
Add Mulvaney to S.cot
guests. Initial event was the an¬
Caribbean dinner in hotel’s
Unit for Can.-U.S. Tour nual
big Wedgwood Room, served buf¬
Glasgow, Feb. 3.
fet style and. featuring such as
John Mulvaney, pop-eyed young conch soup, sea turtle pie, Domin¬
comedian currently in supporting ican red snapper, arroz con polio
role in pantomime here, is includ¬ (chicken with rice), Spanish saus¬
ed in the 1959 Auld Lang Syne ages, saleoho, lobster Caribbean,
concert-party unit pacted to tour tropical pie and banana ice cream.
Canada and parts of the U. S. in A cocktail party featuring island
drinks preceded the dinner.
September-October.
. Pearl Primus, Percival Borde &
Kenneth McKellar, the: Scot Company later offered a program
singer, will 'head the unit as he of African, Caribbean and Ameri¬
did last year. Others -pacted are can folk: dances with Helen Tihsley,comedian Johnnie Beattie* come- Samuel Phills, Edith Bascombe, Alidehfle Alice. Dale, sopranq Sheila verta La Pallo, "Mary Waithe, Al¬
Nicholson .and accordionist .Ronnie phonse Cimber and Samuel Phills.
McCulloch, with >.Dems WooTford fogneing followed.
as^accompanist Tour, will last .nine I . Greater: part of .hotel’s second
weeksdhis time, and will also takfe •floor had:been transformed info a
inL.A,
•* •:•
'i Colorful Caribbean village for the

Saturday Carnival which got un¬
derway at fl p.m. and lasted until
the wee hours. Guests got into the
village by surrendering their “land¬
ing cards” as though coming off
ship via a “gangplank.”
They
found themselves' in an atmosphere
associated only with those warm
Caribbean islands.
At the Quai, first to be visited,
were shops selling such as native
hats, jewelry, clothing, etc., and
nearby the Elbow Bar featured na¬
tive rum drinks—-a chance for a
fast one before starting the bistro
rounds. Five such bistros offered
grind entertainment and drinks to
keep the huge throng contented un¬
til the small hours. The Spider
Web had dancing with Anglo Be¬
tancourt’s band, Johnny Conquet’s
Puerto Rican band featuring Flo¬
rinda, with Gabriel & Jorge de los
Rios and others with three sched¬
uled show's.
Cafe Martinique had Gerald
Clark & Calypso Boys with Prin¬
cess Orelia and Pimientito.
“M. S. Blaekbeard” had the
Palmetto Boys and introduced
Olivia Domingo and the San Juan
Trio.
Cafe Du Quai had Lord Progres¬
sor, Trinidad Steel band and Mas¬
sie Patterson and a Caribbean
dance group (6).
Largest room was the Jungle
Club where capacity audiences en¬
joyed three shows featuring Betty
Reilly with Tito Coral emceeing.
Miss Reilly offered a good program
of Mexican and Spanish songs, ac¬
companying herself on electric
guitar; she carhonned in a Spanish
way Roberta Sherwood <shawl and
all), Sophie Tucker and Elvis Pres¬
ley and concluded with “Granada,”
all for. high response. She was
strongly supported bv the Spanish
dance team of Tina -& Coco, comic
Cantinflitas, the PhillJo-Fort Dan¬
cers & Coral, who offered vocals
with the emcee chores. Pete Ter¬
race orch with Nilda backed acts
well.
Weekend
entertainment
was
again produced bv -Howard Lanin
Management Inc.wNew York group,
and was once more Greeted and
staged by Myron A. (Mike) Lanin,
firm’s vicepresident. More than
70 musicians and entertainers were
brought here.
Walk.

KARMON ISRAELI DANCERS &
SINGERS (10)
40 Mins.
Shoreham Hotel, Washington
Freshly wafted from their Medi¬
terranean homeland, these youths
laugh, shout, sing and dance in a
performance that would lift the
lids of the most jaded ringsider.
It’s all fun; the five boys and
five girls, most in their teens or
early 20s, seethe with life and
make our own teenagers look like
tired, goggle-eyed zombies.
The Karmon troupe, brought
here from Israel by Ed Sullivan
last November, stage a folk danceand-song jamboree that’s all the
more intriguing because it’s inven¬
tion, not tradition. Some basic
forms are Middle Eastern, but 27year-old Jonathan Karmon, who is
lead dancer also, has shaped the
choreography and music to create
an original body of folk dance
which takes ud a 2.000-year slack ■
in the line of ’ homespun artistic
development Karmon successes
have included top nrize at Inter¬
national Festival of Folk Dancing
at Lille, France, beating the Rus¬
sian Moiseyev Dancers.
In its first niterv engagement,
they rouse the audience by the
speeding, whirling, handclanping
hyporklnetics. The lithe, handsome
Israelis are outfitted in colorfully
embroidered rural dress, smacking
of Eastern Europe. The girls spurn
makeup and don’t need it. They’re
all shoeless but make a lot of noise
with their bare feet.
Highlight Is a number in which
the troupe nab oartners from
tables and whisk them vigorously
about for a s’mole Tsraelf-style
sauare dance. Ren. James Roose¬
velt was so enthuse* w'th this, he
demanded another fi'n". and after¬
ward booked the shot" for a dinner
In honor of his mother in New
York next May.
Karmon’?. gropn will make some
more night sprits before , going .back
next fall ~apd>
It* reputation
spreads, should go wgll. His sights
are mainly -set o* covert circuit,
however, whiqh bo . plans, to hit'
hard next.-stsnmer.
Versatile A^ehestre (I9> of Shoreh^ui’s Bob, Cro*?
floe, un; .^cop^oahiment ie. the
Blue Romm’s troupe.
' Lew.
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not kadani yet Other Americans
in Havana are expected to have
a sough time reopening-under the
Fidd Castro regimes For example,
Meyer
Jieaded the casino
operation at the Havana Riviera;
Joe Rivers was one of the partners
in
Havmm Hilton; Joe A T<my
Rogers Stadsi were at the Plaza;
the McLaney brothers took over
the Nacionai from Wilber Clark
(latter is with the Desert Inn and
Stardust Hotel, Las Vegas); Lefty
Clarke, the first American opera¬
tor to go into Havana, started a£
the San Souci, but moved over to
the nearby Tfopicana.
Americans with a yen for gam¬
ing may not be attracted to Havana
if the casino industry reverts to
native pracUoners.
It's recalled
that prior -to. the advent' of Las
Vegas money in Havana, that city
had an unsavory reputation among
the gambling gentry. It was only
when Americans came in- that
bloodthirsty operation and fixed
wheels were eliminated and gam¬
bling was on the level, and hence
outsiders had no fear of taking a
chance in that city.
Jones is seen as trying to create
a gaming empire that will pick up.
the trade that formerly went to
Havana with his Carib casino op¬
erations.
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jean trade association remained Kenneth Clark, v.p. of the MPAA,
Aniaeie Herein Ore “Cost Magnlffajoe"
aloof from the various challenges in a letter to Hugh M. Flick, ex¬
NEW YORK CITY
Happy Jesters
of state censorships which' were ecutive Asstetant to the Commis¬
JIVSC HALL 5
Winer Manone - .
sioner of Education mt Albany.
Cwry ^cte^BaPet
Hank Minton
Thudderbird
mounted and won by importers of Flick used to be the N. Y„ censor.
Jshney Cash'
**Cam*vT de Pare*"
Ott
J»^tl“ioucber Or*
alien features. Now it becomes ap¬
Robert Lamouret
Marie Travis
Noting Flick’s recent advocaeypf
SBvtr bilpper
Vicki Benet parent ‘ that the Motion Picture censorship and classification, Clark
Le Trio MarteHi
AUSTRALIA
Tosca De Lae
__ Hills
Assn, cannot remain on the fence. called censorship “odious to demo¬
June Wirth
Charlie Ventura Drc
Censorship becomes its problem, a cratic principles?’ mid “a weapon
Jackie A Roy
Abe CHve
Ttv*n
A1 Jahna.Ore
Sparky Kaye
threat to its membership directly. of totalitarianism” which “we in
Wkdfretf Atwell
Tropica na
KorecMBbe * Win Red Marshall
The reality of censorship is al¬ the United States should no more
Roberta Sherwood
Danny Jacobs
Shecky Green*- *
Annie Maloney
2 eirfe
ways either present or latent Ef¬ borrow ^. . than we would borrow,
Geo. Redman Ore
Nat Br*ndwy*neOre
Bow* Jtowttt
forts are afoot currently in Mary¬ communism from the Soviet Un¬
Stan Kenton Ore
J A D Bim
fHo De Paris
Dopble-Daters.
Censorship, he argued
3 Syiverkin**
land, Pennsylvania, 'Ohio and else¬ ion.”
where to revive or strengthen cen¬ “won’t even begin to do what its
Lorraine SraaaCrore
proponents
claim for it. It never
sorship, This is in the wake of
'Bevedy Vtqokazt
MIAMI - httm BEACH
paralyzing blows to the whole cen¬ has. There is no reason to assume
Admiral Vee
that
it
ever
will.” Furthermore,
sorship concept and local police
Helene Francois
Earths Kitt
Artists A Models
Rowan * Martin
morals squads. Nonetheless no re¬ Clark wrote, “it is a deceit prac¬
Sichiardi Jr. *
ticed
on
good
and well-intentioned
alist in the film <or publishing) in¬
Walter Nye Or*
Marlowe-Kulle^ Rev Jackie Heller
dustries supposes the censoring persons who have been led blindly
Giovannis
to
put
trust
in
it. It is always ar
forces permanently routed. They
Blackbum Twins
Buffy Dee 3
shattering awakening when the
Jerry Collins
Lu|a Varona Ore
me visibly re-forming ranks.
NEW YORK CITY
Sonny Kendis Ore
Jaek DeLeon
Until now, with occasional ex¬ truth becomes apparent”.
Kay coo Jones
PufakiebMau
Alan Lo<an Ore
Sfe* Ansel
Mara Lynn
Jack Benny
Addressing himself to Flick per¬
ceptions, Hollywood has never
Hefei TWt *
Gisele MaeKfinzie
Mark Reddy
Betty Johnson
Vincent Le^ea Ore
fought the censors with much en- sonally, as a former censor who
Tyler Ore
Chiquita A Johnson
Hefei ». Rests
Dorothy London
could
“see at first hand the evils
Szonys
thusiasm, and in a good many cases
Vicky Antler
India* Tabarajoe
Bahnml
Saeasas Ore
It has not fought them at alL For and fallacies of censorship,” Clark
Bay Bari Ore.
Jkoaur Ioroa 3
Campo Ore
Marion Murray
Mdt Shaw Ore
Barf Howard
said
he
would exoect him to be
that matter, -the brunt of the cen¬
Rodriguez Bevne Gray’s Inn
Bm Stir
Charlie Farrell
Carillon
sor battle in the past five years “the first to champion freedom of
Herman ChittUon
Alice Ghostley
Leu Walters Revue Dori Lynn
Bob English
expression
in all areas. I would
Harbpur Lounge
has been borne by the independ¬
Irene Hilda
Latin ftMdar
Darryl Stewart
ents with their “foreign imports. think that you would employ your
Jean Carroll
Thewte Seinelt
Gilbert A Tney
Pirodca
vast
influence
to abolish censorship
Frauds Brtran
Three Hamer
The paceraetting U. S. Supreme
Tun Ton
Tony M>t*»
Murray -Grand
Dick Curry
Latin Quarter
Lndexme Jc Ashour
S5S CbnHnoeil from page 2 <55555 Court decisions on pre-release cen- in New York rather than to com¬
Casaneve
Pony Sherrefi
Betty GraMe
RicWrdi Jt Co.
pound
the
existing
felony, on the
Jn Loanbantt Ore
■ sorship, the ruling which upset the
Jay. La . ._
DonGarrard
B Hartowe Ore
fermance something of a letdown. ;1914 concept of motion pictures is people of your ktate,-\
Solger A Dolores
Judy Reece
L# CepWan
Tommy Wonder
Jactmes Donnet Ore
Yet.
at
Carnegie
it
was
first-rate
being outside the protection of the
Kitldi* «B#Il
*
Industry Divided
Del Rubio Triplets
Clre*e
music. . It was dramatic. Nearly first and 14th Amendments, came
Giyi Dorstoa
“Legs" Diamond
Alan Gale
Clark’s letter, addressed to a
tefereatfenaf
Docn Arden Revue everything
was memorable and about through “The Miracle,” an
Kay Brown
Jose Cortex Ore
man generally considered among
Archer*
the
star
clearly,
starred.
Yet
there
Hike Done Ore
Demlta. Jo
'Italian film.
the most moderate and reasonable
Pahaieri Ore
w
remained the old questions.
Havana MardS Gras
Mac Davie Ore
IJVf
In the past, MPAA has carefully
Dion Costello
Chris Cohimbo 5
Respecting Call as, many in disassociated itself from censor ac¬ of those advocating censorship,
Miles Velarde
Capa City
reflects the industry’s growing con¬
Don Casino
Duke Ellington
Gotham
give
praise
against
a
Wish
tions involving overseas product.
Smile Petti Ore
cern with the reaction (fancied,
Roberto A Alicia
OtkaHa Della*
not lo do so. A kind of hard-toMDler Bros.
planned or real) to the growing
Beaucoup ‘Darin**
Town * Cowiry
anafyze resistance can almost be
Barbara McNair
Jewel Box Revue
Fausto CarbeJo Ore “felt” in her presence. Call it re¬
jbnmy Randolph
With American producers now adultness of film material. Yet,
Ned Harvey .Ore
Nonna Miller Ducts
Slcari Ore
action to the Callas cult, and its seemingly going all out in "dar¬ even within the industry, there is
Timmie Regers
Twe Guitar*
Nancy
Donovan
Stump tc Stumpy
extravagances, and to the artist’s ing,” i.e. .tackling themes that a split
Oln VaMi
Fredtfie Calo ©re
LB Greenwood
That motion pictures must take
visible wilL It is as. if the critics, would have been unheard-of only
Ivan Ne>a
Murray Franklin's
Ellington Ore
Deaovttle
Paul Graj
and the camp followers of other a decade ago, the antagonism be¬ on a more mature sbaoe is gener¬
K. Poliaukr Ore
“Newcomers of *38“
ally
conceded. That this results in
tween
the
motion
picture
and
its
divas,
will
never
go
beyond
admit¬
an«b« X7edano£f
Dick HariBand.
Paul Whiteman
Viennese- Unttfa Harry Richmaa
ting that Callas is “good but not would-be censors is bound to grow some pictures which are unsuitable
Kay Carroll
Trio Smeed
Rockee Pryor
VaHee
for
the
juvenile audience is obvi¬
in
proportion.
As
the
screen
pushes
as
good
ns
she
thinks
she
isJr
Toba Sherwood
Sue Lawton
__r Kfaton
Ernest Schoen
The Coelm
BiBy Gilbert
: Are her high notes reedy? Is the back its horizons and speaks with ous. The question posed is: Where
VOfaseBam
Eddie Bernard
FiO D*Orsay
(assuming
that the industry retains
a
new
and
more
honest
language,
listener - sometimes nervous that
Riot Room
The Trenierx
Larzy Grayson
she’ll fracture her folderol? No those who have always considered a degree of resnonsibility beyond
Tex 1
the boxoffice dollar) do we go from
Martin Denny 3
Boy Bargy
the
film
a
danger
because
of
its
doubt.
But
never
was
there
so
Flash_
Rocking Lounge
Lee Martin Ore
Karen TborseQ
alive and dynamic a soprano about power to contribute to changes in here? Is a film like “Compulsion”
Freddy BeB BTboys Cozy Cole Ore
T.rtrt
Vic Spaddy
Dizzy Gillespie S
whom so many people passionately the social fabric are seen intensify¬ desirable fare for teenagers? Does
Lea Harold Ore
Ted Stneter Ore
Don Vincent 3.
Buddy Rich Ore
Mark Monte Ore
vntase vtnswf
argue that her voice is not what it ing their efforts to keep motion the thoroughly adult film pose a
Robey Plaza
Rosette Shaw
Sonny RfflTftn*
Art A Dot Todd
WIIHe Restum
used to be. Meantime she is the pictures in check. (This ties in, too, danger for the young?
Bid Henderson
Sto-mper*
Marty Harris 3
Groups like the Roman Catholic
hottest individual name, the most with the upcoming Supreme Court
Three Sounds
Mickey Manners
Diplomat
Stan Grorer
Waldorf-Astoria
Freddy Stewart
Dick Snzwn.
dare-to-do talent in opera. Nobody derision on “Lady ChatterleyV Legion of Decency obviously reply
Edith Piaf
Mark Dawson
Sin T.fwg
Jean Carroll
in the affirmative. They are now
may like her except ticket-buyers LQker.”)
Jim Hawthorne
EmB Coleman Ore Bobby Van
CnnWy kUTIer
Jaeeph Ricardel Ore Bela Babal Ore
and plainly she doesn’t think that
I.Dansations
These attempts can take many being joined by a good many'who
Coronados
Mai Mai Mu Ore
Mickey Gentile Ore non-singing managing directors are different forms, from censorship as advocate what exhibitors abhor,
CHICAGO
the equal of an artist Perhaps the now known, to the licensing of Le„ classification. Some see this
significant point is that $he is posi¬ theatres, to the setting up of cate¬ as a protection, and-aUfery neces¬
Farrs A Carter
SAN FRANCISCO
Ben Gee St Bern!#
tively never “a lovely voice” pro¬ gories of motion pictures which in sary one at that. Others shudder
Harris
Hangover
fessionally or a “sweet nature” turn can or cannot be seen by cer¬ at the. thought, partly because
Earl Hines
Jack KodeB
PhyJUs »
Stan Arnold
Joe Sullivan
Eddie Aril
personally.
Omne S
tain age groups. There is nd ques¬ someone again would ;have to de¬
Bene Joubert
Muggsy Spinier
Manuel Del Toro
Inez & Gordon
Alackhawk
Working down front on the apron tion that some of these attempts ride which picture belongs into
Hungry *
Ken Harris Ore
Frank DHoUe
Cal Trader 3
of Carnegie, she appeared in a can and will be frustrated by the what category, and partly because
Jo Ryder
Lord Christo
Canterbury '
stunning gown with a rose satin-] courts. But it’s going to be a hard it would remove strong pictures
*!ve Nate
Nichols A May
Geo. Alexander
LanAert, Hendricks
Benny Strong Ore
Jazz Workshop
stole which has since become struggle, for progress and reaction from the bulk of the film-going au¬
A Rose
Gate of Hem
Easy Street •
Maatersounds
famous.. Since there were no cos¬ go hand in hand and the very thing dience, Le., the teen set.
MJG
Martha Schiamme
Kewpte OoH
Turk Murphy—ere
Cher Fare*
John Sellers
Marty Marsala Ore
The argument usually is that it’s
tumes or scenery, Callas used the which some would congratulate
Sammy Davis Jr.
London House
Geo. Shearing
On the Lrrne
stole to change the scene, alter the Hollywood for, others would damn up to the parents to restrain their
Bis* Jayne
Barbara Carroll 3
Kid Ory Ore
Misfer JCaliyx
mood.
Her
hamlling
of
thiV
wrap¬
Gbo. Cook Ore.
with,
all
their
heart.
youngsters
from seeing “objection¬
John Raitt
Purple Onion
Chen Aderahles <Si Julie WBsen
Coachmen 3
XL Heckscher Ore
around had clearly been studied,
able” films. Yet, it’s recognized
Shield of Virtue
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449 Club
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rehearsed
and
perfected.
It
'was
an
that
this
parental
control is any¬
i Dane
Marty Rubinstein 3 Larry Winters
Ronnie Schell
What the industry has lost
Marx A Frigo
Carol Davis
2*5 Club
amazing bit of “stage business,” within the past yeai or two Is the thing hut effective and that the reRameey Lewis Trio
Palmer Home
Lili St. Cyr .
Walter Hart
sponsibility
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beyond the
and
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Callas
almost
escaped
Cemwd HUton
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Gay Vf*
Larry K. Nixon
“protection” of the Production
HeTga Nett
Chase 4c Park
Moro Landis Ore
Bee A Ray Goman
the rigid. limits of opera given Code, which once it could cite as home. What a good many people
“Frosty Frills"
Ben Arden Ore
BUI Clifford Ore.
Dick Keegan Ore
| minstrel fashion, with full com¬ Its shield of virtue. Because of are saying is that, under present.
pany on stage in chairs.
LOS ANGBES
economic necessity more than ar¬ rhanging conditions, classification
RENO
There was ample proof through¬ tistic conviction, producers are has merits. What stumps them is
out the evening that the American making films that range far and a method for enforcing it that
Harrah's Chib
Joyce Atmee
Kaye Bettaxd
Jerry Colonna
Opera Society orchestra had been wide and soeak an entirely new would not repeat all 'the evils of
T.itirPPt
Herb Jeffries
more than averagely drilled. The language. (Otto Preminger wanted censorship.
Nancy Lee
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Eddie Case 4
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Sons. Golden West Wilder Bros.
Sammy Wolf
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as often happens! were fully “up” “Anatomy for Murder” but was
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“Wonderful World"
in their roles and cues. The stamp persuadade to drop the “sexual”
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ance against Rudolph Bing in¬
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splendor.
Jack Durant
opera. He expected her to per¬
located In the moimtains several
It was toe opera society’s annual lance, that assures “gbod taste” in
Art Johnson
Hoseycosas
Dona Arden Dncrs
Deedy A KB
miles outside the Haitian capitaL
benefit”. (for itself) with lower anything that’s done. This, obvi¬ form without having previously re¬
Carlton Hayes Ore
hearsed with the set, she said. And,
Gayle Walton
ously,
isn’t
enough
for
those
who
Herbert Morrison, talent buyer floor seats at $25 top and boxes $33
Ownas
Make Be&eve*
she added,' she is too nearsighted
“Unit De Paris’*
GoMm. Munet
for this chain of casinos, was -in per chair. DIvertingly enough, feel that the “new” Hollywood is to do this without risks of onstage
Carrie FInaeU
Harry Bands
violating
their
basic
concepts
of
many
in
the
boxes
were
Met
Opera
New York last week casing acts.
Um'ijuIt Family
Lee A Faye May¬
collisions*
nard
TrieCottee
The Aruba casino is expected to be regulars, compelled by curiosity, what motion picture entertainment
Ray was hbnor guest at a lunch¬
Art (Cow Eyari Bu¬
open in June. Morrison says that apparently not sure wether to'side should be. Gradually, stripped of eon given by Mrs. Mesta at “Let
gler
the excuse of the Code and occa¬
Sons at GohTn Wst names will be used in that area with “art" or “management.”
Oimes,” her mansion,“Friday (30),
sionally
still
slightly
dazed
by
its
If
perhaps
musical
history
was
as weU.
A Bon Conroy
Xavier Cugat
made, theatrical excitement own daring, the . American film is where the'fare was-lobster NewIrv Benson
Abbe Lane
Aruba, site of one of the largest hot
Jack Mawn
Jack Carter
was undeniable. There were plenty offering itself as <*& prominent burg, ham and four songs *and one •
oil refineries in the islands, is a of
Jimmy Cavsuaagh
piano solo by Bay. To 'Wind thipgs
‘
moments of ovatkm "along the target.
Murray Briscoe
frequent stop for cruises. Morri¬ way,
up, Mrs. Mestoy who once' studied
Battle Joined
Cee Davidson Ore
and the big finale, with Callas
son stated that it's expected that sedaunder a light, was near enough
U Cortex
Ray Sinatra Ore
to be a -ptof Singer, led everyone ,
This
explains,
in
part*
toe
vio¬
Rosri A Boyer
Dorothy Darken Dcx free
port, legislation will be te a genuine coup d’theatre for mi lence of the latest attack on censors in two. choruses of “Shine On Sari .
RMBe Boris
adopted to entice rhore- tourists save ' perfectionists. Callas was (in this instance the N.:Y. .eensarV vest .Moon” .with jftay at tite pianow
Donald O’Connor
T»lj£iSw Vsw? Sidney MHer
and put it in competition v(rith surely virtuosic in atHtude^creative by. the Motion Picture. Assn. Jot
Mrs. Mesty said she wanted tp
“L» NouvgBe Eve"
Lor Gates
nearby
Curacao* which is a -free drivr and In. general impact. The /America, which in years past.haft -entertain .Bay because he.. „on*g
Dick Rice Ore.
“Olive"
Hamms*
Sahsrfm Dancers
pOrt.sent
her,* bouquet of flowers after
mpral
of
the
doubts
which
chaunt
been
conspicuously
silenton
toat;
Peart Bailey
Louis Basil Ore
Whether some of the 'other.; hex* prestige in the U.S. may be. a subject, though working kom time; they were Introduced- socially.
Coles A Atkins
Dean Martin
American,
gambling
interests
wilf
?T
always send- nice ladies Howsimple
One:
-never
thro&
stones
at
to
time
behind
the
scenes.
The
Moans Gleason
Steve Rossi'
settle in ether Caribbean, areas is your mama.
, grafting denunciation came from ■; fiiw he sad.
DoU Xirfc
Texas Cepe Giris
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Kdley&. LiEiniy Mgr*/
SucceedsPaiii Betsaua
F. Beverly Kelley, veteran
1 Broadway and road pressagent and
manager, has been named manager
of the St. Louis. Municipal Opera.
He succeeds Paul Beisman, who
died last Oct. 19.
In another move, John Kennedy,
iwho stages the Municipal Opera
[ shows at St. Louis’ Forest Park; has
relinquished his post as production
: supervisor of the “Song of Norway”
summer presentation at the Jones
Beach (N.Y.) Marine Theatre.

After being crowded out of the 4The possibility -a Broadway
revised plans for the. Lincoln'
booking jam during the balance
Henry Schnitzler Back
Square development project in up¬ Henderson Cleaves Vice
of “this season appears remote.
town New York, commercial-legit
despite the present situa¬
!
To Europe After Visit That’s
Peper for Werld-Tdly
may still get a location in the
tion, in which all houses are eith¬
Henry Schnitzler, artistic director er currently occupied or commit¬
Henderson Cleaves, formerly as¬
area. A former vaude and occa¬
of the Josefstadt Theatre, Vienna, ted to incoming shows.
sional legit theatre abutting the signed to the educational depart¬
planed to London after about a I As is usually the case on Broad¬
Lincoln Square site, is being of¬ ment end Brooklyn news, has been
month’s visit in U. S. on the West way, the “no vacancies” condition
shifted
to
amusement
news
and
fered for sale for use for' stage
Coast arid two weeks in New York Is regarded as only temporary. Not
features for the N. Y. World-Tele¬
•presentation.
to catch the Broadway shows. all of the current shows are ex¬
The house Is the former RKO gram & Sun. He succeeds William
From London he’ll visit Paris be¬ pected to continue through the
Peper,
who
has
moved
to
rewrite
Colonial, currently under lease to
fore returning to Vienna.
end of the season and some flops
NBC as a television studio. It is on general news.
Schnitzler, a native of Vienna but are anticipated among the forth¬
Saul Levinson is amusement edi¬
a 1,265-seater, with ample stage
an American citizen, returned to coming bookings.
tor
of
the
Seripps-Howard
daily,
and backstage facilities and mod¬
Europe two years ago after 20 years
Since only five of the 16 new
ern air-conditioning. The entrance with Frank Aston as drama critic,
in the U. S., much of it spent on productions slated for Broadway
is now on Broadway, but it's been Alton Cook film critic and Louis
the Coast as a faculty member of between, now and the end of May
Biancolli
music
and
dance
critic.
suggested that the .marquee and
the California Univ. drama school are in need of berths, there’s lit¬
entrance could be moved to the
at Berkeley. Besides having charge tle prospect of a housing shortage.
Washington, Feb. 3.
corner of 62d St. and Columbus
of artistic matters at the JosephAve., just across the street from
A foiir-alarm fire at the Sam S. stadt Theatre, he stages produc¬ And, even if enough shows don’t
Shubert Theatre here early last tions there and occasionally takes drop out of the running, several
the proposed dance theatre unit of
borderline grossers could be evict¬
Thursday (29) burned out the en¬ outride staging assignments,
the Lincoln Square performing
arts section.
tire backstage area and sent flames i He’s the son of the late play¬ ed to make way for any of the five
entries that may show strength
shooting
through
the
80-foot
roof,
Although NBC’s lease on the
wright Arthur Schnitzler.
out-of-town.
which collapsed. The building was
Colonial extends to September,
The quintet of shows without
empty
at
the
time.
1966, 'it can be terminated in
Broadway
bookings includes “God
. Left in the ashes was; one of
March of i960, or thereafter on 30
Baltimore, Feb. 3.
and
Kate Murphy ” currently
Washington’s
only
two
legitimate
months’ notice. The network is ob¬
Producers who think the road is
breaking
in
out-of-town; and the
ligated to restore the house to its dead hr at best not worthwhile are theatres, which probably won’t be
upcoming “Faster, Faster,” “Gay
rebuilt: The hew pre-Broadway
former condition upon completion
Felons”
“Desert
Incident” and
contradicted by Leonard B. Mc¬ comedy, “Listen to the Mocking
of its occupancy. “Good Will Ambassador.” The
Bird," playing the house, will prob¬
The owners are asking $950,000 Laughlin, manager of Ford’s Thea¬ ably be abandoned. *
Theatre Guild is also seeking a
for the property, which is free of tre, the sole local legit house. Mc¬
Main Stem hou;e for the planned
The . Edward ChoddrOv play, pre¬
mortgage, and includes not only Laughlin, who took over manage¬ sented
reopening April 15 of “A Party
by the Playwrights’ Co.,
Albany, Feb. 3.
the theatre, but an adjoining five- ment of the theatre this season, stars Eva LCGallienhe and Billie
With Betty Comden and Adolph
A series of at least four local Green.”
story hotel building with elevator claims that Baltimore will respond
and features Una Merkel. engagements of touring shows, for
and another five-story structure to a good show, and he offers the Burke
The present booking situation,
Slated
for
two
weeks
here,
it
had
two evenings and one matinee
containing stores and office and figures to prove it.
played four performances with a each, is planned for next season with current tenants and future
storage space.
“The reluctance of producers to $6,800 gross and was skedded for a by the Broadway Theatre League commitments, follows:
Alvin: “Bells Are Ringing,” va¬
The present assessment totals send shows on tour is difficult to week at Ford’s Theatre in Balti¬ of Albany. The shows will play the
$649,000, ihclding $359,000 for the understand, for there is a large more before heading for New York. 1,900-seat Strand, a Warner film cates March 7, with “First Im¬
pressions”
due March 12.
land, , Present taxes for all three audience ready for plays of rea¬
Only the National-Theatre (once house. Performances will be Mon¬
Ambassador:
“Third
Best
items total $16,000. The realty sonable merit,’* he says. “During burned to the ground years ago, days and Tuesdays.
Sport.*”
firm of Pease & Ellman Is handling the past four or five years there hut reconstructed) remains as a
It’s figured that at least 2,500
the property.*
ANTA: “J. B.”
has been a resurgence of theatri¬ local legit house. It is now playing subscribers can be signed for the
Barrymore: “Look Homeward
.Although producer-realtor Roger cal interest on the road, just as the Old Vic Co.
Albany showings. The Strand Will
(Continued on page 76)
L. Stevens and several associates in New York. But except for the
Not yet in is the cost estimate be taken on a rental basis, with
were at one time planning a unit early season, which is heavy with
(Continued on page 76)
the house cooperating on ticket
of six legit theatres in the Lincoln tryouts, there are so many dark
sales. Broadway Theatre League of
Square development, that phase of weeks at most houses that it is
Albany officers are Lewis A. Swyer,
the project was dropped when amazing that the public responds
a local contractor, president; Mrs.
the Government decided not to go as it does when a show is booked.
Edward J. Crummey and Micel
through with a proposal to supply
(the latter a local business leader
“Here in Baltimore,” McLaugh¬
part of the. financing.
and former strawhat producer),
lin con tines, “almost any play of
vice-presidents, and Mrs. Robert
There will he an opera house, merit will do excellent business.”
Broadway producers Robert E.
V. Vooris, secretary.
concert hall and dance theatre in He cites such examples as “Waltz
Griffith and Harold S. Prince have
Boston, Feb. 3.
the center, as well as a small legit of the Toreadors,” $26,000; “Hap¬
Booking of touring shows in Al¬
Hub art patrons are pushing for bany is not expected to affect road formed a company to build and
house for the operation of a reper¬ piest Millionaire,” $30,000; “Sep¬
sell cabin cruiser power boats. The
tory group. But no theatre for arate Tables,” $22,000; “Rope the establishment of a Metropoli¬ showings in nearby (16 miles) firm is Boothbay -Boats, Inc., a $75,regular legit shows of the Broad¬ Dancers,” $26,000? “Middle of the tan Boston Arts Center on the Schenectady, where the Broadway 000-capitalized venture in which
way type is contemplated under Night,” $26,000; “Auntie Marne/ south bank of the Charles River. Theatre League Is presenting thpee the producers, their associate,
present plans for the Lincoln $41,000; “Diary of Anne Frank,1 Under the nroposed olan, the Met¬ New York productions this season. Broadway producer-director-author
Square center itself. The Colon¬ $28,000; “Visit to a Small Planet/ ropolitan District Commission, a
Utica, about 90 miles west of George Abbott, and various of their
ial Theatre, across 62d St,, appears $24,000; “No Time For Sergeants/ state agency, will supply the land here, has had BTL touring shows legit backers are stockholders.
to he the only possibility of even $40,000, and “Pajama Game,” $70,-' arid buildings for the project, on subscription for two seasons,
The standard-model boat has
which would include a tent the¬ and Syracuse. is reportedly sched¬ been designedly Kenneth Smith,
an adjacent commercial stage set¬ 000 (two weeks).
up.
He also mentions this season’s atre, an art gallery and an opera uled for next season.
will be 33 feet length, with regu¬
house.
“Look Back in Anger,” $22y000;
lar sleeping accommodations for
The MDC voted last Thursday
‘Two for the Seesaw,” $28,000;
four (and two convertible berths),
“Romanoff and Juliet,’ $34,000; (29) to proceed with project, and
to sell for $13,000. The. craft will
be built by an established firm,
‘Third Best Sport,” $23,000, and to allot $250,000 to get it started.
Goudy & Stevens, East Boothbay
“Lil Abner,” $35,000. The man¬ The deeisioit was in the face of
strong
opposition.
The
principal
Harbor,
Me. The first boat is due
ager credits local critics and
A trio of prospective Broadway for completion April 1.
drama editors with valuable help, opponent is- the non-profit Group
20
Players,
which
has
been
pre¬
entries
were
casualties
during
the
Griffith
and Prince intend con¬
explaining, “while none of them
American Opera Society’s con¬ could - be termed polyannas, they senting al fresco classical produc¬ last fortnight. “The Poker Gairie,” tinuing fullscale. Broadway produc¬
tions
for
the
last
six
summers
at
folded
last
Saturday
(31)
in
Phila¬
ing
activities,
but figure operating
cert-style presentations at Carnegie bend over backwards to find some¬
. Hall, N. Y., will be toureft increas¬ thing good to say about whatever Wellesley College’s Theatre-on-the- delphia, while “Listen to the the boat business as a longrange
Green.
Mocking
Bird”
and
“Golden
Fleec¬
sideline.
Griffith,
has been a sail¬
ingly, Emma Feldman, Philadelphia is presented here.”
Mrs. Alison Evans, . Group 20 ing,” now appear questionable.
boat skipper since early childhood,
impresario, who experimented two
Baltimore, considering its popu¬ president, protested against the
“Poker,”
written
by
George
Pabut
recently
(since
acquiring a
years ago with the Society’s mount¬ lation, has one of the largest sub¬
ing of Cherubini’s “Medea” and scription audiences in the coun¬ Center plan at a recent Commis¬ netta and produced by Norman bankroll as co-producer of “Pa¬
sion
hearing
on
the
subject.
Her
jama
Game,”
“Damn
Yankees,”
Forman,
was
financed
at
$90,000.
bought three performances the fol¬ try, McLoughlin points out, with
lowing season, will include four of nearly 5,000 subscribers to the stand was that such a project could It shuttered after one week of .a etc.) has transferred his affections
seriously
undermine
the
position
to
power
boats.
He’s
lived for
scheduled
fortnight’s
tryout
in
the Society concert operas next Theatre Guild-American Theatre
built up by the Group 20 since its Philly. “Mocking Bird,” trying ont many years at a waterfront place
season, making it a series-withinra- Society series.
inception
six
years
ago.
She
also
at
Rowayton,
Conn.,
on
Long
Island
last
week
at
the
Shubert
Theatre,
series.
pointed out that a* “competitor,” Washington, closed when a fire in Sound.
Patrick Hayes has-contr acted for
the Cambridge Drama Festival, is the house destroyed the • show’s
two of the works!next season for John Beaufort Monitor
represented by * three persons on physical setup.
Constitution Hall*-Washington. He
the Center’s nine-man board of di¬
Arts-Eiitertainnient Ed. rectors
The Playwrights Co.> producer of
selected Maria Callas in “H Prata”
and that the board has se¬
John
.
Beaufort,
legit
and
film
last week, after seeing the per¬
lected the . Cambridge group to “Mocking Bird,” was to decide yes¬
formances at Carnegie. Boston is critic for the Christian Science handle the entire 1959 program, in terday (Tues.) what action would
also taking the Society. Three or Monitor, has been named editor of the proposed. arts project.
Chicago, Feb. 3.
The be taken regarding the Edward
four other eities are currently ne¬ the newly created arts and enter¬ MDC has since indicated it will ask Chodorov comedy. The play, budg¬
Drury Lane’s voluntary compli¬
tainment
division.
He
will
con¬
gotiating with *he .Herbert Barrett
t&e pine-man MeBAC board to eted at $75,000, lost about $25,000 ance with Roman Catholic recom¬
Management, which handles the tinue his regular reviewing assign¬ include an additional member more on its tryout run. It’s hoped mendations in choosing plays has
ment from New York, with fre¬ from a local art or theatre group. that insurance will cover most of fizzled negotiations with Eva Ga¬
Society’s business,
quent trips to the homeoffice in
Backing the Group 20 stand were the production costs. There’s a bor, who is currently touring in
Boston for editorial confabs.
local strawhat producer Lee Falk chance that the- show may get a, stock with “Private Lives.” The
Harold Rogers has been appoint¬ and Peter Temple, general man¬ new physical -production and be i comedy has been denounced by the
ed assistant editor, also continu¬ ager of the old Brattle Theatre Co., sent on tour, with an eventual Catholic reviewing organ, the Sign,
ing as music land recordings) crit¬ Cambridge, and former director of Broadway presentation possible.
as completely objectionable, and
“Fleecing,” a Courtney Burr- since the actress’ tight schedule
ic in Boston. Melvin Maddocks, the Boston Arts festival. Propon¬
Los Angeles, • Feb. 3.
who has been temporarily cover¬ ents of the Center noted that Elliott Nugent venture, was in re¬ 1 precluded a week of rehearsals in
The opening show, for L.A. Civic ing legit and films in Boston, fol¬ speedy approval of the project hearsal when activity was halted a different show she was forced to
Light Opera Assn/s 22d season at lowing the recent-death yi Edward enable the launching of a 10-week Jan. 24 after a succession of man¬ ■ reject the Drury Lane bid.
Opening Feb. 10 in place of the
the Philharmonic Aud will be Melvin; has been given the assign¬ classical drama season next July. agerial mixups. The Lorenzo Sem¬
“Bells Are Ringing,” startihg April ment permanently, and Fred Gui¬ The river bank site for the Center ple Jr. comedy involves a capital¬ tentatively planned Gabor appear¬
ance is Linda Darnell in . “Late
20 with Judy Holliday and entire dry has been added to the arts and is off Soldiers Field Bead, between ization of $100,000.
Love." Miss Darnell was to have
Broadway cast and production. entertainment staff to review tele¬ the Eliot and Arsenal. St. bridges.
opened the season a week ago in
The musical closes March 7 at the vision and films in Boston.
The coin to be put up by the Com¬
“Dial M For Murder,” but had to
Alvin-; N.Y; and- is slated for en¬
Others on the .a. & e. staff in¬ mission would come from its orig¬
gagements in Washington and De¬ clude Margaret Uoyd, dance crit¬ inal $5,000,000 recreation budget.
Legit pressagent William Fields cancel for minor surgery. John
troit eu route west.
*
ic doubling between Boston and However, the alteration oi the arts has been dented Vic£-pyerident of Carradine and Lee Ann Meriwether
“West Side-Story,” another cur¬ New York;.-Dorothy . Adlow, net program ifsdt vriR not be subsi¬ the Playwrights Co. in charge of replaced her as the stars.
Slated to open Feb: 24 is “Dulcy/’
rent Broadway Rff; ate Is skedd^f •critic also in-the Hub and .GCth- dized. That was emphasized at publicity and advertising.
fmr presentation
year by GLQ.
He’s been an oceeutive member with Asa B. Davis. Drury hat yet
and MSes- Kastendieefc, 6t the the Commission hearing by Petty
This, ton, will have the Broadway N.Y* Journal-American, as guest R. Batfcbcne, president of the Cen¬ of the firm since its formation in' to set bookings for the final two
production and cast.
ter organization.* ^
1938.
| shows of the season.
i music critic in New York.

ShulertinD.C

For Baho Mgr.

Set 4 Shows for
Albany in’53-§0

Prods. Griffith & Prince
Form Company to Make
Power Boat Crmsers

Local GroHps Protest

Tears of Cencert-Style
Programs Hot Season

‘Poker’ a Pre-B’way Hop;
‘Ford,’ ‘Heecfflg’ Dabiois

Ckarch KLO.’s Gabor-‘Ii?€s’;
Darnell at Chi Drury

Judy in ‘Bdb* to Open
22d CL0 Seasoe m LA.
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CASTING NEWS

j

B & M Theatre Productions, *c/o
LennyvDebih, 140-W.: 58th St.- ?■ =
"Lend An Ear” (MR). Producers,
Stephan Slane & Jenny Lou Law,
(no. production office set).
Let’s Go Steady (MC)—producer
Edward Padula (1501 Broadway,
LA 4-4860).
“Purging of Simon Madden” (C).
Producer, Norman Twain (see
above).
'
"Satin Legs Smith” (MC). Pro¬
ducer, Warren Coleman, 729 Sev¬
enth Ave.
“Skin. Deep” (MC). Producers,
P. R. B. Productions*
"Tobacco Road” (CD). Producer,
David Moss Productions, 580 Fifth
Ave.

Wednesday, February 4, 1959

Shows oil Broadway
Reqniem for a Nun
Theatre Guild and Myers

&

Flelsch-

mann presentation of three-act (seven
Following are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broadscenes) drama by William Falukner.
Direction, Tony Richardson; scenery and
way, touring, industrial and television shows, All information has
costumes. Motley, supervised and lighted
been obtained directly by the Variety Casting Department by tele¬
by Marvin Reiss. Stars Ruth Ford, Zach¬
ary Scott; features Scott McKay, Bertice
phone calls, and has been rechecked as of noon yesterday (Ty.esA.
Reading, House Jameson, Christian Flan¬
The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi¬
ders, John Dorman. Opened Jan. 30, *50,
at the John Golden Theatre, N.Y.; $6.90
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from
top ($8.05 opening).
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads
Nancy Mannigoe.Bertice Reading
Mrs. Gowan Stevens.Ruth Fora
provided by the managements of the shows involved'rather than to
Go wan Stevens . Scott McKay
run a lengthy list of blind items.
Gavin Stevens ..
Zachary Scott
Governor... House Jameson
In addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro¬
Pete ..
Christian Flanders
ductions announced for later this season, but, for which, the manage¬
Mr. Tubbs.John Dormah
ments, as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Dramar (MC> Musical Comedy,
After being presented in various
SHOWS IN REHEARSAL
IMD) Musical Drama, (Hep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic Reading,
languages in 14 foreign countries,
BROADWAY
“Requiem for a Nun,” finally
4-■--- t
"Destry Rides Again” (MC). Pro¬ reached Broadway last week as a
only; also resume of potential tech¬ ducer, Daivd Merrick, 246 W. 44th joint presentation of the Theatre
nicians, managers, stage managers. St., LO 3-0830.
Guild and Richard Myers & Julius
"Gay'Felons” (C). Produrers, H. Fleischmann. The reputed reason
“Evening with Thorton Wilder”
three one-act plays. Producer, Clay Blaney & Geoffrey Jones, 36 for the reluctance, of Broadway
BROADWAY
Equity Library Theatre; director,
producers to do the William Faulk¬
"Look After Lain” (C). Produc¬ ner drama here is its questionable
Ray Lonergan. Rehearsals Feb. 16- (Parts Available)
ers, Playwrights Co. (745 Fifth commercial prospects.
March
14.
Casting
11
W.
18th
St.;
"Desert Incident” (D)—produc¬
Feb. 9 and 11, from 10 a.m. to 4 Ave., PL 3-7500), Charles Russell,
On. the basis of this production,
ers, Tad Danielewski & Moms p.m.; Feb. 10, from 7 to 10 p.m. Lance Hamilton & Gilbert Miller.
"Most Happy Fella”-(MD). Pro¬ the lack of popular appeal seems
Feld* Available parts for under¬ (bring membership card). First
all too apparent. Although it’s by
ducers,
N.
Y.
City
Center
Light
studies: cultured well-built Ameri¬ play, “Love and How to Cure It”: Opera Co., 131 W. 53d St., JU a Nobel Prize author and contains
strong writing, with a relentless
can. general; General’s wife, 45, Femme, good looking but aloof,
barely 16; character-comic. Cock¬
"Sweet Bird of Youth” (D). Pro¬ sort of drive, it tends to he all in
submissive, quiet* dominated by ney; femme, mature soubrette,
a
single, sombre key. There are no
husband; young, energetic business¬ stout; male, about 20, elegant ducer, Cheryl Crawford (49 W. changes of pace, light moments
man and pretiy, restless, discon¬ young British dandy. Second play, 45th. St.; JU 2-3466).
tented w,ife; retired professor, old, “Long Christmas Dinner”: femme,
OFF-BROADWAY
but still bright and alive; efficient, 65-70, crippled grandmother
Giffert. Submit photo and resume
“Beaux Stratagem” (C). Produc¬ for consideration. Nat Greenblatt
relaxed Government official, 40-45; femme, 35-37; male, 40-75; male,
two servants, either authentic, In¬ 40-80; male and femme, 16-80* ex¬ ers, T. Edward Hambleton & Nor¬ (524 W. 57th St).
dians or of American-Indian de¬ perienced; femme, 23-70; character ris Houghton, 189 Second Ave.,
Dela McCarthy Assoc., 515 Madcent; sandy blonde eight-year-old femme, 50-80; male and femme, OR 4-7160.
fison Ave. Casting, Colin D’Arcy*
“Buffalo Skinner” (D). Produc¬ Submit photo and resume for congirl, vigorous, bright. (Mail, photo i 18; male, about 18. Third play,
and resume to production assistant “Pullman Car Hiawatha”; male, ers. Monte L. Frierson & F. Fitz¬ t sideration.
Jeanette Kamins, 234 W. 44th. St., i lead, folksy character; femme, ma¬ patrick White (Linda Productions, |
Grey Advertising, 430 Park Ave.
Suite 702).
I ture 30-35; femme, 30-40, mature 665 Fifth Ave.).
“Clearing in the Woods” (C). ! Casting, Jim Kaye. Submit photo
"Flight to Mafia” <M). Produc¬ woman who has lived; male, 30-35;
and resume by mail only.
•—
Producers,
Paul
Michael
&
Gayle
er, Jamieson Productions, 350 W. femme, middleaged spinister; male,
I, filmed on location—CBS; pro¬
57th St; musical director, Alfred! middleaged doctor; femme, 50, Hinckley (99 Seventh Ave., So.).
"Electra & Harlequinade” ducer* Gilbert Ralston; casting
Ricky. Available parts; femme j stout, amiable; two males, about 30,
through Marc Merson; address by
lead* 26-28, Spanish type singer; husky, male, Negro, shy, amiable; (D&C). Producers, Rita Allen Pro¬ mail
only, Barbara Tuck, CBS, 524 j
femme lead, 16,. singer, American male, brash, young, male and duction, Milton Cassel & Harry W. 57th St Available parts: un¬
Rigby,
120
Madison
Ave.
teenage type; male singer, 38, femme hits and walk-ons; bits may
usual types, interesting faces, good
“Golem”
(D7.
Producers,
George
American, slim, Don Ameche type; be non-Equity; small parts will be
Morforen & Robert Kalfin, 244 W. physical conditions, will consider I
male singer, 45-50, Spanish-dicta- doubled with larger parts. applicants having had odd occupa14th St.
tor type, stocky; male, 17, Ameri¬
"Gentlemen” (MC). Producer,
“Royal Gambit” (D). Producer, i tions. Submit photo and resume.
can teenage singer; femme singer,
Vista
Production;
director,
Jerry
David
Ellis,
Sullivan
St.
Theatre,
!
J. Walter Thompson ad agency,
28-30, beautiful, sophisticated; male
420 Lexington Ave.; casting direc¬
singer, 19, Latin appearance. Ivy Alder; musical director, Harold 181 Sullivan St.
tor, Evelyn Peirce. Commercials
League manner; two male charac¬ Glick. Parts: Two young male and
only; cast from file; application for
SIGNED
ter comedian-singers. Mail photo two femme leads, also character
couple. Operetta type voices re¬
■appointment photo and resume by
and resume to producers.
BROADWAY
mail.
quired. Mail pholo and resume to
Desert Incident: Shepperd Strud"Flower Dram Song” (MC). Pro¬ producers, at 112 W. 89th St. Audi¬
“Johnny Eager” MGM-TV, 1540
ducers, Richard Rodgers, Oscar tion to take place in July, rehears¬ wick.
Broadway. Available part: male,
Destry Rides Again; Jack Prince. 35-40, greying hair, young face,
Hammerstein 2d & Joseph. Fields. als start in August, opening in
Lovely Star, Good Night: Don¬ Jeff Chandler type. Mail photo and
Male and femme dancers-singers- September.
ald Cook, Mark Richman.
actors of Oriental appearance for
resume to MGM Talent Dept, at
New Drama Production. Produc¬
My Fair Lady: Pamela Charles above address.
the contemplated touring and-Eng¬
lish companies. Mail photo and ers, Saul Gottlied, Robert Welber (succeeding Sally Ann Howes).
Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford
&
Sam
Cohn,
c/o
M.
J.
Meyer^
154
resume to Eddie Blum,*c/o Rodgers
Sweet Bird of Youth: Charles Ty¬ & Atherton ad agency, 420 Lexing¬
& Hammerstein, 488 Madison Aye. Nassau Street. Photo and resume ner, Earl Sydner,' Bruce Dern, Mil- ton Ave. Casting, Richard King.
of
all
general
talent
being
accept¬
ton J. Williams, Monica May,
“Gypsy” (MC). Producers, David
by mail. Address Meyer, as Hilda Brawner, Charles McDaniel, Mail photo and resume.
Merrick & Leland Howard, 246 W. ed
Lamp Unto My Feet, religious
James Jeter, Ronald Harper, Pa¬
44th St., LO 3-0830. Two-man cow above.
"Ole” CMC). Producer-director, tricia Ripley, Kenneth Blake, Glen drama, CBS; producer* Don Kelleract (similar to a two-lnan horse Max Leavitt, AL 5-4 222. Call for
man; director, James MacAllen.
StenseL
act). Contact Michael Mindlin, non-union singers, auditions Feb.
Submit photo and resume for con¬
above address and phone.
sideration. Nat Greenblatt (524. W.
9, by appointment only.
OFF BROADWAY
57th St).
“Satin Legs Smith” (MC). Pro¬
Buffalo Skinner: Neil NappL
ducer, Warren Coleman, 729 Sev¬
Lawrence Welk show. (Plymouth
Rocky; Muro, Louise Manning, Julia
OUT OF TOWN
enth Ave.: Parts for femme singerMotors), ABC-TV — Seeking teen¬
Clay.
(Parts Available)
dancers, good looking, dark com¬
age vocal and instrumental perClearing
in
the
Woods:
Susan
plexion, 5’6”-5’7”, to form group.
"Babes In Anns” (MC). Produc¬
pormers for guest appearances or.
Jan Jarrett, John Karlen.
Mail photo and resume.
ers,^ Lee Guber, Frank Ford & Lee,
Enemy of the People: Ted Tes- as permanent band members. Sub¬
"Sure Sign of Spring” (MC). Shelly Gross. Available Parts: male ser, Albert Viola, Dave Woodman. mit disk or tape nome-recorded
Producer, NET Production, 234 W. actor-dancer-singer, 18; Soprano,
Golem: Ronald Weyand, Rachel acceptable) of wellknown pop or
standard numbers, plus recent
44th St, director, John Stix; chor¬ 18, Elizabeth Taylor type. Mail Armour, Paul Andor.
eographer, Matt Mattox. Parts: photo and resume to Eddie Blum,
Look
Bade in Anger: Lynn Wood photo, short biographical summary.
Address Plymouth Show, ABC
Femme lead, French, early 20’s, c/o Rodgers & Hammerstein, 488 (succeeding Atidree Rae).
sensitive, lonely; male, co-lead, Madison Ave.
Power and the Glory: Deborah Studio, Hollywood* .or 2623 Santa
Ballet Florence & Frederic De
mlddleaged ex-bootlegger, ex-car¬
Moldow (succeeding Ina Beth Cum¬ Monica blvd., Santa Monica.
nival man; male. eo-Ieaa, Scot, late Paris, c/o. Music Corp. of America, mins).
Look Up & Live, religious20’s, dour, proud, husky fisherman; 598 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22. Avail¬
dramatic, CBS. Producer, Jack
femme comedy lead, mlddleaged, able parts for femme dancers, 5’
Kuney; casting, Marc Merson, 524
516”-5'
(in
bare
feet);
modern
W. 57th St Casting from files.
realistic French businesswoman;
Mail photo and resume.
male comedy lead,‘Scot, boastful ballet essential. For tour of XJ.S.
and abroad. Mail photo and
affable, middleaged retired sea resume.
National Screen Service, 1600
captain; male, late 40’s, French vil¬
Broadway. Casting, Carl Carbone.
"Bells Are Ringing” (MC). Pro¬
“Parrish,” adaptation of Mildred Submit-photo and composite for
lage priest, strong, raw-boned; ducer,
Theatre
Guild.
Equity
call
femme singer, early 30’s, hard- for singers Feb. 5, at Alvin Thea¬ Savage novel* Producer, Warner consideration.
talking; male, gentle, close mouth¬ tre, 250 W. 52d St.: male, 11 a.m.; Bros*-Joshua Logan* Available: title
North Advertising, 6 E. 45th St.
ed, giant; also, rugged fishermen, femme, 12 noon. Also needed a role, 18-22, about 6 ft, medium Casting Frank Higgins. Cast from
build, handsome, an “unknown” . files for the Toni commercials. Pre¬
elderly villagers, innocent young bass-baritone.
actor.
Mail
photo
and
resume
to
people and. children of all ages.
fer models with good hair. Mail
producer-director Logan, c/o War¬ photo and resume for considera¬
Mail photo and resume to pro¬
CHICAGO
ners, 666 Fifth Ave., N.Y.
ducers. *
tion.
Dulcy” (C). Producer Carl Stohn.
“Tall, Dark Man*” Producers,
"West Side Story” (MD). Pro¬ Parts: male character lead in Hecht-Hill-Lancaster, .729 Seventh
Reach, McClintion & Co., 505
ducers, Robert Griffith & Harold in 50’s; wife, 30’s; young male lead Ave. Available part for femme, Park Ave.; casting, Esther Latterell.
Prince. Auditions will he held in 30’s; character butler, 30-40; legally 18 but looking younger, Photo and ' resume accepted via
every Tuesday, 2 p.m., at the Win¬ comedian, 30’s. Auditions Feb. beautiful, sensitive, some exper¬ mail only for commercials; boys,
ter Garden Theatre, 1643 broadway, 13; contact producer at Drury ience. Mail photo and resume to girls; middleaged and elderly men
for replacements of the Broadway Lane Theatre, 2500 W. 94th PL, producers.
and women; also young and mature
and London companies. Apply for Evergreen Park, Ill., PR 9-4533.
women for shampoo commercials.
appointments, stage door at 2 p.m.
Schwartz & Luskin, 15 E. 48th
SUMMER STOCK
HOLLYWOOD
or 8 p.m., to Lo Hardis or George
St. By mail only, photo and re¬
"Give
Your
Heart
to
the
Hawk*,”
“Song
of
Norway”
(MD),
to
be
Eckert.
sume,
actorsv 18-25, at least 6 feet
repeated from mid-June through frqm Robinson Jeffers’ epic poem tall, preferably unknowns.
Sept. 7 at Jones Beach, N.Y. Pro¬ set in California. Prefer “unknown”
Ted
Eshbangh Studios Ino, 1029
OFF-BROADWAY
talent.
Available:
male
lead,
21-30,
ducers, Leonard RusMn & Guy
E. 163d St., N.Y. 59. Experienced
'(Parts Available)
Lombardo, 730 Fifth Ave. N.if.C. at least six feet tall, strong; femme models with good figure; send bath¬
lead,
21-25,
requires
sustained
Paris'
available
for
leading
$nd
"And the Wind Blows” (D>. Pro¬
ing suit and leg photo and com¬
ducers, George Charles, Joan Hor¬ ensemble singers, ensemble dramatic characterization; support¬ posite to Jack/Grey, above address.
vath & Luis Martinz; director, dancers. Mail photo and resume to ing players, male and. femme, 25The Verdict Is Yours, unre¬
65.
Production
scheduled
for
late
Martinz. Available parts for Mex¬ above address.
summer start Mall photo and hearsed courtroom dramas. CBS;
ican Indian, and peasant types; hoy,
producer, Eugene Burr; director,
resume
to
producer-director
N.
H.
10-13, small, loveable: male, Por¬
FUTURE SHOWS
Cominos, c/a Alba Productions, Byron Paul; casting contact, Liam
tuguese; late 40*s, Short, stocky,
Dunn, CBS, 524 W. 57th St. (do not
"And So Farewell” (D). Pro¬
Akim Tamirrof type; male, 50, ducer, Norman Twain <na produc¬ 506 No* Foothill Road, Beverly phone): No open casting; all done
Hills.
. .
..
resolhte, irritable, wiry. Auditions, tion office set).
from files; Submit photo and res-1
'
V v
Feb. 8* from 2 to 6 p.m'., St. Marks
time .for consideration.
*%■ i
"Before the Fall” (D). ProPlayhouse, 2d Ave, Tend 8th St* l ducers,^ Betty Lee-, Himt & Ira
Rockefeller
WBCA-YV;
Bring photo and resume.
• Cirker (no production' office set),
Plaza,
N.Y.
20).
'
"Courtyard* (D). Producers, An¬
"Dear ; Liar** ..(CD). PfbdueBr,
cations fof auditions
thony fit' Goodman Productions, ; Guthrie McCIMtic, 1270 "Sixth
eral .talent,- exeewdn,__
1225 Sixth rj&rst- -Abeepting photo :7^152;*< -V'*;r.^
.'Btaree,' editeitioual; atterbate’Tfifcsdayifc -Aww-;
and resume-of performers via* mail * “Happy Town” (MC)* Producers; •drama,. CBS;-producer, jahn Jlc- to “Cpeby Auditions/’

Legit

Films

-Television

■'Cumm

nor vivid theatrical scenes. The
effect presently becomes monoto¬
nous.
^
The play is not a requiem and
contains no nun, hut is an inexor¬
able sort of morality drama about
expiation and salvation through
faith. It’s a continuation of Faulk¬
ner’s novel, “Sanctuary,” present¬
ing the bemired heroine, Temple
Drake, as a now-respectable and
apparently wealthy southern ma¬
tron. Most of the lurid action is
offstage—in the past.
When a former companion-insin, a Negro whore and dope ad¬
dict, is sentenced to death for
murdering the heroine’s small
child, mounting moral pressure is
exerted to compel Temple to re¬
veal her past and explain the
sordid background of the case.
The defendant's lawyer, the uncle
of the heroine’s tortured husband,
hovers about in lugubrious disap¬
proval, and Temple and her spouse
alternately berate him or squabble
with each other.
As staged by British director
Tony Richardson in front of Mot¬
ley’s simple but imposingly formal
settings suggesting a southern
mansion interior with a wide flight
of steps rising toward the rear, the
cast plays on unvarying beat and
tone. Ruth Ford, for whom the
work was written, plays Temple
alternately as proudly unrelenting
and prostrately repenting.
Her costar - husband, Zachary
Scott, scowls and looks fierce and
resentful as the lawyer, a role the
author doesn’t clearly define or
explain. Scott McKay is believa¬
ble and understandably hang-dog
as the betrayed husband whose
youthful oat-sowing started Tem¬
ple on her former career of-sin.
Bertice Reading gives a relaxed
and eloquently quiet performance
as the devoted nurse condemned
for killing the child, while John.
Dorman lends individuality to the
small role of a garrulous jailor,
and House Jameson and Christian
Flanders are acceptable In bit
parts.
“Requiem” sums up as unexcit¬
ing theatre, and Offers little for
pictures, stock or other “residuals.”
Hobe.

Tall Story
Emmett Rogers & Robert Weiner pres*
entation of three-act (nine scenes) com¬
edy* by Howard Lindsay and Russel
Cronse, suggested by Howard. Nemerov**
novel "The Homecoming Game." Direo

Jerry
Teller,
arranged
by
Edward
Thomas. Features Hans Conried, Mara
Connelly. Marian Winters, Robert Elston.
Robert Wright, Mason Adams, Nina Wil¬
cox, Opened Jan. 29. *59, at the Belasco
Theatre, N.Y.; $6.90 top ($9X0 opening).
Herb .Jeff Harris
Connie .
Nancy Baker
Don .
Richard Franchofc
Walter .Wayne Tippift
Hazel .. Janet Fox
Agnes .
Sally Jessup
Nancy ... Joyce BuUfant
Mary . Sherry LafoUette
Eddie ..
Kevin Carpenter
Joe.Donald Dawson
Prof. Osman..
Marc Connelly
Prof. Solomon ..
Hans Conried
Myra Solomon .......... Marian Winters
County Prosecutor.Jamie Smith
Jane Ryder ..Nina Wilcox
Ray Blent . Robert. Elston
Sandy Hardy.. - Mason Adams
Mike Giardinerl.Ralph Stantley
Baker...Tom Williams
Grant .Charles K. Robinson Jr.
Fred Jenson ... Haxen Gifford
rieda Jenson ..Patricia Finch
_ick Stevens ..Edmund Williams
Albert Solomon .
Ray Merritt
Myers .
Bob Lynn.Jr
Simpson.Wayne Slppit
Wyman .
Jeff Harris
Pres. Nagel ..
Robert Wrignt
Collins ....
John Anin
Clark .
Rex Everhart

Beneath the moderately funny
but synthetic comedy of “TaU
Story” is an equally amusing Rnd
much more legitimate play that’s
been lost somewhere between
original -premise and opening night
performance. As a boxoffice ven¬
ture for Broadway, this Howard
Lindsay-Russel Crouse dramatiza¬
tion from the Howard Nemerov
novel, “The Homecoming Game*”
is a lightweight item likely to re¬
coup its cost through its pre-pro¬
duction film dealv
As played. It’s a wacky concoc¬
tion about how an attempted fix
of a midwest conference champion¬
ship basketball game has repercus¬
sions involving academic freedom,
pure ethics as opposed to “the
human equation,” and an oldfashioned juvenile-ingenue
ro¬
mance, this time between a star
athlete and an adoring cheer
leader* The first act is long and
tedious, the second brighter and
the third busy and fairly enter¬
taining*
*V
There Is,, however, the basis for
a real play behind the shallow She¬
nanigans actually presented. Per¬
haps adaptors Lindsay and Crouse
deliberately minimized the funda¬
mental sftuatioh (presumably .'con¬
tained in :the original hovel), thd *
confiik' jof attitudebetween the .
self-iighteous eth&s professor and
hii
ewfixt faculty jcollea^de-;- jt -rBiay \
(Cohtinued pnapage 761 V
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Road OkayrGirls $2#30S,deve.;
‘Jimo’ 3^D. C; ‘Anger $28G, Gu;
‘Sim $21,100, Pkffly; ?oker’ Fades
- Road business. was generally
•satisfactory last week. Several
shows played to solid business.
However, . a few of the tryouts
didn’t fare too welL
“Girls in 509,” the seeond postBroadway tourer to hit the road in
the last fortnight, got off to a fair,
start in Cleveland.
Estimates for Last Week
Parenthetic designations for outof-town shows are the some as for
Broadway, except that hyphenated
T with show classification indicates
tryout and RS indicates road show.
Also, prices on touring shows in¬
clude 10% Federal Tax and local
tax, if any, hut as on' Broadway
grosses are net; i.e. exclusive of
taxes. Engagements are for single r
week unless otherunse noted.
BALTIMORE
Dark at the Top of the Stairs,
Ford’s (D-RS) ($4.88; 1,819; $45.000)7 Over $27,300 With Guild
subscription. Previous week, $16,000 for five performances at the
Playhouse, Wilmington.
: BOSTON
.
Majority of One, Colonial (C-T)
(1st wk> ($4.95-$5.50; 1,590; $43,000) (Cedric Hardwicke, Gertrude
Berg). Opened Jan. 26 to four
affirmative reviews (Doyle. Ameri¬
can; Hughes, Herald; Kelly, Globe;
Maloney, Traveler), < one yes-no
(Norton, Record) and one so-so
(Maddocks, Monitor); over $34,.100. Previous week, $35,900 at the
Fhrrest, Philadelphia.
CHICAGO
Look Back in Arger, Blackstone
(D-RS) (2d wk> ($4.95-$5.50; 1,450;
$38,000) (Donald Harron. Pippa
' Scott), Almost $28,000. Previous'
week, $21,300.
~ My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC-RS)
(C5th wk) ($7;-‘ 2,100; $72,979)
(Michael Evans, DiSne Todd). Over
$70,300. Previous week, $63,100.
Two for the Seesaw,.Todd (CDRS) (6th wk) ($5.50; 1,090; $34,461)
(Ruth Roman, Jeffrey Lynn).
-Nearly $24,900. Previous week,
$25,800.
CINCINNATI
Mnsie Man. Taft (MC-RS) (2d wk)
($6; 2,510; $80,000). Almost $78,900. Previous^ week, $66,800, with
flood conditions hurting -business.
CLEVELAND
Girls *in 509, Hanna (C-RS) (1st
wk) ($4; 1,515; $27,000) (Peggy
Wood, Imogene Coca). Almost
$20,800 for first week of tour.
PHILADELPHIA
Old Vic, Erlanger (Rep-RS) (2d
wk) ($4.50-$5.50; 1,884; $40,000).
Over $46300.
Previous week,
$30300.
Poker Game, Forrest (CD-T) (1st
wk) ($4.8(P$5.20; 1,700; .$40,000)
(J. Carrol Naish, Doretta Morrow,
Aline MacMahon). Opened Jan. 27
to three pahs (Gaghan~ News;
Murdock, Inquirer; Sqjiier, Bulletm); almost $11,600. Folded Satur¬
day (31), cutting short scheduled
two-week run here. Previous week,
$4,500 -at the Shubert, Washington.
Raisin ha the' Sun,-Walnut (D-T)
(1st wk) ($4.80-$5.20; 1,340; $35,000)
(Sidney Poitier). Opened Jan. 26
to three affirmative notices (Gaghan. News; Murdock, Inquirer;.
Schier, Bulletin); over $21,100.;
Previous, week, $17,500 for five
performances at the Shubert, New
Haven.
Redhead, Shubert (MC-T)- (3d
wk) ($6-$7.50; 1,884; $65,000) (Gwen
Verdon). Nearly $58,100 for seven
performances.- previous week,
$66,300.
SAN FRANCISCO
View From the Bridge, .Geary
(D-RS) (5th wk) ($4.30-$4.85; 1,550;
$39,000) (Chester Morris). About
$9,500. Previous week, $17,000 at
the next-door Curran Theatre.
Warm Peninsula, Curran (CD-T)
(1st wk) ($430-$435; 1,758; $42,000) (Julie Harris;. Opened Jan.
26 to five inconclusive reviews all
singling out Miss Harris for praise'
(Morton, Examiner; Knickerbocker,
Chronicle; Hall, Call - Bulletin;
Steif, News; Cone. Oakland Trib¬
une); almost $28,000.' Previous
week, $37,200 at the BUtmore, Los
Angeles,
'
' '
WASHINGTON
Jmio/National , CMD-TJ; (2d Wk*
($5.50-$8.05;' 1,677; $50,800) (Shirley Bdbth- Melvyn-Boug^as). Al¬
most $87,^500. .Previous, week,
$4£5Q0.,
•
Listen tolhe MoekiiifgBfrd; Shu¬
bert (C-T) (1st wk) ($3.25-$4.85;

OfMTway Review
Sbe Shall

Have Music

Stuart Bishop, Dede Meyer & Edwin
West, presentation of two-act (16 scenes)
xcusiett cemedy based -on Wycherley's
"The Country Wife," with music and
lyrics by Dede Meyer; book by Stuart
Bishop. Direction, Louie MacMillan; pro¬
duction design, Herbert Senn .and Helen
Pond; musical direction, Julian Stein;
’
—
costumes,
McGovern.
___
__ the Marquee
Theatre, N.Y.; *4.60 top.
Cast: Skedge Miller, Irene Perri, Law¬
rence- Celsi, Lawrence Weber, Cerry
David, Edgar Daniels* Barbara PavelL
Betty Oakes, Honey Sanders, Michael
Aubrey, Rudy Tronto, Rhoda Levine,
Peggy Ann. Watson, Barbara Quaney,
Arden Andersen. Ray Morrissey, Pat Toilson, Ken Fields.

LEGITIMATE

7a

\way Perky; ‘Rashomon $38,500 (9),
’ (Por CAA /C\ <\I_> (Pi 0 AAA * C
Mory mm vo;, mm
(inrinyr

Previous week,
Broadway was spotty last week, Over $70,700.
but indications
that business $70,600. Sellout business of over
$70,060 has been underquoted in
will be slower this stanza.
Sellouts and virtual capacity en¬ recent weeks.
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
tries included “Flower Drum
Song,” “La Plume de Ma Tante,” (151st wk; 1,203; p) ($8.05; 1,551;
“M ar ri a g e-Go-Round,” “Music $68,935) (Edward Mulhare, Sally
Man,” “My Fair Lady,” “Pleasure Ann Howes). Over $69,900. Previ¬
of His Company,” “Shakespeare’s ous week, $69,400. Pamela Charles
WILMINGTON
God and Kate Murphy, Play¬
Ages of Man” and “World of Suzie succeeded Miss Howes last Mon¬
It’s hard to add jazz to the Res¬ Wong." There was one closing day (2).
house ($4.80; 1,251) (Fay Comp¬
Once More With Feeling, Na¬
ton). Opened Jan. 29 to one favor¬ toration, but the people responsible last week* and two openings are
tional (C) (15th wk; 119 p) ($6.90;
able review (Crosland, Journal) for “She Shall Have Music” have due this week.
1,162; $43,800) (Joseph Cotton,
and . one on-the-fence (Klepfer, surely come up with a new beat
Estimates for Last . Week
Arlene Francis)? Almost $30,900.
News); almost $5,700 for four per¬ They’ve made singers and dancers
of the strumpets and cuckolds, of # Kegs: C (Comedy), D (Drama), Previous week, $33,900.
formances.
William Wycherley’s “The Coun¬ CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
Pleasure of His Company* Longtry
Wife,”
and
turned
the
whole
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ acre (C) (15th wk; 117 p) $6.90;
SPLIT WEEKS
Auntie Mame (C-RS) (Sylvia into a tuneful amalgam, which cal-Drama), O (Opera); OP (Op¬ 1,101; $37,600) (Cyril Ritchard,
Cornelia Otis Skinner, Charlie
Sidney).
Totalled -$35,900 for opened last week- at the Marquee eretta).
Ruggles, Walter Abel). Nearly
seven-performance split Previous Theatre.
Other parenthetic designations $36,200, with parties. Previous
The
songs
are
pleasant,
if
not
week, unreported, totalled $26,000 memorable. The biggest problem refer, respectively, to weeks played,
week, $35,600, with parties.
for seven-performance split.
occurs when the music strays from number of performances through
Rashsmon, Music Box <D) (1st
Lil Abner (MC-RS, bus-and- the
last Saturday, top prices (where wk; 7 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,010; $38,500)
bedroom
tarts
in
the
attempted
truck). Totalled $34,600 for eight direction of Rodgers and Hart. two prices are given, the higher is (Claire Bloom, Rod Steiger, Oscar
performances, as .follows: Royal, Then it gets a little sticky, and in¬
for Friday-Saturday nights and the Homolka, Akim Tamiroff). Opened
Columbus, Ga., Monday (26), two,
of a tuneful- amalgam it’s lower for weekhights), number of Jan. 27 to five affirmative reviews
$4,100; Sidney Lanier Highschool, stead
like hasty pudding.
~
seats, capacity gross and stars. (Aston, World-Telegram; Atkinson,
Montgomery, Tuesday (27), one, more
Dede Meyer, who wrote: the
Times; Coleman, Mirror; McClain,
$3,800; Highschool, Tuscaloosa, music and lyrics. Is at his best Price includes 10% Federal and Journal-American;
Watts, Post)
Wednesday (28), one,_$7,0G0; Temr When he stays with songs that mir¬ 5% City tax, but grosses are net;
and two negative (Chapman, News;
pie, .Birmingham, Thursday-Satur- ror the period his story is por¬ Le., exclusive .of taxes.
Kerr, Herald Tribune); over $38,day (29-31), four, $19,700. Previous traying.* Best examples are the title
Bells Are Ringing, Alvin (MC)
for first seven performances
week, $21,100 for seven-perform¬ song and “Maud the Bawd.” There (Ulth wk; 884 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $59,- 500
and two previews.
ance split
are a couple of good ballads, too. .000) (Judy Holliday). Nearly $46,Requiem for a Nun, Golden (D>
Romanoff and Juliet (C-RS) One in particular, “Who Are You ” 900 on twofers. Previous week,
wIr, 3 P) (P-6.90; 800; $30,000)
(Bert Lahr). Totalled $20,100 for ought to be heard in some of the $43;900 on twofers. Exits March (1st
(Ruth Ford, Zachary Scott). Opened
six-performance split. 1 Previous east side cafes, at least.
7, to tour.
last Friday night (30) to two ap¬
week, $28,600 for eight-perform¬
A fine cast, knowledgable about
Cold Wind and tbe Warm, Mor- provals (Aston; World-Telegram;
ance split
the kind of roles they’re playing, osco (D) (8th wk; 64 p) i$6.90; 946; Kerr, Herald Tribune), three
add to the fun at the Marquee. , $38,200) (Eli Wallach, Maureen thumb-downs (Chapman, News;
Betty Oakes, as the country girl Stapleton). Almost $24,600. Pre¬ Coleman, Mirror; McClain, Jour¬
gone wild in the big city, offers
nal-American), one yes-no (Watts,
vious week, $26,500.
(Figures denote opening dates) : a charming voice and a pleasantly
Disenchanted, Coronet (D) (9th Post) and one inconclusive (Atkin¬
reckless manner. Skedge Miller is
Antony & Cleopatra, Heckscher ; almost as fey as he dares be* play¬ wk; 69 p) ($6.90; 1,101; $36,131) son, Times); almost $12,800 for
(1-13-59); closes next Saturday (7). ing the part of Foppling, • and (Jason Robards, Jr., Rosemary Har-! first three performances and two
Boy Friend, Cherry Lane (1-25- . .Cherry Davis is excellent as a sing¬ risl.
Nearly $25,400. Previous previews.
Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (D)
58).
ing and dancing servant girl.
week, $25,700.
(53d wk; 420 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $38,Crucible, Martinique (3-11-58).
The people have been guided
Epitaph for George Dillon, Mil¬ 300) (Ralph Bellamy). Almost
Fashion, Royal (1-2Q-59).
through their good-natured paces ler’s (3d wk; 24 p) ($3.60; 946; $20,- $33,400. Previous week, $32,400.
Hamlet of Stepney
Green,' by Louis MacMillan, who has
000) (Eileen Herlie. Robert Stev- ]
Tall Story, Belasco <C) (1st wk;
Cricket (11-13-58).
maintained the flavor- of the ens). ' Over $11,500.
Previous 4 p) ($6.90; 1,037; $37,127). Opened
Heloise, Gate (9-24-58).
Wycherley piece and most of its
Ivanov, Renata (10-7-58).
i theatrical pace. The choreography week, $10,000. Has to vacate thea¬ last Thursday night (29) to six
favorable notices (Aston, WorldLook Back hi Anger, 41st St. by Tao Strong comes off well con¬ tre Feb. 21.
Flower Drum Song, St. James Telegram; Atkinson, Times; Chap¬
(11-7-58)
sidering the cramped quarters of
Man Who Never Died. Jan Hus this showcase. There are 18 people (MC) (9th wk; 72 p) ($8.05; 1,615; man, News; Colemlan. Mirror; Kerr,
Another $62,632.
Herald Tribune; McClain, Journal(11-21-58)..
in the cast, just about the limit $62,632).
Gazebo, Lyceum (C) (8th wk; 58 • American) and ofcie so-so (Watts,
Many. Loves, Living Theatre (1- possible.
13-59).
T§e production designers, Her¬ p) ($6.90; 995; $29,600) (Walter; Post); nearly $25,600 for first four
Over performances and two previews.
Mistresses & Maidens, Orpheum i bert Senn and Helen . Pond, have Slezak, Jayne Meadows).
Third Best Sport, Ambassador
(1-21-59). - ■ *
helped out in the small theatre by $18,400 for seven performances.
On the Town, Carnegie Hall drawing their set backdrops of The cancellation of- the sellouts <C> (5th wk; 39 p) ($6.90; 1,155;
Playhouse (1-15-59).
i Restoration London with good Saturday night (31) performance $43,800) (Celeste Holm). Nearly
People & Poppets, Theatre Easti perspective to • give an illusion of because of fire iu a nearby build¬ $22,0fK). Previous week, $24,800.
Touch of the Poet, Hayes (D)
(1-26-59).
ing cut the take nearly $4,300.
spaciousness,
Ned t.
(18th wk: 140 p> ($7.50; 1,139;
Qnare Fellow, Circle in Square j
Previous week, $24,800.
(11-27-58).
1
Goldilocks, Lunt-Fontanne (MC) $43387) (Helen Hayes, Eric PortSaintliness of Marjorie Kempe, Tohetent Group Offers
(16th wk; 129 p) ($990; 1,402; $69,- man, Kim Stanley, Betty Field).
York (2-2-59).
J
852) (Don Ameche, Elaine Stritch). Almost $35,500. Previous week,
' She Shall Have Music, Theatre
Training Gourse Again Over .$36,400. Previous week, $32,700.
Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD)
Marquee (1-22-59); has to vacate! The Musical Arena Theatres $35,500.
theatre next Sunday (8).
Jamaica* Imperial (MC) (60th wk; (55th wk; 436 p) ($6.90; 780; $32.Threepenny Opera, deLys (9-20- Assn, is reopening classes Feb. 19 476 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $64,000) (Lena 300) (Dana Andrews, Anne Ban¬
for the training of theatre person¬
55).
Horne, Ricanlo Montalban). Al¬ croft). Over $27,900. Previous week,
Tis a Pity She’s a Whore, Play¬ nel It’ll be the group’s second most $43,300 on twofers. Previous $28,500.
annual pre-summer session for the week, $41,400 on twofers. Mon¬
West Side Story, Winter Garden
ers (12-5-58).
grooming of administrative talent talban is vacationing this week, (MD) (71st wk; 564 f>) ($8.05; 1,404;
$64,213). Nearly $51,200. Previous
for tent theatre employment.
with
his
understudy
Alan
Shayne
Touring Shows
week, $45,900. Moves March 2 to
The course, to run for eight con¬ subbing.
the Broadway Theatre.
(Feb. 1-15)
secutive Thursday nights, will cov¬
JJL, ANTA (D) (8th wk; 60 p)
. Aontfe Stem*. (Sylvia Sidney)—Granada,
Whoop-Up, Shubert (MC) (6th
er
payroll
preparation,
union
con¬
($6.95; 1,185; $46,745) (Pat Hingle, wk; 48 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $59,147).
Santa Barbara (2); Civic Aud., Pasadena
(3-4), doses).
tracts and regultions, boxoffice p *o- Christopher Plummer, Raymond Almost $36,200. Previous week,
Canadian
Players—College, Maryville
cedures,
house
management,
office
Massey).
Nearly
$45,500.
Pre¬
(2); College. Warrenstiutg (3)? College,
$39,000. Closes next Saturday (7).
Pittsburgh (4>i Univ.. Fayetteville, Ark. mangement, royally contracts, pro¬ vious week, $44,300.
World ef Suzie Wong, Broad15); Civic Aud., Midland, Tex. (7); College, duction, promotion and publicity
La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale hurst (D) (16th wk; 127 p> ($6.90;
Stepbensville, Tex. ©); Univ., Denton.
Tex. (10); College, Hammond, La. 02). and casting. There will also be four (R) (12th wk; 95 p) ($7.50; 1,050; 1314; $47,400). Over $46,200 with
Dark at the Top of the Stairs—Stanley. Saturday morning courses from $41,800)
(Robert Dhery).
Over parties. Previous week, $46,300
Utica (3); Erie. -Schenectady (4); Aud.,
$42,800. Previous week, same.
March 21-April 11.
with parties.
Rochester <5-7); Hanna, -Cleve. (8-14).
First Impressions (tryout) (Polly' Ber¬
Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬
Miscellaneous
The
program
will
be
under
the
gen, Farley Granger* Hermione Gingold)
more (D) (62d wk; 492 p) ($6.90;
Power and tbe Glory, Phoenix
—Shubert, N.H. <2-7)i Forrest, Philly direction of Prof. Edward O. Lutz,
1,076; $41,191) (Miriam Hopkins, (D) (8th wk; 63 p) ($4.60; 1,150;
(9-14).
of
Brooklyn
College,
Lutz,
an
ac¬
Girls In 5*t (Peggy Wood, • Imogene
Ed Begley). Almost' $27,400 on $29,382). Almost $12,800. Previous
Coca)-r-Haima, Cleve. (2-7); Shubert, Det. countant, and-his partner, Robert
Previous week, $22,700 on week. $11,100. Closes next Sun¬
(9-14).
M. Carr* are executive directors of fers.
Corf and iCate MOrphy (tryout) (Fay
twofers. Exits March 7, to tour.
day (8).
MATA.
Compton)—Wilbur, Boston (2-14).
Make & Million, Playhouse (C)
Closed Last Week
Juno (tryout) (Shirley Booth, Melvyn
Shakespeare’s Ages of Man, 46th
(15th wk; 116 p) ($6.90; 994; $36,Douglas)—S&ubert. Boston
t4-14) '(Re¬
viewed in VARIETY, Jan. 21, J59>.
St. (DE) (5th wk; 40 p) ($5.7o;
700)
(Sam
Levene).
Nearly
$21,LONDON
SHOWS
LIT Abner (bus-and-truck)—Memorial
1397; $41,500) (John Gielgud).
tFigures denote opening dates) 100. Previous week, $23,300.
Aud., Spartanburg, S.C. (2); Township
Hall, Columbia/ S.C. (3); Ovens Aud;,
Marriage-Go-Round Plymouth -Nearly $39,600, with Show-of-theCharlotte. -N.C. (4-5); Aycodc Aud., Greens¬
(C) (14th wk; 109 p> ($6.90; 1,062;. Month Guild commissions cutting
LONDON
boro, N.C. (6-7); Keith Albee. Huntington.
At Drop of Hat, Fortune n-24-57).
$42,500) (Charles Boyer, Claudette into the capacity take. Previous
W. Va. (9-10); George Washington H.S.,
Aunfte Manic, Adelphi (9-10-58).
Danville, Va. <U); Center, Norfolk <12h
Colbert). Almost $42,900. Previ¬ week, $40,900. Ended limited fiveloy Friand, Wyndbam’s (12-1-53).
Mosque, Richmond (1&14).
week run last Saturday (31) at an
‘Breath of Spring, Duke York's (3-26-58). ous week, $43,000.
Look Back In Anger (Donald Harron,
. Brouhaha, Aldwych (8-27-58).
Pippa
Scott)—Blackstone,
Chi
(26-7);
Music Man, Majestic (MC) (59th approximate $55,000 profit on a
Chrysanthemum, Wales- ‘ (11-13-58).
Pabst, Milwaukee (9-14),
Wk; 468 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $69,857). $30,000 investment.
Cinderella, Coliseum 02-18^58X.
Majority of One (tryout) (Cedric Hard.Opening This Week
Day In Life Of, Savoy UD-1-58X
wicke, Gertrude Berg)—Colonial, Boston
D'Oyhr Carte, Prince’s (12-15-58).
Redhead, 46th St (MC) ($9.29;
(2-7) (Reviewed in VARIETY. Jan. 14. ’SB).
Ffva Finger Excrclsa, Comedy (7-16-58).
Music Man (2d Co.)—Music Hall^ K.C.
1,297; $62,410 (Gwen Verdon).
SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
For Adaits Only, Strand (6-25-58).
(2-7); Shubert, CM (11-14).
Robert* Fryer & Lawrence Carr
Friends A Nefghfeors, Vic. Pal. (11-11-58).
My Fair Lady (2d Co.) OGchael Evans,
(Theatres Set)
Grass Is Greener, St. Mart 02-3-58).
Diane Todd)—Shubert. QM (26-7); Riviera,
resentation of musical with book
BROADWAY
Hook,-Line, Sinker, Piccadilly (11-19-58).
Det (9-14).
y Herbert and Dorothy Fields,
Irma La Deuce, Lyric (7-17-58).
Old Vic—National, Wash. (2-14).
Legend of Llzkle, 54th St. (2-&-59>.
LiyJe* for Measure, Garrick (7-10-58).
Sidney
Sheldon and David Shaw;
Raisin ,hri the Soa (tryout) (Sidney
Most Happy Fella, City Center (2-10-59).
Lont, Short, TaU, Royal Ct, (1-7-59).
Poirier)—WalnuLr Pbilly (2-7); Blackstode,
music by Albert Hague, lyrics by
Malorliy of Ont, Shabert (2-16-59).
Repertory, Md Vic (9-17-38).
Chi 00-14). (Reviewed in VARIETY, Jan.
Say, Darling, City Center (2-25-59).
Dorothy,
Fields; opens tomorrow
Mousetrap, Ambassadors 01-25-52J.
2S, JS9L
Look After Lulu, Hiller’s (3-3-59).
My Fair JLady, Druxy Lane (4-30-58).
night (Thtirs.).
RoitMnoff and JuHri (Bert* Lahr)—
June, Winter Garden (3-5-59).
Hot in fMrBoek, Criterion (4-2-58V
Sweet Bird, Beck (3-10-59).
Rivalry, Bijou (D) ($6.90; Sfa,
* Bear Like a . Dove, Pboen'x (9-25-57).
Raisin la Sun, Barrymore (wk. 3-11-59).
$22,500) (Richard Boone, Nancy
' Bose Tattoo, New (1-15-59).
tL, Charleston (8>;‘lndtena tJ., Blooming-'
First Impressions, Alvin (3-12-59).
■
Ion-: <®*7); SL Mary’a College. South Bendr i Salad Days;* Vaudeville (*5-54),
Destry RWes Again, imperial (4-23-59). Kelly, Martin Gabel). Cheryl Craw¬
Staple Spyman, Wnitehalt (3-79-58).
Indiana (8); Memorial Aua.. LVille (9-10);
Gypsy, Broadway (5-7-59).
ford & Joel Schenker presentation
Traveller Lvtteg* Arts (1-29-59).
Tennessee Theatre, Naa&VHle (ID; Whitof play by Norman Corwin; opens
OFF-BROADWAY
Tunnel of Leva, Apollo <123-57),
RehjL Aud.*- Cctwrabus, Miss. (32); Munici¬
TWO for SeeeatK,. Hayaarkef (12-17-5*),
Enemy of Reojrte, Actors (2-4-5*).. .
pal. rr.6. (14-15).
Saturday night (7).
1,518; $38,000) (Eva Le Gallienne,
Billie Burke). Over $6,800 for four
performances, with the last half of
the week cancelled because of a
Sse in the theatre. Previous week,
$17,400 for seven performances at
the Hanna, Cleveland.

Of(-.Broadway Shows

E

Sweat Bird of Yctrth (tryout) (Paul Near-1
man, Gerialdih* - Page)—Ltocust. Philly
(9-14).
a .
;
Tao fbr rte-ie'ekaW (2d CoJ (Ruth*
Romdm Jeffrey iCynh)—Todd. Chi (3-1C.
Warm Penfosuln ftTTSUIJ/fJylie jSasris).J
—Curran, SJ’. (7-14) (Reviewed in VARI¬
ETY, Nov. 5, *53).
' '

Unexpected Boast, Da&hese (5-12-53).
VafmottHtr Seville (1-27-59).
- Wheee's: dsarlay. Palace <2-20-58V
.
' West Side story, ’Majesty's (12-12-58).
WdMkn^DB Stair, WebMaster tt-St-m
. . ....
SCHEDULB^-.
■ .
Taste of Hdnfy, Wyndh?mV (2-19-5^). ‘
Flings Ain't, Stratford Royal (2-17-59).

Clearing in Woods, Sheridan Sq. 12-12-59).
: Efectra, Rita ASm (2-B^a).
Buffalo SkkHHSri Harqoee (2-19-59).
BoyahGambit, Sullivan St. (wk. 2-23-59).
Beauk Stratagem, Phoenix (2-21-59).
; Griem. St. Hartfo (2-24-59)^
.
.
widowers' Houses, Downtown ’ 3-2-59).
Ole, Greenwich Mews (3-18-59).

Kim Hunter has resigned as a
member of the Actors Equity
council. Her term. was to have
expired next June. *

useirnmTB
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Ike Belatedly Names Cultural Trustees;
Significant Omission: Robert Dowling

Shows Out df Town
First Impressions '

den and Marti' Stevens as upper

crust brother and sister, Miss
New Haven, Feb. 2.
George Gilbert and Edward Specter Hanley. as attractive young neigh¬
Productions, Inc., presentation of two-act bor and'Sibyl Bowan as her moth-’
(17 scenes) musical comedy based on Jane ,er, Laurie Main as a mild-man¬
dent of the U.'S, Chamber of Com¬ fairs, chairman of , the „ Federal Austen's
. Washing!*®, Feb. 3.
novel, "Pride and Prejudice."
Commission on Fine jArts, presi¬ and th*. dramatization of the same title nered father.. Bill Carter as aAfter an ialmost five month de¬ merce.
by
Helen Jerome; book, Abe Burrowfe gawking youth and James Mitchell
Floyd D. Akers, Washington area dent of the District of Columbia music
lay, President Eisenhower has
*Bd lyrics, Robert Goldman, Glenn
j Commissioners, chairman of the Paxton,' George Weiss, v Direction, Abe as a racy army officer who turns *
named the 15 non-government Cadillac dealer and a Democrat.
choreography, Jonathan Lucas; .over a new leaf. .The latter .two are
John-J. Emery, Cincinnati Re¬ D. C. recreation board, director Burrows;
trustees of the National Cultural
decor. Peter Larkin; costumes, Alvin Colt;
Center, failing to appoint anyone publican industrialist and presi¬ of the National Park Service, U. S. musical ' direction, Frederick Dvonch; standouts in dance numbers.
orchestrations,
Don Walker; lighting, ' The production, an exceptionally
nationally prominent for having an dent of the Cincinnati Institute of Commissioner of Education, and the Charles- Elson; dance
music arrangements,
active interest in the performing fine Arts and the city’s Art'1 secretary of the Smithsonian In¬ John Morris; vocal arrangements and heavy one. has been designed in
direction;
Buster
Davis; hair styles, Ernest, keeping with its 1813 period, feastitution.
.
.
.Museum.
arts.
Adler. Stars Polly Bergen, Farley Gran- *turing -an old-style proscenium
Named to two-year terms were:
Rep. Thompson also criticized ger, Hennione Gingold; features B.'ram with curtain opening fan-styler
The President drew immediate
Mrs. Jouett Shouse, Democrat- the White House for dropping Sherman, Mary Finney, Phyllis Newman, drops * and flats as used in. the
criticism from Rep. Frank J.
Donald Madden, Sibyl Bowen, Lynn Ross,
Thompson Jr. (D-N.J.), co-sponsor turned-Republican member of a Herbert May from the 15 non-Gov- Marti
Stevens, Bill Carter, Ellen Hanley, period, and almost complete ab¬
j)f the law authorizing a $15-$25,- Boston mercantile family main¬ ernment trustees “at the last min¬ Laurie Main, Lois BewTey, Lauri Peters, sence of modern paraphernalia
James Mitchell. Opened Feb. 2, '59, at
000,000 National Cultural Center taining her home in Washington, ute.” May is a Pittsburgh indus¬ the Shubert Theatre, New Haven; $6 top. such as revolving units. Several
here, for not selecting Robert where she is active in local cul¬ trialist who recently married the Mr. Betmet . Laurie Main outstanding effects have been
Bennet ...Lois Bewley
Dowling as a trustee. Thompson tural activities and is vice presi¬ .former? Mrs. Merriweather Post,) Mary
Mrs. Bennet .;. Hermione Gingold achieved scenically, and the beauti¬
called Dowling “the major source dent of the National Symphony Washington cereal and oil heiress Lydia Bennet ... Lynn Ross ful costuming is a nice complement.
Kitty Bennet .........- Lauri Peters
reported to be one of the world’s *Jane
Abe Burrows’ double duty scrip- '
of- inspiration” for^the legislation Orchestra Association.
Bennet.Phyllis Newman
Henry Clay Hofheimer II,: Nor¬ Inchest Women. May is a Republi¬ Elizabeth. Bennet.Polly Bergen ting-staging gives every evidence
authorizing the Center.
Maid..
Beverley Jane Welch of developing into a stellar overall
. .
It was Dowling who had given folk businessman and ' financier can.
Lady Lucas.
Sibyl Bowan
Bone.
; Rep. Thompson claimed to have Charlotte Lucas. Ellen Hanley contribution.
Congress his personal pledge that who is *an independent.
Caroline Bingley . Marti Stevens
Ralph E. Becker, Washington at¬ reliable informatidn that May was Charles
the necessary money to build the
Bingley ..Donald Madden
torney
and
Republican
who
is
gen¬
on the list to be appointed, but Fitrwilliain Darcy.Firley Granger God and Kate Murphy
Center in Washington’s Foggy Bot¬
John Starkweather,
tom section wodld be raised. Al¬ eral counsel for the 'National' Assn, Sherman Adams telephoned Presi¬ •Coachmen..
Wilmington, Jan. 30.
Garret Lewis
Carroll and Harris Masterson & Charles.
though the Government is provid¬ of Legitimate Theatres, the Na¬ dent Eisenhower to complain that Capt. Wickham . James Mitchell
Denny
Bill Carter R. Wood presentation of two-act drama'
ing the site, money to build, and tional Assn., of Concert Managers) be luid already- promised the ap¬ Lt,
by
Klersn
Tunney
and John Synge. Di¬
Rockingham .». Stuart Hodes
operate the Center must be raised and League of New York Theatres, pointment to another man (re-. Sir Wimam Lucas........ .Richard Bengal rection, Burgess Meredith; setting and
Norman Fredericks -lighting, Ben Ed Wards; costumes, Betty
privately by the hoard of trustees. as well as serving as-chairman of > portedly Becker). At any rate. Butler
Coe
Armstrong.Stars
Fay Compton.
Mr. Stpbbs ..
Casper Roos
They have until Sept. 2, 1963, to the Washington Board of Trade’s May was not appointed. •
Williams
.'.Jay Stem Opened Jan. 29 '59, at the Playhouse,
94.80 top.
Cultural Development Committee.
Thompson called the incident “a Collins .:.Hiram Sherman Wilmington;
accomplish that mission.
as Rotings
Casper Roos Shelagh O’Connor ....-Lois NetUeton
15 Bureaucrats, Too /
mosi regrettable circumstance,” Butler
There was no apparent reason,
Lady>Maty ........ Mary Finney: Carrife Donovan ....-Maureen Lelany
Sean Murphy . Mike KeUiu
except for Dowling’s active inter¬ * The Cultural Center’s Board of adding: “Commitments wade by Officers m *he Tavern
Norman- Fredericks, Jay Stern Patrick MoUoy ........... John McGiver
Trustees
win
also
have
15
Govern¬
Mr.
Adams
while
a
member
of
the
est in Democratic Party politics,
Dancers: Arlene Avril, Janlse Gardner, Norah Black . Pauline Flanagan
Murphy ..
Fay Compton
for his exclusion from the board. ment members, with the Secretary President's'Staff should not be con¬ Sally Gura, Harriet. Leigh. Martha Mathes, Kate
Jeanne Mattis, Wendy Nickerson. Rary Murphy-*.> Larry Hagman'
In advance speculation, he had of Health, Education and Welfare sidered binding at this time on the Dorothy
Alvin Beam, Jim. Corbett, Stuart Fleming.
been considered a cinch. Another (a post now filled by Arthur.-S. American people, particularly in .Richard Gain, Stuart Hodes, Garret
This controversial Irish drama,
John Starkweather.
name omitted from the list which Flemming) serving as the board •view of the. circumstances whlfcie jfeewJi.
- . Singers: Adrienne Angel, Susan Baker. stands little chance of repeating its
Marian Heraldsan.- Jeannine Masterson, London success on . this side of the
had been expected to be in¬ chairman. Six of the 15 Govern¬ led to Mi*. Adams’ departure/’
Louise
Pearl,
Beverley
Jane
W^-b,
mental
members,
will
be
members
(Adams
left
after
the
House
cluded wrs Roger Stevens, also a
Sttiart Damon. Norman Fredericks, \7rr- Atlantic. It’s a heavy handed, slow
of Congress, Rep. Thompson, Rep.- Harris
committee
investigated ren Hays, Casper Roos, Tony Rossi, Jay tale of misguided, selfish mother
prominent Democrat.
The 15 chosen by the President Jim Wright (D. Texas)* Rep. Car- Adams, vicuna coats and Bernard Stern.
Musical numbers: “^ive Daughters." love which clouds four lives but
Included 10 Republicans, .three. roll Kearns (R.-Pa.), Sen. J. Wil¬ Goldfine.)
"I’m Me," "Have You Herird the News?" finally achieves its goal—a priest
The Assembly Dance. "A Perfect Eve¬ in. the family/ The latter was the .
liam Fulbright (D.-Ark.), Sen.
Still to be. appointed is the ad¬ ning,"
"As Long as There’s a Mother,"
Joseph S. Clark (D.-Pa.) and-Sen. visory committee for the National "Jane," "Love Win Find Out the Way,” play’s original title abroad.
"I Feel Sorry for the Qirl," "Fragrant
Where Are the Arts?
Leverett Saltonstall (R.-Mass.).
Cultural Center. It'is supposed to Flower,”
On the credit side are a fine
Like Me,”. "Finnletto."
Other Governmental members give advice to the trustees, whose "Wasn’t It."Not
The Washington Post com¬
'a Simply Lovely Wedding?" cast, choice comedy scenes and a
"A
House
in
Town."
“The
Heart
Has
handsome
physical production.
(designated
by
jobs
rather
than
by
job
is
threefold:
finance,
"supervise
plained editorially that it was
the Game,” "Goodbye, Kind Sir,
names’of individuals) are the construction and oversee the opera¬ Won
“unfortunate” that “Republi¬
Goodbye," "The Shropshire Whim,” However, the story of Kate Mur¬
phy
and
her
maneuvers to force
"Reflections,’'
"Let's
Fetch
the
Carriage."
Librarian
o!
Congress,
Assistant
tion
of
the
national
center
for
the
can politics” had “impeded”

,

the selection cl Cultural Cen¬
ter trustees, commenting fur¬
ther:.
“. . . The board is heavily
represented with persons of
wealth and power, -and this
augurs well for the fund-rais¬
ing chore, running into the
millions. It is regrettable, however, that few outstanding fig¬
ures in the world of theatre
and the performing arts will
share directly in the vital pol¬
icy matters which will be be¬
fore the board. It would be
simple prudence for the new
board to consult extensively
with seasoned fund-raisers and
producers in the theatre as it
makes its plans for the financ¬
ing and construction of the
sorely-needed Center .
Washington for too long has
.lacked the cultural facilities
which a world capital de¬
serves.”
Democrats and two identified as
independents. Terms range from
two to 10 years.
Who’s Who
.Selected for 10- year terms
were:
• L. Corrin Strong, Washington
banker. Republican, former am¬
bassador to Norway and onetime
(1939-41) president of the National
Symphony Orchestra Association.
John Nicholas Brown, Provi¬
dence, banker. Democrat and1
former (1946-49) Assistant Secre¬
tary of the Navy.
- Frank H. Ricketson, Denver the¬
atre operator. Republican and
president of the Central City
(Colo.) Opera House Asdn.
Picked for 8-year terms were:
; Dr. Ralph J. Bunche, New York
independent who is Under Secre¬
tary General of the United Na¬
tions.
,Mrs Norman Chandler, wife
of the publisher of the Los Angeles
Times, RenrHican and executive
vice presid i of the Southern
California Symphony Assn.
Robert L. Wood, Midland; Tex...
oil man and a Democrat.
Chosen for 6-year terms were:
Winthrop Aldrich, New York
banker. Republican and former
(1953-56) Ambassador, to Britain.
Ethel Garrett, wife of former.
Ambassador to Ireland, a Washing¬
tonian and Republican and vice
president of the Washington
Opera Guild.
Daniel W. Bellt Washington
banker and a Republican.
Appointed to four-year terms
Were: - ‘
Philip M. Talbott, Washington
department store executive. Re¬
publican and immediate past presi¬

Secretary of State for Public Af- performing arts.

:

B’WAY LEGIT STAGERS
ORGANIZE OWN GROUP
A meeting to organize the So¬
ciety of Stage Directors "will be
held in Sardi’s restaurant, N.YM
next Monday night (9). Over 200
Broadway directors and choreog¬
raphers have been invited to at¬
tend the conclave, after the thea¬
tres have let but
*
The purpbse of the Society, as
outlined at a recent meeting, is
“the establishment for all stage
directors and choreographers-of a
standard of dignity and security
long enjoyed by our colleagues in
every ether craft of the theatre.”
The organization also plans 'to as¬
sist young directors and it’s
planned that once the Society is
established, oS^Broadway stagers
and choreographers will be in¬
vited to join as an affiliated group.
Shepard Traube is acting chair¬
man of the Society, with Jed Hor¬
ner as acting secretary and Ezra
Stone as temporary publicity
chairman. The-organizing commit¬
tee consists of Elia Kazan, Cyril
Ritchard, John Gerstad, Albert
Marre, John C. Wilson, Bretaigne
WindUst, Reginald Denham, John
Stix, Alan Schneider, Stone, Hor¬
ner and Traube.

Theatre Party Orgs
' Set House Seat Plan
A formula for the allotment of
house seats at* benefit perform¬
ances has been worked out by reps
of most df the leading theatre
party organizations in New York.
The party sponsors, who’ve been
stewing over the large holdout of
choice houseseats by some produc¬
ers, have agreed not to sign con¬
tracts .for benefits that don’t in¬
clude the requirements outlined
in the,formula.
The . house _ seat arrangement
agreed to by the organizations al¬
lows a maximum of 48 for a mu¬
sical, split • equally ’ among good,
fair'and poor seats. The maximum
number of house seats for a
straight play is 36, evenly divided
in the three categories. The ob¬
jection of the organizations to ah
excessive holdout of house .seats'
is that it limits the amount that
can be raised at a benefit.
All that’s reeded now is the ap¬
proval of t’o producers.

Small World Dept
Buffalo, N.Y.
Editor, Variety:

Scanning the doggedly sophisti¬
cated pages of The Playbill at the
National Theatre the other evening
during an intermission of “Once
More With Feeling,” I ran across
an item in the “Who’s Who- In.
The Cast” column regarding a com¬
pany member named' Ralph Bunk¬
er. It stated that Bunker
is a Harvard graduate who “played
his first "role In Arthur Hopkins*
production of ‘Good Gracious,.AnnabeHeV’ The .first allegation; ac¬
cording to Mny recollection, is ap¬
proximately correct. But as to the
second, I have ample reason to
regard it with some suspicion, as
witness the following:
One winter morning in the year
1914, the Harvard (undergraduate
daily ) Crimson ""Carried an an¬
nouncement that the producers of
a new comedy by Cosmo Hamilton,
the title of which escapes me and
which was scheduled to open at a
Boston theatre, would hold tryouts
open to Harvard undergraduates
for tl)e juvenile role. The winner
was to be accorded the privilege
of playing one full week at salary
with the otherwise strictly profes¬
sional cast. The idea was of course
a publicity stunt hut it brought a
mob of aspiring student actors to
the stage door where they dutifuly
proceeded to read various assigned
pages of dialog before a panel of
quite obviously bored judges.
The lucky winner, announced
after several days of judicial cog¬
itation, turned out to be Bunker,
who got the part and thereafter
went on to become ultimately a
fullfledged Equity member. The
second prize of a pair of tickets
for the opening performance was
conferred upon the runnerup, who
following graduation returned to
his home -town where he became,
of all things.
Your Buffalo correspondent,
Sidney Burton
. P.'S.—Bunker was pretty good
in the parti

Edward Hochman and ' Martin
Schuster have acquired the U.S.
rights to Arthur Adamov’s comedy,
“Ping-Pong,” initially presented in
Paris in 1955. 'The English trans¬
lation is by Robert Cordier and
Richard Howard. The former will
also direct the production* slated
for mid-March presentation at an
Ceeil Bea(on will design<the cos-, undesignated off-BroadWay thea¬
tumes for “Dear Liar.”
tre.

It’s going to take work to l ft
“First Impressions” from the
“pleasant” status into the solid hit
circle, but the effort can well pay
off. The show'is breaking in at
tbe Shubert here.
Talent
in
every department
: abounds in this musical version of
the Jane Austen classic. “Pride
and Prejudice,” and Helen Jer¬
ome’s straight-play version.of 20odd years ago. Exploitation of that
talent is the factor Requiring con¬
centration. While the general reaci tion is on the favorably side;
certain individual segments require
attention.
For example, the score Is pleas¬
ing but-lacks a smash number. The
choreography sets a fine level in
the first act but peters-out in the
secogcL There is a first rate femme
singer, Ellen Hanley, who is prac¬
tically brushed off with a single
number.
•
General familiarity with the
original novel may leave little of a
surprise element in the story, and
consequently that element serves
primarily as a foundation for en¬
tertaining dialog and diverting
lyrics.
The mixture of romantic
and comedy wordage has been well
balanced.
pn tiie basis of a first hearing,
the score impresses more as in¬
strumental than vocal fodder. 'Con¬
tinued plugging, however, may
land “Love- Will Find Out the
Way,” “Goodbye, Kind Sir, Good¬
bye” and “I’m - Me” in the- top
upper brackets;. The orchestra¬
tions have exceptional merit.
There is an interesting blend of
choreography with story develop¬
ment, as the principals dialog their
! way
through
dance
numbers,
backgrounded by ensemble work.
A “Shropshire Whim” routine, in
tbe Second act seems a bit frantic
and fails to reach the level of
earlier terps.
:
The cast leads come through
nicely. Polly Bergen rings the. bell
on vocals, straight acting and a
modified bit of dancing.
She
! seems thoroughly right for the part
of the prejudiced Lizzie of the
Austen novel.
Farley Granger’s chirping leaves
something to be desired, but he
pulls that portion of his chore out
of the fire by personable talking
of his numbers. As an actor, he
sco.res as the romantic lead.
. For Hermione Gingold, it’s a
case of a talented vet cashing in on
every opportunity.
She scores
jheavily'on comedy and adds a
couple, of show stoppers in “As
Long as There’s a Mother” and "A
House in Town.”
The supporting lineup shines
capably, including Hiram Sherman
as a bristling-wlth-business suitor,
Mary Finney as a domineering
dowager, Phyllis Newman, Lois
Bewley, Lynn ROss, Lauri Peters
as Rennet daughters, Donald Mad¬

her younger son into the church’s
service, after denying his older
and more willing brother the same
chance, is apt to grow wearisome
and repetitious to those, not famil¬
iar with the Irish temperament or
Catholicism,
As such, the show has limited
appeal. Also the fact that the
mother is anything but a sympa¬
thetic character, using lies and
deceit to further her aims, does not
help the play’s chances.. There are
some individual scenes of merit,
including a well executed climax when Kate’s perfidy is exposed.
The casting is excellent. Fay
Compton stars as the mother, and
makes believable the fanatical
desire to see her son a priest as
a .balm to her conscience after
spending a good part of her life
acquiring money. Miss Compton,
an established British star, is an
actress of considerable charm and
dramatic ability.
Larry Hagman is fine as the
reluctant son who finally enters the priesthood after his mother
uses trickery to nip a budding ro¬
mance, and Mike Kellin is effec¬
tive as'the older son who finds
solace in alcohol as compensation
for.bis lost dreams.
Maureen Delany Is good for
laughs on etery appearance as a
dowdy Irish character fond of
horses, whiskey and the latest in .
gossip. John McGiver bolsters the
comedy as a pub patron and Lois
Nettleton, as the girl cheated out ‘
of romance, and Pauline Flanagan,
as Kate’s worldly wise sister, round out the Cast.
Burgess Meredith has directed
and Ben Edwards has designed a .
good setting of an Irish pub.
Klep.

APPOINT HELEN HAYES
Gov. Rockefeller Names Hereto
Board of Rehabilitation Hospital
Albany, Feb. 3.
Helen Hayes has been named by
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller to the
board of the N.Y. State Rehabili¬
tation Hospital, West Haverstraw,
N.Y. It is a non-salaried position.
The hospital treats crippled «or
deformed patients. Miss Hayes is,
a resident of Nyack, N.Y., a few
miles south of Haverstraw, on the
Hudson River. Her daughter, Mary
MacArthur, died of polio some
years agp.

TOLEDO SHOW TRAIN
Toledo, Feb. 3.
The next Toledo-to-Broadway
show train will )leave April 12.
There have already been . 49 res-,
ervations, including one from *
legit enthusiast in Los Angeles. >
“Flower
Drum
Song”
and^Plgasure. of His Cdmpany”. are
the .only show selections thus far,

Wcdnendmy* Tebnurf 4,
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WANTED !!

''ASIA.. ,m is oneof the most professional danc¬
ing dollsin showbiz."

VIOLATION:
Stealing Ike mw Feuer aid Martin musical
‘cWhoop-Up“ and inciting riot in the minds
of flic masses.

TRANK FARRELL, New York WorU-Tehgram

'ASIA . ♦ . Broadway's newest sensation!"
WARD MOREHOUSE, U*wh6ut* firifxaftons

'ASIA ., . die sensational new sex symbol in

'WhboprUp'.-

TRANCES HERRHXSE, N. r.

PM

"ASIA .. . a formidably stacked menace."

DESCRIPTION:
WOWltll

HISTORY:
Asiabavittg been bom and caked in Shanghai
of WUft Russian parents biennia a soloist et
tbe Battet Russe de Shanghai at the age of 11
She acted and danced ht the far East mrrit she
was 1B« then came to the United States where
shemmiediateiyjeined lie charm of the Metropofttoo Opera Ballet Company. After having
worked there for three years, Broadway at¬
tracted her, and since flten Imtf one year ago}
she has had a sensational rise. Asia k piihaps
the ntost exciting young talent to arouse public
attention in spite in wMfe. Caution she Is
dangerously beguiling.

JOHN CHAPMAN, New York Daily flaws

ASIA ..

Broadway's gee whiz girl this sea¬
son.*" WAITER WMCHELL, New York fiaify Mirror

'ASIA... is walkingaway. with the show at
■

the Shubert Theatre."

v

ED WALLACE, New York WoM-Tetegram

"A phenomenon simpiynamed ASIA."
■

WALL STREET JOURNAL

"The stage's answer fo Brigitte Bardot who in
the shapely hands and torso ofASIA has the
audience inQni[mrmsye|y abearance."

GET HEM!
■

Manager

K. DEMBAR
295 West End Ave., Mew York. N. Y.
-Wt 7.MF*.
1*7-5233
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Binghamton,N.Y., Mgr.

Legit-tv actor Staafs Cotsworth leaves this week for London where
has recorded “Macbeth** for .the he’ll direct Peter Baubeney’s forth¬
Great Bodes program of record¬ coming West End production of
“Judastree,” by Anthony Creigh¬
ings for the blind.
Legit actress Elizabeth. Basils ton, co-author of “Dillon.”
Hermit Bloomgarden has
has returned from vacation in New
dropped plans to present a musical
Orleans.
version
of George W. Campbell’s
Joe Shea'has taken over as com¬
pany manager of “Whoop-Up,” novel, "Cry for Happy.”
succeeding Ira Bernstein, who con¬ [ * ‘‘A Desert Incident” is tbe new
tinues as general manager for [ title, for Pearl Bock’s play, former¬
prwlocers Cy Feaer and Ernest H. ly titled “Three Against Time.”
Martin.
, [ .Charles Hollertt will be asso¬
" Leonard Bernstein ana Lillian I ciated with Carmen Capalbo in the
Helhnan were in Washington last] forthcoming Broadway production
' eek to catch the tryout musical, of “Faster, Faster.” William Pitkin,
"Juno,” and make suggested revi¬ | Ruth Motley apd Lee Watson will
sions.
*
I design the sets, costumes and light¬
"Say, Darling,” which ended its ing, respectively.
Broadway run Jan. 17, will-resume [ Aldytb Morris' “The Secret Con¬
for tfro weeks,"beginning Feb. 25, cubine” is planned for Broadway
as part of the N.Y. City Center’s production next spring by Idska
musical season.
March and Jane Sehenker,- with
Harold Clnrman will stage Ber¬ Dan Petrie as director.
nard Shaw’s “Heartbreak House,”
John Wildberg has optioned
which Robert L. Joseph plans Sterling Quinlan’s novel, “The
bringing to Broadway next season Merger,” for Broadway production.
after a 12-week road tour.
“On the Town” is being pre¬
Bart Brtnckerhoff, also returning sented by the Equity Library
to home territory, will appear in Theatre at the Lenox Hill Playthe play in the role he originated hone, N. Y., through next Sunday
on Broadway.
• ’
; afternoon (8).
Maria Piscator, director of the
“Song of Norway” will he re¬
Dramatic Workshop, N.Y., is sched¬ peated at the Jones Beach Marine
uled to resume her acting classes at Theatre, N.Y., from Jilne 26-Sept,
the school in February. She re¬ 7, with some changes ih the produc¬
cently returned from Europe, tion.
where she spent six months work¬
Jean Anouih’s “Waltz of the
ing with her director-husband Toreodors” has opened at Royal
Erwin Piscator. Acting classes will Dramatic Theatre, Stockholm.
also be conducted by Alfred Ryder;,
Douglas Crawford and' Victor
who’s joined the Workshop faculty; Jory have abandoned plans for a
while speech consultant Dr. Simon | Broadway edition of “The Pris¬
R. Bfttchneck, a longtime faculty; oner,” but are looking for another
member, will have a special class suitable script far their managerial
in individual speech problems.
bow next Aeason.
Mitch Ryan and James E. BrodJane Howard, an artist-designer
head, repeating the roles they under the name Berlandina, .has
played last summer in Abingdon, an exhibition of paintings at the
va., will appear in Robert Porter¬ Alexander Iolas Gallery, . N.Y.,
field’s Barter Theatre production through Feb. 14,
of Agatha Christie’s “Mousetrap,”
Sheldon Secunda is an associate
which begins' touring next Mon¬ with pressagent John Lathan
day (9).
I Toohey for the incoming Broad¬
Composer Burton Lane plans way musical, “First Impressions,”
making bis Broadway managerial and the - off-Broadway “On the
debut as co-producer with Hermit Town.”
Bloomgarden of a tnuSical version
of Edna Ferbert novel, “Giant”
which Warner’s released as a film
in 1956. Lane also intends com¬
posing the score for the tuner.
Metro has purchased the film I
Continued from page 71
rights to^ the Playwrights Co.Frederick Brisson production of i Angel,” vacates March 7, with
Alee Coppel’s “The Gazebo” for “Raisin in the Sun” due the fol¬
$250,000. The release date on the lowing week.
Beck: Vacant, with “Sweet Bird
picture, which will be scripted by
George Wells and produced by of Youth’/ due March 10.
Lawrence Weingarten for Avotf
Belaseo: “Tall Story.”
Productions, is July. I960.
1 Bijou: • Vacant, with “Rivalry”
Abel Plenn and Richard Lane’s due next Saturday (7).
“A Trumpet Calling.” based on
Booth: “Two for the Seesaw.”
Nathaniel Hawthorne’s "The Scar¬
Broadhurst: • “World of Suzie
let Letter,” is planning for Broad¬ Wong.”
x
way production next season by Ed¬
Broadway: Vacant, with “West
die Dowling and Se-rn Caliory.
Alan Schneider has withdrawn - Side Story”, moving over March
as director of the forthcoming 2 from the 'Winter Garden and
"Lovely Star, Good Night,” with then subsequently vacating to
make way for "Gypsy,” due May 7.
Warren Enters succeeding.
Coronet; “Disenchanted.”
Mag Brown, an investor in David y
Cort: “Sunrise at Campobello.”
Merrick ^productions, will get as¬
34th St.: Vacant, with “Legend
sociate producer billing on Mer¬
rick’s production of “Destry Bides of Lizzie” due next Monday (9).’
Again.
46th St.: Vacant, with “Red¬
Bernard Miller, co-producer of head” due tomorrow night tThurs.).
the current Broadway presentation
Golden: “Requiem for a Nun.”
of “Epitaph for George Dillon,” - Hayes: ’Touch of the Poet.”
Bellinger: “My Fair Lady.”
Imperial: “Jamaica,” with “Des¬
try Rides: Again” sdue April 23.
Longacte: “Pleasure of His
Company..”
Lunt-Fontanne: “Goldilocks.”
Lyceum: “Gazebo.”
Majestic: “Music Man.!!,
Miller’s: “Epitaph for George
Dillon,” with “Look After Lulu”
due March 3.
Morosco: “Gold Wind and the
Warm.”
Music Box: “Rashomon.”
National: “Once More With
Feeling.” •'
Playhouse: “Make a Million.”
Plymouth: “Marriage - GoRound”
Royale: “La Plume de Ma
Tante.”
5000 Sp. FEET (AFP.)
St. James: “Flower Drum Song.”
StrNt iirtrantt.
High Ceiling.
Shubert: “Whoop-Up,”J closes
Suitable for;
next Saturday (7), with “Majority
..Theatre, Rehearsal, Dane*,
of One” due Feb. 16.
or Vocal Statics.
Winter Garden: “West Side
HOTEL GREAT NORTHERN
Story,” moves March 2 to the
Tit West 57 St„ New York
Broadway,
with “Juno” due March
Coil Maaager
Cl 7-1900

No Bookiig Jam

MONTGOMERY COUNTY MEMORIAL BLO'G
DAYTON 3, OHIO

Available For Summer theatre Rental
24S# mt
Conditioned Theatre. Fully equipped stage,-44'iets of HMivlfh
most msdsra stage lighting: *quipmsrit and preset board. 11 dressing rooms#
capectfy iffc.
Theatre recently, renovated. at cost of nearly ttttlMC. Located In Dayton*
OMo# population,
potential: draw Within * radius of M mites, %NMN>
Ample perking fedttMO*.
• 1 . *
For Iomo from June W& «5T throuok sirf 34th, Wt;

F.C. ALttN, Mmagw r

Wednesday, February 4»1959

PTSaeff

pAkWfc 3-75SI

Sues Mary. Martin, CAM
Mary Martin and Columbia Art¬
ists Management, booker of her
current concert tour, “Music With
Mary Martin,” have been named
defendants.in a.law suit stemming
ffom the cancellation of the show’s
scheduled Jan. 5 stand at the Cap¬
itol Theatre, Binghamton, N.Y.
Lou Roach,, sponsor of the oneniter at the 2,232-seater and plain¬
tiff in the action, is asking $3,000
for loss of profit and $10,000 dam¬
ages.

‘Mnrder’ Pre-London
Aberdeen, Scotland, Feb. 3.
“Murder on Arrival,” a melo¬
drama adapted, by Peter Hoar and
Gawn Grainger from the original
of American playwright George
Batsdn, opened a pre-London tour
last night (Mon.) af Iter Majesty’s
Theatre here.
Margaret Lockwood is the star,1
with a cast including Cyril Ray¬
mond, Joy Shelton, David Aylmer,
Kerrigan Prescott, Joby Blanshard
and Mela White. The production
has been staged by Wallace
Douglas, with decor by Peter Rice.
Petef Saunders is producing, *

Sbuberi,D.C..
SS Cdhtiaae* from pare 71

Shows on Broadway
-Continued Troup pare 1Z s
Both adaptations were made from
have been .a decision based on box- the same stories by Ryunosuke
Akutagawa, giving four' different
office considerations.
accounts of the same murder and
-• On the other hand, the different rape.- But this time the picture
emphasis could conceivably been a has a slight edge on the play.
matter of casting; and, in conse¬
it isn’t that the FayLand Michael
quence,
changed
performance,
values and Story elements. As it; Kanin dramatization of the 1,000year-old
fable lacks excitement,
is, the authors’ spokesman (Marc
Connelly) *and the audience’s hero beauty or integrity. On the con¬
emerges as not much more than trary. It has even clarified the
an incidental character, not the point that all truth is necessarily
colored by the eye of the beholder
dominant one he should be,
and the desire of the participants.
" The 4c£y scene, In which the But if doesn’t quite achieve the
broad-minded professor - persuades legendary enchantment of the film,
his narrow-minded colleague to or that rare artistry. recognize “the human equation,”
Partly it is the inevitable limita¬
tends to be merely a plot device
relating to the basketball game. tion of the stage, although it would
be
hard to imagine a more spell¬
It should be the -decisive moment
of the play, more taut and color¬ binding set than Oliver Messel’s,
ful, and also more diverting. If with its jungle rain and moving
it were, “Tall Story” would there-' bamboo forest. Partly, also, it. is
by not be so tall, but would have the playing, which, though superb,
more depth and stature, as well cannot attain the extreme styliza¬
tion of Japanese actors trained in
as more genuine humor.
Kabuki. -And the realistic farce
There are- several good scenes of the last scene almost destroys
in the show; and numerous laugh- the far-away mood.
evoking lines, But, at least partly
But it is nevertheless rich thea¬
because of miscasting, the. yarn
isn’t quite believable and the com¬ tre, particularly in the two ver¬
sions
by the bandit and raped,
edy tiever gets rolling with enough ]
momentum to carry an audience i woman, and it deserves a long rim.
Peter
Glenville’s staging has al¬
along with it Contributing factors J
may be the slow scenes changes ] most a ritualistic Hinge without
Rod Steiger,
and the ear-*assaillng sound effects losing suspense.
whether passionate romantic or
during the waits.
braggart, is a zestful bandit. And
Under Herman' Shumlin’s cohe¬ Claire Bloom, though a bit studied
sive, no-monkey-business direction, in her speech, graces each of her
the performance is uncluttered and characterizations.
ably paepd, but uneven. As the
Oscar Homolka, as a cynical
ethics professor who sees every
question in terms of his own un- listener, does most to unify the
corruptable morals, Hans Conried four parts and give the play
gives an expertly tight-lipped por¬ needed humor. Also effective are
trayal, despite the opening-night Akim Tamiroff as the crafty wit¬
handicap of an apparent case of ness, Noel Willman as the Samuraihusband and Michael Shillo as the
laryngitis.
priest bewildered by tbe nature of
• Playwright and occasional actor truth.
- Ttoy.
Marc Connelly, making a rare ap¬
pearance on Broadway, just about
gets by in the strategically vital
and juicy role oof the moral but
worldly physics professor. He
Sylvia Drulie, associate pro¬
doesn’t give a “bad” performance ducer of “The Music Man,” “West
—it’s just not a performahee at Side Story” and other Broadway
all, at least in the sense of^pro- shows,, is convalescing in the
fessional work, with larger-than- Virgin Islands, after a severe at¬
life dimension and vivid theatrical tack
of pneumonia. She is due
impact
It’s possible- to imagine that with, back in about two weeks.
Miss
Drulie was in the hospital
say, a Paul McGrath or Hiram
Sherman (or any of a dozen players over the Christmas-New Year
who might or might not be avail¬ period, and left for the Caribbean
able and within budget limita¬ with her family in mid-January.
tions), the philosphieal professor
as the Outstanding figure of the
SYLVIA SIDNEY IN CRASH
story and, in consequence, a much
•more substantial, compelling and
San Francisco, Feb. 3.
at least equally amusing play.
Sylvia Sidney and Benjamin
As the ' befuddled basketball
Strobach,
respective
star and stage
star, Robert Elston isn’t credible
as either a college athlete or bud¬ manager of the bus-truck com*
ding scientific genius, but Marian pany of “Auntie Maine,” were in¬
Winters impresses in tbe mostly- volved In a three-car collision enreacting (but with a number Of route from Oakland to San Jose
-laugh lines),part of the resigned last week.
BUt devoted wife of the straightStrobach's car was too badly
aced "professor.
Nina Wilcox is passable as the damaged to be driven, but the star
ardent coed, Robert Wright is and stage manager reached San
plausible as a realistically diplo¬ Jose- in time for the "Mame” per¬
matic college prexy. Mason Adams formance there Monday night (26).
gives a skillful portrait of a Coach
who wants no nonsense about
academic over-emphasis, and there
are acceptable bits by Janet Fox
as a waitress, Jamie Smith as a
local-minded public prosecutor-,
Ralph Stantley as a racketeering
restaurant proprietor and Ray
Merritt as a precocious moppet.
George - Jenkins has designed
ExcellMit conditio*. Heavy Grcr
visually suitable but slow-changing
Valoar. lined. 13 pieces coasistim
scenery depicting a. restaurant, a
of 6 lags, 3 borders, and 2 drop
gymnasium office, two professors’
la 2 sections. Size: 30 ft. fdgli
living rooms and the college, presi¬
dent’s office, and Noel -Taylor has
borders 50 ft. wide, legs 12 ft. wide
provided appropriate costumes.
PLAYHOUSE THEATRE
The production is -presented by a
new firm, Emmett Rogers and
Wilmington 1, DeL ^
Robert Weiner, being the man¬
OLympia 5-4401
agerial debut for-the latter,
Under the^. pre-production film
deal, Warner Bros, pays $200,000
down, plus bonus payments of
PLEASE NOTIFY
10% of the weekly gross'oh Broad-;,
way (on profitable • weeks); to - a
maximum total of $500,000.
ACTOR and Artist from
tiobe.
2

IWl-Stery

of the damage to the Shubert,.-op¬
erated by * I. Hirst Enterprises,” of
Philadelphia, under a lease report¬
edly running- to September? 1960.
The building is owned by the
Washington Theatre Co., of which
Dr. Stanley White is head.
Robert Alex Baron, company
manager of “Mocking Bird,” esti¬
mated damages to scenery add cos¬
tumes at $75,000, and said more
than $100,000 was tied up in the
show, which originally .opened in
Boston Dec. 27. From .Washing¬
ton’s critics, it received one favor¬
able notice (Coe, Post) and two
unfavorable (Carmody, Star, and
Donnelly, News).
Cause of the fire was not estab-.
lished, but Miss Burke had an idea.
“Cigarettes were being flipped all
around,” she exclaimed. “Mr. ZiegfeW would never permit, smoking
in his theatres.”
While the stage area was gutted,
the asbestos curtain prevented
flames from reaching the audience
area. Only carpets were damaged
by the flood of water. Dressing
rooms suffered only minor harm.
The fire climaxed what seemed
to Be jinxes on both the Shubert
and “Listen to the Mocking Bird”
this season. The show had received
generally .adverse notices on tour.
And the company meager report¬
ed, “Heavy snow kept the audi¬
ences away in Boston. When we
left for Cleveland, there was a
train wreck on the track ahead of
us which held us up for hours. In
Cleveland, we had blizzards and
floods. Now, we’re burned out.”
The Shubert’s run of luck has
been bad this year, too. One show,
“Starward Ark” played three per¬
formances. Another “Jewel Box
Revue,” lasted four.
Tallulah
Bankhead in “Crazy October” ran
through two weeks, but folded be¬
fore hitting Gotham.' “Poker
Game,” the most recent entry (it
folded last week in Philly) grossed
Only about $7,500 in 11 perform¬
ances. “Third Best Sport,” star¬
ring Celeste Holm, was the only
production playing the Shubert
this season which has made'New
York.
■*" * /
The fire cancelled out- only one
advance Shubert booking,. a onenight jazz concert, although there
had been preliminary negotiations
for other plays.
The Shubert, which always suf¬
fered because of its location in a
less desirable section of downtown
Washington, had formerly been the
Rashomon
Gayety burlesque house, built in
David Susskind ii Hardy Smith-presenta¬
1907. It was closed, refurbished tion. of two-act 'drama by Fay and Michael
based on stories by Ryimosuke
and opened as a legit theatre in’ Kanin,Akutagawa. Direction. • Peter GlenvUle;
February, 1950, with “l*he Barretts settings • and qpstumes, Oliver - Messel;
lighting, Jo Mieldner; Laurence Bosenof-Wimpole Street.”
thafc associate producer, Michael, Abbott.
.Although never as popular witfi Stars. Claire. Bloom, Bod Steiger, Oscar
Homolka. Akim Tamiroff; features Noel
performers or Washington audi¬ Willman,
Hath. White, 'Michael.. Shillo.
ences as the National, it did house £3sa Freed, Jack Bittner. Opened Jan. 27,
J59, at the Music Box Theatre, N.Yj
a number of hits in its time, in¬ *6.61
top,
cluding “Mister Roberts,” “Bus Prieit*
. Michael Shillo
... Akim Tamlroff
Stop,” “Hatful of Rain,” “Visit Woodcutter
Wigmaker . Oscar Homolka
to a Small Planet,” “Cat. on ~a Deputy - /...Jack- Bittqer
..
BOd-Stelger ,
Hot Tin Roof” and^Two for" the Bandit
Husband ................ .. Noel Willman'I
Seesaw.”
Wife
V...Claire BloOm
.. Buth White:
An added .problem in post-fire Mother.
Medium.....,
Hs» Freed
bookkeeping was that'“Listen to
the; Mocking Bird” was on-Theatre . !Fhis. production of -“Rashomon”
Guild subscription. Arrangements] Is.a notable -and nearly successful
are Being made to exchange* tbqse attempt to* recapture on .stage .the
tickets stRl outstanding for a Sub¬ magie - and -.wisdom of the prize-.,
sequent prddueilpB. , y
,... *
- winhing Japanese Jfilm y b$ V195L

EOR SALE

ROBERT GREEN
N«w -York and Florida—
TO CONTACT: JOHN CLAYTON
' Immediately In Nashville, Tenp.

YOUNG MANMAN FRIDAY
Desires bookkeeping - secretarial posi¬
tion/ pretetrably In New York — out
of town considered « salary warrants.
Good skills. Various experience includ¬
es theatrical.
Contact .Box V-TM-59, VARIETY,
154 W. 44th St. New York 34.

SECRETARY
Young attractive ceUeget.gredudte
with. good'sklUs wants Interestingand dlvershUd feb* f-'m Me-perfect
get Friday wftfi uAtlmiteid petantlet.
Box y-J&it* YARIITY, '
' 154 pr. 4$frT st.'tlew,Yerk45.

Wcteday, February 4,195$
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targets that need the buckshot, of
indignation to get' them ipto the
20th century* and Be has stated his
arguments with simplicity 'and
.effectiveness.
t
x
Present .practices, Blooihgarden
By Frank Scully +♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
a production assistant to Henry ■claims, . are' forcing the United ►
Saga of tie: Van Borens
Dorothy Van Dofed's Saga of her Caldwell at the BBC studios. Since States to lag behind in medical
!
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
family, “The Professor and I,”'will, then-she has progressed, into com- schools and development of medi¬
Though it is 30 years since Tin Pan Alley went goofy over horses
be In the "bookstalls Febf 25 under mentating, script writing and other cos, and to fall behind in research i and 60 years since their number was up, as far as i mode of transpor¬
imprint of Appleton-Century- branches of the creative side of on basic' human ailments while tation was concerned, more money had been made breeding horses in
the industry and has now described hogs and'cows are beneficiaries of
Crofts.
this century than in the entire previous century of the Republic, ac¬
Story will tell of her life with her experiences in “The . Small. [a 'more enlightened Government cording to my certified private accountant.
Prof. Mark Van Doren, her hus¬ Screen” (Cassells, London, $1.95) view. Bloozngarden most of all
Among racetracks, trotting courses, rodeos and the manufacture of
pleads
for
a
crash
program
of
in
a
way
aimed
at
giving
the
band. and raising of two children,Charles and.John, the former the viewer a glimpse into behind the research that will force a break- westerns In pictures and on television, more dough is spent annually
though in some of the areas that than Russia spent getting its lunik orbiting around the sun. That’s why
quiz champ and now an NBC staffer scenes studio activity.
It is a lightweight and, in the have defied the attempts of private a picture like “The Horse Soldiers” can cost $5,006,009 and no one
as well as English teacher at Co¬
main, superficial study; but what research. The doling out of funds bats an eye when handing the bill to the front office.
lumbia Univ.
emerges clearly is the fact that by individuals and institutions; he
Of course, the fact that three pieces of human flesh—Mesrs. Marion
calls the “tincup” approach and
Van Boren’s Book Before BVay Mrs. Fairley is a very enterprising claims they are hardly sufficient to [Michael Morrison, William Beedle and Sean O’Feeney—nicked the
person,
determined
to
make
a
sue-:
till
for. $2,000,009 shows that the man who sits on top of the horse is
Usually the book version of a
meet -modern day requirements.
Broadways legit is published after cess of her career. In her narra¬ He also feels that the public should j still a pretty expensive commodity, too.
tive
she,
uses
fictional
names
for
Messrs- Mahin and Rackin, who are the producers of “The Horse
its stage production, but Hill &
Wang is publishing Hark Van ; her characters, but they are thinly he given greater enlightenment I Soldiers,”'built their picture around Grierson’s Raid of Union cavalry
Doren’s first play. “The Last .Days [ disguised and many of them are into the status of varied medical Who sloshed their way In 1363 through 600 miles of Confederate ter¬
projects
still
under,
the
micro¬
clearly
recognizable.
She
has
a
of Lincoln,** next week ahead of
ritory and, in fact, made possible not only Grant’s successful attack
its mounting. Alexander EL Cohen conventional, racy style of writing, scopes. it's his viSw that progress on Vicksburg but Sherman’s march on the sea. In these sanguine
and Ralph Alswang, in association which is adequately suited for her will be accelerated in ail fields maneuvers the horse was a vital issue and spelled the difference be¬
once
such
education
is
more
wide¬
Myro.
with Arthur' C. Twitcheil Jr., will first person treatment.
tween success and failure.
spread.
Jose.
produce it next falL They bought
Horses And Horses Berrieres
the stage rights after seeing an
Scot TV Guide Clicks
More than 1,200 horses and not a few horses’-fannies played their
Tom
Curtiss’
‘Detour*
advance copy. *
l A success story is being notched
part
in
the
raid.
Harold
Sinclair, who wrote the book on which the
Columbia Univ. Prof. Van Doren up in Scotland by Roy Thomson’s
N.Y. Herald Tribune (Paris)
has had many bodes of poetry, fic¬ TV Guide, program sheet of the drama
critic
and
quondraan picture is_batod, didn’t claim he was writing history. In fact, he called
tion 'and non-fiction published, in¬ commercial web in Auld Lang Variety correspondent Thomas his brilliant tactician not Colonel Benjamin Henry Grierson but
cluding his recent • memoirs, but Syne-land. From an initial 75,000 Quinn Curtiss took 7 Vz hours to Colonel John Marlowe. Nevertheless, they are (me and the same per¬
this is his first play.
circulation, this weekly' is now make the trans-Atlantic flight by son. Actually, Grierson was a music teacher and hated horses. And
The pre-Broadway publication nearing 300,000 mark.
jet hut,, because of the fog, he was with reason. He had been kicked in the face by a horse when he was
was paralleled this year by another
One of the- principal staffers is grounded in Philadelphia. It took a kid, was blinded for weeks and bore scars from the boot for the rest
poet, Archibald MacLeish, first Gordon Irving, correspondent in him almost ns long-^-six hours— of his life.
having his play, “J.B.," published Scotland for Variety. Sheet is to get from Philly to N.Y.
On the other hand, John Wayne, portraying the cavalry leader, has
before the current dramatic stag¬ edited by James S. Adam, with Boh
For some reason there was no; always liked nags, and indeed most of his climb from being a so-so
ing on Broadway.
Huggah as his assistant and disk M.D.
for
the'
vaccination
inspec¬
member
of a USC football team to his present eminence and opu¬
critic.-' Jacqueline Sherry contrib¬ tion routine; one had to he brought
lence has been due to his success in looking like a man who belonged
utes the Hollywod page. Publish¬
B-O-M Takes ‘Ross*
in
from
Delaware,
says
Curtiss,
on
a
horse.
Raoul Walsh discovered this first. Wayne began looking
James Thurber’s “The Years ers "are officially the Thomson- “because apparently all the offi¬
with Ross," which originated as an British Publications, an offshoot of cial Philly M.D.S were at the Gov¬ like a horseman in “Stage Coach” and more so in “Tall in the Sad¬
dle,”
“Fort
ApaChe,”
"Three Godfathers,” “She Wore a Yellow Rib¬
the
Roy
Thomson"
setup.
Atlantic Monthly series and was
ernor’s ball.”
bon” and “The-Fighting Kentuckian.”
expanded to book length, will be
Whether because it was an inter¬
BUI Beedle Holden Tall In Saddle Too
‘Season’ Lacks Seasoning
published Sept. 8 by Atlanticnational flight, hence a novelty, or
But Bill Holden has not been associated with horsey pictures very
Little, Brown as a dual selection of
The central figure of Martyn
the Book-of-the-Month Club. The Goff 's novel, “A Season with Mam¬ because of some other reason, the much, though he sits pretty tall in the saddle himself. Aside from the
customs
routine also was overly love of big money, Holden and Wayne had another thing in common.
author was closely associated with. mon” (Putnam’s. $2.10) is a ruth¬
Harold Ross from 1927 until the less, egotistical film tycoon operat¬ intensive. One of the passengers, Wayne’s father was a druggist and Holden’s a manufacturing chemist.
New Tinker mag editor’s death ing in .Britain and Italy, as seen a theatrical agent, even had his And both .were raised and educated in Southern California about the
toothpaste and shaving cream
in 1951.
through the eyes of a young free¬
squeezed
and
pockets time that Santa Anita dropped bucking for saints and became asso¬
Thurber was reluctant to write lance newspaperman who joins the tubes
ciated withequines.
about Ross, but was finally per¬ magnate’s staff as his personal searched, tor some pecular reason,
As for Jack Ford, I have never seen him on a horse. Coming from
since he was 100% clean and had
suaded to tackle the assignment assistant.
Portland, Me;, he has been partial to ships ever since he got out of the
little to declare.
by Atlantic associate editor Charles
Goff presents only a shadowy
U.
of Maine, and between pictures has ridden the waves with such suc¬
W. Morton.
etching of the man’s personality
cess that he. now bears the rank of Rear Admiral in the Navy.
CHATTER
and the novel lacks the bite that i
Ford Downgraded By Gov.
Elick Moll working on original
McCall Buys Home Eee Mag
a satirical study of the film world
While the Horse Soldiers were smacking around the south on loca¬
McCall Corp. has entered into should have produced. Some of I “Days Of Wrath” at Metro.
tion,
the
governor
of
North Carolina made Ford a colonel, which is
an agreement with Topics Pub¬ his subsidiary characters are well I Frank Gruber profile appears in
the first instance where an admiral took a demotion in another branch
lishing Co. Inc. of New York to drawn, however, and the . author April issue of .The Writer.
of
the
services
without
batting an eye. Or maybe he did bat an eye,
purchase its* Forecast for Hom« has an easy sense of narrative' and
Rdbert Carson plugging current
Economists' effective with the mag- dialog. It Is only Ms second novel article in Holiday via TY inter¬ but Ford wears dark glasses aU the time, so one couldn’t be sure.
As for John Lee Mahin and Martin Rackin they have never^been
and experience may teach him how views. .
azine-’a February issue.
closer to horses than in a carpenter shop. When Mahin caine out of
Mag has a circulation of about to differentiate between fascinat¬
Mike Jackson, one-time movie Harvard he wait to work on the Boston Examiner, then the New York
60,000 and covers- homemaking ing and detailed observation and reviewer
for Liberty Magazine, Sun and the Post, He even worked as an actor on Broadway for twotopics for home economics teach¬ padded trivialities,
ers. Publication will be printed in i As a study of aii unusual per¬ now scribing column, “The Local years, but in 1930 he got himself tied in with Ben Hecht and Charles
McCall’s Dayton plant. Purchase sonality “A Season With Mammon” Line” for LA Examiner.
MacArthur and his first assignment was as dialog writer on “Scarface,”
Robert Lapalme, French Can¬ which, would have been a good nickname for CoL Grierson.
[ holds the interest. But as a pro¬
price was undisclosed.
vocative peek at the crazy film ada’s top political cartoonist, has
“Scarface” cemented him into Metro and except for a three year
shifted
from
Le
Devoir
to
La
I business it misfires on several
Shuffle British Board
Presto (both dailies published in interlude with the Air Corps, he was on the Metro lot up to the time
Rich.
The successful hid by the Daily cylinders.
-the Mayer dynasty collapsed.
Montreal).Mirror group for the Amalgamated
hfahm saw a chance to climb aboard the indie-producer gravy train,
Er und Sie, a top Swiss weekly
Press, „■> Britain’s ^biggest periodical
Rinehart’s NBC Textbook
and there he met Martin Rackin whose knowledge of horses came sec¬
Rinehart Sc Co. is rushing into with wide circulation in German- ond-hand because he worked in Fred Kelly’s hat store near the Strand
publishers, has brought about the
folio wing board changes:—Cecil H. early publication “Atomic Age Speaking countries, has started a
King has been appointed chairman I Physics,” a layman’s guide to atom¬ Robert Stolz serial entitled “Two Theatre on Broadway. Every week it was his job to deliver a pork-pie
of AP, mid Hubert K. Cudlipp ics and nucleonics, to dovetail with Hearts In Three-Quarter Time.’* hat to Damon Runyon. On these occasions he learned about horses
deputy chairman. James Cooke has the start .
the second term of Author of the yam is Kurt Em- from Runyon and the Runyon characters who knew about horses only
as horse-players.
been appointed a director.
NBC-TV’s “Continental Class¬ menegger.
Mahin And Rackfs No Herse Players
King is chairman, of Daily Mirror room.”
Financial Information Issuing j
Rackin got tp Hollywood by plane, not by pony express, after writing
Newspapers and Cudlipp and
Idea "is that the book, penned Co. Inc. has been authorized to
Cooke are directors.
by Prof. Harvey E. White (U. of conduct a business as publishers “Buy Me That Town” with Murray Boltinoff. Par couldn’t buy the town
California), can serve as back¬ in New-York, with capital stock but they bought -the book, and Rackin with it In a long list pf scripts
ground for non-pros who follow of 200 shares, no par. value. Direc¬ since, he never got near a horse but in such company as Wayne, Hold¬
-Queen Liz Can. Bally tors are Martin. Leider, John L, en and Ford, not to stress Harold Sinclair’s original researchers in the
Rod Mdhnes, public relations the NBC science course.
Wood and Anne Eostoker.
chief of Trans-Canada Air Lines,
othorsesRaOun found a way to make it plausible to present a
Viking will publish Joseph bill to Mxrsch-Batjac for 5 000G on a Civil War horse opera.
will coordinate publicity for the
Sure ‘Running’ Big
1959 visit to Canada of Queen
James Jones* ‘/Some Came Run¬ Schildkraut’s autobio g, “My
Long a student, of the War Between the States and being married
Elizabeth and Prince Philip. Mc- ning” in a specially abridged paper¬ Father and I,” hitting stand's to a gal who was bom in North Carolina, and whose people fought
Innes, veteran publicist in Royal back under the New American March 17 almost simultaneously for the South while he fought for the North, Ford isn’t likely to
visits to Canada, will have strong Library imprint within four weeks with/release of George Stevens’ rtart
another Little Rock with how he has Seated Grierson's Raiders.
aid from Robert Dunn of the Dept ‘went back to press for a. total of “The Diary of Anne Frank,” in
He s an old hand at knowing that if a movie moves, yon don’t need to
'
of External Affairs, also expert' four printings apd 1,000,000 copies. which actor stars.
stir
up
a Jot of . bad blood with side issues, to hold an audience. HavBennett Cerf turned in a boff
eneed in such work, and Jacques Signet publication of “Some Came
LaRivfere of the Dept, of Northern Running” was keyed to opening stint for some 1,000 members of mg made 48 westerns since “Cactus, My Pal” he has looked on “The
Horse
Soldiers,”
as just another western wife a top wienie and a great
Affairg.
.
the Memphis Sales Exec,.the Ad
! of Metro version of novel,
Offices will be set . at 74 i . Jones’ “From Here fo Eternity” and Memphis Sales Clubs. He ap¬ chase.
Sparks St. in Ottawa to coordinate [has sold 3,000,000 copies to date. peared at the City Auditorium with
coverage by all media.
Memphis newsmen and radio and
Gnersons Raiders were volunteers. They rode south oft April 17.tv members also on hand.
Jenn‘11 took thera *1* <52ys to "make tbennfrch
‘Famous Writers School’
Third revised edition of Jean through Mississippi and
Ben HibbsV Speech, and Honor
Louisiana, sever the- Vtoksburg railroad and
Famous Artists Schools of West- and Robert Bed dick’s- “Television
Ben Hibbs, editor of Saturday
baffie Confederate Intelligence by cavalry feints,
fights, aad
port,
Conn.,
has
created
an
affili¬
Works
Like
This,”
an
illustrated
Evening Port, will deliver the Wil¬
gallops as he carried a sort of guerrilla warfare on horseback.
ate,
Famous
Writers
School,
to
primer for moppets and laymen,
liam Allen White lecture at the
He
entered
Baton
Rouge
on
May
3
at
the
head
of
the
mpst
battered
teach writing by correspondence. just published by McGraw-Hill
University of Kansas Feb. 10. - .„
Alan H. Steinberg named ad¬ and bedraggled heroes of any war. General Grant thought Grierson’s
Anv alumnus of the - University “Guiding Faculty” will include
raid
shortened
the
war
by
a
year
and
it
certainly
made
it
possible
for
(’23) he will be the recipient of the 'Faith Baldwin, John Caples, Bruce vertising research manager of
General Sherman to complete his famous or infamous (vote for one)
••
William Allen White Foundation’s Catton, Bennett Cerf, Bob Consi- Ziff-Davis.
March
to
the
Sea,
which
cut
the
Confederacy
in
half
and
doomed
Jeff
Elliott Schryver starts Feb. 24
annual national citation for jour¬ dine, Bergen Evans, Rudolf Flesch,
J. D. Ratcliff, Bod Serl'ng, Max as a senior editor at Doubleday. Davis’ rebellious republic*
nalism.
Shulman and Red Smith. Albert He had been ditto at Putnam’s and
The New York Times devoted its whole front and back pages to the
[Dome, pfexy of Famous Artists prior thereto with Viking and success of Grierson’s Horse Soldiers. , ;
Lee GottUeb Upped
[School,
also
will
head
up
the
new
Now
let’s ~see what they do with Ford’s.
Woman’s
Home
Companion.
He
Lee Gottlieb, programming edi¬
tor of TV Guide, New York, named correspondence school Director Was an economic editor and-execu¬
[will
be
Gordon
Carroll,
former
tive
officer
with
the
Office
of
assistant managing editor at thej
star role and hopes to turn this will carry extensive show business
mag’s national headquarters in ; editor and publisher -of Coronet. Strategic Sendees during the war. into series, a la “Andy Hardy.”
lineage with Harrison Carroll, Beth
Although believed to be in finan¬
Philadelphia. Succeeding him' in; Exec editor will be Richard L. To¬
Thomas B. Co stain has donated Norman—emcee of KFI's “Meet A
bin,
former
editorial
staffer
of
N.Y.
cial
need,
Octavos
Roy
Cohen,
the N.Y. spot will be Nigl -Gilson,
famed creator of the “Florian mss. of his “Son of a Hundred Celebrity,” and Mary McCarthy
a member of the national program¬ i Herald Tribune.
Slappey” (Satevepost) and other Kings” to Brant Historical Society among the name byliners.'
ming staff.
Carl E. Lindstrom, ex-executive
stories left his $50,000 estate to the in his native Brantford, Ont. Also
Gottlieb has been with the !
‘Before We Sleep*
Hank Rlobrngarden, whose erudi¬ femme companion who nursed him fee paid him for appearing recently, editor of the Hartford limes and
weekly since Its founding as a nationai publication ifi -1953: He was" tion came to the fore with a pro¬ in his last 10 years of illness in on CBS-TY’s qtdz^One of a Kind.” ' vice president of the American
Costain
.was
for.
years
editor
of
a fornrer . associate editor of Mac? tracted and profitable stand on Hollywood where he died last Maclean’s, then editor of SEPost,
Society of Newspaper Editors, has
fadd^Dublications.
"Twenty One,” has become one of month.
Ben Benson’s latest whodunit, before becoming a fulltime novel¬ been appointed to the journalism
America’s angry young men with
department faculty of 4,he U. 6f
The Small Screen’
the publication of “Before We “End of Violence” was sold to Milo ist-historian*
Maurice Harris, ex - San Diego Michigan, Ann Arbor. He’ll be.
Roma Fairley (wife of the.-joint Sleep5’ (Putnam, - $3.95, 246 pp.), Frank, MGM . producer. .Leading
chairman of Loudon's Mecca Cafes, a partisan peek into Ameri¬ character,‘ Massachusetts State newspaperman, is new publisher of visiting professor of journalism for
whgse operation includes the Cafe can medical research and pfac- Trooper Ralph LiridsayJ exempli¬ Herald-Enterprise Publications, in the spring semester, 1259.. He re¬
However, Btoomgarden’s fies law enforcement agencies. Pro-; Bellflower, California: Five com¬ cently retired at Hartford after
de (ParisF moved ‘Into tds vision a . fice.
few-years hackj -when-shebeeaine ■•anger is controlled,-hehas selected ducer plans to cast newcomer in; munity newspapers in - the greupi 40 -years’ service. -
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PMsieff

n
i
mannati met with U.S.and Italol
lanAiM
[directs, Giutetta Marina and Eddie
HflllvWflftll
Broadwav
film company press office. chiefs
* WBuOIl
Constantine are the leads.
IWlljfWvQH
iCOVent Garden 0135-8-7)
0135-6-7)
The Hy (Marilyn) Gardner* to set P^ weU to advance o£ the
(COVent
wh^^en^sfdlng
do?erbert
returned t0 Lon'
birthday-partied Jimmy Durante
T^in nrftrfiippr nffavin Pocrf offHazel Court planed out for lin, recently returned to West
Garv CooDer to Sun Valiev for
Snhbl^^SuBdiga).
.
Hollywood tostoin en Alfred jfchinSto«JattwoM *835*«

Hollywood

• London

th“ “
Norton V.
1931 OTA ha™ Mar*“ bere lrom *»
Stevens, and of Kay Ashton- junA Povsi is looking for Yank Bitchey off to Paris to set up a pie “Three From the Filling-StaAnthony Steel here from Lon*
Stevens (Kathryn Kris, former S' id fenmp S8
new'production deal after a^hrief tion.” Pip stars Lilian Harvey, do„ nony toieel **** ™
SS

and Wolf Man-

“aeto^Al^fflce winds np MftacrKS
JtMdteSrt MrilldltollSl3te®o?r

thl CriUcf’ CteclfS- pSSSr“2d^

ttr“

feted at an AiSSdlhf'World” (Tte*Jo»pfr

a P«S forGroSr. I €^0?TS^-Bom^d

iS

S'MSSS&^&SSk""

»^rcelebrate<i

GerM^LmiaUon
a-sS^acSC^0rP“a* do“ Thorpe planed to Lon-

^ ^jgSR &SS?

*^h*5^c8£J& £££

for^o^e
MeirSHospS, Batthno*.
”f‘ tomatl.<! Bbows’ Both Its London run at the Palace. Feb. Tenenffa Marocco. Mallorca to ^?ck T^gSen “db^“nt&
after betog dfccharged preraartrdy
H(M!TOS st!irfcl .-r, Terrore »*«.. _ »*«.,.
&e.
*$!?, «iS dominal surgery..
tomMtS-sftiSdJo£SjHopSS
Terrort
Tha„two British .producers* or- Sea Sei? Sererai Polydorrecord: u^£ OsSck returned from
fwv5rt wherp he had cone for a ■?*} .SarDari (Barbarian Terrorl ganglions are tossing a. lunch for ing artists appear in the cast.
Gntham
checkup
Ito* will
wilTsuTto
Sm • ^mre
films preemed
Bob uakiey
oSy joined Abner uresn*
Greshbeckup. Vet
vet booked
Dooxer has
nvs been
ueeu «arrhfmpdpt?" He
star in *a
a Ale’iStShttS^13!?
t* ™7n
r. - . w*e 114 iuu»
juod
aving ticker
_ fM^d^H^c^es^ nictiSe
this Talk
d* ^
X* ^ '3 a?071!4
5llaroM?sJ ■ ler
having
tteSser trouble.
;
utetoe^Si
ML‘ £2
+5™£ ^many
%&!£* ¥st
ISL^-JKS
?er office
°®ce as an associate to handle
Ambrose (Brogi). retired maitre
SXSTw ifirtromnletid ^ ,at th®x'Sfv^y-Jet?,A19* ^
* of the pix (34) came from the Soviet tv deals,
d’hotel of the** Waldorf-Astoria, SgJ Jgg Deril”^ itomband
^ssoSat*eti+Bi:itiS t£SiS5 ?«?{£ Union. DEFA (East-Germany’s sole
Bob Crosby named Man of the
died at 79 in Libertyville, HI, at ^goslavhL D ™
E
m! Producing outfit) contributed 16 Year by Southern California Mul*he home of one
of his daughters. Iugos
Savoy following the Royal Com- films, eight from Italy, seven from tiple Sclerosis Society.
the
one'of
6 avia*_
_
Ambrose was long major domo of
5?3111ToF^111 Performance on Mon- Yugoslavia, six from Hungary, five - Gov. Edmund G. “Pat" Brown
Ambrose
,
,_._from France, four each from Rou- will be principal speaker at “Jessel
the Waldorf’s famed Empire Room
D*n 1... ,,,!■
Florence Geddes, AmerieanJjorn mania and China and three from Golden • Jubilee” banquet Feb. 24.
and Starlight Roof and before that
ilttSDIirSfl
a luwwga
wife of British film director, Henry Poland.
Yul Brynner closing his Alciona
*F
&om I'l0liaa tG
By
Hal V. Cohen
Chea
By-Hal
Geddes, has started a sendee in
office hero to set up headquarters
(ATlantic 1-6100)
London called “Americans Abroad
Arrirt^Today (Wed.) by Laeka(ATUmtic
1A100J
for next year in Switzerland.
.
Goffredo Lombardo planed back
wanna at Hoboken, the Cleveland
Charlie Barron underwent eye Lt£*”
rtfwvin
a Philadelphia
Philarielnhia hospital.
hosbitaL_Peter
Hall took /5m
the Comet to
Symphony personnel will
in a
to Rome
win go from
irom surgery
imuaaeipma
nospiiaju
*
By Larv Solloway
t0
«ome after
alter huddling
nuaaimg here
nere with
wirn
Church St to Columbus Circle in
Clay Flagg, of White Barn Thea(30) to _«>nfab
writers for upcoming Titanus
two “reserved” subway cars, then tre, to Bell Air, Fla., for a few with Boris Aronson on the desi^is vx/oa w«w * \
FUms product.
hilrA to Carnegie HalL Last like weeks.
£
upcommg production of CorfJimmy Hurante has a mid-Month
Edward Anhalt back from three
event: Paul Whiteman Orchestra
Jack Kahn in South Side Hos- blanus at Stoatford-on-Avon; Sir date with the Latm Quarter.
.
months in Israel, where die scripted
from Brooklyn to Manhattan by pital, where part of his collar bone
c£
first draft o£ “Mary Magdalene”
“reserved” subway in 1957.
was removed.
Metro hosted a press reception Hunt show in final week of tap- for David O. Selznick.
Comedian Marty Allen (and y^5day(Tues)forChe- ingsatthe FontamebleaiL
Stanley Kramer’s “The Defiant
n
DeWood)
home
for
a
few
Slavs
valier,
who’s
in
town
for
the
•
Gigi
Ciro
s
reopened,
with
an
Alan
Ones” and John Ford’s “The Last
DeWood) home for a few days
BoStOfl
while art
Kay Brown *** the Hurrah” nominated by Motion Picact had a short laySf.
layoff.
,
,
Herbert A. May, head of Civic
preceding the Royal Archers added.
ture Sound Editors as best sound*
_
By Guy Livingston
n»ht On#»ra rpcienwl ns cpninr Film Performance.
Donald O Connor firmed up his edited indies of 1958
^42 Little Bldg.; HAncock fr8386)
'
Tetesita de Alba curtenfly mak- deal to foUow Frjmk Siaatra Into
rXS m W Vokel is acting
Tina Louise m for press rounds
Marv Chandnois wife of the exher British debut with a cab- the Font s LaRonde in mid-March, chairman of Foreign Language
mn* personals.
nnrcnnolc
JHaiy hackfield
qnflnOlS, Wile
Ule CA
at the
tVio Society.
fiAnipttr The
The
YftUnff Chi
Pht thrush
thnich Rwikee
T?rv*kpp Pryor
Prvar nil
_m _
and
. steelers
starOI put
in ftnsf enaenn
season at
Young
Committee
for upcoming
“God and Kate Murphy” current chJL, nf
www
Philippino vocalist arrived in town and vet blackouteer Roy Sedley Qscar sweepstakes whBe Airman
at the Wilbur on tryout
of ti3Tl Wneel
modeling ]ast Simday (1) and was guest 0f into the Murray FraiMin-Paul Luigi Luraihi is in Europe.
“Les BaUets Africans” opens for
jo^Vrawfor^ to town two davs honor at a P^ss reception the Gray all-nite waekmess shop.
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FRANCES WILLIAMS
Frances Williams, 57, Shubertj
and “Scandals” inusicomedy star,
died'Jan. 27 in New York, after a
long illness.
She launched her career at age
14 in the chorus of Gus Hill’s
“Hans and Fritz” and was in New
York two years later with the Yip
Yap Hankers, an acrobatic troupe.
Her first big break came in her
west.coast appearance in George
M. Cohan’s musical, “Mary. She
made her N.Y. debut in Lynn
Riggs' “Big Lake” at the old Amer¬
ican Laboratory Theatre. Miss Williams appeared in “Martine” and “The Three Sisters” and
at the old Civic Repertory Theatre
on 14th St. where she alternated
with Eva Le Gallienne in “Cradle
Song.” She later joined the Group
Theatre productions of “Gold
Eagle,” “Gentlewoman” and
“Casey Jones.”
In 1925, she appeared in “Artists
and Models” and with the Marx
Bros, in “The Cocoanuts.” From
1928-29 she was in George White’s
“Scandals.” In 1930 she replaced
Gertrude Lawrence in “Interna¬
tional Revue.” In 1939 she sang
with Morton Downey at Billy
Rose's “Aquacade” at the N.Y.

eluded such names as Benny Good¬
man, GeneKrupa, Bud Freeman,
Jimmy McFartland and Eddie Con¬
don. He, however, stayed in Chi¬
cago and starting In 1927, spent
most of his time for the next 20
years playing at the Liberty Inn
on North Clark Street.
His best known recorded solo
was “The World is Waiting for the
Sunrise,” with Jimmy McPartland’s band on the Decca label.
During the late 1940's and early
50’s, he worked most of the time
in Chicago niteries. In 1953, be
left them and entered a monas¬
tery of the Order of Servite
Fathers, a Catholic seminary.
SARA PERRY
Sarry Perry Stainach, 87, legit
actress who at the age of 87
emerged from retirement for the
second time to play in her first
motion picture “The Damned Don’t
Cry,” a 1951 film starring Joan
Crawford, died Jan. 18- in White
Plains, NeW York.
She came out of retirement
earlier to play Ada in the Broad¬
way and road productions of “To¬
bacco Road” for nine years. Earlier
she played opposite. William Gil¬
lette in the London production of

IN LOVING MEMORY OF

LEW BROWN
. fab.
1751-1759
DEVOTED WfK—JUNE
World's Fair and later appeared
as. a headliner in vaude at the
Palace Theatre.
In 1941-42 she was in the road
company of “Panama Hattie.” She
was in ^Bright Lights of 1944,” and
in the 1947 production of “Toplitsky of Notre Dame.” She returned
to the Palace in 1950 to head -a
vaudeville bill. Her last appear¬
ances were In tv with Bert Lahr,
Milton Berle, Ed Sullivan and
Perry Como.
Other Broadway productions in
which she appeared were “Every¬
body’s Welcome,” in 1931, in which
she introduced the song “As Time
Goes By.” In 1934 she was in
“Life Begins at 40.” She was mar¬
ried five times, her last one, to
In Loving Tribute to

MacGregor Gibbs
Hit Ffitn4s of
"CAMEOKLLO II”
actor Frank Lovejoy, ending in
divorce.
Mother and brother survive.
CUCA ESCOBAR DE PERRIN
Cuca Escobar de Perrin, 40,
Mexican radio and television per¬
former, died recently in Mexico
City of hepatitis. B0m in Durango,
the actress first appeared with
touring theatrical companies in
1933. In later years she won ac¬
claim with her radio, program,
“Cuca La Tefefonista” (Cuca, the
Telephone Operator).
From 1944 through 1947 Mrs.
Petrin worked hi New York dub¬
bing Spanish language into Amer¬
ican films. Returning to Mexico inf
1947, she wed actor-newsman
Tomas Perrin. The couple founded
the “Caniino de Esperanza” (Road
of Hope), a popular telecast which

CaldwelML Brown, Jr.
1911 *1934
resolved personal problems of
underprivileged' families.
Mrs. Perrin, in 1952, launched
the only Mexico City radio station
staffed entirely by women. “Radio
Feminina,” now an established suc¬
cess, was the outcome of a onewoman battle to give “the weaker
sex” representation on the air
waves.
' Surviving, besides her husband,
are three children.
BOYCE BROWN
Brother Matthew, 47, who as
Boyce Brown gave up a career as
one of the country's leading jazz
saxophone players to enter a mon¬
astery, died Jan. 30-in Chicago.
He was one of the group of
young jazz musicians in Chicago
in the late 1920s vybp created what
Is now knpwn as “Chicago Jazz.”
His colleagues at that time in-

“Secret Service,” Later she alter¬
nated with the late Ina Hards as
leading lady in weekly stock pro*
duced by their husbands, Stephen
Stainach, and Ira Hards,
MACGREGOR GIBB
MacGregqr Gibb, 52, actor and
muralist, died Jan. 28 in New York.
He returned to N.Y. on Jan. 8 from
a tour with the national company
of “Sunrise at Campobello,” in
which, he played Franklin Calder.
Bom in China, he lived in Eng¬
land and Denmar, before coming
to New York to appear in the Mer¬
cury Theatre production of “Julius
Caesar.” He acted in numerous
Mercury productions and was the
dialogue director of pageants held
at Madison Square Garden and in
Chicago and Columbus, Ohio.
In 1951, Gibb was with Louis
Calhem in “King Lear.” He also
played roles in support of Walter
Slezak, Laurence. Olivier, Robert
Montgomery and Orson Welles. He
also appeared in many tv produc¬
tions.
His wife and mother survive.
.HENRY LEFKOWITCH
Henry Lefkowitch, 87, composer
and publisher of Jewish music,
died Jan. 31 in New York.
He operated the Metro Music
Company in N.Y. He studied com¬
position with cErnest Bloch and
wrote many Jewish art songs and
some Hebrew liturgical music. He
served as a conductor and founded
two symphony orchestras that were
later absorbed into other groups.
For many years he was secre¬
tary of the Society of Jewish Com-’
posers. He had been guest con¬
ductor at the Cantors Assembly of
America, lectured On music .on
radio and also conducted at Cooper
Union.
His wife, son, daughter, three
brothers and two sisters survive.
MOLLY PEARSON .
Molly Pearson Hales, 83, actress
who retired from the stage in 1940,
died Jan.'26 in Newton, Conn. Bom in Scotland, she canie to
the U.S. in 1906 with Olga Nethersole's Co., appearing in “Carmen”
in Pittsburgh. In .the 1920’s, she
played leading roles in the Thea¬
tre Guild’s road productions of
“The Silver Cord,” “Arms and the
Man,” “The Guardsman”, and “Mr.
Pirn Passes By.”
In the next decade. Miss Hales
appeared in “The Unsophisticates,”
“Lean Harvest,” “They Don’t Mean
Any
Harm,” ' “Housewarming,”
“The Anatomist” and ‘‘Save Me
the Waltz” among others. Her last
performance was in “Ladies in
Retirement.”

ZJissiBfr

79

gage:” In 1934, he joined Loew's
Theatres and managed several of
their houses. More recently he
was with the Criterion Theatre in
N.Y. He retired in'1954.
•His wife, son, brother and five
sister* sundye.

circuits including the Palace thea¬
tre end' appeared on Broadway in'
numerous productions including I
the “Pissing Shows” at the Winter •
Garden; - “Adrian,” “Bombo” and
“Dancing Around.”
Her sister survives.

LOUIS MOLINARI (GIGD
Louis (Gigi) Molinari, 51, a. fam¬
iliar greeter |n Manhattan’s, ‘posh
nitery circuits for years, died Jan.
30 of a stroke at St. Clare’s Hos¬
pital, N.Y. *
As director of restaurants of the
Waldorf-Astoria, where he had
been brought over from the Hotel
Plaza, Gigi was known to thous¬
ands of spenders. He was long at
the Hotel Pierre and inaitre d’hotel
of the Coq Rouge, a onetime class
nitery. on East 56th St. He also
operated the Montauk (L.I.) Surf
Club and managed the Montauk
Beach Club.
A sister survives.

- SYBIL VANE
Sybil Vane, 63, former vaude¬
ville headliner who retired 10
years ago, died Feb. 2 in Holly¬
wood. Born in Wales, she made
her singing debut at the Covent
Garden in London, where she be¬
came known as the “Welsh Prima
Donna.” She came to the U.S. in
1918. With her late husband Lee
Donn at the piano, she toured the
major vaude circuits.
Sister survives.

ELSE MAUHS
Else Mauhs, 74, retired actress
who at one time was Holland’s top
tragedienne, died' recently in
Amsterdam. A native of Muehlheim, Germany, she came to The
Netherlands in 1899 where she
studied, voice. Switching to drama,
she debuted in 19Q3 as an ingenue.
in subsequent years. Miss Mauhs
turned to more serious roles. She
was seen in such plays as “L’Aig-r
Ion,” “Hamlet,” “A Doll's House”
and “Tovarich.” She was guest
actress in 1924 with Vienna's
Burgtheatre. After illness forced
her retirement in 1940, she taught
at the Amsterdam ; Academy : of
Dramatic Arts until 1949.
Her daughter survives.
GEORGE C. PONS
George C. Pons, 66, head of the
Helene Pons Costume Workshop in
New York, makers of theatrical
costumes for many years, died Jan.
29 in N.Y. '
The Pons shop made costumes
for many current and recent Broad¬
way productions including “My
Fair Lady,” “Jamaica,” “Romanoff
and Juliet,” “Barrets of Wimpole
Street” and “Kiss Me-Kate.”'Both
in Russia, he had been a pupil of
the late Stanislavsky. •
His wife, daughter, brother and
sister survive.'
MME. THKRRSF behb
SCHNABEL
Mme. Therese Behr Schnabel,
82, contralto and widow of pianist
Artur Schnabel, died Jan. 30 in
Lugano, Switzerland. She was best
known for her lieder singing. She
first appeared in New York in a
1923 joint recital with her hus¬
band. They settled in N.Y. in
1939 where she taught singing. She
returned to Europe after her hus¬
band’s death in 1951.
Her two sons, Karl U., a pianist
and Stefan, an actor, survive.
HYMAN SHAPIRO Hyman Shapiro, founder of the
National Record Mart stores in
Western Pennsylvania and Ohio,
died in Pittsburgh Jan. 24 of can¬
cer. Three sons, Samuel, Howard
and Jason Shapiro, have been in.
active charge of' the big chain
operation during the long illness of
their father ana will continue the
business. In Pittsburgh alone,
there are half a dozen Record
Marts and holdings extend to sev¬
eral other cities in the tri-state
area.
, Survivors also include his wife,
a brother and three sisters.
HAROLD E. SHEFFERS
Harold E. Shaffers, 63, .broad¬
caster and savings and lbap com¬
pany executive, died. Jan. 6 in
Washington, DjC. He was v.p. and
director of the First Federal Sav¬
ings & Loan Assn, of Washington.
- Formerly, Sheffers served for 10
years as sales' manager of Wash¬
ington radio station WOL,' later
shifting to- WTTG-TV in the same
capacity* Subsequently* he became
general manager and eventually
president of radio station WUSTFM, retiring last March but retain¬
ing a large stock interest.
His Wife survives.

WILLIAM FLANNERY
.William Flannery, 60, Vet art
director, died-of a heart attack Jan.
25 in Hollywood. Winner- of an
Academy award for his art direc¬
tion on “Picnic,” he had been with
Columbia Pictures since 1954, and
prior to that at Paramount for
many years.
While at Paramount he was
closely associated with Cecil B.
billy McDermott
DeMille and Worked on such Par
Billy McDermott, 74, veteran pix as “Going My Way” and many
vaudeville, performer, died Jan. of the Hepe-Crosby “Road” films.
Surviving are his wife and son,
29 in New York.
He appeared in vaude with a John, theatre manager.
spng and dance act called “McDer¬
GRACE MANNING
mott and Wallace,” touring all
Grace Manning, former vaudemajor circuits. He wad also called
the “Cohanesque” comedian, be¬ ville-musicomedy performer, died
cause of his close physical resem¬ Jan. 1 in New York. With her
blance to the late George M: Sister Agnes, she appeared in a
Cohan. His legit credits includej dance act called the “Hall Twins. * i
a. Chicago company of “Excess Bag-' They played the leading’ vaude-1

station WINS, New York, died at
result of auto accident Jan. 31,
in N.Y. He was previously with
WCAU, Philadelphia and with sta¬
tions in Kansas City and Minne¬
apolis. He joined WINS in 1957.
Surviving are his wife and two
children.
Ernest J. Mauney, 34, who with
his twin, Miles, gave many duopianist concerts, d;ed Jan. 28 in
New York. They formed the con¬
cert team eight years ago and sine*
that time gave numerous concerts
throughout the U. S. His parents
als survive.

Morris Perilla, an entertainer in
his youth and father of publicist
Bob Perilla, died suddenly in N.Y,
on Jan. 23. In recent years, he
FRANK CONNOLLY SHANNON was the owner of the N.Y. firm of
Frank Connolly Shannon, 84, Perilla Fabrics.
legit-film actor who debuted in
James Failes, 82, veteran theatre
“Shenandoah” with Maurice Barry¬
more, died Feb. 1 in Hollywood. manager, and for 12 years prior to
He was a lead in the 1921 produc¬ his retirement nine* months ago,
tion of Eugene O’Neill’s “Anna manager of the .Gramercy Art The¬
Christie.” He appeared in more atre in New York, died Jan. 22 in
than 20 plays prior to coming to N. Y.
Hollywood in 1935, where he did
Alexandre Roguedoff, 80, mind
films and radio.
reader and impresario, died recent¬
Daughter and son survive.
ly in Lisbon. He started his thea¬
trical career as a mind reader in
JAMES D. PRESTON
James D. Preston, 83, superin¬ Czarist Russia and for a time was
tendent of the U.S. Senate Press impresario of the Ballet Russe de
Gallery for 35 years, starting in Monte Carlo.
1897, died Jan. 29 in Washington.
Antonio Vasques, 77, onetime
Known in newspaper and broad¬
casting, circles as a human encyclo¬ Portuguese impresario, died Jan.
paedia of facts about Congress and 6 in Lisbon. He was fatally
political history, he went to Holly¬ stricken in the lobby of the Teatro
wood in the ’30s as technical, ad¬ Avenida of which he was front
viser for the film, ‘Mr. Smith Goes house manager.
to Washington.”
Surviving, are his wife and a son. . Wife of John J. Maloney, Metro’s
veteran Central Division sales
manager, died Jan. 27 in Pitts¬
CARL KINSLEY
Carl Kinsley, 88, electrical engi¬ burgh after a long illness. Also
neer whose work helped pave the surviving are two sisters and two
y/ay for commercial broadcasting, brothers.
♦died Jan. 30 in Falls Church, Va.
Pedro Vilches, 90, retired im¬
He installed America’s first radio
station at Fire Island, N.Y., and presario, died Jan. 11 in Valencia,
was one of first in this country to Spain. Before his retirement some
.experiment with . wireless trans¬ 20 years ago, he was a top producer
mission.
of Spanish revues and operettas. Wife, three daughters and brother
Florida Martinez Nile, 23, an
survive.
actor, died Jan. 8 in Madrid. He
WILLIAM A. BECKFORD
Was the son of Spanish film direc¬
William A. Beckford, 56, assist¬ tor Florian, Rey and singer Imant exec secretary of Screen Extras perio Argentina.
Guild since1 1946, died of a heart
attack Jan. 26 in Hollywood. For
30 years he was’ an extra and was
MARRIAGES
Clark Gable's double for three
Dori Scheri to John Eller, Las
years in the ’30s. He later became
Vegas,
Jan.
22. Bride and groom
Hollywood rep for AGVA.
Son, two daughters, two brothers are thesps.
and two sisters survive.
Jacqueline Carnes to Joe Con¬
ley, Hollywood, Jan. 24. He’s an
actor.
LARRY STEPHENS
Larry Stephens, 35, radio and tv
Donna Jean Anderson to Stan
script writer, died of a cerebral Freberg, Los Angeles, Jan. 24. He’s
hemorrhage Jan. 26 In London. a comedian; bride’s his secretary.
His best known credits were “The
Geraldine Hill to Colin ‘Sher¬
Goon Show” on radio, on which he borne,
London, Jan. 24. Bride is a
collaborated, and “The Army ballet dancer.
Game” for Granada-TV.
Mary Parker to Linder Charlie
His wife survives.
Hobbes, Pasadena, Jan. 24. Bride
is hostess on KTLA’s “Romper
BERNARD FREEDMAN
Room”
Bernard Freedman, 72, a musi¬
Mary Lou Anderson to Julian
cian, died Jan. 31 in Philadelphia. Drob,
Pittsburgh, Jan. '31. He is
He was a member of the Old Arch product!A supervisor of KDKA—
Street Theatre orchestra for 25 TV and son of late Benny Drob,
years and held an honorary life longtime prooerty man for a num¬
membership in Local 77, AFM.
ber of Pitt theatres.
Surviving are two sons, six
Rosalind Mas^ow to Dr. Morton
daughters and a sister.
Luger, New York, Jan. 31. Bride is
a feature writer on the N.Y. Jour. THOMAS ’COLEMAN*
nal-American
Thomas Coleman, 62, double and
Sttsan ‘ Schaper to Frank Ball,
stand-in for Ben Alexander on San
Jan. 10. He's a mem¬
“Dragnet” teleseries, died Jan. 28 ber Antonia,
of' the 'disk jockey staff of
in Hollywood, He had been - an WOAI
in that city.
actor for several years nrior to
taking over assignment. His wife,
three brothers and two sisters sur¬
births: '
vive.
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Segal,
PHILIP TONGE
son, Denver, Jan. 26. Father is
PhiliD Tonge, 61, vet actor, died president of Mftj-America Broad¬
Jan. 28 after a short abdominal casters Inc. (KOSI. Denver; KOBY,
illness in Hollywood* At the time San Francisco; WGVM, Greenville,
of his death, he had been appear¬ Miss.).
ing in Metro-TWs “Northwest Pas¬
Mr. and Mrs. Barnard Hughes,
sage” teleseries.
daughter, 'New York,* Jan. l28."•
His wife, survives.
Mother is actress Helen Stenborg;
father is an actor, currently ap¬
JOHN DEEDING
pearing in “A Majority of One”
John Deering, 54, vet radio-tv in Boston.
actor, died of a cerebral hemorr¬
Mr. and Mrs. Adam West (Nga
hage Jan. 28 in Hollywood. After Tokaruaimatauaia), son, Santa Mon¬
suffering, loss of his voice in the ica, CaL, Jan. 25. Mother’s a Tahi¬
early '40s. he had been a bit player tian dancer;;., father's a Warner
and extra in recent years.
Bros, actor.
His wife and son survive.
Mr/and Mrs. Jack Straw, daugh¬
ter; Hollywood, Jan. 25. Father’*
ALBERT HAAG
an actor.
Albert Haag, 72, a performer on
Mr. and Mrs. William Lennon,
the old Keith and Pantages circuits, daughter, Santa Monica. Cal., Jan.
died Jan. 18 in PhiladelDh»a. He 24. Infant’s sisters ate the Lennon
was a member of the musical com¬ Sisters quartet.
edy team of Haag & Lavere from
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Kennedy,
1910 to 1927.
son, Santa Monica, Cal,, Jan. 27.
Wife and son survive.
Father's an actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ferraro,
Mrs. Freda B. (Peaches) Bush, daughter, Cincinnati, Jan. 29.
50. wife of veteran entertainer Father is manager of Keith’s Thea¬
Eddie Bush, died of a heart attack tre there.
Jan. 30 in Las Vegas. Her hus¬
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stewart,
band, formerly 'with the Harry daughter, San Antonio, recently.
Owens orch, has his own group at Father is disk jockey and news¬
Hotel El Cortez in Vc^as. In addi¬ caster on KITE in that city.
tion to husband, surv'vors are two
Mr. and-Mrs. Frank* Shakespeare
sons, a sister end five b*c‘hers. Jr., daughter, Milwaukee, Jan. 27.
Father is general manager of
Irving Smith, 30, disk jockey at WCBS-TV.
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Hollywood Wrestles With Tormula
“Redhead,” Broadway* newest
musical smash, is due to recover j
iti investment by the first week & Stooges Shorts Back
iA, Jqi& yhafi on tiie basis of an
On Screen in TV Wake
anticipated operating profit of
kesurgence of the Three Stooges,
$12,000 a Week and an openingnight.cost of$216,000. The latter via the closure of their old twofigure }$ unusually modest for a reelers on television. Is resulting
IgusicstL show, by contemporary id in almost 200% increase In
bookings of their new shorts fn
standards.
theatres, according to Maurice
. The Robert Fryer Sc Lawrence Grad, Columbia’s short subject
Carr presentation was financed at sales manager.
$300,000' and according to general
Grad noted that in past few
manager Ben Stein's tentative weeks, as Stooges became more
figuring, involved a production prominent through Screen Gems
cost of $225,000. That was reduced release, of their old comedies, most
$19,000 by operating profit on its Columbia branches have been able
five-week tryout tour, but involved to book* solidly available Stooge
about $10,000 preliminary and shorts. Key city first-runs houses
opening-week expenses at the 40th are also asking for the Stooge twoStreet Theatre, N.Y., Where it reelers, Grad said.
premiered last Thursday night (5).
: Although “Redhead” can ulti¬
mately gross about $63,000 a week
with standees, theatre party com¬
missions ~ will limit the receipts to
artfund $61,000 for the first several
months. The show breaks even at
about $30,000, with;the production
retaining about 55% of the differ¬
ence between the break-even and
International Business Machines
the gross.
The royalty setup calls for a techniques will be called in to set¬
theatre rental of 30% of the gross tle plagiarism suits under a scheme
to $20,000 and 25% thereafter, plus to punch out the first four bars of
8V£% to the authors (Herbert and a million tunes on IBM index cards
Dorothy Fields, Sidney Sheldon for ready reference.
George Goodwin, head of the
Jihd_, David Shaw, book; Albert
Hague, music; Dorothy Fields, Tune-Dex and Song Dex operation
lyrics),. 7Mj% to the star (Gwen and owner of the largest private
Verdon), # 3% to the director- music research library, estimates
choreographer (Bob Fosse) and that it will take IBM about Six
1% to the producers. (Go-libret¬ months to index the base material
tist Herbert Fields, Dorothy’s -needed to research.any “you stole
brother, died a year ago.)
my song” suit.
When the show pays off, Fosse’s
Goodwln.recently bought out the
royalty goes to 3V4%, while Miss nine-ton music collection of the
(Continued on page 74)
late Alex M, Kramer, who carved
out an important niche in Tin Pan
Alley as the leading researcher in
plagiarism actions. Kramer’s li¬
brary has been added to the exten¬
sive holding of Goodwin who has
done massive anthologies of public
(Continued on page 62)

By FRED HIFT
By MIKE GROSS

. On the heels of boara chairman
Robert Samoffs statement that
JJBC would go the pay-video route
if the Government okayed it and
it was a success, Leonard H. Goldenson, the topper of American
Broadcasting-Paramount theatres;
said last. week that he was dead
set against it on any basis, even a
limited trial run. This was a reiteratioh of his previous state¬
ments, this latest one evidently
prompted by the Sarnofi stand;
Goldenson, whose company em¬
braces ABC-TV, declared that sub¬
scription tv would “eventually lead
to tiie destruction of free televi¬
sion.
Permitting a test of pay
television is equivalent to starting
an epidemic to test a new vaccine.
Even ‘limited’ tests,, because Of
the investment required, would
create economic interest which
once established would be virtually;
impossible to, dislodge.”
■

After a long period in which it
viewed the American Negro almost
completely in terms of his conflict
with the white society around him,
Hollywood is gradually changing
its approach. Tendency in a num¬
ber of upcoming films is to present
the colored man either within his
own surroundings, with the color
of his skin no particular dramatic
importance, or to “integrate” him
into the broader American scene
as just one of many characters.
This is not to say that the blackwhite “tension” pictures are being
shut off, although even here the
approach—as in United Artists’
“The Defiant Ones”—tends to be
different, with the Negro treated
and presented less and less as a
stereotype and more as a human
being caught in the web. of preju¬
dice or some other social situation
under which he i$ made to suffer
as an individual.
Regardless of which way its
added up, there’s no question that
the public today appears more
primed to respond to the image
of the dramatic figure of the Ne¬
gro on the screen, and that the
number of pictures with bi-racial
themes
offer
a
considerably
widened scope of opportunity to
Negro actors in films.
Two current films in which Ne¬
groes play prominent parts are
“The Defiant Ones“ and “Anna
Lucasta.” In the former, with its
(Continued on page 22)

There’s beema shift in the mood
of the record-buying audience]
London, Feb. 10.
that’s turning unhappiness into athing called dough/ Tunes dealing; Sfr Losofe Sterling, who came to
;
Leadwi
from
the
lower east side of
with hanging (“Tbm Dooley”),, gtmr j
play . (“Don’t Take Your Guns Tn 'Stew York as a yesing man and who
became
the
head
of Electrical Sc
Town”), burying (“Springtime In
Alaska”), prison (“Life To Go”) Music Industries, and who gave
away
more
than
$3,000,000
in his
and solemn vow* (“I Walk the
Line”) are moving out of their folk lifetime, left about $1,400,000 when
be
died
last
June.
and country % western origination
Inhis will, he remembered aland into pop areas long dominated
jhosfc everyone from whom he had
by rock ’n’ roll.
The “unhappy” or “cry in the received personal services. The
beer” songs, as they are sometimes managers of the Savoy restaurant
called, are piling up nefty disk and the Savoy Grill, waiters at the
sales around the U. S. and also are hotel and at the Caprice restau¬
importantly berthed In "Such diver¬ rant as well as his barbers at the
sified areas as Canada and Aus¬ Dorchester received $280 each. His
tralia.
The “unhappy” songs secretary received $7,000; his bank
haven’t made their mark in Europe manager,- $1,400 and he gave a
yet but itTs expected that there will similar sum to his masseur. To his
soon be a crying jag on a global wife he left $28,000 free of duty,
scale if the songs continue the cur¬ plus all his personal chattels. He
rent pace of their pop projection. was 7$ when he died.
One of the top exponents of the
new disk mood is Johnny Cash
who was recently wooed away from
the Sun label by Columbia Records.
Incidentally, it was the same Sun
company that incubated Elvis
Presley before his worldwide.
splash via RCA Victor.
Columbia is banking on a splash
Washington, Feb. 10.
for Cash, a 26-year-old composerTbette’s a Ford in Uncle Sam’s
singer-guitarist. He’s already come
through with a elicko single, ‘Don’t 1 future. The National Parks Service
Take Your Guns To Town,” and] yesterday- (Mon.) unveiled plans to
restore Ford’s Theatre by April 14,
(Continued on page 62)
1965, the centenary of Lincoln’s
assassination there. The agency
has authority, but not the neces¬
sary $1,750,000 for reconstruction.
Sen. Milton Young (R-ND.) is
fronting Congressional effort to get
part of money this year, and figures
that the anniversary angle may
Boston, Feb. 10.
lead Congress to vote for it. After
restoration, Ford’s Theatre could
How an investigator of the
actually house plays on special Massachusetts food and drug divi¬
occasions. A long-run especially- sion, a former Hub policeman,
written Lincoln play is being dis¬ posed as a jazz musician to expose
cussed for anni-opening year.
] members of a $300,000 illicit drug
| On the heels of Mayor Robert
The theatre proved a disastrous! ring was revealed here 10 days ago
; Wagner’s formal announcement
(Continued on page 77)
j with the arrest of a family of four,
(from a .Gracie Mansion setting) of
including two teenagers and a
the new $66,000,000 48-story Zeck¬
Beacon Hill couple.
endorf Hotel in Rockefeller Cen¬
It was the second major drug
ter, N. Y., the head of Webb &
case to break here within 24 hours.
Knapp, William Zeckendorf, , is
The first was the theft of $250,000
known to be interested also in
in drugs from the Massachusetts
Bostont-Feb. 10.
acquiring the posh St. Regis from
General Hospital. The ring, one of
Bede Best, who sang with the the Vincent Astor estate and also
the biggest in the state’s history,
Joe Rines orch at the St. Regis the Roxy Theatre. The latter would
Havana, Feb. 10.
was nabbed by the undercover of¬
Hotel in New York 25 years ago, be either for Investment or, the
The reopening of Havana’s lux¬ ficer who frequented Hub jazz
and Whose falling sight halted more likely alternate, to be razed ury casinos appears to be a likely spots.
a career in radio, has developed, for an addition to the adjacent possibility, although they’re closed
The investigation was spear¬
with .Larry Berk, director of the Taft Hotel, which was recently more than a month after the over-; headed by the pure food and drug
Berklee School of Music here, a joined to the string of Zeckendorf throw of Dictator Fulgencio Batis¬ division of the state department of
method of simplifying the teaching Hotels. This now gives .him more ta. Nevertheless, when and under public health. It was launched by
of jazz and pop music to the blind. rooms in New York than both the what conditions the casinos will George 'A. Michael, director of the
Their system will become part of Hilton and Sheraton chains com¬ reopen is currently under study. division, with the cooperation of
the curriculum at Berklee next bined.
Nine casinos are presently shut state and local police.
September, and Miss Best, now
Zeckendorf Jr., long groomed as tight
Michael said the probe resulted
Mrs,. Elizabeth Welker, will teach head qf the hotel chain to bear
A three-man commission, con? from hospital reports of increased
the new system, which boils down the family name, already has the sisting of the prime minister and admissions of persons suffering
an entire song to one .sheet.
Astor, Manhattan, Commodore, the ministers of labor and social] from overdoses of harmful drugs.
The new symbols, they report, Drake, Berkshire and Taft under welfare, are at present studying the Investigator Richard Kafil, posing
(Continued on page 18)
ii
(Continued on page 24)
(Continued ot* page 54)
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(Continued oo page 54)

Tin Pan Alleys
Private Eye: IBM

Goldeason Reiterates
Opposition to Pay-TV
ErenonTrial-Rist Basis

EMTs Louis Sterling
Left $1,400,000 Estate

Bede Best Singer of Yore
And Blind, Co-Developer
Of Braille Music-Method

Phi to Restore
Ford’s Theatre

Cloak & Dagger ‘Jazzster’
Pagers 3O0G Drug Ring
la Bestoa ‘GoofbalT Case

Zeckendorf Would

i St. Regis & Roxy

Big Factor in Havana
Casinos’ Reopening Are
10,000 Now Unemployed
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Japans a Maas Coimiry; Hostesses,
Not Floor Shows, Are Nitery Draws

World, American, N. Y., Premieres In City Center’s
: Subsidized Spring Repertory

By DAVE JAMPEL
Tokyo, Feb. a.
More than one foreign headliner
has said in disgust after a per¬
formance in a Tokyo night dub,
“They come only for the hostesses.
If not for the hostesses, the night
dub business here would die."
Those remarks, albeit resulting
from professional injury, are gen¬
erally true. Hostesses are the top
draw In most Japanese clubs, caba¬
rets and even coffeeshops with the
floorshows taking a back seat. As
advertised, Japan is a mans coun¬
try. and most guests at public
places of night entertainment, both
Japanese and foreign, come stag.
Ipso facto, the lure of the profes¬
sional dates.
Hostesses are attached to their
respective dubs and are hired by
the hour at a set fee plus payment
of their check and often a tip. Most
night spots have areas for idle
hostesses, usually around the tor,
where the guest comes to select his
partner for the evening. Foreigners
prefer the latter procedure, but
most Japanese guests will order a:
hostess through the waiter. Direct
contacts are also made with host¬
esses meandering around the dub
for just the purpose.
There is surprisingly little pres¬
sure placed on the guest tohire
the services of a hostess, wife the
pressure tending to be reduced at
the bigger dubs. In most instances,
it is the guest who makes the first
approach, one of tho delicacies of
decorum that takes the hostess out
of the B-girl class. And it is at
the larger, more elaborate dubs
that a greater percentage of guests
ceme with their wives or outside
dates:
'
,, .
,
Hostesses come in all shapes and
manner, from the demure to the
devilish. They can be commas-,
deered in a kimono if the guest
requests, but usually, they are
found in a Western-style revealing
evening dress.
. ■
In return- for their fees, these
(Continued on page 20)

GRAPEVINE CRACKLE
ON MEXICAN GAMBLING

The arrest* by the Mexican gov¬
ernment of 22 U.S. citizens who had
been running a. “hot’^-crap game at
the Rosarito Beach Hotel, 15 miles
across the border from San Diego,
further dispel the' recurrent re¬
ports about Tijuana Agua Caliente and Ensenada “mulling" a re¬
vival of gambling and the like. Ro¬
sarito Beach is a few miles further
south of Caliente.
BETTY MADICAN
These reports cropped up anew,
coincidental with the murder of j Now.. .Five weeks.. .COTILLION
gambler Gus Greenbaum and his ROOM, Pierre Hotel. Now...Day¬
wife at their Phoenix (ArizJ home.. time TV PETER LIND HAYES
Just
completed.. .Four
Greenbaum was formerly associ¬ SHOW.
COPACABANA, New York:
ated with the Flamingo and latterly weeksWilliam
Morris Agency
was president of the Riviera Hotel,
CORAL RECORDS.
both- in Las Vegas. Ben Goffstein .
succeeded him in*the top Riviera
berth. The so-called “inside" re- '
ports had it that Greenbaum was
eyeing Mexico as “a new Las Ve¬
gas” and that “the boys” allegedly
wanted uxme of that.
Apparently, if anything of this
nature figured in the Nevada
gambling circles it was without the
sanction of the-Mexican govern¬
ment which quite a few .years ago
shut down gambling across the San
Diego border. All that Tijuana
Washington, Feb. 10.
offers today is weekend raring and
Bigtime mobsters, frequently
jai-alai,
with political and labor connec¬
' ;
'
:
1
itions, have muscled in bn the coin
machine industry in ever-increas¬
ing numbers, the Senate rackets
committee charged today (Tues.).
Result, Chairman John L.> Mc¬
Clellan (D., Ark.) said* is that
nearer every area ’ of .nation has
seen efforts by., the and.erworid to
A number of broadcasting figures ‘exert a strangleholdsom-tiie lucra¬
and editorial workers were among *tive business of' placing, coin ma¬
the 65 passengers on the illfated chines, mainly jukeboxes, /
American Airlines flight last week
(3) which crashed off La Guardla •; Committee investigator Arthur
Kaplan, leadoff .witness for the
Airport, N.-Y.
Beulah Zachary, producer of the Jhearings, said ‘too matter where
you
go, you find people with*crim¬
‘‘Kokin, Fran and Ollie” tv pro- ■
gram .was one of the victims. .She ■]inal records and rackets connec¬
tions”
in the business.- In some
was on her way to Gotham to work ]
out a revival of the show which big cities, legithhate businessmen
have
thrown
up their hands and
went off the air two years ago.
out because of the unsavMiss Zachary, a former school- bowed
1
•
(Continued
on page 64)
j teacher, made her home in Chicago.
Miami Beach, Feb. 10. ' [ She previously was a. Broadway
Jack Benny was cheered by 1,600 ] stage manager.
American Jews who gathered here
Also killed in the crash was S,
on Saturday (7), from all over the Harris Shevelsen, .42, former man* i
United States to help launch .the aging editor of Coronet and former
1959 campaign of the United Jew¬ editor of Pageant Magazine. He reish Appeal,
ceVly had bqeomd editorial'direc¬
A guest of honor, with Israeli tor of Madison Avenue Magazine.
Ambassador Abba Eban, at the na¬
One of the survivors was Edward
tional inaugural dinner of UJA, the Gottlieb, 49, of Edward Gottlieb A
Foreign executives of the Amer¬
comedian heard millions ’of dol¬ Associates, public relations firm. ican
<
picture companies, along with
lars pledged to the 1959 UJA cam¬ He suffered broken legs and other other overseas American indus¬
paign for rescue, resettlement and injuries. . Doctors, hope for his -tries, which pay their key personrehabilitation of Jews in Israd ' full recovery. Gottlieb, before or- ■nel in dollars, are faring a some¬
and 25 other countries.
[ganizing his own public relations >what rude awakening under Gen.
Benny was warmly praised by] [outfit, was with the Carl' Byoir iDeGaulle’s “new” France. He wants
UJA'chairman Morris W. Berinstein 1 public relations concern, where he ,expatriates to pay taxes; if they
for his many services to UJA and; had headed up the magazine sec- ,don’t pay Uncle Sam, for reasons
other Jewish and non-sectarian tion and radio department at vari- ,of being “foreign” residents, then
causes. In a special message read ous times.
the French government threatens
to the assemblage, Prime Minister
Several churchmen Identified to step up its taxation campaign.
Ben-Gurion of Israel praised Ben- with religious broadcasting also
“Paying" taxes in . France in
(Continued on page 54) .
_(Continued on page 54)
times past has been on a -musical
comedy catch - as - catch - can basis.
However, the new DeGaulle re¬
gime is “more earnest.” Seems to
have particular eye on the Amer¬
ican expatriates working in France
and earning., dollar income, taxable
^either in the U. S. or abroad.
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ED StnilVAN PROWLS
EUROPE FORTY SHOW
Madrid, Ffeb. 3.
' Television must emulate film in¬
dustry treks to foreign locations
and give video viewers a change
of scenery. Point was made by Ed
Sullivan who stopped off in Ma¬
drid en route to join his produc¬
tion uniL. in Portugal to shoot a
walk-on . with Gina Lollobrigida,
Marisa Pa van, King Vidor and
producer Ted Richmond all footmarked inside Solomon’s harem
for a “Solomon and Sheba” seg¬
ment Sullivan will telecast later
in the year.
Location telefilming in foreign
lands has proved successful after
pioneering hertzian hops by the
Hopes and. Sullivans, he maintains,
and looks for a sharp increase in
lensing junkets abroad this year.
Sullivan is bringing his Portugal
show to-the Estoril Carnival which
takes place the end of next week,
but shooting time for. the entire
(Continued on page 56)
,

New York City Center’s second
CUBA OKAYS ‘CASINO’: spring
season of Americap opera
(financed by Ford Foundation
POWELL ROLLS IN MAR. grants) will include ■ Gian - Carlo
Menotti’s “Maria Golovin.” This is
. .
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Fidel Castro’s Cuban Govern¬ the work that David Merrick pre¬
ment has given 20th-Fox producer- sented in the fall at the Martin
director Dick Powell the greenlight Beck and closed after five perform¬
to shoot his film, “Casino," in! ances, though critical notices were
Havana.
< good. It had earlier been mounted
Powell had planned to lens his with NBC funds at the, Brussels
pic there, when the revolutionists World’s Fair, Jules Rude! chief of
overthrew Fulgencio Batista. In the 55th Street opera regime, has
light of the developments he asked designated “Golovin" for opening
the U. S. State Dept, what course night (March 30) of the spring
to follow, and was advised in view Season.
of chaotic conditions there it might
Rudel investigated many possi¬
be best for him to go there per¬ bilities for the second season.
sonally and show the new govern¬ Among those f ound .either not suit¬
ment his script,
.Powell was mulling shooting his able or too complicated for the
picture in Portugal, when he de¬ facilities- available were “Th«cided to call Castro personally Golden Apple,” with a score by the
about his venture. Castro was out late John Latouche whose “Ballad
of town when the' producer called, of Baby Doe," a hit of the first
but his office advised Powell that Ford spring season will he re¬
. ‘
Castro would he glad to talk to peated.
Center 1959 spring repertory will
him on his return. Meanwhile, the
Cuban Government gave Pdwril Include:
.
. '
“Six Characters in Search of an
permission to shoot “Casino" there,
and he now plans to roll it in Ha¬ Anther," music by Hugo Weisgall, .
vana the first or second week, in adaptation after . Pirandello by
March.
#
.Denis Johnston,
__
Powell said ‘1 don’t want to show . “The Scarf," premiered last
Cuba in a bad light, .and our script summer at Spoleto, Italy. By Led
doesn’t.” He mentioned that the Hoiby. (One-acter).
below-the-line, cost on his film is
“Wuthering Heights," by Callisle
$1,300,000.
Floyd (whose “Susannah” holds
He has not yet cast the picture. over in repertory for third year)
Sante Fe Opera Assn, first mounted
this Bronte adaptation,
“The Triumph of-St. Joan." This.
is Norman Dello Joio’s one-acter,
“The Trial at Rouen” Under new
title. It was done on NBC-TV in
April, 1956.
“Street Scene," a work of the
Type of proxy fight that rarely late Kurt Weill will be revived:
makes the headlines is one involv¬ 1 '“The D evil udDiMel TIFebster ";
ing New York’s Hampshire House, based on the story andMm of same *
plush Central Park South hotel name, in opera adaptation of Doug¬
which went cooperative in I94SC las Moore.
~ ..
Fighting management for" control
“He Who Gets Slapped” An¬
is a. group of tenants led by Edwin dreyev’s art'play of 35 years ago
L. Weisl, prominent Wall Street has been made into lyric drama by
attorney and board member of Robert Ward and Bernard StamParamount Pictures.
bler. performed at the Columbia
Others on Weisl’s side: . Barney U. opera workshop previously, but
Balaban, president of Paramount; this is a first pro production.
Texas oilman Buddy Fogelson and
“The Medium." One-acter by
his wife, Greer GaTson; Arnold M.
'
Grant, show business attorney and MenottL Repeating.'■'
.‘*Regtoa”
by Marc Blitzstdn, ret; ■
former president'of RKO Pictures;
John Wayne, actor, and others who vived last spring to tig response,
own apartments in the-establish¬ also repeating.
ment.
Their beef is the familiar one
heard from show businessites and
others who have switched from the
status as “guest" to “owner” as
residential buildings in Manhattan
Hal Scott is taking ovei;. as.Ad¬
changed from hotel to co-op basis!
They 'say the service has bogged vertising Manager of Daily
down, management has become Variety, succeeding- Charles Gerneglectful and they have been the laeh Jr., who is leaving after 24
ones neglected.
years to enter the real estate bus-,
For one, Weisl, who occupies a iness in Albuquerque.
top duplex, says the roof leaks.
Scott, who-has been in the. ad¬
Other charges: Carpets are torn; vertising department of Daily
draperies are soiled; the television Variety for the past 10 years, as(Continued on page 69)
sumes his. new duties April 1.

Showfolk Rap ^Neglect’
Smce Hampshire Honse
Forced OwnersMpStatas
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MIMEOGRAPH VS. MINT MONEY
'Group-Think’ Kills Selling Slants?
Contents and looks of film advertisement !s suffering from an
overdose of interference “from the top” at several of the major
companies, ad-pub executives complain. “It's simply a case of too
many cooks spoiling the broth/* one said last week.
Beef is that ads, instead of representing the work and decision
of specialists, are actually the product of “group decision,” which
makes for little individuality and virtually prohibits a search for
new approaches.
When a different kind of ad is blueprinted, It’s either modified
along conventional lines by the brass, or else it’s run and the manin-charge is made to realize that the full weight of responsibility
in terms of the'eventual “payoff** rests on his shoulders.
What irks the ad-pub boys is that the changes in ads, carefully
designed for balance or that special approach, are frequently or¬
dered by men at the top who not only know nothing about adver¬
tising, but in effect are addicted to some old-fashioned notions
that dictate that ads must show as much “action” as possible, even
if this clutters up the design.
Instance is related where ads were designed with different types
of audiences in mind. The sketches were presented to a vice presi¬
dent whose knowledge of advertising is remote, to say the least.
He ordered various elements taken out of each of the ads and
thrown into one overall ad. The whole purpose of the original de¬
sign was destroyed..
~
“In this business you never argue with your boss, particularly
not these days,” commented one of the advertising men. “Pretty
soon you-learn to know what he likes, and that’s the way you
rough out your ads. You may be in a rut, but at least you’re safe.”
System works pretty much the same way on the Coast. Designer
Saul Bass once explained why he preferred to work for individual
producers rather than for a studio. “Once you work for a studio
you get caught in the ‘group decision* mentality. Nobody wants to
take the responsibility for anything, so everybody plays it safe
and criticizes. If it’s a success, he was behind it all the time, If it’s
a failure, he knew it would be, all the time.**
Effect of the buck-passing procedure in N.Y. is one of great-insechrity. Even the top ad men are affected by it and seek to broad¬
en the responsibility via consultation with sales and administra. tive executives, and in several cases'with the presidents who, nor• mally, would be removed from that level ef activity.'

U.S. Senate As Ektion-Checkers;
Chi Boothmen Re-Nominate Slates;
Chicago, Feb. 10.
Under the watchful eye of an
overseer, and with U. S. Senate
probers figuratively looking over
their shoulders, some 400 members
-of Local 110, Motion Picture Oper¬
ators, last Thursday (5) picked two
slates for top union offices to be
voted bn March 3. The choices
were made at a special meeting
after earlier, nominations had been
set, aside by Richard F. Walsh,
prez of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees.
Walsh’s action had been taken at
the behest of IATSE field rep
Glenn C. Kalkhoff Sr. after the
latter investigated charges that
two original nominees were "ineli¬
gible.” Kalkhoff finally concluded
that new nominations should be
held, but ruled that all previous
nominees could- run if picked
again.
Last week’s culling prodifeed the
same administration ticket as befdre, but dropped two of the origi¬
nal opposition candidates, one of
whom—George R. Hall—had with¬
drawn the first time with the dis¬
covery he had served five years in
prison for conspiracy in the 1935
bombing of a rival union’s “school”
for operators.
Hall had been
slated in opposition to secretarytreasurer Clarence A. Jalas for
business agent of the local. The
job has’ been vacant since last
March following the death of Eu¬
gene J. Atkinson.
Also to he voted on in March
are president and a successor to
Jalas.
Past Haunts Men
Kalkhoff, who supervised last i
week’s nominations, investigated
both Hall and Jalas, the latter hav-r
ing been tripped on ineligibility
charges at the same time for hav¬
ing once invoked the-fifth amend-,
ment before a Federal grand jury
delving into operations of the lo¬
cal’s welfare and pension fund.
Whereas an opposition slate was
originally thought to have a fair,
chance to win, it’s now figured that
all the hassling and “parental” in¬
trusion has only fortified the Jalas
forces and made them virtually a
shoo-in.
.
It’s pointed out, too, that Jalas'
would be right at home sliding
over to the business agent slot. He

has an intimate knowledge of the
job, since for many years he
spelled Atkinson during frequent
and protracted absences by the lat¬
ter from his desk.
Kalkhoff, from Milwaukee, will
be back in town to supervise the
March balloting.
Charges have frequently been
made that the local, currently un¬
der Senate Rackets Committee
scrutiny, is infested with hoodlum
elements. Said to be one of its
members, is John Accardo, brother
of Tony Accardo, reputed crime
syndicate boss here.

‘Running’ As of 187
“Some ‘ Came Running” has
grossed $2,575,009 in its first 187
key engagements, according to
figures compiled by Metro’s sales
department.
Engagements total 410 weeks of
playing time, with 37 still holding
over.

FILM AD BUDGETS (Alumni of Morris and MGA Shops,
Jurow-Shepherd See Properties
Magic That Baits Elusive Stars

This apparently is the time of
the year for quite a few of the
film company pub-ad chiefs to
sound off, either through press
conferences or enthusiastic hand¬ New Loew’s State Opens
outs, about the need for national With Monroe-Curtis ‘Hof
pre-selling of films and the great
“Some Like It Hot,” the Marilyn
effort each respective company is Monroe-Tony Curtis-Jack Lemmon
putting forth in that direction. starrer released by United Artists,
Advertising and publicity budgets will open the renovatec Loew’s
in all cases are “revealed” as being State Theatre on Broadway in midabove that of the previous year, March, presuming the house is
giving the implication that every ready at that time.
If not, it’ll berth in another
release is being backed with an
unprecedented, to use the favorite showcase. No day-dating with the
east
side is planned for the mo¬
adjective of the press departments,
ment.
campaign.
The pub-ad chiefs apparently see
no inconsistency in the news of
their grandiose spending plans and
news of simultaneous cutbacks in
publicity and advertising personnel.,
Actually the pattern is fairly
traditional. On the one hand, ex¬
ecutives may clamor after the
Christmas letdown any year for a
Washington, Feb. 10.
return to old-fashioned showman¬
The Senate’s anti-trust subcom¬
ship and better publicity and ad¬
vertising campaigns. They “report” mittee Monday (9) approved legis¬
each year they are alloting more; lation requiring big corporations
to give Justice Dept, and Federal
money for this purpose. Mean-! Trade Commission 60-days notice
while staffs shrink.
. ! before any merger. In general,
With the possibly sole exception ■ notice requirement would apply to
of United Artists, the film compa¬ outfits with a combined worth of
nies are operating their pub-ad! $10.000,000'or more.
activities with reduced staffs, par¬
FTC would also liave power to
ticularly in the field at point-of- seek preliminary injunctions pend¬
sale. Some of the more aware ing trial of anti-merger cases.
i&die producers, especially those Justice already has this authority.
v^ho like to do a personal soiling I Billy now goes to narert judiciary
job, , are recognizing this situation J committee, where it died last year.
when they personally hit the hin¬
terlands. A perceptive hit-the-trail ]
THEIR PRODUCT; LOREN
producer can quickly guess that a
“rushed-in” fieldman does nr.t have
Also Set Six Other
the know-how in local affairs as Ponti-Girosl
Features, 10 In All
does the' staffer permanently staUonel
,
Hollywood. Feb. 10.
Hip industries are also cogni-j producer team of Carlo Pont!
zant of the fact that the much- .
Marcello Girosi has set up a
heralded advertisingexpenditures iQ-oicture.program of indie films
are often figments of the imagina¬ budgetted at $20,000,000. Four of
tion. Rarely does a company spend these are being made for Para¬
what it says it will. There are mount release, but no further deal
exceptions, of course, for specific j,asyet been closed fo^ remaining
features but for the most part sbo ah star Sophia Loren,
there is a considerable discrcr u
Currently shooting “Heller With
between the announced pub-ad a Gun” as third pic for Paramount,
budgets and the actual outlay.
following “The Black Orchid” and
This was pointed up recently in “That Kind of Woman,” producers
a meeting between the executives; will complete the fourth for Par
of one company and Spokesmen for before embarking upon their:
pub-ad -employees who complained jskedded six, to be turned out over:
about dismissals the very week the , a three-year period,
company “announced” a record; Sextet include “Carmen,” based
promotional budget. One of the j on Prosper Merimee yarn, to be
executives is quoted as remarking: directed by George Cukor in Spain
in substance: “You guys are o'-'l j next year; “This, Too, I Saw,”
pros. >You know that the-figure was | original by Walter Bernstein, to- be
only released for publicity pur- directed by Alberto Lattuada. Pro¬
poses. Actually, our publicity and ■ ducers are dickering with Martin
advertising budget is much less Ritt to helm “The Girl from Amerthan last year”
iea.”

Aim Law to Curb
'Sneak’Mergers

Balancing Act, Optimism & Economy,
Under 20th s Centre Ring Spot
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox
prexy, last week summonned Alex
Harrison, general sales manager,
and Murray Silverstone, 20th’s
foreign topper, to the Coast for
confabs said t<urevolve around the
question of how-to affect economies
in the operation of the company.
Though 20th has a number ot
potentially hot boxoffice proper¬
ties set for release during the next
few months, Skouras nevertheless
is represented as determined to ef¬
fect a 25% cost cut throughout the
company. The big question is:
How is this to be accomplished?
Salary cuts and personnel reduc¬
tion are in discussion or have al¬
ready been decided on. The em¬
phasis now is on the domestic and
international distribution setups.
Can they be reduced without im¬
pairing 20th’s efficiency in handling
a lineup of some 40 to 50 pictures
this year?
20th is somewhat unique in that
its sales executives are convinced,
and have so argued with Skouras,
that the costs of maintaining a full

organization, run as economically
as possible, are well worth the ulti¬
mate benefits, i.e. the volume of
billings. View at the homeoffice is
that little is to be gained from
drooping exchanges In the U.S. or
even from mergers with other out¬
fits on the level of physical distrib¬
ution.
Buffalo Instance
In the one instance—in Buffalo
—where several of the companies
got. together to jointly run a ship¬
ping depot, 20th elected to play
odd man out on the theory that it
was shipping film as cheap, if not
cheaper, than anyone else.
Essentially the argument is that,
in partially tearing down the dis¬
tribution structure, costs may go
down at one end, but are apt to
go up at the other, with prints in
transit for a longer period of'time
and salesmen having to travel fur¬
ther. All this is based on the as¬
sumption that'the volume of prod¬
uct handled stays at a fairly high
level and doesnt.drcp hr low i n ro
20 pictures. At that point, main¬

Diversity In story material and
flexibility in operation are the aims
of the-new, young production team
of Mdttin Jurow ana Richard
Shepherd who are perhaps repre¬
sentative of the “new faces” slow¬
ly moving into the film-making end
of the‘.business.
Having delivered their first pro¬
duction, an offbeat western, ‘The
Hanging Tree,” starring Gary
Cooper and Maria Schell to War¬
ner Bros., pair is preparing to
launch “The Fugitive Kind,” film
version of Tennessee Williams*
“Orpheus Descending.” Film, star¬
ring Marlon Brando and Anna Magnani, will be filmed in New York
starting in late April. United Art¬
ists will release.
The casting of such salable and
sought-after names' marks some¬
thing of a coup for the new produc¬
tion team. They attribute their
success on this score to tne proper¬
ties, with Jurow observing: “It’s
easy to get the stars if you have the
story they want to dp.”
As a further example of their ap¬
proach to film-making, their pro¬
duction company has on its draw¬
ing board a spectacle, “The Fabu¬
lous Showman,” dealing with the
life of P. T. Bamum; a flim version
of Truman Capote’s “Breakfast at
Tiffany’s.” and a mystery dealing
with Richard Prather’s Shell Scott
stories.
The.last three projects will be
made as part of their six-picture
deal with Paramount, calling for
the delivery of the pix over a threeyear period. The agreement with
Par represents a sort of settling
down for the ambitious team. “It’s'
hard to move from one company to
another,” Jurow said in N. Y. this
week. The association with one
distribution firm over an extended
period, he pointed *out, allows the
four projects simultaneously withindie company to work on three or
out the necessity of worrying about
individual financing.
Experience of the pair in the
agency field—Jurow having been
with William Morris and Snepherd
(Continued oh page 20)

Assoc. Brisk In
; London, Feb. 10.
A major share deal involving
350,000 ordinary stock,units in As¬
sociated British Picture Corp. (with
a par value of 70c) has been closed
on behalf of the trustees of the
Maxwell family. It equals about,
one-thrid of the family’s holding in
the corporation.
According to an official state¬
ment made by the lawyers to the
trustees, the shares have been sold
because of the necessity of making
adequate provision for estate duty
contingencies. The family is re¬
taining its remaining two-ti?ird in¬
terest
ABPC stock, which has trebled in
value in the past year mainly as a
result of the giant earnings of its
commercial tv subsidiary, is cur¬
rently quoted at $6.85. According
to City reports, the purchase price
was in the region of $6.10 per share
on the deal.
Sir Philip Warter, chairman of
ABPC, is the son-in-law of the late
John Maxwell. The shares disposed
of -represent abouv 1214% cf the
corporation’s capital. Warner Bros,
has a 37V6% investment in the
company.
A week earlier. Sir Philip noti¬
fied stockholders that the profits
for the current yea’'
nc^t
April would be in the region of
$13,000,000, roughly $5,000,000 bet¬
ter than in the previous year.

tenance of a full setup becomes im¬
practical, it’s argued.
20th, which may let some sales¬
men go, points to the Warner Bros,
example as a “lesson” in eco¬
nomics. Warners eliminated sev¬
eral branches, but soon after that
reestablished most of the offices.
Industry executives, from time
to time, have argued that the pres¬
ent distribution setup is “archaic”
and that—this is a favorite beef
of independent producers—dis¬
tribution costs are beyond reason¬
able levels. Yet, apart from the
argument that volume product re¬
quires a volume type of effort, it’s
also realized that the competitive¬
ness among the companies is an
obstacle, with no outfit wanting to
give ground while the other retains
its position.
Situation is somewhat different
abroad where distribution costs |
continue to rise. Metro and 20th I Jeanette McDonald, star of many
have merged their operations in motion pm'-v** rv.’
nd
sr.\:>:?l smaller territories and, de- Arlington RoUman, baritone, will
i;. n
’ (vi their experiences, may day o:c-ri?hi 4 • id r
ntic
do so in additional ones.
[City’s Warren Supday, Feb. 22.
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Stock Quotation Qrirk
Notable Kvers#er, Stanley
Scoots Fresh hvestments As
Severance From Cinerama Nears
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Berlin Fest To Date: 17Lands
Total of 17 countries already have indicated their desire to parv ticipate in the 1958 international film festival in Berlin, slated
for June 26 to July 7.
">
Every country can enter one feature and one or two shorts, de¬
pending on its total shorts production. However, fest authorities
have the fight to invite an additional total of eight features, and
eight shorts.
The Soviet Union has, for the first time, been invited to parti¬
cipate at Berlin.

Words of cheer are being spread.
Companies in several instances are
underlining an upbeat in operas
tions and otherwise making it
known, without their specifically
so stating, that there’s hardly need
With its association with Ciner-4
for pessimism. All amounting td
ama drawing to an end, Stanley
part of the reason behind the con¬
Warner Carp, is busily engaged in
tinuing, general upbeat of prices
seeking a new field of diversifica¬
on the New York Stock Exchange.
tion. As Soon as the current
Republic preferred hit a new
Cinerama product plays off both
high. At the same time Rep presi¬
in the U.S. and abroad, it’s antici¬
dent
Herbert J. Yates went on
pated that the theatre chain will
record as saying the company Is in
liquidate its activities in the
Moose Jaw, Sask., Feb. 10.
the
best
shape it has been in years.
medium. It’s figured that Ciner¬
City council has turned down a
ama, under SW’s aegis, has about recommendation of its finance sec- j
Warners common hit a new high.
a year to go domestically and per¬ tion that the present 10% amuse¬ At the same time the company
haps two years abroad.
officially disclosed a profit of $1,ment tax be reduced by 30%.
As far as can be ascertained,
K At least a couple companies have
The three 'theatres in the city 922,000 for the first fiscal quarter
Stanley is not making any plans had sought.a complete removal of; of the new year, adding, signifi¬
proved the way to profits in the
to produce another picture in the the tax for a two-year period be-i cantly, that the second quarter
world of business is to drop the
process. The most recent film, cause of declining business.
business of making and distribut¬
i should likewise show “substantial”
Dudley-produced
“Cinerama —
ing motion pictures for theatres.
Moving that no change be made,, gains.
South Seas Adventure,” is figured
Republic, which was in the red
Paramount common continues, at
to complete its U.S. and Canadian Alderman Harry Swarbrick said ! near the high-for-the-year level. At
for
$1,362,000 in fiscal 1957, after
runs'by the end of 1959. In some theatre admission prices had risen1 the same time Par president Bar¬
which the company abandoned all
considerably
in
recent
years.
He
of the Cinerama houses, SW is^ ex¬
theatrical
production activity* will
Los
Angeles^
Feb.
10.
ney
Balaban
reports
that
earnings
pected to book the ClneMiracle doubted if the motion picture in¬ continue to exceed the dividend
National Theatres Inc., in a show a profit of around $1,500,000
film, “Windjammer,* but this is dustry’s revenue was down very rate and that the' industry has a sharp about-face climb, ran up con¬ for fiscal ’58. It cost Rep about
regarded as a temporary stopgap. much, if at all.
$2,000,000 in liquidating its dis¬
Contention of Alderman Don $50,000,000 potential in sale of the solidated net earnings of $362,843,
In some instances, the theatre,
old silents to television. Par has or 13c per share, for the first tribution and theatrieal pic busi¬
chain is restoring Cinerama the¬ Malden was that if some consid¬ the biggest backlog of pre-sound quarter ended Dec. 30, 1958 of ness; the overall corporate profit
eration
were
not
given
to
theatres
atres to conventional houses.is coming H*om tv production, and
fiscal year.
films.
This leads to speculation 'about they might be forced to close and
Profit repped a 555%. increase distribution, laboratory work, stu¬
Twentieth-Fox, too, is trading at
the Warner Theatre on Broadway and the city would lose tax money.dio rentals and plastics.
over
take
of
$65,401,
or-2c
per
Alderman Fraser Muirhead said the near-high level At the same share, for corresponding quarter] On the overall. Rep’s fiscal posi¬
which has served as a Cinerama
house for almost five years. After that, the stock in film companies time this - company has - offered l of previous year.
tion
has been the best in many
“South Seas Adventure,” the cur¬ had risen considerably over the jubilant reports of a strong pro¬ I Earnings,, according to prexy years, according to a company
rent tenant, the Warner will follow past year,, which indicates that the duction program, along with the John B. Bertero, included capital rundown of its various activities.
with “Windjammer.”
Since the days of features were not num¬ kind of economies that impress [ gains and net of Federal taxes of
BKO Teleradio, parent of the
latter has already had a long bered. He also pointed out that Wall Streeters.
$240,000 of 9c per share, as. against j now-defunct RKO Radio Pictures,
Broadway run at the Roxy, it is not the city could not extend a priv¬
United Artists has embarked $179,000 or 6e per share for com-! similarly has made strides since
expected to remain in the house ilege to the theatres when it was upon its most ambitious film-mak¬ parable quarter of preceding year. I theatrical pictures have been
for an extended period. Thus the not in a position to give relief to ing lineup; Universal is pulling -out
Circuit during the first quarter' dropped. Teleradio, which is a divi¬
Warner, a house well suited for citizens whose assessments had in¬ of the doldrums; Columbia now terminated its interest in 17 thea-] sion of the General Tire & Rubber
roadshow engagements. Will prob¬ creased.
has a 24-a-year schedule of “A”s in tres and properties “not useful in Co.,' on its own had a profit of
ably be available for conventional
Theatremen had said admissions mind; Paramount has all studio the business,” Bertero said, in a $3,051,426 last year. -Teleradio had
long-run films by the end of 1959 would not be cut if the tax were facilities being put to use with new letter to stockholders. NT is hope-j a loss in 1957, with its radio-tv
unless, of course, somebody im¬ reduced, Alderman A. Wilson re¬ production; WB is stepping up im¬ ful, he added, that in the light of j profits more than outdistanced by
mediately gets busy and produces ported. In other words, the city portant revenue-producing activi¬ announcements by film producers the deficit from the theatrical pie
another Cinerama film.
would be giving the theatres an ties in television; Loew’s-Metro, there will be a substantial increase* deficit
Wall St was again buzzing with outright gift, he said.
more stabilized now than it has in important pictures during the
Incidentally, it cost General Tire
reports about a possible new di¬
been in recent years, everybody’s year that “the shortage in supply more than $7,000,000 to close shop
versification move on the part of
economy-minded; the year is young that has characterized the last few on the theatrical department.
Stanley Warner.
The theatre
but already there’s been an. years inay'be somewhat overcome.”
chain headed by S. H. Fabian is
“Auntie Mame” to show the poten¬
Chain, he also advised stock¬
perhaps the most successful diver¬
tial blockbuster level of the box- holders, expects to be shortly in
L. A. to n. Y.
sifier among the film companies.
office; Walt Disney’s “Sleeping a position to go ahead with its pre¬
Brian Aherne
Its solid financial report is based
Beauty” cost $6,000,000 but no one viously announced exchange offer
San Francisco, Feb. 10.
Russell Arms
a good deal on its wholly' owned
seems
worried.
to acquire a controlling interest
Spyros Skouras doesn’t want
Jay Barney
subsidiary. International Latex Co.
There are entries on the other in National Telefilm Associates.
“The Diary of Anne Frank” to have
B. J. Bird
When SW acquired the company. a benefit opening at blew York’s side of the (balance sheet, natur¬ At a special stockholders meeting
Tutti Camaratta
International Latex manufactured Palace March 17 because “this ally. Exhibition companies con¬ Jan. 8 an overwhelming majority
Godfrey M. Cambridge
girdles, bras, rubber gloves, , swim
tinue to beef about an erratic sup¬ voted in favor. of this exchange
isn't
a
Jewish
picture,
this
is
a
pic¬
Carleton Carpenter
caps, and baby pants. However, it
ply of adequate product and the offer.
Sidney Carroll
too, has since diversified into the ture for the world.”
prospect of home toll television,
“Anne
Frank”
was
screened
be¬
Linda
Christian
pharmaceutical field, with a whole
feared as a devasting adversary,
RosemaryClooney
line of home remedies under the fore an audience for the first time seems coming closer at hand.
Joan
Collins
at
Frisco’s
1,400-s^at
St,
Francis
Isodine label.
But there are the heartening
James Comorthoon
Fabian has frequently told the last week, was screened the next notes, too, as above.
Gary Cooper
company’s stockholders that Stan-, night at Berkeley’s California The¬
Sumner Locke Elliott
ley Warner is continually on the atre across Frisco Bay. ProducerMexico City, Feb- 3.
Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
lookout for new businesses. At director George Stevens was in the
Victorious Cuban rebel chieftain
Jose Eerrer
one time, SW was interested in ac¬ ; Frisco area for the screenings and
Fidel Castro Ruz turned to dreams
Glenn 'Ford
said
the
190-minute
running
time
quiring the Zonite Co., but this
of revolutionary glory only after
Mike Gould
deal did not materialize. It came probably would be eut about 20
failure in another career.
The
Bonita
Granville
minutes.
close to obtaining the cosmetics
currently bearded revolutionary
Vancouver, Feb. 10.
Abper J. Greshler .
firm of Hazel Bishop, but the lat¬
He didn’t know what Skouras* at¬
Vancouver is China sans Com¬ making dictatorial noises , in Ha¬
William
J. Heineman
ter company eventually went to a titude toward benefit perform¬ mies is pretext for a James Stew¬ vana aspired to be a film leading
Eddie Hodges,
Matty Fox syndicate.
ances was, but said he knew that art feature to be filmed here by man ki Mexican motion pictures
Jimmy
Johnson
Stanley is believed courting tele¬ 20th-Fox’s Charles Einfeld “has ar¬ William Goetz Productions this six years ago. Back in 1953 the
Victor Joiy
vision interests. Its station in the ranged at least eight benefits.” He summer, according to local tour¬ thought of revolutionary ideals did
Martin Jurow
Albany-Schenectady-Troy area of added:
ist bureau topper Jim Hughes not enter Ruz* plans. He worked
Marc Lawrence
“As you can imagine, everyone whose source is Canadian consul¬ as an extra in a number of Mexi¬
upper New York State recently
Paul Levitt
converted from UHF to a VHF sta- j wants a benefit, Hadassah, all the ate in Los Angeles. Apparently lo- can films and today still is listed
Art fiinkfetter
tion, a changeover that is expected , rest.”
eal shoreline and large Chinese on the rolls as 'a “transitory extra.”
Julia
Meade
Instead of a real-life “hero,”
to materially increase the audience
Skouras’ attitude was revealed in citizenry comprise adequate dou¬
Joseph L. Moskowitz
potential and thereby benefit op¬ a letter he wrote to the Anne Frank, ble for Chinese coast and blue-- Ruz dreamed of being a screen
Jimmie
Rodgers
erating results.
Memorial Foundation, in Los An¬ printed epic “will need a lot of hero. But dreams of film glory
Leon Roth
faded and, faced with the pros¬
All in all, Stanley aims to broad¬ geles. This foundation is trying to extras,” be states.
Richard
Shepherd
en its base of activities so that the raise funds to build a library wing
There’s more than tourist hosi¬ pect of a dreary procession of ex¬
Ralph Story
company is less dependent on the for Hebrew University in Israel.
ers interested in report Area tra and bit roles, the rebel-to-be
Ted
Thorpe
fluctuations of the motion picture
Skouras, reached by phone- in needs, the work,- with some 40,000 rebelled.
Bobby Troup
currently seeking jobs, though few
market. In his last report to stock¬ Palm Springs, was-'asked:
Philip A. Waxman
holders, Fabian declared: “Follow¬
“DM you write that you didn’t Chinese. Seemingly Vancouver’s
VEEPCY FOR W. L MILLER
Max E. Youngstein
i
ing careful and realistic investiga¬ want this known as a Jewish pic¬ Chinatown can. absorb its. folk,
thus any call for extras is like to
tions, we seek to acquire companies ture?”
Roxy Vet Rewarded—Flo
get qneue of occidentals trying
having potential growth and profit
New York to L; A. j
Simendtnger Abo Upped
His reply:
1 :possibilities.”
‘That’s the idea. We don’t want to. look -almond-eyed. .
Joey Bishop
to have a benefit for the opening.
William L. Miller, who’s been
Geraldine Brooks
1
with the Roxy Theatre for more
Th's is a picture for the world.”
Lewis R. Chudd
PLAGIARISM TO TRIAL
Amplifying, he said there would
than 25 years, has been appointed
Betty Comden be “plenty of benefits later."
Adolph Green
Kendrick-Fader Vs. 20th Refused veepge in charge of theatre opera¬
tions. Miller most recently has l^een
The film’s writers, Albert and.
Herb Landon
Dismissal
first assistant to the managing di¬
Frances Hackett, said by phone
Jerry Levy
from Los Angeles that their under¬
Jim Miller
A motion by 20th-Fox for dis¬ rector.
Florence Simendinger, another
standing about benefits was this*.
Mrs. Jaek Norton
missal of an infringement suit on
“Several organizations wanted a scenario called “My Hero” was 25-year worker, has been named
Tony Randall
Holders of Universal preferred opening night. The plan now is to denied in N. Y. Federal Court Mon¬ assistant secretary at the theatre
Chuck Reeves
stock are about to be paid off on give no one organization the terri¬ day (9) by Judge Frederick Van while Alspn Lee has been ap¬
Herbert Sargent
pointed treasurer, with Alex Rotko,
dividends which they should have ble responsibility of selling the Pelt Bryan.
#■
Selene Walters
received but didn’t. This is a cum¬ whole house. It’s supposed to be
Eddie Wolpin
Suit brought by writers Kath¬ assistant -treasurer of Roxy Enter¬
ulative issue which provides the split up in blocks of tickets for a leen Kendrick and Herbert Fader, prises Corp.
owner with $1.06V4 per share quar¬ number of organizations.”
charged that “My Hero," submitted
U. S. to Europe
UP-STATUS BEBCHICH
They were referring to the sec¬ to 20th, was later - infringed and
terly. Two payments were missed,
Albert R. Broccoli
for the reason the film corporation ond U. 'S. opening, March 27, at pirated, emerging as the 20th film,
Ben Bebchich has been named
Trevor
Howard
was low on its .cash position, and the Egyptian, Hollywood.
‘The Lieutenant Wore Skirts.” branch manager of Metro’s Boston
Joseph Julien
One source of confusion about Authors are seeking $200,000 in exchange. He moves up firom the
another becomes due on March 2.
B.
Gr. Kranze
All three payments are to be “Anne Frank” benefits is: that there damages and a injunction for al¬ position of assistant branch man¬
Michael J. Lichtenstein
made on this date, with U thus are two organizations bearing the leged infringement of their com¬ ager to succeed the late Ben
• Robert. Taylor
Rosenwald.
clearing up the arrears *and the cur¬ name- of the teenage Dutch girl mon law rights. '
rent obligation.
Bebchich joined Metro in 1927
who became a Nazi Victim • in
Film company had asked for disEurope to (j./S. ;
Source of the coin was U’s sale World War IL
r missal of the suit and for a sum¬ and has been a. salesman-since
.
*
of studio real estate to Music Corp. .One organization'-is pitching for mary judgment on the ground of 1937.- He became assistant branch .. Bruce Becker
.manager
in,
1949.,,.h
the Israeli library*
Tack of jurisdiction.
r- c..
. rHoney Becker . . * . jy
of America for $11,250,OQO.
% ooi«‘
figmol no mU?
kao‘ri
1
ini
qvul+s*

Quotes Stock Quotes For
Skeptic’s Doubt Picture

Docking Showmanship Risks,

Enjoy Corporate Enhancement

National Theatres Quarter
Net Eqnals 13c; Year Ago
Same Period Rated 2c

SKOURAS:‘ANNE FRANK
FOR ALL, NOT JUST JEWS’

CUBA’S FIDE CASTRO
ONCE MEX FILM EXTRA

VANCOUVER LOCALE
FOR CHINESE FEATURE

U Cleaning Up Its
Pfd Divvy Arrears
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BRITISH TOLLVISION OKAY?
See Doob Whipping Dan Weinberg Sees Exhibs’ Blunder;
‘Ben-Hnr’Chariot Cable Ultimate Antidote to Ad-Video
Veteran Loew’s pub-ad executive
Oscar Doob may emerge from re¬
tirement to assume full charge of
a special unit charged'^th the ex¬
ploitation efforts on Metro’s $15,000,000 production of “Ben-Hur.”
Doob was long associated with
prexy Joseph B. Vogel. He’s living
■in Washington but has interrupted
-his retirement on special occasions
to assume industry assignments,
the most recent being a campaign
for the Motion Picture Assn, of
America.
Before exiting the company,
Doob had been pub-ad chief and
a general executive of Loew’s
Theatres and a special assignment
exec Of Metro’s pub-ad department
under former pub-ad v.p. Howard
Dietz.

Maiden Interview For
- Weingarten: There’s Coin
By JIM POWERS
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
A cut in Hollywood film produc. -tion doesn’t necessarily mean an
accompanying cut in the number
of film theatres, says producer
Lawrence Weingarten. Patterns of
exhibition are changing, and given
. good, strong pictures, theatres can
do better with fewer films than
with a steady stream of the
mediocre.
Weingarten, partnered with
Pandro S. Berman in Avon Pro¬
ductions at Metro, claims there is
about $2,000,000 in additional rev¬
enue to be picked up by a really
strong film from “fringe” houses
alone, even after it has seemingly
played out in ether engagements.
He is in a strong position to
speak, as producer of Metro’s “Cat
On A Hot Tin Roof,” which is re¬
versing or upsetting many previ¬
ously rigid ideas about release and
exhibition.
Weingarten ' doesn’t
claim to be any expert in that field,
but like many film-makers he has
sdme ideas on the subject.
In his first interview since he
has been a producer (31 years),
Weingarten made clear he doesn’t
think "Cat” is going to be the only
film to hit top b.o* down the line.
He thinks in the current crop that
“Auntie Marne” probably will do
the same, and that “The Ten Com¬
mandments” and (when the time
comes) “Around The World in 80
Days” probably will also.
What he’s cautioning against, is
the idea that a cut in Hollywood
production automatically means a
cut in theatres. The idea has been
propounded, most often by Samuel
Goldwyn, that Hollywood ‘Should
concentrate on big productions,
and drop the program fare. Some
of those in basic agreement with
this idea have projected it to mean
that it would eliminate all but top
first and second run houses.
Not so, says Weingarten.
He points out that when “Cat"
played houses which are ordinarily
open on week-ends only, the film
was played through the week for
•engagements of 10 days to two
weeks. He says in theatres ordinar¬
ily open the >eek-through, but set
up to have three changes of bill a
week (a total of six pix), 'tat” has
held—often sold—for two to three
weeks.
Weingarten doesn’t claim he can
turn out a “Cat” everytime, but
points out that this proves that
all the gross on a picture is not
taken even on extended first-runs,
multiple-theatre followups, etc.
The exhibitor cry for more film
wouldn’t be necessary, he points
out, if the exibitor could get a
dozen or so pix of this calibre a
year. Such extended runs would
take the place of literally, scores of
program pix that are only barely
profitable to all concerned.
Weingarten isn’t expecting to
follow “Cat** with anything similar.
His production schedule, for Avon
and Metro, is varied, at the moment
. consisting of “The Travels of Jamie
McPheeters,” “The Gazeb o,”
“Sweet Bird of Youth/’ and “Strike
Heaven in the Face/* among others.

While the leadership of exhibi¬
tion has gone all out in trying to
get pay-tv systems outlawed by
U.S. Congress, there are some theatremen who still look to-the boxoffice in the home as the ultimate
solution, in the battle against
“free” television. One such exhi¬
bitor is Dan Weinberg, who oper¬
ates Marva Theatres Inc., a cir¬
cuit of hardtoppers and drive-ins
spread throughout Maryland.
Conceding that he’s a voice cry¬
ing in the wilderness, Weinberg
thinks the theatres are 'committing
the ultimate folly in lining up with
the networks and tv stations in
fighting toll-tv. “The. exhibition
wing of this business should be on
the opposite side from the net¬
works by working to get toll-tv ap¬
proved, not outlawed,” he argues.
“If exhibition gets another blow,
and it may be the fatal one, it will
come from the present system of
free films on television in the
form of the post-1948 pictures—
and here we have all our exhibi¬
tor associations fighting side-byside with the very medium that
will ultimately destroy another
major segment, if not all of our
industry.”
Can’t Be Good Both Ways
The way Weinberg reasons it,
“If outlawing or killing pay-tv is
a good thing for the networks and
tv station owners,' then by any
line of reasoning it’s got to be the

worst thing in the world for us.
Instead of exhibition trying to kill
toll-tv, it’s more important to kill
.the thing that’s killing us—free
’movies. The logical way to stop
pictures from being given away
is to put a boxoffiqe in the homes.”
Weinberg, who has more sym¬
pathizers among exhibitors than
he thinks, believes that the exhi¬
bitor organizations should -“get on
the right track and reverse them¬
selves
by
supporting pay-tv”
which, ultimately, “could provide
the means of great prosperity for
the alert exhibitor who jumps in
and becomes the owner and oper¬
ator of pay-tv in his community,
whether alone or in association
with his competitors.”
Exhibition, via the trade asso¬
ciations, officially has taken a
strong stand against any form of
pay-tv, even to the extent of try¬
ing to get wire-tv into the homes
outlawed.
In the process this
would also knock out theatre tele¬
vision. However, despite this “of¬
ficial” stand, a surprising number
of theatremen retain their interest
in the potential of pay-tv, and the
various toll systems insist they’re
getting a good many inquiries from
local exhibitors on how they might
fit into the systems.
Theatre Experiment
It was, after all, a theatre chain
in Oklahoma which undertook the
costly experiment at Bartlesville
which was designed simply to es¬

tablish whether or not the public
would pay for good pictures on tv.
At the opposite end of the argu¬
ment are those who, argue that any
toll'system would kill the theatres
stone-dead since people would just
stop going to the theatres except
for some special attractions.
The networks take the view that,
should pay-tv arrive at the scene,
it could easily destroy the present
structure of sponsored video. For
them, any pay system would set
up an intolerable competition for
programming, a competition that
certainly would* extend to motion
pictures.
To Weinberg, the exhibition at¬
titude is foolish because “We are
doing the same thing today about
toll-tv that the film industry did
when television was in its infancy.
Instead of nursing and pioneering
television years ago, our industry
saw fit to ignoiie it and fight it
when we had the opportunity to
play a major role in bringing it
to life and ultimately control it."
Pay-tv, he believes, could give
exhibitors the vital “in” on the tv
business and could “provide a
better and more lucrative market
for the post-’48 films whereby ex¬
hibitors and owners of those films
will benefit. Home viewers will
be paying to. see both the old and
new films, and we won’t be com¬
peting with the present system of
free movies—commercially spon¬
sored.”

London, Feb. 10.
Britain’s Postmaster General,
Ernest Marples, has agreed in
principle to the adoption of a payas-you-view television system in
Britain, modelled on the Skiatron
process. Introduction of the sys¬
tem, however, would probably call
for special Governmental legisla¬
tion and it is unlikely that toll tv
could be introduced into Britain
before a number of years.
Matthew Fox, who acquired con¬
trol of the Skiatron process in
America a few years back, is due
in London this week. It is believed
that the main purpose of his visit
is to confer with Isaac Wolfson, the
head- of Great Universal Stores,
who is one of Britain's leading
financiers.
Wolfson, who was one of the orig¬
inal backers of the Kemsley-Winnick tv group, and who is also
contemplating entering the record
business, is reportedly ready to
find the British coin necessary to
finance the introduction of a toll
television system in Britain, pro¬
vided the Government greenlight
went in favor of Skiatron. That
method, if adopted, would elimininate much of the financial risk
involved, as the system would be
linked directly to telephone ex¬
changes and advance payments
from subscribers would cushion
losses from possible defaulters.
With 8.000,000 receivers already
in use in Britain, a pay-as-youview system could yield a fast and
handsome return to any film pro¬
Trade Still Strong; ‘Marne’ Again No. 1, ‘Running’ ducer, as well as contributing to a
substantial “gate” for sports pro¬
2dr ‘Inn’ 3d, ‘Furlough’ 4th, ‘Gigi’ 5th
moters. The Skiatron process
could, of course, also be used in
Even though most key cities are “Bell, Book, Candle” (Col), “Anna picture theatres.
Serious situation facing Amer¬ loaded down with longruns, first- Lucasta” (UA). “My Uncle” (Cont)
ican film importers under the new run biz still is continuing at fast and “Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert) are
Argentine import regulations has • clip, particularly for this season of the runner-up pix.
“The Trap” (Par) shapes drab to
resolved itself, with Yank outfits [ year. Several communities had a
] respite from a long stretch of
now assured, they won’t have to j frigid weather, and this was help¬ nice on its four playdates this ses¬
sion. “Black Orchid,” from the
pay any surcharges and, very like¬ ful. Some of the films launched same company, is rated smart in
ly, also will be exempt from having over the year-end holidays still are Philly. “Sleeping Beauty” <BV)
to make deposits.
proving strong in keys covered by still was smash in second L.A.
News has been received. with Variety currently.
week. “Last Mile” (UA), good in
considerable relief by the Motion
“Auntie Marne” (WB) again , is Seattle, looms fair in Frisco and
Picture Export Assn. For a while, No. I picture, same .as last week so-so in Providence.
it. had looked As if the burden of and for many sessions prior to that.
“Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker”
the new regulations would be too “Some Came Running” (M-G) (20th), big in K.C., looms socko in
Washington, Feb. 10.
much to continue operations in again is finishing second, same spot Omaha and sturdy in St. Louis.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), a po¬
Argentina, which is a $6,000,000 it held a week ago. “Inn of Sixth “Last Blitzkrieg” (Col), okay in
market.
| Happiness" (20th) wound up third Minneapolis, is highly disappoint¬ tent pay-tv foe, had a comment af¬
Specific status of U.S. films in : as compared with fourth place last ing in N. Y. ard Toronto. “House ter reading widely published Asso¬
ciated Press report last Friday (6)
the Argentine trade scheme hasn’t round.
on Haunted Hill” (AA), smash in that Skiatron TV, Inc., hoped to
been established yet. If nothing is
“Perfect * Furlough” (U) is cop¬ Detroit, is lofty in Boston.
have Los Angels Dodgers and
changed, films may go free, subject ping fourth money. It was third a
“Roots of Heaven” (20th), okay
Francisco Giants on subscrip¬
only to a prior agreement under week ago. “Gigi” (M-G) is moving in Cincy, is fair in Philly. “Around San
tion television by approximately
which annual imports are held up from eighth to land in fifth World in 80 Days” (UA), solid in July
1.
to 200 tops. At this moment, and spot. “South Seas Adventure” L.A., is rated near capacity on sec¬
“We,” said Harris of the House
for the past several months, the (Cinerama) is finishing sixth as ond week in Toronto. “Old Man
Commerce
Committee which he
U.S. companies have been paying a compared with fifth last week.
and Sea” (WB) shapes soft in L.A. chairmans, “intend to go carefully
100% deposit on invoice value, re¬
“South Pacific” (Magna) is cap¬
into
this
Skiatron
baseball matter
“Doctor's Dilemma” (M-G), fine
fundable in 80 days. This practice turing seventh position. In eighth
when we open our pay-tv hirings
may or may not be continued.
place is “Rally Round Flag, Boys” in Balto, looms good -in ]Jf. Y. and at an early date.”
Detroit. “Tonka” (BV), nice in
If films are put into category (20th), first time it has been out Louisville and Portland, shapes
Skiatron has previously said its
one, they may have to pay a raised enough to place in the ratings. gopd in Minneapolis.
Coast tollvision deal with baseball
deposit, refundable in 180 days, “Separate Tables” (UA) again is
and telephone companies is outside
“Tom
Thumb”
(M-G)
is
socko
in
•but they'll still be exempt from the landing in ninth spot
any federal jurisdiction.
“Windjammer" (NT), with a Chi. “1,000 Hills” (20th) looks fair
surcharge.
And Harris has previously said
in Balto. “Night To Remember"
The general status of the Yank burst of strength in some keys; is (Rank) shapes fine in N. Y. on h’s committee wants to see what
the law says about it and (signifi¬
product was clarified in'the wake pushing to 10th place/ “I Want To longrun.
cantly) take under studv whether
of conversations between Robert Live” (UA) will wind up 11th while
(Complete Boxofice Reports on the law should be changed.
J. Corkery, the MPEA v.p, in “Up Periscope” (WB), a newcom¬
Harris’ own feevee bill, forming
charge of Latin America, and two er, rounds out the Top 12 list.' Pages 8-9-10 ).
the basis for his subscription tv
high Argentine officials, Del Cario,
hearings which are expected to
Minister of Economic Affairs, and
start late this month or early in
Horatio A. Portela, economic ex¬
March, would outlaw pay-tv except
pert in the Ministry of Foreign Af¬
for limited experiments (trial runs
fairs. Both were in the States re¬
National Broadcasting Co. has offered a free half hour of closed
in selected cities).
cently.
circuit time to the industry;to preview some of the arrangements
Harris, in an interview, said
Argentina has established four
for the April 6 Academy Awards telecast. NBC also will undertake
there are “questions” in his mind
“essential” import categories. Items
an ad campaign in key cities to plug the Oscar show.
as to whether Skiatron Is now im¬
not listed in them have to pay a
Date for the closed circuit pow hasn’t been set. It’ll be part of a
mune to federal regulation in the
300% surcharge-and a 500% cus¬
host of other activities designed to generate maximum interest in
Coast deaL
toms bond. Under these rules, films
the Awards radio and telecast, Harry McWilliams, the industry
Meanwhile, it appeared the Sen¬
would have had to ~pay $880,000 in
promotional coordinator for the show, told the ad-pub directors
ate Commerce Committee will sit
annual surcharges and $1,500,000
committee in N.Y. last week.
still on the tollvision issue until
in deposits annually.
after the Harris committee finishes
Top stars are currently preparing 10 and 20 second tape spots
its hearings and sends legislation
plugging the Oscar show, which again will be sponsored by the
on the subject through the House
film biz and will be produced by Jerry Wald with a format said to
Romulus Eyes Geo. Nader
to the Senate.
be radically different from that of former years.
Promotional drive for the Oscar telecast goes into full gear on
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Frisco Very Skeptical
Feb. 23 when the nominations will be announced.' ,
George Nader, Who exits as the
San Francisco, Feb. 10.
According to the Academy, 217 North American and 35 Canadian
lead of NBC-TV’s “Ellery Queen”
San Francisco reaction toward
tv stations will carry the Oscarcast which is due to run 105 min¬
series shortly, is being paged by
AP’s New York report that Skia¬
utes. With Alaskan stations added, there’ll be 199 radio outlets
Romulus Films to star in .“SOS
tron expects to cable Giant-Dodger
covering the full show. Last year’s NBC telecast of the awards'
Pacific/’ Written by Eric Ambler.
ball games on Coast by July 1 was
was seen by, anjestioiatsd 80,000,000 viewers and by additional mil-,
Film is. due to roll in.. England
a stifled yawn.
lions via film bn foreign tv stations.
early in April.

Yanks Soothed
National Boxoffice Survey
Re Argentina

Harris Cold-Eyes
Skiatron Coast
Baseball Deals

Cable Advance On Oscar ?
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VhM TecreatiMi of the pro¬
hibition era foBt-monster* BI*
production values, siren* pay*
off.
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Allied Artists release of John-H. Burrows-Leonard J. Ackerman Production.
Stars Bod StaigcK costars Fay^ Spaih,
James Gregory, Martin Balsam;
Nefccmtab PtMoff. Murvyn Vye. Directed
by Richard Wilson. Screenplay, MalvJn
Wald and Henry F. Greenberg; camera.
Laden Ballard; music, David Baksm;
•ditor, Walter Hannemarin. Predewed at
the studio, Feb. 4, *59. Banning time, 105

MlffS.
A1 Capone .... Hod Steiger
Maureen . Pay Spain
Schaefer.James CJregory
Seely . Martin Balsam
Johnny Tonio.........Nehemiah Persoff
Bags Moran.... Murvya Vye
Jim CoJoeimo .Joe De Santis
Bones Corelli ..Sandy Kenyor
Mr. Braneato ..Raymond Bailey
Tony Genaro..._ Al Rnacic
Jee Lorenzo
Louis Guinr
Scallsi .
Hon Sobk
Anaetmo...Steve Grave rr
Ben Hoffman.Ben Ar'
Pete Flannery .Peter Dane

who Is picked up by eloping Luana
Patten and Tom Selden. Mario
has already killed one man and is
. v Well-done low-budget western,
ready ;to kill' again whenever he
feels pressures developing that he
■ Hollywood, Jan. 29.
' Twentieth-Fox release of a Regal Films cannot understand. There is, in the
production. Stars Willard Parker, Grant 'screenplay by Fenady, from a story
Williams, Audrey Dalton, Douglas Ken¬ by Gordon Hunt and Al Burton, a
nedy, June Blair. Produced by Jade Leewood. Directed by Paxil Landres. Screen¬ well-developed situation of double
play by James Landis and Jack Thomas, jeopardy. MisS Patten and Selden
from novel by Landis; camera, Walter
Strenge; editor, Robert Fritch; music, are attempting to elude possible
Paul Dunlap. Previewed Jan. 29, “59, police intervention to avert their
Running time, .71 MINS.
marriage. Mario convinces them
Clint Banister ..,. Willard Parker that his accompanying them will
Greg Banister ........... Grant Williams
Susan Harvey..
Audrey Dalton confuse such investigators. Al¬
Phillip Harvey ......... Douglas Kennedy though the couple grows increas¬
Florne Stuart'..
June Blair •
Doc Jansen .... Dabbs Greer ingly apprehensive about Mario,
Amy Todd ..Barbara Heller they face the dilemma of which
Finch ..
Rayford Barnes danger is more eminent, Mario or
Henry Biggs ..
Tyler McVey
Riff .... Lee Farr the police.
Rlc ...
Jimmy Murphy
Fenady’s screenplay is accurate
Jesse .... Dick Monahan
Carpetbagger ............... Robert Dix in its presentation of the psycho
Ben TTniiia ...
Gregg Barton killer and interesting in this char¬
Trades .. ........... L. Stanford Jolley
Gus Pringle ...... Sid Melton acter’s effect on his captives, the
The Remarkable
Nancy..
Shirle Haven young lovers. Kershner’s direction
Jack Stone ...
-Hank Patterson sets his characters early and well,
Mr, Pennypaeker
Charlie . Frank Marlowe
(COLOR; C7SCOPE)
Indians..Boyd Stockman, Jerry Summers, remains-true to them as the story
Bill Coontz develops, and correctly concen¬
Old Dan .Tom London
Disappointing version of legit
Women Passengers.Elena DaVinci, trates on action.
Doe Swam
farce. Mildly fnnny. Mild j
Performances are capable, par¬
b.o.
I
ticularly those by Mario, Miss Pat¬
Regal Films makes a regal fare¬ ten and Selden. They manage to
well with‘“Lone Texan,” last of- achieve some pathos and depth in
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
low-budget features it has their playing despite the accent on
Twentieth-Fox
release
of
Charles 42
'Jrackett pr6duction. Stars Clifton Webh, turned out for 20th-Fox in the past •action.
Others who register in¬
Dorothy McGuire, Charles Coburn.. Di- two years. Skillfully scripted by
clude James Chandler, Ed Nelson,
ector, Henry Levin; screenplay, Walter
?eisch; based on the play by Liam James Landis and Jack Thomas, Dan Sheridan, Marjorie Stapp and.
"VBrien; camera, Milton Krasner; music, it’s a strikingly good film that Will Miles Stephens, although some are
'.eigh Harline; editor, William Mace,
^reviewed at the studio, Feb. 2, '39. Run¬ pep up more than one double¬ called on for some rather extrane¬
ning time, t? MINS.
feature.
ous philosophy that is dramatically
Producer Jack Lee wood made unnecessary since it has already by
’a Pennypacker ..Clifton Webb
. fa Pennypacker
Dorothy McGuire good use of all his assets, casting
implied in the straight action.
'■Jramoa .
Charles Cobum
Tate Pennypacker...Jill St. John well with Willard Parker, Grant
Wallace Kelley’s camera work,
‘Vilbur Reldlng ...- Hon Ely Williams, Audrey Dalton, Douglas
’lorace Pennypacker HI-Hay Stricklyn Kennedy and June Blair in the top mostly location. exteriors, captures
■Senry Pennypacker . David Nelson.
the documentary atmosphere with¬
Paul Landres* direction out losing technical clarity,. and
Aunt Jane
.Dorothy Stickney roles.
Rev. Dr. Fielding.- Larry Gates moves the brother-versus-brother
Terry Morse’s editing maintains
Sheriff
..
Richard Deacon
battle in taut fashion, ably mirror¬ pace. Richard Markowitz’ score,
Laurie Pennypacker
Mary Jayne Saunders ing
the conflict in his other particularly the use of progressive
'Elizabeth Pennypacker...... Mimi Gibson players.
jazz,- is good.
Powe.
•Jenny.,.
Donald Losby
who register include Murvyn Vye,
Joe DeSantis, Lewis Charles, Rob¬
ert Gist, Sandy Kenyon and Ray¬
mond Bailey.
“Al Capone” is not a gangster
“cheapie.” There are obviously ex¬
pensive things about its produc¬
tion. Richard Wilson’s splendidly¬
paced direction, his care with de¬
velopment of his characters, and
his attention to their personalities,
is the greatest contributor to the
film’s success.
Lucien Ballard’s camera work is
superb, and it is enhanced by Wal¬
ter Hannemann’s editing. Other
important assets are the David
Raksin score, an unlikely but judi¬
cious combinatioirof 20’s jazz, oper¬
atic themes and straight mood mu¬
sic; and the imaginative are direc¬
tion by Hilyard Brown. Pome.

Lane Texan *

A tough, ruthless and generally
unsentimental account of the most
notorious gangster of the prohibi¬
tion-repeal era. Allied Artists’ “A!
Capone” is a contender for top
boxoffice. It is also a very wellmade picture, jarring at times in
its devotion to the last bloody de¬
tail, but with importance and sig¬
nificance observed, though ' not
stressed. John H. Burrows and
Leonard J. Ackerman produced
the realistic film and Richard Wil¬
son has given it fine direction.
There isn’t much “motivation”
given for Capone in the Malvin
Wald-Henry F. Greenberg screen¬
play at least not in the usual sense.
There is nothing about an unhappy
childhood or any other such handy
Screenplayed from a novel by
.'.. Chris Van Scoyk
device to explain his brutality ^avid
Sdward.r Jon Van Scoyk Landis, the lone Texan (Parker)
and corruption. Bnt the screen¬ "•eddy .
Terry Rangno
returns
from the Union forces at
frs. McNair.Nora O'Mahoney
play does supply reasons and they •*ic«
n»*ktnm ...,.. Doro Merande the end of the Civil War and is
are more logical than the usual Tie Verger-.Harvey
B. Dunn labled a “turncoat” by most of his
once-over lightly on the warped The Fire Chief .. Ralph Sanford friends.
His younger
brother
lary Pennypacker.Joan Freeman
yo^'h hit.
■"wins,.i...Donald, David Harrison (Williams) has taken over as sheriff
Without excusing Capone in Tmey ..Pamela Baird and as judge, jury and execu<\nn...Nancy Ann DeCarl
any way, the screenplay does make "tabs
..
Anna Marie Nanasi ’tioner as well. He and his young
clear that- Capone was an effect of "rudy ...
Diane Monntford hoodlum
deputies terrorize the
Hay Ferrell
lax community and police morals Charlie .
town, and Parker’s return makes a
rather than a cause of it. Capone,
showdown inevitable.
When it
played by Rod Steiger, is shown
“The Remarkable Mr. Penny- finally comes, the off-beat finish
as an amoral personality with a nacker” is an amiable film from has Williams reaching for a gun
native genius for leadership and the stage play; but amiable is about to shoot a deputy about to plug
organization. He became rich and the strongest word that can be Parker in the back, and Parker,
famous in a way that seemed to used. The Charles Brackett pro¬ thinking his brother is drawing on
him dandy. Nobody was more gen¬ duction for 20th-Fox doesn’t add him, shooting his brother first and
uinely surprised than Capone when anything to the legit version and it accurately, thus restoring ye olde
the revulsion his acts caused finally loses most of the humor the orig¬ law and order.
overwhelmed him. Without at¬ inal had. Starring Clifton Webb
Parker and Williams are excel¬
tempting to be conspicously signifi¬ in this kind of film is obviously an lent as'the brothers, with Kennedy
cant, the film also makes clear that effort to repeat the success of bis turning in a fine performance as
the tentacles Capone put into re¬ “Belvedere” roles.
a lawyer. Misses Dalton and Blair
spectable business • are .still there
The basic premise of Liam add beauty and a little excitement
today, controlled by other men out¬ O’Brien’s
besides.
Also tops are Dabbs,
play,
screeuplayed
by
side* the.law and above it.
Walter Reisch, is the heady effect Greer as the town doctor, Barbara
Some of those named in "Al of new ideas and progressive think¬ Heller as a town prude, and Lee
Capone” are given pseudonyms, ing cn Webb, an impressionable Farr, Rayford Barnes, Jimmy Mur¬
such as the reporter for the Chi¬ sausage manufacturer in the 1890s. phy and Dick Monahan as the
cago paper (Ja
is a proponent of Darwinism, deputies.
came a part of the Capone oufit He
Walter Strenge’s lensing of a
single taxes, feminism and freeand was murdered when he mis- thinking.
It is the last idea that backlot western street is a plus,.
guidedly changed sides. Others are gets him undone
as
is the work done by art direc¬
and supplies the
called by correct name.
tor Edward Shiells, editor Robert
The story picks up when Steiger plot .for the picture.
Fritch, soundman Victor Appel;
Webb divides his business life and scorer Paul Dunlap.
is brought to Chicago as a lowRon.
grade torpedo by a fellow country¬ between two plants of his company,
man, Nehemiah Persoff, to act as with alternate months in Philadel¬
The Young Captives
bouncer in his gambling establish¬ phia and in Harrisburg. It soon
ment. Capone begins his rise when develops he has created a homelife
Another psycho killer hat
he murders the local political boss, in each city, with eight children in
well-made low-budget sus¬
Joe DeSantis, and eventually takes one household and nine in the
pense meller for good support
over Persoff’s territory, on the lat¬ other. As Webb points out to his
on duallers.
ter’s retirement. He teams with Harrisburg wife, Dorothy McGuire,
she
has
no
reason
to
be
surprised
Bugs Moran and Dion 0*BanionT to
divide Chicago into territories. when she learns of the second fam¬
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Paramount release of Andrew J. Fenady
Each gang is to respect the other’s ily, since it is merely a logical ex¬
Stars Steven Mario,. Luana
territory. Naturally this treaty is tension of ideas she knows he’s production.
Patten, Tom Selden. Directed by Irvin
eventually dissolved in blood, and espoused.
KCrshner. Screenplay, Fenady; based on
story by Gordon Hunt and Al Burton;
reaches its climax in the St Val¬
This is a basically amusing pre- acamera,
Wallace Kelley; music, Richard
entine’s Day Massacre. . It-was fh;s rr»‘-o. especially since Webb’s bland Markowitz;;
editor, Terry Morse. Pre¬
event that finally convinced a f: eit bigamy is set a"c*-st the ornate viewed at the studio, Jan. 29, *59. Run¬
many people that the Carore mob background and rigid moral stand¬ ning time, 66 MINS.
Steven Mario
and its associates were not just a ards of Victorian America. Noth- ; Jamie Forbes.
Ann Howel
.
Luana Patten
group of especially frisky business¬ ing, however, gets developed. The Renjle
Whitney. Tom Selden
men, and Federal Income Tax ac¬ direction, by Henry Levin, doesn’t? Tony ...
James Chandler
Ed Nelson l
tion put Capone away.
set up the jokes, so when they ap¬ Norm -•Britt..
->.
Dan Sheridan
“Al Capone” contrives no happy pear they don’t play. There are Dave
Blonde Woman ..Marjorie Stapp
moral. There is no claim that by eVen times when an audience is Rusty Webster .Miles Stephens!
Gas Station Attendant .. Edward Schaaf j
•Capone’s Imprisonment and his likely to wonder whether or not it American
Officer ...... William C. Shaw1
subsequent death from paresis, is supposed to laugh, and when an Mexican Officer.Carlo
Fiore
gangsterism and racketeering had audience is in doubt, it doesn’t, Sheriff Parker . Lawrence J. Gelhmann
;
Roughneck
(Oil Field)- . Dan Blocker
been slowed down. To the con¬ [One fault seems to have been Le- Shorty .....
Allen Kramer
trary. Using a semi-documentary ' vin’s (or the screenwriter’s). at¬ Patrolman .Phillip A. Mansour
Joan Granville
style, with occasional narration tempt to “humanize” the farcial Mrs. Howel.
Other Woman.Lcnore Kingston
from an honest cop, James Greg¬ characters. This cuts considerable Mr.
Kingston..... Raymond Guth
ory, it is made clear that this story ground out from under the comic Waitress
..
Carol Nelson
of a generation ago has particular premise. (Actually the two fam¬
pertinancy today. Film’s letdown ily premise has drawn Catholic
“The Young Captives”, is a
at the end is the expected letdown objection on the grounds, Taint: straight suspense melodrama that
after exceptionally tense melo¬ funny, McGee*—Ed.).
is well done in all departments for
;
drama.
a low-budget feature. It has some
Even such experts as Clifton j attempts at pyschological insight
Steiger gives perhaps the best
performance of his film career, Webb and Charles Coburn are de¬ into the. central character, a men¬
mostly free of obvious .technique,' feated, Webb seems too casual tally disturbed young man, but
getting inside the character both and Cobum too broad, Dorothy these explorations are not allowed
physically and emotionally. Fay McGuire manages credibility be¬ to slow down the basic story. The
Spain has a role, that of the ro¬ cause her role is straight anyway, Paramount presentation, produced
mantic attachment of Capone’s life, hut others in the large and gener¬ by Andrew J. Fenady and directed
that is probably more distracting ally good cast—Jill St John, Ray by Irvin Kershner, is only the sec¬
than helpful. But she plays well. Stricklyn* David Nelson, Dorothy ond feature this pair has made, hut
Through no fault of hers, too many Stickney, and a raft of attractive it shows a sure hand for films.
of her scenes seem to be pitched youngsters—are ,sunk.
“The Young Captives” will make a
at a hysterical level, but Miss Spain
Visually, the film is lovely,, is strong supporting feature on a
at least demonstrates that she is Cinemascope and DpLuxe color. double-bill with a .more -expensive
not just another -Ingr-up?. James It is a lavish and nostalgic evoca¬ production, or could be the
Gregory as the honest c \ Martin tion- of a- placid and' bountiful pe-. stronger half of ah all-exploitation
Balsam as the dishonc. reporter ;riod. But again, it'Seems an error dualler.
and Persoff.as Capone's mentor, of too much weight for the fragile'
Steven Mario plays the* youhg
give skillful performances. Others structure.
ftoan with the warped background

Forbidden Island

^

(COLOR)
Routine but with off-beat color
and underwater photography.
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Colombia Telzase of a Charles B. Grif¬
fith production. Stan Jon Hall; features
Nan Adams. John Farrow, Jonathan Haze,
Greigh Phillips. Producer-director-writer.
Charles B. Griffith; camera (Columbia
Color), Gilbert Wairenton; underwater
camera, Lamar Boren; editor, Jerome
Thoms; sound, Ben Winkler; music, Alex¬
ander Laszlo. Previewed at the studio,
Feb. 5, *59. Running time, <6 MINS.
Dave Courtney .. Jon Hall
Joanne
. Nan Adams
Stuart Godfrey...John Farrow
Jack Mautner ........... Jonathan Haze
Dean Pike.Greigh Phillips
Fermin Fry.Dave “Howdy** Peters
Raul Estoril. Tookie Evans
Marty ..
Martin Denny
Cal Priest . Bob LaVarre
Mike ...B31 Anderson
Abe . Abraham Kaluna

“Forbidden Island,” because of
its colot*, alluring locations and Its
fascination for skin divers, is an
Off-beat programmer that will fill
the bills. A Charles B. Griffith pro¬
duction for Columbia, it will not
be remembered ,for stirring per¬
formances or an unusual storyline,
bnt there is something to be said
for a macabre underwater tussle
with a decaying Skelton.
Griffith wrote, produced and di¬
rected this Jon Hall starrer which
was filmed above the water in
Hawaii and below the water off
Florida. The transitions are in¬
visible.
Hall leads a bevy of peacetime
frogmen .who are hired by John
Farrow to dive for an emerald lost
in a shipwreck. One of the divers
finds a skelton with Farrow’s belt
still knotted around her bony neck,
and Farrow louses up his aqualung
to get him out of the* way. He leads
a second diver to think Hall killed
the first diver for the enderald, and
in an ensuing battle, the second
diver accidentally kills himself
with an underwater flare. Farrow
tries to escape, popping off his sixshooter some nine or 10 times be¬
fore it empties, and he finally kills
himself when his jimmy-hook
catches bis own throat instead of
his intended victim’s.
There is,v of course, a love interest—Nan Adams, a substantially
endowed young lady—who, after
being blackmailed Into oretending
to be Farrow’s wife, is finally shot
by him. To be sure, she ends up
only wounded, and Hall gets the
girl.
- Joining Hall, Miss Adams and
Farrow in the cast are Jonathan
Haze and Greigh Phillips, who per¬
form admirably.
Although several of the se¬
quences were not properly matched
in the review print, Gilbert Warrenton d?d an overall fine job of
Columbia. Color lensing; and
Lamar Boren’s underwater photog¬
raphy Is outstanding. Editing by
Jerome Thoms and sound by Ben
Winkler are capably done.
One ot the film's most notable
assets is an interesting, sometimes
exciting musical score by Alexan¬
der Laszlo, with a title-Rang by:
Martin Denny. .
Ron.

Night of tbe Qnarter
Moon
(C-SCOPE)
Miscegenation-themed romance
and courtroom melodrama
starring Julie London and John
Drew Barrymore. Exploitable
bat spotty retains indicated.
Hollywood, Feb. 5.
Metro Telease of Albert Zugsmith pro¬
duction. Stars Julie London, John Drew
Barrymore, Anna Kashfl, Dean Jones,
Agnes Moorehead, Nat “King-*- Cole.
Directed by Hugo Haas. Screenplay,
Frank Davis, Franklin Coen; camera,
Ellis Carter; editor, Ben Lewis; music,
Albert Glasser. Previewed Feb. 4, *59,
Running time. 95 MINS.
Glnny Nelson ..Julie London
Roderic (Chuck) Nelson
.
«
John Drew Barrymore
Cy Bobbin .. Nat King Cola
Maria Robhin ....Anna Kashfl
Lexington Nelson .. Dean Jones
Cornelia Nelson .Agnes Moo rehead
The Singer . Cathy Crosby
Hotel Manager ............ Ray Anthony
Sergeant Bragan .' Jackie Coogan
The Neighbor-... Charles Chaplin Jr.
The Headwaiter...Billy Daniels
Asa Tully .James Edwards
Captain O’Sullivan ...... Arthur Shields
Clinton Page . Edward Andrews
The Judge .
Robert Warwick
The Hostess.Marguerite Belafonte
The Girl in the Woods ...... Bobi Byrnes
“Night of the Quarter Moon” is
an attempt at controversy, fairly
well premised but burdened with
a trite story. Its miscegenation
theme, particularly in light of past
film excursions into this Tealm, is
likely to militate against general
acceptance. Despite certain ex¬
ploitation values which manifest
themselves, only spotty biz is
indicated.
The Albert Zugsmith!(Produc¬
tion touches on the love;story of
a wealthy young San Franciscan
and a quadroon' whom hfe . meets
and marries in Mexico. Tne social
angle appears in the refusal of
both the man’s fashionable family
and others to accept the one.-quarter Negro bride, after her 4ark
blood is revealed. Conflict arises
when the mother in a spectacular
court trial attempts to. have the
marriage annulled.
The Frank Davis-Franklin. Coen
screenplay leaves spectator with
the feeling that in the windup, as
the young couple departs the court¬
room arm-in-arm, their problems
instead of 'being ended are only
just beginning.
Julie London and John Drew
Barrymore handle the two prin¬
cipal roles well enough, despite
certain uninspired direction by
Hugo Haas who fails to give the
courtroom sequences especially the
punch they needed. Agnes Moorehead as the mother who high¬
handedly brings annulment pro¬
ceedings despite her son’s opposi¬
tion delivers her usual competent
performance. Dean Jones is okay'as her other son, and Anna Kashfl
and Nat “King” Cole are good as
the beleaguered wife’s cousin and
uncle. Cole socks over one vocal
number, “To Whom It May Con¬
cern.”
*
Smoothest. portrayal in cast is
offered by James Edwards as the
Negro lawyer defending the young
wifel Veteran Robert Warwick is
persuasive as the judge. Appear¬
ing to brief roles are Jackie
Coogan,
Ray
Anthony,
Billy
Daniels, Charles. Chaplin Jr., and
Cathy Crosby makes her screen
bow warbling “Blue Moon” in a
nitery sequence.
Technical departments are satis¬
factorily handled, with Ellis Car¬
ter on camera; music. Albert
Glasser; art direction, William A.
Homing and Malcolm
Brown;
editing, Ben Lewis.
Whit

Up Periscope
(COLOR-WARNERSCOPE)
Romantic
Good b.o.

underseas

meller.

Warner Bros, release of Aubrey Schenck
production. Stars James Garner, Edmond.
O'Brien. Directed by Gordon Dbu£ak. '
Screenplay, Richard Landau; based oa a
novel by Robb White; camera (Techni¬
color), Carl Guthrie; music, Ray Heindorf;
editor, John F. Schreyer. Previewed at .
the stv*5o, Jan. 27, *39. Running time,”

iumii:;

Ken .. ..
James G*>merStevenspn ............ Edmond OTBrieU'
Sally'. Andra Martin1. .
Malone .............. . .
Alan HaloCarney . Carietnn Caroenter'
Mount .
Fr-nk Gifford.
Doherty .
William Leslie.
Peek . Richard Bakalyatt”
Ash . Edward Byrnes
J?oyd.Sean Garrison
York .Henry KuRcy
Murphy .. George Crlse
A straight war adventure film,
told straight and mostly^true, “Up
Periscope” has humqn and action
well-mixed to provide an intere'ting and entertaining feature. The
top names do not appear to be very
strong for a picture of this, class
(million plus), and the - Warner
(Bros, presentation is a little long
(almost two hours! for its likely
bookings; But these are the only
two possible major objections* to
Aubrey Schenck’s production. ’TJp
Periscope” should do very weH.
Edmond O’Brien ■- plays a sub¬
marine commander in,Richard.
Landau’s screenplay, a man who
(Continued oh page 10)
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PICTUItKS

PRODUCTION JUNGLE GUIDES
PjTout Dick Clark s Video Fan Mail
As Tipping Teens Theatre Tastes

Revue (MCA) Moving In—Will Split Stages for TV
Use—Other Changes

'
By HY HOLLINGER

CHATTANOOGA OUCHOO

EXPAND NAT'L SCREEN

Dick Clark, who appears on
ABC-TV and has a large teenage
following, hag organized his own
film company, Drexel Film Corp.,
which in turn has signed a twofilm deal with United Artists. One
of the two will star Clark.
Idea Is to make pictures with a
specific appeal to the teen set and
based on Clark’s impressions of
what his audience likes and dis-«
likes.
Charles Reeves, exec v.p. of
Drexel, and Marvin Josephson, the
outfit’s business v.p.; flew to the
Coast Monday (9) to huddle there;
with UA on production details on
the Clark starrer. The second pic¬
ture may be a coproduction, but
won’t have Clark in the lead.
While on the Coast, Reeves and
Josephson will huddle :\vith an¬
other major for a more extensive
schedule ef pictures. Duo also will
seek additional properties for
Clark and for the Drexel produc¬
tion roster. They’ll be on the look¬
out for a top exec to head Drexel’s
Coast office. Company’s film and
tv activities are currently head¬
quartered in Gotham.
According to Reeves, Clark gets
thousands of letters from young¬
sters every week, many of them ex¬
pressing their tv and film views.
“As a result, Clark knows better
than anyone, else what makes good
boxoffice for this key segment of
today’s movie audience, and that
knowledge is being put to use in
all Drexel productions, whether
he (Clark) stars in the picture or
not.”

As a new service to its affiliated
independent producers, Columbia Charles Welsh Added With New
Majors and Par Chain
‘Specials’ Service
has
established a budgeting de¬
Named In Antitruster
partment for the producers who
National Screen Service, ex¬
Five majors and American want to make films abroad. The panding, has appointed Charles L.
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres new 10-man department, headed Welsh as homeoffice sales rep for
have been named defendants in
its special films division, according
a $3,100,000 treble-damage anti¬ by overseas production supervisor to Burton E. Robbins, sales v.p.
trust suit brought in N.Y. Federal William Graf, is part of Col’s pro¬ For the past 27 years Welsh was
Court by Independent Theatres duction setup in Great Britain, a partner in Welgot Trailer Serv¬
Inc. Operating four hardtops and headed by Mike Frankovich.
In addition to supplying the ice.
three drive-ins in. the Chattanooga,
Branching out, NSS Is now in¬
Tenn., area, the plaintiff charges budgeting service for producers troducing a special announcement
the d 1 s t r i b u t o r s discriminated who desire it, Col’s British opera¬ films division. Hiring of Welsh is
tion,
one
of
the
most
active
of
against its houses by refusing to
in line with this.
accept bids for first-run features. American companies, provides all
Papers filed by attorney William the necessary spadework for the
Gold also claim the distribs con¬ establishment of a U.S. film unit
spired with certain AB-PT houses in a foreign country. According to ]
to give the latter the benefit of Graf, Col’s services in no way
first-run product. Aside from AB- usurp the creativeness or functions j
PT, defendants include 20th-Fox, of the independent producer, but)
Paramount, Warners, Loew’s, Uni¬ are aimed , to give “advice when it
versal, Citation Films and the is required” and, at the same time,
Wilby-Kincey Service Corp. (an •to protect Columbia’s investment.
On the basis of Col’s experience,
Rome, Feb. 10.
AB-PT subsidiary).
in filming pictures in England as
Going by current pre-release
well as In other parts of the world, dates, Titanus’ “The Naked Maja”
Graf noted, the company can come shapes as the top grosser to hit
up with a more realistic and prac¬ Italy from any source since records
tical budget than a producer who were kept. The Ava Gardnerhas never made a film overseas. Anthony Franciosa starrer is set¬
Moreover, he said, Col’s assump¬ ting a torrid pace in Rome and the
tion of many of technical functions keys.
relieves a producer of many com¬
The pre-release run in Rome
plicated details and leave him free
to devote himself to the creative just ended with over $65,000
Wilmington, Feb. 10.
grossed
by a single house, showing
Stockholders of Warner Bros, at aspects of the film.
a daily average of $1,500, which is
annual meeting here today were
Know-How
tops for this market. Milan and
told the company’s first quarter
In association with an independ¬ Turin b.o. figures are even more
ending last Nov. 30 showed net ent producer or one of his staffers, impressive.
profit of $1,922,000 after taxes, or Col’s overseas unit will scout the
With the national total said to
$1.10 a share, compared to a loss locations, select the necessary
of $467,000 In the corresponding technicians, provide for the hous-. hit a fast $800,000, producers’
estimate for the final Italian gross
quarter of a year ago.
ing of the cast and crew, obtain now runs to about 2,000,000,000
Former Federal Judge Hugh M. the necessary local Government lire (some $3,000,000), which makes
Morris, chairman of the meeting, permits, arrange for the rate o! it the champion for this country.
said that' the company’s second pay of local workers* etc. Every¬ Picture gets a United Artists re¬
quarter which ends March l also thing that is required for a pro¬ lease in the States and is handled
has bright prospects.
duction unit is ready and waiting by Metro in most other markets.
The judge went into no details on the day the producer arrives Henry Koster directed for producer
as to the cause for the hike in with his unit, Graf pointed out.
Warner Bras, and Filmways
Goffredo Lombardo. Picture was
profits but a Warners publicity
As part of his duties, which have made in English, with an Italian have finalized a partnership ar¬
man put it tersely enough.
rangement unique in the annals
seen him visit almost every coun¬ track dubbed in later.
of tv blurb production. Filmways,
“Good pictures,” he said. One try in Europe, Graf frequently
essentially a Gotham-based firm,
big money-maker, he commented, must obtain the approval of the
and Warner, in the same blurb
is “Auntie Mame,” while the com¬ script from local government
areas on the Coast, have formed
pany has on outstanding prestige authorities. I* some instances,
what the particioants call “an op¬
picture in “The Old Man and the countries express the fear that a
erating alliance.”
Sea”’
While winning prizes all certain story might offend its own
over the world, the latter film can¬ nationals or a nation with which
Filmways is moving out of the
not be considered a real money¬ it has friendly relations. For ex¬
General Service lot in Hollywood,
maker to date, stockholders were ample, when “The Bridge on the
The N.Y. Screen Publicists Guild and, in effect, giving up its Coast
told.
River Kwai” was set for filming in has filed notice with 20th-Fox and production operation. Its staff and
What’s For Gluck?
Over 80% of the outstanding Ceylon, local authorities feared Warner Bros, that it is reopening material are moving over to War¬
Universal is preparing to dis¬ stock was represented by proxy that the picture might offend the its contracts with the two compa¬ ners lot. And, by the same token,
band its television unit, the sub¬ or in person. Jack L. Warner, Al¬ Japanese. It was Graf’s task to nies to demand a $210 weekly min¬ the combined Wamers-Filmways
sidiary devoted to the making of bert Warner, Benjamin Kalmen- see to it that the Japanese am¬ imum for senior publicists and a biz in New York will go through
commercials for tv. Norman Gluck, son, Charles Allen Jr., Serge bassador would notify the Ceylon 20% wage hike for ail pub-ad Filmways existing plant there. Al¬
though not offering full details of
head of the division since its in¬ Semenenko were reelected direc¬ government to the contrary.
Arranging of the technical and staffers earning $140.50 or more. the two-ply deal, the participants
ception, is reportedly negotiating tors for two years. Other board
In asking for reopening of the did explain the situation as a
with a number of firms in an effort members, Waddill Catchings, Stan- physical facilities is only a small
to shift the operation intact to an¬ leigh P. Friedman, Thomas J. part of foreign - location filming, contracts, the SPG Is seeking par¬ “bookkeeping arrangement.” Ac¬
Martin and Robert W: Perkins, Graf pointed out. It requires, m ity, with its Coast counterpart,* the tually, neither shares in the prof¬
other affiliation.
until 1960.
addition, long and frequently com¬ Publicists Assn, in Hollywood, its of the other via teleblurbing
Although the unit has been a serve
The meeting also approved plicated negotiations with local which has a $210 minimum for and industrial film-making.
successful one, grossing more than granting,
of stock options to three government officials, including senior publicists. The minimum in
Instead, the deal evidently offers
$3,000,000 .annually, it’s seen a officers of the company, William T.
the east is $140.50.
I Warners, on the one hand, easy acvictim of Universal’s new style*of Orr, James B. Conkling, and Rod¬ prime ministers and ministers of
The SPG's contracts with 2Qth
operation. The film company sold ney Erickson. Each will be entitled finance, commerce and labor. Indie and WB permit reopening on wages J cess to the. greater commercial
producers, he noted, more than
Client contacts of the well-estab¬
its Coast studio to Music Corp. of to purchase 10,000 shares.
likely do not have the time ox the and mlnimums as of Feb. 10. Re¬ lished Filmways hlurbery, plus use
America with an arrangement to
Modification of stock options, ■experience to handle these details openings with Columbia and Uni¬ of the latter’s Gotham video tape
lease*, back space for its own pro¬ previously granted were approved and therefore turn over these versal come up a month later, fol¬
duction needs. Under the deal, .U-| for Jack L. Warner, 60,000 shares functions to Col’s specialists, Graf lowed by' a' review of the Metro machinery, at least until Warners
A _ .
.
, gets tape equipment in Hollywood,
is required to pay rental only when at $22; Benjamin Kalmenson, 40,- declared.
contract United Artists has a Job the other hand, Filmways,
the ^production space. is .utilized. 000 shares at $19; Herman Starr,
" * tieup
•*
.
Graf has headed Col’s produc¬ straight two-year deal without a’**-■
through this
with
the major,
Wfftle this arrangement is seen 15,000 shares at $19; Wolfe Cohen, tion unit in England for the past ’ reopening. clause.
can eliminate the great additionalas working to U’s advantage in the 10,000 shares at $19; Steve Thril¬ seven years. He stopped over in
The present contracts with 20th expense of maintaining separate
makftjg of feature films, it’s not ling, 10,000 (increased from 5,000) New York last week on his way and WB went into effect last April film studio space at General Serv¬
regarded as economically feasible at $19. Before the modification, back from Havana where he and continue until April- 9, 1960. ice.
to rdfit space for the making of tv the option price for Warner was scouted locations for Carol Reed’s However, the Guild has the right
The only money consideration
commercials. The latter is an ex- $29.29 and the others was $25.77. production of Graham Greene’s to terminate the contracts on April that
at the moment appears to be
trenffily competitive market and U
The financial report showed net “Our Man in Havana,” which Col 11 of this year if no agreement is
tangible
in this reciprocal produc¬
could conceivably be at a disad¬ current assets were $35,929,000 is financing and releasing. .
reached on the current negotia¬ tion arrangement is the fact that
vantage in attempting to match the and debt maturing after one year
tions.
Warners
is to be given stock op¬
bids of firms devoted exclusively to was $5,975,000 at Nov. 28, 1958,
Th N.Y. union has long fought tions in Filmways. If Warners ex¬
compared with $34,736,000 and $6,the production of commercials.
for equality with the Coast pub¬ ercises the options in Filmways, a
licists. The SPG charges that the new public corporation, it will not
Previously, U had no difficulty 051,000, respectively, at Aug. 31,
Hollywood, Feb. 10,
film companies have been forejng take the controlling interests out
in offering competitive prices since 1958. Film rentals, sales; etc., for
Board of the Screen Directors’ standards downward in recent of the hands of Filmways' present
the tv production setup was chalked the three months ending Nov. 28,
up as part of the overhead of its 1958, amounted to $18,938,000 as Guild last night (Mon.) unanimous¬ years through slashes in employ¬ management, headed by Martin
formerly-owned studio. In addition, compared with $15,764,000 for the ly voted to give Otto Preminger ment. In addition, it’s maintained Ransohoff. Filmways will not get
sole credit as director of Samuel that current staffers are doing the options for Warners stock.
U formerly had a big selling point corresponding period last year.
in going after the tv business, since . Harmony prevailed at annual Goldwyn’s production of “Porgy work of individuals who received
meeting.
and Bess.”.
it could offer the pitch that the
well over the current minimums
Steinbrink on Theatre Bd.
Rouben Mamoulian had appealed when they were axed from the pay¬
technicians and facilities of a . The Boy. Who Owned an Ele¬
Judge Meier Steinbrink has been
major studio would be at the dis¬ phant Company Inc. has been au¬ to the Guild’s credits committee rolls. At WB, for example, it’s
posal of the advertisers. The com¬ thorized to conduct motion picture for credit on the basis of his long pointed out that some of the re¬ elected to the board of United Art¬
pany no longer has these tech¬ business in New York, with capital preparatory work on the film. cently dismissed employees were ists Theatre Circuit Inc.
nicians or facilities, merely utiliz¬ stock of 200. shares, no par value. Mamoulian initially was signed to making $235 weekly while several
Steinbrink twice served on the
ing thefn when it has a production Robert Kagan is a director and direct the production and was re- former Metro staffers received as N.Y.' Supreme Court. He Is active
mqch
as,
$3Q0..
it,
.
...
in
philanthropic and Jewish affairs.
eoine- •
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■ - ..
,
- t,
cnm

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Music Corp. of America yester¬
day (Mon.), took possession of Uni¬
versal Studios, which it bought re¬
cently. MCA immediately launched
plans for multi-million dollar mod¬
ernization and construction pro¬
gram. Studio henceforth will be
known as Revue Studios.
A1 Dorskind, who had been veepee of Revue Productions, has
exited that company to become
vice-president in charge of studio
operations.
Expected are cutting rooms, and
possibly new wardrobe and props
facilities. Revue is retaining vir¬
tually all Universal department
heads, who go on Revue payroll,
with takeover of lot.
Universal, which now leases
space from Revue, was reported to
be considering suspending its tv
commercial department. Universal
front office had terse “will hot con¬
firm or deny” response to reports.
George Boles, head of studio’s com¬
mercial department, is leaving
company to join Leo Burnett
agency.
Revue plans to slice some of
present motion picture stages into
smaller, more compact telepix
stages, as was done at Republic,
where Revue production is current¬
ly headquartered. No date has been
set for moveover to Universal City
lot from Republic, although Revue
Productions’ mailing room, steno¬
graphic pool have already shifted
over. Management operations of
Revue are to be moved there in
immediate future. Some of Revue
series are already blueprinted for
production at Universal City, one
of them new Ray Milland series,
“Crisis.”
It’s believed one of reasons for
U considering abandoning its video
commercial division is lack of
space. With new Revue produc¬
tions activity at studio, it’s expect¬
ed studio will soon be near ca¬
pacity.
Phone operators at valley lot
yesterday were answering calls
with “Revue - Universal,” but
spokesman explained this was only
because there hadn’t been time to
install two sets of phones—one for
Revue studios, other for Universal.
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. Seattle, Feb. 10. •
“Windjammer” at Paramount is
still maintaining its sturdy pace in
third round while "Auntie Marne’*
'"
Boston, Feb. 10.
at Orpheum continues great in
sfeth round. "Rally Round Flag,
Holdbyers predominate on the
Boys”
is
rated
nice
at
Fifth
Avenue
Boys’*
Boston scene and for the first time
**
x
while "Last Mile**’
looms good at
J
.J
Mile**’looms
in many weeks, there are no new
entries. Business continues on the
Los Angeles, Feb. 10. 4-—:--- Coliseum.
„
^
„ X1
. . -TT7.
“Sleeping Beauty* again doml_
t
,
;.
Estimates
Estimate For This Week
Estimated Total Gross
upswing and longruns are holding
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800;
nates local first-runs this round
RrAaBW9f (^MCPC
; Pine
This Week.: $2480,700 . up neatly; "Auntie Mame” is still
$1.5042.50)—"South Paeific”
Pacific” (Mag(Mag¬
which is being aided by continued ’
IHWflfdJ WVddCd
$1.5642.50)—"South
(Based on 23 cities and 243
sparking the field in seventh round
na) (37th wk).
wk Swell $7,000. Last
bright hue of some sharp holdov——
na!
theatres, chiefly first runs, tit¬
at the Met. “Some Came Running”
week, $6,400.
looms happy at Orpheum in sixth
ers plus a pair of nice opening bills.
Estimated
wei;k.v^400’^
„
'.
- cludiug.lU.)
Estimated Total
Total Gross
Gross
Wcmfel££|0‘
Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) «8S
(ltwhile “I Want To Live” shapes
••Beaoty** laofct torrid ?28,0O) to
*41140#
Las*
Tear...$*,719,000
This Week m
..$411,400
^10;
90-$1.50
870; 9041.50)—“Last
Mile” (UA)
sturdy at State, also in sixth.
second Fex Wilshire stanza.
H'ibeiiwii*
87JSJN
(Based on 23 cities,and 250
(Based on 22 theattes)
theatres)
and “I
Living” (Indie). Good
“Perfect Furlough” heads the
I Bury Living
theatre* i
“Perfect Furlough” is holding
$8,060
over. Last week, “Tonka”
new entente vrith a good m.500 in
Last Year.$578,76*
$8,000 or oves
theatresJ
fancy in second frame at Memorial.
CBV) and “Ho
“Hot Shots” (AA), $9,100. ■' 1 . ■■
three theatres. “Bally Round Flag,
(Based on 27 theatres)
“House on- Haunted Hill” in sec¬
y^Fifth Avenue
Fox-Evergreen)
Ave
Boys” is rated slick $17,000 at Pan.
Fox-Ever^een)
f •
fl
ft Ap
ond at Paramount is proving a
(2400; 90-$X.5(D—“Rally + Round
winner. “Gigi” is nice at the Bea¬
tages. Third opener "Tunnel of cmB
, llTl
llVl 1VA IWUUl It Hi
Flag** (20th)
Love” pn first general run, looks *!/{«*—**
W1 Fteg
<20th) and
mid “Intent
Intent to Kill”
Kill
1V LlvU UUUtl 1™! con Hill on grind policy in sixth
only famish $9,300 in two spots.
IllSTOP
Trlmilf A/ll
(20th),. Nice $10,000$10,000> Last week,
round. “Windjammer” continues to
Candle” (Col) and
“Auntie Marne” expects a lush *'**9“'# ■tfHttltt LuXM “Bell, Book, Candle’
— j «||
4m
|
J FT/1 pile up amazing grosses on hard“Gideon Scotland
Yard” (Col)
Scot
$22,000 in eighth round at the Chi, _
“Gidemi
(Coll (2d
I uflLi
I AIUT Q /ft, ticket at the Boston in 25th week.
n
T
X
IlL wk), $7,700.
“South Pacific,” only other hardMusic Bex <Samrick)
(Hamrick) (850;
"T$148M tottoSfdtef *35
pAT Tfirffllfft 4tfc
^
(850; 9090^ «U6>
U ticketer, is doing great- at the
$1.50)—“My Uncle” (Indie) (4th
rf S^ Happme^’ is seeking a
lUlUIIlU IlD $1.50)-"My
T . ...
in
Saxon in 44th stanza.
Beauti¬
“Bri Much Too BeautilightSS 000 plarfng sevSthweek
wk) and “Bride
.?
LouisI^ Sfr iLv
Estimates for This Week
ful”** (3d wk)
wk>. Okay
Toronto, Feb.
10.
fuT*
^ two spote and opener in two - _ newc ^or^
Fe^.
^g^>*
^ $3,500. Last
^TuStld^Astor (B&Q) (1,371; $1,2541.50)
Only newcomer of major interest week, $4,600.
.—“Inn
of Sixth Happiness” (20th)
^G^i” still is great $24,000 in is “Madame Butterfly ” doing turn(Hamrick) (£206; jjgfc Jg* are5 okay5 but°som?^
third lap at Four Star while “Some away biz for opera-lovers. How- 804Lg}—Po^eet
(U)
a »T£,ka” at the Rialto (7th wk). Oke $8,006. Last week,
$9,000.
Game Sunning” continues snappy ever, .holdovers are continuing to and 'Silent Enemy (U) (2d wk). gg* isoassabhTwhile third round
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1in eighth frame at Hollywood Para- do hefty trade. "Auntie Marne” in Fan: $6,000. Last week,$8^400iSSl Se at
mount Hard-ticket pix still show fourth frame still is leading the
(HanunckV (2W; 90- f* KerSSk^ “ffitie Ke^now $1.50)—“Gigi” (M-G) (6th wk).
part, city with, boffo returns. Also smash &*Q)--“Awihe Marne” (TO> (Oh
^irntw^toe now Hot $11,000. Last week, $12,000.
sparkling strength for most part.
wfc>. Strong
$12,000.
seventh frame at thd Mary AnEstimates* for* Th-* Week
in fifth stanza is “Some Came Run- wfc>.
Strong
$12,000. Last
Last week,
week, hi
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354;
<iR7nn
s *
derson, may linger another week.
$1.25-$2.65>—'“Windjammer” (NT)
Paramount (Fox-Evergreen) (3,
(3.^'‘an7-™tFcriough"1CbS ’‘SSL-*
(25th
wk>. Wham $17,000. Last
107; $I.5Q-$I.75)—“Windjammer” _ Brown (Fourth Aye.) (1,20*,_7_5: week, ditto.
of Dr. Laurent” (T-L)
5?er ohapes re? dug to 9-Bouse OTO CM. w«. ^ut $13,000 or 90)—"Case
Capri (Sack) (1,150; 9041.50)—
(2d wk). Oke $5,000 after first
phress” (20th> (6th wk), $18,200.
combo. “Around World in 80 over. Last week, $17,300.
“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert) (2d wk).
week’s $7,000.
HHlstrect, WHtem HoHywood Days,” on popscale run, is virtually
---.Kentucky (SwitowJ (90Q; 60-90)— Hotsy $11,006. Last week, $15,000.
(RKO-SW-FWC) (2,752; 2,344; 756; sellout in second session in four {V
, J p , lAll
“Perfect Furlough” (U) (3d wk).
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 75-$1.25)—
9041.50)—“Perfect Furlough” (U) spots.
I IU*S|C:l2l PJlt IlKv
9041-50)—“Perfect
Big $6,000 after second week’s. “Inspector Maigref* (Lopert) (7th
Estimates for This Week
: JuUvCtvIU X Cl* Ivllj
and “Last of Fast Guns’* (U). Good
$8?G0O.
wk). Seventh week began Sunday
$26,500.
Last week, “Restless
‘‘Restless
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 7541.25)
Mary Anderson (People’s (1.600; (8). Last week, nice $2,200.
Years” (U), “Appointment With _“i
/I*
(II
9 AA 75-$1.2'5) — “Auntie Mame” (WB)
—"1 Want to Live” (UA) (3d wk).
Fenway (Indie) (1,376; 75-$1.25)
Shadow” (U) $12,800.
$12,800
SweH
(
IVfalftA HI* (7th wk). Full houses over week¬ —“Girl in Bikini” (Indie) and
Swell $12,006. Last week, $15,000.
State, Hawaii (D&TC
(IM.TC - G&S)
Century, Downtown, Glendale,
vlilvj * illClfllC vU end, promising fine $5,500; may “Only French Can” (Indie). Oke
(2,404; 1,106; 90-$1.50)—-“Tunnel of Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon, Prince ‘
*
hold another week. Sixth was $2,200. Last week, “Buccaneer”
Love” (M-G) (1st general release) of Wales,
Scarbom, State (Taylor)
Wife, Scarbore,
Cincinnati, Feb. 10.
$6,500.
(Par) and “Trouble With Harry”
and “Escape from Terror” (AA). (1,338; 1,059; 996; 1;089; 1,393; 752;
First-runs here are extending a • Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 60- (Par) (2d runs), ditto.
Fairish
50-75)—“LastBlitzFamsh $9,300. Last week. State, 1,200; 684; 694; 50-75)—“Last
Blitz- string of winning grosses this week. 90)—“Tonka” <BV) (3d wk). Hold¬
Paratroop* Command (AI) Sub- kreig” (Col) and "Good Day for a “Anna Lucasta” brightest new- ing well at $7,000 after second . Gary (Saek) (1,240; $1-$1.75)—
“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (6th
^eah^wk’ (AI) (2d wk), Hanging** (Col). Sad $20,000. Last comer, shapes strong at the small round’s $9,000.
United Artists (UA) (3,000; 60- wk). Good $8,000. Last week,
$3,400. Hawaii with Qrpheum, Up- week, “Spider” (AA) and “Brain Grand. “Roots of Heaven” looms
town, “Anna
“-Aima Lucasta” (UA) (res Eaters” (AA), $14,50 for Taylor okay at the Palace.
PaLace. “Auntie Marne” $1)—“I Want To Live” (UA). 10 000
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 90-$1-50)
peat, Orpheum),
‘Fearmakers tiein of 3,949 seats.
• continues great at the big Albee Town’s only
<
new entry, good $10,(UA), $8,900.
Eglmton, Palace, Ruanymeade,
La week, “Bell, Book and —“My Uncle” (Cont) (13th wk).
Ruanyraeade, & relinquishing town lead after 000. Last
Oke
$2,000. Last week, $3,000.
WainerBcverly (SW) York
Drk (FP) (1,080; 1,485; 1,385;. 887; five weeik
weeks. Holdover, “Hell, Book, Candle” (Col) (2d wk), $7,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 6041,10)
(1,757; 1,612; 90-$1.50)—Ptece m 9041*25)—“Around World in 80' Candle” is a pleasing third-round—“Perfect Furlough” (U) and
Sun (Par) and Stejag 17 (Par) Days” (UA> (2d wk). First time via er at Keith’s. Hard ticket “South
“Money, Women, Gun” (U) (2d
(reissues). Fair $10,800. Last week, pop prices, at four Famous Play- Pacific,” hefty rebounder at the m3m6
wk). Fancy $17,000: Last week,
Downtown, Senior Prom (Col), ers (Canadian) houses, virtual sell- suburban Valley, bids to extend
n.„
$
20,000.
Man Inside (Col), ^,400. Warner out at $25,000. Last week, same, run beyond advertised finale in ' P]tt
. Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; $1.10)
Beverly, “Lonelyhearts” (UA) (6th
Fairlawn (Rank) (1,165; $1.5042) 41st week. “South Seas Adven1
’
—‘“Auntie
Mame” (WB) (7th wk).
wk-5 days), $1,400.
. •
—^“Madame
Butterfly”
(Indie).
Big
ture”
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in
15th
frame.
7
—“Madame
7tll TnrlnnffK’ fiC 7A
Los Angeles, Loyola, Ins, Up- $9,000.
Estimates for This Week
••lu* PUtlUUgll UU, LM Hustling $16,000. Last week,
$18,000.
town (FWC) (2,017; 1,298; 825;
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.25)
$1-$1^5)
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 9041.50)— .
Pittsburgh, Fb. 10.
Paramount (NET) (2,357; 70(Continued on pdge 10)
—“Inn
Marne” (WB) (6th -wk).
wk).
It’s still
sti “Auntie Mame” at the
—‘Inn. of Sixth Happiness” (20th) “Auntie Mame”
it’s
(5th wk). Hep $9,000. Last week, Great $9,000 or over after $12,500 Stanley all the way. Long-running $110)—“House on Haunted Hill”
(AA)
and “Cosmic Man” (AA) (2d
$10,000.
_
.
in fifth week. One of longest runs Rosalind Russell starrer continues
wk). Bangup $14,000. Last week,
..T?71 , „ .u.L'J'rJ’ v ?Ut~ at this flagship, and another week socko in sixth round there, and the $19,000.
«?i^°nnnS
^ Bkely..
end is not in sight. Downtown is
$11,000. _ Last week, $12,500. _ _
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1.376; exclusively holdover this week, and i Pilgrim (ATC) (1400; 6041.10)
.Imperial_(FP) (3,343; 75-$1.25)— $1.20-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven- best of them looks like “I Want to —“Submarine Seahawk” (AI) and
; “Paratroop Command” (AI). Oke
Last week, “Joy Ride” (AA)
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Wham $22,000. Last week, $25,500. $16,500, same as last week.
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“Horse’s Mouth” $4,000:
Baltimore, Feb. 10.
International
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Grand (RKO) (1.400; 90-$1.25)— at Squirrel Hill continutes very big and “Sins of Unwed Mother" (In¬
Holdovers are making the best $1.25)—“Gigi” (M-G) (28th wk). “Anna Lucasta” (UA). Big $10,- and the road-show attractions, die), ditto.
Saxon (Sack) (1,000; $1.5043.50)
showing here this week but even Eine $4,500. Last week, $5,000.
000. Last week, “Old Man and
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~
. at WarAdventure”
+V.ATT
T>new’<i (T.dpw^ (9. flQRthey are starting to droop. New , Loew
s (Loew) (2,098; 6Q-$1.25)—
Sea” (WB) 13d wk),enn
$6,500.
ner and
and “South
“South Pacific”
Pacific” at
at Nixon,
Nixon —“South Pacific” (Magna) (44th
ner
wk). Stout $10,000. Last week,
entries are on the weak side. Some Came Running (M-G) (5th
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500;
.500; 90-$1.25)—
9041.25)— are both quite steady
steady, formerlv
formerly be- $11,000.
“These Thousand Hills” is just fair wk).. Smash $10,000. Last week, “Bell, Book, Candle”
stout ’
i (Coll (3d wk). ing esDecially stout.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (736; 754145^—
at the Mayfair while “The Trap” $12,000.
: Pleasing $5,500. Last week, $7,700.
Estimates for This Week
“Time of Desire” (Janus) and
is slow at the New. “Bell, Book and
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(1
700* 804125)—
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(1.700;
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“Tides
of Passion” (Indie) (2d wk).
Candle” looks nice in second at the ‘
French Can (IFD) (2d -wk>; “Roots of Heaven” (20th). Oke “Perfect Furloueh” (U) (2d wk)
Stanley while “Auntie Mame” still 01^y.
East wee^$4,500.
$8,500. Last week. “Inn Sixth Hap- Getting good word-of-mouth and Oke $2,500. Last week, $3,500.
Orpheum
(Loew) (2,900; 90is okay in seventh at the Century. . Emversity (FP) (1,255; $1^0- piness”. (20th) (5th wk), $7,500 at excellent notices Looks
hie
ks like
like
“Some Came Runping” is rated $2.40) —“South Seas Adventure” $1.50 top.
exeeuenr nonces. iBooks
like big
big $1.50)—“Some Came Running”
$6,000.
Last week, (M-G! (6th wk). Happy $14,000.
.warm in sixth at the Hipp. “Doc- (Cinerama) (11th wkl. Steady $12,Valley (Wiethe) (1,200; $1-50- $9000
Last week, $16,000.
tor’s Dilemma” looks very impres- 060, Last week, $12,500.
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State (Loew) (2,600; 75-$1.25)—
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 754145)
(41st wk). Swell $8,506 in adver- “Happy Is the Bride” (Indie). Fair
sive in first
at the Playhouse.
Estimates
for
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—“Perfect Furlough”- (U) (3d wk). tised last week, which warrants ex- $1606 and out Last week “Tin “I Want to Live” (UA) (6th wk).
Century (R-F) (3.100; 5041.50)— Hol*ng at big $9,000. Last week, tension. Jumped up to; $8,900 last theCreek” (Rank) ST 4IM ^
P Neat $7,500. Last week, $9,000.
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TWoroo” (Wm
_
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^
LUC
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"Auntie
(WB) /•»!.
(7th wk). $11,000
$11,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 80-$1.25>
Hold at big $7,000 after $7,500 in
—‘Rally Round Flag, Boys” (20th) ‘Periscope* Prond 9G,
sixth.
.
mj
(3d wk). Finishing at fair $6,000
Cinema . (fechwaber) (460; 90- IIAV11
. Port.; ‘Maine* IOG, 7th
or near; not enough to hold. Last
$1.50) — “Circle” (Indie). Good ll£w
week, $9,000.
Portland, Ore., Feb. id.
$2,000. Last week, “Summer Wind
Nixon
(Rubin)
(1.500;
$L50-$31_
City Is loaded witlu holdovers
Blows” (Janus) (2d wk), $1,800.
“South Pacific” (Magna) (rerun) but they are mostly doing well.
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$1.50)—^“Horse’s Mouth” (Looert)
weeks,” with Walt Disney’s “Sleep¬ in seventh stanza at the Broadway.
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Estimates fer This Week
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•Tbousand Hills” (20th). Mild Happiness” in the Uptown third (750; 75-$l) —■ “Tides of Passion”
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^Eopert) (2d
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ated Woman” goes into seepnd “Mad Little Istend”’(Rank) ditto Sia
1D5*a long $1.50)—“Rally Round Flag, Boys”
New (R-F) (1X00; 50-SI.25) — year at Kimo holding up well.,
Roxy (Durwood) (879* $14150)
$6,566 on top of (26th!
and “Ambush Cimarron
"Trap” (Par). Slow $4,060. Last Weather which hasbeen hlavy on —JSStfelES^ (WB> (7th wk)
ISSR-n Qnn on*
(20tb) (2d wk). Fine $7,500.
“Perfect Furlough” (U) (2d the unfavorable side turned mild Big $6,060; Last week, $6500 ‘
9%$l-50)— Pass”
Last
week,
$9406.
wk). $4,000.
for most of weekend, and the first
Uptown (Fox MttdweSl (2:043- '
Mame” ^ (WB) (6th wk).
Guild (Indie) (400; $1-$1.50)—
Playhouse (Schwaber) (460; 90- time in months,
75-$D—“Inn of Sixth Ham^nes^’ Yer^ y.^Te drop for this blockbus“Gigi”
.(M-G)
(25th: wk).' Solid
$1.501—“Doctor’s Dilemma” (M-G).
Estfmatesf or This Week
(20th) (3d wk> Sock $7M6^st If1*’ w!llc^ ^eeJPs on being i>lush
Plearing $3,600. Last week, “My
Klmo (Dickinson) (504; 9041.25) week, $9,00? ^ Socfe ■fJ.SOQ. Last bo. Around $15,000, sensational $4,000. Last week, $4,300.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600;
(Gout) (6th v*), $3,006.
—“God Created Woman” (Kings)
Isis, Fairway, Granada (Fox Midstage of run* Last week, $141.50)—“Up Periscope^ (WB)
(3400: 5041.50)—r ’(53d wk>. Plearing $1,506. Last west) (1,360* 700- 2.217*' 7541)_
^" (Col) (2d-Wk). week, $2,000.
“Remarkable
(SW-Cinerama) (1X60; and “Enchanted Island” (WB). Tall
Nice $8,G66 aftm* $11X00 ooener.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-$l>— (20tb) and^^roSier|1.26.^40J—“South Seas Adven- $9,000. Last week, "Good Day For
(Col) and “Mad Inside”
^TownCR^) (1.125; 5G-R1.25)— “Last Mile” (UA) and “Machete^ Big $11006 <£near' S S' tx*H (Ctoerama) (7th wk). Group. Hanging”
(Col), $*,800.
"LoMlrfiearte MUA3 (2d wk). Uis- fUA). Slow $5,500. Last week, “I -‘SherifiFractwed Jaw’MMtlH ^ ^.P^STjraokfngs helpings lot,
Paramount
(Fort-Par) (3,400; $1appointing $3406
_m
with _big_
wp»ir
h!g $11,606 likelylikely;. Last Week!
fluting
$3400 after $7,006 in Want To Live” (TTA)
(UA) »nd
and Mn»whi<!p
“Rawhide “Vanv cknnu
$1.50)—“Tonka” (BV) (3tf wk).
$11,306.
'
“L
Trafl” (2d wk), oke $5,200.
$8,000,4
Nice $5,500. Last, week* $7,200.

$17,000, W Sturdy 14G, Both 2d

KEY Ot? GfO^CS

Broaiway Grosses

(jt

‘Majne’WbafflMiSt
For ioroBfo 4tn 51^r
FOT

9

l

ft" »«« Ss*„T-L“St- JSSk

$ , .

<Mame’ Still Huge 15G,
^ ‘Seas* Kg $11,600,

^

Balio Sags; ‘Hills’ Mild
j"SS&*
$3,500, ‘BeH’ Brisk 8G,
lame’ Bonsimr 7G 7th

S

Wa) SF* —M

MS

New Films Hypo K.C.; ‘Pennypacker
Perky $11,000, ‘Periscope" TaB 10G
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DET. BIZ STILL IN HIGH GEAR
>

New Pix, Weather Thaw Bolster Chi;
‘Running Boff $44,000, Rally’ Rich
23G, ‘Furlough’ Hep 21G, ‘Mame 43G
Chicago, Feb. 10. An array of. strong product, in¬
cluding some new entries, plus a
thaw in the weekend weather is
giving first-run biz a nice lift this
round. Top newcomer is “Some
Came Running,” which looks boff
$44,000 at the Woods. -Preem sesh
of “Rally Round Flag, Boy” is
copping a strong $23,000 at the
United Artists. Roosevelt’s “Up
Periscope” is figured for a nice
$19,000.
Of the holdovers, “Auntie Marne”
Is solid at the Chicago in third
frame. “Separate Tables” is still
sturdy for seventh State-Lake
round. Oriental’s second week of
“Perfect Furlough” looks hep.
Esquire’s tlrrd week of “TwoHeaded Spy” looms as lean, but
’My Uncle” is taking fancy coin in
seventh Surf stanza. In eighth
week, “Tom Thumb” is hotsy at
the Loop.
Of the hard-ticket pix, “South
Seas Adventure” posted a steady
20th session at the Palace while
“Gigi” notched a stout 31st round
at Todd's Cinestage. Me Vickers’.
46th session writh “South Pacific”
shapes good.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago .(B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80)
— “Auntie Marne” (WB) (3d wk).
Sparkling $43,000. Last week,
$52,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350;
$1.50) — “Two-Headed Spy” (Col)
(3d wk). Mild $5,000 in 5 days.
Last week, $7,300.
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)—’
“Submarine Seahawk” (AI) and
(Continued on page 10)

‘Furlough’ Sock $10,000,
Prov; ‘Inn’ Happy 11G,
2d, ‘Mile’ Slow $6,000

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re¬
ported herewith from the vari¬
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
without usual tax. Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in¬
come.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

‘Mame’ Boffo 17G,
D.C.; ‘Furlough’ 8G
Washington, Feb. 10.
’ Little excitement at the b.o.
here this round except that “Auntie
Mame” still is great in sixth week,
playing two houses. “South £eas
Adventure” is a rousing mainstay
at the Warner. “Perfect Furlough”
shapes okay in second round at
Keith’s second stanza.
“Some
Came Running” is down to a fair
take in sixth at Capitol .while
“Separate Tables” still is good in
eighth stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador-Metropolitan (SW)
(1,490; 1.000; 90-$l,49)—“Auntie
Mame” (WB) (6th wk). Big $17,000.
Last week, $f9,000.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 90-$1.49)—
.—“Some Came Running” (M-G)
(6th wk).
Fair $10,000.
Last
Uranlr

ROD

Columbia (Loew) (904; 90-$1.49)
—“Separate Tables” fUA) (8th wk).
Good $9,000. Last week, $10,500.
Holds again.
Providence, Feb. 10.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 90-S1.25)—
Strand’s second week of “Inn of
(Continued on-page 10) .
Sixth Happiness” is the topper cur¬
rently with big returns. Close by is
RKO Albee’s “Perfect Furlough,”
With, sock take. Sixth of “Auntie
Mame” is slower at Majestic.
Loew’s is very light with “The Last
Cleveland, Feb. 10.
Mile.”
Warmer weather is thawing out
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)— trade at many key houses here this
“Perfect Furlough” (U) and “Saga session although city is loaded with
of Hemp Brown” (U). Sock $10,- holdovers and extended - runs.
000 looms. Last week, “I Want To Brightest entry is “Auntie Mame,”
Live” (UA) and “10 Days Tulara” still very brisk in seventh stanza
(UA) (3d wk), $5,500.
at the Allefi. “Inn of Sixth Hap¬
Majectic (SW) (2,200; 65-80)— piness” also is excellent in third
“Auntie Mame” (WB) (6th wk). On at the Hipp. “Some -Came Run¬
Its last legs for oke $4,000. Fifth ning” continues fine. on moveover
at Stillman for sixth frame down¬
was $5,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)— town. “South Seas -Adventure”
“Last Mile” (UA) and “Machete” looks tall in 10th round at Palace,
(UA). Slow $6,000. Last week, and ahead of ninth week.
“Torpedo Run” (M-G) and "Andy
Estimates for This Week
Hardy Comes Home” (M-G), $6,500.
Allen (SW) (3,800; $1.50) —
Strand (National Realty) (2,200; “Auntie Mame” (WB) (7th wk).
90-$l,25)—“Inn of Sixth Happi¬ Brisk $13,000. Last week, $16,000.
ness” (20th) (2d wk). Happy $11,Continental Art (Art Theatre
000. First was $15,000.
Guild) (850; $1.25) — “Rasho-Mon”
(Indie) and “Medium” (Indie). Fair
$1,600. Last week, “Forty-First”
‘Mame’ Mighty 15G,
'Indie), $1,400.
Indpls.; Inn’ $5,000, 3d Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild)
(925; $1.25) — “Seventh Seal”
'
J. Indianapolis, Feb. 10.
Except for “Auntie Mame,” (Indie). Routine $2,100. Lest week,
smash at Keith’s, biz is quiet at “Senechal Magnificent” (Indie),
first-runs here this week, with $2,000.
Hippodrome (Telem’t) (3,700; 75holdovers dominating. “Sheriff of
Fractured Jaw,” the other new $1.50)—“Inn of Sixth Happiness”
entry, shapes drab at the Indiana. (20th) (3d wk). Excellent $15,000
Current (42) stanza ‘ may be the after $17,500 for . second.
Lower Mall (Community) (500;
last for “South Pacific” at Lyric,
but it’s still rated solid. “Inn of 70-90) — “Case of Dr. Laurent”
Sixth Happiness” is fair at Circle, (T-L). Neat $2,800. Last week,
“Rice” (Indie), $2,500 in 9 days.
s
Estimates for Th!s Week
Mayfield Art (Great Films) (700;
Circle (Cockrill-DoUe) (2,800;
75-90)—“Inn "of Sixth Happiness” $1.25) — “Lucretia Borgia” (Indie)
(20th) (3d wk). Modest $5,00fimak- and “Ecstasy” (Indie) (reissues)
ing it about $24,000, nice, for riin. (3d wk). Average $2,000 after
. ■
■
Indiana (C-D) (3.200; 75-90>— $2,900.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $I.25-$2.50)
“Sheriff of* Fractured Jaw” (20th)
—
“South
Pacific”
(Magna)
(44th
and “Nice Little Bank That Should
be Robbed,” - (20th). Drab $6,000. wk). Okay $7,000, Last week,
Last week, “The Robe” (20th) and 8 000
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,523;
“Gladiators” (20th) (reissues),
$1.25-$2.40) — “South Seas Adven¬
$7,500.
Keith’s (C-P) (1.300; 90-$1.25)— ture” (Cinerama) (10th wk). Up to
“Auntie Mame” (WB). Great $15,- tall $15,800 after $15,500 in ninth
000. Last week, “Bell, Book, Can¬
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90) —
dle” (Col) (3d wk), $6,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (2.427; 75-90)— “I Want- to Live” (UA) (2d wk;.
“I Want To Live” (UA) (2d wk). Okay $10,000. Last week, $15,000.
Mild $5,500. Last week, $8 000.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
- Lyric (C-D) '850; $1.25-*? 20)— “Some Came Running” (M-G)
“South Paclfi'*” (Maena) (42d wk). (m.oX Fine $6,500 for sixth down¬
Solid $8,000. Last week, $9,000.
town lap afted $7,500 in fifth.

‘INN’ SMART $15,000,
CLEVE; ‘MAME’ 13G, 7TH

$, .

‘RflLLY,' ‘TO LIVE,’ B’way in Sump as Longnms Fade;
Detroit, Feb. 10.
Downtown deluxe houses are do¬
ing good to great biz this round.
Two newcomers, “Rally Round
Flag, Boys,” at the Fox, and “Doc¬
tor’s Dilemma” at Trans-Lux Krim,
are snappy. Holdovers like “Anna
Lucasta” in second week at the
Palms and “Auntie Mame” in sixth
session at the Michigan continue
outstanding, especially the latter.:
“House on Haunted Hill” looks
great in third stanza at BroadwayCapitoL “I Want to Live,” at the
Madistm, and “Some Came Run¬
ning,” at the Adams, are each hav¬
ing sturdy -sixth weeks.
The longtermers, “South Paci¬
fic,” in 44th round at the United
Artists, and “South Seas Adven¬
ture,” in 19th week at Music Hall,
are no less than sensational.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90$1.25)—“Rally Round Flag, Boys”
(20th). Fine $20,000. Last week,
“Sheriff of Fractured Jaw” (20th),
$14,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; $1.25-$1.49)—“Auntie Mame”
(WB) (6th wk). Swell $15,000. Last
week. $20,000.
Palms (UD) (2.981; 90-$1.25)—
“Anna Lucasta” (UA) and “Guns,.
Girls, Gangsters” (UA) (2d wk).
Socko $20,000. Last week, $25,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.49)
—“I Want To Live” (UA) (6th wk).
Big $10,000. Last week, same.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
90-$1.25) — “Hou^e on Haunted
Hill” (AA) and “Cosmic Man” (AA)
(3d wk). Smash $15,000. Last week,
$18,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25$3)—“South Pacific” (Magna) (44th
wk). Good $11,000. Last week,
$10,500.
I
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25$1.50) — “Some Came Running”
(M-G) (6th wkf. Fine $9,000. Last
week* $10,000.
Music Hall (SW-Cinerafha) <1,
208; $1.50-$2.65)—“South Seas Ad¬
venture” (Cinerama) (19th wk).
Sensational*. $21,000. Last week,

‘Running Fair 118G, 34 Tallies’ Big
$32,800,2 Spots, ‘Gigi’ Socko $20,100

With no new bills excepting at
one arty theatre and many longruns near the end of engagements,
Broadway film business is very
laggard in general currently. Thea¬
tre managers are hopeful of a
slight pickup later this week with
Lincoln’s Birthday and Valentine’s
Day (Saturday). Some pictures
have slid down to unbelievably low
levels recently, with the bottom
registered in the present session.
Snow and rain Monday and yester¬
day (Tues.) also hurt.
Biggest coin still is going to
“Some Came Running” with stage
show at the Music Hall although
take in current round likely will
dip to fair $118,000. It stays a
fourth, with “The Journey” open¬
ing Feb. 19. Top longrunner still
is “Separate Tables,” with a socko
$21,500 in current <8th) stanza at
the Astor and big $11,300 in same
week at the Normandie.
Lone newcomer, “The Mistress,”
shaped fairly n’ce at $9,000 at the
Guild. “The Trap” slid to dim
$17,500 in second round at the
Capitol, where “Never Steal Any¬
thing Small” opens today (Wed.>:
“Last Blitzkrieg” looks to sag to
$10,000' dull, in first holdover week
at the Mayfair.
The Roxy is bringing in “The
Hanging Tree” and new stageshow
today (Wed.). “Perfect Furlough”
and stagebill Wound up there yes¬
terday (Tues.'1 with slight $32,000.
“Night To Remember” was good
$13,000 in eighth session at the
Criterion where “Sleeping Beauty”
preems with a gala show the night
of Feb. 17.
“Inn of Sixth Happiness” looks
to finish with a mild $18,000 this
round (9th) at the Paramount and
okay $8,000 in like stanza (6 days)
at the Plaza. Latter opens ““Black
Orchid” tomorrow .(Thurs.) while
the Par brings in “Remarkable Mr.
Pennypacker” on Feb. 20. Fact
that “Inn” has opened in Brooklyn
$20,200.
Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux) was no help to either house. “Rally
Flag, Boys” was fair $11,(1,000; 90-$1.65) — “Doctor’s Dil-. Round
in seventh Palace week.
emma” (M-G). Fat $8,000 or near. 500“Bell,
Book and’ Candle” shapes
Last week, “Horse’s Mouth” (UA), fine
$11,000 or a bit under in cur¬
$3,600 in seventh week.
rent (7th) session at the Odeon.
“My Uncle” still is big with $7,800
in 14th week at the Baronet. “Gigi”
continues to amaze, holding with
$20,100 in 14th at the Sutton
where playing after a longrun
upped scale at the Royale.
“He Who Must Die” continues
great, holding at $12,200 in sixth
San Franciscb, Feb. 10.
week in the bandbox Beekman.
Frisco first-run trade ranges “Horse’s Mouth” was sturdy in 13th
from big to moderate this round, round at the Paris.
with new entrants not particularly
“South Seas Adventure” held
strong. “Party Girl” shapes dandy with $23,900 in 29th stanza at the
at Warfield while “Up Periscope” Warner while “South Pacific” like¬
is rated trim at Paramount. “Auntie wise continued well with $15,600
Mame” still is standout Ipngrunner. in 18th round at the Rivoli. Latter
“Perfect Furlough” and “Rally previously played upped-scale at
Round Flag, Boys” are holding the Criterion for many weeks.
nicely, especially the former. “Last
Estimates for This Week
Mile,” a newie, shapes only fair at
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)
United Artists. “South Seas Ad¬
venture,” great in 11th frame at —“Separate Tables” (UA) (8th wk).
Orpheum, and “South Pacific,” Current round finishing today
sturdy in 32d stanza at Alexandria, (Wed.) likely will hold at socko
are getting the same coin totals as $21,500. Seventh week was $23,000. Continues.
a week ago.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
Estimates for This Week
(550; $1.25-$1.8Q)—“Sins of Rose
Golden Gate (RKO) <2,859; $1.25) Bernd” (Pres. Films) (3d wk). This
— “Perfect Furlough” (U) and session ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
“Money, Women, Guns” (U) (2d likely will hold with okay $6,000.
wk). Good $10,000 or close. Last Second was $7,500. Holds.
week, $16,500.
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)
Fox (FWC) (4,651,; $1^5-$1.50)— —“My Uncle” (Cont) (15th wk).
“Rally Round Flag, Boys” (20th) The 14th stanza finished Sunday
and “Lone Texan” (20th) (2d wk). (8) was big $7,8C. after $8,€00 in
Okay $12,000. Last week, $15,000. 13th wk. Stays.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25)
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
—“Party Girl” (M-G) and "Chain —“Never Steal Anything Small”
Of Evidence” (AA). Dandy $13,000. (U). Opens today (Wed.). Last
Last week, “Some Came Running” week, “The Trap” (Par) (2d wk),
(M-G) (5th wk), $9,000.
fell to dim $17,500 after $26,500
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25) in first.
“Up Periscope” (WB) and “Hell
Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20Drivers” (WB). Trim $12,000. Last $1.75)—“He Who Must Die” (Kassweek, “Last Blitzkrieg” (Col) and ler) (7th wk). This sixth frame
“Apache Territory” (Col), $14,000. ended Saturday (7) was great $12,-'
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.25- 200 only a step behind the $12,$1.50)—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (6th 800 in fifth week.
wk). Terrific $12,000. Last week,
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.50$13,000.
$2.40)—“Night To
Remember”
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,456; (Rank) (9th wk). Eighth stanza
$1.75-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬ finished yesterday (Tues.) was good
ture” (Cinerama) (11th wk). Great $13,000. Seventh was $15,500.
$22,000 after same last week.
“Sleeping Beauty” (BV) comes in
United Artists (Ho. Coast) (1,207; Feb. 18 following a gala preem
90-$1.25)—“Last Mile” (UA) and the night of Feb. 17.
“Terror; In A Texas Town” (UA),
Fine Arts (Davis) "'8: 90-$1.80)
Fair $7,500. Last week, “Anna —"Bell. Book, C*»:‘v-'’ 'Col) (7th
(Continued on page 10)
I wk). This week ending today

Tarty’ Find $13,000 In
Frisco; ‘Periscope’ Fat
12G, ‘Furlough’ 10G, 2d

(Wed.) looks modest with $5,500
after $6,800 in sixth round.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)—
“Mistress” (Harrison) (2d wk).
First round ended Sunday (8) was
nice $9,000.
Mayfair (Indie) (1,736; 79-$1.80)
—“Last Blitzkrieg” (Col) (2d wk).
This stanza winding up on Friday
(13) is heading for a slow $10,000
after $14,500 in opener.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592;
$1.80-$2.80)—“Separate
Tables”
(UA) (8th wk). Present session end¬
ing today (Wed.) looks like sturdy
$11,300. Seventh was $12,000.
Continues.
Palace (RKO) (1,642; 90-$2)—
“Rally Round Flag, Boys” (20th)
(8th wk). Seventh week ended
yesterday (Tues.) was a fair $11,500. Sixth was $12,200. Stays until
“Diary of Anne Frank” (20tli)
opens March 17.
Odeon (Moss) (813; 90-$1.80)—
“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (7th
wk). Present week ending today
(Wed.) looks like fine $11,000.
Sixth was $11,800. Stays.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $l-$2)
—“Inn of Sixth Happiness” (20th)
(9th wk). Present stanza ending
tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for
mild $18,000. Eighth was $20,000.
“Remarkable Mr. Penaypacker”
(20th) is due in Feb. 20.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90$1.80)—“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert)
(14th wk). The 13th session finished
’Sunday (8) was sturdy $15,000. The
12th week, $15,800. .
Radio City Music-Hall (Rocke¬
fellers) (6,200; 90‘$2.75)—“Some
Came Running” (M-G) with stageshow (3d wkh^This week w'ind*ng
up today (Wed.) looks to hit fair
$118,000. Second was $128,000, and
(Continued on page 10)

Cold Chills Mpls. B.O.
But ‘Dark’ Bright 9G;
‘Forlongh’ Fme 5G, 3d
Minneapolis, Feb. 10.
Bone-chilling temperatures are
threatening to cool off the torrid
boxoffice take this week. However,
the entrenched pix (that includes
almost all of them) are continuing
to do amazingly well. Secondweekers are “My Uncle,” still
great ., at Suburban World and
“Tonka,” nice at State. "Auntie
Mame,” too hot to drop, is trim
for seventh week at Lyric. “Inn of
Sixth Happiness” looks big in
fourth stanza while “Perfect Fur¬
lough” in third at the Gopher is
so strong it stays a fourth.
Only netveomers, "Home Before
Dark” is drab while “Last Blitz¬
krieg” and “Murder by Contract”
combo looks okay at.Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week
Academy (Mann) '947;. $1.50$2.65) — “South Pacific” 'M—
(32d wk). Still going strong at $6,000. Last week, $7,ouj.
Century (S-W) (1,150; $1.75$2.65)—“Windjammer” (NT) (13th
wh\ Cold weather no deterenl to
this big grosser, and should hit
a robust $17,000. Last week,
$16,200.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)—
“Perfect Furlough” (U) (3d wk).
Holding so big that it will go a
fourth week. Nifty $5,000. Last
week, $6,600.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 90-$1.45)—
“Auntie Mame’.’ (WB) (7th wk).
Keeps hanging on at a trim $6,000.
Last week, $8,000.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 85$1)—“Home Before Dark” (WB).
This new entry is finding the com¬
petition tough. Fine $9,000. Last
week, “Some Came Running”
(M-G) (5th wk). $7,000.
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,000; 90)—
“Last Blitzkrieg” (Col) and "Mur¬
der by Contract” (Col). Okay $5,000. Last week, “Revolt Big
House” (AA) and “Johnny Rocco”
(A A)

44 *>00

State (Par) (2,200; $1)—"Tonka”
(BV) (2d wk). Fair $5,000. Last
week, $8,000.
Suburban World (Mann) (800;
85)—"My Uncle” (Cont) (2d wk).
Smash $4,500. Last week. same.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.50)—
“Inn of Sixth Happiness” '20th)
(4th wk). Fading a bit but stiff big
with $6,000. Last week, $6,500.
'
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MCTEBE CROSSES

‘Maine* Solid $10,000,
Buff.; ‘Enemy* Pair 76
Buffalo, Feb; 3. Biz at first-runs here this week
is unexciting with few of neweom-,ers getting far. However,. “Auntie
Marne” still is solid m sixth week
at the Center; "Silent Enemy” -is
rated fair at Lafayette but “GoodDay For Hanging” is a real wash¬
out at the Century. “The Trap** is
doing comparatively well at Para¬
mount while “Some Came Run¬
ning” still is faring nicely in sev¬
enth round <at the Teck.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo- (Loew) (3,500; 70-$l)—
“Escort West” (UA) and ‘Guns,
Girls and Gangsters” (UA). Saggy
$7,500. Last week, “Anna Lucasta”
(UA) and “The Mugger” (UA), $11,200.
Center (AB-PT) (3,000; 70-$1.25)
—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (6th wk).
Big $10,000. Last week, $11,000.
Century (UATC) (1,410; 70-$l)—
“Good Day For Hanging” (Col) and
“Senior Prom” (Col). Sad $3,500.
Last week, “Bell, Book, Candle”
(Col) and “True Story Lynn Stuart"
(Col) (2d wk), $7,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-90)—
“Silent Enemy” (U) and “No Name
on Bullet” (U). Fair $7,000. Last
week, “Revolt in Big House” (AA)
and “Johnny Rocco” (AA), $5,800.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70$1)—“The Trap” (Par) and “Tokyo
After Dark” (Par). Nice $11,000.
Last week, “Remarkable Mr. j
Pennypacker” (20th) and “Intent
to Kill” (20th); ditto.
Teck (Loew) (1,200; 70-$l>—
“Some Came Running” (M-G) (7th
wk). Sturdy $5,300. Last week,
$5200.
J Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-$l)—
“Night Heaven Fell” (Kings) (3d
wk).
Okay $3,000. Last week,
($3,200.

Philadelphia, Feb. 10. -k
Biz upswing at downtown delux- *
ers is noticeable this round. Topdrawer pix still are drawing well.
“Black Orchid,” with smart tak¬
ings, looks one of new leaders al¬
though greatest coin total is going
St. Louis, Feb. .10.
to “Some Came Running,” rated
Two bright newcomers are mak¬
wham at the Randolph. “The Trap” ing the biz picture shape better
is only okay at the Goldman. this week though a tornado, which
Aided by closing notices, “Wind¬ swept city this week will hurt
jammer” is soaring to a sock a take, trade today. “Gigi” is rated wow at
way ahead of previous round, in Loew’s while “Remarkable Mr.
15th week at the Boyd. “Inn of Pennypacker” looms sturdy at the
Sixth Hanpiness” still is trim in huge Fox. “Great St. Louis Bank
seventh stanza at the Fox. “Auntie Robbery” in second at Orpheum
Marne” and “I Want To Live” also still is big while “Auntie Marne”
axe robust on extended runs. continues strong at the St. Louis.
“South Pacific” is ahead of last
Estimates for This Week
week at great take.
Ambassador (SW-Cinerama)
Estimates for This Week
(1,400; $1.20-32.40) — “South Seas
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$1.80)—* Adventure” (Cinerama) (15th wk),
“Blackfe Orchid” (Par). Smart $15,- Nice $8,000. Last week, $8,200.
000 for Sophia Loren-Anthony
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90Quinn 'starrer. Last week, “Tom $1.25)—“Circus of Love” (Indie),
.Thumb” (M-G) (6th wk), $6,000.
Oke $3,000. Last week, “Pather
Boyd (SW) (1,480; $1.20-$2.40)— Panchali” (Indie) (3d wk). $1,800.
“Windjammer” (NT) (15th wk).
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 60-90) —
Giant $20,000, being hypoed by “Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker”
closing notices from $10,000 of (20th) and “Whole Truth” (Col).
last week. .
Sturdy $18,000. Last week, “Per¬
Fox (National) (2,250; $1.10- fect Furlough” (U) and “Appoint¬
$1.80)—-“Inn of Sixth Happiness” ment With a Shadow” »(U) (3d wk),
(20th) (7th wk). Neat $11,000. Last $13,000:
Lcew’s (Loew) (3,200: 60-90) —
week, $15,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 94- “Gigi” (M-G). Wnw $23,000. Last
$1.49)—“Trap” (Par). Okay $13,000. week, “Some Camd Running”
Last week, “Restless Years” (U) (M-G) (5th wk), *$10,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (1.900: 60-90)—
and “Silent Enemy” (U), $7,000.
“Great St. T/mis Bank Robbery”
Midtown (Goldman! (1,200; (UA) and “10 Davs to Tulara” (UA)
$1.20-$2.75) — “South Pacific” (2d wk). Big $10,000. Last week,
(Magna) (46th wk). Great $16,000. $12,500.
Last week, $13,000.
Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; $1.80CHICAGO
nasi-rsoamJx^:
$1.80) — “Some Came !Sjin£;
Running’ wk).
Stout $5,000. Last week,
(Continued from pa&e 9)
(M-G). Wow $35,000 or near. Last $5,300.
week, “Bell. Book, Candle” (Col)
“Paratroop
Command” (AI) (2d
St. Louis (Arthur) (3 600; 90(5th wk), $8,000.
$1.75)—“Aurtie- Maine” (WB) (6th wk). Slow $5,300. Last week,
Stanley (SW) (2 900; 99-S1.80)— wk). Strong $12,000. Last week, $12,500.
v
“Auntie Meme” (WB) (6th wk). $15 000.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.50)—
Robust $16,000. Last week, $18,000.
Shady Oak (Arthur) (560; 60-90) “Tim Thumb” (M-G) (8th wk).
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49£- —“Kind Hearts. Coronets” (Indie) Scckeroo $8,300. Last week, $9,300.
“I Want to Live” (UA) (4th wk). and “Man in White Suit” (Indie.)
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25Loud $13,000. Last wpek, $17,000. (reissues)- (2d wk). Okay $1,800. $3.30) — “South Parific” (Magna:)
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-S1-80) Last week, $2,500.
(46th wk). Good $16,300. Last
—“Doctor’s Dilemma” (M-G) (2d
week, $15,500.
wk). Good $4,500. Last week,
Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90)—
BROADWAY
$8,000.
“Once Upon Horse” (U) and “Voice
Viking (Sley) 0.000: 75-31.49)—
in Mirror” (U). C^ay $4,400. Last
(Continued from page 9)
“Roots o* Heaven” (20th) (2d wk). below estimate. As with many other week, “Man From God’s Country”
Paw $6,500. Last week, $10,000 big Broadway houses, weekdays (AA) nnd “Legion of Doomed”
bs'vg way over-qrn+ed.
have been running amazingly slow. (AA), $5,000.
World (Patbe) (604; 95-31.80)— Stays a fourth, with “The Journey”
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50)
“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert) (7th wk). (M-G) opening Feb. 19.
—“Perfect Furlough” (U) (2d wk).
Good $4,500. Last week, $6,000.
EivOli (UAT) (1.545; $2^33.50)— Nice $21,000. Last week, $32,000.
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,434;
“South Pacific” (Magna) (19th wk).
The 18th frame ended Monday (9) : $1.25-$3,40)—“South Seas Adven¬
LOS ANGELES
was fine $15,500. The 17th week, ture” (Cinerama) (20th wk). Steady
$23,500. Last week, $24,000.
(Continued from page 8)
$17,500.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 90-$1.8Q)
Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)—
1,715; 90-SI.50) — “Inn of Sixth
—“Up
Periscope” (WB). Fine $19,“Inn
of
Sixth
Happiness”"
(20th)
Happiness” (20th) (7th wk, Los
Last week, “Old Man and Sea”
Angeles, Loyqla; Iris, Uptown) and (9th wk). This round finishing to¬ 000.
(WB)
(3d
wk), $15?000.
morrow
(Thurs.)
looks
like
okay
“Alaskan Passage” (20th) (Los An¬
State-Lake (B&M) (2,400; 90geles, Iris, Uptown). “Sheriff of $8,000 for six days. Eighth was
Fractured Jaw" (20th) (Loyola). $7,900. “Black Orchid” (Par) opens $1.80) — “Separate Tables” (UA)
(7th wk). Strong $13,000 or near.
Light $14,000. Last week. Iris with tomorrow (Thurs.).
Roxy (Indie) (5.705; S0-$2.50)— Last week, $15,500.
El Rey. “Cat On Hot Tin Roof”
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25)
“Hanging
Tree”
(WB)
and
stage(M-G) (5th wk. Iris; 3d wk, El Rey),
“Sheriff of Fractured Jaw” (20th) show. Opens today (Wed.). Last — “My Uncle” (Cont) (7th wk).
(2d wk, Iris), “Goddess” (Col) (re¬ week, “Perfect Furlough” (U) and Big $4,000. Last week, $4,300.
Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036;
stageshow (?d wk), was slight $32,issue) (3d wk. El Rey). $6,300.
Fox Wilshirc (FWC) (2,296; 000 after $38,000 for second stanza. $1^5-$3)—“G‘gi” (M-G) (31st wk).
Sutton (B&B) (561: 95-31.80)— Good $12,500. Last week, $14,000;
$1.50-$2.4O) — “Sleeping Beauty”
(BY) (2d wk). . Buff $28,000. Last “Gigi” (M-G) (15th wk). The 14th ; United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90round completed Saturday (7) was $1.80) — “Rally Tound Flag, Boys”
week, $27,000,
Downtown Paramount, Vogue. El brilliant 320,100. The 13th week, (20th). Dandy $23,000. Last week,
Rey (ABPT-FWC) (3.300; 825; 861; $21,000! The last weekend actually “Inn of. Sixth Happiness” (20th)
90-33.50) — “Old Man and Sea” topped the biz of the previous (6th wk), $14,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90(WB) (2d wk, Dovmpar, Vogue; El weekend period. Stays on for many
Rey)
and
“Buccaneer”
(Par) weeks at this gait, with lines over $1.50) — “Some Came Running”
weekends
amaz:ng.
(M-G),
Great $44,000. Last week,
(Downp*r), “Girl in Bikini” (re¬
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1- “Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (6th wk),
issue) (2d wk. Vogue). “Last Hur¬
rah” (Col) (El Rey. Soft $14,800. $1.50)—"Doctor’s Dilemma” (M-G) $9,500 in 5 days.
World (Teitsl) (606; 90)—“Tosca”
Last week. Downtown Paramount, (9th wk). The eighth session ended
Vogue, “Old Man and Sea,” “Light yesterday (Tues.) was good $8,500. (Indie) (£th wk). Fine $3,200. Last
r week, $4,200.
Across Street” (reissue) (Down- Seventh was $10,000.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1.003; 50-$2)
par), $18,600.
Orpheum (Metropolitan) (2.213: —“Anna Lulcasta” (UA) (5th wk).
WASHINGTON
90-*1.5n)^ “Anna Lucasta” (UA) Fourth round completed yesterday
(Continued from page 9)
and “Fear*nakors” (UA) (2d wk). (Tues.) was off to fair $11,000.
“Perfect Furlough” (U) (2d wk).
Third was $14,000.
DuB $2 400.
Warner (SW Cinerama)* (1,600; Okay $8,000 after $12,000 opener.
Four
(ITATC) (868: 31.25-S2)
—‘“'Mei” (M-G) (3d wk). Whopping $1.80-$3.50)—“South Seas Adven¬ ' MacArthur (K-B) (900; $1.10)—
ture” (Cinerama) (30th wk). The “Pather Panchali” (Indie), Sock
$2*000. Last$15,900.
BeveHv (FWC) (1.170: $1.50- 29th frame completed Saturday (7) $6,000 or over. Last week, “No
$9*0) — “SeoeW* Tables” (UA) was moderate $23-900. The 28th Sun in Venice” (Kings) (3d wk),
(7th wk). *■.» $g 000. Last week, week, $23,100. Holding a fairly $2,500.
Ontario (K-B) (1,240; 90-$1.25)—
eyen keel by smartly adding spe¬
$9,500.
New Fox (FWC) (705; $1.25-33) cial performances. Thus the cur¬ “Silent Evening” (U). Okay $5,000.
—“Wmdismrner” (NT) (7th wk). rent session will have two extra Last week. “Intent to Kill” (20th)
(2d wk), $2,500.
morning shows.
Trim $6,500 T.oct week. $6,700.
Palace (Losw) (2 390; 90-$1.49)—
rMne*e nPWC) (1 *08; $2-$2.40)
-“ * Mnfip ^/Torrvo” (WB) (8th wk).
“Inn
of Sixth Happiness” (20th)
SAN FRANCISCO
Lu-'~ *22.000. Tjast week, $23,900.
(6th wk). Fair $10,000. Last week,
(Continued from page 9)
$12,500.
H''Bywood Paramount (F&M)
(1.468; $1.50-3?) — “Some Came Lucasta” (UA) and “I Bury Living”
Plaza (T-L) (276; 90-$1.49)—
Running” (M-G) (8th wk). Snappy (UA) (2d wk), $6,800 for 6 days.
“Night Heaven Fell” (Kings) (7th
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25-$3)— wk). Strong $5,500. Last week,
$13 200. Last week, same.
Wsmer HbBvwoed (SW-Cine- “Gigi” (M-G) (31st wk). Big $9,300. same. Holds.
romq) (1.389; $1.20-$2.65>—“South Last week, $9,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.25Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774; $1.80)—“Bell, Book. Candle” (Col)
Seas
Adverture”
(Cinerama).
Started week Sunday (8) after big $1.25-$1.50) — “Foxiest Girl In (7th wk). Good $7,500. Last week,
Paris” (Times). Oke $2,700. Last ditto.
$21,600 last week.
Egyptian (UATC) 0.392; $1.65- week, “Escapade” (Indie), $4,000.
Uptown (SW) (1.100; $1.25-$2.50)
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (364; $1.25) —“South Pacific” (Magna) (6th
$3 30) — “Smith Pacific” (Magna)
(36th wk>. °turdy. $14,500. Last —“Seventh Seal" (Indie) (12th wk). wk).
Nice $7,000.
Last week,
week. 315 5PO
Great $2,500. Last week, $2,600. $7,500.
G'lrtbav f^wO (i 135; $1.75Alexandria (United California)
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
$3 50) — “
in 80 (1.170; $1.50-$3.50> — “South Pa¬ $1.25-$2.40)—“Scuth Seas Adven¬
Da^s” (UA) *n?+h
Sohd $15,- cific” <20th) (32d wk). Sturdy $11,- ture” (Cinerama) (8th wk). Great
000. Last week, $14,500.
000. Last week, ditto.
t $15,200. Last week, $14,000.

TENNYPACKER’ LUSTY
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Film Reviews
Continued from page 6

The LasSy Is a Square
Up Periscope
(BRITISH)
goes so completely by the book
that he finally sends a letter to the
Amiable, amusing romanticNavy Board recommending himself
comedy drama helped byfor censure when he exceeds his
Frankie
Vaughan’s
songs:
instructions. Based on a novel by
Robb White, the 'stoiv has two plot
London,
Feb.
3.
complications, O’Brien’s devotion
Associated-British release of a Wilcoxto- the letter of his command, and Neagle (Herbert Wilcox> production-. Stars
James Gamer’s exploits in a Anna Neagle, Frankie Vaughan, Janette
Directed
by
Herbert
Wilcox.
mission behind Japanese lines. Scott.
Screenplay, Harold. Purcell and Pamela
The two come into conflict when Bowen dialog, Nicholas Phipps; camera,
Gordon
Dines;
editor,
Basil
Warren;
O’Brien must decide whether to music, Wally Stott. At Warner Theatre,
relax for once and allow a little London.
Running time, 100 MINS.
leeway to insure getting Garner Frances Baring .
Anna Neagle
away from his sabotage errand on Johnny Burns ..Frankie Vaughan
Joanna Baring .
Janette Scott
a Japanese-held Pacific island.
Freddy.
Anthony Newley
Some of this is slightly familiar, Charles... Wilfrid Hyde White
Greenslade . Christopher Rhodes
i.e., the crew’s misunderstanding Derek
.
Kenneth Cope
of O’Brien’s martinet tactics, his Mrs. Eady .Josephine Fitzgerald
.
Harold Kaskett
refusal to tangle with the enemy, Spolenski
Fergusson
.... John Le Mesurier
etc. But Gordon Douglas’ direc¬ Harry Shuttleworth . Ted Luna
tion of the Landau script has a
fresh and lively feel. He plays the
With “The Lady is a Square,”
good humor for contrast and effect Herbert Wilcox has whipped up a
against the tenseness and excite¬ shrewd concoction of romance,
ment, and creates full characters comedy and music, with the pic
than are usually realized in dramas ! having a foot in both camps—the
of this sort. Douglas also achieves “pop” and classical ihusic fields.
good tension in a long sequence The names of the three stars, Anna
near the end' where Garner is vir¬ Neagle, Frankie Vaughan and Jan¬
tually alone on the screen for ette Scott will insure British b.o.
around 15 minutes as he sneaks to success. Though.the yarn may be
the Japanese island and accom¬ a bit slim for American consump¬
plishes his-mission.
tion the growing popularity of
The production, in WamerScope Vaughan in the U. S. should help
and Technicolor, is strong on its this pic.
realistic scenes inside the subma¬
Wilcox has mixed his ingredients
rine and in the frogman sequences with an eye on the two age groups
where Garner goes underwater. It but it is probable that the young¬
avoids most of the cliches of a sub¬ sters get the better of the deal.
marine picture and seems to have The yarn has Miss Neagle as the
lagged only in the interpolation of financially embarrassed widow of
a flashback dream sequence that a concert impresario. Determined
doesn’t help much. The ending, to launch a series of classical con¬
where the sub returns victoriously certs under the baton of an inter¬
to Pearl Harbor to find wives, national conductor, she is still up
sweethearts, etc., all standing on against the problem of finding the
the pier cheering their men home Coin. Vaughan is a young pop sing¬
seems a little. unbelievable, con¬ er who, falling for Miss Neagle’s
sidering it’s wartime. This rosy daughter (Janette Scott), poses as
romanticism also damages the a piano tuner to get into the house.
straight action suspense and climax The ruse is soon discovered and, to
so well achieved previously. De¬ help Miss Neagle out, he becomes
spite these reservations, “Up Peri¬ her butler.
The widow’s intolerance of pop¬
scope” is a satisfying film, and with
Warner Bros.’ planned promotion ular music makes it difficult for
campaign, should make good re¬ the young couple to continue their
flowering romance. However, after
turns.
James Garner, a husky and good- a series of misunderstandings, a
Hit
Parade disk made by Vaughan
looking young leading man, shows
a nice flair for comedy that hasn’t enables him to raise the cash to
pay’the
conductor’s fees and the
been too* evident previously, and
handles hiiflself well in all situa¬ widow’s outstanding bills. When
tions. Edmond O’Brien, looking she discovers this, she suddenly
better than he has in some time, decides that pviybe pod music isn’t
gives his role considerable depth so bad after all. It all finishes with
and interest. Other's in the case her jiving like a teenager and
who make an impression are Alan proving that “the lady’s not a
Hale, Carleton Carpenter, Frank square.”
this fairlv implausible yam
Gifford, William Leslie .and Edward is Once
accepted in the escapist spirit
Byrnes.
intended, there is quite a lot to
Carl Guthrie’s photography, in amuse and entertain in “Square.”
WarnerS-cope and Technicolor, is Miss Neagle, as the widow who
good and particularly interesting in doesn’t dig modern music, is the
the underwater sequences. John essence of well-bred culture while
F. Schreyer’s editing is first-rate. Vaughan continues to establish
Potoe.
himself as one of the most vital,
likeable personalities . in British
pix. He displays a neat comedy
ability if not proving his ability as
a dramatic actor. Janette Scott has
little to do; exceot moon over
j Vaughan, but does this with charm.
A sunportip** performance which
Omaha, Feb. 10.
I virtually steals the picture comes
Biz is better at many downtown t from Anthony Newlev, an up-andfirst-runs this week, big story being l coming young actor who is making
the Cooper, where the hard-ticket • a habit of thefting scenes. He plavs
a. song-phieger and manager to
.“South Pacific” goes into its 16th Vaughan
with a wry humor and
week. Figures for the first 15 rounds' J brashness; It is an exuberant,
show that biz totaled $140,000, funny piece of work. Wilfrid Hyde
meaning it has done twice as much White, suave and bland as ever as
: a financial adviser; Christopher
biz as it did in Oklahoma City, Rhodes, cast as an impresario, and
“Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker’” Harpld Kaskett, as a voluble excit¬
looks brisk at the Omaha.' “Inn of able German conductor, also help
Sixth Happiness” is still nice in the- film along. A new comedian,
second week at the Orpheum.
= Ted Liine,-. is dragged in for one
Estimates for This Week
l scene. Though he is funny enough,
Brandeis (Cooper) (694; 901— ■the scene seems out of place.
Musically, the film is alive
“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (3d wk).
Strong $4,100 or near. Last week, ; throughout. The British National
Youth Orch nlavs brilliantly both
$4,000..
Cooper (Cooper) (708; $1.50- on its own and when accomuanvlng
$2.20) — “South Pacific” (Magna) Vaughan as he sings Handel’s
Vaushan also has a cou¬
(16th wk). Continues at stunning “Largo.”
of Other numbers which he may
pace with $10,000. • Last week, ple
turn into hits. He also gives
$9,000.
I well
a new look tn the Ray Noble oldie,
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-$l) “Love Is The Sweetest Thing.
—!‘Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker” Scenes at the Royal Festival Hall,
(20th). Bright $7,000. Last week, ih a recording studio and in Tin
“Sheriff Fractured Jaw” (20th) Pan Alley are authentically put
and “Smiley Gets Gun” (20th), over with good lecsing by Gordon
$6,500.
Dines. A production highspot
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 75- shows Vaughan doing his act at
$1)—“Inn of Sixth Happiness” “The Talk of the Town.” new thea¬
(20th) (2d wk). Nice $6,500 or near. tre-restaurant in the West End.
Screennlav by Harold Purcell
Last week, $8,500.
State (Cooper) (850; 90)—“Good and Pamela Bower has a number
Day for Hanging” (Col). Oke $3,- of loose ends. For instance, there
000. Last week, "Gideon Scotland no real explanation of why the
Yard” (Rank) and “Ghost China prejudiced "Wss Neagle should
turn up at this theatre-cafe, and
Seas’* (Rank), $1,700.
thus d^nve” Vaughan <to be a
North Battleford, Sask.: Efforts singer: The dialog has some static
patches. But. all in all, “The Lady
of the Empress and Capitol thea¬ Is
A Satire” cor+ains enough of
tres to have local amusement tax th<> ir»rtriafi!s.nt<'
p0T) entertainreduced were turned down by city
to get well into the boxoffice
council.
groove.
Rich,

Tennypacker’ lofty 76,
Omaha; ‘Pacific’ 106,16
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Arg. Exhibs AnnpyedBy
French Studio Workers See Fdm Aid
WBMuDs Aussie Deal With Major
New Tqngh Policy Of
Indies for Top Fix; Pass Up Hoyts? Gevt Group on Dates Com Needed For Production Survival
Sydney, Feb. 3. *
Warners, contract-stymied by
the Hoyts’ cinema loop for a long
time, may make a deal with major
independent exhibitors operating
in near-city zones to splash re¬
lease product as opposition to both
Hoyts and Greater Union Thea¬
tres. WB has watched from the
sidelines* the plush, trade obtained
by the key distributors via the
splash release policy over the
Hoyts and .Greater Union circuits
and now has set a blueprint to re¬
lease product add join the other
'class “passengers” on the gravy
train.
For many weeks now the inde¬
pendents have been irked with the
major distributors’ policy of giv¬
ing splash (blanket) release pref¬
erence to either Hoyts or GUT,
and then offering the independents
playdates after the “guts” f had
been played out of a pic. Case in
point, according to an indepen¬
dents’ spokesman, was the su¬
burban release on a hard-ticket
policy of Paramount's “10 Com¬
mandments.” Independents, ac¬
cording to spokesman, although
longtime patrons of Paramount,
were not even given an opportu¬
nity to bid for the pic because of
a deal signatured between Par and
Greater Union.
Understood that . the mooted
deal between Warners and the in¬
dependents will give the latter an
opportunity of playing first-re¬
lease product for the first time in
years. The independents aver the
new hookup will provide a power¬
ful weapon to combat the inroads
made into their trade by the big
loops via the “blanket” release
route.
Many years ago WB, following
a fallout with Hoyts; took over an
independent house in Sydney,
switching later to the suburbs,
with “Yankee Doodle Dandy" as
the initial bidder. Later a new
deal was signatured with Hoyts,
and this solo* bid exited. Warners
also bought a key Sydney cinema
site, but was prevented from erect¬
ing its own showcase because of
post-war building, restrictions and
pressure by the major pic loops.
Pix ready to-hit the splash-release target on a hookup between
Warners and the independents In¬
clude “The Nun’s Story,” “Marjor¬
ie Momingstar,” “Old Man and
the Sea,” “Indiscreet,”, and “No
Time for Sergeants.”

Canadian Documentary
. On Austrian Camp For

India Scouts Europe
New Delhi, Feb. 3.
Horn! Wadia, prominent dis¬
tributor of films here, is enroute to France, Italy and
West Germany. His quest is for
feature films suitable for ex¬
hibition in India.
A second purpose: to in¬
vestigate chances of placing
some of India’s films in those
lands.

Villa Olmo, Cuevas Ballet,
Chi Opera, Greece in Bids
For De Banfield Works
Florence, Feb. 10.
Rafaello de Banfield, Italian
composer, whose opera “Lord By¬
ron’s Love Letter” had its world
premiere in New Orleans and
whose ballet “The Duel” has seen
over 1,000 performances by ma¬
jor companies is currently one of
the most commissioned composers
in Italy. The annual Villa Olmo
Festival in Como will get a one-act
opera for July.
Marquis de Cuevas has com¬
missioned a “grand spectacle” bal¬
let to inaugurate his Paris season
next fall.
It will be choreo¬
graphed by Janine Charrat on the
“Tristan and Iseult” legend. De
Banfield has withheld the final de¬
cision on this commission being
engrossed in writing a three-act
opera “Orpheus Descending”—li¬
bretto. by Tennessee Williams
(now before the cameras in Hol¬
lywood with Magnani and Brando
in the leading roles) for which
Chicago covets the world premiere
for 196Q-61.
In wake of recently published
RCA-Victor record of “Lord By¬
ron,” the “Lyric Scene” of Athens,
Greece would like to, open its sea¬
son next fall with this opera, if
Banfield himself is free to stage
it there.

Off 15% From 1957 Qtr.
London, Feb. 3.
Yet another drop in paid admis¬
sions. That’s the main thing which
emerges from the latest Board of
Trade analysis covering the third
quarter of 1953. However, there’s
some encouragement to be ob¬
tained from the fact that attend¬
ance was some 8,000,000 up from j
the previous quarter.
‘
In the three months from June
29 until last Sept. 27, paid admissions totaled 199,508,000, about
15% or 36,000,000 below the same
period in the previous year. The
seasonal increase over the prevlous quarter equalled about 4%;
Gross b.o. receipts were above
$58,000,000, but.about 8% down
from the third quarter of 1957.

Buenos Aires, Feb. 3.
Exhibitors are annoyed by a re¬
versal on the part of the National
Screen Institute to its old bureau¬
cratic tricks since Narciso Maehinandiarena resigned as its prexy.
A protest has been published by
Antonio Fernandez Boan, of the
Continental cinema, and secretary
of the Independent Exhibitors
Assn.
Under fhe Protection Law the
Continental Theatre drew “El Secuestrador” (Argentina. Sono Film)
for release under this; protection
statute. Apart from being classified
as forbidden for those under 18
(always a death knell at the boxoffice here), the picture fared so
badly that -by arrangement with
Sono, “La Hermosa Mentira” was
substituted; hence, there was no
violation of the Protection Law.
Nevertheless, the Institute has
drawn up an indictment and wants
to fine the exhibitor. As a result,
exhibs can only conclude that all
the Institute can think of is carry¬
ing out the letter and not the spirit
of the Protection law, and thereby
reawakening-all the eld exhibitorproducer hostility.
It is considered hardly the ex¬
hibs’ fault if producers choose overmacabre backgrounds for their pro¬
ductions, thereby frightening audi¬
ences away.

Hex Film Prod.
Starts to Perk
Mexico City, Feb. 3.
The doldrums which have af¬
fected Mexican production in re¬
cent weeks are ending. The official
Film Bank lias finally ponied up
with five million pesos ($400^000)
as advance money, with this spread
out for seven films authorized for
January. Credits were okayed by
bank president Federico Heuer on
recommendation of the Advance
Payments Commission, Th’s is
made up of the heads of the official
Mexican distributors^ s: Peliculas
Mexicanas, Peliculas Nacionales
and Cimex.
Approved films include standard
program fare such as “School for
Models,” featuring comic Tin Tan,
produced by Zacaria Producciones
and “Treasure of Chucho el Roto”
starring ex-Miss Mexico Ana Berta
Lepe and Joaquin Cordero. Only
major film on Pst is “Sonatas”
which will star Maria Felix and
Francisco Rabal.
“The Empty Star,” with Maria
Felix, “Baru, Jungle Man,” with
Wilson Viana in a, Mexican version
of a Tarzan-l:ke character; and “A
Handful of Queens” recently fin¬
ished shooting.
Hollywood’s “The Unforgiven” is
on location in Durango, with the
the only American films definitely
before the cameras so far this
month.

f

Paris,, Feb. 10.
A recent meeting of French film
technicians and authors' made it
[SWISS CHAPTER]
dear that all industry people ap¬
Geneva, Feb. 10.
parently are actively concerned
Swiss males vote not to give
the vote to Swiss females.
with the need to get at least a two1 Meantime there is a sensa¬
year extension of the Film Aid Law
tional book, “Frauen In Laufwhich runs out late 'this year.
gitter” on the stands here writSome spokesmen claim' that the
• ten by a lady lawyer. Iris Von
French film, not being able - to
Roteri. She argues very amus¬
amortize itself at home, and with”
ingly that the independent,
foreign income a long drawn-out
modern woman is *~a ’myth.
affair, would not last long sans
However, this is not a subject
Film Aid. It is maintained that
Swiss men care to encourage’
24% of the financing of each pic
even when the approach is
came from Aid as well as 28% of
ironic and favors the men.
the actual take of a film.
There is a possibility the book
Will be quietly suppressed.
Even with Aid, many .French
films and coproductions always
show a global deficit* Burgeon¬
ing production costs -somehow al¬
most balance things as previouslymade pix could finally amortize
themselves in later years while the
newer and higher-priced film have
trouble.
Thus, film reps reit¬
erated that without further Aid
Madrid, Feb. 3.
after 1959 French production could
Agustin Navarro’s first film as be hard hit. Little is. said about
director, “Fifteen to a Tent,” a | how pix production got by before
glorification in color of Spain’s uni¬ there was Film Aid and when pre¬
versity militia, won the major San war films, scored.
Juan Bosco award of- 325,000
The small-scale budgeters cash
pesetas ($65,000) offered annu¬ in on Aid handouts and are not im¬
ally by the Sindicato Nacional del portant for French foreign or local
Espectaculo for. the film of the prestige and needed biz. Though
year that best reflects this coun¬ Finance Minister Antoine Pinay
try’s reigning political and spiritual has technically extended Film Aid
precepts.
to June next year-if the industry
Sharing top honors and an equal and Centre-Du Cinema can come .
peseta lump sum for artistic-com¬ up with a Working replacement of
mercial eminence was “Where to, Aid, it is felt this is at best a
Alfonso XH,” a 19th century royal stopgap measure.
romance starring Paquita Rico
Film Aid coin is collected by a
and Vincente Parra.
special tax on admission tickets and
Awards were distributed at a is deemed hot exactly a direct sub¬
gala dinner presided by Sanchez sidy. But'sans the needed new
ArjOna, Secretary General of working self-aid policies, demanded .
Spanish sindicatos;'Undersecretary by Pinay, this money would be
for Information, Villar Palasi; Di¬ used only for such orgs as Unirector General for Cinema, Munoz franee Film and the French Film
Fontan and Sindicato del Espec- Office in N.Y., but not for Aid.
taculo chief, Gomez Ballesteros.
Film people - queried said the
Italian screen star Gina Lollo- problems facing French films were
brigida and producer Milko Skofic the failing off of world interest
were among the foreign guests at¬ and also the range of the French tending.
lingo. There also was rugged coin- *
■ Individual San Juan Bosco prizes petition of foreign pix. .Here!
were awarded to Sarita Montiel again, the big successful producer ‘
for her winning role in “La Vio- queries how Was the French pic
letera,” to vet comic Manolo formerly able to make its way in
Moran (“Live the Impossible”) the world market sans: a govern- •
and to Juan Antonio Bardem as ment subsidy. These film men
director of “La Venganza” (The hint strongly that the urge to make :
Reapers). Youthful Conchita Vel¬ the grade in foreign lands former-.
asquez and vet character star ly made for stronger French pro¬
Jesus Toresillas were named as ductions.
best support performers of the
year.
Findings of the Sindicato jury
were at variance with* selection
made public by the Film Writers’
Assn, one week earlier. Scribes
named “Vida por delante” (Life
Up Front), written, directed and
performed by Fernando FernanThomas Scherman and his 45Gomez as the best of ’58.
man Little Orchestra from Man-'
hattan will hit eight Far Eastern •
lands, play 36 concerts in 20 cities,
notably Tokyo, Taiwan, .Hong
Kong, Colombo, Saigon, -Bombay
and Madras. Tour is made possible
by State Dept, picking up the
Rome, Feb. 3.
transportation tab. Party goes by
Current censorship regulations chartered BO AC plane.
applying in this country have been
Although full-size symphonies
extended past the Dec. 31, 1958 have been subsidized in tours of
expiration date. This important Europe and South - America, the
legislation has been extended sev¬ Scherman group, is largest com¬
eral times previously. New expira¬ plement to hit Orient under the
tion date is next June 30.
State International Cultural Ex¬
Meanwhile, the new censorship change administered by ANTA.
law is' moving slowly through gov¬
Orchestra goes out Feb, 25 after
ernment Channels. Principal objec¬ months of being inoculated arid
tions and-holdups have been re¬ readied by its own salaried Staff
garding the constitutionality of doctor who goes along. ■ Protocol
several main clauses.
has included advance, rehearsals
Censorship question has also in Japanese bedrolls, Chinese
been raised recently by various chopsticks and all the national
observers in this country, many anthems, natch. Tour will Span
feeling that past few months have March and April.
seen a notable relaxation ofi pre¬
viously . strict moral code in pix
released here.

Battle of the Sexes

15 to a Tent’Wins As
’Best-National-Ideal’
Film Hade in Spain

i
|
Vienna, Feb. 3. I
Canadian tv producer, Ross Mc¬ •
Lean, has commissioned a film on j
the refugee camp at Kapfenberg, ’
Austria. Most of the people there
are former. Sudeten Germans and
. persons who lived in provinces an¬
nexed by Yugoslavia after the war.
Camp population runs to about
Eric A. Johnston will be the Plan Theatre ih Cologne
2,000, mostly older people with lit¬ speaker for the May 13 luncheon
Cologne, Feb, 3.
at. the Dallas Chapter of the Wom¬
A $1,250,000 new municipal play¬
tle chance for immigration.
Team making the picture, which en of the Motion Picture Industry. house is to be constructed here. No
is to be shown on McLean’s “Close- Verlin Osborne, WOMPI prez. completion date is set.
The 900-seater will be designed
up” program in Canada, consisted points out that there are 18 branch
of Allen King, director; George and district motion picture dis¬ by Wilhelm Riphahn, the architect
Robertson, writer, and R. Blak- tributing offices here plus offices responsible for the local opera
house, built two seasons ago.
stad, camera. It was King, until of related firms.
recent y under contract with the
Canadian Broadcasting Co. in Van¬
couver, who sold McLean on the
film.
Documentary isn’t aimed at
propaganda, but purports simply to
tell about life in a camp, where in¬
mates never give up hope to be¬ Dutch Winner of Mexican , Cello Fest Also Deplores
come nationalized citizens of one
country or the other. Though at
Humidity—-Mexicans Say Its Unusual’ ,
Kapfenberg. most people are too
old or too ill to leave,.the real
tragedy are the children who grow
Jalapa, Veracruz, Feb. 3.
peting In an international event
up without a country and without
Three top prizes in the Second for the first time. Her private
a future.
International Violoncello Compe¬ opinion is that music is made to
tition went to Europeans: Anner be enjoyed and not for prestige
Bjilsma of Holland, 24; Josef competitions, which she hates. En¬ British Town Votes
Chucro of Czechosolvakia, 27, and tered this one at the insistence of
For Sun. Film Shows
Rama Jucker of Switzerland, 23. various Holland music organiza¬
London, Feb. 10.
Second place positions went to tions. Unfortunately, she said,
Mexico’s Luis Garcia, Frenchwom¬ young musicians are literally
With a local poll at Penzance
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
an xAleth Lamasse and Czech Al¬ forced to enter competitions to be voting in favor of Sunday films,
“Cairo Station” (Bab-el-Hadid), exander Vectomov.
recognized as “artists.” Miss Bjils¬ every theatre controlled by Asso¬
Egyptian feature entered in the
Arthur N. Howard of the U.S. ma also complained about the hu¬ ciated British Cinemas is now
Berlin Film Festival, has been was in third spot with France’s midity in this coastal state Which ! eligible for seven-day operation.
submitted for nomination in the Gilbert Zanlonghi.
Under the Sunday Opening Act
affected instruments.
best foreign language picture in
Awards jury also gave honorable
This general criticism of the wet-] of 1932,.local authorities can with¬
the upcoming Academy sweep- mentions to Germany’s Georg spell—unusual, as they also say hold permission for picture thea¬
stakes.
Donderer and U.g. cellist Bonnie here— was widespread. This is not tres to open: on Sunday, unless the
Pic marks -the first Egyptian J. Hampton.
the: rainy , season but the. elements ratepayers demand a poll and. vote
entry In an Oscar derby.
Top winner Bjilsma was com¬ decided :to ignore the; calendar.
[in support.^
■

‘Competitions’ Forced on Talent

Tom Sdiennan’s Li’l Orcb
To Orient Under Special
Protocol; State’s Biggest

New Italo. Censorship

'. Tebaldi: Cuba & Beyond:

Met diva Renata Tebaldi after a
week in Havana will lulfill two
cancelled concerts, Huntrr College
and the Brooklyn Academy of Mu¬
sic, March 24 and 26, before re¬
turning to Europe. She has dates r
set in Spain, Italy and with the
Paris Opera and will also be at La
Scala in Milano for the first time
in two years.
Tebaldi, handled by Andre. Mertens ;of Columbia, is already sched¬
uled for 17 operas at the Met dur¬
ing 1959-’60.
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sensationally throughout
The Inn Of The 1 Performing
the country! Tremendous staying-power!
Sixth Happiness 1 'Young Lions and “Anastasia” grossest
"

Rally Round ^
TheFlagB
The REMARKABlf 1
MR.PENNYPACKER i

Record-setting runs in Pittsburgh,
New Haven, Miami, New York, Memphis,
New Orleans, Houston, Chicago!
As big as 20thfs biggest!

First 3 days in St. Louis outgfosses
‘Peyton Place”! Off to powerhouse start in
Buffalo1 Remarkable in Omaha,
Des Moines, Kansas City, 200 other spots/

10-state saturation proves it’s pure gold

These
1
THOUSAND HILLS

for 116 theatres throughout Northwest
despite worst winter weather in yearsl
Look for top grosses everywherel

20th is with it in
get with 20th...
book these today!
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PICTURES
SHOOTING INCIDENT
Atlantan Resists. Quieting
Theatre—Draws Bullets

'Obscenity* As Wedge, Then Expand Concept If It
Gets By Courts—Would Include Showman

In

Atlanta, Feb. 10.
Robert Lee Slaton, 32, junk
dealer, was shot and seriously
wounded Wednesday (4) night by
Patrolman J. N. Gibby following a
disturbance in Empire Theatre,
Atlanta nabe house, „
Gibby said he went into Empire
when a girl rushed out and told
him a man was creating a disturb¬
ance inside.
Gibby said Slaton
and another man were shouting at
each other and he told them to be
quiet or leave the theatre.
Gibby said Slaton picked him up
and threw him down in theatre
aisle and ran from house, Gibby
said he followed and caught up
with Slaton, who turned on him
with a knife, shouting:, “i’ll kill
you, you —Patrolman said Slaton then
slashed at him and cut his hand.
“I fell backwards and he kept
coming and I grabbed my revolver
and fired twice.”
Gibby said wounded man ran
over him and disappeared in di¬
rection of theatre.
Patrolmen F. W. Johnson and
M. G. Redding caught Slaton on
street near theatre and took him to
hospital.
Gibby said Slaton was charged
with drunk and disorderly con¬
duct, disturbance, cursing, assault
on an officer and assault with a
deadly weapon
Armed bandit held up cashier
Miss Dolores Burrell, 18, on duty
at Fox Theatre boxoffice and made
off with $570 Thursday (5) evening.
An usher, Ronnie Mills, witnessed
holdup and followed gunman, who
was joined after heirt by a companion. He kept them in sight

New York Sound Track

If a Western Union teletypist’s interest in the new Marilyn Monroe
picture, “Some Like It Hot,” (UA) is any barometer, this is a sure¬
fire want-tcr-see film. The WU gal queried Variety, “We have a copy
of the wire JJiat was sent to about 158 critics (including Variety);
is there any chance of our getting in with a copy too? Did you hear
Seek Censor Fee Refund
Columbus, Feb. 10.
anything
about whether they would have a checking list for that many
State Sen. Robert R. Shaw <of
Columbus, Feb. 10.
they
invited? Can you please find out for me?” Variety dissuaded
Following on the heels Of a
Columbus) has introduced Senate
them
of
the
idea. The telegram specifically stated that the wire was
similar suit filed earlier by
Bill 115, which would re-establish
the identity for admission.
film censorship in Ohio and define
Paramount Pictures
Corp.,
Caedmon is the label of book publisher Harper & Bros.* recordings
20th Century-Fox Corp. has
obscene films. The bill would set
of the spoken word .. . These include readings by Noel Coward, Marga¬
up a five-member Ohio Motion Pic¬
also filed a suit in U. S. Dis¬
ret Leighton, Hurd Hatfield, Sir Ralph Richardson, Cyril Cusack,
ture Board withjn the State Dept,
trict Court at Columbus to
Peggy Ashcroft, Frederic Wdflock, C. R. M. Brookes, Boris" Karloff,
of Commerce, to serve at a j>er.
collect censorship fees paid
Joan Greenwood, Stanley Holloway, Joyce Grenfell, Celia Jonhson,
into the Ohio treasury before
diem salary of $50, by appoinment
plus a $10.95 LP, In French, of Voltaire’s “Candide,” read by Robert
of the Governor. Members would
the state’s film censorship law
Franc and Lilyan Chauvin .and a cast.
,
was declared unconstitutional
include representatives of the
Neil Cooper, for four years with Music Corp. of America as an
Dept* pf Commerce and the Dept,
in 1954.
agent, has joined Famous-Artists in its films and new talent depart¬
of Education, and three at-large
Paramount’s suit was for
ment . . . The controversial German film, “Das Maedchen Rosemarie,”
members, including* one film in¬
$54,000, while the 20th suit is
has been sold . . . Distributors Corp. of America acquiring^ the new
dustry representative. Shaw said
for $750,000. The latter filed
Alan Freed rock ’n* roll pic," “Go, Johnny, Go,” shot in GotHanr. Also
against ■ 10 state and former
that if a statute censoring motion
John Cromwell’s “The Scavengers.”
f .
pictures is to. be upheld in the
state officials. The U. S. Su¬
It had to happen: a one-shot on “The Best of Brigitte_ Bardot”
courts, it would have to be limited
preme Court declared Ohio
Which Engene Tillinger has gotten out; 140 photos, text to match.
film censorship was unconsti¬
to “obscenity.” However, once the
Actor-writer Joseph Julien off to JParis to do the Jean' Gabin part
courts have passed upon the ques¬
tutional. The first censorship
in the English-dubbed version of "Inspector Maigret.” Julien then
tion of constitutionality, the Legis¬
fee in Ohio was collected in
heads for London to attend the rehearsals of his play, “The Gim¬
1915. A fee of 93 per $1,000
lature could then expand the scope
mick,” which’ll tour before opening in London . . . Danny Kaye’s onefeet of film bad been charged
of censorship, he said.
man show opens at the Curran Theatre in San Francisco on Feb. 17.
for censorship in recent years.
His bill defines obscenity as
While the February issue of Harper’s Bazaar carries a cover blurb
follows:
that it’s the first mag to publish a Paddy Chayefsky short story, it ne¬
glects to mention—despite a promise to the author—that the story is
"A motion picture is obscene
nine years old.
if, considered as a-whole, its
Ellen Silverstone, daughter of Emanuel Silverstone, 20th-Fox Inter¬
predominant appeal is to pru¬
national veep, and a UN aide, engaged to Richard M. Hammer, Prince¬
rient interest, that is, a shame¬
ton
alumnus now with. Price, Waterhouse.
ful or morbid interest in nudi¬
Jackson, O., Feb. 10.
Practically every motion picture film VIP and his wife, and other
ty, sex or excretion, and if it
Jackson
County
Board
of
Educashow
biz toppers were at Temple Emanu-El last Friday (6) midday for
goes substantially beyond cus¬
the services for Mrs. Harry M. (Nettie) Kalmine, Wife of the Stanley
tomary limits of candor in detion has made a public protest
de¬
Warner
veepee and managing director of operations. Although a vic¬
scription or representation of
against “a growing tendency totim of cancer, which hecessiated surgery last fall^the end came as a
such matters**
'
ward public displays of obscenity
matters .**
surprise
to their intimates.
rirnvidpc fnr the original and immorality in films, posters,
Short subject starring Pearl Bailey which George Bilson produced
^ut of cSn- and newsstand publications.” By
for
the
Los
Angeles Bureau of Adoptions to enlist interest in the adop¬
Tf it finds a film obscene formal resolution, the hoard urged
tion of Negro children has paid off terrifically. Briefie was shown both
«S^M .„L^f?t,?indlnes to e?ci;
revival of lilm censorship in
on
tv,
.over
KTTV, and in Negro theatres. Last -week a total of 78- ap¬
^n/tathe oeSm the a‘a‘c- Eariier. the Greenfield
plications were received by the bureau as a direct result of the reel;
All services, including guilds and unions, were donated gratis.
. Word from New Delhi: James Stewart hunting tigers in eastern state
Whether or Sd^dfdT„^ish to wider^sK 1 Srfttag. * private ^detective, of Assam .... Indian film actor-producer I. S. Jonar mulling offer of
not the film should be approved, u^of t&s renort wh£h also at- Mills told him what had happened,; Bipadway-debut role in Pearl Buck’s “My Indian Family,” with music
and the person presenting Ihe film Sed ^fpSter SSeity.
a?d asked
to notlfypohce. by Paul Francis Webster . . . Edwgrd Dmytryk, director of upcoming
would he given an opportunity to
,
_
Message, somehow, was garbled film “The-Mountain Is Young” (Par), and party in India enroute to
be heard. A majority of the board
p and
debarked from trolley be-i survey-tour of Nepal, location for “Mountain” . . . First CinemaStope
could issue'or
• '«**j?cata
paa&s ^ display ta *°ifonpatro1 cars could swing into film with 100% Indian cast and' technicians, Guru Dutt’s “Kaagaz ke
Phool’- (Paper Flower), shooting in Bombay.
.
fusideouid be made within 30 days •[?'S°«m,v maeazhfefV^nuWdc
Gunman, described by nearIn order to casji in on David Niven’s between-trains Zurich stay to
focus attention on forthcoming “Separate Tables,” Unartiscb S. A.
Pleafc^rf^ C0“ty C— newsstandsyshoJd be Of serious ^’^r^1ghth^ababdei,1tEee,S;ddald Geneva, Swiss reps for United Artists, threw a rush press meeting at
The public display of a film not c°neem to all paren s.
.
clothed, walked up to box- the Baur au Lac Hotel. . . Niven, accompanied by his wife, proceeded
submitted or approved by the
There is only one film house m office, flashed a gun and said: to skiing resort Klosters for a week of holidaying. Then'to London
board would subject the offender Jackson; owned by the Chaker^ “Young lady, give me all the for the opening of “Tables” and back to the Coast to start “Anniver¬
to a fine of from $10fl to $500 for chain of SprmgLeld, O. Robert money.” Nervous girl hesitated and sary Waltz,” Joseph Fields production for UA release starring Niven
a first offense, and from $500 to Oda, manager of the theatre, said bandit repeated his request several and Mitzi Gaynor.
\
$1,000 for subsequent offenses. For
,^5^*2 times*
Willard Van Dyke Productions Inc. has been authorized to conduct
BurreU turned and looked a motion picture business in New York, with capital stock of 200
showing a motion picture trailer
d
Miss Burrell
which includes scenes from a film Qn ^ phase of thls matter.
- at usher Mills standing behind her. shares, no par value. Directors are: Willard Van Dyke, Attorney Ralph
which has not been approved, the
“Better do what he says,” youth J. Palmer and Henry H. Zolki Palmer. Masis & Palmer, 320 Broadway,
penalty would range from a fine
pi • p
i
D
advised, so she sheUed
shelled out bills were filing attorneys at Albany.
of $100 to $500, or a prison senUU V,6nSCTS L6SS D11SY
from tin
till and then complied -when
when
Sam Spiegel continued to add to awards for “Bridge On the River
he asked for rolled coins and a Kwai,” receiving two from Japan—a silver cup from Film Friends Club
fence of from 30 to 90 days,* or
Chicago Feb 10
he
metal box
more chan6e
change was
both,
offense.
both, for
for each
each offense.
Doubtless reflectinl Hollywood's £?ial
box where
where roore
was and a medal-from the newspaper Yukan Fuluninchi Shimbun .
“Cinerama South Seas Adventure,” now in its 31st week on Broadway,
production downbeat, Chicago mo- • pi* ___
will have its first overseas showing in Caracas, Venezuela, on March
29 . . . Stanley Schneider, assistant treasurer of Columbia Interna¬
McELMURRY'S
BRAIN
INJURY
'‘alT'o™
tional, visiting the company’s London office . . . George Hornstein’s
Houston, Feb.
Feb. 10.
10.
<t
rJ
EnniAffn* the previous annum.
Reduction
Houston,
I
was an domestic, since an increase
Kenneth McElmurry, manager of Cinematograph International named exclusive U S. distributor of CineTP
I
in foreign product passed before the Eastwood Theatre, is in St. meccanica’s Victoria,X 70/35m all-purpose 'projection "and sound sys¬
the panel.
Joseph’s Hospital here with a pOs- tem . . . Metro readying two five-minute tv shorts for use in long_
-m
Total pix submitted to the cen- stole brain concussion. As he was range bally of “Ben-Hur.”
Joseph Mankiewicz will direct Tennessee Williams’ “Suddenly, Last
i
Kansas City, * eh iu,
sors lagt year was 853> of which | leaving the theatre McElmurry saw
Summer” for producer Sam Spiegel’s Columbia Pictures releasing
Legai actionto prevent the 3Kan- 263 were imports> whne ibe 1957 a youth stripping his car.
slate,
to star Elizabeth Taylor . . . Lester Sanson is prepping produc¬
figures respectively were 894 and
When he intervened the youth
the childbirth^scene from ^ The 232. Police statistics also reflect a * struck him a hard blow, to the tion of “The Death of the Hornet,” based on the U.S. Navy .carrier of
World
War II, for Allied Artists . . . Ralph Richardson will star with
Case of Dr. Lajrent is bemg t_ken softening of censorial harshness,: head with either a tire tool or a
by Trans-Lux DistributingXorp
™ ££ rejStions in ’57 2 \ ^crStiskw^ Sir Alec Guinness and Mr. Noel Coward in Columbia Pictures’ British
production
of “Our Man in Havana” by Mr. Graham Greene . . . ArfUmeVfoTsh?wtag to kLLs, but
-duly two last year.,
i blood in the spinal column.
win-Columbia changed title of “The Jane from Maine” to “It Hap¬
snipped out the key scene. This
_
pened to Jane” . . . Masin-Rackin signed Richard Fleischer to direct
has in effect killed showing of the
1\
J
“
IV
Tlx
■ fk 1 1* * l
“The Alaskans,” John Wayne starrer for 20th-Fox distribution . . .
Lowell S. Hawley will script Walt Disney’s “Swiss Family Robinson,”
swinging over from doing producer’s “Zorro” telesegments.
first run Fox Midwest houses in
"
*
Metro, with plans for musicalizing “Huckleberry. Finn,” has pro¬
Kansas City where it did notable,
--=— tested Warner Bros.’ registration of same tab . . . Alex Segal switches
from tv direction to chore on Arthur Freed’s Metro production, “Sub¬
ness°Ugh DOt overwhemm° bUbl
'Garden of Eden’Hits
Eden’ Hits Boston for Big Week and
terranean” . . . James B. Harris and Stanley Kubrick registered
Trans^Lux is charging that the
Critics Agree With Judges’ 'Dull.
“Twelve-Year-Old Woman” with MPAA as protection of their project¬
'Dull, Not Obscene*
censor body is illegal; since its au*•.**.*
¥T
ed production, “Lolita” . . . producer Ted Richmond and writer Irwin
thority was overruled by the Su.Shaw, currently in Madrid, are-projecting indie production of “The
PTheMooTL Blue ’^K Jsa? leefl
Boston, Feb. 10. ' said: “Apart from the effect of Lost Steps,” Shaw script based on novel by Ale jo Carpantier . 4 . Fer¬
nnnanhSiciiPrihnfr?
“Garden of Eden,” Which the the showing of nudity, the picture rell Thompson will script his own hovel, “The Deep End,” initialer
hew A. C. Lyles Productions . .. Gloria Grahame returns to screen
then reversed^he ndes to let it
not’oteeene "°mt “.sabstantiaily free of erotic ap- for
from two-yfear absence in Harry Belafonte starrer, “Odds .Against To¬
livp Tt
“cplf
'» fees found
dull, but not obscene, got peal.
S bycommercialdistributors at teflrrt Boston showing and fl.-sf
The picture had been shown morrow,” UA release.
Sidney Poitier, currently oh the road with 44Raisin in the Sun” legitSe rate of SI 75 oer reS sunnort- in state smee the justices’ decision, about three and one half years ago.
tag the tieiwomi taard PP
at E ,M- Loaw'a c“tar Theatre in in smaller htassaehnsetU. towns. er, plans to appear in “All the Young Men,”, film to be shot this sum¬
State anthorities were consider- downtown Hub and roUed up a and was raided m Fall River, by mer. Background is the Korean war . . . Variety’s item last week, re
ablv raffled bl the iSS-Lux wham 515’000 for the first week, police, three years ago. During the the Plaza Theatre booking of the Veit Harlan picture, “The Third
Sex,” caused a stir . . * Unitedr-Press International took infra-red pix
threat, and KanLs Attorney Gen^ pegged the
vfar, VJ%* JSSSS*
eral John
at 75-$1.25.
three years, with appeal after ap- of Marilyn Monroe- watching her own own “Some Like it Hot” at
eral
John Imdeion
Anderson vowed
vowed he
he admish
ad^±:a‘,h.
woid dSend the lawsifitTn full
gening Wednesday (4), the peal by the booker, Benjamin P. Loew’s Lexington preview last week. Film drew one of the.most spirit¬
0 a _f_ a
m
’ nudie film, which the justices re- Rogers, and the projectionist, An- ed preview crowds of recent memory.
Dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria honoring Loew’s prexy Joseph R.
FniTnPlAl rDATlTiinP
viewed as “an uninteresting por- tone T. Moniz, the picture was out
EDITORIAL
GRATITUDE
tUHUKlAL ItKAIIIUUc
trayal of how nudists have normal of circulation in Mass.
Vogel in. connection with a March of. Dimes fund-raising drive has
Commerce, ^ex
Tex.,\ Feb;.x1?*
Feb. 10. „ lives,” pulled lines of males. Hub
* T„C°1^nerce’
The color print was returned to been called off. Fete, originally scheduled for tonight (Wed.) was can¬
A. W. Lilly and Douglas Mitchell film critics reviewing “Garden of the distrib by the-court and Rogers celled, according to honorary- committee chairman Spyros Skouras,
of the Palace Theatre were the Eden” agreed to a man with the and Moniz were cleared of eonvic- because of “the heavy pressure of company business which necessi¬
subjects of an editorial which ap- justices’ review, but biz continued tion in lower court of presenting, a tates the presence” of Vogel on the Coast.; There’s ajiew caste sys¬
peared in the Commerce ‘JoumaL so good that “Garden” is being salacious film. The Supreme-Court tem at the Warner Bros, studio. The displaced New Yorkers who shift¬
The newspaper commended the held over for a second week.
decision came Jan. 21.
ed to the Coast when the company moved all its activities there, all sit
duo for the fine quality of films
Walter Bilbo, prexy of Excelsior,
Cashing in on the resultant pub- together at lunch in the commissary ... Joseph Tomlinson and Stanley
they have offered to the citizens owners of the contro,nudie film, licity from the Supreme Court Meyer, well-remembered for their connection in Loew’s Inc. corporate
of the city.
journed to Hub and stayed three case, and using a heavy advertise affairs, have $15,000' and $3,000, respectively, invested in David Suss*
The Lilly family members have days to watch resalts, returning to mg schedule, the house - attracted kind’s Broadway production. of “Roshomon.” ... Charlton Heston,
been in the picture show biz here Manhattan Sunday night (8).
capacity auds. Local reviewers had who’s played Moses and Ben-Hur, refers to himself as “the world’s
j greatest imitation Jew.”
for more than 46 years.
1 The justices in their decision a field day with the film.

RAPS FILM POSTERS,
BUT NOT TO THEATRE

2%^ 1ri£S
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Kansas lady Censors Snip
Laurent Payoff
ayoil rootage,
. ‘Laurent’
Footage;
Trans-Lax
Trans-Lnx forces
Forces iSSOe
Issue the pane”
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mcelmurry-s brain injury

Prudery Proves Potent Publicist
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Clergy or Laity, Pressures Acute

P'SfMETY
ENDING BORROWED TIME?
Kansas Censors' Would Be Erased
' -. ByNew Law

PICTURES

Moot (SJ).) News Holier-lliaii-llioo
About Bergman Stffl-It Helps Biz

'
.
Kirisas City, Feb. 10.
V' Filin -censorship which has maintaihed a wobbly status In Kansas
Minot, N.D., Feb. 10.
Roman. Catholiclayman groups* one, doomed to ultimate defeat.” - . for tj?e past several years and re-,
and to a' lesser extent the hierarchy
The Empire theatre is running
As for tlie. average B&mant^th.- pently has been under considerable j
into an old problem in playing In¬
itself, are putting unprecedented olic In
fire may boon the way out. A bill
grid Bergman's current starrer.
pressure on state.and local author¬ approaching the iarts“with a' chip. to' abandon the state Board of Re¬
“Inn of the Sixth Happiness,”
ities in virtually all parts , of the on Ms shoulder ^nd a panicky ap^ view of three women was intro-,
which opens, here tomorrow (Wed.).
. country in an effort to bolster, prehension in his breast.” ?.With duced into the legislature last
retain or institute motion picture this attitude, “the* mass has itself week.
Because this city's only news¬
The board was knocked out by a
censorship.
t
paper, the Minot Daily News, has
become the censor. .The audience
Albany, Feb. 10.
- Those • close to the censorship has, in'effect, taken upon itselL legislative action couple of years
established a dogma banning the
The Jeurt Legislative Committee name of Miss Bergman, the ejdiibbattle, which looms large in a num¬ the extraordinarily difficult task of back, but persisted on a recant by
ber of states in 1959, say they making and enforcing- decisions .of the'lawmakers. It has been surviv¬ on Offensive and Obscene Mate- ifor had to drop her name from
have never known such intense ac¬ a political and prudential char¬ ing on funds .Which it receives by nals, which in December (during ads for the pic. So even though
charging film.distributors $1.75 per toe newspaper strike) held a two- Mjss Bergman plays a missionary
tivity on the part of Catholics, not acter.’'
~
hearing in New York on mo- to "Inn," ads for the film have reonly in Annapolis where a dassifi-.
It’s these • twin ‘attitudes of' a. reel for every reel used in the <by
ton pictures and motton picture ferred t0 her as “that woman" and
cation bill is pending, but in other basic approval' of* censorship 'and state on' approved films.
The new bill would cut off its advertising, is scheduling a public -That controversial actress whose
states and communities. Where, in fear of the impact of films; coupled
. the past, these pressure groups had with .the concern over the'matur¬ funds and,sell off its furniture and session m Albany this month on name can’t be printed.”
two bills pending before the Legis„
i
, . j, . t
a tendency to work behind the ing of the' screen, which are seen equipment, -thereby putting it out lature
i
The ruckus started last year
scenes, they’re now pretty much behind the “grass-toots” Catholic of existence. Four Republicans and
They are: (1) the Conklin-Marano £rhen “Indiscreet” played the same
out in the open and lobbying vig¬ pressure for more and tighter cen¬ a Democrat are backing the bill.
which witald require the
f°dow^n^,a ll0“
orously in the name of “decency’’ sorship. In a number of instances, It sets May 1 as date to cease cen¬ measure
State to license motion pictures as fierjkan-thou decision enforced
and “morality” and the safeguard¬ the accent has. shifted from all-out sorship.
suitable for (a) generaL patronage,
Miss
because, of her
ing of the young:
indiscretions, and the
support of the censor to the modi¬ ; Current court dockets list at adults and adolescents, or (b) adults fPvate
The drive to support censorship fied approach .of" classification least two cases pending against the only, and to require that exhibitors theatre decided to run reduced
appears not to have central direc¬ which, from ' a. purely, business board, seeking to override its rul¬ note such classification when ad- ?“s nientionmg only Cary Grant
tion nationally, though it’s certainly point-of-view,
banning “Case of Dr. Laurent” vertising the showings*of the films. by name.
is strongly opposed ing
organized in given states and com¬ by the industry.
and-“Garden of Eden” in the state.
Manley act proposing the liDespite—or maybe because of—
munities. In some cases the local
censing of all television programs, the paper’s pious crusade, “InProtection of Kids
bishop is apt to take a very active
e&cept
current
events,
press
exdiscreet”
did boffo business in this
Yet, there* are those who would
part, and priests may sermonize
cerpts, news and sports—broadcast city of 30,000.'
accept classification as a compro¬
against "evils’* from pulpits^ In
over
stations
in
New
York
State,.
Mayer, an
others, the diocese is content to mise of sorts. Arthur
and the payment of a licensing fee
industry vet, said last week- in
have laity do the work.
of f50 for each 30 minute program f
M
1
Catholic Spokesmen in N.Y. sav N.Y. that he, personally, believed
in
some
sort
of
system
“protecting”
the Catholic "drive’* for “decency’
The
first-named
bill,
which
was
4
1410
UU
AIAUF
is being joined in many places by children under 12, i.e. preventing
introduced in the 1957 and 1958
non-Catholic grouns. Latter, how¬ them from seeing certain pictures.
sessions, has open support from
I1---_ _
However, Mayer emphasized that,
ever, rarely take the initiative.
the Catholic War Veterans and
(jPHdlir^lJlIAIUilPir
in'his own mind, he had not yet
other Catholic groups in Brooklyn.
VWUOVI ^UbllVlILI
Letters
j established how such classification
I It’s opposed by film industry, alLetter campaigns designed to in¬ could come about Without reinsti¬
Regina, Sask., Feb. 10.
!
though
no
formal
opposition
has
T*
/1|
aM9
fluence local legislatures are com¬ tuting all the prior evils of censor¬
Censorship of films for Saskat¬ been registered yet.
111)1 I lOlfljpff C
mon-place and, particularly in ship.
chewan, which had been done out¬
A
Madison
Avenue
advertising
*
““
VlHgJJvll
O
states where Catholics are nu¬
Exhibitors generally oonose any side the .province for some 40
presumably with motion
merous, they tend to be effective. rating system as potentially, harm¬ years, is now being handled in agency,
picture
clients,
did
recently
write
.
Upsurge
of
film
censorship
forces
Organizations like the Knights of ful to their boxoffice since it’s apt Regina.
Assemblyman Luigi R. Marano a jn certain areas of United States,
Columbus and others have sent to cost them part of the vital teen¬
The censor’s headquarters are strong letter of objection. Its “unserved to bring into focus the
spokesmen to top legislators, urg¬ age, trade. Yet, even the Legion of in what Was once the vice-regal forcibility” was one of the points operation of an anti-censoring corning a tightening up of pre-release Decency has stopped considering | suite of a home long occupied by emphasized by the ad agency.
oat force that for long has been
censorship of films which has been all Catholics as a single group. In the province’s - lieutenant-gover¬ j
-_
overlooked. This is the beyondgreatly undermined by a series of instituting its .A-IH rating (Un¬ nors. Building, known as "Saskat¬
_____
public-view function of a special
court decisions.
objectionable for Adults), it in fact chewan House, is being used now
The official position of the recognized that a difference exists for the provincial government’s
Church certainly supports a form in Hie adult and the juvenile mind, adult education program.
of censorship, but the degree is a even on the moralistic level on
Censor is William E. Murray,
if ILL Avvlil l vluiuvnu movement, for the underground
reason that
matter of speculation. In his . 1958 which that rating body presumably 44, who was appointed last Octo¬
Change of heart on the part of lobbyists are not too keen about
book, "Catholic Viewpoint on Cen¬ operates.
ber to succeed the late Rev. D. J. some exhibitors has been noted in being identified. The underground
sorship,” the Rev. Harold C. Gard¬
In many foreign countries, and , Vaughan. Miss M. Adele MacPher- the field of censorship. Theatre- aspect of the MPAA function Is
iner, S.J. says: "Since those early particularly in Britain, the rating son assists. She’s been on the job men in some areas actually were carried to the point that various
days when the Legion came out system prevails and juveniles are since 1950, served as acting cen¬ unopposed to local blue-penciling film com^my presidents, whose
against federal censorship, the kept away from certain films. sor for a year and is a vice presi¬ of pictures with the reasoning vote determines the extent of the
bishops of the United States in American exhibs maintain such a dent of the Canadian Censors* that this was “the safe way.”
MPAA scope, are unaware of the
general .have been singularly de¬ system would be difficult to. en¬ Assn. Projectionist is Ken Thom,
In other words, the exhib could specifics. More than likely, they
void of active cooperation in the force and police. But, they hold, formerly of the Broadway theatre get into no trouble; he played don’t even want to know of what's
establishment or retention of in¬ the even greater problem is inher¬ and two drive-ins in Regina.
with ease those pictures okayefl going on. They’re interested only
In the past, censorship has been by the censors and simply es- in the results, not in the tactics,
dividual state censorship boards. ent in the question of who decides
One very obvious reason for this on which films are to get the done by government appointees chewed product that would beThe MPAA unit, headed by Manis that if the Church, which up¬ “adult” tag. The theatres go al¬ who have been based at Winnipeg, come controversial because of the ning (Tim) Clagett, has the official
holds certain moral principles that most all-out in renouncing all re¬ Man., where quarters and facilities censor’s attitude.
title of liason with state legislators.
are not commonly accepted in this sponsibility for who goes to see were shared with the censor for
Now though this stance of cau- The department amounts to a netRental in recent tion is vanishing.
country (divorce, birth control, what. What' a youngster does or that province.
Theatremen work of agents; among them largely
etc,) were to be vigorous in de¬ doesn’t see is his parents’ business, years was costing the Saskatche¬ more and more—it’s been especial- are private lawyers and, secondarwan government $5,000 annually. ly noticeable in Ohio—are standing ily, some exhibitors,
manding the continuance of state they argue.
/
When overcrowding made for
censor boards, it would be open
What concerns those whose job
up in the fight for “freedom of
Their job is to maintain close
to" a veritable flood of attacks that it is to stem the pro-censorship unsatisfactory accommodation, it the screen.
watch on censorship
censor-shin trends
trmrtc
in
in
it was trying to impose through the tide in the legislatures and local was decided to bring the branch
each state -legislature's session.
back
to
Regina.
cooperation of legally constituted communities is the prevalence of
They
watch
for
indications
of
a
bill
EDDIE
STEVENS
TO
ST.
LOUIS
Only once before has censoring
organs its own morality on the • Catholic pressure in recent months.
Eddie Stevens has been appoint- to create a panel to' watch over the
been done in Regina and that was
American public at large.”
! This includes Catholics joining
ed United Artists branch manager m?rals of the local community as
On anQther page. Father Gard¬ local women’s councils and,, being under the late Rev. Vaughan from in St. Louis,, according to James R. mi£bt be affected by films. The
1945
to
1950.
iner writes: "If the coercive power most active, making their own spe¬
To date, Murray has completely Velde, UA general sales, manager. agen?> *n * given area, becoming
• of the law is too narrowly inter¬ cial views and complaints those of
Stevens replaces D. J. “Bud” Edele aPPr*sed of the nature of such a
preted, and if freedom, whether i the council for whom they speak rejected only one film, the Brigitte who was named N. Y. branch man- P0531*"® measure, undertakes to
to speak or read or do anything in contact with exhibitors. It’s Bardot starrer, “And God Created ager.
discourage support of the same
Woman,”
French
import.
else in a society, is taken as an pointed out that,’ if such pressure
Murray moved into the censor’s
Stevens joined UA in 1951 as a am®n>g tbe °ther local local law
absolute right, then the great and is successful, the resultant meas¬
city salesman in St. Louis. Before fakers. If the measure gets out of
post
after
having
served
as
di¬
imperative human desires and ures are aot to reflect the more
rector of film sales for General that, he was with Eagle Lion and
^ assoc^ates
needs will be lost in the shuffle.”
stringent Catholic view.
Universal
at the MPAA headquarters in
Films Ltd., Regina.
*A Valid Practice*
------ Washington are notified and there¬
upon “go to work.’’
In his book, "Criticism and Cen¬
sorship,” Roman Catholie Gegit
Tj’Jsm
T
m
The work is that of resisting the
critic)' Walter Kerr writes: <“lt
pressure for prior censorship by
^ sometimes seems as though the
2
locally-appointed groups. Clagett
struggle over censorship were a
# i,1
joins his confederates in the local
: struggle between Catholicism and
MTVfy* If
f
community In the fight Contacts
the rest of America ” The reason
bl'liT A. (^IXliXiCsO are ma^e with the anti-censorship
J
elements. And the battle of persuswhy the words “Catholic” and
A proposal that the Production
dividual responsibilities. It
s "censorship” appear to be natural
18 years of age and not obscene ®i°n i® °nCode
institute
an
audience
rating
would
rob
the
American
family
twins is, in part, becausethe Cath¬
for people only one day older?”
Clagett’s role is one of unificaof tiie opportunity to go and
olic. Is “committed to the principle system on films It approves was
Statement didn’t mention that tion and then strategy. The local
enjoy motion pictures to¬
that censorship is, under certain mixed unequivocally last week by
this type of film rating is in force lawyers in the hire of MPAA, the
gether, and to determine what
circumstances, a valid practice. He the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer¬
in several important overseas mar- exhibitors and others on the MPAA
pictures it wishes to see.”
-j does acknowledge the right of a ica on the grounds that it would
kets, notably Britain and Germany, side go to mat against clergy and
• duly constituted authority to act “establish an unthinkable, unwar¬
MPAA attitude, in fact, continues associates who are pressing for
He said that rating bills now to.be that all films are good for censorship. They romance the
authoritatively, even in his own ranted and completely unjustified
chosen field; and the fact serves abridgment of freedom of choice.” pending, in’ the New York and all people, Le. that motion pictures solons via'.person-to-person' arguas a base both for his quite proper
The rating idea had been one of Maryland legislatures “assume ... are still the absolute mass medium ment and tiy for newspaper supIdentification with the principle' of two submitted to and "considered that the. American family can't be they used to be. It assumes that port that, in turn, could influence
censorship and his quite improper j by a subcommittee of the Produc¬ trusted, and 'should therefore ab¬ teenagers see films with their par- the legislators,
identification with any or all of tion Code Committee of the MPAA dicate its freedom. If those who ents and ignores the distinctly
This amounts to a campaign of
-its-aberrations.”
: board. The second proposal in- propose these laws, believe that “adult” trend in production during major proportions, but, to repeat,
’ Kerr opines that attempts toout- i volved a 1 new procedure under they would protect the family the past year.
through me years it has been lacklaw censorship are a waste ot time. : which appeals could be taken from from .the indecent or the obscene,
Those Industry execs who harbor ing a spotlight..
: “My own experience is that every a Code approval of scripts; That or . even tbe ’distasteful,. they are sympathy for one form of class!The absence of publicity, which
.
man and his brother winds up en¬ innovation was turned down also; woefully mistaken/'
fieation or another say they recog- Is by design, reflects an industry
gaging in one or another kind of
The
Cede
itself
is
the
best
guar¬
nize
the
difficulty
of
having
the
attitude.
While MPAA president
In commenting on tie commitcensorships He does not; further¬ ; tee's refusal to havd the Code rate antee agaiist obscenity and inde¬ Codes itself do the job, considering Eric A. Johnston and his colleagues
more^ limit his activities to pro¬ films for adults and juveniles, cency on the screeni Clark, opined. the frictions this would inevitably in the - industry have been out‘-‘The- law - should -not be the de¬ create between the Code and pro- spokenly opposed to film censorjecting the immature; he is inter¬ cha*rmah Ken Clark said: *
terminant of degree of maturity in ducers. On the other- hand, they'd ship they don’t want identity with
ested in protecting the presum¬
“Such a system would com? ' any American faml’v. Isn’t it pre¬ ! prefer the Code to classify rather big - business lobbyists fighting
ably mature, too. It s<v»ms to r?e nit highway robbery upon* the : posterous'to
that the effort to abol^h Urn tv‘-v
tb'af ftbns may ; than outside groups like the state against, say, the local parish
ciple of censorship is ah unrealistic
American family, and its in• priests.
be obscene for people of less than ; censors.

Stale Comm, on Obscene
Material Sets Albany
Quiz on Pending Bills

Saskatchewan’s
M-Yourself

NO-GUTS EXHIBITORS
Will ACCEPT CENSORS;
WILL
CENSORS K wor?s

Film Trade Body-Checks HHilX
Not Parents, Classify

JL/UW*
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THE PRICE
IS RIGHT” GOES
FORGIDGET!

DICK CLARK GOES
FOR GIDGET !

*********

IDOL OF AMERICA’S MAJOR
MOVIEGOING AUDIENCE (ages T2-26)
USES ALL MEDIA TO SELL COLUMBIA’S
'NEW FACES’ PRESENTATION!

SENSATIONAL MONTH-LONG
TIE-UP WITH TVS TOP .
PARTICIPATION SHOW SELLS
COLUMBIA’S'NEW FACES’
PRESENTATION!

»D£E-euFFRoBtM-james Darren |
ARTHUR0&ONHELL • 'whww iTHERHJR PREPS

» Dee-eUFF»SM-» DARREN
ARMO&NELL-Tkww -aTHE FOUR PREPS

Screenplay by GAflftlEUE UPTON • Bated on the noeel by FKtKftCK KOHNER
Aoduwd by LOBS 1 WCHIW. • Undid by FNA WEN0K08

Sereanphy by SKMCUE UPTCH • ■aaad.cn ■» >Ml by FKEOIOC KOMKK
Prcdwcad by LTMS1 MCWL-QncM fey PAUL WUCKOS
CwswMAScoPg

CinbmaScop£

EASTMAN COLOR

EASTMAN COLOR

The industry goes for GIDGET for Easter!

ROSE MARIE REID
GOES
FOR
£
GIDGET!
?*J'C

'%

t

& %
if

,v

COAST-TO-COAST
SWIMSUIT TIE-UP SELLS
COLUMBIA'S’NEW FACES'
PRESENTATION!

SANDRA DEE • CUFF R«0N • JAMESDARREN
ARTHUR O’CONNELL- Tmm -THE RWR PREPS
Screenplay by GABftEUE UPTON - Baled on the novel by FREDEnCX KOHNER
Produced by LEWS J RACHUIL- Deeded by MIX. WOffiKOS

The industry goes for GIDGET for Easter!

YOUTH
MAGAZINES
GO FOR
GIDGET!
BI6 FAN AND TEN PUBLICATION
ADVERTISING-PUBLICITY
CAMPAIGN SELLS COLUMBIA’S
'NEW FACES’PRESENTATION!

Onem*Scop£
EASTMANCOLOR

The industry goes for GIDGET for Easter!

Sandra Dee • cliff Robertson * Darren
. ARTHUROiMELL “SSSSm -THEfOUR PREPS

Screenplay by GABftCUE UPTON • Bead en the novel by FKDEfDCX KOHNER
CINEMASCOPE
Product by LB«S J. RACHWt. Dredad by PAUL WOCKOS

-

EASTMAN COLOR

4
„\
f

The industry goes for GIDGET for Easter!

THE INDUSTRY GOES FOR

17
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How
About You?

COLPIX RECORDS
GOES FOR
GIDGET!

BANTAM BOOKS
GOES FOR
GIDGET!

RECORD DEALERS

50,000 DEALERS DISPLAY
NEW EDITION THAT SELLS
COLUMBIA’S'NEW FACES'
PRESENTATION!

COAST-tO-COAST
SELL COLUMBIA’S
'NEW FACES’
PRESENTATION!

The industry goes for GIDGET for Easter!

The industry goes for GIDGET for Easter!

YOUNG OPINION
MAKERS GO FOR
GIDGET!

MCGREGOR
SPORTSWEAR
GOES FOR
GIDGET!

SPECIAL SCREENIN6S FOR
SCHOOL EDITORS, CLUB EDITORS,
CLUB LEADERS, TEEN-COLUMNISTS
SELL COLUMBIA'S'NEW FACES'
PRESENTATION!

COAST-TO-COAST BATHING TRUNKS
TIE-OP SELLS COLOMBIA'S HEW FACES'
PRESENTATION!
Sandra Dee- toff ndbehson -jame§ Darren

mm O'KtiTiff -the four Preps

.
'

Screen*^by GASRTELU UPTON.. Based on tha novel by FREDERICK KOHNER
Produced by LEWIS X WCHMIL ■ Deeded by PAW. WENDKOJ

The industry goes for GIDGET for Easter!

<

SANDRA DEE • CUFF R0BERISON • JAMES DARREN
ARTHURO'eONNEIi*
-THE FOUR PREP?
_ Screenplay by GABRlELLE UPTON • Based on the novel by FREDERICK KOHN
Produced by LEWIS J RACHNNL • Deeded by PAUL WENDKOS

The industry goes for G’

COLUMBIA
“NEW FACES”
PRESENTATION!)

GiDGET FOR EASTER!
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APPLAUDS
Profits of Assoc.-British Touch Off KERASOTES
20TH’S STEREO PRINTS
lively Activity in TV Shares On
London Market; Other Tele Setups
Theatre Owners of America has
hailed 20th-Fox’s decision to make
prints available again with stereo¬
phonic sound as a “forward step
for -our industry.”

By HAROLD MYERS
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and the West of England, will net
a tidy $2,000,000. Estimates put
the capacity of the Southern-TV
network, the company in which
Rank, Associated Newspapers and
Amalgamated Press are equal part¬
ners, at a minimum of $1,500,000
annually once the teething period
has passed.

In a letter to 20th topper Spyros
P. Skouras, TOA prexy George G.
Kerasotes congratulated Skouras
on the move and offered the co¬
operation of TOA “in any way pos¬
sible to make exhibitors aware of
the availability of stereophonic
prints.”
Kerasotes pointed out that thea¬
tres had large sums of money in¬
vested in stereo sound equipment,
but no prints to employ the equip¬
ment. “This I felt was particularly
lamentable because of the growing
popularity of home stereophonic
sound equipment,” Kerasotes said.

London, Feb. 10.
Lively (stock exchange activity
in tv shares followed the publica¬
tion last week of the profit esti¬
mates by Associated British Pic¬
ture Corp.
Sir Philip Warter*s
forecast that the corporation would
make around $13,000,000 for the
current financial year (ending in
March) touched off a new boom.;
And with good reason. The earn¬
ings of all the majors look like be¬
ing ahead of even the fabulous
returns of the past year.
KANSAS CITY PRODUCTION CO.
Of ABPC’s total profit, it is reck¬
oned that at least $8,500,000 came
Sarafian, Rhoden Jr. Alumnus,
from its wholly-owned tv subsidi¬
Secures Local Backing
The recent activity in the stock
ary, which operates only two days
a"week'(over^the'weekends) in the j of Cinerama, Inc., listed on the
Kansas City, Feb. 10.
Midlands and the north of England, j American Stock Exchange, is atNew indie producing outfit has
Remainder came from its produc-. tributed by knowledgeable. Wall been formed he 'e, and has its first
feature cn drawing board. Writercombined^And°
the^stimated1
j. ®^ee^ers
‘° a ."Cmarumor"
_ —
„
.
, , . ,, , rather
... director-nroducer Richard. C. Sarason non from
fmm film industriy
industriv activi- tnsn to any actual
acti
500.000
deal that would; fian already has scouted locations
ties is considered a notable achieve- cause the quick rise in -the value ’ m the Arkansas Ozarks, and shortly
ment under present day conditions. ^ the shares.
j will trip to the Coast to wrap up
The finances and the earning ca- J
Most persistent report in Wall Isoms ta^eTlt Interiors of the film

Its ‘Ciarumor
On Wall Street

the controversial issues raised s C00,0G0 to $12,000,000 loan with an
western cantering around a hangprior to G 'anada’s annual stock-j insurance company so he could jing^and^tentatively titled ‘Ordeal
holders meet'ng. One of the big j launch h:s own production-exhibi¬ at Dry Red.”
Sarafian formerly was with Im¬
question marks was the compara¬ tion program.
Reeves acknowl¬
tive smallness of Granada’s earn¬ edged that he was seeking financ¬ perial Productions, the Elmer Rho¬
ings of $2,800,000, which included ing, but daided that any loan had den Jr., local indie company which
has produced three budget feareturns not only from its tv net¬ been completed.
work in the north of England, but
Another
rumor
making
the.)*** He wrote The^ Cool and the
also from its chain of theatres and rounds of Wall St. was that Cine- KW ard The.
r.-.ma Inc. had developed a. new I
New company is fatled M«id.an
its string of candy stores.
As the industry well knows lo¬ single lens camera. However, this 1 Productions Inc., v'lth Sherman
cally, Granada-TV entered into an innovafon has been on Reeves'; Rosenberg, as president; SolBaum,
accommodation arrangement with drawing board for some time and, vice president; Leonard Belove,
Associated-Rediffusion in the early I it’s understood, still requires sev- treasurer; and Sarafian, secretary.
days of its operation. As a result | eral million dollars for complete AH are Kansas Citians.*
of this, a substantial proportion of development.
its earnings is taken over by A-R
and included in the latter com-n _ ?rn T*
pany’s balance sheet. In the last:
D&tfi «)“ lOpS,
financial year, A-R showed a trad-'
; Continued from page 1 ;
ing profit o~ around 814 000,000
and it’s -estimated that approxi¬
n
T r ■n
Jean easily he absorbed by anyone
mately one-third of that total came
has using
mastered
braille.
l aiauMail whobQl^
the braille
cell The
sys_
directly
from
the
deal
with
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
| tern, give the melody line, the
Granada.
Deal Continues Until July, 1959
The Screen Directors Guild an-1 chords and time values simultaneThe A-R-Granada deal is to con- ; nual aVv-ar(j for the best directorial. ously.
tinue until July next year, and;
The new system features new
Granada’s earning capacity c’an be | achievement, for^ 1959 went to Vin-|
e new^
enc*ur_

Bede Best

Directs’ Specials For ,
t.Rltra
wjia and L Parsons

gauged from the fact that in the. cente M:nelli for
Gigi
m the,
improvisation.
Students in
null add
n/IH cnmAtViimy
..
....
_,
current year it will
something ; 11__..J
theatrical division and +_
to Richard the
new classes will he encouraged
like $7,000,000 to A-R’s profits. All j Bare for the “All Our Yesterday’s” to beecme teachers of the system,
this, it is believed, is in return for (Segment of "77 Sunset* Strip” in Berk said.
financial aid to the tune of about j the tv field. Both directors were
M>ss Best, whose faves in the
$2,500,000 made in the early part saluted by the Guild at a dinner
old days were “I Only Have Eves
of 1956. The arrangement, however, at the Beverly Hilton Hotel SaturFor You” and “With My Eyes Wide
included other programming as- , day (7) night,
Ooen,” wts one of the early song
pects, one of which gave Granada
Finalists for the theatrical film
belters.
In 1934, she found she
the right to make all film deals for ; award, in addition to “Gigi,” were
wrs goin^ blind.
One eye was
A-R. That arrangement, it is un- “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” Richard sightless, the other had 40% vision.
derstood. has been terminated.
Brooks directing; “The Defiant Later, she sang with Carl Ravazza’s
In addition to ABC-TV’s $8,500,- Ones.” Stanley Kramer; “Inn of
tfrch, hut band chirping became too
000 for the year ending next March, the Sixth Hanpiness,” Mark Rob- r dif£i^ult. she joined A1 Pearce &
the following is a forecast of the son, and I Want to Live, Robert j
Gang on rad'o for a while and
earnings of the remaining commer¬
•
.. ^ >
..
...
, I then went with the Emory Deutsch
cial tv majors:
Rere Clam cited for the
best j variety show, hut her sight con1. Associated-Rediffusion. A min- i directed non-English speaking pic- r tir..pd
fan’
imum of $22,000,000 for the year j ture” for “Gates of Paris.”
j ‘ .
.
. in
ending April next, including the;
Frank CaDra received the David
returned
“fr
,me
$7,000,000 from Granada. This is ) W. Griffith award and Louella Par-:Boston f°d pia“?fd aV£Sr
spots.
She
married
and
had
a
son.
in respect of a five-day-a-week op-; sons got a surprise award for “loy¬
A series of misfortunes developed.
eration in the London area only.
alty, devotion and many valuable
Her
husband
died,
her
mother
be¬
2. Associated Television. In ex¬ contributions to the industry.”
came an invalid and the singer’s
cess of $15,000,000 for the year
sight sank to 5%. A corneal trans¬
endoing next Aoril. The company
plant operation was unsuccessful.
operate-: fh1
jondon station at
She began learning braille, and
weekends and the Midlands station
Metro’s general sales manager
as
she continued, she found how
on weekdays.
_____
_
John P. Byrne has set 10 special
3. Granada-TV. Between $10 to ■ pre-release engagements of ‘"The cumbersome and difficult it was
for
the sightless who wished to
$12,000,000 ' for the year ending J Journey,” starring Yul Brynner
September next, out of which ap- j and Deborah Kerr, for Washing- compose or play pop music. From
the
difficulties with the braille
proximately 87,000.000 will be paid j ton’s Birthday.
over to A-R,
Granada has the j
In addition to a Radio City Music method of teaching composing and
playing,
she and Berk evolved the
franchise for the weekday opera- Hall, N.Y., date, the Anatole Littion of the Northern outlets in j vak production will open between simpler symbols and boiled down
song
sheets.
Lancashire and Yorkshire.
j Feb. 18-20 in' Cleveland, Columbus,

10 First ‘Journey’ Dotes

Amusement Stock Quotations
Week Ended Tuesday (10)

N, Y. Stock Exchange
1958- ’59
High Low
21
22^
7334
41%
20%
19%
50%
154
9%
10%
23%
12%
4734
26%
109%
50%
9%
1434
24%
30%
42%
27%
28%
96
29%
208%

14
13
6734
24%
12%
13%
14
97%
7%
634
12%
7%
30%
12%
43%
30%
5
9%
14%
20
2134
15%
18%
57
16%
67%

4%
1034
6%
8%
4%
934
734
8%
8%
12%
9%

2%
7%
1%
3
1%
5%
3%
3%
4%
9
3%

♦Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues.
Low
High
Close
in 100s
ABC Vending t57
20%
19%
20
Am Br-Par Th 180
21%
20%
20%
73%
68% 70
Ampex __ 207
39%
38%
CBS . 144
39
Col Pix. 61
21
19%
19%
18%
18%
18%
Decca. 153
50%
44
Disney .151
49%
Eastman Kdk 118
14134
137%
140
EMI . 283
734
7%
7%
List Ind. .. ? 429
9%
9%
934
Loew’s .441
20%
20
20%
Nat. Thea. .. 253
10%
1034
11%
47
Paramount .. 44
’46%
46%
Philco .148
25
23
2334
Polaroid .... 140
100%
98%
99%
RCA .351
46%
43%
45%
9%
Republic .... 167
8%
8%
1434
Rep., pfd. ... 14
1434
14%
Stanley War.t267
24
22%
23%
Storer . 96
30%
28%
29%
2Gth-Fox ... 149
40%
37%
38%
25%
United Artists 68
24%
25%
28%
Univ. Pix ... 13
27%
28%
Unif., pfd.. tt670
82%
79
76%
Warner Bros. 267
29%
23%
29%
Zenith . 63
187%
180
187%

—2
+ %
+ %
— %
— %
—1%
+ %
— %
— %
+ %
—1%
+1
+ %
+1
+5%

American Stock Exchange
Allied Artists 36
Ail’d Art., pfd.
7
Cinerama IncJ.937
DuMont Lab. 132
Guild Films.. 1108
Nat’l Telefilm 129
Skiatron .... 693
Technicolor . 625
Tele Indus... 70
Teleprompter 17
Trans-Lux .. 19

4%
9%
6%
• 6%
3
9%
8
8%
6%
9%
834

414
9%
5
6%
2% *
9%
• 6%
734
6
9%
8

4%
9%
5%
6%
2%
9%
8
854
6%
9%
8

+ %
+1%
+ %
— %
— %
— 34

Ask
35/4
3%
3%
14%
11%
8%

— %
+ *4
— %
+ %
+ V4
—1

+ %
— %

Over-thc-Cojinter Securities
Bid
3%
Chesapeake Industries.....
3
Cinerama Prod. f..
2%
Magna Theatre ...
Metropolitan Broadcasting.
•
14%
Scranton Corp. .
.
1034
. - 8%
U. A. Theatres ..
* Week Ended Monday (9)
t Actual Volume.
t Ex-dividend

(Courtesy of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc.)

TOA’s Broadened Washington Meet
State and Regional Official* Join Board—C. of £•
And How to Help it a Main Topic

-+
UNITED NATIONS' FEATURE

What Theatreowners of America
originally planned as a mid-winter

Marlon Brando to Narrate Version meeting in Washington March 1-3
For America
appears to be expanding into a fullThe United Nations has com¬
pleted its first feature-length film,
‘Power Among Men.” In color, it
was produced by the film services
of the U.N. Office of Public In¬
formation.
Thorold Dickinson and J. C.
Sheers produced the picture. The
American version will be narrated
by Marlon Brando. Virgil Thomp¬
son has composed and conducted
the music, which is played by the
N.Y. Philharmonic.
Film is due to bow at gala in¬
vitational previews next month. Its
theme is human achievement and
threats to achievement in the
atomic age.

Quarterly Habit:
Disney Pays 10c

Walt Disney Productions, which
has been marking substantial gains
in both earnings and “rating” on
the New York Stock Exchange, is
holding the line on its dividends to
intense Stock Trading
* Houston, Dallas, St. Louis, Chicago.
The new system will be offered stockholders. Board of directors
last
week declared the regular
These profit estimates, which are Denver, San Francisco and Los to blind persons at “reasonable”
quarterly divvy of 10c. per share.
tuition rates. Berk said.
reflected da% in intense Stock Ex- i Angeles.
At
the same time, Disney issue
change trading, and a continuing f_
on the big board, still going up and
and steady rise in the stock value j
up,
went
over the $50 mark for the
of all the leading tv companies,
first time.- This compares with the
puts the British television industry
apparently
continuing cash divvy
financially well ahead of the major
of 40c’ per annum plus, as in 1958,
U. S. networks. Not only are the
3% in stock.
profits substantially larger, but
Rank Film Distributors of America is eliminating regional man¬
It compares, too, with a net profit
the returns are being accomplished
agers and closing two of its exchanges, reducing the total of RFDA
of $629,838 for the 14-week first
with a much lower capital invest¬
offices from 17 to 15.
quarter which ended last Jan. 3.
ment.
Exchanges being closed involve Salt Lake City, which will be
This was equal to 40c per share on
Additionally, the franchise hold¬
combined with Denver, and St. Louis, which is to be combined
the 1,581,100 shares outstanding.
ers in the smaller seven-day-a-week
with Kansas City. The Washington office is also shuttering, hut
In the corresponding period of a
regional territories are also sharing
RFDA is reopening Philadelphia instead.
year ago Disney earned $527,684,
comparatively in the golden tv
Field supervision from now on will be exercised from the homeor 34c per share.
bonanza. Insiders reckon that the
office, v.:ie~e Abe Weiner, formerly New England regional man¬
Company’s gross revenue in new
Scottish network is earning arounc
ager, *
osen named assistant to Foster Blake, general sales
quarter amounted to $11,799,302,
mar'1'
TIost cf the regional mam"-- v :’l vr-iain on as tmnnch
$2,500,000 a year and that this yea:
up from $10,830,898 a year ago.
managers.
TWW, the outlet for South Wales

Revised Yank-Rank Pattern

Net
Change
forwk.
+ %
— %
—2
— 34
— % .
+ %

sized conclave of the exhibitor unit.
TOA prexy George G. Kerasotes
has invited the presidents and secI retaries of 4 * state and regional
units te the Capital to map a pro¬
gram of action on state and na¬
tional problems confronting theatreraen.
A luncheon and roundtable con¬
ference will be held on March 2
at-the Mayflower Hotel, with the
! aim being to effect a closer liaison
| among the units and the national
i office. Topping the agenda will he
[discussions on means of strength¬
ening the exchange area commitI tees for the American Congress of
Exhibitors, and TOA’s national
campaign to outlaw pay-tv by Con¬
gressional legislation, to have mili¬
tary posts play pix after neighbor¬
ing commercial houses, and to
[ guard against extension of any
I national ininimum wage legislation
to the theatre .industry.
As part of the Washington con¬
clave, ,TQA members will see their
Representatives, .and Senators to
present the theatre industry’s prob¬
lems. In addition, TOA will host a
cocktail party for the solons.
From the* state and local units
are expected to come proposals to
coordinate and exchange Informa¬
tion on local censorship, minimum
wages, daylight savings time, and
local admission taxes.

SHOWMAN'S GOLDEN ANN1
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 10-.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. Hennes¬
sey were honored at a reception
in the First Methodist Church par¬
ish house when they observed their
50th wedding anniversary Feb. 1.
Hennessey was for a long time
associated with the Maine-New
Hampshire Theatre Co., managing
the chain’s theatres in Lewiston,
Augusta and Brunswick, Me., and
Berlin and Portsmouth, N. H.,
Anthony Asquith signed to direct
“Libel” for Metro.
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Screen Play by

WILLIAM ROBERTS

• From the Novel "THE DARUNG BUDS OF MAY" by H. £ BATES

la ©ltt«m«teop® and METRO COLOR
Directed by

GEORGE MARSHALL

Produced by

PHILIP BARRY, JR.

PICTURES

1/£ri£¥y

Rent Payments Unpaid, Bank Sues FEremgmwoief
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Japan’s A Man’s Country

Los Angeles, Feb. 10.
Continued from page 2
Boy Wolff, brother of Fanchon
Six Hartford Houses Go Dark—Shoe Manufacturer and
Marco and for many years as¬■ updated geisha offer a partner in GI pocketbook. While the hostess
sociated with the Fanchon- & Marco• dancing, dining, drinking, conver- profession was considered degen¬
Buys Pike Drive-In
Circuit, will be feted with a testi¬• sation and whatever other favors erate by Japanese at first, it is
monial luncheon March 4 in the! the patron can cajole. Those at now looked upon with more favor,
Cocoanut
Grove. Event will mark: clubs catering to foreigners speak most citizens realizing it as an¬
‘Million-$
Pushcart’
Hartford, Feb. 10.
his 40th anniversary in show biz; enough English to be understood, other variation of the working
Dark clouds shadowed the film
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
but not enough to shed their girl.
and
his
retirement.
Discussions are being held
Industry in this area last week. Six
Starting his career as a singer studied and professional charms.
Hostesses seek to eventually
between Albert Zugsmith and
houses were shuttered via lbgal ac¬
and
piano
player
for
the
Jerome
Club management attitudes to¬ open their own night club, bar,
Bed Doff regarding Zugsmith’s
tion and one drive-in was auc¬
Bemick Co., Wolff in 1919 became ward. after-hours activities of their restaurant or shop, with some go¬
production company and Doff’s
tioned off.
personal manager for his brother hostesses differ. Many encourage ing into real estate and even stock
Fryman Enterprises c©-produc¬
In Hartford and West Hartford,
and sister’s dancing act in Osca- the girls to go drinking at spots, investing.
ing “Million Dollar Pushcart,”
five nabes were closed Wednesday
which
would
star
.
Mickey
loosa, la. For the past several which by virtue of no-dancing no¬
There are no overall controlling
(4) after owners of the buildings
Roohcy. It’s based on a Bobert
years he has been prexy of F&M floor-show policies, can stay open regulations for hostesses, each
seized operating equipment for
Wilder tome.
and
org’s
Southside
Theatres
in
club
setting its own policy. The
to
the
wee
hours.
This
strengthen¬
nonpayment of rent. All are owned
Two companies are current¬
the L.A. area, both of which recent¬ ing .of the bond between hostess Benibasha holds a monthly gabfest
by the same realty firm. Earlier
ly co-producing “The Big Op¬
ly
were
sold
to
a
group
headed
by
and
gUest*
usually
means
repeat
where both management and the
in the week another Hartford filmerator,” starring Booney, at
Edwin. Zabel and -Bobert L. Lip- business at the home club. Repeat girls make recommendations and
er bit the dust when its operator
Metro, for release by the .Cul¬
pert.
guests are the backbone of the present their grievances. Other
gave up his lease.
ver City company. In "Push¬
Sherrill Corwin, prexy of Met¬ hostess system, and these indi¬ clubs hold weekly and even daily
Closings reduced this areas hardcart,” Booney would play the
ropolitan Theatres, and Harry vidual situations can continue as sessions.
tops by* nearly one-third, there be¬
role of an insurance adjuster.
Arthur, prexy of the St. Louis long as the hostess keeps the guest
A hostess interviewed by this
ing listed 20 first and second runs
If the deal goes through,
Amusement Co., will be co-emcees baited and jn an anxious state.
reporter has been in the business
hereabouts. Last season, the Glas¬ ..Doff, Fryman prexy, would
at luncheon.
for seven years, before that work¬
No
Soliciting
tonbury Theatre, a small nabe
produce the film. He is pro¬
Some clubs strictly forbid pros- ing as a model and office girl*
failed to relight after an abortive
ducer ,of “Operator.”
tying by their/hostesses, although One of the top earners at the
Meanwhile, Booney is being
year of operation.
admittingly\they
can’t gumshoe Benibasha, she lives with her
dickered by producer Warner.
In next door Newington, The
| the girls hoine every night. At mother, but insists she is ‘Very
LeBoy for the lead in “Short
pike Drive-In was sold at public
I
other
locations,
arrangements
can independent” and is saving money
Packages,” Broadway play to
auction Friday (7) for $85,000. The
be made either with the manage¬ to open a shop. Engaged this year
be presented next season. It’s
auction was held on order of the.
Thomas A.. Pappas of Boston has ment or by direct contact for noc¬ to a manufacturer of precision ma¬
a drama.
Superior Court to satisfy fore¬
been elected to the hoard of 20th- turnal companionship.
chinery, she expects to marry next
closure action brought by the'First ■
Fox, bringing its membership to
As to be expected, hostesses are year and then go into Business.
National Bank of Boston against
11, 20th prexy Spyros P. Skouras | in the business for the tall coin it
Congenital Gamblers
the - operators. Turnpike Theatre
reported this week.
! provides, and are astute business¬
Like most other hostesses, she
Reason given for the expansion women. In general, they are sav¬ likes to gamble. If not for this
Corpof the board is that many of its ing for the day when their charms leaning, she would already be re¬
First to close was the Parsons
melnbers travel a great* deal, and will he less enticing, to give them tired. But over a period of three
Theatre, lately operating as an art
that it’s often difficult to assemble means to open some kind of busi¬ nights, she and another hostess
house. Filmer, located in the down¬
a quorum when fast decisions are ness for themselves.
town area, is skedded to go down
» were taken in a card game to the
to be made.
‘ v
as part of an east-west highway
•The Benibashi, one of the most tune of 1,000,000 yen ($2,777) each.
Pappas is president of ‘the C. popular Tokyo night clubs for visit¬ She’s now earning back her losses.
Des Moines, Feb. 10.
program. However, that is in the
After years of effort, Tri-States Pappas Co. Inc., importers and ex¬ ing and resident foreigners, rotates
future. Lessee Bernard Menschell
Earlier this year, one Benibasha
of Bercal Theatres, claimed shut¬ Theatres and other firstnms in the porters. He’s on the board of sev¬ 150 hostesses, with 120 being on hostesses lost her house by, gam¬
tering was due to high operating circuit’s territory have finally eral industrial outfits and insur¬ duty at one time. Adding other bling add committed suicide.
costs and lessened b.o. take. Men¬ eliminated the two-man shift pro¬ ance companies, and is active in night clubs (defined as those estab-'
The girl interviewed admits a
schell operation of the Manchester vision in their pacts with the pro¬ civic and. community affairs.
lishments serving dinner and offer¬ careful study of her profession
Drive-In 011681x6 at nearby Bolton jectionists. New agreement, cen¬
ing a floorshow) such as the Copa- and has come to the conclusion
tering on the disputed issue, has
Notch continues.
cabana, Queen Bee, Manuela’s and that a hostess does best by selling
Drive-In Men Lectured
the Hibiya Inn, there are about personality and character. She
Dwindling attendance was blamed been ratified for Tri-States situa¬
On Barbecues, Weeds 300 hostesses. When cabarets and must not show gold-digging traits
by the Hartford Operating Co. for tions in Kansas City, Omaha, Des
the seizure and shutdown of their Moines, Davenport, Bock Island
Galveston, Feb. 10. ’ cofee shops are counted, the figure and make sure the guest under¬
five houses in Hartford and West and Sioux City.
Claude Ezell, head of Border- *runs • into the thousands.
stands the price! scale. While this
In
Kansas
City,
'new
contracts
Fees Hartford. Hardtops were operating
town Theatres met here with man¬
girl makes no bones about her
The hostess charge at the Beni- yen for yen, preferring older pa¬
under a- lease from the Park Street were jointly negotiated for the agers of the ozoners operated
major exhibitors by Loew’s, Fox- throughout the state by the organi¬ basha is 1.000 yen ($2.77) an hour, trons for that reason, she main¬
Investment Company.
Midwest and Tri-States. Effective
Latter company sent sheriffs out starting dates vary from city to zation and laid plans for reaping with drinks costing 350 yen (a tains that a moderation in this
what is expected to be one of the .dollar is 36p yen) plus a moderate respect bring a bigger payoff over
Tuesday night (3) to attach operat¬ city.
biggest harvests of outdoor theatre cover charge. Of the hostess fee, the long hauL
ing equipment in four houses, the .
patronage dollars in the history of the girl pockets-800 yen, plus 150
Diplomacy goes hand in glove
Central in West Hartford, the Art, ■
yen for every drink. Tips are her with personality, she reveals.
the industry.
Lenox and Colonial in Hartford.
Ned E. Depinet, a Bordertown own, as she works strictly on a Sometimes she has three guests
A fifth house, the Lyric also in
director who formerly was presi¬ commission basis. The Benibasha at different tables at the same
Hartford, was “voluntarily shuttered
Continued from page 3 = dent of BKO pictures was one of hostess, working five nights a week,
time, and must juggle them with¬
after the other four were attached.
the special speakers. Others in¬ will earn a monthly average of out ill feelings, If she has a guest
with
Music
Corp.
of
America—-is
Although the Pa k Street In¬
150,000 yen ($416) with a low of
vestment Co. stated that it: would helping the young producers in cluded Sam Dembow Jr., also a $277 and a high of $833. Com¬ she doesn’t like, she admits she
reopen the houses shortly under (corralling not only performers but director, formerly veepee in charge pared to the average department will stay away from the table for
their banner, a long legal delay in some of the best of the young, writ¬ of-operations for Paramount The¬ store girl or office worker who long periods, but the trick is to
such a move was foreseen. Suits ers and directors.. For example, atres; Lee Aronstein, representing takes home a monthly wage of keep him unawares.
She enjoys hearing the guests
and counter-suits will have to be they retained Meade Roberts, cur¬ the San Antonia interests, and En- about $25, being a hostess can
disposed .of before that dan take rently represented' on off-Broad- sley Gault, southwest manager for indeed he a lucrative profession. talk among themselves, allowing
Coca Cola in Dallas:
way
with
the
well-received
“Mis¬
her
to brush up on her psychology
Benibasha hostesses must agree
place.
Included were forums and open to a guest’s request for after-hours and English, but says she can’t
and tylaidens,” to write the
The equipment was seized be¬ tresses
discussion periods. Forum leaders drinking or the management wants let it be revealed that she under¬
screenplay
of
“The
Fugitive
Band.”
cause the theatre management They’ll have -Sumner- Locke Elliot included Brandon Doak on head
failed to pay the January rents for working on “Breakfast,” with John booker, bookings, bid picture, win¬ to know the reason why. If there stands enough English to compre¬
the five houses. According to an Frankenheimer scheduled to di¬ ter schedules and outside ads; is a conflict in personalities and hend the off-color jokes being
attorney for the operating com¬ rect. Similarly they have Franken- Ensley Gault, “Plusmanship”; Bob the hostess makes a proper expla¬ swapped or her stock-in-trade
pany, two law suits against it have heimer associated with-an original ; Montgomery, profits in barbecue; nation. she will be freed of her naivete will be lost.
She .averages about four drinks
been filed in the court of Common screenplay being, penned by J. P. Bill Finch, purchasing agent, sup¬ obligation.
But club topper Chulchl Tsujis- herself over an evening, then call¬
Pleas. One is for the collection of
Miller. Irving Wallace has been plies; Lee Parrish, Mist machines;
the rent and the other is a replevin retained to prepare the Banium Dowlen Russell, screen, building' Jiita is firmly against prostying by ing for whiskey cokes and getting
his girls. He has been known to a coke when she feels she’s had
suit. Neither suit, he said, could
story, his research already having and related rest estate interests of fire a girl for posing in the nude enough. She sleeps until nine,
result in the legal eviction of the
the circuit; Winston Taylor, main¬ for a patron and, on ahother occa¬ naps in the afternoon and reads
resulted
in
a'book
on
the
noted
operating company, an action that
tenance, and Dan Goodwin, weed sion, he d’seharged a waiter who Tolstoy.
i
would have to be taken before any¬ showman.
According to Shepherd - an arti¬ killers and premises upkeep.
Many gifts from guests come
was soliciting. He says he gets
one else could operate the houses.’
Subjects during the discussion
culate spokesman, the- indie com¬
s 80 applications a month for her way, including rings and gold
Bank accounts of the operating pany, known as Jiirow-Shepherd periods included concessions prices. about
the job of hostess, but since his watches, although she snickers at
company have also teen seized.
productions, will not devote itself Snack bar help, profitable foods. turnover is slight, he chooses his the latter, saying, “Always gold. I
All five houses had been operat- solely to motion pictures, but when. Ways to attract patrons to the con¬ girls carefully, checking their per¬ like platinum.”
ing in recent years on an abbrevi¬ the opportunity arises will also be¬ cessions stand and best way of dis¬ sonal history.
Her greatest professional prob¬
ated sked. Full showings on Satur¬ come involved in legit aid televi¬ pensing products, admission price,
He estimates that his club gets lem is fending off sex-minded
days and Sundays. Other days of sion.
>
Both partners agreed that film delivery rate, good public re¬ about 90% foreigners at the bar guests, a category she admits in¬
the week, only night film casings. this appeared to be the trend and lations, the juvenile problem, feas¬ and 65 to 75% at the tables, with cludes about 90% of her patrons.
One, the Art, featured art and for¬ the desires of young producers ibility of patio seats, radio cam¬ 85% of his patrons being stag.
Asked how she manages this, she
eign film, the others played second such as themselves.
paigns and, special holiday public
The average age of a Benibasha replied, “I have a very good ex¬
runs.
hostess is 24, most of them retiring cuse always. But this is a very
Despite their • all-encompassing relations.
At the time of the closings, the plans, Jurow and Shepherd con¬
at 30. In the two years the Beni¬ commercial business. If I tell you,
five filmers were grossing a little ;sider themselves realistic. They
Tim Ferguson, general chairman basha has been open, 14 hostesses I’m out of business.”
better than 50% of what the take ;are not, they insisted, establishing for the Texas Drive-In Theatre quit to get married, usually to men
had been 12 years earlier when the elaborate offices and a large staff Owners Assn, convention which is they met as club guests. Four
operating company took them over. and are eliminating all the accou¬ scheduled to be held Feb. 16-18, married Americans and are living
In the 1946-47 fiscal year, the five trements stigmatizing Hollywood reveals that 41 manufacturers in the U.S. Hostesses specialize
Edward L. Hymafl, v.p. of Amer¬
grossed $510,000. In 1958 this was producers. "We even travel tour¬ and suppliers have reserved booths in either foreign or Japanese
guests, usually depending on their ican Broadcasting-Paramount The¬
down to $295,000. During that 12- ist class,” Jurow asserted.
at the Hotel Adolphus, Dallas.
year period, some. $1,250,000 had
ability to speak English. Those atres, left New York this week with
been paid out in rentals while an 1
plying their trade with foreign his assistant, Bernard Levy, for an
approximate $300,000 had been put
guests will usually earn more, extended tour of AB-PT theatre af¬
although men in the shipp;ng busi¬ filiates in. various cities and a stay
back into the theatres for improve¬
ness from both sides of the fence of 10 days on the Coast.
ment, a spokesman said.
are regarded as the biggest spend¬
Crux of the seizures and shutter¬
Agenda includes a onceover of
ings was $5,250 for rent plus $600
newly-completed productions in
ers.
Lancaster, Pa., Feb. 10.
Most of the Benibasha hostesses Hollywood plus an analysis of up¬
for theatre maintenance for the
Downtown merchants have been moaning the blues for months
come from, middle-class families, coming schedules from the various .
month.
(dem ol’ Shopping Center Blues) about the dearth of people on
some working as models or film studios. Hyman thereupon will put *
Buyer of the Pike Drive-In,
the central city streets.
extras during their off-hours. Their together a “Report from Holly¬
Pioneer ozoner in this area, is Ted
Saturday (7) they got a good crowd on ope of the principal
expenses
are high, with clothes wood,” which will list all feature
Poland, a shoe manufacturer, of
shopping blocks—and one of them promptly blew the cop whistle
and taxi fares eating greedily Into releases for the balance of the cur¬
Boston. He will operate. With the
on the guy who was responsible.
their,
earnings.
sale were included all physical prop¬
Block-long line of kids and parents were lined up waiting to
rent year.
The hostess business began to
erties of the theatre except some
enter Grand Theatre for parade of 10. cartoons and double-feature
flourish after the war with the
horror bill when firemen showed up for “reoucst” inspection of
concession stand eouipment. Land
Sally Miller set as special assist- .
influx of GIs and foreign business¬ ant to Leon P. Blender, general
the Stanley-Warner house. Everythin:? vas oh- y end they went
Was not included. L°are carries an
men, but most of the top d”bs sales manager of American Inter¬
away, explaining to Bert Lei '].ten, vet nxirrgf r of the Grand, that
option to
the land after
one of Ids merchant neighbors had complained.
are now out of the range of the national Pictures.
March, 1931 for a price of $37,000.

Pappas, Boston Importer,
Joins 20th-Fox Board

Tri-States Cham
Ends 2-Mao Shift

Morris-MCA Alumni

Ed Hyman Hits Trail

Crowd Frightens Retailer

P'ShieTy
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ALL FOR ONE...
\ and one for 87!
IMS

At National Screen Service,
each exhibitor is regarded as
royalty to be served with the
loyalty of a king’s musketeer.
In the continuing campaign
for better business, the Prize
Baby is a one-man army cap¬
turing 87 admissions for each
ticket expended on trailers."
The price is little enough to
pay for a standard bearer win¬
ning half the battle.
mmxmffciee#
sew
U rpt/f*o*r at mr*

*Sindlinger survey of trailer impact based on admissions.
Copy available on request.
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Hr. Unavailable $ Unintended Lesson
Distributors Learn That Second-Flight Talent
(Usually Only Kind) Gets Publicity Mileage
It may be the star who makes
the news, but publicity depart¬
ments of the film companies new
seem to be more inclined to em¬
ploy secondary personalities for
bally purposes.
Firstly, the high-priced, bigname, freelance stars are rarely
available for publicity work at the
time a picture is released. They’re
usually working for another com¬
pany and are off some place on
location or in Europe. As a result,
the homeoffice, publicity offices
which supervise the pre-opening
tours frequently have had to im¬
provise and resort to the use of
some of the featured players.
Much to their surprise, the film
companies have discovered that
they can get more “mileage” from
a publicity standpoint from the
less than king-sized names.
Secondly, the secondary person¬
alities are usually less tempera¬
mental and more cooperative.
They’ve been found willing to par¬
take in more activities in the form
of newspaper interviews and radio¬
tv outings than the top-rated stars
who usually insist on picking their
spots.
Thirdly, it’s easier many times
to obtain interviews and radio-tv
dates for the lesser known names.
Some of the top-rated network tv
shows, for example, insist oh an
exclusive for a big name. Once the
personality has appeared on the
show, few of the competitive shows
are willing to play second fiddle.
The same may be said for some
newspapers and magazines.
The secondary personalities, how¬
ever, can be booked on more radio¬
tv shows without anyone complain¬
ing about wanting a “first.” From
the standpoint of newspapers, the
“fresh” personality may be more
In demand, for a "well-known star
may have been interviewed on in¬
numerable occasions and may have
nothing new to say.

TOA Takes Own
Counsel, Boys In
On Film Stocks
As part of its campaign to in¬
duce exhibitors to purchase stock
in film companies so they can have
a say-so in policy decisions, Thea¬
tre Owners of America has itself
purchased shares in all the major
film companies.
The amount of stock acquired
was not disclosed, but George G.
Kerasotes, TOA prexy, said it “was
sufficient to demonstrate to' the
film companies that TOA has faith
In their future and now has a per¬
sonal stake in helping them to be
successful.”
Shares have been acquired in.
Columbia, 20th-Fox, Universal, Al¬
lied Artists, Paramount, United
Artists, Warner Bros, and Walt
Disney. Stock in Loew’s production
company will be obtained, it’s said,
as soon as the company’s divorce¬
ment of its production-distribution
and theatre divisions is com¬
pleted.
The TOA purchase came after a
poll of its board of directors and
executive committee. Kerasotes, in
recent talks, has appealed to theatremen to buy qt least $1,000 worth
of film company stock for every
theatre operated. He sees this as
a way not only of helping the film
companies, but helping to insure
the future of the exhibitor.
He pointed out that the attend¬
ance of stock-holding exhibitors at
annual meetings, and possible
eventual seating of exhibitors on
the directorates of the film com¬
panies, would result in greater un¬
derstanding and cooperation among
the various segments of the indus¬
try. He stressed exhibitors had no
intension or desire to control the
film companies, but that the only
purpose of the stock purchases
“were to express faith in the in¬
dustry’s future and to lend assist¬
ance.”

WOMEN'S OVERTIME BILL
Re-Introduce Measure To Allow
Labs More Scope
Albany, Feb. 10.
Women over 21 employed in
processing or editing films for
television or newsreel use would
be permitted to work, overtime,
up to? 48 hours a week, under
toms of a bill proposed by Sena¬
tor William T. Conklin and As¬
semblyman Anthony P. Savarese
Jr., Brooklyn Republicans.
A similar bill was introduced
by Assemblyman Savarese and
Senator Irwin Pakula, in 1957,
when it passed both houses, but
was vetoed by Gov. Averell Harriman—on the recommendation of
Isadore Lubin, State Industrial
Commissioner.
Lubin
claimed
the measure'went to far; that it
would permit women to be worked
“for an unlimited number of hours
at least two days in any one week.”
Harriman
promised
favorable
consideration if it were drafted
to meet Lubin’s objections.

9

Paging Dot Dandridge
Hollywood, Feb. 1*0.
Dorothy Dandridge is being
paged by Douglas Fairbanks
Jr. to star in “Scene of Dan¬
ger,” which he is producing
for 20th-Fox release. If she
takes the film, it would wrap
up her commitments to the
Westwood lot.
Fairbanks plans to shoot the
picture in London, France and
Spain, with the tentative start
date set at March 20. David Os¬
borne screenplayed from a
tome by Donald Mackenzie.
Miss Dandridge is stipulat¬
ing in negotiations she must
he finished with the film in
time to return by July, so she
can tubthump Samuel Goldwyn’s “Porgy and Bgss,” in.
which she is starred with Sid¬
ney Poitier, Sammy Davis Jr.
and Pearl-Bailey,

Sir Alex Warns
Cinema Tax In
Brit. Must Go

Glasgow, Feb. 10.
If exhibitors don’t get the cinema
tax abolished in the upcoming Brit¬
ish Budget, they will be wasting
their time going to any more meet¬
ings of the Cinematograph Exhibi¬
tors Assn., according to Sir Alexan¬
der King, Scot cinema topper, in
a speech to the trade-here. He said
the exhib’s case, now in. the posses¬
sion of the Chancellor of the Ex¬
chequer, was one that could not
be challenged. .
The tax firstly was discriminato¬
Minneapolis, Feb. 10.
ry against an industry struggling
North Central Allied in a current for survival against powerful com¬
bulletin singles out no less than petitors. It -was also- unreasonable
seven current and upcoming pic¬ since it was payable even-when a
tures as “good bets” for this ter¬ loss was incun*ed. Nor could it be
ritory’s exhibitors and, in contrast justified on the grounds of the in¬
to what obtained generally during dustry’s capacity to pay it. The case
the Bennie Berger regimes, hasn’t had shown that no such- capacity
an unkind word for any film.
existed. Thirdly, the yield of the
Pictures which it commends to tax was trivial in relation to-the
the area’s theatre owners are “The national income and was, in any
.
Hanging Tree,” “Remarkable Mr. >,eyent, declining.
Pennypacker” apd “These Thou¬
Collapse, of the British film in¬
sand Hills” which will be saturated; dustry would be a national disaster,
in this territory in March and and would result in loss pf an im¬
“Auntie-Mame,” “Rally Round the portant social amenity which still
Flag, Boys,” ‘“Tonka” and “Ten -provided entertainment for more
fYimmflnrimpnts”
.than 15,000,000 people per week.
“The coming attractions from all It would also mean a decline in the
companies look better than we political and social influence which
have seen for many years,” local British films' exerted throughout
Allied president Frank Mantzke as¬ the world as well as a loss Of the
serts.
“Where boosting is de¬ foreign, currency earned on the sale
cf British films abroad, with'its
served, we’ll be boosters.” x
Mantzke adds that “it’s up to the injurious effect on the sales of
British
goods throughout the world.
film companies to furnish prints at
Any collapse in British film pro¬
reasonable terms and we will sur¬
duction
would also lead to unem¬
vive.”
ployment, added Sir Alexander.
He warned that, if the U.K. was
to have its own film industry, “then
it depends only on one man—and
that man is Mr. Heathcoat Amory,
the Chancellor of the Exchequer.”
It was no use tinkering any
longer with scales of cinema tax.
The tax must, he stressed, disap¬
Minneauolis, Feb. 10T
Given the opening shot for tbe pear for all time.
first time at one of the top 10
films, a suburban theatre carved
out a new bouse mark last week.
Backed by a big promotion drive,;
United. Artists British release,
Horse’s Mouth” grossed a sm^shr
/ v: ^pmtford, Feb. 10.
mg $8,700 at the l,G00*sea*^fc;i
fis learning
Louis Park Theatre. Scale
of a paper$L25. Previous high for the bodse
was $6,000 -scored by Columbia’s' '.b*dfc noveVbased on a film not yet
“Bridge on the River Kwai” asa dii^rpjuted^has definite handicaps,
■.especially jr“the film undergoes a
second-run a year ago.
Theatre manager Martin Field, ’game 'change. Paperback publish¬
likening the heavy response for ers last ftionth put on the market
Alee 'Guinness starrer to neighbor¬ a novelization of an Arwitt Produc¬
hood residents’ preference for sub¬ tion* (Columbia Pictures release)
urban shopping centers, he sched¬ under the tag “That Jane From
Maine.”
uled the film for a third week.
Meanwhile, a second nabe house - Film had been skedded to go
was having similar luck with an¬ out Under that name. However it
other attractive first-run pic. The has just gone through .its-third
800-seat Suburban World grossed name change to “It Happened to
a good $6,000, at 85c, with “My Jane.” Transition from film to pa¬
perback novelization was made by
Uncle.”
Marvin H. Albert. Original film
story was by Norman Katkov and
Max Wilk, with - screen play by
Katkov.
~
' Color film stars Doris Day, Jack
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Howard Hawks’ first film under I^emmon and Em|e Kovacs. Direc¬
his new multiple-pix producer-di¬ tion was by Richard Quine, with.
rector pact with Warner Bros,. Martin Melcher, husband of Miss
will he “Gold of the Seven Day, executive producer.
Saints,” based on novel by Steve
Although shot in Connecticut,
Frazee.
film deals with a widow’s experi¬
Hawks recently wound up “Rio ences in shipping Maine lobtsers to
Bravo” for WB, on which he also market. Picture originally titled
functioned in dual capacity.
I “Miss Casey Jones.”

From Minneapolis
AIM Praise Of
< FilmsHopes

British ‘Horse’s Month’
Sohorban Honse Record;
Cite Shoppers Angies

NAME-CHANGING‘JANE’

Howard Hawks WB Firstar
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Negro Screen 'Stereotype’ Fading
Continued from page 1 ^^

message for human brotherhood, between the American man-in-thethe race tension issue constitutes sjtreet and his erstwhile slave,
*Tf the powerful Hollywood ma¬
the basic theme. In the latter, the
story of a Negro family, the ques¬ chine for moulding mass opinion
tion of race is completely unim¬ had originally been turned full
portant, and indeed the story de¬ blast against all forms of racial in¬
rives from an early pre-legit story tolerance, anti-Negroism and other
of the Polish family.
less prominent facets of Fascism,
Coming up are films like “Imita¬ then who knows to what degree
tion of Life,” which is a Fanny this might have affected the atti¬
Hurst' remake; “Night of the Quar¬ tude of filmgoers everywhere?”
ter Room,” courtroom melodrama
(Social scientists who study
which deals essentially with the communications media have long
same
Negro - passing - for - white held that D. W. Griffith’s “Birth
theme as “Imitation;” “Porgy and of a Nationmade in 1915, Was
Bess,” “Take a Giant Step,” “The the greatest setback the Negro race
World, Flesh and the Devil,” in suffered since Lincoln’s assassina¬
which a Negro (Harry Belafonte) tion.—Ed). ,
is one of three people left on earth
after an atomic blast; “Odds
Against Tomorrow,” “The Intru¬
der” (about a troublemaker ar¬
riving in a southern town), and a
war film, “All the Young Men.”
A film like 20th’s “Island in the
Sun,” starring - Belafonte and ex¬
ploited on the strength of its mis¬
cegenation “hints,” did very big
business and will show a hefty
profit despite the handicaps of
some southern booking resistance.
Same is true of the still current
By BOB CHANDLER
Sidney Poitier-Tony Curtis starrer,
“The Defiant Ones.”
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Two of the top Negro perform¬
Paramount pictures is .making its
ers, who enjoy a considerable and first -major bid for ,an .extensive
racially-mixed personal following television ■ and theatrical rental
—Belafonte and- Poitier-^-are any¬ business with the operational
thing hut happy with the current •merger. of - its main Marathon lot
image of the Negro in films. To and Its Paramount-Sunset lot and
quote Poitier who, at 35, is gen¬ the, opening of the main plant to
erally considered the top Negro indie producers—tv and theatrical
actor in films today:
’—for the first time.
Studio, which in the past had
“My characters on the
restricted, rentals to its smaller
screen are repetitive. Whether
Sunset Ibf and had reserved the
I like it or not, .1 am a Negro
malnvstiidio for theatrical produc¬
actor first and always. I dream
of the day when I will he flZ-. : tion in "wh^ it had ownership or
distribution, will now offer the
lowed to function as an artistcofiibin^d - facilities of the two
first. I am rarely allowed ta
pignj^Oi^p
rental.basis. This means
play the role of just a human
being. There is a choking nor* " that"irfdie producers, theatrical or
tvi
can
use
the back log, construc¬
rawness in my work.. It’s tm- •
. fortunate, to my way of think* ■ tion dept;/ wardrobe and other
Marathon
facilities,,
plus full use
ing, that the black-white con- .
- flict is symbolic of my pres- . - of the Paramount crews.
operational
setup
will offer
ence in the theatre
vide&ape facilities as well to indie
Belafonte’s Views
^producers,
first
major
studio
to do
On a recent television discussion*
program (David SusskincL’s “Open' So. Producers using videotape will
do
;thel*
shows
on
Sunset
stages,
Show”), Belafbhte expanded on:
the; picture piped into KTLA
the theme.
“I didn’t go into withthe
same lot for. taping. Union
Island in the - Sun’ thinking it on
situatiqn, though, not completely
would be a masterpiece,” he com¬
settled,
is feasible' in that IATSE
mented. “I did go into It because, mans^both
the studio and station
■for the. first rime, here- was a ma¬ and
hasj)kayed, the tape setup.
jor Hollywood production which ■New : dj*?atiBnal setup, which
dramatized a Negro-white social makes Par-SunSet ,an adjunct of
relationship devoid -of stereotypes. -the main lot with interchange of
I wanted that theme accepted,-The.. personnel and use of Marathon :'aNegro artist in the U»S. is a long eilities for Sunset tenants, -will be
way from an integrated, inter¬ headed oh the production side by
related situation that would allow Marathon
production
manager
him to give expression as a human Frank Caffey. Joe Cramer, formerly
being instead of a Negro. Just production manager of the Sunset
think what kind of an artist Sidney lot, will handle negotiations for
(Poitier) would be if here werej rental deals. Such rentals will be
given all the opportunities of a 5 on a full “package”- basis. Involv¬
white performer.”
ing full below-the-line facilities and
Poitier believes that more films j services. Jim Schulke, v.p. and gen¬
about Negroes as^people, not ini eral manager of Paramount Televi¬
terms of racial conflict, can and1 sion productions, continues in that
will be made. “There is so much post, heading up KTLA and Par’s
in our Negro culture that has noth¬ own vidpix activities, but gets out
ing to do with race,” he argued last of the rental end of the setup.
week. “It’s true that some white
New Par operation now puts it
people do not go to see a film on the same rental level as 20thabout Negroes, but then many' Fox and Metro, both of which are
white'people don’t see any films j doing extensive rental businesses.
these days. I am convinced that, Warner Bros, and Columbia lots
; if the material has human interest, are heavily engaged in television,
; people will go and see it. Holly¬ but restrict this to their own prop¬
wood today must gear itself toj erties. Universal is and will prob¬
making pictures for given sections ably continue to be an active rental
of the people. The quickest road lot, as is Republic. Par v.p. and
to oblivion is to try and reach the studio chief Y. Frank Freeman,
mass audience. That’s an old-fash¬ announcing the new Operational
ioned concept.”
plan, said he believes that “the
What both Poitier and Belafonte physical plant and equipment to¬
would like to see is an attempt, gether with our highly skilled man¬
at least, to present the Negro as power in this new operation will
part and parcel of American life, provide the basis for attractive
a man with problems and emotions deals to substantial film producers
that do not at times relate to the in the television and theatrical
color of his skin.
i fields.”
From Peter Noble’s Book
Following is an excerpt from
Peter Noble’s book, “The Negro
in Films,” published in Britain in
Mexico City, Feb. 3.
the late ’40s. In his introduction
With diplomatic relations be¬
he says:
tween Mexico and Guatemala rup¬
“Admittedly, Hollywood’s atti¬ tured by the decree of President
tude to the question of the Negro Adolfo Lopez Mateos, shipment of
minority in the United States has pictures to the Central American
been for many years something of, republic also have ceased. Halt¬
a reflection of the attitude of aver-1 ing exhibition of Mexican films is
age America. However, it may be the outcome of the unanimous ac¬
logically contended that if film tion of Guatemalan exhibitors,
producers had, from the very first, solidly behind their own govern¬
endeavored to portray the screen! ment in the “differences” now ex¬
Negro in a less unsympathetic: isting between the two nations.
light, or had tried in any way to
Trouble all began some weeks
ease racial tension, it would have ago with strafing of Mexican fish¬
•constituted an invaluable help ing craft by Guatemalan army
towards the betterment of relations planes.

Par Studio Seeks
Rental Clients,
Screen & Video
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Bureau of Missing Business
Hope’s Levi’s” contest in thousands the exchange zone instead of
of stores, with individual prizes at spending limited funds entirely on
each store and'With each contest national advertising—such as mag
portant than sales of exploitation. resolving around a six-foot .blowup azines. Results, according to KeraBy JERRY WALD
The role of the producer caimot of Hope in Levi’s;
sotes, have been “sensational”
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
(2) Theatre lobby displays pro¬ when.this technique has been em¬
over-shadow the function of 'the
I would like to reply to William sales department or the exploita¬ moted by the 110 Levies salesmen ployed, with business holding up
Castle’s assertion, some time ago tion staff. Each should have an across the country;
in the subsequent runs as well.
in Variety, that “What brings the equal voice.
(3) Levi Strauss will send photos The TOA topper contended that a
public to the film boxofiBce today
Castle’s thinking goes along the of Hope and Rhonda Fleming to picture can earn far more money
are neither stars nor content, but lines of collaboration, not alone its special list of 400 women’s fea¬
only showmanship, i.e., gimmicks.” after a feature is made, but im¬ ture editors and fashion editors, in the exchange area than it would
This is such a patently ridiculous portantly while in the planning with appropriate “Alias Jesse normally, and the advertising
money spent would remain in nor¬
assumption that when I first read stage. He feels there should be a James” material;
mal ratio to the grosses earned.
it I hardly thought it Worthwhile get-together of the three interests
<4) A Levi Strauss pitch to se¬
The TOA official urged each film
to answer; but then it occurred to while a film is in a planning stage.^ lected magazines for features on
me that someone might take it
Hope, Miss Fleming and the film-1
" eSTL’1
The
object
of
this
would
be
to
pin¬
«»n
mannfapfiirpp
it
>n
Eri.-M^s
A pictures each month, and
seriously.
If everyone took it
the Levi’s manufacturer is an ad¬
open it in an exchange area with
seriously we would shortly see the point what can be important so vertiser of considerable stature;
far
as
the
production
is
concerned,
a
full
cooperative
advertising
cam¬
end of the picture business! I'm
(5) Levi
Strauss advertising,
paign. He declared that such open¬
sure I need have no fears on that what’s salable for the distribution again using Hope and the film;
end,
and
what
can
be
used
as
a
ings
would
be
a
‘‘tremendous
shot
score, but for the few who
(6) Special denim covers for, rec¬
might believe this muddy thinking lure for the public by the promo¬ ords of Hope singing “Ain’t A* in the arm” for the entire indus¬
tion
specialists.
try,
and
would
be
like
running
a
I hope my comments will clear it
Hankerin’ ” to be sent to deejays;
up.
(7) A Levi Strauss pitch to the monthly or bi-monthly business
LP
Interview
As
Ballyhoo
[
building
campaign
in
the
exchange
national .Denim Council and to.
If “House on Haunted Hill” is a
Longplaying records, featuring Cone Mills, maker op Levi’s denim, area.”
hit, it won’t be because people are
Basis for his suggestion, Kerapaying their money to watch a interviews with filmmakers and for help in print media promotion.
Initial promotion materials con¬ sotes said, was his feeling that gen¬
skeleton dancing on a high wire talent, seem to be gaining favor
along the ceiling of the theatre. with United Artists as a promo¬ templated include, from Levi erally— although he. said there
were some “notable exceptions”—
This is one of the corniest and tional tool. Company this week Straus?:
Pair of Levi’s with a special film companies have insufficient
oldest devices in show business. mailed out an LP on “Lonely“Worn
by
Bob
Hope”
label
for
staffs and ad coin allocated to pre¬
hearts”
to
some
350
film
critics,
Theatres have been featuring some¬
each contest; Display panel for sell pictures effectively on a na¬
thing similar to this at special Hal¬ editors and exibitors.
each
contest
to
show
stills
and
ad¬
Produced
by
Arnold
Michaelis
tional
basis. As an alternative, he
loween “spook shows” for years.
It’s less likely to scare people than and Hannan Wexler, the platter vertise film’s dates and theatres; asked for concentration in a few
“Opening
order”
of
500,000
ballots
contains
conversations
between
exchange
territories, noting that
give them a laugh. However, judg¬
ing from the preliminary reviews; Michaelis and producer Dore with Hope’s photo and “Alias Jes§e enough funds would remain to pre¬
James”
theme;
Some
3,000
news¬
Schary,
stars
Montgomery
Clift,
sell
the
picture
on a sectional basis
Castle and Robb White have put
together a scary and suspenseful Robert Ryan, Myraa Loy, Dolores paper mats featuring contest to be in the remaining exchange areas.
sent
dealers;
Some
10,000
window
Hart,
and
director
Vincent
J.
show—which is on film, not a wire
streamers with the picture’s theme.
at the top of the theatre. And peo¬ Bonehue.
High-Potency Interest
Promotional materials expected
Michaelis has produced a similar
ple will only go away satisfied
from
United Artists will be:
Newspaper readers are showing
with the show if the picture is LP on “The Horse Soldiers.”
Some 3,000 six-foot litho posters a greater interest in news about
entertains.
of Hope;
motion pictures and picture people.
Poll Tax Gets You In
It’s true that people want to
12,000 stills;
This was confirmed by the majority
see something “special” in the way
San Antonio, Feb. 10.
3,000 one-sheet posters for dis¬ of editors of Sunday papers at a
of entertainment. They don’t want
Making a pitch for German¬ plays;
recent New York meeting, accord*
to see a hackneyed story done in speaking residents of Comal Coun¬
Theatre tickets as contest prizes. ing -to' the Council of Motion Pic¬
a hackneyed way. They get all the ty, the management of the Laurel
ture Organizations.
formula entertainment they can Theatre is offering free .admission
What Biz Needs?—Bars!
|
COMPO, making the statement
possibly absorb every hour of the to the first 25 Comal citizens who
in a paid ad in Editor & Publisher,
day and night on television. What turn up for the German release,
Cambridge, Feb. 10.
quoted
a news story from this same
audiences will come out for, is “The Captain from Koepenick,”
Here’s a rara avis in film houses!
publication. This weekly, in turn,
rich, exciting, original, imaginative when it opens on Thursday. Comal (a bar in the basement).
had
quoted
Ben Handel, photo edi¬
entertainment. And this means County includes New Braunfels
The Brattle, arter, was built 100
stars and—most particularly—con¬ which is a 30 minute ride from the years ago. It was once a church, tor of the New York News, as say¬
ing
the
public’s
concern about film
tent.
city.
then a social center, a dance hall,
Content, in fact, is the key to
All that is needed to free admis¬ a police gym, and home of a copy has been on the increase.
successful film making today. The sion is the person to show their postwar. off-Broadway repertory
right “chemistry” in casting—and poll tax, driver’s license or other company, disbanded in 1953.
Screen-Ad ’Artistry
this does not necessarily mean big credentials.
It has a cocktail lounge and bar
names—is still important.
But
operating in tbe basement, and if •Editor, Variety:
New York.
what you are primarily selling, and j_Manufacturer’s Hope
_ customers get tired of the film
what your “selective” audience,
Jack Pitman’s article re the
showing, they can always meander
San Francisco, Feb. 10.
softening-up of theatres toward.
which is sharper and brighter thah
Changing nature or pressagentry, downstairs for an eye opener.
Mr. Castle thinks, will come out in which a film pushes a product
When the legit group disbanded, accepting screen advertising is in¬
to see is the story that interests, hard and the product pushes film Bryant Haliday,' a minority stock¬ teresting, especially his reference
excites and involves them emo¬ hard, has been strikingly illus¬ holder, and C. I. Harvey Jr. wanted to Harry Wayne McMahan’s torch¬
tionally.* When a picture, such as trated by deal concluded just last to open as a film'house, but fire bearing abstract .sophisticated and'
“Peyton Place,” grosses over ten weekend between Mack Millar, laws were, a hindrance in the pre- visual commercials.
million dollars in this country fepresenting Bob Hope’s “Alias Civil War era wooden building and
To which so many of us say
alone, it is not because it offers Jesse James,” and Levi Strauss & a projection booth in tbe rear of “Amefi” .much of . the .ground
some sort of mechanical “gim¬ Co.
*
the house was strictly out. They work for public acceptance of
mick”; it is because it offers a
Deal is a straight merchandise- found the way out by building a pleasant sell, via an exciting visual
strong story, well told.
film tiein, with film getting an projection booth behind the screen, experience, has already been laid
Since content is what sells, if estimated half - million dollars a 1930 system which has all but by certain industry-sponsored in¬
Mr. Castle has- a new hit on his worth of promotion.
disappeared except at the Brattle stitutional films. A few come to
hands, instead of bragging about
mind: Minnesota Mining’s 12&
Levi Strauss is a century-old and theatres in luxury liners.
his dancing skeleton I think it Frisco concern which manufactures
Biz has been strengthened not minute “musical,” “A Touch of
might be more fitting if he gave a Levi’s, has also built big business only by the cocktail lounge, named Magic” (made in Paris by Arco
pat on the shoulder to Robb White in other sportswear.
■
Club Casablanca, where old film Film Productions and Cinema et
—the author who is responsible for
Millar came to Arthur Roth, con¬ posters and a juke box of collec-. PubHcite), which touts gift wrap¬
the clever shock effects'in both cern’s vice-president, with mer¬ tor’s items are standouts, hut an pings, set to a progressive score,:
“Macabre” and “The House on chandising idea and Roth says:
art gallery and a ballet school in with pantomime, color effects and
Haunted Hill.
“We’ve got into all kinds of proj¬ the house.
a production finale that might have
ects in the last several years, but
Due to fibre regulations, the cock¬ come out of “An American in
Castle In N.Y. Again
I'm frank to say our people have tail lounge is actually a building Paris”; Alcoai’s “Color and Texture
Same set of circumstances that . never been more enthusiastic than inside a building, with fire and and Finish”, (made in “the U.S. hyprovided for the “excitement" in ’ about this one. And that goes, for sound proof walls.
On Filim, Inc.), is a triumph of de¬
the picture business years ago our president, Walter Haa&” •
Harvey.and Haliday, also distribs sign and color over “nuts and
again is prevailing. Showmen' now
Result is that the 25,000 .TLS. yia their ^anus Films.
bolts,” saluted by a “New Yorkare called upon to “make like stores carrying special Strauss line
Times” reviewer as one of the out¬
pioneers.”
will, between March and ^Septem¬
standing industrial short subjects;
Independent producer William ber, carry special displays featur¬ V' Exchange-Area Ad-Splurges ] a fantasy, “Alice in Washington”’
Castle stressed the point in. New ing Hope in Levi’s, Promotional
Employment of exchange area (also from Oh Film) for American
York this week that the film-maker gimmicks now being worked out saturation advertising campaigns Airlines, sold Washington ps a
must face the realization that his include:
instead of the conventional nation¬ tourist mecca by showing the sights
(1) A “Guess the Stitches in Bob al magazines campaigns was sug¬ as “Alice” might see them if she
production today is no more im¬
gested by Theatre Owners of were alone in the Capital; stylized {
America as a method not only to animation lifts “The Living CSrcle”
improve the gross for exhibitors into the critics’ circle with a se¬
and distributors but as a means quence based oh Mayan carvings,
for getting more mileage out of na¬ that is as entertaining as it is edu¬
cational; and those “Chiquita i
tional advertising budgets.
In a letter to the sales managers Banana” minute moyies! What fun
of tbe major film companies, and What exposure they’ve had;
George G. Kerasotes, TOA prexy, in the 16m non-theatrical field,
urged that territorial saturation coupled to longer “short subjects”
advertising and premieres be given to round out a 10 or l2-minute pro-!
• }
subsequent tests. He' pointed to gram.
several such Tecent experiments,
In many ways industrial pro- ’
including Warner Bros.’ “The ducers seem to have more ‘free-1
Hanging Tree” in.the Omaha area, dom to create, experiment, and
Dynamic new dimerisim in TVprogr^TXiming
as “a new trend in picture-selling— rocket toward new artistic heights.
one I feel merits further develop¬ Perhaps .the format of industrials
ment, study and organized testing.” allows more scope: the running
PROFESSIONAL
PRODUCTS OIVISION
Kerasotes suggested that the film time (anywhere from 13 to 29
CORPORATION
companies join with local exhib¬ minutes), purpose (not to “sell”
itors in staging an area satiiration as much as to make a gopd impres¬
REDWOOD CITY. CALIFORNIA '
advertising campaign, using local sion on the vie wet), and primary
which is!;in.' thesjiSon
dassroom,.
radio, tv and newspapers within, use,
w ., i
Xu -i-v-i.-iili v»-:» it*
,,< -jiJk > «• vaoneiuEnl
t'
J
:*
rJ dgia1

Gimmicks Are Only Gimmicks

,

It* ampex coup.

clubroom, plant, grange hall etc.
The large screen, darkened view¬
ing conditions all enhance the
presentation, giving it a “Tiffany¬
like” mounting.
We .hope that this pioneering
with camera, sound, designr color,
and the other artistic tools at hand
will continue unabated—and for
that mutter increase. Audience re¬
actions? Well, we’ve got comments
galore from users who love ’em!
Robert Finehout
'Director of Promotion &
Advertising
Association Films Inc.

Zeckendorf
Continued from pace 1

his wing. A bid for the Plaza fell
through.
. The St. Regis is also iffy as it
may, well be -that Ivan Obolensky,
son of CoL Serge Obolensky, vice
chairman of the board of Zecken¬
dorf Hotels, may inherit it from
Astor, who died last week. His
mother was Astor’s sister. If that
comes about, it might be that CoL_
Obolensky fould complete the cir¬
cle and return to the swank St.
Regis where he first started as a
hotelier at the time he was mar¬
ried to Astor’s sister. His son is
currently a book publisher, head
of McDowell, Obolensky Inc. which
recently issued “One Man In His
Time,” CoL Obolensky’s memoirs.
The Roxy has long been a Times
Square landmark. . For “safety”
reasons, since modified in almost
all national construction, the Taft
Hotel could not be above the thea¬
tre, so the auditorium parallels it.
The new Zeckendprf, which will
conform to the Rockefeller Center
structural design and motif, will
house six floors of offices, with a
separate side entrance on 51st St
fpr the offices The hotel itself will
be on 6th Ave., eastward on both
51st and 52d St.
The Zeckendorf is the first new
New-York hotel to be constructed
in 28 years, since the WaldorfAstoria moved uptown to its pres¬
ent Park Ave. location in 1931.
Prudential Life Insurance Co. is
supplying $45,000,000 of the $66,000,000 eOst, ’
Accent will be on convention and
banquet facilities for the 2,000room hotel. The grand ballroom
will accommodate 3,300,'which is
twice the g.b. of the Waldorf.
The rivalry between the two Is
no secret, nor is it a secret that
Claiide C. Philippe, the Waldorf's
hori: and banquet manager, has
been strongly approached by Zeckendorf to run the operation. The
banquet business is a hotel’s big
“gravy?* At one time, also, Jo¬
seph p. Binns, executive veepee
and managing director of the Wal¬
dorf, was also mentioned, but the
latter is col<L The Philippe nego¬
tiation is very much alive.
Houser To. Amexce
Meanwhile, another Hilton alum¬
nus, John W. Houser, until recently
executive veepee of Hilton Hotels
International and director of its
farthing operations, joins American
Express on. March 1 in charge of
all domestic and foreign travel ac¬
tivities. Houser's ‘experience with
Hilton hotel openings in Madrid,
Istanbul, Berlin, Puerto Rico, Ha¬
vana, Canada and other projected
undertakings on .the Hilton future
schedule, made him noted within
show business because of the
“glamour premieres” and flying
junkets overseas which Conrad N.
Hilton Sr. and he directed.
Since Houser’s resignation the
end of 1958, it -was reported he
would join Zeckendorf’s expanding
hotel operations; first as head of
the Canadian Webb & . Knapp real¬
ty. interests and ultimately the
Zeckendorf Hotels.
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’58-’59 ‘DISASTER’ SCORECARD
Rating the Hour Variety Shows
Here’s how the full hour variety-musical shows on tv show up
on the Nielsen January AA (average audience) ratings:
Perry Como (NBC) .....28.0
Ed Sullivan (CBS) ...... 26.4
Garry Moore (CBS)
.... 26.2
Lawrence Welk (Sat.) (ABC) ....23.4
Dinah Shore (NBC) ......
20.7
George Gobel (NBC) ............. 18.6
Steve Allen (NBC) .... 18.3
Lawrence Welk (Wed.) (ABC) ..... 16.9
Eddie Fisher (NBC) ......J...14.2

By GEORGE ROSEN

Epitaph for the ’58-’59 tv season:
“Last year’s show is better than
ever.”
Only one entry among the pres¬
ent season’s crop shows up in the
January Nielsen AA (average audi¬
ence) Top 10 ratings. This is ABCTV’s "Rifleman.” Otherwise, it’s
the old “standards” of last season
and previous seasons that dominate
No. 1 on Average Nighttime Audience Rating And — “Gunsmoke,” “Have Gun,”
“Wagon Train,” Danny Thomas,
Splits Top 10 Lead with CBS
“Real McCoys,” “Wells Fargo,”
-4—-;-1- “Maverick,” “Wyatt Earp.”
A few that show up in the Top 30
It’s peaches & cream for NBC-TV
(which represents more than a
on the February Trendex charts,
fourth of all the nighttime network
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
with the network emerging with
Harry Tugend will produce a shows) can be classified as mod¬
topdog status on seven-nights-aweek average audience rating. special half-hour tele-version of erate or nervous hits, such as
That’s NBC best competitive stand¬ George Bernard Shaw’s “Caesar “Peter Gunn,” “Texan,” the new
ing since the Trendex report of and Cleopatra,” basing subject Garry Moore variety show, Ann
only on Act One of the three-act Sothem. Deduct this handful and
June ’58.
With the average evening rating play. ’ . Segment is now being ’5Sr’59 bids fair to wash up as per¬
readied
by Emmett Lavery for haps the most disastrous of ail tv
based on all scheduled programs
seasons in terms of qualitative pro¬
Sunday-through-Saturday 7:30 to “General Electric Theatre.”
Maurice
Evans will enact Cae¬ gramming or entries destined for
10:30 p.m., NBC came through
survival.
with a 20.2 average. That’s 7% bet¬ sar.
The flops are profuse. By midter than CBS-TV’s 18.8 and 20%
season mark the casualty list will
higher than ABC-TV’s 16.8.
hit an unprecedented peak for
On half hour’ wins, CBS leads
February-March-April turnover. By
with 17, NBC has 15 and ABC 10.
April, when Milton Berle vacates
On the Trendex Top 10 standings,
his “Kraft Music Hall” spot, all the
it’s four apiece for NBC and CBS
returning comics and some of the
with ABC represented by two.
old established vets will have “had
Here’s how the Top 10 read:
it” (at least this time around). In
Loretta Young (NBC)...... ..33.6
addition to Berle there’s George
Rifleman (ABC)... . .32.6
Burns, Ed Wynn, Jackie Gleason,;
. . 32.3
George Gobel, leaving only such
..31.9
■ hardy perennials as Jack Benny,
. .31.3
;
Bob
Hope, Red Skelton. Gone with
NBC-TV signed peace terms with
Perry Como (NBC).. ..31.2
Have Gun (CBS)... ..29.5 the Office of Armed Forces Infor¬ ; Gobel will be Eddie Fisher. Write
j
off,
too,
such on-and-off attractions
Danny Thomas (CBS). ..29.0 mation and Education this week.
■as ABC’s Patti Page, the pair of
I’ve Got Secret (CBS). . ,27.9
It
means
that
some
2,500
hours
of
7:30
Sunday
shows on NBC—
This Is Your Life (NBC).... ..27.8
live tv programming wall be avail¬ “Northwest Passage” (now doing
sustaining
duty
Friday nights) and
able via direct recording by the
“Buddy Bregman’s Music Shop”;
Armed Forces for rebroadcast on “Brains and Brawn,” “Behind
tv outlets at military outposts dur¬ Closed Doors,” “Twenty One,”
ing the coming year. A similar j “Concentration,” “It Could Be
agreement with CBS-TV was re¬ You,” “$64,000 Question,” “$64,000
vealed last week.
i Challenge,” the hourlong “Pursuit”
NBC-TV deal was made by Rob¬ series, “Anybody Can Play,” “Tic
ert L. Stone, veep of facilities, and Tac Dough,” “Invisible Man”
Mike Wallace’s news and inter¬ Brig. Gen. Sidney F. Griffin, USAF (which CBS could never sell);
view talents will- again be put to director of the Office of Armed “Californians” (which may return
use shortly, but not by ABC, with Forces Info and Education.
;for interim Colgate duty in the
whom the performer still has a
New pact continues policy of sup¬ George Burns slot).
contract. Wallace, whose ABC con¬ plying programs such as “Perry
The quiz scandal precipitated a
tract ends in April and from which Como Show,” “Steve Allen Show” i number of axings. Ratings malnuhe can get a release earlier, it’s and “Dinah Shore Show” to uni¬ : trition accounted for the others,
understood, is talking a contract formed forces overseas. Latest ; Meanwhile, some major entries
with Ted Cott, his old friend and agreement calls for filmed record¬ have run into sponsor trouble, as
topper of WNTA-TV, Newark. .
ings to be made on government . witness the Steve Allen Show and
Cott is said to be giving Wal¬ facilities on the coast and to be j “Playhouse 90.”
lace’s production company. News¬ used only on low-powered Armed j As further evidence that “last
maker Productions Inc., a yearlong Forces tv stations.
j year’s show is better than ever,”
pact ,to product both a nightly
Government will extirpate com¬ | this season is witnessing an unnews strip and an interview ses¬ mercial messages and will ljpt carry j precedented number of repeats,
sion fronted by - Wallace. Except the shows in areas when substan¬ , notably in the area of specials, such
that at the moment it’s not likely tial number of people are within i as Hallmark’s “Green Pastures,”
the interview will be a five-nights- coverage area of regular tv outlet. j Bob Hope’s Moscow visit; the Fred
a-week affair, the arrangement ap¬ This also is in agreement with : Astaire Show for Chrysler; the
pears otherwise to be similar to civilian performers who previously j Moiseyev Dancers on,the Ed'Sulli¬
the one Wallace and Cott had when objected to various aspects of the van hour. Same thing, for that
they were both at WABD, now armed forces entertainment policy. matter, applies to the half-hour
WNEW-TV, N.Y.
shows. “Richard Diamond,” “Tomb¬
Should Wallace close the WNTAstone,” “This Is Show Business”
TV deal, which is said to be im¬
(latter goes way back to pearly tv”),
minent, he will still be able to host
(Continued on page 56)
a panel skein, a pilot of which he
is now making for ABC-TV. In¬
stead of on an exclusive pact, Wal¬
Hartford, Feb. 10.
lace’s network chores would be
Plans for the construction of a
done as a free agent.
$2,000,000 radio and television cen¬
ter for . WTIC-AM-FM-TV have
been announced by the Travelers
Cincinnati, Feb. 10.
Broadcasting Service.
As first
Helicopter traffic cop Lt! Arthur
tenant of the new East Side Devel¬ H. Mehring is Cincy’s new fave of
opment Area, TBS will put up a the airways
structure containing 50,000 square
His reports to motorists every 10
Ernie Kovacs has been con¬ feet.
minutes on WLW during morning
tracted to front the March 8 circus
Earlier plans for TBS had been and evening riish hours, inaugu¬
special being sponsored on ABCTV by Edsel. Comedian; it Is re¬ for a center to be erected on prop¬ rated several months ago, are co¬
ported, will act as ringmaster for. erty it owned on the west side of sponsored by the station and Shell
the 60-minute job, which will town. To this end, permission had Oil Co. They are in conjunction
been obtained from city fathers with the city’s police division, of
emanate from Charlotte, N.C.
Meantime, ABC and Kenyon & for such effort. However, all center which he has been a member for
Eckhardt, agency for the Detroit plans had been held up while TBS 22 years. The copter is leased from
manufacturer, have signed Jack was operating its tv station on an a private firm.
Mehring, believed to be the only
Philbin to produce this abbreviated indie basis. When WTIC-TV went
version of Singling Bros, circus. CBS affiliate late last fall, TBS police officer on slich regular as¬
Philbin is partnered in SaramjrKaye started planning a new center in a signment, contributes all pay for
Enterprises, which- has a Kaye nearby riverfront areh that is be¬ any extra time to his department’s
show on the same web, but this ing redeveloped and that surrounds: welfare fund. He has soared WLW’s
chore is being handled as a private home offipe buildings of the parent ratings, as an area .station to second
endeavor by the producer,
j Travelers Insurance.
high in the Cincy area.

NBC’s Red Hot Feb. Trendex

G6S for GE Show

NBC at Peace
With the Army;
Big Show flow

Mike Wallace In
WNTA-TV Dickers

WTIC Plans $2,000,000
Hartford AM-TV Center

CINCY TRAFFIC COP
WLW RADIO FAVE

ERNIE KOVACS TO
RINGMASTER CIRCUS

NAB Revises Dos’ & DonV On
Sex, Violence, Cops, Sphitualism
As Code Gets a Once-Over-Lightly
Washington, Fob. 10.
Violence and sex will be shunned
by television producers except
when it’s required by “plot devel¬
WRVA, Richmond, Va., one of opment or character delineation,”
the oldest AM outlets in the coun¬ and then only without undue em¬
try, is returning to NBC Radio phasis. So edicts the revised Tele¬
after a 22-year affiliation with vision Code of National Assn, of
CBS Radio. New alliance starts Broadcasters.
July 1.
At the same time, tv dramas may
Larus Bros, owns the 50,000- now portray cops in a bad light as
watt outlet. C. T. Lucy is veep in long as it’s essential to the story;
charge of radio.. John B. Tansey is quiz shows must comply with the
general manager. WRVA was the law; spiritualism is no longer ex¬
first commercial station organized pressly barred from advertising
in Richmond.
over tv, and subscribing stations
will receive no more lists of fourletter and other off-color words
and phrases that should be
eschewed.
These were some of the Code
amendments adopted by NAB’s
Television Board of Directors last
week at Hollywood Beach, Fla.
The revised stance on violence
and sex came under a section deal. ing with “Responsibility Toward
i Children.” Original version stated
! that crime, sex and violence are
NBC-TV has blueprinted a week¬ a “part of the world” youngsters
ly live hourlong or 90-minute dra¬ will have to face up to eventually,
matic stanza to come from New “and a certain amount of proper
York next season.
Network is ! presentation of such is helpful in
dickering with what has been ; orienting the child to his social
described as top Broadway pro¬ ; surroundings.” But such activities
duction and acting talent to take should not be shown “in an attracpart in the venture. NBC figures 1 tive manner” or in a fashion that
that there are no longer but a few would lead children to think rough
major “holdouts” to video, whi^h stuff and sex play too great a part
gives the network, an expanded in the adult world. Also, there
market for talent for -a high-bud¬ should be some indication that
retribution is in store for those
get stanza.
According to network sources, who stray from the straight-andprogram w'ill be at least 60 min¬ narrow.
Section, revised and condensed,
utes, long and is tentatively sched¬
uled for a prime weeknight slot. ; now reads: “The education of chil¬
Among the more significant aspects dren involves giving them a sense
is that the weekly drama anthology ’ of the world at large. However,
will be produced from within the such subjects as violence and sex
NBC house, which has been taken ‘ shall be presented wtihout undue
as a striking change in the atti¬ 1 emphasis and only as required by
tude of NBC brass toward mainte¬ j plot development or character
nance of internal production for •-delineation. Crime should not be
prime ’ time commercial vehicles. ■ presented as attractive or as a soluUp to this point, NBC has farmed ! tion to human problems, and the
out most of the nighttime produc¬ : inevitable retribution should bo
tion chores to independent com¬ made clear.”
i Another change would add “ocpanies*.
It’s known, too, that NBC is ] cultism” (belief in the superplanning an expansion of its own i
<Continued on page 56)
creative program forces.
Most of the new straight drama¬
tic (maybe combined with musical
drama) programs will be produced
live, to be taped simultaneously
for possible repeat, and the rest
will be presented initially on tape.
Using tape for the original tele¬
cast is part of the plan because, in
seeking top name Broadway talent
Cash registers kept ringing at
of the Walter Slezak, Gwen Verdon, Cedric Hardwicke, Eric Port- CBS-TV this week with particular
man, Celeste Holm et al. calibre emphasis on “Playhouse 90,” which
the network has to do its shooting has been having more than its
in advance of airtime to accommo¬ share of sponsor troubles.
date the working legit players. It
CBS-TV’s sales staffers sold
has been speculated that on the “Playhouse 90” to Camel Cigarets
production end such talent as Dore starting March 19, with the ciggie
Schary (who is to produce NBC’s outfit picking up alternate-week
Civil War skein) will be involved, half-hours. Ansco also bought
arid directors like Peter Glenville six alternate-week half-hours of
(“Rashomon”).
the 90-minute drama series begin¬
In planning the bigtime video ning in April. These sponsors join
venture, NBC is admittedly trying other alternate-week half-hour
to capitalize on a situation where clients (Kimberly-Clark, Allstate
the absence of oldline video dra¬ Insurance and American Gas
matics are much lamented—natur¬ Assn.). Additionally, the web
ally, in the hopes that the laments picked up some short-term biz for
have impressed Madison Ave. on “Playhouse 90” from Elgin Watch
the possibilities of such a program. and Helene Curtis, so the picture
appears somewhat brighter saleswise.
Other sales at CBS-TV were
from General Foods whicn bought
George J. Zachary, radio-tv vet, more “Mighty Mouse” time. With a
has become linked with the video half-hour alternate-week already
expansion blueprint set by the under its belt, outfit went for an¬
General Artists Corp. He’s been other quarter-hour additional on
tapped for a newly created post of the alternate week. Bau%r & Black
director of television production*. also signed for Saturday participa¬
According to plans set by Larry tions in “Captain Kangaroo” as did
Kanaga, GAC prexy, Zachary will Wyler & Co.
serve as liaison between the agen¬
In addition to “Playhouse 90”
cy’s creative division and the sales, buy, R. J. Reynolds bought into
force.
the NBC-TV news. This ups the
Zachary has been with a number: Camels sponsorship of the 6:45
Of major ad agencies and for sev¬ newscasts to three nights a week.
eral years was manager of radio-tv Also bought on a short term basis
programs and production for Lever was the ABC-TV “Cheyenne-Sugarfoot” hour.
Bros.'

NBC’s‘I Lo ve Lacy’

NBC-TV Planning
Prestige Drama
Series (or Fall

‘Playhouse 90V
New Sponsor Coin

Geo. Zachary to GAC
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Daily in ‘Stardust Plan
NBC Radio told 200 affiliates ©n^1
a closed-circuit hookup- at the be
ginning of this week that it plans
to add roughly 60 minutes a day to
the weekday radio program scheduel. Network proposed that begin¬
ning in two weeks 17 daily ffveminute "vignettes,"- fronted by a
variety of name performers, be In¬
Dallas,. Feb. 10.
serted five minutes before every
TV newe analyst Eric Sevareid
half-hour mark, which means that said he would like to see stations
the proposal would Include about become bolder about taking sides
eight segments falling in station on. public issues.
They have as much right to edi¬
option time.
Move, spearheaded by Joe CuL torialize a* newspapers he stated
ligan, NBC Radio topper,, comes in a stopover interview at Dallas
THE
at exactly the time nearly every¬ Love Field.
Sevareid was en route to Austin,
body in the industry was specu¬
HONEY DREAMERS
lating that he would follow a re¬ where he was guest speaker at the
Records
Transcriptions
cent CBS Radio move, and retrench Headliners Club’s annual dinner.
ART WARE*
Direction
'The old arguments against edi¬ Mgmt:
on network audio programming.
Oxford 7-4034
MCA
It was thought in early reports torializing over radio and tv—that
it’s
a
limited
media,
that
sort
of
ea the NBC maneuver, which has
since been described as an “ex¬ things—never did make any sense
tension of its 'Stardust Flan*," to me,” Sevareid said.
"Now we find the number of
was to be a “barter" deal, wherein
NBC would keep all the revenue newspapers decreasing and the
number
of radio and television sta¬
from nationally sold spots in the
additional programmnig and, in re¬ tions increasing. Our numerous
media
should
have the right of self
turn, give up approximately half
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
ef the available new programming expression.”
An oater series is no place for
Although
about
40 indie stations
for local sale. In some small meas¬
a
femme.
ure, this is true, hut’with a major in this country regularly editorial¬
That’s fee contention of Audrey
exception—NBC, in selling about ize, networks have shied clear of
who asked for and received
half of the stuff to national adver¬ anything more than reporting and Totter,
her release from Revue Produc¬
analysis,
Sevareid
said.
tisers, will continue turning over
tions as one of the three stars-of
to affifc their usual compensation
fts “Cimarron City” series. Actress
for network times sales, and then
calls fee parting a friendly one, hut
the remainder of this new daily
admits her role wasn’t what she
programming will be given to ac¬
hoped for.
tions. for co-op sale locally.
“There were several reasons I
Network asserted that all na¬
asked for my release. First,, let me
tionally sold time on NBC Radio
say Revue was very nice about it,
will still include the traditional
and this is not their fault. In a
station payoff, per affiliate con¬
a western, it’s t very difficult for a
tracts, so that none of it can qualify
woman to have fee lead. I Was sup¬
as “barter."
posed to alternate leads (with
As the plan reads, NBC hopes
George Montgomery and John
to launch 17 five-minute shows,
Smith), but actually it didn’t work
Washington, Feb. 10.
equivalent to 85 additional minU. S. Supreme Court was told out feat way. I’ve been fee lead in
n.es a day. But at least 25 of the Monday (9) that the equal time re¬ two pictures; neither (me on tv
minutes will fall into extant net¬ quirement should he declared un¬ yet;
work programming formats, tech¬ constitutional if broadcasters are
"The series wasn’t what it
nically leaving 60 additional min¬ held liable for defamatory remarks started out to be. Some of fee pic¬
utes of program on a Monday- made by political candidates,
tures were excellent But lots of
Friday basis.
Argument was made by the Na¬ fee time I was just standing there
So far, Culligan is said to have tional Assn, of Broadcasters in a waving on the porch, I felt if I do
signed Bob Hope, Groucho Marx, friend-of-court brief on WDAY something, it should be something
Marlene Dietrich, Ed (Archie) case. This stemmed from remarks worthwhile.
Gardner, Maurice Evans and Bob made by an independent senatorial
"When I asked for my release
& Ray to appear in the vignettes. candidate in 1950 over the Fargo, from Revue, they were very under¬
As it is understood; the material N. D., outlet
standing and granted it. I wouldn’t
they present will be humorous or,
The politico. A- C. Townlgy, had mind a strong pari, even if it isn’t
at least, light solo commentary.
alleged North Dakota Farmers a lead, but I don’t want to play
Although a maximum of 85 five- Union wanted to set up a ‘Tann¬ background leads. I will do some
minute shorties will be used each er's Union Soviet” The* farmers more of fee episodes, but on a
week, the network estimates that union sued WDAY for $100,000. freelance basis. I got star billing,
It’ll be producing between 110 and Station argued that under the but not star parts.”
115 of them weekly so as to afford Communications Act it was barred
itself a chance to pick the best. censoring comments of Townley,
who was speaking under equal
(Continued on page 56)
time privilege, and thus it couldn’t
he held responsible. North Dakota
Supreme Court agreed.
NAJETs hrief called for a clear
WNYC, the N.Y.C.-owned radio
ruling that broadcasters are im¬ station launches its 20tb yearly
mune from libel suits in such case. "American Music Festival” tomor¬
If the Supreme Court decides they row (Thurs.), wife 75 "premiere”
aren’t the- Assn, continued, then performances and ' 100 special
the equal time proviso should be stanzas covering a 10-day period
ruled unconstitutional. NAB said: Lineup is fee biggest ever planned
Fifteenth anni of "The Eternal
“By virtue of federal law he (the
light”- on NBC Radio will be ob¬ station owner) must allow publica¬ by fee outlet for fee fete.
Setup will include 14 free public
served with a series of 15 of the tion of defamatory material or sus¬
most popular programs aired dur¬ tain loss of license. On fee other concerts, which will be broadcast
live
from Camgie Hall, Town Hall,
ing its long cun on the web.
hand, he is prey to litigation for
Schedule for the 15th anni, start¬ libel unless immunity flows to Carl Fisher Hall and other concert
halls throughout town. Opening
ing Feb. 15, foDows: "As A Wind him.”
^
Blows” by Morton Wishengrad;
The Supreme Court accepted the concert tomorrow comes from
Feb. 22, "Not Even Ten” by Jo¬ case last falL Justice Dept, has Town Hall at 2:30 pm. and is by
seph Mindel; March 1, "Ben Frank¬ urged that the high tribunal settle fee National Assn, for American
lin. and the liberty Bell,” Mindel; : fee question once and for aH.
Composers & Conductors,
March 8, "An American Ballad,”
Irve Tunlek; March 15, "Bible
Blueprint of the Holy Land,” Marc
Siegel; March 22, "The Root and
the Flower,” Virginia Mazer; March
29, “Song of Berditschev, Wisengrad; April 5, "Mrs. Steinberg’s
Washington, Feb. 10.
Partner in Heaven,” Sylvia Berger;
Moscow is going to see U-S. television this summer. But how?
April 12, "How Manny Got Into the
Government and industry haven’t got together yet to translate
Seventh Grade,” Siegel; April 19,
ideas into firm plans.
"Battle of the Warsaw Ghetto,"
But fee federal agency (called frffice of fee American National
Wishengrad; April 26, "Light from
Exhibition: in Moscow) in charge of the U.S. exhibit to open in
the Darkness,” Berger; May 3, Walt
Moscow’s Sokolniki Park July 4 wants to show off. Yank tv. It
Whitman and I ” Mazer; May 19,
probably .will be done through kines, films- or videotape. There is
' "My Unpredictable Story Telling
a possibility (currently improbable) of live telecasts at fee Ameri¬
Father,” Siegel; May 17, "Little
can exhibit Tall hurdle for this is fee cost.
Sakiki ” Tunick; May 24, "Watch¬
Government planners are definitely hoping for colorcasts in
men, What of the Night” Mindel.
some form.
Sinee its inception, "The Eternal
Not jelled yet either, is which, if) any, American performers."
Light” has been produced by Milwill go to Moscow to take part in fed “Corner of America’- show
ton E. Krents. NBC directors are
(as. it’s already being tagged wife U.S. Information Agency), Plan¬
George Voutsas and Parker Gibbs.
ners speak, generally of "a symphony orchestra” and "a ballet,”
Series is a joint production of Jew¬
as. weQ as the vague phrase, "achievements in theatrical aits,” wife
ish Theological Seminary of Amer¬
hopes of using a downtown Moscow theatre, The two buildings
ica and NBC Radio.
soon to go under construction in Sokolniki Park, can’t house such
Aline MacMahen, who Appeared
productions as new designed. And everything has to bekept with¬
ta-the original production of “As a
in limited budget.
.
l!
*.
Federal Officials say no talent has yet been picked.
Wind Blows,” will head- up fee live
repeat e© the first of the anni pro¬
Besides to, planners definitely intend to exhibit U.S. hi-fi and
grams.
stereo, using records by American artists.

Serardd Urges Sore
EditoridinDg on TV;
Cftes Fewer Newspapers

Oater Is % Place For t
Femme,’ Audrey Totter
Ankles ‘Cimarron City’

High Court Gets
NAS’s Stand On

Its lSYrs. For
'Eternal light’

75 TREMIERES’SET
FOR WNYC FESTIVAL

Yank TV for Moscow Exhibit

An .estimated $500,000,000 will
’ be shelled out by nalienal adver¬

tisers in spot television this year
Lots of Brodkin On
and most of fee station reps are in
agreement that the job performed
’59-’60 TV Horizon, by
agency tunehuyers and media
is one of the most botched up
Also a Legit Debut reps
and mishandled. tasks that an
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
CBS-TV producer* Herb Brodkin
who winds his current cycle of
‘Playhouse 90" dramas and returns)
to New York on "May 21, • already
has his work cut out for him next
fall. He’s indicated he’ll do a maxi¬
mum of eight “90” shows next year,
what wife extensive plans for halfhour series and legit.
Production will start in March
l Brodkin’s “The Blue Men”
package, picked up by Lever Bros,
for a fall start on CBS. Brodkiir
will act as exec producer on fee
series, which will be filmed at the
Mikara Studios (former^ Bedford
Park) in the Bronx, with Arthur
Lewis, who did fee piloting, pro¬
ducing, and Edward Binns and
James Broderick starring.
While Brodkin wilt'act only in a
supervisory capacity on “Blue
Men,” he’s also planning another
pilot to be filmed in Gotham in
ApriL He’s keeping this- one under
wraps pending finalization of a
deal wife a “major writer.” At
the same time, he’s readying his
Broadway managerial bow, in
which he’s partnered wife vet legit
producer Kermit Bloomgarden.
Property is “Something About a
Soldier,” by Mark Harris, which
Ernest Kinoy is adapting

Sharp’58 Decline
In Output of Sets;
Sales Also Down
Washington, Feb. 10.
Radio and tv set output last year
was substantially below the 1957
total, according to final figures
compiled by Electronic Industries
in. Production declines were
also recorded from November to
December.
EIA said 1958 saw 4,920,423 tv
sets produced, compared wife 6,399,345 the year before. Radio
receiver output totalled 12,577,243
last year, a drop of nearly three
million from 1957.
Tv production in December was
pegged at 414,850. The November
figure was 437,772. Radio output
fell from 1,545,606 in November to
1,252,744 in December.
Retail radio and tv sales jumped
from November to December but
fee rise failed to make up for an
overall decline for fee year. Tv
sales totalled €49,514 in December
and 499,038 the month before. EIA
reported 1,944,838 radios sold in
December, compared with 1,031,674
in November.
For fee whole year, retail tv
sales numbered 5,140,082, a drop
of 1,420,138 from 1957.
There
were 8,631,344 radio sets sold
last year, compared with 9,721,285 in 1957.
EIA also recorded a 1058 decline
in factory sales of receiving and
tv picture tubes.

CBS’Will Roland On
Lend-Lease to Brit. TV
London, Feb. 10.
As part of Its effort to elevate
the standard of its light entertain¬
ment, fee London area weekday
commercial television web Associ¬
ated-Rediffusion has taken Will
Roland from CBS-TV on a lendlease deal Roland’s assignment,
an indefinite one, is to advise gen¬
erally when wanted, though he’ll
concentrate on vaude shows and
new talent.
First Roland stint is “Hippo¬
drome,’* previously skedded as
“The Hippodrome Show,” Thurs¬
day night spectacular to. be aired
first on March 5 and' at. threeweeks intervals. Be spent three or
four weeks on the Continent scout¬
ing' talent including the circus
Mod, before moving Into bit office
at' Televirion House.

agency performs.
The sweeping indictment by fee
reps fs based on fee fact that the
Madison Ave. agencymen have re¬
duced fee Station reps to a com¬
bination of messenger boy and
mathematician. Specifically,, fee
reps charge, the agencies are tak¬
ing the "sell out of the sale,” be¬
ing concerned with only one thing,
fee cost per thousand and buying
national spots on. a numbers basis
only.
The station reps claim that they
submit spot availabilities to the
time buyers and it’s a week or in
most cases two or three weeks be¬
fore they get an answer from fee
buyer. By the time fee buyer has
reached a decision with the help of
the slide rule and rating hooks,
fee reps claim the spots have been
sold.
They further state that
agency time buyers are not em¬
powered to make decisions and the
usual pitch by the station men is
in at least half of the cases, time
wasted.
Timebuyers on the other hand
charge feat it is impossible to make
an on the spot decision when a
million dollars is involved and buy¬
ers must weigh all the potentials of
both time buying and program¬
ming. Buyers go on to state that
recommendations which are usu¬
ally made to fee account executive
must be supported by evidence.
The account exec reevaluates the
buyers' suggestions and presents
his recommendations to the client
who goes over the whole thing
once again.
The reps’ pitch to the buyers for
the stations they represent in¬
cludes such matter as station pro¬
gramming, competitive program¬
ming, comparative facilities in the
market, nature of the market, star
tion rates and package deals, rates
of other stations in the market,
audience characteristics and a host
of other related subjects. Repre¬
sentatives, and in many instances
the station man who has accom¬
panied fee rep into fee timebuyers
office, feel that the whole spiel is
more often than not a waste of
time because in most instances fee
buyers who see dozens of reps dur¬
ing the course of one day, can’t
remember the facts: by fee time
they are related to a superior.
The reps claim that the days of
“buying over the counter” are
gone and that the fault lies in the
delegation of authority and fa
some instances fee buyers lack the
(Continued on page 54)

Q’Seas News Unit
Sudden upbeat in national-inter¬
national news feeds to indze radio
stations is highlighted again by the
report that Westinghouse Broad¬
casting will set up its own Europ¬
ean news bureau early this spring.
Chain already has a Successful
three-year old Washington desk
under Rod MacLeish.
WBC has nixed becoming a sub¬
scriber so far to any of fee re¬
cently-started news feed companies,
since program veepee Dick Pack
reportedly figures Westinghouse
can do a job better tailored to its
own needs and in greater depth
by setting up its own permanent
news operation. Once ther Eu¬
ropean desk is established, it’s said
Westinghouse plana to hire'& lone
"roving correspondent" to cover
fee Far East.
' ‘
While WBC’s operation far Eu¬
rope will concentrate on AM- cov¬
erage, at' least for fee first year,
staff will also do some video ma¬
terial,, with emphasis on news-in
depth documentaries rather than
on regular spot coverage forty-. •
European bureau wiR stmt with
at. Ie^st ,three (Sorrespepdenfe .fa
London and probably two -others;
&«e in Paris,.
'other in 'Rome.
Stringers will-b? hired, for. the time being fereiigbcrut fee rfestr q&JSb-.
rope.
*
- ^
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DO-GOOD SHOWS IN GOOD TIME
Morrow Vs. ‘Other Side of Mountain’
Seattle, Feb. 10.
Ope of the front stories in Variety was about Ed Murrow, and
how he would father go to jail than to tell about the prostitutes
that gave him his information. :
Now I know this fellow must be a pretty nice man or you
wouldn’t be bragging him up all the time. But for us boys out in
the country, I would recommend they put him in jail anyway, and
for the following three reasons:
(1) I figure he’s already “blown the whistle” when he made
the broadcasts. This is, he blew the whistle on business firms
that are making him a livelihood by supporting his network .
with their ads.
(2) I gave up smoking six years ago, and it makes me very •
nervous to have people smoke in my living room for fear they
will drop ashes on my rug; and this dude has me on pins and
needles, when he smokes on tv until I almost want to put an
ashtray up to the screen in front of the tv set.
(3) Of all the actors on tv, this, guy gives me the impression
of being the most conceited of all. So just lock him up, and
nobody will be sore from this side of the mountains.
Joe Daniels
Booking Manager, Original
Eastern Circuit Vaudeville

Ad Agency Prexy Cunningham In
Plea for a Bigtime Educational TV
“We need to make available to*every single farm, tenement and
garret in this country a fulltime 24
nour-a-day television educational
channel. That’s all and that Isn’t
much.” John Cunningham, chair¬
WOR-TV, N.Y., which last year
man of the board of Cunningham took a flyer and telecast the ’58
& Walsh, made the plea for more bridge matches as a sustainer,
educational television before a this year copped a sponsor.
meeting of the Advertising Feder¬
dealers have picked up
ation of America’s Mid-Winter theDeSoto
tab for the 1959 Contract
Conference held in Washington ou Bridge World Championship, to be
Monday (9).
telecast Sunday (15) from 10:30
Cunningham pointed out that to midinght, from the Hotel Statler
only 36 cities have educational tv Hilton. Bridge authority Charles
and in about only half of these Goren will do the commentary.
cities is educational tv . continued
Program also will b& fed tq
after 10 p.m.; the others drop off WWJ, Detroit, where DeSoto
at earlier hours. “There are al¬ dealers there, too, are sponsoring.
most no weekend schedules-—an Agency is BBD&O, out of Detroit.
important time to the prospective
student. Two-thirds of the na¬
tion’s population has no access to
these channels.”
“In very few cities is prime time
or weekend time available—and
that is the time obviously most es¬
sential, since 85 to 90% of the
population works all day.” The
veteran agencyman pointed out
that in New York the Metropolitan
Educational Television Assn, oper¬
ates its daily educational program
on an annual budget of $400,000.
Two weeks ago, without any
This figure, Cunningham stated, is
notification to the trade at large,
(Continued on page 56)
Jack Grogan and Metropolitan
Broadcasting severed a three-year
relationship, which began when
Richard Buckley hired him to work
as program boss of WNEW Radio,
N.Y. Grogan’s departure occurred
two days after John W. Kluge
hecame the broadcast chain’s new
board chairman, and is taken as a
further indication of Kluge's
strength at Met.
Cleveland, Feb. 10.
It Is understood that sweeping
Twenty-four members of the
administrative and program
American Federation of Television changes
being mulled for
& Radio Artists struck Westing- WHK, theare
chain’s Cleveland radio
house’s KYW-AM and KYW-TV outlet, in the aftermath of Grogan’s
here after failure by the station separation from the broadcast
and the union to reach agreement chain. If the changes take place,
on a new three-year contract. Even they are expected to be among
though six members of the Radio- many of the people whom Grogan
TV directors Guild, eight members has hired in the past months.
of IATSE and 67 rank-and-filers
In his last 11 months at Metrofrom NABET are honoring, the
(Continued on page 52)
picket'lines thrown up around the
KYW plant, the WBC stations are
still operating.
Video tape fee is one of the keys
to the strike settlement. Fee prob¬
lem, not covered in previous pacts,
arose when the newly developed
video tape machine was installed
at KYW-TV. Union originally has
“Perry Mason” will take a 10had a $93 fee for participation in week holiday on CBS-TV after the
taped commercial, and KYW re¬ telecast of Saturday, July 4.
portedly came back with an offer
In recent summers, the web used
of $63, turning down AFTRA’s re-runs of the “Mason” show but
compromise offer of $80. Fee this summer plans a replacement
would cover 13 weeks and then re¬ series slugged “Pitfall,” an omin¬
peat fees” would be established.
ous-sounding billing for re-runs of
Both sides indicated agreement “Climax,” “Studio One in Holly¬
on wage increases, raising present wood” and “Pursuit.”
Series will be thusly: One “Cli¬
announcers' pay from $135 to $150
weekly over the next three years max” repeat (“On the Take” with
Paul
Douglas); three “Studio One”
for gabbers with four years experi¬
ence. Starting salary for newsmen repeats (“Edge of Truth” with Paul
Douglas;
“Shadow of Genius” with
would be increased from $85 to
.$95, with wages for four years ex¬ Boris Karloff, and “Kurishiki Inr
cident"
with
Sesiiee Hayakawa)
perience putting them in line with
| and. six_$ep£at^/>£ “Puivsult^
those paid announcers,
,

DeSoto Dealers Coin On
Contract Bridge Tourney

Grogan Moves Out
While Kluge Moves
casting

AFTRA Strike
At Cleve.’s KYW

‘Climax,’ ‘Studio 1,’
Tnrsoit’ Reruns To
Spell Terry Mason’

Moore Says ABC-TVs Got That
‘Live’ Yen to 'Counterpoint’ Film
Lethargy of prime nighttime
viewers was vigorously jolted in
recent months by a determined ef¬
fort on the part of CBS-TV to pre¬
empt commercial shows for mat¬
ters of consequence and mass sig¬
nificance.
When CBS began to push aside,
albeit hesitantly, at the outset,
sponsored programs of a popular
nature for a generous helping of
features in the public interest,
skeptics sniffed loudly and hur-rrumphed: “Well, that’s just dandy
the boys at 485 are doing it during
the hot weather when ft’s a lot
easier to preempt than it is in the
fall and winter.”
What the scoffers were, saying in
effect was “will you love me in
December as you do in May?” and
the emphatic answer, looking at
the record, appears to he “yes.”
Starting last June and continu¬
ing through January of this year,
there was a strong, steady greenlight originating from the tran¬
som of the office *of Louis G.
Cowan, prexy of CBS-TV, a beacon
calling for more illumination on
public service telecasting, an order
stepping up democracy’s needs at
a more effective time of the day,
namely in the prime evening time
periods when the masses gathered
in their living rooms, more recep¬
tive to grasping the issues of the
day.
Approximately one-half cf some
40 special broadcasts since last
summer were aired in prime even¬
ing time though it must be pointed
out that not all the specials pre¬
empted commercial shows but
nevertheless the slotting of these
programs on an average of two spe¬
cials per month in the advantage¬
ous evening spots represented
more than “flash-in-the-pan” be¬
haviour on the part of CBS brass.
The record certainly appeal's to
be a stalwart one. During July
CBS-TV pushed aside two full-hour
broadcasts of “Studio One” spon¬
sored by Westinghouse to give the
video viewers two sustaining spe¬
cials, “Watch on the Ruhr” and
“The Ruble War.” Also in the
same month the web preempted a
half-hour broadcast of “Leave It to
Beaver” sponsored by Remington
Rand. In September it preempted
“$64,000 Question” for a special
production on China. In December
it preempted twq half-hour pro¬
ductions, “Keep Talking” spon¬
sored by Kent Cigarets and
“What’s My Line?” sponsored, by
Kellogg and Helene Curtis for a
special tagged “Years of Crisis.”
Similarly, CBSrTV preempted
“Trackdown,”
backed
by the
American Tobacco and Socony,
several weeks ago to give the
American people a penetrating
iooksee at the Virginia integration,
issue. In this instance, 30 actual
minutes of commercial time was
preempted for the full hour pro¬
duction of “The Missing Class of
’59,” narrated by Edward R. Mur¬
row.
Airing of major significant nonsponsored presentations in prime
network time appears to be earn¬
ing CBS-TV new-found disciples
from scholastic, judicial and leg¬
islative ranks of the country. CBSTV is also getting fewer squawks
from glassy-eyed viewers who for¬
merly grabbed quill in hand to de¬
nounce the web for ditching prime
time frivolous, private-eye install¬
ments for significant documentar¬
ies of the day.

Long considered a “film net¬
work,” ABC-TV, which is still pri¬
marily on film this season, is in¬
tensifying its search for live video
programming so that by next sea¬
son, or, at the latest, 1961, it’ll
New York legit-tv actor Lee have a fairly substantial share of
Phillips has been inked by NBC-TV instantaneous video on the air.
to star in the remainder of this
This is the broad network goal
season’s “Ellery -Queen” Friday laid down by Thomas Moore, ABCnight 60-minuters. He takes over TV vice president in charge of
as the private eye when the show programming, who feels “the pen¬
shifts from Hollywood to New York dulum has just got to swing back
at the end of February.
toward live,” because it’s from
Alan Newman was previously live tv the freshest ideas come
signed as the “Queen” producer, and because live is the only way
with
Albert
McCleery,
who to go for programming to “count¬
launched the show, preferring to erpoint” the abundance of film.
stay on the Coast rather than move
“You have to have live televi¬
east with the stanza. Phillips re¬ sion,” Moore said in an interview
places George Nader.
with Variety. “It’s the spawning
ground for all of television—from
the writers, to producers and di¬
rectors.
“There’s a constant and grow¬
ing competition for people’s lei¬
sure time or for ‘entertainment
attention,’ as it were, and if we’re
going to continue dominating peo¬
ple’s leisure time we’ve got to de¬
velop new ideas, new techniques
—which can only be done through
live tv,” Moore asserted.
Moore is keen on live television,
as he explains, because it’s where
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
most of the medium’s freshest
CBS-TV producer Julian Claman :ideas come from'. Perhaps the only
is negotiating with Broadway legit objection to telefilm that the net¬
producer Robert L. Joseph for a work program chieftain has is that
“Playhouse 90” version of George celluloid has traditionally been the
backbone of another medium, mo¬
Bernard Shaw’s “Major Barbara,” tion pictures for theatrical distrib¬
revival of which Joseph produced ution, and, for that reason, the
on Broadway a couple of years techniques and the spirit of mo¬
back with Charles Laughton, Bur¬ tion -pix are not necessarily the
gess Meredith, Eli Wallach and same techniques and the spirit of
Anne Jackson. Claman and Joseph, television.
“The live technique” is indige¬
who controls television rights,
nous to the medium in which he
would coproduce for “90.”
works, according to Moore. But
As his second “Playhouse 90” for all of this, Moore has reserva¬
entry for the season, Claman is tions, although rather minor, about
planning an adaptation of Joseph live.
Conrad’s “The Secret Agent,” sec¬
Recognizing that video probably
ond Conrad work which will have is in for another live setback next
been done on the show this season i season should CBS’ “Playhouse
(Fred Coe did “Heart of Darkness”; 90" he cut back, as reported, the
earlier).
Claman was originally ABC executive observed: “The
planning “The General’s Other television drama is far too expen¬
Son,” but when author Andrew Mc¬ sive to sustain without advertiser
Cullough got a deal for a Broadway support.” Th»s led Moore to say
production of the property, Claman that “the area of live programming
relinquished it.
is in need of new concepts, con¬
Also on daman’s CBS-TV slate cepts that will attract advertiser
are two more pilots, apart from the \ interest.”
already completed “The Lawyer.” j As for the fact that celluloid
One is the hourlong “Savage is the j permeates nearly every corner of
Name,” with Barry Sullivan; other I
(Continued on page 52)
is “Hotel de Paris,” western which j
-Sam Rolfe, who with Claman cre¬
ated “Have Gun, Will Travel,” is
scripting. Unusual aspect of the!
“Savage” pilot is that Claman has;
ordered two scrints, one from Sid- j
ney Carroll and the other from!
Howard Koch, and will probably;
choose between them for the pilot. \

Tap Lee Phillips For
Role of ‘Ellery Queen’

Claman Dickers
'Major Barbara’
For'Playhouse’

Scott’s 'xec V.P.
TV Role at NBC

Walter D. Scott was elected exec
veep of NBC-TV at the NBC board
of directors meeting Friday (6).
Scott had been veep of NBC-TV
Network Sales for the past year.
In his new post he’ll report to Rob¬
ert E. Kintner. prexy of NBC.
Robert W. Sarnoff, chairman of
Shari Lewis, after a two-year the board, who presided at the
run at WT.CA-T V, N. Y., is parang t meeting, also said David C. Adams
company with the NBC flagship i was moved from exec veep of coroutlet She signs oft at the end ot
J? Ahl netdy-cro
ated post of senior exec veep.
March and her Monday-throughOther promotions, all from withFriday 9 to 10 a.m. spot will be ■*i the web’s ranks, included Don
filled by Jimmy Weldon who comes 'urgin, veep and national sales
from The Coast. Weldon previously
-anager of tv to veep of tv netsubbed for Miss Lewis.
'wk sales. Durgin takes over the
Miss Lewis, among other objec- job vacated by Scott,
tives, had sought an okay f-n-James A. Stabile, who was direcWRCA-TV to videotape two o? ' - ■ tor of talent and program contract
five-a-week shows but was 1
I administration, was upped to veep
down. Also, station re
iy^of talent and program contract adsought another year’s t
dve j ministration. He fills the post reI. B. Kleinert Rubber Co. has with Miss Lewis but her agent, signed by James E. Denning.
finally capitulated to network tv Lester Lewis, wanted her pacted
Albert L. Capstaff, director of
advertising. Outfit will make its for only six months. She was draw- j NBC Radio Network Programs, was
maiden appearance on NBC-TV on mg down $1,750 per week at ;■ elected veep of radio network proan alternate - week quarter - hour WRCA-TV.
grams. This job was formerly
basis in two daytime programs,
She has a crowded schedule filled by Jerry Danzig who recently
“Truth or Consequences” and ahead with six network guest shots went to-veep of participating pro¬
“County Fair.”
lined up; two books in the work; grams of NBC-TV.
George Graham Jr., director of
Rubber company will plug its several RCA recording jobs and in
rubber diapers for infants and the. dis'-uss’on stages are a syndL-; sales planning for NBC Radio Netshower, accessories on the two cated show and a nighttime net-; wo k, was upped to the new title
shows starting Feb. 17. Agency is work deal in which she would be j of veep of sales planning of radio
,jrj.,t^amq4 A^b, a, pgjne.pomjc.; ^ _ j network.

JiZJ'jiL £<iZ.ilsin '•£

JOeinert’s TV Buy

Shari Lewis Severs
lie With WRCA-TV;
Tace Bid Rejected
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Top 20 National Syndicated Stows
(Pulse Top Twenty Syndicated Shows for^December, 1958)

Series With Olivier as 1-2 Punch
Milton Gordon’s recently-formed
Galaxy Attractions fixed its open¬
ing guns with the acquisition of
two major telefilm properties, an
hour-long telefilm series based on
Sir Winston Churchill’s “A History
of the English Speaking Peoples,”
and a half-hour situation comedy
series, ’‘Skinny and Me.”
Churchill project will be nar¬
rated by Laurence Olivier and
Harry Alan Towers wiH produce in
England. “Skinny and Me,” a series
created by Ben Park, will be filmed
in Hollywood, with vet film direc¬
tor Norman Taurog megging the
skein. Filming on “Skinny,” deal¬
ing with the misadventures of two
12-year-old boys, will start March
2. Taurog, whose “Skippy” ,won an
Academy Award, recently com¬
pleted shooting of Jerry Lewis’
“Don’t Give Up the Ship.” Park,
of MiBs-ParkrMilSord, tv pack¬
agers, will produce “Skinny.” He
also wrote the first script.
The Galaxy-Towers coproduction
will begin filming at Elstree studios
next month. ABC Television, Ltd.,
will distribute the series in the
Eastern Hemisphere; Galaxy has
distribution rights in the Western
Hemisphere.
Sir William Walton, British con¬
ductor-composer, is composing an
original score, to be played by the
London Symphony Orchestra for
the series. Five titles for individual
programs already have been se¬
lected. They are “Birth of Britain,”
“New World,” “Age of Revolu¬
tion,” “The Great Democracies,”
and “Man of 'History.” The first
four are titles of books by Chur¬
chill, the fifth will be a bio of the
statesman. Many of the episodes
will deal with the American Revo¬
lution, the Civil War, and the
emergence of the U S. as a major
power.
The Churchill project was nego¬
tiated for Galaxy by Gordon,
prexy, and Manny Reiner, exec v.p.
Galaxy was formed at the end of
*58, after Gordon sold put his in¬
terest in Television Programs of
America to Independent Television
Corp.

Sillerman Prexies
NTA’s SfeDk
Michael Sillerman* has moved
over to National Telefilm Associ¬
ates as prez of N?A*s program
sales division.
Moving over with him is vir¬
tually the entire distribution or¬
ganization of Gross-Krasne-Sillerman, now defunct.
Under the
deal, NTA entered into a long¬
term agreement by which all
G-K-S properties will be distrib¬
uted by NTA. The G-K-S series,
which now will be handled by
NTA, include those now in
production, as well.
They are
“Fate” and “Flying Doctor.” Others
coming under NTA’s wing include
“Glencannon,” “O. Henry Play¬
house,” and “African Patrol.”
Sillerman’s division will be re¬
sponsible for distribution of all
programs created specifically for
tv, whether film, taped or “live.”
It will function on. the local, re¬
gional, and national levels.
The moveover of distribution per¬
sonnel encompasses former G-K-S
execs such as Mel Schlank, Bob
Brahm, Leonard Gruenberg, Lynn
Phillips and Jerry FraDken. Leslie
Harris, who had been functioning
as director of NTA’s half-hour op¬
eration prior to the Sillerman
moveover, win become one of Sil¬
lerman’s key assistants.
Sillerman, a member of Tele¬
vision Program of America's "old
team,” bad bought a 25% interest
in Gross-Krasne when TP A was
acquired by Independent Televi¬
sion Corp. last October.
Jade Gross and Phil Krasne,
under the deal, will continue, as a
production team, with a number of
their immediate properties ear¬
marked for NTA distribution. Un¬
affected in the deal is the G-K
Coast studio, ownership of which is
retained by Gross-Krasne.

Blond Date
In all England, in'the eyes of
producer Edwin Knopf, now
filming the “Rendezvous” se¬
ries in Britain, there isn’t the
counterpart of a sexy Ameri¬
can blond. He needed such a
type for an episode titled “The
Magic Touch.”
Failing to cast the role in
England, he made a hurried
transatlantic call to CBS
Films production v.p. Leslie
Harris. The comparatively staid
CBS Films offices soon were
filled with blond young hope¬
fuls. Harris—his eyes blur¬
red by going over the appli¬
cants—finally selected Eliza¬
beth MacRae, who has ap¬
peared in “The Verdict Is
Yours.” She was flown over
-for the stint.
Series bows on WRCA-TV,
- N.Y., under the banner of
“Rheingold Theatre ’59,” on
Wednesday (18) at 10:30 p.m.
Brewer also bought the an¬
thology, 13 episodes of which
were produced in the U.S. and
the remainder in Britain, for
the Binghampton and New
Haven markets.

Highways Unique
Sponsor Record
An example of the sponsor pat¬
tern on a syndication hit is offered
by “Highway Patrol,” now in its
fourth year of telecasting. Seventyseven local and regional advertis¬
ers have been sponsoring the Ziv
series for foifr consective years.
In its four year history, there’s
been comparatively little turnover
among sponsors of the show. Of
the present total of 103 advertis¬
ers sponsoring the show in 197
different markets, 91 clients have
been sponsoring the show for three
or more years and 96 of the cur¬
rent bankrollers have been with
the series for two or more years.
Leading regionals on the show in¬
clude P. Ballantine in more than
25 markets, Kroger Stores in 10,
Sealy Mattresses in more than five,
and R. J. Reynolds in more than
five.

Giantview’sN.Y.Bow
For Close-Circuiting

George Shupert,MGM-TV v.p., to
Coast . . . Sam Cook Digges, ad¬
ministrative v.p. of CBS Films,
away for a three-week business
trip, touring CBS Films field of¬
fices . * . Cavalcade Television Pro¬
grams is distributing- the Academy
Award two-reel winner “The Face
of Lincoln” . . . Sari Genus, James
Ambandos and Beverly Engle have
joined working staff of producer
‘Robert Herridge, who will do CBS
Films’ initial video taped half-hour
entry. Genus, will serve as asso¬
ciate producer and director of
several shows; Ambandos will serve
as editorial assistant and casting
director. Miss Engle will be “Girl
Friday” for the Herridge unit , . .
Jessica Maxwell named .casting di| rector of Independent Television
I Corp. . . . Ward Baking Co. has
picked up sponsorship of the fiveminute “Clutch Cargo” cartoon
strip on WPIX, N. Y. . . . John
Serrao named district manager of
ITC’s western division. A1 W. God¬
win has joined ITC’s rerun division
(Continued on page 50)

Fdmways 580G
Into Programming
Filmways, indie tv commercial
production outfit which recently
became a publicly owned corpora¬
tion, is engaged in a $500,000 plant
expansion program, remodelling an
upper Manhattan building for two
large studio stages.
Martin Ransohoff-helmed firm
also plans to get into the produc¬
tion of tv programming, producing
pilots on its own and in conjunc¬
tion with other producers. Number
of properties for series now are in
the talking stage.
Filmways which does about $3,750,000 annual gross biz recently
raised about $500,000 in a public
stock offering and another $250,000
via a loan from the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co. and Chase Man¬
hattan Bank. The new capital is
being utilized for the studio expan¬
sion program and other activities.
The site of the new studio, slated
to be ready by the end of July, will
be at 127th Street. The studio will
be designed for the use of both
video tape and film. The two stages,
one 100 x 100 and the other 75 x 75,
will be on the ground floor level,
each adjoining the other. Ransohoff claims the stages will offer
producers anything they can get in
Hollywood.
Present Fifjnways studio facili¬
ties at 95th Street and 54th Street
will be devoted solely for motion
picture production, according to
present plans. The new studios
will be equipped with a second
taDe machine, either an Ampex or
RCA unit Presently, Filmways
lias one Anrnex recorder.
That
along with the live cajnera chain
will be moved from the~95th Street
studios to the new site.
Filmways has been doing some
tape commercial work utilized on
the webs. Studio is working under
an “IA” and Screen Actors Guild
contract.

Giantview Television Network,
headquartered in Detroit, has
opened a N. Y. office for the pur¬
pose of becoming active in arrang¬
ing closed circuit tv shows for ma¬
jor national agencies and adver¬
tisers.
N. Y. office is headed by Richard
L. Colten, former prez of Business
Music, Inc., and Universal Broad¬
casting Service. Giantview has
been active in arranging closed
circuit shows, local as well as net¬
work, in the Detroit, Chicago, Phil¬
adelphia and Los Angeles areas.
The Giantview Network is a divi¬
sion of Meilink Steel Safe Co. Lat¬
Los Angeles, Feb. 10.
ter firm is also in the business of
Guild .Films Co. Inc., tv film dis¬
manufacturing large screen tv pro¬
tribution outfit, is named in two
jection equipment.
breach., of contract suits filed here
in Federal District Court. Wrong¬
ful conversion in connection with
Another co-production deal in pair of tv programs, “The Liberace
Britain is on the Ziv calendar: Ziv’s Show’* and “Life With Elizabeth,”
foreign sales chief Ed Stern has also is charged.
Action over “Liberace,” which
left for London for co-production
confabs and to meet with the Euro¬ asks $200,000 damages, is brought
by International Artists Ltd.,
pean sales staff.
Ziv has previously produced two prexied by Liberace, and Tido Pro¬
series in Britain, “New Adventures ductions Inc., of which Don Fedof Martin Kane,” and “Dial 999.” derson is prexy. In second suit,
which asks $50,000 damages, plain¬
tiffs, are Betty White, star of “Eliza¬
More ‘Lassies’ for ITC beth,” George Tibbies and Tide
Coming off the Independent Productions, operating as a part¬
Television Corp. belHine in . a nership under name of Bandy Pro¬
couple of months is second year ductions.
production of "Lassie,” called
Complaints allege that Guild is
“Jeff’s Collie” in syndication.
in arrears $93,917 bn “Liberace,”
Show, owned by Jack Wrather and $24,252 on “Elizabeth/’ as of
Organization, was introed in the last May 31. An accounting for
syndication mart last spring. Fresh intervening ^period .on both pro¬
series currently is networked Sun¬ grams also is asked, as well as the
day nights on NBC-TV, with Camp¬ return of all films, 113 Liberaces
bell Soup picking up the tab. .
and 65 Elizabeths.

2 Breach of Contract
Saits Filed Vs. Guild

; Ziv Bullish on John Bull

Compilation of the top 20 syndicated markets in the U.S. is hosed
on 22 basic markets, representing about 16,391,500 tv homes.
Pulse, in compiling the list, utilizes a weighted average keyed to
the number of sets in each of the 22 markets, The weighted elverage takes in only the markets in which the program has been tele¬
cast. In order to qualify, a property must be telecast in at least
ten of the 22 markets. Total number of the 22 basie markets in¬
cluded in the rating compilation per each series is listed in the
brackets.
The markets include Atlanta, Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston,
Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Detroit,
Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Minneapolis-St. Paul, New Orleans, New
York, Philadelphia, Providence, San Francisco-Oakland, SeattleTacoma, St. Louis and Washington.

Program
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.
*■ 9.
10.
11.
12.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

No. of Major
- Markets

Dist.

NatL
Wght.
Ave.

Sea Hunt .._ .(21). ...Ziv . . 22.0
Highway Patrol .. .(19). ..Ziv. . 16.8
Mike Hammer_.(17)-....MCA. . 16.0
26 Men ...(19).....ABC .. . 15,8
Death Valley Days .(20).. .. U. S. Borax . . 15.5
Popeye ...(17).....UAA. . 14.2
State Trooper .(21)....MCA. 13.6
San Francisco Beat.(11).... CBS . 12.9
Silent Service ....(14)....CNP . 12.9
MacKenzie’s Raiders .... (20).... Ziv ..12.7
Superman .(21).... Flamingo .... 12.0
Target .(15).... Ziv .
11,6
Burns V Allen_;_(13)_Screen Gems . 11.3
Huckleberry Hound _(20)..‘.. Screen Gems . 11.3
Woody Woodpecker.(20).... Kellogg ..... 11.2
Sky King.(19).... Nabisco . 11.1
Whirlybirds ..(17).... CBS..
10.9
If You Had A Million .... (12).... MCA. 10.7
Wild Bill Hickok.(18).... Screen Gems . 10.6

Narrowing Profit Margin Cues Bid
For a Telefilm Producers Union
‘SA 7Y Pri
Despite the tight time situation
prevailing in many markets, MCA
TV has placed its new syndicated
entry “SA 7” in donble-A time pe-1
riods in 19 of the 46 markets the
show already has been sold.
The double A time period from
7:30 to lp: 30 p.m., usually the most
crowded^ is the toughest slot in
which to get a syndicated entry
anchored, but MCA TV’s experi¬
ence, as well as the experience of
other syndicators indicates that it
can be done. In only three ol the
markets is the Lloyd Nolan starrer
scheduled at 6:30 p.m. ‘The other
markets* aH have time slots falling
between 7 and 11 p.m.
Recent sponsors inking for the
action adventure series include
Drewry’s Beer in five midwest
cities; Phillips 66 in Ohio and Sun
City Furniture Co., Texas.

2 New Plots On
Daystar’s Roster

Hollywood, Feb. 10 .
A telefilm producers’ union to
combat the overall inequality of
mounting profit-sharing demands
is called for by vidpix producer
Herbert R. Leonard, who sees huge
profit "rainbows” for telefilm pro¬
ducers as “a thing of the past.”
Between the re-run price decline
and the concurrent rise of resi¬
dual and union costs, the tv film
producer’s margin of profit has
been narrowed down to the extent
where it’s now become a “laugh¬
able figure of speech,” Leonard de¬
clared.
“Residuals shouldn’t be guar¬
anteed, but should me based on
talent and effort. People should
negotiate their own deals. The
top people would get these percent¬
ages anyway, based on their* abil¬
ity. Others, who haven’t made
major contributions and haven’t
taken the greater risks, shouldn’t
necessarily get such percentages.
I don’t believe writing one or two
scripts is a contribution commen¬
surate with partnership,” Leon¬
ard stated, pointing out that on his
own
“Naked City” teleseries
there’s not a man involved who
doesn’t have an interest in the show
based on his contribution and
determined by his ability. •
“Incentive shouldn’t be based
on litigation,” the producer main¬
tained.
Leonard also rapped the New
York craft union setup which he
declared is responsible for the ex¬
orbitant cost of production in
Gotham of from “10 to 15% more
per series” in relation to Holly¬
wood production. Citing his own
' (Continued on page 52)

Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Daystar Productions, new com¬
pany owned by Playwright Leslie
Stevens and ex-agent Stanley Col¬
bert, is prepping two pilots for the
expanding schedule of 20th-Fox
Television. First to roll will be
“Arsenal Stone,” a western with
script by Stevens, which is due for
filming before the end of the;
month.
Second, property, also seripted l)$ j
Stevens, is a science-adventure se¬
ries tentatively tabbed “Mark
Sutherland.” Daystar is also plan^1
ning two additional series, one on1
videotape, for syndication, is j
screening properties preliminary i
to entering theatrical production,
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
and is planning legit production on
Sol Lesser’s “Tarzan” feature
Broadway, where Stevens’ “The film
backlog,
long a television hold¬
Marriage-Go-Round” is currently
out, has now been sprung for video
a hit.
sales, with Charles MacGregor’s
Banner Films getting the distribu¬
tion nod. Banner , has reportedly
sold the package of 21 Johnny
, Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Weissmuller, Buster Crabbe and
Bill Leslie has been signed to Lex Barker features in 12 markets,
star in “Box 13,” new vidpix series including KNXT, the CBS o&o
being .readied by Alan Ladd and here.
Aaron Spelling,
“Tarzan” properties were acSigning culminates a long hunt | quired by Sy Weiniraub In his buy¬
out
of the Lesser .company last
for the lead, a search which had
delayed start of the pilot. Ladd and [spring. Weintraub earlier turned
over
the other Lesser prer’48 films
Spelling will roll the oilot as soon
as a femme lead is inked.
I
(Continued on page 50)

Tarzan’ Features
Finally Make It

Leslie Into “Box 13’

"Cannonball'’ Mike Malone, one of
the rugged men entrusted

to main¬

tain the nation's commercial lifeline
—the long-haul truckers.

Created and produced by
Robert Maxwell, famed creator
of Lass/e, and combining for
the first time dynamic action
adventure and intense human
interest in a brand-new series.
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NO TIME FOB COMEDY
With Barbara Kelly, John Robinson,
Helen Cherry, John Merivale,
Ida Shepley, Michael Blakemore,
Richard Cuthbert
t
Director: Bernard Braden t
Writer: S. N. BehnnanAdaptation: Bernard Braden
88 Mins., Toes., 8:30 p.m.
Associated Television, from
London
If S. N. Behnnanrs stage hit
didn’t make topline television, that
was because the comedy was too
sophisticated for the mass audience
and the timing was more suited to
the limelights than the lens. It
was, all the same, a creditable
effort overall, with some occasional
profundity as well as a general
piquancy.
Barbara Kelly gave a polished
and understanding performance as
the actress heroine Linda Easterbrook who succeeds in winning
back from the self-deluding “in¬
tellectual” Amanda Smith (Helen
Cherry) her temperamental play¬
wright husband Gaylord (John
Merivale). Miss Cherry was profes¬
sionally on the ball, too, though
scarcely fitting the textual descrip¬
tion of fluff ily pretty; but it was
left to Merivale to grab the honors
as the man of pen and emotional
turmoil. John Robinson as Aman¬
da’s long-suffering husband scored
a minor triumph in his one big
moment when he quietly confesses
his love for Linda.
Credits gave production ack¬
nowledgment to H. M. Tennent;
and Bernard Braden earns the
kudos for the fluency of the treat¬
ment and the frowns for the afore¬
said pacing. Settings were well
dressed and adequately suggested
New York City.
Erni.
THE KILLING OF THE KING
With Paul Sogers, John Phillips,
Basil Dignam, Edgar Wreford,’
Barbara Lott, Philip Scott, Geof¬
frey Hibbert, others
Director: Ronald Marriott
Writer: Hugh Ross Williamson
98 Mins., Tnes., 8:30 pan. Associated-Rediffusion, from
London
Hugh Ross Williamson claims
that he dramatized actuality when
turning out this account of the trial
and execution of Charles Stuart
of England in 1649. But whether
the play was factual or not—not
that there’s anything to deny the
claim of authenticity-—the big‘fact
is that as drama it registered
powerfully. Its greatest achieve¬
ment, possibly, was to inject pas¬
sion into its long-dead but ever¬
green conflicts; and the lack of in¬
sularity in the basic clash of prin¬
ciples and character interplay
suggested that it ought to appeal
to audiences wider than those in
these Isles, given maybe some
added clarification of the historical
context.
The story is simply that Charles
I (Paul Rogers) is brought to trial
before a “court” composed of
Members of Parliament dominated
by Oliver Cromwell (John Phillips).
The Cromwell faction is intent on
eliminating the \ King before a
loyalist move gains strength; hut1
the King refuses even to recognize
the validity of the so-called court,
on the grounds that if he did he
would be betraying the people’s
trust. He is nevertheless sent to
the block.
All this is dressed with a wealth
of incident, notably taking in
Cromwell’s cunning efforts to gain
the support of Lord Fairfax, LordGeneral of the Parliamentary
Army, whose conscience tells him
that the whole proceedings are
unconstitutional but who neverthe¬
less believes wholeheartedly in the
Parliamentary cause.
Performances were tops, headed
by Rogers’ dignified, courageous
King. Phillips ran him a close
second as Cromwell, though the
character was presented rather as
a thoroughgoing hypocrite than as
a man whose religious fervor was
canalized into power-craving. In a
long and expert supportings cast
Barbara Lott, Philip Scott, Geof¬
frey Hibbert and Basil Dignam
earned special mention. Direction
was superior and settings complete¬
ly convincing.
Erni.
INSANITY OR ILLNESS?
With Robin Day, Elaine Grand,
Brian Injrlis, Kenneth Robinson,
M.P., others
.Director: Claude Whatham
;60 Mins., WetL, 8:36 pan.
- Granada-TV, from Manchester
Biggest virtue of this peak-hour
probe into the problems of Britain’s
-mental health was the elimination
ot the query from the-program's

title. By stressing firmly that
mental upsets are forms of illness
and that the public can help suf¬
ferers by showing tolerance, under¬
standing and sympathy, the com¬
pilers drove, another nail into the
still-extant coffin of fear, prejudice
: and ridicule in many people’s
! minds.
1 In content, the survey covered
little ground that hadn’t been trod
in a previous program, but it cov¬
ered it well. Statistics, interviews
with ex-patients, looks into mental
hospitals, queries about the ade¬
quacy of the piental health service,
all played their part without any
hysterical emphasis.
Matter-offactness, indeed, lessened impact
here add there: some heated argu¬
ment or blustering would have
been welcome. Nearest the pro¬
gram got to waxing passionate was
in an interview with the Minister
of Health hnd Opposition MP. Ken¬
neth Robinson, conducted by Robin
Day.
Day was the most effective of the
three interlinkers, suggesting a
real interest in the subject in hand.
Elaine Grand was quietly sympa¬
thetic, but Brian Inglis somehow
rarely looked at ease. Some of the
more arresting contributions came,
oddly enough, from former patients
who appeared utterly relaxed and
forthcoming. Production was re¬
sourceful and efficient.
Erni.
DIE TROERINNEN
(The Women of Troy)
With Hermine Koerner, Peter
Arens, Max Eckhard, Anna Daminann, Lola Muethel, others.
Producer: Bavarian Radio
Director: Paul Verhoeven
Writer: Mathias Braun' (after Euri¬
pides)
105 Mins.; Thurs.; 8:45 pjn.
W-German TV, from Munich
The remarkable artistic upward
trend of W-Germany’s tele is evi¬
denced via this classical offering
by Euripides. Although it can’t be
denied that the heavy pathos of
this mighty piece requires actually
the dimensions of a large stage,
one had to admit that this was still
a highly effective and impressive
production—thanks to Paul Verhoeven’s intelligent direction and
a powerful cast headed by Ger¬
many’s great tragedienne Hermine
Koerner. Miss Koerner, portraying
Hekuba, the central figure in this,
filled the scenes to such an extent
that one, at least temporarily, for¬
got the small tv screen and latter’s

Inevitable handicaps with regard
to a piece like that.
Contributing to the overall suc'cess was the fact that “Troy,” al¬
though written nearly 25 centuries
ago, is, per its Subject, a piece of
ever actual and therefore modernappeal. It shows the women and
mothers destitute after a lost war,
their grief and humiliation.
Offering had its faults, but its
creators deserve the substantial
compliment of having brought to
the broad public a classical piece
in the form of entertainment with¬
out sacrificing its psychological
values. They convinced many that
classical stage literature is not only
something for the sophisticated
trade. In view of the fact that tv
is primarily a mas$ entertainment
medium, that’s certainly a big
compliment, German video has
reached a surprisingly high artis¬
tic standard—its average standard
has already surpassed that of the
current domestic film industry by
a remarkable margin.
Incidentally, it’s the second time
that the W-German tele brought a
piece by Euripides. The first one
was Thornton Wilder’s treatment
of “Alkestiade.”
Hans.
THE EXILES
<The Long Summer)
With Peggy Marshall, Susanna
Carroll, Moira Redmond, Rich¬
ard .Warner, Laurence Hardy,
Reginald Gillam, Rodney Diak,
Peter Soule, Leon Peers, James
Copeland,* Betty
Henderson,
Ellen McIntosh, Donald Don¬
nelly.
Producer: Gerard Glaister
Writer: Lynn Foster
90 Miiis„ 8:30 p.m., Sun. (1)
BBC-TV, from London
After the promising start shown
in the first'episode'of this four
play cycle, the second installment
was disappointing. The wafm ex¬
hilarating pioneering spirit which
motivated the characters in the
opening chapter was lost and the
result was a fairly humdrum and
cbnventiohal piece of drama.
To continue her Australian saga.
Miss Foster skipped some 25 to 30
years And took the stoi*y to the
point at which Australia lost its
Colonial status and became part
of the Commonwealth, up to the
time of Queen Victoria’s death.
Her storyline showed how the
principal families established in
the first part had linked in the
new community; but there was
much too much melodrama in the

development and the characteriza¬
tions followed a stereotype pattern.
The acting, however, maintained
the standard established in the
first part, with sincere perform¬
ances by the leading members of
the cast. Gerard Glaister’s smooth
direction kept the action moving.
Myro.
ALFRED MARKS TIME
With .Alfred Marks, Paddie O’Neil,
Leslie Mitchell, Jimmy Hanley,
Glen Mason, Ray Ellington Quar¬
tet, Anita West, John Abineri,
Michael Segal, Steve Race and
his Orchestra.
Director: Douglas Hurn
30 Mins., Mon., 9:30 p.m.
Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon¬
don
There’s hope in the thought that
time marches on; that in succeed¬
ing fortnights this series,, pre¬
sented by Jack Hylton TV Produc¬
tions Ltd. in association with ARTV, may improve. On the evidence
of this initiator, for improvement
there’s much room.
Alfred Marks and Paddie O’Neil
worked with fervor but couldn’t
lighten the heavy-handedness of
the humor in the three sketches
that constituted the bulk of the
show. Admiration, but no bellylaugh, was called for by their im¬
pressions of a butler and maid con¬
ducting a personal feud while wait¬
ing on an aristocratic gathering, of
a Noel Coward-ish situation, and
of a Teutonic musical. For the rest,
the Ray Ellington Quartet pro¬
vided interim numbers competent¬
ly, while Leslie Mitchell emceed
adequately.
Production occasionally missed
by attempting pretentious setups.
Erni.

\ ORPHEUS
With Maurice Bejart ballet; Mi¬
chele Seigneuret, Patrick Belda,
Epielyne Maubert, Antonio Cano,
Janine Morin, Tania Bari, others.
Producer: Hesslscfier Rundfunk
Director: Rudolf Kuefner
Music: Pierre Henry
75 Mins.; Fri., 9 pjn.
W-German TV, from Frankfurt
Maurice Bejart’s ballet-theatre
(of Paris) has an outstanding repu¬
tation in Germany. Troupe has
appeared here a number of times
in recent years and always knew
how to convince the crix. Its danc¬
ing esprit and technical brilliancy
♦ ♦44444»44 + 44 + 44444444t4f44444M4M4M 4444 444444 4
took care of a remarkably large
following among the German ballet
fans, so it appeared justified that
the domestic video gave this en¬
semble a* nationwide performing
4 44444-44444444 44 4 444 44 44 4 44444 >44 4 444444 4 4444444
chance.
The French avantgardist came
Sunday at London Palladium
“drip dry shirt” running gag, in¬
Britain’s idolatry of the vet troduced the acts in his usual over along with ’‘Orpheus,” a mixture
entertainer, Gracie Fields, is such enthusiastic style, one which seems of dance, artistry, pantomime,
that she can do no wrong in the- well suited at least to the inyited some psychological and intellectual
audience’s eyes. Miss Field’s long audience. But as the weeks go by hodgerpodge plus concrete music.
record has well earned her that he develops in smoothness and Admittedly, program turned out to
affection but it is useless to deny versatility. The “Beat the Clock" be highly interesting, even fasci-1
that her singing has lost much of jackpot still defies contestants and nating and technically outstand¬
ing, but whether this was the right
its lustre. This was proved in now stands at $3,600.
“Sunday Night at the Palladium”
George Carden Boys and Girls choice for the broad audience is i
(1). However, her vivid personality set the show going at a gay rate certainly open to some question.
and striking command of how to with a Can Can routine and Cyril The intellectuals no doubt loved it,
take a stage are still object lessons Ordanel’s orch and Albert Lqcke’s but taking into consideration that
-‘the broad mass prefers uncon¬
to newer younger artists and she production were up to standard.
strained entertainment in the eve¬
remains a standout performer.
Rich.
ning hours, a less complicated Be¬
On this performance her choice
jart
offering or another late-night
of songs was more careful than on
-Chelsea at Nine
previous occasions when she un¬
While as cosmopolitan as ever in showing time would have been
wisely elected to sing some lovey- its liheup of talent this Granada advisable.
“Orpheus” is a danced theatrical
dovey ditties more suitable to a TV spectacular aired on Thursday
teenager. Accompanied smoothly (5) was a deal more patchy than play in two acts and eight scenes.
by Bert Waller, she started with a some of its predecessors in enter¬ It centers around the mythic
Cheerful number called “Wait For tainment worth. Emphasis was on singer Orpheus who, tortured by
Me,” and followed with a tricky vocal contributions, and those got the fears and visions of loneliness,
flees into the open world. Latter,
novelty song, “The Little Clock- a shade boring.
maker,” which gave her full vent
Topping the bill, America’s however, doesn’t show itself so as
for her skill. Next came her best Jimmy Edmondson had a walkover, he expected. He feels lonely
number, an inevitable comedy for honors with his patter and nevertheless. Then he hears the
song and still a favorite, “Turn “Professor Backwards” act, which name of that person who knew to
Herbert’s Face To The Wall.” Miss isn’t to say that he was. outstand¬ ban his loneliness: Eurydice. He
Fields rounded off a well-balanced ingly droll—just good. Britain’s fights for the dead one—but to no
act with the spiritual, “Round The June Bronhill and Owen Branni- avail. Also Orpheus becomes a
Bend Of The Road.”
gan were runners-up with a pleas¬ victim of death. The mass .murders
Supporting her were three other ant but Iongish contribution taking him as it didn’t want to hear his
acts and emcee Bruce Forsyth. The in a “Don Pasquale” duet, folk singing. After his death, however, |
Mudlarks vocal group (two boys songs and Sea shanty. They were it understands' his divine song.
and a girl) returned with three in fine voice. Prehen Uglebjerg Orpheus has become immortal.
brisk songs chirpily put over, but and-Kate Mundt from’Denmark, Death has been defeated.
I lacking variation in arrangements. the Granadiers, and Harriott and
Great dancing performances on
| Bob Bramson and partner ■ did Evans were others giving put With the part of all. Biggest kudos, of
wonderful -juggling tricks with a the songs; none rang bells of ex¬ course, go to maestro Bejart whose
batch of hoops. From Denmark citement, though the last-named portrayal of Orpheus was certainly
came Boyd Bachman, a frenetic blended pleasantly. Spanish danc¬ a thing of controversy to many con¬
comedian with an india-rubber face ers Esmeralda and Pepe Lara ventional televiewers,’ it’s true, but
and a trick of turning the mike rounded out the bill with some his dancing and artistic skill as
into a prop (an electric razor, for energetic work, notably to Ravel’s well as his extremely* imaginative
instance). But his patter was fee¬ “Bolero.”
choreography couldn’t be over¬
Robert Beatty made ah adequate looked by anybne. Undoubtedly,
ble and his impression of a Yank
travelling in a second-class train compete. There wasn’t anything he’s One of the greatest and most
on the. Continent had more energy venturesome about the-settings, hut fascinating dancers Europe has
than fun. Forsyth, continuing his they served Well enough.
Erni.
today.
Hans.

Foreign TV Followup
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THE EDUCATION OF MR. SURR AGE
With Maurice Denham, Peter
Wyngarde, Vera Fusek, John Le
Mesnrier, Peter Reynolds, Sally
Home, Kenneth Fortescue, Jen¬
nifer Daniel
Director: Cliff Owen
Writer: Allan Monkhonse >
90 Mins., Tues., 8:30 pan.
Granada-TV, from Manchester
Though production was animatedand period was expertly captured,,
this revival had one grave flaw in
presentation: nowhere in the cred¬
its was it made clear that it was
a revival of a 50-year-old play.
Consequently those who’d never
heard of Allan Monkhouse, who
earned himself a reputation for
provocative writing, must . have
been faced with a mildly amusing,
somewhat pointless piece.
In 1912, the play commented
shrewdly on the moral attitudes
of its times through the story ofa house party wherein wealthy
widower Surrage (Maurice Den¬
ham), naively honest and conven¬
tional, is confronted by some odd
guests invited by his three spoiled
children keen to show their contact
with social emancipation. These
guests are a boorish painter (Peter
Wyngarde), a dithering playwright
(Peter Reynolds) and a lady (Vera
Fusey) who has been the painter’s
mistress. But far from being
thrown off balance by such Bohe¬
mians, Surrage accepts and adapts
—and it’s his youngsters who have
thrown up their hands in horror.
Performances were polished,
notably from Denham and Wyn¬
garde who, making a welcome re¬
turn to television from the stage,
made much of what has now be¬
come a cliche character. Vera
Fusek displayed the proper charm
and grace, while John Le Mesurier
and Peter Reynolds scored, respec¬
tively, as a manservant and the
playwright.
Erni.

With Wilfrid Brambell, Michael
Gwynn, Jack' ffedley. Jack
Rodney, Robin Wentworth
Director: James Ormerod
Writer: Clive Exton
60 Mins., Fri., 9:00 pjn.
Granada-TV, from Manchester
It seems likely that Britain has
found a Chayevsky-style writer of
no mean talent in ex-actor Clive
Exton. This was his first play.
Dealing with the experiences of
four mdh staying overnight in a
West Country flophouse, the arrest¬
ing three-acter revealed a sura
feeling for character, an even surer
observation of life, a fine sense of
naturalistic drama and comedy and
a deep compassion.
Story tells simply how Grandpa
(Wilfrid Brambell) finds that his
new shoes have been stolen in the
middle of the night and how Corp
(Jack Hedley) beats up sneak-thief
Tich (Jack Rodney) in getting them
back, to suffer in consequence m
permanent ban on returning to the
flophouse. But into this Exton
wove the stuff of life: the hopeless¬
ness and fear of old age, person¬
alized by Grandpa; the disillusion
and aimlessness following personal
tragedy that hadn’t destroyed the
integrity of Corp; the downright
amorality of Tich; and the straight¬
forward decency of the fourth
protagonistfLofty (Michael Gwynn).
All portrayals were tops, notably
from Brambell. Direction was en-*
tirely in sympathy and the setting
captured the right air of imper¬
sonal coldness.
Erni.

QUAKER OATS INTO
WALT DISNEY TV-ER
Quaker Oats moves into ABCTV’s “Walt Disney Presents” .on
April 10 as an alternate week halfhour sponsdr, filling the vacancy
that Kellogg will make shortly.
The cereal money comes from
“Naked City,”, which Quaker -re¬
cently dropped-on the same net¬
work.
In the two weeks of the Friday
Disney show,, between Kellogg’s
departure and Quaker’s start, Mars
Candy - had bought the available
time.
Technically, “Naked City,” on
Tuesdays, is SRO, with alternate
sponsor Brown & Williamson hav¬
ing upped its; share when Quaker
decided to anklj*. But ABC is seekink a regular half-sponsor to match
BAcW, which will then retract to
its 50% ownership.
,
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THE THIRD COMMANDS—<T
THE PHIL HARRIS SHOW
BERKELEY SQUARE
With Alice Faye* Dean Martin* (Kaleidoscope)
(HaRmark Hall of Fame)
Betty Hutton, Red Nicholas and With Arthur Kennedy, Anne Fran¬
With John Kerr, Jeaimie Carson*
cis, Fay Spain* Jaha Hayt* Rich¬
His Five Pennies, others; John
Edna Best, Janet Monro
ard Erdman, Strata Oakland,
Producer-Director: George Schae¬
Cameron Swayze. announcer
Reds Tooraey* Jack Weston,
Producer-Director:
Jade
Donahue
fer
titers; Charles Van Deren* test;
Writer: Herb Baker
Writer: John L. Balderston
Ben Hecht, gnest
99 Miss.* Fri. (6), 8 pm.
Playhouse 3&
I serted* illustrates its belief in Adaptation: Theodore Apstein
Producer: Jess Oppeste5ner
TIMEX* EDSEL
“Child o£ Our. Time," the “Play- I orderly procedure. He refuted a 99 Mins.; Thurs. (5)* 9:39 p.m.
Director: Jack Smigfcit
NBC-TV,
from
Hollywood
HALLMARK
number
of
other
points
that
Hunthouse 90“ adaptation of Michel del
Writer: Ben Hecht
(Doner & Pick, KScE)
Castillo's bestselling novel, was ley had raised in the earlier tele¬ NBC-TV, from N.Y. (color)
Music: Fred Kate
(Foote, Cone & Betdtng)
moving, memorable television. cast and emphasized that the “dieExcept for perhaps the last 12 to 99 Mins.* Sun. (3)* 5 pja.
’Berkeley
Square,”
a
click
ve¬
Blessed with a brilliant adaptation hards want the NAACP removed
15 minutes, in which a semblance RCA
by Irving Gaynor Neuman* superb hot to speed integration but to hicle for the late Leslie Howard of good television was achieved* NBC-TV, from Hollywood (tape)
some 30 years ago on Broadway the NBC-TV special last Friday
direction by George Boy Hill and block it”
(Kenyon & Eckhardt)
in extraordinary performance by * In the few minutes remaining and later on film, failed to make (6), built around Phil Harris, was
The “10 Commandments” are
Bobby Crawford, a youn^ter in his after Wilkins remarks, NBC News a successful transition to televi¬ a most unspectacular event. Har¬
sion
on
the
NBC
“Hallmark”
series
stated
its
position
on
editorializing.
first major role, this Herbert Brodris’ peculiar raucous talents always limited numerically (you can’t even
Jan production was both inspired Such comments, it was stressed, last Thursday night (5). Never too seemed to serve him well when he get a 13-we . cycle out of them),
were designed to help the public sturdy a craft to begin with, John has been in a supporting role on
and inspiring.
its own conclusions. That’s L. Balderston’s play sagged on tv video, but it was incomprehensible but if NBC producer Jess OppenThe brilliance of the production draw
an admirable stand. However* by under the weight of a heavy-rfooted why Timex, Edsel and NBC should heimer can achieve for the remain¬
was the more remarkable because failing
to provide Wilkins sufficient performance by John Kerr in the have chosen him to front a one- ing nine the type of provocative
of the difficulties involved. First time for
a rebuttal to the opinion
role.
shot when there were three other playwrighting that went into “The
off, the novel, which deals with the of Thomas R. Waring, editor of the lead
Kerr never managed to evoke the
wanderings and sufferings of a Charleston, S.C., News and Cour¬ charm and poetry essential to the personalities involved* including Third Commandment” as shown on
frau Alice Faye, who provided
youngster through France* Spain
most viewers probably found romantic fantasy. He plodded more name value and more univer¬ NBC-TV’s “Kaleidoscope” Sunday
and Germany during the war* is ier*
the issues clouded rather than through the part of the contempo¬ sal appeal.
afternoon, he will sure have him¬
virtually impossible to compress sharply defined.
rary American transported into the
into 90 minutes. It's episodic to
While the program did bring a self a dilly of a series.
Wisdom of editorializing could
Century with a deadly seri¬
begin with, even more so as a tele¬ well be subjected to further study 18th
charming
and
restrained
Miss
Faye
In fact NBC. in showcasing this
ousness and he bumbled the occa¬
vision drama.- Yet adaptor Neiman on tiie basis of Huntley’s experi¬ sional
witticisms which the script out of a lengthy retirement from full hour teleplay as authored by
succeeds not only in achieving a ence in the integration issue. provided,.
screen
and
radia
and
into
television
was clearly insuffi¬
Ben Hecht, was still heralding it
sense of continuity in time and Clarifying his original statement, cient for a He
role that absolutely de¬ for the first time and also offer
growth and development in the he said on the follow-up that he
the exuberance of Betty Hutton as the “first of a proposed series”
boy's character, but actually suc¬ did not suggest that the NAACP manded. a finished style.
and the ease and winningness of based on the Commandments.
A series, of polished perform¬ Dean Martin, it was still a minor
ceeds in framing scenes of great should go out of business hut that
ances in the other top roles intensi¬ entry. This turn of events was due Hecht might be the ideal choice to
emotional depth and powfer.
it should withdraw from the school
No less a task confronted direc¬ problem. His interest in making fied the deficits in the central char¬ in part to the pedestrian handling follow through on the remaining
tor HilL Faced with a series of the suggestion, he added, was to acterization. Janet Munro* young of the stars. They wexe called nine. For in this, his first major
episodes, he had to string them to¬ facilitate the return of all children English actress, made an impres¬ upon as much to make insignifi¬ writing contribution for the me¬
sive bow on U.S. tv as Kerr’s ro¬ cant, often disjointed chitchat as
gether and yet succeed in the same to school.
mantic vis-a-vis across the bridge they were to sing, and, on the dium, Hecht translated “Thou
sense of continuity and growth.
There’s nothing wrong with edi-.
Moreover, he was faced with the-} torializing. However, any network of centuries. She was warm, per¬ whole, the stanza was like an off- shalt not take the name-of the
buge physical task involved in the or station should be prepared to suasive* pretty and brought a week on a regularly scheduled tv Lord thy God in vain” into a
many settfiigs and scenes, the large grant affected parties ample time touch of magic to the play. Jean- variety program. There was no powerful and controversial script
cast, and most important, the di¬ to express their points of view on nie Carson* as the fiancee of the apparent rhyme to the songs or
rection of young Crawford. In the same subject Otherwise, it’s American* and Edna Best, as her jokes. It was like a poorly organ¬ full of brittle dialog reminiscent
virtually every instance, Crawford clear that the viewer or listener mother, performed with the neces¬ ized Saturday night backyard song*] of “early Hecht” If fault at • all
had to play against another actor, isn’t getting an impartial briefing. sary historical flourish as did fest, in which even the jazzability can be found it’s in the fact that
others in the supporting cast
and Hill had to draw scenes of deep
drama of Jim Mundy ax the
Gilb.
Production values were excel¬ of “feature” musician Red Nich¬ this
emotional impact in each vignette.
“buffoon
playing
with God”
lent The 18th Century was de¬ ols was spread thinly.
He succeeded in every instance,
merited
even deeper probing and
However, toward the end-dis¬
Open End
lineated in the various settings and
but specifically his direction of
counting Harris’ trite interruptions the kind of searching dilineation
David
Susskind’s
“Open
End’
the
several
time
sequence
shifts
Crawford was superb, as was Craw¬
to make funny—the Misses Faye more suitable for 90-minute pres¬
ford's performance, the test from* show on WNTA-TV Sunday (8) from the present to the past were and Hutton, in reprising snatches entation. His story of the fake
a child in many a year. The didn't make headlines as it pur¬ accomplished with skillful tech¬ of melodies they made famous in evangelist moved swiftly, top
,
Herm.
youngster has an amazing facility sued the topic, “As'Others See Us.” nique,
their old motion pictures, got swiftly, the whole punctuated with
for registering emotion of any kind Its participants, all correspondents
across~a few minutes of nostalgic biting, pungent dia’og and truisms
so naturally and plausibly that its reporting the U.S. to their respec¬ A SOUND LIFE
pleasantness. But like most every¬ in his probing into human emotions
realism and believabillty is almost tive countries abroad, did however With Ray Moore, others
thing else about the 60-minute pro¬ and conflicts. But rewarding as it
come
up
with
some
newsworthy
ob¬
Producer:
Callie
Huger
frightening. And Crawford ran
gram, this segment suffered too, was, the hour length of necessity
the gamut, from joy to despair, servations in a show that clicked Cameraman: Joe Fain
because the femmes, both of whoip. Invited a skimpiness, particularly
from anger to disinterest. But along in the by now*well-estab¬ Technical and musical co-ordina¬ are in pretty good shape as singers in the powerful ending when Muntion: John Cone and Jerry Vanmore importantly, he succeeded in lished Susskind tradition. Samples:
and as women, were not allowed to dy’s sudden reversal and self-ex¬
deventer
An Arab insisted that the busi¬
getting^ to the very roots of his
develop any one song fully. The posure is net fully resolved. (In
character, an innocent boy with a ness of the United Arab Republic 30 Mins^ Sun. (1) 3:39 pan.
snatches they managed to get out fact this ran cor^derably under
Will to live in spite of what the wanting to drive the Israeli into WSB-TV* Atlanta
were tantallizing and nostalgic* but an hour, considering time out for
the
sea
was
all
nonsense;
German
This
is
a
dramatic
insight
into
world does to him, a youngster who
no one of them was altogether mu¬ an afterpiece in which host Charles
can find and inspire love in the found that poverty in the U.S. had the world of the deaf, a realistic sically rewarding.
Van Doren interviewed Hecht, and
Art.
the RCA commercials).
midst of degradation, a fiercely in¬ a certain “interesting” quality; a documentary presentation that is
Britisher
discovered
a
drift
towards
at
once
heart-warming
and
eye¬
dependent souL
In terras of tv drama, the subject
He got plenty of help from a bril¬ socialism in the U.S., and an Italian opening to the uninitiate who could WISDOM
of phony faith healers has been
liant supporting east. Maximilian noted that the ruling class in the not possibly conceive of what goes (A Conversation With Edith Ham¬ virtually untaDped. In the case of
on behind the doors pf a school for
Schell turned in a moving per¬ States are the children.
ilton)
Jim Mundy, Hecht tells the story
Participants on the show, which speech correction.
formance as a German imprisoned
Huntington Cairns, inter¬ of a gag writer whose craving for
Third in WSB-TV’s “The Road With
in the concentration camp, a loving at times panned out as a very in¬
viewer
the big dough provoked a show¬
and tender man who comes to love telligent and forthright analysis of Back” documentary series (first two Production supervisor: Donald B. down with his idealistic wife and
the boy and protect him. Liliane the .strengths and weaknesses of dealt with rehabilitation of prison¬
Hyatt
she
leaves him. He and his other
Montevecchi was convincing as the American foreign policy, included ers at United States Penitentiary Producer-Director: Robert Emmett drunken cronies venture into one
boy's mother, a political idealist Patrick O’Donnovan (Britain), Rug- here and Work among mentally ill
Ginna Jr.
of
the,
temo’es of the phony pro¬
who believes her love for "hu¬ gerio Orlando (Italy), Peter Von at Georgia State Hospital at Mil- 30 Min^., Sun. (8), % pun.
phets and Mundy is so persuasive
manity’’ to be greater than her love Zahn (Germany), Mrs. Hanna ledgeville), this one tugs at the NBC-TV (film)
in haranguing the congregation
heart
Strings
as
the
viewer
sees
Seemer
(Israel),
Henri
Pierre
for her child mid who destroys the
Initial program in the new series that he’s finally talked into join¬
culmination of his five-year search (France) and Levon Keshishian how deaf children are taught to of “Wisdom” on NBC-TV (8) had ing the Evangelist for “half the
for her by insisting on leaving him (United Arab Republic). When¬ build a “sound” life in a soundless Edith Hamilton, the brilliant clas¬ take.”
to an unloving father. George ever talk came around to the Mid¬ world.
But Mundy’s in for the kill. He
Cameraman Joe Fain takes sical scholar in conversation with
Dolenz, as- the father, turned in a dle Eastern situation, and partic¬
Huntington Cairns, secretary of sets himself up as a faith healer
ruthlessly cold performance which ularly the relations between Israel viewer right into classrooms to the National Gallery of Art in with
mystic powers. In comparison
let in enough doubt as to interest and her Arab neighbors, the atmos¬ show the , almost unbelievable Washington.
his collaborator is a tinhorn and
the viewer in exploring the char¬ phere grew stifling and Keshishian methods of’teaching deaf children
This extraordinary woman, iJow he kicks him out, tired of "split¬
delivered, a monotonous propa¬ about sounds although they may
acter fnrther.
her 92nd year, was interviewed ting the take with a stowaway.”
In lesser , roles, Raiken Ben-Ari, ganda spiel in which he eauated never hear them. The infinite in
at her home in Bar Harbor, Maine. Thousands of “hallelujah affiLou Jacobi, Theodore Marcuse, non-support of Arab aims witn non- patience of the teachers is amazing, First-part
of the interview, because cionados” begin to hit the trail
the results fantastic.
Marc Lawrence, Orlando Rodri¬ Americanism.
Unfortunately, the subject was
Children learn not .only how to it was set on-the edge of the water, and Mundy, relentless in his pur¬
guez, Felipe Turich and John Wenwas difficult to hear, hut the mo¬ suit, has a powerful organization
graf were- uniformly excellent. explored only in bits and pieces, understand others through lip- ment
Caimjs suggested they .con¬ going for him.
William Craig Smith provided' a and Mrs. Seemer seemed unable to reading, but how to communicate
the conversation. from the
It’s in the final showdown with
variety of brilliantly executed sets, cope with the flood of verbiage through normal language, with tinue of
her home, this “Wisdom” his conscience, when Mundy sets
. and„Leard Davis’ lighting showed faem her Arab colleague. Later those around them, and how to porch
eoisode
began to glow with. Miss the crowd against him by his con¬
in
the
program
she
adopted
a
rather
make
themselves
understood.
imagination, and care. The entire
They do not learn signing (which Hamilton’s perceptive comments fession, that the confines of the
Brooklyn production team can take sharp tone generally, which failed
limits a deaf person to communica¬ on 'the Greek and Roman classical too-short script mitigate against
pride in one of television’s out¬ to endear her.
its dramatic potential, for the de¬
Best* and most amusing, speak¬ tion only with others whovsign), hut cbniization:
standing 90 minutes. Chan.
Far more than Rome, Greece is nouement comes too quickly; the
ers included Orlando and O’Don¬ they are taught that they them¬
novan. First hour of “Open End” selves have voices and must use Miss Hamilton’s joy because it was adequate probing that would pro¬
Chet Huntley
now is.sponsored by Helena Rubin¬
The results are astounding: an intellectual nation, the first and duce such thinking in the man
NBC commentator Chet Huntley stein. Susskind handles the breaks them.'
This is not a depressing program. roabablv-the only one in the world. unfulfilled.
lit a hot potato last week at the with skill. However, there’s a ten¬ The ebullience of the children, Wtet.-the Greeks hated most, she
Arthur Kennedy’s portrayal of
conclusion of a full-hour NBC dency to start an interesting topic, their brightness and pride- of ac¬ told Cairns, was insolence, arro¬
the gag writer turned evangelist
News special oh the Atlanta school interrupt it for the plug or a statheir sparkle and gance and self-assertion. She cited was a gem, completely realizing
integration .crisis by suggesting tionbreak, and then to completely complishment,
gayety presents an attractive pic¬ Greece for being the first country the character of Mundy in all his
that tension could be eased if the discard it when discussion Re¬ ture
charming youngsters, who, fp question the right of making a phoniness. His articulation and
National Assn, for Advancement of sumes. This happened several with of
patient teaching and under¬ m*»n a slave and she spoke of Aris¬ understanding were remarkable.
Colored people withdrew from the times last Sunday.
standing
from those around them, totle and Plato and of the latter as But he was compressed into a role
battle.
possessing the greatest mind in the that didn't permit for physical
Show provided an interesting can lead normal sound lives.
Naturally, the NAACP demanded (Exchange
of
views
on
the
U.S.
vs.
Junior
League Speech School world.
movement or action to back iip'his
air time to present its case. It the Soviet attraction to the world,
With unforgettable feel>ng, she words. There were times when
started
in
June,
1938*
with
one
asked a full hour, but in a 30saluted Greece which she said even a 30-second lapse would have
and
in,its
final
half-hour
also
got
teacher
and
.50
children
who
had
minute follow-up to Huntley’s in¬
never lost sight of the individual,
tegration editorial Sunday (8) the around to the stimulating topic come seeking heip. Today the the ancient Greece that never lent added conviction.
For that matter the entire cast
organization was handed a mere"l0 of American women and U.S. cul¬ professional staff. numbers 25 linked at human beings as masses.
ture
generally.
Susskind
handled
trained
teachers
and
clinic;ans.
minutes. Representing the group
.“That’s what frightens me about was chosen with care and some
was Roy Wilkins, its executive sec¬ his six guests with skill, contribut¬ Junior Leaguers contribute 12,000 fodav ever so much more than the sterling performances were turned
ing opinions of his own in a way hours annually and this is- valued
retary.
Snutniks and atomic bombs,” she in by Anne Francis as Mundy’s
Ostensibly, the half-hour follow¬ to guide discussion into different at $1,000,000.
wife; Fay Spain. John Hoyt, Rich¬
He’s unquestionably
Those who can afford to pay for said. “I’m afraid we’re losing sight ard Erdman, Simon Oakland and
up was for the benefit of the channels.
of the individual in the mass. Mass
one
of
the
top
moderators
on
the
service
are
given
the
opportunity.
NAACP. But curiously after sev¬
Regis Toomey.
production
does
not
produce
a
eral minutes of Huntley’s intro¬ air. Camera work on the show was No person who needs the Speech genius.” She said the individualism
Jack Smight’s direction w4s
Hift.
School’s help has ever been turned
ductory remarks a Southern news¬ unusually good.
away because of inability to pay. of the founding fathers of this Swift, competent and staccato-like,
paper editor, was allotted 10 min¬
Person to Person
These things were brought out country was disappearing. '“The in¬ yet maintained this pace through¬
utes to outline‘his views on inte¬
Picture of the bearded one, In this splendid documentary, dividual is irreplaceable and the out, even when certain dramatic
gration. He said, among .other
man—bodies of Individ¬ portions called for slower em¬
things, that the Supreme Court has Cuban rebel leader Fidel Castro, which poignantly pointed up its individual
is
a familiar one to American view¬ value at its conclusion with a deaf ual men can do almost anything,” phasis. Fred Katz’s musical score
rewritten * the Constituion and
she
said.
“That’s
our, hope.” She was keyed perfectly .to the tempo
ers.
He
has
participated
in
many
child enunciating in beautiful
“local self government Is being
closed with the reading of Soc¬ of the performances.
tom apart .for the sake of a social electronic interviews.' Edward R. speech The Lord's prayer.
rates1 remarks In prison a few
Van Doren’s interview with
Murrow’s
"Person
to
Person”
A
professional
job
in
every
experiment.”
ho*irs before he downed the fatal Hecht in dissecting the character
Wilkins denied Huntley’s charge though, caught him in a more in¬ respect, this program Is a distinct po^on pod faced the unknown.
of
Mundy had little value. Hecht
formal
setting.
,
creditto
Callie
Huger,
WSB-TV
that the NAACP is an “extremist”
Miss Hamilton wore a simple said it much better in his play.
For the telecast, direct from staffer who wrote and directed
organization. A review of the
Rose.
(Continued on page 48)
Luce.
(Continued on page 48)
. NAACP’s 50-year history, 'he as¬
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IMAGE-RUSSIA: A STUDY IN EXCITEMENT
The first of NBC Radio’s new "Image” series—IMAGE-RUSSIA—has stirred genuine
excitement among listeners and critics. Variety is impressed by its "vividly revealing
word picture of the.. .passion and violence that engulfs present-day Russia.. . it Cannot
help but beat an indelible tattoo on the minds of everyone interested in the character
of the Soviet Union.”.The New York Times believes it an "interesting, enlightening
.... colorful and comprehensive... praiseworthy project...” B IMAGE-RUSSIA is the
latest example of NBC Radio’s continuing contribution to provocative, imaginative
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network programming. ItiisrfurtheTevidence of the industry leadership which
produced Monitor, News-on-the-Hour, Hot-Line Service, and Stardust. I For these
exciting program services* NBC Radio. has created equally exciting sales plans:
Engineered Circulation, Imagery Transfer, Memory Vision, and the remarkable
Salesvertising Plan that ties local dealers in with national, campaigns. ■ These
are the compelling reasons why more miQ|l f|f|f%|f| II I"T|lffl DM
and more advertisers are.using the (IMf IffliilU

Ilia I If ifltll
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RAHIO-TELEVISIOX

-(hi Other Madison Ave. Fronts

Mkriety
Patten, ex-veep in Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample’s Frisco office. He’ll
be . account supervisor on the
Crown Zellerbaeh account.
Paul C. Hotter has joined sales
staff of -Avery-Khodel, radio reps.
Franklin C. Wheeler Jr., has
joined the tv sales staff of the
Katz Agency.
New account supervisor op the
Standard Oil of California account
at BBD&O, Frisco, is Jack Pfeil.
Gail Meblin has gone to WengerMiqhael as media buyer.
New salesman at the Bartells'
KYA is Robert Cody.
Kay Shelton joined the media
department of Harris, Harlan,
Wood (a division of Fletcher D.
Richards).
James Wolf, of KCBSrwas elect¬
ed first vice-chairman of the Frisco
Junior Ad Club.
Correction: Gallo Winery ac¬
count, which recently switched
from Doyle, Dane, Bernbach, New
York, to BBD&O’s Frisco office,
represents close to $3,000,000 in
billings, not $1,000,000 as previous¬
ly reported. More than 75% of
the winery’s billings are in tv.

By JACK BERNSTEIN
The fact that more than a dozen level promotions and staff changes.
sponsors during the first half of W. B. ‘Tete” Booth, copy director,
the ’58-’59 season have showed was named a veepee and creative
signs of being unhappy with the director for copy;-James N. Hast¬
properties they have been carrying ings, art director, becomes a v.p.
and have shifted to different pro¬ and. creative director for art}
grams and time slots hardly speaks
Howard Eaton Jr„ who pre¬
well for the medium, but what viously held down- the post of
gives the webs a spark of hope is media manager of radio-tv of
the revelation that there have been Lever Bros., has been upped to
no defections from tv and, for that media director and will report to
matter, the three webs have been Samuel Thurm, advertising veepee.
more successful than ever in digEaton will now be responsible
ing sponsors “out of the wood¬ for the purchase of all radio and
work.”
, , television time, talent and pro¬
For the most part, the new back¬ grams plus the buying of the com¬
ers of tv have been of the offbeat pany’s advertising space.
variety who previously had sunk
Prior to joining Lever Bros, in
nearly all of their advertising 1957, Eaton was tv Account repre¬
budgets into dailies and maga¬ sentative with Young & Rubicam
zines. Secondly, advertisers new to and earlier was on- the staff^of
By ERNIE PLAYER
the medium during the ’58-’59 sea¬ WELI, New Haven.
London, Feb. 10.
son are not principally of the hard
LOST & FOUND: Co-Ordinated
John Hobson and Partners Ltd.
sell type but are primarily inter¬
Marketing
Co.
has
been
named
to
and
Research
Service Ltd., are
ested in building up a favorable
handle the merchandising of the well into. stride with their field¬
corporate image.
F.
&
M.
Schaefer
Co.
BBDO
con¬
work
*
for
file
first pari of the
CBS-TV estimates that it has
Granada Viewership Survey for
racked up a cool $9,686,000 (gross tinues as advertising agency.
The
Newton
Advertising
Agency
Grenada
TV.
Planned
as comple¬
time and program costs) just with¬
in the last month by wooing new has landed the Flay-R Straws bill¬ mentary to the existing meter
ings.
services
and
to
provide
fuller- in¬
advertisers into the medium. New
Morse International, generally formation on the detailed compo¬
to television and currently spon¬
regarded
as
the
Vick
house
agency,
sition
of
the
viewing
audience,
soring portions of the network’s
shows are: Allied Van Lines taking will handle Vicks cough syrup and the probe will Involve about 1,500
Lavoris.
interviews
ending
on
March
26
partial sponsorship of “Rawhide”;
Campbell-Ewald has picked up and covering some 25,000 viewing
Ansco picking up a piece of “Play¬
the
Swissair
account
which
had
days.
Results
will
be
published
in
house 90"; Equitable Life Assur¬
early summer with the aim of pro¬
ance buy of “Biography” and Doug¬ been housed at deGarmo, Inc.
Anderson
&
Cairns
has
lost
the
viding
a
practical
aid
in
tv
adver¬
las Edwards News; H. C. Moores
Enka Corp. business. Ac¬ tising campaigns.
going network for the first time American
count had been at the agency four
In conjunction with the Market
with a hunk of ‘Terry Mason”; years
and is .estimated to be in Research Society,, the British In¬
Supp-Hose with its purchase of the neighborhood
of $1,000,000 al¬ stitute of Management stages the
“Arthur Godfrey Time” and a though a large part of the business
piece of the Jimmy Dean show. is handled through-McCann-Erick- first four-week residential market¬
At NBC, sponsors making their son. Donahue & Coe- has snared ing research course to be held in
Britain, starting Feb. 22. Dr. Mark
first buy of television of any sort the portion that A&C lost
Abrams, research director of Lon¬
include Sunshine Buscuits on day¬
Young & Rubicam which handles
time tv; Hamm’s Beer which the Simmons Co. account is losing don Press Exchange Ltd., will open
the proceedings wherein, before
bought Saturday afternoon base¬ a hunk of the billings to McCann- the
March 20 closure, many de¬
ball regionally; General Petro¬ Erickson. Latter agency picks up
partmental
toppers in leading
leum’s purchase regionally of Sat¬ the Hide-a-Bed Sofa portion of the
urday baseball in the Coast area; account formerly handled by Y&R. agencies will speak.
Burlington Industries on the Jack
Peter Finney & Co., Miami has
Paar program; Kleinert Rubber Co. been appointed by CDA Dominican
which will sponsor alternate week Airlines as its advertising agency.
quarter hours segments of “County
J. M. Mathes has been awarded
Fair" and “Truth or Consequences.” the advertising and public rela¬
Web also has attracted such adver¬ tions campaign sponsored by the
Irving R. Levine, who is NBC
tises as Van Raalte on the- Paar Copper Producers in cooperation,
Show; and Drexel Furniture Co. with Copper and JBrass Research and Variety correspondent in Moscows
has come up with one of the
and Keystone Camera (both hav¬ Assn.
most fetching contemporary ac¬
ing participations in the ‘Today”
SWITCHES:
Jonn
Hoagland,
cur¬
counts
of what’s happening in the
program) using the network for
the first time but not new to the rently veepee and broadcast ac¬ Muscovite country in his “Main
count
supervisor
at
BBDO,
will
join
Street,
U.S.S.R.”
(Doubleday;
medium.
A flock of new advertisers to Ogilvy, Benson & Mather on March $4.50).
1
as
a
v.p.
and
associate
director
of
This
is
not
one
of
those
ponder¬
ABC-TV have put that web on an
equal status to both NBC and CBS. the broadcast department. He was ous, humorless, sociologically foot¬
previously
radio-tv
director
for
the
noted
tracts
but
a
high
entertaining
New to television and sponsoring
skeins on ABC are Rolley Co. on Robert Orr Agency and director of examination of the human side of
“Main Street,
the daytime programming; Hones radio-tv for the Campbell Soup Co. the Russians.
D. Barker Lockett has been
Dale buy into “American Band¬ upped to associate radio-tv crea¬ U.S.S.R.” is an outgrowth of the
large
amount
of
mail
Levine got
stand” and Hudson Pulp & Paper tive director of Needham, Louis
from his network listeners asking
which bought a hunk of the Walt & Brorby.
Ifor
a
decoding
of
the
average
SovDisney show. Hudson isn’t exactly
John Paul Jones named radio-tv j
comrade and virtually all of it
new to the medium last having
producer
and
director
at
Frank
B.:
js
5^
intoxicating
as
a
double
vodka
sponsored a series back in 1951.
Inc.
‘martini.
Manhattan Shirts is also a “first” Sawdon,
Fred D. T. Honigman named as j jjis chapter, slugged “Ballet,
in television picking up the Sammy assistant to the radio-tv veepee: stereokino, and Kuni” is a wonKaye show.
at Adrian Bauer & Alan Tripp,. derful eye-opener on Russian showAdvertisers are changing shows Inc.,
Philadelphia.
biz, notably the rage for the ballet,
like shirts but this has not affected
Anthony C. Chevins, a veepee 1
the number of nighttime sponsored and member of the operations the technique of Soviet theatrehours which continues to climb. As committee of Cunningham & going, and what gives at the mov¬
of the middle of January, CBS Walsh, has'been appointed director ies. Levine makes it plain that
led the other two webs with 24.1 of the creative sector. At the same there are no drive-ins in Moscow
sponsored nighttime hours fol¬ time the agency lipped Edward on the assumption that there aren’t
lowed by NBC with 22 and ABC Baczewski to associate director of enough private jalopies te make up
with 19.2 Advertisers may make media and James Ducey to media an audience.
Additionally, Levine gives an il¬
changes but they are sticking faith¬ group supervisor.
luminating , picture of how the
fully to the medium.
Henry L. Buccello, account su¬
SHORTS: Ted Bates, which pervisor in the New York office of Communist Party functions, the
handles billings estimated to be in Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, has. role of women, Soviet agriculture,
the free market,. housing, and the
the neighborhood of $110,000,000, earned veepee stripes.
j—-j
place pf ty and radio on the Mos¬
has shifted around its top level
cow front.
execs with Rudolf Montgelas, sen¬
The newspaper is most engag¬
ior v.p. and a member of the exec
ingly reported on in a chapter
committee being appointed pres¬
titled
“No News in Izvestia.” He
By
BILL
STEIF
ident of the agency. He will step
also has some pungent things to say
into the shoes of William H. Kearns
San Francisco, Feb. 10.
about
Soviet censorship and the
who has been named chairman of
Honig-Cooper,. Harrington
&'
the executive committee and vice Miner’s new campaign for Proc¬ expulsion of correspondents and
lie
rounds
out the book with some
chairman of the board.
tor & Gamble’s Clorox liquid
James C. Douglas, Who for
bleach will include much-expand¬ dandy photographs, of Russian
'life.
'
*
long time ruled over the radio-tv ed use of both day and night tv
‘.*Mam Street, U.S.S.R.” vam
sector and who still acts as a con¬ spots.
ochin
panravitsa.
For
writing this
sultant, has been upped from a sen¬
Morris Plan of California signed
ior veepee status to executive vice a 52-week contract to sponsor book, Gospodin Levine, bolshoi
spasiba.
(English
translation:
In
president. At the Same time, Rich¬ Cliff Engle’s new news show on
other words, you will like “Main
ard R. Pinkham, veepee in charge KFRC.
Street,
U.S.S.R.”
very
much).
of radio-tv, earned senior veepee
Heavy radio-tv spot use through¬
Rans.
stripes.
out California is scheduled for
Thomas B. Adams, prexy of the new “Golden Key Coupon”
Campbell - Ewald, Detroit, stated campaign of S & W Coffee. HonigDallas—KLIF, a McLendon Corp.
Monday (9) that billings at C-E Cooper, Harrington & Miner is 24-hour aiter, upped to 50,000
' climbed to the highest level in its the agency.
watts daytime power this week to
48-year history. At the same time
New vice president of Xennen become the strongest Texas indie
Adams announced a series of top- & Newell, Frisco, is William V. outlet

San Francisco Agencies
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IN NEW YORK €ITY ...
WCBS Radio’s Louis Nye to Coast this week on special assignment
, . Bob Cooke, WCBS Radio sportscaster, among those in running's
possible successor to the late Bill Conun as prexy of Churchill Downs
Race Track in Kentucky . . . Herb Landon, general manager of GaleGemannt Productions,- to the Coast on Friday for weekend of biz and
family affairs . . . Kathryn Murray is represented in Feb. 10 issiie of
Saturday Evening Post with an “as told by” piece “My Husband, Ar¬
thur Murray." She describes her tv experiences and reveals that.he has
given more than 2,000 tv receivers to hospitals . . . Paul Taubman,
NBC’s music director, to appear on Shari Lewis? "Hi‘ Mom” over NBCTV today (Wed.) . . . Don Morrow, tv announcer, to Dallas for 17-station hookup tv campaign in behalf of U.S. Air Force.
^
Bill Fagan* business manager, CBS-TV Network Sales, back' at his
desk after recovery from severe. leg. in jury, suffered in-fall . . .Tom
Hopkinson, CBS-TV press info staffer, also back at his desk after seven-'
week hospitalization {slipped disc operation) . . , Luise Rainer, long
absent from scene, signed for Ed Sullivan guest shot next Sunday (15)
. . . Davtd Janssen of CBS-TWs upcoming “Richard .Diamond” series
(Feb. 15) in town ... Byron Paul, director of “Verdict is Yours" off to
Europe for three weeks on combined biz-pleasure trip. A1 Rafkln takes
over during his absence . . . Adeline de Walt Reynolds, 95-years young,
appearing on CBS-TV’s “Trackdown" tonight (Wed.) ... Leonard
Goldenson, AB-PT prexy, and Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV topper, guest
speaking at the Birmingham (Ala.) Ad Club Annual Award Banquet
Saturday <14> . . . Jerome K. McCauley ankling WMGM where he has
been assistant sales director to takeover as boss of KAIR, Tuscon,
which he just bought... N.Y. Mayor Robert F. Wagner returns to tele¬
vision with “The Mayor’s Conference,” first show via WABC-TV, Sun¬
day (15) . . . Hilda Simms fronting a special three-hour WHBI (New¬
ark) gospel stanza Sunday (15).
Hathaway Watson appointed a v.p. of RKO Teleradio Pictures and
will serve as a member of the company’s N.Y. headquarters staff. Wat¬
son has been a pirtner of the management consultant firm of Booz,
Allen & Hamilton. He will assume'his new duties in March . . . WLIB,
N.Y., began its observance Monday (9) of Negro history week with a
series of five original programs examining the role of the Negro in
engineering, labor, business, education and medicine.
Steve 411en will do a guest shot on the Buddy Bregman show Sun¬
day (15) . . . Charles Van Doren interviews his father and mother, Mr*
and Mrs. Mark Van Doren on the ‘Today” show tomorrow (Thnrs.).
Both parents have new books in the.works . - . Paul Ballantyne of CBS
Radio’s “Ma Perkins'" serial is understudying Erie Portman in the
Broadway production of “A Touch of the Poet” .. . Thomas B. Morgan
does an “uncandid view” of Edward R. Murrow and Irving GitKn of
CBS News in the March issue of Esquire while Orson Welles takes a
hefty poke at both Hollywood and tv-film making on the Coast . . ;■
Hank Mancini, composer and conductor of the ‘Tete Gunn” music, is
in town for the full interview treatment . . . Lesley Wopds takes dyer
coast-hound Alice Frost’s role in CBS Radio’s “Second Mrs. Burton"
. Evy Norlund, Miss Denmark of ,1958, makes her pro acting debut
in the Feb. 26 episode of NBC-TV’s “Behind Closed Doors" series . . .
Vivian Smolen, Lyle Sudrow, Bernard Grant and Sarah Fussel cast ior
current story on CBS Radio’s “Whispering Streets"_Rosemary Cloo¬
ney and husband Jose Ferrer do a musical duet on the April 9 “Bell
Telephone Hour” on NBC-TV . . . Former production assistant Aaron
Greenberg named assistant to producer Hugh Branigan on NBC-TV’s
“Dough Re Mi" . ,, Hugh Downs of “The Jack Paar Show” recovering
from a severe Case of pharyngitis . . . NBC newsman Boh McCormick
and NBC News Dept, cited by Assn, on American Indian Affairs “for
signal services to American Indian tribes" for hour-long (and contro¬
versial) documentary on “The American Stranger” on recent “Kaleido¬
scope” series.
Johnny Desmond will be on the CBS-TV “Garry Moore Show" Tues.
(17) . - . Alma Dettinger, longtime conferencier of WQXR’s “Other
People’s Business” has tables turned Sunday (15) when Victor GUbertt
interviews her on his WLAD program from his Stonehenge Inn in
Ridgefield, Conn. . . . Dick Van Patten plays his first Western role on
CBS-TV’s “Rawhide" Friday (13) . . . Omnibus producer Robert Saudek discusses video and the arts at “Dance Magazine” Annual Awards
Presentation Friday (13) at N.Y; Athletic Club. “Omnibus” stanza that
had Gene Kelly gets its award. Saudek. incidentally, back from a brief
looksee on the Coast . . . Ronald Dawson in the cast of, “Golden
Crown” documentary on ABC Radio Monday (16) . . . Hi-C PineappleGrapefruit Juice picked up sponsorship of WRCA-TV's “Commentary
With Leon Pearson."
Joe Silver now the voice of “Sugar the Horse” in Revere Sugar Co.’s
n.ew series of telespots soon to be released . . . Actress Margaret Phil¬
lips guest on Joe Franklin’s WABC-TV “Memory Lane" (12) with Jane
Pickens due- Monday (16) on Heart Fund plugging . . . After complet¬
ing role as John the Baptist in ‘The Big Fisherman” pic. Jay Barney
set to appear in “Pillow Talk” with Doris Day, Rock Hudson and Tony
Randall.

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .
James Fonda assigned by Screen Gems to produce “Dennis the Men¬
ace,” with Jay North in the title role. Herb Anderson as his dad and
Gloria Henry as his mother . . . KMPC deejay Dick Whittinghili run¬
ning for mayor of suburban Toluca Lake . . , Allan Sloane set to write
two scripts for “Border Patrol” for producer Sam Gallu . . .' Miles Mid¬
dough, new boss of the Roach Studios commercial division, set a pair
of new blurb deals, Lever’Bros.’ Dove Soap, via Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, and C&H Sugar via the San Francisco Honig, Cooper, Harring¬
ton & Miner agency . . . KMPC publicity boss John Dickson named
v.p.' and board member of the new Western States Hockey League.
Walter Brennan gets a “real McCoy” salute Feb. 23 to mark his 35
years in show business . . . Tom McDermott, who calls the shots at
Benton & Bowles, doing his summer show shopping early . . . The Con¬
tes (John* & Ruth), back from London where the critics hailed him as
“the ladies delight.” . . . Lew Irwin, KPOL . news director, started on
interview strip on KABC ... Phil Leslie, long time Don Quinn’s writ¬
ing partner on “Fibber and Molly,’.’ berthed up at Metro-tv to collab
with A1 Lewis on “Father of the Bride." Others brought in by Dick
Maibaum, production chief, are Dick Chevillatyand Ray Singer,-who
have been in the higher wage brackets since the early radio days . . .
“Queen For a Day” may. keep travelling and for good reason. While in
Detroit for Marchjjf Dimes, the show’s ARB leaped from 5.4 to 13 ... .
'Henry Jaffe and Chevy are so elated at the critical response and rating
of the recent all-star Japanese show that others may be coming along
next season to spell Dinah' Shore on her off weeks. Such as Chevalier
hosting an all-French show and Cantinflas heading up a galaxy of Latin
stars. .

IN WASHINGTON ...
Treasury troubles prompted Washington's all-male Broadcasters
Club to loosen rules .on strictly stag luncheons. Pro-women referendum
passed overwhelmingly. And business has picked up so much since
femmes were added to noon menu, Club hoard has under considera¬
tion admission of qualified women as members . . . Radio and Tele¬
vision Correspondents’ Association has its big annual. dinner set for
March 7 . . . Senate Majority Leader Lyndon B. Johnson hosted a
(Continued on page 46)
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The rundown on “Mike Hammer” carries as big a wallop as
the 'fists of America's best-read, most-watched private eye...

Tremendously High Shares of audience in market after market! National average - 43.7% J*

No. I Mystery Series in all syndication for 4 straight months!*
Typical station comment: “An audience success, a rating suecess, a commercial success...” (WBTV Charlotte, N. C.).

2nd Series Already Renewed ... by MARLBORO cigarettes
(Philip Morris, Inc.)... by aerowax (American Home Products
Co.)... by budweiser beer (Anheuser-Busch)... by labatt's

No. 1 of All Syndicated Shows in St. Louis, Kansas City, Little
Rock, Springfield, Mo., Charlotte, Peoria, Altoona; No. 2 in
New York, Cincinnati, Washington, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre,
Shreveport, Wichita; in the “top ten” everywhere!*

Bf? and **'(John Labatt. ^ and many more- PIus »»»
°f stations m every size market!
HAMMER HOME YOUR MESSAGE
AND SHATTER YOUR SALES RECORDS!

■

mmr

*8 I
■■ o
K MW

1

If

MIKE HAMMER STARRING
DARREN MCGAVIN
78 half hours now available!
produced by
♦ Latest available ARB ratingt.

revue

productions

mca tv
FILM SYNDICATION

598 Madison Avenue, New York 22 • PLaza 9-7500
and principal cities everywhere
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TV-FILMS

PDl tt CP riTV dv r n tv PRAPRA M PH A RT
Variety’s treefcly chart Is based on the 22 major markets regularly reported by Tele•
I^k&IETTT-TlflLEPlJLob Cll Y-tSl-Uil X rKUbKAiu tilAK 1 •
pulse each month, in addition to 133 other Telepulse tabulated U.S markets, covered
over the course of e year. Cities will be rotated weekly. Tne Variety cnaxt is a compilation of data on syndicated films, as well as network and live programs, in each
market. Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading, the (t) stands for local programming and the (*) for network shows.

DETROIT

Stations: CKLW, WJBK, WWJ, WXYZ.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

RK.

Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30) .
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30) ..
Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30) Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 10:00

.. WKBK
...WWJ
0). WJBK
...WXYZ
...WWJ
...WXYZ
...WXYZ
...WXYZ
...WXYZ
).. WJBK

TOP TEN MULTI-WEE
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

SHOWS
STA*

UtUlSAUVav UJat.

AVtUV *v.vv/ . - *

Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)..
rciij VV*UV vwuv. v.ww W.WW, -

.

AV.
RTG. RK.
39.2
35.7
34.2
34.2
33.9
33.5
32.2
32.0
30.9
29,5
AV.
RTG.

tPopeye (M-F 6:00-6:30). ...CKLW
..CKLW
* American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:30) -. WXYZ
+11 O'clock News (M-Th 11-11:15). - WWJ
tNews-Jaek Legoff (M-F 11:00-11:15) WJBK
*+Life of Riley (M-F 6:30-7:00).WWJ
fWea^ Spts Rpt (M-Th 11:15-11:30). .WWJ
♦Adventure Time (T,Th 5:30-6:00) . .WXYZ
+Wea^ Spts Final (M-F 11:15-11:30) WJBK
♦Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:39 a.m.). WWJ
tCurtain Time (M-F 6:00-7:00) .... WXYZ

21.6

14.6 .
13.6 10.
13.3
12.9
12.6 12*
12.2 12.

116

V2..

BALTIMORE
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
tNews (M-F 7:15-7:30).-.-WJZ
fEarly Show (M-F 6:00-7:15).WJZ
♦Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00).WMAR
♦Search Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45). WMAR
♦Popeye (M-F 4:30-5:00).
-WJZ
♦Mickey Mouse Ctab (M.W/F 5:30-6) . WJZ
♦Love of life (M-F 12:00-12:30).WMAR
tBuddy Deane (M-F 3:00-4:30).WJZ
♦CBS News (M-F 7:15-7:30)
WMAR
+19:30 News (M-F* 10:30-10:45) .... - WJZ

TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA. DISTRIB.
Sea Hunt (Sat. 10:30)...,/WJBK..
Popeye (Mon-Sun. 6:00).CKLW..
Casey Jones (Sat. 7:00)..WWJ...
Honeymooners (Wed. 7:00)-...... WWJ...
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:30).CKLW.
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00)---WWJ...
Brave Eagle (Tues. 7:00).CKLW.,
Twenty Six Men (Fri. 7:00).WXYZ.;
Dr. Hudson (Tues. 10:30) .WWJ...
Wild BiH Hickok (Fri. 6:30)..
CKLW..
Target (Fri. 10:30) ...:......WJBK..
Superman (Wed. 6:30).. . CKLW..
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Wed. 7:00)... .WXYZ..
Bugs Bunny (Sun, 6:30).CKLW..
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 7:00).... CKLW..
Ramar of the Jungle (Sat. 12:30).... WXYZ..
Cisco Kid (Fri. 7:00) .....CKLW.,
Burns and. Allen (Mon. 7:00)........ WXYZ.,
Dr. Christian (Thurs. 7:00)...... WJBK..
Panic (Wed. 10:30).WW J ..

.Ziv
. UAA .
Screen Gems
.CBS
, Kellogg
U. S. Borax
CBS
. ABC
MCA .
Screen Gems
.Ziv
. Flamingo
Ziv
UAA
Screen Gems
ITC
Screen Gems
.MCA
CNP

Stations: W6AL, WJZ, WMAR.

44.3
Gnnsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) ....... WMAR
42.8
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30).WMAR
38.8
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).WJZ
36.3
Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00). WMAR
34.8
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). WMAR
34.3
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00)... WMAR
34.3
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30)....WBAL
33.8
Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30).WJZ
31.8
Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00).. WBAL
_3L8
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00).WJZ

.

J*
34.
5.
6

6*
7.
7.

g.

.8.

-8.
22.1
0.
20.5 10>
19.0 „
18:7 1L
18.2 12.
17.8 13.
17.6 13

17 0 ir

15.9 14«
15.9 15;

SEATTLE

TV Homes: 1,044,900. Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958*
AV.
x TOP COMPETITION
SH. PROGRAM
STA.

28.5
54
20.4
42
18.9
40
18.9
35
18.9
37
18.2
35
17.9
34
17.9
31
17.2
33
17.2
32
15.9
29
15.5 " 30
2B
14.9
28
14.5
14.5
27
14.5
14.2
13,9
13.9
13.9

47
25
27
26
28 J

TV Homes: 431,500.

..WJZ... .. U. S. Borax
..WJZ... ... MPA
..WJZ>.. .. Hal Roach
..WJZ... .. Kellogg .
..WJZ... ...UAA
..WJZ... .. Flamingo
..WJZ... .. Screen Gems
Wild Bill Hickok (Wed. 5:00)
..WJZ... .. Screen Gems
,. WBAL. .. Ziv
..WJZ... ...CNP
..WJZ... ... A^C
..WJZ...
... CBS
Whirlybirds (Mon. 8:00)..
..WMAR. ...CNP *
..WBAL..... CNP
..WJZ... .... UAA
..WBAL..... Ziv
..WJZ.., ... CBS
If You Had A Million (Fri. 7:00).. ..WBAL..... MCA Mr. District Attorney (Wed. 6:30). ..WMAR. ... Ziv
Amos ’n’ Andy (Mon.-Fri. 6:00) - ..WMAR. ...CBS

Stations: KING, KIRO, KOMO. KTNT, KTVW.

AV.
RTG.

26.3
21.3
19.3
18.8 .
18.2
17.8
17.8
16.3
16.3
15.3
15.3
15.3
14.8
13.8
13.5
13.3 ~
12.8
12.8
11.8
11.6

Official Detective.WXYZ
Football .WJBK
Football. WJBK
MacKenzie’s Raiders .... WXYZ
Life of Riley.-WWJ '
Burns and Allen_.... WXYZ
Dance Party..
WWJ
Cisco Kid.CKLW
Garry Moore ....WJBK
Life of Riley.WWJ~
Person To Person .CKLWf
Curtain Time ..WXYZ
Honeymooner.. .WWJ
Premiere Film Parade .WWJ
Dr. Christian..
.WJBK
(Patti Page . .WWJ
1 Lions Prevue ......... .WWJ
26.Men ..
..WXYZ
Death Valley Days
..WWJ
Huckleberry Hound ... ..CKLW
U.S. Steel Hour.. WJBK

11.5
18.5
18.2
14.9
12.9
13.9
15.5
14.2
17.9
13.9
11.2
14.2
18.9
18.2
13.9
6.3
7.3
17.9
18.2
14.5
18.9

Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958.

44' Name That Tune_
30 I’ve Got A Secret ..
29 Ann Sothern .
63 Hour of Stars.
62 Edge of Night ......
61 Cisco Kid.
61 Cisco Kid.
59 Hour of Stars ......
32 U.S, Steel Hour ....
25 Playhouse 90 .
57 Cisco Kid.
23 Restless Gun ..._
37 Early Show .
27 What’s My Line ....
33 Football.
24 Playhouse 90 .
20 Alfred Hitchcock ...
25 Early Show_....
33 Early Show ........
32 Early Show .
_

TV Homes: 258,900.

AV.
RTG.

...WMAR
...WMAR
...WMAR
...WMAR
...WMAR
...WMAR
...WMAR
...WMAR
...WMAR
...WMAR
...WMAR
...WBAL
...WJZ
. .WMAR
...WMAR
...WMAR
...WMAR
...WJZ
...WJZ
...WJZ

20.3
26.8
28.3
5.7
8.1
5.1
5.9
5.7
18.3
30.8
5.9
27.8
18.8
20.8
32.8
29.3
34.3
24.8
16.8
20.1

Survey Dates: December J-8, 1958.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
2.

Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30).KING
Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30).KING
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).KING
Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30).- - KING
77 Suniet Strip (Fri. 9:30-10:30)..... KING
Walt Disney Presents* (Fri. 8:00-9:00} KING
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00).KING
Lawman (Sun. 8:00-8:30) ........... KING
Lawrence Welk (Wed. 8:00-9:00).... KING *
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)...KOMO

3.
4.
5.
6,
7.
8.
9.
10.,
11.
12.
i3.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
tEariy Edition (M-F 6:30-7:00).KING
♦NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:20).KOMO
tShell News (M-F 6:00-6:15) .KOMO
♦American Bandstand (M-F 4-5).. .KING
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F 5:30-6) KING
fStan Boreson (M-F 5:00-5:30) .KING
♦Adventure time (T,Th 5:30-6:00)... KING
tWorld Today (M-F 10:30-10:45).KING
♦News-Jehn Daly (M-F 10:45-11:00). .KING
+19. O’clock Report (M-F 10-10:30) . KIRO

DAYTON
1.

2.
3.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
5.
6..

Stations: WHIG, WLW-D.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
--—
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).WHIG
52,3
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00).WLW-D 48.3
Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30).WLW-D 42.3
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) WHIO
>2.3
Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30) .WLW-D 42.3
Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 10:00-11:00).. WHIP
40.8
Phil Silvers (Fri. 9:00-9:30).WHIO
40.8
Red Skelton (Tues. 9:30-10:00).WHIO
40.8
Ed Snllivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00).WHIO
40.4
Maverick (Sun. 7:00-8:00).. .WLW-D 38.8

__:_:-:-TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

L Badge 714 (Sat. 10:30).
2. Mike Hammer (Fri. 10:30)........
3. Dr. Hudson (Fri. 7:00)..;...
4 Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00)....
"
Twenty Six Men (Tues, 7:00).
6. Gray Ghost (Mon. 7:00)...
7. State Trooper (Tues. 7:00).
» Star and the Story (Wed. 7:30).. ..
9* MacKenzie’s Raiders (Thurs. 7:00).
10. Sea Hunt (Wed. 10:30)......
11. Little Rascals (Mon.-Fri. 6:00)_12 Roy Rogers (Sat. 5:00) ...
13. Colonel Flack (Mon. 7:30).
i3. If You Had A Million (Sat 7:00).,.
Jeff’s Collie (Tues. 7:30)....
1
13. Tugboat Annie (Wed. 7:00).....
14. Target (Thurs. 7:00).*...
15 Harbor Command (Sun. 10:30)....
16‘ Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 5:00). ...
17. Flight (Tues. 8:00)...

---- .
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

+Front Page News (M-F 11:00-11:15). WHIO
tLittle Rascals (M-F 6:00-6:30)...... WHIO
tSohio. Reporter, Sports Desk
(M-F 6:30-6:45).WHIO
♦NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00).WLW-D
♦Adventure Time (T,Th 5:30-6:00)...WLW-D
*As World Turns (M-F 1:30-2:00).. - .WHIO
+50-50 Club (M-F 12:00-1:30).WLW-D
+News, Sports (M-F 6:45-7100).. .. .WLW-D
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F 5:30-6). WLW-D
fTopper, Mlsc. (M-F 4:30-5:00).WHIO

Highway Patrol (Thurs/7:00)........ KOMO.... Ziv
Rescue 8 (Mon. 7:30) . ... ..KING... . ’ Screen Gems
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00)_..KING... . .U. S. Borax
Divorce Court (Sat. 8:30). ..KING... ..Guild
Silent Service (Fri. 7:00). ..KING... :. CNP
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Thurs. 6:30).,..KOMO.. .. Ziv
Burns and Allen (Sun. 6:30)- ..KING... .. Screen Gems
Mike Hammer (Sun. 9:30) . ..KING... ..MCA
ABC
People's Choice (Tues. 7:00)..._ ..KOMO..
Citizen Soldier (Mon. 8:00)..... I. . .KING: .. .. Flamingo
Wfld Bill Hickok (Sat. 6:00) ...... .. KING... .. Screen Gems
Sea Hunt (Mon. 10:00).. . *. KING... ..Ziv
Dial 999 (Sat. 9:30) ..... ..KIRO... .. Ziv *
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:00).. .. KING... !. Kellogg
Decoy (Tues. 10:00). ..KING... !. Official
Annie Oakley. (Fri. 6:00) .......... ..KING... . . CBS
Danger Is My Business (Sat. 7:00).. .. KING... .. CNP
Roy Rogers (Wed. 6:00). ..KING... ..CNP
Twenty Six Men (Mon* 7:00). ..KOMO.. ..ABC
Kit Carsftn (Sat. 6:30). ..KING... ., MCA

22.0
20.7

19.9
19.2

16.7
16.3
15.4
14.9
14.8
13.1

December Bride .KIRO
Father Knows Best ....KIRO
26 Men ..KOMO
Perry Como.KOMO
Boxing....KOMO
Early Edition
...KING
f 20th Century
.KIRO
) Chet Huntley Rpt.KOMO
Sid Caesar
.KOMO“
Success Story ..KING
Restless Gun. .KOMO
Saturday News Review .. KIRO
Arthur Murray.KOMOLawrence Welk
... KING f Shell News.KOMO
t NBC News.....KOMO
Californians .KOMO*
fShell News .
KOMO
1 NBC News...KOMO
High Adventure .KIRO
j Shell News ..KOMO
1 NBC News.KOMO
Death Valley Days--- KING
High Adventure- .... KIRO

TV Homes: 143,700.

.WHIO... ..CNP
.WHIO... ..MCA
.WHIO... ..MCA
.WLW-D.. . U. S. Borax
.WLW-D.. .ABC
. WHIO... ..CBS
.WHIO... ..MCA
.WHIO... .. Official
. WLW-D.. . Ziv
.WLW-D . . Ziv
.WHIO... .. Interstate
.WHIO... ..MCA
.WHIO... ..CBS
• WHIO... /.MCA
.WHIO... ..ITC,
.WLW-D.. . ITC
.WHIG. ..Ziv
.WLW-D.. . Ziv
.WLW-D.. . Kellogg
.WHIO... ..CNP

33,5
32.3
29.8
26.8
26.3
24.8
23.3
22.8

22.3
21.3
20.7
20.3
19.3
19.3
19.3
19.3
18.8
17.3
16.8
16.3

74
65
70
52
53
48
47
41
55
. 47
63
75
38
45
32
44
46
36
58
27

Survey Dates: December 1-8,1958.

Brains And Brawn ...
Pat Boone.
Outdoor Guide.* /
Gray Ghost ..
State Trooper
Death Valley Days ,..
26 Men ..
Lawrence Welk
Target ..
U.S. Steel Hour .....
Annie Oakley...
All Star Golf ..
Lawman ..
*
Midwest Hayride .....
Cheyenne .....
Man Without A Gun .
MacKenzie’s Raiders .
What’s My Line..
Wild West...
Cheyenne ..
L,

.. WLW-D 11.8
.. WLW-D ^ 17.8
. .WLW-D- 12.8
..wmo
24.8
..WHlO ‘ 23.3
., WLW-D 26.8
..WLW-D 26.3
..WLW-D 33.8
..WHIO
18.8
., WLW-D 24.3
..WLW-D
12.3
..WLW-D
6.8
WLW-D 32.3
WfcW-D 23.3
..WLW-D 40.3
..WHIO
24.8
..WLW-D 22.3
..WHIO
30.3
..WHIO
12.1
..WLW-D 44.3

P^RBEff
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over the course of a year. Cities will be rotated weekly. The Vardtp chart is a compilation of data on syndicated films, as well as network and live programs, in each
market. Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading, the (t) stands for local programming and the (*) for nettoork shows.

NEW YORK

Stations: WABC, WCBS, WNEW, WNTA, WOR, WPIX, WRCA.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00).:.WRCA
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30).... WRCA
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).WRCA
Kraft Music Hall (Wed. 9:00-9:30)... WRCA
Person To Person (Fri. 10:30-11:00).. WCBS
Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00).... WCBS
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).WCBS
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30).WCBS
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). WCBS
Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 10:00-11:00).WCBS

RK.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

v 1.
^ 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10*

tNews, Wea., Sports (M-F 11-11:15).. WCBS
tNews and Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15)...WRCA
f7 O’clock Report (M-F 7:00-7:15).. .WCBS
♦CBS News (M-F 7:15-7:30). WCBS
* American Handstand (M-F 4-5:30). .WABC
* Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 am.). .WRCA
tSandy Becker (M-F 6:30-7:00).WNEW
tLate Show (M-F ll:15-Signoff).WCBS
*Jack Paar (M-F ll:15-Signoff) ....WRCA
♦Treasure Hunt (M-F 10:30-11 a.m.).. WRCA

AY.
RTG. RK.
37.0
34.1
34.0
31.1
31.0
30.9
30.3
29.1
28.9
28.5
AV.
RTG.
23.4
14.0
14.2
14.1
11.0
10.8
10.2
10.1
10.0
9.7

BUFFALO
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
19.
10.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)....WBEN
Lucy-DesI Show (Mon. 10:00-11:00). .WBEN
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30)-.WBEN
Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00)- -WGR
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30)-WGR
Phil Silvers (Fri. 9:00-9:30).WBEN
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10).WBEN
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).WGR
Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00).WBEN
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).WKBW
Texan (Mon. 8:00-8:30)..WBEN
’ TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

1. tEsso Reporter (M.T.Th 11:00-11:15).WBEN
2. til O’clock News (W,F 11:00-11:15).WBEN
3. *CBS News (M-F 6:45-7:00).WBEN
4. "{Headlines (M-F 6:30-6:45).WBEN
5. TNews-Poth, Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15).WGR
6. tWea^ Sports Rev. (M-F 11:15-11:30) .WBEN
7. ♦Art Linkletter (M-F 2:30-3:00)... . .WBEN
8. fDinner Theatre (M-F 5:30-6:30)... .WBEN
9. * American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:30). .WKBW
9. tPopeye Playhouse (M-F 9-9:30 a.m.). WBEN

1.
2
3.
4.

.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
20.

-

1.
40.9 2.
38.4 3.
36.9 4.
36.7
32.2 5.
31.9 6.
31.2 7.
30.8 8.
29.9
28.9 9.
28.9 10.
11.
12.
23.0 13.
22.5 13.
18.3 14.
17.7 15.
15.6
14.6 16.
13.4- 17.
13.2 18.
13.1 18.
13.1

ATLANTA

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
Sea Hunt (Sat. 10:30)..
State Trooper (Wed. 1
Highway Patrol (Mon. 7:00).

TV Homes: 4,150,400.

DICATED SHOWS
STA. DISTRIB.

AV.
RTG.

.WCBS... . .Ziv
.WRCA.. .. MCA
.WRCA.. .. MCA
.WRCA.. .. Ziv

27.9
16.6
16.4
14.2

Death Valley Days (Wed. 7:00).......WRCA.: .. U, S. Borax
Burns and Allen (Tues. 7:30). .WCBS... . Screen Gems
Target (Sat. 7:00k. WCBS... . Ziv
U. S. Marshal (Mon. 10:30).. .WRCA.. .. NTA
If You Had A Million (Tues. 7:00). . WRCA.. ..MCA
Our Gang Comedies (Mon.-Fri. 6:30) WNEW.. . .MGM
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Wed. 7:30).. .WCBS... . Ziv
People’s Choice (Fri. 7:00). .WRCA.. .. ABC
.WPIX... ..UAA Popeye (Mon.-Fri. 6:00).
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30).....WPIX... .. Screen Gems
Roy Rogers (Sat. 7:00).. .WRCA..... CNP
Three Stooges (Mon.-Fri. 5:30)- .WPIX... .. Screen Gems
Superman (Mon. 6:30).. .WPIX... .. Flamingo
Annie Oakley (Sun. 6:00). .WABC... . CBS
Little Rascals (Mon.-Fri. 6:00)__ .WABC.., . Interstate
Wild Bill Hickok (Wed. 6:30) ..... .WPIX... .. Screen Gems
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:30).. .WPIX... . .Kellogg

Stations: WBEN, WGR, WKBW.

13.9
12.7
12.1
11.8
11.7
10.4
10.3
9.6
9.5
8.7
8.4
8.4
8.3
7.7
7.6
7.6
7.6

AV.
TOP COMPETITION
SH. PROGRAM
STA.
52 D.A.’s Man . ...WRCA
29 Circle Theatre... ... WCBS
30 Garry Moore . ... WCBS
29 f 70’Clock Report ... ...WCBS
} CBS News
. ...WCBS
28 f 7 O’clock Report ... ...WCBS
f CBS News. ...WCBS
23 Dragnet.. ...WRCA
31 Roy Rogers . ...WRCA
21 Desilu Playhouse. ...WCBS
24 f 7 O’clock Report ... ...WCBS
} CBS News .. . ...WCBS
26 Early Show
. ...WCBS
16 Wagon Train
. ...WRCA
21 ( 7 O’Clock Report ... ...WCBS
) CBS News. .. ."WCBS
24 Early Show'. ... WCBS
21 Early Show. ...WCBS
21 Target . ...WCBS
23 Early Show' ... . ...WCBS
21 Sandy Becker Show .. .. .WNEW
21 Meet The Press . ...WRCA
20 Popeye . ...WPIX
19 Earlv Show
.. WCBS
20 Sandy Becker Show .. .. WNEW

TV Homes: 363,500.

Silent Service (Sat. 10:30). ...WBEN.. . CNP
Target (Mon. 9:30)...._..... ...WBEN.. . Ziv
State Trooper (Thurs. 7:00). ...WBEN.: . MCA
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00).. ...WBEN.. . U.S. Borax
Annie Oakley (Tues. 7:00). ...WBEN.. . CBS
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Wed. 7:00) ...WBEN.. . Ziv
Highway Patrol (Tues. 10:30) ... ...WGR... . .Ziv
Twenty Six Men (Thurs. 10:30).. ...WGR... ..ABC
Whirlybirds (Tues. 7:30).. ...WBEN.. . CBS
Popeye (Sat. 8:30 a.m.). ...WBEN.. . UAA
Bugs Bunny (Sat. 12:00 Nn.).... ...WBEN.. . UAA
Rescue 8 (Fri. 7:00). ...WGR... . .Screen Gems
Flight (Sat. 10:30)......;. ...WGR... ..CNP
Tugboat Annie (Sun. 6:00). ...WGR... ..ITC
Sea Hunt (Sim. 3:30) . ...WGR... . .Ziv
African Patrol (Sat. 7:00). ...WGR... . G-K-S
Science Fiction Theatre (Mon. 7:00). .WGR- . .Ziv
Burns and AUen CMon. 6:00) ... ...WBEN.. .. Screen Gems
Last of the Mohicans (Sat 12:30). ...WBEN.. .. ITC
Sergeant Preston (Sun. 6:00)...... .. .WKBW.. ITC

30.0
29.2
24.5
24.2
23.9
22.5
21.5
21.2 *
19.5
18.9
18.5
18.2
17.9
17.9
17.2
17.0
15.5
15.3
15.2
15.2

Survey Dates: January 2-9, 1959.

52
47
52
49
51
50
39
38
34
94
70
43
31
42
36
34
32
45
61
35

Stations: WAGA, WLW-A, WSB. TV Homes: 223,300.

AV.
RTG.
15.8
22.2
23.3
15.8
14.8
14.3
14.0
•14.3
3.4
29.3
14.5
14.8
9.5
33.4
10.5
11.3
9.3
10.6
12.1
8.3
10.9
6.4
9.5
10.7
9.2

Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958.

Flight .. . WGR
Alcoa Theatre . ..WGR
Sammy Kaye . . WGR
Science Fiction . ..WGR
If You Had A Million . . .WGR
This Is Alice . ..WGR
Garry Moore . . .WBEN
Playhouse 90 . ..WBEN
Cheyenne
. ..WKBW
Rumpus Room. ..WGR
True Sto~y . . .WGR
Colonel Flack. . WBEN
Silent Service . . .WBEN
Sergeant Preston . . WKBW
Football, Misc. . .WBEN
Football .
..WBEN
Death Valley Days
. .WBEN
Early Show
. . . WKBW
Detective Diary. . WGR
Tugboat Annie . . WGR

17.9
23.5
12.9
15.5
12.5
12.5
26.2
27.5
26.2
1.2
7.9
13.2
30.0
15.2
24.5
21.7
24.2
11.5
9.7
17.9

Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
5.
€.
7,
7.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)..,.WAGA
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)_WSB .
Restless Gun (Mon. 8:00-8:30)...WSB
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). WAGA
Millionaire (Wed. 9:00-9:30)...WAGA
Wyatt Ranr (Tues. 8:30-9:00).... ,. .WLW-A
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30)..
WLW-A
Tve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). .WAGA
, Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon, 8:30-9). .WSB
Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 10:00-11:00).. WAGA

41.5
40.2
34.9
33.9
3L9
31.9
31.5
31.2
31-2
31.0

' TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
1.
1^
2.
3.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6,
7.
7.

♦NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00).WSB ,
♦News, Wea, (M-F 6:30-6:45).WSB
♦Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 ajh.). ,WSB
♦American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:30)..WLW-A*
♦Concentration (M-F 11:30-12 Nn.).. .WSB
*Edge of Night (M-F 4:30-5:00).WAGA
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F 5:30-6) -WLW-A
Ms World Turns (M-F 1:30-2:00)... .WAGA
*Search Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45) .WAGA
♦Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00).... .WAGA
♦Love of Life (M-F 12:00-12:30). .... WAGA

19.9
19.9
18.3
14.9
14.9
14.6
14.1
14.0
14.0
13.9
13.9

L - Whirlybirds (Wed. 7:00)...... ..WSB. CBS
2. Big Story (Sat. 10:30).. ..WAGA..-. . Flamingo
3. Highway Patrol (Sat 9:00).. . WAGA... .'Ziv
3. Sheriff of Cochise (Tues. 7:00).... ..WSB. .NTA
4. People’s Choice (Fri. 7:00)-1... ..WSB. .ABC
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
14.
14.
15.
16.
17.

PROVIDENCE

Death VaUey Days (Mon. 7:00)'.... ..WSB. .U.S, Borax
Wild BUI Hickok (Wed. 6:00) .... ..WSB. . Screen Gems
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00).. ..WSB. .Screen Gems
Superman (Mon. 6:00). ..WSB. . Flamingo
Flight (Tues. 8:00). .WAGA... .CNP
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:00).. ..WSB.... . Kellogg
Looney Tnnes (Fri. 6:00)..... ..WSB ? .. . Guild
..WLW-A.. -CBS
Brave Eagle (Sun. 6:30).
Crossroads (Sun. 4:00).... ..WSB. l. Schubert
Popeye (Sun. 3:30)...... ..WSB. .UAA
Sky King (Wed. 6:30)... ..WLW-A.. . Nabisco
Yoh Are There (Sun. 3:00)....... ..WSB. .CBS
Sea Hunt (Wed. 10:30).. ..WSB ..... . Ziv
Ttventy Six Men (Mon. 7:00).-: . -WLW-A.. .ABC
Boots and Saddles (Thurs. 7:30)... ..WAGA.:. CNP

Stations: WJAR, WPRO,

32.2
30.5
26.5
26.5
24.5

65
62
42
50
58

19.5
19.2
18.2
17.5
17.0
16.9
14.7
14.2
13.7
13.5
13.5
13.5
13.4
13.2
12.9

40
47
48
50
26
44
45
43
34
33
29
33
30
27
24

TV Homes: 198,500.

f City Camera, Wea. .
) CBS News.
Brains and Brawn ...
Lawrence Welk
Man Without A Gun..
( City Camera, Wea. .
) CBS News ..
( City Camera, Wea. .
I CBS News...
Early Show.
Early Show.
Early Show.
Cheyenne .
Early Show .
Burns and Allen.
Tracer . ..
Football .
Football
.
(News, Wea.
) NBC News.
Football
..
U.S. Steel Hour.
Death Valley Days ..
f Leave It To Beaver..
i Jefferson Drum ....

. WAGA
..WAGA
..WSB
. WLW-A
..WLW-A
..WAGA
..WAGA
. WAGA
..WAGA
..WAGA
..WAGA
..WAGA
. .WLW-A
..WAGA
. .WLW-A
..WSB
..WAGA
..WAGA
- .WSB
. WSB
..WAGA
. .WAGA
. WSB
..WLW-A
. WSB

9.0
8.7
13.2
25 9
18 5
10.0
10.3
16.0
16.7
11.9
11.5
10.2

29.9
10.9
9.2
10.9
18.7
19.9
19 7
20.0

20.4
22.5
19.5
20.9
20.9

Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958,

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
1.
2.
3.
4.
4.
5.
6.
6.
6.
7.

Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00)... . WJAR
Ed SnlHvan (Sun. 8:00-9:00).WPRO
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00).. .WPRO
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).WPRO
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). .WPRO
ZaneGrey Theatre (Thurs. 9:00-9:30).WPRO
GJL* Theatre (Sun. 9:00-9:30).WPRO
Kraft Music Hall (Wedr9:Q0-9:30).. .WJAR
Red Skelton (Tues, 9:30-10:00) .WPRO
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30)... .WJAR

38.4
35.6
34.5
34.3
34.3
33.3
32.8
32.8
32.8
32.3

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
L tSalty Brines Shack (M-F 6:00-6:30) WPRO
2. tEsso Reporter, Wea. (M-F 11-11:15). WJAR
3. tNews, Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15).WPRO
4. *CBS News (M-F 6:45-7:00).... .WPRO
4. ♦Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F5:30-6). .WPRO
5. tNews, Sports, Wea. (M-F 6:30-6:45). .WPRO
6. ♦Adventure Time (T.Th 5:30-6:00)... WPRO
7. tBIg Show (M-F ll:30-Signoff).WJAR
8. ♦Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00) ... WPRO
9. ♦Search Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45) WPRO

22.6
17.9
16.4
14.1
14.1
13.7
12.9
12.0
11.2
11.0

1. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00).WJAR.U.S. Borax
2. ' Sea Hunt (Sat. 10:30)...WPRO.... Ziv
2. SUent Service (Wed. 7:00).
WJAR.CNP
3. Twenty Six* Men (Sun. 7:00)........ WJAR.... ABC
4. Highway Patrol (Tues. 10:30)..._WJAR.Ziv
5. Union Pacific (Tues. 7:00) .........WJAR.CNP
6. ' Honeymooners (Thurs. 7:00)....WPRO-CBS
6. Whirlybirds (Tues. 7:00)............ WPRO.... CBS
7. t Sky B3ng (Thurs. 6:30).WJAR.Nabisco
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
14.
15.
15.,
15.
15.

Annie Osridey (Fri. 6:30)..
WJAR.... CBS
If You Had A Million (Sun. 6:30) ... WJAR.MCA
Sword of Freedom (Wed. 7:00).__WPRO.... Official
Wttd BUI Hickok (Wed. 5:00).WPRO.... Screen Gems
Popeye (Sat. 8:00 a.m.)...WPRO.... UAA
Patti Page (Fri. 7:00)....
WPRO-Screen Gems
Frank Leahy (Fri. 7:00)..WPRO...
Jon Gnagy (Sat. 9:15 a m.). .WPROHnckleberry Hound (Thurs. 5:00)-WPRO-Screen Gems
Mama (Mon. 7:00) .... WPRO.... CBS
Superman (Mon. 5:00),...WPRO-Flamingo
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 5:00).WPRO.... Kellogg

25.8
20.3
20.3
19.8
19.3
18.8
17.8
17.8
17.3

71
55
59
45
46
51
48
49
54

16.8
15.3 .
14.3
11.3
11.2
11.0
10.5
10.5
1C.3
10.3
10.3
10.3

53
58
41
55
77
29
28
66
51
29
51
51

Mama. . WPRO
Big Show. Misc. . WJAR
Sword of Freedom. .WPRO
Lassie
. . .WPRO
Garry Moore . . WPRO
Whirlybirds .. . . WPRO
Walt Disney Presents . . WJAR
Union Pacific .
WJAR
(News, Sports, Wea. .. WPRO
t CBS News
. WPRO
(News, Sports, Wea. .. WPRO
] CBS News. , WPRO
20th Century. . WPRO
Silent Service . . WJAR
Early Show . . WJAR
Hippity Hop.. ..WJAR
Rin Tin Tin. . .WJAR
Rin Tin Tin... ..WJAR
Hippity Hop. .. WJAR
Early Show. ..WJAR
Death Valley Days
. WJAR
Early Show . . WJAR
Early Show ... . .WJAR

10.3
16.8
14.3
24.3
22.5
17.8
19.3
18.8
14.5
15.0
14.5
15.0
11.3
20.3
9.9
5.0
27.0
27.0
5.5
9.9
25.8
9.9
9.9
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8 out of 11 firsts
for CBS Radio Network shows in
the 11 program categories voted
on by 465 critics and editors in the
Radio-Television Daily annual
poll. And they named so many
other CBS Radio programs as
runnersrup that the total number
of honors for this network in these
categories surpassed that of the
three other networks combined,
(What’s more, CBS Radio personalities comprised four of the five
choices for “Radio Man of the
Year”: Edward R. Murrow,
Arthur Godfrey, Art Linkletter,
Mitch Miller.)
CBS Radio Network programs
honored in 11 categories:
DRAMATIC SHOW OF TOE YE/Ut

(thru out/of five)
GUNSMOKE*
SUSPENSE
JOHNNY DOLLAR
COMEDY SHOW OF THE YEAS

(three outof five)
AMOS *N' ANDY*
THE COUPLE. NEXT DOOR
HOUSE PARTY
MUSICAL SHOW OF THE YEAH

(thru (nit of Jive).
NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC*
METROPOLITAN OPERA
CHRISTMAS SING WITH BING
COMMENTATOR OF THE YEAR

When Nielsen Radio Index “polls”
the nationwide radio audience (averaging over 16 straight months).

of CBS Radio and those of at least
one other network competed in 10
or more of the 26 top markets).

(three out of five)
EDWARD R. MURROW*
ERIC SEVAREID
LOWELL THOMAS
DOCUMENTARY OFTHE YEAR

(four out of Jive)
WHO yn,T.TTT> MICHAEL FARMER!*
THE HIDDEN REVOLUTION
P, O.W.-A STUDY IN SURVIVAL
radio Heat
QUIZ SHOW OF THE YEAR

(one out of two)
SEZ WHO! .
Rest new program idea
(two out of Jour)

HAVE GUN, WILL TRAVEL
MASLAND RADIO COLOR ROUNDUP
sportscaster of the year
(two out of Jive)

PHTLRIZZUTO
FRANK GIFFORD
BEST TRANSCRIBED SERIES
(one out of four)

AMOS *N'ANDY*
BEST PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAMMING
(four out of Jive)

FACE THE NATION*
P.O.W.-A STUDY IN SURVIVAL
WHO KILLED MICHAEL FARMERI
THE HIDDEN REVOLUTION
VARIETY SHOW OF THE YEAR
(three out of Jive)

MITCH MILLER SHOW*
ROBERT Q. LEWIS SHOW
ARTHUR GODFREY TIMB^

'Winner in category

Wednesday, February 11, 1959
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*

No matter which sample you use—nationwide audiences, big city listeners,
critics—the answer comes out the same. GBS Radio Network programming
and personalities win all the polls, hands down—year after year.
And the new Program Consolidation Plan, with virtually all of these favor¬
ites and many more, means even stronger audience leadership through:
improved mood sequencing; CBS News every hour on the hour; uniform
broadcast times; increased station clearances for advertisers.
The listeners, of course, are your customers. It’s worth being where there
are so many more of them.^ And where they like what they hear so much.

42
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TV-FILMS

Wednesday, February II, 1959

/■jOsEfF-PULSE feature chart

Variety's weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by Pulsers latest reports on
feature films and their competition covers 155 markets. Each weekt two different
markets will be listed, with the 10 top rated features tabulated. The tabulation excludes
features, and their ratings, telecast up to 6 p.m. during the midweek. Their exclusion
is dictated by Pulse's method of reflecting daytime midweek rating data.
; Factors .which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production* company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid

NEW YORK
TOP 10 FEATURE FILMS
1. “CAIRO”—
Jeanette MacDonald, Robert
Young, Ethel Waters;
MGM; 1942; MGM-TV
2. “THE KILLER’S KISS”—
Jamie Smith,
Frank Silvera;
United Artists; 1955; UAA
3. “THE PIRATE”—
Judy Garland, Gene
Kelly, Walter Slezak;
MGM; 1948; MGM-TV
4. “CANYON PASSAGE”—
Dana Andrews, Brian
Donlevy, Susan Hayward;
Universal; 1946; Screen Gems
5. “SHORT GRASS”—
Rod Cameron, Johnny Mack
Brown, Cathy Downs;
Allied Artists; 1950; UAA
6. “I STOLE A MILLION”—
George Brent, Claire
Trevor, Dick For an;.
Universal; 1939; Screen Gems
7. “THE MAN WHO TALKED TOO
MUCH”—
George Brent, Brenda
Marshall, Virginia Bruce;
Warner Bros.; 3940; UAA ,
8. “THE TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE”—
, Dane Clark, Lita Milan,
Anthony Caruso;
Allied Artists; 1955; UAA
9 “CONFLICT”—
Humphrey Bogart, Alexis
Smith, Sydney Greenstreet;
Warner- Bros.; 1945; UAA
10. “THOROUGHBREDS DON’T CRY”—
Judy Garland, Mickey
Rooney, Sophie Tucker;
MGM; 1P?7: MGMrTV

.

Stations; WABC, WCB$( WNEW. WNTA. WOR, WPIX, WRCA. TV Homes; 4,150,400. Survey Dates; January 2-9, 1959.

RUN
1st Run

Repeat

Repeat

1st Run

Repeat

1st Run

1st Run

1st Run

Repeat

1st Run

PULSE
AVERAGE
RATING
17.0

TIME SLOT
Late Show
Fri. Jan. 3
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCBS
Movie 4
Sun. Jan. 4
10:30 p.m.-S.O.
WRCA
Late Show
Thurs. Jan. 8
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCBS *
Late Show
Fri. Jan. 2
11:30 pan.-S.CL
WCBS
Early Show
Sat. Jan. 3
5:30-6:45 p.m.
WCBS
Late Show
Mon. Jan. 5
. 11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCBS
Early Show
Thurs. Jan. 8
5:45-7:00 p.m.
WCBS
Late Show
Wed. Jan. 7
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCBS
Early Show
Wed. Jan. 7
5:30-7:00 p.m.
WCBS
Early Show
Mon. Jan. 5
5:30-7:00 p.m.
WCBS

.

AVERAGE
HIGH
17.5

LOW
16.5

15:0 .

10.8

20.3 -

1st Run

Repeat

Repeat

1st Run

1st Run

1st Run

1st Run

Repeat

Repeat

41

11.2

12.0

10.3

37

10.6

10.8

10.2

134

Jack Paar Show...WRCA . 9.4

10.3

10.8

10.3

34

10.2

11.0

9.3

37

Sports Review.. WRCA
6.5
Laurel & Hardy.WPIX. 5.5
Rin Tin Tin....WABC ..7.8
Annie Oakley...WABC . 6.8
Jack Paar Show.WRCA . 7.5

10.0

' 10.8

8.1

24

Three Stooges.WPIX.8.4
Popeye ....WPIX ..8,7
Sandy Becker Show. .WNEW . 9.8

9.7

10.5

9.0

34

Jack Paar Show.WRCA

9.4

10.8

8.1

24

Three Stooges.WPIX.. 8.4
Popeye...WPIX ......... 9.1,
Sandy Becker Show.WNEW ...10.2

9.2

10.3

8.1

23

Three Stooges..WPIX ..
Popeye .WPIX ..
Sandy Becker Show...WNEW

'

Early Show
Fri. Dec. 5
6:00-7:20 pan.
WJZ
Early Show
Tues. Dec. 2
6:00-7:20 p.m..
WJZ
Early Show
Thurs. Dec. 4
6:00-7:20 p.m.
WJZ
Early Show
Sun. Dec. 7
6:00-7:20 pan.
WJZ
Big Movie of the Week
Sat Dec. 6
10:30 p.m.-S.<X
WMAR
Late Show
Fri. Dec. 5
10:45 pam-S.O.
WJZ
Early Show
Wed. Dec. 3
6:00-7:20 pan.
WJZ
Late Show
Sun. Dee. 7
10:45 pan.-S.0WJZ
Shirley Temple Movie
Sat Dec. 6
3:00-4:30 p.m,
WMAR
Big Sunday Movie
Sim. Dec. T
3:00-5:00' ;p.m.
WJZ

60-

Late Show—“They Were
Expendable” (Repeat).WCBS ........ 8.9

Stations; WBAL, WJZ, WMAR.
Repeat

SHARE

Next Spring” (Repeat)---WRCA ........ 6.5

BALTIMORE
1. “A GUY NAMED JOE”—PART II
Spencer Tracy, Irene
Dunne, Van Johnson;
MGM; 1943; MGM-TV
2. “KILLER’S KISS”— '
Frank Silvera,
Jamie Smith;
United Artists; 1955; UAA
3. “A GUY NAMED JOE”—PART I
Spencer Tracy, Irene
Diinte, Van Johnson;
MGM; 1943; MGM-TV
4. “THE BUGLE SOUNDS”—
Wallace Beery, Marjorie
Main, Donna Reed;
MGM; 1941; MGM-TV
5. “TASK FORCE”—
Gary Cooper, Walter
Brennan, Jane Wyatt;
Warner Bros.; 1949; UAA
6. “TALL IN THE SADDLE”—
’ John Wayne,
Ella Baines;
BKO; 1944; C&C
7. ' “BANDITS OF CORSICA”—
’ Richard Greene, Paula
Raymond, Raymond Burr;
United Artists; 1953; UAA
7. “RACHEL AND THE STRANGER”—
<
Loretta Young,
William Holden;
RKO; 1948; C&C
S. “REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK
FARM”—
Shirley Temple, Randolph
Scott Jack Haley;
20th Century Fox; 1938; NTA
9 “NATIONAL VELVET”—
Elizabeth Taylor, Mickey
Rooney, Donald Crisp;
MGM; 1944; MGM-TV

to such factors as the time and day, the high and low tatings for the measured
feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance An that
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating fpr the
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into'account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could he ascer¬
tained. Under Time Slot, S. O. stands for Sign-Off.

TV Home

24.3

25.0

23.5

60

Amos ’n’ Andy.WMAR
African Patrol.WMAR
7 O’clock Final.WMAR

22.9

23.5

22.0

56

Amos ’n’ Andy...WMAR
11.8
Follow That Man.WMAR ...... 10 3
7 O’clock Final.
WMAR
!lL9

22.3

24.5

21.5

53

Amos ’n' Andy....*. .-WMAR ....,.*.10.8
Badge 714.
WMAR .......15.8
7 O’clock Final... WMAR .r.18.0

20.6

21.0

20.0

51

Meet the Press.
WBAL .
Promote Goodwill.WBAL .
Lassie .:.,.WMAR

18.7

24.5

14.0

46

•

/.

18.4

20.0

17.Q

45

16.9

17.5

16,5

46

16.9

19.0

15.5

54

16.8

20.5

14.0

39

16.3

18.5

140

61

Brains and Brawn.WBAL
11.8
11th Hour Final.WBAL
12 0
First Njghter—“Bells of
-St. Mary's” (Repeat).WBAL
. * .13.2
Person to Person.WMAR .;.21.5
Boxing .
WBAL
14.5
Award Theatre—
"Anna” (1st Run). .WMAR
8.7
Amos'’n* Andy.
WMAR
12.3
Mr. District Attorney."WMAR .......118
7 O’CIoclr Final.1.WMAR ....., .17.5
What’s My Line....WMAR
20.5
News ..WBAL
6.5
20th Century Theatre—
“The Men” (1st Run).WBAL
5.2
Football—
- Miami vs. Oregon...... WBAL .. ^.... .16.5
Football Scoreboard-....... WBAL: ..12.0
Buddy Deane..'.WJZ .. . .10.0
Film Th&tfe of the Air—“To
‘ '
Have and Have Not” (Repeat). WMAR ....... 11.5
Western Music*....
WMAR ....... 8.0
Port That Built a City.WMAR .. 1 ..*. 6.3
Command Performance.WMAR ....... 6.3
All Star Golf.
WBAL.4.3.

MULTI-STRIPPED SALES
NEW YORK, JANUARY 2-9, 1959

TITLE AND OTHER DATA
“YANKEE DOODLE DANDY”—
James Cagney, Walter
Huston. Joan Leslie;
Warner Bros.; 1942; UAA
“THE HUNC ^ACK OF NOTRE
DAM'*
Charles -u^hton, Maureen
O’Hara, Sir C^.ric Hardvicke;
RKO; 1939; RKO TV

RUN
1st Run

STATION
WOR

TIME SLOT
Million $ Movie
Mon.-Thurs. 7:30-9:30 p.m.
10:30-S.O.

1st Run

WOR

Million $ Movie
Fri. 7:30-9:00, 10:30-S.O.
Set. & Sun. 1:30-3:00, 3:00-4:30,
4:30-6:00

NO. OF
SHOWINGS
8

TOTAL AUD.
RATING
53.2

8

32.2

AV. RATING
HIGHEST SINGI
PER TELECAST
AV. RATING
6.7
15.0
Mon. 7:30-9:30
4.0

49
Fri. 7:30-9:00

INTERNATIONAL TV-RADIO
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(Week Ending Jem. 25)
Film of the Week—"Oil Dangerous Ground”. (AR)
Wagon Train ........(GRANADA/
. \
.
AR/ATV)
Sunday Night at the London Palladium . ...(ATV)
The Army Game...(GRANADA)
Spot the Tune ...'.....(GRANADA)
Tele; Playhouse—"Guardsman's Cup of Tea”.(AR)
Saturday Spectacular ...((ATV)
Movies Our Time—“Man Who Came Dinner”.(ATV)
Double Your Money ..(AR)
Take Your Pick ....:...(AR)
Armchair Theatre—“Love and Money” -(ABCTV)

175%
74%
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That Controversial Third British
It s SRO For
Com’l TV In
TV Network Still a Long Way Off
1 W. Germany
You Asked For It
- — ----

_ By HAZEL GUILD

London, Feb., 10.
The third tv network, currently
the subject of considerable politi¬
cal agitation, appears to be a long
way off. The latest forecast is that
there will be a complete stand¬
still until the next General Elec¬
tion—which may be in May, but
which may well be delayed until
the fall.
From then on the wheels of
democratic machinery will grind
slowly. The new Government is
expected to appoint a Royal Com¬
mission to investigate the future of
broadcasting, bearing in mind the
expiration of the BBC charter in
1961 and the commercial tv Act in
1964. Royal Commissions notori¬
ously take a long time to report
and at least a year, if not more,
would elapse between the time of
its appointment and the time its
findings were submitted to the
Government.
Any
subsequent
legislation
would depend on the Govern¬
ment’s Parliamentary time-table
and on the urgency of the situa¬
tion. The complexion of legislation
would, of course, depend on the
nature of the Government of the
day. While a new Conservative
Government would probably favor
an extension cf commercial 'tele¬
casting, the Labor Party, if re¬
turned to power, would possibly
advocate the retting up of a new
public authority which might be a
cross between the BBC and the
Independent Television Authority.
The Royal Commission, "while
putting the emphasis of its inquiry
on a third outlet, would conduct
its investigation in the broadest
possible way. It would almost cer¬
tainly be asked by Parliament to
make proposals on the question of
broadcasting hours, which has also
been the subject of considerable
controversy over some yea’*s. It
could, conceivably, argue that as
there are many vacant hours at
the present time, there is no im¬
mediate need for an additional
channel.
The case fer the third outlet
going over to commercial interests
was submitted to a meeting of
Tory HP’s in th° House of Com¬
mons by the JTA toppers. Sir
Ivone Kirkpatrick and Sir Robert
Fraser. The politicians who favor
that course argue that a third
commercial channel could com¬
fortably be supported out of ex¬
isting adverting revenue and
thus siphon off some of the profits
which have been described as "em¬
barrassingly large.”

London, Feb. 10.
A proposal that question
'
Frankfurt, Feb. 10.
time in the House of Commons
Commercial television in West
should be televised gave Pre¬
Germany is going great guns, with
mier Harold MacMillan an op¬
portunity to make a play on
more sponsors'clamoring for the
current tv titles when giving
' time than is available. .
his reply.
• Biggest draws of the commercial
“It would, suit Ministers,” he
television shows are an American
stated. “We could ‘take our
pick’ between ‘criss cross, quiz’
duo, "Father Knows Best” and
and if there were time and the
"San Francisco Story”—both, of
Sponsor allowed, there might
course, dubbed Deutsche.
even be time for ‘ask me an¬
other’.”
With only half an hour daily of
The matter is to be discussed
commercial television currently
between the three principal
available on a four-station West
London, Feb. 10.
parties before any decision is
Associated Television, the com¬
German network, the over-demand
taken.
mercial tv outfit which has the
of commercial- time and the fact
weekend franchise in London and
that many advertisers can't get
the weekday contract in the Mid¬
their messages onto the screen
lands, has applied to the Stock Ex¬
London, Feb. 10.
may speed the current crisis fac¬
change for permission for dealings
The BBC has bought the tv ing the state-controlled television
in its stock. To conform with the
requirements it has published a rights of the most controversial outlets. The advertisers have a
prospectus, giving a background British novel of the year and pro¬ strong point in their favor in sup¬
history of the company, a picture poses to adapt it as a play. This is port of demands for a new allof its ramifications and a forecast “No Love For Johnnie,” an acid, commercial television outlet. This
London, Feb. 10.
penetrating study of a politician
of its prospects.
Largest regular audience for
and Parliament, written by the late would, of course, spell bitter com¬
Two major aspects stand out in Wilfred Feinburgh M.P. Several petition to the culturally slanted BBC-TV is captured by the weekly
the prospectus. The first is the companies Are at present dicker¬ state-controlled tv stations now in show “This Is Your Life,” accord¬
rapid growth in the revenue of the ing for the film rights, following operation with exclusive outlets in ing te an analysis of 300,000 inter¬
company, which has more than extensive press coverage of the each area.
views carried out by BBC Audi¬
trebled in three years; and the book which was published last
“We have no definite plans now ence Research Department. Total
wide extent' of its overseas and week. It also ran as a serial in the to expand our commercial time,” of lookers-in to the program varies
ancillary interests, including its Evening Standard.
pointed out Wolfhart Mueller, pro¬ between, an estimated 8,750,000
American holdings in Independent
Feinburgh was killed last year duction director of radio and tele¬ and 10,500,000.
Television Corp., its substantial in a car accident.
BBC also reports that, in the last
vision for Hessischer Rundfunk,
buy into Australian broadcasting
the local outlet in Frankfurt. "But quarter of 1958, the 17,000,000
and tv, its 50% stake in Pye Rec¬
my personal viewpoint is that there adults in Britain who could get
ords and an investment of $1,400,will be a necessity for the state- both its service and that of com¬
000 in British Relay Wireless and
controlled stations to expand their mercial tv divided their viewing
Television, which is a leading dis¬
time because in the current season time in the adverse ratio 34:66,
tributor of piped tv. Additionally,
we have more demands than we this comparing with 33:67 in the
ATV is negotiating with the Muzak
But as
have time, and have had to turn July-September period.
Corp. to obtain a concession on
there were still 7,500,000 people of
down advertisers.”
a royalty basis in the UK and Ire¬
age
16
and
over
able
to
receive
Hessischer Rundfunk pools its
land for the distribution of back¬
commercial time with the state-con¬ BBC-TV programs only, the num¬
Rome, Feb. 10.
ground music on the lines devel¬
A number of new programs have trolled stations in" Baden-Baden, ber of viewers to the service
oped by Muzak in North America. been announced by RAI-TV, the Munich and Berlin.
Monday totalled an average 14,400,000, out¬
The terms for such a concession Italo telenet, while others are be¬ through Saturday, the stations numbering ITV’s by 700,000.
have been agreed in principle and ing readied by the single local out¬ offer half an hour of commercial
Other figures released indicate
a formal agreement is expected let for 1959.
shows, from 7; 30 to 8 p.m. on the that out of an adult population of
shortly.
In the variety field, a series em¬ network, with the shows originat¬ 37,800,000, about 24,500,000 or twoATV also owns the freehold of ceed by Vittorio Gassmann is slat¬ ing different nights from different thirds had tv sets at home in the
last quarter of 1958. They spent
‘the National Studios at Elstree, the ed to start in February, while Wal¬ stations.
about 12!£ hours a week viewing
Wood Green Empire, wjiich is its ter Chiari. is also due to return for
Six to nine commercials are,
principal studio, and .has acquired a set of shows, though date of these slotted at the opening- of the 30- in the evenings, comparing with
the Vauxhall Gasworks site at oveif is not yet known. RAI plans to add minute program, with five to eight about 11T£ hours in the corre¬
$1,500,000 for development as a-tv another quiz show, "Odds or Even,” spots at the end. There’s a heavy sponding 1957 quarter.
centre. It also has leasehold inter¬ to the two still-popular question- backlog of advertisers waiting for
ests in various properties in the and-answer stanzas, “n Musichi- an advertiser to fall out so they
London area, including the High¬ ere” and “Lascia o Raddoppia.”
dan take over during the winter—
An early presentation of the but in summer, the load drops to
bury Studios.
In its financial survey the pros¬ newly-opened Naples studio will be just about a 100% sellout (also not
pectus shows that the company’s a “History of Jazz” with the Ar¬ a bad record).
net advertising revenue, after al¬ mando Trovajoli Orchestra, plus
Advertisers pay 8,000 German
new item called "Senti¬
lowing agency discounts and com¬ another
London, Feb. 10.
ment and Fantasy.” Also in the marks (about $2,000) for a onemissions, amounted to $8,038,240 musical idiom: “Musical Tales,” tv minute spot across the four-station
Commercial television, which
in 1956, jumped to 816,777,600 in version of past Italo stage musicals. net, and produce their own filmed
now spans about 85% of Great
1957 and soared to $25,922,400 last
Live commercials
Drama and drama serials will be commercials.
Britain, is claiming a larger view¬
year.
repped by such upcoming classics aren’t permitted. Spols generally
In the first half of the current as “Romeo and Juliet,” Chechov’s vary from 15 seconds to one ing audience than BBC-TV, which
London, Feb. 10.
.financial year ATV and National "Three Sisters,” Moliere’s “Bout-. minute, with an exceptional longie virtually covers the entire country.
Studios have made . a profit of geois Gentilhomme”; and ,in week¬ —4711 Cologne and Perfume—
The latest survey made by - the I A package cf about 24 feature
$6,367,200, and the estimate for ly stanzas, "Treasure Island,” "The running for two minutes every two ratings services, Nielsen and films from the RKO library has
Television Audience Measurement, been acquired for tv by Associatedthe full year, including the profits Count of Monte Cristo,” ‘Tom Saturday.of the Australian group, is in ex¬ Jones,” “Fathers and Sons.” All
Other than producing his own included for the first time the new Rediffusion, the commercial pro¬
cess of $15,061,000. The company these, per usual, are live.
commercial, the sponsor has no Tyne Tees outlet which opened gramming company which operates
the London outlet on weekdays.
With these and many more in control over the show or its pro¬ last month.
has already declared an interim
The titles are to te chosen from
According to the surveys, “Sun¬
dividend of 40% and Is to recom¬ all fields, RAI hopes to boost local duction. His only 'choice is the
mend a final distribution of 60%, ratings and prestige, which have day. of the week when he wants day Night at the London Palla¬ a. list of 25 films, among them “My
Favourite
Wife” starring Iene
dium”
attracts
the
largest
audi¬
making 100% for the year. It recently taken a slight tumble due his ad viewed.
ence, with more than 13,000,000 Dunne and Cary Grant; “Break of
reckons that, its biggest potential to initial flop of two musical series,
Best slot is considered the viewers. Runners-up are “Wagon Hearts" with Katharine Hepburn
for growth lies in its investment in "Noie Loro” with Nino Toranto closing commercial, since it is
ITC, in which it has an' equal stake and “Rascal City,” with Renato followed by the 8 p.m. special Train” and "Dotto,” with more and Charles Boyer; "Tomorrow is
with the Jack Wrather Organiza- Rascel. Last-named has been tar¬ events show—most popular show than 12,000,000 each, and “The Too Late” with Pier Angeli and
Army Game” in fourth place with Vittorio de Sica; “Hotel Reserve”
get of most press barbs as well as
(Continued on page 50)
with James Mason and Lucie
public criticism for its attempts at on Hessischer Rundfunk, with an over 11,700,000,
BBC’s top attraction is “This Is Mannheim; and “I *ene” with Ray
highbrow humor which was not ap¬ estimated 86% of ’the set owners
Your Life” with an estimated audi¬ Milland an<J Anna Neagle. Two of
preciated by local televiewers. For¬ tuned in.
the films involved, "On Dangerous
mat has since been changed to that
Sponsor has quite a variety of ence of 11,500,000.
Ground” starring Ida Lupino and
of normal variety show, with good shows to choose from—if he is
to excellent results.
Robert Ryan, and "Vivacious Lady”
lucky enough.
He can select
with
Ginger Rogers and James
“Adam Kocht” (Adam Cooks—a
London, Feb. 16.
Stewart, have already been aired.
male cooking show) from Munich
The Duke of Bedford, Britain’s
The
deal involves more than
or buy a spot on- another Munich
publicity-conscious showman peer,
$100,000, at a price of $4,900 per
show called “Record Baby” star¬
has agreed to emcee a planned
London,
Feb.
10.
picture.
ring German movie actress and
series of telepix based on the past
Ed Murrow, talking on the im¬
singer Ilse Werner.
histories Of U.K.’s stately homes.
Glasgow, Feb. 10.
If he can’t get on either of the pact of television on politics and
First of the ‘ skein, as yet un¬
A figure of 500,000 Scot homes
placed,' will feature the Duke’s has been reached in an assess¬ top transplanted American shows, public life, is one of three who
own place, Woburn Abbey. Series ment of those watching commercial he can pick another American will give the first or the Granada
has been registered by Herbert tv, according to Television Audi¬ show, “Inspector Garrett,” from Lectures in London this fall. Spon¬
Baden-Baden, Which has a lower sored by Granada TV and organ¬
Ray, ex-manager of the Garrick ence Measurement Ltd.
London, Feb. 10.
Theatre, who has now turned to
This represents an increase of rating than the top two. Baden- ized by the British Association for
Sally Ann Howes, fair lady who
Baden
occasionally offers Mickey the Advancement of Science, the
tv production.
*
313,000 for the local commercial
succeeded
Julie
Andrews on Broad¬
Another idea up Ray’s sleeve is outlet since opening night on Aug. Mouse-shows as well, but appar¬ lectures are to be given annually way, will appear on Associated
ently the children don’t have as and linked with a tv program, the
a series based on “Tales of the 31, 1957.
Television’s
"Sunday
Night at the
Tower of London,” with scripts
A special boundary survey shows much influence over their parents live audience consisting of repre¬ London Palladium” on March 1.
by P. N. Walker-Taylor and re¬ that indie tv programs are now be¬ as American kids, since the look-in sentatives of science, industry, It’ll be her first appearance in her
search by Christopher Plantagenet ing received in several areas be¬ rate is lower.
politics and education.
native Britain since she scored the
Fry, who made impact on a recent yond the provisionally accepted
“San Francisco Story” ran twice
Sir Edward Appleton, Nobel “My Fair Lady” success in the U.S.
tv quiz series as an historical boundary. Outlying areas, such as a month on Frankfurt for over a prizewinner, and principal and
Miss Howes and her husband,
know-all. Ray considers that Amer¬ the Isle of Arran, Campbeltown, year and is currently supplanted vice-chancellor of Edinburgh U. composer Richard Adler, will be
ican tourist interest in the Tower and Lochmaben and Lockerbie, are by a new Italian series (dubbed and Sir Eric Ashly, vice-chancellor interrupting a European holiday to
will pre-sell the series in the now under the Scot indie'tv "um¬ in German, of course) called ‘The of Queen’s U. Belfast, will be the
do the ATV stint. Adler is skedded
States.
brella.”
King’s Musketeers.”
other two speakers.
t to appear on the show, too.
69%

Britain’s ATV Prospectus Paints
Bright Picture, $25,922,400 Revenues

Controversial Novel
Acquired by BBC-TV

‘This Is Your Life’
BBC-TV’s Tod And

Italo TV Preps
Flock of Entries

British Com’l TV Now
Claims. Wider Viewing
, Audience Than BBC-TV

100G RKO BUNDLE
FOR TV IN BRITAIN

DUKE OF BEDFORD’S
BRIT, TELEPIX SERIES

Half-Million Scot Homes
Can Now Get Com’! TV

Granada TV Books
Morrow for Lecture

Sally Aon Howes
On Taliadinm’ TVer
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TV NEWS!
TV GUIDE circulation now more than 7 million—.
largest-selling weekly magazine in all history

The world of television is the only beat
of TV Guide magazine.

And America's increasing absorption in TV—
its programs, its people, its progress—has
been mirrored in TV Guide’s unparalleled
circulation climb.
Of all weekly magazines past and present,
TV Guide is the only one ever to break through
the 7 million circulation mark ....and
it has done so in less than 6 years!
The growth Of TV Guide is indeed as dramatic
as the growth of television itself.

A weakly magazine... a daily habit
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Television Followup Comment
; Continued from, pa ft 33 ;

Havana, Castro was attired in his
pajamas, and introduced his young,
handsome son to the public. Murrow, for bis part, returned to his
role as a newsman on the show and
plied Castro with some telling
questions. ^The chat .proved inter¬
esting, witp CastrgaWJming through
as a war*p troubled leader with
loads of refponsiblJitjiffcn his young
shoulders.!*
. .
The second guest was illustrator
Norman Rockwell and his family.
Trie cameras, ., identifying them¬
selves with the viewers, offered the
illusion of driving up to Rockwell s
Stock-bridge. Mass., home. The
opening doors offered a pleasant
visit, more in the “fan” tradition
of “Person to Person.”
Horo.
Sugarfool
In an earlier chapter of this
western that is pretending not to
be, an outlaw named “Canary Kid”
must’ve given the forces of good
a bad time. So back he comes and
they’re waiting for him, reinforced
by Wayde Preston, star of “Colt
45.” If confusion is rampant it is
made no less bewildering by the
dual delineation of Will Hutchins
as both the heavy and the hero.
Keeping them separated may have
mitigated against complete enjoy¬
ment of the actionful conflict,
which has kept this series safely
on the rating side.
In setting up the “Canary”

character for Hutchins, there is
an evident effort to give him more
to do and take him out of his stet
character of shy reticence and
roused to action only when he’s
pushed. He managed the duality
with competence and well seconded
by a trio of seasoned hands who.
are no strangers to western buffs.
Don “Red” Barry gave the part
of “Arkansas” a rollicking quaint¬
ness that lightened the heavy action
of cattle rustling, train holdup,
cavalry rescues and a cigar smok¬
ing babe with all the allure of a
Latino fatale. Doye O’Dell, one
of the earlier tv cowboys, and Ray¬
mond Hatton, whose career dates
back to the era of pre-talkies, gave
the piece a personalized western
flavor. Saundra Edwards paraded
her sultry sexiness through most
of the scenes.
Script and direction of Mont¬
gomery Pittman whipped up an
exciting gait despite the conflicting
elements.
Helm.
CHICK ALLISON UPPED
Milton (Chick) F. Allison' has
been named general manager of
CBS Radio Spot Sales. Allison was
formerly eastern sales manager.
He takes over the duties of Gor¬
don^7 F. Hayes who becomes na¬
tional manager of affiliate rela¬
tions for CBS-TY.

Martha Raye-Sparked
Telethon Brings In
$352,000 in Pledges
Martha Raye’s 19-hour stint for
the Association For Help of Re¬
tarded Children over WNEW-TV,
N.Y., Saturday-Sunday (7-8) pulled
in $352,000 in pledges exclusive
of monies that came in from the
studio, the Yonkers Raceway and
mailings that began to come into
the homeoffice Monday morning.
According to Arthur Konvitz, co¬
ordinator of the telethon, the final
take is expected to reach the $400,000 mark.
Last year’s telethon
pulled in $252,000.
Miss Raye’s herculean job with
a strong pitching assist from Wil¬
liam B. Williams helped steer the
show to its big tally. The all-star
lineup, which always seems to be
on call for telethon purposes and
the kiddie show which took place
at^Yonkers Raceway Sunday morn¬
ing also kept the interest going for
the long 19-hour pull.
In addition to hostessing the
affair, Miss Raye was in and out
with, comedic and singing turns
that were <bpnotch. It’s a long and
arduous job that she undertook
but delivered throughout in stand¬
out style. It was a combination
of heart and talent.
Other credit nods belong to Nick
Condos, co-producer; Martin Tananbaum, exec producer, and Harry
Adler and Elaine Laron, associate
producers.
Gros. >

Television Reviews
i Continued from page 33 ;

polka dot dress with a small collar
ending in a soft bow. Her straight
white hair was drawn back loosely.
In her left ear she wore an'inconspicuous hearing aid.
One was left with the deep im¬
pression that here was an heroic
figure, with brows as craggy as the
Maine rocks and with luminous,
deep-set eyes as fresh as the
pounding sea at her door.
“Wisdom” will be made up of
half-hour “visits” to distinguished
Americans. Series was formerly
called “Conversations with Elder
Wise Men.” Upcoming conversa¬
tions are scheduled with Van Wyck
Brooks, Margaret Mead, James B.
Conant, Eleanor Roosevelt, Robert
Moses, Dr. Karl Menninger"and
Father John Lafarge.
“Wisdom” is indeed an exciting,
meaningful visit to the enduring
figures of this land.
Rans.
ART EXHIBITION (GAUGUIN)
With Everett Clarke, narrator
Director-Producer: Dave Barnhizer
Writer: Martin Maloney
30 Mins., Sun. (8), 1 pan.
NBC-TV, from Chicago
Compatible tint shared the ma¬
jor laurels with Paul Gauguin in
thisr 30-minute NBC-TV public
service show out of WNBQ in Chi¬
cago, inspired by the valuable col¬
lection of Gaugulps which will be
put on exhibit at the Chicago Art
Institute on Lincoln’s Birthday.

SHERATON

Which Of
these
39 cities
is your
next stopf
CAST
NEW YORK
BOSTON
WASHINGTON
PITTSBURGH
BALTIMORE
PHILADELPHIA
PROVIDENCE
ATLANTIC CITY

SPRINGFIELD, MasSp
ALBANY
ROCHESTER
BUFFALO
SYRACUSE
BINGHAMTON, N.V,
(open* •arly 1959)
MIDWEST
Chicago
DETROIT
CLEVELAND
CINCINNATI
ST. LOUIS
OMAHA
AKRON
INDIANAPOLIS
FRENCH LICK, Ind.
RAPID CITY, S. D.
SIOUX CITY, Iowa
SIOUX FALLS, S. D.
CEDAR RAPIDS, low*
SOUTH
LOUISVILLE
DALLAS
(opens early 1959)
AUSTIN
MOBILE
WEST COAST
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
PASADENA
PORTLAND, Oregoi\
(opens fall 1959)
CANADA
MONTREAL
TORONTO

NBC-RCA's prismatic hues were on
their best behaviour (and that’s a
sight to behold) as the cameras
roamed from canvass to canvass,
capturing with stunning vividness
the color, brightness, savagery and
mystery of Gauguin’s works
through their various phases.
The commentary by Everett
Clarke was excellent. In a sketchy
but more than adequate biography
that backgrounded some of the
great canvasses, Clarke’s commen¬
tary afforded some deep insight
and understanding of this brooding
and tragic artist who was a success¬
ful middle class business man un¬
til the age cf 35 when he suddenly
threw everything over and, dis¬
satisfied with his status as a “Sun¬
day painter,” albeit a good one,
left his home, office and his fam¬
ily to devote his life to painting.
There was a hurried attempt to
relate his search for the grandeur
of the primitive after the period of
the Breton peasant, the Arles pe¬
riod with Van' Gogh, his self por¬
traits and ultimately his brightest
and most rewarding period of all—
Tahiti. The intent of the program
was laudatory, if only that it in¬
trigued the viewer to see this ex¬
hibit of Gaughin’s work. At its
best there were some fascinating
closeups of his canvasses—and sel¬
dom was color tv put to better
use. In its lesser moments it could
certainly hope to excite a viewer
not familiar with the artist to see
more.
Rose.
DEADLINE FOR ACTION
(Ninety and Nine)
With Dane Clark, Malcolm Atterbnry, Kay Colominas, Donald
Randolph, Abraham Sofaer
Co-producers: Don Sharpe, Warren
Lewis
Director: Harold Schuster
Writer: James Edmiston ‘
60 Alins., Sun., 9:30 pan.
PARTICIPATION
ABC-TV, N. Y. (film)
Opening episode of the new
hourlong series “Deadline for
Action” delivered a surprise end¬
ing, which had theatrical impact.
But the story was strictly a onepunch affair, the pedestrian plot
lines and unimaginative character¬
izations probably losing many a
viewer before the denouement.
Series deals with the adventures
of a newswire reporter, played ac¬
cording to formula by Dane Clark.
Preem show had Clark reporting
an on-the-scene account of a New
England hurricane.
The coastal town also was the
scene of a shipwreck and rescue
operation. The thread of the story
over the 60-minute span was held
together by Clark attempting to
ferret out the identity of a mystery
passenger on the wrecked Greek
vessel. His sleuthing unmasked a
secret agent of communism, intent
upon killing the mystery passen¬
ger. Latter finally was revealed as
a high Hungarian prelate.
The teleplay by James Edmiston
just didn’t have enough stuff in it *
for a 60-minute excursion. Produc¬
tion values were too lush. The
cameras failed to capture the feel
of a wrecked town, or people in dis¬
tress being taken care of by the
Red Cross. Everything smacked too
much of a Hollywood set. -The good
outdoor shots of the damnable
weather was jarring against the
comparative orderliness of the in¬
teriors.
Director Harold Schuster failed
to fashion the illusion of people
just caught from the jaws of death.
Supporting cast of Malcolm Atterbur.v, Kay Colominas, Donald Ran¬
dolph and Abraham Sofaer was
okay.
Horo.

NIAGARA FALLS, Ont»
-HAMILTON, Ont,

... Sheraton's

RESERVATRON got

A call to the nearest Sheraton Hotel sets in motion the
world’s fastest hotel reservation service. RESERVATROM,
new electronic marvel, reserves and confirms your room in
any Sheraton Hotel coast to coast in split seconds!
For hotel reservations for your next trip, just phone Sheraton*
Let RESERVATRON take it from there.

him his hotel reservation
in just 4 seconds!
IFREE BOOKLET to help you plan
trips, sales and business meetings,
conventions. 96 pages, describing
Sheraton facilities in 39 major cities.
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION for the
Sheraton Hotel Division of the
DINERS’ CLUB. This card is an
invaluable convenience for the
traveler—honored for all Sheraton
Hotel services,
just swd us this coupon

Sheraton Hotels, Dept.55, 470 Atlantic Ave., Boston 10, Mass.
Please send ifce, without obligation: Q Sheraton facilities booklet
□ Membership application for the Sheraton Hotel Division of the Diners’ Club
Name.....r
Address...........

........Zone.State.

City

CBS-TY Ups Richard Low,
Gordon Hayes’ New Slot
Among new appointments at
CBS-TV this week was the naming
of Richard H. Low to newly-created
post of director of contracts—facil¬
ities and program sales of CBSTV. W. Spencer Harrison, veep and
business manager of talent and
contract properties, said Harrison's
hew unit was organized to speed
up processing of facilities contracts
and program sales contracts.
Appointment of Gordon F. Hayes
as national manager of affiliate re¬
lations of CBS-TV, effective Feb.
23, was made by Carl S. Ward, veep
and director of affiliate relations.
Donald E. Clancy, currently
business manager of affiliate re¬
lations, was made administrative
manager.:
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SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL'S
"HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH
SPEAKING PEOPLES"
Narrated by

LAURENCE OLIVIER
&

Original Music by

SIR WILLIAM WALTON

. Produced by

HARRY ALAN TOWERS

A TOWERS OF LONDON PRODUCTION
in association with
Western Hemisphere:
Eastern Hemisphere:

GALAXY ATTRACTIONS, INC.
A.B.C. TELEVISION LTD. (OF GT. BRITAIN)
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WBC Into Syndication
— Continued from page 29

WBC’s five tv stations, each show
as once-monthly local 30-minute
“specials.” Programs will be placed
in prime time on the Westinghouse
o&o’suT£ith WBC staggering nights
so
nati»nally*-sponsorecfStifczas don't always get the
bound® These are the shows, which
WBC wJl^^mdicate o® tape*
(2)
also. produce four,
qimrter tv specials, two of “j^ormn”
and two of “Youth.” It hasn’t
been decided yet whether they’ll
be 30 or 60-minutes long or wheth¬
er the importance of the topic will
determine the length of each

—

stanza.
(3) “Forum” will also be aired
on WBC’s six AM radio stations,
and is to be produced separately
from the tv versions, with some¬
body other than Grairik fronting
this audio edition. It’ll be a week¬
ly half-hour on radio.
Don McGannon, WBC prexy,
and..Dick Pack, chain's program
chief, are working on tape rates
for the tv versions of “Youth” and
“Forum.”
Granik is partnered
with the chain on any profits via
the tape route from his two video
shows.

:
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NBC-TV grabbed itself $800,000
In gross revenue with three new
and two renewal orders in the
house. Biz came in for "Today”
and “Jack*Paar Show.”
Highspot was purchase by Drug
Research Corp. for its Regimen
reducing tablets on “Today” start¬
ing this month and running
through July.
; New orders came from Barclay
Manufacturing Co., for its Fiber¬
glass and Plasticoated panels, on
“Today” and Weather Proof Co.
for its window screens on “Jack
Paar Show.”
Renewals stemmed from Rock
of Ages „Corp. and Amity Leather
Products Co.

Coastal m Major

British ATV
; Continued from page 43 ;

tion. The directors are confident
ifident
that, in time, the group will con¬
tribute substantially to the revenue
of the company.
The directors believe that the
company’s license with the Inde¬
pendent Television Authority will
be renewed after its expiry in
July 1964, alehohgh recognizing
that the renewal terms will need
to be negotiated afresh. They’ve
already intimated their support for
a third tv channel on competitive
lines. The board also anticipates
that profits will continue to rise,
but cannot be expected to do so at
the Same high rate as hitherto.
The prospectus also reveals the
details of the agreements between
ATV and its managing dirctor,
Val Parnell, and deputy managing
director. Lew Grade. Each has a
| basic salary of $22,400 annually,
I but, in addition, they are entitled
|to commissions on the,net profit,
| which should bring their earnings
up to between $170,000 and $200,000 each.

, I’m gonna be on Steve Allen’s Stinday Night.
--

Continued from page 29

rundown indicating the variety ha
the size of the markets.
WNEW-TV, in N.Y., hasn’t firmed
up any plans for telecasting, but
station execs feel that the “Stars”
package offers them programming
in production and star value sim¬
ilar to vintage pix. The episodes,
according to a station exec, will he
telecast in prime time. (The 90
telefilms originally were part of the
“20th-Fox Hour,” “GE Theatre,”
“Casablanca.” Forty in the series
had been telecast again during the
daytime on the NT A Film Net¬
work.)
Significantly, the feature film
division of NTA is handling the
“Stars’* package. It was felt that
the,60-minute telefilms had a closer
affinity to the cinematics than to
the traditional half-h’55r series in
syndication. The package also is
being priced along feature lines.

|

Studio Facelift
Under the exec veepeeship of
Arthur Shaer, Coastal Recording
and its Audio & Video operations
'today cut a wide swathe through
the whole AM sphere of commer| cials (which accounts for about
65% of its total biz) as well as the
audio synchronization; for tv com¬
mercials. It also has deals with
several diskeries for studio facili¬
ties.
; There are in all a total of seven
studios (Coastal on west 52d St.,
Audio & Video on 57th St. and the
studios acquired in the Fulton buy- .
out on west 40th St.).
It’s at the latter premises that
Coastal is now undergoing some
major facelifting which includes
expanding its control room to
twice its former size and incorpor¬
ating interchangeable hard and
soft surface blocks making possi¬
ble the livening or deadening of
the studio as it controls the amount
of sound absorption and reflection.
New type of acoustical treatment
was designed T)y Johns-Manville
for Coastal.
At the same time the recording
company installed a custom built
15-qhannel console which can re¬
cord stereophonically and nonaurally at the same time. Other new
equipment includes two two-chan¬
nel Ampex stereo tape machines,
a four-channel Ampex tape ma¬
chine for multi track recording
and equipment to handle pic sync.

‘Tarzan’
== Continued from page 28

to Banner,*some 30-odd, in a switch
from Major TV, which had pre¬
viously handled tv distribution. Ha
also engineered the deal whereby
Banner took control over “Night
Court,” the half-hour vidpix series
previously produced live by Sandy
Howard.
Meanwhile, Weintraub is going
ahead with additional theatrical
production of “Tarzan” properties.
This week, he started “Tarzan’s
Greatest Adventure,” first of two
features slated for Paramount re¬
lease, on location in Africa. He’s
Continued from page 28 si—j 1tentatively ruled out plans for a
Arrow Productions; John. B. Dalton “Tarzan” telefilm series, however.
has come over to ITC’s syndicated . KNXT deal is for five years, with
sales division . . . Ernest Fladell 10 runs on .each pic.
named creative director-of the ad¬
vertising department of National
Jenkins, formerly
Telefilm Associates . . . Vera (of Atlanta—Cliff
WLAQ, Rome, Ga., has joined
Schulte, promotion manager for ■WGST
radio news staff. Another
WCPO-TV, Cincinnati, won the addition
.
to station announcing crew
$500 “Man With A Camera” pro- j Jim Nelson,
late of a radio mill
motion contest conducted by ABC is
?
Films .. . . Barney Cragston ap- .In Richmond, Va.
pointed sales manager of Ziv’s
“Cisco Kid” sales division . . . Ar¬
Union Cards and
thur Stolnitz joins Ziv in the busi¬
ness affairs department, headquar¬
PROFESSIONALS RECOGNIZED
tering iii Hollywood.
_ Vernon' Bums, who heads Na¬
tional Telefilm Associates office in
COSMETICS • DRUGS
London, has been named v.p. of
YITAMINS • PARFUMS
NTA International . . . Don Castle
has been appointed Jack Wrather’s
personal production assistant on
Jack Wrather Organization tv film
productions .. * . Billy James has
been named director of advertising
145 7th Ay*. (54 St.) New York
and publicity for Flamingo Tele¬
film Sales . . . Tropicana Products
"BIGGEST LITTLE DRUG STORE"
has picked up half sponsorship of
WE DELIYER—Cl 4-5331
“William Tell” on WPIX, N.Y.

Vidpix Chatter

j

CITY DRUGS

Memphis — Jim Ferguson has
been named program director of
WMCT, NBC affiliate here by gen¬
eral manager Hank Slayick. Fergu¬
son, who comes here after a nine
year stint as p.d. chief of WSAZTV, Huntington, W. Va., will head
the station’s complete p4. depart¬
ment which ha* been Tevamped
and will answer directly to Slavick.

IF OTHERS DO IT — I won’t I
IF OTHERS SAY IT — I Won’t I
IF OTHERS WRITE IT—l won’t I
Only by usln« that which Is nowhar*
but in niysalf, can 1 bacoma

INDISPENSABLE TO YOU!
Exploitation

Publicity - Publl* Relations
Idearamat
Box V-0557, VARIETY,
154 W. 44th St. Haw York 94.

^ nvy

VIDEOTAPE
Dynamic new dimension in TV programming
PRODUCTS DIVISION

PROFESSIONAL
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Moore’s Got That live’ Yen
; Continued from page 27 ;

network television (that includes
NBC and CBS, as well as ABC),
Moore had this to say; “It’s just
the recent audience disinterest in
live offerings which has set adver¬
tisers against live television.
"I think the way to bring back
live is to create continuing char¬
acters.” He mentioned Se exam¬
ples new programs such as “87th
Precinct” and “Young Mr. Mid¬
dleton,” two shows which producer
David Susskind has under ABC
option, and CBS’ forthcoming
“Blue Men.” But, cautioned Moore,
such “continuing character” dra¬
matics are just to soften up adver¬
tisers and. audience for more and
different kinds of commercial live
video programming.
He was open for suggestions.
“ABC’s eager to talk to men
with live tv ideas,” the exec de¬
clared, issuing an open invitation
to live packagers to knock on his*
door at their earliest convenience.
“We get an early swing at most
film ideas, because most people
consider us a film network, but
we are hlso anxious for a swing
at live.”
In tracing the reason why there’s
so much film today and so lit¬
tle live, Moore said that “one 6i
the chief” reasons for the situa¬
tion is that tv film offers residuals
and live tv, per se, does not.
“The opportunities for residual
profits (via tape) are not clear yet
in live tv. But when the . . . val¬
ues are known more clearly, live
opportunities are bound to in¬
crease.”
Moore implied there’s more' dar¬
ing and flexibility from live video
exponents than from film. “Film
people who grew up in film,” he
suggested, “have more difficulty
converting to live television than
a man from live has converting-to
film. The thing that seems most
difficult for film technicians and
film talent is adapting to the con¬
tinuous action of live tv, but the
technique of short takes in. motion

pictures is readily understood by
the man from live television.”
Moore said that one of the very
best reasons for upbeating live
next year is the fact that the well
of fresh talent Will dry up if live
doesn’t get more serious atten¬
tion. Besides, Mobre said, there
is a need for live television (that
includes “live on tape” television)
as “counterpoint” programming to
the present film crop.

Producers’ Union
Continued from page 28 ===

decisions” with Kluge. First, Met
did . not buy any additional radio
stations and, two, when moneyman Kluge came upon the scene, it
was reportedly decided that Gro¬
gan may have been commanded a
rather high yearly fee for an outfit
that possessed only two radio sta¬
tions,, each of which had a manager
in direct command of program ac¬
tivity,
, *
Grogan began in radio. That was
before Buckley sold the successful
Gotham indie to Metropolitan and,
then, possessing less than a 10%
interest in Metropolitan quickly
achieved the position of major
authority within the chain. After,
the Met-WNEW deal, Buckley
moved Grogan Over to WABD (now.
WNEW-TV, N.Y.) where he be¬
came veepee in charge of tv pro¬
gramming. About a year later, he
was shifted back to radio, still with
the stripe. *
"*

“Naked City” series as an example,
the producer noted that it has cost
him $3-4,000 more pes episode to
lens it in New York :
“The biggest offender is the cost
of set construction, double in New
York what it is here,” he stated.
Boston, Feb. i0.
Leonard pointed the finger at
WBZ-TV interrupted regular
IATSE Gotham Local 52 which,
outside of camera and sound men, programming at intervals from
governs all technicians there, in¬ 3:30 to 6 p.m. Thursday (5) when
cluding art directors, sets con¬
struction crews, grips and props. two nine year old boys drowned
In filming exteriors, a producer is in the Charles River, while play-'
forced to start at 8 a.m., finish at ing on the ice, directly across
5:30 p.m., or else double-time pay from WBZ-TV studios on Soldiers
is in effect, according to Leonard, Field Road, giving the station a
who calls it, “a severe handicap grim dramatic tragedy in its own
and too much of a premium to pay
for any series that has a budget. front yard.
In many cases rather than shoot I The station learned of the acciovertime, I have been forced to l dent from a passing raltDrist, who
postpone shooting for the follow¬ jumped into the freezing waters in
ing day, since anything over two a vain attempt to save them.
hours of overtime is worth, an¬ George Moynihan, WBZ-TV public
affairs director, brought the man
other full day.
^
“If New York wants to he a film to the studio and regular program¬
production center again, it will ming was cut as he was interviewed
have to do something to merit it by newscaster Arch Macdonald.
A live camera with Zoomar lens
competitively. A producer simply
cannot operate without uniform was placed on the roof of WBZ-TV,
regulations and an intelligent and live coverage of the rescue ef¬
overtime basis,” Leonard main¬ forts by police and fire depart¬
ments was .telecast with Macdonald
tained.
The producer, who only last documenting’ the tragedy. Jerry
spring had such high hopes for Landay, WBZ radio news dir., lo¬
Gotham as a production center, cated at the scene, gave on the
went on to say that if Gotham lo¬ spot reports to WBZ-TV viewers.
cals had a logical and economically After working for an hour with
feasible contract, they could re¬ ; grappling- hooks, police and fire¬
capture much of tv production lest men brought up the body of one
to. Los Angeles. New York is its child, but another hour’s dragging
own worst enemy, he. insisted If for the second child proved futile.
a change of attitude, were to take' Three pro skin divers -found the
place, five times as many men second child’s body.
would be working there, and would
be making top revenue,” Leonard
L’ville’s New FM ,
concluded.

Hob’s WBZ-TV Scoop
On Front-Yard Tragedy

‘Good Music Station’

Grogan
SSS Continued from page 27

JOHN
6ANFIELD
Acfor Stuntman

To Bo Snr os a Toogli
Longshoroataa la tfca
Jast-Boloosod U.l. Blau

“NEVER STEAL
ANYTHING SMALL”
JU 6-6300, New York

politan, Grogan was vice-president
in charge of programming for
WHK and WNEW Radio. His salary
was considered quite high for a
local radio program operative, re¬
portedly in excess of $35,000 an¬
nually. In this post, Grogan: was
expected to oversee programming
of any other radio outlets that
Metropolitan might acquire.
[
But at least two things happened
| to alter the picture, and they indi¬
cate to some observers that Buckley, who became corporate presi¬
dent when Kluge became chair¬
man,'is no longer sole managerial
authority at Metropolitan', but now
makes nothing less than “joint,

Louisville, Feb. 10.
New high fidelity fine music
radio program service is soon to be
added to the town’s list of radio
stations, Steve Cisler, who put
WKYW on the air locally about 10
years ago, and built the station
into the toprated station in less
than a year, later moved to the
west coast where he was engaged
in broadcasting operations, is back¬
er of .the new outlet, which is to
be pitched for adult listening.
Program over the FM station
which will operate from 7 a.m. to
midnight, will'be entirely on tape.
Call letters requested from the
FCC are WEAR, with WLBL and
others requested as alternate
letters.

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
NBC-TV drew 600 phone calls immediately after Chet Huntley’s
second integration show (8). On this occasion Thomas R. Waring, edi¬
tor of The Charleston (S.C.) News and Courier, spoke for the segrega¬
tionists, Rpy-Wilkins, exec .sec of tee NAACP, was spokesman for in¬
tegration, Three hundred and fifty phone calls were complimentary
to NBC and Huntley for giving- equal time to the participants. Some
of the callers said they, had disapproved of Huntley’s editorial the
previous Sunday but did not after hearing the Sunday (8) show.
One hundred and fifty viewers called to protest Waring’s premise
while another 100 took NBC to task for allowing Wilkins, “a Negro
so much freedom in his talk.”
NBC-TV's full-page ad tagged “If I’d only known it was on, I’d have
watched it!” has evoked considerable favorable comment in both broad¬
cast and consumer circles, Web also started an on-the-air campaign
to merchandise the ad, thus marking first time any network has used
its own video facilities to promote its newspaper display copy.
Ad, which appeared in the N,Y. Times, N.Y. Herald Tribune, N.Y.
Post, all Washington dailies, trade papers and N.Y. edition of New
Yorker magazine, pointed ^out that “people who are not regular tv
viewers and do not consult-daily program listings” miss a great deal.
Ad went on to list several outstanding February programs and sug¬
gested that viewers keep the list near their tv sets.
Ad was shown on a dozen tv network shows plus several local sta¬
tion programs and is likely to become a regular monthly newspapertv feature. Idea, for the ad was sparked by Kenneth W. Bilby, exec
veep for NBC public relations, and came to fruition via Grey Adver¬
tising Agency.
«
Chi Sun-Times columnist Irv. Kupcinet created a minor tempest
last week when he itented that Jerry Lewis’ planned’ March 7 origina¬
tion from Chi couldn’t be made because NBC has no adequate facili¬
ties for the network show.
Chi AFTRA. an NBC-baiter from way back, then issued a press re¬
lease castigating NBC for "“utter disregard” of'public interest, etc., for
not having facilities for network originations.
NBC’s 'threefold answer: 1)_ there is at present no Jerry Lewis show,
scheduled for March 7;*2) the network, agency, and/or Lewis have not
made inquiry of Chi facilities for web origination of the program; and
3) NBC just concluded a highly successful half hour a day web orig¬
ination of “Queen for a Day” in Chicago.
“Camera Three” has two programs in the works dealing with the
creative processes. On Feb. 22, Katherine Anne Porter will read from
her novel, “Ship of Fools” (it’s a work in progress with publication
date in-May) and tell how she wrote it. Author of many short stories,
“Ship of Fools” is her first novel.
On March 1, John McGiffert, who produces the WCBS-TV Public
Affairs program for CBS-TV, will have “Three Choreographers” on
“Camera Three.” They are Bobby Hamilton, representing the jazz
dance'; Anna Sokolow, the modern dance, and Francisco Moncion, tra¬
ditional ballet, who will take off from the same starting point and
choregraph the same idea from three differing points of view. They’ll
explain how they, came to their artistic conclusions. Groups of dancers
will demonstrate the*varions schools.
Chicago’s Broadcast Advertising Club today (Wed.) turns over a
$1,000 check to Northwestern U’s department of radio-tv to establish
a tv-radio Scholorship Fund. It’s planned a make this amount available
each year to needy NU students who are in their junior or senior year.

MEYER BERGER TRIBUTE,
NEW SPECTACULAR HOME
WNEW’s Eulogy to N.Y. Times'
Ace Reporter-Columnist
Uncommon and affectionate was
WNEW’s behavior when news of
Meyer Berger’s death was an¬
nounced. Soon after N. Y. Rimes’
reporter-columnist’s death was re¬
vealed, (9) Marlin Weldon, direc¬
tor of news and special events at
the indie station, went on the air
with a salute to the Pulitzer Prize¬
winning chronicler of GotKSm. ac¬
tivities.
, .
!
“In this day of electronics when
most writing reporters are almost,
as familiar with mikes as with
their city editors,” Weldon said,“Mike Berger was a strangely old
fashioned newspaperman. He didn’t
care about broadcasting. His field
was the written word. His subject
was people.”
After tee eulogy, a staff an¬
nouncer read a typical Berger col¬
umn.

Scarsdale Area

Fabulous Setting
Contemporary
Price Mid-Fifties
MOSS L DICKEY CORP.
Builders

jowmjmaort
wWRomc
Luncheon served Noon to 3 PM.
' Monday thru Fridoy
COCKTAILS—DINNER—SUPPER
848 Second Avenue at 45th Street
Member all charge dubs
MU 4-7250—Open 7 days

Pittsburgh—Bob Prince, who
broadcasts Pirates’ baseball games,
has landed his own sports strip on
WTAE, Ch. 4. It tees off first of
next monte, five minutes every
evening Monday through Friday, at
6:55. While Prince is with thje
baseball team in Florida at spring
| training camp or on the road duringTegular season, he’ll send back
filmed interviews for tee program.

HiH
WBTV-TV

I

MILWAUKEE

IDEO1

WTMJ-TV

ARB Novnmbar 1958
FRESNO

COSTUMES
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starring BRODERICK CRAWFORD

CHARLOTTE

BROOKS

Dynamic newdimension in TV programming

KMJ-TV
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JOYCE

BUD
PALMER
—

Currently — .

1959 Winner of

CBS-TV—Hockey

THE MENNEN AWARD

CBS-TV-15 Mins. Pre-Game
Hockey Show for
RISE

JOYCE BROTHERS SHOW, WRCA-TV

•
—

Currently —

Mon. thru Fri. 1 P.M. to 1:25 P.M.
•

WP1X-TV—Host, Gourmet Club

—

In Preparation —

THE JOYCE BROTHERS SHOW
WINS-Radio—N. Y. Rangers

for TV Syndication

Producer-Narrator

Author of

"MEN WITH CARS"

TEN DAYS TO A SUCCESSFUL MEMORY

(PIG Productions)

Published by Prentice-Hall, Inc.

•

BILL
MALONE
-

Currently -

Spokesman for:

DUAL FILTER TAREYTON
FALSTAFFBEER
Other Commercials:

BELL TELEPHONE
TOP BRASS '
ESQUIRE SHOE POLISH
PALMOLIVE RAPID SHAVE
As Always;

"TEMPO"

"SPORTS"

WMAL-TV, Washington, D. C.

Personal Representative:

LESTER LEWIS ASSOCIATES

,. IVEcntf ^tkStreet, New York, N. Y. -

Pkua

'*
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Afl PhillyTV Ballcasts
Hot Alumni List on Radio Yoke
On 1 Station—WFIL
Grooming of D.C. Functionaries
Washington, Feb. 10.
Few wind up in Washington of¬
ficialdom unaccustomed to public
speaking, but some feel their voices
Combined spot sales and local
stand in need of more grooming. billings for WRCA-TV in N. Y„ in
National Academy of Broadcast¬ January jumped 24% over same
ers here, as a handy sideline, 'has month last year and reportedly
been offering for the past 25- years represent alltime high for montn
special classes for Congressmen, of January. ~
diplomats, and other functionaries
William N. Davidson, station’s
who want to polish up on their veep ana general m nager. said
Action or radio-tv poise.
spot billings were up 28% and lo¬
Miss Alice Keith, academy presi¬ cal saxes 14% higher tnan compa¬
dent, points to Sen. Estes Kefauver rable Oferiod in IS 53. Station’s gains are attributed to;
(D-Tenn.) as one of her prize
pupils. “Very seldom have I seen “Dr. Joyce Brother,” “Hi Mom,” S
anyone grasp the essentials of ra¬ “Movie Four ’ and “Jack Pa*;r \
dio presence so easily,” she said. Show” plus virtual sellout of all!
Kefauver and Sen. Margaret halfhour local program availabili-j
Chase Smith (R-Me.) both went ties.
New January biz included Con¬
to Miss Keith when House mem¬
bers for instructions on radio tinental Casualty,. Hertz, Max Fac-j
tor, L&M, Cannon Mills, Stahlspeaking techniques.
Meyer, Sup Hose and F'rrt Na¬
A number of Capitol Hill func¬ tional City Bank.
tionaries' have also been tutored at
the Academy — including three
reading clerks of the House (they
intone Presidential messages and
texts of bills and amendments) and
various Committee aides. Mrs. Al¬
Tokvo, Feb, 10.
bert Gore, wife of the Tennessee
In biggest feature film tv deal yet
Senator and an attorney, spruced
up her public speaking under Miss made' in Japan, some 50 features
from the pre-1948 Warners library
Keith.
The diplomatic alumni roster is were sold by UAA veep Alfred
I
long, including several Ambassa¬ Katz to the Japan Broadcasting Co.
dors and many of their wives, who (NHK), the semi-government web.
felt their English too rough for the | Total involved is estimated to be
demands of public and social en¬ 545,000 with breakdown of S300
gagements. Miss Keith recalls Mrs. i for first run of each film and $300
Maxim Litinov, wife of the Soviet for each rerun. An immediate re¬
envoy here during the 1930s, as a mittance of $18,000 is believed to
notable alumna of the latter cate¬ have been made to cover 20 fea¬
tures to be cast during first year
gory.
A recent graduate is John Mull- of the three-year pact. The addi¬
ings, former radio announcer and tional 30 are expected to be writ¬
now Master of Ceremonies for U.S. ten off against subsequent dojjar
Army Band. -Douglas Wallop, au¬ allocations.
Leon Britton, repping UAA here,
thor of the “Damn Yankees” book,
who handled deal after Katz de¬
took lessons there too.
Miss Keith, former Director of parted, said the above figures
Education for RCA and broadcast¬ “sounded right.”
ing director of CBS American
School of the Air, started the Acad¬
emy 25 years ago with curriculum
limited chiefly tp announcing and
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
writing for radio. She enlarged of¬
The Three Stooges shorts, pull¬
ferings with growth of radio and ing down kingsized audiences for
advent of tv to include dictions, KTTV on a one-a-week basis, will
pronunciation of foreign terms for be stripped by the station starting
newscasts, music programming, next week. The Los Angeles Times
drama, journalism publicity and indie has been showing the films
station management, among other heretofore in a single Wednesday
courses."^
night hour in combination with
John Nesbitt’s “Passing Parade”
Kansas f City, Mo.—George ~W. oldies.
But the Screen Gems attraction
Armstrong, exec veep of Storz sta¬
tions, appointed Don Loughnane has proven so strong a draw that
station operations manager of WHB KTTV is revamping its 7:30-8 p.m.
here. Position is a new one and cross-the-board schedule to make
involves duties In both sales ,and room for a stripped version of the
Stooges starting Monday (16).
programming. *

WRCA-TY’s Billings Hike

Warner Features In
Japan Sale for 45G

Stripped Stooges

‘Cannonball’ Sales

Mgi. WiKam Mtnii A§*mej

Independent Television Corp.
'has clicked off a roster of sales on
“Cannonball,” its newest syndica¬
tion entry.
Sales include,-KTVU, San Francisco; WFIL, Philadelphia; WXYZ,
Detroit; WTCN, St. Baul-Minnesota; K O M O, Seattle-Taeoma;
WTBJ, Miami; KSL, Salt Lake
City; KTSM, El Paso.
Sponsor sales include Factory
Motor Exchange, Baton Rouge,
■Schmitz Brewing, Sioux City; with
MeCann-Eriekson picking up the
show for a number of clients in a
few cities.

Jack Benny
Continued from page £ -

-■

■-

‘Sunrise Semester’
Gets a ‘Reeyaluatiou’

WCES-TV, which pioneered -in
ny for his “selfless devotion to our
rise-and-shine college credit courses
cause.”
with its “Sunrise Semester” pro¬
Highlight of the evening was the grams in cooperation with NYU, is
presentation to Benny of a replica reportedly re-evaluating the entire
of one of the Dead Sea Scrolls, dis¬ setup.
Top brass at the station Is said
covered in 1947 near the shores of to be examining the extent of audi¬
the Dead Sea. The Scrolls are the ence interest, enrollment figures,
oldest known biblical manuscripts etc., for the past and present series
—approximately -2,000 years old. with the thought of a possible cut¬
A silver plaque was affixed to back in air time for upcoming
the replica of the jar in which the courses.
scroll was found and which was
Present schedule calls for tele¬
presented to Benny. Plaque .bore casting of courses in English, His¬
the following inscription: “To Jack tory, Physical Science and Soci¬
Benny, a devoted member of the ology on a Monday-through Satur¬
American Jewish community and day basis. Monday-through-Friday
staunch friend of Israel, whose ' courses are currently aired from
talent, humanity and generosity 6:30 to 7:30 a.m. Saturday classes,
through the years have been at the I from 7 to 8 a.m.
service of Jewish life and freedom,
this scroll of "ancient, ancestral
wisdom is presented in all grati¬ Shirley Temple Features
tude and esteem.” It was signed
Barry’s Initial Push
by Berinstein, Edward M. M. War¬
NTA Film Network’s first pro¬
burg, honorary UJA chairman and
Herbert A.-Friedman. UJA execu¬ gramming push under the aegis of
Continued from page 1
- — tive vice chairman. The comic is Charles (Bud) Barry will be eight
Shirley Temple features, to be tele¬
as a jazz musician, frequented the starring at the Fontainebleau. •
cast in the spring.
hangouts of musicians and gained
Web for the Temple specials will
the confidence of the ringleaders,
consist of a 63-station lineup. Six
Michaels said. He eventually ar¬
of
the Temples will be first-run
ranged the purchase of four de¬
and two rerun. Among the titles
liveries of “goofballs.”
I wjmm^5 Continued from page 2S - - are “Just Around the Corner,”
The spurious jazz footer made
contact with a Beacon Hill cou¬ j the courage of their convictions. “Dimples.” “Baby Takes A Bow,”
ple, also arrested, and was soon The prevailing system, say the reps, “Poor Little Rich Girl,” and “Little
Miss Broadway.” Another series of
led to the Hyde Park family.
is a waste of .money* time and ver¬ Temple features will be telecast in
Through the couple, Kalil made biage on their part.
the fall.
four purchases of “goofballs.” . The fact that most agencies buy
After telephoning the couple, he just by the numbers, is what irks
would be picked up and driven to the reps the most. Buyers justify
Graff Upped
the Hyde Park house where the their -buying'by the cost per thou¬
E. Jonny Graff has been pro¬
woman would enter and make a sand by saying that ratings reflect
moted
to
national sales manager in
purchase. The cop, in his assumed- people and the idea is to reach the
role of jazz musician, was trailed most people at the lowest cost. The charge of feature films for NTA
International.
He formerly had
by two fellow investigators. To reps counter* by asserting certain
prevent detection, he was forced to products appeal to a different kind been NTA v.p. in charge of mid¬
west
sales.
call them at odd hours with infor¬ of audience, and playing it safe by
Graff will continue to headquar¬
mation.
using the numbers game won’t
On several occasions, the two help sell-the product. In this case ter in Chicago, reporting to NTA
fellow investigators were roused a certain type of program is pai> International prez Harold Gold¬
from sleep to trail alter the pseu¬ ticularly appropriate for a certain man.
do-jazzman to a “pop” pill party. type of product.
Investigators estimated the Hyde
Wth radiortv now the most domiSIMON'S 'JOE DOMINO'
Park family was_the source of illi¬ nent billing in many agencies, the ,
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
cit drugs-for at least 200 users a reps feel it’s time the agencies
A1 Simon, currently filming tha
week.
vested some authority in buyers “Flight” series for California Na¬
and that the present numbers game tional Productions,- is planning to
by which they buy and the use of' film three pilots in in association
representatives as mathematicians with George Burns’ McCadden
Continued from page 1 - ■ 1 7- and messenger boys should be dis¬ Productions next month.
carded.
First of these will be- “Joe Domi¬
matter. What they decide will then
no,” described as a modern adven¬
be presented to President Manuel
ture
series, with Leonard HeideUrrutia and his Cabinet for final
man penning the script.
approval, or revision. Reportedly
there are two major points: The
Continued from page 2 Zmmmm,
country’s take from gamblingi
Memphis—Tim Bedwell, holder
(which may be hiked to 75%) and perished in the crash. They were of a pair of Memphis Distinguished
whether permits of U. S. gaming the Rey. William A. Meadows, Sales Radio Awards, has been
operators under Batista will be re¬ Nashville, Tenn„ director of radio¬ upped to sales manager of WHBQ
newed
tv-services and training for the by skipper Boone Nevin. Station is
The waiters, actors and musi¬ Methodist Church; the Rev. Royer a MBS addiliate and is o. and 0. by
cians unions have complained to H. Woodbura, director of utiliza¬ RKO Teleradio Pictures.
Urrutia that closure of the casinos tion and field service of the
has put 10,000 men out of work. Methodist TV & Radio Field Com¬
Urrutia replied that in view of mission, and the Rev. W. Carlisle
this, he and his Cabinet would Walton Jr., director of TV Ministry
study a means to reopen the Development for the Methodist
Church.
casinos.
Virtually all the major web out¬
The government, meanwhile,
eased up on the notorious Shang¬ lets and indies in the Gotham area
hai Theatre and permitted it to disrupted their regular schedules
reopen, but cleaned up consider¬ to cover the rescue and salvage op¬ IDEA WORK .. SCRIPTWRITING
ably. Nudity is gone, and porno¬ erations. Dave Garroway on NBCgraphic reels have been replaced TV’s “Today” show paid special CREATIVE CRAFTSMANSHIP
tribute to Miss Zachary, a per¬
by. innocuous films.
sonal friend. WNEW did a detailed
MGT: DELL PETERS
Ottawa—Leslie McFarlane, Can¬ coverage of the . crash as well as
521 fifth Am MU 7-1750
several
wrapups repeating the best
adian author and scripter, ap¬
pointed chief story editor of the of its tapes. It also provided tape
General Motors-hankrolled video feeds to WNYC, the Municipal out¬
drama stint, “The Unforeseen.” let, and to stations in New England
Show is on Canadian Broadcasting and Canada. WCBS-TV remained
Corp’s tv web Sunday nights.
on the air all night with extensive
MAN FRIDAY
live coverage.
Available for Thoatra, Films, TV, ofe.
Three-man team, John Wingate,
Can typo, tako shorthand, drlvo, ofe.
Will travol. Good background a rofLes Smith and Henry Gladstone,
troncts.
covered the crash for WOR.
Twentyone direct pickups were
Bex Y-2f-5V, VARIETY
aired on the station throughout
154 W. 4itk Straat, Haw York U
the night and early morning.

Philadelphia, Feb. 10.
The Philadelphia Phillies, local
National League ball club, will
televise 64 games of their 1959
schedule over WFIL-TV. There will
b 12 night games telecast, but the
roster will not include any of the
Pacific Coast meetings with the
Giants and the Dodgers, because
of the time differential.
The entire schedule of 154 games
will broadcast over *WIP, both^ AM
and FM, along with 20 Florida ex¬
hibition games, starting March 7.
The setup marks the first time in
the history of local baseball tv,
that one station has done all the
telecasting. The tv schedule is only
eight less than the 72 games car¬
ried in 1958 by the three stations
-WFIL-TV, WCAU-TV and the
former Storer outlet, WVUE, now
shuttered.

Cloak & Dagger

I

Station Reps

Havana Casinos

Crash Victims

ADVERTISING’S BIGGEST PULL IS
THE KEL-0-LAND HOOKUP!
Jot Floyd's unique television hookup carries your sales
message io 103 counties, 227,810 tv homes, in 5 stales.*
(NCS No. 3). And it's 92% unduplicafed saturation. AU
eyes are on your product, when you're on KEL-O-LAND.
Om singfe-staHoN rate card (XELOTY5 buys you all XEL-0-LA*ID. Result
—fewest CFM’ever offered.

^\

* South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa,
Nebraska and several counties
in North Dakota.
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Dynamic new dimension in TV programming
- PROFESSIONAL

PRODUCTS DIVISION
CORPORATION

JOE FLOYD, Freeideat; Evaas Nord, Gen. Mgr.; Lorry Seatsoa, Yica-Pres.
• Represeoted ky H-R
• U MiaoeapeUs ky Wayee Evaas A Associates
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JOHN CONTE
WELCOMES

TO THE TELEVISION AUDIENCE OF AMERICA

JOHN CONTE
Singing Host "MONTOVANl WELCOMES YOU!'
39 Musical Half-Hours — Just Completed In London

My Thanks fo

In Preparation:

MORT ABRAHAMS-NXA.
HARRY ALAN TOWERS
DUKE GOLD5TONE

"THE JOHN CONTE SHOW"

and the Wonderfof Crew at Elstree, London

WtLLf AM MORRIS AGENCY

*GOOD UiCK M0.NTEr ON YOUR

, Daily Live Half-Hour
Management:

ANNUAL AMERICAN CONCERT TOUR STARTING FEBRUARY 2Sth

RAMO-TELEVISION
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Guide for:Editorializing

Kefauver 631 on Professional
Sports Distressing to TV Webs
Grey’s Coast Expansion,
wrey *l
at Helm
Helm
■M^iSSZJLSfc- Fn»» ^

£s% ’bsszfjbsi

almost no one specifically mentioned likes, is a “different” version of how'anti-trust laws should
affect pro sports. On Capitol Hill,
It’s not given much of a chance to
pass •
Tie Kefauver tv approach is
new. He proposes tossing both foothall and baseball telecasting problems to FCC for solution. FCC
would, the Kefauver bill directs,
institute rule making io determine
when and where bigtime baseballfootball games could be telecast
Thus, FCC would be left with
such aching headaches, among
others, as: (1) the long fight by
minor leagues to black out major
league telecasts in cities where
minors are playing the same day;
(2) effort of hospitals and otherjs
to have all games televised for
shut-ins and stay-at-homes who
can’t go to the home city ballpark;
(3) pro football prohibition on all
home-stadium tv, etc.
For webs, the thought of-FCC as
final arbiter smacks of opening door
for federal control of* programming, plus several other potential
infringements by Go vernment

to supervise lbe
Frances Corey as head of the expanding ^Bev^ly Hills op^ations.
Thls ^ par*
Jtr??cIies }?
A‘
Boh Wolfe continues in charge, of
Grey’s television activiUes..
Miss Corey, longtime advertising
manager Of Macy’s, New York, and
the only femme member of the
board, is still on a consultative
deal with the department store but
is more actively- in ; charge of
Grey’s Los Angeles agency. Grey
bandies -RCA, Westmghouse,Procter & Gamble, General Electric
311(1 other aCcmmts.
——
” K
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.V
less than the cost of .two Dinah
Shore Chevy Shows,
“x0 give all our people equal opportunity will require a nationwide,
24-hour-a-day clearance that will
reach every television set in the
united States—either on a single
channel or multichannel basis*

n°_f ’. ,,
•,
. ..
_ . .
“Last week in New York there
Foil both pro baseball and foot- were 37 programs that could be
corded-V&tamL put on
islated in Kefauver proposal, for by the broadcasters—sustaining.
who paid for them? As far as I
know the networks have no source
Sntad more taffl pUyer“mtracts at one time (some currently
control up to 400 in parent team
and minor leagues); and pro football figures it would be left in
somewhat the same shape as Atlanta after Gen. Sherman. Under
biff, no college grid star would be
eligible for pro football’s pick-andchoose system unless he gave hi*
written consent.
*
Sen -Kenneth r Kestinc* m

pa*d *°r
V16 s?°^fors
thf ^rv°us
a°d >\re‘
valvei?\ *
'
conceded the* he didut have the
answers to the problem of how
can be secured; how a
channel can be isolated; or who is
going to .pay for it but, he said,
Federal and State funds can be
wooed and won and the task of edu-

N.^-longTcon^on^ta®;
for freeing pro baseball from anUtrust laws (and co-author of such a
biU in this Congress) caUed the
Kefauver proposal a “basebaU
badgering bill.” Bert BeU of the
National Football League expressed
a similar opinion regarding pro
football. But George Trautman,

<“ *» *
«
m“ds‘n commercial tv, consistmg
of leading advertisers, broadcasters
and educators, similar, m stature
16 lbe Hoover Commission, to ex¬
plore 311(1 recommend on the problem'
st T
*1no Qon in

“ ni°r

president’
lr K.efallver measure.
*lhe. Keating-Dirksen-Hen£“8® “}} • ^ theSenate and the
Walter bin m the House, previously
introduced, would free baseball
and footbaU majors from antitrust
laws and impose a 75-mile black•ut J>n tv around home-city games
of both.

contriKfc to the mS of
Dimes was pledged during the 14hour Star Spectacular telethon on
KMOX-TV last week. Sparked by
emcee Eddie Bracken andr Virginia
Graham, the show started at 12:20
and ended at 2:30 p.m., with civic,
leaders, sports stars, night club
entertainers and radio and televirion personalities participating.

"ft

vy

Dynamic new dwrwnsionin TVprogramming
PRODUCTS DIVISION

*n*AMPEXCORF.

REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
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Washington, Feb. 10,
Board of Directors of Na¬
tional Assn, of Broadcasters
has refrained from a blanket
endorsement of editorializing
by all stations at this time.
Instead, it adopted a policy
which favors and encourages
broadcast licensees to editor¬
ialize as “they become prop¬
erly equipped to perform the
editorial function with the
highest degree of professional
skill and integrity.”
NAB Board adopted the re¬
port* of the special committee
on editorializing which stated
that the practice* is an “im¬
portant function of broadcast¬
ing and contributes materially
to the service which broadcast¬
ing is rendering in the public
interest”
Board approved a guide for .
editorializing which stresses
licensee
responsibility
and
need for high professional
skill.' At the same time, the
editorializing
committee,
hitherto an ad hoc group, was
recommended by Board to be
a standing' committee which
will make a continuing study
of the practice.

NAB Code Board
Defends Stations
On Coral 'Abuses
-

Washington, Feb. 10.

NAB Code

__
Continued from page 25
L>7™Tnatural) to the list of olf-beat
ma¬

Barry Gray Geb.WMCA
Pre-ffidnight Slotting
In Program Shuffles

terial that shouldn’t be used unless,
again, the theme of plot dictates.
dictates,
It joins fortune-telling, astrology,
trology,
phrenology, palm - reading
g and
numerology.
Likewise, none of these non-exact
n-exact
sciences are acceptable commer¬
ommercial matter. -Spiritualism, however,
"W.
apparently
is.
Some
religious
riigious
groups have claimed this5 is a
perfectly respectable philosophy.
osopby.
Which prompted the NAB} Code
Code
writers to strike it from the culprit
culprit
list*
h
Deleted entirely was paragraph
which said the Code Review Board
[
shall periodically issue a list of had
•w°'nfi*
words not to be used on tv. This
» nf the
would presumably, put more of the
' W»T
burden on the judgment of broad¬
oroaa
casters themselves.
Lcerned
As far as police are concerned,
states:
the amended section now states:
uDheld
“Law enforcement shall he upheld,
and, except where essentiall to
to the
the
the law
.program plot, officers of the
law
jht-andwho stray from the straight-andnd dieportrayed with respect and
dig¬
iaw en¬
ennity.” Before, it. read: “Law
forcement shall be upheld, and the
officers of the law are to be porpor¬
ignity.”
trayed with respect and dignity.”
of last
The quiz shows scandals of
last
lion to
fall prompted slight addition
Code provision edieting that tv
opporcontests “should offer the oppor¬
'win on
tunity to aU contestants to win
the basis of ability and skill1 rather
ihrase—
chance.” Appended Was phrase—
ig with
“In addition to complying
id local
pertinent federal, state and
laws and regulations,”

Barry Gray, after eight years,
has finally gotten his wish and is
haying his latenight N. Y. talk show
moved up pre-midnight, where he
not only feels he can upbeat his
radio audience size but where
there’s also a chance for him to
utilize the rating services, many of
whom cut off measurements after
midnight.
Move takes effect on Tuesday
(17) night, same day that a numher of other WMCA, N.Y., radio
programs are being shuffled. Strip
Pufebc .service stanzas, known
under the omnibus monicker of
*‘Voice of New York,” are being
shifted from their current nightly
8:05-8:30 p.m. slot to the 10:35-11
time, so that they’ll be back-to-

bac^ witb Gray, theoretically be031156 there is a similarity between
Gray’s audience and the one seekI?g tbe PUbaffairs stanzas. As it is,
-e Pubaffairs strip and Gray are
seP31*3^ by about two-and-a-half
'hours of !music. Until recently,
WMCA had the “Voice of New
cross-the^boarders in the
but the station decided
to experiment with 8:05 a few
months ago.
Besides the Gray change (and,
incidentally, Gray’s new time will
bet 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. instead of
nuanfght to 2 a m.) and* that for
Voice,” WMCA plans a major rescheduling of the 5-to-8 p.m. strip,
Joe O’Brien will take-over the entire 5-8 slot with “Joe’s Place.”
Rest of afternoon-evening sked
reads: Bob Callan from 1 to 3 p.m.;
Ted Steele from 3 to 4, Scot Muni
iril
from 4 to 5* with Muni also taking
IIH
8 to 10:30 cross-the-hoard vacancy
s ===,' all on the 17th.
Continued from pace 25

’58-’59 Scorecard

Charges that television stations
are pouring out too many commer¬
cials “are not supported by the
facts,” according to Roger W. all casualties of the .past, are set.
Clipp, outgoing chairman of the for new sponsor go-rounds.
It’s in the area o^hthe specials
Television Code Review Board of
that tv this season, is enjoying its
National Assn, of Broadcasters.
finest liour—with Hallmark,. Du
Clipp, v.p. and general manager
Pont, Pontiac, Chrysler, Buick; ef
of Triangle Stations, Philadelphia,
al, creating what little excitement
reported on his unit’s extensive
’59-’60 has had to offer. The most
monitoring program .at a meeting
hopeful-sign of the moment: all
of the NAB Television Board in
networks
are
upgrading
their
Hollywood Beach, Fla., last week.
thinking on future 60 and 90-min¬
He said:
v
ute live Specials. Even ABC-TV
“Monitoring strongly confirms wants “in” in a big way.
that the majority of subscribing
Perhaps a significant tipoff to
stations are in substantial compli¬ the season is that the “Arthur Mur¬
ance with the advertising provi¬ ray Party” has achieved such spec¬
sions of. the Code. The- familiar tacular- status that NBC tried
charges of over-commercialization (though unsuccessfully) to persuade ;
are not supported by the facts.”
its sponsors (Lorillard and Pharma¬
At the same time, Clipp reported ceuticals) to move it in as competi¬
that the Code’s ban on portrayal tion to Ed Sullivan Sunday nights
of doctors and dentists by actors in at 8:30.
commercials has met with “wide
observance.” He said it’s up to
the professions to see that bonafide doctors and dentists don’t ap¬
pear in the same roles.
Continued from pace 26
In other developments, Clipp
said -the Television Film Producers j With the addition of an hour a
Alliance, which makes up 75% of day, it’ll bring the NBC seven-day1
all films for tv, will start showing program delivery total from 72
the Television Code seal on all hours at present up to 77—and, as
their new productions beginning said before, probably before the
this Spring. Alliance members are end of February.
“Stardust Plan” at NBC was set
affiliate subscribers to the Code.
Clipp said the Review Board’s up a couple of years ago. It is not
commercial monitoring program a method, of direct compensation
“is undoubtedly the most compre¬ to stations, hut to induce their sup¬
hensive continuing survey of its port of NBC programming in hard
NBC has
kind ever conducted by the in¬ network radio times.
dustry.” All flOl subscribing sta¬ been pursuing a promotion cam¬
paign
to
get
local
dealers
to buy
tions will, have been monitored for
•at least one three-day, 35-hour local spot adjacencies to one-min¬
ute
national
spots
by
manufactur¬
period by mid-February. By midMarch, more than 12,000 hours of ers. Net is urging local dealers to
monitoring will have been com¬ tie-in thru local spots citing Alcoa
as a perfect example.
pleted.

NBC Radio

McGANRON HELMS
CODE REVIEW BOARD
Washington, Feb. 10.
President Donald McGannon of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. has
been named chairman of the Tele¬
vision Code Review Board of the
National Assn, of Broadcasters. He
succeedes Roger W. Clipp, v.p. and
general manager of Triangle Sta¬
tions, Philadelphia.
NAB President Harold E. Fel¬
lows appointed three new members
to the Code Review Board—Mrs.
A. Scott Bullitt, KING-TV Seattle:
Joseph Herold, KBTV, Denver and
Gaines Kelley, KFMY-TV, Greens¬
boro, N. C. They replace retiring
members Richard A. Borel, WBNSTV, Columbus, O., and Mrs. Hugh
McClung, KHSL-TV, Chico, Calif.,
in addition to Clipp.
Shifts, effective March 18, were
made at NAB Television B6ard
meeting in Hollywood Beach Fla.,
last week.

BURNS and ALLEN SHOW
20.2

k

...SEATTLE-TACOMA

23.1

14.6

OEMS, INC.

TELEVISION SMSIMARV W COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
KIW YOU

KHOtT

BROKER ANO FINANCIAL CONSULTANT
RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
V
BO EAST HTH STREET
/
Vk NEW YORK a, N.T.
ELDORADO S-O40S/7

I ALL INQUIRIES CONFIDENTIAL I

Ed Sullivan

San Antonio—Aaron Allen, west¬
ern singer and disk jockey on the
staff of.-WOAI has- shifted to
Continued from pace 2
KARS, formerly KIWW and will,
handle the outlet’s early morning show will take four weeks. An ad¬
show, “The Yawn Patrol.”
ditional two weeks were used in
preparation.
At Estoril, Sullivan will telefilm
Maurice Chevalier, King of the
Estoril Carnival, The Ames Broth¬
ers and a number of local acts.
In Madrid, the teevee emcee
opened negotiations to include the
fame-spreading young Flamenco
star La Chunga and her ensemble
that includes the hoofing Los Pelaos, Ramon at the guitar and the
...NEW YORK
popular cantaor Jalrito either at
Estoril or later In the year—all to
Source ARB, I95t
be .incorporated into the show
Sullivan opens at Las Vegas for
four weeks starting June 30.

ROLLICKING COMEDY WITH RATING POWER!

DENVER

/ HOWARD E. STARK ^

711 RM inw Nn T«* XZ
K1-M32
CMIOAOOHOttYWOO.*** MOU5TOII

■ lOtOWTO

Garden City, N.Y.—Hy Finklestein has been named general man- .1
ager of WKIT here, : Harry Green¬
berg was appointed sales manager,
'Mid- *PrardrIGt)rier,“pib^m dfrec-1

TEMPORARY
"EXTRA MONEY”
Tld. younelf .vw ketwe«a
Day,
Month. 8«r«tari*i,. Ty»1*te, dork*,
*11 oflito nuchion. Our dloots
« “N.V.’o Finoit Fin.*." No Foo To You.

ALLIED TEMPORARY SERVICE
15 E. 40 Si.
Lobby Floor

35 MM Studio
Production Comoro Outfit
Camtra, Imims, motors, tripod, otc.
Temporarily available for lens-term
rental at very low figure.

Coll BOwliag Grcoa t-4515
N#vr York, 1-5 P.M.

•'

PUBLIC STENOGRAPHERNOTARY PUBLIC

GERAUUNEL DAYCH
221

-HOW EDISON
.
Clrcfb A-SBH
47tS Sfrbot, Now York U
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TWO-HEADED JUKE-BILL POSER
N.Y. at Last Reppedon Exec Bd.
. Of AM; Local Ms Manuti Tapped
In a new recognition by the
American Federation of Musicians
of the role of the key city locals,
the union has named A1 Manuti,
prexy of New York’s Local 602,
to the international
executive
board. Manuti fills the spot on the
board vacated by Leo Cluesmann,
Who retired from the AFMboard
after Serving as secretary of the
AFM for the past 16 years.
Stanley Ballard, a veteran mem¬
ber of the exec board from Min¬
neapolis, succeeded Cluesmann as
secretary.
The latter handed in
his resignation to AFM prexy Her¬
man D„ Kenin because of ill health.
Manuti becomes the first rep of
either the Los Angeles or New
York locals to be on the exec
board in many years. During the
long regime of farmer AIM prexy
James C. Petrillo, there was strong
pressure against such representa¬
tion. Manuti, however, has recent¬
ly been cooperating 'with Kenin
in his various bargaining efforts
and has indicated that he will work
harmoniously with the AFM ad¬
ministration.
Manuti has been
president of Local 802, which has
about 30,000 members, since 1953.

Fei Court Nixes Plea
By Barney Yonng For
For Fast Kayo of BAD
•Hopes of publisher Barney
Young for a quick knockout blow
against Broadcast Music Inc. in his
$7*500,000 antitrust suit were elim¬
inated, in N. Y. Federal Court last
week In argument before Judge
Archie O. Dawson. Judge Dawson
turned down Young’s petition for
a summary judgment, on the case
based purely on the law.
Young’s attorney, Sidney Rothstein, attempted to argue .that, the
suit involved dearly established
points of antitrust law and that the
judge Could base his decision on
this law alone. Judge Dawson how¬
ever, pointed out that numerous
important differences over the
facts were clearly at Issue between
Young and the defendants, and
hence bis petition for summary
judgment was unsound.
Attorneys Bn* the defendants,
BMI and the major networks, ham¬
mered away at the point that not
only were there serious factual
questions to be decided in Young’s,
charges, but that Young’s own sta¬
tus as a proper party to ask for
damages was in doubt.

♦

R&H Bestseller Rut
- With
Columbia
Records*
original cast package of “Flow¬
er Drum Song” clocking a
250,000 sales score in its first
two months on the market;
composer Richard Rodgers
(with a hot assist by Oscar
Hammerstein 2d) is riding at a
hot album pace.
In addition to “Flower Drum
Song,” Rodgers is represented
on the bestseller charts with
three other items: Columbia’s
original cast set of “South
Pacific"; RCA Victor’s sound¬
track set of “South Pacific’*
and Victor’s “Victory At Sea,
Vol. 2,” latter a -Rodgers in¬
strumental series.

Registrations are starting for the
second annual Pop Music Disk
Jockey Cbnvention & Seminar to
be' held this year at the Americana
Hotel, • Miami Beach, May 29-31.
As with tiie first conclave, the Todd
Sforz radio station chain- is spon¬
soring the affair and handling the
administrative details, via Bill Ste¬
wart, convention coordinator.
Judging by the turnout of the
first deejay meet at Kansas City
last year, it’s expected that some
2,006 jockeys, publishers, disk
execs and other music biz person¬
nel will attend this year's get-to¬
gether.
Among the events already sched¬
uled is a debate between Matthew
J. Culligan, NBC exec v.p., and
Gordon McLendon, head of the
Texas chain bearing his name, over
the relative merits of indie and net¬
work operations. Howard Miller,
WIND, Chicago, jockey; nas also in¬
dicated his intention to attend this
year’s conclave.

.

.
v
|

LAWRENCE WELK
Presents
THE LENNON SISTERS
“Children's Marching Song”
b/w "Slumber Party”
Brunswick No. 55113

Tap Joe Reisman
As Roulette A&R
The last gap In the past month’s
wide-open artists & repertoire
sweepstakes was filled last week
with the appointment of Joe Reis¬
man as pop chief at Roulette Rec¬
ords. The tagging of Reisman vir¬
tually made it an exchange deal
between Roulette and "RCA Victor.
Hugo Peretti and Luigi Creatore
left Roulette to go over to Victor
as indie disk producers, while Reis¬
man left Victor a few weeks ago
in its a&r department shakeup. '
According to Joe' Kolsky, Rou¬
lette veepee, Reisman’s three-year
pact puts him in complete charge
of all pep a&r matters pertaining
to the label and its subsidiaries.
The contract also calls for Reis¬
man to record as a Roulette artist
fronting his own orch on* albums
and singles. Reisman stated that
he’ll operate an “open door” policy
to all music publishers as soon as
he takes over the Roulette berth.
His Roulette activities begin Feb.
16.
Reisman had been with Victor’s
a&r department for the past four
years with special concentration
on Perry Como’s disks.

RCA Roadshows
Bally on Stereo

Schooz’s Piano Album

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
. Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing com. par alive ■ sales rating for this
and last week. • ASCAP

t BMI.

National
Bating.
This Last
wk. wk.

2
3

6
7
a
9

Roy Freeman’s 20th Post
• Roy Freeman has taken, over , as
coordinator of sales activities ’for
the 20th-Fox label. He’ll work with*
diskery prexy Henry-Ornorat! In
formulating company’s' sales poli¬
cies., ,'*•
' '
•' ’
‘ Before Joj(n:'ng. MtSb, Freeman
was direetor .of artists & repertoire ‘
for the IoW-price-Design labeL ■ :
-fti*
||

Washington* Feb. 10.
The two-headed O’Mahoney juke¬
box bill appears slated for a de¬
capitating operation somewhere
along the legislative line. The
word is that one of them has got
to go.
Bill was introduced last week by
Sen. Joseph C. O’Mahoney, chair¬
man of the copyright subcommit¬
tee, and four other key Senators—
Estes Kefauver (D.-Tenn.), Hubert
Humphrey (D-Minm), William Langer (R-N.D.) and Wayne Morse
(D-Ore.).
The measure is a verbatim copy
of the one pieced together and
approved by the Judiciary Com¬
mittee late last summer. It would:
(1) allow jukebox operatorjf’to he
charged performance royalties,'and
(2) double the legal ceiling (from
2c to 4c .per side) on mechanical
royalties for records sold for juke¬
box use.
Nobody asked for a bill In this
shape. The first provision embodies
the basic scheme for a cut of the
jukebox take favored by ASCAP
and contained in ©’Mahoney’s orig¬
inal hill last session. The second
is the substitute proposal offered
by Sen. Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.)
in opposition to the O’Mahoney bill
during committee deliberations last
year. This was voted down as a
substitute hut got stuck on as an
(Continued on page 64)

In a move to push stereo on an
institutional basis. RCA plans to
tell the story of the development
of recorded sound to club groups
throughout the country. The cor¬
poration has set up a series of trav¬
elling units, each consisting of a
professional speaker, a sound tech¬
nician and a station wagon full of
old and modern sound equipment
These will appear before service,
women’s civic - and professional
Jimmy Durante makes like Pad¬ clubs on request.
P. J. Casella, RCA exec v.p. of
erewski on a new album be just
cut for Deeca. Aceent will be on RCA consumer products, said’the
program was being undertaken to
the Great Schnqzzola’s pianistics.
Tunes will include some of his acquaint the public with the '‘tre¬
own
trademark
ditties
(“Inka mendous progress” in recorded mu¬
Dinka Do,” etc.), along with some sic from the tin foil cylinder to the
nostalgic pop standards. Jack Both stereo disk. The ^traveling shows
-on drums and a string bass will will also.pitch for the -new stereo
aecomp Durante’s Steinway.
tape players.

CAPITOL’S LA. TO N Y.
ON LONGHAIR BASE
Hollywood, Feb, 10.
Capitol Records/is shifting its,
classical repertoire-quarters from
.the Tower here to the company’s.
offices in New York;
Lloyd W.
Dunn, veepee of diskery’s a&r di¬
vision, said the move was, being
made ln line with label’s transfer
of kev-personneL
Led Kepler Is moving to tile east
as director of Angel repertoire,
and wifl alsd be responsible for the
Cap-EMF' line of-looghalrs.
Bob
Myers will report to Kepler in
Gotham".'
Simultaneously, Richard Jones
becomes director of the ' Cap-FDS
(Full Dimension Sound) classical
repertoire department.
He will
continue to quarter in N.Y. as clas¬
sical . producer. Ralph' O’Connor
Will be FDS producer here.
According* to Dunn, a major rea¬
son for tiie moves of the classical
music department to N.Y.. is to
provide closer communication with
EMI in Finland.

Armed Forces’$20J
$7,500,000 for Phonos Per Annum

SENATE STUDIES
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1
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6
5
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7
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. 13A -.
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Title and Publisher

*

*My Happiness (Happiness)..
*Smoke In Eyes (Harms).....
* Children’s Marching (Miller).
*Hawa3ian Wedding (Pickwick)
*May You Always (H-L&B)..
f Gotta Travel On (Sanga).
t!6 Candles (January)..
»Worid Outside (Chappell).
tRed River Rose (Duchess)..
*Nola (Sam Fox) .
♦Enjoy Being Girl (Williamson) :
tTom Dooley (Beechwood)...
fDonna (Kemo).*;.
fKnow. Him (Warman).
♦MyHeart Sings. (Leeds)...
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The U.S. Armed Forces are fill¬
ing the record industry till to the
tune of $20,000,000 annually for
disks* and $7,500,000 for phono¬
graphs. The GI’s music conscious¬
ness is also spotlighted in the
$16,000,000 a year being shelled
out for radio purchases.
On the disk -end, it’s figured that
the servicemen spend $15,000,000
a year for records in post ex¬
changes or ship’s stores. The addi¬
tional $5,000,000 is spent through
mail orders and purchases in civ¬
ilian record shops, both foreign and
domestic, located near military
bases.
The non-breakable LP Is credited
for the boom in military disk buy¬
ing. Since most men in uniform
rarely own their own furniture or
their own home, their buying is
centered on portable items—ra¬
dios, phonographs and records—
which can be moved from one base
to another without fear of break¬
age. According to the Exchange
Post, official employee newspaper
of the Army and Air Force Ex¬
change Service, the average GI
prefers albums to singles in a ratio
of approximately 3-to-l.
On the singles end, the military
pop singles market is almost iden¬
tical with the civilian market hut
overseas, only the top pops make
it due to procurement practices.
However, there are some singles
that become hits with the troops
overseas yet never click in the reg¬
ular civvy market In the U.S. With
the time lag in determining what
may be breaking for a hit in this
country and then shipping it over¬
seas, the procurement officials gen¬
erally stay with the standard top
pop artists.
On the album end, it’s been es¬
timated that at least 25% of all
records purchased by the Armed
Forces personnel and their fam(Continued on page 62)

Big 3’s English Lyrics
For Trove’ (Modugno) &
‘Vento’; Decca on Former
The Big Three (Robbins, Feist &
Miller), which has the U. S. pub¬
lishing rights to “Piove” and “Io
Scno H Vento,” is currently ready¬
ing English lyrics to both songs.
“Piove,” the Domenico Modugno
winner, will be pitched in English
as “Ciao Ciao Bambina.”
Curci
Music will have to okay the English
version before the Big Three firm
can go ahead with its drive here.
Decca, meantime, is rushing Mo¬
dugno’s versipn of “Piove” into re¬
lease. Decca hit the 3,000,000-plus
sales mark with its Modugno entry
of “Nel Blu Dipinto di Blu” last
year.
Details of San Remo Fest
San Remo, Feb. 3.
For the second straight year,
Domenico Modugno has won top
honors at the San Remo Song fes¬
tival, top musical event of the year
lathis country. His entry, “Pfcove”
(It’s Raining), sung both by the
author and Johnny Dorelli, swept
all onposition to wind up in the
No. 1 spot ahead of “Io Sono II
Vento” (I Am The Wind), written
by Testoni and Fanciulli, and “Conoscerti” (Knowing You), defied by
D’Anzi.
Top three positions also mean a
clean sweep for the Curci Music
Publishing house of Milan which
handles Modugno’s product direct¬
ly and the other two songs via subsid groups. The winning song will
most likely he popularly known by
another name: “Ciao, Ciao, Bam¬
bina!” Just as Modugno’s previ¬
ous San Remo topper, “Nel Blu
Dipinto di Blu” became known as
“Volare.” Pic rights to “Piove”
have reportedly been sold to Agliani-Mord’ni Productions of Rome
for $37,500, with Modugno to star
io the film himself.
Three-day songfest played to
SRO every night at the San Remo
Casipo (at a tab of $15 per for the
first two nights and $25 for the

#&8eued
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
i By HERM SCHOEBIFELD ■
(Encoret) is'an okay, unpretentious
religiose.
Esquerita (Capitol): “LAID
OFF” (Big Dt) is a catching
rocker which could develop into
a big juke item, via this combo's
rendition. “JUST ANOTHER UE”
(Tree!) is a routine blues number.
Bracey Everett (Atlantic): “I
WANT YOUR LOVE” (Brook¬
line!), a rocking ballad with a-trite
idea, is saved by a way-out vocaL
“THE LOVER’S CURSE” (RaleighBandstandt) is offbeat material
matching this singer’s delivery.
Roy Brown (King): “LAH-DEEDAH-DEE” (Lois!) is a breezy
rhythm number which this veteran

Larry Elgart Band (RCA Victor):
“NOLA” (Fox*) gets more strong
impetus in its current revival Via
this slick- instrumental ride.
“L'za” {New "World*), another fine
oldie, also gets a swinging work¬
out fay Elgart's band In its how
on the Victor label.
Gary Crosby (Verve): “SENTI¬
MENTAL, JOURNEY” (Morris*),
the standard, turns up in an excel¬
lent blues version for the strong¬
est commercial side fay this Crosby
in some time.
“AFTER THE
LIGHTS GO DOWN LOW” (Har¬
vard!) is another fine side due to
pick up spins.
Les Paul-Mary Ford (Columbia):

LESTER LANIN

Best Bets
DAVID SEVDXEXHIPMUNKS.ALVIN’S HARMONICA
(liberty) .....
Mediocre
David Seville's "Alvin's Harmonica” (Monarch*}, a followup to
“The Chipmunk Song," is another standout novelty which may lick
the jinx that usually besets hit sequels. "Mediocre" (Monarch*)
is a swinging Latin tune with some incidental verbal interpolations
that build up to a laugh.
. -.
*

*

*

.

JIMMIE RODGERS...I’M NEVER GONNA TELL
(Roulette) ...
.Because You’re Young
Jimmie Rodger's "I'm Never Gonna Tell" (Planetary*) is a in•
Sections folksong idea which this singer delivers in his most
winning style. "Because You're Young” (Planetary*) is a classy
ballad with strong chances with the younger set.
*

*

“Cocktail Dancing’*
' New Epic LF Album by the
LESTER LANIN TRIO, featuring
58 of the greatest song hits ia now
the
NUMBER
ONE
ALBUM
SELLER throughout the East Coast
and Southwest in its first two
weeks, after release.
“WHERE WERE YOU ON OUR
WEDDING DAY” (Pamcot) is a
good rocking idea also vocalled In
a way that’ll draw the kids._
Ann Ford (Apollo): “THE
POOL”- (Georgal!). is a conven¬
tional blues ballad delivered in
okay style by this songstress, but
without any special impact
“CAN’T YA TELL” (Sylvia!) is a
fair uptempo number.
* ASCAP.

*

! BMI.

DICK HAYMES-DEJOHN. SISTERS. WATERMELON HEART
(Sunbeam).Sorry For Myself
Dick Haymes-DeJohn Sisters' "Watermelon Heart" (Peert) is
bright Latin-formatted tune with an excellent lyric. It timid mop
up big. “Sorry for Myself* (Saunders*), from the ,tWhoop Up"
score, is smoothly crooned by Haymes.
♦

•

*

*

TOMMY LEONETTT..MOONLIGHT SERENADE
(RCA Victor).
.Twn Faces la The Dade .
Tony LeonettVs “Moonlight Serenade" (Robbins*), the Glenn

New York’s first high fidelity

“Richie Valera* (Del-Fi). By a
tragic twist, Richie Valens’ first
LP has turned into his memorial
album. The 17-year-old rock ’n*
roller, who was killed in a plane
crash last week along with the Big
Bopper (J. P. Richardson) and
Buddy Holly, was a pleasant-voiced
rockabilly singer and an excellent
guitarist .who caught on with the
kids with a couple of hit disks,
Valens, as much as anybody, typi¬
fied the current music biz with its
stress more on sincerity and emo¬
tional projection rather than on vo¬
cal polish. In this set, which had
been in the works for some months
and does not allude to the singer’s
death on the jacket, Valens delivers
juve-angled numbers like “Donna,”
“I Got A Girl Named Sue,” “We
Belong Together,” “Bluebirds Over
The Mountain” and “Qoh, My
Head,” among others.
"Judy Garland At The Grove1
(Capitol). Recorded at the open¬
ing of her stand at the Cocoanut
Grove in Los Angeles last year, this
paekage captures some of the gal¬
vanic qualities of a Judy Garland
in-person performance.
With a
vocal form- that’s edgy at the out¬
set but which gets better as her
routine progresses, the songstress
delivers her standard repertory, in¬
cluding “The Trolley Song,” “Zing.
Went The Strings of My Heart,
“Swanee” and the inevitable “Over
The Rainbow,” plus a cute ver¬
sion of the recent novelty hit, “The
Purple ‘ People Eater.” • Freddy
Martin supplies expert orch backr
ing while Miss Garland makes with
the usual song intros.
Hans Conried-Aliee P e a r'e e:
“Monster Rally” (RCA* Victor).
A good idea is carried to extreme
lpngfhc in this medley of out-ofthis-world numbers.
Hans Contied, veteran actor, and nitery-legit
singing comedienne Alice Pearce
tunes *like “The Flying Saucer,”
“Close The Door,* “The Dracula
Trot,” “What Do You Hear From
The Red Planet Mars* and "Take
Us To Your President,” written for
this LP fay Joel Herron and Fred
Hertz.
There are several very
clever bits in this material, but it’s
a long medley.
Ray Charles Singers: “Sunrise
Serenade* (Decca).
A vocal en¬
semble that has been working with
Perry Como for many years, the
Ray Charles Singers dish up an¬
other tasteful song program in this
collection. It’s a smooth, swinging
package including a flock of stand¬
ards like the title song, “Wake Up
Smiling,” “Daybreak,” “I Got The
Sup In The Morning” and “Oh
What A Beautiful Morning ” plus
a couple Of tunes by the chorus
maestro.
Jerri Adams: “Play For Keeps”
(Columbia).
A songstress with
lucid phrasing and warm style,
Jerri Adams is showcased here in
a pleasing pop ballad recital. Miss
delivers without gimmicks a fresh
program
including
songs
like
“Every Night About This Time,”
“Miss You,” “But Not For-Me,”
"Who Needs You,” “My Very Good

show of this year, due at the New
York Coliseum from Feb. 28
through'March 1, will have about
80 exhibitors accenting the stereo
development Show is being spon¬
*
*
*
sored by Rigo, an audio promo¬
VIC DAMONE....*.SAVE A KISS tional'operation headed fay Henry
(Columbia).*....Penny Serenade . Goldsmith. A new angle will be
the presentation of the Dancing
Vic Damone's "Save a Kiss" (Arkerford*), from the “Goldi¬
Waters display, powered by stereo
locks?' score, is a fine ballad due for high spot on thelists via this
sound, at the center of the exihibts.
excellent rendition. "Penny Serenade" (Shapiro-Bemstein*) is
RCA Victor' and Capitol are
another oldie due to get repeat spins via the updated'version.
among the major disk companies
already having lined up space. In
“AT THE SAV-A-PENNY SUPER blues singer paces neatly. “MA- the equipment Held, leading brands
of component and packaged ma¬
STORE” (Daniels*) is a Latin- LINDA” (Lois!) is routine.
flavored novelty with a good lyric
Bill Harrington (Jubilee): “CUT chines will also be represented.
lucidly rendered by Mary Ford ’N’ SHOOT CHOO-CHOO” (Gibralwith Les Paul’s guitar backing. ter*) is an okay boogie-woogie
“ALL I NEED IS YOU” (Irist) is instrumental with a one-phase
a showcase for this duo’s multiple- lyricr in a groove which has been
Semi-annual meeting of the
track technique.
over-exploited recently. “DON’T
Coast membership of the American
Little Richard (Specialty): "BY RUG ME BABY” (Gibralter*) Is a
Society
of Composers, Authors &
THE LIGHT OF THE SILVERY honky-tonk piano side using the
Publishers has been set for the
MOON” (Remlck*) is still another same one-phrase idea.
Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles,
Lloyd
Price
(ABC-Paramount):
standard to get the rocking treat¬
ment. This singer belts it power¬ “IS IT REALLY LOVE” (Mellint), Feb. 25.
The New York meet will follow
fully enough to stir some noise. a solid juve-angled ballad, is belted
“WONDERIN’ ’’ (Venice!) is a effectively by this blues singer. some time in March.
modem-styled slow ballad which
this blues artist delivers for maxi¬
mum impact.
Val Norman (Valor): “THE
SWEETEST WORDS I’VE EVER
HEARD” (Elizabeth!) is an oldfashioned type of ballad, with the
.. Lloyd Price.ABC Par
1 STAGGER LEE (5)
tritest lyric idea of all, but it comes
off as a lilting entry which could
2 SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES (8).. . Platters ....Mercury
be very big. “THE BALLAH OF
3. GOTTA TRAVEL ON (6). . Billy Grammer.Monument
BARBARA GRAHAM” (Elizabeth!)
Uses a traditional folk melody to
Ritchie Valens . -Del-Fi
4. DONNA (4) . ....
tell the story of the woman bio¬

Miller instrumental oldie, is due for a strong comeback via this
slick lyric version. “Two Faces in the Dark" (Chappell*), from
the "Redhead" score, is a well-written ballad crooned in firstrate
style.

ASCAF* Coast Meet

JO Best Sellers on Com Machines^,,

f^RiEff

.
.

filmed in the current “I Want To
Live” pic. A good idea neatly
handled.
The Rivieras (Coed): NEITHER
RAIN NOR SNOW” (Winneton!)
is a Solid rocking ballad sold in
approved commercial style by this
combo.
“MOONLIGHT
SERE¬
NADE” (Robbins*) is an okay up¬
dated slice of the oldie.
Pat Suzuld (RCA Victor): “LOVE
EYES”
(Saunders*), from the
“Whoop-Up” score, is a cute
rhythm number with appeal for
the juve set and it gets a vigorous
workover by this stylist. “I EN¬
JOY BEING A GIRL” (William¬
son*), from the “Flower Drum
Song” score, is a pleasing piece
of material.
Troyce Key (Warner Bros.):
‘WATCH YOUR MOUTH” (At¬
lantic!) is a fast rhythm number
with a clever lyric which this
singer delivers expertly. “AIN’T
I CRIED ENOUGH” Reynolds &
Andrews-Gregmark!) is a routine
slow rocking entry.
Danny Staton (Hanover): “LOVE
AND AFFECTION” (Regent!), a
bright handclapping ballad with a
good idea, is projected in a way
that’ll catch the kids. “PRAYER'
CHANGE EVERYTHING”

t

Barzie’s Court Award As

*• CHILDREN'S MARCHING SONG (3) .to
MY HAPPINESS (f)...
16 CANDLES (5)

...

.... %.....

PETITE FLEUR (1)

....

I GOT A WIFE (1) ....
ALL AMERICAN BOY (3) .

.

.

Connie Francis .MGM
Crests -'..Coed
Chris Barber ...Laurie
Mark IV.Mercury
Bill Parsons .Fraternity

Bridgeport, Conn., Feb. 10.
Tino Barzie, former manager of
the late Tommy Dorsey’s band, was
awarded $2,970 from the tromboneleader’s estate in Superior Court
here.
The money was claimed by Bar¬
zie in repayment for loans which
began in 1952 when Dorsey said he
needed $2,000 to pay his musicians’
salaries during an engagement in
Hollywood. Later, Barzie said, he
loaned T.D. cash for a venture into
the popcorn business as well as to
pay for furnishings for the Dor¬
sey home in Greenwich, Conn.

Second Group
HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONG .. . .
TALL PAUL

..;....—...

I CRIED A TEAR..'.
PETER GUNN THEME

A LOVER’S QUESTION.^.
GOODBYE BABY
NOLA
.

*

.

......
.

... .S...

./......

Andy William$
Cadence
Annette .Disneyland
LaVem Baker .Atlantic
Ray Anthony ..Capitol
Clyde McPhatter .Atlantic
Jack Scott .Carlton

Pastner Heads Wynne

"
(Billy Williams.Coral
•; ♦ ...I Morgan Bros.MGM

LONELY TEARDROPS
THE LONELY ONE
CHARLIE BROWN

..:..

...
.

..

.....

....

Jackie Wilson
* Brunswick
Duane Eddy .Jamio
Coasters ..• -Atco

(Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101

Friend la The Looking Glass,”
“You’ve Got Me Crying Again” and
others. Ray £llis orch backs up
with top arrangements.
Mort Sahl: “Lock Forward In
Anger” (Verve). Mort SahLcomes
up with more of his freewheeling
loquacity in his second set for
Verve.- Sahl’s technique is barbthrowing in every direction and
many of them are pointed. The
targets are atom bombs, television,
Walt Disney, sports cars, pic mak¬
ing, cops, etc. The Sahl cult will
lap it up.
“The Garbage Collector In Bev¬
erly Hills” (Warner Bros.). Irving
Taylor has come up with another
laugh-getting songalog revolving
around such occupations “Hawaiian
Worm Raiser,” “Marriage Coun-.
selor In A Turkish Harem, “Prison
Interior Decorator,” and other un-.
likely jobs. Taylor is consistently
funny and the vocals by various
singers extract the full flavor from
the lyrics. The songs are mostly
based on familiar folk tunes.
Federico Moreno Torroba Orch:
“Selections of Agustin Lara*
(Seecoh This is a lush instrumen¬
tal package spotlighting a leading
Spanish orch playing tunes by a
top Latin composer, Agustin Lara.Included in this set are three of
Lara numbers which have clicked
as pops in the U.S. under the titles
of “You Belong To My Heart,”
“Madrid” and “Be Mine Tonight.”
The ^.orchestral accent is op tho
melodic string section,
Delta Kings: “Down The River”
(Down South). Riverboat jazz, tho
authentic dixieland beat played
aboard the Mississippi steamers, is
recreated in this set by a septet of
a semi-pro southern musicians who
play with skill and drive. Som® of
the swinging performances are topnotch by any standard, particularly
on “Waitin’ For The Robert E.
Lee,” “Farewell Blues” and “Up
Lazy River*” That happy jazz beat
is captured by this combo.
“The Real Fats Waller” (Cam¬
den)* . Another service has been
performed by this low-priced label
in resurrecting the late Fats Wal¬
ler in some of his piano and
vocal routines.
His infectiously
swinging quality Is heard again on
numbers like
“The Sheik of
Araby,” “Carolina Shout,” “Ain’t
Misbehaving,” “Ro s e 11 a” and
“Everybody Loves
My
Baby,”,
among the 11 selections taken from
the Victor archives, f
Johnny Smith Quartet: “Flower
Dram Song” (Roost). The RichardRodgers-Oscar Hammerstein 2d
score for the current Broadway
tuner, “Flower Drum Song,” has
been getting a solid jazz coverage
by the diskers and Johnny Smith’s
ranks among the best of the lot*
With Smith on guitar, Mousie Alex¬
ander on drums, George Roumanis'
on bass and Charles McCracken oq
cello, the Rodgers' melodies taks
on a new excitement.
Leo Diamond Orch: “Exciting
Bounds From Romantic Places”
(ABC-Paramount). Leo Diamond’s
virtuosity on the harmonica gets
a full workout in this package.
He makes his mouth organ do
everything .but sing the lyrics in
his instrumental display on tulles
like “La Vie En Rose,” “The Petite
Waltz” "Sleepy Lagoon,” “Ar«
riverderci, Roma,” “The Breeze
and 1” and others. Many of the
unusual sound effects derive from
use of the multiple dubbing tech¬
nique in which Diamond blends
several takes together.
Herm.

<.

Sid Pastner, former sales exec at
ABC-Paramount Records, has be¬
come chief of the newly formed
Wynne label.
DiskCry is a subsid of American
Record & Tape Inc. and the Re¬
leasing Corp. of Independent Film
Producers, a N. Y. outfit headed
by Joe Satinsky. Ted Weems orch
is cutting the first LP fof Wynne.
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British Digit Bestsellers '

Inside Stuff—Mode

They AreThere-In Lip-Sync

\

London, Feb, 10.

I Got Stung - .Presley "*

New York attorney Edward; Abbe Niles has Oome up with a suggest*
ed answer to the knotty problem of joint ownership of music * copy¬
rights where the collaborators .worked, independently of each other.
Niles, in "hiS contribution to the recent study of the -question inaugu¬
rated by the U.S. Copyright Office, proposes that-where a lyric is reg¬
istered'for a copyright before being set to music, as for instance Joyce
Kilmer’s poem, “Trees,” or where the music is registered before be¬
ing set to music; such as Felix -Arndt’s “Nola” tune, there would be
a statutory presumption of no collaboration, for. renewal purposes. This
could only be rebutted by clear evidence, according to Niles, of the
actual working together of the lyricist and the . composer before the.
first registration date. This would avoid the situation where a compos¬
er did his work after the lyricist died, as hr Kilmer’s case, and then
succeeded to the renewal of the combination vocal and shared with
the Kilmer heirs the right to use the Kilmer poem. Niles asserts that
the principle of the first registration would crystalize the situation.
The issue of joint rights to renewals came to the forefront with the
recent decision in the “12th Street Sag” case where the courts held
that no actual 'collaboration between composer and lyricist was' needed
for a song to be deemed a Joint work. In the “Hag” case, the words
were Written by Euday L. Bowman long before the lyrics were set to
it on two .different occasions by James S. Summer and Andy Razaf.

(RCA)
» : .
To Know Him ..Teddy Bears
(London)
Baby Face-Little Richard
(London)
Kiss Me Honey.Bassey
(Philips)
As I Love You .........Bassey'
(Philips)
Problems .Everly Bros.
(London)
Smoke Gets In Eyes. .Platters
(Mercury)
Day Rains Came: .i..Morgan:
(London)
It’s Only Make BeHeve. .Twitty
(MGM)
Gum Lose Its Flavor. Donegan
(Pye-Nixa)-

A Gimmick on Getting Names to Hop Aboard
‘Bandstand9 Type of Show

ROBBINS-O’KEEFETAKE
ON 2 MORE MUSK FIRMS

Corp-f
firm.

Maatovasi’s 44ILS. Tour;
At Carnegie Hall March B

MERC’S HYMNALDISK AS
‘BIG BOPPER’MEMORIAL

which

is

Larry

W & M also has just added Leo
Talent Inc. and, besides its own
publishing, acts as sales agent for .
others.

shots, the idea has cropped, up to
fill the gap by providing lip-syn¬
chronized film or tape clips spotlighting the platter names in ac¬
tion.

Robbins has been huddling with
Robert Kerr, who operates the
KERRadio Record Network, a N.Y.
librettist George Marion Jr. on
upcoming legit musical he is outfit specializing in disk promo¬
tion for the major labels, has al¬
scripting.
:
ready entered this field with the
first clip—a 16m film of the Mark
iy combo singing their latest Mer¬
cury release, “I’ve Got A Wife.”
. United
Artists
Records
has Stations wanting this three-minute
short
have to pay $15.
wrapped up a deal for Far Eastern

UAR in Far East Tie

distribution with Cosdel Inc. of
Tokyo. Latter will handle the UA
catalog in Japan, Formosa, Korea,
Indonesia, Thailand, Laos, Cambo¬
dia and South. Vietnam.
First UA package to be released
in that territory will include the
two “I Want To Live” albums
taken from the pic’s soundtrack.
The film is opening shortly in
Tokyo.

Kerr pointed out that it takes
from $500 to $750 to produce such
a briefle with an additional cost
of from $9 to $15 for each print
The disk companies are footing the
bill for the production costs plus
10 prints to service the amount of
stations expected to request the
shorts at this stage. The prints will
be bicycled from station to station
much like film prints from one
theatre to another.
Kerr now has deals with 27.
major labels to promote their prod¬
uct on a network of disk jockfey
shows via specially spotlighted
disks. It’s expected that the same
diskers will move into the tv mar¬
ket with Kerr in order to get ad¬
ditional exposure for their artists
on the video disk-name stanzas.

20TH-F0X SETTING
GLOBAL DISK RES
H

>

I»u Del Guerrio expects to wrap
up 20th-Fox Records' international
lies, within the next 30 days.
Al¬
ready in line for representation of
the 2Qth disk line are Sicamericana, Argentina; Quality Records,
Canada; Vega Records, France;
Bertelsmann, Germany; Norsk
Musikkprodnksjcm, Norway; Afri¬
can Consolidated Films, South
Africa, and Rank Records of Eng¬
land.

o

III
1:1 i
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Artist, Label, Title'

LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par) •
Stagger Lee --....__ 1
RITCHIE VALENS <Del-Fi)
""
7
DOnpa
......... 2'
4BB ESTS(Coed)
1€ Candles __.6
PLATTERS (Mercury)
“
Smoke Getsin Your Eyes......... 3
TaND'Y WILLIAMS (Cadence)
7
Hawaiian WeddingSong.....
MITCH .MILLER (Columbia)
Children’* Marching Song..
CHRIS BARBER (LaurieT
. Petite Fleur . . 5
XaVERN BAKES (Atlantic)
I Cried* Tear,. _...
JACKIE WILSON (Brunswick)
- Lonely Teardrops... . 8
T CYRIL STAPLETON (London) 7
Children’s Marching Kong..
4
MARK LV (Mereury)
I Got a Wife...*.
RAY ANTHONY (Capitol)
Peter Gunn.... . ......
ANNETTE (Disneyland)
"
Tall Paul., l . ...
SILLY GRAMMER (Monument) •
Gotta Travel On...
REG OWEN (Palette)
"
Manhattan Spiritual......„. ..
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
My Heart Sings...
7
BILL PARSONS (Fraternity)
AH American Boy....
..
JACK SCOTT (Carlton)
Goodbye Baby..
COASTERS (Atco) *
Charlie Brown.
.. .
SKYL1NERS (Calico).
Since I Don’t Have Yon...
DUANE EDDY (Jamie)
The Lonely One.
..
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)
My Happiness. 10
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)
May Yon Always.... ..
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
Gill on Page 44......V..
..
BILLY WILLIAMS (CoralT
9
Nola .
..

adopted in one form or another

Clinton’s mat can afford to bring in the top
disk names and combos for guest

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

National
Rating ••
This Last
wk,. wk.

• Dick Clark’s “Bandstand’’ show
format, which has now been

on some 200 tv stations across the.
Vet music publisher Jack Rob¬
country, has cued a new •form of
bins who, with F. C. (Cork)
song and . personality. plugging
O'Keefe own and operate Words
based on the use of filmed and
& Music Co., has taken oyer the
exclusive distribution of another ■taped clips. Since few of the tv
indie
pubbery,
Lincoln
Music stations using the “Bandstand” for¬

E. B. Marks publishing firm celebrated its ,65th anni last week (7).
It is still under family management with Herbert :E.' Marks, scfn of the
founder, now heading the operation that began with publication of “The
London, Feb. 10,
Little Lost Child" in 1894. In 1958 alone, songs from the Marks cata¬
Skedded to leave London Air¬
log appeared in 403 different albums with the number of selections
port in a fortnight <24) for his
running to 639. •
■
fourth tour of the States and:
Canada, Mantovani is currently
of time before it goes out. Plan is finishing up his skein of 39 half-:
to donate a percentage (also un¬ hour vidpix for Harry Alan Towers
decided) of the-profits to singer’s land • fulfilling recording commit¬
widow, Adrian, and. two children. ments.
The
sweeping - strings
Memorial tune is f rom Richard¬ maestro is due to open at Milford,
Chicago, Feb. 10;
Mercury Records is planning a son’s first and only album for Mer¬ N. Y., Feb. 28 and do other stints
memorial disk to the Big Bopper cury, . “Chantilly Lace,” also the before playing New York’s Car¬
(JileS P. Richardson), one of three title of . his big selling recent hit. negie Hall, March 8. He’ll follow
rock *n' roll performers killed Feb. Which Merc says has gone over .with a trek that’ll take him to SaEn
Francisco and Los Angeles and
Z In the crash of a chartered air¬ the million mark.
plane. careying them to a Fargo,'
Richardson, who was 24, had back to Winnipeg and Montreal.
Agent George Elrick has laid
N.D., appearance.
*
l>eeh with the label several years,
Release date of the disk, “Some¬ first waxing under that name be¬ on an au revoir reception at the
one Watching Over You,” a 're¬ fore taking the “Bopper” nom-de- Royal Albert Hall for Thursday ;
ligious ballad. Is indefinite, with disk. Previously he worked as a (12) as a sequel to a concert there.
the platteiy understood to feel dee jay at station. KTRM, Beau¬ Elrick will travel, to the US. with;
there ought to be a decent passage mont, Te£
Mantovani.

Survey of retail disk best
setters based on reports ob¬
tained from leading fibres in
2l cities and showing com-,
parative sales rating far this
find last meek.
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The licensing deals with all the
firms run for three years,
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Del
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gala finale), while an estimated
Italo tv audience of over 12,600,00i
tuned in over Italy’s RAI-TV,
which carried the show every night
over both tv and radio. The final
evening also saw a Eurovision pick¬
up of the proceedings, with Swit¬
zerland, Germany,' France, Austria,
Holland, Luxemburg, Sweden, Bel¬
gium, Great Britain and Monaco
tuning in.
Undeniably, the 1958 win of
“Volare” influenced this year’s se¬
lection, and few, if any, of the oldstyle “Italian” songs were included
in the final listing. The trend was
either toward Modugno or the
Yanknstyled, modified “rock and
yell” school.
Choice of many new young sing¬
ers for the San Remo event, such
as Fausto Cigliano (whose voice
was easily the most interesting),
Arturo
Testa
(who
personally
helped put across the No. 2 song),
and Betty Curtis, who belted three
tunes into the “finals” with a
strong, rhythmic vocal styling in
the American manner was in this
sense more than significant.
De¬
spite exponents of the “Italian”type
song
as
Claudio
Villa,
Aehille Tiogliani, Natalino Otto,
Nilla Pizzi, found themselves III at
ease in singing the new-styled
tunes. One of the best femme vo¬
cal displays, incidentally, came
from young vet Jula De Palma, whe
is due for 'a stateside swing in the
near future, following the current
U.S.-ward bent of the local vocal
group.
Hatch.
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Sad Soags

things.”

Armed Forces

PJBSlErY Scoreboard

Continued from P»EC 1 ■ ■

the diskeiy is going all Out en.his
first LP, “Fabulous Johnny Cash.”
It’s been estimated that in the
pgsk'.thnbe years Cash has piled
up'lover 6,000,000 disk sales for the
Sunolabel, a «™*ll southern outfit
Among ids biggest hits were “I
Walk the Line," “All Over Again**
and “What Do-1 Care.” He’s also
become*** hot “live** bet, playing
100 to 125 dates at; year at fees
ranging between a $1,500 to a $2,000-a-night guarantee against 60%
of the take. In some recent engage¬
ments, Cash " has pulled in as much
as $9,000 and $10,000 a night. Uplike Presley, however, who has a
predominantly teenage audience.
Cash’s in-person crowd is a 5050
split between teenagers and:
adults.
It’s been reported “that
Presley drew them in at a ratio of
80 teeners to 20 adults.
Bob Neal, who co-manages Cash's
enterprises with Stew Carnall, re-:
ports that the singer's take for
1958 was over $250,000 and with
the growing pop interest in the
type of “story song** that Cash;
sells, the income should be doubled
in *50. The pop acceptance is re-1
fleeted in the current Interest!
shown by several motion picture
companies for a Cash showcasing i
and the network tele shots that j
are beginning to come in. He ap¬
peared on Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV
show last Sunday (8>and is due on
George GcbeTs NBC-TY stanza
March 10. Another factor which
Neal takes into account for the
buildup of Cash’s *59 revenue is
his publishing venture in affilia¬
tion with Jean and Johan Aberbach. With the Aberbachs, who
top the Hill Sc Range publishing
combine. Cash recently formed
Johnny Gash Music (BMD and Sa¬
line Magic (ASCAP). Although
Cash’s own material will go into
the BMI flrm> the Saline company
will be used to place songs by
ASCAP writes who become asso¬
ciated with Cash's disk and/or pic
activities.
Neal explains that the mush¬
rooming popularity oi the “sad
story song” is due to the teenagers
who*vo become tired and bored
with the (flrffasfrioncd Ipve ballad.
“The June-Moon happy songs have
become trite aad meaMagles* to
them," he added, “In good tunes,”
he expanded, ‘'people lot* for escapiat things. In these nervous
days, however, the record buyers,
are tomfng to the. country balladeer who sings of sad and true
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dies are in the classical vein.
There's also been an upbeat in .the
purchases of children's singles and
albums.
It’s been figured that since the
post exchanges tend to carry only
the ‘Top 10” singles and very pop¬
ular albums, the GIs are turning
more to mail order and civvy
shops. Latter outlets, however, are
not too satisfactory, as jmost posts
and bases are located at a great
distance from cities with, retail
record shops. The*new postal regulation which
! went into effect Aug. 1 this year
| rnalres it comparatively: easy now
for fee diskertes to handle the GI
mail orders. Under, fee new law,
recordings can now be shipped at
a cost.of 9c for the first’pound and
5c for each additional pound with
m maximum allowance of 70 pounds
per package. This is a national
rate regardless of zones. For over¬
seas shipments, the diskeiy only
has to pay the parert post rate to
the U.S. port. Thus, a record firm
shipping an order to Germany pays
postage tor New York City, and a
firm Shipping to Japan pays-post¬
age to Sah Francisco. From there
on fee Army carries it free. :
Ifi a survey compiled by John J.
Ryan, market consultant for the
Army Times Publishing Co., it has
been estimated fee Gl market will
amtinue on the upbeat, with an
estimated 7% rise during the com¬
ing year.

OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

CoH Madwies

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative solas strength of the Artists and Tune* listed hereunder ft
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of pie three major sale* outlets'enu¬
merated above. These fadings are correlated urttfr date from under sources, which are exclusive
until Vsxarj.The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent Tcofm machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of times {coin-machines, retail disks and retoil sheet music).
TOSmONS
This last
Week Week

TALENT
TUNE

ABT1STS AND LABEL

1
2

1
2

LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par) ,
PLANTERS (Mercury) ....

3.

4

B3TCHIE VAEENS (Del-Fi)..

4
5

3
...

CRESTS (Coed) ........
16Candles*
CHRIS BARBER (Laurie) ... ..Petite Fleurf

9
6
..
*.
7'

ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)..Hawaiian Wedding Song*
BILLY GRAMMER (Monmnktt)..
Gotta Travel Onf
LaYERNBAKER (Atlantic) ..IGded ATearf
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)...Children’s Marching Song*
CYRIL STAPLETON (London) .... Children’s Marching Song*

6
7
8
9
10

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week
1

1

2

4
2

' 3
4
5

. 7
- 8

8

5

MFHC

PUBLISHES

Happiness
Pickwick

fDONNA
Kerrio
fGOTTA TRAVEL ON
Sang*
f!6 CANDLES ..,t,........January

9

MUSIC BY

fPETEEE FLEUR .. HiH &Hange
*MAY YOU ALWAYS.. ..H-L&B

10
* ASCAP

BIG ONES
FROM

TUNES
TUNE ‘

♦MY HAPPINESS.
♦HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONG.

3

7

•

♦SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES.........Harms♦CHILDBEN’S MARCHING SONG (F—“Inn”)...Miller
fSTAGGER LEE ...
Sheldon

6

t

Stagger Leef
Smoke Gets In Ypur Eyes*

t

JESSE Gim

BMI F-Ffla

Til

Po Ain’s

= Centinne* fram g*c» 2^ss

Yocai- Instrumental

domain tunei via hit tong Deg
series.
Goodwin's idea is to mike the
IBM-indexed library available, for
a fee, to any publisher or attorney
tied up in a plagiarism suit; The
tune shaaus, Sigmund Spaeth, will
head <9 the research operation.
Goodwin said his pftofret “would,
certainly deter eager beaver law¬
yers from trying te.grab.a $ukk
bosk on a nuisanceiult when they
realize they can’t beat the ma¬
chine.”

hHWM hf

MGXfJMM.Q'

Robert Q. Lewis has_ signed
by HOC Records fedo a uum
album for the Uddfc market He’s
cut a “Community Sing of M
AllUme Favorite ChBdmx’s Songs”
as a'followup to his ‘Tatty Tales”
setforMGM.
************************* ****.******
Jf

*
+

TRIO
.

Carr—Hy

ROUND TABLE, MwYffc (Until F*b. 22)
THEATRICAL LOUNGE, Cl.vdand

FREDDK’slcAJ^^jMiincapoUs
DAVID SEVILLE and the CHIPMUNKS

nr

r—ASSOCIATUI BOOKMC CORPORATION
I
74imih AMu

n«w York n. N.Y.

. - jo# #t«ASSR»
toJtW«*AA*B WfLI»C**iiM.

cei—e.ib.
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Spectacular Theater Sound In Your Own Home

WHAT A LINE-UP!

• • . and

STER-4018—SLEEPING BEAUTY

the

Sound track in Stereophonic Sound
Retail price: $4.98*. Also available in monaural
ST-3911—

Story Teller (Narrated by Mary Martin)
With 12 page Picture Book
Retail price: $3.98.

in

addition,

MM-32

(Songs

from

Beauty

arranged

kiddies);

there's
Sleeping

especially

Disneyland

themes arranged

by

for

F-120

Camarata;

Vista F-333 two songs by Claire
Hogan, vocalist; Vista F-334 two
songs

by

The

Commanders,

swingin' instrumental group; DBRSTER-4019— Grand Canyon—Companion Film to Sleeping

Beauty. Ferde Grofe's Suite packaged with
8 pages of full color photograpns of the Can¬
yon. $4.98.

88 Darlene Gillespie singing for
the younger set; DBR-89 four songs
especially for the kiddies.

WHAT A CAMPAIGN!
DISC JOCKEY LPs:
DISC JOCKEY SINGLES”

.

..—.Over 12,000 records maRed.

Tri rifinnu.
ItLtVlOtUn.....

Exploitation on three big shows—Mickey Moose Club,
.Zorro and Walt Disney Presents

MAGAZINES:
NEWSPAPERS!.

.McCalls and Life Feature Stories.
..

AKT SHOW:...

PROMOTION!.

.Over 1,000 special LPs mailed’to focks.

..Rave reviews from record editors.
..Animation exhibit in leading museums.

.

. .

lirDAUAIlMCIIIPiflCnblUlNIIIdinb.

. ..Procter and Gamble tie-in.
Articles galore, headed by Four Fabulous Items
promoted by tremendous TV spot program.'
..promoted

GRAND CANYON-SOUND TRACK OF COMPANION FILM TO SLEEPING BEAUTY
FERDE GROFE'S FAMOUS SUITE. ALBUM CONTAINS FT-"8 PAGES FULL COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS
■) jtSttCMana
OF THE CANYON.
Kyi
RECORDS
I
larfcok, Caftfenria

*■ ”

• >.

-
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National
Batin;
This Last
wk. wk.

1 JI

I 3I ?N

2 | I

Artist, Label, Title

CO

HENBY MANCINI OECH (Victor)
“Peter Gram” '(LPM 1956).... ..
FLOWER DRUM SONG (Gol)
Original Cast (BL 5350)... 1
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Sing Along with Mitch (CL 1160). 3
FRANK SENATE A (Capitol)
Come Dance With Me (W 1069)^..
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Only the Lonely (W 1053)...;..... 2
SOOTH PACIFIC (Victor)
Soundtrack (LOC 1932)..3
GiGI (MGM>
Soundtrack (E 36411.
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
The Hungry i (T 1107)..... ..
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
More Sing with Mitch (CL 1243).... .'.. 5

1

4

..

10

8

7

7

7

5

9

6..

6

3

..

1

1

3

3

4

..

.

2

MUSIC MAN (Capitol)
*
"
Original Cast (WAO 990)..
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
Kingston Trio (T 996K.:. 6
VAN CLIQ&RN (Victor)
Tchaikovsky Concerto (LM 2250)...... 9

..

7

1

1

1

3

..

4

9

1

2

99

10

..

1

..

..

3

4

1

90

2

..

..

1

..

...

4

10

1

..

r.

2

5

..

2

7

3

3

..

2

2

8

4

...

...

5

2

..

3

5

..

5

..

8

4

4

9

6

4

..

18

..

10

...

10

..

...

6
10

.. ..

75..

3

10
7 ...

5

3

.-

..

5

9

..

MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
Original Cast (CL 5090)...

2

&

..81
8

75

..

4

6$

1

..

5

3

56

7

4

3

...

52

..

8

..

31

..

7

..

23

1

..

10

7
5

*..

2
..

2

7

3..

..

..

..

2

.. ..

l
S

6

5

.,

1
a5

1

1

8

4

..

J,
'O
B5

3..

.....

2

6 ...

7

..

S

1
4

JOHNNY MATHK (Columbia)
Open Fire, Two Guitars (CL 1270).

"RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Ricky Sings Again (LP 9061). 4
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Johnny's Greatest Hits (CL 1135). 10
AHMAD JAMAL (Argo)
Bnt Not For Me (LP 608)...
'DUANE EDDY (Jamie)
“Twangy Guitar” (LP 3000) ....

9
5

iJ

T

..

;

amendment in a rather unusual
legislative byplay.
There’s a general feeling that
the bill will never see the light of
law with both provisions. ASCAP
endorses it, but reportedly won’t
fight very hard against striking the
mechanical royalty boost..
The
jukebox operators would much
rather have the mechanical royalty
provision than one which would
subject them to performing royal¬
ties. But they certainly don’t want
both.
And the record industry is far
from keen on the idea of a sep¬
arate statutory mechanical royalty
ceiling for disks destined for juke¬
boxes. The Record Industry Assn:
of America has asked to be heard
on this score, and O’Mahoney has
granted the request
At this point the betting is that
the mechanical royalty proviso
will be killed either by the sub¬
committee, the full judiciary com¬
mittee or by the Senate itself if and
when the bill is reported.
There’s a good possibility that
the copyright subcommittee will
decide this year against a full-scale
rehash of the long* drawn-out hear¬
ings of previous sessions. The diskeries will be given their say, but
the other parties involved gen¬
erally feel that enough testimony
is on the record.

Sands Wants Pic Out
Hollywod, Fell. 10.
The 45-day-notice clause in his
20th-Fox" contract was responsible
for him losing some $163,000 worth
of club dates and other appear¬
ances last year. Tommy Sands has
told the studio in asking either a
release from or an adjustment of
the pact
Singer wants more freedom In
firming outside work that cannot
now be assured, due to studio con¬
tract being allowed to call upon his
services on a 45-day notice.

8
9

..

6

FOUR LADS (Columbia)
Greatest Hits (CL 1235). >.
NICHOLS & MAY (Mercury)
Improvisations in Music (MG 20376).

.

10 11

SOUtH PACIFIC (Columbia) '
Original'Cast (B 2579-80).
PERRY COMO (Victor)
Come End of Day (LPM 1885)....
MANTOVANI (London)
Continental Encores (LL 3095).
EARL GRANT (Decca)
~
The End (DL 8830).

TOMMY
EDWARDS

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Swing Softly (CL 1165).. ..

NOTICE
The Tip Top Record entitled

"THE DOCTOR AND THE MONKS"
which has been circulated in the last few days
HAS BEEN ENJOINED
by a temporary restraining order issued by Judge -Edward
Weinfeld of the United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York in the case Monarch Music Company, Inc.,
et at. v Tip Top.Record Co., Inc., et al. on grounds of alleged
copyright infringement and unfair competition.
The manufacture, sale, use, public performance for profit,
recording, printing and advertising of the musical composition
and the record by TIP TOP RECORD CO., INC, TIPS MUSIC PUB^
USHERS, INC., SUPERIOR RECORD SALES CO., INC., OVERBROOK PUBLISHING CO., INC. and AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS and their agents,
servants, employees, licensees and all other persons and firms
acting in privity or in. concert with them is prohibited by this
injunction.
MONARCH MUSIC COMPANY, INC.
LIBERTY RECORDS, INC

Hoods Scare Off
Continued from pace 2 —^

ory people they had to deal with,
he added.
Racketeers have made their
principal penetration In the oper¬
ating end of the jukebox industry
—the placing of machines in bars
and other establishments, Kaplan
related.
Their
customers
are
caught in a hind, having to accept
[high commission and low service
terms or do without. Operator as¬
sociations have banded together to
enforce, the alleged monopoly.:
When the owner of an establish¬
ment balks, he may find himself
picketed by teamster-chartered un¬
ions. or in trouble .with city au- j
thorities over their liquor or other !
licenses.
'
McClellan stressed that majority
of. persons in the industry are
honest, but frequently find them¬
selves stymied; by the methods of
the underworld figures.

MR. SUN
K 12757

7*

MflROI GRAS
* MARCH *

LATEST RELEASE

Lloyd Price
* Sings

WHERE WERE
YOU?

Ml. Rf \1l\PER$a.J

M
*SCAJUET ItIHONS
**THE ItjlEAM
OFOLWEN
* STORMY WEATHER
MILLS MUSIC. INC

J
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Vancouver Civic Group Bids Solons
Baa Segregation in Theatres, Etc.
Vancouver, Feb. 10. -*■
Vancouver Civic Unity Assn.,
concerned with Tacial and religi¬
ous equality here, lisa petitioned
British Columbia officials in the
capital, Victoria, for statutes to
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
stop current segregation and color * Nat King Cole launches a sevenbans in “hotels, taverns, theatres, week Latin-American concert tour
restaurants and other accommo¬ March 28 in San Juan, Puerto Rico,
dations.” It wants a board set up returning here May 18 after ap¬
that can slap offenders.
pearances in all the major South
At least one local film house is American countries.
segregating colored patrons and
One of highlights of tour will
“objecting to the wearing of tur¬ be a benefit performance in Cara¬
bans,” by East Indians, according cas, Venezuela, April 9, sponsored
to group’s chairman S. B. Gervin by the U. S: Ambassador there with
petition is backed by a stack of joint blessing of the State Dept,
affidavits Of parties discriminated and the Venezuelan government as
against. Taverns and certain ho¬ a gesture of goodwill. All proceeds
tels, which official declines to go to charity.
name, are ousting or “freezing”
Accompanying Cole will be his
colored folk, and association is wife Maria; instrumental trio of
aware that colored acts, from Lee Young (drums), John Collins
stateside, are limited to certain (guitar), Charles Harris (bass), man¬
ptels and motels for accommoda- ager Carlos Gastel and interpreter
on, he said. He deplored, the fact Carlos Leon.
that none have spoken out in pre¬
test, “though we promise no un¬
wanted publicity.”
Group, which includes t)r. W. G.
Black, immigration topper who in¬
terceded for area’s German colony
during several-chapter fuss over
old anti-Nazi' films on tv last year,
now largely remedied, is also seek¬
ing a ban on the racial and religi¬
ous origin question in job-applica¬
tion blanks.
Case in point on * problems of
nitery acts was that of Leolani,
The Copacabana is completing
Polynesian comedienne, who could
find no accommodation here for negotiations for dates on Red Skel¬
her stint at the Cave, was hosted ton and Dean Martin. Skelton is
by a local family for the period of slated for a stand at the New York
her stay. Central hotels where cafe between April 16 and May 6,
acts normally find shelter are the while Martin is expected to come
Devonshire,
Parktown,
Kamlo, in Nov. 19 for two weeks.
The Copa is shelling out a heav¬
Ritz. Local labor unions are back¬
ing Civic Unity’s petition to quash ier budget than usual this year.
Aside
from Skelton and Martin,
color barrier, which few as yet
the nitery has pacted Louis Prima
will admit exists here.
& Keely Smith to start May 7, fol¬
lowed by Tony Martin on May 21.
Nitery has also signed for. the N.Y.
bow of Ford & Hines on the same
bill with Tony Bennett, Feb.26.
Following Bennett, the Will Mastin Trio starring Sammy Davis Jr.
Blackpool, Eng., Feb. 10.
comes in March 12; Frankie Laine,
A long run of increasing profits March 30; next is Skelton, Primaat this northwest England show biz SmithT Tony Martin, then Britain’s
mecca has been followed by a set¬ Frankie Vaughan, June 25.
back. A trading profit of $821,823'
The nine weeks after that are
showed a decrease of $234,486, it still to be lined up, inasmuch as it’s
was disclosed at the annual meet¬ customary to wait to see what
ing of Blackpool Tower Co., outfit availabilities there are in the sum¬
controlling majority of theatres mer. Frequently, the absence of a
and cinemas here.
talent schedule during the hot
Among causes for the decline months indicates a summer .osing,
were bad weather and the state of« but this is believed not to be the
trade in northern England, accord¬ case in this instance.
ing to H. Douglas Bickerstaffe,
The fall season will start Sept.
company chairman. Company had 10 with six weeks of Joe E. Lewis
also suffered a steep fall during followed by Nat King Cole in Octearly and middle parts of the sum¬ tober, with Dean Martin following.
mer season when the town had The latter will be playing his first
fewer visitors. •
N. Y. stand as a single since break¬
Despite this new setback, he re¬ ing up with Jerry Lewis. He made
mained “an optimist,” he added. his N. Y. nitery bow as a single at
“I do not even subscribe to the the. now defunct Riobamba, follow¬
widely-held view that television is ing a protracted stand of Frank
killing show business. It certainly Sinatra.
has a bad-effect during the winter
when people would rather stay by
their firesides.
“In the summer, however, Black¬
pool’s millions of visitors prefer to
see artistes in the flesh. After a
day in the-open enjoying the sea
Washington, Feb. 10.
and the: sands, they are ready for
If no hitches develop, Russia next
an evening’s entertainment and month will get its first invite to a
bigtime international exposiion in
dancing.”
Blackpool, seaside town in Lan¬ his country since the 1939 World’s
cashire, is the too show biz centre Fair in New York. .
President Eisenhower is expect¬
of Britain, outside of London, be¬
tween May and October each year. ed to send out invitatioins in-March
for the ’‘Century 21” exposition in
Seattle. Expo officials are still
conferring with the State Dept,
over exact makeup of invitation
list, but it’s understood that, bar¬
ring something unforeseen, the
Soviets will he on it.
Atlanta, Feb. 10.
Under the legislation setting up
George S. Sherinan has been Federal participation in the fair,
named manager of Henry Grady Communist China, North Korea and
Hotel’s Paradise Room, succeeding Viet Minh are barred. Hungary
Lark Bragg, who resigned to enter won’t get an invitation either, but
the tax consultant field. Room has Czechoslovakia might.
been under temporary supervision
Prime emphasis of the exposition
of Harvey Watts, brother of min¬ will be on science, hut a 3,000-seat
strel man Cotton Watts (& Chick). concert hall to be built by City of
Sherman, native of Danzig (Free Seattle will afford performing arts
State that was), has been in this a good showcase.
Officials said
country nine years and worked at they hoped Russia Would send a
Luchow’s and the Stork Club in top ballet troupe or folk dance
New York before coming to-Atlan¬ team of Moyseyev calibre.
ta in 1957 as catering manager of
Special section in Commerce
newly organized Cherokee Town & Dept is working up recommends-Country Club. He subsequently be¬ tions for- a Federal appropriation;
came manager of the new Key most of which will go for the U. S.
Club, with lavish quarters in Broad¬ science exhibit. Stgte of Washing¬
view Plaza; a shopping development ton . and Seattle are putting- up
$15,000,000 for the exposition.
in Atlanta’s northwest section.

U.S. in on Caracas Date
Of Cole’s Latm-Am. Tout

S

Dean Martin, Red
Skelton for Copa
In Upped Outlay

BLACKPOOL NET 821Q
‘SURPRISE’DIP OF 234G

SEE IKE BID TO USSR
FOR SEATTLE EXPO

Atlanta’s Paradise Room

PfaRnsfr

‘Burlesque’ to Hit toast
“The Best of Burlesque,” a satire
which had run last season in Car.negie Hall Theatre, N.Y., is being!
given a Toadshowing for presenta¬
tion on the Coast, and possibly in
Las Vegas later in the year. Cast¬
ing will be done on the Coast by
Stan Seiden.
* Deal was set by Miles Ingalls &
Howard Hoyt.

Chi s Marienthals
Plan Third Nitery
Chicago, Feb. 10.
Oscar and George Marienthal,
who own Mister Kelly’s and the
London House jazz club (and a
parking lot), are plotting expan¬
sion via a third nitery, this one
primarily to'showcase cameo revue
presentations.
\
The brothers have leased a small
tract of land fronting Rush St.
(on the near north side) and hope
to start construction within two
months. Unlike their present pros¬
perous holdings, the new club will
serve only beverages.
Interior is being blueprinted by
Broadway stage designer Ralph
Alswang, and as envisioned, stage
and lighting facilities will he able
to accommodate legit offerings, as
well as the more intimate musical
revue and standard nitery fare.
Building architect is Bertram
Goldberg, who redesigned the
Cinestage
(ex-Selwyn legitery)
when the late Mike Todd bought
it.
Though plans are still on the
drawing boards, the main (street
level) room is conceived for 250300 Capacity. A lower level lounge
is expected to hold about 200 im¬
bibers.
Total cost of the project, accord¬
ing to Oscar Marienthal, will come
to at least $250,000.

Ohio State Fair’s New Mgt
Would Not Have Families
‘Boat Loans’ to See Bills
Columbus, Feb. 10.
Rowland Bishop, a Union County
farmer, has been named to man¬
age the Ohio State Fair, replacing
D. Robert Jones, whose resigna¬
tion is effective Feb. 14.
Bishop agrees with his boss,
state aggie director Robert Terhune, that the fair in the past has
used too many big name entertain¬
ers for one or two-night stands,
and said he was inclined to book
entertainers for longer runs. Bis¬
hop has had only brief experience
on the management side of a fair,
having assisted in organizing the
Plain City Fair and serving for
four years on the Union County
fair board. Jones resigned in the
midst of criticism that there had
been too many high-priced enter¬
tainers at the fair and too little
emphasis on agriculture.
In announcing the appointment,
director Terhune said that the
Ohio State Fair would be the kind
of event that a family can attend
without having to “float a loan.”
He is not in favor of raising admis¬
sion prices, a move suggested by
Jones last summer. “What I’m for
is to get the most people there at
the lowest price of admission at
which we can break even,” Ter¬
hune said.

AGVA BACKS BRIGHT
VS. USSR CIRCUS TOUR;
The national board of the Amer¬
ican Guild of Variety Artists voted
to support national administrative
secretary Jackie Bri&ht in his oppo¬
sition to bringing the Moscow State
Circus into the Ur S. for a tour.
Bright had written the State Dept,
stating his disapproval of the ven¬
ture, with indications that he will
picket its playdates and try to en¬
list other organizations to do like¬
wise.
The matter was discussed at
length, with first veepee Rajah Ra¬
boid making the motion. However,
Raboid withdrew his motion after
board member Paul Valentine
made a plea for international co¬
operation by artists in the interests
•of peace. However, the motion was
reintroduced by Jay Lester, who
cited the tour as a propaganda at¬
tempt by the Russians, and it was
carried.
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See Brights AGVA Control Dipping
In Wake of Penny Singleton Charges
Control of the American Guild
of Variety Artists seems to he
slipping away from the administra¬
tion headed by Jackie Bright, Al¬
though Bright is still regarded as
having enough votes to sustain
Chicago, Feb. 10.
himself in office as national ad¬
Union-topper-lmpresario . Frank ministrative secretary, the crum¬
Darling has set the bill for the bling process appears to be in being.
This is regarded as the net ef¬
spring vaude extravaganza for fect of the charges made by Penny
membership -of local 1031, Int’I Singleton, AGVA president, at last
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. week’s national board meeting at
Layout will star Danny Thomas and . the Hotel New Yorker, N.Y. Miss
feature the Dukes of Dixieland.
'' Singleton confronted the board
Others inked for the seven-day;] with charges of “lies, deceit and
stand starting May 21 include theiI corruption” in connection with the
Happy Jesters, Doodlers, Double-;j acquisition of the AGVA Country
Daters, dancer Johnny Bachemin, ' Club and Recreation Centre at
the Lou Breese orch and a line of South Fallsburgh. N. Y.
singers-dancers.
In addition to
The matter was resolved by
performing. Bachemin will again resolution which called for a com¬
choreograph and stage.
mittee consisting of Miss Singleton, Bright and the union’s attor¬
ney, Harold Berg, to call on the
N.Y. State Attorney General to re¬
solve the questions brought up by
Miss Singleton.
The union's prexy had charged
that the union, because of the
wording of the charter of the
AGVA home, doesn’t have title to
j the proper.y and it is vested in a
board which is not answerable to
AGVA. Both Bright and Berg in¬
sisted that that isn’t so.
Miss
Singleton also charged that the
The national board of the Amer- home was being operated illegally
icap Guild of Variety Artists since the AGVA Foundation, which
voted last week to continue its acquired the home, had not taken
Sick & Relief Fund as a one-wom¬ out a certificate of compliance with
an operation under the control of the N.Y. Slate Dept, of Social
its director, Margie Coate. For the Welfare, without which no chari¬
second straight meeting, a motion table institution may be operated.
to have a committee comprising Thus, it her view, it had illegally
the president (Penny Singleton) solicited more than $13,000 in
and other officers look into the donations, most of it in New York
books of the setup, was voted down state.
by a strong majority.
Miss Singleton also charged that
This move came after a bitter the acquisition of the home was not
wrangle On the floor concerning entirely ethical. She said that the
previous actions by the hoard trig¬ property was really a “white ele¬
gered by loans made by the Sick phant” which hadn’t been operat¬
& Relief Fund. Former president ing for 18 months, despite claims
Georgie Price stated on the floor that it was a “hot buy.”
that he had tried to get informs*,
The charges reached their apex
tion as to the loans made to na¬ when board member Paul Valen¬
tional hoard members, to find out tine, took the floor to declare that
why attempts at legislative re¬ either Erieht c** Berg, or both,
form^ were constantly defeated. were lying or Miss Singleton was.
Miss Coate, .he said, turned him Therefore, to get at the truth, he
down. Miss Coate responded that was going to prefer charges against
national board members may call
(Continued on page 68)
upon the resources, of this fund
if they can prove need.
The motion to. supervise the
fund first came as a recommenda¬
tion in the' report of veepee Rajah
Raboid. Russell Swann made this
into a motion, but it was defeated.
Ottawa, Feb. 10.
Based on a legal suit that began
The fund now has about $250,000 but the disbursements are a in 1946, Canada’s Supreme Court
well-guarded secret from any su¬ in Ottawa awarded Frank Ronca¬
pervising body. Records are given relli $33,123.33 for damages suf¬
out by numbers in order to guard fered by the cancellation of a
the identity of the money recipi¬ liquor permit for his Montreal res¬
ents. Raboid in his speech said taurant. Ordered to pay was the
that there is not even a bank pres¬ Premier of Quebec, Maurice Dupident who controls that kind of lessis. It is believed to'be the first
time a provincial premier was per¬
money without supervision.
Miss Coate also stated that she sonally sued, for such action.
would prefer to wait until super¬ Duplessis clained Roncarelli took
visory Federal legislation, now in part in a “seditious conspiracy” by
the works, was adopted before dis¬ aa religious sect (Jehovah’s Wit¬
nesses).
closures are made.
Roncarelli originally brought
—-msuit for $118,741 against Premier
Duplessis six months after his per¬
mit to seT liquor was cancelled in
December, 1946. A Quebec court
awarded him $8,123 in 1951 and
five years later an appeal court
Havana, Feb. 10.
quashed the judgment. The deci¬
Arthur Barkow, veteran U.S. stage sion can still be appealed to the
manager, is new entertainment di¬ Privy Council in London since the
rector for the Havana Riviera Ho-! case reached the courts before such
tel here. He will handle booking! appeals were abolished in 1949.
of talent in all the entertainment
rooms of the hotel, including the
Copa Room, L’Elegante, L’Aiglon
and Doble O Nada.
Barkow was long in employ of
Billy Rose.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 10.
Fred Waring pulled out of his
spring engagement at Twin
Coaches, asking management for a
release from bis contract because
Boston, Feb. 10.
he wants to get away from niteries
Allan Schwartz, owner of the and concentrate on concert work.
Crawford House and the Tic Toe, Lenny Litman already has him
intimeries, has bought the Hi Hat booked for a one-nighter in Octo¬
nitery on Massachusetts Ave. It ber, at 3,800-seat Syria Mosque.
was formerly owned by Julie Ro¬
Coaches, which has been operat¬
senberg, and then Louis Stevens, ing weekends since start of winter,
and had been shuttered for 18 except for occasional bookings of
months.
big names, is plotting a spring
The spot, refurbished and with splash. It begins with Jimmy
an enlarged bar, now seats 250 and Durfante, April 3; Guy Lom¬
is following a jazz policy with no bardo, - pril 17; Kingston Trio,
cover or minimum. Abbey Lincoln May 1; Xavier Cugat & Abbe Lane,
is current with Noble „ Johnson May 8; Johnny Maiiiis, iVlay 22,
Quartet and Emily Foster,' comedi¬ and Four Freshmen, June 2.
enne, and Hilary Rose Trio. Booker Platters also come in March 6 for
is Fred Petty agency.
, eight days.

Danny Thomas and Dukes
Set for IBEW Chi Ball

AGVA Board Nixes
Look Into Books
Of Relief Fund

MONTI EATERY OP WINS
33G FROM QUE. PREMIER

ARTHUR BARKOW CHIEFS
RIVIERA’S BOOKINGS

Pitt’s Twin Coaches Sets
Spring S’-ree; Waring Out
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‘FDR 19Q0 AadWon*’
*

downtown. And they’re dresSed up,
fit to gar any place; arid dm ’Nights
without events' ere, uspaQy.. night*
■1Th^,,AnrtriGa& entartaftnment- with fewer customers,' as brother
f ciriwf intMir has bad 44*-habits George sees it. ' ; .
radically changed, in. the short
Other deductions over 10: year?
space of .10 years. Today • people —expense account spending. has
generally go to bed earlier, and tightened meaSureatdy aS business
therefore there are fester abroad is more, alert to all the implications
aPUffiT4 thtf-first ^ow.
11
[rand business itself. has tightened
'’?!& a night chib, better get It on up. Convention? don’t last as long
the first show, if possible. That’s as they did,'-and agendas are mote
when there'll be the most people, j confining for the. attendees. The
the most excitement and the most] general public is hot’dnnldng.as
spending.
much, or at least not as many
But it wasn't always that way.! drinks per person per session: Urn*
Only a decade ago it was a tossup deubtediy the intensive safetyeamfor patronage honors between the paigns are making themselves felt'
supper show and the midnight here.
Entertammentwise; there has de¬
Show.
These views on running a night veloped a bigger spread between
club in the midwest came to the the top names and the more mod¬
fore last week as the three Eddy erate magnets-at the mike. The
brothers, George, Sam and Ned, Fort Knox acts are prohibitive fbr
celebrated the 10th anniversary of; the general run cf nightclubs, and
there isn’t much to be had "between
their deluxe downtown spot here.
What's brought about the change! the few surefire names and:-the
is difficult to say, but a steady] rest, the run of Jthe mill: Tlie
finger must be aimed at television. ] sturdy in-between class of -acts is
It runs through most of the good disappearing and there isn’t much
programs by 10 p.m., and so if being developed to'fill the void.
The Eddys rose to the occasion
you’re home there isn’t much else!
to do but retire. Besides, it’s too by treating each customer to a free
late to go out to a dub, according drink and a piece of cake during
the week. It also gave an oppprtun-.
to deductions by brother Ned.
The weather outlook is very ity for some more Intensive adver¬
tising
and promotion^ Nelson Eddy
strong in the picture as an element
which decides whether a party will ic'Gale Sherwood played the. week
through
Thursday. - Toni & Jan
go out. The public is much more]
alert to weather developments,! Arden played it out Friday, and.
Saturday,
as the opening of their
thanks to radio and tv which have 1
made it a practice to scare listen-! two-week engagement.
ers stiff at the first sign of indent-!
ency of the elements. People used
to come and go as they pleased.
Now they listen for the weather re¬
port first, brother Sam says.
Nor is there anything as good to
help business as a multiplicity of
events in the downtown area. Take
Mexio City, Feb. 10.
a night when a legit musical is in
Mexican comic billed as ’ Claviltown, the auditorium arena has an
event, and picture houses have lazo (The Nail), whose, act high¬
strong product, and people are lights expressive, "fluttering hands,
will play night club and television
engagements in Chicago, New York
andXos Angeles.
Comic, claims he will- dear $21,000 during a three-week- tour, be¬
ginning with a five-day stamLin
Chicago (Feb. 13-17), followed Dy
appearances in N.Y. and LA.
Clavillaza
gets
15,000
pesos
($1,200) per program over tv chan¬
nels in his native Mexico, with
this making him the highest paid
comic in t^e republic, except for
Cantiriflas (Mario Moreno).
Exdtieg PotUnm Imt
His advise to all comedians: con¬
stantly change your bag of tricks
FOURTH SMASH WEEK
and patter. Clavillazo says he has
enough new material to last him
for a year on his return to local tv.
By JOHN QUINN

'

Kansas City, Feb, 10.

Mex’s Cfcmtiazo Nailing
21G iaU.S. Cafe, TV Dates;
Comic’s Tearfid of Gags’

108 WALTERS'

FRENCH
DRESSING
CARILLON HOTEL
A£ami Beach, Fla.
Booked bv

Kangaroo’s Self-Kayo

HERBERT MARKS
AGENCT

Chicago, Feb. 10,
A downstate dub called a
Chi animal aet agenf, looking
for novelty like a boxing kan¬
garoo, and got this response:
“I’ve got a kangaroo, but it’s
tired and won’t box any more.,r

NEW YORK
MIAMI BEACH
113 W. 57 St. * *00 liac«h M. IWf.

-XltHa^w/Feb. 10.

BillBird, national chairman,
in Scotland ofthe (franklin
Boq$eVrit JuKemorial. Polio.
* Fund;, will hesconting later
this year for trip. U. S. acts to
play, his annual ball-cabaret
date at. the classy Central Hdr tel,. Glasgow, next •: January.
* Names who have aided1 him'in
the past -include Boh Hope and

.Vera-Elleti. Show just con. eluded featured Vniy native
-product .(see news review). “
Ball is attended-by all top
names in'$cofecommerce and
society; , and attracts attention
of tv and radio. •

Boston, Feb. 10.
Establishment of headquarters of
the American League in Boston Is
seed as benefiting all forms of
entertainment—niteries, theatres,
jazz spots, communications and the
hotel bhf.
Shift of the capital of the league
from Chicago to the Hub.- has im¬
portant ramifications - outside the
realm of the national pastime. Lo¬
cation of the. baseball league’s
headquarters in the tower suite on
the sixth floor of the new IBM
building has been pacied.
Boston show biz figures to bene¬
fit from flow of Visitors here as
officers and directors of baseball
clubs in other' American league
cities come to headquarters-here.
Joe Cronin, new prexy of the
American League, was in this week
to study plans for space.
Funds* of the league -will be
transferred to banks in the Boston
area. For a publicity angle. Hub
will benefit from increasing fre¬
quency of Boston dateline on base¬
ball stories*

Glasgow, Feb. 10. .
Cabaret .lineup was spangled
with many leading Scot names for
entertainment of Central Hotel
tablesitters- at this important ScotAmprican event, high, spot of so¬
cial season hereabouts, and with
resultant coin going to Boosevelt
Polio Fund. Cover charge was $9*
Bill Bird, national chairman of the
fund, assembled a varied bunch of
performers with .two diminutive
Scot comedians, Alec Finlay and
Larry Marshall,doingtheemceeing
chores and attending to-a charity
auction, when a set of prize golf
clubs brought $900 to the charity.
Boyal Scottish Country Dancers
(8), from Edinburgh, gave . neat
terping display of. folk dances,
while eight other young dancers,
this time, iri lively -jive, jumped
and stomped explosively on the
floor as the Lindellan Jivers, exit¬
ing to solid palming.
Mary Millar; .blonde thrush from

Chicago, Feb. 10.
Jack E. Leonard and Basil Bathbone are set to headline ‘Tun
Time,” producer Jules Pfeiffer’s
next vaude layout at the Studebaker Theatre. Show kicks off
March 30 for two weeks.

Set in support are dancers
Nicki & Noel,. Ivy Five vocal
group, comic Nip Nelson, and a
line of Budy Noel girls. Still to be
determined for the bill is an or¬
chestra.
House will be scaled to $4.50,
with a $5.50 top Saturday nights.

Isy Walters Back In
Vancouver, Feb. 10.
Isy Walters, who sold his Cave
nitery last year after a cardiac setbaric, has resumed as a boniface.
He opened on mainstem, West
Georgia St, calling -the spot Isy’s,
a 300-seater.

Mgt. m MiTTLER, UHBeeedway.Mew York

Scot Names Stud Layout
For Roosevelt Polio Fuad
In Glasgow‘Most’ Event

the “Old Chelsea” musical play,
Rathbone, Jack E. Leonard won
more mitting for her vocaliz¬
ing in a fine soprano. Jack Milroy,
comedian, scored with tra¬
Tim Time’ Team m Chi local
vesty of kilted rock ’n’ roll boy

RCA-Ylcfor Reetfrds
ExcluMV.ly

.Atlantic City, Feb.; 10.
Despite; constantly .growing com-,
petition* for • convention. business,
with tropical islands'qff. the. United
States; now actively in'the bidding
field’, and working diligently, this
resort, expects, on a basis of -busi¬
ness already booked, one of the
best years in its history.
Wayne Stetson, manager .of the
city’s convention bureau, semi¬
private group Which * works to
bring . such gatherings into the
city, estimates a 1)3% hike " this
year over 1958.- Bookings'alreadymade, he jsays, indicate that nearly
500,000. delegates and their fainilies will come here for conventions
in 1959.
In addition,, three other large,
conventions have been booked for
dates beyond’ 1959*: They Sre the,
American Assn, of School Admin¬
istrators, whieh Comes here, not

singer Jackie Dennis, being assist¬
ed in the stooging dept, by his
femme. Mary Lee, herself a for¬
mer danceband chirper.
Kenneth
McKellar,
another
wearing the kilt, garnered heavy
palming for Scot tunes, notably
“The Biver Clyde,” and Jimmy;
Logan closed an 85-minute seg¬
ment with some, witty dittying at
the piano, hitting at local types
with a personalized version of the
Noel Coward time “Let’s Do It;"
Backing for the cabaret spots
came from the Tommy Maxwell
Quartet, foursome from indie tv’s
own midday show on the local net¬
work.
GoTd.

litinriwl Twr

CURRENTLY
2nd Return Engagement

CORK CLUB, Houston
Recent BngagementM
MIUHLEBACH HOTEL, K. C.'
• AMKARACiUI^ Pitt.
EL MOROCCO, MeaVreol

Personal Mgt.: ROY DUKE
Hmk Y^fR ^ Ki«* 7-5300

155 Wr 44th Street,

Palace, London, Tattle
London, Feb. 3.
Bernard Delfont Will stage a
vaude season at the Palace .Thea¬
tre after “Where’s Charley?” folds
en Feb. 21. It- begins on Feb. 25
when Connie Francis will head the
layout.
Johnnie Bay will follow
for a two weeks’ season beginning
March 9.
The vaude span wilPrun for six
to eight weeks and will he followed
by a new revue starring Benny
Hill.
•

THE
GOLDEN
GATE
QUARTET
(World Torn-)
Cerreetfy

MALAYA
(Auspices ANTA)
AVAILABLE IN MAY
Wr.t BIRNEY GOLDEN

CIRCLE ARTISTS CORF.
4t West 4M Street. N. Y.
PL 7-7100;

The
DEEP RIVES BOYS
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS

Nitery's as yet sans liquor li¬
cense, but is netting brisk trade on
triple flqorshow policy, running 6
pjn. to 2 ajn.

ROOSTERTAIL, Detroit
EMPRESS ROOM* Oevetaed
EMI 01$. Ft. Woyae

Only this month .but has been
signed fbr I960, 1962, and 1983. It
drztws 2f»,609- educators in one of
-the 'worst iijxmths for resort busi¬
ness. The Triple Industrial Supply.
Convention comes here in 1961
arid 1964, bringing 2,600 delegates.
The National Office : Furniture
Assn, meets here for a first time
next year. Meeting was originally
Scheduled-, for New. York but was
shifted here; ’
Convention . season gpt off to
good start last month with sbi-day
Atlantic City China & Glass Show,
held for a first time in Convention
Hajl. ••
\.
> More
than
50 , get-togethers
scheduled this year are one-bring¬
ing from 1,000 to as many as 40,•000 delegates into town. Largest’
will be the Shriners, Jnly 5-10,
with .40,000 visitors.
Other large conventions include
•American Medical Assn., June 712 (30,000); School Administra- 1
tors, Feb. 14-18 (26,000);- New
Jersey Education Assn., Nov. 12-14
(25,000); National Institute of
Dry-Cleaners, March 5-8, National
Housewares
Show,
July
13-17
(each . 16,000); National Catholic
Education Assn., March 31-ApriI
3. (14,000); Supermarket Institute,
May 24-27 (124)00).
Twenty-six are scheduled for
Convention Hall, the others in
various hotels.
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$2^,000 Facelift
For Sahara; Book
Acts to End of Yr.

London’s Metropolitan
Seen Shut Out by ‘Road’

Unit Review
Home Slow, Omaha
Omaha, Feb. S.
Rusty Draper, Clyde, McCoy
Orch (7), Joni Jayson, Caperettes
(3); Omaha City Auditorium, Feb.
4-8, '59; no admission.

The Sahara Hotel, Las Vegas,
The drawing power of Rusty
'which has solved all Its hooking Draper in these parts is no longer
problems, at least until the start of in doubt. A fave at niteries, he re¬
turned to headline the Home Show
1960, will close for one month and packed in a record 65,000 for
probably during December, to put the five days (10 shows). Old Home
the finishing touches to a $2,500,- Show record was 45,000. And this
year’s Auto. Show,- featuring the
000 refurbishing program which McGuire Sisters, attracted, a mea¬
will add 250 rooms to the present gre 8,000 for the same number of
days.
425.
Draper turns' la a. socko per¬
Other steps on the program in¬
formance. The redhead works hard
clude the makeover of the major
with his songs and guitar work and
nitery, the Congo Room, to in¬
has the crowd with him all the
crease the staging facilities for way. He uses plenty of new ma¬
housing large productions. In ad¬ terial as well as his usual “Freight
dition, the Casbah Theatre, the Train.’M “Whispering Sands,” etc.,
hotel’s lounge operation, will un¬ and goes off to an ovation after a
dergo substantial facelifting. The rousing; “Saints Go Marching In.”
-Sahara is now budding a 750Clyde McCoy is in the featured
spot with a local group of .musi¬
seat convention hall.
The hotel’s booker, Stan Irwin, cians and draws excellent applause,
in New York last week to gander especially for his “Sugar Blues.”
Joni Jayson contributes a zippy
acts and confer with agents, stated
baton twirling stint and the Caper¬
that the lineup is virtually com¬ ettes, local eight-gal line, round
plete until at least the start of out matters. They aren’t exactly
1960. Irwin has just completed a Rockettes in their dancing but
deal with Betty Hutton for 13 have looks and figures and get the
weeks to be played in three years. show off to a bouncy start.
Mae West has been booked for a
Home Show, produced by Ross
March date with the Musclemen Cavaleri and Jim Miller with
and Hattie McDaniel and. Harvey Romeo & Hammond doing the
Stone.
They will follow the booking, was off the nut before the
Sophie Tucker and Ames Bros. doors opened because of extensive
bilL
Others Include Kay Starr, booth dealings, and figures to make
Dan Dailey, Donald O’Connor, Vic¬ around $15,000 despite the free
gate.__■_Trump.
tor Borge, and possibly Ray Bolger.
The capacity of the,Congo will
be diminished by about 100 when
the new. room is unveiled. This
would enable the cafe to take care
of any booking contingency and
even use musicomedy-type shows.
Irwin planed out to Chicago for
a brief stay before returning to
Las Vegas. He also reported that
the hotel’s operator, Milton Prell,
is recovering from a recent heart
attack and is now alternating be¬
tween his Palm Springs home and
the hotel.__

BOSTON
SMASH HIT
THE GLAMOROUS NEW

HOTEL

Show folks are raving about the ;
ail new Hotel Avery. All new, large, ;
beautifully furnished deluxe rooms :
with private bath and television. ;
Many Air Conditioned.

AVERY & WASHINGTON STS. !
sV'

OLASON'S

.-sv\

,v\ v

FUN-MASTER

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for ell Theatricals

"We Service the Stent"

, Big Temporary Special os AH
35 Gag Files for SI 5, Pius 51.00 Postage
Foreign: Slit ei., 35 for 540
• 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. . $10 e
a 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk, . 525 a
a Minstrel Budget
. 525 e
How to Master the Ceremonies
53 per Copy
No C.O.O's
^Always Open"

BILLY GLASON

200 W. 54th S*„ N.Y.C., If Clrcl-7-1130
<WE TEACH EMCEEING end COMEDY*
(Let a Rear Professional Train You)

Singers and Musicians
desiring to appear on
radio program
apply.in.person at

M HQ.
234 East. 46thSt., New York
Bet. 2-5 f.M.
Man.-Sat.

mmmNti

As funny «« you'd like to bet Show-'
Bit is lraady with smart comedy ma¬
terial to make you funnier. Write for
Information today.

SHOW-BIZ COMEDY SERVICE
425 Atenue V

(Dept. 3)
Brooklyn 23, N.Y.

London, Feb. 10,
The Metropolitan Theatre of
Varieties, one of London’s last and
oldest musichalls, faces closing
. Ay thin the next two' years due to
road improvement schemes
planned by the London County
Council.
Development
plans involving
Edgware Road, in which the thea¬
tre stands, would entail grabbing
much of the land now occupied by
the house. Work on the new high¬
way is expected to start in 1961.

Atlantic City, Feb. 10.
Cost of operating this seaside
resort in 1959 will be $11,082,713,
iip $259,703 over last year’s figures,
according to the annual budget.
j
A separate budget for the cityowned Convention Hall calls for an
operating cost of $1,010,000, of
which thft. city will provide $165,000 from its general funds. Opera¬
tors of the big hall expect to take
in $603,000 from conventions 'and
other rentals, while its budget calls
for $203,000 to be taken from
“previous appropriations,” or a
fund set up for Convention Hall
financing and carried from one
budget to the other from year to
year.
Resort taxpayers will contribute
$5,801,106 this year to the city
budget. This is $631,184 more than
a year ago.

67

Hotels Giving A.C. New (Out)Look;
700 Units Obliterating Eyesores
Atlantic City,-Feb. 10.
j being built on Pacific Ave. in mid¬
This resort is on another motel city by. Philip Monheit, a resort
binge.
More than a dozen new motelman and attorney, **d will
ones are under construction to be have 80 units.
’5
' ; •
ready for the summer, while other
motels and hotels are adding mo¬
tel additions. They will provide ap¬
proximately 708 new motel units.
While there is no' way of de¬
termining total cost of construc¬
tion plus furnishing, etc., real es¬
tate men and builders say that
$7,000,000 is a conservative figure.
Most lavish motel yet attempted
along the beachfront is the 139unit four-story La Concha now be¬
ing built downtown.
The Fleetwood Corp. has taken a 99-year
lease on a block of land there and
is spending $2,000,000 with a large
swimming pool, convention room,
modern restaurant and a pent¬
house included in the features.
Brighton Motel, being construct¬
ed as a part of’the old Brighton
Hotel landmark, will have 171
units, giving property a total capa¬
city of 371 units. It will include a
large pool and cabana colony.
Tisch Hotel-Motel Corp. is also
building a 58-unit motel and pool
on Pennsylvania Ave.
President .Hotel Co. downtown
is now erecting a three-story mo¬
tel with 137 units. It will include
a convention hall with a capacity
of 400. There will be a large pool
and in winter an Ice skating rink.
Four story Sorrento Motel is

The 72-unit Malibu Mort is go¬
ing up, on the site of the
Creston Hotel on
Ave.,
uptown. In the same area, the
Cafib is being built at 104-06 S.
Chelsea Ave.
' Other motels
include Harry
Chidsey’s El Rancho, a two-story,
20-unit structure downtown; the
23-unit Brooks brothers motel at
3601 Pacific Ave.; the 34-unit
Tides Motel at 156 S. North Caro¬
lina Avg., and Reggie Edgehill’s
38-unit motel at 1140 Adriatic Ave.
Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel in
its first improvement move in
years is spending more than $300,000 for construction of five stores
and a pool along the Boardwalk
between Park PI. and Ohio Ave.
Luigi’s restaurant in mid-city is
getting a two-story addition. Also
in mid-city the old Elberon Hotel
at Tennessee and Pacific Aves., is
being demolished to make way for
another motel.
All the new structures are built
on spots which were occupied by
frame rooming houses or hotels
and for many years have been an
eyesore and a fire risk. With the
widened Atlantic and Pacific Aves.,
both also newly paved, they give
the resort the new look Constant¬
ly sought. '
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PAULANKA
MICHAEL DENTINE
MINDY CARSON
CLIVE COURT
GILDA DAHLBERG
TONI DALLI
THE 5 DALLAS BOYS
SHIRLEY EATON
SIDNEY FREY
CHARLIE GRACIE
AL HIBBLER
ADELE LEIGH
THE LYON FAMILY
- ALICIA MARKOVA
GUY MITCHELL
JAMES PEASE
LESLIE RANDALL
- JOAN REYNOLDS
JOHNNIE RAY
KAY SWIFT
JOAN TURNER
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TACBEVIUJE

Yaode, (Me Dales
. . Jimmie Komack set for the
interlude, Hollywood, March 12
Three Stooges go to the Gay! ... New comic Bill Daily (an NBCHaven, Detroit, *or 10 days start¬ [ TV, Chi, director) launches at the
ing April 17 ...Betty CTNelJl and; Black Orchid March 3 . . . Dan
Cfcdy St Lindy inked for the Col-; [Adams has a May 23 date at the
ony Club, London, April 6 and; Cloister . . . Bud & Cece Robinson
May 4, respectively . . . Kob^ta and Bobby Winters set for the
pwWaM on a three-weeker at the; Minneapolis Home Builders Show
Drake, Chicago, Feb. 27 .. . Renee! March 14-27 . . . Castle Waters
Babbits, formerly with Johnny open Friday (13) at the MuehleGreenhut, has opened her otsr*i bach, Kansas City. Olsen Sc John¬
agency. Exhibitors Talent Co,
son tee off there April 10 fpr three
frames . . . Three Stooges to De¬
troit’s Gay Haven. April 17 for a
Hollywood
pair - . . Doodlers open Monday.
Singer Johnny Cech is making (16) at the Elmwood, Windsor, Can.
p.a.’s in Atlantic City, N.J., and ... Playmates play the Wichita
White Plains, N.Y., to plug h!s Co¬ Auto Show Feb. 18 . ... Peggy King
lumbia recordings . - . Molly Bee signed for the Kansas City Autowill headline a Durham, N.C., one- Show March 5.
niter March 10 . . . Jimfiay Clark
Js Co. holding down at Lgriy Pot¬
ter’s supper club . . . Stan Kenton
Aero-tapper Joni Revlon, backed .
orch opens along with comic Lenny
Brace tonight {Wed.) at Gene Nor¬ lip by exotics Penny Page and
Barbara
Cavanaugh, are at -down-]:
man’s Crescendo . . . Loots Jordan
St Tympany Five join The Me town Chib Peachtree .. . Comedian
Spots at the Interlude this week Dare Gardner holding at Imperial;:
. . . Singer Ann Daro and emcee Hotel’s Domino Lounge. Ditto Pee
Mickey Finn at Sunday Palm Wee Hunt * His Twelfth Street:
Springs Bauch Club luncheons — Rag Band (6) at Henry Grady;;
Bobby Breen opens a two-week Hotel’s Paradise Boom . . . Gloria
stand at the Cave in Vancouver] Oakley and Johnny Lee continue.
Feb. 16 ... Mort Greene will write in Biltmore Hotel's Empire Boom
material for songstress Lisa Car- Ice-O-Bama, produced and directed;
by Freddie Martell . . . Pianist
rail.
Eddie Newman, featured in Zebra
Lounge of Howell House-Lobby...
Dixieerats at Hank & Jerry’s HidKingston Trie, coining to Car¬ away . . . Pianist Jimmy Edwards
negie Music Hall Feb. 20 for a one- featured at Bed Carpet Lounge 88,
night concert, will lie bade again . . . Accordionist Graham Jackson
May 1 for a week at Twin Coaches playing at Johnny Beb’s Dixieland.
. . . Theodore BIkel giving a folk . . . Singing and danring team,
song recital at Soldiers 2c Sailors. Bobby Ravel, guitarist, and Patti]
Meraeroial Hall Feb. 25 ... Duke* Lyase, accordionist, spotted in.
of Dixieland set for May at Town Pappy’s Plantation Lounge at
House . . . Steve Gibson & Bed- Mammy’s Shanty.
’
caps play Twin Coaches Feb. 2021 and Petticoats on following
weekend . . . Marie McDonald
Clara
Cedrone
&
Damian
Mitchell
signed for New Arena week of
March 2 and Sarah Vaughan open at the Tree Club Feb. 14 for
comes in the next week . . . Dave two weeks ... Club 3525 has Jo
Barry into Holiday House March Ann Miller opening today (Wed.)
for a fortnight, with Meg Myles
2 for a "fortnight.
following on Feb. 25 . . . StatlerHiiton follows Hiidegarde with
Trade Adams, singer, and ventro
Comedy pair of (Bobby) Wick & Sheets Minton,- Feb. 19; Gretchen
(Ray) Brand signed to MCA ... Wyler, March 5; Varel & Bailey,
Hike & Elaine return to Mister ■March 19; Jack Durant, April* 2;1
Kelly’s March 23 for three weeks Johnny Pnleo’s Harmonica- Gang,

New York

Atlanta

Pittsburgh

Dallas

Chicago

"THREE GUYS and a DOLL'

THE

DIOR DANCERS
(Produced by BOB 6ANJ0U)

Currently

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
New York
(Booked by GEORGE GANJOU, Ltd.
26 Aibemorie St., London Wll

March 4ih—CARILLON HOTEL, Miami
"

(Booked by AL DOBRITCH, New York)
Jest Coactadod

30 WEEKS

LONDON PALLADIUM

Also Appeared: ROYAL COMMAND PERFORMANCE
AR tbe Loadoa Cofosena, November 3,. 1958

Personal Manager; BOB GANJOU

April Id; Nelson Eddy with Gale i
Sherwood, April 30, and Dick
Shawn, May 14 . , , Lucffle Cnnningham, singing 68’er, andJuan
Alvarado, guitarist, at Herb’s
Lounge ... Dorothy Shay due Feb.
12 at Adolphus Hotel, succeeded
by Edgar Bergen & Caroline Rich¬
ter, Feb: 26, with Olsen Sc Johnson
infod for March *26. Leighton
Noble orch bolds over for these
dates . - . Anna Russell set for
benefit concert Feb. 17 with Dallas
Symphony at State Fair Music Hall.
... Sr Walter Hickey playing a
return date at Colony Club, with
exatic dancers Judy Jerome, Shari
Angel and Sue BaBey featured ...
Phyllis Williams singing at new
Club Contempo . . . Mai Fitch,
singing pianist, into the new Holi¬
day Inn ... Folk singer Ron Shipman opened his own spot, the
Rubaiyat . . . Tail Gate Ramblers,
dixieland crew, held over, at mid¬
town Orleans Room . . . Don Jose
orch new at Chez Maurice.

Inside Stnff—Vaude
Tom Martin’s resignation from General Artists Coip, and his per¬
sonal management of . Jimmy Dean (not Jimmy Rodgers as erratumed)
requires some clarification and amplification. On the Bodgers-Dean
name snafu, Dick Gabbe handles Rodgers, \vho takes over March 31
in the 8:30-9 pjn. slot at NBC. when Eddie Fisher vacates.
As for Martin, while in ^Baltimore hospital for a checkup he states
that he exited General Artists not for reasons of health but because
he and the late Tommy Rockwell, president of the company, as the
two seniors, were the first qualified either for 65-retirement or the
20-years-of-service pension, whichever came first While only 55, but
as senior veep Of GAC he had 23 years with the agency so he -chose
to loosen the day-to-day load and take on personal management for
Jimmy Dean. In the latter’s instance it must be a 100% exclusive so
Martin is forfended from adding any other personalities without
Dean’s okay.

Poor health has forced Joseph LeChard to resign as president of the
Miss America Pageant, which annually in September produces the
Miss America beauty and. talent contest in Atlantic City’s Convention
HalL LeChard was elected last October after service as vice president
for two years. Pageant directors, meeting recently, elected Robert
Nesbitt, telephone executive, to head the Pageant. Nesbitt has been
with the group for many years and was named first vice president
during the October election. Albert A. Marks, who has headed the tele¬
Denise Lor playing Tidelands vision committee for the past two years, was named first v.p. suc¬
Club for two weeks ... Jack Lutey ceeding Npsbitt
produced the Feb. 6 one-nighter at
Shamrock Hilton’s Emerald Boom
The Wall Street Journal in a survey of the Miami Beach Hotel sea¬
for the District Bankers’ Conven- son concludes that this is a crucial season for the resort’s inns. The is¬
tion, featuring The Moderaaires. sue of Feb. 5 describes how mortgages are piled upon mortgages in
DuVals and Gali Gall... Don Cor¬ several instances; hOw accommodations that in 1956 cost $40 daily
nell also at the same room (10) for without meals are now going for $11 with two big, fat meals, and how
the Operating Boom Nurses con¬ credit is being strained in the area. One hotelman said, according to
vention ... Nardiae St Miller the article, that ’‘Show business ain’t worth nothing You have to pay
opened at Club La Bistro . . .
Charlene Morris concluding book¬ $25,000 for a star who can’t draw that much.” Mortgage money, ac¬
ing at Lackland Air Force Base ... cording to the writers, Edward Cony and Henry Gemmill, can run to
Simp Fields orch completed a week 15% and loans have even higher interest rates.
of one-mghters in Mississippi and;
Florida . . . Paul Neighbors think¬
ing of. making Houston his head¬
quarters. The city also has as per¬
By Happy Benway
manent residents the Shep Fields
Saranac Lake, Feb. 10.
and Henry King bands.
K. C. Sports Show
Anna Van Buren, mother of Bay
(MUNICIPAL AUD.)
(IATSE) Van Buren, planed in to
Kansas City, Feb. 7.
Ginny Simms is at Elmwood
help celebrate the progress he has
Johnny Dieckman, Les Marthys made since his major operation.
Casino ... Art Van Damme quintet
making first local appearance at (2), Loral Armstrong (2), Ann Mose Lafountain, local boniface
Baker’s Keyboard Lounge. Also Marston (3), Ketroys (4), Excess (Durgan’s and the Birches), took
new to Detroit are the Ted Forest Baggage with.Alma Michaels, Mary time out to ogle the hospital and
IV singing instrumentalists at the Ann, Joan A Jane, Zippy, 7 Ash¬ hello many of the patients. He
Knife & Fork . . . Mary Ann Mc¬ tons, Les Geraldos (2), Orch (12) furnishes entertainment for (he
Call into Flame Show Bar .. . Faye director by Don Gil Torres, Char¬ gang here on holidays or'any time
DeWltt afClub Alamo ... Maureen lene & Darlene Crane, Earl Dunn, that “We The Patients” hold a
Sheen an is new at Killarney Sup¬ Dean Sherman; twice daily, Jan. party.
per Club .. . Vocalist Drama Dani¬ 30-Feb. 8, *59 Municipal Auditor¬
Sophie Medes, former cashier at
elle and pianist George Primo and
the Utica (N.Y.) theatre, who
his orch continue at Eddy Shep¬ ium, Kansas City.
graduated here, class of ’48, in for
ard’s Cbophouse ... Helen Scott
an o.o. and general checkup.
The fifth annual Boat, Sports- &
is back from Chicago to play the
Write to those who are ilL
organ and piano and sing in Hotel Travel show moved into the Mu¬
Park Shelton’s Sapphire Boom . . v nicipal Auditorium, taking both the
Gloria^ Brooks is at Falcon Show arena and exhibition hall levels,
Lounge.
___ starting with a rush and never
letting up during the entire rum
despite some fierce weather on
opening week-end. The 1959 show
topped the $100,000 figure on the.
Continued from page 65
total gross, besting the 1958 score
Miss Singleton so that the board of $96,000 materially.
The .formula of producer Nick
could start an inquiry. Bright sup¬
porters immediately urged its de¬ Kahler is to load the' auditorium
feat saying that it was merely with exhibits of boats, travel and
Miss Singleton’s opinion, and peo¬ sports subjects, and to present a
Carreatly
ple shouldn’t be persecuted for vaude show built around novelty
and outdoor acts at 3:30 and 8:30
Copyflhfliw
their opinions.
The exhibit roll went strong¬
This attitude represents a com¬ daily.
er, too, there being something over
plete about-face for administra¬ 300
exhibitor in the roundup,
tion supporters. During an Octo¬ nearly a 10% gain.
Rep: BERT JONAS
ber meeting, when board member
1650 Broadway
Show itself Is largely muscle acts
Bussell Swarm suggested that one and
CO 54101
animal novelties, although at
of Bright’s statements didn’t jibe least one turn, the Schmitz Sis¬
with mi earlier remark, he was ters, Mary Ann, Joan and Jane, are
immediately charged with con¬ in as a standard act for pure en¬
duct unbecoming a member and tertainment purposes only. Three
given a four-month suspension gals class as strong in the vocal
THE COMEDIAN”
from his duties as a board mem¬ trio sweepstakes. They’re on mid¬
ber, When Miss Singleton, at the way and register strongly.
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
June convention in Mexico City
Otherwise, the show is almost a
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATE ST
sent out a statement charging that rundown of the outdoor world
Now In Its 102nd Issue, containing
the administration didn’t act con¬ leading off with champ fiycaster
stories, one-liners, Roomettes, song
titles,- hecklers, audience stutf, mono¬
stitutionally in the manner pf ele¬ Johnny Dieckman, and including
logs, parodies, double gags, bits,
vating her to that office follow-- women’s world champion archer,
ideas, Intros, Impressions and Im¬
personations, political. Interruptions.
k ing the resignation pf the then Ann Marston, a cutie from Mich¬
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous
president Georgie Price, Miss Sin¬ igan; Loral Armstrong and her
Views of the News, etc. *20 yearly.
retrieving dogs from Minnesota;
gleton was censured.
Introductory Offer: Last 12 Issues $15
The about-face indicates that the Zippy,, the roller skating chimp;
Single Issues S3
Foreign: *30 Yr.—-3 Yrs. $N
days of absolute power by Bright, and acrobats, Les Marthys, Paris,
Single Issues *4—Ne
through his. influence on various balancers, the Ashtons and their
BILLY GLASON
members, is over. It’s felt that he risely turn, the four trampoline
200 W. 54 St„ New York 19
now has, to take it easier and go Kelroys from Australia, Les Geral¬
dos
and
their
trapeze
work;
and
slowly if he is to use the tradi¬ not to Overlook Alma' Michaels and
tional means of keeping power by her troupe of sheepdogs from
I rewarding friends and punishing London.
Quin.
opponents.
The state’s attorney general
will be asked to determine whether
a union may own real estate. Berg
Las Vegas, Feb. 10.
and Bright claim that they may
not, while Miss Singleton says
Henry Dunn, host at the Dunes
there is nothing in the law that Hotel here, has moved over to the
and His Troubadors
prevents them from doing so.
Tropicana in a guest relations ca¬
Just when they will get together pacity. He will be in charge of the
OPENING FEB. 12
with the attorney general isn’t . Gourmet Boom which will be re¬
known as yet. However, a con¬ converted into a celebrity roost.
ference may be sought before
Dunn (ex-Cross &) was at one
Miss Singleton returns to the time administrative secretary of
Rene, Nev.
Coast.
the American Guild of Variety
One of the actions taken by the j Artists.
board was striking many of Miss
Singleton's remarks from the rec¬
ord over her protests. Some of,
Tim Amazing Star* of ~WHAT'S OH YOUR MlNO*
the alleged strong language Miss
Singleton used in the speech was
voted to be deleted from the offi¬
cial minutes. Also ordered stricken
, Appoarigg «kt F«k 2AHi
from the record were several of her
THE MOWN HOTEL Louisville, Ky.
conclusions on the AGVA Founda¬
Followed by: The Tropicana, Las V«n, March 4th-30th
Mgt. M.C.A.
tion.

Houston

Sports Skew Review

Saranac Lake

Detroit

VIVIAN
COOK

Control Dipping

Henry Dunn’s L. V. Switch

NICK
LUCAS

HOLIDAY HOTEL

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS
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HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS (20)
Basketball Exhibition
45 Mins.
Moulin Rouge, L. A.
Booking of the Harlem Globe¬
trotters and their company into the
Moulin Rouge for three nights and
only for the second show, (open¬
ing Feb. 3) was frankly an experi¬
ment on the part of Frank Sennes,
the club’s Impresario, and Abe
Saperstein, redoubtable manager
and creator of the internationallyknown Negro basketball team. Per¬
haps the test was not conclusive,
but the group undoubtedly got the
smallest attendance and mildest
reception it has received in a long,
long time, perhaps a record low.
Very few clubs could even con¬
sider booking a basketball team,
but the Moulin Rouge’s huge stage
and amphitheatre seating arrange¬
ment make it as easy fit here. The
Globetrotters and their “oppon¬
ents” in their exhibition match, the
Hawaii Fiftieth Staters, for their
“act,” do a two-period game, with
each period running between 15
and 20 minutes. There are two
complete teams on each side, al¬
though the stars of each group,
such as the Globetrotters’ comic,
Meadowlark Lemmon, stay in for
the whole show. During the break
between periods, a table-tennis
team puts on an exhibition match,
which runs between 12 and 15
minutes.
The basketball starts out fairly
straight, but lively, and marked by
the trick shots that are the Globe¬
trotters’ trademark. What begins
as a semirserious contest, however,
soon develops into a well-organized
shambles with players shooting at
each others’ baskets, playing with
opposing team members, rough¬
housing the referee, etc. It’s fast
and funny, but response to the act
from the Moulin Rouge crowd—
While approving—was tepid. The
ping pong match is done without
clowning. Although apparently a
setup, it is performed so skillfully,
it seems a contest.
Perhaps the hour (it was after
midnight when they came on)
Worked against the Globetrotters,
or perhaps the reaction would hatfe
been more enthusiastic with a
larger crowd. The fact that they
were playing elsewhere in the area
possibly held the crowd down.
Whatever the reasons, however, it
was not a success, and on the .basis
of this showing, the Globetrotters
are not a nitery act
Poire.
KIM SISTERS (3)
Songs, Dances
20 Mins.
Thunderbird, Las Vegas
The Kim Sisters (Sook ja, 19,
Ai ja, 20, and Min ja, 21). make
their American debut in “China
Doll Revue of 1959” and it is
indeed an auspicious one. Girls
are beautiful, showing professional
ease in a colorful, refreshing act
that is a credit to their native
South Korea, where it has long
been a hit with our GIs-. Efforts of
Syngman Rhee got the sisters a
special goodwill passport to enter
this country. .
Kims have multiple talent: they
sing, dance, and play a variety of
instruments including- sax, bass,
drums, electric guitar, accordion—
plus some that are uniquely
Korean. Added to songs in their
own' tongue are some surprisers
like “Tom Dooley,” “Sincerely”
. and “Fever.”
Garbed in-native costume, over¬
all effect of the stint puts it in
the high calibre class. It’s an act
that should click handily in any
nitery or theatre.
Duke.
TERESITA DE ALBA
Songs
22 Mins.
Society Restaurant, London
Teresita de Alba, an attractive
and vivacious Filipino vocalist,
has the sort of personality which
effectively holds an audience, al¬
though most of her songalog is de¬
livered in Spanish. Out of half a
dozen numbers she has only one
English language entry, “Return to
Me.”
Beautifully gowned in a Spanishtype -dress, she uses castanets to
good rhythmic effect for her open¬
er, “Espana Mia” (“My Spain”).
“Granada,” with which she follows,
is, of course, familiar enough and
was reprized for her begoff. The
remainder of the' routine comprizes
Spanish and Mexican numbers
Miss de Alba, petite, but vital,
has an impressive. voice and a
natural charm* which radiates
warmfh and sincerity. She should
do well in most better class cafe
situations. * K .
Myro.

TONI & JAN ARDEN
Songs
40 Mins.
Eddys’ Restaurant, Kansas City
Both Toni Arden and brother
Jan, singing singles for some time,
have been working toward a duo
in recent weeks, and have chosen,
the opportunity to introduce it in
this engagement at the Eddy Res¬
taurant, first booked simply as a
date for Toni Arden. Only a day
before opening the two decided to
. debut the new act here.
Tommy Reed orch’s opening
number swings out in jazz combo
style on “Exactly Like You” before
the introduction for 4‘Toni Arden,
the star of our show,” and she has
it solo for half a dozen numbers.
She is in her established style.on
“Almost Like Being in Love,”
“Non Dimeriticar,” “Autumn
Leaves,” a medley of tunes in
Italian and “Pennies from Heav¬
en.” It's a soft opening, but
quickly settles the house to rapt
attention.
It’s near the half-way mark that
brother Jan conics on .to duet with
Toni, on “I Need,” and from there
on it’s variations of the. two. An
interlude of songs in French fol¬
lows, in which Toni is especially
melodious on “Under the Bridges
of Paris,” and Jan counters with
“My Lost Melody.” The two join
on “Pigalle” and “I Can’t Give
You Anything But Love,” then
Toni winds it with “Grown Ac¬
customed To Your Face.”
The act bids to be strong on
musical quality, and the two prove
tested singers. As it unwound here
opening night there were a few
rough edges, as might be expected,
but nothing that won’t settle with
a few "doings. With two voices as
fine as these, proper seasoning
should make this an act always in
demand.
Quin.

PJOiidTr
knowledge of- Latin rhythms (“Be¬
gin The Beguine”) and shows an
ability to create moods in such
things fis “10th Ave.”
The trio has a talent that can he
varied to fit any of the better
rooms, but would be wasted in the
I cheaper joints. They rate the best.
Long.

Honse Reviews
Apollo, 5. Y.
Dakota Staton, Ahmad Jamal
Trio, Leon Thomas, Nipsy Russell,
Art Blakey & Jazz Messengers (5),
Betty Frank; “Guns of Fort Petti¬
coat” (Col).
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF FEBRUARY 11

NEW YORK CITY

Sands

Annie Maloney

S£E2S2“
Geo. Redman Op.
Texas Ceps Girls
StartfUit
Antonio Morelli Ore Ltdo De Paris
_
Showrxwt
Showboat -‘ - ' ■ “Ces’t Magnifiqu*T
Tex. Ritter Vagabonds, ;,?." 2
l ltotit. Boucher Ore J&“nioI1Kr.
rs , Wingy Manone
' .
Hank Morton.
Thunderbird
Johnny Cfcdl
China Doll ReVtfe .
AUSTRALIA
Merle Travis
of ’59
.. c
Silver aiipper
MELBOURNE
t
SYDNEY
r
Charlie Venture* Oxie
Hank Henry
Tivoli
Tivoli
Jackie & Roy
Beverly Hills •
Sabrina
Winifred Atwell
Al J a tins ore
S & M. Harrison
I Morecambe ic Wise Juue Wju-th
Troplcana
Alan
Clive
Andrea Dancers
Gaston Palmer
Ted Lewis
Sparky Kaye
Horrie Dargie 5
2 Earls
Edie Adams
Red MarsbaU
Billy Baxter
Ross it. Howitt
Allan Drake
Le Monnier
Danny Jacobs
J it D Rees
Jerry Colonna
Mistin Juniors
3 Sylverking*
Nicoli Bros.
Brian Baker
Miami beach
Edit Juhasz
Lorraine Bransgrove
Admiral Veei
Eden Roe
Martin Clarke
Beverly Urquhart
Eartha Kitt
[Helene Francois
Rowan & Martin
Artists it Models1
Richiardi Jr.
Revue
Walter Nye Ore
Jackie Heller
I, Marlowe-Kuller Rev j Giovannis
• Barbara Heller
Buffy Dee 3
I; Blackburn Twins
Luis Varona Ore
Jerry Collins
Sonny Kendis Ore
Jack DeLeon
Fontainebleau
Kaycee Jones
NEW YORK CITY
Jack Benny
Mara Lynn
Gisele MacKetizie
Blue Angel
Mark Reddy
Chiquita & Johnson
Orson Bean
Vincent Lopez Ore
Tyler Ore
Szonys
Betty Johnson
Hotel St. Regis
Nina Ramon
Sacasas Ore
Dorothy Loudon
Vicky Autier
Balmoral
Campo Ore
indios Tabarajos
Ray Bari Ore.
Marion Murray
Gray's Inn
Jimmy Lyon 3
iiiit Shaw Ore
Rodriguez. Revue
Charlie Farrell
Bart Howard
In Boboli
CarHjon
Dori Lynn
Bon Soir
Herman Chittison
Lou Walters Revue
Harbour Lounge
Alice Ghostiey
Bob English
Szonys
Sammy Walsh
Mae Barnes
Latin Quarter
Dominique
Gilbert & Tracy
Tony & Eddie
Jean- Carroll
Piroslca
Tony Matas
Jimmie Daniels
Four Lads
Tun Tun
Latin Quarter
Three Flames
Tuckers
Lucienne it jAshour | Betty Grable
Murray Grand
Romano Bros.
• Richiardi St Co.
jJay Lawrence
Casanova
Dick Curry
Don Garrard
; Tanya & Biagi
Jose Duval
Pony SherreU
Judy Reece
’ Tommy Wonder
Alex Rosati
Jo Lombardi Ore
Jacques Donn
Donnet Ore Del Rubio Triplets
Chateau Madrid
B Hariowe Ore
Cfro's
Giro's
••Legs” Diamond
Chiquita Sis
Alan Gale
Le Cupidon
(Donn Arden Revue
Ralph Font Ore
Kuldip Singh
Kay Brown
j Jose Cortez Ore
Panchito Ore
Gigi Durston
Archers
Lucerne
Capdi. Cortez
International
Damita Jo
! Havana MardJ Gras
Copacabana
J Diosa Costello
Fran Warren
Mac Davis Ore
Johnny Mathis
Al Bernie.
Chris Columbo 5
I Mill's Velarde
Copa City
Corbett Monica
McKenna Line
] Oon Casino
Vivian Cook
Mike Durso Ore
Duke Ellington
i Roberto St Alicia
Zeme North—
Othella Dallas
Palmier! Ore
i -*epe
Ron Stewart
RS V f
Miller Bros.
• Blanco
Lou Donn Ore
Barbara McNair
Mabel Mercer
I Fausto Curbelo Ore
Pagan Ore
Savoy Hilton
Jimmy Randolph
i
Montmartre
Downstairs Roon)
Tommy Purcell Ore Norma Miller Dncrs : Rose Hardaway
Demi Dozen
Town & Country
Timmie Rogers
; Holly Warren
Jean Arnold
Stump & Stumpy
Jewel Box Revue
Freddie Calo Ore
Jane Connell
Ned Harvey Ore
J Murray Franklin's
Lil Greenwood
Ceil Cabot
ISicari Ore
Ellington Ore
* Paul Gray
Deauville
Jack Fletcher
! Murray Franklin
Two Guitars
George Hall
“Newcomers of '28” •: Dick Havilland
Olga Valdi
Gerry Mathews
Paul Whiteman
Ivan Nepa
i Kay Carroll
Stan Keen
Harry Bichman
j Rockee Pryor
Xenia Brante
No. 1 Fifth Ave.
Rudy Vallee
K. Poliansky Ore
; Sue Lawton
Mickey Deems
Buster Keaton
Misha Usdanoff
i The Cooks
Viennese Lantern Billy Gilbert
j Eddie Bernard
Betty McNamara
Fifi D’Orsay
Robert Downey
!
Riot Room
Trio Smeed
Kitty Muldoon
Harold Fonvilie
i The Treniers.
Toba Sherwood
' Larry Grayson
Joan Bisbop
I Martin Depny 5
Ernest Schoen
Hotel Astor
Roy Bargy
Rocking Lounge
Village Barn
Irving Fields
Lee Martin Ore
. Cozy Cole Ore
Belle Carroll
Motel Roosevelt
Jim Lewis
Guy Lombardo Ore
Tex Fletcher
Hotel Plaza
Buddy Rich Ore
Flash Mason
j
Roney Plaza
Rosette Shaw
Lilo
i Art St Dot Todd
Karen Thorsell
Willie Restum
Vic Spaddy
{
- Singapore
Ted Straeter Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Lou Harold Ore
Marty Harris 3
Mickey Manners
Hotel Pierre
Diplomat
Village Vanguard
Freddy Stewart
Wilbur Evans
Jean Carroll
j Sin Ling
Red Garland
Paul Gray
Betty Madigan
i Snuffy Miller
Max Roach
Coronados
Stan Grover
] Dansations
Donna Hightower
Mai MalMn Ore
Mark Dawson
I Mickey Gentile Or«
Waldorf-Astoria
Jim Hawthorne
Edith Piaf
MUSIC HALL 12
Dior Dancers
Corps de BaUet
ItockeLles
U. Paige Ore.

Current Apollo bill finds the
Frank Schiffman house risking1 the
loss of most of its rock ’n’ rollhungry teenagers for a more ma¬
ture jazz audience. It’s the fourth
time since September that the Har¬
lem spot has shifted into a full
week , of straight jazz stylings.
j
Show, fronted by thrush Dakota
Staton, Ahmad Jamal’s instrumen¬
tal trio and the Art Blakey combo,
is erratic but the general response
from the pews is favorable. At 1
show caught, the audience was
made up predominantly of adulis.
(Schiffman notes that in the other
three jazz affairs, the matinees,
which normally belong . to the
younger set, fell off at the b.o.).
Baritone- Leori Thomas opens
with a vocal threesome, “She’s Not
For Me,” “Round Midnight” and
“I’ll Remember April.” More .than
once he loses his place trying to
sing around the melody, but the
customers love the “April” windun.
That’s because he trills through
several bars of bop doubletalk, and
though it seems sloppily-handled,
the audience eats it up.
The bill’s quality improves with
the appearance of bearded pianist
Ahmad Jamal, backed by a good
bass and drums duo. They work
effectively through three clever in¬
strumentals, which include an ex¬
cellent “Love For Sale” and an
even better “Surrey With Fringe
On Top.” Jamal plays around the
tune, yet never quite loses it, and
his form is technically perfect.
Nipsy Russell, one of the best
comedians to play this house, is
back again, and for about a quarter
of an hour, armed w^th fresh mate¬
rial (except for a few hardly no¬
ticeable lapses), wows the audience.
Art Blakey, the drummer, then
wheels
his
quintet
onstage.
Blakey’s drumming should be
muted, even though he is the boss,
because it tends to overwhelm some
fair work by his alto saxophonist,
the fine trumpeter and his equally
good pianist. Other instrument is
the bass fiddle.
Dakota Staton offers the finale.
She’s excellent on “Funny Valen¬
tine,” is too cute in “Cherokee”
Black Orchid
and plain dull in “Trust In Me.”
Femme deejay Betty Frank is Robert Clary
unsure as the hostess of this jazz Gene Allen
Blue Angel
vaude show. Incidentally, the Phyllis
Branch
Blakey quintet, augmented by Osborne Smith
seven other pieces, serves well’as Calypsonians
Elena Espart &
background for-Thomas and come¬
Camille
dian Russell, who sings a few off¬ Lord Christo
Blue Note
beat numbers along the route.
Lambert, Hendricks
Art.
St Ross

ROXY
Troupers
Balladeers

Cabaret Bills

OSCAR CARTIER
Comedy
25 Mins.
Steuben’s, Boston
Oscar Cartier, 5-9, blonde re¬
laxed comic with intriguing French
Canadian type accent off the Jack
Paar show, and who has been
working on the west coast for some
time, but not yet documented in
Variety-, makes his first eastern
appearance here. He has a satirical
act, sharply funny and different,
with original updated material, re¬
lies on word paintery to set scenes
for hilarious routines.
Opens with satire on American,
British and French films with de¬
tails on how a love scene is done
in each.
Uses satire, humor and makes
the points with emphasis holding
and attention all the way. Segues
to rollicking “Alouette”
for
change of pace with some fast oneliriers. Grabs guitar and talks
about paperback books, how the
covers fool you—“you think you’re
getting sexy book, and you wind
up religious fanatic.” His magnum
opus is a different drunk routine,
in which a chap at a party takes a
couple of snifters and begins tell¬
ing his troubles to. the bartender,
with "why we drink,” “marital
woes” and “bad Itfck.”
Smart material, and good * de¬
livery with relaxed stage presence
looks to put Cartier up front for
class spots; also shows good tv and
vaude potential.
Guy.

Ottawa, Feb. 5.
“Rock *n’ Roll Revue of. ’59,”
Les Musicals (4), Frenchie Mendey, Denise Lenge; “Decision at
Sundown” and “Battle Stations”
(Col); 85c admission.

MAFALDA TRIO
Songs
30 Mins.
Harrah’s Club, Reno
The Mafalda Trio—making a
Reno bow at Harrah’s Club—brings
in an act that is not only new to
the group itself, but offers a me¬
lange of titles not usually heard in
this room for the boozing set. And,
from auditor indication, the three
made good choice in including a
sprinkling of semi-classics and the
more serious stuff in their varied
repertoire.
Mafalda, a redhead with obvious
concert potential, has full com¬
mand of the ivories, and her styling
proves she’s sensitive to mood and
interpretation. Her backers, Lou
Papp (spouse) on string bass, and
Don Miller on drums, relegate
themselves to the background on
the. instrumental offerings, hut
their support is definitely an essen¬
tial part of the total
Mafalda and Lou make with the
vocals on hoy-girl things and Mil¬
ler dries the updated stuff, but the
real talent lies in the. instruments.
From, titles such as '’Rumble
Boogie” to Tchaikovsky’s "Tonight
We Love.”
Mafalda Trio repertoire includes
“Street Where You Live,” “Malaguena,” “Anne,” “Around the
World.”
Mafalda, shapely arid v$martlycostumed, displays . ari intimate

LGS ANGELES
How to fill a stage for 75 min¬
interlude
utes with six people: Have most
Ben Blue's
Ben
Blue
Louis Jordan
of ’em versatile, on most of the Helen Boice
ink Spots .
time and all over the place.
Roberta Lee
Jack Dennison's
This unit, owned and operated Sally Blythe
Dave Burton
Vespia
Moulin Rouge
by Mr._ and Mrs. Jean Leduc of Charles
Wolf
Jerry Lewis
Montreal, does that very cleverly. Sammy
Dick Bernie
“Wonderful World”
Slate Bros.
They are two of the Les Musica's Richard Cannon
Lane Ore
Don Rickies
—foursome, the others being a Ivan
Cocoanut Grove
Statler Hotel
pianist who doubles on some vocals Shirley Jones
“Rhythm on Ice”
Ed Bergman Ore
with a piano mike, and a standout Jack Cassidy
Ye
Club
Martin Ore
Ye LIHto
Little Club
drummer—mid-aged, unlike most Freddy
Crescendo
Ethel Azama
JoeeFeUxm*
thumpers today. (There’s no pit Stan Kenton
Joe Felix
I Roger Nichols
orch in Bob Maynard’s largely Lenny Bruce
i ac tier*ac
French-audience 1,000-seater, now
LAS VEGAS
managed by Kenyon Davies, of exLonis
Desert inn
Louis Bellson
London, Out., Odeon.)
Martin
Coles it Atkins
Opening the show, the Leducs Tony
Jack Durant ■
Moaha Gleason
sing, dance, clown and play two Bobby Winters
Don
Don Kirk
Kirk
Flamingoettes
saxes, accordion and clarinet. Mr. Art Johnson
Fiamingoettes
Donn Arden Dncrs
Jack Cathcart Oro
is chubby and funny, Mrs. blonde, -Carlton
JaCFremflmt*Hotei0
Hayes Ore
Fremont Hotel
chic, shapely and with a nice con¬
Dunes
Honeycones
Deedy A BUI
tralto; and they both know, what “Nuit De Paris”
Gayuf
Finnell
Gayle Waifon
Walton
delights the mostly teenage crowd. Carrie
Marquis Family
Make Believes
Not all r&r either—not quite.
Trio Cottos
Golden Nugget
Beri
Harry Ranch
Leduc’s comedy costume reminds Ben
Lee
&
MayNaja Karamura
Lee it f4ye
Faye May¬
a bit of Ed Wynn in “Simple Gwen
Harmon
nard
Simon”—flat hat, bright green coat Bob Kennedy
Artgier°w
Eye*)r
20
Allen Conroy
arid short, pants, huge yellow bow- Irv
Sons of Gold’s Wst
tie. He later dons a duck-billed cap ;JackBenson
Mann
Riviera
Ritz
B*srt*r*
whose peak quacks whenever he <Jimmy Cavanaugh Ritz Bros.
Jean Fenn
politely lifts it. A lot of French Murray Briscoe Ore {Billy
Gray
£r*y.
palaver has the kids In stitches, Ces. Davidson
El Cortez
Patti Moore
BenLessy
Ben
Lessy
and there’s some funny panto; but Roisl it Boyer
Ray Sinatra Ore
Bush
a - nose-picking bit is unpleasant Eddie
Versatile*
Dorothy Dorben Dcs
Dcs
and drew no laughs to speak of El Rancho Vegas Dorothy^Dorben
Sahara
“La Nouvelle Eve”
Sophie Tncker ..
when caught.
...
Dick Bice Ore.
Ames Bros.
Denise Lenge, first single on the
saS^eSfDmicer*
Fleming#
Sahsrem'
Dancers
(Continued on page 78)
J.Pearl Bailey
Louis Basnorcf
Basil Ore

Fran cals, Ottawa

MJQ
Chez Paree
Sammy Davis Jr.
Elisa Jayne
Geo. Cook Ore.
Chez Adorables (9
Cloister Inn
Barbara Dane
Dick Curtis
Ramsey Lewis Trio
Conrad Hilton
Helga Neff

SAN FRANCISCO

“Frosty Frills''
Farra St Carter
Ben Gee & Bernie
Harris
Jack Kodell
Eddie Ash
Manuel Del Toro
Inez St Gordon
Ken Harris Ore
Drake
Jane Kean
Jimmy Blade Ore
Gate of Homo
Martha Schlamme
John Sellers
London House
Jonah Jpnes
Mister Kelly's
Ella Fitzgerald
Marty Rubinstein 3
Marx & Frlgo
Palmer House
Lisa Kirk
Chase it Park
Ben Arden Ore

Backstage
Stan Arnold
Rene Joubert
Blackhawk
Modern Jazz 4
Canterbury
Geo. Alexander
Benny Strong Ore
Easy Street
Turk Murpby Ore
Fade's
Geo. Shearing
Mel Young
Fairmont Hotel
Carol Cnanning
E. Heckscher Ore
440 Club
Larry Winters
Carol Davis
Walter Hart
.Gay fO's
Bee St Ray Goman

Dick Keegan Ore
Hangover
Earl Hines
Joe -Sullivan
Muggsy Spanier
Hungry i
; Mort Sanl
j
Mastersounds
Kewpie Doll
Marty Marsala Ore
On the Levee
Kid Ory Ore
Purple Onion
Coachmen 3
Cathi Hayes
Ronnie Schell
345 Club
Lili St. Cyr
Larry K. Nixon
Moro Landis Ore
i Bill Clifford Ore.

Harrah's Club
Joyce Aimee
Lancers
Mapes
Shari Long
Nancy Lee
Don Baker
Bachelors
Sons. Golden West Wilder Bros.
Ho Hums •
Riverside
Lyn Avalon
Mills Bros.
Carmenas
Malfada Trio
Starlets
Harold's Club *
Carmen Cuvallaro
Della Quadro
Holiday
Jo Ann Jorden
» Dorise Van
Nick Lucas
; Riverside Starlets
Knockabouts
< £d Fitzpatrick Ore
Woodsons

Hampshire Hoase
! = Continued from page 2 ==

! set in the bar tunes 111 on Pi’ogram-

ming more suitable to a Second
Avenue saloon; service employes
are shabbily dressed, etc.
All in all it amounts to a “disgraceful” condition and Weisl, et
al., want the present management,
headed by Arnold S. Kirkeby, deposed. Kirkeby fwho controls by a
four-to-three vote the seven-memher board) also is charged with
nepotism; he’s been putt'ng relatives on the payroll, it’s alleged.
Weisl’s complaint includes the
charge that in one instance a certain family was forced to vacate
their apartment because a fire
broke out due to an unrepaired
roof. They had to spend the night
in- vacant apartments. Then, state*
the complaint: “Imagine their
amazement when they received
hills from the management for a
night's occupancy. The situation.
would have been ludicrous if it
were not so serious.”
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an excellent singing voice, and her Fontainefcleaa* M.H’eli : Vaughan and his orch in capable
St« Re^iSj W» Y»
Copaeabana^ V. IT#
manner with the Louis Bannet trio
Miami Beach, Feb. 6.
Vicky Antler with Sid Casimir, warm personality is good for a nitJules 'Podell presentation of
Jack Benny with Gisele Mac- [splitting interlude music. Lydia Johnny Mathis, Corbett Monica,
Milt Shaw and Ray Ban orchs; $2 ery stage. Songs, including a clever
Newt,
opener called “Chinchilla/* and Kenzie, Chiquita & Johnson, Saca- Scotte opens Feb. 18.
and $3 cover.
Vivian Cook, Zeme North, Ron
“Looking For A Boy,” and “Look sas Orch, Murray Schlamm; $3.50Stewart, Paul Shelley k Frank
To The Rainbow” get warm mitt- $7.50 minimum.
Casino Royal, Wash.
Vicky Autier, -who has been play¬ ing.
Marti Orchs; staged Jby Doug
Her
spoof
on
the
Jack
Paar
Washington,* Feb. 3.
ing the Yorkville (Franco-Yien- show doesn’t go over as big here
Coudy; music & lyrics, Mel Mit¬
Les Paul & Mary Ford, Jackie chell, Marvin Kahn; costumes,
Hot on the heels of Red Skelton’s
nois) joints in New York, and mak¬ as it might elsewhere, because the
ing good impression, repeated on Paar telecast isn’t seen in Vegas. smash two weeks in this Land¬ Clark, Jay & Joanne, Jack French Billy Livingston; $5.50 minimum.
her “big time” preem at the class Miss Adams is one of tbe best mark’s LaRonde, Jack Benny is Orch; $1 cover, $4 minimum,
Maisonette of the St. Regis. Add¬ mimics, and her takeoffs on Jaime maintaining the hub-of-town as¬
Johnny Mathis is emerging as a
ing to the gala occasion were the Mansfield and Zsa Zsa Gabor are pects of the 800-seater, to further
Just listening to all that noisy
of stature. This young
Windsors (the Duchess looks upon
solidify proxy Ben Novack’s ex¬ applause around the Casino Royal performer
Negro
lad, who has been breaking
classics.
Miss Antler as a personal prote¬
pensive premise that “them that' gives an idea of how much Wash¬
Alan Drake’s rapid-fire standup has, gits”—no matter what the cost. ingtonians think Of Les Paul • & it up In bistros throughout the land
gee) and in the party, also, was
yjfafo Maxwell, quondam songsmith, turn is a standout. He gears his
The Novack theory on losing less Mary Ford. The pair is here too and who is a top album disker for
whtise tone, “All-Mine,” was given fast patter to his audience for top with a “most expensive” act is infrequently to satisfy the local ap¬ Columbia, definitely proved bis
to uppercrust ratings with
spotlighting by the chanteuse. . reaction, neatly blending his paro¬ working into a profit span despite petite for their skill in presenting right
Miss Autier’s French aceent is dies, which are done in good voice. the $35,000 or so nut for talent music in a unique way. They’ve his opener at the Jules Podell
authentic although, of blonde mien His skit about the difference be¬ each week of his season’s must-see given a big boost to trade in Lee hospice.
Since his last visit, Mathis has
and manner, she probably has tween a boy of yesteryear and one names fun. Benny’s drawing a Zeiger’s huge room.
mittel-Europa roots which, of today asking fattier for the use of substantial type -of patron as
Aided by hundreds of pounds of grown artistically and boxofficecourse, by no means detracts from the family car is a gem of reality. against the mass-appeal Skelton. electronic equipment, including wise. He now shows fine perform¬
personality, charm or showmanlyi Lite Miss Adams, Drake is ham¬ This is evidenced by lack of queries several tape recorders (amassed in ance values, has more fluidity and
appeal. She handles herself well, pered by abbreviation of the ses¬ on the minimums, where in the a small backstage room which re¬ his songs hit target with marked
at the Steinway and with the port¬ sion. *
Redhead’s case, the question was sembles a musician’s version of consistency. Of course,' there is
able mike which she “caresses^or
Peter Hanley, Patricia Marand a frequent one. However, this might Cape Canaveral), they work audio still room for expansion. He still
clips on her gown, she perambu¬ and Dick Towers are all talented also be attributed to arrival in miracles. Their two guitars can be needs to learn to relax. There are
lates the room. A hidden mike ob¬ youngsters who contribute hand¬ town of heavy numbers of better- tricked into sounding almost like a seemingly some tensions within
viously would be even better but somely to the proceedings. Pro¬ heeled vacationers with onset of full string orchestra with drums, him that sometimes force him to
the electronic hazard through un- duction numbers are imaginatively the peak weeks.
and Miss Ford’s mellifluous voice make a mask of his phiz. However,
forseen “shorting” is a constant: staged by Jack & Marilyn Nagle,
Benny’s a long-rolling laugh hit can be multiplied into a chorus of the music is there. His songs get
concern.
and tbe backing by Nat Brand- with the crowds. His canny timing six. But she’s at her best harmon¬ a maximum response from the
As with most French, diseuses; wynne’s orch (17) is at its usual stands him in solid stead in this- izing with herself in trio, a la femme trade, and he hits exciting
rhythms, with, an essentially
plays the surefire circuit. Per¬ i high level. The Lou Walters pro¬ big amphitheatre-like room. He “Tennessee Waltz.”
haps it’s best for audience appeal. duction is skedded for four frames. hits fast with a series of topical
With taste and imagination, they smqoth Nat King Cole quality
Only rarely did a Genevieve (now |
Duke.
lines anent the hotel, Novack, pick and choose among various which brings out frequently sexy
quite the comedienne on the Jack
Castro and Cuban matters and this electrical possibilities to create di¬ overtones. .His tune selections are
Paar frolic) and still does Jacque¬
seemingly small—but howl-raising versity from number to number. good and his musical background
line Francois ignore the lack-6f- Diplomat, H’wood, Fla# —talk on his peers in the biz. Tbe They’ve mastered the best devices is tops.
Francais knowledge and “inter-:
Hollywood,'Fla., Feb. 9.
Mathis brought in at least eight
trademarked long takes, deceptive¬ (all controlled through buttons on
pret” her own song styles. None
Tony Bennett {with Ralph Sha- ly diffident approach to his obser¬
guitar onstage) for working of his own musicians to insure
the less it’s less nervous, from rcgi), Paul Gray, Phil Lawrence & vations and yarns are strongly Paul’s
custom made arrangements. He
smash
arrangements
for
sweet
ones
both customer and audience per¬ Mitzi, Henry Tobias, Mai Malkin effective in this layout. The giggles such as “Vaya Con Dios” and rous-t j stayed for 40 minutes doing tunes
spective, for the artist to do the:
grow in a rolling wave to the far ers like “Bye, Bye Blues.”
j from his albums as well as his sin¬
surefire Franco-American hit pa¬ Orch; $8 cover.
reaches of the room while he hits
Valuable assets for this amazing gles, and a good assorment of
rade, in part-lingos of each.
the
puzzled
pose
to
punch
the
top¬
Mr. & Mrs. are their contagious ; rhythms and ballads.
The booking sked for the posb
Miss Autier is less al fresco than
lines.
personalities.
Their naturalness |
In support is Corbett Monica, a
Hildegarde but the alternation be¬ Cafe Cristal in this newery is on per
He
intros
Gisele
MacKenzie
who
tween pianoforte and standup the upbeat, with this installation sets up a zingy reaction" with her warms audience from the start: newcomer to the Copa. Monica is
Jackie Clark, a young comedian, a pleasant youngster with an easy
threshing perforce parallels the illustrating the rounded policy. It’s bright and forthright delivery of
style. She, of course, differs in the only room in the area that, showtunes and cleffings she fea¬ heaps energy into, his thirst for ! and ingratiating delivery. His stor¬
yocks, but he needs to create an ies and lines sneak up on the audi¬
the more authentic Gallic accent assesses a cover and gets it with tured
on video; her encores build individuality in presentation. The; ence and he is able to get a steady
as she does excerpts from the cata¬ little objection, thanks to the plush
French-Canadian songs. High dance team of Jay & Joanne,, also line of laughs. In his Copa dehut,
logs of Gilbert Becaud, Georges atmosphere and acts that fit the in- j her
style gowning (of which there are youthful, may improve with polish it’s a pity that he was confined ;to
Boulanger (“My Prayer” is as well time (250) confines admirably. .
a comparatively small amount of
Tony Bennett is doing what i a series of changes) adds to the and experience.
known on this side), Charles;
Boniface Zeiger has an asset in time since he was building and
amounts to a new act. He has him-; impact on the femmes, with the
Trenet, Edith Piaf et aL
males
going
for
her
slick
looks
and
needed
perhaps a few more min¬
Jack
French’s
orch,
which
lends
self
a
fresh
book
of
evergreens
and
Her "My Own Merry-Go-Round”
fine support to performers and utes to reach his crescendo. He
is a charming interlude, and the one or two specials, notably "Sky¬ vocalisties.
High’point is hit in the session pleasant dansapation.
Carp.
was well liked and well applauded.
stuff of playing “Tea For Two” scraper Blues,r and a fine neatBenny. The twin-vidlining
Opener Is Vivian Cook, a lithe
with the left hand as counter¬ spiritual. Rest of the cleffings are with
looker who features some good
melody to a pot-pourri is from the; okay, and go well, plussed by driv¬ spoof is a constant laugh spurrer,
Chi Chi, Palm Springs
the
banter
adding
to
the
overall
spins
in a fast-moving act. She
ing
delivery
and
warm
personality.
shades of yesteryear vaudeville,
Palm Springs, Feb. 3.
works partly in the production
hut so old that it’s new. “Come He could, however, strengthen the build that winds them into a Wham
Dorothy Shay, Frankie Scott, where she does okay, hut saves the
Frima/1 half in Italian and half in overall stint with inclusion of one palm payoff.
For a Beach cafe, Benny as a Martin Bros., Bill Alexander Orch; more potent material for her own
French, points up the universality or two clicks associated with him;
$2 coper.
spot which comes out well.
of the international Tin Pan Alley that this would be a plus is indi¬ name is money in the bank. As a
performer,
he is offbeat in the
The Copa has brought in a new
cated
in
the
immediate
palming
pop parade—tunes today are trans¬
departure
from
the
punching,
The Starlite Room’s bill this and fancy Doug Coudy production.
lated and sung and interpreted when he does launch into one dur¬
with the sarde facility in the Con¬ ing latter part of his canto. As is, many-faceted acts others offer. week opened fast with the Martin The line comprises an octet of
tinental countries as from their he still winds into a many-encored That the hip in the audiences go Bros., a top acro-juggling act. They lookers, most of whom are recruit¬
for his adroft, soft approach is performed even better in this ed from the ranks of models. While
Brill Bldg. ■ springboard. Miss finish. .
Paul Gray, who recently clicked further tribute—they’re the ring- nitery than on the Ed Sullivan they haven’t learned to step with
Autier extends that with "Amor
Y Mas Amor” (Love and More as a last-minute add to an Eden siders who spread the word along show. The show slowed down to ease as yet, they’ll probably soon
Love), an appealing Spanish ballet. Roc show, dittoes here. The tail, the circuit hereabouts, that can a walk up a mountain trail with hit the stride expected from the
She did well on the preem and suave guy works laugh-wonders make or break an engagement for the star Dorothy Shay. In between Copacabeauts. The singers, Zeme
augurs a good semester at the with the crowd, a mixture of for¬ any act, big or small. The word on is Frankie Scott, a comedian with North and Ron Stewart, do well
Maisonette which, fcr its next new mer Beach hotel in-the-knows and Benny and MacKenzie can be dubious material who’s saved only by the Mel Mitchell and Marvin
when he trots out a cornet and Kahn tunes. Billy Livingston has
entry, plans a more expensive the Ft, Lauderdale-Palm Beach couched simply: “a hit.”
Chiquita & Johnson, familiars imitates Harry James and the late designed a picturesque set of cos¬
“semi-name” than the parade of monied set. His underplayed, some¬
tumes: The music by Paul Shelley
Gallic items. Miss Autier has her times sel&spoofing manner is class¬ here, set matters off,with zing in Henty Busse.
Miss Shay has become more is alert to the requirements of the
own skillful guitarist (Sid Casimir) room angled; it pays off in steady tlieir display of gracefully achieved
howl
reaction,
Park
Avenue
than
hillbilly'by
now
lifts,
spins
and
twists
that
raise
acts and Frank Marti provides ex¬
who gives strong assist on the acGray’s forte is assessing current gasps. The tiny Chiquita is provid¬ without trying. And this time out. cellent Latin dance incentives.
comps and, per usual, she also
Jose.
has a strong assist in Milt Shaw headlines and turning them into l ing more of her talented toe tal¬ she wasn’t trying very hard.
batoning the No. 1 hand. His highly amusing text. There’s an ents,’. adding to the overall class Garbed in a tight fitting gown of
“society” dansapation also is tip¬ interweaving of broader stuff to stamp of their stint, Sacasas and Chinese red which had a huge
Henry
Grady,
Atlanta
top terp music alternating with hit all types; he tops it all with a his orch rate kudos for their adept pompom on her derriere, she
Atlanta, Feb. 4.
the Ray Bari ensemble. Per usual, lampooning of a couple of much- showbacking. Next in view: Judy looked stunning and really beauti¬
Norma Smith, Pee Wee Hunt &
ful, but she paces her numbers
Lary.
maitre d’ August and his suave abused tunes to rate bring-back Garland, on the 18th.
His Twelfth Street Rag Band (6);
reception.
This
date
is
a
bicycle
with
languid
side
talk
that
adds
staff know their stuff with the
$3 minimum.
class trade the St. Regis invariably P one for Gray—he's doubling from Queen Elizabeth, Mont’l nothing to the act.
Murray Franklin’s all-nitery*on the
In all she knocksvoff eight num¬
attracts.
_Abel.
Montreal, Feb. 4.
This show is a change of pace
bers and with her old standby,
Beach where he’s co-host-emceeBallet Florence et Frederic de “Feudin’,
co-owner.
Fussin’ and Fightin’, end¬ for Henry Grady Hotel’s Paradise
Tropieana# Las Vegas
Phil Lawrence & Mitzi are a Paris (10), Beverly Lawrence, ing on a yodelmg note that gets Room. Normally spot has its own
Las Vegas, Feb. 4.
Denny
Vaughan
Orch
(12),
Louis
brisk pair of vaude-styled hoofers
her a big salvo. But her chatter band, Don Grimes’ to play for show
Ted Lewis & Co., Edie Adams, who set proceedings off at a fast Bonnet Trio; $2.50-$3 cover.
and dancing. Rooking . Pee Wee
is cold.
Alan Drake, Beverly Marshall, Edace. Henry Tobias is a capable
Scott’s text isn’t any better and Hunt and his crew pfbvides a dif¬
die Chester, Kathy Basic, Peter
A double bill in the elegant'Salle his vulgarities explaining that ferent style in music and a wel¬
ouse emcee, while Mai Malkin and
Hanley, Patricia Marand, Inga & I his crew distinguish themselves. Bonaventure of the Queen Eliza¬ Frankie Laine got his style of Singr, come change all around.
Rolf, Dick Towers, Dancers & With their showbackings. Ralph beth Hotel offers the song-and- ing from milking cows and Billy
Not to be overlooked is the tal¬
Showgirls (18), Hat Brandioynne Sharon is a valuable pianist and piano talents of Beverly Lawrence Daniels from taking too much ented Norma Smith, a’blonde sing¬
Orch (17); produced by Lou Wal¬ batoning aide for Bennett. Due end and the hoofing of the Florence bicarb of soda was worse, since he er, pretty and dressed in blue, who
ters; choreography and staging by of week, Georgia Gibbs and Wally and Frederic Ballet with okay re¬ lacks Miss Shay’s looks and air of did 15 minuts despite a severe
sults. Combination makes for. a refinement. But the Martin Bros, laryngitis. Thrush works mixes in
Jack k Marilyn Nagle; $3 mini¬ Griffin.
diversified evening and the overall stole the show.
some banter with the ringside pa¬
mum..
pace and number of performers [ Bill'Alexander’s orch is stepped trons and does an all-around good
Jack Denison’s, L A.
more than gives the clientele their up to seven. Dick Hazzard accom¬ job. She gets generous applause.
Ted Lewis & Co., Edie Adams,
Los Angeles, Feb. 6.
money’s worth.
Pee Wee Hunt and cohorts are right
panied Miss Shay’s'numbers.
ahd Allan Drake are presented
Dave Burton, Billy Dare; no
Florence and Frederic, who
at hime accompanying a singer who
, Seal
here in an overcrowded package
danced as a ballroom team for sev¬
specializes in tunes like “I Cried
which should be a very good show cover or minimum.
eral
years,
formed
their
present
for You,” “I Get a Kick out. of
with proper trimming. As it bowed
Cork Club, Houston
You/’ “I Wonder Whose Kissing
Jack Denison’s current offering company two years ago with Flor¬
on opening night, it was too mueh
Houston,
Feb.
3.
ence
still
taking
part
in
the
oc¬
[
Her
Now,” etc/
of
singer
Dave
Burton
may
not
show, running nearly two hours—
Wyoma Winters, Mel Arvin Orch
Band opens the show with “New
whieh is about 4Q minutes longer have the marquee allure of Mel casional routine and Frederic do¬ (5); no cover or minimum.
Orleans Rampart Street Parade”
Tonne or Herb Jeffries, who pre¬ ing the choreography. The seven
than average for Vegas.
runs right down the dixieland list
The Lewis company is strong in viously played this spot, but his, femmes in group are all lookers,
Wyoma Winters, a comely brunet with “Big Noise From Winnetka”
all departments. Lewis himself, ; continental manner may bring in ; fill the lavish costumes attractively ; whose
hairdo
is
stacked*
too,
featuring drummer Cody Sandifer
and,
like
the
three
male
members,
enough
trade
to
meet
expenses.
with his patented nostagk; routines,
1 carries the blues with a touch \>f and bass fiddler Joe Savage;
Burton, no newcomer to the nit- have talent to boot.
got a warm reception from firstMiss Lawrence comes on follow-[ the torch in her 25-minute Cork “Sugar Blues,” with Hunt’s trom¬
nighters. Eddie Chester, his "orig¬ ery circuit, since he’s been indocinal shadow,” is back with him,1 trined in Las Vegas and Palm .ing the first production and Club opening, A versatile stylist, bone abetting trumpeter Andy
and also clicks, Kathy Basic, a Springs, is making his first appear¬ whams over a collection of torch- the femme stays mostly with a Bartha. Clarinetist Lee Cummins
brunet looker, scores with her vo¬ ance in Los Angeles. His style of ants which exhibit a good musical slow, pulsating beat which, while and pibnist Jack Condon round
cals, and terp team of Inga & Rolf knocking out several songs in dif¬ sense and a penchant for the off¬ effective, doesn’t show a really fine out the band and they climax their
routines with a brassy “Twelfth
beat numbers. The vocal effects voice to its best advantage.
present a pleasing, graceful rou¬ ferent tongues is pleasing.
Opens with “Today I Love Every-/ Street Rag,” closing with “When
Singer opens with “Just In more familiar to the jazz buffs
tine.
The bombshell of the act is a Time,” In uptempo, and then catch the Bonaventure patrons off¬ body” ahd then. With a blue spot; the Saints Go Marching In” in a
pixie-like singer-dancer named flavors his repertoire with songs guard at first, but thrush soon has setting the mood, thrushes “Come strutting parade around the room,
Beverly Marshall who brings down in Italian, French, Yiddish and and holds their attention. Miss Rain Or Come Shiner” Top mitting j threading their way among the
the house with her pantomimes. .English. All come across authen¬ Lawrence returns later for a piano comes after “From This Moment i customers to a fine mitting along
^
Miss Marshall is surefire star ma¬ tically and, with some added terp- sequence that sets her up solidly. On/’ and the begoff, "You Made the line of march.
. I Norma Smith (who records for
terial. and would he an asset to a ing^ Burton’s act stands up okay Judging by the reception given her Me Love You.”
Congress
under
the
name
of
Norma
A
stroller,
the
femme
was
handi-1
keyhoarding;
Miss
Lawrence,
with¬
for
this
supper
club.
Broadway musical.
j
Jackie Preiser on accordion; Dick out falling into the category of a capped in the opener when the Syll) in addition to her night stint
Edie Adams, a pet among Vegas
showgoers, could very well head¬ Simmons,. drums, and Anthony Di- cocktail entertainer, could enhance: handmike went but at show time, j sings at Paradise Room’s Lunch¬
line On her own, but time testtie-> Maggio, bass, backstop the act in impact of her act by combining Dragging a. stand mike around is eon in Paradise, with Don Grimes
.
• rugged for even the falTand. stately doubling as emcee and maestro.
tiona here diminish her impact. good fashion, especially on tunes both her talents,
Luce.
' Skips \
Show is backed by' Denny Miss Winters.
Miss Adams is beautiful, she has like ‘ “YolarC” and “Gigi.” JKof a.
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MBSBEFr

set themselves solidly with a song
Latin Quarter* N» V*
and “dance” spooL
Jeon Carroll,-Four Lads, Romano
Fifi D’Orsay reminds that the Bros, (3), Three. Tuckers, Pony
late ’20s had its own Genevieve SherreU, Joyce Roberts, Dick
type in.a saucy, mangled English Curry, Boubouka, Ted Monson,
lampoon on a fashion salon of the
day, with a modem twist. She’s £s Lisa Rose, Mitsouko Mongol, La¬
vital and forceful as in her heyday. tin Quarter Dames (13), L-Q Boys
The old rhyme—“Something old, Billy Gilbert themes the show idea (4), Jo Lombardi Sc Buddy Harsomething new, something bor¬ together as the “Professor” who lawe Orchs; $6.00 minimum.
rowed, something blue”—aptly de¬ pets up the honeymooner’s Corri¬
scribes Jerry Lewis’ act at Frank gan flight into space, adding laugh
This longrun production under
Sennes’ Moulin Rouge, where he’s values in a middle-break spot with the Donn Arden aegis is brightened
in for a 10-day stand and preemed his trademarked sneezers-types, to up to such a degree with four new
to a packed house. In fact, at show constant ringsider howls.
acts that it plays almost like a new
Of the current-generation group, show at this landmark night club,
caught there was very little differ¬
ence from the material he used in Kitty Muldoon is the big hit. A -New lineup is topped by corned ihis appearance at the spot last May wholesome, sparkling blonde looker : enne Jean Carroll and the Four
when, incidentally, he set a house Who hits top sopranoings with : Lads, hut the other two turns run
skilled ease,-she raises a big aud ; them a close race for laurels.
record for attendance.
Her dueting partner, Larry
Nevertheless, the audience loved buzz.
Miss Carroll, a regular at the
Grayson, impresses as a potent
it and ate it up, keeping him on musicomedy
lead. The Earle Twin's LQ, gets the star spot at the tagfor about 85 minutes,- which are dance whizzes
end
of the production, and obvious¬
who hit peak in
-seemed overboard. Starting with a clever routine with
agile Tom ly deserves it. She is leaning heavi¬
garbling of “It’s Good, to Be Vickers, who in all production
ly on her material and easy deliv¬
Alive,” he apes various song styles, numbers sparks the zesty ap¬ ery. Miss Carroll still uses much
then mouths the.words to a Mario proaches to the company’s choreo¬ of her better double-entendre bits
I.an7_a recording of “Be My Love.” graphic assignments, for ‘ which — and most of it is funnier than
Following a standup dialog rou¬ Jon Gregory rates a bow. Louise downright blue. It is concentrated
tine, he goes into a Jolson imita¬ Vienna as Helen Morgan; Mitzi on fat people, puns and her hus¬
tion of “RockaBye My Baby,” McCall as Helen Kane and Cathy band. She still retains the knack
segueing to the' now-too-familiar Stuart as Texas Guinan are bit-1 of dropping in her punchline With
Japanese bit, with Hal Bell inter¬ part standouts.
a straight face.
preting. Then comes his leading of
The package should build biz via
vPer usual Miss Carroll has the
the Dick Stabile arch, trumpet word-of-mouth. Majority of at¬ quick retort, with those premedi¬
playing, imitations, solo strawhat- tendees leave in ' click-talking tated ad libs, .for anyone in the
softshoe routine, the heckling of mood. Barnett rates kudos for his audience trying to mess up her
members of his audience and ac¬ creative approach to it all: it’s a routine. Opening night, Miss Carcompanist Lew Brown (with the bet for a video special and rates roll was in top form and more
oldie, “give him a SDotlight with a New York presentation house
songs were the order. She
hair’’), individual and community showcasing—or in any big, class comedy
comedienne for
singing of “Shine On, Harvest cafe with large stage. With the is an outstanding
and television, and fits ex¬
Moon,” and windup with lullaby right advance promotion it could niteries
cellently into this show.
from his most recent Par pic, spark a steady b.o, flow.
The Four Lads have been around
“Geisha Boy.”
Lee Martin’s' enlarged (to 13) in N.Y. spots hut this apparently1
That Lewis has great talent is orch is tops in the playing of the is one of their first nitery engage¬
evident; but It would be more tough score, notably in the “Rhap¬ ments since building a rep in the
showmanly' for him to get new sody” and the broker’s office recording field. The Columbia
material and to build the act to a melange. Package is in for three labeleers appear to have come con- i
weeks.
Lory,
rousing Climax.
siderable distance since their
Donn Arden Revue was cut to
break-in on the N.Y. scene about;
one spectacular number Opening Thiisderblrd, Las Vegas nine years ago.. Their projection;
night—the cast of 37 singers and
is more relaxed and the boys are
Las Vegas, Feb. 3.
dancers putting on an AfrlcanuChina Doll Revue of 1959,” okay audience-pleasers with much
localed voodoo sketch to intro the Ming
of their harmonizing. Opening
&
Ling,
Kim
Sisters
(3),
Toy
bill. Other act is Bob Williams and
'night, the quartet seemed on too
his two dogs, one named Louis & Wing, Misou Shuree, Tong Bros. long—or maybe it was just the way ,
(3),
Glen
Chan,
Keiko,
Dancers
&
getting great yocks in routine in
they material went over, some of
which he is as limp as a piece of Showgirls (20, At Johns Orch it failing to hold interest at the
(14); Produced & staged by Tom dinner show.
boiled spaghetti.
,
They click best with "Standing
Stabile’s aggregation backs Ball; presented by Marty Hicks;
Lewis and the show appropriately, choreography by Jack Bunch; mu¬ on the Corner” and “No, Not
•with the Max Fidler Quartet alter¬ sic by Wayne Kirkland; costumes Much.” Another standout is “When
by Mm?. Berthe; $3 minimum..
You’re Really in Love,” Their
nating on the dance sets.
medley is a bit too routine and
King.
Tom Ball’s “China Doll Revue quiet. In contrast, “Istanbul” Is
of 1959,” presented by Marty Hicks, done up brown and has sufficient
Beanvllle, Miami B’ch is the latest in a series of similar pantomime to go over solidly. Lads <
Miami Beach, Feb. L
shows which have been pitched segue into a tribute to Frank
“Newcomers af *23,” starring here in the past few years, and Loesser. This gives them a chance
Paul Whiteman, Harry Richman, this one is by far the best. High¬ to trot out such as “My Dating,
Rudy Vallee, Buster Keaton, Fifi light is the sock turn of the Kim My Darling,” “Jingle, Jangle,”
D'Orsay, Billy Gilbert, with Larry Sisters (3), Korean chirper-terpers “Slow Boat To China,” “Small Fry”;
Grayson, Kitty Muldoon, Mitzi making, their American debut (see and “Praise the Lord and Pass
the Ammunition.”
McCall, New Rhythm Boys, Earle New Acts.)
Ace supporting turn is the Three
Headlining are Ming & Ling, the
Twins, Louise Vienna, Cathy Stu¬
art, Tom Vickers; produced, writ¬ “Chinese hillbillies,” who have Tuckers, deft trampolinists. Act
follows
much the same pattern as
long
been
Vegas
faves.
Comedian
ten and. directed by Jackie Barnett;
and handsome singer Ling used for. some time. But the two
choreography, Jon Gregory, asso¬ Ming
are an ideal balance ifr a very fun¬ comely femmes and male in rube
ciate producer, Paul Ross; settings, ny act which includes incongruous getup now work with such, preci¬
Harvey Warren; original .music. joke-telling and comedy juggling sion that the most difficult tricks
Dean Elliot; production manager; by the former, top-levels vocals and appear easy. The stunt of bounc¬
Jerry Franks; Roy Bargy conduct¬ impreshes by the latter.
ing nearly to the roof, as done by
ing the Lee Martin Orch; $3.50-$6Toy & Wing are welcome re¬ the comic, is something that gets
$7.50 minimum.
turnees with their traditional Ori¬ the turn rolling early. Their abili¬
ental fare blended into Occidental ty to leap over each another and
Slickest big-company production rock ’n’ roll and such pure Ameri¬ do-stands brings plenty of mitting.
in a town filled with several cana as numbers from the George This combo is so good and fast
smartly staged revues to compete M. Cohan era. Miss Toy is effec¬ moving that It mops up in this
with tie name array of the cafe tive as a ballerina, and Paul Wing room.
circuit’s top hotels, the Eden Roc is clever with his versatile foot¬
The Romano Bros, fundamentally
and Fontainebleau, is this Jackie work.
is the same act it has been for the
Barnett original.
Misou Shuree scores with excit¬ last eight or nine years. It has:
The smooth, fast-moving layout, ing native dance routines in unique more popular appeal now since the
with shrewdly integrated staging, costume which captures the flayor three acrobats have built their turn
is tonched with a click aura from of the ancient Orient. Keiko, a and eliminated so much so-calledopening curtain. The Barnett con¬ vivacious looker, clicks as featured comedy. They still mix a few
cept has old-pros Paul Whiteman, terper with the line of ’gorgeous snatches of song with fast-stepping,
Harry Richman, Rudy Vallee. Billy showgirls and dancers (20). .The to intro their aero. Threesome has:
Gilbert and Fifi D’Orsay presented Tong Bros. 13) show uncanny bal¬ virtually a double climax, ending
tongue-in-cheek to a young couple ancing skill in their acrobatic act, with a triple stand that gets them
during honeymoon trip “to the and Glen Chan robustly performs off to loud applause.
i
moon” that twists into reverse as production singer. The choreog¬
Remainder of show is basically
travel by rocket’ship, back in time raphy by Jack Bunch is outstand¬ the same production setup as when
to ’28; their tour of Manhattan ing; music by Wayne Kirkland, launched several months ago. Pony :
.becomes the peg on which the skillfully interpreted by the A1 Sherrell and Dick Curry continue
period is brought into musical pic¬ Jahns orch (14),' is a solid plus; as in the main leads, with Boubouka
ture, The continuity device is are the sets, costumes and light¬ still the “Baghdad Baby” with her
highly original and allows for a ing. Show is set for eight weeks. Oriental gyrations. Jo Lombardi
bash Of fine new song ideas to he
Duke.
plays the show with his customary
wedded to the hits of that erg,
deftness ditto for part patron danc¬
associated with the vets on hand.
ing, with Buddy Harlowe’s combo
Amato’s, Port, Ore.
By this means, the nostalgia
on dansapation relief.
Wear. ■
noodlers, can revel in a RichmanPortland, Ore., Feb. 4.
Vallee reprising their hits in a
Day, Dawn, & Dusk, Harry Gillr
clever mixup of music that ends on gum Trio, Duo-Tones (2), Vivian
Hotel Weylin, N. Y.
a straight rundown note. Paul Grant, Gina; no minimum; $1
Bobby Short, Ralph Strain Trio;
Whiteman, in one of the show’s coper, Sat. only. .
$3.5Q-$4 minimum.
outstanding segments, is a showstopper when he introes the “new”
Day, Dawn & Dusk are back for
The Weylin is sure to develop as
Rhythm Boys with a Crosby look
and sound-alike, then introes Roy their annual trek. However, this a stopoff for late-hour carousers
Bargy for feature solo at the 88 in marks their debut in the newly re¬ once word gets round that Bobby
a condensed and highly "effective modeled room. Longtime faves Short is back in town and in stand¬
arrangement of “Rhapsody in here have marquee value and out piano-vocal form. Short began
should draw their two-week stay. to build his Gotham following
Blue.”
Another highlight is probably: Eddie Coleman (baritone), McKin¬ about two years ago when he was
the best staged and choreographed ley Smith (lead tenor) and Robert berthed at the Beverly, and it’s
number in town. It is a recap, in Caver (tenor) score nicely with large enough to keep the new room
driving rhythmic tempo and lyrics, group and solo stuff. Boys are vet busy for his four shows nightly.
Short’s establishing a new policy
of a stock brokerage office frenzy, showmen and slam out standard
pre-’29, that gets the auditors to and pop tunes for solid returns. for the Weylin. It had been fun
Harry Gillgum Trio backstop as a luncheon-dinner and afterconstant palming. A “dueling”
scene between Whiteman and Bus¬ the show well and get the diners: theatre spot for the last three
ter Keaton is another topper; it’s on the floor for dancing. The Duo-j years, but owners Ben Fmden and
a sketch right out of the oTd clients Tones work the lounge with songs, David Sverd. decided to take a
that shows Keaton at h'is panto¬ piano and bass/ Vivian Grant crack at an entertainment policy.
mimic finest/with Vallee and Rich¬ pleases the quiet entertainment- With Short, they’re starting right
man lending strong assists as the seekers in the Lamplighter Room at the top.
Feve. j
Singer’s vocal dash and choice
seconds. The quartet had earlier with songs at piano.
Moulin Rouge, H*wood
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
Jerry Lewis, Bob Williams &
Bis Dogs, Hal Bell, Donn Arden
Revue, Dick Stabile Orch (25),
Max Fidler Quartet; $5.5Q package.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
of repertoire is the big draw for
the musical huffs. He digs into the
catalogs of old showtuners, pix and
pops and comes up with nifties
that delight the tablers. His pro¬
gramming is definitely away from
“Top 40” styling hut it still won’t
frighten away those who may not
know “The Hottentot Potentate,”
“And Her Mother Came Too,” “An
Island In The West Indies” and
“Let’s Go Slumming,” to pick a
few from his stocked-up songbag.
He delivers with ease and a
clarity that gives, a solid dimension
to everything he touches. It adds
up to a music fest that holds the
crowd through more than one set
—a tribute to Short’s long talent.
He gets a nifty rhythm backing
from Ishmael Ugarti (bass) ana
Johnny Cress (drums). Ugarti and
Cress stick around when Ralph
Strain takes over the keyboard
for some quiet but highly appeal¬
ing musical interludes.
Cabby, the maitre d’, who’s had
a 25-year stretch at the Weylin,
keeps the service crew on its toes.
Gros.
Besert Inn, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Feb. 3.
Tony Martin, Jack Durant, Bob¬
by Winters, Art Johnson, Donn Ar¬
den Dancers (11), Carlton Hayes
Orch (20); choreography by Donn
Arden; $3 minimum.
After a 10-year association with
the Flamingo, Tony Martin has
moved up the Strip to the Painted
Desert Room, making his Desert
Inn debut to launch a five-year pact
with Wilbur Clark and associates.
On Martin the transition looks
good—he’s still one of Vegas' pow¬
erhouse regulars/ and apparently
will remain In high gear for a long
time.
The intimate room is an ideal
showcase for Martin’s, distinctive
vocal style; first-nighters welcomed
him with applause hefty enough to
stretch his turn to a solid hour.
Smoothly hacked by A1 Sendry at
the piano and Carlton Hayes' orch
(20), Martin caresses the standards
and some current pops. “I'm Glad
I’m Not Young Anymore” has him
joined dance-wise by his two
“secretaries,” lovely Latin-types
Alvi Corona and Gerre Goss. “Fire
Down Below” is woven into a pro¬
duction number, and in “I Don't
Care If The Sun Don’t Shine” he
adds his own okay hit on the cla¬
rinet. Hal Belfer neatly coordin¬
ates ^ staging, choreography and
lighting for Martin.
Jack Durant, another perennial
fave here, gets sustained yocks with,
his breathless delivery of anti¬
wife and other jokes followed by
his own infectious laughter.
Bobby Winters, in a wellreceived comedy juggling routine,
and holdover production numbers
featuring the big voice of Art
Johnson and Donn Arden’s danc¬
ers (11) balance the bill, skedded
for four weeks.
Duke,
Barclay Hotel, Toronto
. * Toronto, Feb. 3.
Johnny Howard, Ray Romaine ic
Claire, Jimmy Stevens, William
Boehm, Craig Daye Dancers (7),
Jimmy Amara Orch (8); $L50
cover.
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International, N. V*
Fran Warren, At Bemie, Boots
McKenna Girls (8), Boys (3)k
Michael Dwrso Orch; $5 minimum.
Bonifaces may be their own best
masterminds, but sometimes im¬
partial observers can spot chinks
in the armor better. Jack Silver¬
man’s International (ex-OId Rou¬
manian) is so outsized (upward .of
1,000 capacity) that the talent must
be booked, among other require¬
ments, with the proportions in
[ Tn'ind,

Fran Warren is a competent
singer and an extremely attractive
one, but the cavernous cafe is not
; for her. Hers is only a medium
voice with occasional belting. She
cannot command a stadium-like
, stretch. What hurts, too, is that
I with a slim crowd (much less than
50% capacity at the Thursday (5)
first-show), even the top layer of
performers are at a disadvantage,
, Apparently there is no suitable
i method of screening the huge
three-sided terraced area when
there’s only a small house on hand.
Curtaining off the outer reaches
could work wonders—for act* audi¬
ence and management.
Still, granting Miss Warren's
longtime greater successes else¬
where—and there’s no doubt about
her slick chirping and ultra groomI ing— she herself created a chasm
by being much too obvious about a
[ bit of commotion indulged in by
diners. There was a predominantly
all-male crowd. .No nitery is a
kiddie park and the customers are
entitled to a little kidding, pro¬
vided they don’t interfere with the
stageside stuff. Miss Warren didn’t
take to the unbilled noises; but all
kinds of performers are subject to
ditto (and sometimes worse) hap¬
penings and many of them ride it
out and, .in fact, make a virtue of
such a disadvantage by going along
with the joke. It’s part of that old
audience rapport, whether instinc¬
tive or artificially arrived at
At this preem, Miss Warren was,
in most cases, too deliberate in her
approach to the songalog. “My
Heart Belongs to Daddy” was a
much too self-conscious try at an
offbeat arrangement of a number
that does pretty well for other
chirpers as written—and not neces¬
sarily the Mary Martin way. Each
canary will, of course, bring her
-own style into play; this is what
separates the girls from the women.
She’s back on the track with
“Swinging Down the Lane” and is
oke in a strolling-mike medleyi
“Sunday Kind of Love,” her for¬
mer disclick (MGM) is not- helped
by an intro that’s tantamount to
an appeal to run right opt and buy
a copy. Miss Warren is the belter
in “Do It Again” and she also
nicely caresses a number in English-Yiddish.
Spirited audience don’t hurt
comics, which is one advantage en¬
joyed by the standuppers of the
genre. Al Bemie, more familiar to
Copa crowds, debuts at the Silverman spot and gives a good account
of himself. If about three-quarters
of an hour is overboard, the fact is
that his change of pace works well
for him and in the overall he is a
dick. His material is largely new
for this date, and his Impressions,
done through songs as a fulcrum,
are firstrate; he can stand on that
alone. Like many another come¬
dian, he’s custom-tailored for cafes
in the International groove..
Boots McKenna’s three produc¬
tions are seemingly holdovers.
There’s entirely too much dialog
and hokum Inserted which cannot
get over in this large spot. The
hoofery is tentative, for the most
part, and Is not from the choreog¬
rapher’s top shelf.
Tran.

As new owner-operator of the
Barclay Hotel and stager, A1 Siegel
has grabbed Johnny Howard as
the funny storyteller, with William
Boehm as goodlookihg handler of
romantic songs and the Craig Daye
Dancers in three new routines,
Howard is a rapid-fire monologist with his Yiddish, Irish £nd
Scotch dialect effects. Besides
taking over most of the time, he
has no difficulty in staying on Hotel Mneblebaeb, K. C.
indefinitely, including his whistling
Kansas City, Feb. 4.
finale.
Tim Kirby, Larry Green Orch
Boehm has lots of local Mends
from his staging of “round” musi¬ (8); $1-$1.50 cover.
cals in Buffalo and Toronto, and
The Muehlebach has temporarily
appearance in one of the leads of
“Song of Norway” last summer in shifted dates on the show in the
both cities. He sings the produc¬ Terrace Grill and has Tim Kirby
tion numbers for the Daye line, for an unusual 10-day run. He
including “Oklahoma” medley, obliges with a 40-minute turn of
“Live Till I Die,’ "Pagliacci” and varied vocals and chatter, and im¬
“Invitation to Love.” Also out¬ presses favorably. It’s his first
standing is Jimmy Stevens, a tall effort in the Grill and his first in
and fast-stepping boy with soft- this part of the country.
Kirby has a long song list, mix¬
shoe and a fast tap finale frenzy.
Ray Romaine & Claire front a ing in pops and standards and some
tumbling and balancing act with special stuff, and talking away
thrilling foot and hand catches between numbers with a soft-sell
approach. He has a number of
and fine muscular control. •
Daye Dancers, now seven girls, embellishments, including one of
open in western briefies in white, the new electronic pianos which
plus three in Indian costumes and Larry Green plays as accompani¬
headdresses for'the “Oklahoma” ment, bringing on a bar stool for
medley and are hack later In a a sitdown number, and chatting
Mardi Gras number with cha-cha with the customers. He warbles
.dance. They finish with colorfully ; rather well throughout, hut makes
costumed waltz number. Also in a soft-like version of “Old Black
this flash finale is Jeri Jane in; I Magic” and a lively version, of
silver paint covering her face and “Life Is Just a Bowl of Cherries”
I stand oid. He tosses in considerable
frame.
All in all, every act scores on a affability along the way and genbill neatly assembled, with excel¬ [ erally pleases the customers. Castle
lent backgrounding supplied by SisterB take over Feb. 13.
I
Quin.
Jimmy Amara’s orch.
McStay.
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Grace Gaynor, Earl Montgomery,
Paul Smith, Philippa BeVans, Bill
Berger, Sasha von Scherler, Craig
Huebing, Rory Harrity, Ina'Cum¬
mins, John Alderman, Bill Griffis
(Succeeding Frederic Warriner),
David Faulkner, David Thurman
Following ate available parts in'upcoming Broadway, off-Broad- (succeeding' Joe Cronin), Patricia
way touring, films, industrial and television shows. All information has Roe.
been obtained directly by the Variety Casting Department by tele¬
phone calls, and has been rechecked as of noon yesterday (Tues.).
The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi¬
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured ,from
responsible parties. The- intention is to service performers with leads
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather than to
“Parrish,” adaptation of Mildred
run a lengthy list of oKnd items.
Savage novel. Producer, Warner
-2ft addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro¬ Bros.-Joshua Logan. Available: title
ductions announced for later this season, but, for which, the manage¬ role, 18-22, about 6 ft., medium
ments, as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬ build, handsome, an “unknown”
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, actor. Mail photo and resume to
producer-director Logan, c/o War¬
(MD) Musical Drama, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic Reading.
ners, 666 Fifth Ave., N.Y.

CASTING NEWS

Films

Jose Quintero, c/o Circle in the*
Square Theatre. Casting all parts
through agents only.

BROADWAY

OUT OF TOWN

Television

Camera
Three,
educational,
(Parts Available)
(Parts Available)
“Flight to Matia” (M).. Produc¬
Ballet Florence & Frederic De drama, CBS; producer, John Mcer, Jamieson Productions, 350 W. Paris, c/o Music Corp. of America, Giffert. Submit photo and resume
57th St.; Director, Clay Yurden; 598 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22. Avail¬ for consideration, Nat. Greenblatt
musical director, Alfred Ricky. able parts for femme dancers, 5' (524 W, 57th St.).
Dela McCarthy Assoc., 515 Mad¬
Available parts; femme lead, 26- 5W-S’ 6V6” (without shoes); mod¬
28. Spanish type singer; femme ern ballet essential. For tour of ison Ave. Casting, Cohn D’Arcy.
lead, 16, singer, American teen¬ U.S. and Europe, Mail photo and Submit photo and resume for con¬
sideration.
age
type;
male
singer,
38, resume.
American, slim, Don Ameche type;
“Ellery Queen” (D). Producer,
CHICAGO
male singer, 45-50, Spanish-dictaAlan Neuman. Casting from files;
“Duley”
(C).
Producer
Carl
Stohn.
tor type, stocky; male, 17, Ameri¬
photo
and resume accepted by mail
can teenage singer; femme singer, Parts: male character lead in only. Send to Marian Doughterty,
28-30, beautiful, sophisticated; male in 50’s; wife, 30Ts; young male lead NBC-TV, 1270 Sixth Ave.
singer, 19, Latin appearance. Ivy in 30’s; character butler, 30-40;
“For Whom the Bell Tolls,”
League manner; two male charac¬ comedian, 30’s. Auditions Feb. drama, CBS-TV, JU 6-6000; cast¬
ter comedian-singers. Mail photo 13; contact producer at Drury ing, Nat Greeblatt. Available parts
Lane Theatre, 2500 W. 94th PI.,
and resume to producers.
for Heavies only; phone for ap¬
Evergreen Park, Ill., PR 9-4533.
“Flower Drum Song” (MC). Pro¬
pointment.
STOCK
ducers, Richard Rodgers, Oscar
Grey Advertising, 430 Park Ave.
HammersteTn 2d & Joseph Fields.
“Song of Norway” (MD), to be Casting,
Jim Kaye. Submit photo
Male and femn.e dancers-singers-j repeated from mid-June through _and
resume by mail only.
actors of Oriental appearance for1 Sept. 7 at Jones Beach, N.Y. Pro¬
L filmed on location—CBS; pro¬
the contemplated touring and Eng¬ ducers, Leonard Ruskin & Guy
lish companies. Mail photo and Lombardo. 730 Fifth Ave. N.Y.C. ducer, Gilbert Ralston; casting
resume to-Eddie Blum, c/o Rodgers Parts available for leading and through Marc Merson; address by
& Hammerstein. 483 Madison Ave- ensemble singers, ensemble mail only, Barbara Tuck, CBS, 524
57th St Available parts: un¬
“Music Man” (IJC). Producer, dancers. Mail photo and resume to W.
usual types, interesting faces, good
Kermit Bloomgarden, 1545 Broad¬ above address.
physical conditions, will consider
way; casting director, v Vaughan
NEW HOPE, PA.
applicants having had odd occupa¬
Bellaver. Boy singer, 50 inches tall
Bucks County Playhouse; pro¬ tions. Submit photo and resume.
or less, emphatic personality; at¬ ducer, Michael Ellis. Mail photo I
tractive young girl, 50 inches tall and resume of Broadway and stock ] J. Walter Thompson ad agency,
or less. Mail photo and resume to credits to Jack Lenny, c/o Lenny- 420 Lexington Ave.; casting direc¬
tor, Evelyn Peirce. Commercials
Miss Bellaver.
Debin, 140 W. 58th St. N.Y.
only; cast from file; application for
“Sure Sign of Spring” (MC).
appointment, photo and resume by
Producer, NET Production, 234 W.
mail.
FUTURE SHOWS
44th St, director, John Stix; chor¬
“And So Farewell” (D). Pro-J
Hilton, Chesley, Clifford
eographer, Matt Mattox. Parts: ducer, Norman Twain (no produc¬ & Kastor,
Atherton ad agency, 420 Lexing¬
Femme lead, French, early 20’s, tion office set).
ton
Ave.
Casting, Richard King.
sensitive, lonely; male, co-lead,
“Before the Fall” <D). Pro¬ Mail photo and resume.
middleaged ex-bodtlegger, ex-car¬
ducers,
Betty
Lee
Hunt
&
Ira
Lamp
Unto
My Feet, religious
nival man; male, co-lead, Scot, late
20’s, dour, proud, husky fisherman; Cirker (no production office set). drama, CBS; producer, Don Keller“Happy Town” (MG). Producers, man; director, James MacAllen.
femme comedy lead, middleaged,'
realistic French businesswoman; B & M Theatre Productions, c/o Submit photo and resume for con¬
sideration. Nat Greenblatt (524 W.
male comedy lead1, Scot, boastful Lenny-Debin, 140 W. 58th St.
/
affable, middleaged retired sea
“Lend An Ear” (MR). Producers, 57th St.).
Lawrence Welk show (Plymouth
captain; male, late 40rs, French vil¬ Stephan Slane & Jenny Lou Law,
Motors), ABC-TV — Seeking teen¬
lage priest, strong, raw-boned; (no production office set).
femme singer, early 30’s, hardLet's Go Steady (MC)—producer age vocal and instrumental pertalking; male, gentle, close mouth¬ Edward Padula (1501 Broadway, pormers for guest appearances or
as permanent band members. Sub¬
ed. giant; also, rugged fishermen, LA 4-4860).
mit disk or tape uome-recorded
elderly villagers, innocent young
“Purging
of
Simon
Madden”
(C>.
people and children of all ages. Producer, Norman Twain (see acceptable) of wellknown pop or
standard numbers, plus recent
Mail photo and resume to pro¬ above).
photo, short biographical summary.
ducers.
“Satin Legs Smith” (MC). Pro¬ Address Plymouth Show, ABC
“Talent *59.”' Producer-director, ducer,
Warren
Coleman,
729
Sev¬
Studio, Hollywood, or 2623 Santa
John Effrat. Interviews for audi¬ enth Ave.
Monica blvd.. Santa Monica.
tion appointment will -be held from
“Skin Deep” (MC>. Producers,
Look Up & Live, religious2-4 p.m. weekdays for new talent,
dramatic, CBS. Producer, Jack
1619 Broadway, room 810. Matinee P. R. B. Productions.
performances May 5 (musical) and
“Tobacco Road” (CD). Producer, Kuney; casting, Marc Merson, 524
May 8 (dramatic).
David Moss Productions,. 580 Fifth W. 57th St. . Casting from files.
Mail photo and resume.
18 pt. Bodoni Itals.—TELEVISION Ave.
N. W. Ayer & Sons, Inc., ad
“West Side Story” (MD). Pro¬
agency, PL 7-5700; casting direc¬
ducers, Robert Griffith & Harold
SHOWS m REHEARSAL
tor,
Guy Wallase. Casting for
Prince. Auditions will he held
BROADWAY
Breck Shampoo, available parts for
every Tuesday, 2 pjn., at the Win¬
“Desert Incident” (D).
Pro¬
ter Garden Theatre, 1643 broadway, ducers, Tad Danielewski & Morris pretty natural blondes or femmes
with light red or light brown hair,
for replacements of the Broadway Feld, 234 W. 44th St.
about shoulder length or there¬
and London companies. Apply for
“Destry Rides Again” (MC). Pro¬ abouts. Phone for appointment.
appointments, stage door at 2- p.m.
or 8 p.m., to Lo Hardis or George ducer. Daivd Merrick, 246 W. 44th
National Screen . Service, 1600
St.f LO 3-0830.
Eckert.
Broadway. Casting, Carl Carbone.
“Look After Lulu” (C). Produc¬ Submit photo and composite for
ers, Playwrights Co. (745 Fifth consideration.
OFF-BROADWAY
Ave., PL 3-7500), Charles Russell,
North Advertising, 6 E. 45th St.
(Parts Available)
Lance Hamilton & Gilbert Miller. Casting Frank Higgins. Cast from
“And the Wind Blows?' (D). Pro¬
Lovely Star, Good Night. (D,>. files for the Toni commercials. Pre¬
ducers, George Charles, Joan Hor¬
vath & Luis Martinz; director, . Producer, Richard Krakeur, 55 W. fer models with good hair. Mail
photo and resume for considera¬
Martinz. Available parts for Mex¬ ttSd St.
“Say Darling” (M>. Producer, tion.
ican Indian and peasant types: hoy,
Reach, Mediation & Co., 505
10-13, small, loveable; male, Por¬ N. Y. City Center light Opera Co.,
Park Ave.; casting, Esther Latterell.
tuguese, late 40’s, short, stocky, 131 W. 53d St., JU 6-2828.
Photo and resume accepted via
Akim Tamirrof type; male, 50,
mail only for commercials; boys,
OFF-BROADWAY
resolute, irritable, wiry. Auditions,
“B*aux Stratagem” (C). Produc¬ girls; middleaged and elderly men
Feb. 15 from 2 to 6 p.m., St. Marks
Playhouse, 2d Ave. and 8th St. ers, T. Edward Hambleton & Nor¬ and women; also young and mature
ris Houghton,. 189 SecoEd Ave., women for shampoo, commercials.
Bring photo and resume.
Ted Eshbaugh Studios Inc., 1029
“Courtyard” (D). Producers, An¬ OR 4-7160.
“Golem” (D). Producers, George E. 163d St., N.Y. 59. Experienced
thony & Goodman Productions,
1225 Sixth Ave.. Accepting photo Morfogen & Robert Kalfin, 244 W. models with good figure; send bath¬
ing suit and leg photo uand com¬
and resume of performers via mail 14th St.
only; also resume of potential tech¬ • “Royal Gambit” (D). Producer, posite to Jack Grey, above address.
nicians, managers, stage managers, David Ellis. Sullivan St. Theatre,
The Verdict Is Yours, unre¬
“Gentlemen” (MC). Producer, 181 Sullivan St.
courtroom dramas. CBS;
“Widowers'-Houses” (D). Pro-’ hearsed
producer, Eugene Burr; director,
Vista Production; director, Jerry
Alder; musical director, Harold ducer, William Landis (no address Byron Paul; casting contact, Liam
Dunn, CBS, 524 W. 57th St. (do not
Glick. Parts: Two young male and available).
two femme leads, also character
phone). No open casting; all done
SIGNED
couple. Operetta type voices re¬
from files. Submit photo and res-'
ume for consideration.
quired. Mail photo and resume to
BROADWAY
producers, at 112 W. 89th St. Audi¬
Destry
Again: George
WRCA-TV.
(30
Rockefeller
tion to take place in July, rehears¬ Reeder,v '
Swenson, Scott- Plaza, N.Y. 20), accepting appli¬
als start {n
opening’ in Brady ur
o? John Ireland).
cations for auditions for all gen¬
September.
Look A
. Lula: Ellis Rabb, eral talent, except dramatic a dors,
“Our Town” 'CD). Producers, Barbara Louen, Arthur Malet, Eric alternate Tuesdays. Apply by mail
Leigh: Connell, Theodore Mann & Cbristmas,«Reva> Rose, >David Hurst, to “Open Auditions.’?*- j. *.
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Bedhead
Robert Fryer & Lawrence Carr presen¬
tation of two-part <10 scenes) mnsioal
comedy; book by Herbert and Dorothy
Fields, Sidney Sheldon and David Shaw,
music by Albert Hague, lyrics by Dorothy
Fields. OveraU direction and choreog¬
raphy. Bob Fosse; scenery and costumes,
Rouben Ter-Arutunian; lighting, Jedn
Rosenthal; orchestrations, Philip J. Lang
and Robert RusseU Bennett; musical- di¬
rection and vocal arrangements. Jay
Blackton;
dance music
arrangements,
Roger Adams; associate choreographer,
Donald -McKayle; production manager,
Robert Linden. Stars Gwen Verdon; fea¬
tures Richard Kiley. Leonard Stone, Doris
Rich, Cynthia Latham. William Le Massena, Ralph Sumpter. Patrick Horgan,
Buzz Miller. Joy Nichols, Pat Ferrier, Lee
Krieger, Elizabeth Kerr. Opened Feb. 5,
'59, at the 46th Street Theatre, N.Y.;
$9.20 top.
Ruth LaRue .
Pat Ferrier
Maude Simpson.Cynthia Latham
Sarah Simpson . Doris Rich
May.
Joy Nichols
Tilly .
Pat Ferrier
Essie Whimole.Gwen Verdon
Inspector White.Ralph Sumpter
Howard Cavanaugh.. William Le Masse.na
George Poppett .. Leonard Stone
Tim Baxter . Richard KUey
Stage Doorman .. Lee Krieger
Sir Charles . Patrick Horgan
Tenor .
Bob Dixon
The Blonde.Bette Graham
Jailer . Buzz MiUer
Singers: Marne Dennis, Joan Fagan.
Lydia Fredericks, Bette Graham, Dee
Harless, Janib Janvier, Kelley Stevens,
Bob Dixon, Clifford Fearl, John Lankston,
Larry Mitchell, Stan Page, Shev Rodgers.
Dancers: Margery Beddow. Shirley de
Burgh, Pat Ferrier, Reby Howells, Patti
Karr, Elaine King. Ii3ne Plane, Dean
Raliaferro, John Aristedes, Kevin Car¬
lisle, David Gold, Harvey Hohnecker.
Kazimir
Kokich.
Dale
Moreda,
Noel
Parenti, Alton Ruff.
Musical numbers: "The Simpson Sis¬
ters,” • “The Right Finger of My Left
Hand.** *‘.Tust for Once,” “Merely Mar¬
velous.” “The Uncle Sam Rag,* “Erbie
Fitch’s Twitch,” “The’s Not Enough
Wom-n for Me.” “Behave Yourself,”
“Look Who's in Love,” “My Girl is Just
Enough Woman for Me,” Essie’s Vision ”
“Two Faces in the Dark,” “I’m Back in
Circulation,” We Loves Ya, Jimey,” "PickPocket Taftgo,” ‘Til Try.”

fumbled the staging by Having the
supporting cast turn away uncon¬
cernedly at the finish and thereby
put a damper of the reaction of
the audience out front. .
Other click songs, several of
which seem likely standard pop
items, are Miss Verdon’s “The
Right Finger of My Left Hand,”
“She’s. Not Enough Woman for
Me” by leading man Richard Kiley
and character - comic Leonard
Stone, “Look Who’s in Love,” by
Miss Verdon and Kiley, and the
latter’s solo, “I’m Back in Circula¬
tion.”
Among the better dance num¬
bers, all staged with a canny sense
of buildup, are “The Uncle Sam
Rag.” “We Loves Ya, Jimey” and
“Pick-Pocket Tango.” As is fre¬
quently the case with song-anddance chorus numbers, the vOcal
arrangements of several of these
tend to be almost raucous and cer¬
tainly too loud.
Although the supporting com¬
pany is largely obscured by the
triumphant star, Kiley is admir¬
ably relaxed and attractive in the
top-featured role of the visiting
American strongman, and be sings
with agreeable ease and power.
Stone is plausible as a British
music hall comic with a sinister
knowledge of makeup, while Doris
Rich and Cynthia Latham are
amusing as the heroine’s maidenly
aunts who run the wax works
where a grisly murder occurs, and
William Le Massena is a divertingly distraught British producer.
Rouben Ter-Arutunian has de¬
signed handsome old world scenery
and lavish costumes and Jay Blackton conducts the show with infec¬
tious animation. As a film prospect,
the musical needs major bolstering
in the second half—and of course
it requires Gwen Verdon. With
those provisos, “Redhead” might
be an inviting picture.
Hobe.

Besides being the biggest boxoffice smash of the season thus far.
“Redhead” brings a “new” great
musical comedy star in Gwen Ver¬
don. The dancer-singer-actress was
already an established star, of
! course, but in the painstakingly
tailored “Redhead” she enters the
tiny circle of greats, with such
The Rivalry
names as Ethel Merman, the fabu¬
Cheryl Crawfortt & Joel Schenker
lous Gertrude Lawrence and the presentation of two-act (plus epilog)
drama by Norpian Corwin. Direction by
legendary Marilyn Miller.
i the author; settings. David Hays; cos¬
The new shfcw. which opened at tumes. Motley; lighting, Tharon Musser;
music. David Am ram. Stars
the 46th Street Theatre last week, incidental
Richard. Boone. .Nancy Kelly. Martin
is primarily, a dance fiesta, and so Gabel. Opened Feb. 7, ’59. at the Bijou
N.Y.; $6.90 top ($8.05 opening).
obviously a personal vehicle that Theatre.
Adele Douglas . Nancy Kelly
it's difficult to imagine it without Stephen A. Douglas.Martin Gabel
Miss Verdon. But she's the core Abraham Lincoln ..Richard Boone
Townspeople: Woodrow Parfrey, Ailsa
and apparently the inspiration of Dawson,
Jim Campbell.
it, so the matter is academic and
Musicians: Maurice Peress, Frank Vaecaro, Jerry Silverman, Spencer- Sinatra,
the production should be good for Jules
Greenberg.
months and months of sellout
houses, or at least as long as she
Writing a play about Abraham
remains with it.
Lincoln is like writing one about
There may be criticism pf the boyhood recollections—it gives the
second part of the musical, when author a running start. Practically
the story lapses to an anticlimax everyone falls in love sooner or
and there are only a couple of later with' the character of Abe,
standout numbers. There may also and few ever recover from the
be quibbling about the unevenness spell of his immortal words and
of the score, although a half-dozen ideas.
or so numbers that set the theatre
“The Rivalry,” which opened last
swaying are considerably above
weekend as the second in a series
par.
of presentations by Cheryl Craw¬
It would take a chronic fault¬ ford and Joel Schenker, is not only
finder to object to the show's danc¬ about Lincoln at an intensely
ing, however. Director-choreogra¬ dramatic period of his career, but
pher Bob Fosse (who was reputed consists in large part of his own
to be trying to fashion a sort of actual,
eloquent,
unforgettable
personal showcase for Miss Verdon words. Moreover, by no coinci¬
—and. natch, liimself), has come dence, the Ideas and words have
up with an assortment of rousing heightened application and force
routines, including virtuoso solo today.
spots for the star and electrifying
—The Norman Corwin drama, pro¬
ensemble turns.
duced on the Coast last season and
With due credit to the composer, then sent on a tour of split-weeks
lyricist and authors, and emphati¬ and one-niters, is in semi-concert
cally to the director-choreogra¬ form, and its boxoffice draw may
pher, it is unmistakably Miss Ver- be somewhat limited on that ac¬
don’s show. Although she was al¬ count. Also, because its content
ready recognized as a talent and is largely historical and may there¬
personality, notably in “Damn fore give the impression of being
Yankees” and “New Girl in Town,” scholarly and impersonal, “The
she now emerges with new stature Rivalry” won’t appeal to the ex¬
and lustre.
pense account trade that makes
Presumably she's no better Broadway hits. On the other hapd
dancer than before, hut she at it deals with matters of combus¬
-least seems to have a touch greater tible topicality and it has the very
style and authority. She hasn't essence of conflict, triumph 'and
much of a voice, but her singing tragedy—in short, gripping theatre.
has a distinctive quality, and she
Corwin has built the play around
can make a song come alive for an the celebrated debates of 1858 be¬
audience. As she demonstrated in tween Lincoln, a Candidate for the
“New Girl,” she’s a convincing ac¬ U.ST. Senate from Illinois, and his
tress, and as a comedienne she has incumbent opponent, the shrewd
an uncanny blend of humor and political campaigner, Stephen A.
poignance. Add to all these gifts Douglas, then riding the crest of
an aura of simplicity and modesty, a successful career and regarded
plus an infectious personality and as likely future Presidential mate¬
the sum is a star of top rank.
rial. Besides the debate scenes,
But even the greatest star there are several informal and re¬
doesn’t ad-lib a characteriation, or vealing meetings between the rival
think up the lines and the songs candidates and Senator Douglas*
and dances on the spur’ of the wife,-as well as various passages
moment. As the romance-avid spin¬ in which local townspeople provide
ster in a London wax museum atmosphere.
about the turn of the century. Miss
Some of these latter bits, involv¬
Verdon has a part that offers her
talents extensive scope. Credit that ing the kind of techniques Corwin
to librettists Herbert and Dorothy used so skillfully in the heyday of
Fields, Sidney Sheldon and David network radio, add valuable refer¬
ence background, although they
Shaw.
In the spectacularly entertaining tend to become intrusive after a
music hall - style song, ‘TSrbie while, especially since they are
Fitch’s Twitch.” composer Albert incidental and therefore lessen the
Hague and lyricist Dorothy Fields cumulative propulsion of the cen¬
have ’ created a number that’s a tral drama—the debates. Also, and
cinch for th* mental memory surprisingly, considering the au¬
books of musical fcomsdv buffs, thor’s radio background, he has
(Continued on page 76)
even. Jhough Fosse has--for oncej
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Theatre Ticket license
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'Charley’s Aunt’ Still Top Choice
Of New England Do-It-Yourself Legit

St. Moritz Theatre Ticket Serv¬
ice, Ine., has been chartered at Al¬
bany to conduct a. legit . ticket
brokerage at the St. Moritz Hotel,
N. Y. Capital stock is $20,000, at
-----1Actors Equity Is again trying to 4--——- $100 par value.
By GUY LIVINGSTON
work out a.satisfactory quota for¬
Directors are Bonnie Alden SonBoston,; Feb. 10.
mula for the distribution of tickets 509,342 N. Y. Oakleys For nenberg, James P. Sonnenberg and McMaster, Elis. Bergneramong employed members for
"Charley’s Aunt" is still the
Servicemen During 1958 Lloyd Alton, all of the St. Moritz
For ‘Journey’ in Dublin favorite
Actors Fund benefit performances.
show for do-it-yourself
Hotel,
and
Joseph
Cohen,
also
of
A total of 509,342 tickets for New York, was filing attorney.
Anew McMaster, who costarred performance by local groups in
The union. wa§ recently hit with a
with Fay Bainter in the U.S. tour New England. More than 300 com¬
new barrage of complaints from various forms of entertainment in
New
York
were
distributed
free
to
of
“Long Day's Journey Into munity theatre outfits offer home¬
members, currently appearing on
Night,” has secured the Irish rights grown productions, mostly for
Broadway,, who have been unable to U. S. servicemen during 1958.
That’s
reported
by
the
Interservice
to
the
Eugene O’Neill play. A charity. Many cf the shows are
obtain seats to the “La Plume de
Dublin presentation, with Elisabeth presented through firms specializ¬
Ma Tante” benefit performance Ticket Committee, which works
with
members
of
the
entertain¬
Bergner
appearing as the dope- ing in this type cf service, such as
next Sunday (15).
addict mother, is planned to open Empire Producing Co., of Kansas
It's reported that a limited num¬ ment industry in obtaining the
ducats.
soon.
City, and John B. Rogers Co., of
ber of tickets were available to
The tickets, at an estimated
Miss Bergner has been appear¬ Fostoria, O.
only eight productions. The situa¬
ing in German-language perform¬
tion of working actors being un¬ value of $800,000, covered legit,
Although “Charley’s Aunt” re¬
ances of the play in Europe. An mains the most frequent choice,
able to obtain tickets for the television, films, sports events and
Australian tour is contemplated by there is growing call for revues in
special Sunday benefits has occur¬ special shows. The committee is
McMaster following the Irish run. which a series of blackouts are pre¬
red before, notably in the case Of made up of officers and enlisted
“My Fair Lady.” Beefs from mem¬ men of the armed forces located in
sented, with such titles as "Circus
bers at that time resulted in Equity the New York area.
“Tall Story,” which opened Jan.
Days,” “Gay Nineties,” etc. Heartworking out some changes in the
29 at the Belasco Theatre, N. Y.,
throb dramas like “Smilin’
allotment setup.
was in the black, with about $9,000
Through,” a perennial fave for
A new committee has ' been
profit, as of its premiere. That’s
•many years, are losing out. Minstrel
formed by the union to devise a
the situation on paper, subject to
shows, once the most popular kind
.plan that, would permit wider dis¬
the Howard Lindsay-Russel Crouse
of show to raise money for church,
tribution to performers, especially
comedy (based on Howard Nemergrange and social groups, are low
in the case of such hit shows as “La
on the list now, and the frankly
ov’s novel, “The Homecoming
Plume,” where there’s usually a
hokum metiers like “Ten Nights In
Game”) continuing at least three
San Francisco, Feb. 10.
great demand for seats. A catch to
a Barroom” are a dead item.
weeks to_ insure^ participation in
the situation is that for benefit
Manning Giirian, producer of
the
pre-production
film
deal
with
Local, outfits buy the shows,
The recent five-week run of “A
shows of less-than-smash calibre
“The
Warm
Peninsula,”
has
repaid
Warner Bros.
usually after taking a vote and
there is little demand among work¬ Party With Betty Comden and
another $25,000 to the backers of hypoed a traveling representative
Although
it
drew
generally
en¬
ing actors, and a sizable public has Adolph Green” at the Golden The¬ thusiastic notices, ‘Tall Story” has the Joseph Masteroff play. That of the producing firm. Sometimes
been built up to support the shows. atre, N.Y., is figured to have earned
makes a total of $50,000 returned two men come in, one to set up the
It’s considered essential to satisfy approximately $30,000 profit. The the handicap of having opened with thus far on the $75,000 investment. deal,
the other to clinch it. Then,
the regular benefit patrons when team, brought to Broadway by the practically no advance sale. More¬
Julie Harris (Mrs. Gurian), is the producing outfit sends in a
over,
the
window
sale
and
broker
Theatre Guild after a string of
sellout shows are' offered.
starred in the show, which is cur¬
Monday night off-Broadway per¬ call has been less than anticipated, rently in the final frame of a three- drama coach, usually a femme, who
formances at the Cherry Lane particularly for matinees. That’s at week stand at the C ii’ran Theatre rehearses the locals and gets the
Theatre, N.Y., is slated to reopen least partly attributed to the dis¬ here. The production, making a show on stage.
Cooperative deals are often
April 15 at an undesignated Broad¬ appointing trade for virtually all se.ason-long cross-country tryout
Broadway shows last week.
worked out with the local dancing
way theatre.
tour, is due on Broadway next fall. school, for instructing the town
However,
it’s
figured
Slat
some
Meanwhile, the collaborator-per¬
belles in a chorus line, co-op adver¬
formers have gone to the Coast to of the slow-to-kindle puDlic inter¬
tising from merchants, etc. Thea¬
write the adaptation for the film est may be due to the play’s sub¬
ject matter, involving an attempted
ters pose no problem for these
version
of
the
current
Broadway
Atlantic City, Feb. 10.
hometown shows. Town halls,
fix
of
a
college
basketball
game.
“The Gay Felons,” with Jacques musical hit, “Bells Are Ringing,” For that reason, producers Emmett
grange halls, churches and parish
for
which
they
supplied
the
book
Francois,
Denise Dared
and
houses, recreation, buildings and
Rogers and Robert Weiner have
Philadelphia, Feb. 10.
George Tobias heading the cast, and lyrics.
even in dancehalls are standard
revised the advertising and promo¬
opens here next Monday (16) for a
Broadway producer Alexander H. locales, although occasionally a
tion policy for the show to mini¬
six-day run at the Warren Theatre
mize the sports angle and empha- \ Cohen, who’s also New York book¬ local film house is hired.
as the first of the concluding series
size comedy and romance.
I ing representative for the Locust
With the rise in "suburban liv¬
of pre - Broadway productions
That’s following the strategy of and Erlanger theatres here, has ing” and the exodus of young mar¬
brought here by the Off-Season
producers Robert E. Griffith and organized two new local theatre ried couples from cities to small
Attractions Committee of the
Harold S. Prince with the musical clubs. The operations, which func¬ surrounding towns, where they join
Stockbridge, Mass., Feb. 10.
Chamber of Commerce.
tion differently, are the Playgoers ih the social life, the increase in
The Berkshire Playhouse, one of of-several seasons ago, “Damn and TheatreGoers.
“Garden District,” the Tennessee
the do-it-yourself show has been
Yankees.” In that case, the print¬
Williams dual-bill starring Diana the established spots of the straw- ed ads and billboards showed
The Playgoers, which has over high. New England has for years
Barrymore and Cathleen Nesbitt is hat circuit, will be operated this Gwen Verdon, the show’s star, 1,000 members, charges an annual been the stamping ground of the
due March 11 for a four-day run. summer in coordination with the wearing a baseball shirt and a mitt, - membership fee of $10. That en¬ “home show” and it was here that
(Mass.)
Summer
A third scheduled booking is “The Williamstown
were drastically revised to reveal; titles members to buy two seats Denman Thompson’s “Old Home¬
Good Will Ambassador,” set for Theatre, about 20 miles from here.
for each of 15 or more legit entries stead” was produced and it still
(Continued on page 75)
Nikos Psacharopoulos, of the Yale
March 25-29.
during a season. The TheatreGoers plays each year in a revival in New
George Hamid Jr., resort pier Drama School faculty, will double
sends out a Priority Mail Order Hampshire.
and theatre operator, who arranged as executive director of the two
Blank to about 15,000 members,
the dates, says his committee is strawhats.
offering a chance for application
Psacharopoulos, who has headed
also negotiating for “Dear Liar,*’
prior to the placement of the first
with Katharine Cornell and Brian the Williamstown operation for
mail order ad.
Aherne. Also being sought is the last two years, will have his
Managements utilizing the Thea¬
“Warm Peninsula,” with Julie two chief staffers from the latter
treGoers service must supply 15,spot, William J. Martin, general
Harris.
000 heralds and pay $750 for en¬
Stratford, Ont., Feb. 10.
Hamid says that negotiations are manager, and Ralph R. Renzi,
velopes, stuffing and postage. A
The acting company for th& 1959 partial list can also be used. Han¬
The
Williamstown
virtually completed for a local run pressagent.
London, Feb. 10.
of the Broadway hit musical, “West strawhat locales in the Adams Shakespearean Festival season, dling the activities of the Playgoers
“The Hidden River,” the Ruth
Side Story” when it ends its New Memorial Theatre, on the Williams which gets underway here June 29, and TheatreGoers, respectively, are and Augustus Goetz drama about
York run. Meanwhile, subscription College campus. Martin and Renzi will be headed by Irene Worth and Seypiour Herscher and' Audrey the postwar expose of traitor to the
Campbell, Both will ap¬
sales continue, with tickets in the are associated with Williams Col¬ Douglas
French underground during World
pear in “As You Like It,” with Pomerantz.
first 15 rows for five prospective lege.
War II, may play a week’s engage¬
Campbell also' handling the title
A
resident
director
will
be
ap¬
shows priced at $22.50. Non-fixed
ment in Paris prior to its London
role
in
ar
Festival
production
:
of
premiere this spring. David Pel¬
seats in the next-best locations are pointed to head operations -at the “Othello.” Appearing as Desdeselling at $17-50. Tickets include Berkshire Playhouse, and it’s fig¬ mona will be Frances Upland, with
ham, the British-resident American
ured that the two strawhats will
free poking:
producer who will present the play
Iago played by Douglas Rain.
by arrangement with the original
Earlier this season, this resort avoid booking conflicts and, in
“As You Like it” will be staged
Palm Beach, Fla., Feb. 10.
Broadway management, Martin
city returned to the legit circuit some instances, play the same by British director Peter Wood.
with the presentation of five Broad¬ shows on successive weeks. The The staging of “Othello” will be
Arthur Watkyn’s “Not in the Gabel & Henry M. Margolis, con¬
way shows, .for which a total of local strawhat was operated for shared by Jean Gascon, director Book,” which has been running in templates flying the London critics
many years by William Miles, but
'$100,000 "was subscribed. •
London since last April, is being to Paris to cover it. The Paris
and
founder
of
Montreal’s
Le
The¬
he relinquished the spot last win¬
atre du Nouveau Monde, and Cana¬ tested at the Royal Poinciana here presentation will be in English.
ter to devote full time to pro- dian
Leo Genn and Marianne Bennett
George Mc- this week. Edward Everett Horton,
ducing-directing industrial shows Cowan.actor-director
Desmond Heeley and Rob¬ Ann Harding and Reginald Owen will costar in the West End edition
in New York. The Williamstown
appear in the comedy, which of the production, which will play
ert
Prevost
will
design
the
comedy
stock project is a relative new¬ and tragedy, respectively.
producer Gilbert Miller has under a break-in stand March 9 at Brigh¬
comer to the strawhat field.
Michael Langham, the Festival’s option for Broadway presentation. ton. The opening date and the the¬
Washington, Feb. 10.
artistic director, will act in a super¬
The Playhouse launched its sea¬ atre for the London engagement
John Neville confirmed last week
visory capacity. The season will son Jan. 26 with Eva Gabor, haven’t been set.
that he will leave the Old Vic com¬ Amerika Cites Off-BVay
(“The Hidden Rirer” had a 68pany late in April after five and a For W.S.S.R. Mag Readers run 12 weeks through Sept, 19. John Emery, Bert Thorn and Mar¬ performance run on Broadway dur¬
Langham recently returned here garet Phillips in “Private Lives.”
halt years. He hopes’ to work in
ing
the 1956-57 season. The cast
Washington,
Feb.
10,
from New York after a lengthy That was followed last week by
the U.S., but has no firm commit¬
The success of off-Broadway illness. He’s due to 'leave here Fay Bainter and Dody. Goodman included Robert Preston, Dennis
ment.
King,
LtZi Darvas, Goby .Rodgers,
theatres,
related
in.
a
story*
with
later
this
month
for
England,
but
in “Girls in 509,” “The Beach¬
In an interview during the
Tonio Selwart and Peter BranShakespeare troupe’s two-week pictures, is a feature of the latest Will return to Stratford for the combers,” a new . play by Paul don.—Ed.)
issue
of
Amerika*
theonlji
U.
S.
start
of
rehearsals
May
8.
Crabtree, producer-director at the
'repertory engagement at the Na¬
Playhouse, is slated for Feb. 16-21.
tional Theatre here, the actor dis¬ magazine allowed inside Russia.
Hume Cronyn and Jessica Ta&dy
closed that besides repeating his It is published by the U.S. Infor-;
will appear in the Broadway-tar¬
title performance Feb. 4 In a CBS- mation Agency, under an agree¬
geted “Triple Play” the Aveek of
TV presentation of “Hamlet” and ment with the USSR.
Mexico City, Feh. 3.
Emphasis is given in the piece
accompanying the British troune
The Federal District government March 2.
to
off-Broadway
productions
by
on a subsequent two-week tour of
has denied a plea by theatrical
Toledo, Feb. 10.
Yugoslavia, he is slated to direct Russian writers, Dostoyevskl, Gor¬ producers for higher boxoffice Shelley’s ‘Cenci’ Revival
Arthur Lithgow, formerly direc¬
“The Importance of Being Earnest” ky, Turgenev, Orstrosky and Chek¬ . prices. Current admission is pegged
hov. “They have earned a position at 12 pesos <96c> for plays and/or I
OM Vic Season Finale tor of the Shakespeare seasons here
for the Bristof Old Vic in April.
and at Antioch College, will stage
Following that, he plans to re¬ of honor in-the dramatic world— musicals alike as well as for what;
London, Feb, 10.
turn to the 17.S. for tv, motion pic¬ and the sincere respect of estab- is known as “teatro frivolo” here
•The final production in the cur¬ a six-week legit series this summer
for
the Toledo Summer Theatre
lished
professionals*”
says
the
ar¬
(vaudeville).
rent Old Vic season is to be a
ture or “legit engagements.
His
•eareer to date has been entirely ticle.
Producers had bypassed the Of¬ revival of Shelley’s “The Cenci,” Associates* probably in the Toledo
Zoo
Indoor Theatre, A subscrip¬
,
Illustrations
include
pictures
of
with the London and Bristol Old*
fice of Entertainments (a city op¬ opening April 29 with Barbara
Vies.
'
productions of “The
Iceman erated entity supervising all forms Jefford as Beatrice and Hugh Grif¬ tion campaign aimed to raise
Cometh,”
’TheBoy
Friend,”
$30,000-$35,000'
is planned.
of public entertainment) in a di¬ fith as Count Cenci.
The* current Old Vie engagement
A season of classics is contem¬
here had the largest advance ticket ] •“Endgame” “Winkdberg/* “Sud¬ rect appeal to Mayor Ernesto P. r The play’s last London revival
plated,
including
“A* You Like It,”
denly-Last
Summer”
“The
Kara¬
UruchuriQ.
As
for
cinemas
(with
a.
sale of any non-musical presentawas at the Empire in 1926, with
' tion in'Washington history. The mazov” -‘The Courageous Oner” 4 pesos or 32c top) Mayor Uur- Sybil Thorndike as star and Jack “Man and Superman,” “Pyg¬
advance exceeded $70,000 for the “The Threepenny Opera” “The churtu said no increase, at least Hawkins and Laurence Olivier malion,” “The importance of Being
tworwgek ifftand.... • > Chairs” and “CJeiembard/V
Ereest”. and “Mr.’ Pirn Passes By.”
notfor.the.pteaent . ■ .* ■ *
• playing minor- roles..

For Actors Fond Met Tormula

Story’in Black
At Its Opening;
Hasa “Problem’

'Peninsula Pays
Another $25,000

Comden & Green
Tarty’ Made 30G

A.C. Continues Bookings;
Has 3 Additional Dates,

ALEX COHEN SETS UP
PHILLY TICKET CLUBS

WiLLIAMSTOWN MGT.
SNARES STOCKBRIDfiE

Irene Worth in ‘Like It,’
With Douglas Campbell,
To Open Stratford, Ont.

May Offer ‘Hidden River’
‘On Location’ in Paris
Prior to West End Preem

Tires’ Opens Palm Beach;
Set ‘Book/ ‘Beachcombers’

NeviHe to Exit Old Vic,
Will Try U. S. Residence

Mex Legit Held at 96c

Set Iithgow to Stage
Season at Toledo Zoo
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Theatre Arts Project
For Center in Harlem
I Know Where I’m Going amnesia victim for 18 years. A
well-meaning duchess, endeavoring
Dublin, Jan. 27.
Abbey Player* presentation ofthree-act to trace his family, brings about a
comedy by John McCann. Direction* Ilia meeting with a woman whose son
Mooney; setting. Thomas McCann. Fea¬ has been missing all those years.
tures T. P. McKenna, Harry Brogan.
The hero can remember nothing
Philip Flynn, Eddie Golden. Opened Jan.
28, *59, at the ^bbey Theatre (Qtfeen’SJ* of bis past, but is shaken when
tdld that the missing boy had
killed all the birds in an aviary,
Ann Milligan.Aldeen OTteTHy had seduced a 15-year-old maid,
George KJnsella .T. P. McKenna bad taken his brother’s wife as his
Mortlmerttmpion ..Harry Brogan
best
Percival ITCTtandeviUe...
Flypn mistress, had maimed his
Terence. SnUvin. ..Eddie Golden friend and had forged documents
"Bogey" fiSuain ...... Angela Newman to cheat a relative out of a fortune.
Detective McCarthy.Geoffrey Golden
The author looks for an easy
Mr Morphy..
Michael Ilennesey
way out and the ending is obvi¬
With bis fifth comedy in five ously contrived and unbelievable.
years for the Abbey Players, John The basic idea is stimulating, how¬
McCann tickles his public with a ever, and an expert cast takes ad¬
lightweight piece about a Dublin vantage of the opportunities. Joyce
suburban boarding house group. Carey, as the Duchess, shows par¬
ticularly good comedy sense, as
The audience laughs all the* way, well
as a deep understanding of the
and later probably wonders what dramatic
situation. Geoffrey Keen,
it laughed at
Irene Browne, and Violetta, ‘in
McCann has written a facile plot addition to Denholm Elliott, com¬
with only two basically comic char¬ bine to make a professional team.
acters among the boarders. He in¬
Myro.
troduces mystery with’a bank rob¬
bery story in the first act. but dis¬
Banton’s
Death
poses of it quickly, and ties up all
the loose ends of romance, the °
London, Jan. 28.
problems of the man and wife run¬
59 Theatre Co. presentation of two-act
ning the boardinghouse, and even (21 scenes) drama by Georg Buchner;
by James Maxwell. Stars Pat¬
provides a natural death to provide translated
McGoohan, Patrick Wymark. Harold
money for a needy offstage char¬ rick
Lang. Direction, Caspar Wrede; decor,
acter. Despite this rather fairy-tale Malcolm Pride. Opened Jan. 27,, ’53, at
Lyric Opera House, Hammersmith,
finish, the plav is amusing and the
London; $1.75 top,
looks set for a long run, with pos¬ Dantoa. Patrick Wymark
sibilities for eroort since his type Demoulins.James Maxwell
John Tamer
of characters is common to more Herault-SecheUes.
Lacroix .*. Fulton MacKay
places than Dubiln.
Philippeau . Donald Bradley
Legendre. Lee Fox
Casting is good, w’th a standout Robespierre .*■•■.Harold Lang
Job from Harr*' B^ogrn as the St. Just.Patrick McGoohan
ere .
Peter Sallis
middle-aged m?le s^inst°r. a gos¬ Bar
Collot d*Herbois . Robert Bernal
sip and do-gooder, an a11 too rare Billaud-Varennes . Robert Pointon
opportunity for him. The play¬ Fouqier-Tinville .. Marc Sheldon
Deputy ... Maxwell Shaw
wright has been more concerned Lyons
Young Gentleman.Harold Jensen
with his mal° o^a^rte^s than his Julie .-. Dilys Hamlett
Lucille
. Avrll Elgar
women, but Brid Tench and An¬ Marion.:.Penelope
Homer
gela Newman are ?^nu2+e as the Rosalie .
Anita Giorgi
respective housewTe a^d the Aurore . June Bailey
boarder who r^nts marriage be¬
fore she is aged.
A new company headed by James
The ingenue role of +he d'",'t*>ter H. Lawrie and Casper Wrede has
of the house shows Aideen O’Kell v, started a' season of egghead re¬
a comparative rewccrner to the vivals with “Danton’s Death,” a
Abbev, as firrt c’ass material who 124-year-old German drama which
should do well ™hnn she matures. has been done in most of the
The part of t>>p 'hoTT"#”l b**ir- is world’s capitals but never before
cleverly n^ved hv Philio Flynn, in Britain. Though dealing with a
while Eddie Go^on’c romantic colorful, fascinating slice of history
man of myster^ ^ils for no dra¬ —the French Revolution—it is
matics. T. P. TWoKei-no’s drifting fairly heavy going and is unlikely
civil, servant
a stock piece, as boxoffice.
are
O’Brien as a husband
Written by a 22-year-old play¬
and Brid Lvnc’h as a housewife.
wright, “Danton’s Death” shows
The production is well-paced obvious signs of immaturity. Yet
and the settm* a welT-d^i^ned the author writes with a fervent
two-room aypa w?th open folding intensity
occasionally
gripping
doors nrowdmg a good acting area strength. Also, he clumsily cuts up
without ipatipa f^e nrepiisoi? seem his play into 21 scenes and dissi¬
too large for yu+T»or»t*«*t^. M'lcs.
pates interest.
The drama deals with the clash
between
the doomed idealist DanTraveller With^nt
ton and the triumphantly oppor¬
tunist Robespierre. The author
has provided powerful. rhetorical
Madame de. ..
speeches, but some of' these are
London, Jan. 9.
hurled at the audience with exces¬
Art* Theatre Club On association with
Toby Rowland, Peter HaU & John C. sive zeal.
Wilson) presentation of two ene-->ct plavs
Much of the acting is indifferent,
bv Jean Anouilh. tr*cslatert by John by the femme performer, but a few
Whiting; direction. Peter Hall. Stars
Elizabeth Sellers. i^eof£r»v Ke-n. Jovo»» stand out brilliantly. Patrick Wy¬
Carey,- Denholm FWott. OD*»ned Jan. 28, mark give? a virile sincerity to
*59, at the Arts Theatre Club, London;
his job as the visionary Danton and
$i.eo top.
Harold Lang is a smooth, insidious
TRAVELLER WITHOUT LUGGAGE
Butler .;. Anthonv Blake villain-as Robespierre, though the
Duchess ....
Jriyce Carey
Maltre Huspar.Donelas Warner role tends to fade away. The best
Gaston ....Denholm Elliott performance is by Patrick- Mc¬
Mme. Renaud . *rene Browne Goohan as St. Just, Robespierre’s
George Renaud
. Geoffrey Keen
Valentine Renaud .... Kii^beth SeHars wily, cynical right hand man.
* Cook . Pe^'wann Clifford
Casper Wrede has directed with
Chauffeur . James WePm»u
Juliette .
Violetta integrity but not oyer much imagi¬
Valet .
John Warner nation, and has been unaUe to get
Small Bov
.
Hn?h James crowd atmosphere with a handful
Maltre Picwick
. Norman Pitt
of actors and actresses,' Malcolm
MADAME DE . . .
Young Man .
John Warner Pride’s simple setting is effective
Madame de.E,?zabeth Sellars and Richard Pilbrow’s lighting
Monsieur de.
Dougin* Wllmar
Maid .
Doris Groves adds considerably to the evening.
Van PUck.James WePman
Rich,
The Ambassador .. .
Geoffrey Keen
Footmen

Anthony Blake, Norman Pitt

Two one-act plays by Jean
Anouilh, one a lightweight cameo
and the other an overlong comedydrama, make up this.bill presented
at the Arts Theatre Club by Toby
Rowland. Peter Hall and John C.
Wilson. Transfer prosnects must* be
regarded cautiously, although there
is certainly the marquee appeal of
the- author and some representative
names in the cast.
“Madame De . .
the curtainraiser, Is based on a story by
Louise de Vilmorin and translated
by John Whiting. The plot is fra¬
gile, describing the adventures of
a pair of eaf-rings which a wealthy
husband always seems to be buying
back for his wife. The slight plot
is given appropriate directorial
treatment by Peter Hall, and a
narrator, who also contributes ap¬
propriate musical effects at the
piano, provides a gay linking com¬
mentary to the frequent changes
of scene. The acting is far from
distinguished, but Elizabeth Sel¬
lars, Geoffrey Keen and John
Warner, hold attention.
By contrast, “Traveller Without
Luggage” is a much more serious
subject. The central - character,
played by Denholm Elliott, lost his
memor^ijr^S $pd h^jD^en^gn

Longmeadow, Mass.
Editor, Variety:
I ’read in a recent issue the
article by Robert J. Landry' on
the passing of Henriette Browne,
widow of Corse Payton, of the
repertoire era, as your subscriber
being -the -owner of Adam GoodStock Co. and Avery Strong Rep¬
ertoire Company, I find it a must
to write and say that in the early
part of the Century, when you
saw a fellow showman within a
distance of 40 or 50 off feet you
met him with the glad hand—and
shouted; “Gee I thought at first
glance you were Corse Payton.”.
Or if you saw one of the legit’s
standing oh a corner you stated
“Why” at first 1 thought I was look¬
ing at a three sheet of Corse
Payton.
The Payton show always had a
few seats scaled at 50c—The
others were straight 10c-2Gc-30c.
Payton was the Silk Shirt Hide¬
away back.

“
O/lcj»

. cV -H.ifWi.ft
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The James Weldon Johnson
Community Center is>. embarking Ait Enemy of the People
on a Theatre Arts Project in east ' Gene Frankel, A1 Sperduto & Richard
Harlem, N.Y., in honor of the late
Gene Frankel; settings, Richard
Edith J. R. Isaacs, who was for tion.
Bianchi; costumes, Oliver Olsen. Stars
many years editor of the old Thea¬ Ward Costello, Henderson Forsythe,
John Marley, Lois Holmes; featm/is
tre Arts Monthly.
Gerald Hiken, Joseph "Warren, Joah De
The center is currently trying to Marrais, A1 Sperduto, Ronald Nicholas.
Opened Feb; 2, '59, at. the Actors Play¬
raise $20,000 to start the venture. house,
N.Y.; $4.60 top.
Cast also includes; Howard Hilton,
Spencer Duncan, Ted Tesser, Gertrude
Hoffenstein, AI Viola, J. Thomas Degidon, Edward Chiaro, Stella Longo,
Paul Ross, Bill Reilly, David Woodman.

A fine cast has been assembled
for the off-Broadway revival of
Henrik Ibsen’s “An Enemy of the
People” at the Actors Playhouse,
in Greenwich Village. The players
give an electric performance in
a high voltage drama. This is the
Arthur Miller adaptation unsuc¬
cessfully done on Broadway nine
years ago with Fredric March in
the leading role.
In the present production Ward
Costello gives a stirring perform¬
ance as the doctor who sacrifices
all for truth, and Henderson For¬
sythe is properly caustic as his
brother, the mayor, who gives his
all for expediency. The central
theme, as set down by Miller in
the preface to his adaptation, is
“whether the democratic guaran¬
tees protecting political minori¬
ties ought to be set aside in time
of crisis.” In the play it takes
on a slightly different meaning
when the mayor, speaking with
the people and the newspaper be¬
hind him, asks, “What is truth
without power?”
The drama’s locale is a small
town with a reputation as a spa
and apparently on the threshhold
of greater prosperity. The doc¬
tor, seeking the cause for an out¬
break of dysenteiy, finds that the
springs that feed the spa are pol¬
luted. His attempts to reveal this
truth ultimately make him an
enemy of the people and he and
his family become outcasts in their
own town.
In this revival a disquieting
element is the failure to enter
any note of stoicism, a Scandi¬
navian trait that both Ibsen and
Miller recognize. Even the the
early scenes where the doctor is
pictured at home, before the con¬
flict arises, the atmosphere is
supercharged. By the end of the
second act the play has built to a
terrific crescendo. Inevitably mak¬
ing the third something of an
anticlimax.
Though things could be keyad
lower, director Gene Frankel’s job
is generally excellent. His players
are credible and audible at all
times. The sets provided by Rich¬
ard Bianchi on a revolving stage
are properly austere.
In addition to the stars, solid
acting performances are turned in
by Gerald Hiken as a sneering,
hypocritical newspaper editor, Joan
DeMarrais as the proud, pretty
aaji Cpntinned from page 1 ——.
doctor’s daughter, and Al Sperduto
as the newspaper publisher who,
Verdon will get an added 7
of the profits and the authors will unlike the director believes in
Nedi.
share 5% of the profits, the latter “moderation.”
two slices to be deducted before
The Saintliness Of
the distribution to the manage¬
ment and backers.
Margery Kempe
As is occasionally the case with
New Drama Productions & Edward
Hastings presentation of three-act comedy
Broadway smashes,‘the show went by
John Wulp. Direction, James Price;
begging for over 10 years before production, supervision. William Hargatc;
costumes, Theoni Vachlioti Aldredge: sets,
the combination of Miss Verdon Robert
MitcheU: lighting, Nicola Cerabas star. Fosse as director-choreog¬ vich; music, Richard Wemick. Stars
Sternhagen; features Thomas
rapher and Fryer & Carr arranged Frances
Barbour. Gene Hackman. George Maharls,
to produce it. In its original form Mary Gower, James Harwood, Patricia
or in modified version, it was of¬ O'Connell. James Graham, Sam Lloyd,
Nelson Reilly. Opened Feb. 2,
fered -to Ethel Merman, Beatrice Charles
'59, at the York Playhouse, N.Y.; $4.75
Lillie, Mary Martin, Celeste Holm top.
Cast -also Includes:'Robert Handy, John
and Gisele MacKenzie as a star¬ Hawkins. Anne Nixon, Hugh Whitfield.
ring vehicle, and to virtually every Frankie- Hubert, Michael Frynn, Michael
Martin, Rochel Mehr. Arleen TJdoff.
established management for pro¬ Penelope
Allen, Robert Dwaliney, Arthur
duction.
Irving Berlin, among Peplne.
others, was asked to supply songs
“The Saintliness of Margery
for it.
After a representative attended Kempe” is the story of a 14th cen¬
one of the backer auditions," the tury lady who annoys her friends,
Shuberts turned it down as a exasperates her husband, alienates
tenant for the Shubert Theatre. her children, and doesn’t have the
N.Y., taking “Whoop-Up” instead sense to keep quiet about it.
history relates, was the
(the latter musical folded' last Sat¬ Margery,
author of the first autobiography
urday night (7) after an unsuccess¬ ever
written in - English. John
ful run of 56 performances.)
Wulp has turned it into no more
Contrary to popular impression, than a shaky costume comedy.
the Show’s title, ^Redhead” (it was (The author says he wrote it in the
originally -called “The Works”) Library of Congress, when he was
does not refer tothe 14-carrot color off duty as a Marine Corps instruc¬
of the star’s hair, but to the sub¬ tor.)
ordinate‘but key character of . the
Actuallv, Margery’s story has all
murderer, who has red hair and the ingredients for some first rate
beard. Incidentally, Fosse origin¬ 20th century humor, but it needs
ally intended to play the latter a man who’s essentially a humorist
part, but was dissuaded so he could to tell it. . Here is a woman from
concentrate on the direction and a small town in England, who mar¬
ried the town’s Burgess in 1392
choreography.
There has already been talk and bote six children, naming them
about a London presentation of Felicity, Hope Patience, Forbear¬
the musical .(the story is localled ance, Endurance and Resignation.
That is not enough for her, and
there), but Miss Verdon has asked
she embarks on a series of futile
the management not to. arrange ventures,
with stubborn deter¬
any such deal until after the U.S. mination, but
refuses to return home..
run; as she wants to make her -Instead, she has a Vision and pic¬
British debut in the show* Fosse tures herself a Saint,' a popular
has expressed the intention^ of pastime in her day. She tries—-and
playing the murderer role-in the fails—of efforts to convince others
Valmouth
(SAVILLE THEATRE, LONDON)
London, Jan. 28.
Having proved a hit on its initial
presentation at the nabe Lyric,
Hammersmith, Theatre,
Sandy
Wilson’s musical version of Ron¬
ald Firbank’s “Valmouth” has now
transferred for a regular West End
run at the Saville, with minor
changes in text and some major
changes in cast. Its success in this
new location remains question¬
able, although the author’s name
may provide some useful marquee
appeal.
On a second viewing, “Val¬
mouth remains a hard-to-follow
dramatization of a classic novel.
The characters aren’t clearly de¬
fined and the story line is obscure.
There is, on the other hand, visual
appeal in Tony Walton’s stylized
and exaggerated costumes and sets.
Tunefully, the show is lacking and
the lyrics show little wit or
sparkle.
The emphasis all the way
through appears to he on exaggera¬
tion. There is, for example, Fenella Fielding’s enlarged, diverting
and provocative performance as
the Peeress who makes a pitch for
a young, innocent and handsome
shepherd. There are, too, com¬
parable performances by Barbara
Couper, Betty Hardy, Doris Hare,
Aubrey Woods, Marcia Ashton,
Patsy Rowlands and John Saun¬
ders All very amusing, but not
really credible.
The principle newcomer to the
cast is Cleo Laine, succeeding
Bertice Reading as the colored
masseuse. She emerges as a quiet
and dignified performer, stronger
vocallstically, but without the
boisterousness and energy of her
predecessor.
While Wilson’s adaptation cap¬
tures the loose morality of the
Firbank story, there is bound to
be criticism on religious grounds
of the treatment of the Roman
Catholic cardinal who, just as he
is about to perform a marriage
ceremony, gets drummed out of the
church for a long list of crimes,
among them the fact that he bap¬
tized a dog.
Myro.

‘Redhead’

attempts a pilgrimage to the
Holy Land.
Frances Sternhagen.., who has
proven herself a' funny'actress in
“The Country Wife” and “The Ad¬
mirable Bashville,” measures Marg¬
ery fpr laughs and* manages, all
that Wulp allows, plus a few that
her clowning good huirior make
possible without the author’s help.
In the third act,. Margery, who
has joined a group of pilgrims,
starts a riot Outside the gates of
Jerusalem. The characters in her
company are all caricatures of
medieval figures and there is a
chance for some lusty give and
take. Instead, the impression is
of tourists, tired of reading their
guide books, falling upon their
American Express guide, and de¬
manding* tpeir money back.
Thomas Barbour is sufficiently
stern as a bishop who rejects
Margery’s claim of a miracle.
Charles Nelson Reilly, (as the pil¬
grim’s shepherd is, on the other
hand, delightfully unclerical. The
others, for the most part, are given
little chance.
Robert Mitchell, who designed
the single purpose set, has main¬
tained the religious air by Using a
series of vaulted arches that serve
the outdoor as well as indoor
scenes well.
Nedi.
People and Puppets
Wayne Brown & Marvin Z. Goldstein
(in association with Victoria Productions)
presentation of quadruple-hill with actor*
and. pupoets.
Include*
"Spoken and
Broken
English/’ by Bernard
Shaw.
Adapted by D. Figel-Hartman; "Shake*
vs. Shav,” by Shaw; “The Gat and the .
Moon/’ by William Butler Yeats, and
“Don Quixote Meets the Puppet Master,"
by D; Figel-Hartman, based on the Cei>
vantes story. Manipulators, Elek "Hartman,
James Nisbet Clark. John Zee. Opened
Jan. 26, '59, at the Theatre East, N.Y.j
$3.50 top.
Cast includes Guy Arbury, Bernard
Reed, Roger Starr, John Zee.

If, as stated, “People'and Pup¬
pets” is adult entertainment, the
producers must have had unhappy
childhoods. In little less than two
hours they manage to dispel the
fantasy of the puppet world, man¬
gle some interesting if minor works
by Shaw and Yeats, and rewrite
Cervants so that Don Quixote, one
of literature’s most lovable loons,
proves dull.
Puppet-master Elek Hartman
and director Marvin Z. Goldstein
apparently hoped to carry on some
whimsy world relationships be¬
tween puppets and live actors. But
or;e detracts from the other, so
someone or something is inevitably
Out of perspective.
Probably the most interesting bit
of the evening is the curtain raiser,
“Spoken and Broken English,” a
lingaphone recording made by
George Bernard Shaw for the BBC
in 1927. The record—a lesson in
how to make oneself understood to
.the English—is delightful .Shavian
wit. But the actors portraying the
technicians on hand at the time
the recording was made, and the
puppet representing Shaw, only
lessen the charm.
Similarly, a puppet-actor playing
of Yeats’ musically lovely tale of
“The Cat and the Moon” might
better be discarded in favor of a
simple concert-reading. The ear
and the .imagination could provide
all the effects necessary.
Next, there is “Shakes vs, Shav,” .
witty short play by GBS, de¬
signed specifically for puppet the¬
atre. GBS sees His characters fall
by the wayside as they are put
upon by people out of “Heartbreak
House” and friends of Sir Walter
Scott. However, the puppets in this
10-minute effort would hardly en¬
tertain a child, so poor is their
construction and manipulation.
The last part of the evening is
devoted to a projection of the
Quixote adventures into' the 21st
century, with actors playing a-bit
of the legend and puppets playing
the Quixote camp of the future..
D. Figel-Hartman, wife of the pup¬
pet-master of the production, is
responsible for the script. The
actors Guy Arbury, Bernard Reed,
Roger Starr and John Zee, try to.
keep things light. But when con¬
fronted with the puppets and the
script banalities there’s not much
they can-do.
Nedi.

‘King’Gets Around
Palm Beach, Fla., Feb. 10.
John L. Price Jr. and Robert H.
Bishop 3d will launoh their second
Musicarnival season here Feb. 10
with William Chapman and Irene
Manning in “King and* I.” Five
shows are scheduled for the season,
to end March 29,
Following the winter run here,
the producers- will move back to
Cleveland for the sixth season Of
their Musicarnival there. They
plan to. open the summer tent May
25; with Chapman and Miss ManV*
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Road Good! ‘Rakin’ $33200, PhiRy; Fire Scare m Lancaster, 6 way Down; Verdon $36,300 in 5,
‘Juno’ $35,400 (6), “Kate' $16,700, Hob;
‘Rashomon 32G, Tali’ 24G, ‘Nun’ 16G,
Jniie 3054G, S.F.; ‘Gils’ 18G, Qeve.
'Disenchanted’ 2C€, 'Lizzie Axed
The road was brisk last week.
Most of the tryouts drew hefty b.o.,
with the musicals, “First Impres¬
sions” and “Juno," hitting capacity.
“My Fair Lady” was also sellout in
the windup week of its Chicago
run. “Music Man” in Kansas City
was the top grosser.
“Juno,” incidentally, has under¬
gone a charige of directors, with
Jose Ferrer replacing Vincent J.
Donehue. “Sweet' Bird of Youth”
opened a three-week tryout run in
Philadelphia last Monday night (9)
with an advance of over $135,000
on a possible gross of about
$146,000.
■Estimates for Last Week
Parenthetic designations for outof-town shows are the same as for
Broadway, except that hyphenated
T with show classification indicates
tryout and RS indicates road show.
Also, prices on touring shows in¬
clude 10% Federal Tax and local
tax, if any, hut as on Broadway
grosses are net; Le.. exclusive of
taxes. Engagements are for single
week unless otherwise noted.
BOSTON
God and Kate Murphy, Wilbur
(D-T) (1st wk) ($4.40-$4.95; 1,241;
$32,699) (Fay Compton). Opened
Feb. 2 to three affirmative notices
(Doyle, American; Kelly, Globe;
Maloney, Traveler), one yes-no
(Norton, Record) and two negative
(Hughes, Herald; Maddocks, Moni¬
tor); almost $16,700. Previous
week, $5,700 in four performances
at the Playhouse, Wilmington
Juno, Shubert (MD-T) (1st wk)
($4.95-$6J25; 1,717; $52,000) (Shir¬
ley Booth, Melvyn Douglas).
Opened last Wednesday (4) to one
favorable review (Maddocks, (Mon¬
itor), one yes-no IMaloney, Trav¬
eler) and three unfavorable (Doyle,
American; Durgin, Globe; Norton,
Record). Almost $35,400 for six
performances with Guild subscrip¬
tion. Previous week, $37,500 at the
National, Washington.
Majority of One, Colonial (C-T)
(2d wk) ($4.95-$5.50; 1,590; $43,000)
(Cedric Hardwicke, Gertrude
Berg). Over $37,200. Previous
week. $34,100.

week, $46,200 at the Erlanger,
Philadelphia.

Lancaster, Pa., Feb. 10.
Smoke seeped and firemen
prowled through auditorium of
106-year-old Fulton -Art Theatre
here Saturday night (7), while nearcapacity audience calmly watched
French short on how Muscovites
live it up in their home town.
Firemen worked swiftly, locat¬
ing smoldering blaze at bottom
of old stage door opening into
street at rear of historic structure.
They said fire originated from
cigaret butt carelessly tossed into
dry grass and paper scrap which
the wind had piled on the outside,
door sill.
■*
Audience did not stir, although
volume of smoke was fairly heavy j
for several minutes. Short subject
was extra with “The Horse’s
Mouth,” which has heed doing top
business in the local artie.
There was no damage, but in¬
cident pointed up need for extra
caution next week, when Lancaster
Theatre Arts Assn, moves company
of 80 into the old theatre for fiveperformance run'of “Our Town,”
starring Victor Jory.
Jory arrived by plane from Coast
Sunday night (8), was-well along
into rehearsals today.

Broadway dropped last week and
indications are that the lull will
continue this session.
SPLIT WEEKS
Sellouts and virtual capacity en¬
Auntie Maine (C-RS) (Sylvia
tries included “Flower Drum
Sidney). Totalled $23,200 for four
Song,” “La Plume de Ma Tante,”
performances, as follows: Granada,
“Marriage - Go - Round,” “M u s i c
Santa Barbara, Monday (2), two,
Man,” “My Fair Lady ” “Pleasure
$8,700; Civic Auditorium, Pasa¬
of His Company,” “World of Suzie
dena, Tuesday-Wednesday (3-4),
Wong” and “Redhead,” which
two, $14,500 and closed. Previous
opened last Thursday (5). There
week, $35,900 for seven-perform¬
was one closing last week, and
ance split.
there are two openings this frame.
Dark at the Top of the Stairs
. Estimates for Last Week
(D-RS). Totalled $34,700 for seven
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
performances, as follows: Stanley,
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue.),
Utica, Monday-Tuesday (2-3), two,
$10,900; Erie, Schenectady,
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musir
Wednesday (4), one, $7,300; Audi¬
cal-P^ama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
torium, R-ochester, Thursday-Sateretta).
urday (5-7), four, $16,500. Previous
Other parenthetic designations
week, $27,300 at the Ford’s, Balti¬
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
more.
number of performances through
LIT Abner (MC-RS, bus-andlast Saturday, top prices (where
truck). Totalled $36,700 foa*seven
two prices are given, the higher is
performances, as follows: Memo¬
for Friday-Saturday nights and the
rial Auditorium, Spartanburg, S.C.,
lower for weekniglus), number of
Monday (2), one, $4,200; Township
seats, capacity gross and stars.
Hall, Columbia, S.C., Tuesday (3),
Price includes 10% Federal and
two, $5,500; Ovens Auditorium,
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
Charlotte, N.C., Wednesday-Thursi.e., exclusive of taxes.
day (4-5), two, $13,700 on Broad¬
way Theatre League subscription;
Bells Are Ringing, Alvin (MC)
Aycock Auditorium, Greensboro,
(112th wk; 892 p) ($8.05; 1,453;
N.C., Friday-Saturday (6-7), two,
$59,000) (Judy Holliday). Over
SSS Continued from page 73 ;
$13,300 on BTL subscription. Pre¬
$44,900 on twofers. Previous week,
vious week, $34,600 for eight-per¬ her in the familiar, sexy pose $46,900 on twofers. Exits March
formance split.
in scanty dancing garb (the same 7, to tour.
Romanoff and Juliet (C-RS) theme has been used for the film
Cold Wind and the Wdrm,
(Bert Lahr). Totalled $15,400 for version, currently in release). The
seven performances as follows: switch was credited with the sunse- Morosco (D) (9th wk; 72 p) ($6.90;
Music Hall, Omaha, Sunday (1), quent boxoffice pickup for “Yank¬ 946; $35,300) (Eli Wallach, Mau¬
two; Pershing Municipal Auditor¬ ees,” and Rogers and Weiner hope reen Stapleton). Over $20,200. Pre¬
vious week, $24,600.
ium, Lincoln, Neb., Monday (2), it will work for “Tall Story.” .
Disenchanted, Coronet (D) (10th
one; KRNT, Des Moines, Tuesday
The Lindsay-Crouse play was wk; .77 p) ($6.90; 1,101; $36,131)
(3), one; Eastern Ill. U., Charles¬
ton, Thursday (5), one; Indiana U., capitalized for $125,000, witH pro¬ (Jason Robards, Jr., Rosemary
Bloomington, Friday-Saturday (6- vision for 20% overcall. It cost Harris). Almost $20,000. Previous
7), two. Previous week, $20,100 for about $63,000 to bring in, thanks week, $25,400.
Epitaph for George Dillon,
to a tryout profit of approximately
six-performance split.
$17,000. The production breaks Miller’s (4th wk; 32 p) ($3.60; 946;
(Eileen Herlie, Robert
even at around $19,000 a week. The $20,000)
Stevens). Nearly $10,800. Previous
film deal calls for a Tnimmnm pay¬ week,
$11,500. Has to vacate thea¬
ment of $200,000 (part of which is tre Feb. 21.
down and part due next year), plus
Flower Drum Song, St. James
bonuses equal to 10% ot the legit
Although ‘The Happy Town’ gross on profitable weeks, to a to¬ (MC) (10th wk; 80 p) ($8.05; 1,615;
$62,632).
Another $62,632.
isn’t scheduled to go into produc¬ tal ceiling of $500,000. After de¬
Gazebo, Lyceum (C) (9tb wk;
tion until next fall, the $300,000 duction of 10% commissions, the 66 p) ($6.90; 995; $29,600) (Walter
financing is already, in the bank. three authors split 60% of the film Slezak, Jayne Meadows). Nearly
Allan A. Buckhantz, who’s plan¬ revenue and the show gets 40%. $19,000, with Slezak out for three
ing to make his Broadway mana¬ Thus, the production is assured of performances. Edward Andrews
CHICAGO
gerial bow as co-producer of the at least $72,000 income from the moved up from his featured spot
Look Back in Anger, Blackstone musical, raised the coin during the screen
to sub for Slezak, while Leon
deal.
(D-RS). (3d wk) <$4.$5-$5.50; 1,450; last five months of 1958.
Janney took over Andrews’ role.
$38,000) (Donald Harron, Pippa
Previous week, $18,400 for seven
Buckhantz began holding backer
Scott). Almost $31,200. Previous auditions a month after Harry
performances.
week, $28,000.
Goldilocks, Lunt-Fontanne (MC)
Haldane (book and lyrics) and
My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC-RS). Gordon Duffy (score) completed (Figures denote opening dates)
(17th wk; 137 p) ($9.90; 1,402; $69,<B6th wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979) (Mi¬
852) (Don Ameche, Elaine Stritch).
the
tuner
last
July
Only
eight
live
Boy
Friend,
Cherry
Lane
(1-25chael Evans, Diane Todd). Nearly
Over $36,500. Previous week,
$74,400. Previous week, $70,300. and tape auditions were held in 58).
Clearing in the Woods, Sheridan $36,400.
Exited Saturday (7) to resume tour. four states, with 52 investors Sub¬
Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (61st wk;
Square
(2-12-59).
Two for the Seesaw, Todd (CD- sequently putting up tbe bankroll.
483 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $64,000) (Lena
Crucible, Martinique (3-11-58).
Buckhantz and Mitchell May
RS) (7th wk) ($5.50; 1,090; $34,461)
Horne, Ricardo Montalban). Almost
Enemy
of
the
People,
Actors
(Ruth Roman, Jeffrey Lynn). Al¬ will be partnered In the presenta¬
$39,900 on twofers. Previous week,
most $20,900. Previous week, tion through their new firm, B & Playhouse (2-4-59).
$43,300 on twofers. Montalban re¬
Fashion, Royal (1-20-59).
$24,900.
M Theatre Productions. Buckhantz,
turned last Monday (9) after a
Hamlet
of
Stepney
Green,
a television director, will double Cricket (11-13-58).
week’s vacation. His understudy,
Alan Shayne subbed.
as stager.
CLEVELAND
Heloise, Gate (9-24-58).
* JB., ANTA (D) (9th wk; 68 p)
Girls in 509, Hanna (C-RS) (2d
Ivanov, Renata (10-7-58).
Wk)
($4; 1,515; $28,000) (Peggy
Look Back in Anger, 41st St ($6.95; 1.185; $46,745) (Pat Hingle,
(11-7-58); closes next Sunday (15). Christopher Plummer, Raymond
Wood, Imogene Coca). Almost $18,Man Who Never Died. Jan Hus Massey). Nearly $39,600. Previous
000 with Guld subscription. Pre¬
(Feb. 8-22)
week, $45,500.
• Canadian Players—College, Stephens- (11-21-58).
vious week, $20,300.
La Flume de Ma Tante, Royale
vffle, Tex. »>; UnlvU Denton, Tex. (10);
Many Loves, Living Theatre (1College, Hammond, La. (12); Univ.„ Dur¬
(R) (13th wk; 103 p) ($7.50; 1,050;
ham, N.C. (16); Unlv, Gainesville. Fla. 13-59).
KANSAS CITY
(19); Barry College And., Miami (2D.
On the Town, Carnegie Hall $41,800) (Robert Dhery). Over
Music Man, Music Hall (MC$42,600. Previous week, $42,800.
Dark at the Top of the Stain—Hanna, Playhouse (1-15-59).
RS) ($5.60; 2,572; $85,000). Almost Clere. (9-21>.
Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬
People & Puppets, Theatre East
First Impressions (tryout) (Polly Ber¬
$82,000. Previous week, $78,900 gen,
more (D) (63d wk; 500 p) ($6.90;
Farley Granger," Hermione Gingold) (1-26-59).
at the Taft, Cincinnati.
—Forrest, Philly (9-2D
(Reviewed in
Quare Fellow, Circle in Square 1,076; $41,191) (Miriam Hopkins,
VARIETY, Feb. 4. J59).
■ Ed Begley). Nearly $23,000 on
Gay Felons (tryout) (Denise Darcel, (11-27-58); closes March 8.
Jacques Francois, George Tobias)—Play¬
NEW HAVEN
Saintliness of Marjorie Kempe, f twofers. Previous week, $27,400 on
house, Wilmington (12-14); Warren, A. C.
twofers.. Exjts March 7, to tour.
York (2-2-59).
First Impressions, Shubert (MD- (16-21).
f
Make a Million, Playhouse (C)
She Shall Have Music, Theatre
Girls In 509 (Peggy Wood, Imogene
T) ($ffc. 1,650; $59,800) (Polly Ber¬
Det. (9-21).
Marquee (1-22-59); laying off this (16th wk; 124 p) ($6.90; 994; $36,gen, Farley Granger, Hejrmione Coca)—Shubert,
God and Kate Murphy (tryout (Fay
700)
(Sam l|eveue). Over $19,300.
week
prior
to
moving
next
Tuesday
Gingold). Over $59,700 for first Compton)—Wilbur, Boston (9-14); Na¬
Previous week, $21,100.
tional.
Wash.
(17-21)
(Reviewed
in (17) to the 41st St. Theatre.
nine performances of tryout tour. VARIETY,
Feb. 4, '59.
Marriage-Go-Kotrad,
Plymouth
Threepenny
Opera,
deLys
(9-20Jcmo (tryout) (Shirley Booth, Melvyn
(C) (15th wk; 117 p) ($6.90; 1.062;
Douglas)—Shubert, . Boston
(9-21)
(Re¬ 55).
PHILADELPHIA
viewed in VARIETY, Jan. 21, '59).
Tis a Pity She’s a Whore, Play¬ $42,400) (Charles Boyer, Claudette
Abner (bns-and-trnck)—Keith Albee. ers (12-5-58).
Raisin in the Sun, Walnut (D-T)
[ Colbert). Nearly $42,800. Previous
Huntington,
W.
Va.
(9-10);
George
(2d wk) ($4.80-$5.20; 1,340; $33,- Washington
week. $42,900.
Closed Last Week
HlghschooL Danville; Va. (11);
000) (Sidney Pettier). 'Over $33,200. Center, Norfolk (12); Mosque, Richmond
Antony & Cleopatra, Heckscher I Music “Man, Majestic (MC) (60th
(23-14); Municipal And:, Charleston, W.
Previous week, $21,100.
wk;
476 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $70,157).
(1-13-59);
closed
Saturday
(7).
Va. (16); Shubert, Cincy (17-21).
Mistresses & Maidens, Orpheum Almost $71,000. Previous week,
Look Back In Anger (Donald Harron,
Pippa Seott)—Pabst, M*wkee (9-14); State, (1-21-59); closed Sunday (8) after $70,700.
SAN FRANCISCO
Mpls. (16-21).
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
Look'After Lulu (tryout) (Roddy Mc¬ 23 performances.
View From the Bridge, Geary
(152d wk; 1,211 p) ($8.05; 1,551;
Tammy Grimes, George Baker)—
(D-RS) (6th wk) ($4.30-$4.85; 1,550; Dowell,
Shubert. New Haven (18-21).
$69,149)
(Edward Mulhare Pamela
SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
$38,000) (Chester Morris). About
Music Man
(2d Co.)—Shnbert,
Chi
Charles). Over $70,100. Previous
-21),
(Theatres Set)
$13,500. Previous week, $9,500. (12My
Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Michael Evans,
week,
$69,900.
Closed last Saturday (7)- •
BROADWAY
Diane Todd)—Riviera, Det. (9-21).
Once More With Feeling, NaOld Vk—National, Wash. (9-14, closes).
Warm Peninsula, Curran (CD-T)
Malorfty of On«, Shubert (2-16-59).
, tional (C> (16th wk; 127 p> ($6.90;
Raisin in the Sun tryout) (Sidney PolSay, Darling, City Center (2-25-59).
(2d wk) ($4l30-$4.85; 1,758; $40*- tier)—Blackstone,
CM (19-2D (Reviewed
Look After Lulu, Miner's 13-3-59).
1,162;
$43,800) (Joseph Cotton,
000) (Julie Harris). Over $30,500. in VARIETY. Jan. 28; ’59).
Juno, Winter Garden (3-5-59).
Arlene Francis). Over $27,80ff.
kemanoff. and Juliet (Bert Lahr)—St.
Sweet Bird, Beck (3-10-59).
Previous week, $28,000.
Mary's College, South Bend, Ind. (80;
Raisin in Sun, Barrymore (wk. 3-11-59). Previous week, $30,900.
Memorial Aud., I/viUe (9-10); Tennessee .
First Impreeslons, Alvin (3-12-59).
i Pleasure of His Company, LongTheatre, Nashville (ID; Whitfield And., L Destry RMes Again, Imperial (4-23-30).
WASHINGTON
acre (O (16th wk; 125 p) ($6.90;
Columbus, Hiss. (12k Municipal N.O/*
Gypsy, Broadway (5-7-59).
Old Vie, National (Rep-RS) (1st (14-15); Bn* Add., Memphis ClT-lf; Tem¬
1.101; $37,600) (Cyril Ritchard,
OFF-BROADWAY
Birmingham (20-21).
wk) ($4J)5-$5.50; 1,677; $50,570). ple,
Cornelia Otis Skinner, Charlie
Sweet Bird ef Youth ttryput) (Paul
Electra, Rita Alien (2-13-59).
Opened Feb; 2 to three favorable Newman, Geraldine. Page. Sidney BMckBuggies, Walter Abel).
Nearly
Buffalo Skinner, Marquee (2-19-59).
Royal Gambit, Sullivan St. (wk. 2-23-59). $35,500
reviews (Carmondy, Star; Coe, mer)—LocttsL FhHIy CMU.
with parties. Previous
Two tor the Seesew (2d Co.) (Ruth
Beaux'Stratagem,. Phoenix (2-24:59).
Post; Donnelly, News). Over $45,- BoiPan. Jeffrey Ly*B>—Todd. Chi <9*2D.
week, $36,200 with parties.
Golem, St Mark's (3-24-59).
400 for five periormatoees, of .• Warm PeMosori (tryout) (V-' TVr- ;*)
Trip Bountiful, Theatre East (2-2~S9).
Rashomon, Music Box <D) (2d
Widowers' Houses, D* \vntownr (3*3*59): *
“Twelfth Night” andr*fhree per¬ * land (17-18); Mctore. Seattle (19-20 (Bewk; 15 p> ($6.0O-$7»5O; 1,010; $38,Our Town, Circle In Squrre (346-59).
formance* of “Hamlet;” Preview Viewed im VARIETY, NUvift -ot».
500) (Claire Bloom, Rod Steiger,
tfw Greenwich Mew 0-1*56).

‘Story’ in Black

HAVE 3006 ANTE NOW
FOR TOWN’NEXT FALL

Off-Broadway Slows

Oscar Homolka, Akim Tamiroff).
Over $32,000. Previous week, $38,500 for first seven performances
and two previews.
Redhead, 46th St. (MC) (1st wk;
4 p) ($9.20; 1,297; $62410) (Gwen
Verdon). Opened last Thursday (5$
to six approvals (Aston, WorldTelegram; Chapman, News; Cole¬
man, Mirror; Kerr, Herald Trib¬
une; McClain, Joumal-American;
Watts, Post) and one thumb-down
(Atkinson, Times); over $36,300 for
first four performances and one
preview.
Requiem for a Nun, Golden (D)
(2d wk; 11 p) ($6.90; 800; $30,000)
(Ruth -Ford, Zachary Scott). Over
$16,000. Previous week, $12,900
for first three performances and
two previews.
Rivalry, Bijou (D) (1 p) ($6.90;
599; $22,500> (Richard Boone,
Nancy Kelly, Martin Gabel). Opened
last Saturday (TJ to. five afiirmative
notices (Coleman, Mirror; Funke,
Times; McClain, Journal-American;
McHarry, News; Watts, Post) and
two negative (Aston, World-Tele¬
gram; Kerr, Herald Tribune); al¬
most $6,700 for the first perform¬
ance and three previews.
Sunrise at Ccunpohello, Cort (D)
(54th wk; 428 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $38,300) (Ralph Bellamy). Nearly $30,200. Previous week, $33,400.
Tall Story, Belasco (C) (2d wk;
12 p) ($6.90; 1,037; $37,127). Al¬
most $24,000.
Previous week,
$25,600 for frst four performances
and two previews.
Third Best Sport, Ambassador
(C) (6th wk; 47 p) ($6.90; 1,155;
$43,800) (Celeste Holm).
Over
$18,400. 'Previous week, $22,000.
Touch of tbe Poet, Hayes <D)
(19th wk; 148 p) ($7.50; 1,139; $43,887) (Helen Haves. Eric Portman,
Kim Stanley, Betty Field). Over
$31,600. Previous week, $35,500.
Two for the Seesaw. Booth (CD)
(56th wk; 444 p) ($6.90; 780; $32,300) (Dana Andrews, Anne Brancroft). Almost $25,800. Previous
week, $27,900. Andrews vacations
next week, with Kevin McCarthy
subbing.
West Side Story, Winter Garden
(MD) (72d wk; 572 p) ($8.05; 1,404;
$64,213). Nearly $43,900. Previ¬
ous week, $51^00. Moves March 2
to the Broadway Theatre.
World of Suzie Wong, Broadhurst (D) (17th wk; 135 p) ($6.90;
1,214; $47,400).
Nearly $44,700
with parties. Previous week, $46,200 with parties.
Closed Last Week
Power ard the Glory, Phoenix
(D) (9th wk; 71 p) ($4.60; 1,150;
$29,382). Almost $15,100. Previ¬
ous week, $12,800. Closed Sunday
(8).
Whoop-Up (Shubert (MC) (7th
wk; 56 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $59,147).
Almost $30,100. Previous week,
$36,200. Closed Saturday (7) at
an approximate less of $300,000 on
a $360,000 investment.
Opening This Week
Legend of L’zzie, 54th St. (D)
($5.75-$8.C0; 1,037; $41,286). Hartney Arthur and Nat Stevens pres¬
entation of play by Reginald Law¬
rence; opened Monday night (9) to
one favorable review (Chapman,
News) and six unfavorable (Aston,
World-Telegram; Atkinson, Times;
Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Hereld
Tribune; McClain, Journal-Ameri¬
can; Watts, Post); closed last night
(Tues.) after two performances.
Most Happy Fella, City Center
(MD) ($3.80; 3,030; $61,812). N. Y.
City Center Light Opera Co. re¬
vival of Frank Loesser’s musical
adaptation of Sidney Howard’s
“They Knew What They Wanted”;
began limited two-week stand last
night (Tues.).

Mozart SRO in Atlanta
Atlanta, Feb. 10.
Mozart Concert - Opera Group
presented “Cosi Fan Tutte” in Eng¬
lish at two performances ThursdayFriday (5-6) at Tower Theatre to
pair of capacity (1,800 seats) houses.
Performers, Phyllis Curtin, Dolores
Wilson, Jane Hobson, David Lloyd,
Mac Morgan and James Pease
headed cast. Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra, grouped on stage with
players, provided the tunes. Top
price was $3.50.
Henry Sopkin conducts Atlanta
Symphony, which has a permanent
home and showcase in Tower (for¬
merly the Erlanger Theatre). House
is not large enough to accommo¬
date Symphony concerts and at¬
tractions at one sitting, so their
events are always scheduled in
pairs and/as with “Cosi Fan Tutte,**
SRO.
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Shows on Broadway
^sssssssa Continued from page 72 ssssssss
ator’s re-election by acclamation.*
The Rivalry
Martin Gabel, as the Senator
staged these incidental scenes who also proved himself to be a
loosely, with resultant loss of pace. \ statesman in his country’s hour of
; Bltt ‘’The tttvairy” is moving and crisis, is repeating the perform¬
compelling theatre, building stead¬ ance he played in the Coast edition
ily to touching and even'inspiring of the show, and he gives clarity
final scenes. The fact that it is and bite to a vivid character! His
based on history, with all the | vitality and drive provide much
dialog of the debate scenes pur¬ of the animation and momentum.
In general, Corwin has staged
portedly taken from on-the-scene
stenographic records (the first the performance skillfully. Al¬
time a political campaign had such i though his handling of the atmos¬
coverage), lessens the suspense. At I phere interludes and such inciden¬
the same time, it probably height¬ tals as the background music
ens the show’s credibility and seems imperfect, he has com¬
enhances the emotional involve¬ pressed and invigorated the playing
of the debate scenes and achievedment of the audience.
Television and film actor Rich¬ infectious warmth in the intimate
moments.
ard Boone, succeeding Raymond
The setting by David Hays cen¬
Massey, the perennial Lincoln who
played the part on the previous ters around a debating platform on
production on the Coast, gives a a raked stage, with a few additional
fine performance as the slow-mov¬ chairs for the connecting scenes.
ing and speaking Abe. Being The costumes by Motley are ap¬
younger than his predecessor, he’s propriate, with effective lighting
more suitable for the Rail Splitter by Tharon Musser and colorful
of the prairie years, and being an musical bridges by Dav.d Amram.
Hobe.
actor with a persuasive air of
directness and conviction, he is as
patient as the character he plays,
The Legend of Lizzie
starting quietly, building to the
Hartney Arthur & Nat Stevens presentation of two-act drama by Reginald Law¬
moments of greatness but never - rence.
Direction, Harmey Arthur; scenery
losing the humor and simplicity we and costumes, Ballou;
L-»e W—son; incidental music, Willard Straignl.
associate with a national idol.
Features
Douglas
Monigomctt,
- auc
Nancy Kelly gives a winning per¬ Meacham, Frank M. Thomas, Muriel
formance as the beautiful, gracious Kirkland, William Daniels, Lee Richard¬
son, Mary Mace, Joyce Ballou, Stephen
and wise Mrs. Douglas, the part Joyce.
Opened Feb. 9, ’59, at the 54th
played by radio alumnus Agnes Street (formerly Adelphi) Theatre, N.Y.;
top wee knights, $3.90 Saturday
Morehead in the previous produc¬ $5.75 and
opening.
tion. She has expressive shading nights
Atty. SeweU Douglas Montgomery
and change of tempo, and artfully Dist.
Lizzie Borden ........_Anne Meacham
Mary Mace
avoids what might be a hint of Emma Borden.
Phipps .
Lee Richardson
smugness in the role of the spouse Rev.
Bridget o Hanlon..
o:.ce Ballou
aware of what every woman blows. Mrs. Steers .
Miriam Phillips
By way of realists note, it may Minnie Jameson. Elsa Raven
Officer Mead
.
Red Colbin
be added that Miss Kelly wears a Asst,
Dist. Atty__William Daniels
series of stunning gowns, climaxed , Defense Attorney. Alfred Hinkley
Matron
Keenan
......
Frances
Hammond
by a low-cut item that, if the real
.
Jock MacGregor
' Mrs. Douglas had given curtain Judge
Court Clerk .
Lance " nard
calls, might have insured the Sen- Jury Foreman . Richard Durham
Clara Buchanan.....Geraldine P.ehvi .
Officer Long . Brendan Fay
Marshal Haynes -...
Lou Polan
Uncle Morse .
Frank Tweddell
Abby Borden. Muriel Kirkland
Andrew Borden.Frank M. Thomas
Court Stenographer . Edward Print?
Dr. Stone .
Grant Code
Henry Appleton . Stepper ' -ecc
Stranger . M. Throne
Children, townspeople: Drnny Do-'ace.
Penny Grayam, Jody Lane, John Nutting,
Barbara Lester, Ruth Marion.

About five years ago on the
“Suspense” television series there
was a drama by Reginald Law¬
rence about the Lizze Borden case,
the umpty-umpth time the notori¬
ous old yarn has been the -basis of
a show on tv, the screen or stage.
It has now been produced on
Broadway by Hartney Arthur and
Nat Stephens. It offers approx¬
imately nothing for Broadway,
films, stock or even the amateur
market.
The stage version has the ap¬

USkiCTY___
pearance of following the. tv ver¬
sion fairly closely, at least in out¬
line and technique. It involves an
unusually elaborate. physical pro¬
duction, with many short scenes,
frequent shifts of locale and
enough scenery to require a small
army of stagehands.
Despite all these visible appur¬
tenances pi' drama, however, the
play takes an unconscionable time
for trifles and, when it finally gets
to the basic events and the sup¬
posed motivations involved, offers
only hackneyed melodrama and
carefully innocuous pulp magazine
psychology. It all consumes about
two seemingly endless hours.
. Mired in the purple prose dialog
under co-producer Arthur’s portentious direction are Douglas
Montgomery as the over-dramatic
prosecutor, Anne Meacham as a
pathologically tense murderess,
Frank M. Thomas and Muriel Kirk¬
land as the parental victims, Wil¬
liam Daniels as the eager assistant
nT-nsecu^. Marv Mace as Lizzie’s
ovine older sister and a sizable
O-i a anx of supporting Equity mem¬
bers.
Only at the very last moment
does the show come succinctly to
life. Then a group of urchins come
downstage and, holding hands and
skipping in a circle, chant the
familiar old verse:
“Lizzie Borden took an axe.
And nave her mother -forty
whacks;
When she saw what she had done.
She gave her father fo^n-on?.” i
That’s more to the point than
the Reginald Lawrence play —
and more entertaining.
I
(Closed last night (Tues.) after j
two performances).
Hobe.
LONDON SHOWS
(Figures denote opening dates)
LONDON
At Drop of Hat, Fortunf f’-24-57>
Auntie Marne, Adelphi (9-10-58).
Breath of Spring, Duke York’s (3-26-58).
Brouhaha, Aldwych (8-27-53).
Chrysanthemum, Wales (llVS-SS).
Cinderella, Coliseum (12-18-58).
Day in Life Of, Savoy (10-1-58).
D'Oylv Carte, Prince’s (12-15-58).
Five Finger Exercise, Comedy (7-16-58)
For Adults Only, Strand (6-25-58).
Friends A Neighbors, Vic. Pal. (11-11-58).
Grass Is Greener, St. Mart. (12-2-58).
Hook, Line, Sinker, Piccadilly (11-19-58).
Irma La Douce, Lyric (7-17^8).
Living for Pleasure* Garrick (7»i0-58>.
Long, Short. Tall, Royal Ct. (1-7-59).
Repertory. Old Vjc (9-17-58).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58).
Not in the Book, Criterion-J4-2-.*«o
Roar Like a Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57).
Rose Tattoo, New (1-15-59).
S-lad D'Vs. Vaudeville (8-5-5=*'
S'mple Spvman, WnitehaJJ (3-*9-58).
Traveller Luggagg, Arts (1-29-59).
Tunnel of Love, Apollo (12-3-57).
Two for Seesaw, Havmarket (12-17-58).
Unexpected Guest, Duchess (8-12-58).
Vrimoufh, Saviile (1-27-59).
Where’s Charley, Pal-ace (2-20-5*)
West Side Story, Majesty's 02-12-58)
Woman On Stair, Westminster 0-22-59).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Taste of Honey, Wyndham’s (2-10-59V
Flings Ain't, Stratford Royal r?-17-59).
Blue Magic Revue, Wales (2-19-59).
Comedle Franchise. Princes (3-16-59).
CLOSED
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s 02-1-53).

Our deepest thanks
to

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN STEIN
•

The Dean of General Managers
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Literati
Holt’s Pending Acquisition
Henry Holt & Co.’s expansion
move, for a time, involved a major
popular publishing house which
would permit the latter a capital
gain and * a lifetime employment
contract for its key men.
Deal is cold now, at least for the
moment, but is a key to a new
trend in book publishing which, in
some instances, may involve stock
flotation, stock options and the
like. Holt, of course, is fully listed
on the American Stock Exchange
and has been one of the more
active issues in recent years.
The aborted publishing deal re¬
portedly involved around . $6,$7,000,000. It portends possibly
revived negotiations, or other
deals.
Dempsey’s Autobiography
Jack Dempsey’s autobiography;
as told to Bob Considine, will be
ublished in the fall of 1959 by
imon & Schuster. For over two
decades, publishers have been ask¬
ing for a first-person life story
from the champ.
Tlie contract was negotiated by
Monica McCall, by arrangement
with Jules Alberti, president of
Endorsements Inc,, and FloreyDempsey Inc., of Chicago, Demp¬
sey’s public relations firm.

S

,
Ben Wright’s New Post
Ben Wright’s new deal with the
United Publishing group, which
publishes Th’s Week (12,000,00(1
circulation), is executive veepee
for administration. William Niehgls
is the editor and publisher.
Wright exited Holt where he was
long v.p? cvfer the magazine diviT
sion (Field & Stream, Popular Gar¬
dening etc.).
Holt has taken on Franklin S.
Forsberg. eX-Popular Mechanics,
for Wright’s soot as v.p. and g.vn.
of the magazine publishing division.

that the strike has forced the shut¬
ting down of the paper.
Result of arbitrator’s decision
means that Schroth will have to
pay his former staffers or face a
suit for the money from the Guild.
CHATTER
Ray Robinson named managing
editor of Pageant mag.
Robert C. Atherton, exec editor
of Cosmopolitan mag for the last
five years, upped to editor.
Barrows bringing out D’Arcy Niland’s “Be Your Own Editor (Make
Your Stories Sell)” in March.
Jonathan David Publishers Inc.
authorized to conduct a printing
and publishing business in New
York.
Bernard Malamud, the novelist
and short-story writer, goes to the
U. of Chicago in March for several
lectures.
Great Neck Tribune Inc. author¬
ized to conduct a printers and
newspaper publishers business in
Great Neck, L.I.
American Foundations Publica¬
tions Inc. has been dissolved, ac¬
cording to papers filed with the
Secretary of State in Albany.
Novelist Richard Powell (“The
Philadelphian"), exiting N. W.
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, this
week to settle in Florida.
Ernest V. Heyn, who resigned as
editor of American Weekly, joins
Family Weekly and Suburbia To¬
day March 16 as editor-in-chief of
both publications.
The Weekly Scotsman, semi¬
literary prestige weekly, controlled
by Roy Thomson, Canadian news¬
paper owner, celebrating its 100th
year and 5,200th issue.
Consolidated Trade Publications
Inc., and Phonograph Publications
Inc. have both been dissolved.
Certificates were filed in Albany
by attorney Andrew J. Farb of
N.Y.C.
Flair, a new show business
monthly, hits,the stands March 1
in Britain. Peter Graig-Raymond,
former managing editor of Weekly
Film News and Town & Country,
is editor.

How Autobiogs Happen
For some time playwright and
Paris expatriate Presfon . Sturges
(recently returned to the Broadway
scene) has been say’ng that iPhe
*’Tote his memoirs he’d title ’em
“The Events Leading Up To My
Life.” It w?s kidding on the square
but it became serious when literary
agent Sterling Lord got him several |
publishers’ bids.
|
Sturges last week took one and
a $7,500 advance from Holt. All |
he has to do now is to write said
“Events.” Meantime he’s working ?!
with William Haslio Uoton, author
oi “The Earthwork Tractor,” on I
a video series for comedian Buddy |
Hackett.

SALE-

~3

SHUBERT THEATRE

fl

IN CINCINNATI. OHIO

j

BLACKSTONE THEATRE

|

'

and leas* of

GREAT NORTHERN THEATRE |
IN CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

DeMllle’s Memoirs
Prentice Hall will publish Cecil
B. DeMille's autobiography post¬ || Reply to Bex VI12-59, VARIETY,* I
humously next fall. Donald Hayne, ^ 154 West 46th St., New York 36 .§£
for 14 years the 77-year-old pro¬
ducer-director’s literary collabora¬
tor, is editing and polishing with
the approval and assistance of the
DeMille estate. All proceeds will
go to the C. B. DeMille Fund for
Charitable, Religious & Education¬
al Purposes. .
The material being edited cov¬
ers the late showman’s entire span,
his work in motion pictures, avia¬
tion, banking and other public ac¬
tivities as well as his personal story
and his ph’Tosoph'y.
The autobiog, contracted for by
P-H some years ago, was to have
been published a couple of years
back to coincide with his climactic
“10 Commandments.”
Bklyn Eagle’s $1,000,000 Severance
Prof. “W. Willard Mirtz of North¬
western Univ., arbitrator, has ruled
that Frank Schroth, publisher of
the erstwhile Brooklyn Eagle, must
pay about $1,000,000 in severance,
vacation and other back pay to 315
of his former employees.
Brooklyn daily went out of busi¬
ness ih 1955 after a strike by the
Newspaper Guild. No fund fop pay¬
ment of severance and wages had
been set up by The Eagle before
suspension. Corporation owning.
Eagle did not file for bankruptcy
when it closed down. It liquidated
its assets and paid what it con¬
sidered its debts.
Arbitrator denied Schroth’s coun¬
terclaim for $2,000,000. damages
from the Guild made on the ground
MONTGOMERY COUNTY MEMORIAL BLD'G
,

Robert Fryer and Lawrence Carr
Producers, “REDHEAD? -.

p

| to purchasers intending to use the |
property as Legitimate Theatres. ||

DAYTON 2, OHIO *

Available For Sommer Theatre Rental
UN seat Air Conditioned Theatre. Fully equipped stage* 46 sets ef lines with
most modem stage lighting equipment and preset heard. 11 dressing reams,
capacity 10#.
Theatre recently renovated at cost ef nearly tl4N4Ns Located In Dayton,
Ohio, population* MM##, potential draw within a radius ef 4$ mil#*, MM4H.
Ample perking facilities.
For loose from June 14th, ltJt through Sep’t Ifth, TMt.

F. C. ALIEN. Manager-

-•AMwiii 3-75*1
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aculously was saved from a major
tragedy by a quick-thinking pilot.
Mrs, Betty Davis, thrice wed,
who was listed a suicide in her
Savoy Hilton apartment when in¬
dustrialist Sinclair Robinson al¬
legedly jilted her over the week¬
end, was wk. in show biz. She
had been previously married to
playwright-angel Edgar (“The Lad¬
der”) Davis and Dr. Maxwell
Maltz, plastic surgeon with a large
show biz clientele. Robinson was
at one time partnered with Charles
(Buddy) Rogers (Mary Pickford’s
husband) in a vidpix outfit which
maintained offices in his Squibb
Bldg, law offices.

“Way in” is the new argot for
real-square. It’s the antithesis of
the “far out” beatniks.
{Jail Benedict named to head
the pubrelations setup of the Savoy
Hilton Hotel and Trader Vic’s.
Collie Small doing a profile of
El Eaneho Vegas (Las Vegas),
boniface Beldon Katleman for
Holiday.
Lucille Ball took to the hills—
the Grossinger hills, that is, for
her maiden safari there over the
past weekend.
Mrs., Milton Krasney, wife of
the General Artists Carp. exec, re¬
cuperating from surgery at the
Doctors Hosp.
Betty Madigan is still signed
By George Mezoefi
with the William Morris Agency
(32 Florastrasse; 34-70-32)
although her ad in last week’s
TV
subscribers
in Switzerland
issue omitted that.
Kay Thompson to visit Russia passed the 50,000 mark .beginning
of
this
year.
next Tuesday, (17). Author-per¬
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” (M-G)
former will spend four weeks there
doing turnaway biz at the Scala
and gander the Soviet theatre.
Jan (Luchow’s) Mitchell reported here.
Schauspielhaus rehearsing re¬
Interested in buying Lundy’s, the
Sheepshead Bay seafood emporium vival of Thornton Wilder’s “Skin
which is a mass-production grosser. of Our Teeth.”
Theatre am Hechtplatz, new 260* Fred Roozen, longtime maitre d*
for Jan Mitchell at Luchow’s and seat legiter now under construc¬
latterly at the Hotel Astor, bought] tion, set to open next March.
Italian tenor Lorenzo Sabatucci
the Waveriy Inn, Cheshire, Conn.
RCA exec Frank M. Folsom on a set at Stadttheatre for several
two-week safari with Cardinal guest stints starting with “Butter¬
p
Spellman to Mexico, Guatemala fly.”
Ketti Fling’s adaptation
of
and other Central American stopThomas Wolfe’s “Look Homeward,
offs.
Pianist Robert Mueller who won Angel” garnered top reviews at
a San Francisco Music Critics Stadttheatre Basle.
A nudie pic by Zurich freelance
“award” dated for Germany,
France, Austria, Britain and Italy producer Werner Kunz, “Around
the World With Nothing On,” set
this spring.
Scribner’s, the book house, feted for public showings at KongressIts Jerry McMann on his 50th haus here, for all over 18.
New satirical German feature
birthday with a feed and a sou¬
venir newspaper. Impiety, with a Wir Wunderirinder” turned Into
the season’s sleeper in Berne, Swiss
semi-VARiETY format.
New restaurant in the Berkshire capital: After a slow start, wordHotel (Knott chain) will probably of-mouth set in and pic is now in
again be called the Barberry Room 11th sellout week at the Rex.
after the original Norman Bel
Swiss film “Cafe Odeon” (GloriaGeddes-designed bistro.
film) being filmed on location at
Voice over the Vahtzty phone: Zurich’s historical Cafe Odeon,
“Did you know Maria Callas’ gown literary and artistic meeting-place
at 4H Pirata’ was designed by Vicki of many decades. Kurt Frueh is
Puccini, granddaughter of the com¬ directing the Max Dora production,
poser?” No.' we didn’t.
F.a. of Michele Morgan for the
Beulah Weil threw a Manhattan Geneva opening of Gallic pic
ibirthday partv (two months late) “Maxime,” in which she is cofor former Theatre Guild stage starred with Charles Boyer, lifted
director Mary Hunter who Is now pic into the top b.o. class at the
Mrs. Herman Wolf of Hartford.
Rialto there. It was star’s first in
Antoinette (Toni) Spitzer, chased that city.
out by the Castro situation, relin¬
quished her Fnbana Riviera Hotel
publicity berth and planning a
return to the Gofhamsp.a. ranks.
By Ray Feves
Myrtle Anne Rodgers engaged! (3447 NJE. 26th Ave.; ATI-3076)
to Edward J. McGrath. She’s the
_
Day,
Dawn
& Dusk at Anlato’s
daughter of the late William F.!
Rodgers, longtime. Loew’s Inc. Supper dub.
.
John
Hamrick’s
Liberty Theatre
■ales vice president and a leading
being tom down.
industry figure.
The Topnotchers held over at
Elia
and Tennessee Wil¬
liams own most of “Sweet Bird of the Frontier Room. '
The Oregon Centennial Exposi¬
Youth” which Cheryl Crawford is
presenting next month at the Mar¬ tion Commission is sparring with
tin Bfyk. Adored by Williams, AGVA rep Jack McCoy about the
MCA talent setup.
staged by Kazan.
The seventh floor of the newlyThe Artie Shaws (Evelyn Keyes)
in town to dispose some of their erected jSheraton Hotel has . been
belongings before returning to the Completed. The Hilton gets under
Costa Brava in Spain where they construction soon.
Leo Jaroff dickering for the
have been residing. Shaw has
made his home there the past Evergreen Hotel in Vancouver,
three years.
i Wash., with the idea of having a
Earle (Celebrity Service) Black- j nitery on second floor.
well had “the town’*’ at his cuffo i Zolly Volchok, part boss of
Harwyn Club post-“Redhead” pre¬ Northwest Releasing Corp., back
miere in honor of Gwen Verdon home after a biz trip to L.A. to
and the cast. From the coatroom pencil in legit and vaude, type
to the waiters, the staff wore red shows for. bis one-nighter circuit
in’the Northwest area. Julie Harris
wigs as part of the. props.
One of those unthinking juxta¬ in “Warm Peninsula” will luck off
position of news events and ad the season the middle of February.
copy occurred on a newscaster's
report of the American Airlines’
tragedy. The commercial for the
By Gene Moskowitz
airline that followed stressed “can
(28 rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44)
land anywhere.” Sure did! . Maria Schell, star of the German
Alfred Hitchcock’s “Vertigo”
“Sins of Rose Bernd,” accepted a (Par) in for good reviews and biz
citation as “outstanding actress of to match.
the yearv (1958)” from the editors
Jacqueline Porel filling in for
and critics of the Aufbau and ailing Edwige Feuillere in legiter
Staats-Zeitung Herold on the stage “Lucy Crown.”
of the Little Catnegie Theatre last
Singing four, Les Freres Jac¬
ques,. continuing successful recital
Some $1,200,000 in Israel Bonds at the Varietes.
have been pledged for “admis¬
Claude Dauphin’s legiter “La
sions” to the George Jessel testi¬ Folie,” by Louis Ducreux, getting
monial dinner Feb. 24 at the only so-so reviews. „
Beverly Hilton Hotel, in BevHills.
Perry Wolff headquarters here
President Truman may tape a for CBS vidfilm series (“Solitaire”)
greeting to be broadcast to the to be made all over Europe.
banqueteers that night.
Richard Basehart in to finish
Broadway returners from the interiors on his first French pic
new Rockefeller resort develop¬ stint, “L’Ambitieuse,” directed by
ment in Puerto Rico at Dorado—an Yves Allegret.
hour’s private plane ride away
Michele Morgan might do her
from San Juan—is that the “quiet” first legit venture next season in
aspects of resort are all that. Per¬ Gabriel Arout’s adaptation of
haps too much so, with golfing and “Madame Solario.”
sunning as the prime activity, but
Nicole Courcel replacing Jeanne
little else to do.
Moreau in longrun legit hit “La
Lou Monte, RCA Victor artist, Bonne Soupe.” Garson Kanin now
walked into the diskery the day adapting for Broadway.
after that tragic American Airlines
Comedie-Francaise to London in
crash at LaGuardia to recount how March for first stint in eight years
he and his wife were on the stand¬ with two Moliere comedies and
by list because he was anxious to one Georges Feydeau farce.
make the turbo-jot flight but, most
Jean Anouilh’rf new play “L’Hurfortunatplv fo** them, they roirpi* leberlu” (The Nitwit) takes over
got on. Firry Tr’»”irtz *,ras on
the Comedie Des Champs-Elysees.
transAtlo"t;c
dron^-d It’s Anouilh’s first new play in two
so precipitously 29,090 feet and mir¬ years.

Zurich

Portland, Ore.

Paris

London
(COVent Garden 0135/6/7)
Marius Goring to Hamburg for
Noberti opens a four weeks’ Dor¬
chester cabaret stint next Mon¬
day (16).
Irving Rubine, v.p. of Highroad
Productions, undergoing surgery
in a London hospital.
Robert Taylor was a guest of
honor with Sir Frederick Pile at
yesterday’s (Tues,) Variety Club
luncheon.
Peter Wood will direct “As You
Like It” at Stratford (Ont.) Shake¬
spearean Festival this summer with
Irene Worth as Rosalind,
location lensing on “Long Dis¬
tance,” Sydney Box Production
starring Eddie Constantine, Dawn
Addams and Nadine Tallier.
Henry Sherek due to visit
Tanganyika next spring in connec¬
tion with the estate of his brotherin-law who died Inst November.
Julie Andrews and Anne Rogers
guested on “Late Extra,’’ tv pro¬
gram marking the end of the
London run of “The Boy Friend.”
Dirk Bogarde performed official
opening ceremony of new Colum¬
bia Theatre, first West End picture
house to be opened in more than
20 years.
Orb International tossed recep¬
tion yesterday (Tues.) for Duke
of Bedford, to honor presentation
of “Nudist Paradise,” which was
filmed at his home, Woburn
Abbey.
Noel Coward returned to New
York via the Elizabeth. Fellow
passengers include Andrew W.
Johnston, Decca Records veepee,
and M. E. Ricketts, managing direc¬
tor of Chappells, British music
pubbery.

By Lary Solloway
(1755 Calais Dr.; UNion 5-5389)
The Irv (Chi Sun-Times) Kupcinets at the Diplomat, making the
after-dark key spots.
. George Gobel, in for one-nighter
on the “Calvalqade of Stars,” spent
the Week here with the Murray
Franklins.
Betty Grable contemplating an
okay on holdover bid by Latin
Quarter until Jimmy Durante ar¬
rives' Feb. 23.
Two-week closing notice up for
“Jump For Joy” revusical at Copa
City; it’s customary bulletin in
event biz doesn’t pick up.
Walter Winchell planed out for
Gotham—returns later in month
to emcee Police & Firemen’s an¬
nual Benevolent Association ben¬
efit.
' *
Ed Sullivan will stop off for
visit with the Ben (Sahara) Gaines
on way from Portugal He emcees
Heart Fund Ball on the 18th in
Palm Beach.
Joe E. Leyrls in for week before
Roc date. Spending time with pals
Danny Arnstein, Marion Colby and
spouse. Judge Beraie Frank, and
Swifty Morgan.
Lester Gottlieb and Nat Kalcheim caught “Newcomers of *28”
at the Deauville and recommended
Broadway showcasing to producer
Jackie Barnett.
George Raft • listening to blan¬
dishments of Riviera (N.Y.) owner
Dave Shaer at Eden Roc. Shaer
would like him to front the spot,
when it reopens soon with Donald
O’Connor toplining.
Eve Block & Jesse Solly joined
lifelong friends Mary Livingston
and Jack Benny for get-together
Fontainebleau vacash. Garson Ka¬
nin and Ruth Gordon, the Bennett
Cerfs also sunning at the plushery.

By Eric Gorrick
. (Film House, Sydney)
Amusement parks are doing okay
here with new U.S. acts over the
summer term.
Paramount now releasing “Ten
Commandments” in key suburbs at
upped admissions.
J. C: Williamson Ltd. will preem
‘Grab Me a Gondola” at Empire,
Sydney, late April.
Metro is mulling more ozoner
sites here under the direction of
Bernie Freeman on loop build.
Hoyts’ pic loop releasing “Roof
of Japan” at Esquire, Sydney, on
deal with Independent Film Dis¬
tributors.
Shirl Conway here to star in
‘Auntie Marne” for Garnet Carroll at Princess, Melbourne, open¬
ing Feb, 18.
Amazing thing to homebrew,
showmen is that newsreel theatrette biz is still at a top level on
a grind policy.
No product deal has yet been set
between Hoyts' chain and Warners.
“Feud” has been in operation now
for several weeks.
Major circuits will continue
date-and-date policy • throughout
the year with top product on agree¬
ment with distributors.
Stanley Kramer has his cameras

working on the Nevll Shute yam
“On the Beach” in Melbourne with
Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner and
Fred Astaire.
Harry Wrell, indie producer, is
leasing the Empire, Sydney, for a
term from J. C. Williamson Ltd.
for a series of revues with oldtime local stars.
Bid underway by Independent
Film Distributors, headed by Errol
Heath, for the importation of sev¬
eral Japanese-made pix next year
for the art houses.

By Hal V. Cohen A1 Hine’s latest novel, “Birthday
Boy,” due on the stands end of
March. Local boy, Glen Tetley, one of
Agnes deMille’s leading dancers
in “Juno.”
Max Friedman, who has been
writing songs for 40 years, elected
to ASCAP.
John Horgan finished new play,
“Cash and Carriage,” and sent it
off to the agents.
Vince Barnett flew in from Hol¬
lywood for 82d birthday- of his
father, Luke Barnett.
The Playhouse’s ’59 spring re¬
vue, “To the Point,” will salute
Pittsburgh’s Bicentennial.
Symphony p.a. Zane Knauss will
handle publicity for Bicentennial
pageant, “The Golden Crucible.”
Gabe Rubin’s new drive-in at
South Park, -which will have a
1.200-car capacity, nearing comple¬
tion.
Public relationser Bud Mellott
set for lead in Mt. Lebanon Play¬
ers’ production of “Trial of Mary
Dugan.”
Warner Theatre will install
Todd-AO equipment when Cine¬
rama “South Seas Adventure'*
winds up.
Shirley Letreille and son re¬
turned to West Coast after Variety
Club banquet honoring her uncle,
Harold C. Lund.
Nixon figures to wind up second
run of “South Pacific” (20th) and
open Disney’s "Sleeping Beauty’f
(BV) early in March.

Rome
By Robert F. Hawkins
(Stampa Esjtera; .675 906)
Aldo Ray in for Italo opening of
“Naked and the Dead,” RKO pic
which Rank is,releasing here.
Globe Films copped release of
controversial “Les Amants”- (The
Lovers) for Italy, after drastic
Cuts.
Fernandel expected in Rome for
opening of “La Vie Deux” and to
shoot ‘Temale Psychiatrist” for
director Jean Boyer and Dama
Films.
Vittorio DeSica, Lea Massari,
Marco VIcario, Cosetta Greco;
Sandra Milo fly to Lisbon for
carnival season there.
Large
French, delegation is also expected.
Giulletta Masina, whose latest
pic “Hell in the City” opened to
top reviews here, off to London
for “Royal Film Show.” Actress is
candidate for 1958 Italo thesping
.award for "Fortunella.”
’Paths of Glory” (UA), “Days of
Wrath” (Globe), and “Harp of
Burma” (Globe) are the three
candidates for best foreign pic
/Swards when Italian “Silver Rib¬
bons” for 1958 are presented
Feb. 16.
Federico Fellini, whose “Sweet
Life” is slated to start Feb. 20, to
Milan, where he’s to present direc¬
tor Pietro Germ! with “San
Fedele” award for “A Man of
Straw.” Fellini won last year with
“Cabiria.”
Belinda Lee, British actress,
winding up her first post-Rank pic
stint with “The Nights of Lucretia
Borgia,” opposite Jacques Sernas.
Domenico Modugno planning re¬
cital in Rome, mid-February, to be
called “Modugno Story.” Theatre
still unSet.

House Reviews
- Continued from page 69

Franeais, Ottawa
bill, is a comely lass with long
dark ring-a-lets, a fresh warm
smile, one dull and one zlngy cos¬
tume and plenty of s.a. She occa¬
sionally busts out of the standard
tap pattern.
Second, Frenchie Mendey, is* a
goodlooking young show biz vet¬
eran, a Negro, with loads of per¬
sonality. After a two-minute tap
teaser he vanishes and lets ’em
scream for him. After 15 minutes’
solo-tap, some delicate, skilled
softshoe and some amusing patter
in French and English, he brings
on Miss Lenge for a lively -native
duo-terp, then winds briefly alone
and had to beg off when caught.
Gard.

Fred Robbins in from N.Y.
A. C. Lyles returned from Flor¬
ida.
Tom Lea arrived from El Paso
home.
Sammy Davis Jr. sued for
divorce.
Harry Zevin underwent major
surgery.
Robert W. Sarnoff in from
Gotham.
Robert L. Lippert skied to
Mexico City.
Oscar Kantner recovering from
major surgery*
Paul Endersby, Canadian agent;
here from Toronto.
'Julius Tannens celebrated their
59th wedding anni.
John Sturges planed to Rangoon
for Metro’s “Never So Few.”
Harold Hecht to London for
opening of “Separate Tables.”.
Darryl F. Zanuck flew in from
N. Y. to prep “De Luxe Tour.”
Helene Hayhurst succeeds Ed
Ballard as American International
Pictures comptroller.
Kenneth Grossman off to Far
East to scout locations for Andy
Stone’s “Last Voyage.”
James Gamer and Jack Kelly
will co-emcee Alex Cooper memo¬
rial show Feb. 20 at Shrine Aud.
Ray Stricklyn won Daniel Blum
annual Screen World Award for
his performance in “10 North Fred¬
erick.”
Dimitri Tiomkins hosted officers
of French Society of Authors, Com¬
posers & Publishers with dinnerdance at Beverly Hilton.
William J. McEIwaine to Frisco
to'sit in for Harold W. Seidenberg,
manager of Cinerama showcase
Orpheum Theatre, who’s out with
heart attack.
New goal in pledges for State of
Israel Bonds, in connection with
the testimonial dinner for George
Jessel Feb..24 at Beverly Hilton
Hotel, Bevhills, is now $1,000,000
instead of the* original $500,000.
Raise is result of Eddie Cantor and
Louis H. Boyar, Los Angeles busi¬
ness man, pledging to sell $500,000
by themselves.
Entertainment industry will kick
off its participation in the Los
Angeles campaign for 1959 .United
Jewish Welfare Fund with a
luncheon Feb. 19 at the Beverly
Hills Hotel. Steve Broidy, Jack
Karp, Sid Rogell and Mendel B.
Silberberg are handling arrange¬
ments for event, then a report willbe made by exec vice-chairman
Herbert A. Friedman and wards
will be presented to those who
took part in last year’s drive.

By Lewis Garyo
The Tivoli doing good b.o. with
“Inn of the' Sixth Happiness”
(20th).
Dept of Information in future
will distribute annual cash prizes
to best films and stage plays and
to best actor and actress of both
mediums.
Lisbon has new deluxe hotel
O Mundial built by Insurance Co.
of the same name. Restaurant and
bar on the roof. Tivoli hotel also
opened its new addition with
restaurant, bar and night club
atop the building.
Twin houses S. Luiz and Alvalade
presenting “The Man of
Straw,” an Italian film directed by
Pietro Germi that copped a
Cannes prize. Germi, who is also
pic’s star, and his partner, Franca
Bettoia, in town for opening.
French filmstar Danik Patisson
here for “Cousin Basilio,” to be
directed by Antonio Lopes Ribeiro,
Portuguese film star, Antonio
Vilar, who recently played in
Spain opposite Brigitte Bardot,
will be male lead. “Basilio” is
French-Portuguese coproduction.

Scotland
By Gordon Irving
(Glasgow: BEArsden 5566)
MaxBygraves set to top vaude at
Empire, Edinburgh; Feb. 23.
Scot thespers meeting in annual
confab under banner of British
Equity.
John Watt, Howard & Wyndham
flack, marrying dancer. Denise
Shaune at Edinburgh Feb. 14; •
Cicely Courtneidge set for Ly¬
ceum, Edinburgh, March 2 in
“Fool’s Paradise,” by Peter Coke.
_ Scot Theatrical & Variety Art¬
istes Benevolent Fund staging an¬
nual show biz ball at City Chembers, Glasgow, Feb. 12.
Duncan Macrae and Lennox
Milne scoring in. late James
Bridie’s “Forrigan Reel” at Gate¬
way Theatre, Edinburgh.
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where her husband had been ah I
executive of Warner Bros. Thea¬
tres. They subsequently moved to
N. Y. when Kalmine was promoted
to a top homeoffice post.
In addition, to her husband, she
is survived by two daughters, two
UNA O’CONNOR
, , Howard Lindsay-Russel Crouse sisters and a brother.
Una O’Connor, 78, veteran legit musical comedy, “Call MeM&dam,”
CHARLES O’REILLY '
and film actress, known for her died Feb. 4 in Flushing, L.I.
As a singer, he introduced such
Charles O’Reilly, 73, a founder
portrayal of servant roles died
Feb. 4 in New York, after a long numbers as “Look for the Silver and honorary chairman of the
Lining,” and “If You Were the board of the ABC Vending Corp.,
illness.
Born in Ireland, she attended Only Girl in the World, and I Was died Feb. 4 on Long Island.
He was long identified with the
convent schools and studied in the Only Boy.” In 1917,'at the-re¬
Paris. She was about to become a quest of George M. Cohan, he first film industry and in recent years
teacher when the lure of acting sang “Over There.” He appeared with providing of refreshments in
prompted to join'the Abbey Thea¬ in numerous Broadway hits, includ¬ theatres, sports stadiums and
tre School in Dublin, Ireland. She ing “Sally,” with Marilyn Miller, transportation terminals. He re¬
made her debut in the theatre’s and in five successive “Ziegfeld tired as chairman of ABC Vending
1911 production of “The Shewing- Follies” editions, 1924-28. In re¬ Corp. last July.
In 1912, he built the 68th Street
Up of Blanco *Posnet.” She came cent years he appeared on numer¬
Playhouse at the corner of Third
to the U. S. in this play later in ous tv shows.
Brother and sister survive.
Avenue, among the first of the film
that year.- She made her London
houses. He introduced organ music
debut at the Court Theatre in 1913
to replace the piano accompani¬
MEYER BERGER
in “The Magic Glass.”
Meyer Berger, 60, Pulitzer Prize ment. He served as president of
Among the plays in which she
the
Motion Picture Theatre Ownwinning
reporter
and
columnist
fold
was seen in London were “The
.ers Chamber of Commerce, with
Starlight Express,” “Paddy the the New York Times, died Feb. 8 whom he started a successful cam¬
in
New
York.
Next Best Thing” and “Plus
Born on the lower east side in paign to end the Sunday ban on
Fours.” She scored a great success
showings. He was also former
in “The Fake” in London in 1924 N.Y., he was one of 11 children. film
He
had to quit Eastern District prexy of the Motion Picture Thea¬
and in the U. S. at the Hudson
Owners of N. Y. and the N. Y.
Theatre the same year. In the High School after two terms and tre
State Motion Picture Exhibitors
1920’s and 30's, she appeared in go to work. He became a copy boy
the London productions of “Mac¬ for the New York World. Joining League.
In 1926, he joined Benjamin
beth,” “Chance Acquaintance,” up, Berger earned a sergeant’s Sherman,
the present chairman of
“The Silver Box,” “Cavalcade” and stripes, a Purple Heart and the
Vending, and Louis H. Kle“Passing of-the Third Floor Back.” Silver Star with the 106th Infan¬ ABC
benov,
ABC’S
first vice president
try
of
the
7th
Division
in
France
In the 1940’s and 50’s, her New
in forming the Sanitary Automatic
York plays included “The Ryan during the first World War.
After the war, the World sent .Candy Corp. to serve refreshments
Girl,” “The Linden Tree,” “The
other places of
Shop at Sly Corner,” “The En¬ him to Brooklyn as a police re¬ in theatres and
In 1947, this company
chanted” and “The Starcross porter. Later he was top rewrite amusements.
was merged with Berio Vending
man
for
the
Standard
News
Assn,
Story.”
in Brooklyn. In March, 1924, when Corp. of Philadelphia to form
Her film career began in 1929 the Times started , a Brooklyn ABC.
His brother survives.
Queens news section, he became
chief rewrite man for that project
.BERTRAND ROBINSON
and went on to work as general
"Journalism's loss ... Kaufman
Bertrand Robinson, 70, a drama¬
reporter. Except for 1937-38, when
he was with the New Yorker, he tist and actor who collaborated
had the acute perception of thm
had been with the Times ever since. with Howard Lindsay on three
American columnist at his best.. .”
In recent years his column, comedies, died Feb. 4 in New York.
He and Howard Lindsay met
“About New York,” appeared, in
London Evening News
the Times on Monday, Wednesday while both were appearing in
and Friday. He won . a Pulitzer vaudeville. The three plays on
Pri?e in. 1950 for his account of which they collaborated all were
the shooting of 13 persons by a produced on Broadway. The first
crazed veteran in Camden, N.J. was “Tommy,” in 1928. Then came
Remembered on hTs birthday
Author of many magazine articles, “Your Uncle Dudley” in 1930 and
Feb. IS and every day.
he also ghost-wrote a life story of “Oh, Promise Me” the following
Joe Louis, the boxer and published year.
9UEENIE
In 1935, he and Maxwell Hawk¬
three books:“The'Eight Million,”
in 1942; “Men of Maryknoll,” ins wrote “Crime Marches On,”
1943; and “The Story of the New which opened that year at the
Morosco Theatre. He later drama¬
York Times,” in 1951.
and included “Dark Red Roses,’
His wife, six brothers and two tized Thorne Smith’s novel "“The
“The Informer,” “David Copper- sisters survive.
Bishop’s Jaegers” and called the
field,” “Cavalcade,” “The Invisible
play “You Forgot Your Gloves.” A
Man,” “Barretts of Wimp ole
former member of The Lambs, he
BEULAH
ZACHARY
Street.” “Rose Marie,” “The Bells
wrote some of the skits for the
Beulah
Zachary,
producer
of
of St. Mary’s,” “Cluny Brown"
“Kukla, Fran and Ollie” tv show-, Lambs Gambols. A few of them
“This Land is Mine” and “Of Hu¬ died
were included in “Who Cares,” a
Feb.
3
in
the
American
Air¬
man Bondage.” Her recent Broad¬
plane crash in the East River, Lambs revue produced in 1930 at
way role was that of Janet Mac¬ lines York.
She was a school teach¬ Chanin’s 46th Street Theatre.
kenzie in “Witness for the Prosecu¬ New
His wife and brother survive.
er
in
Brevard, N. C. before moving
tion” in 1954^55, in which she also to New
York, where she worked as
toured. She repeated this role in a stage manager
HARRY A. BERCOVICH
for
several
Broad¬
the 1958 United Artists film of the way productions.
Harry A. Bercovich, 67, veteran
same name.
While touring with a legit show. showman and exhibitor, died Jan.
Miss Zachary joined tv station 31 in Regina, Sask.. where he
JOHNWILDBERG
WBKB, Chicago, in 1944, and three owned the Broadway Theatre. He
John WiJdberg, 55, American years later began as the first—and joined the Allen Theatre organiza¬
producer, died Feb. 5 in London. only—producer of KFO. She was tion in Edmonton, Alta., in 1917
Bom in New York, he studied law on her way .to N. Y. on KFO busi¬ and managed a road show, “Joanne
hut later turned to producing plays ness when she was killed.
the Woman,” with Geraldine Far-,
and film distribution.
rar.
Brother and sister survive.
* Bercovich moved to Moose Jaw.
Tik first legit production was "A
Sask., to manage the Monarch and
Woman’s a Fool to Be Clever,”
GWILI ANDRE •
which closed after seven perform¬
Gwili Andre, 51, former Danish Allen Theatres, then went to_ Re¬
ances In 1938. His production luck film actress and onetime model, gina in 1919 as Saskatchewan su¬
changed in 1942, when in associa¬ was burned to death Feb. 5 when pervisor of the Allen chain and
tion with Cheryl Crawford, he pro¬ fire sweptrher Venice,.Cal* apart¬ manager of the Allen, Rex and
duced a revival of George Gersh¬ ment She whs a prominent photog¬ Rose Theatres. He was associated
win’s “Porgy and Bess.” He also raphers’ model after arriving in with Odeon Theatres of Canada
New York in the ’20s from her from 1942 toX948.
Surviving are his wife and two
native Denmark, and in 1932 was
sons, Arnold, manager of the
signed by RKO to'a contract.
In Fond Momory of
After three pictures, however, Broadway, and Murray, assistant
first of which was opposite Richard manager.
Dix in “Roar of the Dragon,” her
S. JAY KAUFMAN
JAMES NAPIER
option was not renewed and for a
James Napier, 79, former solo
time sheTeturned to modelling. In
On His Birthday
1931, she married Philadelphia clarinetist with the Romanelli
February 15th
chess champion Stanislaws Miot- Brothers at the Tivoli Theatre and
kowski, and later Beverly Hills their King Edward Hotel dance
Florence Anglin Kaufman
realtor William Cross, both mar¬ orch in Toronto, died there Feb. 1.
riages ending in divorce. In recent Bom in Glasgow, he came to Can¬
years she had been living in retire¬ ada in 1900 and toured with'the
Belleville Kiltie Band In North
ment.
associated with Miss Crawford in
American vaudeville prior to World
the 1943 production of “One Touch
War I.
JACK SHEEHAN
of Venus.” In 1944, he brought
Later he played with the Cadillac
Jack
Sheehan,
67,
actor,
died
last
“Anna Lucasta” and its semi-pro¬
11 -in New York. At the time Theatre orch in Detroit, then re¬
fessional cast to Broadway from a Dec.
his death, previously unreported turned to Toronto to join Pantages
Harlem theatre. The play ran for of
in Variety, he was appearing in Theatre, largest vaude and picture
956 performances.
the Broadway production of “Look house in Canada, where he re¬
In 1946, Wildberg made the first Homeward, Angel.”
mained for nine years. He then
of numerous business trips to Great
Sheehan made his Broadway joined the Romanelli Brothers and,
Britain. He opened offices there legit bow in 1926 in “Katja” As since that time, had also been
and moved his residence to London a boy, he had performed in “Uncle teaching;
„
eight years ago. In 1950, he brought Tom’s Cabin” in his hometown of
Survived by two sons and two
to Broadway a British production Manchester, N.H. He had. ap¬ daughters.
of “Black Chiffon,” with Flora peared in a number of shows dur¬
Robson.
TOMMY PALM
ing his acting career and prior to
Tommy Palmigiano, 28, musician,
His wife survives.
“Angel”- had toured in “Witness
composer and singer, known pro¬
for -the Prosecution.”
HERBERT J. YATES JR.
Three brothers and three sisters fessionally at Tommy Palm, died
Herbert J. Yates Jr., 55, former survive. He was the husband of Jan. 30 in Queens, N.Y., after a
vice-president and treasurer of actress Doris Patston, who died long illness.
Republic Pictures Corp., of which in 1957.
He played guitar and wrote sev¬
his father is president, died Feb,
eral pop tunes, including “World
6 in Port Washington, L.I.
NETTIE KALMINE
of Love,” “If You Xove Me,” “It’s
Wife, two sons, two brothers and
Mrs. Nettie Kalmine, wife .of True,”. “Puppy Love,” and “I’ve
a sister also survive.
j Harry M. Kalmine, v.p. and gen¬ Been Dreaming,” all recorded by
eral manager of Stanley' Warner a group called “The Rogues” of
IRVING FISHER
j Corp., died Feto. 3 in New York which he was a member. In 1958 he
Irving Fisher, 73, the actor who j after a long illness,
wrote and arranged “Black Knte
impersonated former Pres. Harry ; Born in Newark, N. J., Mrs. Kal- Socks” and “Stroll With Me Baby,”
S. Truman in the Irving Berlin- i mine was also known in Pittsburgh which he recorded for his own

S. JAY KAUFMAN

79
label, Bop Records. As a member
of The Rogues, he appeared on
numerous tv programs.
Mother, father and four sisters
survive.
ROBERT V. FINCH
Robert V. Finch, 49, playwright |
and tv scripter, died Feb. 4 in
Chapel Hill, N. C. Among his play
credits is “Whistler’s Grand¬
mother,” a comedy presented in
1952 at the President Theatre,
N. Y, He also authored a hook of
one-act plays published in England.
A native of Fayette, Iowa, Finch
attended Yale U. on a dramatics
fellowship from 1932 to 1935. He
first came to Chapel Hill in 1932
and was associated as a student
and playwright with the Carolina
Playmakers.
Surviving are his wife, the for¬
mer Betty Smith, author of “A.
Tree Grows in Brooklyn”; a sister
and two brothers.
WORTHE W. FAULKNER
Worthe W. Faulkner, 71, former
concert and musicomedy baritone,;
died Feb. 2 in Chicago of cancer. 1
He had been active as a recitalist
three decades and more ago. His
Broadway credits included the
1926-27 Eddie Dowling production,
“Honeymoon Lane.”
In recent years Faulkner com¬
piled extensive industrial holdings,
and was a director of Mainbocher
Inc., the New York couturier. He
was active in Chi opera circles, and
had provided scholarships for sev¬
eral young singers training for
concert careers.
'
Survived by a stepdaughter.
FENTON D. SCHRIBNER
Fenton D. Schribner, 48, former
theatre manager, was found dead
of carbon monoxide poisoning Jan.
30 in his parked car in Manchester,
N. H. He left the film industry two
years ago after being associated
with the Jamestown Amusement
Co. and the State Operating Co.,
owner of the State . Theatre in
Manchester.
At one time he managed the
Daniel Webster and State Theatres
in Nashua, N. H.
MICHAEL THOMPSON
Michael Thompson, 34, assistant
to the program manager at TWW
(the commercial tv company opera¬
ting in South Wales and the West
of England) died Jan. 29 in London.
Before joining TWW, he was gen¬
eral manager for the Oscar Lewenstein management and .fiad previ¬
ously been associated with the
Ipswich repertory theatre.
Survived by his wife and daugh¬
ter.
* LESLIE SIMPSON
Leslie Simpson, 45, owner and
operator of the Anaheim, Cal.,
nitery. South Seas Cafe, was killed
by gunfire in front of his Anaheim
home Feb. 7 in what police labelled
as “revenge killing."
His wife, Fern; was seriously
wounded in five shotgun blasts
which killed her husband outright.
Four children survive.

at the Top of the Stairs” and pro¬
ducer-director of the Totem Pole
Playhouse, Fayetteville, Pa., died
[Feb. 3 in Pittsburgh.
Louis Greenberg, 69, longtime
musician with the Dallas Sym¬
phony Orchestra and music teacher
at Southern Methodist U. for 25
years, died Fob. 3 in that city. Sur¬
vived by his wife,. son and three
sisters.
Gurlie Andre Cross, 51, former
Danish film actress was burned to
death Feb. 5 when fire swept her
Venice, Cal. apartment. She • had
been living in retirement for past
few years.
Walter J. Wood, 67, theatre
musician for more than 30 years,
died Jan. 28 in Portland, Me. At
one time he conducted the Waterville, Me., Opera House orchestra.
Dennis Hamilton, 32, husband of
British actress Diana Dors and her
business manager for five years,
died Jan. 31 in London.
Mrs. Nellie E. Sequin, 79, a
Berlin, N. H., theatre organist in
the silent screen era, died Jan. 31
in that city.
Eli H. Aiken, 93, longtime musi¬
cian who played with both the
Army and Navy bands, died Jan.
31 .in Manchester, N. H.
Mother, of writer Mervlyn Nel¬
son, died Feb. 8 in New York. Also
surviving is a daughter, Betty, wife
of screen writer Norman Katkov.
Father, 71, of Don Phillips for¬
merly of the comedy team of Lewis
& Phillips, died Feb. 6 in Trenton.
Herbert Hlggin, 88, retired thea¬
tre manager, died recently in
Rochdale, England.

MARRIAGES
Judy Grossman to Steve Jacobs,
Liberty, N.Y., Jan. 31. Hd‘s with
the William Morris Agency.
Fay Spain to John Altoon, Los
Angeles, Jan. 30. Bride’s an ac¬
tress.
Doretta Lee to Paul Alexander,
London, Jan. 31. Bride is an Aus¬
tralian pianist and tv artist.
Fern Marie Tardif to Ronald C.
Desjardin, Lewiston, Me., Jan. 31.
He’s associated with WMTW-TV.
Selma Cooper to Owen Simon,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 8. He’s publicity
director for KDKA radio.
Helen Menard to Michael J.
Kingsley, Hollywood, Jan. 31. He’s
an actor-singer; *
Helen Stem Richards to Bernard
Epstein, New York, Feb.-8. She is
a pressagent ana legit company
manager.
Rosalind Mann to Yale Roe, £ an
Francisco, Dec. 21. He’s national
sales manager of ABC’s o-and-o
KGO-TV, Frisco.

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs.'Derek Roy, daugh¬
ter, Coventry, England, Feb. 2.
SUL TE WAN
Father is a stage and tv comedian.
Mine. Sul0Te Wan, 86, veteran
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfrid Hyde
Negro character actress whose real White, son, London, Jan. 31. Father
name was Nellie Conley, died Feb. is a stage and screen actor.
1 in Hollywood. She had been
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Turner, daugh¬
working in motion pictures since ter, New York, Feb. 4. Mother, the
1914, when she appeared for D. W. former »Pat Kelly, was a Radio City
Griffith as an extra. Her last pic¬ Music Hall ballerina; father is
ture was “The Buccaneer.”
assistant stage manager at the
A son, Onest 'Conley, musician, Music Hall.
survives.
Mr. and Mrs. Josh Macrea, son,
Glasgow. Jan..31. Father is mem¬
DENVER HARMON
ber of The Reivers, tv folk-song
Denver Harmon, 66, who retired group.
last July as Columbia Pictures
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Mallinger, son,
plant superintendent, died of a Pittsburgh, Jan. 28. Father is a
heart attack Feb. 1 in Hollywood. tv film producer and former
Prior to joining Columbia in 1927, KDKA-TV staffer.
ho was chief electrician for the old
Mr. and Mrs. Shep Henkin, son,
Buster Keaton Studios- and Harry Jan. 31, University City, Mo. Fa¬
Lsngdon comedies.
ther is general p.r. for Universal
His wife and son survive.
Match Co., St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. John Cassin, daugh¬
BERNARD R. WOLF
ter, POrt Chester, N.Y., Feb. 1.
Bernard R. Wolf, 59, Los An¬ Father is'salesman at WRCA-TV.
geles branch manager for National i Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Robertson,
Screen Service, died after a daughter, Hollywood, Feb. 5. Falengthy illness in L. A. Jan. 27. : ther is an actor.
With NSS 16 years, he previously j Mr. and Mrs.* Harvey Barenblut,
had been owner of the Southern daughter. New York, Feb. 4. Fa¬
Poster Co.
ther is United Artists contract sales
His wife and two sons survive. supervisor.
Mr. and Mrs. Boh Joyce, son,
HERBERT E. REED
New York, Feb. 5. Father is singerHerbert E. Reed, 72, a singer actor.
in vaudeville and former voice
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Tucker,
teacher, died Feb. 5 in Jamaica, daughter. New York, Feb. 2.
N.Y. He had worked as an arranger Mother is former Helen Sonnenfor music publishers, vocal groups berg, daughter of publicist Ben¬
and legit productions.
jamin Sonnenberg.
Wife and two* sons survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Zigouras,
daughter, Winnipeg, Canada, Jan.
William Graf, 60, society dance 28. Father is tv producer at CBWT'
bandleader in Chicago until 1950, in that city.
died Jan. 31 in that city of a heart
Mr. and Mrs. Blair Walliser,
attack. In recent years he had daughter. New York, Feb. 3. Father
been a pianist in various night is exec v.p. of Mutual Broadcasting
spots around Chi, hut had been 1 Co.
inactive the past two years after j Mr. and Mrs. Burton L. Litwin,
suffering a stroke. Survived by his son. New York. Feb. 5. Mother is
wife.
daughter of William Morris Agency
: exec Nat Lefkowitz; father is with
Father, 75, of W.'ll'am H. Putch, j theatrical law firm of Halperin,
stage manager of the touring “Dark Morris, Grannet & Cowan.
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Censors' New Slant: license' for Pix
Theatres Seen as Serious Threat
Exhibitors, who failed to pay
much attention when the N. Y.
State Joint Legislative Committee
On Offensive and Obscene* Mate¬
rial held its two-day hearing in
Gotham last December, during the
newspaper strike, woke up with a
start last week when it became
clear that the committee was seri¬
ous in pushing a bill to “license”
theatres.
Legislation, actually a triplepronged attempt to extend the
power of the N. Y. censor to the
full range of motion picture ad¬
vertising, would license theatres
end would give the censor the au¬
thority to temporarily revoke, or
completely suspend, that license if
the advertising for pictures is
found to be “obscene, indecent, im¬
moral or disgusting, or of such a
character that its exhibition would
tend to corrupt morals or incite to
crime.”
Advertising of scenes not actual¬
ly contained in a picture would be
prohibited, and scenes and dialog
eliminated by the censor—Louis
M. Pesce—couldn’t be used in ads.
New York exhibs are becoming
increasingly voluble in expressing
their opposition to the measure.
“This is the kind of censorship
that'll never stand up in the
courts,”
commented
Richard
Brandt, prez of Trans-Lux Thea¬
tres. “Right on the heels of it is
added taxation and political con¬
trol.”
Others pointed out that, if ex(Continued on page 62)

Castro’s Pajama Game;
They Wouldn’t Let Him
Be a Soldier on Tele
Confucius Say: Small lie some¬
times better than big mouth.
To the millions of viewers still
wondering why Cuba's big man,
Fidel Castro, appeared in his paja¬
mas for his “Person to Person”
Havana-to-N.Y. live act on CBS-TV
the other Friday, this is it:
The maestro of the former reb¬
els arrived to “go on” in military
uniform. John Aaron, co-producer
of the show who was on the scene
to mastermind the telecast, sug¬
gested that such regalia was not
appropriate, as per the “P to P” ap¬
proach aimed at catching person¬
alities in their “home” setting. Cas¬
tro’s full costume included pistol
in belt, Bren machine gun over
shoulder, and all the appurten¬
ances.
Castro answered with a what-doI-do-now appeal in his voice. Asked
what he “normally” wears at home
(or, as in this case, the Havana
Hilton Hotel), the Cuban hero an¬
swered, “Pajamas, bathrobe and
slippers.” He had the pajamas, hut
couldn’t find his bathrobe. Show¬
time was near—big crisis. Some of
(Continued on page 63)
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BISTI1ISS BUTTLE RCA Prexy Confident '59 Will
See Tint TV Emerge Full Bloom
FILM STUB WES
By ABEL GREEN

The Pure in Mind
Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
WCCO-TV has been receiv¬
ing a number of complaints
from dialers ever since last
week when it carried a com¬
mercial showing a mother
bathing her baby.
The complaints all have had
to do with the fact that the
“mother” in, the commercial
wasn’t wearing a wedding
ring]

Litvak Explains
'Friendly Russian'
In The Journey’
If super patriotic groups in the
United States protest against Yul
Brynner’s sympathetic portrayal of
a Russian officer in “The Journey,”
they’ll find themselves aligned
with the Soviet government, ac¬
cording to producer-director Anatole Litvak. Currently in New York
for the Radio City Music Hall bow
of the picture, dealing with the
aftermdth of the recent Hungarian
revolution, Litvak stated that the
Soviets had attempted unofficially
to pressure the Austrian govern¬
ment to stop the production of the
picture in the latter country. In
addition, he noted that the film
had been subjected to violent crit¬
icism in the Communist press. The
film, he stressed, had received
the wholehearted endorsement of
Radio Liberation and the Voice of
America.
Litvak indicated that the film,
written by George Tabori and
based on an idea by Litvak, aims
to get away from the usual prop¬
aganda stereotypes in painting all
the Russian people as “black.”
Even in the campaigns of the U.S.
(Continued on page 63)

Kluxers and Simon Legree
As Texas Double Bill?
San Antonio, Feb. 17.
Tommy Powers, city manager
for the Cinema Arts Theatres, is
sounding out local theatre patrons
on the boxoffice appeal of D. W.
Griffith’s 1915 Ku Kluxer, “The
Birth of a Nation,” with Henry B.
Walthall, Lillian Gish, Mae Marsh,
etc.
There is a chance that it may be
exhibited twin-billed with the 1926
| screen adaptation of “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin,” made silent by Universal
and recently reissued with an up¬
dated soundtrack by Raymond
I Massey of “Abe Lincoln In Illinois”
'fame.

Film producers in Hollywood
and distribution officials in New
York are showing sensitivity to
news reports of actors receiving
fabulous
salaries,
percentages,
profit participations and even ulti¬
mate inheritance of the negative.
Such frenzied finance results from
the present mad-tax situation, the
illusory nature of income paid in
wages and the whip-saw of the
talent peddlers in the present era
of
“independent”
productions,
competing for a small number of
stars, mostly males. Much of the
contract terms for these stars are
“leaked” by their agents.
An
answering roar from the banks
who finance films has grown more
disturbing.
United Artists went to . some
trouble last week to scotch a re¬
port that Burt Lancaster was to
receive $1,000,000 for appearing in
Sinclair Lewis’ expose of evangel¬
ism, “Elmer Gantry.” Nor was
the company happy about the re¬
cent press stories on the big money
($750,000 each) going to William
Holden and John Wayne for their
appearance in “The Horse Sol¬
diers.”
Reasons for this new eagerness
to puncture the publicity balloons
launched by the- tubthumpers and
agents are manifold. First of all,
Hollywood is a highly competitive
place, and what one^star gets for a
picture another wants too; which
becomes quite a .game, particularly
(Continued on page 54)

N.Y. Hotels Battle
19% Tax Proposal
New York hotels are fighting the
proposed tax increases on room oc¬
cupancy as an impost likely to kill
off the lucrative convention trade
in the city. Mayor Wagner has
proposed an increase from 5% to
10%. There is also the possibility
that the present 3% bite on meals
would be hiked to 5%. This step
is also being fought by the Hotel
Assn, of New York City.
The organization, headed by
William B. Rasor, claims that the
mayor’s estimates of increasing
revenues from the hotel tax from
$7,000,000 to $14,000,000 are in
error since the tax would drive
ebusiness away from the city. Ra¬
sor declared that business in
Gotham inns has already declined
from 90% occupancy in 1946 to
a level of 77.1% in 1958. He cited
as factors the competition from
motels, shorter stays generally,
and tightened expense accounts.
It was also claimed that air
travel gave visitors less excuse
to spend more time in New York,
and whereas racetracks formerly
(Continued on page 50)
1

Gov s Frank Plank
Montpelier, Vt., Feb. 17.
Asked at a news confab
about a bill which would out¬
law nudist colonies in Ver¬
mont, Gov. Robert T. Stafford
replied:
“I haven’t uncovered all the
facts, yet.”

‘Natural Woman'
Is New Star Of
Paris Fashions
By LUCETTE CARON
Paris, Feb. 17.
Hail the new star of the Paris
fashion stage: the Natural Woman.
General de Gaulle’s no-nonsense
regime seems to be spreading even
to fashions. This year, no more
tricky waists, wandering bosoms or
conjpressed hips. The girls had bet¬
ter practice looking natural; that is,
if they know how!
The market couldn’t cope with
the sudden changes. Sacks, trap¬
ezes. Josephine waists went at give¬
away prices, and, with them, mil¬
lions of dollars down the drain.
Why couldn’t fashions be stabilized
like the franc? “They change too
fast,” said Magnin’s Hector Escabosa. “We can’t have a revolution
every six months. Women are con¬
fused and won’t buy.” The 1959
girl is a world traveller. Only a few
enjoy being gaped at in Tokyo,
Londo or Oshkosh, dressed in an
extreme Paris model. Having ex¬
hausted all the angles, couturiers
dreamt up a crazy idea: “Let’s put
everything where it belongs!” It
clicked.
, The 1959 Natural Beauty will;
appear in jaunty tailored suits with ;
a flower in the buttonhole and a
(Continued on page 14)

Opera Vs. Philharmonic;
Israel’s Own Art War
Tel Aviv, Feb. 17.
“Stop, you’re stealing our stuff!”
is the scream of the Israeli Na¬
tional Opera against the Israel
Philharmonic Orchestra. Anguish
was provoked by a full concert
version of Verdi’s “Falstaff” with a
cast of 10 from La Scala, Milano.
Philharmonic’s enterprise sold
some 20,000 tickets and. in revenge
the opera chaps have gotten the
government's Committee for the
Import of Foreign Artists to rule
that hereafter the Philharmonic
will not get the necessary currency
permission to bring talent in for
“live performances” of operatic
work.

Radio Corp. of America prexy
John L. Burns envisions 1959 as
"the year of color television” and
accents that an industry which has
been dipping $100,000,000 each
year, for the last three years in
total factory dollar set sales, had
better “make sure that this year
turns out to be the year of color
tv
IV. »»

RCA sales, surveys in recent
weeks augur a healthier customer
acceptance of spectrum video. Dis¬
tributors have recognition ¥rom
dealer interest, which in turn re¬
flects the customer, that color tv
bids fair to “really^ get off the
ground” in 1959.
However, says Burns, it is to the
best interests of all concerned to
coordinate mutual interests to
spark color into fullest sales bloom
if only for these simple statistics:
Between 1955, with its $1,077,000,000 dollar volume, and 1958
and its $686,000,000 dollar volume,
in factory dollar set sales, the
drop is too drastic not to muster
: all industry forces to reverse that
curve.
From the same 1955 versus 1958
graph, the number of set sales has
dipped 2,637,000. The 1955 semes¬
ter saw 7,738.CC0 sets moved cut
of U.S. factories into U.S. homes;
in 1958 the rumber shrunk to 5,051,000 pieces of furniture.
Many _ of the latter, in recent
years, have been portables but, de¬
spite that, both the number of sets
(Continued on page 24)

Teagarden of Aiig. Moon,
Or How Sextet Bronght
Dixie Doodle to Orient
By DAVE JAMPEL
Tokyo, Feb. 17.
Jack Teagarden sextet stirred
virtual dixie revival in Japan with
six SRO performances on last leg
of an 18-country swing that opened
in Afghanistan and was to close
on Okinawa 18 weeks and over 100
concerts later. Scalpers received
fringe benefits from Teagarden’s
Japan sessions, three in Tokyo and
one each in Osaka, Nagoya and
Hiroshima.
Vet trombonist and his men had
been dispensing their joyous jazz
throughout the Middle and Far
East as rep of President Eisen¬
hower's cultural exchange pro¬
gram.
Wrapping up his tour views,
Teagarden told Variety
just thinking, if you Winfc to put
it into real word^Reffi those cute
littlenave in India clear
to the big kettledrums they
have in a symphony orchestra no
matter where, it is the rhythm
that makes the tremendous impact
and that’s for everybody. It's not
hard to' understand at all. I’ve
(Continued on page 10)
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Haiti Seeting $83,00(1,0(10?™ U.S.
(To BuM Roads to Spr Tourism
To Swell Nitery-Casino Coins)
By JOB COHEN

4

Port au Prince, Feb. 17.
Combinations of show biz and
casinos are looked upon to produce
a spurt of tourism to this island.
A start has already been made with
establishment of a casino ruii by
T,as Vegans, and President Duvalier
is now seeing $83,000,000 in U. S.
foreign aid to develop the island’s
roads so that tourists will be aMfi
to hit areas other than Port au
Prince and Cap Hatien.
President Duvalier told Variety
that there is presently a $21,000,000
application pending for aid frdm
the U. S. to be used immediately
for improvements, and the re¬
mainder is being asked for the
following year. The money, he
said* Is needed to help Haiti into
modem cIviMzatioo.
However, Duvalier appears to he
reeving casotioasly vik-a-vis the
t»nsiw> industry. The International
Casino, operated by Clifford Jones
with the assistance of Jake Kozlog, both of the Thunderbird Ho¬
tel, Las Vegas, is tq be a monopoly
In the area at this time. Many
hotel operators are also anxious
to get permission to establish a
gaming centre, but licenses aren’t
being granted at this time.
Meanwhile, the combination of
the green baize cloth and names
from the U. S. and the Continent
is being used as a major device to
hring visitors to the island. It’s
a pattern that has been used suc¬
cessfully in Havana, but program
there wasn’t fully realized because
of political upheavals. It’s'also be¬
ing used successfully in Puerto
Hied, and to some extent in the
Dominican Republic.
Haiti, too, has been in political
(Continued on page 50)

FIFE DRUMS UP TRADE
IN CHURCH WITH JAZZ
Fife, Scot., Feb. 17.
A minister tried out jazz to help
fill his pews at Lumphinnans Par¬
ish Church here.
Highspot of the evening service
was the tune “When The Saints
Go Marching In,” played in stomp
tempo by a local group, the Saints
All-Stars.
The minister. Rev. Angus Came¬
ron Mackenzie, said: “This is far
from being sacrilege. It is absurd
for people to suggest that. I don’t
see why the organ should he any
more sacred. than other instru¬
ments.”
The five All-Stars also pepped
up the tempo of hymns like “On¬
ward, Christian Soldiers” and
“Safe in the Arms of Jesus.”
Rev. Mackenzie added: “By ad¬
vertising this rhythm group I hope
to get people to come to my eve¬
ning services. I will try anything
to get people to church in the
evening.”

Howard Haines resigned as
radio-television, publicity contact
for Paramount to join author-per¬
former Kay Thompson on the lat¬
ter’s four-week inspection of the
Russian theatre.
They left New'York for Moscow
yesterday (Tues.). Haines* successor
at Par is unset as yet.

Jampacked Talent Sked
For ‘Manie’s Friends’.
Spec; Both Live & Tape
Because of farflung commit¬
ments, many of the talent compo¬
nents on the elaborate 90-mim£e
salute to the late Emanuel (Marne)
Sacks will he on tape, interlarded
between live hosting by Dinah
Shore from Hollywood and Perry
Como from' New York. The 90minute spec (7:30-9 pjn.> is &
McCann-Erickson production over
NBC facilities.
■
Debbie Reynolds, on location in
Spain, will be taped. Dean Martin
will also he on film location March
3. Both Frank Sinatra and Tony.
Martin will he in Miami on club
hookings; Kay Starr and Nat King
Cole will be dittoing in Las Vegas,
so all will he taped.
Miss Shore will be live from
Hollywood except for her taped
duet with Sinatra. Eddie Fisher
wilt he live from L.A. as will Barry
James, Jane Wyman and DEanny
Thomas. Rosemary Clooney, Sid
Caesar and Come will be live from
New York. Boh Hope, despite his
recent illness, wants to tape a segment and will do so this weekend,
as part of the show. Thomas’ stint
will be non-performance; he will
briefly sum up the raison d’etre
for this salute to the late showman
from “Manie’s Friends.”
Gray Lockwood, who worked
with Boh Finkel on the George
Gobel-Eddie Fisher shows, is com¬
ing east this week to handle the
New York details. v Finkel is the
overall producer-director under C.
Terence dyne, for the agency. Ed¬
mund Hartmann is head writer
with Herb Baker with some of Miss
; Shore’s writing staff also con¬
tributing.
BATTLE OF THE SEXES
Will Woman Senator Keep Stars
Off Stewart’s Uniform?
Washington, Feb. 17.
President Eisenhower has again
asked the Senate to approve pro¬
motion of Col. Jimmy Stewart to
brigadier general in the Air Force
reserve—hut it’s possible the film
(Continued on page 62)
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Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Screen Actors Guild has been
cold-shouldered, by Actors Equity
and the American Guild of Musical
Rome, Feb. Id.
Artists in its proposal for an Im¬
Domenico Modugno has been partial study of the possibilities
signed for “Ciao, Qiao, Bambina” of merger of all performers unions.
| (Bye, Bye, Baby) on strength, of his The SAG membership voted by a
San Remo Songfest winner, 95% margin' for such a" study by
“Piove” (It’s Raining), by producers anoutside research organization.
Agliani and Mordini, who paid a
Resolution just approved calls
reported 25,000,000 lire ($37,500) for an intensive study of merger
for the rights.
Singer only recently finished possibilities with the American
“Volare,” another pic based on his Federation of Television & Radio
Artists, plus development of mer¬
1958 San Remo winner.
ger plans Tor all the unions in the
.Associated Actors & Artistes a!
WILL JORDAN
America. Proposal is that-all FourwAn_attractive personality
A’s unions join in sharing the cost
with fine, projection.”
of such a study...
VARIETY
Equity and AGMA, currently
February 23rd Return Appearance
negotiating a merger of their own*
Dave Garroway’s “TODAY” NBCreplied that the cause of an Overall
TV. February 25th, Fourth Engage¬
merger might best be served by
ment, SANDS HOTEL, Las Vegas.
Philadelphia, Eeb. 17.
consummation of mergers first be¬
March I6th DOMINOE LOUNGE;
Local
a
mu
sement
industry
;
tween themselves and between
Atlanta.
Direction—WiHiam Morris Agency turned out last week to pay tribute SAG and AFTRA. Eqirity opposed
to vet comedian Jimmy Durante oh studies by “impartial research
his 66th birthday with a luncheon organizations” on grounds they
in" the Burgundy Room of the “are not able to comprehend the
Bellevue-Straford.
many idiosyncrasies of our various
Philly Mayor Richardson Dil- jurisdictions.” Equity also ex¬
worth headed the delegation of | pressed concern over the- SAGcivic notables present and tallied AFTRA videotape, dispute.
AFTRA and the American Guild
strongest in the array of congratu¬
latory speakers. Declaring he’d of Variety Artists have not yet
replied
to the SAG proposal, hut
match
his
speakeasy
attendance
- .
Rome, Feb. 10.. ,
with that of any man in the room, Screen Extras Guild, while indicat¬
The summit conference of .world Mayor Dilwortk said one of his ing it favors such a study, wanted
film industries is now slated to be
to know who would conduct the"
‘held here during the month, of favorite youthful hangouts was the study and how much it would cost
Old Club Durante in New York.
May. Previously* the meeting was
“It had the worst food, the most SEG as a participant before mak¬
!slated for Paris.
horrible liquor and the most vil¬ ing a. final decision. Pending final
Italo pix industry toppers, under lainous waiters in New York. But replies from SEG,. AFTRA and
the ANICA office, are currently it did have Jimmy Durante and AGVA,bthe Guild is researching all
working out technical details of that made up for everything else,” prior merger proposals as a guide
the planned forum, which was
for the coming study.
ioriginally suggested by ANICA top¬ the mayor said.
Highlight of the Schnoz’s address
per Eitel Monaco. It has since met
:with full approval of the FIAPF was his offer ta take back his old
(International Federation of Pro¬ partner Eddie Jackson. Touehed by
,ducer’s Assns.), the UIEC (Federa¬ the many laudatory remarks and
tion of Exhib' Assns.), and corre¬ telegrams. Durante went serious in
his speech from the dais. He told
By GEORGE MEZOEFI
,sponding Italian groups.
of Jackson’s illness and the rift
Zurich, Feb. 17.
that apparently had developed over
Increasing professional and pri¬
his hiring singer Sonny King.
vate travel of Hollywood stars and ;
“I expected Eddie to stay with other talent in recent years has ,
the act, but then I read in the given European tourism a healthy
newspaper that he had decided to boost and helped Europe’s home¬
go it alone. I told everybody I town publicists. Amount of free
won’t believe it until Eddie tells it space resulting from candid cam¬
to me. Eddie hasn’t called to this era shots and/or coverage of press
By ROBERT DOWNING
shindigs has multiplied dramatic¬
day,” Durante said.
“Ira'Aldridge, The Negro Trage¬
“If he ever wants to come back ally.
dian,” "by Herbert Marshall and and - I’m still working, his job’s
Typical example is the guest list
Mildred Stock (Macmillan; $7), is waiting for him.1’ Later the comic of recent weeks at two of Switzer¬
the first comprehensive study of took over at the piano along with land’s foremost skiing resorts, St
the often-neglected 19th century King, and his longtime drummer Moritz and Klosters. It reads like
star ta appear in English. If is a Jack Roth. As he wound up the a Who’s Who of Hollywood the
theatrical publishing event of ma¬ recital, he added1 soberly, “When Alfred Hitchcocks, Mario Lanza
jor importance.
the time comes that t think 1 can’t and family, the Mel Ferro's '(AuAldridge (1807-1867), was horn do the work..m .quit. And the drey Hepburn), Darryl F. Zanuck
in New York and educated at the minute my act becomes nostalgia— and Juliette Greco, Anatole Litvak,
African Free School in that city. I will quit”
Lauren Bacall, Deborah Kerr,
At an early age, he demonstrated
The luncheon was sponsored by Peter Viertel, the David Nivens,
aptitude for oratory and recitation, Tent 13, Variety Club, and 3Q0 Irwin Shaw, the William Wylers.
and, as a youth, acted with the guests attended, with very heavy In addition, Jennifer Jones and
African Theatre in Manhattan. He press and air coverage. Comic was husband David O. Selznick resided
was doubtless inspired by James appearing at the Latin Casino for for some time at a big Zurich
Hewlett, Negro actor of classic his first nitery engagement of more hotel, busy with preliminaries for
roles; hut like most young actors than a single evening in Philadel¬ “Mary Magdalene” which Selznick
of the time, he was also affected phia.
(Continued on page 541
by such stellar' performances as
those of Forrest, Kean, Cooke,
Cooper and Mathews* Hewlett
made it possible far Negroes to
head firstrate acting companies in
the better theatres of the United
States. Aldridge followed swiftly
*
Trade Mark.. Registered
in this course, but made his first
FOUNDED 1905 by SIME SILVERMAN; Published Weekly by VARIETY/ INC.
Syd Silverman, President
great impression in England.
154 West 46th St* New York 38, N. Y.
JUdson 2-2700
Hollywood 21
At 26, he starred at Covent Gar¬
6404 Sunset.. Boulevard, Hollywood 9-1141
den, London, under the resident
Washington 4
•
1202 National Press Building, STerling 3-5445
(Continued on page 16)
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ABEL GREEN, Editor

“Between now and mid-March
there isn’t a room to be had in the
entire Caribbean,” ta quote one in¬
ternational’ hotelier who points to
the new bull market in Puerto Rico
and the other resort islands in the
West Indies, be they British,
French or Dutch.
Many are bypassing -Florida
.which, however, is also enjoying*
good biz and, of course, Havana
tourism, is too uncertain although
deemed inevitable to stabilize it¬
self.
The gambling appeal plus the
foreign flavor are throwing the
weight of Yank* tourism to these
spots. This has brought up anew
the “inevitability” of gambling in
Florida, whether legal or “toler¬
ated,” but at the moment that-is
.wishful thinking., ....
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WARNER SITS A HIGH HORSE
New State‘Smut’
Hearings In N.Y.C.

Universal’s $2,020,055 Net Loss

Universal common shares on
the big board hit high for the
year of $29.25, up'from a low
of $18.50. Impressing investors
at this time is U’s new modus
operand!.
A net loss of $2,020,055 for the
fiscal year ending Nov. 1, 1958,
equal to $2.39 per share of the com¬
mon stock outstanding, was re¬
ported by Universal yesterday
(Tues.) in its annual report to
stockholders. The loss was com¬
puted after a Federal income tax
refund of $2,045,000 and after a
special write-off of $799,715 for,
studio overhead and story prop¬
erties, less the Federal income tax
savings on the latter.
Loss after the tax refund, but
before the special write-off, was
$1,220,340, equivalent to $1.53 per
share on the 927,254 shares of com¬
mon stock outstanding. Provision
was also made for payment of
dividends on the preferred stock.
In contrast to the current red
ink report, Universal showed con¬
solidated net earnings of $2,843,833, after provision of $3,000,000
for Federal taxes, for the preced¬
ing year ended Nov. 2, 1957. After
dividends on preferred stock, these
consolidated earnings amounted to
$2.83 per share on the same num¬
ber of outstanding shares of com¬
mon-stock.
The company, dating the 1958
fiscal period, experienced a sharp
decline in gross income from film
With 20th-Fox taking over the rentals, listing $58,680,000 in 1958
Todd-AO Co., a company jointly as compared with $72,442,000 in
owned by Magna Theatres and the
American Optical Co., it’s expect¬
ed that 20th will install a new
management for'the Todd-AO di¬
vision.
George J. Schaefer, veteran in¬
dustry executive, will probably
exit as president of Todd-AO.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.
Schaefer’s two-year pact started
M. J. Gordon, president of the
Feb. 1, 1958 and indications are
that 20th will buy up his agree¬ Allegheny Drive-In Theatre Co.,
ment.
which operates the big Pittsburgh
Drive-In on Route 22 in Monroe¬
ville, has sold the property for
$700,000 to May Department Stores,
parent firm of Kaufmann’s depart¬
ment store downtown. Site com¬
prises 16 acres in fast-growing sub¬
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
urban area and a Kaufmann’s out¬
Ten films already are skedded let will go up on the Site.
for release by Roger Corman’s new
Pittsburgh Drive-In, one of the
international distribution outfit.
The 'Filmgroup, formed to handle first biz ozoners in the state, went
producer’s own indie features and, into operation in 1946, a year after
later, others’ product. First year’s Gordon had purchased the land.
releases will be held to exploita¬ The May people outbid several
tion pix-packages, with plans call¬ other prospective purchasers. The
ing for entry into other fields and drive-in will continue this summer,
higher-budgetted foreign co-pro¬ with construction slated to begin
by new owners next fall.
ductions after initial year.
Filmgroup will launch opera¬
tions March 15 with “High School
SOFTEN STATE DEPT. SLAP
Big Shot” and “T-Bird Gang,” both
produced by Stanley Bickman and But New Hampshire Legislature
purchased by company. Second
Hits. Soviet Film Deal
package will go out May 1, “The
Wasp Woman” and “Creature of
Concord, N..H„ Feb. 17.
the Cavern.” Third combo is set
The nation’s, largest state legis¬
for release June 15: “Task Force
lative
body
has overwhelmingly
38” and VBattlefield”; fourth:
“Fraternity Hell Week” and “Stock approved a resolution condemning
the
showing
of
Soviet films in the j
Car Champ,” July 15. Slated for
Fall release are “Last Woman on United States which “contain prop-1
aganda,
either
directly
or hidden.”
Earth” and “Invasion from Galaxy
97.”
The House of Representatives
Starting this summer Filmgroup voted 260 to 29 in favor of the res¬
will be open for outside pix which olution which was sponsored and
Corman either hasn't produced or later amended by Rep. Marcel Vachon of Manchester, whose daily
purchased.
^Domestic releases will be han¬ has taken leadership oh issue.
Rep. Arthur G. Marx' of Langdled by franchise owners with in¬
die exchanges, and in England don, vice chairman of the executive
product will be distributed through department and administration
Eros Films Ltd. Charles Kranz, a committee, said the original ver¬
former United Artists homeoffice sion of the bill cast reflections on
distribution manager, is sales man¬ the U. S. State Department, while
ager of new company. Gene Cor¬ the amended measure merely puts
man is vp-treasurer; John. Guerin, the New Hampshire lawmakers on
secretary; Roy Besser, advertising record as being opposed to the
chief.
showing of Red propaganda fea¬
tures in this country.
He charged it was “naive to
John Dayis Arriving
even imply that we can trust So¬
John Davis, manning d-v.-lor' viet Russia to live up to the spirit
of the J. Arthur Rank Organiza¬ of the (cultural exchange) agree¬
tion, is due in New York from ment.”
London oh Monday (23).
Davis’ visit may involve the fu¬
Israel Film Distribution Center
ture operation of Rank Film Dis¬ Inc. has been authorized to con¬
tributors of America. He’s being duct a motion pictures business
accompanied by a financial emert in New York. Capital stock is 200
from -the company’s homco-T're shares, no'par value. Gusi & Boukand a complete, review of; thaJBanlE stein were filing, attorneys in Al¬
operation in the U.S. is anticipated. bany.
Albany, Feb. 17.
Strongly criticized by the film
industry, three bills were intro¬
duced last week by the Joint .Leg¬
islative Committee on Offensive
and Obscene Material, to tighten
control by the State of film adver¬
tising—by fixing responsibility on
the theatres as well as distributors
and their agents. There’ll be an¬
other public hearing in Roosevelt
Hotel, New York, Feb. 26.
At the same time, the Joint Com-,
mittee will hear proponents and
opponents of the Conklin-Marano
film classifications measure and
the Manley television program-li¬
censing act.
The hearing originally was
scheduled for Albany, but due to a
number of. others to be held here
on pending legislation, it was de¬
cided to switch to New York.
Lawyers assert the constitution¬
ality of the three measures would
be challenged immediately “right
up to the U. S. Supreme Court”—
if they pass.

See Todd-AO’s Schaefer
Vamoose With 20th-Fox
Takeover of. Company

Drive-In for Acreage
In Growing Suburbia

ROGER CORMAN SETS 10
TO NOURISH FILMGROUP

1957. Net working capital declined
to $31,550,000 in 1958 from $36,414,000 in 1957. The book value of
the company’s shares also de¬
creased, being $26.40 in 1958 as;
compared with $29 in 1957.
During the year, the annual re¬
port reveals, Universal retired or
acquired for retirement enough of
its preferred stock to meet sink¬
ing fund requirements through
March 15, 1964. At present, there
are 44,390 shares of preferred
stock outstanding as compared
with 50,320 in 1957.
In a report signed by board
chairman Nate Blumberg and i
prexy Milton R. Rackmil, it’s in¬
dicated that the company under¬
went “significant changes” during
the past year. It calls attention to
U’s shift from moderately budgeted
studio-made pix to the so-called
“blockbuster” policy in association
with independents who participate!
substantially in the profits of the
pictures. “This was a fact of in¬
dustry practice which was taken
into account in the development
of our plans,” the report states.
$5,000,000 Capital Gain
j
Stockholders were also notified
of U’s sale of Universal City to
Music Corp. of America for $11,-j
250,000, with a provision of a lease¬
back arrangement of studio space.
The deal resulted in a capital gain
of approximately $5,000,000, it’s in¬
dicated.
In line with the company’s pol¬
icy of eliminating all “question¬
able” assets, it’s noted that it has

decided to write-off or provide re¬
serves for story material accumu¬
lated over the years. This story
material, it’s stated, may not be
able to be used in the production
of pix under the company’s new
policy.
Plans of the company, the re¬
ports states, is to continue to pro¬
duce its own pictures, finance ma¬
jor independent productions, and
to provide distribution for these
and other suitable pix in the U.S.
and abroad.
In a breakdown of the total in¬
come of $56,973,841 in 1958, it’s
disclosed that $28,973,841 came
from domestic rentals and $27,706,193 from abroad. A similar di¬
vision of 1957’s $72,441,757 shows
a domestic' take of $39,735,672 ana
$32,706,085 from foreign sources.
According to notes to the an¬
nual report. Universal—because of
the current loss—may be forced
to pledge motion pictures and the
proceeds from their distribution as
collateral for an outstanding loan.
Under the terms of a 1957 credit
agreement, the company borrowed
$10,000,000 at an interest rate of
41-6% and a service charge of
44% per annum. The loan is pay¬
able in 16 quarterly installments of
$390,625 each, beginning March 15,
1959 and $3,750,000 on March 15,
1963: The obligation to put up the
collateral must be preceded by a
written request from the banks
holding the loan, but no such writ¬
ten request has been received as
yet.

Tax-Motivated Diversification Makes
RKO Theatres Kin to a Tannery
Terrell, Doob to Studio
For Shielding Strategy
Meeting on ‘Ben-Hur’

Diversify, diversify. This is the
i continuing admonition in the busi¬
ness world, and heeding same, List
Industries (RKO Theatres) is
shelling out $9,200,000 for the pur¬
chase of E. Hubschman & Sons.
This is a Pennsylvania outfit en¬
gaged in the tanning of fine calf
leather sold for use in the produc¬
tion of quality shoes and ladies’
handbags. Deal was set through
Gera Corp., majority-owned subsid¬
iary of List.
Just previous to this Gera
bought 274,260 (of the 313,000 to¬
tal outstanding) shares of Alumi¬
num Industries Inc. at $9 per
share. Company, located in Ohio,
manufactures aluminum pistons,
steel valves, aluminum alloy, indus¬
trial castings and other items for
the automotive trade.
Continuing as biggest part of the
List corporate network, which is!
headed by Albert A. List, is the:
RKO chain.
I

BUT CURIOSITY RE
By GENE ARNE EL
Warner Bros, stock on the New
York Stock Exchange went to a
new high over the past week —
over $30 per s h a r e—concurrent
with an unusual twist in corpo¬
rate stock-dealing maneuvers. It
involves specifically 160,000 shares
of 'the common which had been
held by Serge Semenenko, Boston
banker and WB board member.
Last Wednesday (11) the film
corporation, via a press handout,
revealed its purchase of this num-

Jack Warner Digs In
Recovered from his Southof-France accident. Jack L.
Warner, president of Warners,
reportedly is concerning him¬
self more and more with the
inner-workings of the com¬
pany. For example, it’s said he
personally changed a couple of
ad campaigns after they had
been underway.
Chief exec just completed a
two-week stay in New York,
during which . he formalized
the deal with Dore Schary for
a co-production of Schary’s
legiter, “Sunrise at Campobella.”
her of shares from a couple of
charity foundations of which David
G. Baird is trustee. Baird is a Wall
Streeter who for long has been
linked with show business and, par¬
ticularly, WB.
Investigation disclosed that the
WB treasury had indeed purchased
the securities from the Baird group
at slightly under the market price
—believed around $4,500,000. But
unstated by WB was the fact that
the Baird Foundations had just
previously purchased the same
stock from Semenenko. In other
words, Baird bought the stock from
Semenenko and sold it to WB in a
matter of dayl
Foreshadowed
Last December, a Page 3 ban¬
ner-line story in Variety reported
the imminent sale by Semenenko
of his WB stock to the film com¬
pany directly. Boston bankeF de¬
nied this through a spokesman but

Metro’s eastern publicity man¬
ager Dan Terrell and Oscar Doob,
who is returning to the company
to do special work on “Ben-Hur,”
leave for the Coast on March 2 for
meet;ngs on the picture with pubad chief Howard Strickling, studio
advertising manager Clark Ramsey
Watch His Smoke!
and unit publicist Morgan Hudgins.
Washington, Feb. 17.
Hudgins, who is in States after
Joining the “Welcome Back,
handling publicity in Rome during
Jack” salute. Sen. Hubert
the production of “Ben-Hur,” will
Humphrey
(D-Minn.)
told
Congress “the past is but pro¬
continue his special assignment on
logue” as far as contributions
the picture.
Jack L. Warner will continue
Plans for a fall premiere of
to make to the u.S. and the
“Ben-Hur” are moving ahead fol¬
U.S. film industry.
lowing the recent studio visit of
Humphrey, in the issue of
prexy Joseph R. Vogel, who saw
the Congressional Record cir¬
four hours of rough cut footage.
culated Friday (13), said War¬
Director William Wyler is due at
ner “more perhaps than any
the Coast from Rome on March 2
other living man . . . has con¬
and will join with product’on chief
tributed to the development
Sol C. Siegel in the supervision of
and advancement of (the)
the editing of the tremendous vol¬
great motion picture medium.”
ume of footage shot for the $15,Robert S. Taplinger, former ad000,000 production.
pub director of Warners, is receiv¬
ing a payoff of $1,500 weekly for the denial was carefully worded to
a period of 82 weeks as basis of refer only to direct sale; he left the
SELZNICK SUES LOE^'S
his contract settlement with the door open for speculation about
company. Deal was entered some such a sale of the round-about kind
Wants Trust Set Up On Vanguard time ago and came to light only now confirmed.
Selloff To Video
via WB corporate papers..
A spokesman for the Winfield
Exec has his own agency, Rob¬
Santa Monica, Feb. 17.
ert S. Taplinger Associates, whien Baird Foundation stated the dispo¬
sition
of the stock for cash was in
Contending he owns a 50% in¬ handles mostly industrial and tele¬
line with the Foundation’s pledges
terest in seven motion pictures es¬ vision accounts.
to
some
of the 1,000 to 1,600 chari¬
timated to gross $2,000,000 from
table organizations to which the
television and other sources, David
j Foundation contributes. Stocks in
O. Selznick has filed suit against
j other industries likewise v:ere
Loew's Inc., in Superior Court
peddled in order to make good the
here over matter.
I pledges. Beyond this generality,
Action stated Selznick based his
claim through the 1951 liquidation
Sign of the times. The former no illumination.
Some veteran Wall Streeters not
of Vanguard Films Inc., which had Craft Theatre in the Bronx, N.Y.,
loaned various actors to Loew’s has been converted into a morti¬ j party to the circuitous stock trans|
action
had their^w^ pHtate interover a six-year period.
cians chapel. The new funeral par¬
Pix in question are “Gaslight,” lor occupies the entire premises pretaUoffs:'"' One viewer said he
“The Miniver Story;’’ “Madam of the former film house.
remembered Semenenko’s opposi¬
Bovary,” “White Cliffs of Dover,”
Former operators of the theatre, ’ tion to the WB film library sale to
“Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo,” “No Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Marshal, who television at a price of $21,000,000.
Minor Vices" and “Side Street.”
own four other Bronx theatres, He said he recalled that Semenen¬
Court was asked by producer to segued into the undertaking busi¬ ko was in favor of the sale but
impress a trust on one-half of the ness by going into partnership with thought the price too low and-ever
current earnings from films, es¬ Anthony Abruzese, a licensed un- j since there has been a little, but
timated at $1,000,000.
/
dertaker. ■ ~
1
(Continued oh page 17)

Bob Taplmger Heartbalm:
$1,500 From Warners For
Total of S2-Week Payoff

THEATRE NOW ULTIMATE
IN SERVICE: A MORTUARY
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Mwey-Making Potential
Buoys Fin Shares on Wall SL;
Metro, WB Comebacks Hypo Hope

New York to £. A*John Baragrey
Michael Callan
Martin S. Davis*
Hillard Elkins
David Graham
Edward L. Hyman
Paul N, Lazarus Jr.
Edwin Lester
Bernard Levy
Jerry Levy
Amold-Moss
Ben Park .
Carl Reiner
' Manny Reiner
Ben Segal
Serge Semenenko
Jack L. Warner

While the New York Stock Ex¬
change had a couple days of re¬
The Gettysburg Bit
cessions generally, film Issues re¬
Washington, Feb. 17.
mained steady, and in the case of
Actor Fredric. March, as
the nominee of the Motion Pic¬
Warners, hit a new high. Traders’
ture Assn, of America, read
continued show of, confidence in
Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address
L. A. to N. Y.
Hollywood outfits and the theatre
before Congress last Thurs.
Steve Allen
circuits reflected the familiar in¬
(12), a job usually bandied by
Eve
Arden
a Congressman.,
fluences along with (a) theory and
Sy Bartlett
Since March is currently
(b) apparent contradiction.
Stephen Bosustow :
filming “Middle of The Night”
New angle is this. Despite evi¬
Bill Brame
in Manhattan for Columbia re- '
Mary Costa
dences of a continuing shrinkage
lease, the publicity mentality '
Dina DeLaurentiis
was
not
lacking
in
suggestion
of the film market, at least a few
David Diamond
that March revise the text to
prominent and important brokers
Mickey Freeman
slip in a plug along these
.believe most of the production-dis¬
Judy Garland
lines:
Mitchell Gertz
tribution companies have it within
“Fourscore and seven years
Mark Goodson
ago—in the middle of the..
their power to make money, and
Mitchell Hamilburg
night—our
forefathers
.
.
.”
more of it, from operations. This
Leland Hayward
Richard Boone who is Tinis in contrast with most opinion
Marvin Josephs on>
coin in the Norman Corwin
Martin Leeds
heard in the past. Heretofore the
legit “The Rivalry” at the
Louis Nye
professionals almost to a man were
Bijou, N. Y. also read the Get¬
Robert H. O’Brien
bullish on pic securities because of
tysburg bit here on the birth¬
.Arnold
M; Picker
liquidation potentialities. Specifi¬
day. He performed on steps of
Tom Poston
cally, they were eyeing capital | the Lincoln Memorial.
George Raft
gains advantages from the scale of
Chuck Reeves
backlogs, real estate and other |
Fred Robbins
holdings. As one financial observer
Wynn Rocamora
put it. some of the film corpora-:;
Barbara Rush
tions “were worth more dead than
Denis Sanders
alive.”
Terry Sanders
Two Comebacks
Jim Schulke
Influencing the new thinking to i
George T. Shupert
large degree is the fiscal comeback j
Milton Sperling
made by both Warners and Metro,
Billy Vaughn
plus the economy measures adopt¬
Randy Wood
ed by nearly all concerns.
. Loew’s had a net profit from all
U. S. to Europe
divisions in the first quarter of its
Walt Disney’s “Sleeping Beauty”
Hartney Arthur
new fiscal year. Most notable gain begins its regular run at New
Leo Carillo
was from the picture end and for¬ York’s Criterion Theatre today
Dianne Carroll
eign theatres, which brought a (Wed.) with prices scaled to a $2.40
Frank Conniff
gross of $23,709,000 and earnings top for adults and $1.25 for chil¬
Bob Considine
of $2,187,000. This compares with dren. Weekday tariff begins at
Jeanne Crain
a gross of $17,930,000 and a net $1.25 for adults and 90c for kids
Linda Cristal
loss of $4,378,000 for the corres¬ and the upward revisions start at
Robert Cummings
ponding period a year ago.
1 p.m.
Bill Cunningham
Warners reported a net of $1,- j Criterion ads in the N.Y. papers
Stanton Delanlane
922,000 for the first quarter of its proclaim' “popular prices” for the
Conrad N. Hilton
fiscal year, compared with a loss- 75-minute cartoon feature which is
Hedda Hopper
of $467,000 (after a $550,000 tax being run on a grind basis. But
Martha Hyer
credt) for the same period a year the specific scale is not given.
Ann Jeffries
Meanwhile, in other areas the
ago. Further, WB in the current
Van Johnson
quarter is marking what the com- ; Disney company is pursuing the
Richard Joseph
pany describes as substantial gains.[ idea of group sales for the pro¬
Joseph Julian
This new show of strength on duction.
Leonard Lyons
the part of WB, however, is be¬
Lauritz Melchior
,
wildering to non-partisan . econ¬
Arm Miller
Europe
to
U.
S.
omists. They’re taking note that i
Jane
Morgan
Bob Hart
the company has only one out¬
Hugh O’Brian
Earle Hyman
standing money-maker among its)
Ted Patrick
Susan Oliver
theatrical releases, namely “Auntie
Inez Robb
Ralph Curtis Valeti
Maine,” and reason that only one
Jane Russell
picture* regardless of its block¬
Robert
Sterling
John Gnagy Enterprises Inc. has
buster results, hardly can make for
Miiko Taka
overall prosperity. Conclusion ‘ is been authorized to conduct a mo¬
Virgin'a Warren
tion
picture
business
in
New
York.
reached that the tall coin is com¬
Earl Wilson
Capital stock is 2,000 shares, no
ing from tv and music activities par
Joan Winchell
value. Cahn. Schwartzreieh &
and foreign holdings.
Cobina Wright
Mathias were filing attorneys.
Divestiture
There’s still plenty, of bullish¬
ness among the downtowners that’s
attributable to anticipation of di¬
vestiture. New influence here is
the Universal sale of studio prop¬ Biz Holds Well; Tables’ New Champion, ‘Marne’ 2d,
erty to Music Corp. of America far
‘Running’ 3d, ‘Seas’ 4th, ‘Furlough’ 5th
$11,250,000 and the reasoning that
other companies similarly might
Film business around the coun¬ and “Up 'Periscope” (WB) are the
unload- film-making land and fa¬ try is holding remarkably well this runner-up pix.
cilities.
Whole string of new pix hint fu¬
session, being aided somewhat by
Prominent, too, in the-minds of relief from extreme cold weather ture potential. “Never Steal Any¬
some Wall Streeters are the post- in some sectors. Several new en¬ thing Small” (U) is rated nice'
1948 libraries and what they feel trants, being trotted out just prior opening week at NY CapitoL “The
to be an inevitable sale to tv. Para¬ to the Feb. 22 holiday, hint con¬ Trap” (Par) is good in Boston but
mount president Barney Balaban tinued smart trade in the near only mild in L.A. and Indianapolis.
“I, Mobster” (20th). okay in Toron¬
added to this somewhat with his future.
“Separate Tables” (UA), with a to, shapes big in Detroit
statement that the industry’s old
“Stranger in Arms” (U) looms
silent pictures might be worth flock of additional bookings, is
soaring to first place, edging out good in Cjncy. “These 1,000 Is¬
$50,000,000.
Marne" (WB) by a small lands” (20th) is rated mild in
In other words, there still are “Auntie
thoughts of liquidation, partial or margin. Latter, which is taking Washington. “Night of Quarter
otherwise. One source said this second money, has been No. 1 for Moon” (M-G) is big in Omaha.
weeks.
“Black Orchid” still is smart in
week he still believes WB is con¬ numerous
“Some Came Running” (M-G), Philly, looks sock in Chi and is
sidering sale of its music company second a week ago, is winding up very big in N. Y. “Hanging Tree”
and its 40% interest in Associated third. “South Seas Adventure” (WB) looms mild in N. Y.
British Pictures Corp. This has (Cinerama), sixth last stanza, is
“Sleeping Beauty” (BV), wow in
been a rumor for some time and landing in fourth spot.
Chi and Frisco, still IS smash in
has been denied by WB insiders.
“Perfect Furlough” (U) is cap¬ L.A. and boffo in Boston. “Liane”
But, and this is the main point, turing fifth money. “South Pacific” (DCA) looks mild in K.C.
along with the continued anticipa¬ I (Magna) is winding up sixth, it
“House on Haunted Hill” (AA),
tion of assets unloading, there’s was seventh last stanza. “Gigi” hefty in Buffalo, shapes good In
growing sentiment for the film (M-G), long high on the list, is fin¬ Balto. “Spider” (AD is dull in
comf&m^s as operating entities. ishing seventh.
Indianapolis. “Mr. Pennypacker”
The blockbusters don’t come too
“Inn of Sixth Happiness” (20th), (20th) continues solid in St. Louis.
frequently but—npnetheless there which has figured among the top
“Last Mile”. (UA), mildish in
are more of them than- ever, ~!£he grossers since the first of the year,
majors are now raking in meaning¬ is dropping down to eighth. “Rally Portland, drab in Cleveland. ‘Tar!
ty
Girl” (M-G) is rated fair in
ful amounts from tv works. And Round Flag, Boys” (20th), eighth
they’re building up diversified in¬ last session, is taking ninth place. Frisco and Indianapolis. “Last
Blitzkreig”
(Col) looks slow in
terests that can provide the finan¬ “Bell, Book and Candle” (Col)
[Buffalo.
cial cushion against pic setbacks. rounds out the Top 10.
(.Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Investors have come to like the. “Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert), “Wind¬
nrospects.
jammer” (NT), “My Uncle” (Cont), Pages 8-9-10.)

Scaled at $2.40,
'Beauty Ads Say
Topidar Prices’

National Boxoffice Survey

TTedneflday^ February 18, 1959

Where Loew’s Coil Came From
Loew’s operating an<| other income for 1958 came to a total of
$152,150,000. Here’s a rundown on the territorial sources;
United'States and Canada ...$104,820,000
British Commonwealth .. •. 18,189,000
Asia and Africa... 7....
4,044,060
Other West Hemisphere .....
7,944,000
Europe . 17,153,000
..

...—

■■■

Component Items in Loews Audit
Breakdown Illustrates Improving Fiscal Health Of
Recently-Harassed Company
--f

Sorry We Liked-It!
Ad-pub exec of a major film
company this week said he was
not particularly pleased with a
Variety review of one of his
outfit’s pictures. Such a beef
is commonplace when a fea¬
ture is rapped, but in this in¬
stance the exec was concerned
because the notice was highly
favorable.
His reasoning was this:
“The kind of review your pa¬
per gave the picture means it
should make money. If it
doesn’t, then my department
will be blamed.”

Bell Rings Metro
Shares 'Attractive1
As Speculation

-

Disclosure of how the various
departments of Loew’s-Metro have
fared in the corporation’s first
quarter of the new fiscal year—as
picked up from an'official source—
provides the substantiation for
president Joseph R. Vogel’s state¬
ments that all’s well. There has
been a remarkable upbeat all
around.
The figures provide enlighten¬
ment for stockholders who' might
be choosipg between the new par¬
ent corporation and the theatre
subsidiary, each of which will be
shortly going separate ways via
what’s commonly termed divorce¬
ment.
Combined in the picture group—
that is, the parent—are global pro¬
duction-distribution and foreign
theatres, television, and recordsmusic.
The breakdown is this: global
pictures and foreign theatres—
gross, $23,709,000, compared with
$17,930,000 a year ago; net, $2,187,000, compared with a loss of $4,378,000; tv—gross, $3,327,000, com¬
pared with $2,449,000: net profit*
$1,951,000, compared with $1,510,000; records-music—gross, $2,700,000, compared with $2,459,000; net
profit, $672,000, compared with

An analysis of Loew’s Inc. by
David Bell, head of the research
department of the Wall Street
brokerage firm of Herzfeld &
Stem, concludes that the film com¬ $220,000.
The theatre company is detailed
pany’s shares are “an attractive
this wayr United States and Cana¬
speculation.” „
dian
theatres teamed with New
In a point by point study of the
company’s present status. Bell York radio station WMGM, gross
$10,338,000,
compared with last
bases his optimism on the follow¬
year’s $9,156,Qp0; net profit, $1,ing factors:
173,000,
compared
with last year’s
The earnings outlook is very fa¬
vorable, the cash flow is rising $619,000.
Clearly,
while
all
divisions at
sharply and the debt has been
this pre-split time are improving,
sharply reduced.
the
most
important
is
the
business
The separation of the company
into separate production-distribu¬ of making and distributing pictures
as
paired
with
foreign
exhibition
tion companies by mid-March Will
hasten diversification and expan¬ operations. Reverses of the past
make the new parent look particu¬
sion of both divisions.
The market value of the assets larly good, for the obvious reason
is considerably more, than the book that herein lies the big volume
value. The depreciated, value of and, in anybody’s business, who
company’s physical properties. Bell can deny the impressiveness of a.
notes, is only about half the in¬ Inss.of $4^78,000 suddenly changed
sured value and considerably un¬ to earnings of $2,187,000?
der the true value. He points out
that some properties are carried
at only a small fraction of their,
true worth, noting for example,
that radio station WMGM, N. Y.,
carried at $223,000, has a value of
more than $6,000,000; the pre-1948
Memphis, Feb. 17.
films, completely written' off, will Malco Theatres Inc., which is oper¬
realize at least $35,000,0Q0, and the. ating a string of first runs, nabes
post-’48 pix, also entirely written and drive-ins in Tennessee, Arkan¬
off, are worth at least $50,000,000. sas and Mississippi, has revamped
The board of directors have an its organization with a slate of hew
unusally large stake in the com¬ [ officers following the death' of
pany since some of its members founder M. A. Lightman Sr.
M. A. Lightman Jr. is the new
represent over 400,000 shares of
stock, an investment of \over $8,- prexy succeeding his dad. Richard
000,000.
_
Lightman, another son, is veepee
The theatre company, with its in charge of advertising and pro¬
large real estate * holdings, has a motion; Herbert Kohn, veepee in
large income and cash above re¬ charge of booking and buying pics;
Edward Sapinsley, veepee, treas¬
quirements.
\
The finances of the production urer and office manager, and Her¬
company are now “excellent” and bert Levy, veepee in Charge of real
costs are down sharply. The pro¬ estate. Kohn, Sapinsley and Levy
duction arm, according to Bell, are also members of the Lightman
■
will have cash and securities of ap¬ family.
proximately $19,000,000, inventor¬
Malco is also building and pro¬
ies of $66,000,000, and other cur¬ moting a string of bowling lanes
rent assets of $14,500,000. Current throughout the South with three
liabilities amount to about $22,000,- in Memphis and others in Chatta¬
000 and long-term debt to $20,090,- nooga, Jackson, Tenn., Lafayette,
000. Current pix are doing well at La., Jackson, Miss., West Memphis,
the boxoffice and'it’s expected that Ark. and New Orleans. Bill Sawyer,
“BenHurset for fall release, will New England athlete, heads the’
be among the top money-makers bowling alley promotions.
of all time.
Production of films for television
has been stepped up.
“The. rising earning trend,” Bell
concludes,, "improving financial
condition, huge depreciated assets,
Universal, in making up arrear¬
the impending spin-off of the thea¬
tre subsidiary, and the unusually ages on its. 4%% cumulative pre¬
large management stake make this ferred stock (42,870 shares), is
stock attractive and it is recom¬ shelling out $136,648 ... Edwin
Van Pelt is Off the Republic board
mended for price appreciation.”
... National Theatres, still drop¬
Julia Meade Productions Ltd. has ping uneconomic properties, dis¬
been authorized to conduct a mo¬ posed of 17 theatre and real estate
tion picture business in New York, items in the first quarter of i(s new
with capital stock of 200 shares, fiscal year . . . Walt Disney equity
no par value. Weinrib & Weinrib in Disneyland for 1958 was
$258,438.
were filing attorneys at Albany.
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PICTUMES

EXECS SHY‘PROPHETIC POWERS
lUA Boast: Blockbusters In Bunchesf
Los Angeles, Feb. 17.
United Artists teed off its 40th anniversary sales conclave Sunday
(15) at the Ambassador Hotel with distribution v.p. William J. Heineman telling 100 sales personnel that company will release a minimum
of 29 “blockbusters” during 1959.
Opening day of meet also celebrated eighth anni of the Arthur KrimRobert Benjamin leadership, which Heineman noted was responsible
for UA becoming today “the industry’s No. One source of quality prod¬
uct.”
Sessions will map out distribution plans of product for coming year.
District and branch execs from 14 U.S. and Canadian exchanges are
taking part. Following windup of local confab, other regional per-;
sonnel will gather iff Miami Feb. 19-21 for a similar meet.
United Artists grossed about 4$82,000,009 during 1958, some $12,000,000 more than 1957’s record
gross, according to UA vice presi¬
Elmer C. Rhoden, chairman of
dent Ma^Youngstein. He predicted
National Theatres, sold off 10,850
that 1959’s gross would be even
shares of the corporation’s common
bigger, largely because of a con¬
stock via a couple of holding com¬
centration on “Double-A” pictures
coupled with a sustained global panies.
He now owns 26,800 direct, and
sales campaign.
has 6,000 shares via the Rhoden
Occasion for Youngstein’s com¬
Investment Co. and 9,650 through
ments was a press conference to
introduce Arnold Picker, new UA the Precision Holding Co.

Rhoden Sells 10,850 Shares

V.p. in charge of foreign distribu¬
tion. Attending also were Young¬
stein’s aide, David V. Picker, Coast
v.p. Robert Blumofe and national
ad-pub director Roger Lewis.
UA has over the past year to
18 months increased the manpower
and budgets of its promotion (un¬
der Mori Krushen) by about 20%
to 25%. The total promotion bud¬
get this year will exceed the $8
to $9,000,000 spent last year,
Youngstein said, and he expected
the trend to continue indefinitely.
As an example he averred that
UA was the only company which
had constantly increased its'trade
paper advertising . over the past
eight years.
„
.
Youngstein deplored the step¬
child” treatment from which he
said some other foreign depart¬
ments suffer.
“In many com¬
panies,” he said, “the basic thinkSales staffers were reminded that
UA has commitments with pro¬
ducers and stars totally near 70
features, the industry’s biggest po¬
tential supply. These represent a
financial outlay, as contemplated,
of $65,000,000. The rundown of
films shooting or editing includes:
* “Cry Tough,” with John Saxon
and Linda Cristal.
“Day of the Outlaw,” with Rob¬
ert Ryan, Burl Ives and Tina
Louise.
“A Hole in the Head,” with
Frank Sinatra, Edward G. Robin¬
son, Eleanor Parker, Carolyn Jones.
“The Horse Soldiers,” with John
Wayne, William Holded, "Constance
Towers, Hoot Gibson, Althea Gib¬
son.
“The Invisible Invaders,” science
fiction thriller with John Agar,
Jean Byron.
_ “The Man in. the Net,”’with Alan
Ladd, Carolyn Jones.
“Ten Seconds To Hell.” with Jeff
Chandler, Jack Palance and Martine Carol. Tshot in Berlin).
“Pork Chop Hill,” with Gregory
Peck, Harry Guardino, Rip Tom.
“Some Like It Hot,” with Mari¬
lyn Monroe, Tony Curtis, Jack
Lemmon.
“Take a Giant Step,” with John¬
ny Nash, Fred O'Neil, Ruby Dee-.
“The Devil’s Disciple,” with Kirk
Douglas, Burt Lancaster and.iSir
Laurence Olivier.
“Shake Hands with the Devil,”
-with James Cagney, Don Murray,
Dana Wynter, Glynis Johns.
1
“The Summer of the 17th Doll,”
with Ernest Borgnine, Anne Baxter,
John Mills, Angela Lahsbury.
“The Wonderful Country,” with
Robert Mitchum, Julie London,
Gary Merrill, Jack Oakie.
“On the Beach,” with Gregory
Peck, Ava Gardner, Fred Astaire,
Anthony Perkins.
- “Solomon and Sheba,” with Yul
Brynner, Gina Lollobrigida.
“The Unforgiven,” with Burt
Lancaster, Audrey Hepburn, Audie
Murphy, John Saxon, Lillian Gish.
Beyond the foregoing United
Artists points to many more cur¬
rently in the preparatory phases.
Titles Include “The Havana Story,”
“Case Against Tomorrow,” “Anni¬
versary Waltz,” “Orpheus Descend¬
ing,” “Two For the Seesafr,” “The
Way West,” ‘!My Sister and i,” “A
Terrible' Beaujy,” “The Alamo,”
(Continued on page 14)

Goyt. Still Would
Sell British lion
London, Feb. 17.
A ministerial statement that the
government still wished to sell
British Lion to private interests,
when this was possible on satis¬
factory terms, does not imply a
reversal of the policy by the Na¬
tional Film Finance Corp. Only a
month or two ago the . NFFC an¬
nounced that the “For Sale” boards
had been taken down and British
Lion was no longer on the market.
The statement in the House of
Commons came during an adjourn¬
ment debate last Thursday (22),
when Opposition MP’s complained
of the refusal to give specific as¬
surances on the conditions of sale
which might eventually be at¬
tached to British Lion. It was also
asserted that the company’s tax
loss, estimated to :be near $10,000,000, could cost the Treasury
around $5,000,000 if its. allowance
was part of the undertaking.
Speaking for the government,
John Rodgers, Parliamentary Sec¬
retary for the Board of Trade,
pointed out that while no sale of
British Lion was contemplated at
present because of no commercial
offer, the government still wished
to sell to- private interests. He was
(Continued on page 62)

NO LONGER ABLE N.Y. Embassy Charges Phoney Bidding;
TO GUESS TAKE Says Beacon, Cross-Broadway, Had ¥
The nationwide performance of
individual films, once a fairly pre¬
dictable item, has become erratic
to the point where precise advance
estimates of grosses have become
“speculation” in the literal sense,
in short near-pure guesswork.
Sales
executives,
who
once
prided themselves on being able
to virtually pinpoint a picture’s
final take in the U.S. after the first
10 openings or so, today admit
frankly that they’re stumped from
the outset. Not even specific sit¬
uations, with the history of success
and failure, can be counted any
more to deliver according to exr
pectation.
Some pictures which, by all
rules of the book, should have
cleaned up, haven’t been drawing
'em in. Others, which didn’t in¬
spire much hope, went on to do ex¬
cellent business. The once-accepted
ratio of a film’s revenues, i.e. how
much it derives from given type of
situations, have been thrown into
a - cocked hat in some instances,
though they may exactly as figured
out in others.
One comedy has done a big boxoffice in several houses where
comedies as a rule were poison.
Yet the same film failed to draw
in the very theatres, in a nearby
city, where other comedies in the
past managed very well. All oyer
the country, the attendance pat¬
tern, influenced by selectivity on
the part of the public, is changing.
For instance, 20th-Fox expected
great things of “In Love and War.”
The picture will do well, but not
as well, as it had been doped out
at the start. Yet, the same outfit’s
“The Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker,” rated an average release, and
not too well reviewed, definitely
is doing above-average business.
Said one company statistician:
“It’s almost impossible today to
predict grosses.
It was—once—
generally true that a good picture
would get about 75% of its rev¬
enue from approximately 3,000
dates. At least it averaged out to
that. It doesn’t any more today.
Some films will get 80% or more
from only 5% of the market.
Others will get it from 25% of the
market. So much depends on ac¬
ceptance and also, of course, on the
type of picture it is. But to make
an educated guess today is sticking
your neck out.”

Rivoli Gets ‘Compulsion’
“Compulsion,” which Richard D.
Zanuck produced for Darryl F.
Zanuck Productions, has
been
booked for New York’s Rivoli The¬
atre following the current “South
Pacific.” Latter is now in its 20th
week.
According to 20th-Fox, no deci¬
sion has been made yet on whether
“Compulsion” plays on a contin¬
uous-run or reserved seat basis.

Re COMPO Dues:
‘Now Is the Time’
Council of Motion Picture Or¬
ganizations is bearing down on a
dues-collection campaign.
Letter
was sent to all exhibitors in the
country this week by Ben Marcus,
Abe Montague and Samuel Pinanski, as the three members of the
COMPO
governing
committee,
urging that the exhibs pay up.
It’s either a matter of the neces¬
sary money^ coming in or the op¬
portunity will be forever lost for
a “cooperative effort aimed at put¬
ting the industry back on its feet
again,” they state.

REED PAGES LAUREN BACALL
But British ‘Frontier1 Rolls
About Same Time
Lauren Bacall is sought for the
femme lead in “Our Man in Ha¬
vana,” being produced and direct¬
ed by Sir Carol Reed, for Columbia
release. Alec Guinness and Noel
Coward have been set for the film.
Miss Bacall is now in London,
preparing for her starring role in
the J. Arthur Rank film, “North¬
west Frontier,” in which Kenneth
More also stars. Whether she will
be able to take the lead in “Ha¬
vana” will depend on working out
dates on the two films.
“Havana,” from the Graham
Greene film, rolls in March, and
“Frontier” has a tentative start
date of March or April. Negotia¬
tors are now trying to juggle the
two start dates so that she can be
in “Havana.”

Rembusch Powders Toll-TVCommittee,
Says Harling Fait-Accompli Type
Although the heretofore dor¬
mant Joint Committee on Toll-TV,
charged by the American Congress
of Exhibitors with assuming the
anti-tollvision campaign, lists True¬
man T. Rembusch, Allied States
Assn.’s representative, as. a cochairman of the committee, the In¬
diana exhibitor has completely dis¬
associated himself from the group.
Not only is Rembusch burned at
Philip F. Harling, his co-chairman
on the Joint Committee, for sum¬
moning a meeting in Washington
on March 1 without consulting his
colleagues on the committee, but
he is also opposed to the efforts
of Harling and George G. Kerasotes. Theatre Owners of America
topper, in allegedly scuttling and
discrediting the committee’s posi¬
tion on pay-tv by taking a position
contrary to the committee’s on
wired tv.
Harling, also head of
TOA’s anti-tollvision committee,
and Kerasotes are charged by
Rembusch with altering the Joint
Committee’s position under the
guise of TOA and then attempting
to integrate the TOA position in
the newly-formed Congress of Ex¬
hibitors.
Originally, the Joint Committee
on Toll-TV, an all-exhibitor group,
had opposed only the over-the-air
type of pay-tv. However, TOA and
later ACE called for a campaign
seeking to get Congress to outlaw
all forms of tollvision. Allied, in
its recent Pittsburgh convention,

went on record as opposing “ap¬
propriation of the free airwaves,”
but noted * that the opposition to
cable tv required'“further study
from the legal, practical and pub¬
lic relations aspects.” It is this
conflict in- views that most dis¬
turbs Rembusch, especially when
it appears that the reactivated
Joint Committee on Toll-TV is
going ahead with its campaign to
seek the banning of all forms of
toll-tv, cable as well as broadcast.
After the Event
Rembusch receive a wire’ from
Harling asking him to attend the
Washington conclave.
However,
in a letter to Allied prexy Horace
Adams and general counsel Abram
F. Myers, Rembusch said he would
not give the telegram “the courtesy
of a reply.”
Rembusch also indicated that in
Pittsburgh he had been relieved,
at his own request, of any further
responsibility of watching pay-tv
for Allied, a job he performed for
more than 10 years. His reason,
he said, was the scuttling of the
Joint Committee’s work by Harl¬
ing and Kerasotes.
Earlier, Rembusch had turned
down a request by S. H. Fabian,
chairman of the Congress of Ex¬
hibitors, to serve on the Congress’
Toll-TV committee.
He declined
the assignment because of the ill¬
ness of his partner, Joe Finneran,
and because of his occupation with
Indiana legislative matters affect-1

j

i

mg the theatre industry and a
pending antitrust suit.
Rembusch contends that the
Joint Committee on Toll-TV does
not exist any more because of Har¬
ling and Kerasotes “lowering the
boom.” He charges that Harling’s
attempt to recreate the Joint Com¬
mittee “is obviously another one
Of his slick maneuverings as he at¬
tempted in ACE, and failed, to
force the abortive TOA position
on pay-tv down exhibitor’s throats.”
The Indiana exhibitor has seri¬
ous doubt that all TOA members
will support the fight against
wired tv. He contends that Henry
Grilling, a TOA member who ex¬
perimented with cable tv in Bartles¬
ville, Oklahoma, would not' go
along with a move to outlaw wired
tv. In addition, Rembusch notes
that he had read that the Schinc
Circuit, also affiliated with TOA, is
planning wired tv in one of its sit¬
uations. “There may be others like
Schine and Griffing in TOA,” Rem¬
busch asserts.

Martin Davis on Coast
Martin S. Davis, Paramount’s
assistant ad-pub director, is on the
Coast from New York this week
for campaign huddles with pro¬
ducers and studio brass.
|
He follows this with meetings!
with
exhibitors in Dallas and j
Atlanta, returning to his Gotham j
base next Tuesday (24).

An old question inherent in the
bidding system was reopened last
week when Guild Enterprises, op¬
erating the Embassy Theatre in
uptown Manhattan, filed an anti¬
trust suit in N. Y. Federal Court
against Warner Bros., Beathecort
Corp., operator of the Beacon
Theatre which is virtually opposite
the Embassy, and Harry Brandt.
The Beacon is booked by Brandt.
Guild, in asking for $30,000 in
treble damages and $8,000 extra
from Warners, claimed it had sub¬
mitted the higher bids for three
Warner pictures—“Auntie Marne,”
“Indiscreet” and ‘Sayonara.” How¬
ever, Warners, had allegedly sold
the films to the Beacon with its
lower bid.
Court was asked to order can¬
cellation of the bookings which, ac¬
cording to Guild, are “unlawful.”
Question of the decree interpre¬
tation on bidding has arisen before.
Exhibitors generally argue that, if
they submit the highest bid on a
film, it should be theirs.
Lesser
situation from time to time have
been able to bid away product from
established firstruns, and so have
drive-ins.
The distributor interpretation
runs differently, i.e., the highest
bidder doesn’t necessarily get the
picture. A crass example is cited.
If, for instance, a brokendown
shack of a house were to outbid
a new and modern theatre via a big
guarantee, the distributor would be
perfectly justified to channel his
film to the latter house on the
theory that—commercially (though
not necessarily on the strength of
the guarantee)—it’s a beter propo¬
sition. Burden of proof in the long
run, however, is on the distributor.

20th Mexican Channel
For 10 Nicholson Filins;
Mayhe So. America, Too
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Twentieth-Fox w'ill handle Mexi¬
can distribution of 10 features re¬
leased domestically by American
International Pictures, under a
deal closed by AIP prexy James
H. Nicholson. Negotiations also are
on by William Reich, general man¬
ager of AI Export Corp., for 20thFox to rep Al distribution-wise in
South America.
Ten features set for Mexican re¬
lease include “Motorcycle Gang,”
“Sorority Girl,” “I Was a Teenage
Frankenstein,” "Blood of Dracula,”
“Viking Women and the Sea
Serpent,” “Astounding She Mon¬
ster,” “Jet Attack,” “Suicide Bat¬
talion,” “Dragstrip Riot” and “Tne
Cool and the Crazy.”

HARRY TARIFF RETIRES
Quits For Coast Life and
Consultancy—Biz Vet
Harry J: Takiff, v.p. and director
of Columbia’s realty subsidiary,
Columbia Pictures Realty Corp.,
has exited.
In the post for the last three
years, Takiff served for 21 years
as assistant to the late Jack Cohn,
exec v.p. of the parent organiza¬
tion. He’s moving to the Coast and
will continue to serve as a consult¬
ant to the company.
Takiff, who started in the film
biz 40 years ago as an errand boy
with the Big U Film Exchange,
joined Columbia in 1935 after
many years with Universal and
RKO. As prexy of Col’s realty di¬
vision, he helped select and nego¬
tiate the deal for the present homeoffice headquarters on Fifth Ave.,
N. Y.

Gold Goes West
Bill Gold Advertising shifts from
New York to the Coast Friday (20)
to act as ad art agency for the
Warner account.
Gold company
has served WB since 1957 in New
York.
Bill Gold, as an independent op¬
erator, took the WB account when
he left the company’s direct em¬
ployment. He had been poster art
director.

PSSBBFt
Ike Mafia# fimme
(C-SCOPE—€OLO*l
' Broad and racy romantic farce.
•Good Barnes, good perfbrmaaeesy food b.o,
Hollywood, Feb. 13.
Metro Teleeae of Philip Barry Jr. prodxrtktv. Stan DebWe JteyapKEsy Tj*y
^.wrtmj»r PtmL niwtlaK featoares Fred
(3»rt~VB*
KwW l»y Geosje
Screenplay, William Rober.s;
baaed on. the novel, “The Darling Bud*
otfuay “ by H-JE. Bates; caraera (MetriH
cdocX Robert Bronnen mosic, Jeff- A*sxandcr; e&totV Jobn. MeSweeney Jr. Pre¬
viewed at the HbHywood Paramo«Bt T^atre, Feb. 13, '59. Running time, 97 MINS.
Uarieltc Larkis.Debbie Reynolds
Lorenzo Chariton. Tony KanJMl
TW Tjrffe . Paul Douglas

JgfgJg??.::::: m2%32
£•<££*Add-on Fowen
Le* t-tMti . Riekey Murray
c£intL*rkin ..Donald L«sby
Victoria^ Larkin.Cheryl Bailey
Suzan Larkin .* Caryl Boiler

highlighting the action? There is [
a title soog by Charles Stronseand
Lee Adasos, sung by Miss Reynolds, :
that, for a change, fits the title
and the film.
,
Powe.
;
Rio Bravo
(COLOR-SONGS
Topeoteh. western with names
of John Wayne, Dean Martin
and Ricky Nelson to run up
slick grosses.
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Warner
Bros,
release
of Howard
Hawks production. Stars John Wayne,
PioVy Xclsonp AnyiA Dickixi*
son, Walter Brennan, Ward Bond; fea¬
tures Jobs Russell, Pedro Consales-Ganzalew EMeUt* - Rodrigues, ClaUde Akins.
Directed fry Hawks. Screenplay, Juics
Furthman, Leigh Brackett; from short
story by B. EL HcCaaxpbril; camera
(TCchixicelor),
Russell
Harlan; _ editor,
Folmar BZ&Agst&I? xnosic* Dimitri TWnh
kfe. Previewed Feb. 10, *59. Running tiise,
14* MINS.
John T. Chance. John Wayne
Dtxdfe .,Heat Martin
Colorado ... Ricky Nelson
Feathers . Angie Dickinson
' Stumpy..
Walter Brennan
Pat Wheejer . Ward Bond
Nathan Burdette..
John RufiseB
Carlos . Fedra Gonzsder
Coosuds .Estelit* Rodrigue*
Joe Burdette ..
. Claude Akins
Jake . Malcolm Atterbory
Harold...Harry Carey Jr.
Matt Harris . Bob Steele

Tb« Aagry NUIs
(JUDTBflj
Bather confused but entertainiug war yarn, slickly directed
and good performances by cast
headed by Robert Mitchum;
sound b.o. prospects.

London, Feb. IT.
Metre release frf a Haymosd SfcroM
production; Stars Robert Mitcham, Stan¬
ley Baker, Elisabeth Moeller, Gia; Scala.
Directed by Robert Aldrich. Screenplay,
A. I, Bezzerides, from Leon Uris's book;
camera, Stephen Dade; editor, FMfer Tan¬
ner; music; Richard: Bennett. Previewed
at Metro Private Theatre, London. Run¬
ning. time, 105 MINS.
. MSce Morrison..... Robert Mitchum
Lisa ... Elisabeth Mueller
Heisler ... Stanley Baker
Kleftherfa ...'... Gia Scala
Stergiou ...
Donald Wolfit
Andreas ...
Kierpn Moore
Tassos.Theodore BQtef
Chester .. Sebastian Cabot
1 Letndda*... Peter .nuns
Ray TayUr..
Leslie Phffllpg
Colonel Oberg ........... Marius Goring
The endless parade of war pix
continues with “The . Angry Hills,”
this one being set in Greece, It's a
rather confused yarn but has the
merit of good direction by Robert
Aldrich and some very competent
performances. “Hills” could be a
useful b.o. bet in average houses.
Producer Raymond “"‘Stross has
shrewdly widened Ms marquee ap¬
peal by adding Italian Gia Seals
and German Elisabeth Mueller to
the cast already adorned by Robert
Mitchum and: Britain’s popular
Stanley Baker,
. Mitchum plays an America® war
correspondent wbo is hunted by
Gestapo., chief Stanley Baker and
fifth columnist Theadore Bike!
when he arrives. In Athens as
Greece is about to fall to the Nazis.
. Baker and Bikel want Mitchum be¬
cause he has a list of 1® Greek
underground leaders which he is
conveying to British intelligence in
London.
He is helped by Gia Scala and
also by Miss Muelfer, both of
whom fall in love with Mitchum.
Eventually he manages to escape
; from Greece with Miss Mueller's
two children, who Baker was using
as a hostage.
Both Baker and Mitchum give
very sound performances. Elisa¬
beth Mueller brings a radiant
charm to the part of the widow
who nearly betrays Mitchum but
eventually assists him. Donald
Wolfit, Sebastian
Cabot, -Peter
tiling, Marius Goring and Keiron
Moore are among those who bring
distinction to smaller roles.
A. I, Bezzerides’ screenplay fal¬
ters towards the end when the love
complications arise but he tells the
story briskly and well. Robert
: Aldrich's direction has been fdven
; some slick editing by Peter Tanner
while Stephen Dade's tensing has
made the utmost use of the Greek,
scenery.
Rich.

We&esAry, February 1&,
offhand, often rather grim humor,
to give the screenplay additional
interest where.the pursuit portions
necessarily lag. Boettieher and
his east handle it well, dsly occa¬
sionally overreaching in brief
scenes where Miss 'Steele’s sex
seems stressed beyond reason.
Scott does a good job as the
taciturn and misunderstood hero,
but the two standouts are Best as
the giggling killer and Roberts as
the sardonic outlaw who wants to
get away to a new start. They got
good lines to work with’ and they
give them and their characteriza¬
tions full treatment Miss Steele
doesn’t seem quite suited to her
role, although she is pleasant. Lee
Van'Cleef, Dyke Johnson and Boyd
Stockman do capably with smaller
parts.
Charles Lawton Jr.’s photogra¬
phy, in Eastman color by Pathe
1 and in Cinemascope, captures
-some stunning location shots, a
combination of semi-desert and
.mountains, often in unusual nat¬
ural lighting. Jerome Thoms’ edit¬
ing is first-rate. Some of Lawton’s
work is not helped by a musical
score that is trite and the sound
quality' which is uneven. Force.

First Mam Into Space

-

(BRITISH)
Competent science-fantasy ad¬
venture film for Ooallen,
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Metro release' o£ Amalgamated produc¬
tion* Stars Marshall Thompson aaa Marla
LandL Produced by John Croydon and
Charles Vetter Jr. Directed by Robert
Day, Screenplay, John C. Cooper and
Lane* Z. Hargreaves; based ea » story by
Wyott Ordung; camera, Geoffrey FailhfdH; music, Buxton Orr; editor, Peter
Mayhew. Previewed at the studio, Jan,'
29, ’59. Running time, 77 MINS.
GoAuBfcndet C. E.
Prescott .. Marshall Thompson
Tfct Francesca..
Marla Land!
Lt, Dan Prescott_ _ KU Edward*
Capt. Ben Richards . Robert Ayres
Wilson .. ... Bin Nagy
Dr, Paid v®a Rsaen
Carl Jaffa
Mexican Consul.. Roger Delgado
State Dept. Official.John McLaren
Witney ....- -...... Richard. Shaw .
Clancy. ... BUI Nick

A British production being re¬
leased by Metro, “First Man Into
Space” te a good enfry in the ex¬
ploitation class. It bas excitement
and some genuine horror.
It is
generally woH-made and suffers
only from a tendency to get cosmic
in. philosophy as well as geography.
The screenplay by Johd C,
Cooper and Lance Z. Hargreaves,
Too Many Crooks
bused op a story by Wyott 0rdun&
is located in- New Mexico, at a U.S.
(BRITISH)
missile base. (An interesting tech¬
nical point, since the picture Was
Dim-witted, minor crooks iqr
to their ears in comedy trou¬ .filmed entirely in Britain.) Mar¬
shall
Thompson plays the U.S1 of¬
ble.
ficer in charge of the project,
which is testing pilot-manned rock¬
London, Feb. 10.
ets."- Thompson’s brother. Bill EdRank (Mario ZanrpD production and re¬
lease. Stars- Terry-Thoma*, GeorCe Cole, ;■wards* is the pilot on one of these
vessels.
Once
Brenda Be Banzte, Berazrd Bresslav?. space-bound
Directed by Mario ZsmpL Sercesplsy, launched. Edwards gets infected by
Michael Pertwee; camera, Stanley ftveyl
thin
?ir
hysteria
or
derringdo
and
editor. Mill Lewthwaite; music, Stanley
Black. At Rank Private Theatre, London. takes the ship beyond its sched¬
Running, time, 47 MINS.
uled
altitude
ceiling.
When
be
re¬
-BiSy Gordon .Terry-Thomas
Fingers.... George Cole turns to earth he is coated with
Lucy . Brenda De Bhnzle some mysterious substance com¬
Snowdrop.Bernard Bresslaw i
Sid..
Sidney James posed of meteor dust and has been
Whisper . Joe Melia changed into a blood-sueking mon¬
Charmafne. — Vera Day ster,
There is the usual pursuit
Secretary
..
Delphi Lawrence
Magistrate...John Le Mesorior and eventual capture of the zombie.
Sofiirifor . Sydney Taffcr
Since these films are stories of
Angela . Rosalie Ashley
Tommy...Nicholas- Parsons effect rather than character or
Girl Journalist . Vihna Ann Leshie- plot, there is little point in evalu¬
Gordon’s Mother ...
Edie Mxrtlff ating the performances.
The cast
Swarthy Man. . Tutte Lemkow
Inspector Jensen . John Stuart performs acceptably, and is gener¬
Fire Policeman . Terry Scott ally successful in employing Amer¬
ican. accents. Despite the best ef¬
Mario Zampi’s brisk comedy, forts, an occasional clipped syllable
“Too Many Crooks,” has been art¬ slips through, but the verisimili¬
fully constructed in the search of tude is mostly maintained. Thomp¬
yoeks by Michael Pertwee, a skilled son, Marla Land!, Robert Ayres,
purveyor of the kind of plot, situa¬ Bill Edwards, Bill Nagy and Carl
tion, characterization and dialog Jaffe are those chiefly involved,
needed for this sort of unambitious, and handle their assignments eap-

Figure a combination of “You
Can’t Take It With You" and ele¬
ments of “Tobacco Road,” and it is
a pretty fair in dicat'on of what
“The Mating Game” is about and
bmr the Jokes are played; This
romantic farce from Metro Is as
“Rio Bravo” is c bfg, brawling
broad as its Cinemascope projec¬ western
with enough action and
tion and as racy as anything seen marquee
to. assure hefty
to date. It is a funny show, but by reception voltage
at the boxoffice. Casting
conventional reckoning it’s not of Dean Martin
and
Ricky Nelson
for the kiddies.
with such vet range stalwarts as
The production of Philip Barry John Wayne and Walter Brennan
Jr.—has film bow—is based on is a smart showmanship move
H. K Bates’ English novel, “The bound to pay off in. an expanded
Darling Buds of May,” which was a market, and performances gener¬
light, farcical tilt at the welfare ally are superior to the average
state in. Britain. Adapted for the western. While somewhat long, inscreen by William Roberts, it be¬ terest is sustained and net effect
comes an American situation, chief¬ is one of the better class oaters
ly involving free enterprise versus of the year.
the internal revenue department,
Howard Hawks as producer-dior—in a modern treatment—the
turned out picture under his
moonshiners versus the reveduers. rector
Armada
Productions banner for
Basically the premise of “The Warner Bros,
release,*and gives
Mating Game” is a stock one in distribution company
some highlyAmerican literature, and is prob¬ seasoned Technicolor footage
which
ably universal. Despite its fami¬
be handily exploited. Both
liarity, thorn ds lots of fun in it may
Martin
and
Nelson,
latter
malting
of a fairly simple-minded nature. his first feature appearance since a
Tony Randall plays a tax agent couple of moppet parts years ago,
assigned to investigate the Mary¬ play gunman roles, offbeat casting
land farm family headed by Paul but coming off in slick fashion.
Douglas and Una Merkel. Doug¬ They re in for a couple of songs,
las has never filed an income tax 1 too, which may be a little out of
return or paid a tax. His ease : character for the action but certain
comes to the revenue e’epartraent’s > to attract and surefire ingredients.
attention when a rich neighbor in¬ They pair up on “My Pony, My
forms on him in the hopes that he Rifle, and Me," cleffed by Bimftrf
will be jailed or bankrupted and TIonskm and Paul Francis Web¬
happy-go-lucky lark. Satire*. ^lapremoved from the landscape.
ster, and Nelson is? on with “Cindy.”
John Croydon and Charles Vet¬
stick and light comedy are mingled,
Randall, whose neat black hom- One of the true assets of pic¬
sometimes uneasily. Much of the ter Jr. produced the film, and Rob¬
burg covers a CPA-rrrnd, discovers ture is Tjomkin’s unusual score,
phris irresistibly funny, but it occa¬ ert Day directed. One unusual
Douglas lives in an economic mo¬ directed mainly at guitars, which
aspect is that it was shot in tht
sionally lags.
rass. Attempting to track down helps set the mood and has a poPowe:
“Crooks” will certainly satisfy old 1.66 frame.
Douglas’ system of finance, he dis¬ tent effect in punching over the
most UK. houses in search of laffs,
covers a typical transaction in¬ action.
since it features many favorite
volves the trade of a ten of manure
Script by Jules Furthman and
British performers. But the stellar
(The Law)
for a couple of hogs, with the Leigh Brackett, based on the B. H.
lineup carries too few big guns to
(FRENCH—ITALIAN)
hogs swapped for a refrigerator McCampbell short story, gets off
Ride Lonesome
make it a certain click in the
Paris, Feb. 10.
and the refrigerator traded for an to one of the fastest slam-bang
(COLOR—CSGOPE)
American market.
Corona release of Gronpe Ves Quaireelectric organ. How much profit openings on record. Within 90 .
production. Stars Gina LolloPertwee bas infused some neat Titanus
brigkla,
Yves
Montand;
Pierre
does all this represent? Douglas seconds Wayne, a fast-shooting ,
twists into a basically amusing Brasaear, Melina Mercouri,feature*
High-grade oater,
Marcello Masdoesn’t know. He gave the organ sheriff, is clubbed, another man
idea. A gang of four smalltime troianrtf, Raf MattioK, Paola Stoppa*
Written
and
directed
by
Jules
Dassia
to the church.
knocked out mid a third man mur¬
crooks, blunderingly led by their from, tbe novel by Roger VaUIand; dialog;
Hollywood, Feb. €.
Douglas gets Randall predictably dered'. Plot thereafter revolves
Columbia release of Raaowir ProtSae- dim-wit chief, disastrously bungle Francois* GirOud; camera, Ote&o Hsrfeun
drunk, and Randall Is predictably 1 around Wayne's attempts to hold tiea. Star Randolph Scott; cottars Karev some minor jobs. They set their editor, Roger' Dwyre. At Coiisee, Paris.
Sfeele.
Executive
producer.
Harry
Joe
.smitten with one of the Bduglas- the murderer, brother of tbo-most Brown; producer-director, Rudd Boetti- sights higher. They plan to rob a Running tinfe, T25 MINS.
Marietta . Gina Lallobrisid*
Merkel offspring, hoydenfsfe Deb¬ powerful: rancher in the area, until cher; screenplay, Burt. Kennedy; camera, shady tycoon who keeps his money Matteo
. Yves Montand
bie Reynolds. She is a toothsome the arrival some days hence of. the Charles Lawton Jr.; music, Heinz Roem- in hard cash in his office, home Cesare .. Pierre Brassenr
heM?
editor,
J^rrme
Thoms.
Previewed
Lucres!* .. Meliita Mercouri
child of nature who is taking care U.S. marshal. He’s up agairist the at the studio, Feb. 2, ’SO. Bounin? time, and other hideouts.
Francesco ...Raf MattloU
of the mating of the farm stock rancher utilizing graunah tactics to 74 AWN'S.
When this falls, they plan to Tonfo ... Paola Stepp*
when she isn’t wrestling fa the free the jailed killer.
Ben Brigade...Randolph Scott kidnap his daughter. Unfortunate’y,
Lane . Karen. Steele
hay with some of the livelier
Jules Dassin, Yank director, had
Hawks makes handsome use of Carrie
Sam- Boone ^.....ParneU Roberts they land up, instead, with his wife.
neighbor-boys. Randall's apoplec¬ force in .logically unravelMng his Billy John ...;. . James Best ; Their humiliation is that this seems 0 general hit in America with his •
tic superior, Fred dark, finally ar¬ hard-Mttfng narrative, creating Frank ....
Lee Vkif Cleef .a splendid idea to the tycoon, wno “Bififi” and a prestige art success
..
James' Coburn
rives to take over, after Randall suspense at times and occasionally Wid"
. Dyke Johnson refuses to pay any ransom, is un¬ with his "He Who Must Die.” Now,
has been suitably corrupted. Clark inserting lighter-moments to give Charlie
Indian Chief..
Boyd Stockman moved by their threats to murder hi his third foreign feature, he
figures Douglas owes *50,000 in variety to Ms unfotdment. Wayne
her and regards it as a great chance combines the dexterity and picar¬
back taxes. But Randall then, fig¬ delivers a faithful portrayal of the
“Ride Lonesome” is another good of continuing his shenanigans with esque qualities of tire former with
ures the government owes Douglas peace officer who must fight his westeni from the Ranown Produc¬ his mistress. Equally humiliated Is the more ambitious qualities of
some $14,600,000 on a claim dating battle with the aid of only two tion team of Randolph Scott and I the wife, who determines to teach the latter..The result is an uneven
from the Civil War. Douglas has deputies. One of these is Martin, Harry Joe Brown. It is a medium him a lesson.
pic, yet with enough entertainment
no use for money and agrees to Ms ex-deputy who attempts to kfefc budget film and above the general
This framework provides oppor- and exploitation facets to make this
forget the whole thing if the gov¬ off a two-year drunk te help hfff run. Budd Boettieher; who- pro¬ /tunities for a number of hilarious a possibility for U.S.
ernment wilt be equally forgiving friend, beeoraaaag bis ©Id fast-shoot¬ duced and directed, had a tough-, sequences. The “snatching" done
Desrin has adapted a^ French
about all past and future taxes;
ing self eventually but only after honest screenplay by Burt Kenne¬ by the gang poring as undertakers, prizewinniug novel and told a tale
Most of this is foreseeable farce, some pretty difficult times in dy, and he has given it perception .with their victim drugged lit st of a small Mediterranean town
and much of it is done with allu¬ throwing off the shakes. Bole is and tension.
; runaway hearse; a court scene; and which, serves, as a crucible for a
sions te- sex, regarding both hu¬ one of thesp’s most interesting. The
The Coiiaxtbiar release has Ran¬ ; attempts to rescue, money from a study of power. He details how
people come to be in a position tc
mans and animals, that will leave other deputy is Brennan, a can¬ dolph Scott as. & bounty hunter • blazing house.
no doubt in any minds whatsoever, tankerous old' cripple assigned to whose interest in a young, murderTerry-Thomas, over-acting un¬ dictate to others by either invested
except the most unawakened. guard the prisoner ia the jail. eir Janies Best, seems to be solely mercifully, is the rich victim of the powers or those gotten from the
Most of it plays well due to George Brennan makes of this character the. money be will collect for his gang’s attentions and his perform- weapons of desire, fear, knowhow
Marshall’s expert direction and 'a comk masterpiece, one of Ms fop delivery. Along the way, he picks atree has some riotous moments. etc..
Tale revolves around a desirable
some of it—the cleanest portions— performances.
up a young widow, Karen Steere, George Cafe, Sidney James, Joe
are pure hilarity.
Nelson, as a baby-faced two-gun¬ and two feckless outlaws. Parnell Melia and Bernard Bresslaw forin morsel, Gina LOHbbrigid*, who is
Mite Reynolds, duplicating in a man, is finely convincing as he Roberts and James Cobum.' Soon : the? gang and contribute much to . coveted by (a) the local squire, (b)
way the sort of role she had in throws in with Wayne in helping Best's brother, Lee Van CTeef, is the fun. Unfortunately, alhof these a gangster, (c) her brother-in-law
“Tammy and the Bachelor,” is very him fend off the rancher’s efforts trailing them with Ms- own band, ■ players are more acceptable in and (d> others. She picks a visiting
good. Randall, somewhat uncom¬ to seize the killer, and Ward Bond intent on rescuing Best.
small doses, rather than in carrying . engineer to be her husband. In this
Js woven a fabric of passion and
fortable as a straight actor, is bril¬ makes the fliost of his brief ap¬
“Ride Lonesome” has- several a film on their own shoulders.
liant in his comedy scenes, partic¬ pearance as a friend of Wayne’s, good plots axed sob-plots going for ; James, who never fails to make* related doings- plus a game called
ularly an athletic drunk sequence killed because of this friendship-, it, creating a chase melodrama fisat ^impact, is the best of the quartet, “The Law” in which one perron
and its aftermath. Douglas is cap¬ lit for distaff interest and with is often a chase-within-a-rime. Bresslaw, a tv character who has can. dictate to the Others and say
able and Fred Clark reprises his more legitimate footage than usual There is Scott’s inscrutable reason rocketed to the top* is a dim-witted ; and do whatever he pleases.
’ Well mounted by Dassin and well
now familiar bit as a sort of later- in a western is Angie Dickinson, for hunting men for tbeir bounty. : ex-wrestler.
: acted by most of the actors. With
day Edgar Kennedy. Una Merkel a looker and one of the most in¬ There is a conflict between Him ! i
JPW* a
"gangster’s the added name of Miss Lottogets her share of laughs and others teresting newcomers in many a day, and- Roberts and Coburn, This Mall ; Brenda De Banzle as the brigida. for U.S. familiarity though
who contribute include Philip fashioned into an important key lattef pair Is tired of larking, and Wife who turns the tables on her •the- Italian beauty plays her role
Gfeer. Philip CooKdge and Charles character who delivers in every I W$nt to settle down. If they, in- erring' husband; Delphi Lawrence, ; too much in the breezy vein of
Ease.
way. John Russell as the rancher, j stead of: Scott, pan tarn Best in, as a secretary; John Le Mesurler, “Bread, Love* and Fantasy.”
Robert Brenner’s camera work Pedro Ctonzafez-Gonzalez the hotel. they will get an amnesfe for their *** -Bewildered magistrate; and
Mercouri is mere-in fune^
keeps the photography bright and: Pedro Gonz alez-Gohzalez the hotel- past misdeeds. The only one who- Sydney Tafler, a too-smarf attor¬ asMelina
'an aging woman whose liaison
clean for the comedy, and prevenfs• owner, and Claude Akins, the killer j eau lose In all thfs is Best, who ney; all provide effective dame oar. lute av young bay leads tor trigeif.
the Cihema Scope screen from
Stanley
Paver
ha&
tensed
some
Technical credits lend strong dues,: when he is turned jb by
■Yves Mdhtand; Paolo Stoppa, Raf
seeming tmweildy or heavy on the support, headed by Russell Haf- Roberts and Cobum of ter Seott ; London and location scenes very Mattioli and especially Pierre
roa^iea jokes, the double-takers*. Ian’s color photography, editing; by Settles an old Score with Yin Cleef. ;WeU. Mario Zampi^s direction never ;Brassesr are -alj assets as the rest
etc, Jeff Alexander's sprightly Folmar Blangsted and art direction
Kennedy has used genuine lets up in his eager search for of the players involved in this offRfefc
music is a good score, -aimed at [by Leo K. Kuter.
Whit.
speech- of the frontier and some laughter,
ib’eat tale.
Mosk.
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Studio Craft Unionists Grumbling,
Stall on Ratifying Walsh Deal;
Dissatisfaction with the basic*
contract recently negotiated on the
Let Us Be Grateful
Coast with the film companies by
Richard F. Walsh, president of the
Interesting (and comforting)
International Alliance of Theatri¬
to the film trade is that New
cal Stage Employees, is being ex¬
York City and New York State,
pressed by some of the craft-un¬
while both involved in new
ions involved. Failure of several
tax situations, are by-passing
of the unions to as yet,approve
theatres as potential sources
the settlement, a necessary pre¬
of added revenue.
requisite before the contract goes
Time was when film exhibi¬
into effect, is causing concern in
tion (vas among the first indus¬
the industry, and both labor offi¬
tries tapped for income. Con¬
cials and film company executives
venience was an angle. Indeed,
are for the moment up in the air
N.Y. City a few years ago im¬
as to what eventually may happen
posed a 5% levy on admissions
because .of the spirit of revolt.
but this was rescinded.
According to reports from the
. Seems that now the theatreCoast, the teamsters, soundmen
men have established them¬
and set painters have flatly refused
selves as “hardship cases” and
to accept the terms of the pact.
the taxation specialists are
Moreover, film editors and camera¬
keeping a hands-off policy.
men have declined to call a rankand-file meeting, reportedly on
the ground that they consider the
deal negotiated by Walsh so un¬
satisfactory that it would be an
insult even to submit it to the
membership. *
After three weeks of negotiation,
Walsh concluded a two-year pact,
Albany, Feb. 17.
starting Jan. 31, for 15,000 indus¬
The six-month hassle between
try workers in 21 local unions. the Fabian and Stanley Warner*
However, some union leaders have Albany theatres and Projectionists
frankly admitted that the contract Local 324, IATSE, over a new con¬
is far from settled and/are wonder¬ tract, has ended in an agreement
ing what action the dissatisfied lo¬ for a new one, to become effective
cals will take. - The pact set by Feb. 27. Decision to sign this was
Walsh called for a 21c per hour reached at a recent meeting in
salary hike and certain fringe IATSE’s New York offices.
benefits, including an increase in
Not decisively settled was the
the industry pension fund and ex¬ question of one-man-in-the-booth;
tension of health and welfare bene¬ The managements sought this; the
fits. ..Charles. S. Boren, exec v.p. ubion strenuously objected.
of the Assn, of Motion Picture
Under the terms for the new con¬
Producers, headed the industry tract, total booth costs will be re¬
negotiating committee. It marked duced. Whether this will be
the first time that major and tele¬ achieved by eliminating operators
film producers and film processors —about four—-or by the boothme»i
joined together to set the terms dividing the work, is* for the latter
of a contract.
to determine. If they “share” the
Meanwhile, there are reports assignment, on the present basis,
of mounting tension among the ex¬ it will-*apparently mean at a re¬
change locals whose contract ter¬ duced weekly “take” for each man.
minated on Nov. 30. The talks for
The card-holders did win an in¬
the exchange unions are being con¬ crease in fringe benefits. Although
ducted by the IA international of¬ no one in the management group
fice on an industry-wide level, but here is “authorized” to speak, the
these negotiations are stalemated. impression prevails that exhibs feel
There have been some beefs from reasonably satisfied with the re¬
officials of the local unions that sults achieved. The savings could
they are being kept in the dark as spell the difference between profit
to what progress has been made to and loss in one or more theatres.
A Fabian situation—the 3.650date.
One report had it that
negotiations, which have been con¬ seat Palace—and four Stanley War¬
operations — the
first-run
ducted in N.Y., have been halted ner
temporarily until Walsh is avail-, Strand and Ritz, the second-run
able to participate. The IA top¬ Madison, and the art-Delaware—
per is currently in Puerto Rico for are covered by the new contract.
Other agreements will be nego¬
an executive board meeting of the
tiated for the independently-oper¬
AFL-CIO.ated Leland and Eagle.
The circuits won concessions in
Troy last May, by preparing to use
non-union operators—as they were
here.
It is reported that Schenectady
is. the next target for reduction in
booth costs. The contract there ex¬
The Brooklyn. Stage Hands. pires at the end of the year.
Union, Local 4 of the Internationa} j Acting for Fabian in the recent
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em¬ negotiations was Attorney Philip
ployees, elected a new slate of of¬ Harling, a vice-president; for SW,
ficers After the rank-and-file re-! Zdne Manager Harry Feinstein and
volted against the regime of Rich¬ Zone Contact Manager James
ard F. Walsh, IA chieftain who Bracken. Eddie Wendt, presidenthad also headed the local union for business agent of 324, and Bill
many years. Walsh and his team, Scanlon, of Lowell, Mass, (a trus¬
consisting of business agent Rom tee) represented the international
Murtha and secretary-treasurer union.
Lin Risley, resigned after a dis¬
agreement with the membership Robert Jaqjks Puts Self
over unspecified union policies.
Back on Feature Rails
The new officers are Thomas
Tierney, elected president to re- j |
Hollywood. Feb. 17.
place Walsh; John Coleman, busi-! Robert Jacks has reactivated his
ness agent, and Jack Finnerty, sec¬ indie company, following pullout
retary-treasurer.
from his associate producer post
with Darryl F. Zanuck, and will
2dth-Fox Staff Cut 25%
produce “Latigo” as his first pic.
London, Feb. 17;
Filming of Richard Carr western
In the last two years, mainly as is expected in Spain, wnere Jacks
a result of introducing progressive
automation, 20th-Fox has cut its scouted locations recently.
Jacks, who shelved his own
staff about 25% for an annual sav¬
unit’s activities two years ago when
ing of around $150,000.
The economy drive has been in he joined Zanuck, also will enter
progress for 'two years but was telepix production. He is prepping
mainly concentrated in the last 12 two series, “Where’s Kelly” and
months. The cuts liave been main¬ “Leg 'Man,” both whodunits and
ly in the accountancy, bookkeep¬ from pen of Richard Carr, who also
ing and dispatch departments.
authored “Latigo.”

Boothmen ‘Sharing’ Jobs;
Fabian, Stanley Warner

B’klyn Stagehands And
IATSE’s Dick Walsh
Blunt Cupid’s Lance
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TAX PLEA WITH Goya Nude Ceases to Be a Classic
WABASH BLUES When Used (or ‘Maja’ Ballyhoo;
Indiana theatremen, designating
the state as a disaster area for mo¬
tion picture theatres, are putting
up a determined fight to get the
state legislature to reclassify the¬
atres under the gross income tax
law and to make them eligible to
pay the retail tax rate. The new
rate, if approved by the legislature,
would require theatres to pay %
of 1% of the boxoffice take.
In support of a bill pending be¬
fore the state lawmaking body in
Indianapolis, Allied Theatre Own¬
ers of Indiana has prepared a fact
sheet designed to stress the plight
of the theatres in the state. The¬
atremen in the territory estimate
that unless the relief is secured 45
to 50 theatres will close in Indiana
during the next year. Trueman
Rembusch, chairman of the In¬
diana Allied legislative committee,
and members of his committee are
spending four and five hours daily
at the Capitol in an effort to con¬
vince the solons of the emergency
nature of the request made by
the theatres.
227 Houses Closed
The fact sheet discloses that since
1950 a total of 227 thpatres closed
in Indiana, with 93 having closed
since 1954. Also emphasized is
the fact that while the national
gross of theatres increased $65,600,000 from 1954 to 1958, moving
from $1,143,400,000 to $1,209,000,000, Indiana theatres, for the same
period, grossed $10,716,594 less,
going from $30,911,402 in 1954 to
$20,194*808. in 1958. It's pointed
out, too, that many theatres ind In¬
diana are . already operating only
three days a week and that some
large houses, such as the Indiana
Theatre in Indianapolis, are open
only during holiday seasons. Such
curtailed or intermittant operation
of a theatre, it’s said, “forecasts its
ultimate demise.”
Theatremen, in their argument
that theatres are entitled to relief,
point out that cleaners and launderers in the state were given simi¬
lar relief by being reclassified
from service agencies to retailers.
In addition, it’s noted that .the Fed¬
eral Government since 1954 has on
three separate occasions recognized
the plight of theatres nationally
by giving relief from admission
taxes.
Over-All Helps State?
Exhibitors in the s.ate further
maintain that the state will not
lose revenue by granting reclassi¬
fication to theatres. Although the
immediate loss to the state would
be about $185,000, exhibitors have
compiled figures to show that this
would be offset by indirect savings
accruing from 45 theatres remain¬
ing open and paying % of 1%
on the boxoffice take, employees
of these theatres paying tax on sal¬
aries, and suppliers—such as news¬
papers, radio stations and film dis¬
tributors—paying tax on sales to
these theatres.
Also indicated is the fact that
the sales of merchants in the vicin¬
ity of these 45 theatres would be
maintained at the present leveL
It’s. asserted that experience has
shown that when theatres close,
the merchants in the vicinity suffer
a 40% to 50% drop in sales. The
state, it’s argued, would also save
in the payment of unemployment
insurance if the 45 theatres re¬
main open.

UA Argues With Code, Post Office

Gaugin Coming Up
Hollywood, Feb. 17. •
Producer Lee Auslander of ‘
Auslander Productions is nego¬
tiating with Irving Rapper to
direct an untitled film on the
life of the get-away-from-it- .
all painter Gaugin.
Auslander, meanwhbile, has
signed Jack Gariss to screen¬
play the film which is tenta¬
tively targeted for a start in the
late' spring, and will probably
roll in France. Film will be in
color. Garris deal was set by
H. N. Swanson ageftcy.

Hollywood Pis (of Dallas)
Making The Gila Monster’;
Prize Beauts in Cast
Dallas, Feb. 17.
Hollywood Pictures Corp., lo¬
cally-based film production com¬
pany, started location shooting yes¬
terday (Mon.) near here on a sec¬
ond feature length film, “The Gila
Monster,” on a 10-day schedule.
Closing indoor shots will be at the
United National Film Corp. stu¬
dios here.
Donf Sullivan and Lisa Simone
have leads. Miss Simone, wife of
Steve Barclay, head of Barclay
Films International, was “Miss
France1’ of 1957 in the “Miss Uni¬
verse” fcontest. Featured are Bren¬
da Brodnax, “Miss Teenage Ameri¬
ca” of 1958 and “Shug” Fisher. Ten
other roles will be filled by local
talent.
Producer Ken Curtis again has
Ray Kellogg as director and Ben
Chapman as production manager.
“Monster” is an original script
written by Jay Simms and Kellogg
Film is skedded for its premiere
here in June, at the new Presto *
Royal Theatre, newest of the TriState Theatres chain.
Hollywood’s first feature film,
"The Killer Shrews,” also is dated
for a world preem at the 1,000-seat
house.

VENICE MAKE-READY; i
FEATURES TALLY: 14
Rome, Feb. IQ,.
Selection committee for the 1959
Venice Film Festival has been nom¬
inated and is already at work to
seek out the 14 entries for the fall
classic. Ermanno Contini, Gaetano
Caracini, and Ernesto Laura, all
Italian film critics, are on the com¬
mission presided over by Festival
director Floris Ammannati.
Commiss’on’s work spans six
months, with final entries to be re¬
vealed early in August. (Festival
starts in the lagoon city Aug. 23,
lasts through Sept. 6.) Selections
(o be screened will be those recom¬
mended by scouts and film critics
in all countries, plus items submit¬
ted by producers themselves. Com¬
mittee will go to countries of origin
to facilitate selection process and
make it as accurate and detailed as
possible.

Fisk, Ghost of RKO 23rd Street
Just after the Civil War one of the rascals of Wall Street and
railroading (Erie) was a Vermonter of fantastic flamboyance and
gluttony. His tale has been re-told by W. A. Swanberg in a $4.50
tome just out .via Scribners entitled simply, "Jim Fisk.” Incarnate
scandal in his day, he had five, tumultuous years in the big time be¬
fore he was assassinated, with fine appropriateness, by his mis¬
tress* lover.
All of which would be merely pictureque robber baron stuff.
The theatrical angle lies in Fisk having operated three theatres,
the Academy of Music, still standing; Broughton’s bn 24th Street,
long forgotten, and the Grand Opera House on 8th Avenue, where
he headquartered the Erie Railroad, too. Grand is now the RKO
23d Street, a film grind, but played a vaudefilm policy ur
15 years ago under the old tag.
Land.

Faced with the possibility of
having to release “The Naked
Maja” without a Production Code
seal because the Code wouldn’t ap¬
prove some of the advertising,
United Artists last week was try¬
ing to make its peace with the Mo¬
tion Picture Assn, of America be¬
fore tackling the equally thorny ob¬
stacle of the United States Post
Office.
The specific ad in question in¬
volved the Goya painting of the
naked Maja, which UA considers
“art” and which the P. O.—in the
context of exploitation—refuses to
accept for mailing.
Earlier, the Code’s advertising
section had refused to okay use of
the Goya painting, even though it
figures in’ the Ava Gardner-Anthony Franciosa starrer. The Code
also questioned at least one other
ad for the film.
. UA toppers said they were deter¬
mined to go onlv so far in meet¬
ing the Code. If this didn’t suf¬
fice, they’d release the picture sans
seal. However, in order to have a
better, stronger case with the Post
Office, UA last week was trying
hard to reach a compromise with
the Code.
UA, pointing to the fact that
magazines Ike Life have repro¬
duced the naked lady and the is¬
sues have gone through the mails
without difficulty, wrote a letter
to the Post Office, annealing the
first ruling. It’s joined in its posi¬
tion by the Bantam pocketbook
outfit, which also features the
naked Maja on the cover of its
book.
While UA executives last week
said they would release “Naked
Maja” sans seal, it was also quite
obvious that they didn’t relish the
nrosoects. whi^h could conceivably
involve UA ankling the Association
a, it did once before. Picture in
nuestion then was “The Moon Is
Blue.” for which the Code refused
to issue a seal.

Writers Do Not Lire
By Dough Alone, Hence
Bassinets Woo Selves
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Having just completed a screen¬
play adaptation of Rebecca West’s
novel, 'The Return of the Soldier.”
for an uocoming Warner Bros, fea¬
ture, writing team of Eileen and
Robert Bassing is off on separate
pursuits again, he at work on a
Broadway play, she on another
novel to followr up her “Home Be¬
fore Dark., which both adapted
for the WB screen version. Finding
tv less than satisfactory and a WB
termpact too confining, both have
recently nixed such offers to in¬
stead continue writing for stage,
screen and literary markets on a
selective free-lance basis.
Team turned down Warner
Bros.’ offer for a three-year term
contract, calling for its services
on a 40-weeks-a-year basis. Accord¬
ing to Mrs. Bassing, “it was a temp¬
tation, but it’s possible to emerge
from three such years with no
sense of accomplishment.”
Also nixed by the Bassing’s were
two pilots for projected CBS-TV
series, one of which was “Mildred
Pierce,” something they describe
as “at best, a tv soap opera.”
Although both are in agreement
regarding telefilm series (he sees
it as “good for the mediocre writ¬
er,” but too confining for writers
with talent; she sees it as a “hurdle
the writer has to overcome, a
drain-off of a certain amount of
creative drive”), their opinions dif¬
fer as to the merits of live tv.
Bassing finds the live medium a
tremendous temptation offering
great quality and a good outlet for
ideas perhaps not sturdy enough
for the longer stage or screen
course, but his wife views tv in
general as “less than life ... a
sort of regurgitation.”
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Great $20,000,
Mpk Warmer, Sos B.O.; ‘Flag’ Boff
LA. HoUs Well; 10 Cs Trim $16JO, Tables’Buff,
M’High 16G
$14,000, 'Jaw’ 5G, Windjammer 16G
‘Beauty Wham 26C, TBame’ Fine 20G,
Tnrkwgh’ Okay 13^G, Tlag 12G
Key City Grosses

Buffalo. Feh. 17.
Film7 biz Is perking this stanza,
with “Separate Tables” setting
pace. It is landing a great take
y
Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
opening round at the Buffalo.
Newcomers currently are limited
“House on Haunted. Hill” also
to three new bills. “RaUy Around
shapes socko on initial session at
Flag, Boys” shapes great at Lyric
Lafayette. Another newie, “Up
while “Sheriff of Fractured Jaw”
Periscope,” looms good at Para¬
Los Angeles, Feb. 17. *
looks good in five days at State.
Estimated Total Gross
mount. “Auntie Mame” stiU is big
Traditional slack in biz, begin¬
Other newie is an action dualer at
This Week .$2,404,200
in seventh week at the Center,
RKO Pan. If Lent’s start could he •
ning with Lent, is being offset here
(Based on 22 cities and 229
Estimates for This Week
considered
an adverse b.o. factor,
currently by hefty trade registered
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
by- many holdovers.
“Sleeping
it was more than offset by school
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-$1.25)
cluding N.Y.)
Estimated Total Gross
Beauty” still leads the local firsthpliday on Lincoln’s Birthday and
—“Separate Tables” (UA). Great
Last Year.$2,311,500
a rise in temperature from farruns with smash $26,000 expected
$20,000 or near. Last week, “Es¬
This Week ........ $432,100
(Based on 21 cities and 238
below-zero depths.
in third: week at Fox Wilshire.
cort West” (UA) and “Guns, Girls,
(Based on 21 theatres>
theatres.)
It’s tfie 34th and 14th weeks,
"Auntie Mame” is heading for fme
Gangsters”
(UA),
$6,500.
I
Last Year.$423,800
respectively, for the hardtickets’$20,000 in ninth round at the
Center (AB-PT) (3,000; 70-$1.25)
(Based on 26 theatres)
“South Pacific” and “Windjam¬
Chinese.
—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (7th wk).
mer,” latter stiU smash at Century.
New bills show only slight prom¬
Big $10,000. Last week, same.
j
Fifth for “Inn of Sixth Happiness”
ise. “Trap” shapes light $14,000
Century (UATC) (1,410; 70-$l)— I
is big whUe “Perfect Furlough” is
in three houses.' First general run
“Last Blitzkrieg” (Col) and “Mur¬
rated hep at the Gopher in fourth.
of “Lonelyhearts” is pale $12,000
der by Contract” (Col). Slow $6,Third week for “My Uncle” is
or a bit over in three theatres.
000. Last week, “Good Day for..
great at Suburban World.
Return date of “10 Command¬
Hanging” (Col) and “Senior Prom”
Estimates for This Week
ments” looks trim $16,200 in two
(Col), $3,000.
Academy jMann) (947; $1.50locations.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-90)—
$2.65) — “South Pacific” (Magna)
Toronto, Feb. 17.
“Perfect Furlough” in second
“House on Haunted Hill” (AA) and
Two-day bliz^rd dented trade (34th wk). Fact it’s last three weeks
stanza in trio of houses shapes oke
Detroit, Feh. 17.
‘The Cosmic Man” (AA). Hefty but weekend biz shot up. “Sepa¬ here is a stimulating factor. Okay
$13,500. “Bally Round Flag, Boys”
Big news here this week is $16,000. Last week, “Silent Enemy” rate Tables” shapes wow at Loew’s Big $9,000. Last week. $6,500.
is good $12,000 or over in second
“Separate Tables” which looms (U) and “No Name on Bullet” <U), for best new pic showing. “RaUy
Century
(S-W)
(1,150; $1.75Pan tag es week.
mighty at the Madison.
Other, 6 000
Round Flag, Boys” also is nice at $2.65)—“Windjammer” (NT) (14th
“Gigi” remains hotsy at $11,000 downtown biz remains at a high
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- the Carlton.
Only other major wk). This one’s performance leaves
in fourth session at Four Star. level. “I, Mobster” shapes big at $1)—“Up Periscope” (WB) and
newcomer, “Vicious Circle,” looks nothing to be desired Great $16,“Some
Came
Running”
looks Broadway-Capitol. “Perfect Fur¬ “Million Dollar Man-Hunt” (WB).
Ught.
“Auntie Mame,” in fifth 000. Last week, $17,000.
sturdy $11,000 in five-day ninth lough” is just good at the Michigan. Good $11,000. Last week, “Trap”
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)—
frame
at the Imperial, is still great.
(final) week at Hollywood Para¬ “Up Periscope” shapes trim at the (Par) and “Tokytf After Dark”
Hefty ,b:z stUl looms for “Perfect “Perfect Furlough” (U) (4th wk).
mount.
Palms. “South Seas Adventure,” in (Par), ditto.
Furlough” in fourth stanza -at the It has taken its place among this
Estimates for This Week
20th week at Music Hall, and
theatre’s better b.o. bets of the
Teck (Loew)
(1,200; 70-$l)— Uptown.
past year. Hep $4,500. Last week,
Downtown, Vogue, Uptown (SW- “South Pacific,” in 45th round at “Some Came Running” (M-G) (8th
Estimates for This Week
$4,900.
FWC) (1,757; 825; 1,715; 90-$1.50) the United Artists, are doing great wk). Oke $4,200. Last week, $5,000.
Carlton ‘.(Rank) (2,518; 75-$1.25)
Lyric (Par) (1.000; 90-$1.25) —
Cinema (Martina) (45Q; 70-$l)—I j
—“Trap” (Par) and “Tokyo After biz. “Some Came Running” still
Dark” (Par). Light $14,000. Last looks fast in seventh session at the “Night Heaven Fell” (Kings) (4th —“RaUy Round Flag” (20th). Fine “Rally Around Flag, Boys” (20th>.
$14,000.
Last
week,
“I
Want
to
May
be hurt by adverse review of
Adams.
wk).
Fair
$2,200.
Last
week,
$3,000.
week. Downtown with Warner Bev¬
Live” (UA) (3d wk), $11,000.
newspaper columnist with large
Estimates for This Week
erly, “Place in Sun” (Par). “Stalag
Downtown, Glendale, Prince of foUowing who compared it unfa¬
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; ’ 9017” (Par) (reissues), $10,400. Vogue
Wales, State* (Taylor) (1,059; 996: vorably to best-seUing book from
with Downtown Paramount, El Rey, $1.25)—“Rally Round Flag” (20th) j
1.200; 694; 50-75)—“I Mobster” which adapted. However, smash
“Old Man and Sea” (WB) (2d wk. (2d wk). Okay $14,000. Last week, i
(20th) and “Intent to KiU” (20th). $14,000 looms. Last week. “Auntie
$17,000.
Vogue, Down par), “Girl in Bikini”
Okay $15,000.
Last week. “Last Mame” (WB) (7th wk), $6,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; j
(Indie) (reissue) (2d wk Vogue),
BUtzkrieg” (Col) and “Good Day
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800: 85Furlough”
“Buccaneer”
(Par)
(Downpar), $1.25-$1.49)—"Perfect
for
a
Hanging”
(Col), $2,500 for $1) — “Home Before Dark” (WB)
(U)
and
“Silent'Enemy”
(Rank).
“Last Hurrah” (Col) (El Rey), $13,nine-house tiein, with 9,195 ca¬ (2d wk). Fairish $6,500. Last week,
100. Uptown with Los Angeles, Good $15,000 for Tony Curtispacity.
$9,000.
Leigh
pic.
Last week,
Loyola, Iris, "Inn Sixth Happiness” Janet
Fairlawn .(Rank) (1,165; $1.50-$2>
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,000; 75-90)—
(20th) (1st wk. Uptown, Iris; 7th “Auntie Mame” (WB) (6th wk),
Kansas City, Feb. 17.
—“Madame Butterfly” (Indie) (2d “Ride Lonesome” (Col) and “Life
wk, Los Angeles, Loyola), “Alas¬ $14,000.
Milder week on tap with mod¬ wk).
Nice $7,500.
Last week, Begins at 17” (Col). Fairly good
Palms (UD) (2,961; 9G-$1.25)—
kan Passage” (20th) (1st wk. Up¬
erate
newcomers
and
Venerable
$9,000.
$4,500. Last week. “Last Blitz¬
town, Los Angeles, Iris), “Sheriff “Up Periscope” (WB) and “Step
holdovers scattered among firstHollywood (FP)- (1,080; $1-125)— krieg” (Col) and “Murder By Con¬
of Fractured Jaw” (20th) (1st wk, Down to Terror” (U). Fast $13,000. runfc. “Lonelyhearts” at the Mid¬
“Inn of Sixth Happiness” (20th) tract” (Col). $4,800.
Last week, “Anna Lucasta” (UA)
Loyola), $13,900.
land is a mild newcomer while the (6th wk). Fine $6,000. Last week,
State (Par) (2,200; 85-$l) —
Orpheum, Hawaii, Loyola; (Metro- and “Guns, Girls, Gangsters” (UA) Fox Midwest three-theatre combo . $8,000.
“Sheriff of Fractured Jaw” (20th).
v
politan-G&S-FWC> (2,213; 1,106; (2d wk), $16,000.
of ‘‘Liane, Jungle Goddess” and
Hyland
(Rank)
(1,057;
$1)— Well-Uked comedy must give way
Madison
(UD)
(1,900;
$2.25-$1.49>
1,298; 90-$1.50) — “Lonelyhearts”
—“Separate Tables” (UA). Mighty “Mile. Striptease” is sluggish. “Horse’s Mouth” (UA) (2d wk). after four days to theatre’s first
(UA) (1st general release) and
$27,000. Last week, “I Want to “Auntie Mame” continues socko in Holding hep at $9,000. Last week, legit show. “Look Back in Anger.”
•The Mugger” <UA). Pale $12,200.
eighth week at the Roxy. “Up
11 000
Had benefit of Lincoln’s Birthday
Last week, Orpheum, “Anna Lu¬ Live” (UA) (6th wk), $9,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,343; 75-$L25)— opening and weekend with good
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; Periscope” shapes fair in second
ca sta” (UA), “Fearmakers” (UA)
at the Paramount. “Inn of Sixth “Auntie Mame” (WB) - (5th wk). $5,000 in sight in 4 days. Last
90-$1.25)—“I,
Mobster”
(20th),
Big
(2d wk), $2,300. Hawaii with State,
Happiness” stiU is solid in fourth Great $18,000. “Last week, $21,000. week. “Tonka” (BV)
(2d wk),
“Tunnel of Love” (M-G), “Escape $17,500. Last week, “House "on Uptown round.
International (Taylor) (557; $1.25) $5-000.
Haunted Hill” (AA) and “Cosmic
From Terror” (AA), $9,400,
Estimates for This Week
—“Gigi” (M-G) (29th wk).' Fabulous
Suburban World (Mann) (800;
Man”
(AA)
(3d
wk),
$13,000.
Downtown Paramount, Warner
85)—“My Uncle” (Cont) (3d wk).
United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$ 1.25) $4,000. Last week, $4,500.
Beverly (ABPT-SW) (3,300; 1,612;
Loew’s (Loew) (2,098; 75-81.25} Praise on every hand for this. Im<90-$1.50) — “10 • Commandments” $3)—“South Pacific” (20th) (45th —“God Created Woman” (Kings)
pressive $4,000. Last week. $3,800.
—“Separate
Tables”
(UA).
Wham
wk).
Great
$10,000.
Last
week,
(54th wk). Oke $1,200. Last week,
(Continued on page 10)
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.50>—
$20,000. Last week, “Some Came
10 100
$1,500.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25Midland (Loew) (3,5QQ; 75-$l)— Running” (M-G) (6th wk), $4,500 “Inn of Sixth Happiness” (20th)
(5th wk). Continues at giant $5,800.
$1.50)—“Some
Came
Running” “Lonelyhearts” (UA) and “Ten for 4 days at 60c-$1.25 scale.
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.75-$2.40)— Last week, $6,000.
(M-G) (7th wk). Fast $8,000. Last Days To Tulara” (UA). Mild $6,week, $9,500.
000. Last week, “Last Mile” (UA) “South Pacific” (Magna) (33rd wk).
Steady $8,000. Last week, $9,000.
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,- and “Machete” (UA), $5,000.
Towr-e (Taylor) (695; $1)—“Vi¬
208; $1.50-$2.65)—“South Seas Ad¬
Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194;
venture” (Cinerama) (20th wk). $1.25-$2) — “South Seas Adven¬ cious Circle” (IFD). Light $3,000.
Swell $20,000 compared with last ture” (Cinerama) (10th wk). Off to East week, “Only French Can”
week’s $18,000.
$8,500, stiU big, but hurt a bit by (IFD) (2d wk),’$3,000.
Cincinnati, Feh. 17.
University (FP) (1,255; $1.50Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux) (1,- beginning of Lent Last week,
Lent’s dent is slight this week 000; 90-$1.65)—“Doctor’s Dilem¬
$2.40)—“South Seas Adventure”
$9,500.
on Cincy film grosses.* “Perfect ma” (M-G) (2d wk). Good $4,500.
(Cinerama) (12th wk). Okay $11,500.
Paramount
(UP)
(1,900;
75-$l)—
Boston, Feb. 17,
Furlough,” shaping good at the Last week, $5,100.
“Up Periscope” (WB) (2d wk). Fair Last week; $12,000.
Biz hitting along in high stride
Palace, Is pressed for first-run lead
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 75-$1.25J
$6,000. Last week, $9,000.
with matinees in particular better,
by “Auntie Mame,” still plenty
RockhiU (Little Art Theatres) —“Perfect Furlough” (U) (4th wk). warmer weather is helping. Big
potent at the big Albee In seventh
(750; 75-$l>—“Seventh Seal” (In¬ Solid $9,000 for Tony Curtis winner is “Sleeping Beauty” smash
week. Newcomer “Stranger in My
die). Pleasant $1,500. Last week, stsrrer. Last week, same.at the Gary, with lines. “Trap” is
Arms” bids so-so at Keith’s. “Anna
‘Tides of Passion” (Indie), $1,200.
good at Paramount, and “Dunkirk”
Lucasta” continues nice In second
Roxy (Durwood) (879; $1*-$1.50)
stanza at the Grand. "South Pa¬
shapes dice at the State. Stand¬
San Francisco, Feb. 17.
Auntie
Mame”
(WB)
(8th
wk).
cific” is exiting from the swank
out holdover is “Auntie Mame.”
First-runs here currently shape Sock $5,000. Last week, $6,000.
suburban Valley after profitable okay to smash. "Separate Tables”
(still wow ip the eighth time around
Uptown (Fox Midwest) (2,043;
42 - week engagement. Policy looks very big at the United Art¬
at the Met
“Some Came Run¬
75-$l)—“Inn of Sixth Happiness”
ning” is sturdy at Orpheuxp in
switches from hard-ticket Todd-AO ists while “Sleeping Beauty” looms
Louisville, Feb. 17.
to first-run, bowing with “Rally even stronger with a sockeroo ses¬ (20th) (4th wk). Nifty $4,500. Last
New product at aU the malnstem seventh week. “Perfect Furlough”
week,
$7,000.
Round Flag, Boys.” Long -r un sion in sight at the Coronet. ‘The
houses currently, with “I Want To is rated stout, in third at Memorial.
Isis, Fairway, Granada (Fox Mid¬
“South Seas Adventure” retains Trap” is just okay at Paramount
Estimates for. This Week
Live” at United Artists in second
sturdy stride at Capitol in 16th but “Party Girl” is fair at the west) (1,360; 700; 1,217; 75-$l>— week shaping average.
Astor (B&Q) <1.371; $I.25-$1.50)
“Horse’s
“Liane,
Jungle
Goddess”
(DCA)
frame.
Warfield. “Gigi” shapes hotsy in
Mouth” at the Brown looks fair. —“Inn of^ixth Happiness” (20th)
and “Mile. Striptease” (Indie).
(8thwk). Oke $7,000. Last week.
32d stanza at the Stagedoor. “South
Estimates for This Week
Mild $8,000. Last week, “Remark- “Old Man and Sea” at the Mary
Albee ‘(RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.50)— Pacific” is fancy in 33d week at ,able Mr. Pennypacker” (20th) and Anderson with $1.25 top is rated
Beacon Hill (Sack) <678; $1the
Alexandria.
nice. “Sheriff of Fractured Jaw”
“Auntie Mame” (WB) (7th wk).
“Frontier Gun” (20th), $9,000.
Estimates for This Week
at Rialto started is moderate. $1.50)—“Gigi” (M-G) (7th wk).
Buxom $8,500. Last week, $9,500.
Slick
$9,000. Last week, $11,000.
Golden
Gate
(RKO)
(2,859;
$1.25)
“Silent
Enemy”
is
rated
okay
at
May hold again.
Boston
(SW-Cinerama) <1,354;
the Kentucky. Heavy rains, with
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) t (1,376; —“No Name On Bullet” (U) and
threatening winds, may have held $1.25-$2.65>—“Windjammer” (NT)
$1.20-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven-! “Silent Enemy” (U). So-so $10,300.
(26th wk).
Great $17,000.
Last
some patrons homes.
ture” (Cinerama) (16th wk). Swell . Last week, “Perfect Furlough” (U)
week, same.
Portland, Ore., Feb. 17.
Estimates for This Week
$14,000, reflecting Lenten dip after and “Money, Guns, Women” (U)
Bulk
of
strength
this
stanza
Capri
(Sack)
(1.150;
90-$1.50)—
(2d
wk).
$9,500.
Brown
(Fourth
Ave.)
(1,200;
75$16,000 on 15th flame.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— stemsi from the holdovers which 90) — "Horse’s Mouth”
(Lopert) “Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert) (3d wk).
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$1.25)—
“Anna Lucasta” (UA) (2d wk). “Rally Round Flag, Boys” (20th) stiU dominate the scene. Top new Fair $4,500. Last week, “Case Dr. Nice $11,000. Last week. same.
Exeter (Indie) (1,376; 75-$1.25)—
Good $7,000 following $10,000 and “Lone Texan” (20th) (3d wk). entrant is “Perfect Furlough,” Laurent” (T-L) (2d wk), $5,000.
First
Fine $9,009 or near. Last week, rated lofty at the Paramount.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 60-90)— “Father Panchali” (Indie).
preem.
“Auntie
Mame”
still
is
rousing
in
12
000
week
began Sunday (15).
Last
“Silent
Enemy”
(U)
and
‘.‘No
Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)—
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25) eighth inning at Broadway. “Sub¬ Name On The Bullet” (U). Okay week, “Inspector MaigFet” (Lopert)
“Stranger in My Arms” (U>. So-so
$5,000. Last week, “Bell, Book, —“Party Girl” (M-G) and “Chain marine Seahawk” looks fair at the $5,000. Last week, “Perfect Fur¬ (7th wk), oke $2,000.
"" lough” (U) (3d wk), $6,000.
! Of Evidence” (AA) (2d wk). Fair Fox. .
Fenwa/ (Indie) (1,376; 75-81.25)
Candle” (Col) (3d wk), $5,800.
Estimates for This Week
Mary Andersen (People’s) (1,000; —“Escapade” (DCA) and “Every
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$1.25)— $8,000. Last week, $13,000.
Broadway
(Parker)
(1,890;
$1I
Paramount
(Par)
(2,646;
90Second*
Counts”
(Indie).
Fair
90-$1.25)—“Old
Man
and
Sea”
“Perfect Furlough” (U). Good $9,Fine $8,500.
Last week, $3,000. Last week. “Girl in Bikini’*
000. Last week, “Roots of Heaven” f $1.25)—“Trap” (Par) and “Sot $L50)—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (8th (WB).
SoUd $9,000.
Last week, “Auntie Mame” (WB) (7th wk), (Indie) and “Only French Can” (In¬
Angel” (Par). Okay $11,000. Last wk).
(20th>, $8,000.
die), $2,200.
$5,500 for windup sesh.
Valley (Wiethe) (1,200; $1.50- week, “Up Periscope” (WB) and $9 800
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536;, $1-$1.49)
Gary (Sack) (1,240; 90-$1.50)—
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 60$2.50) — "South Pacific” (Magna) ! “HeU Drivers” (WB), $12,000.
Wham
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.25- —“Submarine Seahawk*? (AD and 90)—“Sheriff of Fractured Jaw”! “Sleeping Beauty” (BV).
(42d wk-5 days). Hotsy $7,500 finale |
on heels of bulge to $11,000 in 41st ! $1.50)—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (7th “Paratroop Command” (AI). Fair (20th). Mild $8,000. Last Week,! $22,000/ with lines at many shows*
Last week. “Bell. Book, Candle”
week. Run was seven weeks longer I wk). Potent $10,000. Last week, $6,500. Last week, “RaUy Round “Tonka” (BV) (3d wk), $7,000.
12 000
Flag” (20th> and “Ambush Cimar¬
than that of "Around World in 80
United Artists (UA) (3,006; 60- (Col) (6th wk); $6,000.
Kemnore (Indie) (700; 90-$L5Q)
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,456; ron Pass” (20th) (3d wk), $7,300.
$1)—“I Want To Live” (UA) (2d
Days” (UA) but not as heavy a
Guild (Indie) (400; $I-$1^0) — wk).
grosser. House brings in “Rally $1.75-$2.65)—“South Seas Advent
Fair $5,500 after opener’s j :—“Times .Gone By” (Indte> apd
(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on page IQ)
Round Flag” (20th) on Wednesday.
$10,000.
I

Broadway Grosses

‘Tables’Huge 20G,
Tronto; Curtis 9G

Tables’Wow 27 G,
Del; Curtis 1%

$,

.

bane’Lean WOO,
K.C.; “Seas’IP/^G, 10

$ ,

$ ,

.

.

Turlough’ Good $9,000,
Ciucy;‘Mame’Fat 8|G
fa 7th ‘Seas’ 14G, 18

‘Beauty’ Bangui* $22,000,
Hub: ‘Trap’ 12G, ‘Mame’
16G, Tmfaugh’ Fat 11G

‘BEAUTY’ BOFFO 22G,
FRISCO; TABLES’15G

‘Old Man’ Lofty $8,500,
L’ville; ‘Jaw’JM 8G

‘Furlough’ Hep $8,000,
Port.;‘Mame’Solid 9G

$ ,

.

$ , .
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Tables’ Rousing $16,000,
Lent Doldrums Hit B way; Tree’ Mild
Chi m fine Fettle; Tfeauty Gant
StLoo; ‘Gigi’ 17G, 2d
$52,000;:0rchkl’ Bright l^G,‘Steal’
$72,000, ‘Orchid’ Socko 18G, ‘Mile’
Fast33G, Fmining-Stage 112G, 4th
Lusty 11G, Furlough’ Fast 19G, 3d
Chicago, Feb. 17. First-runs look to be in general¬
ly fine fettle this round, in part
via spillover trade from “Sleeping
Beauty,” which broke State-Lake
record with Lincoln’s Birthday
preem.
Decent weather, for a
change, Is also helping. “Beauty”
looks like a whopping $72,000 for
initial stanza.
“Black Orchid” bow at Esquire
shapes sockeroo at $18,000 while
Garrick’s “Last Mile” looks hep
$11,000. First session of “Capt.
From Koepenick” is tabbed for' a
sparkling $5,500 at the arty World.
Of
the
holdovers,
“Auntie
Mame” shapes exciting in fourth
Chicago frame. “Some Came Run¬
ning” is rated mighty in second
week at the Woods. .“Rally Round
Flag, Boys” is figured stout in
United Artists second frame. “Up
Periscope” should be trim at
Roosevelt.
Oriental’s third round of “Per¬
fect Furlough” is nice. “Tom
Thumb” is socko in ninth term at
the Loop. Surf’s eighth week of
“My Uncle” is rated excellent
Of the hard ticket pix, “South
Seas Adventure” is hep in 21st
Palace ssesion while “Gigi” is tor¬
rid on 32d week at Todd’s Cinestage. “South Pacific” in 47th
McVickers’ found was fine.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) <3,900; 90-$1.80)
—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (4th wk).
Strong $43,000. Last week, $43,200.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350;
$1.50) — “Black Orchid” (Par).
Smash $18,000. Last week, “Twd.
Headed Spy” (Col) (3d wk), $5,000
in 5 days.
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)—
“Last Mile” (UA). Excellent $11,000. Last week, “Submarine Seahawk” (AI) and “Paratroop Com¬
mand” (AI) (2d wk), $5,300.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.50)—
“Tom Thumb” (M-G) (9th wk).
Sockeroo $7,200. Last week, $8,300.
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25-,
$3.30)—“South Pacific” (Magna)
(47th wk). Fine $16,000. Last week,
$16,300.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50)
—“Perfect Furlough” (U) (3d wk).
Good $19,000. Last week, $21,000.
Palace (SW-Cinerama)
(1,434;
$1.25-$3.40)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (21st wk). Hep
$25,000. Last week, $23,500.
Roosevelt
(B&K)
(1,400;
90$1.80)—“Up Periscope” (WB) (2d
wk). Nice $16,000. Last week,
$19,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90$1.80)—“Sleeping Beauty” (BV).
Wham $72,000. Last week, “Sep¬
arate Tables”
(UA)
(7th wk),
$13,000Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25)
—“My Uncle” (Cont) (8th wk). Hep
$2,600. Last week, $3,800.
Todd's Cinestage (Todd) (1,036;
$1.25-$3)—“Gigi” (M-G) (32d wk).
HOtsy $14,300; Last week, $12,500.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90$1.80)—“Rally Round Flag, Boys”
(20th) (2d wk). Stout $21,000. Last
week, $23,000.
Woods (Essaness)
(1,200; 90$1.50) — “Some Came .Running”
(M-G) (24 wk). Wow $35,000. Last
week, $44,000.
World (Teitel) (606; 90)—“Gapt
von Koepenick” (DCA).’ Solid $5,500. Last week, “Tosca” (Indie)
(8th wk), $3,200.

‘Inn’Lively $8,000,
Pro?.; ‘Furlough’ 56
Providence, Feb. 17.
Third round Of “Inn of Sixth
Happiness” at Strand is still the
town leader.
Just fair is the
State’s “Last Time I Saw Paris,”
on reissue.
RKO Albee. looms
good with second week of “Perfect
Furlough.” Majestic is only fair
with “Roots of Heaven,” ‘
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)—
“Perfect Furlough” (U> and “Saga
of Hemp Brown” fU) (2d wk).
Good $5,000. First week, $8,000.
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-80)—
“Roots of Heaven” (2Qth) and
“BlOod Arrow” (U). Fair $6,000.
Last week, “Auntie Mame” (WB)
(6th wk), $4,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)—
“Last Time I Saw Pari^’ and
“Somebody Up There Likes Me”
(reissues).
Fair
$8,000.
Last
week, “Last Mile” (UA) and “Ma¬
chete” (UA), $6,000.
Strand (National Realty) (2,200;
90-$1.25>—“Inn of Sixth Happi¬
ness” (20th> (3d wk). Socko $8,000.
Second was $10,000.

St. Louis, Feb, 17.
Only one new entry this week
but' it’s a whopper. “Separate
Tables” at Orpheum shapes wow
on Initial session. Still big in hold¬
over division are “Auntie Mame”
in seventh stanza at the St. Louis,
“Gigi,” socko in second at Loew*s
and
“Remarkable Mr.
Pennypacker” nice in second at the Fox.
“South Seas Adventure" continues
strong in 16th frame at the Am¬
bassador.
•
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Cinerama) (1,500;
$1.25-$2.40)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (16th wk). Hep
$7,000. Last week, $8,000.
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90-$1.25)
—“Circus of Love” (Indie) (2d wk).
Okay $2,000. Last week, $3,000.
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 60-90)—
“Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker”
(20th) and “Whole Truth” (Col)
(2d wk). Fine $14,000. Last week,
$18,000.
a
v
Loew’s (Loew) (3,200; 60-90)—
“Gigi” (M-G) (2d wk). Sock $17,000. Last week, $23,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,900; §0-90)—
“Separate Tables”
(UA).
Wow
$16,000. Last week, “Great St.
Louis Bank Robbery” (UA) and
“Tulara” (UA) (2d wk), $7,000.
Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; $1.80$2.25)—“South Pacific” (20th) (44th
wk). Oke $5,000. Last week, dittfc
St. Louis (Arthur) (3.600; 90$1.75)—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (7th
wk). Big $10,000. Last week, $12,000
Shady Oak (Arthur) (560; 60-90)
—“There’s Always a Price” (Indie),
Nice $2,500. Last week, “Kind
Hearts and Coronets” (Indie) and
“Man in White Suit” (Indie) (re¬
issues) (2d wk), $1,800.

Although some theatres received Impes on account of Lincoln’s
a lift from the Lincoln’s Birthday Birthday holiday.
“Remarkable
holiday, Broadway film business is Mr. Pennypacker” (20th) opens
continuing mostly in the doldrums Friday (20). “Inn” is third film to
Film gross estimates as re¬
in the current session.
And the last 10 weeks at this Par flagship.
ported herewith from the vari¬
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90strong spots are the exception
ous key cities, are pet; Le.,
rather than the rule. Rainy weath¬ $1.80)—“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert)
without usual tax.
Distrib¬
(15th
wk). The 14th session ended
er several days last week also was
utors share on net take, when
Sunday (15) was fancy $15,000
no help, while the start of Lent ob¬
playing percentage, hence the
same as 13*h week.
viously was a handicap.
estimated jigures are net in¬
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
come. “Black Orchid” shapes standout fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—“Some
The parenthetic admission
newcomer with a very big $18,500 Came Running” (M-G) and stagein opening stanza at the arty Plaza. show (4th-final wk).
prices, however, as indicated.
This round
“Never Steal Anything Small,” an¬ ending today (Wed.) looks like fair
Include the U. S. amusement
other newie, copped a nice $33,000 $112,000 or close. Third was $18,tax.
in first frame at the Capitol.
000.
“The Journey” (M-G) and
“The Hanging Tree” apparently new stageshow open tomorrow
is meeting the fate of so many (Thurs.).
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $2-$3.50)—
other * westerns in the past on
Broadway.
Paired with a new “South Pacific”
(Magna)
(20th
stageshow at the Roxy, it landed wk). The 19th stanza ended Mon¬
only a mild $52,000 on initial day (16) was modest $14,000. The
stanza.
Ace longrun pic still is 18th week, $15,600. House is now
“Separate Tables,” which looks mulling the launching of a new
like great $21,000 in current (9th) film here.
Omaha, Feb. 17.
round at the Astor and smash $11,Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)—
Severe cold over the weekend
300 at the arty Normandie where “Black Orchid” (Par). First ses¬
took its toll this session at down¬
day-dating.
sion winding up today (Wed.) looks
town first-runs. However, “Night
“Some Came Running” with to hit very big $18,500. In. ahead,
of Quarter Moon” looks boffo at
stageshow, helped by Lincoln’s “Inn Sixth Happiness” (20th) (9th ■
the State and “Up Periscope” is
Birthday, is holding near $112,000, ; wk), $7,500 in six days for an un¬
stout at the Orpheum. Reissued
fair for fourth session at the Music usually strong run here.
“Bend of River” is only fair at the
Hall. It is being replaced tomor¬
Roxy (Indie) (5,705; 90-$2.50)—
Omaha. Hard-ticket “South Paci¬
row (Thurs.) by “The Journey” “Hanging Tree” (WB) and new
fic” continues to rack up stunning
and new stageshow. “Inn of Sixth stageshow (2d wk). Initial session
returns in 17th session at the
Happiness” looks to finish the ended last night (Tues.) s?as modest
Cooper.
present (10th) stanza at the Para¬ $52,000.
' Estimates for This Week
mount with a mild $17,000 or close. I
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-S1.80)—
Brandeis (Cooper) (694; 90)—
“Sleeping Beauty” preemed last “Gigi” (M-G) (16th wk). The 15th
“Senior Prom” (Col). Dull $3,000.
night (Tues.) at the Criterion, with stanza
finished
Saturday
(14)
Last week, “Bell, Book, Candle”
regular run starting today (Wed.). pushed up to giant $20,500. The
“Night To Remember” wound up 14th week was $20,100.
(Col) (3d wk), sam.e
Cooper (Cooper) (708; $1.50its ninth week with a modest $12,Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1$2.20) — “South Pacific” (Magna)
200. “Bell- Book and Candle” is $1.50)—“Doctor’s Dilemma” (M-G)
(17th wk). Fat $9,000. Last week,
finishing its eighth session at the (10th wk).
Ninth session com¬
Odeon with a fine $9,700 and a pleted yesterday (Tues.) was solid
$9,200.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-$l)
slow $5,000 in same week at the $7,800. Eighth was $8,500. Stays
on.
—“Bend of River” (U) and “World
Fine Arts.
* Cleveland, Feb. 17.
In His Arms” (U) (reissues). Fair
Victoria (City Inv.) (1.003; 50-S2)
“Last Mile” preems today (Wed.)
Early Lenten season is not touch¬ at the Victoria where fifth round —“Last Mile” (UA). Opens today
$4,500. Last week, “Remarkable
ing most key first-rims here as of “Anna Lucasta” got a light (Wed.). In ahead, “Anna Lucasta”
Mr. Pennypacker” (20th), $6,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) <2,980; 75- good trade continues at many spots. $9,500. , “Rally Round Flag, Boys” (UA) (5th wk), was mild $9,500
$1)—“Up Periscope” (WB). Strong "Separate Tables” at the Stillmdn was an okay $11,500 in eigth stanza after $10,800 in fourth round.
$8,000 or near. Last week, “Inn and “Bell, Book and Candle” at at the Palace.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) <1,600;
Sixth Happiness” (20th) (2d wk), the Allen, both smash, are the new
“Gigi” still is amazing at the $1.30-$3.5O)—“South Seas Adven¬
top entries. “Last Mile” is highly Sutton, climbing to a giant $20,500 ture” (Cinerama) <31st wk). The
6 000
disappointing
at
the
State
opening
State (Cooper) (850; 90)—“Night
in I5th session. “My Uncle” con¬ 30th stanza ended Saturday (14)
of Quarter Moon” (M-G). Big $7,- round, but “Horse’s Mouth” looms tinues to rack up sutrdy trade at! was good $25,400, helped by two
500. Last week, “Good Day for great at the arty Heights Art. the Baronet with $7,800 for 15th- extra shows.
The 29th week,
“South
Seas
Adventure”
is
push¬
Hanging” (Col), $2,500.
frame at the Baronet, where it is $23,900.
ing to a big take in 11th stanza at now in its 16th week.
Palace and ahead of previous week.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)—
Allen (SW) (3.800; 85-$1.50)— “Separate Tables” (UA) (9th wk).
“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col). Smart Present stanza ending today (Wed.)
$18,000. Last week, “Auntie Mame” is heading for .great $21,000 or
(\VB) (7th wk), $12,000.
over. The eighth was $21,500. Con¬
Continental Art (Art Theatre tinues, natch!
Guild) (850; $1.25) — “Escapade”
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)
Washington, Feb. 17.
Baltimore, Feb. 17.
(Indie)
and
“Hplot’s
Holiday” —“My Uncle” (Cont) (16th wk).;
“I Want To Live” shapes torrid
“Separate Tables” at the Town
(Indie). Dull $1,000. Last week, The 15th round completed Sunday
in initial week at Keith’s as mainand “House on Haunted Hill” at
“Rashomon” (Indie) and “The Me¬
(15) was sturdy $7,800 after $7,900 the Hippodrome will brighten the
stem biz generally holds up firm
dium” (Indie), $1,600.
in 14th week.
this round. Holdovers still pre¬
scene this session. Both opened
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild)
Beekman (R&B) (590; $i.20-$1.75)
dominate with “South Seas Ad¬
(925; $1.25) — “Horse’s Mouth” —“He Who Must Die” (Kassler) big, “Tables” shaping smash open¬
venture” looking hefty • in ninth
(Lopert). Great $8,500. Last week, (8th wk). Seventh stanza completed ing week. Only other new film Is
Warner stanza. “Separate Tables”
“Up Periscope” which is slow at
“Seventh Seal” (Indie), $2,200.
Saturday (14) was smash $11,900. the Mayfair. “Stalag 17” and
still is drawing nicely in ninth at1
Hippodrome (Telem’t) (3,700; 75- Sixth, $12,200.
the Columbia. “These Thousand
“Place in Sun,” double reissue
$1.50)—“Inh of Sixth Happiness”
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)i
Islands” did only mild $10,000 in
(20th) (4th wk). Oke $10,000. Last —“Never Steal Anything Small” combo at the New, are weak. Of
Capitol opener. “Auntie Mame”
the holdovers, “Auntie Mame” is
■week, $14,000.
(U) (2d wk). First session ended
continues big in two houses on
Lower Mall (Community) (500; yesterday (Tues.) hit nice $33,000 steadiest, being lusty in eighth
seventh round.
70-90) — “Paris After Midnight” or near, with some assistance from week at Century. “The Horse’s
Estimates for This Week
Mouth” is stout, also in dtehth
(Indie) and “Devil’s Sleep” (Indie). Feb. 12 semi-holiday.
Ambassador-Metropolitan
(SW)
round at the Five West. “Bell,
So-so $2,000. Last week, “Case of
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.50(1,490; 1,000; 90-$1.49)—“Auntie
Doctor Laurent” (Indie), $2,200 for $2.40)—“Sleeping Beauty” (BV). Book and Candle” looms dull in
Mame” (WB) (7th wk). Sock $14,third at the Stanley.
nine days.
Opened with a gala public preem
000. Last week, $16,000.
Estimates for This Week
Mayfield Art (Great Films) (700; last night (Tues.). Regular run
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 90-$1.49)
Century (R-F) (3,100; 50-$1.50)
$1.25)—“Birth of Nation” (Indie) starts today (Wed.). In ahead
—“These Thousand Islands” (20th)
—“Auntie
Mame” (WB) (8th wk).
(reissue). Fair $2,100. Last week, “Night to Remember” (Rank) (9th
Middling $lCf,000 and leaves for
“Lucretia Borgia”
(Indie)
and wk), mild $12,200 after $13,000 in Holding at solid $7,000 after same
“The Journey” (M-G). Last week,
in seventh.
“Ecstasy” (Indie) (reissues), $2,000. eighth week.
“Some Clime Running” (M-G) (6th
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 90—
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50)
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
wk), $11,000.
—“South Pacific’’ (Magna) (45th —“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (3th $1.50> — “Circle” (Indie) (2d wk).
Colombia (Loew) (904; 90-$1.49)
Oke
$1,800 after $2,000 opener.
wk). Neat $8,000 after $7,000 last wk). This session winding today
—“Separate Tables” (UA) (9th wk).
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 90week. Set to close Feb. 25.
(Wed.) looks like light $5,000. Sev¬ $1.50)—“Horse's Mouth” (Lopert)
Holding big at $9,000. Last week,
Palace (SW-Cinerama)
(1.523; enth was $5,500.
ditto.
(8th wk). Nice $2,100 after $2,300
$1.25-$2.40)—“South Seas Adven¬
55th St. Playhouse (Moss) (300; in seventh round.
Keith's (RKO) (1,850; 90-$1.25)
ture” (Cinerama) (11th wk). Push¬ $1.25-$1.80) — “Miracle
of
St.
—“I Want To Live” (UA). Sock
Hippodrome (R-F) (2,300; 50ing to big $16,200. Last week, Therese” (Ellis). First week looks
$17,000. Last week, “Perfect Fur¬
$1.25)—“House on Haunted Hill"
$15,800.
to hit socko $6,500. Holds, natch! <AA). Giant $17,000. Last week,
lough” (U) (2d wk), $8,500.
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—
Guild (Guild) (450; - $1-$1.75)— “Some Came Running” (M-G) (6th
Mac Arthur (K-B) (900; $1.10)—
“Last Mile” (UA). Drab $6,000.
(3d wk). wk). $7,000.
“Pather Panehali” (Indie) (2d wk). Last week, “I Want to Live” (UA) “Mistress” (Harrison)
First holdover round ended Sun¬
Nice $4,000. Last week, $6,000.
Little (R-F) (300; 50-$1.25> —
(2d wk), ,$10,000.
day
(15)
was
okay
$6,500.
Opening “Henry V” (Rank) (reissue). Fair
Ontario (K-B) (1,240; 90-$1.25)
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
—“Silent Evening” (U)- (2d wk). “Separate Tables” lUA). Smash week, $9,000. “Cry From Streets” $1,800. Last week. “Constant Hus¬
(Indie) opens Feb. 23.
^
Good $3,000. Last week, $6,000.
band” (AA) (3d wk), $1,400.
$13,000. Last week, “Some Came
Normandie
(Trans-Lux)
(592;
Palace (Loew) (2,390; 90-$1.49) Running” (M-G) (m.o.), $6,500.
Mayfair (R-F) (900; 50-$1.25)—
$1.80-$2.80)— “Separate Tables” “Up PeriscoDe” (WB). Slow $4,600.
-*-“Inn of Sixth Happiness” (20th)
(UA) (9th wk). Current frame end¬ Last
(7th wk). Okay $9,000, Last week,
round.
“Thousand
Hills'*
ing today (Wed.) looks like great (20th), $3,500.
same.
$11,300 same as eighth week.
New (R-F) (1,600; 50-$1.25) —
Plaza (T-L)
(276; 90-$1.49)—
Palace (RKO) (1,642; 90-$2)— “Stalag 17” (Par) and “Place In
“Night Heaven Fell” (Kings) (8th
“Rally Round Flag, Boys” (2Qth) Sun” (Par) (reissues). Okav $4,500.
Indianapolis, Feb. 17.
wk). Good $4,500. Last week,
Business is moderate to hep. in (9th wk). Eighth stanza finished Last week, “Trap” (Par), $4,000.
$5,500.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (460; 90Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.25- first-run situations here this stanza yesterday (Tiles.) was okay $11,500.
$150)—“Doctor’s Dilemma” (M-G)
$1.80)—“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) for all but “Auntie Mame” which The seventh was $11,700.
Odeon (Mos) (813; 90-$1.80)— (2d wk). Nice $3,200 after $3,600
(8th wk). Okay $7,000. Last week, in second week at Keith’s is just
as big as the first. “South Pacific” “Bell, Book, Candle" (Col) (8th wk). opener.
$7,500. Stays on.
Stanley (R-F) (3,200: 50-S1.50)—
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$2.50) is still holding its own in 43d Current stanza winding up today
—“South Pacific” (Magna) (7th round at Lyric. “Party Girl” at (Wed.) is heading for fine $9,700. “Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (3d wk).
Down to dull $5,000 after $8,000 in
wk). Big $9,000 in final 3 days. Loew’s is getting best play among Seventh was $10,600. Continues.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- previous week.
new starters but is just fair.
Last week, $10,000.
$2)—“Inn of Sixth Happiness”
Estimates for This Week
Town (R-F) (1,125; 50-$1.50) —
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
Blowoff “Separate Tables” (UA). Socko
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 75- (20th) GOth-final wk).
$1.25-$2.40)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (9th wk). Hot 90)—“Trap" (Par) and “When Hell round here looks like, mild $17,000 $11,500/ Last week. “Lonelyhearts”
i
(Continued on page 10)
i or near. Ninth was $20,000, over (UA) (2d wk), $3,000.
$15,400. Last .week, $15,200.

Estimates Are Net

‘Moon’ Big $7,500,
.Omaha; From’ 3G

.

Tables’Big 13&
Cleve.; ‘Bell’ 18G

$ ,

.

live’ Sockeroo $17,600,
D.C.;‘Islands’Mild 10G,
Tables’ Pretty 9G, 9th

Tables’ Smash $11,500,
Balto; ‘HOT Wow 17G,
‘Mame’ Solid 7th, 8th

Tarty’ Tame $6,000 In
Indpls.; ‘Mame’ 14G, 2d

PfaaiEifr_

PICTURE GROSSES

IQ

DORS WANTS
Teriscope Fair IDG, My; ‘Orchid’ DIANADAMAGES
FROM RKO
Rich 9G, Hfindjammer Sock 25G, 16
Philadelphia, Feb. 17.
Holdovers constitute the back¬
bone of the strong trade in current
> round here, with second-weekers
especially big.
Lone newcomer,
"Up Periscope” is only fair at the
Goldman. "Some Came Running”
looms smash in second session at
Randolph. "Black Orchid” is rated
smart in second at the Arcadia.
"Lan of Sixth Happiness” shapes
big in eighth round at the Fox
while “Auntie Maine” looms lusty
in seventh at Stanley. "I Want To
Live” is lively in fifth Stanton
stanza. “Windjammer” looks bangup in 16th session at Boyd, being
ahead of last week. “Roots of
Heaven” shapes mild in third
Viking stanza.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$ 1.80)—
"Black Orchid” (Par) (2d wk).
Smart $9,000. Last week, $12,000.
Boyd (SW) (1,480; $1.20-$2.40)—
"Windjammer” (NT) (16th wk).
Bangup
$25,000.
Last
week,
22 000
Fox (National)
(2,250; $1.10$1.80)—“Inn of Sixth Happiness”
(20th) (8th wk). Big $11,000. Last
week, $11,200.
Goldman (Goldman) (1.200; 94$1.49)—“Up Periscope” (WB). Fair
$10,000. Last week, “Trap” (Par),
11 000
Midtown (Goldman) (1.200; $1.20$2.75)—“South Pacific” (Magna)
(47th wk). Still big $13,000. Last
week, ditto. *
Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 94$1.80) — “Some Came Running”
(M-G) (2d wk). Still big with $17,000. Last week, $31,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-S1.80)—
"Auntie Marne” (WB) (7th wk).
Lusty S19.000. Last week, $21,000.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-S1.49)—
"I Want to Live” (UA) (5th wk).
Good $9,000. Last week, $11,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (3°5; 93-$1.80)
—“Girl in Bikini” (Indie) (2d wk).
Trim £5,000. Last week. $8,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-S1.80)
—“Doctor’s Dilemma” (M-G) (3d
wk). Oke $4,200. Last week, $4,500.
Viking (Sley) (1,000: 75-$1.49)-^
"Roots of Heaven” (20th) (3d wk).
Mild $6,000. Last week, $6,500.
World (Pathe) (604; 95-S1.80)—
"Horse’s Mouth” (Lonert) (J^h wk).
Neat $4,000. t
v.'Cfk. $4 500.

$ ,

.

$ ,

.

BOSTON
(Continued from page £)
“Boot Polish” (Indie). Nice $8,000.
Last week, “My Uncle” (Cont)
(13th wk), $4,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 60-$1.10>
—“Perfect
Furlough”
(U)
and
“Money, Women, Gun” (U) (3d wk).
Stout $11,000. Last week, $15,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; $1.10)
—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (8th wk).
Wow $16,000. Last week, ditto.
Paramount (NET) (2,357; 70$1.10)—“Trap” (Par) and “Tokyo
After Dark” (Par). Good $12,000.
Last week, “House on * Haunted
Hill” (AA) and “Cosmic Man” (AA)
(2d wk), $7,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 60-$1.10)
—“Geisha Boy”<’(Par) (2d run) and
“Enchanted Island” (WB).
Neat
$5,000.
Last week, “Submarine
Seahawk” (AI) and “Paratroop
Command” (AI), $4,000.
Saxon (Sack) (1.000; $1.50-$3.50)
|
—“South Pacific” (Magna) (45th
wk).
Sturdy $9,000.
Last week,
$10,000.
- Trans-Lux (T-L) (730; 75-$1.25)
—“Africa in Flames” (Indie) and
“Lash of the Penitentes” (Indie).
Oke $3,000. Last week. “Time of
Desire” (Janus) and “Tides of Pas¬
sion” 'Indie) (2d wk), $2,500. .
Orpheum
(Loew)
(2.900;
90$1.50)—-“Some
Came
Running”
(M-G) (7th wk).
Sturdy $13,000.
Last week, $14,000.
State (Loew) (2,600; 75-$1.25)—
“Dunkirk” (M-G) and “Lady of
Vengeance” (Indie).
Okay $10.000. Last week. “I Want to Live”.
(UA) (6th wk), $7,500.

J

Pitt Perianr, ‘Bell’ Big
12G, ‘Maine’ Boff 13G,
7th, ‘Furlough’ 6G;3d

Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.
Another booming weekend put¬
ting a shine on practically every¬
thing here. It’s still the long-runr ning “Auntie Mame” at the Stanley
that’s leadiifg the city, still wow in
seventh week. Only two new plx
around, “Bell, Book and Candle”
at Harris, shaping big, and “Anna
Lucasta” at Penn, where only soso. “South Pacific” picking up on
closing . notice
at
the
Nixon.
“South Seas Adventure” still is
LOS ANGELES
'great at Warner.
“Perfect Fur¬
(Continued from page 8)
lough” is hold'ng steady at Fulton.
Estimates fcr This Weak
(Par) (2d run). Trim $16,000 or
Fulton (Shea) (1.700: 80-51.25'—
over.
Los Angeles (FWC) (2,017; 90- “Perfect Furlough” (U) (3d wk).
$1.50)—“Bridge on River Kwai” Weekend only a few dollars short
(Col) and “From Here to Eternity” of second and may hold again.
Should come in with nice $6,000 or
(Col) (reissues). Soft $4,000.
Pantages (RKO) (2,815; $1.25-$2) near. Last week, $6 500.
Guild (Green) (500: 99-S1.25)—
—“Rally Round the Flag” (20th)
2d wk). Good $12,000 or over. Last “Mitsou” (Indie) and “Naked Eye”
(Irrdie). Picking up sharply here
week. $16,500.
Last
Hillstreet, Wiltern, Hollywood for fine S2.500. a^d h.a.
(RKO-SW-FWC) (2,752; 2^344; 756; week. “Happy Is Bride” (Indie),
90-S1.50)—“Perfect Furlough” (Ur $1.400..
Harris (Harris) (2,165: 80-$1.25)
and “Last of Fast Guns” (U) '2d
wk). Okay $13,500. Last week, $19,- —“Bell, Book, Candle”-(Col). Off
; to good start and looks big $12,000
700.
State (UATC) (2,404; 90-$1.50)— I or better. Naturally sticks. Last
"Tunnel of Love” (M-G) and jweek, “Rally Round Flag, Boys”
"Escape from Terror” (2d wk). ! (20th) (3d wk). S6 500.
[ Nixon (Rubin) (1.500; $1.50-$3)—
Slow $§,500.
Iris (FWC ) (825; 90-$1.50)—“Inn ; "South Pacfic” (Magna) (rerun)
Moving ahead on an¬
of Sixth Happiness” (20th) and (8th wk)
Alaskan Passage” (20th) (2d wk). nouncement of final weeks, with
“Sleeping Beauty” (BV) coming in
Brisk $4,000.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1.50- March 6 on grind policy. Un to
$2.40)—“Sleeping Beauty” (BV) (3d good $6,500. Last week. S4.500.
Penn (UA) (3,300; 80-$l.°5v—
wk). Smash $26,000. Last week,
$25,900.
“Anna Lucasta” (UA). Mixed no¬
El Key (FWC) (861; 90-$1.50)— tices and business only so-so at
Last week. “I Want to
"Old Man and Sea” (WB) and “Last $9 500.
Hurrah” (Col) (2d wk). Mild $2,000. Live” (UA) (3d \vk>, $10,000.
Scrairrel Hill (SW) (900; 99-S1.25)
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1.25-$2)
—“Gigi” (M-G) (4th wk). Hot $11,- —“Horse’s Mouth” (Lonert) (3d
000. Last week. $14,100.
j wk). Great at over $5,000. Last
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,170; $1.50- week, $6,500.
$2.40)—“SeDarate
Tables” - (UA) I
Stanley (SW) (3.800; 90-$l.50)—
(8th «wk). Firm S5.000. Last week, "Auntie'Mame” (WB) (7th wk). A
$6,900.
phenomenon here since fully a
New Fox (FWC) (765; $1.25-$3)— year since this house has had any¬
"Windjammer” (NT)
(8th wk). thing close as big. Wow $13,000
Sturdy $6,500. Last week, ditto. ,
cr over, best in town. Last week,
Chinese (FWC) (1,408; $2-$2.40) $15,000.
—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (9th wk.).
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1.500;
Fine $20,000. Last week, $22,600.
$1.20-$2.40)—“South Seas Adven¬
Hollywood Paramount
(F&M) ture’ ’(Cinerama) (8th wk). Down
1,468: $1.50-$2)—“Some Came Run¬ a little, but still sock at $10,500.
ning” (M-G)
(9th wk-5 days). Last week, $11 500.
Sturdy $11,000. Last week, $13,300.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)
PORTLAND, ORE.
—"My Uncle” (Con) (9th wk). Fast
(Continued from page 8)
$3,500. Last week, $3,800.
“Gigi”
(M-G) (26th wk). Steady
Warner Hollywood
(SW-Cinerama) (1,389; $1.20-$2.65)—“South $4,000. Last week, $4,30(1.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1Seas
Adventure”
(Cinerama).
Started 21st week Sunday (15) after $1.49)—“Last Mile” (UA) and “Lost
City of Gold” (UA). Mildisb $6,000.
great $23,600 last week.
Egyptian (UATC) (1,392; $1.65- Last week, “Up Periscope” (WB)
“Enchanted Island” (WB),
$3.30)—“South Pacific” (Magna) and
(37th wk). Strong $15,500. Last $8,800.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1week, $14,500.
Carthay (FWC) (1,135: $1.75- $1.50)—"Perfect Furlough” (U> and'
$3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days” “Kithy-O” (U). Lofty $8,000 or.
(DA) (113th wk). Socko $15,000. over. Last week, “Tonka” (BV) (3d
Last “Week, ditto.
wk); $5,000..
'
•

Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Actress Diana Dors this week
filed an attachment suit in Supe¬
rior Court here against RKO Pic¬
tures seeking $1,000,000 in dam¬
ages on the charge of defamation
of character and $275,000 on the
charge of breach of contract with
her independent company, Treas¬
ure Productions.

Miss Dors complained that RKO
in 1956 contracted to finance and
distribute three pictures by Treas¬
ure, but only one, “Lady and. the
Prowler,” was completed.
Com¬
plaint further states that last
Christmas Eve the studio sent the
plaintiff notification th^t the con¬
tract was being terminated because
of certain disgraceful actions on
Miss Dors’ part. She says this is
a false accusation, and one made in
‘bad faith .to evade the studio’s ob¬
ligation.

Wilby-Kincey Shuffle
Atlanta, Feb. 17.
Wilby-Kincey Division Manager
J. H. Harrison reveals personnel
shifts in a merry-go-round that
saw P. Ml (Mack) Russell, Birming¬
ham, tcity manager for chain, upped
to newly created division manager¬
ship, with headquarters in Atlanta
and eight towns under his wing:
viz, Kingsport and Johnson City,
Tenn., Bristol, Va., Athens, Ga.,
Selma, Auburn, Anniston and Tus¬
caloosa, Ala. Cecil McGlohon, city
manager at Augusta, succeeds to
Russell’s Birmingham spot.
James Tinney has moved from
chain’s Kingsport’s State Theater
to Augusta, filling job vacated by
McGlohon. Clyde Hawkins, former
manager of Rosy here, moved to
Kingsport as . city manager -and,
completing the cycle, Patrick Mi¬
chael Buckley has taken over as
chief at Roxy, coming here from
Tivoli at Chattanooga.
•

Ready ‘Pacific for Albany
Albany, Feb. 17.
Gia Gagliardr, Stanley Warner
sound and projection director, in
Albany working on the installation
of Todd-AO in the Ritz—for the
premiere Of “South Pacific,” open¬
ing is under the auspices of the
Times-Union for the benefit of the
local Variety Club’s Camp Thacher
Fund this Thursday (19).
Cy
O’Toole and Louis Greene, SW
zone sound engineers, are also on
the scene.
In addition to new screen and
booth changes, the house is being
refurbished during an eight-day
closedown.

INDIANAPOLIS
(Continued from page 9)
Broke Loose” (Par). Mild $6,000.
Last week, “Inn of Sixth Happi¬
ness” (20th) (3d wk), $5,000.
Incfiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-90)—
“Spider” (AI) and “Brain Eaters”
(AI). Dull $7,000. Last week,
“Sheriff Fractured Jaw” (20th) and
“Bank Should be Robbed” (20th),

$6,000.

Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 90-$1.25)—
“Auntie Mame” (WB) (2d wk).
Great $14,000. Last week, ditto.
" Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-90)—
“Party Girl” (M-G) and “Decks
Ran Red” (M-G). Fair $6,000. Last
week, “I Want to Live” (UA) (2d
wk) $5 500.
Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)—
“South Pacific” (Magna) (43d wk).
Hep $8,000 same as last .week.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 8)
ture” (Cinerama) (12th wk). Fine
$21,500. Last week, $22,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; 90-$1.25)—“Separate Tables”
(UA). Smash $15,000. Last week,
“Last Mile” (UA) and “Terror
Texas Town” (UA), $7,500.
Stsgedoor (A-F» (4<^ $1.25-$3)
—“Gigi” (M-G) (J_d \vw. Hot $8,300. Last week, $9,300.
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774;
$1.25-$1.50>—“Marianne Of Youth”
(Indie). Fair $3,300. Last week,
“Foxiest Girl In Paris” (Indie),
$2,700.
Vogue
(S.F.
Theatres)
(364;
$1.25)—“Seventh
Seal”
(Indie)
(13th wk). Torrid $2,500. Last week,
same.
Alexandria (United California)
(1,170;
$1.50-$3.50)—“South Pa¬
cific” (20th) (33d wk). Fancy $11,000. Last week, ditto.
•
Coronet (United California) (1,25Qf $1.49-$1.75)—“Sleeping Beau¬
ty’* '(BV).. Sockeroo $22,000.; Last
week, house closed.
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Teagarden
—Continued from page 1
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Yet-To-Recoup
Cinerama Figure
For SW: $6-Mil

never met anybody yet who didn't
seem to like it and understand it.
“When we played In Afghanistan
we just held our breaths. We didn’t
know what to expect. But from that
first note, they just smiled from
ear to ear. Somebody would start
As of Noy. 29, 1958, Stanley War¬
clapping and they’d all clap.
ner still had to recoup approxi¬
“In every place the people* would
mately $5,996,000 for the costs in¬
bring their own orchestras— their
volved in -the operation of Cine¬
top musicians—and serenade us.
rama. This is disclosed in the an¬
In a wide sense of the word it’s
nual financial report of Cinerama
all the same thing. They take a cer¬ Production Corp. which shares
tain pattern. Their playing is just
Cinerama profits with the theatre
as extemporaneous as ours. Some circuit after all costs are recouped.
have seven-toned scales' and some Of the $5,996,000 still to he re¬
have five, but the idea is the same.” couped, $5,148,000 involves produc¬
Asked if he thought the jazztion costs for the latest Cinerama
icians of the Orient could take
films and includes losses incurred
their place with the front-ranking in certain theatres; $848,000 in¬
American players, Teagarden re¬ volves the cost of opening addi¬
plied, ‘‘Absolutely. It’s the same tional Cinerama theatres, mainly in
language. I think they should do foreign countries.
so as soon as possible under cul¬
Stanley Warner no longer in¬
tural exchange. Certainly I’m go¬ tends to undertake the sole financ¬
ing to recommend it when I get ing of the production 6f Cinerama
back—but loud.”
pictures. This is another indication
The concerts of the tour were that SW is getting to liquidate its
almost all sellouts. Kings joined, entire Cinerama operation. The
the festivities as eagerly as stu¬ theatre chain now owns 767,760
dents. Jamming with the Teagar¬ shares, or 73.5% of the outstanding
den group Were the King of Thai¬ shares of Cinerama Productions.
land and the Prince of Cambodia. The company is reportedly looking
As Teagarden said, “Jazz is catch¬ for a method to dispose of these
ing oh here like it was 30 years shares.
'
ago back home. I think the people
With Stanley Warner apparently
at home would be surprised to ! giving up Cinerama production, it’s
know that the applause of our [felt that the only opportunity to
audiences was so freely given. recoup the unearned balance of the
They’re so with it.”
latest pictures must come mainly
“I’d like to take some of them from the foreign exhibition of five
home with me,” he chuckled.
Cinerama productions.
“Jazz? The people want more of
SW has made cash advances to
it. Maybe the American people will Cinerama Productions and it’s
wake up that we got something noted that this coin must be paid
to be proud of. Don’t frown on it. from Cinerama Productions’ share
It’s an art. And it’s done more of income from the medium. Until
good than any sputnik,”
Sw recoups the full amount of
Meanwhile, a tired Teagarden these advances. Cinerama Produc¬
will take a three-week'break at his tions is to receive $8,700 monthly
Hollywood home before filling en¬ for operating expenses. The bal¬
gagements at Porky’s in Ft. Lau¬ ance sheet of Oct. 31, 1958 shows
derdale, Fla., and moving on. to that approximately $49,500 is still
Miami Springs Villa and then to be recouped by SW on account
opening at the Brass Rail in Chi of these advances. As of Jan. 31-,
March 19. Mrs. Teagarden (Addie, 1959, there was a balance of about
his wife and manager) also dis¬ $37,100.
closed that the unit has been asked
For the fiscaLyear ended Oct. 31,
to do the State Dept, bit in South 1958, Cinerama Productions had a
America and commercially, has an total income of $493,000. This con¬
offer to return to Europe where sisted of $401,000 applied to the
sextet toured in the fall of 1957. discharge of loan agreements and
Teagarden swing was longest $92,000 of cash income. The $401,State Dept, tour yet. Filling out 000 was used to pay off and elimi¬
the sextet were trumpeter Max nate a loan advanced by Stanley
Kaminsky, Jerry Fuller Oh clari¬ Warner to settle and finance Cine¬
net, Ronnie Greb on drums, "Don rama Productions agreement with
-Ewell on piano and bass man Stal the Lansing Foundation, an organ¬
Puls on bass. Subbing ably for ization associated with Wall Street¬
Japan , dates when Puls was stricken er David Baird.
with
appendicitis
was Airman!
First Class Lee Ivory of Detroit, j
who is otherwise assigned as a•
compositor with Pacific Stars &
Stripes.
Summing up success of tour and
appreciation of audiences in areas
St. Paul, Feb. 17.
Lowell -Thomas couldn’t find, Tea¬
Exhibitors and others opposed to
garden told of a letter he re¬ a continuation of daylight saving
ceived from someone in Burma time in Minnesota wffl have their
‘that said, “When you get home, inning next week when they ap¬
please tell President Eisenhower pear before the senate general
what a wonderful thing his cultural legislation committee at the latter’s
program is and be sure to thank hearing on proposals to make the
him for us.”
fast time permanent.
“Like I lived next door to the
Proponents were heard at the
President,” Teagarden grinned.
hearing’s start last week. Spokes¬
men for the Minnesota Gi$in Ex¬
change and Minneapolis and St
Paul area Chambers of Commerce,
among the witnesses, claimed fast
time benefits the grain, tourist and
airline businesses.
It was also asserted it’s impor¬
Seventeen new films from Metro
have been assigned release dates tant to gear Minnesota industry
starting this month and extending operations to those of eastern cities,
through September as part of the which traditionally operate on DST'
Company’s new long-range produc¬ during the summer.
One committee member pointed
tion policy.
General sales manager John P. ,out, however, that in southwestern
Byrnes disclosed the schedule of Minnesota there were many in¬
“orderly release” which he said is stances when across the border
a result of new policy at Metro de¬ South Dakotans came into Minne¬
veloped by production v.p. Sol C. sota to shop and found the stores
Siegel and studio administrator shuttered. Standard t-me prevails
Benjamin H. Thau and the studio's in border states South Dakota, Iowa
and Nbrth Dakota.
executive committee.
Another committee member said
The films and their release
if the Twin Cities want DST the
months are:
February—“The Journey,” “Night mayors could win favor by pro¬
of the Quarter Moon,” “First Man claiming'that all business establish¬
ments should close an hour earlier
Into Space.”
March—“The
Mating Game,” “without touching the clock.”
Exhibitors claim extra light has
“Nowhere To Go.”
April—“Green Mansions,” “Ask badly hurt the boxoffice the past
two
summers. ‘Others fighting tts
Any Girl.”
May—“The World, The Flesh and continuation include farm groups,
parent
and teachers groups and
The Devil,” “Watusi.”
June—“Count Your Blessings,” various business associations.
“The Big Operator.”
July—“North . By Northwest,”
Jim Bradley, for past 30 years
“The Beat Generation.”
manager of California Theatre,
August—“Tarzan The Ape Man,” Huhtington Park, was kudosed on
“For The First Time ”
his 31st anniversary with Fox West
• September — “The Scapegoat,”' Coast Theatre? by circuit officials
“The Angry , Hills.”
and presented a plaque.

GRAIN, TOURISM, FLIGHTS
VECOME FAST TIME

ORDERED ORDERLINESS
RUNS TO SEPTEMBER
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Kane Lynn’s Advice: US. Producers
Can Use Blocked Filipino $ Funds

Under contract proviso with the Lew Wallace estate, Metro must
► Because large amounts of U. S.
bill its upcoming epic remake, “Ben-Hur. a Tale of The Christ.” Since
William Wyler is expected to have his own name above the title, the
industrial coin are blocked in the
Broadway quipsters with their customary irreverence are saying that
Philippines, that country chapes
this is the first time J. C. has taken second billing. Present guess is
up as a logical new locale for
that the vast editing, scoring and readying job yet to be done will de¬
American producers. Apart from
lay opening of “Ben-Hur” until around Thanksgiving time . . . Rich¬
Week Ended Tuesday (17)
ard Condon. United Artists’ onetime boy in Paris and Madrid, has bis
that, its backgrounds are interest-,
second novel, ‘The Manchurian Candidate/’ due out in April via Mcmg and new, and the authorities
• Graw-Hill, which has optioned him for a total of four works via agent
are extremely cooperative.
1958-’5S>
Net
Harold Matson.
This was related in N. Y. last
Wsh Law
•Weekly V«I. Weekly Weekly Tues.
Change week by Kane Lynn, who produced
Appleton pops a novel, “Jonathan” by Russell O’Neil which has a
High
forwk.
in 100s
Low
Close
harassed screenwriter of westerns turned, by a Mexican witch, into a
“The Scavengers” for release via
21
ABC Vending 61
14
20%
19
19%
frisky horse and creating pandemonium on location.
— %
Hal Roach Distribution Corp. in
22% 13
Am Br-Par Tht237
21%
22%
20%
New to Manhattan is the Lewis Maxwell Rosen talent agency. It is
+1%
Hong Kong and Manila. Picture
72%
71%
73% 87% Ampex .107
enfranchised by Actors Equity, Screen Actors Guild and American
+1%
68%
is one of two which Lynn has com*
40%
38%
40%
Guild of Radio-Television Artists . . . Formerly with the William Mor¬
4m 24% CBS .220
+1%
mitted for Hal Roach release.
20%
19%
20%
ris agency. Lew Rosen handled various television properties, notably .20% 12% Col Pix. 58
+1
Deal under which Lynn, a new¬
20%
20%
18%
Martha Raye, Max Leibman, Buddy Hackett. He plans to spe¬
19% 13% Decca .296
+1%
comer to
theatrical
producers
50% 14
47%
45%
Disney .150
cialize in theatre film, telepic, industrials and related media.
47
+ %
ranks,
made “The Scavengers” is
154
97% Eastman Kdk 144
+3%
146%
141
143%
The John Springers (he’s with 20th, she’s the former Monica Lane),
similar to the type of deals being
7%
8%
8%
EMI
.1198
7%
have their third child, Cynthia Marilyn . . . Advance sale for “Diary
+
34
m
made in Spain and other European
63^ List Ind. .... 125
10%
10
9%
10%
of Anne Frank” at the Palace, N.Y. around $50,000 . . . Richard Davis
+ %
countries, i.e., it utilizes blocked
21%
21%
23% 12% Loew’s .661
20%
4- %
of United Motion Picture Organization back from Europe, He bought
U. S. funds. Lynn partnered with
10%
10%
11
12%
7% Nat. Thea. .. 331
— %
several pictures, including the French hit, “Les Tricheurs” and also
an indie Philippino producer, Ed¬
46%
46%
30%
Paramount
..
51
46%
an Italian comedy . . . Whatever happened to those projects for film¬
47%
die Romero, former Lynn-Romero
24%
23%
25
ing “Doctor Zhivago”?
+1%
26% 12% Philco .174
Productions.
Good part of the
100%
107%
+7%
Twentieth-Fox released Tommy Sands from his multiple-pix contest,
43%
111%
Polaroid
416
111%
production financing, about 75%
47%
45%
46%
+1%
which still had two films to go so he could free-lance . . . John Lee
50% 30% RCA .453
of it, was supplied (in Philippine
9
8%
9%
5
Republic
....
65
Mahin and Martin Rackin are negotiating with William Holden to star
+
%
0%
pesos) by an American industrial •
14%
13%
14%
— %
14%
in their indie, “Montego,” from their own screenplay, for which Con¬
8% Rep., pfd. ... 12
outfit. Rest w’s raised in dollars
2434
26
23%
+1%
14% Stanley War 518
26
stance Towers is already set . . . Sandra Dee goes on loanout from
between
Lynn and Romero.
29
29%
30%
Storer . 74
Universal to Warner Bros, for star role in “A Summer Place,” in role
30% 20
+ %
. Since studio space in Manila is
40%
39%
+1%
42% 2m 20th-Fox ... 84
37%
originally slated for Natalie Wood.
tightly
controlled,
arrangement
25%
24%
25%
— %
Sidney Poitier in Chicago for a month’s legit stint with “Raisin In
27% 15% United Artists 07
was made to shoot the interiors at
28%
+1%
29%
29%
23
The Sun,” accepted for producer Stanley Kramer, the media brother¬
29% 18% Univ. Pix
studios owned by Premiere Pro¬
+4%
81
83
75%
TJnif., pfd... t 460
hood award from the National Conference of Christians and Jews for
57
96
ductions which, apart from the
29%
29%
30%
+ %
Kramer’s “Defiant Ones." Kramer is in Australia leasing “On the
30% 16% Warner Br«£ 251
rental, also got the Philippine dis¬
190
193
187
+2%.
Beach.”
208% 67% Zenith . 82
tribution
rights.
Hal Roach out¬
Jay Williams’, historical novel, “Solomon and Sheba,” is being keyed^
American Stock Exchange
fit (formerly Distributors Corp. of
by Random House for March publication in advance of the release of
4%
2% Allied Artists 43
4%
4
4%
+
%
America)
handles
the
U. S. release,
the Edward Small film of the same' name with Yul Brynner and Gina
10%
7
7% Ail’d Art., pfd.
9%
834
9%
— %
but has *no investment in the
Lollobrigida playing the title roles.
6
6%
Cinerama Inc. 982
5%
5%
1%
+
%
picture.
Dan Terrell, Metro’s publicity manager, apparently can’t get away
6%
3
DuMont Lab. 180
8%
6%
6%
— %
from actors. His 16-year-old twins, John and Jane, have been bitten
With the Manila government
4%
1% Guild Films.. 300
2%
2%
2%
— %
by Thespis. John appeared over the weekend in a lead role in the
making it p.ain that it would okay
5% Nat’l Telefilm 245
10%
10%
9%
10%
+ %
Manhasset (L.I.) High School production, of “Time Out for Ginger.”
use of blocked funds for filming
8%
3% Sfdatron
564
8%
7%
7% - — %
A couple of weeks ago Jane was seen on television (WPIX) in the
activities, Lynn said he believed
8%
3% Technicolor . 219
8%
8%,
8%
— %
school's production of Cinderella ... A post card, with a recorded
many American producers would
4% Tele Indus... 65
8%
6%
6%
6%
message from Yul Brynner on it, is being mailed to exhibitors and
make the Philippine trek in the
9
Teleprompter
69
12%
12
12
+234
9%
newspapermen by Metro on behalf of “The Journey.” ... Sammy Davis
future.
Actually, the U. S. film
3% Trans-Lux ..
9%
10
7%
^%
8
Jr. joins Frank Sinatra In Metro’s “Never So Few.” . . . Producer-di¬
companies, via their gold compen¬
rector Stanley Doaen has closed a deal for space at the Studios de
sation deal, don’t have much money
Over-the-Counter Securities
Boulogne in Paris, here he will make the film version of “Once More,
frozen there at the moment. How¬
Bid
Ask
With Feeling” for Columbia release . . . Steffi Sidney, actress-daughter
ever, said Lynn, the supply of gold
Chesapeake Industries ......
3%
3%
— %
of Hollywood columnist Sidney Skolsky, who recently invaded her
is getting tight, and funds again
Cinerama Prod.
... .
— 14
2%
3%
father’s domain with a regular column in Datebook, a mag for teen¬
j
will
accumulate.
Magna Theatre
.
........
3%
3%
+ %
age girls, has an interview with Natalie Wood and Robert Wagner in
Metropolitan Broadcasting ..
..
14% 14%
He observed that, even though
— %
the upcoming issue in which, the couple blast the fan magazines . . .
Scranton Corp. .
8%
8
they have lafge amounts blocked
—234
Arnold SchHlman signed by Metro to write the screenplay for the re¬
D. A. Theatres
....
834
in the Philippines, and the gam¬
9%
4- %
make of Edna Ferber’s “Cimarron/’ . . . Stephen Bosnstow, head of
bling instinct is strong, most in¬
UPA Studios, is in Gotham for a week of conferences with Columbia
* Week Ended Monday (16)
dustrial outfits and Wall Streeters
execs on release plans on “Magoo’s Arabian Nights,” feature-length
t Actual Volume.
are anything but anxious to invest
cartoon film . . . Paul N. Lazarus Jr., Columbia v.p., off to the Coast
(Courtesy of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc.)
in theatrical filmmaking.
Argu¬
for talks with studio execs . . . Beraie Kamber, Hecht-HiU-Lancaster
ment generally is that the risk is
pub-ad chief, gave up his title, of tbe last of the Lindy’s bachelors by
too great.
marrying Helen Haft Saturday (14) in Honesdale, Pa.
Lynn and Romero have a sixTheatre Owners of America prexy George G. Kerasotes was a
picture deal under which “Scaven¬
speaker at the Texas Drive-In Theatre Owners convention in Dallas
gers,” directed by John Cromwell
on Feb. 17. As a member of the executive committee of the American
and starring Virr ? Edwards and
Congress of Exhibitors, he discussed the aims of the new exhibitor or¬
John Cromwell, is i he first. Sec¬
ganization ... Jackie, Coogan signed as dialog director for Metro’s
ond
will be a science-fiction en¬
“The Big Operator/* . .. / Paperback edition of Signet’s '‘The Darling Oren Harris Seeks Basis for Control Law Acceptable
try, “The Synthetic Man.” “Scav¬
Buds of May”, by ILE. Bates will be released to coincide with M-G’s
To FCC—if Agreeing Testimony Will Be Routine engers” was brou "ht in at a nega¬
film version, titled "The Mating Game.” . . . Samuel Geldwyn Produc¬
tive cost of over $700,000, accord¬
tions has taken office space in Columbia’s Fifth Ave. homeoffice build¬
ing to Lynn.
ing . . . TV personality Julia Meade will make her film debut in Uni¬
Washington, Feb. 17.
“We went into this determined
versal’s “Whatever Way the Wind Blows (Goes Love).” . . . B. G.
Advance negotiations, now under to find a formula, and we’ve
Krauze, v.p. and general manager of Stanley Warner Cinerama, in Lon¬
found
it,” Lynn, who never pro¬
don on Cinerama business . . . April issue of Seventeen Magazine will
way, promise to compress long dis¬
duced a theatrical film before, said,
carry 30-page section on Metro’s “Green Mansions.” ... Robert Tay¬
cussed House Commerce Commit¬
Atlanta, Feb. 17.
“The local industry has good equip¬
lor and producer Albert R. Broccoli stopped over in New York enLate Cecil B. DeMille’s ‘The tee hearings on pay television into ment and good technical crews,
route to Africa to begin “Adamson in Africa.” . . . Ditto Trevor How¬
?
though there are limitations, of
ard returning to London from Australia .
. Joseph E. Levine has Ten Commandments” (Par) on only a few days of meetings.
Most important, every¬
closed a deal with. Loew’s International for the latter to distribute Friday (13) began a grind run at
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), the course.
one is eager to cooperate, because
“Hercules” in South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Chile, Puerto Wilby-Kincey’s Roxy Theatre. Pic
committee’s influential chairman,
they want to build their own, in¬
Rico, Cuba and the Domincan Republic ... Testimonial luncheon hon¬
played here previously on hard is conferring with members of Fed¬
ternational \ film
industry
out
oring Joseph M. Sugar newly-appointed sales chief of Magna Pictures,
ticket go-round.
will be held Feb. 25 at Toots Shor’s. Dan Rosenberg of United Artists
eral Communications Commission i there.”
This time it is being shown three
is handling reservations . . . David Karr, who handles corporate public
Lynn, who was a Commander in
in effort to arrive at terms on a I
r^1 at ions for Loew’s, has shifted his Market Relations Network office? times daily, starting at 12:10 p.m.,
tollvision control bill which will \ the U. S. Navy and worked on both
to new eastside headquarters. . , Metro’s ‘The -Journey” had its world at special popular prices. $1.05
{“Victory at Sea” and “Navy Log,”
have
his
and
FCC’s
approval.
Pros¬
premiere on the Orient cruise liner SS President Hoover of the Amer¬ for. adults and 50c for children at
is returning to Manila in two
pects are believed promising.
ican President Lines. Pic was shown Feb. 8 midway between San Fran¬ all shows.
weeks to start work on the next
cisco, and Honolulu. George Killion, prexy of American President Lines,
If so, no need is felt by Harris jjilm. He and Romero have pur¬
is chairman of the board Of Loew’s Inc.
for prolonged
feeyee hearings chased the Richard O’Connor book,
C. J. Tevlin, in last stages of negotiations with Allied Artists for fi¬
which, before, have seemed inevit¬ “Officers and Ladies,” which ha*
nancing and distribution of his picturization of Mary Roberts Rineable to build a case for legislation. a Manila setting. They’ll make it
hart-Ayery Hopwood old hokum bucket, “The Bat,” is prepping “Raid
Harris* own pay-tv bill would this year.
at Rosarito,” based on recent incident at Mexican gambling, casino
strip FCC of authority to grant
Washington, Feb. 17.
when number of Americans were jailed by Tijuana police . . . Row¬
tollvision permits except for one
land V..Lee and Walt Disney will.share a non-exclusive four-year deal
‘Suburban” test of 21-day clear¬
trial run of each individual, system
for Susan Kohner’s services, calling for one pic annually ... Milton ance practice, lost in two lower fed¬
in a single different city. Certain
Ebbuis and Henry Sanicola setras associate producers on Frank Sina¬
eral courts, has been appealed to modifications may be required.
tra’s “Ocean’s 11,” Warner Bros, release to roll April 15 . . . Alex Gor¬
Harris had first meeting with
don registered “Cowboy from Outer Space” (sic) with MPAA title bu¬ the U. S. Supreme Court.
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
reau.
Orbo Theatre Corp., of Rock¬ FCC commissioners Monday, other
Eric A. Johnston was returned
Art In Motion Pictures Inc. has been authorized to conduct an en¬ ville, Md. (15 miles outside Wash¬ sessions will be necessary to ac¬ to office as prexy and Y. Frank
complish
objective
finally.
tertainment business in New York, with Capital stock of 200 shares, ington),, asked Supreme Court re¬
Exact date for starting pay-see Freeman as board chairman at an¬
no par value. Address is c/o Union Film Distributors Inc. Michael F. view of its $660,000 treble-damages
nual meeting of the Assn, of Mo-,
Mayer was filing attorney at Albany.
antitrust suit against Loew’s, Para¬ hearings is still not set, awaiting tion Picture Producers, when all
outcome of FCC talks. :
mount, Columbia, Warner Bros.,
other officers and board members
Absence of controversy between were reelected.
Also continuing
•Harcourt, Brace under the tag, 20th Century-Fox and United Art¬
FCC and house leadership on payfor fresh terms were B. B. Kahane,
“The Hour After Westerly.” Yarns ists,
tv legislation would apparently as¬
Exhibitor
(which
owns
Villa
Steve
Broidy,
vps;
Charles S. Bo¬
are dramatic in content.
Writer
sure • passage of .» hill In that
ren, executive vp; and James S.
was repped in negotiations by the Theatre in Rockville) contends
Hollywood, Feb, 17.
chamber. Senate oqtlook at mo¬
distributors
have
conspired
to
with¬
Howie,
secretary-treasurer.
ment is not clear.
“Rendezvous,” a collection of H. N. Swanson agency here and
hold films for a 21-day minimum
Harold Ober Associates in N. Y.
Directorate: Broidy, Allied Art¬
short stories by Robert M. Coates,
after mainstem Washington screen¬
ists; Kahane, Columbia Pictures;
has been bought by Barbizon Pro¬
D, C. K. Productions Inc. has ings.
Trans Artists Productions Inc. Freeman, Paramount; William H.
ductions for feature fffming. Bar¬ been formed to conduct a motion
V. S. District Court here dis¬ has been authorized to carry on a Anderson, Walt Disney Produc¬
bizon is a N: Y, company.
pictures business in New York, missed suit, finding no conspiracy, motion pictures business in New tions; Saul N. Rittenberg, Loew’s
Shorts originally appeared4in the with .capital stock of 200 shares, and three-judge Court of Appeals^ York. Capital stock is 200 shares, Inc.; Lew Schreiber, 20th-Fox;
New Yorker mag, 'and were later no par value. Milton A. DuBroff upheld Hie lower court last no par value. Donald A. Gerson is Morris Weiner, Universal; and E.
published in hard-cover form by is a director and filing attorney.
November.
L. DePatie, Warner Bros.
a director and filing attorney.
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Expect Toll Hearings To Be Curt
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FOR‘COMMANDMENTS’
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West lad Still Stout; ‘Gigi’ Capacity
$9,900, louth’ Smash at 14G, “Room’
Robust 17G, 3d, ‘Country’ 12G, 5th

Andre Mertens’ European

1c Concerning Slam Call Girl
Stirs Hassle, Whets B.O. Appetite

Andre Mertens, of Columbia
Management, will be * in Vienna
again this summer to select talent
Puerto Rican Dramas
and stage a return, to the U.S. of
“Vienna on Parade.” This is the
San Juan, Feb: 17.
schmaltz potpourri which played
Second annual drama festi¬
London, Feb. 10. *4*
60 . dates on its first Columbia
val sponsored by the Institute
Despite countrywide recession,
swingaround.
r
of Puerto Rican Culture is
India Film in Bali .
West End first-runs have rarely
scheduled to open in early
Changes will include omission
New Delhi, Feb. 10.
been in better shape. The last
April. Three plays by local au¬
of the children, a touring problem
Kishore
Kumar’s
“Neela
stanza, of course, was notable for
thors, all first produced in the
because of educational and super¬
Aasman” (Blue Sky) feature
the launching of the new Columbia
1920’s, will be revived.
visory responsibilities.
The nu¬
film now in production in
Theatre with “Gigi ” with the thea¬
Authors are Fernando Sierra
cleus again will he the DeutschEastmancolor
will
have
a
ma¬
tre operating a policy of 10 shows
Berdecia, Enrique Laguerre
meister Band, tinder Capt. Julius
jor sequence locationed on the
per week at legit prices. The first
and Luis Rechany Agrait. Be¬
Herrmann. Marcel Prawy, of the
Isle of Bali.
week was capacity at just under
sides the plays there will also
Vienna Volksoper, will join with
Native dancers and musi¬
$9,900.
be a ballet
Mertens in putting the second edi¬
cians of that fabled paradise
Another stout newcomer was the
tion together. The repeat tour will
will be employed.
Royal Command selection. “The
be 10 weeks, possibly 12. The orig¬
Horse’s Mouth,” which began its
inal 16 weeks proved too exhaust¬
West End run at the Gaumont Feb.
ing. Some 20 re-engagements are
and looks like smash $14,000 or
already set.
The troupe arrives
near opening stanza. Also in the
here in January, 1960.
chips was “Room at Top” with a
When soprano Renata Tebaldi
magnificent $17,000 or near in
returns to the U.S. in February of
third Plaza week after a new high
I960, her Met Opera and concert
opening round. “The Big Country”
dates will run to April. Mertens
Bergen, Feb. 10.
shapes stout $12,000 in its fifth
has 13 recitals hooked.' The sea¬
International
Grieg Festival’s
frame at the Odeon, Leicester
Wiesbaden, Feb. 10.
son just ending was a standout for
Square. The new -British entry,
Five foreign operas—Belgrade, the prima donna, since she opened Seventh season runs May 29 to
“Lady Is a Square,” made a mild Bordeaux, Buenos Aires, Rome and
June 14. There will be 30 con¬
start at the Warner, and likely will Athens—will participate along with the seasons for both the Met and
certs, 25 stage and ballet shows,,
be down to a fair $6,500 in second the Wiesbaden State Theatre in the Chicago Lyric companies. Guilietta Simionato, the mezzo, ten folklore displays, and several
week.
this year’s May Festival in Wies¬
will open the Met next fall in “II open-air events, with leading art¬
The long-run holdovers also con¬ baden. Runs May 17-June 9.
ists and orchs.
tinue in fine style. “South Pacific,”
Greek Piraikon Theatre brings Trovatore” and will also make a
Bergen Symphony will give seven
was .great $20,000 or over in its classical drama, with Dimitri Ron- concert tour (her first in U.S.,
42d Dominion week. “Seven Wond¬ diris presenting Sophocles’ “Elec- other than singing with American concerts, conducted by Arvid Fladmoe,
Carl Garaguly and Oivin
Opera
Society
twice),
Mertens
ers of World,” hit sock $16,000 in tra” May 23 and Aischlos’ “The
Fjeldstad. Program will include
also handles this singer.
50th Casino round. “Around World Persians” May 24.
special
concert presentation of
in 80 Days,” was sturdy in its 84th
Argentine Chamber Opera of
Irmgard Seefried, Vienna Opera
Buenos Aires presents TelemannTs soprano, will return to America ’Aida,” with choir and five solo¬
Astoria session.
ists,
among
the latter Claudio Ar¬
“Pimpinone,” Cimarosa’s “Maestro next October for a tour in lieder.
Estimates for Last Week
di Capella,” Milhaud’s “The Mai- ^
0 set with the N.Y. Philhar- rau and Robert Cassadesus.
She’s
Astoria (CMA)
(1,474; $1.20Guest
orchestra
is the Het Resi¬
heurs d’Orphee’} and Sciamarella’s Imornc, Philadelphia, Boston and
$2.15)—“Around World in 80 Days”
“Marianita
Limena”
although Chicago symphonies. Her hus¬ dence Orkest of Netherlands un¬
(UA) (84th wk). Big $6,500 or
der
Willem
van
Otterloo.
Chamber
dates have not yet been. set.
band, the Austrian violinist, Wolf¬
over.
Wiesbaden tickets go for a high gang Schneiderhom, is also due music will be by the Berlin Octet,
dCarlton (20th> (1,128; 70-$2.15)—
of around $12 for the outstanding in this country with the Lucerne Kammermusikvereinigung der Ber¬
“Roots Of Heaven” (20th) (4th
liner Philharmoniker.
events!
Festival Strings, a 13-man group
wk). Fair $6,200. Third was $8:100.
There'will be daily recitals held
conducted by Rudolf Baumgartner.
“Rally Round Flag; Boys” (20th)
at “Trollhaugen,” home of the
The
outfit
will
spend
six
weeks
in
follows Feb. 12.
composer
Grieg, which Is now,
this country, smarting in October.
Casinn (Indie) (1,155; 70-$2.151
museum. Norwegian pianists will
It records for Decca Gold Xabel.
—“Seven • Wonders
of
World”
play Grieg’s music , on the com¬
(Robin) (50th wk). Sock $16,000
Leontyne Price, American Negro
poser’s own grand piano.
singer, will be with the San Fran¬
or more.
Dublin, Feb. 17.
Legit offerings include Ibsen’s
Columbia (Col) (740; $1.05-$2.50)
cisco
Opera again" for -her thlrdjj
Sistine Choir, from the Vatican
Ghosts,” presented by a cast from
—“Gigi” (M-G). Capacity at all 10 in Rome—has been paet£d for season, and will add the Chicago
performances, with maximum gross Single performance at 3,500-seater Lyric. Various orchestral solo ap¬ the National Theatre in Oslo. Ber¬
of $9,900 for this small-seater just Theatre Royal here as opener for pearances are in hand and she will gen’s National Theatre will per¬
opened. Admission prices are high¬ International Festival of Music again have an active European sea¬ form the “Three Penny Opera” by
Bert Brecht and Kurt WeilL
est in the West End and at legit and the Arts skedded for June 14- son at Vienna and Salzburg.
standards.
Mertens' division of Columbia
v.
. ,
22. Other imports include I Vir-

Norway’s Mixed
Arts Festival

Wiesbaden Rally
Of Opera, Drama

SISTINE CHOIR TOPS
DUBLIN’S FESTIVAL

"VomLwiS; tuosi di Rome, headed by Renator has some standbys and some new
$^15—South Pacifie (2Qth) (42d Fassano, cf the Venice Conserva- talents lining up. Maureen Forres¬
wk). Great $20,000 or more.
? t0ire
ter, the Canadian'lieder singer, is
Empire (M-G) <3-099; 55-1.70)—}
Ha^Ie Orchestra has been- set for now standard with the big orches¬
‘Party Girl (M-G) (2d wk). Fan* concerts with Sir John Barbirolli, tras. She’s sung 17 times in three
$10,000 or near. Hit
2.000 ^onen-,wjj0*s prexy of Festival, conduct¬ seasons with the N.Y. Philharmonic
ing sesh. “Angry Hills” (M-G)
alone.
Ettore Bastianni, Italian
preems Feb. 12.
Antonio and his Spanish Ballet baritone, is due hack for recitals
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70) i are set for six performances at and Met performances.
Irene
—“Horse’s Mouth” (TJA). Heading Theatre Royal, Among soloists will Dalis will have an expanded reper¬
for smash $14,000 or near.
be Gina Bachauer (piano) and tory at the Met in “Don Carlo’’
Leicester Souare Theatre (CMA) Evelyn Rothwell (Lady Barbirolli)
and “Tristan and Isolde.”
(1,376; 50-$1.70)—“Operation Am¬ top oboe player of England.
Due in New York in Marek is
sterdam” (Rank) (4th wk). Modest
Organizing group is spearheaded the young French violinist. Christ¬
$5,000 or near. Third was $5.800.! by Louis Elii-myn, managing direcian Ferras. He’ll dehut with Bos¬
“Separate. Tables” (UA) follows j tor of Gaiety Theatre, Dublin and
ton Symph, also he heard at Hun¬
Feb. 12.
M j John F. Larchet, former Professor
London Pavilion (UA) (1.217: 50-.of Music at the National Univer- ter College. Mertens will host
$1.70)—“Passnort to Shame” (BL). sity 0f Ireland, as Artistic Direc- cocktail party in his honor.
Average $8,200.
‘-tor.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA) j
(2,200; 50-$1.70)—“Big Country”
' (UA> (5th wk). Stout $12,000, and
London, Feb. 17.
same as fourth week. Holds an¬
The Rank Organization Ltd!, has
other round with “Danger Within”
London, Feb. 10.
bid for 50% interest in Regency
(BL) opening Feb. 19.
Over half the housewives in Holdings Ltd., which controls a
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,200; 50-$1.70) — “Geisha Boy” Wales never visit a cinema. That’s group of radio and .television relay
one
of the conclusions recorded in services on the South Coast of
(Par) (3d wk). Fair S4.000. .“Too
Many Crooks” (Rank preems Feb. a regional readership survey, its England. Basis of the deal, which
eighth,
conducted by the News¬ comes up for stockholder approval
13.
at an extraordinary general meet¬
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)— paper Society.
Carried
out by 17 investigators ing of Regency March 3, is that
“Room at Top” (IFD) <3d wk).
Likely great $17,000 or near, after among a random sample of 2,015 Rank offers 70% “A” ordinary
$18,000 in second week. Opening housewives, the survey was intend¬ shares in exchange for Regency
round was $19,500 or new theatre ed to provide data for an analysis stock.
Area in which Regency operates
record. “Baited Tran” <Par) is; of. ,the, reading, viewing, listening
skedded to f allow
20
t and filmgoing habits of the 867,300 its tv and radio services lies in
Rialto (20th) (592;' 50-$1:30)—: housewives in the country. Those that covered by Southern Televi“Inn of Sixth Happiness” <20th) j going regularly to the cinema , sion, web in which Rank is a part| ner. *
(5th wk). Stead'* *4.500.
! amounted to 15%.

Half of Wales’ Wives
Never Visit Cinema

Ritx (M-G) (432; 50-$ 1.30)—“Re¬
luctant Debutante” (M-G) <2dwk).
Fine $3,90Q.
Studio One (APT) (600; 30-$1.20)
—“Secrets of Life” (Disney) and
“Lady and Tramp” (Disney) (7th
wk). Just under $2 800, nke.
Warner (WB) (1,785; 50-$l,70)—
“Lady Is a Square’ (ARP) (2d
wk). Fair $6,500 or near. Opening
week was only $7,300.
Henley . Exits Gettysburg
Gettysburg!), Pa., Feb. 17.
William Henley, manager of
Majestic
(Stanley Warner). for
three years, is depar ing.
Moving in as temporary manager
is Bernard Lynch, recently assist¬
ant manager of the Slrand, at
York.

Rank Bids for TY Stock

Venice s Drama & Music Fetes
Venice; Feb. 10.
Marc Connelly’s “Green Pastures,” performed by a Negro com¬
pany, will be part of this year’s Venice Theatre Festival, held in
the fall. Other items so far set for the program are: “Pulcinella
seeks his fortune, in Naples” staged by the Eduardo DeFilippo
Company; Bertin’s “Christopher Columbus,” performed by the
Belgian National Theatre; a Goldoni revival; and a new Italian
play.
The 22d Venice Music Festival, held in that city from Sept. 11
to 25, will" be led off by a program of “Music and Film.” Other
items on the musical agenda are three one-aet operas: an untitled
one by Alberto Tedeschi, another by Gino Negri, “Royal Incon¬
veniences,” and Luciano Berio’s “Open Opera”; and a series of
“Games and Fables for Children” by various musical authors. Ac¬
cent in the music feSt will be on very modern, works.

Munich, Feb. 10.
The strife created about the new
film to be done concerning Ger¬
many’s notorious call girl, the late
Rosemarie Nitribitt, isn’t dying
down. In fact, some here claim the
pic is not only agoing to be made
but that it’ll be an even bigger b.o.
draw because of the talk it has
aroused.
Miss Nitribitt, caterer to high so¬
ciety, international' business men
and the diplomatic circle, was mur¬
dered in October, 1957, and the
slayer never catight. When German
producer Dieter Fritko announced
he was making a film called “The
Truth About Rosemarie,” starring
Heinz Pohlmann, Frankfurt sales¬
man who spent a year in jail on
“suspicion of murder” hut released
for lack of evidence, the film fur
really flew here.*
SPIO, the top German film in¬
dustry organization, was heavily
criticized in the trades for not tak¬
ing a definite stand against the pic
because of its questionable taste.
The first-announced distributor of
the pic withdrew because some of
his clients didn’t care for the topic,
and new distributor, Emil Reinegger, of Union Film, was signed te
release the film.
Now, SPIO has taken a definite
attitude against the film, and has
suggested that none of its members
in the technical, export, distribu¬
tion or theatre-operating branches
have anything to do with it.
Reinegger, who is set to release
the pic, has angrily reported that
no one has asked him anything
about the plot of the film. Also
that Pohlmann will only work on
the production and not pla£ a role;
hence, morbid viewers who might
liked a look- at Rosemarie’s sus¬
pected killer won’t' see him on the
screen. No organization has asked
him what the film’s going to be
about> objects Reinegger, and SPIO
has never told what its specific ob¬
jection to the pic is.

YANK COIN IN 2 FILMS
SET BY MALENOTTI

Meanwhile,
all
the
moneyminded exhibitors and producers,
here are recalling that last year’s
film, “Das Maedchen Rosemarie’*
(The Girl Rosemarie),, which also
caused plenty of disturbance, also
stirred up the best cinema biz of
any German film in this country,
coining plenty for its distributor,
Neue Film.

Rome, Feb. 10.
Italian producer Maleno Malen¬
otti is back from the U.S. with
two productions, ^burned *fdi* 1939
completion, both Involving Yank
coin and interest.
First, set for
an April start in northern Canada,
is “Top of the World,” from the
Hans
Ruesch
bestseller.
This
Technicolor-Technirama
produc¬
tion will have a cast headed by
Anthony Quinn and Liselotte Pulver.
Paramount will release in
the western hemisphere, while
Malenotti will handle the pic else¬
where.
Second
Malenotti
effort
is
Madame Sans-Gene,” to star Gina
Lollabrigida and Quinn under an
American director.
'Release of
“Madame
Sans-Gene,”
also
in
Technicolor-Technirama,
is
still
unset Pic will be shot in Yugo¬
slavia and Italy starting next Sep¬
tember.

Pix Stars to Urge End
Of British Cinema Tax
London, Feb. 17.
Leading British screen artists
are to address an All Party meet¬
ing in the House of Commons to¬
morrow (Wed.) to itfge the aboli¬
tion of admission tax in the fortncoming Budget. A’ec Guinness will
be the main spokesman and ex¬
cerpts from a number of current
films,
including
“The
Horse’s
Mouth,” “Dunkirk” and “A Night
to Remember” will be screened in
the committee room.
The meeting is jointly sponsored
by Sir Leonard Ropner, a Conser¬
vative MP; Mrs. Irene White, a
Labor MP, and Jo Grimond, the
Liberal leader.
The industry case will also be
__.
similar star meeting was held in
the Commons a year ago and in the
subsequent Budget the tax was
slashed by 50%.

Brewing on Olympics
Rome, Feb. 10.
The usual Olympic Games cov¬
erage hassle is brewing. And this
time television is very mtich ih the
act in addition to the newsreelers.
Controversy is currently going on
over the amount of time the Conti¬
nental Eurovision network will be
allowed each day of the twoweek
event (to be held here next year)
for live pickups.
According to local reports on the
early meetings between the Euro¬
vision reps and the Italian Olym¬
pic Games Committee, the two
sides are sharply split concerning
the amount of “live” pickup time,
radio coverage and filmed newsreel
footage to permit during the
events. Also aired at the meetings
was the possibility that the lengdiscussed direct trans-Atlantic TV
link might be Inaugurated with
the Olympic Game coverage, ’fhe
position of Italy’s RAI-TV vis-a-vis
the Olympic Games Committee is
said to be favorable, however,
thanks also to RAI-TV’s excellent
coverage of the 1956 Winter Olym¬
pic "Games at Cortina-, Italy.

Threat of Higher Tax
For Some Mex Exhibs
Mexico City, Feb. 10.
Threat of higher taxation of
Mexican exhibitors has again come
to the forefront. New tax moves
have been made by the State of
Coahuila and its municipalities.
The National Association of Ex¬
hibitors has received information
from the Cadena de Oro circuit
(Gold Chain) that it has shut down
| two of its Monclova houses because
'excessive tax demands.”
Tax increase asked by the stafie
is 10%, with municipalities adding
a 15% request of their own.
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Congress of Exhibs Sounds Out D.C.;
Press For Consent To Modify Consent
The American Congress of Ex¬ loans as well as conventional fourwall houses.
The problem of the withholding
ing last week in N. Y. of the ex¬
of the post-1948 films, once a high-.
ecutive committee and various ly vocal one in exhibitor^ circles,
standing committtes, named a apparently is still being softgroup to go to Washington for con¬ pedaled officially because of the.
ferences with Government officials fear of legal complications. William
Forman, who heads the committee
and Congressional leaders to clar¬ on the post-1948 features, merely
ify certain points in the industry s reported that the subject “was un¬
relationship with the Government. der continuing study.”
Approval of certain trade prac¬
Considering exhibitor identifica¬
tices, now listed as illegal, will he
tion with C. of E; of vital impor¬
sought
tance, the new exhibitor organiza¬
Subjects on which clarification
tion has authorized the issuance of
will be asked include (1) block
certificates
of
membership
to
hooking in non-competitive situa¬
theatremen who join.
tions, (2) changes in the consent
* decree relating to production and
- exhibition by the formerly-affili¬
ated circuits, and (3) pooling ar¬
rangements.
Continued from pace 5
In connection with the possibil¬
ity of the establishment of pools “Inherit the Wind” and “The Ad¬
in non-competitive territories, C. miral Halsey Story.”
of E. has requested theatremen to ing of the other departments drib¬
forward pertinent information re¬ bles down to the foreign departlating to localities where it would mehts” and the latter do not parr
be helpful to independent exhibi¬ ticipate in overall planning. .
tors if pooling arrangements were
By contrast, according to Arnold
to be permitted.
Ficker, UA strives for "global
Named to the committee going thinking” and that “everything that
to Washington were Horace Adams, happens in United Artists is
president of Allied States .Assn., planned in every particular,” with
George G. Kerasotes, president of a constant eye toward the world
Theatre Owners Of America; Eman¬ market. He cited the. importance
uel Frisch, past president of tie of being able to fix a definite
Metropolitan Motion Picture The¬ schedule of release dates for ex¬
atres Assn., and Sumner Redstone, hibitors overseas and churned that
attorney and New England exhibi¬ UA “is the keystone for exhibi¬
tors’ constant supply of pictures
tor.
overseas,” a status to- which the
Distribs a Main Goal
company has attained over the past'
A meeting with the chiefs of the
eight years.
“The Big Country.”
production-distribution companies
Picker sa?d, had been expressly
continues as one of the aims of planned with the foreign market in
the Congress and it was disclosed mind and he stated that it is be¬
that preliminary discussions have coming UA’s alt-tfme too grosser in,
been held toward achieving that
Japan and England where it has
objective.
Meanwhile, C. of E.
been released.
added three additional topics to
To specific questions. Picker es¬
the agenda for discussion with the
timated that about 55% of the com¬
film company toppers. These in¬
pany’s gross nme from domestic
clude the complaints about the re¬
sources and 45% from foreign,'the
lease of 16m films in competition
figures varying bv mature, country
with 35m showings, a request for
and booking technique. A major
the production of more films in
source of difficulty is fluctuation
color, and a request for more prints
of pprrency exchange values, es¬
in stereophonic sound and in¬ pecially rp countries with fixed rdcreased publicity concerning such m?ss:on fees.
Picker estimated
prints.
that arv major comoanv’s gross
It was reported that continued would be about $3,000,000 more
study is to be given to find “ways ner year if it weren’t for this
and means” to raise money to. factor.
cause the production of more
Youngste’n said that UA will
films. At the same time, efforts , have roughly 40 oictures reach the
are being made to find sources of release stage this calendar year
. coin for the administrative ex¬ and that 28 have been finished or
penses. A committee consisting of are currently in production with
Robert J. O’Donnell and William three to start shortly.
Forman was named to explore the
Yoxlngstein presented the copy
possibilities of producing a series of an ad showing the company’s
of shorts “to promote industry pledge to release at least seven
welfare and glorify motion picture pix per quarter, naming them spe¬
entertainment.” Meanwhile, it ap¬ cifically, and he reiterated that the
pears almost certain that C. of E. Pst contained 75% more pix whose
will obtain the $53,000 held in budgets exceeded $2,000,000 than
escrow from the previous release the list pledged last year.
of industry shorts. All trustees of
Max Youngstein took the occa¬
the fund, it’s said, have agreed to
sion to enunciate his scorn of other
turn over the coin for administra¬
film companies who talk big budg¬
tive expenses.
ets while slashing staffs-, firing
Pushing Research
promises and personnel in the
As part of its efforts for a “new same breath. Not so with United
look” in film presentation jn both Artists. More spending for promio-:
picture and sound and “to enhance tion meant more not fewer, jobs.
the glamor of motion picture the¬
Emphasis at the sales convention
atres, the Congress is pushing its was incidentally upon the 40th an¬
' industry research program. Hazard niversary (from the Chaplin-PickReeves, whose company developed ford-Fairbanks-Griffith beginning)
Cinerama and the sound system of but more foregroundedly upon the
Cinemascope, outlined to the Con¬ eight years of the present manage¬
gress a proposed research program. ment quintet with Arthur* B. Krim
He will serve on the research com¬ and Robert S. Benjamin on the
mittee and has offered the facili¬ first fiddles.
ties of his company. Reeves SoundUnited Artists as the haven of
craft, to the committee.
the independent, exhib source of
Max Cohen, chairman of the re¬ the most numerous line of releases,
search committee, told the Con¬ and the company with a prospec¬
gress members that the phrase tive investment in new product of
“stereo sound" had been grossly $65,000,000 were respective arias
misused so that its original mean¬ in the big-noise opera.
ing had become obscure. He sug¬
To Fight Ad-Censors
gested that the new body find a
hibitors, following a two-day meet¬

UA Blockhisfers'

new name or descriptive phrase
for the multi-channelled process
for reproducing sound in theatres.
Such a name, he stressed, would
be copyrighted and reserved ex¬
clusively for theatre use.
The committee charged with go¬
ing to Washington will also meet
with officials of the Small Business
Administration in an effort to ex¬
pand the scope of Government fi¬
nancial aid to theatres. - This
agency has already granted one of
the objectives of C. of E.—that
drive-in theatres be eligible for

Ted Mann Advertises More
Than Pictures; Underlines
His Dominant Position
Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
Industry here is crediting inde¬
pendent circuit owner Ted Mann
with ah exceptional piece of
strategy in utilizing half-page com¬
bination paper ads to group to¬
gether in. a mass setup his four
theatres' current attractions and to
beat the drums for them loudly
and effectively.
Ads indirecly emphasize Mann’s
dominant exhibition field position
here and undoubtedlv cause dis¬
tributors as well as the'public to
sit up and take notice of him and
his showhouses, industry circles
feel.
“
The ads are headed “Four of the
midwest’s top attractions” and ex¬
plain ' "whatever your movie de¬
sires—drama, musical, comedy or
mystery—you will find it in the
comfort of these four theatres.”
They concern “South Pacific,”
“The Inn of the Sixth Happiness,”
“My Uncle” and “Gideon of Scot¬
land Yard,” in their 34th, fifth,
third and initial weeks, respec¬
tively, and a11 fir^truns.
“South
Pacific,” hard-ticket nt $2.65 top,
and “Happiness,” with admission
upped to $1.50* in place of the reg¬
ular $1.25, are at Mann’s down¬
town theatres. The other pair hold
forth at his two neighborhood "fine
arts” houses.
In downtown Minneapolis Mann
with the World and Academy has
the same number of firstrun the¬
atres as the Minnesota Amusement
Co. (United Paramount) and RKO
Theatres (2) and cne more than
Bennie Berger. Uptown here MAC
now “is- down to,two theatres, the
same .number as Mann operates,
but the Volk Bros, and W. R. Frank
circuit boast four and three, respec¬
tively. RKO Theatres never has
been represented by any neighbor¬
hood house here.
. In St. Paul Mann just has com¬
pleted, a deal to acquire a third
loop firstrun theatre, the 800-seat
Strand, g'ving him downtown ex¬
hibition dominance there, too, at
least numerically. His World oper¬
ates similarly to the Miineaoolis
house of the same name. His laterun Lyceum will take over the twin
bill firstrun policy of the Tower
which will be razed.

« FRANCISCO RUN,
UNIQUE TERMS, IMPACT

San Francisco, Feb. 17.
Gross cf “Gigi” at the 440-seat
Stagedbor Theatre in downtown
Frisco has exceeded anything in
the 12-year history of the house.
And that includes long-runs on
such films as “Guys and Dolls” and
“Hans Christian Andersen.”
Through Feb. 9, end of 31 weeks
of “Gigi.” the Stagedoor has taken
in $327,000 on the Metro picture,
and the end isn’t in sight. For in¬
stance, the 31st week was $300 to
$400 better than the 30th week,
and with Academy Award time and
Easter vacation just around the
corner “Gigi” ought to pick up
further.
Metro exec Bob Mochrie, in Fris¬
co recently, says , the picture’s run
at the Stagedoor is relatively the
best in the country and he expects
“Gigi” to roll on at the Irving
Ackerman-Herbert Rosener house
into June.
The Stagedoor’s two-a-day scale
is $1.25 to $3.
: It’s believed that the AckermanRosener deal with Metro is that
Metro pick up all house expenses
—around $2,500 a week—and that
the owners then get 10%. On this
basis, Metro has taken close to a
quarter of a million dollars out of
this one 440-seat situation already,
with more to come and the subse¬
Efforts by United Artists to fight quent-runs still untapped.
so-called “backstairs” censorship
against film advertising was. prom¬
Des Moines Tent’s Project
ised by pub-ad chief Roger Lewis
Des Moines, Feb. 17.
at UA’s 40th anni convention here.
Tent 15 of the Variety Club *has
Lewis emphasized that the com¬ voted to give financial assistance to
pany’s promotional camp&ighs children suffering- from cystic fi¬
would not be hampered dr intim* brosis and the womens auxiliary is
dated by the “double standard” underwriting purchase, of- several
practiced by -newspapers which, he pieces of equipment used in treat¬
said, followed a rigid policy for ment.
The Variety Club will supple¬
film promotion and a more lax and
liberal standard for- competing en¬ ment work of the newly-organized
tertainment media add in- their Iowa chapter-of the National Cystic
own news columns.
Fibrosis Research Foundation.
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Cartoon Nominations for Oscars
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Walt Disney Productions copped one of three cartoons and one
of five live-actioners nominated for the 31st annual Academy
Short Subjects Awards.
,
Special short subjects nominations committee tapped followr
ing for cartoon entries^ “Knighty Knight Bugs,” Warner Bros.,
produced by John W. Burton; “Paul BunyonWaU Disney Pro¬
ductions, Buena Vista Film Distribution Co., Disney,
Sidney’s
Family Tree,” Terry toons, 2pth-Fox, William M. Weiss.
Live action subjects: “Grand Canyon.” Disney Productions,
Buena Vista, Disney; “Journey Into Spring,” British Transport
Films, Lester A. Schoenfeld Films, Ian Ferguson; “The Kiss,”
Cohay Productions, Continental. Distribution Co., John Patrick
Hayes; “Snows of Aorangi,” New Zealand Screen Board, George
Brest Associates; “T Is for Tumbleweed,” Continental Distribut¬
ing Corp., James A. Lebenthal.
Short subjects nominations are in advance of nominations in all
other categories, which wiH be announeed Feb. 23. Shorts will be
screened by Academy members Feb. , 22, when balloting will take
place. All other balloting will be made after regular screenings
of features for various other branches. Winners will be announced
at Oscar ceremonies April 6 at RKO-Pantages Theatre.

Gibes Showing of Horror
Filins at School Recess
Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
A local public school which has
been showing horror features to
students during the noon hour has
aroused the ire of Minneapolis
Tribune columnist George* Grim.
Grim reported that youngsters
at Ramsey junior high have been
fed a diet of hair-raisers sucb as
“It Came from Outer Space,’’.“The
Blob” and “The Tarantula” to di¬
gest wi.h their noon meals. These
chillers were included in a oneweek schedule.
Queried Grim: “Aren’t therfe
enough old and sometimes dubious
movies without unreeling them in
the schools at what should be £
period for more explicable recrea¬
tion? Tell me it isn’t so, some-*
body.”

‘Natural Woman’
;= Continued from pace 1

■

tie-silk scarf; blazers like English
schoolgirls; sailors’ middies as cas¬
ual as sweaters; straight, boyish
overcoats or polo coats.
Pleated shirtwaist dresses and
flowered chiffons are held in place
by good old-fashioned belts at the
'waist. Paris has gone belt-happy.
Even hairdos and makeup have
toned down. No more dishevelled
angry-young-women
styles,
but
top-to-toe neatness. Girls can go
all-out for colors, and show their
legs—but not their knees.
Marcel
Boussac—five
RollsRoyce backer of the House of Dior
—got the pitch. A shrewd business¬
man, he knows there will always
be a demand for sophisticated
clothes; but he keeps his eye on
the international market and wants
his goods to sell. In Dior, he lost, a
genius; in St* Laurent, he found
talent and youth. It was a terriiic
job for St. Laurent to rid himself
of the mighty ghost of Dior, but he
did it; and his collection is the
lightest, gayest ever shown in that
conservative house. It disappointed
sensation-seekers and editors al¬
ways looking for a new angle for
the same old story, but pleased
everyone interested in salable, at¬
tractive clothes.
The trend was in the air: Bal¬
main,
Heim,
Lanvin,
Laroche,
Patou followed along; all creating
their version of the “Natural Girl.v*
Only Cardin and Givenchy experi¬
mented with extremes. Cardin has
launched the Hula Hoop neckline,
and Givenchy still has a nostalgic
yen for the dear old sack. One
surprise: the House of Nina Ricci.
Her
long-belted
jackets—sure
Fords—and deep-V-neck dresses
hit the headlines. The designer,
Jules Francois Crahay, became
famous overnight; and it was amus¬
ing to watch the free-for-all when
manufacturers tried to place their
orders.
Chanel, who seldom misses a
trick, .came up with a new one. For
mannequins,
she
picked
longlegged, beautiful girls with titles
—Mimi,
Countess
d’Arcangues,
daughter of the ex-Ambassador of
Brazil, the Princess de Croy, Paule
de Merindol, and other society gals.
Paris flocked to her salons as much
to see the titled legs, as the collec¬
tion. Suzy Parker flew over from
Hollywood to preview the casual
little cardigan suits that put the
"Natural Girl” in the spotlight.
She will again model Paris fashions
for her best. pal, Dick Avedon—
after he finishes, photographing
Brigitte Bardot wrapped in a
French flag.
And now that all artifice has
gone with the wind, the big ques¬
tion is: How long will it take women
to find out if it’s really fun being
“natural”?

Via Hancock Is
Set to Function
Theatre Owners of" America’s
group life insurance program, of¬
fering coverage to members and
their.employees ranging from $5,to $20,000, becomes effective
on March 1.
Attainment of the necessary
number of insured individuals this
week has enabled the exhibitor as¬
sociation to notify the John Han¬
cock Life Insurance Co. of Boston
to place the plan in operation^
According to George G. Kerasotes,
TOA prexy, the plan, will be kept
open for a limited time to permit
additional members to join. There¬
after, new applications will be ac¬
cepted only on policy anniversary
dates.
The TOA program is believed to
be the first of its kind available
through a trade association in the
exhibition segment of the industry.
The plan offers two .options—one
wherein all salaried* employees of
members may be covered; the
other in which only key manage¬
ment and supervisory personnel
may be insured.

000

The insurance program is the
result of several years of work by
a special. TOA committee, beaded
by Kerasotes, who was an assistant
president when the plan was ini¬
tially conceived. The program will
be administered.by the TOA Group
Life Insurance Trust at TOA’s
N. Y. headquarters.
Under the program, TOA mem¬
bers will be able to obtain cover¬
age without medical examination.
Coverage is as follows:
Salaried employees earning
$2,500 to $5,000, $5,000 in insur¬
ance; earning $5,000 to* $10,000,
$7,500 in insurance; earning $10,000 to $15,000, $10,000 in insur¬
ance; earning $15,000 but less than
$20,000, $15,000 in insurance; earn¬
ing $20,000 and over, or an individ¬
ual owner, partner or active cor¬
porate officer, regardless of salary,
$20,000..

D.C. VARIETY TENT IN
TRIBUTE TO WORKERS
Washington, Feb. 17.
Washington’s Variety Club. Tent
No. 11 held a Valentine’s Day
“Thank You” luncheon for the
ladies serving on the 1958 Welfare
Awards Drive.
Local Children's
Hospital has been the principal
charity of the club through the
years. The hospital has received a
$115,800 outpatient clinic, ealled
the Variety Club Carter Barron
Memorial Clinic, plus three other
clinics, added equipment, furnish¬
ings for 15 memorial rooms and
proceeds from a film preem.
The Variety Club also recently
pledged $200,000 to Children’s Hos¬
pital for erection of the Variety
Club Research Center on the hos¬
pital grounds.
Heading the club women’s com¬
mittee during the past year were
Mrs. Sara S. Young, chairman;
Mrs. Morton Gerber and Mrs. Mannie E. Lips&ey, vice-chairmen; and
Mrs. Frank M. Boucher and Mrs.
Clark M. Davis, co-chairmen of
special committee.
Presiding at the luncheon was
the Tent’s Chief Barker Frank M.
Boucher.'
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ITS 3m YEAR- (add'em up)
9th WEEK in New York (2 theatres)
7 th WEEK in, Los Angeles (3 theatres)
7th WEEK in Philadelphia
7th WEEK in Denver
7 th WEEK in Boston
6th WEEK in Washington
6th WEEK in Wilmington
6th WEEK in Columbus
6th WEEK in Baltimore
6th WEEK in Oklahoma City
4th WEEK in Toronto
4th WEEK in Minneapolis
4th WEEK in Des Moines
4th WEEK in Youngstown
3rd WEEK in Kansas City
3rd WEEK in Long Beach
3rd WEEK in Akron
3rd WEEK in Cleveland
3rd WEEK in Lincoln
3rd WEEK in Indianapolis
3rd WEEK in St. Paul
2nd WEEK in Canton
2nd WEEK in Spokane
2nd WEEK in Providence
2nd WEEK in Omaha

112 weeks playing time...
and ifs just starting!

20th product
has legs, will travel ,u.
GET WITH 20th!
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500 At Maryland Censor Hearmgs;
Told Over-Ws Too Often Married
And Beyond Age of.Innocence

Rubenstem & Kaplan Win $165,100
■-Continued from p&fe 2 s=

management of a Frenchman,
Pierre Franchise Laporte. The play
was “Othello.” Ellen Tree, of the
distinguished acting family, was
Desdemona. Critics were not com¬
pletely won by Aldridge’s perform¬
ance; but the reviews, reprinted in
Baltimore, Feb. 17.
this book,. indicate considerable
Maryland's censorship hassle has
racial bias (slavery was not yet
Fast Time Forever
reached the free-for-all stage -with
abolished in the Empire, and antiSt. Paul, Feb, 17.
three bills, two of them identical,
Negro sentiments . prevajled in
Minnesota may vote April
now under consideration, and talk
many quarters). '
14 to determine if exhibitorof amendments that would cover
Fact remains that Aldridge suc¬
(a)
shown on television and • detested daylight saving time
cessfully challenged the top stars
shall <be made permanent.
(b) advertising in newspapers for
i of the English-speaking stage on
St
Paul
RepD.
D.
Wozniak.
theatre releases.
their home ground, and emerged
a DST proponent, has intro¬
Legislative outlook in Annapolis
a dramatic figure of stature. It was
duced a bill calling for the
is murky as to which bill is the
130
years before Morgan Smith, an¬
state-wide special referendum
more acceptable' and except for
other Negro player, appeared in
and
the
measure
seems
as¬
t»it- of amendments, the situation
London;
nearly 100 years before
sured of passage.
is almost a repeat of what hap¬
Paul Robeson acted Othello at
If passed, there’ll be a DST
pened last year before similar bills
Drury
Lane.
in Minnesota every year hencewere turned down by the law¬
Aldridge did not confine himself j
forth irom the last May Sun¬
makers.
to The, Moor.
He acted Titus
day until Labor Day.
Fronted by the Mayor’s Commit¬
Andronicus, Lear, Shy lock and aj
tee for Decency in Baltimore sev¬
variety pf roles. His subsequent!
eral Catholic lay and veteran
triumph on the Continent is a mat¬
groups plus- C. Morton Goldstein,
ter of record. He was the recipient
chairman of the Maryland Board
of many decorations and awards
of Motion Picture Censors, pro¬
for . his performance in Saxony,
posed hills would give the Censors
Germany, Austria, Hungary, Serbia
the power to label films as unshow"
and Russia.
able -to patrons under 18. A viola¬
A splendid painting of the star
tion would draw a fine of $25.
hangs in the Cental Museum, Mos¬
Some 10 state senators and 29
cow. It is reproduced in color as
members of the House of Delegates
the frontispiece'and on the jacket
are lined up “pro.”
of this hook. As the peer of Euro¬
Rival bill which Senator Joseph
pean
artists of the period, Aldridge
Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
Bertorelli of Baltimore said has
A Paramount novel and entirely created a stir wherever he acted,
been “introduced to confuse the new method of selling “The Ten usually accumulating critical
issue and deter passage of the Commandments” to the territory’s praise.
true movie censorship bul ’ would smallest towns that haven’t played
Since 1932, there has been a
make it a crime punishable by a the DeMilto scriptural feature yet bronze plate on one of the seats
fine of $100 and/or 30 days in jail has received North Central Allied of the Shakespeare Memorial The¬
to show films’ cited as “obscene,” president Frank Mantzke’s stamp atre at Stratford, England; com¬
to persons under 18. This bill dif¬ of approval.
memorating the achievements of
fers from others .in that the Cen¬
“Commandments” is being sold Ira Aldridge. In the United States,
sors would he ignored and local to these towns, such, for example, no permanent public appreciation
courts would determine what is as New York Mills, Graham and of Aldridge has been established.
and what is not “obscene” after Hammond, Minn., populations 700,
It is significant that he did not
arrests are made. This hill has 578 and 750, respectively, for a turn his back upon current inter¬
been endorsed by ten members of five-day double weekend (Wednes¬ pretations of his race. In his reper¬
the House.
day through Sunday) on what’s toire was the role of Mungo, the
Second bill, if enacted, would called a “royalty” basis—believed slave, in “The Padlock.” His death
place the power of enforcement in to he an industry innovation.
in Poland received worldwide at-1
the hands of the police, who, could
The exhibitor pays Paramount tention; and his funeral and inter¬
theoretically walk into any film 50c and 20c, respectively, for every ment in Lodz were marked with |
house, decide that a film was “ob¬ adult and children’s ticket he sells. honors accorded only the great of
scene” to children under 18, and He, of course, can charge his pa¬ the era.
make arrests. The merits would trons whatever he chooses to do.
It is true that Miss Stock, and
then go to court. .
Says Mantzke: ‘‘This is a very good Marshall (the British producer, not
This second bill is unworkable, bet for those exhibitors who have the actor) are. deeply prejudiced
in favor of their subject. If this
according to Goldstein, who spoke not played this picture yet”
against it at a heiring before the * “There are a great many small were not the case, their work might
towns—towns
.with
populations
less
not have been possible; for their
joint legislative committee in An¬
napolis. He told the committee than 1,000, but still boasting thea- research is monumental. If, at
atres—in
the
territory
where
‘Com¬
times, the stirring narrative of
that since all films are already
screened by the Board for obscenr mandments’ hasn’t played' yet,” Aldridge’s achievement is impeded
says
Jess
McBride,
local
Paramount
by documentation and footnotes, it
lty, the bill’s use of the word “ob¬
branch manager. “We’re deter¬ should be remembered that the
scene” is 'unnecessary.
mined that it shall be shown not authors are virtually pioneer biog¬
Soldiers or Husbands
Enforcement would be imprac¬ only in such situations, -but also raphers, bringing together scat¬
ticable, he argued, and to his mind, those where there’s just a projec- tered material often treated here¬
also unconstitutional. He is in tipn machine, perhaps in a school, tofore in a sketchy or indifferent
favor of the first although he pre¬ church or commercial clubroora. manner. No future Work on Al¬
"If our goal is achieved before dridge can be undertaken without
fers that the age limit be 6 to 16,
taking into mind the fact that we’ve finished there’ll not be a recourse to this book.
many a drive-in is. filled with cars, single town left where ‘Command¬
hack seats of which*serve as cots ments’ hasn’t been shown.”
During the ensuing summer, too,
for toddlers.
And when you go past 16, he “Commandments” is expected to
hit
the territory’s drive-ins which
said, you include people who are
nowadays already married in many have held aloof from it up to' now
Current smash run of Frank Kes¬
hecause
of difficulties which day¬ sler's “He Who Must Die” at the
cases or in the service. “And cer¬
tainly” he said, “if they are old light saving time and its length Beekman Theatre, N.Y., has con¬
enough to marry or join the serv¬ caused the ozoners, stiff terms or vinced the Rugoff & Becker man¬
ice, they are to he considered Paramount’s refusal to accept deals agement that the Beekman has at¬
late in the ozonen season. There tained full firstrun stature. The
adults.”
The hearing before the Joint leg¬ were only three outdoor theatres 600-seater is located on Second
Ave. and 66th St.
islative committee was an oft-heat¬ that played.it last summer.
It also will go into Minnesota
According to Clem Perry, R & B
ed one. Some 500 people attended
and the session lasted two houi£ Amusement Co. (United Para- v.p. and general Manager, two new
i mount) key towns for return en¬ films already have been booked
and 45 minutes.
One woman, in favor of the first gagements this summer, says Mc¬ for the Beekman, now running
“He Who Must Die” in its sixth
bill, said that its passage “would Bride.
week. If it holds at current levels.
pump new life into the censorship
Perry said the French import prob¬
in Maryland.” She said that she
ably would stay on for another
had heard the argument that tele¬
eight to ten weeks. Picture racked
vision stations run films that
Dallas, Feb. 17.
up a $65,000 gross in five weeks, he
should, by these standards, be
R. j. O’Donnell, veepee and gen¬
banned too and to these people she eral manager of the Interstate reported, giving the Beekman its
says, “we’ll work on television Theatre Circuit was tendered a top run.
With the Beekman going firstlater.”
salute by more than 300 barkers
Another speaker was Fred L. and their guests at the Dallas Va¬ run, R & B recently acquired an¬
Dewberry Jr., president of the riety Tent No. 17 tribute to the other east side house, the 34th St.
on 34th St. and Third Ave.
Holy Name Society of Baltimore veteran showman. O’Donnell. Is Theatre
It’s to be completely renovated and
who said “in their efforts to have also Variety .International ring¬ will open next September as the
you disregard the mandate of thou¬ master.
Murray Hill, House will showcase
sands upon thousands of citizens of
Gordon McLendon, prez of Tri- imports.
this state, .a small minority has State Theatres, was principal
cleverly resorted to tactics of con¬ speaker at the banquet. Phil Isley,
Skouras Returns to NY.
fusion.”
prez of Isley Theatres is chief bark¬
Opponents of the bill “would er of the local tent.
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
have you shrug off moral respon¬
20th-Fox, returned to New York
sibility to the youth of this State
from the Coast this week following
Gil Golden Laid Up
while they soothe your conscience
studio talks with producer-director
with excuses such as ‘censors are a
George Stevens anent the latter’s
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
dying breed’ or ‘only three or four
Gil Golden is in the San Fernan¬ “Diary of Anne Frank” and with
states have censorship’.”
do Valley Presbyterian Hospital, production chief Buddy Adler on
Speaking for the opposition was following a mild heart attack.
other 20th releases.
Stevens is due in Manhattan
Former State Senator John Grason
He’s expected to check out at the
Turnbull who represented the Al¬ end of this week for a recuperation later this month with a print of
lied Motion. Theatre Owners of [ period of about three weeks at “Anne Frank” to show homeoffice
execs.
Maryland.
I home.

IOC’s Into Tiny
Burgs "Royalty’
Per Customer

BEEKMAN, EAST SIDER,
ACQUIRING PRESTIGE

Dallas Toasts O’Donnell

Defendant Distribs Plan Appeal From TripleDamage Antitrust Victory In Minnesota

----- --:

Free Parking Value

Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
Local former circuit owner part¬
ners Charles Rubenstein and Abe
Kaplan have been awarded judg¬
ment of $55,000, tripled, or a
total of $165,000, plus attorney’s
fee and trial <costs in their federal
court antitrust conspiracy suit
against major distributors and the
Minnesota Amusement Co. (United
Paramount). The plaintiffs had
sought triple damages of more than
$300,000, of over a million dollars.
Judge G. H. Nordbye, who tried
the non-jury case, rendered his
decision after more than a year’s
study of many thousands of pages
of testimony. He held that a con¬
spiracy had existed among the de¬
fendants to discriminate clearancewise against the plaintiffs’ local
neighborhood Hollywood theatre in
favor of the MAC’S Arion, located
in the same area.
In addition to Minnesota, deBy HANK WERBA
(fendants were Metro, 20th-Fox,
Madrid, Feb. 17.
i Warner Bros., Univetsal and RKO.
The consensus of ' government Paramount, however, was excused
and film industry opinion here is from damages because a different
that Spain and the Motion Picture company existed at the time of
Export Assn, will sign an agree¬ the alleged conspiracy. Also, the
ment shortly regulating the im¬ amount of damages to be assessed
portation and commercial exploita¬ against Minnesota-was limited.
tion of U. S. product in Spain.
The court opined that back in
All the details and pact clauses
the 1940’s, when the damages were
have not been fully concurred in suffered, there existed a general
by MPEA Mediterranean director
Frank Gervasi and the interminis- pattern for distributors to favor
terial commission negotiating for affiliated circuits in the matter of
Spain, but such firm progress is clearance.
This was the fourth such film
reported that not. even a belated
but powerful local distributor cam¬ industry antitrust conspiracy suit
to
have been-filed here and there
paign petitioning the government
tq alter basic terms, is expected to are no others on the calendar. For
three
of them Judge Nordbye has
prevent agreement.
At the moment, whispers set the officiated and local attorney Lee
Loevinger
has represented the
U. S. quota at 80 films per year.
Half the quota will go to eight plaintiffs. The fourth suit was set¬
tled
out
oi
court by giving the
MPEA member organizations and
the other half will be allocated to plaintiff’s- neighborhood theatre
clearance
over
the United Para¬
Spanish distribs by the Director
General de Cine and'the Sindicato mount house in the same area.
del Espectaculo.
In the first of the cases Loev¬
Agreement also has been appar¬ inger won $120,0Q0 for Martin and
ently reached permitting Yank Sol Lebedoff, also former local
firms to distribute European-made uptown circuit owners. However,
features in Spain over and above- Judge Nordbye found against Loevthe U. S.-made allocation. Clarifi¬ inger’s clients, local circuit own¬
cation has been reached authoriz¬ ers William and Sidney Volk, and
ing U. S. companies to impfort Yank in fayor of the distributors and the
pix made abroad but bearing for¬ Minnesota Amusement Co. defend¬
eign nationality. Hollywood pro¬ ants after trial of Volks’ suit not
duction in England bearing the only for substantial monetary dam¬
British quota stamp, is perhaps the ages, but also to compel the re¬
best case in point.
lease of pictures to their uptown
Early negotiating round, found Terrace simultaneously with loop
Spaniards asking that all distrib firstrun houses.
companies accept a> master plan
As to Volks’ Terrace, testimony
allocation of American product. was introduced during the trial to
MPEA succeeded, however, in re¬ show that it frequently outgrossed
taining allocation for its own com¬ loop moveover houses. Along with
panies. Nevertheless', all European a . dozen other uptown theatres
product released by Yank firms where it continues in the earliest
will filter through official alloca¬ Clearance slot, 28 days. Judge
tion channels now being set up to Nordbye also having rejected a
pin-point in advance for all dis¬ plea to force distributors to give
tribs the quantity and origin of all it a preferential earlier one. The
imports per company.
Volks also own and operate three
There is talk of compensating other de luxe neighborhood thea¬
U. S. distribs here with two addi¬ tres here. They have complained
tional import permits for every that inability to obtain firstruns
Spanish film an American major uptown in “murdering” their busi¬
may pick up for world release after ness.
advancing $100,000 against globalAn unusual Rubestein-Kaplan
earnings.
Another novel Spanish offer case aspect , was that the plaintiffs
gives Yanks the right to a total also owned the Arion, hut had
import of 20 U. S. pix to be ex¬ leased it to the MAC when the
ploited in original Version sans alleged clearance discrimination
sub-titles. Insiders say MPEA is occurred. The R-K partnership now
is dissolved and the wealthy Kap¬
not interested. \
Speedy continental office ap¬ lan, a man in his ’70s, has retired
proval of present field of entente from exhibition. Riibenstein has
is considered to be the-key to an shuttered five and tossed out one
agreement at the moment. Delays of the partners’ former seven Twin
could still give pact opponents Cities’ uptown theatres and now. is
more than a fighting chance to operating only one in each of the
two towns.
stymie negotiations.
The losing R-K case defendants
Nonetheless, the feeling in Ma¬
drid is that the Spanish interminis- are preparing to file notice of an
terial commission will participate application for an appeal from the
in pact-signing ceremonies in New adverse judgment.
York before very long. Once agree¬
ment has been formalized, MPEA
will seek to increment U. S. im¬
ports of the balance of the current
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
season.
Jeremiah Walsh, who has been
an investor in a number of Broad¬
way legit shows, is entering film
production. He and Herbert LytJoe Hyams has exited as Coast ton, author of “A Matter of Time,”
publicity chief of Hecht-HiH-Lan- are to co-produce an adaptation of
caster, to become effective March +he celestial science story which is
31.
I bei'-g s -irted by Alan King.
He’s planning to resume pub-1 ’Ur. V'-.lJcr Riedel, German scilicity work in New York.
enii.' t, is set as technical advisor.
Philadelphia, Feb. 17.
The Stanley Theatre, now
showing Warners’ . “Auntie
Marne,” and the Stanton with
United Artists’ “I Want to
Live,” town's two top gross ers,
are providing free parking at
the nearby Sheraton = Hotel
garage. Offer is valid any
hour of day, for a four-hour
stretch.
Saving on parking practically
represents admission price of .
90-$1.8P. __

Odd Angles Put
Forward to U.S.
By Spaniards

Hyams Exits H-H-L
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‘Food Is Yonr Fortnne’ Drive-In Slogan
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too much, eye-to-eyeing be¬ Theatre Business in 1958 Topped Previous YearTexas Ozoners Attend Sandwich-Making Clinic At not
tween Semenenko and Jack War¬
ner.
Further,, according to the
Some Fear Hollywood ‘Sell-Out’
7th Annual Convention

same source, Semenenko believes
the company has been “sufficient¬
TOM DALEY TO FLORIDA
added that high production costs,' ly built -up” and he simply, doesn’t
Dallas, Feb. 17.
The three-day, seventh annual stockholder. pressure, “television feel the need of his own further
Canadian Showman Spent 51 Years
convention of the Texas Drive-In gold” and other interests have be¬ presence as a major stockholder.
In Film Trade
But if a sale of the stock had
Theatre Owners Assn, opened here come so important to the film com¬
yesterday (Mon.) with nearly 400 panies that it has reached the point been blueprinted, why not a direct,
Ottawa, Feb. 17.
owners and operators* checking in that theatres can no longer depend sale without Baird as the third
Tom Daley, almost 51 years in
at the Adolphus Hotel. First day on a product flow from Hollywood. party? The unofficial and specu¬
show
business,
retired last week
As a consequence, he stressed, lative answer to this is that Semen¬
was devoted to ^registration; a testi¬
monial luncheon at the Variety exhibitors must provide the source enko, as a WB board member, was after 35 years with Famous Play¬
ers
Canadian.
Now
66, he rose
Club for general counsel Edwin of production and product, by ac¬ not in the right kind of position
from projectionist to supervisor of
Tobolowsky (retiring chief barker tually producing pix, by financing for a direct deal.
Schine
chain
in
N.Y.
State, then
of Variety Club, Tent 17); talks by pix, by assisting small companies,
Jack Warner's Position
in 1923 Famous brought him to
Edward Lachman, prexy of Lor¬ by buying old films and reissuing
Toronto
to
manage
the
ailing
down¬
Regardless
of
the
motivations
raine Carbons, and Robert Wert, of them, and by encouraging more
town Tivoli Theatre.
Procter & Gamble Co. Directors’ imports from abroad and playing behind the three-way nature of the
In
seven
years
he
goosed
its
board meeting and a buffet, tossed foreign films. “We alone must help deal, the result is that Jack L. War¬
weekly grosses up from $350 to
by Alexander Film Co., wound ourselves,” he said. “Whatever in¬ ner is by far the biggest individual $15,000. ' He introduced - an 18crease in production there is to be stockholder and this position now minute newsreel featurette “Tom
Monday’s opening.
can hardly be challenged. The
Convention. starts today (Tues.) must come from within our ranks
cut Semenenko’s holdings to Daley’s Tivoli Topics,” which drew
with an invocation by Bob Davis at and as the result of our efforts.” sale,
3,800 shares.
Jack Warner has Tegular patronage regardless of
Speaking
both
as
TOA
topper
the opening biz session. Welcome
features.
;
address is by Tim Ferguson, toast¬ and a member of the executive 233,399 (13% of the total), Mrs.
Daley went on to manage Loew’s
Jack
L.
Warner
has 88,449, and
master and program chairman. committee of the American Con¬
Uptown,
then
finally
Imperial,
Eddie Joseph will give the keynote gress .of Exhibitors, Kerasotes Warner, additionally, has an op¬ largest cinema in Canada, for 17
address and president’s report. urged the Texas drive-on operators tion to buy another 60,000. (Hold¬ years. He retires to Florida.
Featured speakers were RTchard to support the principles of C. of E, ings of Albert Warner and the es¬
McKay, ad-pub director of Ameri¬ and to consider an alignment with tate of Harry M. Warner have been
reduced to insignliicant amounts).
can International Pictures, whose TOA.
When Semenenko bought in on
Kerasotes contended that exhi¬
subject was “Promotional Ideas
for Drive-In Theatres,” “Citizen¬ bition had $2,500,000,000 invested WB, his associate was stock broker
Charles
Allen Jr., who took 50,000
ship Through a Drive-In Window,” in theatres, representing 93% of
by Melvin T. Munn, public rela¬ the total assets of the film in¬ shares and a seat on the board
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
tions director of Blue Cross-Blue dustry. This 93%, he noted, is Whether Allen similarly is selling
Michael Curtiz optioned Winston
Shield of Texas and George G. dependent on the continuance and out hasn’t been disclosed and can¬ Graham novel, “The Wreck of the
Kerasotes, prexy of Theatres of solvency of production-distribu¬ not be ascertained at present.
Gray Cat,” as a starrer for David
Serge Sbmenenko is remaining Ladd, son of Alan Ladd whom he
America, whose subject was “In¬ tion, which represents only 7% of
dustry Problems and the Future the invested capital in the film on the board of directors, accord¬ directed in “Proud Rebel” . . . Jill
ing to one responsible source in St. John replaces Diane Varsi, who
Outlook.” Kerasotes was intro¬ business.
nixed role in 20th-Fox’ “Holiday
the Wall Street area.
duced by R. J. O’Donnell, v. p.for Lovers” . . . “The Priest,”
general manager of Interstate The¬
Principals Disperse
Joseph Caruso novel scripted by
atres, after his own talk. Texas’
Three key figures, in Warner Bill Barrett, is being packaged by
State Senator Charles F. Herring,
Bros, top-level stock maneuvering Bill ShiffreU as possible William
of Austin, also addressed the con¬
all blew town (Manhattan) latter Stack starrer ... Ranald McDougall
clave.
Q
part of last week. Jack L. Warner, will write-direct Aaron Rosenberg’s
York. Pa., Feb. 17.
Alexander Film Co. hosted thepresident of the company, returned 20th-Fox production of Tom ChaYork County District Attorney to the Coast after a two-week stay. males* new novel, “No Rent in His
opening cocktail party (16), with
tonight’s (17) banquet grand ball Frank B. Boyle, who boiled over'
Serge Semenenko, who disposed Hand” . . . Robert Roark signed
and floor show at the suburban when a Brigitte Bardot film flamed of 160,000 shares of WB common Robert R. Rondeau' to direct
Dallas Athletic Club Country Club on local screens a year ago, ap¬ stock to the Winfield Baird Foun¬ “Ecstacy in Black” for his Brigapears to have simmered down. dation, went to Coast for a holi¬ . dier Production banner.
Sponsored by the Pepsi-Cola.
Dorothy McGuire will star in
Closing sessions today (Wed.) BB’s back in town in a bikini, but day. David Baird, trustee of the
are clevoted to the National Assn, Boyle, after a quick looksee de¬ Foundation, which in turn sold the Warner Bros.’ *“A Summer Place”
.
. . Red Doff, partnered with
cided
the
offering
was
tepid
and
of Concessionaires, with . NAC
WB stock back to the company’s
prexy Philip L. Lowe speaking on required no censorship asbestos treasury, trekked to' London on Mickey Rooney in Fryman Enter¬
prises,
and director David Miller
curtaining.
“Food Is Your Fortune.” Lee
business.
are pairing up on two properties,
Koken, NAC board chairman, has
Boyle’s beef of a year ago fol¬
“Third
of a Man” and “The Short
“New Ideas in Concessions and lowed showing of “And God Cre¬
Weekend,” for production under
Vending” as a theme; Wm. E. ated Woman” at the Capitol The¬
their joint indie banners, both to
Smith, of the Popcorn Institute, atre here. The DA caught the show
star Rooney . . . Robert E. Kent
has “Popcorn Merchandising Aids”; on Lincoln’s Birthday and prompt¬
starts “The Havana Story” today
Mary Kuhlman, of American In¬ ly threatened to bring charges
under his Premium Pictures .-ban¬
stitute of Baking, holds a “Sand¬ against the theatre management
Kansas City, Feb. 17.
ner, Cameron Mitchell starring in
wich-Making Clinic”; Thomas J: unless the French flicker were
Constitutionality of the Kansas Cuban revolt yarn for United
Sullivan, NAC exec veepee, will yanked pronto. The Capitol com¬ law permitting censorship of mo¬ Artists release . . . Phil Karlson
talk about “Amusement-Recreation plied but brought court action to tion pictures is a question at stake purchased rights to Clay Fisher’s
Sales Potential,” and a clinic, halt Boyle’s interference.
in a case involving “Mom and Dad” “Edge of the Precipice” for indie
production, to follow Philip Wylie’s j
termed “A Profitable Idea Clinic,”
Boyle answered the theatre’s in Wyandotte County District
will be moderated by chairman censorship charge with the claim Court. After a hearing last week “Experiment in Crime” on pro- j
Augie J. Schmitt, Houston Popcorn the film was “unfit for public con¬ Judge O. Q. Claflin stated he ducer’s Dixie Productions slate . . .
Robert Webb op'tioned “Holy Joe,” |
& Supply Co., assisted by Charles sumption.” He contended the pol¬ would rule in April.
original screenplay by Mary and
Kansas Board of Review had Richard
E. Darden, of the Charles E. ice powers given him by the state
Sale.
Darden, of the Charles E. Darden gave him the right to ban the film made deletions of the film, and it
Glenn Ford spotted by Metro for
was
in
objection
to
this
action
that
Co. of Garland.
without
bringing
charges
based
on
star
role
in “Cimarron,” re-enact¬
the suit was brought by Capitol
Drive-in panel discussion groups
Enterprises Inc., distributors of the ment of Richard Dix character in
were to be led by bookers Brandon its showing.
original
RKO
production . . . King
Pennsylvania . law outlaws “ob¬ film.
Doak and Adrian Upchurch .on
protested Paramount’s “Hel¬
After viewing the complete film Bros,
“Film Buying,” and panel leader; scene exhibitions.” The local court
ler
With
a
Gun"
as too similar to
Herald (“Cuz”) Goodman on “In¬ case is one of several local lit¬ Judge Claflin said he was ready to outfit’s own upcoming titled film,
creasing Boxoffice by Promotion.” igations throughout the state which rule on the board’s deletions but “Heaven With a Gun” . . . Para¬
At the closing presidential ban¬ are being held up pending the out¬ delayed, at the request of Capitol’s mount has been assured full gov¬
quet tonight (Wed.) in the Ad¬ come of similar cases being ap¬ attorney who seeks word from a ernment cooperation in filming of
olphus Hotel’s Grand Ballroom, pealed to the high courts, includ¬ higher' court on constitutionality “The Mountain Is Young” by king¬
sponsored by the Coca-Cola Com¬ ing cases which challenge the con¬ of the law.
dom of Nepal, where Edward
Board deleted birth scenes from Dmytryk will location . . . Dan
pany/Eddie Josepfh, prexy of Eddie stitutionality of the state law.
Joseph Theatres of Austin, Texas,
This year, Boyle was back at the the film arid also a separate reel O’Herlihy with Robert Mitchdm in
will be given the first annual John Capitol again on Lincoln’s Birth¬ showing effects of veneral disease. Raymond Stress' “A Terrible
H. Hardin award as “outstanding day. What seems to be an annual Capitol voluntarily has removed Beauty,” picturization of novel by
I Arthur J. Roth to be filmed in Eire
personality in the drive-in theatre pilgrimage by the DA was this the latter reel.
Meanwhile, a measure has been starting June 1.
industry.” Joseph has headed the time occasioned by the showing of
TDITOA for three years. Hardin, a belatedly released Bardot oldie, drawn up in the legislature which I Robert Strauss into Charles
71, who heads Hardin Theatre Sup¬ “The Girl in the Bikini.” Bardot, will abolish the censor board, and Schneer’s “Battle of the Coral
ply Co. here, was the first film still showing baby fat in thi^ black- already has passed the upper house Sea” at Columbia Pictures . . .
Harry Kuraitz will do original
projectionist in Dallas. TDITOA’s and-white flick, does cavort in a , without a murmur of opposition.
screenplay, untitled, for Grandon
award to “branch manager of the bikini but rather decorously.
Productions, Cary Grant-Stanley
year” will also be made at the
Boyle, who liked the techni- Name Players Appear
Donen indie outfit, to be filmed in
banquet, when newly elected of¬ colored, fleshier and flashier “And
Europe
. . . Peter Brocco copped
In
Ohio’s
Sell
Film
ficers will be introduced.
God Created Woman,” well enough
role in Bryna’s “Spartacus.”
Cleveland, Feb. 17. •
Kerasotes’ Views
to stay for the whole show be¬
Robert
Mitchum and British
State
of
6hio
is
stepping
into
Theatremen in the United States fore banning it, hung around for
can expect little voluntary help only an hour of the milder “Girl show-business with a $TO,000 com¬ producer Raymond Stross bought
from Hollywood and any effort in the Bikini.” He made no com¬ mercial film, made by Cihecraft “A Terrible Beauty,” Irish-back¬
ground yarn, for joint production
aimed at solving the problems of ment on his visit other than to Inc. of Cleveland, aimed to build as
a United Artists release . . .
the industry must be performed by say he and County Detective Rich¬ up employment and to lure more Broadway actress Constance Ford
“ourselves,” George G. Kerasotes, ard P. Sneeder “were just check¬ industrial firms to this Buckeye cast in Warner Bros.’ “A Summer
president of Theatre Owners of ing.”
State. ■
Place” . . . WB has acquired
America, told the annual conven¬
Brian Donlevy, Otto Kruger George N. Allen's expose of juve
Boyle also “persuaded” a York
tion of the Texas Drive-In Theatre County drive-in to pull “And God and Reed Hadley were in town delinquency, “Undercover Teach¬
Owners Assn, here today (Tues.). Created Woman” last fall.
recently to appear in scenes of the er,” for production by Henry
■Kerasotes explained that the
28-minute production tagged Blanke . . . William Goetz assigned
Alfred Hayes to write screenplay
pioneers who had built the studios
“Ohio—the Growth State.”
and founded the theatres “are Kubrick Replaces Mann
Donlevy plays vice-prez of a ot “The Time of the Dragons,”
mostly gone” and until they’re re¬
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
New York company seeking, a site Alice Ekert-Rotholz best-seller, for
placed by “real showmen,” it's
Stanley Kubrick has been named for a new plant. Kreuger in role Columbia Pictures release . . . Ben
folly to look for assistance from director of Bryna’s (Kirk Douglas’) of an Ohio industrialist and Hadley Astar signed by 20th-Fox for Henry
Hollywood.
production of “Spartacus,” replac¬ are the ones who sell him on the Fonda starrer, “The Man Who Un¬
He called diversification and pre¬ ing Anthony Mann who exited be¬ idea of settling here, after taking derstood Women” . . . Burl Ives
into Carol Reed’s “Our Man in Ha¬
occupation-with angles the reason cause of “artistic differences.”
him on a filmed tour of the state, vana” .
Arnold Schulman script¬
theatre grosses are no longer a
Film .has been shooting here four illustrating its markets, raw ma¬ ing Metro’s “Cimarron,” Irwin
prime interest. He pointed to film days following locationing in Death terials, human resources and other Shaw writing original screenplay
companies’ interests in tv produc- Valley. Kubrick previously direct- I business advantages. Sterling Hol- for Darryl F. Zannck, tentatively
Uon, oil, 4*ealrestate end pay-tv. He L'ed’ Bryna’s -“Paths of Glory.”
I loway is narrator.
tabbed-“Shadow of Columbus.”

Briefs From The Lots

BIKINI-EYED BOYLE
RE-CHECKS BARDOT

‘MOM & DAD’AT ISSUE
VERSUS KANSAS SNIPS

Charlotte, N. C., Feb. 17.
Still doing business in Charlotte
with ad-TV a present threat and
pay-TV hanging over the future
are 12 major film exchanges.
They constitute “Film Row,”
south on Church Street from
Fourth and on streets nearby. And
they continue to do a multl-mUlion-dollar volume.
Has the film industry hit bottom
and is it now on the way up Caro¬
lina Film Row hopes so and points
to the fact that in 1958 more peo¬
ple in the two Carolinas paid more
cash to see films than they did in
1957.
Good color has proved a big
draw. People turn out in droves to
see a good picture.
They stay
home in droves when a mediocre
film is shown, local distributors
say.
Film Row hears exhibitors moan
(1) about the pre-1948 movies sold
to television; (2) about the reduc¬
tion in new features to 200 in
1958; (3) about the way big studios
turn their fresh energies into films
for television instead of for the
theatres; (4) that some are promot¬
ing pay-TV to bypass exhibitors
entirely; and (5) that the fees paid
stars have boosted film rental fees
and admission prices.
Film distributors operating here
are Allied Artists, American-Astor, Buena Vista, Columbia Pic¬
tures, Dominant Pictures, Howco
Exchange,
Loew’s,
Paramount,
20th Century-Fox, United Artists,
Universal .nnd Warner Brothers.
RKO is no more. Republic
Pictures, what’s left, goes via Uni¬
versal.
Here’s how the business works:
Six to 12 prints of a new film
come to the Charlotte distributor.
Sales strategy place the films in
the best theatres available. A few
films go on competitive bids. .

TOA GIRDS TO FIGHT
CENSORS’‘ADULTS ONLY’
Theatre Owners of America has
gone on record that it will lend as¬
sistance to its state and regional
units in combatting efforts of state
and local governmens to establish
precensorship of motion pictures
and that it is opposed to “adult
only” ratings.
In a statement by prexy George
G. Kerasotes, TOA reiterated that
it is “unalterably opposed” to the
current efforts in several states to
set up or revive machinery to cen¬
sor pix prior to their showing to
the public.

Zoglin’s K. C. Bny
Kansas City, Feb. 17.
Fox Midwest Theatres Inc., re¬
cently sold the Gladstone Building
in the northeast district, a property
it has owned for several years.
Purchaser is the Zoglin Develop¬
ment Co., which owns many prop¬
erties on Film Row and in theatre
business here.
Building houses the Gladstone
Theatre, on which the circuit con¬
tinues to hold a lease. It is oper¬
ated as a double feature sub-run.
The building was erected in 1915.
The Zoglin interests have several
other% properties in the area.

Hedy Settles Suit
Los Angeles, Feb. 17.
Out-of-court settlement has been
effected in action brought against
Hedy Lamarr by two attorneys,
William G. Israel and Morton B.
Harper, for services rendered be¬
tween 1954 and 1958.
Plaintiffs asked for $24,557 for
fees and expenses assertedly due,
including $16,000 claimed for
work done in connection with a
motion picture, “Love of Three
Queens.”

New York Theatre
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Cowan in Talk to Educators Bares
CBS Grants for Deserving Writers
Atlantic City. Feb. 17. ♦-:TV in its proximity to the arts
Editorial Cartoons
and masses was given a soberly
Probably a, first of its kind
penetrating appraisal by Louis G.
is the appearance of a video
Cowan, prexy of CBS-TV, at the
“editorial”. cartoon as a daily
annual meeting here of the Ameri¬
feature on NBC-TV’s “Today.”
can Assn, of School Administra¬
Billed
as “‘Today’s’ Editorial,”
tors. Highspot of Cowan’s cogent
it’s presented in the 8 a.m. seg¬
comments was the news of a TV
ment
immediately following
Writing Grants-In-Aid plan for de¬
the news and expresses a defin¬
serving writers.
ite
point
of view on national
Object of the aid to scriveners
and international affairs.
“will be to enable writers, relieved
Decision
as to nature and
from pressing financial demands, to
policy content of cartoon is
explore and develop their writing
decided upon by Chet Hagan,
potential in the hope that they
producer of the NBC News’
will be able to qualify for present
segment on “Today” and
or future CBS-TV programs, and
Helen Marmor, night editor of
that they may add to the creative
NBC News’ unit of “Today.”
resources of our medium,” Cowan
Cartoonist is Norman Moore.
said. “The number and amount of
No squawks from viewers
grants, the timetable, and the eligi¬
and
lobbyists with opposite
bility requirements are now being
points of view thus far.
completed.”

/djkggfir

;3BySdiary
Dore $chary will do three twohour sho^s in all on the Civil War
for NBC-TV, it’s now definitely
established. 'He will be both pro¬
ducer and writer. All are scheduled
for Jhe ’59-’60 season.
NBC describes them as “defini¬
tive studies of the North and the
South.”

Britain Ponders
A Nielsen Ripley
On‘Quatermass’

Wedngadty, February 18, 1959',

Ed Murrow s Year Sabbatical
Edward R. Murrow has requested (aud has received) permission
to take a year’s sabbatical from CBS starting July 1. At that time
he’s 'dropping his Friday night “Person to Person’1, show, which,
he’s chajr-emceed in the six years it’s been on the air. Arthur God¬
frey takes over.
Murrow, however, plans to continue his “Small World” during
his year’s sabbatical and; in fact, negotiations have already been
wrapped up for Continued Olin Mathleson sponsorship during, the
*59-’60 semester. Murrow wants to travel and study during the
year and “Small World” will -find Murrow being picked up from
all parts of the globe (with co-producer Fred Friendly handling
the N.Y. production end of the show, such as editing, etc), hi fact
Murrow’s request for the sabbatical and desire to travel implies
that, should the right story and. the right footage come along, he
may even .pop up with an occasional reporting job and perhaps
an in-depth show such as the recent Virginia integration docu¬
mentary and the former “See It Now” series. .
This is the first time in 25 years that Murrow has put in a bid
for any extended leave. His contract of long standing permits him
to do so, but until now it was never exercised.
Neither in Murrow’s letter to proxy Frank Stanton requesting
the year’s sabbatical rnor in Stanton’s letter granting permission
is there even the slightest suggestion of the "area of disenchant¬
ment” that has set in between the commentator and the network
dating back some months over sharp diiferences of opinion con¬
cerning, among the things, “See It Now,” the network’s decision
to abandon the series under that title and Murrow’s subsequent
request that he be relieved of doing the series. It’s not exactly a
secret'that things haven’t been the same since, even though the
Murrow-Friendly team did come up with another prestige-laden tv
series in “Small World” and the “See It Now” format carried over
successfully (without the title) in the Virginia in-depth segrega¬
tion probing. Most successful of all the Murrow tv showcases,
audience-wise, has been the “P to P” entry, but this is the one for
which Murrow has the least concern.
There are those who argue that Murrow’s recent narrating of
the CBS Radio “The Business of Sex” program, (which in itself
had nothing to do with his decision to take a leave of absence) and
which snowballed into Page One prominence, hardly did him
any good. Here, too, the Murrow-CBS “relationship” crops up
anew, for some of those close to the picture contend that Murrow
agreed to narrate the show as an accommodation to the network,
yet was allowed to take the rap in the ensuing repercussions.
The March issue of Esquire has a revealing article on the Mur¬
row situation which perhaps best reflects the “new order”: “More
important than anything Murrow did himself was the decision that
all CBS informational programs should be under the direct con¬
trol of the management, which is represented in these matters by
a 28-man committee of executives known as the Program Plans
Board. No more lone wolves. No more hot controversy without
committee approval.”

London, Feb. IT.
Though it was confidently pre¬
dicted that the recent “Quatermass
And The Pit” six-episode thril¬
ler would, for the first time since
commercial television started op¬
erations in Britain in 1955, put
BBC-TV at the top of the ratings,
Cowan made a strong case for
confidence and predictions have
the "concentration of artistic con¬
in fact been shattered.
tent” on the Sunday afternoon
In particular, it was thought that
wavelengths. “It is perfectly true
the last installment, aired on Jan.
that there is a different kind of
26,
would zoom way out in front
rogfamming on Sunday afternoon
of every rival program. Press in¬
rom that on weekday afternoons,”
terest
had built to a zenith, and
he told the educators. “Sunday
the immensity of public enthusi¬
newspapers are different from
asm
was
suggested by a motion,
weekday editions, too. The rea¬
put at one local council that busi¬
son is obvious. People have more
ness shouldn’t start until after the
time on Sunday-to devote the full
“Quatermass” transmission had
attention that many of the pro¬
grams demand. In addition to be¬
That whammo “second time ended.
BBC-TV itself claims that the
ing a day of worship, it is tradi¬ around” Trendex registered by
tionally a day of rest and relaxa¬ Fred Astaire on his NBC-TV repeat viewing audience for the Jan. 2fi
tion to most people—and permits last week, in contrast to the initial payoff was 11,000,000. All over,
somewhat more stimulating and payoff last fall, was being studied cinema exhibs testify to the pull
demanding pro'rains. And it is a by network execs this week as a of the program by saying that
day when all the family is most possible harbinger of things to they had one of the worst eve¬
likely to be at home. To take into come in terms of perpetuating (via ning’s biz in a long, long time. Yet
account these factors in pro'Tram¬ tape) some of the more notable on the Nielsen charts the cliffming on tv seems to me to he no one-shot television entries. In the hanger didn’t figure anywhere in
more restrictive in concent than case of the Astaire repeat (with the top 10, excepting only in the
that of the newspapers which pub¬ Chrysler again picking up the tab) North-Eastern area where the
lish their special sections—such as both NBC and the auto company show was listed fourth with a rat¬
books, music, dromat'c, fine art enjoyed the fruits of some for¬ ing of 69%.
Answering Variety queries, the
sections an'*
—nn Sundays.” midable advance bally and on-andWide Anneal
off-the-air promotion. Yet even in Nielsen office in London agreed
TV, Cowan said, has widely the face of a much stiffer compe¬ that a lot of people viewed “Qua¬
broadened the tastes on all levels tition from the rival webs (“U. S. termass.” But, it heia, in those
of viewers.
Programs of dis¬ Steel Hour” on CBS and a cham¬ homes where both BBC-TV and ----f
Dave Garroway this week said
tinguished content have given the pionship fight on ABC), the Astaire commercial programs can he re¬
that he had six more years to go
tv audienve standards of excel¬ outing on the second time out ceived — and these are the only
before
his contract ends with NBCones the service covers—still more
lence previously krown to only a swept all before it
TV and that he has no intention of
watched “Keep It In The Family.”
small minority of the public, he
Syd Rubin, who started the quitting his performing assign¬
Astaire averaged out the hour Its breakdown! 2,996,000 homes of
said.
licensing divisions of both NBC-TV
More people gandered one per¬ with a 26.2, in contrast to a 16.5 all those able to tune in to both and CBS-TV has gone into busi¬ ments at 30 Rock.
The only change in his daily pat¬
formance of the bard’s “Richard for the ABC title bout and a 16.0 BBC and ITV were taking “Keep ness for himself.
tern of existence since the saw¬
ni” on tv than had viewed the for U. S- Steel. On the initial tele¬ It In The Family,” comparing with •
He plans expanding merchan¬ bones ordered him to take it easier
play in the more t*»an 350 yaars cast last fall Astaire could do no 2,560,000 for “Quatermass,” dur¬
ing the first 15 minutes of trans¬ dise-licensing into adult and teen- was to go home earlier every day
since It was penn°d. Cowan ob¬ better than an 18.9.
mission; corresponding figures dur¬ age areas with emphasis on tv shortly after his stint on “Today,”
served, adding that 14 Shakespeare
ing the second 15 minutes were network and syndicated film pro¬ the Monday-through-Friday 7 to
plays have been tele^st, moro than
grams, legits productions, films, 9 a.m. looksee for eye-rubbing
3,112,000 and 2,515,000.
the legit theatre in New York pro¬
The disappointed predictors of personalities and books,
duced in env decade.
American patriots.
a “Quarterm ass” ratings triumph
“The ballet before tv,” he said,
Garroway indicated he was work¬
can fall back on a couple of facts
“was an extraordinary esoteric
ing on an evening show idea—a
to explain the errors in their cal¬
art. Today orobablv 90% of Ameri¬
sort
of “reality” program with an
culations. These are, that in the
can families hrn'p seen some
eye to getting it on video in the
CBS feels strongly that tv has seven ITV areas covered by Niel¬
ballet—some 35.000 000 Americans
fall.
He would continue-with his
having seen Tchaikovotv’s “Nut¬ the duty to editorialize, Sig Mickel¬ sen, 1,819,000 homes take BBC
“Today” and “Monitor” stints at
cracker” alone on CBS-TV two son, veep of CBS and general man¬ programs only, and that whereas
the
same
time.
ager of CBS News said at the the BBC figures relate to number
months ago.”
He said he missed his appear¬
He noted that a good deal ^ of Riverside Church, N. Y., Sunday of people viewing the Nielsen sta¬
ances on "Wide Wide World” but
tistics are given in terms of house¬
what tv “achieves in the evolution (15),
rumors, of its return have given
of new art forms will not always
Speaking at the Riverside Lec¬ holds.
him. a tingling sensation at the ex*
be readily recognized as art—any tures, an annual series sponsored
pectation that it may come true.
more than the iazz trumpeter and by the church, the CBS news exec
Should the evening “reality” show
the Harold Lloyd ccmedv of yester¬ stressed that tv editorials however
London, Feb. 17.
fail
to materialize, he wouldn’t be
day were so. recognized in their must be based on a “carefully con¬
Dennis Vance and Howard Con¬ averse to appearing in an updated
day.” Networks require “imag¬ ceived policy maintained with ab¬
“Garroway
at Large” program. The
nell, partners in the newly-formed
inative, interested neoole” to cre¬ solute consistency and executed by
ate these new art forms, hence men of good will who will have a
Hazel Bishop, which has been in Vance-Gruner-Connell Production. original “Garroway at Large” was
a
“first”
of
its kind in tv program¬
CBS-TV's plan to offer grants to deep respect for the public they an out of network television but Ltd., are planing to New York to¬
ming and indeed something of an
writers.
in more recent years has taken the
serve.”
morrow
(Wed.)
to
set
up
the
first
electronic
monument
in Chicago
Cowan said the Grants-fn-Aia
barter path to 'hawk cosmetics, is
were conceived In the belief that i “Most of the errors which have t returning to the half-hour format of a series of tv packages, which
* (Continued on page 39)
been made,” he said, “have been via a 13-week buy of “Masquerade will be a co-production between
(Continued on page 36)
horn of vacillation and an absence Party” Thursday, 10:30 on NBCof a constructively and thought¬ TV and three alternate weeks of BBC-TV and CBS-TV. The sub¬
ject, as yet untitled, is being
fully developed policy. On the few the “Bob Cummings Show.”
occasions when CBS News has in¬
The Bishop buy of the Wolf Pro¬ propped as a vehicle for Gracie
stitutionally adopted a point of ductions package calls for seven Fields and Stanley Holloway, with
view and voiced it in a clearly programs over the 13-week period
labeled editorial, it has been only starting on March 2fr running an American star yet to be chosen.
The -pilot script, which is being
as a result of the most thoughtful through June 18. Program deal
considerations of an editorial hoard was set by the Raymond Spector jointly financed by BBC and CBS,
consisting of seven men, including Agency. “Masquerade” is currently is now being written by T. E. B.
CBS-TV programming dept is
NBC-TV has put its Sunday eve¬ the chairman of the board and- the alternately sponsored by Lorillard. Clarke, who is also committed to blueprinting an hour weekly musiwrite at least eight others for the
ning 7:30 to 9 house ip order. Ef¬ president of the company.”
Cosmetics company will pick lip series and supervise the entire 39. sal show, which, if it jells, will go
Prompted perhaps by the hassle
fective ike first week in April,
the Cummings show as sponsor on
Vance and Connell will huddle into' the Tuesday night 10 to 11
when Steve Allen moves up a half(Continued on page 38)
March 17, March 31, and on April with Hubbel Robinson on the proj¬
hour to take over the 7:30 to 8:30
14. R. J. Reynolds currently has ect. They’re also to confer with slot as the summer replacement
period, a new series, “Lawless
been carrying the hall solo on the Martin Ransahoff, president of for the “Garry Moore Show.” In
Years,” will go into the 8:30 to 9
situation comedy. .
Filmways Inc., on a projected fact, CBS -has high hopes that it
period. This is the erstwhile Jack
filmed interview series which will can persuade Revlon, one of the
Chertok-produced “Riditzsky” se¬
be partly lensed in Britain and sponsors on the Moore show, to
ries, dealing with a cop in the ’20’s,
AJBC-TV Sunday night. (15) cut
partly hi the U. S. On the British pick up the tab.
that was earmarked for last season
Summer entry will be fronted by
Milwaukee, Feb. 17.
side, Randolph Churchill has been
hut never got on the air. It’s an an audition of a new half-hour
Primarily the
WTMJ for the seventh consecu¬ signed as the interviewer and a Andy Williams.
i entry tabbed “Take A Good Look,”
NBC house show.
.For the second and third Sun¬ [described as a “drama-panel show.” tive year will broadcast the com¬ person of comparable stature is hour musical is being blueprinted
as
a~
showcase
for
young
and fresh
days in March, Allen goes a full It’s envisioned for nighttime slot¬ plete baseball schedule of the Mil¬ required to undertake the chore
talent on the way up, to be culled
waukee Braves. Blaine Walsh and across the Atlantic.
90 minutes (7:30 to 9). On the final ting next season.
from
niteries,
musicomedies,
rec¬
Show is out of the Irving Mans- Earl Gillespie will do the play-byAdditionally, they have a pack¬
Sunday in March (Easter Sunday),
age of 39 half-hour dramas on ords, etc.
Allen will be preempted by the field-Peter Arnell packaging shop, play.
Miller Brewing, Clark Oil and tape and a number of other proj¬
Mary Martin special. In fact, she which recently sold an updated
Whipping op the various ele¬
does a twin bill that day, including version of Mansfield’s “This Is P. Lorillard will sponsor again ects still in an embryo stage of ments into shape is Lester Gott¬
a matinee for the kids.
this year.
lieb.
Show Business” to P. Lorillard.
development
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Trendex-Spangled
Repeat On Astaire
A TV Harbinger?

Lots of Garroway m NBC-1Ts
Future; Yens ‘At-Large’ Revival
Syd Rabin’s Own Setup

Sig Mickelson Mends
Right to Editorialize
By ‘Men of Good Will’

HAZEL BISHOP INTO
TV‘MASQUERADE’

CBS-BBCTeam
On Grade Fields,
Holloway Series

CBS-TV Propping
Summer Musical

NBC-TV Resolves
Its Sunday Plot

TAKE A GOOD LOOK’
IN AUDITION RUNOFF

WTMJ’s Braves Sked
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HEARST EDICT: NO TV SMEARS
Frank Stanton’s Status
CBS President Frank Stanton's 10-year contract with board
chairman Bill Paley expires this spring. It has occasioned consid¬
erable trade speculation as to whether Stanton, now a millionaire,
will stay with the network or move on into other fields. It’s been
said in some quarters that Stanton wouldn’t be averse to tackling
something in the statesmanship realm or top lever foundation work.
However, Stanton put all rumors at rest this week when he
frankly admitted he is contemplating no change and likes what he’s
doing.

Here We Go Again?
Is ABC-TV Yanking Firestone Stanza to Oblige
Marlboro on ‘Troubleshooters’?
It now looks that half-hour
“Troubleshooters” series, starring
Keenan Wynn, which Philip Mor¬
ris bought from United Artsits TV
on behalf of its Marlboro product,
may wind up on ABC-TV Monday
nights ,9:30 next season.
However, as part of the discus¬
sions between the network and Leo
Burnett, agency on the Marlboro
account, it's understood that ABC,
at the ciggie company’s insistence,
will agree to moving the “Voice of
Firestone” out of the preceding
Monday 9 o’clock berth. Marlboro
wants a stronger lead-in.
All of which may be according to
present-day tv Hoyle, except that
the trade is all too cognizant of
. what happened the last time a net¬
work got rough with Firestone and
yanked it out of a long-established
time slot. Specifically, it was Pat
Weaver during his tenure at NBC
who gave the heave • to Firestone
in order to open up the Mondav
night at 8 period for the series of
“Producers Showcase” spectaculars
a few seasons ago. Firestone had
been entrenched in the period for
more than a score of years.
The ensuing repercussions, in the
wake of the widely-publicized Fire¬
stone blast, probably set the indus¬
try back a few years', public relations-wise.

Kingsley Okays
“World in White

Fickle finkel
Bob Finkel has finally come home
to roost. When Finkel vacated the
production Teins on the Perry
Como show this season after a sev¬
eral-year tenure, he was offered
the opportunity of taking over the
Dinah Shore show following the
exiting of Bob Banner.
However, Finkel chose to move
in on the Tennessee Ernie stanza.
It was of short duration. Then he
shifted Over as producer of the
Eddie Fisher show. This, too, was
short-lived. Now he’s going to take
over the Dinah Shore show, after
all, as successor to Bill Asher,
who’s going , to make a fresh pilot
for NBC.

‘Project 20’In
Ambitious Series;
MacLeish Script
NBC-TV’s “Project 20” under
the stewardship of Don Hyatt is
embarking on a new and ambitious
venture. It is a series of 60-minute
in-depth shows dealing with Com¬
munism vs. Democracy, with Bob
Graff as the producer.
Archibald MacLeish has already
completed the script for the ini¬
tial program, although actual shoot¬
ing of the film series has not yet
started. There will be footage from
all parts of the world and the se¬
ries will be done in dramatic form
rather than documentary fashion.
Series is designed»for next sea¬
son. It’s the first major “Project
20” venture since the death of its
founder
and
mentor,
Henry
Salomon.

CBS-TV has finally gotten the
greenlight and complete coopera¬
tion from playwright Sidney Kings¬
ley on the projected “World in
White” half-hour series for next
season and is going into production
after Kingsley looked over the ini¬
tial pilot effort and liked what he
saw.
This is a complete turnabout on
the part of Kingsley, who had re¬
fused CBS to identify him in any
way with the project and had held
back all his material. However,
he was finally persuaded to take
a gander at the preliminary foot¬
Irving R, Levine, NBC News’
age the network had prepared on Moscow correspondent since July,
the Coast and subsequently told 1955, is being shifted .to Rome as
CBS execs to “count me in.”
the web’s Mediterranean newsman.
Joseph Michaels, who’s covered the
Rome bureau for NBC since last
summer, will take over Levine’s
hotseat assignment in the Russian
capital on March 15, if diplomatic
arrangements are completed in
time.
^
Levine will remain in Moscow
Negotiations are being carried two or three weeks to break in
on by the representatives of Amer¬ Michaels and then go to Rome
ican Home Products to sponsor a where he’ll be based for his fu¬
comedy-panel show “Laugh Line” ture coverage of Italy, Greece,
in the Thursday at 9 period on Turkey and neighboring areas.
Levine, who also covered Moscow
NBC-TV.
Program currently occupying the for Variety, recently wrote a conslot, “Behind Closed Doors,” will teinpory history of Russia called
be axed in mid-April. American "Main Street, U.S.S.R.” Levine
Home and Liggett & Myers have was the first American perma¬
been backing the spy - advpnture nently-based radio-tv correspond¬
skein but last week L&M gave ent in Moscow since 1945.
During Levine’s recent visit" to
NBC notice it wanted out and
placed its coin in another NBC the. States for NBC-TV’s year-end
roundups on the air and for dis¬
entry, “Pete Kelly’s Blues.”
“Laugh Line” is a Frank Wayne cussions with his publisher. Dou¬
and Mace Neufield production. If bleday, the NBC office in Moscow
American Home and NBC can was manned, on a temporary basis,
come to terms, the laugh show will by Edmund Stevens of Time Mag¬
have an April start. What appears azine and Collette Blackmore of
to be holding up the deal is that UPI. They were granted ful,! broad¬
NBC wants full sponsorship of the cast privileges from the Russian
9 o’clock time period and Amer¬ government, unlike that given Lev¬
ican Home is only wi-Iing to take ine just before his return to the
States.
alternate weeks of the show

Irving R. Levine Shifts
To Rome, Michaels To
Moscow in NBC Swaps

American Home Products
Dickers laugh Line’ Panel
Stanza as NBC-TV Entry

CRITICS PUT ON
E
By GEORGE ROSEN
William Randolph Hearst Jr.,
has sent out a memorandum to
editors and publishers of Hearst
newspapers throughout the coun¬
try to abandon vindictiveness in tv
criticism, with specific instructions
“not to be biting or sarcastic or
bitter toward personalities in their
comments.” While the memo has
been issued as instruction for “all
our drama, motion picture, tv and
radio critics,” it Is largely con¬
cerned with the handling of tv
criticism, which is believed to have
inspired the unprecedented Hearst
action.
At one point in his memo Hearst
issues the following directive: “The
readers.. .don’t have to be told
whether it [the show] was good or
bad. They have already formed
their own opinion of it. Com¬
ment as to why the performance
was bad and interesting gossip and
the background of individuals is
permissible but I don’t want to
print violent attacks on personali¬
ties. Too often these criticisms re¬
flect personal views rather than
objective criticism. I don’t be¬
lieve our readers are interested" in
reading the personal likes and dis¬
likes of our critics and I don’t in¬
tend to waste our valuable space
printing them.”.
While the memo was not directed
at any one individual, immediate
trade conjecture centered around
Jack O’Brian, tv critic-of the N. Y.
Journal-American, whose penchant
for directing barbs at personalities
has been a continuing source of
irritation not only around the net¬
works add agencies but among a
number of tv stars. At one point,
a few months back, NBC-TV’s
Steve Allen, who had been on the
receiving end of some of the
O’Brian swipes, retaliated with a
published article of considerable
length in which he laid out the
Journal-American columnist in no
uncertain terms.
Exact reason for the Hearst ac¬
tion isn’t known, but it’s under¬
stood that considerable pressures
from within the industry had been
brought to bear upon Hearst to
eliminate what was thought to be
unjustified and scurrilous com¬
ment and criticism above, and be¬
yond the call of tv columnar duty.
O’Brian has been on leave of
absence from the paper for the
past month or so recuperating
from a serious illness and in fact
only returned this week; What
particularly interest? the trade
at the moment is how he—
and for that matters others within
the Hearst organization who are
affected by the edict—will respond
to the new orders. Particularly in
the case of O’Brian, it will amount
virtually to a complete reversal of
journalistic form and whether he
will, accede to the new dictum on
“no personality swipes” is a mat¬
ter of considerable speculation at
the moment. (Atra Baer, daugh¬
ter of “Bugs” Baer, did pinch-hit
duty for O’Brian during his extend¬
ed absence, and for the most part
restricted herself to straight gos¬
sip and news item.)
The Hearst memorandum will be
greeted enthusiastically by the in(Continued on page 40)

Larry Lowman, Cherry & Atlass
In CBS Changes, Retirements
CBS Lift* 25-Yr. Tabu
Twentyfive-year
tabu
at
CBS Inc. against hiring two
members of the same family
at the network was retired re¬
cently, as an oblique out¬
growth of o&o situation in
Chicago, where WBBM boss
Les Atlass last year hired his
son Frank for a key station
job.
As a result, CBS brass in N.Y.
decided that it was okay short¬
ly thereafter to hire a relative
of a present CBS staffer as
long as the newer addition
doesn’t work in the same net¬
work area as the other mem¬
ber of the family.

British Com’lA-R
Sees $19,600,DM
Profit for Year
London, Feb. 17.
Profits of not less than $19,600,000 are contemplated by Asso¬
ciated-Rediffusion for the current
year ending April 30 next and for
the subsequent 12 months.
That is revealed in a statement
released last week to stockholders,
which adds that the receipts for
the past two years mentioned in¬
clude “substantial sums” received
under an agreement in respect of
programs supplied by A-R to an¬
other contractor. That agreement,
the statement adds, is terminable
on July 29, 1960, and if it is term¬
inated the receipts of A-R, under
that particular agreement, will dis¬
appear. What the effect, if any, of
that disappearance would be on
the profits of A-R would depend
bri many circumstances, including
the growth of the business and the
then current networking arrange¬
ments, not only with the contrac¬
tor referred to, but also with other
contractors.
Although not referred to in the
statement, the A-R agreement is,
of course, with Granada-TV net¬
work.

Some high level changes are in
the offing at CBS.’ Two of them
involve retirements — Les Atlass,
Columbia’s “Mr. Big” of Chicago
and longtime CBS fixture who is
stepping out from his WBBM
reign upon attaining 65 this fall,
and Larry Lowman, the vet 20th
floor v.p., close associate of board
chairman Bill Paley and who in
recent years has distinguished
himself as CBS* “labor man” in
negotiations with the various un¬
ions. Lowman, 'however, isn’t
waiting until he’s 65. He’s decided
oh retiring at the age of 60, less
than a year away.
Third man ticketed for depart¬
ure from CBS—though not for re¬
tirement reasonsws Byron Cherry,
the network’s financial officer
(around the network he’s been
known as a one-man Booz, Allen &
Hamilton). A former lawyer, he
was brought into the network about
five years ago by prexy Frank
Stanton. A-high CBS exec acknowl¬
edged that a successor has already
been designated “if and when
Cherry leaves,” but wouldn’t say
(as reported in other circles) that
his departure is Imminent.
Departure of Lowman from
CBS’ famed 20th floor (which was
once a thriving corporate enter¬
prise with a flock of freewheeling
v.p.’s) will reduce the “surviving”
number to two—ex-lawyer Dick
Salant, frequently identified as
Stanton’s “right hand man” and
hot on all D.C. issues, and Jim
Aubrey (ex-KNX, L. A. and ABCTV program man) who, some say,
is being groomed for bigger things.
With the retirement of Les At¬
lass, his son, Frank, is, meanwhile,
moving into a key operational role
for the network in the midwest.

Godfrey Agrees.
To Helm? to F

* Arthur Godfrey told CBS-TV
execs yesterday (Tues.) he would
be glad to take over the Ed Murrow spot on the Friday night “Per¬
son to Person” show next season
while Murrow takes his year’s sab¬
batical from the network. It’s fig¬
ured Godfrey would be a natural
for the role in view of his recent
success with the weeklong Jackie
Gleason , and Sam Levenson inter¬
views.
Also, it wnuld solve a nighttime
problem insofar as Godfrey is conicerned. His Tuesday night halfTT- ,
. , ,.
_ ,
i hour variety layout has been one
Heartened by the response to the; of
disappointments of the sea“Third Commandment” hour pro-;Son and lessens the AG pain of
gram written by Ben Hecht as show’s lopoff at season’s end.
showcased on the Sunday afternoon
“Kaleidoscope,” NBC-TV has given
the greenlight to Jess Oppenheimer to proceed with the entire
“Ten Commandments,” 60-minute
series.
London, Feb. 17.
British viewers can’t, it seems,
All, as with “Third Command¬
have
too
much
Bilko. That’s-the
ment,” will be on film and are de¬
signed for presentation periodically deduction to be drawn from BBCTV’s
current
skedding
1 of “The
through the ’59-’60 season. Initially
blueprinted a couple of Seasons Phil Silver’s Show” on three even¬
ings
per
week.
back, network had held back on
As from yesterday (Mon.) the
the series pending reaction to the
network set a Silvers program for
“pilot” entry written by Hecht.
9:20 p.m. Monday screening with
a repeat oh Thursday at 6:20 p.m.
On Fridays at 11 p.m. comes an¬
other show featuring the sergeant.
It’s the Thursday repeat that’s
the new factor, for BBCTV has
been
putting out two of the shows
Nielsen’s Top 10 for the second January report, just out, is al¬
per week for some time. Reason
most revolutionary in content. In contrast to the “nine out of 10”
given*
for the addition is that
status of the westerns in recent Nielsens, only seven ^how up in
whereas until lately children could
the newest report. While it hardly invites “Are westerns finished?”
catch the Monday program be¬
speculation, the fact remains it’s the first time in a few months
cause it went out at 8:30, they’d
that three non-oaters have crashed the Top 10.
now have no chance of so doing if
the Thursday repeat wasn’t in¬
Herd’s the AA (average audience) lineup:
serted.
Gunsmoke (CBS) ...39.5
Wagon Train (NBC) .:.. 38.7
WCBS-TV'S JAN. BIZ HIKE
Danny Thomas (CBS) ... 38.2
WCBS-TV’s January spot billing
Riflleman (ABC) .....-•. 37.1
was 36.8% over same period last
Have Gun (CBS) ..;. 34.7
year.
Father Knows Best (CBS) .. 33.0
Frank Shakespeare Jr., station’s
Wells Fargo (NBC) ./. 32.6
recently-appointed general man¬
Wyatt Earp (ABC) ....... 32.2
ager, said this was for national
Price Is Right (NBC) ... 31.9
plus local spot bizi
Zane Grey (CBS) .........31.5

NBC-TV GREENUGHTS
10 COMMANDMENTS’

How About That? 3 Aren’t Westerns

BBC’S SIMPLY NUTS
ABOUT PHIL SILVERS
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NTA’s Bigtime Tape Sywfication
Splurge; Six Slows Are Set to Go;
Bishop Sheen, Morgan, Wallace, et al
By ART WOODSTONE
National Telefilm Associates Is
Jumping into tape syndication with
at least five tape video programs,
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
besides the initially signed Bishop
Official Films has bought “What
Fulton J. Sheen. The syndication Are the Odds?” new vld-series
house has made the basic contracts produced by Herts-Lion Produc¬
with Henry Morgan, Mike Wallace, tions. Deal is for -39 half-hour
and Alexander Xing, and two segs.
others are in the offing- Kickoff is
Producer Kenneth Herts, who Is
due within two to three months on, also directing, has signed Pamela
a nationwide selling operation. Ini¬ Herbert and Bill Kelsay as writers.
tial entry will be Peter Potter’s. Leo Guild, creator of series, is exec
“Juke Box Jury,” currently telecast producer.
on KTTV, in L. A.
All of the programs will be seen
on WNTA-TV, NTA’s o&o in the
N. Y.-Jersey market. Outfit has
signed Lou Melamed, (currently
working out of the CBS shop
where he’s served as a vidproducer
for the better part of seven years
and as a writer for the Phil-"Silvers
stanza as a scribe) to be executive
producer in charge of video tape
programming.
And since all of the tape pro¬
gramming to be done by NTA ap¬
In the midst of the Guterma
pears destined to kickoff on WNTA- shakeup, Hal Roach Studios and
TV as part of the outlet’s extensive Guild Films closed a deal whereby
live-tape program {dan, Ted Gott, Guild -would become the distribu¬
o&o station chief for NTA, has tion arm of Hal Roach Studios. The
added to his other chores that of deal also involved the acquisition
tape production supervisor, with by Guild of certain Roach proper¬
Melamed reporting to him. (Simul¬ ties, which according to Guild
taneously, it shapes up as if WNTA prexy John Cole, involved the pay¬
will have no less than 10* hours ment by Guild of $3,000,000, in
weekly of live-tape programming •cash, notes and Guild stock.
in prime time slots.)
In papers filed with the Ameri¬
Production on “Wallace* Inter¬ can Stock Exchange, where Guild
stock
is listed, the company said
view’1 is slated to begin in March,
with Mickey Sillerman’s (new that W-R Corn., a Hal Roach Pro¬
ductions
subsid, would receive-409,prexy of NTA syndication) sales¬
men to begin peddling the cross- 000 shares of Guild Films stock and:
two
Series
of ~6% notes totaling
the-board half-hour immediately
thereafter. On WNTA-TV, under $700,000 for the tv films.
In addition. Guild is to pay the
Cott’s direction, the “Interview”
will taSfe up the 10:30-11 p.m. slot, balance of a debt to the Reldan
meaning that Henry Morgan, who Trading Corp. That sum is not to
kickedoff in that time period last exceed $784,776 with interest of
Friday (13) will he moving to 11- 1%% each month after Feb. 1,
11:30 once Wallace gets going on
1 Continued on page 38)
tape.
Morgan will bs the touchstone
for a njghtly 11-11:30 block of livetape stanzas on WNTA, and will be
followed bbtlr into the 11 o’clock
local time and into syndication by
King, who lately has made several
ABC Films finds tiz perking up,
appearances on Jack Paar’s late- reporting a 52% increase for the
night show. King will probably •first six weeks of ’59, compared to
hold down Wednesday nights on the same six-weqk period the pre¬
WNTA.
vious year.
~ Since Cott and Siller man’s sell¬
Reason for the gross upbeat are
ing arm are now geared to work! the off-network entries which it
so closely on product development didn’t have last year, and activity
(ownership, however, being in Sil¬ with its feature film packages and
lerman’s department), it appears rerun properties. The off-network
as if further NTA tape develop¬ .properties which loom importantly
ments hinge on the outcome of in its sales activities are “People’s
Cott’s 11-11:30 programming the Choice,” sold in 57 markets, and
other three nights still open.
“Jim Bowie,” now in 38 markets.
Another program which will Subsid also now is handling the
probably go the tape syndication J. Arthur Rank pictures in its “Fes¬
route will be what the company tival 35” package. These pix origi¬
describes as a half-hour “anthology nally were on the web’s “Famous
of personalities.” Cott is -consider¬ Films” showcase.
ing this stanza, comprised of oneshot stands by various personali¬
ties, for Thursday, 11 pun. part of
the local program structure. Cott
is now on the verge of signing up
another host for a regular Mondayat-11 (and syndication) showcase.
This leaves Open on WNTA only
the Tuesday weekday period, ’fol¬
lowing the Wallace nightly grillThe mystery, melodrama, mid the
ings, and there Cott anticipates financial manipulations of Alex-,
ander Guterma, the deposed prez
(Continued on page 34)
of Mutual Broadcasting Co., could
supply Hal Roach Jr., with the
plot for a fascinating film. The
running story is spilling over from
the financial sections of newspa¬
pers and crashing smack on Page 1..
Roach has assumed the presi¬
dency of F. L. Jacobs Co., the par¬
ent company whose sprawling hold¬
ings includes Mutual Broadcasting,
Ziv’s foreign operations, under Hal Roach and Scranton Corp.
international division topper, Ed Roach took over following the fil¬
Stern, is reported to he 42% high¬ ing of criminal and civil charges
er for the recently completed ca¬ by the Securities 8c Exchange;
lendar year of *58 than the previ¬ Commission against Guterma. The'
ous 12-month period.
SEC move apparently precipitated
Contributing to the hiked gross¬ the resignation of Guterma as
es were year-end sales made in the board chairman and president of
folowing territories, Caracas, Vene¬ Jacobs. Guterma also resigned his
zuela, first showings of “Bat Mas- MBS presidency and “all his posts”
k terson,” “Harbor C o m m a n d,” in subsidiary corporations.
“Cisco Kid,” rerun sales on “The
Guterma, who claims to have
Unexpected,” “Tombstone 'Terri¬ been bom in Siberia, has had a
tory,” “Dr. Christian,”- ’Man Called long list of run-ins with the SEC
X,” “Boston Blackie,” “Favorite and litigation with -stockholders.
Story,’ ‘Martin K>ne” a
“Yes¬ Tomorrow (Thurs.) he’s dne at a
terday’s Newsreel.”
Federal Court Hearing to answer
Puerto Rico, WAPA-TV, “Mas- the SEC complaint/
continued on page 34)
It was a whirlwind of'- 'activity

OPs KkA Are Ae Odds?’

fiuterma Scandal
No Deterrent To
Guild-Roach Deal

ABC Films Biz Perks;
Off-Network Stews Aid
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Vidpix Chatter

Location shooting is the thing today in telefilms.
Ever since it became pasSe to have the cops and rubbers shoot
it out between narrow walls of a Hollywood set, more and more
outfits are attempting to capture authentic, different backdrops
^ for their telefilms. It can be argued that, in many cases, the quality
* level of the teleplays hasn’t changed mueh over the years. Essen¬
tially, in many of the “bread and butter” syndication series, the
same cops and robbers level prevails. But there’s no argument that
the background for the action has changed, with more and more
series going out on location.
CBS Films, Independent Television Corp., Ziv, California Na¬
tional Productions, National Telefilm Associates all offer examples
of the upbeat in location shooting. Ziv, for example, during the
pari two months has done 50% of all its shooting on location. The
Shooting involves nine series, a record high for the company, and
its upcoming “Moon Probe'” project.
“Sea Hunt” production involves the most traveling in the Ziv
roster. Within an eight-week period, Ziv producer Ivan Tors shunt¬
ed his cast and crew from Catalina Island to .Lake Mead, Nev.
and from there to Silver Springs, Fla., and then back to Marineland of the Pacific at Palos Verde, Calif.
.
.
1
-*

Harold Goldman, NTA Interna¬
tional prez, returned from Puerto
Rico. Sam Gang, NTA’s foreign
manager who accompanied him,
continued his triple other Latin
American territories ... Independ¬
ent Television Corp. has inked a
deal with Versailles Productions
for a series, .titled “Emergency,”
based oh the drama of a hospital
emergency receiving ward. Arthur
Lewis will produce. Filming will
be done in N.Y. with Arthur Hill
starring . . . WOR-TV, N.Y., has
bought two British imports of re¬
cent vintage, “Wee Gear die” and
‘Escapade” . . . Charles Korvin
will star in ITC’s “Interpol Cal¬
ling” .. . CBS Flms production v.p.
Leslie Harris off to the Coast . . .
Harry S. Shameas has Joined. ABC
Films as an account exec, covering
Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky as his
territory. Simmons was formerly
with ABC Radio’s Chicago office.
. . . H. I. Bucher, NTA’s general
attorney, has been elected secretary
of the company .. . Michael Sillernun, new prez of NTA’s program
division, due to make a swing
through the country shortly, visit¬
ing NTA exchange cities.
---♦ The foreign market has develJack Lenny to coast for filming j
_ . _
,
nT.
oped as an important factor in tho
of "“Dennis O’Keefe Show” pilot in
Snreads UlS Wnig£
Ability
telefilm companies to unwhich his client, Jane Keene, co^ , derwrite quality product
stars. Lenny will also wrap up
to
The
WM*
episode
talent for his -sutnmer sfcrawhat
i
g
which might be earned overeas alcircuit.
play on the guest circuit.
1 lows telefilm companies to lift their
He will make bis song-and-dance budget sights for skeins. Money,
debut on the Perry Como show, ^ itself, doesn’t always spell qualFeb. 28 and will follow up with a jty
Many a hugh-budgeted tv
guest spot on the Dinah Shore show has fallen flat on its face,
show in May. -On May 1, he’ll aphigher budgets allow the pro¬
pear at the Apple Blossom Festival ducer to search out better scripts,
in Winchester, Va., and in July, he directorial and acting talent. It
guests at the Calagary Stampede, gives him a chance to realize his
“Let’s Face Television” series of
—intents, if quality is his goal.
weekly half-hour shows featuring a _
■_ - - _
There are a number of cases in
panel of tv critics, will be put into
ill Tmuh.i
point. Without the world market
syndication soon by a new outfit. nrin^ll IV I lims
in View—the Western World, that
Panel Programs, Inc. Partners in A/UUUU * ¥ Akiaaau
is-^ilton Gordon’s Galaxy Atthe new outfitjnclude Hardy Burt,
_
' m
tractions and Harry. Alan Towers
a vet in the radio-tv public af¬
||lL
of Britain could not possibly have
fairs field; John Luter, editor of
VITIlPl
lillPPIt I HI teamed up for such an ambitious
the Press section of Newsweek
VUXV1 VuvvH VU prompt ^ thg one hour telefilm
mag, and Frank Wachsmith, at¬
__
_
_
series. Sir Winston Churchill’s “A
torney for the Overseas Press dub.
Pilot program will deal with the
Jack Paar show: Moderator will be
111111 UH1UOUJ
Vet producer Felix Jackson was
George Hamilton Combs and
tLondon, Feb.
rioj, 17.
it
1111:811 toy co-producers National
panelists will include Atra Baer,
.,
i. Lo?f^i
17:
Telefilm Associates and British
At as tim§
tate when the film industry Broadrasttag Corp. t0 do the
columnist for the N. Y. Journal
-virtually clamped
s"£s. Afiain the
American, and Dick Seamon, editor in Britain has virtually
down
on
.
collaboration
with
televi¬
on-collaboration
tetevi- tatent u on „ualiftr ^ BBCrs
of the Show Biz section of Time
mag. Peggy Cass will appear on sion,
Sion, tv seems Increasingly
lncreasinfily intent
mtent participating lfiUng the budget at
turmng the other cheek.
cheek: There’s
Th£res. tne Skein. Same situation prevails
the show as Jack Paar’s rep. For [ on turning
programs devoted for independent Television Corp.'s
m programs
succeeding shows Gilbert Seldes an upswing in
movies. pat
That applies
*° the
^^es«»Iies mainly *Fonr ^
. lth
and Bob Considine have agreed to to
to
than Die
the com¬
serve as guest moderators.
to BBC-TV
BBC-TV rather
rather than
com- Television of the U.K. acting as
Series is designed to provide a mercial
mercial networks,
networks, and
and the
the plugs
P^SS; partners in this venture.
are for the cinema at large rather
vihat is happening is the dawn
weekly forum for evaluation of ma¬ «e
gan for specific productions; none¬
none- of■ a new day^Anglo-Amcrican
jor tv shows with talk about per¬ than
intent is
sonalities and behind-th e-scene op¬ theless
theless a
a friendly
friendly intent
is marked
marked, eo^mdaclion ventures!'
In the
all
ver.
erations.
all o
over.
past, many of these coproductions
Two -series
'series figure in BBC-TV’s ■ were accented by a “quick-buck”
schedules for the coming months.
months.: approach.
The thought in such
There’s “The Cinema Today”
Today”" cases was to bring the series in
wMch started on-Feb.
which
on Feb. 5 by covercover¬
fash .in
-a
London, Feb. 17.
“Interpol Calling,” 39-skein vid- ing the Italian industry and which, isb market-.-even though-the series
of a minimum of eight might be hobbled by the “quiekpix project sponsored by The Rank consisting Of
weeks,; buck” production approach in the
Organization in association with programs aired every six weeks,,
aH the major produc¬
prodoc- .
^Continued on page 36).
Jack Wratber, started shooting yes¬ will focus on all
terday (Mon.) at Pipewood Studios. tion centres in'turn. Then a com-Charles Korvin has the key role. panion skein on the work of top
Skedded for an April 13 atari at directors, starting with the.Greeks, i
Pine wood is “A.1 at Lloyds,” an¬ will shortly be slotted to alternate.
other tv series.
(Continued on page 36)

Those U.S.-British Co-Production
Deals Permit for Quality Skeins
Bat

New Package Finn in
Syndication Kickoff
With Show About TV

British TV Tunis

Flu
Industry ~ o£ the “
FOrolndustry

RoBea Interpol’

Guterma Story’s Intrigue & Mystery
Tops Any Entry In Telepix Field

2v’s42%0pbeat
In Foreign Sales

lari weekend (15) which was capped
with the announcement that Roach;
has taken over the presidency of:
Jacobs. The Roach announcement
also said that he had pu&hased
Guterma’s stock interest How
many shares and under what terms
were not disclosed. It was said
that Roach aeted to protect his
own “substantial stockholdings” as
well as the interests of ether stock¬
holders and 6,000 employes. .
Roach promised that the “first
order of business will be the issu¬
ance of a complete report to the
stockholders, which will include
the annual financial statement”
(Failure to issue such a statement
is one of the many trouble the
company has With the SEC and the
New York Stock Exchange.) He
said he has- made “an independent
personal investigation” that had
convinced him that the Jacobs
company “has solid asset values
and earning capacity.”
Mutual In The Red
It’s no secret, though, that one
of the subsids. Mutual Broadcast¬
ing, is running in the red. In a
recent statement filed with the
SEC, Mutual was shown td ’have

sustained a loss of $790,088 for the:
period January-July, 1958. Other
reports show that MBS had a de¬
ficit of $341,804 at the begins ing J
of ’57, and in the .course of that
year lost another $738,742. Putting
the deficits together, the deficit as
of July 31, ’58 amounted to $1,869,-:
835.
No doubt about it; the Guterma
scandal will not help Mutual’s i
“image” along Madison Ave. or the.
web’s “image” with affiliates. Web
claims over 450 affiliates currently.
Roach is MBS board chairman.Blair Walliser has been the fune*:
tioning topper of the web/ with,
exec v.p. stripes. Walliser prob¬
ably will have a lot of explaining'
to do at next month’s Mutual afffli-.
ates meeting in Chicago.
On a closed circuit, message to:
affiliates, MBS advised stations that;
Guterma’s resignation could have '
no effect “whatsoever” on the im¬
mediate and future plans of the;
web. Despite the Guterma events,
exec v:p. Walliser Stated in his '
closed circuit address that affiliates;
and advertisers contacted his office:
with expressions of confidence in.
(Continued erri page *36)
;

Van Praag Sets
Telefilm Series

Van Praag Productions appears
likely to .become the first telefilm
commercial producer to actually
get into telefilm program produc¬
tion. Although many of the Hurberies have talked about taking
the step into the entertainment
side of telefilm, nhne, at least none
as. a corporate entity, has as yet
go Men into it.
Bill Van Praag, blurbery topper, left for Hollywood earlier this
week to confer with Coast veepee
Don Krjaatz. First pilot, a halfhour based on the exploits of some
commercial pilots, is to be shot
in Hollywood by March 1, prohalfiy
at General Service Studios, where
Van Praag now does blurb work.
Outfit hopes to shoot couple of
other half-hour pilots not too long
afterwards.
Van Praag said before he left
that his company was underwriting
the first pilot and that if he got
no bites from network or national
sponsor, he intended to go ahead
and lense s full series of 39 halfhours. He reported that coin was
available far an entire series to be.
sold either regionally or via market-by-market Syndication.
Van Praag declared ihere’d be
no let up in the usual blurh pro¬
duction "areas, despite the package
plans.
°* rt "'
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CBS FILMS: ‘GOTTA PLAY IT BIG’
Price Range in 22 Markets
The following is a price rundown of syndicated shows in the
top 22 markets in the U.S., the same markets utilized by Pulse
in its compilation of rating syndicated properties nationally. The
prices, by no means, should be considered absolute figures. They
are reflective prices of class A product sold direct to advertisers,
in most cases. In some markets, prices may vary quite a deal, such
as New York, where a direct-to-sponsor sale may bring as high as
$4,200 per half, hour for a program and as low as $1,500 in a sta¬
tion sale. But that differential is lessened when considering directto-advertiser sales, as does the following table. The “average’' di¬
rect-to-sponsor prices quoted for individual markets for class A
product are net figures, with agency commissions already deducted.
The '‘average” price is the cost of the program per week on a 39,
plus 13-week basis. The reflective price rundown follows: (See
accompanying story for more detailed data of the syndication
price structure).'
.
*
Los Angeles .. .$2,200
Atlanta . ..'....$ 415
Milwaukee .— . 495
Baltimore - . ...... 660
Minneapolis-St. Paul . 600
Birmingham .... .. 275
New Orleans ........ . 360
Boston .. .. 1,100
. 3,500
New York ....
Buffalo . ...... 495
Philadelphia . . 1,100
Chicago . .2,200
Pjn^inppti
... 495
415
Providence ......... .
St. Louis .. . 675
Cleveland ......
San Francisco -- . 950
* Columbus - ...... 415
Seattle ... . 415
Dayton . . 360
Washington . . 475
Detroit .. ...... 1,000

NBC’s Stem Tafts Co-Production
With Japan, Vidpix Payment Rules
Tokyo, Feb. 17.
Alfred R. Stern proposed ways
and means of a more equitable
payment system for foreign tele¬
film distributors in Japan while
meeting with Finance Ministry offi¬
cials. During his IQ-day Japan
visit, the NBC director of interna¬
tional operations also huddled with
local rep, negotiated for additional
program sales, did fact-finding on
possibilities of transpacific traffic
of video tapes and explored feasi¬
bility of co-producing loeationer tv
series.
Meeting with the vice-minister
of finance and the chief of the
foreign control section, Stem pro¬
posed the grading of imported
product by the stations with fee
scale of $300, $400 and $500 per
half-hour episode. Ministry regu¬
lations now have ceiling of $300
payment with maximum of nine 30minute foreign programs per week
for Tokyo stations. Stern's plan
would not alter number of shows,
but would have three in each of
the price groups.
He told Variety that the officials
recognized the present inequities
and the fact that current policy
..allows no regard for. value of indi¬
vidual shows. Stem added, “The
aggregate payments would be high¬
er than now, but that’s only fair.
Then if we have a good show, we’d
get a better price. The advertiser
pays a. better price now, but that is
not reflected in our pay.”
He submitted that the statiQns
should do the grading since “they
make the selections now. But the
Government would still have con¬
trol,” Stern stated.
Japan ceilings on prices and pro¬
grams have long been a point of
contention with visiting distrib
execs although they generally con¬
tinue to*sell as much as they can.
Stem also noted that the price
(Continued on page 36)

ABC Bankrolling
Ken Murray Vidpix
•Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Producer Ken Murray, and ABCTV have signed a deal whereby
the network will bankrpll 39 epi¬
sodes of his new vidpix series, “El
Coyote,” starring Muriel Davis.
Decision has not been made as yet
as to whether the show will be
syndicated by ABC or shown on the
net
; Murray has made a deal with
Filmasters Productions for it to
handle physical production on his
series, on which he will function
as exec producer.
Adventure’ series will go into
production in the near future. Miss
Davis, 18, a top Olympic gymnast,
will essay lead role in the derring-

RansohofF: Boy Trader
The youngest president of
any corporation listed on the
American Stock Exchange is
Martin Ransohoff, 31, topper
of Filmways.
Indie tv film commercial
outfit began trading on the
American Stock Exhange Mon¬
day (16), with stock opening
oh 1,800 shares at 7%.

Eurists Ambitious
Mex Telepix Sked;
The Price Is Right
Hollywood, Feb. -17.
After acting in key production
capacities on nine features filmed
in Mexico over the past five years,
vet Hollywood production exec
Clarence G. Eurist feels that tele¬
film activity south of the border
is just about overdue. He’s con¬
vinced the only reason Mexico
hasn't been tapped for telefilming
is the problem of supervision from
afar, but all the other factors
favor production there.
Among these factors, of course,
cost is an immediate one. So are
Mexico’s untapped locations and
backgrounds, the availability of top
facilities (including labs, voiding:
the necessity to ship negatives
back to the U.S. for processing:
and back again for viewing- of
rushes and- dailies), excellent
crews from the local industry and
extensive Government, coopera¬
tions.
Government has even
agreed that the standard motion
pic crew of 65 can be cut to onethird that for telefilm, Eurist says.
On costs, he’s got two properties
under development, plus an exclu¬
sive deal with Mexico’s top drama¬
tic thesp, Pedro Armandarez, as
the basis . of comparison.
One,
“Conquistador,” series placed in
the period following the Spanish
(Continued on page 40)

Settle Chi Lab Strike
Chicago, Feb. 17.
Strike of lab technicians in com¬
mercial film studios here ended
over the weekend when a new con¬
tract was signed between the stu¬
dios and Local 780, Motion Picture
Laboratory
Technicians
Union
(IATSE).
New pact calls for a 6% wage
Increase retroactive to last Sept.
1. Previous weekly scale was $85
for apprentices and $175 for senior
cutters.
Walkout occurred last Wednes¬
day (11) when the union struck
Fred ^Nijes P^oduc^n^,

The Bill Paley-Frank Stanton
high command has just handed
CBS Films a $10,000,000 produc¬
tion budget for the year with the
edict to “play it big; from now on
nothing cheap, only quality pro¬
gramming/'
The unprecedented
program budget compares with
something like $3,000,000 for last
year, when CBS Films was primar¬
ily a distribution outlet and when
fresh programming was more or
less played by ear.
But all that has changed since
the recent reorganization and up¬
graded status of CBS Films as a
major component of the corporate
Columbia body. From here on in
it wHl make like a bigtime pro¬
gram-production operation, aside
from the syndication-distribution
aspect, with all properties de¬
signed primarily for network-show¬
casing.
Actually this represents a com¬
plete reversal in thinking. Here¬
tofore CBS Films depended to a
large extent on having CBS net¬
work shows siphoned off to the
telefilm subsid. But there are no
such properties in sight, (All it
can hope to put into syndication in
the immediate future, for example,
is “December Bride.”)
So now
it’s a case of CBS Films develop¬
ing its own properties and feed¬
ing the network. But. not just
CBS. That network gleam of the
film subsid will extend to all the
webs (which, of course, will have
a salutory effect on the Justice
Dept, in terms of possible anti¬
trust repercussions).
That $10,000,000 stashed away
in CBS Films’ coffers will now per¬
mit for a full 39-week cycle of six
fresh properties along with 10
other pilots. That makes it a full¬
blown production outfit. And Les
Harris, who now devotes himself
exclusively to production, has a
number of new entries going for
him or in preparation, to wit:
(1) A half hour series called
“The Attorney,” which will be
i done in cooperation - with the
American Bar A^sn. Series will
probably be shot in N.Y. Scripts
will be based on actual cases pro¬
vided by the ABA (its membership
has been responsible for furnish¬
ing 300 sample scripts, since fhe
organization is squeamish as to
how an up-and-coming attorney
should be depicted on television).
Lead for the series has not yet
been chosen, but CBS Films says
it will utilize the “best directors,
best producers, best actors, avail¬
able.”
(2) A half-hour series called
“The Diplomat,” with Clare Boothe
Luce as the narrator and which
has the blessing of the State Dept.
Pilot on this one has already been
completed.
(3) A half-hour series called
“Bellevue” based on incidents at
Manhattan’s famed Bellevue Hos¬
pital.
(4) Half-hour series tabbed
“Man on K Street” with stories
based on science in criminology.
(5) Half-hour
series
“Man
From Antibes” (working title)
about an art expert.’
(6) Half-hour series “Silent
Saber,” pilot of which is al(Continued on page 34)

‘Pilot of a Pilot*
CBS Films is doing some
pioneering in screening of its
pilots for advertisers and agen¬
cies.’ Subsid has come up with
a “pilot of a pilot” concept for
one of its projects, “Silent Sa¬
bre," series dealing with the
American Revolutionary War.
The “pilot of a pilot” is a
15-minute short dealing with
the entire concept of the se¬
ries,
pictorially , explaining
where the series Is going over
a 39-week period. The short
cost about $8,009 to make. It
will he shown as a preamble
to the “Silent Sabre” pilot at
screenings.

Price Structure in Top Markets
On 1st Run Syndication Product
Reflects New Era of Stabilization
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Prices of first-run syndicated
product, chaotic for a number of
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt has
years, have become stabilized to
gone commercial. She has giv¬
some degree.
en final approval to appear¬
Area of stabilization has estab¬
ances in telefilm blurbs plug¬
lished
itself mainly in the field of
ging Good Luck Margarine,
direct-to-advertiser sales, as op¬
a Lever Bros, subsid.
posed
to
station sales, for class A
Commercials, which started
syndicated product* The accom¬
on the air this week, include
panying
box
on this page reflects
two 30-second spots and a sin¬
gle v one-minute blurb. The for¬ i the realistic price structure in the
|
top
22
markets
in the country.
mer will go the national spot
I As opposed to several years ago,
route and the longer blurb is
the
price
difference
among leading
already being shown on NBCsyndicators for.good product today,
TV.
has been narrowed again speaking
To leadin the commercials,
of direct-to-advertiser sales. In the
Mrs. Roosevelt makes an ap¬
field of station sales—in most cases
peal in behalf of underpriv¬
—the
prices in the same market
ileged people overseas. The
vary extensively with some heavy
rest of the time is devoted to
horse
trading
as to multiple runs
Good Ltfck.
and the length of the station com¬
mitment.
The direct-to-2dverti=er sale—
the good regional and local—in the
case of top sjmdicators has as¬
sumed a price pauern of rather
firm rate card status. Reason for
this development on the airect-toadvertiser level is that the adver¬
tiser and his agency recognize, by
and large, that in order to latch on
i to what they consider a “hot” propj erty, the freight charge should be
paid Feeling is, what use is it to
Those short-term deals have be¬ I dicker over what may be a few
come prevalent in syndication, per¬ (hundred dollars per show in a
haps not as marked as on the net¬ j market, when the sponsor feels he
work level, but nevertheless a dis¬ j wants the program vehicle.
turbing force in the biz.
Some stations, too, have that ap¬
One of the more recent examples proach. One or two syndicators
is the Lucky-Strike buy in a ma¬ maintain that they obtain the same
jor regional on MCA TV’s “SA 7.” pi^ce from stations, as advertisers
The buy was for alternate weeks —but their position definitely is
over a 26-week period, with the in the minority, and represents the
usual renewal options. Such a buy unusual situation.
may be great from the sponsor’s
Among major syndicators what
point of view. He only commits usually occurs in the price situation
on an alternate week basis for 26 is as follows: A series first is inweeks, following which time he troed among regional advertisers,
has a choice to go for more or then local advertisers, and then on
bump the show.
the station level. The price struc¬
But from the syndicator’s point ture in most cases begins to break
of view, it’s hardly the optimum on the station level.
It breaks
deal. The syndicator or the sta¬ even further—as high as 50%—if
tion must pick up alternate spon¬ the show, on the station level, Isn’t
sors—and do the same trick again sold the first time around.
Of
and again if Lucky Strike moves course, the most desirable deals
out after 26 weeks. * The deal,
are
the
major
regionals,
the
firm
which is symptomatic of the drift
away from a firm 39, plus 13, 39 plus 13 variety. When partici¬
brought Lucky Strike into the syn¬ pations are sold, even on the re¬
dication fold. But other syndica¬ gional level, the price structure
tors are groWthing more and more also breaks.
The less established syndicators
concerned of the short-term drift
and the growth in utilizing first- have a more chaotic price struc¬
run syndicated product as partici¬ ture. The distress product of ma¬
jor syndicators, too, hits low levels.
pation vehicles.
On the direct-to-advertiser level,
it's interesting to note that the top
22 markets account for about 65%
of the first-time around revenues
of a syndicated show. Price, of
course, is one factor jn selling the
show. Others include the qual¬
ity of the series, the competitive
situation locally, the pool of local
Technically, Universal has not
(Continued on page 36)
decided to move out of television
commercial production yet, but the
video department’s execs are still
moving out. Following last week’s
departure of George Bole as Coast
commercial production boss. A1
Mendelsohn is quitting the com¬
pany’s Gotham headquarters this
week,
Mendelsohn, U’s assistant tv
sales manager, is switching March
The rerun syndication market is
2 to the Elliot, Unger & Elliot blur- being buffeted by a deluge of prod- •
bery in N.Y. where he is marked uct. Consequent result, in many
for the general sales managership. cases, has been some chaotic price
U is said “not to be certain cutting.
whether it’ll close” tv or not.
What has happened over the past
10 years is that a backlog of series
has been built up, with skeins com¬
ing off the network, or syndicated
Herb Berger, television business product going into a rerun opera¬
manager
of
Dancer-Fitzgerald- tion. The tally to date is that
Sample and formerly general man¬ there are about 300 series now in
ager of Guy Lombardo, is slated to the syndication market, with about
join Screen Gems on March 2 in 25 distributors busy trying to sell
the newly-created position of di¬ off the rerun product to the sta¬
rector of business affairs.
tions.
At SG, Berger will report to
The better reruns maintain a semBurt Hanft, business manager. Vin¬ blence of price order, despite the
cent Connelly of D-F-S, who has growing backlog. But the turkeys
been assistant to Berger, will step are being priced at bargain base¬
into the position of tv business ment levels in order to clinch A
manager at the ajgency. ^.
sale.
.

Eleanor Goes Com’l

Those Short-Term
Sponsor Hitches
Vex Syndicators

Universal Inching Out
Of Com’l TV Prod;

Deluge of Reruns
Cues Price Cutting

Herb Berger to SG

MEBX BEK. LINCOLN
With Alexander Sconrby as narrator; Thomas Mitchell, announcer
Producer; Donald B. Hyatt
DircotoeiHyatt
Writer; Bichard Buuti
SO Mins., Wed. (12), S:30 p.m.
.LINCOLN NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Director*Wimam A. Graham
NBC-TV (film)
hv Menottf
(Mason V
fi0Mtos« Sun. 05) 5 PJ»First of Abe Lincoln's 150th
ALUMINUM LTD.
birthday anni programs on NBC-TV
NBC-TV. from N. Y.
(11) got off to a stirring start with
(/ Walter Thcmrwm)
a significant contribution to both
Gian-Carlo Menotti’s highly dra- tv communication, and American
matic 4*The Medium” was given a history.
“Meet Mr. Lincoln^”
stunning hour production on NBC- under the thoroughly^ proficient
TV's “Omnibus” Sunday afternoon guidance of Donald B. Hyatt, came
C15> with Claramae Turner singing through as a rich ruby on all fronts,
the role of Madame Flora which
Undeniably, this was the first
she created in the original New time that theyireaUve! and techYork product^Along wig^Miss ^^^n^forcesinv^oTurner, the part
teeftntoue caDable of
of Tobv
aSortment
Xee Venora and the partof
y
the mute
°f TI1,^’Qf .JlPTn'
SmhPh^hard to come
drawtoS^andIS5tSi4sof
“Omnibus” by
Sa totoavSial
by- As
“Me- *tJKLJ!!? JSh thmhSiS
^<*5
w£
f1®®5 n
IU0i^,tT^‘oJ°r5aor nof^vuT^S!
forcefully projected
a
^
Singnlarly enough, this partly- come up with^toe results as exlar opera gained by* its exposition
on tv. The overall effeet of toe b s^Wart t^uteto the "Project
cluttered room an£MtlifP.StfaS
vlpwprc

the medium

TntfcCliiraBrae Ttraer, Lwf Vfr
nora jm pens, Beverly Dame,
SiSlip.MwiSi,BrlviKIbler;
v^rner Tcrimoinky, conductor.
Executive Producer; Robert Saudek
fftmiHwr .Jjhrftttht: Gian - Carlo

AMERICAN FESTIVAL
(Bell TelephOue Mow)
.
With Rise Stevens, Martha. Wrifht,
BneseU Nype, Duke Ellington*
EBa Fitzgerald, New York Cifcr
Ballet with Melissa Hayden and
JacqnesD’AmlwKe; Grant Johanncsen, Donald Yoorhees auui Beir
Symphony
Orchestra, others
S^ipho^_Orcn*^ra.,
others
Producer; WBfiaa Nichols
Jnenois
Director:
Kirk
Biwwung _.
Dtr®**®c;
Designer:
”*Ber: Eouben Ter-Arutuniaa
60PT?B^?r
Mtos„ Tuex.
(If)
2i!wA
2r' £
S pjn.*
PJn*
BELL TELEPHONE
NBC-TV,
bc-tv, from N.Y.
«.x. (color)
tcoierj
(N.Y.
Ayer}
fiV.r. Ayer*
The ultimate for television would
wou
60-minute Toundelay begin..
__,fW ,ari j
nmg and ending with (and naturaljy everything in between) Ella
Fitzgerald and Duke Ellington. Let
^
^ pJay
^
PreferaMy Variations on a theme
by the Duke. Lacking such a
"dream show,” the Bell Telephone
Hour, on its “American Festival”
NBC-TV showcase last week, came
«P with the next best thing — 10
minutes of same in which Ella and
Joint tv
appearance, concertized Si too
Sy in whamSn? we7 with
ttieirycliaracterrst^^iesge a few
of the Ellington delights. Both the
gSslmSlBfftogaiSMissRt£
geralTs vocalizing of “Don't Get

Tele Follow-Up* Comment
Bob Hope Show
BQb Hope, ever the old pro,
knocked off a superior tele show
before padding down for illness,
The NBC-TV taped proceedings of
last Tuesday (10) comprised a layout built with care, precision and
-a knowing eye for fresh comedy.
This display marked one Instance
wherein satire and comedy combined
effectively to
produce
laughs for virtually any kind of
audience.
e it sQ happenedf got one
of
*t
casts with experts in
their fields such as Danny Thomas,
O'Hara
providing some important lifts.
The names combined with superior writing and general edneeption were such that the success was
virtually assured. Thomas contributed at least one virtuoso bit,
his takeoff on Mikoyaii being- a
masterful rib. Miss O'Hara showed
up excellently in the sketches in
which she essayed a congresswoman as well as a solo Song spot,
“I Could Have-Danced AO Night.
The top bits wereonthe.hmelife «f a beatnik, with Hope and

«a‘»»nbe?£«r

ably obnoxious as Miss Vanderbilt’s snoopy kid sister while Miss
Altman was able as Athnoni’s aging
and resentful mother,
Direction of Sidney Lumet was
far from sparkling as the script
appeared to be too much for him.
It goes without saying that both he
and adaptor Wishengrad would
have missed little if the Tolstoy
novel had been left gathering dust
on the shelf. From another aspect,
however,
executive
producer
George Kondolf draped the offerI*1* with some lush physical trappihgs.
Gilb.
-Camera Three
This was to be-kind-to-poets
week what with Car* Sandburg ind
Robert "Frost occupying the eiectronie spotlight. Frost, hewn in the
manner of the pure classical poets,
was singled out for reverent treatmerit on CBS-TV’s "Camera
Three” Sunday (15). This particular program in the series, a* repeat
for the web, was not telecast in
New York on the original date last
December because of spot news
shows during toe Gotham newsPaHighsp^eof the Frost -tribute "A

The libretto for the “Medium,
bov^sol8 opera, ballet,1nusicom€dy and jazz
.thL1?e^r' w?h njfry a Spearman, in-fine voice, sang three
which, of course, is sung In Engwll vM; ffesti
hitch in this full hour show.
of Frost’s poems set to mdslc by
Ksh is deeplv mov:ng and mean- diers and their leaders, Robert is,
This layout was unusual for Hope Leonard Kastle He did “Ston bv
ingful. For Menotti’s short opera Lee, Stonewall Jackspn, Jefferson
Effington and Miss; Fitzg^ald anyway_it was filmed in the U.S. Woods on a ‘ Showy Evening,”
—fl fruiVctPr caught hv her own Davis, Ulysses Grant, George Me- shared the last half of toe program j| was a beneficial change Since .
Gol«l Can cfav” aT1fj
lack ©f understanding of the suoer- CleHan, William Tecums^ Sh^ \^to the New York City Ballet, here he could fall on the services “Fh^
ice.” Bill Clemms Tim
natural, rerfains on<> of bis most man and most importantly, the j*jch, for a rousing finale, per- of
SCripting talents as Lester O’Connor and Norma Crane, also
Striking theatrical inv^ttons. It is poetic, heroic figure of the Great formed George Balan^iines stir- white, John Rapp, Mort Lachman, aided considerably in calling attenpuneteated bv some highly effec- Emancipator.
fjpg Stars and Stripes bdlet, a Bill Larkin, Charles Lee and Nor- lion to the rugged, homespun verse
tire and melodic *rias. notrfciy
Other high^oto were the blend- choreographic whoop - de-da of man Sullivan, plus toe excellent of the New Er^Iaiid poSftSe^aS
those sung bv Miss Venera both in ing of the savage cartoons dealing Soura marches, featuring Melfesa music of David Rose.
Jose.
with the face"rarvedout of native
solo and in duet with M*S5 Turner, with Lincolns efforts to free the H^den and Jacques DAmboise.
--granite”
The simplicity of the melodies with slaves, the penetrating portraits of Difficult as it is for the tv cameras
Playhouse 9%
Frost who tried cobWins. smallthe rich, beautiful orchestration, Negroe slaves, toe association to capture toe scope and breadth
For the 100th drama since its tovraeditlS?
totally bereft o? the stylized pos- scenes and the visualrecordingof of ballet, this was a treat indeed, inception in October, '58, “Play- in^MdfSSdS h^Tt^ntolto
turfng of most formal oneras, d*d the hauntmg Lincoln deathbed the cameraman smgalarly fallmg house 90” chose an old-fasfiiooed thl CTeattonrf^ortra^thafif^oL
much to make the “^ediW onto scenes
„ _ .
. _
“to tempo and exfracfrng every- murder courtroom drama in the
el^t^ stole yet
both accentable and exciting for
Scnptmgby Rrchard^Hanserjvas tomg po_ssible withm toe 27-inch British
British tradition.
tradition, With
with the
the help
help ISSve”
dnsf^” was
was given a^rf^ment
an eloquent
excellent and Robert Russell Ben- limitations.
the novitiate.
of some very talented-performers, mounting in this John McGiffertAll toe credits we^ on the asset nett’s mood music, sparked by
First half comprised, in order, it came off as good entertainment! produced program As in so many
ie. including a tiffbt
Outstanding among the perform- “Camera Three” offerings this one
side,
ti^ht y~*_ sensitive Northern and Southern melodies of Gershwin’s “Concerto in F” (final
job of direction by Wdliam A. 100 years ago, contributed greater movement) with Donald Voorfaees ets was Margaret Leighton, the
0ff deeB shut?
delight and
Graham: the single srt hv Henry to the overall majesty of the pro- and the Bell Symphony Orchestra British stage and screen star. She wisdom
Rems
May which embodied the time and gram. Alexander Scourby narrated and pianist Grant Johannessen; a played the role of an aggressive
‘
_
the story, and the entire cast, with fine taste. Thomas Mitchell Martha Wright-Russell Nype team- fledgling barrister with humor,
M .
which ?lso romor?-d Beverlv did toe restrained conuneroals for up in a Jerome Kern medley going warmth and insight. James Mason,
A new
Dane, T>ooald P. Morgan and the sponsor A deep bow also gt** back to the vintaged Kern-Guy as her unwilling prompter who fi- about TaU^at thrmmh
Bdva Kihler. .
_
’ to Silvio D’Alisera, who displayed Bolton-P. G. Wodehonse Princess nally succumbs, to her infectoras
rZnStn
But notably it was Mira Turner such sound judgement editing the shows (and which accounted for at charms, rendered a competent perand Miss Venera, m perfect vmce vast amount of Lmcolma. Rons.
least one of the more fetching Kern formances, despite occasional w^li
and sympathetic ^^^ctenratlm^
*-• -■
tunes, “Babe in the Wood”); and lapses in overplaying his lines. 5>ng evito^.ffrafe
a
plus the music o* Me^ottx that RICHARDDIAMOND PRIVATE a Rise Stevens tom with an ex- Lending some comie licks was
rn!
made this a disti^gnis
distinguished performDETECTIVE
cerpt from Victor Herbert’s “Na- Hugh Griffith as Mason’s old ^ngh
the eoSd«
set
ance.
*nce.
Rose.
With David Janssen, Barbara Bain, toma” Initial half was one of crony in the law business. In a SSJSng
^
Mort Sabi, Ed Kemmejr, Irene toed blessings, but by the time difficult role, as the key murder
,77 ^ ~
.
mrwiiv MORGAN A CO
Hevey, Ronnie Rondell, Ross Roubel Ter-Anittmian got through witness, Diana Wynyard built
tois_ Mdunce Tom? C0MarflS, others
S22rn-M« Mffler
1designing
the show, with major suspense and credibility in her hr^ teleplay is far from foolfleeter:
Max Midler
Exec Producer: Edgar Peterson
2m£-rI
lWWiiJi
fc^ProducwrEdffar
Peterson
production assists right down the sthST Murder suspect Kenneth proof and eccasion^y bite off huge
St Mb*.; Fri, 18:30 pjn.
Producer: iS2
David
HeilweU
’
££5?^
d^Hellwcl1
fine, it an came off as a strictly pro Haigh, in an offbeat cfaaracteriza- ^vmks of unlikehood, it contmns
particr^ding
Dfrecton Alvin Ganzer
WOTaSv
n
Y
effort- The color was excellent
tion of a ne’er-do-well’cahght in a
rtLSS?
WNTA-TV,
Writer: Riehara
Richard Carr
wwia*iv, N.
n. Y
i.
Paco
nf circumstantial evidence w wortownile viewing. CoaracterOnce the “enfant terrible
terrible., of the 35
38 Mins., Sun.,
Snn., 10 pjn.
pm.
__
Kose*
S a winner
evioence,
for'one, to reasonhWy fluid
airlanes,
airlanes, Henry
Henry Morgan
Morgan . is
is now
now p_ UORILLARD
LORILIARD
mhe Dlav * titled “The Second *cir *n oater, with both heroes and
back
back with
with his
his own
own show,
show, somewhat
somewhat CBS-TV
CBS-TV (film)
(film)
ORCHESTRATION
Man ” ira^adaDted by Leslie Stev- heavies falling, for a change, into
older
tamer. His
(Lennen & Newell>
Newell)
older and
and considerably
conaderablytameLHis
(Lennen
With A1 ffibbler. Buck Clayton, ens ’from the novef by Edward
area between angel pore
opening
for this
bigger mystery is why
opening show
show for
this taped
tap^ NTANTAThe bigger
Buddy Tate, Richard Aiken, Joey Grierson.
Stevens did a pro, and devilish black. The plot itself
syndicate!
recapture Richard
^ichardbtomond.Bvato
si eraftsmanlike
mite^lto?job
to the adaptation,
^aptatto to
& another
anothiT asset,totrodudn&
spdmated series tried to recap£me
Diamond, Rrivate Eye,”
Preston, Jimmy CnsfuUi, ^
jobin
asset, introducing, as R
it
*or another network
Ttof^^awaJn’t a W
2S.if£tatttSl hrahma?cheddon w!5 rev^fd ior
Brocato and Ctok Thompson
Thf^^awaJn’t
nor ?<**’ .f™*. fF.e^.
£aLpT°£?T Director* ™ Shoubin
was it the freshest seen on the the well-exploited to Idea of the old
W ^ U^clafec rantoess of ^mg- ^ F°if #SfaLpr<SlS?;
Shoubm
and the iconociast.c
iconociast.c zamnessui has a new Jaz2 motif, true. But the Producer: Joel Chaseman
showcase
toowcase but it hit a good level in west*
Itertatoment.
The yarn
re9tehlri*vn0W reg,s‘ers
**!‘ers as lorced
IntSStanent
'
("Bat”)
7e3te7JSLD0W
Jorced story line on the opener (15) Bad
had 38 Mins.; Wed.. 10
yam pits Gene Barry (“Bat”)
David Greene directed adeptly,
eCM^StyWho’s kent in training UtSe Khat 'ias tresh t? °*fferV
WJZ-TV, Baltimore
S^.SamMing hall oraw
»ftirtp
maximum
results
from
inCdnrad.
NageL
Nagel
hires
WJZ-TV, which
seems unafraid
getting maximum resulte from to- S5SS» S^SuauS a trick
,orMSl^hf0ew y^on^rj
to^'^
^ed^s
Tol^t
if dividual
io«n engage
quiz circuit, retains one of h*s old eve ggi^ -Rut others in the eenre ft tw
try flip
the iintrierf
untried, has jftTw,
done, it
uiviauai scenes.
scenes, Production
t-roaucuon values
values I snarpsnooter
CTingTnaTI
a sTiont-mit In

hoc

-V rcharacteristics—abrasivenesslt’s

not exactly the most favorable
favorably
personality feature to carry
carry a SO90minute show,* particularly at. a late

imve it>
it, suuieiuues
uetause of
ui the
tne
h^ve
s0metimes because

_,
.__, ^ CameraS WOrk
foMazz tons
ttSt^rodu^S

background, other times because
J
fc SS?dS«?S
/fiSJdS«fS
of the poised,
po^ed, cool
cod conceptions. fcSIy J>uKt*
J’w J?dudes
JS?"des talent both
In this one> David janssen is back, 10031 and blStmie'

The i^eem stanza was not only scripter Richard Carr given Jansa low budget affam, as Morgan kept ^
characters with emotion
repeating, but decidedly low Pres- m play against. -There’s a gal, porpPene^ wlt^trayed by Barbara Bain, who has
ChrSSSSfim*?tihottleM*to11 Sen hifr boyfnfndmurdered How does
inn^dpw v?th bmd- *h®.takeTlt? Deadpan. (She begins
"who was datmg Jan^enl A mother (also
Active) has her ne’er-do-well
there
because of
the fr
ay, the
^
son milssmg
missing and
and tores
hires Janssen
Janssen to
to
?^,J!SaRS
MnSan
S
son
Smerelogicaf SK
E
» measure rf
- None. (Looking alluring,
Sw ^mestic^ed MorSn to
how domesticated Morgan has oe- emotion to come toroigi to art^
C°The best things on toe show
were Morgan’s use of one-man
v»nd music bv Vincent Mundi
C»
to onnetuate the session and his SvhPw SfSiv
rorJtowDof thenews'bv riidisg
f
old conies of the Tulsa World
the <ChmcoUm Gazette/ The
ifor S!
latter hit. to oarticular suggested
Jte s^g sSSl ^sfbmto
Uilt that“hev tried^
stm inherent in Morgan
S hv SiSinVnu (Stine Aft®
David Susskind, host of the » nrettv Mod owning the initiate•WNTA’s "OpenEnd” series, was on bewme ^boggal I'own in talk,

T£

star attraction was A1 Kibbler,
whose fame is not entirely restneted to jazzophiles.
This one, like the two previous
sessions, was presented very simply
with the performers either standing or’sitting, as they chose, and
with emcee Chuck Thompson doing
th« lntTnrinAtinnc
snd bridge.dialog.
hririoc /rioT/ur
the
introductions and
For tMs he 11565 a
mike
and when delivering, simply walks
^ front of the pliers m*th mike
in hand. SimpUcity seems to have
been the goal of the production
and this has been achieved but better results might be obtained if
the ^mcee. Were to remain either
seated near the players, or station.
ary ^h toe camera coming to him.
Business of having him walk to
toe fore When making introductions, dr J^tdeHverinft somettaes
gives the format a touch of awkwardness. lighting, too, ewild be
imraoved. Too often, the effect is

^K-S^M310* Tn* though, it ft a smooth
tish°notV<Spi?fSJbete ‘hifflhS
or tateUMtaaS
In another bit with Miss Eiiwrson, Morgan todulged to softrt
corny romanticising (“when w;H
(Continued on page 40)

nte^^a^tag^evhteComta
hte^lf wS
wasted to a^t^rL Supporting
^as/tocludingbEdPK^merflrerie
Henrev. RonSe Ro-dell and Robs
Martin was competent.
Horo.

Start

workTlSs Siultete’bot^S
gressive and otherwlsrslouia find
w&at they want and. presentation
f namos like Hibbler shmdd attract other audiences as wdl.
Ct&ro,

WeTe

efl§?Snt*

hopes that^rfient’s educatedeye

_
*
may Prove quicker than the hand
ire
ofhis rival. There are tense scenes
U.S. steel
Steel Hour
Hour
Decidedly heavy going was ^
qj—j Vanderbilt and Jean Pierre
Sumonttotootoles As dranSized
^ li/rnrton Wi«hpnffr*d thi«? I9^h
centorv tale^of romance among
Russian nobility emerged ash
creaky teleplay7hat offered little
toSScal iStot
Cast as a^-year-old girl who
___
n..n.t.,nn,> weds her
ha, midmij.
wooTand
eventually
Se^ged gu^Sn, Miss Vanderirilt
was seldom convincing, She was
^Scdy believable in talking guarfdian Aumont into mstrim<§)y and
later bordered on the amateurish
when coping with either toe real
or fancied problems of domesticity,
More impressive was Aumont.
But eren his polish wasn't, sufficient to overcome sdeli lustreless
lines as: “In the beginning I loved
you. as a daughter . . . you have
jSTth and b^uty . v your whota
life lies before. you.”At another
paint he exclaimed, “Have campassion on me. because I’m oldi’

shooter’s act Barry’s courage
eventuaUy wins the respect of toe
sharpie, however, and the latter
cannot bring himself to carry out
his orders. At the climax he Joins
Barry to polishing off another pair
of Nagel's hired guns. For a change
there are no corpses bloodying up
thp picture
■nirture tube.
tube. The
Th<» heavies
heavies ar*
art
the
kayoed^ and chief viltoto^Nagel it
ordered out of town, development!
that give toe show toe advantage
of conclusive logic.
Barry, as the offbeat central
character, gives a very firm, persuasive, and interesting portrayal,
Support, particularly from Nagel
Paul Dubov and Lisa Gaye, Is *qBd.
Director John Rich brings it off
effectively for co-producer Frank
Pittman and Andy White, wtoi are
peddBng their craft for Kraft
Tube.
-y

$ gSf^dSSI
StVafv^'in this neridd
niece, among others, were Doreen
Lang, .Patty
Lang,
. Patty Duke,
Dulre. and
and Frieda
Fried*^
Altman. ^
Miss Lang gave bttSto
a touch
Altman.
of
realism
to
the
part
of
a bustling
?
housekeeper, Miss
housekeeper,
Miss Duke
Duke was
was suitsuit-

°matef
G.,Ho fo™«v studehti, on ^reh
20/When
20 when fre will,heon hand to reeelve
a Distinguished
Aw^dfrom
Sl^Hnthe GrStM
Award
from SMU m the Great Halt
aTihefSmnus
on
on toe
toe Campus.
Campus.
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7:30 TO 8: TV’S DANGER ZONE
♦

_

RCA s Stake in NBC Shows
RCA's purchase of half of the new Jimmy Rodgers show, which
goes into the Tuesday 8:30 to 9 p.m. slot on NBC-TV as the suc¬
cessor to George Gobel, gives the company a seven-show identi¬
fication with NBC programming this semester as the network's
No. 1 bankrolled
Programs in which RCA has had a sponsorship stake this sea¬
son include, in addition to Gobel and the new Rodgers entry,
such items as “Northwest Passage,” “Cimarron City,” “Ellery
Queen,” Steve Allen (RCA sponsorship starts when Allen moves
up 7:30 to 8:30 Sundays) and “Kaleidoscope/'__

Kintner in Swipe at TV Critics;
'Only People We Satisfy Is Public
Memphis, Feb. 17. NBC prexy Robert E. Kintner,
who was here this past week to ad¬
dress the Better Business Bureau,
unleashed a verbal barrage at tv
columnists and critics.
The NBC Chief said before a
dinner gathering of more than 400
local radio, tv and business execs
that “as we listen to brickbats daily
from newspaper and magazine
critics, we conclude that the only
people we’re satisfying is the pub¬
lic—the viewer.”
Kintner, who spent a few years
on Capitol Hill as a correspondent
and political columnist for the New
York Herald-Trib, pointed, out to
the BBB that "I believe the type
of show which gets mass audiences
which liberal critics object to is a
good thing. I know America likes
them and I know NBC' will con¬
tinue to put them on.”
The NBC boss who was. accom¬
panied here* by Harry.Bannister,
NBC veepee in charge of station
relations and Ray O’Connell, NBC
station relations exec elaborated
on western shows and films. He
stated “personally I like westerns,
a quality western like ‘Wagon
Train’ is better I believe than an
intellectual forum show without
quality.”
Kintner, who literally spent the
major share of his 40-minute talk
in .taking the tv • critics over the
coals urged the critics to weigh
the number of “objectionable or
mediocre shows agaiist the over¬
all balance of programming. It’s
what we call our totality of serv¬
ice—a balance of the types or pro<
grams including western, mysteries
comedy, sports, news, music and
down the line,” he added. He also
stressed the “100 spectaculars1
which NBC is doing this season
and continued his bombarding the
critics by saying “that most people
(Continued on page 36)

Top TV Spot Up
For Grabs: Treyz
Chicago, Feb. 17.
The No. 1 position among tele¬
vision networks is up for grabs,
according to ABC-TV prexy Oliver
Treyz.
Speaking before the Broadcast
Advertising Club here last w£ek,
Treyz_ compared the network radio
heydays with the present tv web
situation.
In the former rad'o days, the
audience and advertiser went to
the network with dominant num¬
ber of 50 kw clear channel affili¬
ates—and a strong program on a
network weak in affiliate facilities
was overwhelmed by a poor pro¬
gram on a strong network.
Television networks don’t have
to contend with the superpower
competition.
And now that all
three video networks are relatively
equal in coverage facilities, Treyz
believes that programs alone will
be the deciding factor for the top
spot.
He aso pointed out that there is
increased selectivity among view¬
ers—“I was amazed to see that of
the shows following'the (Nielsen)
’ Top 10, something like only 25%
to' 30% of the ahdience was de¬
rived from the preceding, show.
We never had this kind of' selec¬
tivity in this broadcast , medium
before.”

GF Back With Godfrey
General Foods, an old standby
of the CBS-TV Arthur Godfrey
daytime show, and which dropped
out for a long period, is back as
a Godfrey ayem client, picking up
a
quarter-hour,
alternate-week
segment starting this week. Gen¬
eral Foods also latched on to “I
Love Lucy,” “Big Payoff” and the
“Jimmy Dean Show” with quarterhours deal for each.
Saran-Wrap, in another daytime
purchase, bought alternate quar¬
ter-hours of the “Jimmy Dean
Show” and “Love of Life.”

TV Webs Score
WithSponsors On
Weekend Baseball
Major number of sponsors of
baseball this season on nation’s
webs and regional levels appear
to be blenders of malt and hops
and men’s shaving utensils with a
soupcon of insurance dispensers.
With national pasttime only a cou¬
ple of months away it looks like
CBS-TV should reach SRO status
next week with several sales now
pending. Similarly, NBC-TV is
three-quarters sold and expecting
to lock up the wicket momentarily.
CBS-TV will again present its
“Baseball Game of the Week” on
Saturdays and Sundays. Saturday
schedule, calls for Falstaff Brew¬
ing to pick up half-sponsorship
and'State Farm Insurance carrying
onerquarter alternate weeks, leav¬
ing one quarter weekly still avail¬
able. Sunday baseball calls for
Falstaff Brewing with half-sponsorship; State Farm Insurance with
one quarter alternate weeks, and
Colgate Palmolive with one quar¬
ter alternate weeks. Incidentally,
CBS Sports also racked up some
additional coin this week when it
sold the two-day coverage of Mas¬
ters Golf Tournament (April 4. and
5) to American Express and Trav¬
elers Insurance.
“Major League Baseball” dur¬
ing the 1959 season on NBC-TV
will have Bayuk Phillies sponsor¬
ing half of the game on the full
network on Saturdays. Other half¬
game sponsors on a regional basis
will be Anheuser-Busch, National
Brewing and a tentative order from
Gene^see Beer on a regional basis.
Sunday schedule has Bayuk Phil¬
lies taking one-half on the full net¬
work with a tentative order from
General Mills for. a portion of the
(Continued on page 34)

BECKWITH EXITS ABC
FOR BERTH AT BBDO
Aaron Beckwith, exec In the pro¬
gramming sales division of- the
ABC-TV net, is shifting over to
BBDO as television account super¬
visor.
Beckwith replaces John Hoagfland at the agency as broadcast
account supervisor. Hoaglandshifts
over to OgUvy, Benson'& Mather
on March 1, as a veepee and asso¬
ciate director of the broadcast der
partment

x—

---

IT'S ROUGH GOING Gen. Foods, Bristol-Myers, Nestle
FOR CBS, NOG Cutbacks Hit ABC-TV Daytime Sked
Ever since a few seasons back
when the news-music format went
out the window, 7:30 to-8 p.m. has
posed an ever-increasing problem
for the tv networks. It’s as foot-^
loose and precarious' today as it
was two-three years back when the
webs suddently decided that you
gotta cater to the kids and give
them action. (In fact, ABC with
its “Cheyenne”-“Sugarfoot,” “Rin
Tin Tin,” Dick Clark, Lawrence
Welk, “Texas Rangers” and “Leave
It To Beaver” parlay is probably
better off than either CBS or
NBC.)
It’s been lean pickings for CBS
Tuesday-Wednesday 7:30 to 8 all
season, and unless it can convince
American Tobacco to move into
Thursday 7:30 with its “Hit Pa¬
rade” next fall, Thursday, too,
shapes up as trouble. And even
so, that’s only an alternate-week
sponsorship. “Hit Parade” vacates
its Friday 7:30 berth in April upon
termination of the 26-week spon¬
sorship run, and the web is mov¬
ing “Rawhide” up 7:30 to 8:30.
Balance of the. week (Jack Benny,
Sundays, “Perry Mason” Saturdays
and, “Name That Tune” Mondays)
looks okay.
NBCis' all too well aware that its
7.30 to 8 round-robin of “Buckeye”
(Mondaay); “Dragnet” (Tuesday
“Jefferson Drum” (Thursday) and
“Northwest Passage” (Friday) hard¬
ly constitutes a dream roster. In
each instance, anything can—and
probably will— happen. And as
for ABC, National Biscuit doesn’t
look long for “Rin Tin Tin’s’
world.

-+ The troubled ABC-TV “Operan
tj»
i\
i
(JinT > 1 t*on Daybreak” received its first

bra?* Vice Drake on nr L !I piece
°f bad news this week and
there may be more to come. Three

Allen Gray has been made'host; major advertisers informed execs
of WCBS Radio s “Housewives; at the web that effective mid-April,
Protective League” program effec- j they were taking their business
tive Monday (23). He takes over; elsewhere. The total loss to the
from Galen Drake, who will devote j daytime plan is estimated to be in
his full time to the CBS Radio | the neighborhood of $3,500,000 with
web’s “Galen Drake< Show ’ Mon-: the largest advertiser General
day-through-Friday at 11:30ja.m. \ Foods reducing its weekly commitand WCBS Radio “Galen Drake t ment from 17 quarter-hours per
Show” Saturday at 9 a.m.<
week to four.
Gray, who did a nine-year stint
The reduction by GF represents
with the “Housewives Protective a total loss of $110,000 per week or
League” at WCCO, Minneapolis, an estimated $2,860,000 over a 26will do the Monday-through-Friday week period. Charter members of
2:30 program on WCBS Radio.
the daytime plan each having com¬
muted themselves originally to 26week pacts with the web. Young &
Rubicam, agency for GF, said the
money would be redistributed but
! did not comment on where the coin
i wou’d be going.
Meanwhile, a second Y&R client
'Bristol-Myers, which had been
• sponsoring four quarter-hours per
: week in “Operation Daybreak” has
‘ also reached the decision to withi draw from the plan. The B-M
j money will be channeled over to
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
NBC-TV’s “Jack Paar Show.”*
NBC board chairman Robert j At the start of the ’58-’59 day¬
Sarnoff, with -an* assist from the j time season on ABC, Y&R coraNBC Planning and Research Dept., mited General Foods and other
made like a Greek oracle at the j clients of the agency to approxi86th annual installation banquet of i mately 40 quarter hours of * the
the Los Angeles Chamber of Com- I plan to the estimated tune of $6,merce here Thursday 12).
I 500.000 for half of the season. With
. He forecast tv’s economic, social i GF and BM pulling out, and with
and technical status in 1969 and j the decision still to be reached on
painted a picture, at the same time,! other clients of the agency who
of “an era of expansion and pros- {have signed for the daytime plan,
perity that should convince every- * the future of ABC as a contender
one the past is truly prelude.”
(Continued on page 34 ►
Looking in the crystal ball, Sar- j
noff saw 70 millon tv receivers in
58 million tv homes and most of
those sold in"the next 10 years will
be color sets.
Miniature transistorized receiv¬
ers with three-inch picture tubes
“The Last Word,” which has in use on beaches, trains, planes.
been, bounced around the CBS-TV
Flat wall screens at the hub
web on Sundays like a jai alai ball, of compact home communication
is going off the air again as of centres.
George Abrams, veepee in charge
March 15.
Live overseas telecasts on an of advertising for Revlon and
“Last Word,” emceed by Bergen everyday basis.
chairman of the radio-tv committee
Evans and with a panel including
TV, he said, has created prob¬ for the Assn, of National Adver¬
John Mason Brown, - will be mak¬ lems for others, such as network tisers, has resigned from the cos¬
ing way for a series of “The Great radio.
“No radio network,” he metics company and will be re¬
Challenge” programs and ultimate¬ said, “makes money today. TV placed by F. Kenneth Beirn, pres¬
ly major league baseball games. * forces on each of them a painful ent prexy of C. J. LaRoche.
Beirn has been president of a
Whether the program, currently adaptive process, involving new
produced by Harry Rasky and di¬ programming and sales concepts. number of Madison Ave. shops in¬
rected by Roger EnglandefT~ re¬ We hit on ours two and a half cluding Ruthrauff & Ryan and the
turns next winter hasn’t been de¬ years ago and we believe our ra- Biow Agency. After Ruthrauff &
Ryan merged with Erwin Wasey in
termined.
(Continued on page 36)
1957, Beirn became a senior vee¬
pee. Merger of the two agencies
caused conflicts in both products
and personalities and Beirn quit
to assume the presidency of C. J.
LaRoche.
It is not surprising to the trade
that Beirn was wooed away by
Washington. Feb. 17.
Federal judges, sitting one to a
Significance of the Proxmire bill case, would handle all judicial and Revlon. The LaRoche agenev han¬
now in preparation which would quasi-judicial functions, such as dles a large slice of the Revlon
abolish the Federal Communica¬ I tv and radio permit grants, etc. billings and was reported to be im¬
tions Commission, substituting one Proxmire would add “three or pressed with the work* of Beirn.
Abrams, who had placed most of
administrator and a group of ro¬ 'four” U.S..District Judges to the
tating federal judges for the pres¬ total Federal judiciary, and they I the extensive Revlon billings into
ent Commissioners, is that it offers would rotate to serve some time in . network tv, reportedly concluded
new association with another
Congress a basis to undertake a Washington handling communica-j package
company. It is expected
complete rewrite of the Federal tions matters and then move into ‘ that he will head a division of the
Communications Act.
I
judicial districts for normal black- Warner Lambert Pharmaceutical
Act, pre-television and 25 years robe work, with others moving Co. but Abrams could not be
old, is the victim of patchwork from districts to Washington to reached for confirmation. He is
quilt-like amendments through the take,their places. The result, Prox¬ currently vacationing in California.
years. Face-liftings don’t complete¬ mire thinks, would assure “com¬
plete impartiality and judicial
ly disguise its age.
As a bill, Proxmire offering is judgment” in handling FCC work.
likely to get nowhere. But its in¬ „ Proxmire is not a member of
troduction within a few weeks the Senate Commerce Committee,
could stimulate the long-postponed which will handle his bill once he
Congressional job of scrapping the has finished-composing it. He said
George J. Arkedis becomes
FCC Act and starting all over in he became interested because of veep in charge of network sales
writing a modernized Federal law controversies over the award of for CBS Radio as of March 2.
governing and regulating radio, several Wisconsin tv and radio sta¬ John Karol, who held the post
television, telephone and telegraph. tions and felt FCC requires a since 1931, moves into the newlycreated post of veep in charge of
The measure being framed by shakeup or shakedown..
There has been increasing senti¬ planning and development.
Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wis.),
This means Karol will concern
newcomer in his second year as ment in the Senate" that the day
a Senator, is along the line of one is. fast approaching when Congress himself with both programming,
suggested by former Sen. C. C. needs to start over on a national sales and other problems confront¬
Dill (D-Wash.) to the Senate Com¬ law governing tv and radio par¬ ing the radio web, reporting at
merce Committee Chairman, Sen. ticularly. House Harris Subcom¬ the same time to Arthur Hull
Warren Magnuson, also a Washing¬ mittee hearings of ’58, uncovering Hayes, prexy of the web.
Arkedis joined CBS Radio as an
ton Democrat, Some time ago. But FCC sensations, fueled this think¬
account exec in 1946, He moved
ing.
Magnuson never introduced it.
It’s a big job and could be post¬ to WBBM-TV, Chicago in 1923,
It' wduld place administrative
functions of the FCC into the poned, but it remains a possibility and he is now general sales man¬
hands of a single administrator. for I960, to go Into effect in 1961. ager.

How Last Is My ‘Word’?

Robt. Saraoff As
Oracle, Envisions
Giant TV Strides

Beim To Succeed
Abrams at Revlon

JOHN KAROL INTO
NEWLY-CREATED JOB
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Tace the NationV About-Face As
CBS Show s No-Women Ban Is lifted

fcS&tEff

FGC’s Nod to Tarrian
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TV Industry Factory Dollar Set Sales

Washington, Feb. 17.
With a 4-1 decision, the Federal
(Parenthetically indicated are the NUMBER OF SET Sales for
Communications Commission has
the Comparative Years),
given Sarkes Tarzian Inc. author¬
ity to identify WTTV on channel 4
1950
$1,397,000,060
Plus 146%
at Bloomington, Ind., as being both
(7,355,000 Sets Sold)
Washington, Feb. 17. 4--- an Indianapolis and Bloomington
1951
$
944,000,000
Minus
28%
Something new will soon be
station.
<5,312,000 Sets Sold)
Commissioner
Frederick
W.
added to CBS* "Face the Nation.”
1952
$1,064,000,000
Plus
17%
Ford dissented. Chairman John
It’s girls!
Morton Wishengrad, radio-tv C. Doerfer and Commissioner
(6,194,000 Sets Sold)
Producer Ted Ayers told Variety
scripter, and author of “The Rope T. A. M. Craven were absent.
195S
$1,170,000,000
Plus 11%
he will start "Face’s” about-face in Dancers” which had a Broadway
(6,870,000 Sets Sold)
the next few weeks when he re¬ .run last season with ‘ Sioban Mc¬
moves the present no-women ban Kenna and Art Carney, is heading
1954
$1,042,000,060
Plus 8%
and places newshens on the panel. for the Coat to do an original film
(7,409,000 Sets Sold)
In its five year history, “Face” for Hecht-Hill-Lancaster.
1955
$1,0^7,000,000
Plus 4%
has had only two women guests—
(7,738,000 Sets Sold)
Wishengrad, who did the adap¬
Sen. Margaret Chase Smith (R-Me.)
1956
Minus 5%
$ 967,000,000
and Eleanor Roosevelt. No news- tation of Tolstoy’s short novel,
(7,351,000 Sets Sold)
woman has ever been invited to be “Family Happiness” on CBS-TVs
.Minus
13%
$
857,600,000
“U.S.
Steel
Hour”
last
week,
is
1957
on its panel of three.
(6,388,000 Sets Sold)
The new change Drought imme¬ also doing the adaptation of Leslie
Storm’s
story,
“The
Day’s
Michief”
Minus
21%
$
686,000,000
1958
diate cheers here.
(5,051,000 Sets Sold)
"Hooray for boys who like girls!” for the April 22 presentation of
commented Lee Walsh, president of “Steel.”
Peak year on Number of Set Sales was in 1955, with 7,738,000
“Rope Dancers” had a run in
the Women’s National Press Club.
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
units sold. That year marked the advent of the portables.
"Thank you, CBS! Your recog¬ Germany, South Africa and there’s
A completely self-contained trav¬
nition of the talent of women re¬ an upcoming production in France eling unit that can videotape any
porters is the best news of the as well as some film interest dis¬ type of location footage was dem¬
week,’’ said Esther Van Wagoner played on the Coast.
onstrated last week by the Ampex
Tufty, eastern vicepresident,
Wishengrad also did the libretto Corp. at Desilu studios. The Am¬
American Women in Radio Televi¬ for an opera, “The Thief and the pex Videotape Cruiser was de¬
Continued from page 1
Hangman” which preemed last signed and built by Ampex to dem¬
sion.
The feminization of "Face” may, summer at Ohio Univ., Athens, O. onstrate to film producers that “a and the dollar volume has con¬ means. Like the portable, this
presswomen hope, be only the be¬ Abe Ellstein did the music. Theme man riding a horse” can be video¬ tracted.
auxiliary contribution to the Amer¬
ginning of a greater use of women of opera is based on a legend of taped as simply as he can he filmed
ican home, keyed to the American
86% Saturation
and with more fidelity and less
on camera. While CBS has never the Talmud.
consumers’ desire for better goods
Today there is an 86% satura¬ for
stringent lighting requirements.
been reluctant to dispatch its tal¬
better living, makes it manda¬
The cruiser consists of a bus tion of tv sets into American tory that this year be the year of
ented young women to lure VIPS
equipped with two camera chains homes. Between 15-20% are two- color tv.”
from Capitol Hill to appear on
(with inputs for three more), a set homes. Of last year’s sales vol¬
their news shows, the women have
Stereo—And Other Gadgets
videotape recorder, monitor and ume, 30% of the sets constituted
had to stay out of camera range.
With it are other RCA electronic
switching setup, camera mounts on the “second” set, either for the
Washington has 110 women cor¬
children
or
the
maid’s
conven¬
goods
and services for the home
the
roof
and
cowcatcher
platform,
respondents accredited to its Senate
audio equipment—in short, a self- ience in the kitchen (often shared consumer that augur beaucoup
and House Press Galleries and
with
the
adolescents).
✓
profits.
Stereo looks to take off
contained
studio-on*
wheels
with
more than 50 with White House
Whether WNTA-TV can start everything but a transmitter.
Showmanship .and salesmanship this year. Eventually stereo radio
passes to Presidential press con¬
•shooting
some
of
its
tape
shows
in
and
stereophonic
television sound
are
mandatory
in
1959
accordingCruiser
even
has
its
own
power,
so
ferences. Like any other Wash¬
ington reporter, they enjoy the its new Manhattan studios by Feb, that it can set up anvwhere and to Burns and Charles M. Odorizzi, will be merchandising enhance¬
ments.
senior
executive
vice
president
for
can
shoot
while
traveling
on
the
prestige and the $125 a week which 15, as planned, depends on the out¬
There is one new gadget that is
consumer goods.
news panelists make on the Sun¬ come of negotiations on a new two- road.
Cruiser cost some $185,000 to
“Color tv no longer is only geared for America-on-wheels. It’s
day forum shows. Since May
Craig is a regular panelists on year contract with the 38 techni¬ build, including cost of the equip¬ RCA’s baby,” is stressed by both. the transmutation of the ship-toNBC’s “Meet the Press,” and pro¬ cians under the jurisdiction of the ; ment, and while Ampex hasn’t set It is industry short-sightedness not shore wireless; this will be the inducers seldom place two women International Brotherhood of Elec¬ a pricetag on the unit yet, is tak¬ to adopt the sales and profit ap¬ car radio-telephone which will per¬
on a panel, the no-women ban on trical Workers. Negotiations have ing orders for custom-made cruis¬ peal of spectrum video for com¬ mit papa to tell his household that
ers built to the buyer’s specifica¬ mon welfare. If U.S. homes are he’s stuck in traffic and will be
“Face” was real hardship.
been going on for several months tions for delivery five months 86% saturated, the tv set manu¬ home a little late; or for mama
For a brief time, Martha Roun-;
hence.
The cameras utilize the new facturers are compelled to look to tell the husband to pick up suchnow,
and,
after
the
latest
meeting
tree’s “Press Conference” with ai
panel of 10 offered four and some- i of negotiators for the Newark- Zoomar Universal lenses, enabling for a new yalue to hypo income. and-such item at this supermarket
the
mobile
operators to shoot any¬ Color video is the answer. RCA as you drive home. It’s a 5-10 mile
based
tv
station
and
for
IBEW
lo¬
times six seats each week to newscal 1212, things were last reported thing from tight closeups to ex¬ only does 15% of the overall in¬ radius device. It’s on an open cir¬
hens.
treme
long
shots
with the same live dustry volume. Zenith and Gen¬ cuit, meaning that all can listen
to
be
at
a
complete
stalemate.
It’s demise, plus “Face’s” prein on the instructions to pick up
eral Electric are close behind.
Among the chief obstacles to cameras.
suffrage attitude towaru women,
Ampex
official
Bob Day denjonIf 1956 was 5% behind in dollar gin or groceries, but a costlier item
meant lean days on tv for the girls. contract agreement is said to be strated extensive taped footage al¬
will keep it “closed.” This gadget
"Face” will find plenty of good something akin to a minor juris¬ ready made on the cruiser. He volume; and 1957 was 13% under has been made possible under re¬
pickings among well-known femi¬ dictional difference between 1212 showed tapes made while the unit ’56; and 1958 totted up 21% un¬ cent FCC edict.
nine byliners here. And in its own and local 1 of the International was on the road near Boulder Dam, der 1957, the disparity represents
The “citizen’s radio,” as it is
news shop, it has shapely (34-23-34) Alliance of Theatrical & Stage Em¬ ! with the pictures showing extreme- almost a 50% dip between *55 and called, is in effect a party line with
Nancy Hanschman, a CBS pro¬ ployees. Almost all of the WNTA- [ lv good definition, sharpness and *58. The figures tell it: $1,077,000,- no selector, the "personalphone,”
000 in 1955 and $686,000,000 in
ducer, whose hepness has landed TV programming has been done depth.
a costlier model, does have selec¬
Also in the “traveling”
many a page one guest fof CBS cn the Jersey side of the Hudson category were tapes made on the 1958 in factory dollar set sales.
The disparity is not as great in tivity. It’s of the type currently
River, in Newark, until now. In
newswaves.
used
by police and fire departments
way
into
LasVegas
during
the
Newark, there has never been any night, vrth the after-dark taped the number of sales, since the and industrial businesses. The
average has been maintained on a
serious question that an IBEW ■ footage showing clear as a belL
“citizen’s
radio” requires nothing
somewhat stronger leveL
Thus,
man would handle the station’s tv
but a postcard .license for the sta¬
AL«?o shown were excerpts from
lighting. However. IA asserts that ! taped pilots made with the cruiser from 7,738,000 sets in 1955, the tion (home receiver) and none for
in Manhattan its tv lighting men ! at the Royal Nevada Hotel in contrast of 5,051,000 sets in 1958 the operator, as against the “per¬
is not as drastic. The number of
have jurisdiction.
y
sonalphone” which does require a
Vegas. In this instance, tape was portables is the answer there.
London, Feb. 17.
shot air the Vegas airport and in
Burns is urging the television specific license and assigned fre¬
Sir John Gielgud is the latest
the hotel. In each instance, the industry—both manufacturers and quency.
distinguished British legit player
But the prime push is for color.
cruiser was parked at the door, broadcasters—to face up to the
who has consented to appear in
and three additional cameras were genuine public interest in color. Burns plans to put it to the net¬
used, with the picture going out¬ It must be on a two-ply front, works and his colleague manufac¬
television drama. He’ll be seen in
“A Day By The Sea,” Associated
side the door into the truck \vhere from programming to merchandis¬ turers.
Louisville, Feb. 17.
It was taped.
Television production that will be
Programming A Key
ing color.
Local indie radio station WINN
Commenting on the possibilities
networked countrywide on March
40% Mag Ads in Color
Conceding the chicken-or-the-egg
31. Gladys Cooper will play op¬ has been sold for $600,000 to a offered by such facilities, Hal
He
points
to
40%
of
class
maga¬
philosophy, it’s for that reason that
group headed by Glen A. Harmon, Mohr, prez of the American So¬
posite.
zine advertising now being in color. programming looms importantly,
Last November Sir Laurence formerly the station’s v.p. and gen¬ ciety of Cinematographers and a Burns makes mention of the no¬ and it is Burns’ intention to “steam
Olivier debuted in tv drama when eral manager. Harmon is prez of vet film cameraman, termed video¬ table local programming jobs in up the other networks into greater
he played “John Gabriel Bork- the new controlling organization, tape an “exciting tool.” He dis¬ color being done by such * inde¬ enthusiasm.”
man,” also for ATV. Granada-TV WBC Inc. Sale will mean no out¬ cussed comparative lighting limita¬ pendents as WFIL, Philadelphia,
Coincidentally, public interest in
is prepping "The Skin Of Our ward change in the station’s opera¬ tions of film and live cameras, and WLW, in Cincinnati, and won¬ color-viewing must be generated.
Teeth” for Vivien Leigh, who will tion, which is rated locally as the pointing out that In low-key light¬ ders why more of the local stations This may call for a series of strate¬
be facing the electronic camera for town’s class airer, shunning r. and ing, film suffers in its depth-of- don’t take advantage of this re¬ gic showcases for passersby to
r. and similar fare. Call letters focus, while a live camera has al¬
the first time.
will remain the same, and no per- most infinite focus in the same sponsibility. “It’s bound to pay gander. The people in the bars and
! sonnel changes are contemplated, light5ng. Moreover, light needs of good dividends. Live programming taverns marveling at Milton Berle
electronic cameras are so small in color eosts little more and the achieved the same thing 10 years
according to Harmon.
Donna Beed Show Gets
yield is tremendous.”
ago when the medium burst "into
Principal effect of the station that they can record scenes it
Campbell Soup Renewal sale
It is no secret that, at one stage popularity.
is that ownership is now con¬ would be impossible to get on film. some years back, there was a con-1
On the program level Burns sug¬
Donna Reed has received an of¬ centrated in local hands. Harmon
Demonstrations', was staged by
ficial reprieve from her ABC-TV owns 45% of the stock; rest divided Ampex for press and Hollywood certed dealer downbeat against gests an all-industry symposium by
sponsor, and the half-hour film up between various station execs producers in cooperation with color, and cracks usually accented Variety to ascertain the where¬
series will now ride at least and French Eason, Chicago radio Desilu, which lent space for the “you gotta be an MIT grad to know fores and whyfores. Burns recalled
how to tune in on color.” It is just John Crosby’s quote from the
through next summer. Campbell rep with 20% of the stock.
setup.
as well-known today that .color- Variety year-end summation that
Soups this week renewed its half¬
tuning is no more problem than “just as it was fashionable ‘for
sponsorship of the half-hour Wed¬
black-and-white. RCA even has people some y^ars ago to say, ‘I
nesday skein, reportedly for an¬
“remote control” tuning on color haven’t been to a movie in six
other 26 weeks.
—it’s
that simple.
months,’ that it’s now conversation
Network accepted the order even
The price? That, of course, is the par for them to say, ‘I haven’t
though there is still no immediate
1950
.$189.94
merchandising
.key
and
whether
turned on my set for I don’t know¬
prospect for a co-sponsor for
George Grizzard is set to play
1951 . 177.71
color will have to go through all how long.’ ” He thinks that such a
Campbell on this Screen Gems- one
of
the
leads
in
William
Saroy¬
1952
.
171.78
the
phases
of
“class”
or
snobsymposium of talent programmers,
produced package.
an’s tv original, “Ah, Sweet Mys¬
1953 . 170.31
appeal and ultimately into the pop- agencies, networks, packagers
tery of Mrs. Murphy,” on the Bob
1954 . 140.64
priced field, or whether “popular” (“and don’t forget the public”)
John Sinclair Upped
Saudek-produced "Omnibus” over
(portables caused big drop)
models can be produced at a profit would be rewarding.
_
“T3C-TY Sunday, March 1. Grizzard
Charleston, W. Va., Feb. 17.
1955 . 139.18
—and not brook the hazards of
He recognizes that tv differs
currently appearing in the
John L. Sinclair Jr. has been
1956 . 131.55* customer dissatisfaction—is part of from, say, national magazine adver¬
oadway production of “The Dis¬
tipped to general manager of
1957 . 134.16
the problem.
tising. People subscribe to this or
WSAZ-TV and WKAZ Radio here. enchanted.” *
1958 . 135.81
Burns thinks it’s no problem. i that periodical, and the sales mes¬
Thomas Murray resigned as gen¬
Saroyan did a number of origi¬
Prjme objective, he believes, is a sages therein are of specific appeaL
eral manager of WKAZ Radio.
nals for "Omnibus” since 1952 in¬
* This was the year (1956) of
mustering of all forces because “With tv you practically have to
Lawrence H. Rogers, prexy and cluding “The Bad Men,” “Christ¬
big liquidations and dump¬
“only color tv can turn that down¬ look at everything of an evening
general manage:
WSAZ Inc., also mas Tie,” “Cool, Cool Moon,”
ing on the market; some 33
ward cqrve and create new profits. and come away with only some¬
appointed Don O. Hayes station “Vive” and “Boyhood of William
tv manufaeterers went but
“It doesn’t mean making black- thing special^ perhaps, that you
manager of WKAZ.
Saroyan.”
of business.
and-white sets obsolescent by any liked or didn’t like.”

Wisfeeagrad’s Pic

Ampex Has Tape,
Will Travel’Via
$185,809 Cruiser

RCA Prexy Confident on Tint

WNTA-TY Stalemated
On Technician Contract;
Holds Up Gotham Taping

‘DAY BY THE SEA’
|
TY’ER FOR GIELGUD!

LOUISVILLE UNN
FETCHES $600,000

AVERAGE FACTORY
Geo. GrizzanI Set For
TV SALES PRICE
Saroyan TV Original
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named v.p. in the New York office
of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli
New production manager at
Honig-Cooper, Harrington & Miner
is Hal Johanson, formerly with
Keywin Publishing, N. Y.
M**4» + H4 + »4++++M4 + f4M4 + + 4 ♦»+♦♦♦»♦ + + ♦»+♦+++» +
Julie Hemker joined Compton
Advertising, Frisco, as office man¬
IN NEW YORK CITY
ager.
Richard McLean has been ap¬
Frank J* Shakespeare Jr., new topper of WCBS-TV, ends his week¬
pointed manager ; of O’Mara
end communting to Milwaukee March 1 when he brings his family
Ormsbee’s Coast division, head¬
back East again. Shakespeare has found a house in Greenwich, Conn.,
been associated with Fred Wittner quartered in Frigco.
By JACK BERNSTEIN
and moves in March 15 . . . Steve Allen, Tallulah Bankhead and Ed
Adverting which also resigned
Most agencymen don’t like to two other divisions of the AM&F
Sullivan added to list of performers in Academy of TV Arts and Sci-.
admit it, but the days of the business.
ences’ production of “Trial of Milton Berle” at dinner-dance Saturday,
By ERNIE PLAYER
agency produced programs and the
Donahue & Coe has been ap¬
March 7 in Waldorf-Astoria . . . Bob Banner, exec producer of “Garry
subsequent domination over con¬ pointed to handle Plymouth Gin,
New agency, Foley-Brickley and Moore Show,” will get 1959 Distinguished Alumnus -Award of South¬
Partners Ltd., plans to start opera¬ ern Methodist Univ. on Friday, March 20.
trol of network entries has passed a product of Schieffelin & Co.
tions
on March 1 from a Park Lane
SWITCHES:
James
Burton
has
from the hands of the agencymen
Martin Schneider, producer of WCBS-TV’s “Right Now!” and “The
to outside packagers and to the joined the broadcast sector at address. Managing director is J. Way to Go,” named co-chairman of a new Community Conservation
W.
Foley-Brickley,
who claims that
Ogilvy,
Benson
&
Mather
as
com¬
networks. In only isolated cases
the outfit will kick off with 15 ac¬ and Improvement Council in Brooklyn Heights, where he makes his
have the Madison Ave. shops been mercial producer.
able to boast that their agency
Sylvan Taplinger, director of counts and handle public relations home . . . Bob Goodman, WCBS-TV director (“Sunrise Semester,” etc.),
produces any_ of the programming radio-tv at Doner & Peck, elected and market research as well as is the composer of Steve Lawrence's new release, “Lover in the House.”
advertising.
that is sponsored by clients of the a' veepee.
Napper, Stinton, Woolley Ltd. Tune has been included in Lawrence’s new album and recorded by
agency.
Fred Levitt named manager of has expanded its, art department Jane Harvey for Dot Records. Goodman also penned McGuire Sisters'
One of the exceptions is Benton the radio and television operations
& Bowles where the tv fortunes department at Dancer-Fitzgerald- by forming a new section under Give Me Your Heart for Christmas” and Four Esquire’s “Hideaway”
the art direction of David Chinery,
lies in the hands of Tom McDer¬
. . Dennis James has replaced Fred Robbins as emcee of NBC-TV’s
who was with the Daily Mirror.
mott, veepee and director of radio- Sample.
George
Boyle,
formerly
exec
in
Another
group, previously headed “Hargis. Baggis.”
tv, whose television sector ‘’pro¬
Helen Traubel, Hildegarde into Patti Page’s Feb. 23 ABC-TV’er
duces” six programs. While the charge of the tv film commercial by Barney Calver, is now under
. . Jocelyn Brando starring in modern-dress drama (based on the Liz¬
filming is done by indie packagers, production of Universal Interna¬ Ted Mason.
zie Borden murders) via “Accused” on ABC-TV, Feb. 25 . , . Screen
W. S. Crawford Ltd. has set
Benton & Bowles maintains it has tional Pictures, is joining the Hol¬
control over the “Danny Thomas lywood office of Leo Burnett as new tv campaign for the English Cartoonists Local 841 sponsoring tomorrow (Thurs.) repeat by Harry
First- Wayne McMahan of prizewinning European blurbs he showed a few
Show,” “Z-ane Grey,” “Ann Soth- manager of tv film commercial Country1 Cheese Council.
part of the drive starts in April weeks back for Academy of Television Arts & Sciences . . . ABC-TV
ern Show,” “Loretta Young Show,” production.
and “Rifleman.” Agency control
Frederick S. Fischer, formerly in the North and Midlands areas, salesman Perry Frank Jr. moving out of the network shop . . . Del
is a loose word that is bandied.] with cfeS to Product Services as hitting full national scale by the Balbach (a she) named director of operations for WNTA-TV . . . Phil
fall . . . Reporting on a survey to Ford and Mimi Hines into March 1 Ed Sullivan vidversion . . . Mel
about by most of the agencies but veepee and general manager.
Allen, into his 19th year play-by-playing the N.Y. Yankees on radio,
at B&B it means the agency by
Vincent C.* Skelton named re¬ discover what-happens to circulars
contract has the last word on cast¬ search director in the MacManus, when they’re addressed to business begins new season over WMGM March 7 . . . Robert Merrill, Patricia
Morison,
Gogi Grant and Julius La Rosa are co-starring on the March
houses.
The
British
Direct
Mail
ing, scripts, rewriting, guest per¬ John & Adams home office. At the
formers, etc. Such control has not same time the agency announced Adverlising Association says that 2 "Voice of Firestone” to do show on Jerome Kem anni . . . CBS v.p.
Mike
Bann
looking like a thinking man should after week in Virgin
little
is
gained
by
using
sealed
been evidenced on Madison Ave. that John R. Caldwell had been ap¬
envelopes instead of unsealed, Islands.
since the heyday of radio.
pointed director of marketing.
James
McEIroy,
a vet with Mutual’s sales department, has been
that
mailings
are
more
likely
to
The authority of most tv sec¬
Milton Robertson, formerly'man- reach the managing director if named eastern sales manager . . . ^ack Begon, former NBC news edi¬
tions on Madison Ave. is limited to
aging
editor
of
the
NBC
“Home”
tor,
has
joined
Mutual’s
New York news bureau as writer, as assistant
addressed
to
him
by
name
rather
.deleting certain words, lines or
scenes which put the sponsor’s show, and until recently exec pro¬ than tiile, and that letters posted producer of web’s “The World Today” weekday strip . . . George P.
ducer
of
WNEWTY,
New
York,
Schmidt,
professor
of
history,
Douglass College,- Rutgers U., is con¬
on
Monday
and
Tuesday
tend
to
product in a bad light. After a
program has been purchased by has joined the p.r. firm of Cayton be -seen by more execs than those ducting a new educational series on WOR Radio. Title is “Aspects of
Klempner.
as
veepee
in
charge
of
American
History”
and
the
25-minuter
bowed at 5:05 p.m. Saturday
mailed
later
in
the
week.
the agency the responsibility in
(14).
most cases lies with the network the radio-tv department.
.Marijean Isaac, former radio-tv
Russell Jones, Pulitzer Prize-winning chief Eastern European cor¬
or the outside packager.
respondent for UPI, joins the New York CBS News bureau and after
Both the packager and the net¬ placement specialist in the p.r. sec¬
a brief workout here goes to the Washington bureau. Among his jour¬
works have moved into the posi¬ tor at BBDO, has resigned from
nalistic activities, he was co-founder of Stars and Stripes and chief of
tion once held' down by the ad the agency to open up her own
news and info section of Radio Free Europe in Munich
. . Betty
shops as the controllers of pro¬ radio-tv service.
White and Dick Van Dyke to sub for Jack Paar on Feb. 26’ and 27,
gramming content. Agencies, be¬
Gene Masters, ex - Warwick &
during latter’s Coast trip. Paar starts originating his two-week Coast
cause of the high cost of tv with Legler, will join Ogilvy, Benson &
“It has bedbme fashionable re¬ shows on March 2 . . . William F. Baltaser, morning news director of
the accompanying factor of show Mather this week as an account
cently in many advertising circles WDEL, Wilmington, Del., captured the second annual Earl Godwin
risk ( with approximately half of supervisor.
to attack television programming— Memorial Award. Winner gets six months in.London as NBC News
the new vehicles each year not
SHORTS: Merlin E. Carlock, who to make the point that advertisers, correspondent working under direction of Joseph C. Harsch, senior
making the grade) have backed
away from producing their own held down the post of chairman agencies and broadcasters are European correspondent . . . Malcolm MacGregor, exec producer of
and
a director of Burke Dowling destroying the cultural standards NBC Educational TV Project, named manager of pubaffairs for NBC.
programs. "Other factors equally
high on the list of causes are tal¬ Adrms for a little over eight yeeks, of Americans. If we programmed MacGregor reports to Edward Stanley, web’s director of pubaffairs.
is
on
the move again. Carlock, who only the kind of show that in our Stanley is currently in Israel gandering possible public service orig¬
ent demands, ratings and the fact
that Rational advertisers move j has been with three agencies with- wisdom we thought was ‘good'for inations. .
around the television orbit using j iq the short space of three months. peop’e’ ‘hen, truly, we would be
Ben Gross, who did a two-part appraisal of Mischa Elman in N.Y.
spot tv, syndication and specials is joining Compton Advertising as tuilty of manipulation, and we Daily News recently, has been commissioned by the violinist to do
depending on their marketing a v.p.' Prior to his affiliation with would be wasting our clients’ his life story as a book. Gross’ five-part Collier’s serialization of “Deac”
BDA, he was vicecha‘rman of money.”
problems.
In a speech hefore the Adcraft Aylesworth also stemmed from a News column . . . Budd Wilds, asso¬
Another more important factor Calk'ns & Holden/ and for eight
ciate producer “Armstrong’ Theatre” spoke to Roxbury Men’s Club,
is that the agencies aren’t willing '■errs, a veenee of Benton & Club of Detroit on Friday (13), Stamford, Conn., on “Intelligent Outlook of TV.” .... Johnny Cole¬
Robert
E. Lusk, president of BenIn a lightening of the
to soil their reputa ion by way of Bowles
man,
young tv thesp and New Rochelle bbyscouter was given Scout
having a failing show, which is belts at Erwin Wasey, Rauthrauff Ion & Bowles, accused some critics Press Awards at annual Siwanoy-Bronx Valley Council father-son din¬
produced by the agency, on their & Ryan, two members of the tv of television programming of in¬ ner. Coleman has been an AFTRAN since he was seven. Father, Bill
viting an Orwellian era of “Big
hands. The prevailing philosophy section hive been let go with
Coleman, is tv editor of The American Weekly . . . Lester M. Malitx
is to take a short-term gamble and third resigning from the agency Brother” by suggesting that ‘ the outfit named broadcast rep of Society for Preservation and Encourage¬
blame the network or the outside to join BBDO:1 The cuts at public he force-fed a cul'ural tele¬ ment of Barber' Shop Quartet Singing in America. TV-radio show by
packager if the program fails to EWR&R effected r*-arly all depart¬ vision^ diet. Lusk described tele¬ Quartet will be staged July 4th . . . J. David Penn, formerly veep of
ments. Roland Howe and Ken vision-as “an escape medium for Hill and Knowlton, named assistant European director of Radio Free
garner rating3 points.
Out of the six “produced” shows Haverstick were hft by the inte¬ most Americans” and declared that Europe . . . .Edwin Wolfe is the new “Shuffle” on CBS Radio’s “Ma
at Benton & Bowles, two of the gration. Hrversf’ck was the agen¬ the selection of' television pro¬ Perkins” soaper . . . Marie Wilson plays serious dramatic role on CBS
properties are in the Nielsen top cy’s tv art d’rector. A third mem¬ grams must be made “only by the Radio’s “Suspense” Sunday (22) . . . Mrs. Geraldine Zorbangh, veep of
10,
“Rifleman”
and
“Danny ber of the department Doug Mac- viewers themselves.”
Lusk stated that the networks CBS Radio, is chairman of broadcasting Committee in Salvation
Thomas Show.” A third skein, Manee. who is creative head of
Army’s 1959 Appeal.
“Zane Grey” is in the top 15 with rad'o-tv production, is leaving the and a handful of advertisers “have
PGL Productions erroneously appeared as “PLG” in the Bud Palmer
always gone out of their way to
“Loretta Young Show” and “Ann agency to join BBDO.
try and interest the public in high segment of the Lester Lewis Associates page ad last week. Firm is
Sothern Show” among the top 25.
level entertainment, but the pub¬ credited with the Amoco film “Men With Cars” with Bud Palmer as
LOST & FOUND: The $1,000,000
lic has turned away.” He cited producer-narrator.
advertising account of the Bethle¬
CBS-TV’s Hubbell Robinson has two more pieces coming up in the
such examples as “Omnibus,’
hem Steel Co. will shift from
‘Small World,” “Years of Crisis,' Saturday Review . . . CBS-TV prexy Louis G: Cowan off to Europe for
By BILL STEIF
Jones, Brakeley & Rockwell to
“Studio One,” and others as cul¬ vacation. May also look over some tv properties while abroad . . . RaSan Francisco, Feb. 17.
Hazard Co. effective May 1.
tural offering which failed for lack dio-Newsreel-TV Working Press Assn, annual dinner-dance and instal¬
New Coa^t radio-tv rep company of audience interest.
Magna-Motors, Inc., mid-Atlantic
lation of officers on Wednesday, Feb. 25 at Park Sheraton Hotel . . .
states distributor for Renault and has been formed by William A.
“It is h'ghly presumptuous of NBC new teletape center is scene of third forum series of Gotham
Peugeot automobiles and Tri-Color Ayres, Robert R. Allen and Jack anyone in the communications chapter of Academy of TV Arts and Sciences. Panelists, including
Motors, Ins.; Renault and Peugeot DeBar Smith. Company, known as husiness to try and force feed the Hugh M. Seville, NBC veep and chairman of videotape planning com¬
dealers in Manhattan and Queens, Ayres, Allen & Smith, initially public their own particular cul¬ mittee; Robert Daniels, supervisor, NBC’s N.Y. tape central and David
have placed their advertising ac¬ will represent about 25 outlets.
tural diet. It seems to me that A. Lown, manager, NBC telesales, will discuss tape activities tonight
counts with Fairfax, Inc.
Ayres has been a publishers’ rep decisions of that kind can be made (Wed.) . . . Gerald Maulsby, manager of broadcasts, CBS Radio, to
Cunningham & Walsh has landed in Frisco for .a decade and will —and will be made regardless of Mexico for month’s holiday . . . David. Klinger director of business af¬
the advertising account of Bal- continue that company as a sep¬ what we think—only by the view fairs for CBS News, -giving course in business practices at Fordham
lantine’s Scotch whiskey and other arate business. Allen comes from ers themselves. Our responsibility Univ. School of Communications . . . Robert Costello, exec producer
products of “21” Brands. Billings McGavren-Quinn Corp., Frisco, is .'to put on the air the kind of of “Armstrong Circle Theatre,” spoke at yesterday’s (Tues.) meeting
are estimated at $500,000, ap¬ and Smith has been Ayres’ Los programs that people like to see— of the- Assn, of Advertising Men and Women at Hotel Beverly . .
pointment effective March 1. Ac- Angeles manager past two years. not what we think they ought to Hildegarde scheduled for a guest shot on the Patti Page ABC-TV show
Monday (23). Matt Mattox, Miss Page’s choreographer, will dance the
. count had been housed at Calkins New firm will maintain offices in see.”
The agency prexy called on all lead. In “Say Darling” at City Center beginning Feb. 25 . . . Paul Taub& Holden but when the agency both Frisco and Los Angeles.
merged with Fletcher D. Richards
Florence Dieves, executive pro¬ members of the advertising and man interviewing Finny Hurst and Maria Calias for NBC Radio’s
the billings were cut loose because ducer with W. A. Palmer Films, communications industry to “get “Monitor”. I . . Don Morrow to Montreal for CBS-TV’s “College Bowl
of a product conflict.
maker of commercial films in Fris¬ off. our back on this .subject unless Quiz” . . . Julia.Meade wag guest panelist on CBS-TV’s “To Tell the
Victor A. Bennett has Jjeeri' co, has been named Ad Woman of and until somebody’s got a real Truth”. last (Tues.) night. She subbed for Kitty Carlisle . . . Keefe
Sras&elle subbing for Bert Parks on NBC-TV’s “County Fair” while
sound alternative proposition.”
named to handle the advertising of the Year by Frisco’s Ad Club.
At the same time Lusk called latter vacations in Virgin Islands * . . Jack Sterling, WCBS Radio’s
the Cunard Steamship Co. and 'Maury Hamilton left KCBS to
Union-Castle Line, formerly ai the become account exec with Dick on the entire industry to exercise early morning bird, off to Florida on two-week biz trip. Lee Jordan
more professionalism in- the pro¬ pinch-hitting for Sterling . . . WCBS Radio’s pub-service show, “Let’s
Caples agency.
Skuse & Associates.
Ed Meyers & Associates has
Jack Runyon, v.p. of Kenyon & gramming of television, citing the Find Out” celebrates its sixth anni this month . . . Bennye Gatteys of
snared the billings of the National ECkhart’s Coast office the past fact that almost half of each new the Margo Jones Theatre troupe re-entering tv -with featured- spot on
Cap and Cloth Hat Institute.
three and a half years, has opened season’s crop of programs fail to GBS-TVis ‘‘Captain Kangaroo” . . . Emily (WCBS Radio) Kimbrough
More of the American Machine his own Frisco agency. Initial survive their first winter on the set for three-week lecture tour in March . . . John Mason Brown, panel¬
& Foundry business has been clients include Pepsi-Coia bottling air. “This not. only creates chaos ist on CBS-TV’s “Last Word,” filled lecture bookings in Rochester and
picked up -by Cunningham & companies throughout Northern in the entertainment business hut, Boston this weekend . . . Art (CBS) Lmkletters on five-week world
Walsh with the agency selected for ' California, Belfast sparkling water more to the point, it crease an im¬ tour . . . George Brent signed for March 20 “Rawhide” episode on.
mense economic waste in advertise CBS-TV .. . Richard Boone of CBS-TV’s “Have Gun Will-Travel” and
the bakery-machinery division, ef-. line and Mug Root Beer. .
(Continued on page 38)
fective April 1. This division had i Henry L. Buccello has been mg.”
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Waste of Money: Lusk

San Francisco Agencies
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PULSE FEATURE CHART

weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by Pulse's- latest reports on*
feature films and their competition covers 155 markets. Each week, two different
markets will be listed, with the 10 top rated features tabulated. The tabulation excludes
features, and their ratings, telecast up to 0 p.m. during the midweek. Theii exclusion
is dictated by Pulse's method of reflecting daytime midweek rating data.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers In
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent infomiation regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along with the .title. Attention should be paid
. .Vasiety’s

PHILADELPHIA
TOP 10 FEATURE FILMS
1. “NORTHERN PURSUIT”—
Errol Flynn, Julie Bishop,
Helmut Dantine;
Warner Bros.; 1943; UAA
L, “TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST”—
Alan Ladd, Brian Donlevy,
Barry Fitzgerald;
Paramount; 1946; MCA
1. “ROAD TO MOROCCO”—
Bing Crosby, Bob
Hope, Dorothy Lamour;
Paramount; 1942; MCA

Wednesday, February 18, 1959

to inch factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured
feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period► In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬
tained. Under Time Slot, S. O. stands for Sign-Off.

Stations: WCAU, WFIL, WRCV. TV Homes: 1,198,900.

RUN
Repeat

1st Run

1st Run

Repeat
3. “THE SEARCH”—
Montgomery Clift, Aline
MacMahon, Wendell Corey;
MGM; 1948; MGM-TV
1st Run
4. “NATIONAL VELVET”—
Elizabeth Taylor, Mickey
Rooney, Donald Crisp;
MGM; 1944; MGM-TV
1st Run
4. “THE NIGHT HAS A THOUSAND
EYES”—
Edward G. Robinson; Gail
Russell, John Lund;
Paramount; 1948; MCA.
5. “DR. KILDARE’S STRANGE CASE”— Repeat
Lew Ayres, Lionel
Baifymore, Laraine Day;
MGM; 1940; MGM-TV
1st Run
«. “SKYLARK”—
Claudette Colbert, Ray
Milland, Brian Aherne;
Paramount; 1941; MCA
1st Run
7. “JOURNEY INTO FEAR”—
Joseph Cotten, Orson
• Welles, Dolores Del Rio;
RKO; 1942; C&C
1st Run
8. “ZIEGFELB FOLLIES”—
Fred Astaire, Fannie
Brice, William Powell;
MGM; 1945; MGM-TV

PULSE
AVERAGE
EATING
16.2

AVERAGE
SHARE
40

LOW
14.7

16.2

173

15.3

46

16.1

17.0

15.0

47

Jack Paar Show... .WRCV ....11.1

15.5

16.7

14.0

40

News—Facenda . .WCAU. ..17.3
Late Show—“Journey
Into Fear” (1st Run). .WCAU. ..12.4

14.6

15.0

14.3

37

News—Facenda ..... .WCAU....18.0
Late Show—
“Skylark” (1st Run). .WCAU ...... ..13.1

14.6

16.0

13.0

41

World’s Best Movies—
“Casablanca” (Repeat). .WFIL. ..11.6

World’s Best Movies
Sun. Jan. 4
2:00-3:00 p.m.
- WFIL

13.6

14.3

13.0

37

Pro Basketball—
Minneapolis vs. Philadelphia .WRCV ....13.7

. Late Show
Thurs. Jan. 8
11:15 D.m.-S.O.
W.CAU
Late Show
Sat. Jan. 3
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCAU
World’s Best Movies
Sun. Jan. 4
10:45 n.m.-S.O.
WFIL

13.1

14.7

11.7

35

World’s Best Movies—
“National Velvet” (1st Run). .WFIL. ..14.3

12.4

13.3

11.3

34

World’s Best Movies—
“The Search” (Repeat). .WFIL. ..15.1

12.2

13.0

11.3

33

What’s My Line. .WCAU.
News—Collier . .WCAU.
Man About Town. .WCAU.
Late Show—“On Dangerous
Ground” (Repeat). .WCAU.

Late Show
Tues. Jan. 6 .
11:15 p.m.-S.O,
WCAU
Late Show
Mon. Jan. 5
11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCAU
World’s Best Movies
Sat Jan. 3
11:00 pjn.-S.O.
WFIL
World’s Best Movies
Thurs. Jan. 8
11:00 p.m.-S.O.
WFIL
Late Show
Wed. Jan. 7
- 11:15 p.m.-S.O.
WCAU

Stations: KYW, WEWS,, WJW. TV Homes: 484,100.

1. “ANDY HARDY MEETS A
DEBUTANTE”—
Mickey Rooney, Ann
Rutherford, Judy Garland;
MGM; 1940; MGM-TV

1st Run

Early Show
Tues. Jan. 6
5:45-7:20 p.m.
KYW

23.3

24.7

20.4

58

2. “CHINA SKY”—
Randolph Scott, Anthony
Quinn, Ellen Drew;
RKO; 1945; C&C

Repeat

Early. Show
Mon. Jan. 5
5:45-7:20 p.m.
KYW

23.1

24.S-

20.4

56

3. “SEE HERE. <PEFV ATE
HARDGRO VE”—
Robert Walk’r, Donna
Reed, Keenan Wynn;
MGM; 1944; MOM-TV

Repeat

Early Show
Thurs. Jan. ^8
5:45-7:20 p.m.
KYW

20.5

21.0

20.0

50

4. “DEVIL’S CANYON”—
Virginia Mayo, Dale
Robertson, Arthur Hunnicut;
RKO; 1953; C&C
5. “THE HARVEY GIRLS”—
Judy Garland, John Hodiak,
Angela Lansbury;
MGM; 1946; MGM-TV

Repeat

Early Show
Wed. Jan. 7
5:45-7:20 p.m.
KYW
Early Show
Fri. Jan. 2
5:45-7:20 p.m.
KYW

19,1

20.4

18.3

18.4

20.4

17.3

49

18.2

20.0

15.7

48

13.7

14.3

13.3

48

“NIGHT MUST FALL”—
Robert Montgomery,
Rosalind Russell;
MGM; 1937; MGM-TV
7. “SHE COULDN’T SAY NO”—
Jean Simmons, Robert
Mitchum, Arthur Hunnicut;
RKO; 1940; C&C
7. “WINGS OF THE NAVY”—
George Brent, John Payne,
Olivia de Havilland;
Warner Bros.; 1939; UAA

AV.
TOP COMPETITION
STATION. EATINGS
News—Facenda . .WCAU....16.3
Special Report on Cuban
Revolt ..>►. . WCATI
_ , .12.3
Late Show—“The
Long Wait” (Repeat). .WCAU....10.7
World’s Best Movies—“Mr.
Skeffington” (1st Run). .WFIL. ..10.2

HIGH
17.3

TIME SLOT
World’s Best Movies
Fri. Jan. 2
11:00 p.m.-S.O.
WFIL

CLEVELAND

Repeat

1st Run

„ Repeat

1st Run

8. “ESCAPE ME NEVER”—
Errol Flynn, Ida Lupino,
Eleanor Parker;
Warner Bros.; 1947; UAA

1st Run

9. “THE STORY OF LOUIS
PASTEUR”—
Paul Muni, Anita Louise,
Donald Woods;
Warner Bros,; 1935; UAA

1st Run

Survey Dates: January 2-9, 1959.

Academy Award
Theatre
Sun. Jan-. 4
10:30 p.m.-S.O.
KYW
Sunday Playhouse
Sun. Jan. 4
1:00-2:30 p.m.
KYW
Premiere Theatre
Sat. Jan. 3
11 #0 p.m.-S.O.
'WJW
Starlight Theatre
Fri. Jan. 2
11:30 p.m.-S.O.
WJW
Masterpiece Theatre
Sun. Jan. 4
'5:30-7:15 p.m.
WJW

*

48

..25.7
..16.3
..11.3
.. 9.8

Survey Dates: January 2-9, 1959.

Adventure Time. .WEWS. .. 8.5
Big Show—
“Ceiling Zero (1st Run). .WJW . .. 7.5
Highlights of the News. .WEWS. ..10.3
News—Tom Field. .WEWS. ..11.0
City Camera. .WJW . ..11.2
Mickey Mouse Club. .WEWS. .. 9.7
Big-Show—
“Border Town” (1st Run)... .WJW . .. 8.2
Highlights of the News. . WEWS ...... .. 13.0
News-^Tom Field. .WEWS. ..13.3
,City Camera. .WJW . ..12.7
Adventure Time. .WEWS. .. 8.3
Big Show—“Adventures of
Robin Hood” (lst/Run). .WJW . .. 9.2
Highlights of the News. .WEWS. ..12.7
News—Tom Field... .WEWS. ..13.0
William Tell. .WEWS. ..15.3
Mickey Mouse Chib. .WEWS. .. 9.7
Big Show—
"High Sierra” (1st Run).. ^ .WJW . ..12.8
City Camera. . WJW . ..13.3
Mickey Mouse Club. .WEWS. .. 9.7
Big Show—‘Valley of
the Giants” Ust Run). .WJW . .. 9.2
Highlights of the News. .WEWS. ..11.0
News-^-Tom Field. .WEWS. ..11.3
This Is Alice.;. .WEWS. ..12.0
What*s My Line. .WJW . ..23.2
Sunday News Final. .WJW . ..16.7
Regal Theatre—
“Juke Girl” (1st Run).. .WJW . .. 7.1
Family Theatre—“Four
Daughters” (1st Run). .WJW .

3.4

13.7

14.7

12.7

41

Best of Hollywood—“He
Walked By Night” (Repeat) • KYW . ..11.2

12.4

12.7

12.0

36

Late Show—“An American
Romance” (Repeat). .KYW . ..11.7

12.2

13.3

10.0

29

Lone Ranger.,•. WEWS .
26 Men . .WEWS.
Roy Rogers.... .WEWS.
Lassie. .WEWS ......

..19.5
.. 15.9
..15.9
..26.0
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Vaioxty’s weekly chart is based on the 22 major markets regularly reported by Telepulse each month, in addition to 133 other Telepulse tabulated U.S markets, covered
ovet'ihe course of a year. Cities will be rotated weekly. Tne Variety cnart is a compilation of data on syndicated films, as well as network and live programs, in each
market. Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading, the <i> stands for local programming and the <•> for network shows.
- ,'

til 1-tSX-tdlX rKUbKAM tilAICl.

PHILADELPHIA
RK.

Stations: WCAU, WFIL, WRCV.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

1.
2
i
4

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)-....WCAU
Perry Co-mo (Sat. 8:00-9:00) .WRCV
S Playhouse (Mon. 10:00-11:00) WCAU
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30).WCAU
5. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).WF^r
5. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30) .... • - WRCV
6 Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00). -. .WCAU
7. Hm Gun Wfll Travel
^3°-10) 'WCAU
7. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:80-10).WCAU
7. Zorro (Thurs. 8:00-8:30). - .WFIL

.

RK.

TOP' TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

L
2.
3.
4.
5.

tPopeye (M-F 6:00-7:00) .....- - - • •
*Amer. Bandstand (M-F 3:30-5:30) ...
*Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F 5:30-6)
* Adventure Time (T,Th 5:30-6:00)..
tNews-Facenda, Wea., Sports
(M-F 11:00-11:15) - ..'
6.
* Buckskin (M-F 7:30-8:00) .
7. tNews-Don Goddard (M-F 7:15-7:30)
fLate Show (M-F ll:15rSignoff) .
9. tTV Newsreel. Wea. (M-F 7:00-7:15)
Ij. *Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.m.)

RTG. RK.
37.2
36.8
35.2
34.2
32.2
32.2
308
29.5

1.
2.
3.
4.

UCATED SHOWS
STA. DISTRIB.
WCAU. ... CBS
WFIL.. ...UAA
WFIL. ... CNP
WRCV. ... ABC x
WRCV.
WRCV. ... G-K-S

6.

WRCV. ... Ziv
WRCV. ... MCA
AV.
RTG.

9.
9.
10
26.4 11.
20.2
19.8 12.
18.7 12.
13.
18.2 14.
17.8
14.7 15.
14.4 15.
148 16.
13.4 16.

WCAU. ... MCA
WCAU. ... NTA
WRCV. ... .Ziv
WRCV. ... MCA

- .

WFIL.. ...
WCAU, ...
WFIL.. ...
WRCV. ...
Farmer A1 Falfa (Sat. 6:30)_

ITC
Ziv
Schubert
MCA

WFIL.. ... CBS
WCAU. ... Nabisco
.WFIL.. ...ITC
.WFIL -. ...ITC

Stations: CKLW, WJBK, WWJ, WXYZ.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
■-—;---

L Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).WJBK
2. Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30).WXYZ
3. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) ..WXYZ
4. Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30) .WXYZ
5. Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). WJBK
6. Wagonrrain (Wed. 7:30-8:30)..-WWJ
7. Restless Gun (Mon. 8:00-8:30).WWJ
8. Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00) .WWJ
8. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:30-10:30).WXYZ
9. Sugarfoot (Tues, 7:30-8:00}....WXYZ

38.5
37.9
37.5
361
328 f
318
30.9
3(15
30.5
30.0

L
2.
3.

Sea Hunt (Sat 10:30) ..........
Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:00).
.
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00)

4.. Popeye (Mon.-Sun. 6:00).
s
*•

Casey Jones (Sat. 7:00)..
Bugs Bunny (Sun. 6:30).
7. Brave Eagle (Tues. 7:00).. ....
7. Dr. Hudson (Tues. 10:30).
* Target (Fri. 10:30)
.
*’
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:30)
TWenty Six Men (Fri. 7:00).
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
^
Last of the Mohicans (Sat 6:30)
Divorce Court (Wed. 7:00).
tPepeye (M-F 6:00-6:30)..CKLW
20.3 1L
♦American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:30). - WXYZ v 19.9
♦Buckskin (M-F 7:30-8:00)..WWJ
168 1Zr Wild Bin HSckok (Fri. 6:30) ....
fNews-Jack Logoff (M-F 11:00-11:15) WJBK
15.7 IS. Farmer A1 Falfa (Mon. 6:30)_
til O’clock News (M-F 11:00-11:15) WWJ
* 141 13. U^S. Marshal (Wed. 10:30)......
♦Adventure Time (T,Th 5:30-6:00)
WXYZ
13;7 *4
fWesu, Spts. Final (M-F 11:15-11:30) WJBK - 121 7? Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 7:00)
tDetrolt Bandstand (M-F 5:30-6:00)..WJBK
12.0 *** MacKenzie’s Raiders (Wed. 7:00)
tUfe of BUey (M-F 6:30-7:00) *.WWJ •
12:0 14. Superman (Wed. 6:30).
tCurtain Time (M-F 6:00-7:00)_WXYZ
118 1& . Annie Oakley (Sun. 6:00)

CLEVELAND
L
2.
3.

Gunsmoke (Sat 10:00-10:30).WJW
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30) ...'.WEWS
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).KYW
Sugarfoot (Tues. 7:30-3:30).WEWS
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30)... KYW
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00).WEWS
Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30) .WEWS
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).WEWS
Perry Como (Sat 8:00-9:00) .KYW
Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00).. WJW
Zorro (Thurs. 8:00-8:30).WEWS

5.
5.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
8.

L tEariy Show (M-F 5:45-7:20)...]
2. tHome Edition, Wea,, Misc.
(M-F 7:20-7:30).
3. fPopeye and Friends (M-F 5:00-5:45) ;
4. ♦American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:30)..'
5. tSohio Reporter, Press Box
(M-F 11:00-11:15) ..
6.
tilth Hour Nws, Wea. (M-F 11-11:15) ]
7. fNews-Tom Field (M-F 11:00-11:15> .
8.
*CBS News (M-F 7:15-7:30).
9. tCity Camera, Sports (M-F 7-7:15)
10. tNews-Tom Field, Wea. (M-F 6:4^7)

Silent Service (Sat. 10:30).
U.Si Marshal (Fri. 10:30)...
Popeye (Mon.-Sat. 5:00).

.. . CKLW.... Screen Gems
...CKLW.CBS
...WWJ.NTA
.. .CKLW_Screen Gems
.. .WXYZ..... Ziv
.. .CKLW
Flamingo
. WXYZ.CBS

. .WEWS.. ..ABC
..WEWS.. ..tfTA
. .WEWS.. .. Ziv _
..KYW...,...Official
. .KYW...... .Nabisco
..KYW... ,. .CNP
. .WJW- ..CNP
. .WJW- ..CBS
..KYW... ... .Ziv

NEW ORLEANS

Stations: WDSU, WJMR, WWL

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
WDSU
WDSU
WDSU
WDSU
WDSU
WDSU
WWL
WDSU
WDSU
WDSU
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
♦NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30). .WDSU
tEsso Reporter, Wea. (M-F 6-6:15).. .WDSU
♦Price Is Right (M-F 10-10:30 a.m.). .WDSU
tPepeye and Pals (M-F 5:30-6:00).. .WWL
•Treasure Hunt (M-F 9:30-10:00)... .WDSU
tMovfe Date (M-F 4:00-5:30).WWL
tEsso Reporter. Sports, Wea.
(M-F 1180-11:15)..;.:.WDSU
r ♦Concentration (M-F 1030-11 a.m.)..WDSU
♦Queen For A Day (M-F 3:00-3:30)... WDSU
tToday-Sports, Eas© Reporter
(M-F 5:45-6:00).WDSU

TV Homes: 484,100.

41.0
40.3
39.7
368
36.2
358
358
34.5
348
34.5

3.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sea Hunt (Tues. 9:30)...
Sheriff of Cochise (Sat. 9:30).
Flight (Mon. 9:30).
Casey Jones (Sat. 6:00)......
Highway Patrol (Fri. 10:15)......

Union Pacific (Thurs. 9:30).......
Frontier (Fri. 6:30) .. .
State Trooper (Tues. 10:00).
Our Miss Brooks (Sun. 9:30).....
Colonel Flack (Wad. 9:30).,.....
Whlrlyblrds (Mon. 10:00).._...
Mike Hammer (Fri. 9:30).........
30.8 12. Twenty Six Men (Fri. 10:45).
30.0
158 13. Target (Mon. 10:30)...
14.6 Jf.
14.4 I4- Jim Bowie (Thurs. 10:00)..
13.8 15. Code 3 (Tues. 10:30)....-..
Farmer A1 Falfa (Sat 9:00 am.).
1*i• Sky King (Sat. 11:00 a.mJ.
13.2 *
12.7 !«• U.S. Marahal tWed. 10:00).
17. It’s A Great Life (Sun. 1080).;■ -,.
12.1
4
r

135

Survey Dates:,January’2-9, 1959.

54 Harbor Command ...... .KYW
37 Person To Person. •WJW
48 f American Bandstand .. .WEWS
\ Lone Ranger ......... .WJW
17.5
43 It’s A Great Life...;... .KYW
43 To Marry A Millionaire. .WEWS
168
168
30 Playhouse 90.
•WJW
168
30 Garry Moore .. .WJW
33 Circle Theatre-- .WJW
168
31 Leave It To Beaver...... .WEWS
16.5
168
30 Rin Tin Tin. . WEWS
38 ( I Love Lucy. .KYW
15.9
\ Masterpiece Theatre .. .WJW
42 Masterpiece Theatre ... .WJW
158
31 (Early-Show. .KYW
15.5
| Home Edition. .KYW
158 * 3d Garry Moore .•. .WJW
27 Desilu Playhouse.. .WJW
14.5
14.5
58 Rex Humbard .. .WJW
.WJW
14.2
35 Sea Hunt..
32 Paul Winchell. .WEWS
13.5
12.9
43 Circus Boy.. .KYW
118
23 Silent Service . .WJW

..WDSU... . Ziv
..WWL.... .NTA
..WDSU... . CNP
..WDSU... . Screen Gems
..WDSU.., . Ziv

32.0 *
29.7
27.0
26.9
268

..WDSU... . CNP
..WDSU... . CNP
..WDSU... . MCA
..WDSU... . CBS
..WDSU... . CBS
. . WDSU... . CBS
..WWL- . MCA
..WDSU... . ABC

268
26.2
248
238
238
228
21.7
21.0

48
53
58
44
38
52
36
'73

..WDSU... , Ziv..WDSU... . ABC
..WDSU... . Hal Roach
..WDSU... . CBS
..WDSU... .Nabisco
. .WDstf .r. . NTA
WWL,..
CNP

20.2
198
198
188
188
188
18.2

63
53
84
63
69
48
44

57
56
48
60
66

12.9
20.5
11.2
11.2

13.5
218
9.7
14.2
19.2
13.5
128
15.2
185
138
328
12.7
14.2
17.0
15.2
16.2
12.5
20.5

Survey Dates: January 2-9, 1959.

278
19.5
188

TV Homes: 221,800.

AV.
RTG.

..WRCV
14.4
..WCAU
14.9
..WCAU
-11.9
..WFIL
13.7
. .WFIL
' 14.0
..WFIL
13.0
13.7
. .WFIL
. ✓WFIL
14.7
..WFIL
15.Q
..WCAU - 26.5
..WFIL
15.3
..WFIL
15.7
27.2
..WFIL
. .WFIL
148
. WCAU
21.5
..WFIL
. 15.0
. WFIL
15.3
168
..WCAU
. .WFIL
16.2
, .WRCV
11.2
. .WCAU
16.2
..WFIL
16.2
..WCAU
17.5
,-WFIL
19.5
. WCAU
29.5
. WCAU
248

.WWJ
.WWJ
.CKLW
WJBK
WXYZ
.Wjbk
WWJ
WJBK
• WJBK
.CKLW
.WXYZ
.WWJ
WJBK
WXYZ
.WWJ
WXYZ
.WWJ
WJBK
WWJ
.WJBK
WWJ
CKLW

,. .CKLW.... UAA
... WWJ.Screen Gems
...CKLW--.- UAA
...CKLW.CBS
...WWJ.MCA
.. .WJBK.. .-.'.Ziv
. ..CKLW.Kellogg
.. .WXYZ.... .ABC
... CKLW.ITC
. .‘.WJBK._Guild

.‘.WJW... ...Ziv
Casey Jones (Sat 6:30). ..KYW... .. Screen Gems
Death Valley Days (Thurs. 10:30). ..KYW... . ..U.S. Borax
. .WEWS.. ..•ABC
..KYW... ...CNP
..WJW-.. Ziv
..KYW... .. .Flamingo
..WEWS.. ..•CNP
Twenty Six Men (Sun. 6:00).

53 D.A.*s Man ........ 1.
58ISky King.
50 20th Century.
44 TV Newsreel.>.
News-Don Goddard .
18.9
44 TV Newsreel.
^News-Don Goddard .
41 TV Newsreel.
18.5
News-Don Goddard .
34 Garry Moore .
18.2
40 S TV Newsreel.
17.9
(News-Don Goddard .
17.5
27 Sugarfoot .....
17.5
40. i Farmer *A1 Falfa.
32 Circle Theatre.
17.4. 17.2
39 (TV Newsreel.
T News-Don Goddard .
34 Sea Hunt .
16.2
16,2 . 34 Jeff’s Collie .
15.5 , 43 Meet The. Press.
15.2
32 f Sea Hunt...
( Jeff’s Collie...
14.9
34 Sheriff of Cochise14.9
35 Popeye.
14.2
21 I’ve Got A Secret.
148
27 Lassie .... .
26.2
25.8
19.5
19.2

.WJBK... ..Ziv
.WJBK.Ziv
.WWJ.U.S. Borax

..WJW... .. CNP'
..WEWS., ..NTA
..KYW... .. UAA

Survey Dates: January 2-9, 1959,

AV.
AV.
TOP COMPETITION
RTG. SH. PROGRAM
STA.

TV Homes: 1.044,900.

Stations: KYW, WEWS, WJW.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
L
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.

Jim Bowie (Fri. 7:00)

5.

DETROIT

L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
J'X

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

TV Homes: 1,198,900.

11.9
22.7
13.8
18.2
14.2
12.8
278
24.2
178
26.5
198
13.2
138
12.2
20.3
20.0
248
24.0
58
17.5
15.2
13.5
27.5

Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958.
Garry Moore--...... .WWL
Brains and Brawn...... .WDSU
Lucy-Desi Show .
•WWL
Football . ..T .WWL
f Man Without A Gun.. .WWL
(News, Wea. .. .WWL
Playhouse 90. • WWL
Your Hit Parade. .WWL
Citizen Soldier .. .WWL
What’s My Line... .WWL
U.S. Steel Hour... .WWL
Walter Winchell ....... • WWL
Boxing.. .WDSU
(Wea., Sports .. • WWL
(Jack Paar Show...... .WWL
News, Wea., Sports. .WWL
Ten-Four . .WWL
.'WWL
News, Wea., Sports..
Captain Kangaroo -- .WWL
Town and, Country Jour. WWL
MacKenzie’s . Raiders - -. •WWL
(World' Nws, Spts, Wea. WDSV
( Sunday Spectacular . . WDSU

208
19.2
26.3
158
10.0
10.7
258
218
148
248
228
178
338
108
5.3
108
148
9.4
10.9
88
16.2
18.7
188

tv-fulms
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TPf 17PITI CF fTTY RV.TTTV PROfR Alif m APT
Vahiety’s weekly chart if based on the 22 major markets regularly reported by Tele•
KJWUL1 J-It^rjrULSEi ui
1 rnuijiym
pulse each month, in addition to 133 other Telepulse tabulated U.S markets, covered
over the course of a year. Cities will be rotated weekly„ The Variety chart is a compilation of data on syndicated films, as well as network and live programs, in each
market, Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading,-the (t) stands for local programming and the (*) for network shows.

LOS ANGELES
RK.

Stations: KABC, KCOP, KHJ, KNXT, KRCA, KTLA, KTTV.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY-TIME ST A.

RTG. RK.

1. Gnnsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30)..KNXT
2. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30).KNXT
2. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).KRCA
3. Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 9:00-10:00). .KNXT
4. Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 8.30-9). .KNXT
5. Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:001.KRCA
5. Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 8:30-9). .KRCA
6.
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30)..........KABC
7. Playhouse 90 (Thurs, 8:30-10:00).KNXT
8.
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00).. .KNXT

37.7
31.7
31.7
29.3
28.7
28.2
28.2
27.2
26.4
25.9

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
R&. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME .
STA.

AV.
RTG.

L
ft.
3.
4.
6,
6.
7.
8.
ft,
10.

fll O’clock Report (M-F 10-10:30)..
tPopeye (M-F 6:00-6:30).
tLittle Rascals (M-F 7:00-7:30)......
tNews-G. Putnam (M-F 10:00-10:15)..
*CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30)..
+6 O’clock Report (M-F 6:00-6:15),..
tBig Hit Movies (M-F10:30-Signoff).
tTom Hatton Cartoons (M-F 5:30-6).
f Cartoon Carousel (M-F 4:00-5:30)...
*Art Linkletter (M-F 1:30-2:00).

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

1. Mr. Adams & Eve (Sat. 9:30)..
2. San Francisco Beat (Sat. 9:30).
3. Sheriff of Cochise (Wed. 8:30).
4. Honeymooners (Sat. 6:00).
5. Death Valley Days (Thurs. 7:00)
c
6* Popeye (Mon.-Fri. 6:00).
7. People’s Choice (Tues. 7:00)_
7. Sea*Hunt (Fri. 10:00)..-8. Divorce Court (Wed. 9:00).
Little Rascals (Mon.-Fri. 7:00).
Huckleberry Hound (Tues. 6:30)
io. Mike Hammer (Fri. 10:30).....
11 Rescue 8 (Tues. 7:00)..
12
Burns and Allen (Wed. 6:39)..
12‘
13 Silent Service (Sat. 7:00).
14. Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:30)
15. Whirlybirds (Mon, 7:30):......
16. Union Pacific (Wed. 7:00).
17. U.S. Marshal (Sat. 7:00).
1fl
18* Popeye (Sun. 5:00).

- .
163
13.4
12.2

11.0
10.6

10.4
10.3
102
9.6
9.5

.

WASHINGTON
..WRC
..WTOP
..WRC
..WBC
..WMAL
. .WTOP
..WRC
..WMAL
f .WMAL
. WMAL

Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)...
Loretta Young (Sun. 10.-00-10:30)
Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30).
Gnnsmoke (Sat. 10:09-10:30)....
Sid Caesar (Sun. 9:00-10:00), ...
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)..
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30).. .
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00)-

33.5
31.5
31.2
31.2
29.4
29.2
27.9
27.9
27.3
27.2

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
.WTOP
.WTTG
.WMAL
.WRC
.WMAL
.WMAL
.WRC
.WRC
.WTOP
.WMAL
.WTOP

tPopeye (M-F 6:30-7:00).

14.6
11.9
11.8
11.5
11.3
11.2
11.1
11.1
10.9
10.6
10.6

10.
10.
11.
12.
12.
12.
13.
|l4.

Silent Service (Sun. 7:00)Gray Ghost (Wed. 7:00)......
Twenty Six Men (Sun. 6:30)...
Sheriff of Cochise (Thurs. 7:00)
Citizen-Soldier (Sat. 10:30)_
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00)
Science Fiction Theatre (Sun. (
Mike Hammer (Tues. 10:30)...
Decoy (Mon. 7:00)...;...
Don Ameche (Wed. 10:30)_
Jim Bowie (Fri 7:00).
. MacKenzie's Raiders (Thurs. 7:
Sea Hunt (Tues. 10:00)..
State Trooper (Sun. 9:30).
Badge 714 (Fri. 7:30)..
Colonel Flack (Mon. 10:30h..
Flight (Fri. 7:00)...
Popeye (Mon.-Fri. 6:30)____
Medic (Mon. 9:30).
Whirlybirds (Wed. 7:00).

CINCEVNATi

...KNXT .... .CBS
...KTTV. .... CBS
.. . KTTV. .... NTA
...KNXT ... .CBS
...KRCA -U.S. Borax
...KTLA. ... .-UAA
...KNXT
...KRCA. _Ziv
..KTTV. .... Guild
...KHJ . .Interstate
...KNXT.
...KRCA, ....MCA
...KRCA. -Screen Gems
...KNXT.-Screen Gems
...KRCA. ....CNP
...KTTV. .... Ziv
...KHJ.. .CBS
.. KRCA. ....CNP
.. .KTTV! .... NTA
...KTLA. .. . UAA

37.3
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30)......WCPO
-36.5
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)......WCPO
35.0
Gnnsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30>.
WKRC
32.5
Rifleman (Tues. 9:00^9:30)..
.WCPO
Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30).........WCPO . 32.2
32.2
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30).... .WKRC
32.2
Red Skelton (Tues, 9:30-10:00)......WKRC
30.5
Zorro (Thurs. 8:00-8:30)...WCPO
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).WLW-T- 30.0
29.5
Pve Get A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00). .WKRC
Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00).... .WLW-T 29.5

*•
4.
c
5*
5
*•
7.
.
*•
»

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY t
. tWeather, News (M-F 10:00-10:15)..
•NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30).1
t6 O’clock News, Wea. (M-F 6-6:15) .'
tUncle Hugo-Popeye (M-F 4-5).'
•Price Is Right (M-F 10-10:30 a.m.).
. *Mickey Mouse Club, Adventure
Time (M-F 5:30-6:00) ........1
•Queen For A Day (M-F 3:00-3:30) .. .1
•Concentration (M-F 10:30-11 a.m,)..1
tAmos ’n’ Andy (I.I-F 6:00-6:30) ... 1
•It Could Be You (M-F 11:30-12 Nn.) .1
tLate Nws, Wea., Spts (M-F lO-lOilS).1

12.2

11.9
11.9
11.8

11.4
10.9
10.5
10.2

9.9
9.7
9.5

TV Homes: 511,000.

.. .WTTG... ..CNP
. .-WTTG... .-CBS

11.5
11.3

12.2

11.9
11.9
11.9

Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958.

37
40
40
37
34
36
36
33
30
28
29
23
25
20
21
22
25
2«

Lassie .WTOP
Whirlybirds .WTTG
Supreme Court Story....WRC
White Hunter .....WTTG
Giant Playhouse .WTTG
Decoy..WTOP
Waterfront ...WTTG
Garry Moore .WTOP
Death Valley Days...WRC
U.S. Steel Hour.WTOP
Flight.WRC
Leave It To Beaver.WMAL
Californians .....WRC
Sid Caesar ...WRC
Rin Tin Tin.WMAL
Lucy-Desi Show . ..WTOP
Jim Bowie .'.WTTG
fAmos ’n’ Andy.WMAL
\ NBC News .WRC
19 Alcoa Theatre .WRC
24 Gray Ghost .WRC

TV Homes: 323,500.

.. Ziv
.. MCA
..Ziv
,. Ziv

29.2
25.2
22.4
20.2

67
38
57
44

..WCPO.. . Screen Gems

19.5

f Ladies Home Theatre.. .WKRC
63j (Headline News, Wea, ..WKRC

.WLW-T. . .Bagnail
..WLW-T. . .Official
..WKRC.. .. U.S. Borax

19.5
18.5
18.2

63;
43
411

17.5

(News-Grant, Wea..WLW-T
50 l NBC News.WLW-T

17.5
16.2
16.2

43
33
38

..WCPO.. . Official

15.5

(Football Scoreboard .. .WLW-T
50 ( All About Sports.WLW-T

..WCPO.. . Hal Roach
..WKRC.. ..Ziv
..WKRC.. .. Ziv

15.5
14.5
14.5

35
38
31

..WCPO.. . .CBS ’

14.2

..WCPO.. ..ITC

14.2

..WLW-T. .-CNP
..WCPO.. • ITC

14.0
14.0

Stations: WISN, WITI, WTMJ, WXIX.‘

...WTMJ
...WTMJ
.. -WISN
.. .WTMJ
.. .WISN
...WTMJ
.. WTMJ
.. .WTMJ
.. .WISN
...WISN

Cimarron City.KRCA
Cimarron City.KRCA
Price Is Right.KRCA
Lawrence Welk.KABC
December Bride ..KNXT
( 6 O’CIock Report.KNXT
l CBS News .KNXT
Little Rascals .KHJ
10 O’clock Report.KNXT
Circle Theatre .KNXT
Boxing.KRCA
Cartoon Express .KHJ
First Show .KTTV
•Little Rascals .KHJ
( Cartoon Express.KHJ
( News-G. Putnam .KTTV
Perry Mason .
KNXT
People Are Funny.KRCA
Father Knows Best ..... KNXT
Boxing.!. .KABC
Perry Mason .KNXT
(Famous Features.KHJ
( Lone Ranger.KABC

..WCPO.. ..MPA
..WKRC.. .. ITC
..WKRC.. ..MCA

150-50 Club (M-F 12:00 Nn.-1:30)... .WLW-T
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F 5:30-6) .WCPO
fFront Page News, Wea.
(M-F 11:00-11:15).
♦Adventure Time (T,Th 5:30-6:00)..
tSanta Clans (M-F 4:45-6:00).
tAl-Wanda Lewis Show
(M-F 9:00-10:30 ajn.). .WCPO .
tBean’s Clubhouse (M-F 4:00-4:45). .WCPO
tNews-Grant, Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15) .WLW-T ♦Amen. Bandstand (M-W,F 5-5:30).. ;WCPO
-WLW-T
•NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00).

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

i8.4
15.2
14.9
13.9
13.6
13.4
12.9
12.9
12.7

Roy Rogers (Wed. 6:30)....WCPO
..WCPO.. ..CNP

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

MILWAUKEE

AV.
TOP COMPETITION
SH. PROGRAM
STA.

20.5
18.9
18.9
18.5
17.4
17.2
14.9
14.2
13.9
13.5
13.5
12.9
12.9
12.9

. . WKRC..
..WKRC..
..WCPO..
..WKRC..

Survey Oates: January 2-9,

AV.
RTG.

.. . WMAL.. ..CNP
...WRC.... ..CBS
...WMAL.. ..ABC
...WRC.... ..NTA
...WTOP... . .Flamingo
.. .WRC.... . rU.S. Borax
)). .WMAL.. .. Ziv
...WRC.... ..MCA
...WTOP... . .Official
.. . WRC.... ..ITC
. ..WTTG... ..ABC
...WTOP... . .Ziv
...WMAL*. .. Ziv
...WMAL.. .. MC A
... WTTG... ..CNP
.. .WRC- ..CBS
...WRC... .. CNP
... WTTG... ..UAA

KRC, WLW-T.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

perry Como (Sat. 7:00-8:00).. .
Loretta Young (Sun. 9:00-9:30).
Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00).
Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30)...
Maverick (Sun. 6:30-7:30).......
.Sid Caesar (Sun. 8:00-9:00).
Alcoa Theatre (Mon. 8:30-9:00)..
Restless Gnn (Mon. -7:00-7:30). ..
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 7:30-8:00)Zorro (Thurs. 7:00-7:30)

INDICATED SHOWS
STA. DISTRIB.

Statioris: WMAL, WRC, WTOP, WTTG.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

TV Homes: 1,980,100.

Whirlybirds (Sun. 9;30).....
State Trooper (Tues. 9:30)......
Highway Patrol (Thurs. 9:30)..,
Flight (Sat 9:30) ..:.
Terrytoons (Sat. 10:30 a.m.)Boots V Saddles (Thurs. 8:00)..
N.Y. Confidential (Mon. 9:30). ...
African Patrol (Tues. 10:15).
Sky King (Sat. 11:00 a.m.)......
Burns-and Allen (Thurs. 9:30)...
Sea Hunt (Thurs. 9:00).
Twenty Six Men (Tues. 9:00)_
Popeye (Mon.-Fri. 4:00)__
Decoy (Fri. 9:30)..!......
Annie Oakley (Sun. 6:00).
Charlie Chan (Wed. 8:30).
Target (Tues. 9:30).....

n

(News-Grant, Wea.WLW-T
38 (NBC News.WLW-T
42 (News-Grant, Wea.WLW-T
(NBC News.WLW-T
. 37
28-

TV Homes: 298,000.

...WTMJ. ...CBS
...WXIX. ...MCA
...WTMJ ....Ziv
...WTMJ. ...CNP
...WTMJ. ....CBS
...WTMJ. .. .CNP
...WTMJ. .. ITC
...WTMJ. ... G-K-S
...WTMJ. .. .Nabisco
...WISN.. ... Screen-Gems
...WISN.. . Ziv
...WISN,. ... ABC
...WISN.. ... UAA
...WISN.. ... Official
...WTMJ. ... .CBS
.. . WISN.. ... ITC
...WISN.. ... Ziv

Amos V Andy (Mon.-Fri. 6:00):. .. .WXIX.. ...CBS
Crusader (Sat. 9:30).... ...WXIX . . ..MCA
Tugboat Annie (Mon. 10:15).... ...WTMJ. ... ITC

32.2
28.0
22.5
21.5
21.2

19.5
19.5
17.9
17.0
16.5
15.5
14.5
13.7
12.7
12.5
12.5
12.2

10.9
10.9
. 10.3

50
48
35
43
67
30
34
51
60
26
24
24

Survey Dates: December 1-8, 1958.

What’s My Line. .WXIX
Garry Moore. .WXIX
Playhouse 90. .WXIX
Crusader .. .WXIX
Robin Hood .. .WXIX
Pat Boone. .WISN
Lucy-Desi Show. .WXIX
Big Movie . ,WISN
Laurel and Hardy. .WXEX
Highway Patrol. .WTMJ
Groucho Marx. .WTMJ
Californians . .WTMJ
American
Bandstand ... .WITI
411
23 Boxing ....+ . .WTMJ
28 Lassie ..’... .WXIX
19 Bat Masterson. .WTMJ
21 State Trooper... .WTMJ
6 O’clock News.
26 f( NBC
News.....
22 Flight. WTMJ
30 Late Show . -WXIX

80.5
J4.9
16.9
10.9
8.2

24 5
25.7
8.0

6.9
22.5
23.5
25.5
7.6
20.9
15.9
27.5
28.0
16.7
17.1
21.5
13.9

82
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HABIO-TELE VISION

“Rendezvous” is the most important
dramatic series in first run syndication—
the chance of a iifetime for local and
regional advertisers to get a network*
quality showcase for their products.
On “Rendezvous”intrigue, romanceand
drama meet mm. in 39 new half-hours
based on stories by such distinguished
authors as Stephen Vincent Benet, John
Hersey, Reginald. Rose, Dylan Thomas.
No expense has been spared. The series
stars one of the most brilliant casts
in television* It's produced by MGM's
, famous Edwin Knopf (Lili, The Valley
of Decision) and Broadway's Howard
Erskine (The Desperate Hours and The
Happiest Millionaire). And directed by
such talents.as Dan Petrie (DuPont
Show of the Month) ... Richard Whorf
(Gunsmoke). •«Fielder Cook (Patterns)*
Major advertisers—Rheingold Beer,
for instance—are buying “Rendezvous99
regionally...and markets are going
fast. So r.s.v, "CBS

FILMS ®

"...the best film programs for all stations”
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit,
Boston,San Francisco, St. Louis, Dallas,
Atlanta. In Canada: S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.

33

34

BAM«-mEVffilON

What’s With Philly’s Channel 12?
Plan For Educ’l TV’er Cues Hassle
Philadelphia, Feb. 17. Attempts to convert Channel
into an educational station for
the Delaware Valley area have met
growing support and resistance as
the project moved to the FCC for
a decision.
Civic and educational groups in
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Del¬
aware have asked the FCC to with¬
hold awarding the channel to eith¬
er Wilmington, Del., or Atlantic
City>, business groups, which have
filed applications for the outlet.
In a telegram to John C. Doerfer, chairman of the Commission,
Gov. Lawrence asked that the de¬
cision on the future use of the
channel be withheld until a non¬
profit educational television group
has had time to make its proposals.
“Educational use of the darkened
channel would be of immeasurable
benefit to the' tri-State area,” the
Governor stated.
The request drew a prompt at¬
tack on the floor in Congress from ;
Delaware’s Senator John J. Wil¬
liams (R), who stated that Penn¬
sylvania and New Jersey officials
have no business trying to convert
the Wilmirfgton channel into an;
educational tv outlet.
Channel 12 went off the air last
September and the operating
rights to it were dropped on Dec.
28 by the Storer Broadcasting Co.
Sen. Williams charged that al¬
though Channel 12 was officially
regarded as a Wilmington station,
it had been operated from Phila¬
delphia chiefly for the benefit of
the Philadelphia area, and that
“the FCC sat idly by while this was
being done.” The Delaware Sena¬
tor specificially attacked the bill
introduced ^ last week by Sens. Jo¬
seph S. Clafk (D-Pa.) and Sen. Clif¬
ford P. Case (R-N.J.) that would
direct the FCC to give top priority
in reassigning Channel 12' to edu¬
cational tv applicants.
The Wilmington firm bidding for
the channel is Rollins Broadcast-;
ing-Telecasting, Inc. headed by O.
Wayne Rollins, whose brother John
was lieutenant governor in the pre¬
vious administration of Delaware
Governor J. Caleb Boggs (R).
Storer surrendered the franchise
last month after more than a year
of operating Channel 12 and re¬
portedly losing $137,000 per month.
Philadelphia’s J57HYY, area’s only
educational tv’er, is an ultra high
frequency station and limited to
several thousand sets and the pub¬
lic school system. Film exhibitor
William Goldman, president of
WHYY, estimated it would cost a
million dollars to purchase Chan¬
nel 12 facilities and put it in oper¬
ation here. The money would be
raised without difficulty, Gold¬
man said.

12

PAGLIN'S FCC POST
Washington, Feb. 17.
Max D. Paglin^has been appoint¬
ed Assistant General Counsel tohead the Litigation Division of
Federal Communications Commis¬
sion, succeeding Richard A. Solo¬
mon who shifts to Justice Dept.
Paglin has been Legal Asst, to,
Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
since July,
3. ’

ABG'TV Daytime
Continued from page 23 - -

- --

for daytime billings is up in the
air. Young & Rubicam was by far
the web’s major supporter having
originally conceived of “Operation
Daybreak.”
Still other bad news came from
Nestle, handled out of the Bryan
Houston agency, with its decision
to yank its money out of web and
place it elsewhere. Elsewhere in
this case happens to be on NBCt
TV daytime programs.
Nestle has been sponsoring
three-quarter hours a week at the
estimated outlay of $19,000 per
week. NBC picked lip $1,000,000
in the change of networks with
Nestle signing a 52-week pact call¬
ing for sponsorship of “It Could
Be You" on alternate Wednesdays
and
“Concentration"
alternate
Thursday’s.
ABC started the season offering
70 quarter-hours.
Sixty-five of
these were snapped up by nation¬
al advertisers at the beginning of
the year and were inked to 26week pacts. Insiders at the agen¬
cies and at the web claim that they
expect any orders signed from here
on in will be of the 13-week vari¬
ety and by the end of 39 weeks
ABC-TV will have had ample op*portunity to see whether its prop¬
erties have gained enough vs. NBC
and CBS to consider it a third ma¬
jor daytime network.

Weekend Baseball
~~

Continued from page 23

Food for Thought
WNTA-TV, Newark, figures
its' got a new area for sale on
viedo. Whether it’s sold or
not, the station has come up
with a novel “service.”
Outlet is offering, instead of
the traditional sign-on pattern
for 15 minutes, a printed
recipe, kept on long enough so
that housewives can copy it
down if they want. One of the
things WNTA is investigating
is whether it’s possible to ac¬
tually sell various food manu¬
facturers on the idea of get¬
ting the name of their product
mentioned as integral parts of
the recipe.

Booz, Allen Study
Eyes TVBC Pattern’
For RKO Teleradio
The Booz, Allen & Hamilton
study of the RKO Teleradio opera¬
tion is understood to be pointing
to RKO Teleradio adopting a sta¬
tion management policy similar to
that of the Westinghouse Broad¬
casting operation.
Reported setup for the RKO
o&o’s is said to feature more cen¬
tralized control, with the home
office calling many of the turns in
programming, sales and manage¬
ment. Move in that -direction is
said to be the recent appointment
of Hathaway Watson as a v.p.,
headquartering in N.Y. Watson
had been a partner in the Booz,
Allen, Hamilton management con¬
sultant firm. He assumes his new
post with RKO Teleradio next
month.
i Another move in building up the
j “home" team' is the shifting of
William Grumbles from manage¬
ment of the RKO station in Mem¬
phis, WHBQ-TV, to N.Y. head¬
quarters. The takeover of Robert
Leder of the management of WORTV, as well as WOR Radio, in
N.Y., and the operational consoli¬
dation of the .two operations, is
another outgrowth of the Booz,
Allen, Hamilton study.
Other RKO o&o’s are WNAC,
Boston; KHJ-TV, Los Angeles;
and CKLW-TV, Detroit-Windsor, "

Ziv Upbeat
Continued from page 20

terson,” “Scott Island’’; American
Colonial Broadcasting bought re¬
peats there of “I Led Three Lives,”
“Man Called X,” “Blackie,” “Un¬
expected,", “Newsreel,”
“D.A.,”
“Favorite Story," and “Dr. Chris¬
tian."
"Masterson” and fourth
year of “Highway Patrol” were sold
for Mexican airing.
In the Far East, Stern reported
sales of “Eddie Cantor Comedy
Theatre” to Osaka TV, “D.A.” to
Radio Tokyo and “Favorite Story”
to NHK-TV, Tokyo. “Tombstone
Territory" has been sold for Syd¬
ney and Melbourne, Australia.
In Spain, which to date hasn’t
taken much American product,
Television Espanola, Madrid, took
the following shows: “Cisco,”
“Favorite,” “Science Fiction Thea¬
tre,” “D.A.,” “Highway Patrol,”
“Dr. Chrisian,” “Sea Hunt,” and
“Man Called X.” In England, As¬
sociated Rediffusion bought three
years of “Cisco Kid,” and Granada
TV signed for the second year of
“Sea Hunt.”
In Canada, “Cisco Kid” has been
renewed for a third straight year
for Edmonton, Saskatoon, Leth¬
bridge, Regina and Red Deer.

NTA’s Bigtime Taps
Continued from page

20

—

situating a dance stanza, on the
order of a “Dick Clark show for
adults.”
The Wallaee-Morgan, et al, backto-backing will immediately give
the station five additional hours of
rlive programming a week, most of
it, naturally, on tape for syndica! tion as well. Plus that there is
the Sunday David Susskind show,
also to be syndicated, and Bishop
[Sheen (again syndicated! for his
i old Tuesday-at-8 slot.
| A production strictly for and by:
WNTA reportedly will be a livefilm news show by Wallace, to .be
slotted as the 7:30-8 strip locally.
Ted Yates, Wallace’s partner, will
produce for the station. Thinking
here is that the Gotham video mar¬
ket doesn’t have a news program at
7:30.
This brings the Newark, N. Y..
outlet to over 10 bouts .of live pro¬
gramming in prime time.

games. Several regional sponsors
sales are in the works.
Both Leo Durocher and Lindsey
Nelson will do play-by-play and
color for'NBC-TV. Dizzy Dean will
again handle play-by-play for CBSTV with Buddy Blattner, ex-major
league infielder, on color.
Gillette, as in past, will have
rights to the all-star game in July
on NBC-TV and the World Series
in October over the same web.
.. Last year CBS-TV aired the
games on Saturday and Sunday
while NBC-TV maintained only a
Saturday schedule. This year'both
Stimmmm COnUOXttd flTOU page 21 immi+Si .
webs are presenting complete
! ready completed. This one deals
weekend baseball with- some SO
with the American Revolution and
games each lined up for the sea¬
Scott Exits KDKA-TV
specifically, Benjamin Talmade,
son. Games, as previously edicted
Pittsburgh,
Feb.
17.
who
was General ^ Washington’s
by baseball solons, will be trans¬
Ray Scott has resigned as sports “secret service
- Authorities
mitted cpast-to-coast but won’t be.
on
American
history Will assist on
aired by outlets in major league- director of KDKA-TV after seven
areas or in certain other regions years to join WTAE, Ch. 4, in * this qne.
(7) A‘ half-hour series based
verboten by big league pacts.
similar .berth next week. He’ll have on Gene Fowler’s “Timberline"
his own sports strip on the latter (Bonfils & Taro men) 'story of Den¬
ExsSdon io KMPC
station, five minutes at 6:55 Mon- ver.
. day through Friday, and will also: ■ Soane of lhe shows will be on a
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
KMPC, the Gene Autry-Bob Rey¬ participate each weekday evening co-production basis and made over¬
nolds radio indie here, has signed at lfl:30 ^n “Telecom News” with seas, among- them the “Man from
former California. ' Congressman newsman John B. Hughes.
Antibes,” the upcoming “Rendez¬
In the switch of Scott, Bob vous" series and * “Jimmy Ed¬
Pat Hillings for a weekly news
analysis and commentary show.
Prince, who had been at WTAE on wards Show” done- in cooperation
Hillings, a four-term liberal Re¬ a freelance basis, goes with KDKA- with BBC-TY in which Edwards
publican now hack in private law TV. His schedule there will be r will play the headmaster of a boy’s
practice, will do a 15-minute Sun¬ limited, however, because of his school. Still another series, “Bush¬
day night show stressing analysis long-time association with the man,” described as an “Australian
of national and foreign affairs.
Pittsburgh Baseball Club.
western,” is scheduled for shoot¬
ing Down Under,

THE HOT SHOWS
COME FROM ZIV!
'Mackenzie Raiders’
starring RICHARD CARLSON

LOUISVILLE
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WHAS-TY

34.2
November 1958

ORAND RAPIDS WO00-TY

31.6

ARB November 1958
SHREYEPORT

KTBS-7Y

29.0
ARR November 1958
PORTLAND,HE. WCSH-TY

32.6

ARB November 1958

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS. INC.

CBS Films

Atlanta—Eugene Patterson, execiftiVe editor of Atlanta Newspa¬
pers, Inc., o&o of WSB-TV,
AM&FM, was elected president of
Atlanta Professional Chapter of
Sigma* Delta Chi-national journal¬
istic fraternity* Elmo Ellis, pro¬
gram director of W5B Radio, was
elected v.p. In charge of programs.

Choate Denies He
Exerted Pressure
On Hub Channel
Washington, Feb. 17.
Robert Choate, Boston HeraldTraveller publisher and head of
WHDH (AM-FM) testified Monday
(16) he spoke with ex-Presidential
Assistant Sherman Adams, former
Commerce
Ssecretary
Sinclair
Weeks and other influential offi¬
cials about the Boston channel 5,
case while tit was before the Fed¬
eral Communications Commission.
But he swore he asked none*, of
them to swing the channel award
to his firm. FCC overruled' a hear¬
ing examiner’s recommendation
and gave the channel to Choate in
April, 1957 after a bitter four-way
contest. Case was later remanded
to the FCC by U. S. Court of Ap¬
peals here because of disclosures
of possible wire-pulling before the
House Harris Subcommittee.
Lead-off witness before FCC’s
special rehearing, Choate said he
discussed the case- with former
Cabinet Secretary Maxwell Rabb
(now a New York attorney). Rep.
William Bates (R-Mass.) and Sen.
Leverett Saltonstall (R-Mass.) in
addition to Weeks and Adams.
He also said he lunched with
then FCC Chairman George McConnaughey before the final deci¬
sion but denied he brought up the
question of channel 5.
FCC associate general counsel
Edgar W. Holtz buttressed Choate’s
testimony to the extent he said the
FCC had no information - that
Weeks, Adams-, or Bates .did any¬
thing to help Choate im.filsfight
for; the ty^nutlet,' Halti^^ddn’t
include Saltonstall in
•
Choate insisted he met-With McConnaughey to discuss a. bill de¬
signed to bar FCC front rejecting
newspaper applications for breadcasting outlets on the basis of con¬
trol • of mass information media.
McConnanghey had previously op¬
posed the hill co-authored by House
Commerce Chairman Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) and Choate had a Substi¬
tute he Roped would remove some
of the objections. But McConnaughey cut him short when he
brought the subject up, said
Choate.
Ghoate flatly denied McConhaughey’s testimony before the
Harris group that the publisher
had tried to switch his stand on the
channel 5 issue.

SINGERS

WANTED
by Jingle Firm
GROUPS - SOLOISTS
Must Read Music

Call PLaza 7-5977
New York for Appt.

OH IVE1T CHANNEL

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 W*K

su KjrX,*T«L K.7-5M0

reaching 16 million households
read by men, women, teenagers
the whole family!

is he the Catholic the '
Democrats will back for a top spot
in 1960? A forecast.

KENNEDY

pro-West?
. Tyrant or patriot? Exclusive on-thespot report from Cuba.

Nothin# interests the whole family—male and female, young- and old—so much as the
exciting story of people. Look’s story—in the current issue, in every issue. That’s
why you reach all the people who make or influence family purchasing: decisions when you
advertise in Look. And you reach them in one of America’s showcase magazines-the great
builders of company brands and reputations. All of your commercials will be more effective
with the sound foundation of advertising in Look-The Exciting Story of People.
Look l-fcime page rates: B&W, $22,980'; full, living tolar, $84,5+0. One of the lowest commercial cost* per 1000 available
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be issued to restrain them from
selling unregistered Jacobs stock
and from fraudulently selling such
stock. Trading in the stock was
Continued from page 20
suspended for ^10 days.
Washington, Feb. 17.
; Continued from page 21 ;
Commission "investigators are at-|
Much
footage
for this has already
Fortyone State Associations of
lids prevent imported product from i ries “Medic” and “Panic.” Skedded tempting to tr£ce Guterma’s deal¬ been shot.
ings through dozens of American |
Broadcasters have accepted the in¬
being shown on smaller situations j to start in March when Fuji TT| corporations, private factoring com¬
Additionally the web is prepping vitation of the National Assn, of
begins casting are* “Inner Sanc-j
at least two individual- feature
since their maximum payment is turn” and "Crunch and Des.”
panies,
Swiss
banks,
Panamanian
!
Broadcasters to the fourth annual
holding companies, Tangier deposi¬ spots of about 45 minutes duration. conference of state presidents to
reached in sales to larger eity out¬
taries, c etc. Jacobs" Co., through .One is “The Shepperton Story,” a be held here Feb. 24-25.
lets. “No country in the world has
history
of
the
studios
which
are
Scranton, last May acquired the
as low a percentage of American
State assn, prexies from follow¬
Hal Roach Studios. In September, now the production headquarters
sales in relationship to the number
-Scranton, through its Hal Roach of British Lion Film Corp. This ing states will attend; Alabama,
— Continued from page 23
-m subsid, took control over MBS'.
Arizona,
Arkansas, California, Col¬
will
be
followed
by
a
similar
sur¬
of sets,” he said. “An increase
Guterma, who’s been involved in vey of the Associated British Stu¬ orado, Connecticut, Florida, Geor¬
would naturally result in an in¬ dio network is now on the humpy
gia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
dios at Elstree.
financial
manipulations
in
China
road back.’1 '
*
crease in the number of-sets.”.
the Philippines before taking r Both BBC and ITV continue to Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mary¬
Samofi said th& print media and
Like others before him* he asked
the road of “high finance” in the give coverage to filmland affairs land (& District of Columbia),
feared
.
more
dislocation
than
for yen payments if an increase in
U. S. in ’50, alro has been involved L'whenever there’s news involved. Massachusetts, Michigan, Minne¬
dollar allocations was impractical they’ve actually felt. “In the last in Las Vegas hotel* manipulations They’ll often pick up important sota, Mississippi, Missouri, Mon¬
10
years,
tv’s
share
of
the
total'
ad¬
from the Government’s point of
as well. He made his big move in first nights, for instance. The Royal tana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New
view. The idea would be to use vertising dollar has risen from the entertainment biz when the Film Performance was one that Mexico, New York, North Dakota,
about
1
to
13.6%,”
he
said.
“B.ut
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
the yen in local production.
Scranton subsid bought Hie Hal had dual attention, though the ITV Ohio,
so many advertising dollars are be¬
Even if local currency payments ing spent that newspapers, maga¬ Roach Studios for a price reported one—programmed by ABC-TV— Rhode Island, South Carolina,
South
Dakota,
Tennessee, Texas,
are not forthcoming, Stem saw zines and other print media have in excess of $15,500,000. The SEC [was not networked to all regions.
ITV’s only regular show devoted Utah, Vermont, Virginia, West'Vir¬
strong possibilities of NBC produc¬ also enjoyed a generally rising recently reported that Scranton
ginia,
Wisconsin,
and Wyoming.
gave Roach 35,000 shares of Scran¬ to the film industry is Associatedtion in Japan. He spoke with reps volume of advertising income.”
ton stock. The Mutual buy-o.ut in Rediffusion’s weekly "Close-Up,”
of several major film companies re
Tv and its print competitors September, reported to be ever .but it’s known that it would hap¬
co-telefilm production—a sharing
Pittsburgh—-Barry Kaye, who
of costs and profits. He said NBC have found certain areas of mutual $2,000,000, had the following terms: pily extend its attentions if it could was'-city’s busiest radio personality
has no property in hand yet, but interest, Sarnoff said, “despite Armand Hammer, former owner of Irely on renters’ cooDeratidn. Same until he exited from NBC-O: and o.
goes
for
BBC-TV,
which
would
like
what
they
sometimes
print
about
the
net,
accepted
20.000
shares
of
WAMP a couple of months ago, has
that the network producers were
us and what we sometimes think $1 par value Scranton stock, plus one day to reintroduce its “Pieture landed , on KLAC in Los Angeles
high on the idea.
Parade.” Latter was dropped a few, as its morning deejay. Kaye origi¬
‘-‘The advantages,” Stern said, and say about them." He said tv $650,000, of which $250,000 was to months ago only because clip^ were~j nally
came? here five years ago
“would be the same as a co-produc¬ was a large source of newspaper be paid in cash at closing plus becoming increasingly difficult to with-WJAS when it was an indetion in England. A high quality revenue through its program ads the balance of $400,000 in 72 prom¬ get.
; pendent before network bought the
issory
notes.
Hammer,
in
turn,
and
that
news
and
features
about
picture for low negative costs. Even
station and quickly skied, to the
if we don’t have frozen yen,” he tv was a majpr circulation, .magnet agreed te obtain cancellation of a
top.* Decline started when WAMP
voting trust agreement relating to
offered, “we would still come out "and we both benefit.” •
switched its musical policy to ban
He said the Hollywood and tv in¬ the Mutual shares and to give
rockin’ roll, where Kaye had made
with a picture at $15,000 per half
his mark.
hour as compared with 530,000 and dustry relationship resembled a Scranton, and Hal Roach loans re¬
move script. “First, conflict; then, ceivable from MBS which totaled hhm Continued from page IS s;
we would have the locale.”
grudging courtship; finally, true $1,389,403. Those were the high¬
Stern added, “We would un¬ financial love,” Sarnoff mused.
lights to the agreement.
the changes confronting tv ara.“aj
doubtedly send over an American
promise of growth—an opportun¬
‘Hollywood now turns*' out less
lead and an American director to than half its feature output'of 10
ity for us to embrace and not
make the kind of show that meets years ago—though much of the
something to ■avoid.” *
the needs of the advertisers.” Re¬ present output is probably twice as
Today’s popular ballad, fre¬
garding the latter, he said, "We’d good,” be said. “Tv. has' taken up**
quently ^corned by the intelligent¬
have to get a pilot.”
sia. becomes tomorrow’s folk
the slack. At least half the actors,*
Remainder of cast would be cameramen and film cutters in the
song,” he - noted, and .that Jazz,
Japanese English - speaking per¬ movie industry's own guilds now
“was accepted with genuine Inter¬
formers. Possibility exists. Stem earn their living in tv . , . whileest and appreciation, by the mil-i
Cleveland, Feb. 17.
said, that shpoting might be done tv may have first seemed am- ill
lions long before ft was seized
Top level shakeup at WHK, upon in esoteric circles as .a. great
in two takes, one for Japanese- wind, it has since blown movie pro¬
0 .
language version and the other for ducers a windfall of over $200 mil¬ Cleveland radio outlet belonging art form.”
International distribution in Eng¬ lion for only part of the fttm back¬ to the' Metropolitan Broadcasting
Cowan, in wry fashion, noted'
lish.
log that gathered, dust in their chain, as was rumored, has already that those who refused to go to the
During his second annual trip. vaults. And today the movie stu¬ begun with Harvey Glasscock re¬ silent films in the 20’s now catch
Stem left a number of pending dios are producing tv films and placing Henry W. (Bud) Simmen them “at screenings in museums bf
sales on the fire to be further commercials in growing vajume as general manager of the station. 20th Century art as a somewhat
handled by Pacific TV Corp.T local and with growing success.”
Glasscock, who has been a close precious and quite genuine art
NBC.rep. Recently begun on new
broadcast associate of John Kluge, form of a time now past—while
Tokyo station Nippon Educational
who recently bought over 22% of the millions have moved on to
Television (NETY) where NBC se¬
Metropolitan and consequently be¬ something else.”
came chairman of the chain’s
•
Contnmeji' from, page 2ft ——r board of directors, moved into the
job last .week and is presently in
the Web. Key members of MBS’ N.Y., at Met’s headquarters, fin:
affiliates advisory committee also toplevel confabs with Kluge and ■r 'i ', ■ Continued from page 23
■ ■ •1
pledged their support in the dosed Met prexy Richard Buckley “to re¬
American market.
Such series wit# Hugh LKibbey> NalianWsales Manager
circuit broadcast. They include: view WEEK programming.”
Of the seven gabbers now work¬ could be sold off in the U.S.—at
Carter C. Peterson, Mutual Affili¬
ates Advisory Committee vice ing at WHK, five are reportedly a cheaper price. Yet, the total
nervous
about their futures with effort was profitable and it assu¬
chairman and owner of WCCP,
Savannah, Ga^, Mike Hayrman, of the Met station. Most of the an¬ aged the British feeling that a twonouncing
staffers were hired by way street should be built across
WSFC, Somerset, Ky., and Victor
Jack Grogan, who was axed a few the Atlantic.
C. Piehm, WA2L, Hazelion* Pa.
INDIANAPOLIS
But now many British commer¬
weeks
ago
as Mef s radio program
The SEC charges against Guter¬
ma were based on violation^ io£| veepee. However, there has been cial programmers are tired of that
approach
and
the
American
market
no
indication
official
or
unofficial
Yankee Doodle Dandy blitzed the
the Federal securities law.:' They
were ordered to show cause why a from the chain’s precincts? as to has grown more competitive, mak¬ .opposition in Indianapolis. Hugh
preliminary injunction should Scot $he disposition of the present on- ing it more difficult to sell off the
th e-air staffers.
“made abroad” cheapies. It's be¬ tL. Kibbey, WFBM-TV National
Having been replaced by Glass¬ ginning to make economic sense to Sales Manager, didn't wait to
cock, who has broad radio and tv lift the sights -on coproductions—
experience, much of it recently and many telefilm interests on both write. Here's what he wired about
with Kluge in Washington, help¬ sides of. the Atlantic are assuming the James Cagney song-anding overseas Kluge’s private broad¬ the leadership in the quality kick. dance smash:
cast interests, Simmen is being
brought back to N.Y.' by Met to
“Yankee Doodle Dandy special
serve as a WJfEW account exec.
Simmen 'left N.Y. last spring to go
showing on Xmas day huge success.
to WHK, and this week, prexy
Mueft much favorable reaction and
[ Buckley said Simmen was only ■ 1 - Continued from page 21
sent out there to “get things advertisers, the amount of prod¬ already we have potential bank•
started” for the Met chain, which uct, etc. Price alone, although that
acquired the station not too long factor is important, usually will roller for repeat showing July 4.”
not sell the show.
Dynamic new dimension in TV.programming
before.
As to why the advertiser and/or The ratings show that “Dandy”
Ben Arrigo, also sent out from
WNEW, where he became: ex¬ station don’t wait for a show to
tremely familiar with WNEW’s' come the .second or third time glues 'em to the set. WFBM-TV
PRODUCTS
DIVISION
PROFESSIONAL.
brand of music-news, has been let around in -oriier to gain a bar¬ ran it from 5 p. m. to 7 p. m. Dec.
coxraXATioN
go as WHK music librarian and gain price, the answer is that 25 and pulled down a big 18.0
production manager by Glasscock. : they’d rather not gamble and lose
REDWOOD CfTYV CALIFORNIA
W7V AWTTCX COft*.
He will not be returning ta the possibility of a good show. against 6.4, 3.4 and 2.9 for com¬
WNEW.
Many regionals, too, recognize that petition! Almost triple the next high¬
the syndicator can’t deliver a qual¬ est rating.
ity show at bargain prices. To beat
down the price, in many instances,
RATINGS ARE ROCKETING IN MARKET AFTER MARKET!
Like WFBM-TV, smart pro¬
means to dilute quality.

Turns Other Cheek

NBC’s Stern In Tokyo Deals

NAB STATE PREXIES
TO CONVENE IN D.C.

debt. Sanoff

Cowan

Mel’s WHK in Ctere.

Glasscock At Helm

fiiierma

Go-Prodaclion

WFBM-TV

Price Stricture

THE 3 STOOGES
18.2

, . &AIAA5-FT. WORTH

19.9

*. PITTSBURGH 25 *3
Source: ARB, Nov. ‘58-Jan. '59

SCREEN
mmsie*

NEW YORK

DETROIT

GEMS, INC.

subsidiary or Columbia pictures corf.

711 Fifth A,»m, H.w York 22
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

Kininer
Continued from page 23

FL 1-4432
MIAMI '

HOUSTON

TORONTO

grammers all over the country are
going to town with Yankee Doodle
Dandy. Don’t let this money maker
— get away! Only two showings avail¬
don’t able up to July 5th. Program it now!

who criticize television
actually watch it.”
In giving a “breather to his
tirade on critics for a brief spell
during his talk, Kintner focussed
his attention to Government regu¬
lation and investigations of tele¬
vision network activities when he UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, ihc.
Stated “if we are legislated to
where we can’t program properly. NEW YORK, 345 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill 6-2323
It is just a step toward regimenta¬ CHICAGO, 751 Wicker Dr., DEarbom 2-2030
tion. It could happen, to iis—it DAUAS; 1511 Biyan St, Riverside 7-8953
could happen to other people.”
j ' LOS ANGELES,9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview6-6836

u.a.a.

On the Tuesday December 16fh edition of 3 STAR
EXTRA, Ray Henfe made the following remarks:
"There are many ways for the United States to make friends
abroad. The Ford Motor Company, quite incidentally, as
part of a T.V. commercial project, found one way by pro¬
ducing a film which is being shown to private audiences.
It is called, 'One Road Around the World/
"lt is the delightful saga of two typical young American men
on the Ford set, who drive a Ford around the world. The
picture lets us see them as they highball over good roads
and bad—through many European, Middle East and Asian
countries. Everywhere they went, as the camera so truth¬
fully and dramatically revealed, they were received with
open arms by the natives of many nations, tremendously

interested in them as Americans and in the American prod¬
uct they brought with them.
"3 STAR EXTRA would hope that this film will make an
Impression on those who think of expensive themes to make
friends for the United States, abroad.
"If this can be done with a Ford travelling from town to
town, are there not opportunities for showing other prod¬
ucts of the famed American workshop and let them be
shown by the present thoughtful Americans who know how
to smile easily and who like to meet new people.
"For a fraction of what some of our foreign propaganda
programs cost, we could make lots of friends and at the
same time show our important industrial way."

WE INVITE YOU TO SEE A PRINT OF THIS UNIQUE COLOR MOVIE. WRITE OR CALL*

FILUWATS

13 EAST 50TK STREET, HEW YORK, K, Y.
PLazcs 1-2500

'
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under It W* Dickenson. Another appointment fa 1h» web la 8»t *£
Arihar Joaea who come* in a« publicist in the Leeds office.

Tl SaidPrwtectioi Centers

cv sosjmi /. *

Carl deSuae, longtime WBZ personality, inked longterm -contract
renewal with Fart G. GTFriel, gen. mgr., dispelling rumors he was
ankfing. dcSaze starts his 18th year with WBZ in April... Fraa Corcoraa, WBZ-TV press dir^ hosted press party ter Btatler-Hiiton DoHrtd B. %rati head of NBC special projects Tuesday .(10), who showed
30 min. film, TaM Mr. Lincoln” . . . Frank Toeke, genmgr. WB2JTV, hosted HUb tv writera al Informal dinner meeting in Sherry BiB>
more Thursday G2) to meet Doartd H. McGanuoa, prexy of WeStingin Hollywood ....
hosse . . . New WGBH-TV aeries features Japanese brush paintings
NBC 3*cs I«i rwoff and *xec y*p. Ken Bfiby showed tem some¬ and stories by T. Mikami preeming Wednesday (18) at 7:15 . . . Joe
thing sbofit jeub&e reactions daring their stay h^re last weds: with, an Myder, disk jock, formerly with WCOP, ankled to WAAB, Worcester
informrt sIAmsS luncheon for a h*lf-dojen trade and daily col¬ ... Jerry gewjffd, “Slim Tfckens,” on WEEI, running cat naming nonumnists, a fuTIscale press conference on violence In tv, and a Sarnsff test prbmoSh . . . WSDS-TVs ’’Boston Ballroom,” with Bob Clayton,
speech he$are the boater Chasteer at Commerce on televisLon a dec¬ skedded Jeory Vrtl, Don Cmadd and Sarah Vaughn for guest pa/s
ade hence, affl in three days .. . NTTY programming veep Bob Breek-' . . . Joe Levine, "WHDH-TV news chief, assigned tv photogs to shoot
ner elected jrrfiaftam#. ®jf fH<>
Buries Foundatkm, the fimdiais- film of members ztt the Ballet African in the snow storm Thursday
ing group honoring acaigvgitgr Sona^r Barked late son. Bandleader lies (12);
Brown is vp. and Dot Records’ Tom Mack is -secretary . . . Afixe Gor¬
don, ewrrengy nesting CWS-TY’-s “Beck's Bad Girl/’ takes over .same IN SAN FHANdSCO ...
job for Berk Bmdfcia on Ms ~Btue Men” parage, which rolls dfi SLY,
KPIX’s new sal^ promotion and ad manager is JL H. Cbrhdcpwen,
March 1C . . . Brace Beils talking possible series with Ed SbuSL for
United Artists TetevMon, Init nothing pinned down yet.. .Marty Jtan- ex-WJZ-TV. He succeeds George Goldman, who resigned .. . BUI Xing*
soho£, FBsaaways prexy, in town lor teilks with Warner Bros, re their ex-KLX nd ex-XTVU, Oakland, hired at KSFO as a spoatscaster . . .
new integrated commercials setup . . . George Skuperi bade to New ABC’s Sberm Bazell, currently stationed atXABC, Los Angeles, re¬
York with Loe-w's treasurer Bob GBrieJi after his first o.o. of Metro’s ported in line for a news spot at XP1X .. . XTYXTs national sales man¬
ager, Frartc-King, hustKng business hr New York and Chicago ... Any¬
tv operated here.
one notice that KGO-T¥*s national sales boss, Tate Soe, the ex-per¬
ABCs affiliate hoard of governors meets in Las Vegas Feb. 27. They ennial bachelor of WBKB, Chicago, up and married Frisco's Bnsalind
may wish they hadn’t if the cubes don’t roll their way. They’ll prob¬ Maurn last Dec. 21? . . . lgfiOO-waftt X&AY, under drive of Lra MaBey
ably bole np at the Sands Where ABC partner Frank Sinatra is one of and Stan Breyer, knocked off all comrtierciafe and news for six straight
the owners . . . Js&e Cole, Coast head <ef commercials for Sullivan, , hours to seek money for a suburban youngster’s heart operation. Sta¬
Stauffer, CalweQ & Bayles, shifts to N.Y. on an agency promotion . . % tion says it got nearly $2,500 in donations , . . XSFQ' deejay Don
Dick Urtfard, former manager nf Dtofiu’s commercial diviskm. open¬ Sherwood broke amankle jdaying basketball. . - New^deejay atXOBY
ing a BesMBjt efface to service ad pauses whhont Coast offices . . . is John Hendricks, whese station name will be Hike Bradley, a la
James CL Mtfdril took ever as ABCs western division veepee. His KOBY owner Dave SegaTs new -son, Michael Bradley Segal.
predecessor, Baai Bsiwa; who remains as consultant, home from the
hospital after a boOncbial siege.
CteMlteMA fr«R ^

———mSSSm '

portraying Jimcoln in “The Bivalry” «a Broadway, delivered Gettys-burg Address at lincain Memorial un Lincoln’* Birthday . . . Ssnagr
Fox stifes for vacationing Ml Cefiyer on CBS-TWs "To Tell the Truth**
Feb. 24.

IN PHILADELPHIA ...

IN WASHINGTON ...
NBC’s Jack LescaaSte will emcee National Press dub’s annual Con¬
gressional Night on March 11 .. . WWDC launched a senes, “How to
Save on Tar Income Tax” Tuesday (17) . . , SMSs Seavey, Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service esse secretary, asking FCC approval
of his purchase of WCUM, Cmnberteid, Md., from -Karl Stctemann
for $3L£>jDQ6 >'. . WGAY is promoting “secret shower” for an engaged
girl nominated by listeners . . . BSekard Martin is new account exec
for WWDC ... . In expansion move, WUAL-AM has new hcrilt studios
in its taamsmitter fetnldiiag, freeing for tv studio space formerly used
by radio in the station’s tejfcevMon quarters -access town . . . WBC-TV
will path National Symphony Orchestra (97 pieces) into its studio "A”
<60 x 100 ft,)* 35mrsday UB) far half-hbar pufefie .service concert, kick-.:
ing iff Symihmly’s sustaining fund drive . . . “TV at Crossroads” 3*.
speech topic ef Berate Igrkw, Washington Star radio-tv critic, for
local Fen Women meeting Wednesday (18).

IN LONDON

,

Elaine MaMtn, who’s had leading .roles in many NBC opera produc¬
tions, fitesin from New York to star in BBC Television’s presentation
of Piwcaaaf’s one-acter “E Tabarro" next Tuesday (24) . . . AssoriatedTeleVakfcoB’s bi-weekly series *1Emergency—Ward 10” started its IMrd
year last nSgld (17) after an unbroken run <^308 shows . . . George
BrighfciwJKi post with ABC Tedeviaon is a n£wl?-made one, artist’s
manager. Be qtdt as controHef- of entertainment for the British forces
to nadee the -switch . . . BBC cl^irnlng two firsts—first weekday religi¬
ous gregraah on tv*
wh^i started transmissions last
Wednesday (11), and first transatlantic public debate, to be recorded,
tomorrow week (26) for subsequent- sound broadcast on the general
overseas and North American services; Latter verbal give-and-take in¬
volves Cambridge and Harvard Universities . . . ABC-TV has appointed
Barry Wayne, from Pearl and Dean Ltd., as publicity manager. Wayne's
an addition, not a replacement, under a rearrangement that transfers
publicity operations from the production to the -administration side

WITL-TV’s Bidk Claik receives the ’Man of the Year” award from
the Phflaflriphfa Guild of Advertising Men, at dinner-dance (April
10) : . , Joe Pyne, controversial gabber, returned do town (16) ter a
nightly session over WDAS, broadcast from Benny the Bum’s. Eddie
Newman is the producer * . . Phil Sheridan and SMI Webber, WfTL
deejays,. host record hops at Sunset Beach Ballroom, in Jersey, on
Friday nights ... * The WBCV stations have entered the mobile field
with a newswagon. Tom Pettit, former news editor at WCCC, Minne¬
apolis, is the roving* reporter . . . Benedict Cfimbel Jxu, j}res. and gen¬
eral manager e£ WIP veas guest speaker pt fhe annual -confab of the
Kentucky Hffidsrai* S^tail Assn., in Lognsvllle 117) . , . 4!Bescue B,”
fire-rescue ndventnre series debuts (18) on WKCV-TV imder Tasty
Baking bankroHing. Preem previewed by 150 of sponsor's salesmen,
execs and Philly Fire Dept, officials.. .Dirk Schaeffer, formerly with
WIP, now publicity director of WWBZ, Vineland, N.J.

m BALTIMORE . . .
Fer the second straight year, WJZ-TV will he the only local outlet
for all televised games played by te£ Baltimore Orioles her© and
away. Gunther Brewing will pick up tee tab and games will number
21 at home and S3 on tee road. Bportseasters will be Maue Manrafl
and Serb Came ad . . , SVMis K. Freiert, assistant rtation manager and
sales, manager at WBAL-TV, has announced appointment of Bert Weiland to post of account executive on sales staff ... Bafie^ Geas was
guest speaker and Galen Fromme, toastmaster at YMCA’s Youth De¬
partment’s Father-Son dinner . . . Art IStiiklttter was in town to xecejve tee annual award given by Advertising Club of Baltimore for
outstanding merit In tv. He was accompanied by his son Jack .., Claster Jteterprises hppes to do with “Strikes *N Spares TV” bowlmg what
it’s been' doing with its video Romper Boom.” Latter kindergarten
teow started out in Baltimore six years ago and has spread to some
72 stations as b five syndicated program. Kegler stanza has been going
in Balto as a ringle-o sbowcaser, but starting next week (25) it grows
into a “syndicate” (and Jive) through pacting by WHCT, Hartford,
Conn. It marks a “first” in live bowling syndication.

IN PITTSBURGH . . .
Joe Friedman, son of Arthur Friedman, Post-Gazette financial edi¬
tor' has joined CBS Radio in New York as an executive copy writer
* >. Leonard Kapner, prexy of WTAE-TV and WCAE, to Florida on a
combined business-pleasure trip . . . Jack DeHaves, of WWSW, and
his. wife have dated the stork for the first time after seven years of
marriage . . . Hank Shepard, boss of WAMP, elected to board of dijoetors of the Golden Triangle Association . . . Phil Regan’s weekly
quarter-hour for U.S. Steelworkers now on XDKA radio every -Sunday
■evening . v . George Tons, national sales reprior -Cfa. 2, in St. dair
Memorial Hospital for a chedkup . . . R. Oliver Young has gone to work
for Ch. 4 as a floor manager '. . . Chuck Pavlot, Cfi. 11 art director,
building himself a hideaway in Clarion County.

IN DETROIT . . .

American advertising agencies
will shortly he able to avail them¬
selves of vledo tape production fi¬
nalities overseas. A new company,
Intercontinental- Television, S. A,
backed by the banklng monies of
international financier Theodore B.
B&coosin, is being set up In Eu¬
rope to teletape blurbs, etc., ter
U.S. video consumption, pitch be¬
ing—as it is in telefilm—that Eu¬
ropean locales provide “new back¬
grounds” and new talent, plus the
most tangible of all, coin savings
on commercial production.
Until now, live tv for Hue U. S.
has been impossible te lense in
Europe, due to different technical
standards.
.
David A. Lown has quit as di¬
rector of NBC’s three-week-oM
TeleSales department, which took
over the net’s former “Home” stu¬
dios at West 67th St, in Manhat¬
tan, to become the president and
chief operational head of inter¬
continental.
Hacooan wBl be
board chairman of the production
company.
By

pfarn*

to have two meddle bus unffs hi
operation, both vested with BOA
camera chains and Ampes video
"tape units, thus .permitting tee
company to lense.video tape of
the -fanw d^fir>rH«n 1525 JiD£S) OS
is used in this ctnmtiy.
Plus tee - fttrjhjif equipmehf,
company is underwood planning
permanent continental rtndtas In
Borne and Paris.

Ecfflttimca

M sssa

19B8. Chifid is also'fo ^ke over
certain debts to Pa&e^ Labpratories.
Rddon Trading was identified in
.tee recent Securities and Exchange
-Commission action against Alex¬
ander Guterma, former preT ©£ F.
L.' Jacobs, as one of tee concerns
that made loans to Gnterma. The
loans were secured by Jaebbs
stock. Reldon then' allegedly add
the riiares on default without reg¬
istering them with the commis¬
sion. F. L. Jacobs is tee parent
company of Scranton Corp. and
Hal Roach Studios.
In another document. Guild said
it would issue 49,467 shares of its
stock to the Silver Co. in payment
of a $129,850 debt. The Silver Co.
has been identified as a concern
that had lent money to Guterma
l at 2% a month on stock secured by
I Jacobs.
Guild prexy denied that Guterma
interests were taking over Guild
Films, as reported previously.
While Roach will be consulted on
Guild properties, he will have no
seat on the board, nor will Gu¬
terma.
Series included in the deal are
“The Veil,” “Telephone Time,”
“Racket Squad,” “Code 3,” and
“Passport to Danger-*

“Make Way for Youth,” WJR’s 60-yoice teenage.-chorus program,
OLD WESTBURY
has been awarded the National Exchange Club’s “Citation nf Merit”
BREATHTAKING BEAUTY
ter tee fourth consecutive year .... Three program changes -at WWJTY: “George Pierrot Presents,” an adventure film show, will be ex¬
Ijyr. iritf *rHH tfulwied.' ttt&in *«Ht b#*«
In nrime estate tree. Over 2 cheiee acree,
panded to a full hour Monday through Thursday; “It’s A Great Life,”
aaiHit. fawned sbrubs & free*. Lane- stately
moves to a new time (1-1:30 cross-the-board) and will be followed by ' 10 rm. Stub-Split wetted frea Reman bricks
Redweod*. 4 Mm. maldC pm, 3 btfct, 26
’Arnos V ’Andy.” . . . Traditional "Lenten Sermonette” programs on ; -*■
x 18 ll»« rm. 13 x 14 den, fie stoned patie,
WWJ being, offered agaan" te|s year under the auspices of tee Detroit ■dble par. pxati eehuH. Afprsx SI.600 taxes.
%
L. I.-Expressway. 25 ala frea
and Michigan Council of Churches . . . Sonny Eliot, WWJ’s weatherN.^T. Sacrlflet far laasdiite aalel
■caster, received a letter expressing the “personal thanks” of Detroit’s.;
Exslodfvsfy teen enly witb
Police ’Commissioner for fils frequent traffic safety messages . .. WWJMA 1-6300
TWs Dick Westerkamp is teaching a class in radio and tv announcin^ I- 9ECCA
.83 PnwftMM
at Wayne Btate U.
- . ..
. .
_. . - t

«nr.

Mickelson
=== Continued from page 18

betweefn the NAACP and NBC over
the recent Chet/HimPey : editoBalr1
Mickelson’s comments take on a
particular significance at this time.
'“We believe in the editorial,
clearly labelled as such, “Mickel¬
son told the churchgoers. “Granted
we use it sparingly, although we
fought hard for the right to do so.
Among the reasons for our re¬
straint i* that the force of editorial¬
izing in broadcasting can be easily
diluted by too indiscriminate use,
and there is also the always thm:
line between what constitutes edi¬
torial opinion and what constitutes
self-seeking pleading.”
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RADIO-TELEVISION

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
CBS is giving grants of $10,000 each to Columbia Univ., Harvard
Univ., Stanford Univ., Univ. of Chicago and Univ.“of Pennsylvania
because, as William S. Paley, chairman of the board of CBS, put it
this week, “the support of these great national institutions of learn¬
ing is peculiarly the responsibility of the nation’s great corporations
whose activities span the entire country and whose demands are limit¬
less. geographically and in scope.”
Paley said if American industry wants the privately supported uni¬
versities "to continue the leadership which they have heretofore ex¬
ercised in meeting the needs for teachers and search specialists, support
must be supplied from a wider base and in a greater volume than has
heretofore been the case.”
CBS’ grants are in addition to those already being made via the CBS
Foundation. Paley indicated that the new grants would continue at the
rate of $50,000 a year for a five-year period.
CBS-TV's Sunday ayem religious series got Siobhan McKenna to ap¬
pear along with poet W. H. Auden and critic Anne Fremantle on the
first of a special four-part series “This Bent World” March 1.
Series will be offered with assistance of National Council of Cath¬
olic Men. Object of, series is to survey 20th century Christian writer’s
vision of the contemporary world.
Miss McKenna will 'do a scene from Evelyn Waugh’s novel, “Brideshead Revisited” on the sferies with Miss Fremantle narrating and Au¬
den reading some of his poetry.
!

Bischoff Ms 'Texan'
, Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Samuel Bischoff has exited his j
post as producer of Rorvic-Desilu’s
“The Texan” teleseries, reportedly
to ready a feature, pic property for
indie production and to map new
vidseries projects.
Vic Orsatti and Rory Calhoun,
up to now. exec producers of the
oater series which stars the latter,1
will double in brass as producers
with the departure of Bischoff.

j

San Antonio—Herb Carl, who
has been with KONO for the past
four years, has been named man¬
ager of KENS. Carl has most re¬
cently been program director of
KONO.

Extensive publicity-promotion campaign is underway in schools
across the country to point up importance of upcoming “Hamlet” pro¬
duction by Old Vic Company of London on Du Pont “Show of the
Month’’ over CBS-TV Tuesday (24).
Special study guide for “Hamlet” of interest to teachers of English,
drama and literature has been dispatched to superintendents of schools
in 170 leading metropolitan areas of the country and to all high school
teachers of English via publicity managers of CBS-TV affiliates. Let¬
ters calling attention to 90-minute production have been sent to heads
of English departments of all major universities. Study guide pro¬
pounds questions and suggested discussion topics for before and after
the show.
CBS-TV’s “Jimmy Dean Show” is currently searching iqt the “Ideal
Man.” Object is to have women viewers vote on a particular physical
characteristic each week until the dream man is completed before the
eyes of everyone.
As votes are tallied, an artist illustrates the “Ideal Man” on a lifesized drawing board. A couple of thousand damsels have voted thus
far and they’ve apparently agreed on some physical traits—namely
£ that he Has to be six feet tall and boast brown hair.
This obviously eliminates such CBS stalwarts as documentarian Ed¬
ward R.- Murrow, conversationist Arthur Godfrey; doorman Mike Dohovan and bald-headed daytime program chieftain Oscar Katz.

Radio Reviews
HEALTH MAGAZINE OF THE
AIR
With H. V. Kaltenborn, Dr. W. W.
Bauer; announcer, Fred Collins
Writer; Mortimer Frankel
Director: Victor Sack
Producer: Marshall Organization
15 Mins, (various times & stations)
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSN.
A cut above the syndicated doc¬
tors’ columns in newspapers is
“Health Magazine of the Air,” a
15-minute transcribed airer broad¬
cast at various times of the week
by some 480 stations throughout
the country. Produced by the Mar¬

shall Organization Inc. under su¬
pervision of the Bureau of Health
Education of the American Medi¬
cal Assn., it packs a wealth of in¬
formation into a quarter hour.
Commentary for the “magazine”
is handled by veteran newscaster
H. V. Kaltenborn. His familiar,
incisive tonds gave a ring of author¬
ity to last week’s episode. The se¬
ries’ well planned format embraces
such topics as “What’s New in
Health and Medicine?,” provides
capsule comments on contemporary
health issues and has a weekly
q. & a. feature conducted by Dr.
(Continued on page 40)

AGAIN!

Quality in Entertainment Pays Off in Leadership
on the Networks or in Syndication!

I‘ WHIRLYBIRDS

IN BANGORMAINE — Average Rating 35.0; Share of Audience 76

Chicago’s Broadcast Advertising Club has set next month’s luncheon
meeting for March 19, the day after breakup of the NAB convention
in :the Windy City. Speaker win be NBC’s Matt Culligan. BAC hopes
a large number of out of town broadcasters wiU stay over for the meet.

Lots of Garroway
—Continued from page 18 ==

circa 1948.
Garroway and his family are now
living in a private five-story resi¬
dence in the East 60’s in Gotham.
The building, 13 feet wide, has 13
rooms but no elevator or escalator.
“If my heart should give out,”
said Garroway, “I’ll get an escala¬
tor. Meanwhile, I like climbing
stairs and doing some of the jani¬
torial chores.” He still rises at
4 aun. for his 5 a.m. rehearsal of
“Today.” "I get up every morning
at 4 gladly—that is gladly, after
five minutes,” he said.
Garroway and “Today” head for
Paris in April to do a series of
daily taped programs from various
newsrmaking and historic spots in
the French capital. Tapes will be
rushed to N. Y. for immediate air¬
ing, thanks to the jet «ge trans¬
portation.
Garroway and his crew now do
their program from-the NBC studios with an invited audience, but

jomwrjomiaotii
Luncheon seged Noon to 3 P.M.
Mbftddf thru Friday

' COCKTAILS*—DINNER—SUIPER
E48 Second'AvoflM at 45th Street
Member all charge clabs
MU 4-7SQ-Opea 7 days

as of the moment the 40 some odd
rise-and-shine fans get no coffee,
merely , a grunt of greeting. It is,
in some respects, no where an excitnng as when “Today” stemmed
from the window of the RCA* Ex¬
hibition Hall on 49th Street and
drew as catholic an assortment of
gawkers as one is apt to find in
Times Square.
A number of the figures who
have appeared on “Today” will find
their remarks included in an up¬
coming book, “How To Be An
American” which Doubleday will
publish shortly. The book, edited
by Garroway, will contain the
opinions expressed by such guests
as Adlai Stevenson, Frank Lloyd .
Wright, Leonard Bernstein", etc.
Garroway also will contribute a
chapter on the nature and need iol
such a volume.
Garroway, who has had opportu¬
nities to forsake the performing
side of broadcasting for executive
roles, is determined to face the
mike and camera.
“I want to remain a performer,"
he said. “I’m not the executive
type.' I’m too soft and you can’t he
an exec with this characteristic.”

IN RICHMOND, W. — Average Rating 23.5; Share of Audience 43

IN RICHMOND, VA — Average Rating 21.5; Share of Audience 50"

Atlanta — William J. Flynn,
WAGA-TV national sales manager,
has been upped to general sales
manager as chief of both national
and local sales. J. Robert Kerns,
veep and managing director of sta¬
tion, Storer chain link, made an¬
nouncement. Flynn’s old post will
go dark for the nonce.

^
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IN BANGOR, MAINE — Average Rating 29.3; Share' of Audience 68.
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Hearst Uiefc No TV Swipes
Continued from page 19 ;

dustry, coming at a time when the
networks and the industry gen¬
erally have been more than a
little distressed over the potshots
and barbs directed at tv by dailies
and the national magazines.
The Hearst organization has an
owned-snd-operated stake in radio
and tdMision station^,vbqfc not to
the extent that other publishers
enjoy, such as Time Inc., Walter
Annenberg (Triangle stations); the
Cox-Knight publishing interests or
Sam Newhouse. Years hack, in
the early days of radio, Hearst had
a bigtime o&o stake in broadcast¬
ing, but little by little he disposed
of most of the properties. Only re¬
cently has f>e Hearst org shown
renewed, interest in acquiring
properties.
Hearst’s memo to his editors and
publishers follows:
•‘Would you please instruct all
our drama, motion picture, tv and
radio critics to show professional
perspective in their' reviews and
not to be biting or sarcastic or bit¬
ter toward personalities in their
comments.
“It is quite enough to say that a
given performance is not Worthy
of the performer or up to his pre¬
vious standards or was not very
good and was, in fact, even pretty
bad.
“Drama and movie critics, of
course, are allowed more leeway
in their reviews than radio and tv

DYNAMIC ACTION
FOR THE
ENTIRE FAMILY!

Thrilling stories of long-haul
truckers at home and along
the highway.
In a brand-new series that
brings you heart-in-your.
mouth adventure with
plenty of heart.
Created and produced by
Robert Maxwell, famed
creator of LASSIE,
CANNONBALL will ride your
way with big audiences and
increased profits.

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Ave.»N.Y.22*PLaza 5-2108

River,
where wonder drugs
research has . been 'going on was
also recounted in. tedium tempo.
Full drama of the history fef anti¬
biotics, unfortunately, never man¬
aged to spring to life in this ABC
Radio offering.
Rans.

Television Reviews
—; Continued from pace 22 ——■

you marry me?”) and some equally age problem. Consensus was that
corny questioning (“why are men ETV provides the teacher with a
afraid of brainy women?”). Also splendid partner—a team opera¬
present on the kickoff was the tion, so to speak, — but that no
Hathaway shirt man, Baron Wran- teacher need fear being replaced
gel, who cued a running eye-patch by a cathode ray tubeSignificant were figures revealed
gag throughout the show. Bob &
Ray, the Piel’s Beer cartoon spiel¬ by Newsday’s Johnson who had
ers, closed the show in a long chit¬ surveye&Nassau and Suffolk Coun¬
chat with Morgan about sundry ty school administrators to get \
things, none of which was either their reaction to the- Board of
important or specially entertaining. Regents project over WPIX.
Plenty of filmed plugs for vari¬ Eighty-three percent of the 46
ous products were spotted on the school districts answering Newsshow and Morgan harked back to day’s questionnaire said they are
the good old days when he stated using some or all of the ETV
Chicago, Feb. 17.
“they don’t trust me to do the com¬ broadcasts in their classrooms and
Chicago’s
perennial
political i mercials.”
Herrin.
more than 22,000 students in 125
candidate Lar Daly tossed the j
schools are regularly receiving part
of their schooling via the State
Windy City broadcasters into an
ELECTRONIC CLASSROOM
“equal*1 time” tizzy last week in ! With John S. Palmer, host; Prof. Education Department programs
over Channel 11. Biggest problems,
what vet radio-tv operators pro¬
William A. Wood, moderator
however, were lack of tv receivers,
scheduling of couvses, lack of space
claimed an “alarmingly vicious I Producer: John S. Palmer
Film directors: Howard K. Spergel, for Viewing and some programs
abuse” of section 315 of the Com-1 Daniel R. Hackel
duplicating work now done. But
munications Act regulating politi¬ Director: Ed King
the overall impression was that
cal broadcasts.
j Writers: "Kip NewHn and Douglas ETV was a potent force in the
D. Connah Jr.
classroom.
“
Runs. Moreover, Daly didn’t necessari- j 60 Mins., Thurs. (12), 4 pan.
Iy want equal time—he told both WPIX, N.Y. (live & film)
WBKB and WBBM-TV that he’ When the invalid and blind Jo¬
would settle for five-minute pro¬ seph Pulitzer, liberator of Ameri¬
grams and take the balance in] can journalism, left a good hunk
Continued from pace 21
of his money to the Columbia
cash.
Graduate School of Journalism,
Daly, who lias campaigned for little did he dream that one of Invasion of Mexico, is budgeted
a great number of political offices, these days the post-graduate stu¬ at $26,500 and in the U. S. would
including the U. S. presidency, cur¬ dents in the study of the fourth cost $50,000 to do, Eurist points
rently has filed on both the Demo estate, would be making goo-goo out. Other is a modern actioner
and 6.O.P. tickets in the Feb. 24 eyes at the fifth estate, a medium based on the Mex equivalent of the
mayoralty primaries. Daly’s or¬ of communication almost if not as FBI and is pegged at $22,500. It
ganization reportedly monitors all powerful as the printing press would cost about $35,000 to do
Chi radio and tv stations, and every coupled with the indignant bellow here.
Eurist is partnered in the proj¬
time anenmbant Mayor Richard J. a crusading city editor.
It was a thinking prof, no doubt, ects with scripters Job Stone and
Daley1 gets a mention in newscasts,
at Columbia who assigned some of Paul King, whp recently .wrote
Bar Daly demands "equal time.”
journalism students to make a “Operation Petticoat,” new U-I
Naturally, all stations have re¬ his
detailed pictorial report on what’s
jected the equal time bid based happening in school and adult Cary Grant starrer. He headquar¬
upon Daley's newscast mentions, educational tv in New York City. ters at the San Angel Studios in
[but most local stations during the The boys spent several months ■ Mexico City, whose facilities he
[past week were flooded with wires gathering notes >and filming both would use for post-production
5SS Continued, from pace 39 —»
from the FOp: “Lar Daly claims... indoor and. outdoor shots dealing work. Virtually all filming would
W. W. Bauer, director of health please reply by return telegram.” with this new and unique method; he on location, however and as an
aside,. Eurist points out, that for
education for the AMA.
Ian January, Mayor Daley was of education. Students filmed be-;
To the AMA’s credit, it makes interviewed by Norman Ross on hind-the-scenes preparations for an “Conquistador,” extras wouldn’t
even
have to be dressed, since the
no effort to avoid possible contro¬ his Sunday 10 p.m. WBKB “V.LP.” elementary science program under |
costume
has
hardly
versial areas. For example, Kal- program. It wasn't a political tele¬ the direction of the N.Y. State] peasant
tenbora noted that not everyone cast, hut the mayor, in response to Board of Regents; exterior and in¬ changed, at all from the 16th Cen¬
needs vitamins to supplement his
tury. .
terior
shots
of
P.S.
135*
where
a
[regular diet and quoted an AMA questions about Chicago* couldn’t teacher was getting ready to tune
What’s held back American film- *
: report which warned of overdoses. avoid mentioning some of the ac¬ in on tire WPIX airing of the ing in Mexico, Eurist feels, Js the
Taking a medical view of prize¬ complishments under his admin¬ science program and shots of an problem of supervision—fear on
fighting, it was stressed that some istration. Daly maintained to the early-rising student about to begin the part of established production
degree of brain injury is almost in¬ -FCC th^t once a man files for of¬ his day with “Sunrise Semester” or companies, networks and agencies
escapable in professional boxing. % fice, no radio-rtv interview is non¬ “Continental' Classroom.” ‘Elec¬ that they could not supervise pro¬
tronic Classroom” also contained duction closely enough. Eurist sees
Still another controversial area is political.
1 sex education.
To a listener’s
Upon FCC prodding, WBKB as¬ sliots of the “Continental Class¬ no problem here—it’s easy enough
query, “My small children are-won¬ signed the same* half-hour -program room” lecture and META’s produc¬ to assign a supervisor to such a
dering where babies come from. to Daly next Sunday (22). Daly tion staffers in a huddle with Rus¬ project, he states. Added advan¬
What should 1 tell them?,” it was and his attorney were happy with sian language instructor Katherine
tage, of course, is shooting in
pointed out that a pamphlet cover-- this date, just two* days before the Alexeieff of St, John Univ.
Was a revolution taking place Spanish as weU as English for the
ing the subject is available through election.
However, Daly told. among,
burgeoning
Latin. American mar¬
teachers as a result of tv?
the AMA.
Sterling (Red) 'Quinlan, WBKB
On the basis of the program v.p., that the “V.I.P.” show is es¬ Would automated teaching be the ket.
thing
of.the
future?
Do
educational
^caught, “Health Magazine of the sentially for eggheads who won’t
Memphis—Harlahd Hill, Chicago
Air” is well worth anyone’s listen¬ vote for him; and that he would programs now on the air get looked
ing time.
Mortimer Frankel’s settle for two five-minute pro¬ at and used,' or do they just get Bears grid star, is doing A nightly
script has a factual, to the pomt grams, and the “difference in cash pleasant lip service? Can tv help sports show over WHEY, Memphis
flavor and the overall production because' of heavy campaign ex¬ solve tiie problem of sky rocketing and Milington indie here. He ex¬
enrollment in colleges? -What about pects to continue his broadcasting
reflects care. 'Series, incidentally, penses.”
the growth and staying power of duties when he retires from the
is. presented by the AMA "in co¬
Later, Daly complained to the the ETV movement? These and gridiron and may make Memphis
operation with the medical society
FCC that most voters have already other jabbing questions were pro¬ his permanent home.__
of this community.”
Gilb.
Settled for one candidate a week pounded by Prof. William A. Wood
before the election, and asked that of the Columbia journalism faculty.
THE GOLDEN CROWN—STORY he be assigned the Feb. 15 pro¬ To answer 'these questions were
TME LATEST
panels consisting of Dorothy. Klock,
OF ANTIBIOTICS
gram instead, ^ Quinland nixed this member of the TV Council for N.Y.
With Gil Mack, Maurice TarpHn, ~dater'wiring the'FCC that this re¬
DESIGNER & COUTURIER
Public Schools; James F. McAnAmy SidelL Dick Keith, Ronald
Dawson, Charles Holmes, Hal quest was taking “unfair advant¬ drew,. director of the N.Y. Regents
CLOTHES
age of Section 315.”
TV Project; Lionel Cassdn, prof
Studer, Charles Webster
AT WCREWBLE MRGAWS
Director: dark Andrews
Mayor Daley last month ap¬ of classics at NYU and former
Writer; Gfl Braun
peared on WBBM-TVs pubaffairs “Sunrise Semester” teacher; Rich¬
S* many Ciliiril’m sav* thousand*
30 Mins.; Mon. (16), 10:30 p.m.
annual “Major’s Progress Report.” ard Heffner, program director/of
of dolfart on our 'fabufoos imrIh
ABC Radio, from N.Y.
So, Lar Daly gets a similar fi:30 META; Edward Stanley, director
and "ctosooufs" which coni* hot-offThirtieth anni of the discovery p.m. half-hour tomorrow (Wed.) on or public affairs of NBC, and
tho-griddlo from tho workshops of
of penicillin was the occasion for that station. At WBBM-TV, too, Frank Johnson, education editor of
the
l*oding designers arid nioriafoea mildly effective salute to Sir Daly requested a* five-minute spot, Newsday.
twon of th* most glamorous cloth**
This
was
a
cognizant
troupe
and
Alexander Fleming whose re- and “the difference in cash.”
in
America.
Our pritd f?7 but a
what they said made for attentive
'searches in the lab resulted in the
The Sunday night WBKR half- listening. These were not dreamysmall fraction of thos# advertised
first penicillin mold and to his
in tho ttp fashion magadno*.
fellow workers elsewhere who con¬ hour oq WBKB goes for $1,800; the eyed visionaires hut in the main
tinued the search for more wonder Wednesday 30-minute slot on alert, budget-minded individuals
THE BON MUX
WBBM-TV lists at $2,250. It’s nevertheless hep to the opportuni¬
drags.
“Bargain Stor* for MHfiooair**"
ties of ETV but not utterly con¬
If only some of the health-giving hardly necessary to report that vinced
1006
first
Av*. (cor. 55th St.) N.Y.C.
that
it
was
the
total
answer
properties of the antibiotics had both outlets -declined the ^‘dif¬ to the acute current teacher short¬
been liberally infused into the Gil ference in "cash” proposition.
Braun script of “The Golden ’ Chi broadcasters are unanimous
Crown—the Story of the Anti¬ in calling for a rewriting, of regu¬
biotics” on ABC Badio (16), the lation 315. They want clarification
result would not have been a'sag- on fringe candidates who demand
gingly-related, almost rigor mortis equal time. And they want either
kudo to the scientists.
Censorship powers to “protect us
Plot dealt with a renorter re¬ from irresponsible statements from
searching a news feature on the irresponsible persons who demand
progress of wonder drugs from and get free time” or legislation
penicillin in 1928 to achromycin
in 1953. A young and adoring gal absolving the outlets from libel
from the gazette's morgue,’ while suits resulting from these cuffoed
digging up the dips for the re¬ candidates’ statements.
porter, oohs and aahs at his
Still to he heard from: Republi¬
researching prowess; During the can Candidate. Timothy Sheehan,
Dynamic new dimension in TV programming
assignment there were fragmentary who, like the mayor, if a certain
references to other dedicated .work¬ winner on his ticket
ers in the antibiotic field—such
Over the Weekend, Republican
figures as Dr. Howard Florey and
[ PRObuCTS O(VISION
Dr. Ernst Chain; Dr. Selman candidate Timothy Sheehan, who
Waksman who isolated streptomy¬ like the mayor is a certain winner
CORPORATION I
on
his
ticket,
said
he
will
request
cin and Dr. Benjamin Minge DugH AMPEX coup.
REDWOOD CITf, CALtPORNM
gar, discoverer of aureomycin. A his equal time from both; WBKB
trip to the Lederle lab at Pearl and WBBM-TV. He’ll get it
critics as the former are advising
people on the merits of a Show for
which our readers would have to
pay out good money to see.
“It is, therefore, a readers serv-'
ice and a time and money saver if
drama and movie critics get clearcut and definite in their evalua¬
tion of a performance.
“It is a difficult matter with
television and radio. The shows
come into our living rooms free;
you can always turn to another one
if you don't like a particular show.
“Another factor is that a tv show
is not, going to be repeated unless
it proves to be an outstanding one
! and this does not occur* on more
than a handful of occasions during
the year. Therefore, there is no
need for the critic to warn our
readers against watching a show
which is not going to be inflicted
on them again in any case.
“On the other hand, if the read¬
ers did see the show,- they don’t
have to be told whether it was
good or bad. They have already
formed their.own opinion of it.
“Comment as to why the per¬
formance was had and interesting
gossip and the background of in¬
dividuals is permissible but I don’t
want to print violent attacks on
personalities. Too often these
severe criticisms reflect personal
views rather than objective criti¬
cism. I don’t believe our readers
are interested in reading the per¬
sonal likes and dislikes of our
critics and I know that'I don’t in¬
tend to waste oor valuable space
printing them.’*

Candidate in Chi
Wants Cash Along
With Equal Time
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JUKEBOX: A WINDFALL PROBE
European Common Market To Tap
Full Potential of Disk Biz—Soria
A vast expansion of the Euro
pean disk industry is due to
emerge frdm the operation of the
common market covering France,
Germany, italy and the Benelux
countries.
Dario Soria, former
Angel Records prexy now operat¬
ing as an indie packager under the
RCA Victor banner, sees the up¬
beat resulting irom a more eco¬
nomical manufacturing operation
with concomitant lower disk prices
for the consumer. ^ *
One of the major hurdles for
the Continental disk biz up to now,
according to Soria, was the prob¬
lem of short an dexpensive runs
on individual LPs in the pressing
plants located in each of the Eu¬
ropean countries. With the grad¬
ual lowering of the tariff walls,
it will be possible to produce
enough disks in one country to
satisfy the whole common market.
Soria pointed out that both disks
and books are- uniquely suitable
commodities for taking maximum
advantage of the common market
arrangements. Not only do they
represent industries which will not
Suffer major dislocations from the
elimination of tariff barriers, but
disks and books, as cultural media,
have always been regarded as pro¬
moting'the 4‘one world” ideology.
Soria said that while books will
still have to be translated in mov¬
ing from country to country, long¬
hair disks are now being packaged
abroad notes and with librettos in
three and four languages for ready
marketing in any European coun¬
try.
Once the common market be¬
comes firmly established, Soria
foresees it equalling the^ U.S. for
its disk potential. At the present
time, the European consumer,
based on relative cost of living in¬
dexes, is paying at least three
times as 'much for a disk as aiv
American.
Once prices are
brought more into line with the
(Continued on page 46)

•

Vincent Lopez, 8*er
Vincent Lopez, who is also a
parttime numerologist, is bank-;
ing on the numeral “eight” to
get his first Carlton Records
album rolling. Lopez had the
diskery change the album
number .from LP 130 to LP
12302 so that all the numbers
would total to eight.
Album, incidentally, will he
tagged “Nola,” Lopez’s long¬
time trademark.

1 Want to live
Cues More Life
For Jazz in Pix

Breakthrough of the two “I Want
To Live” soundtrack sets, on the
United Artists label, as solid pack¬
age sellers already topping the
75,000 marker, is paving the road
for more jazz in Hollywood pix.
Although jazz motifs have been
used successfully in films before,
“I Want To Live” represents the
first time that an authentic jazz
composer-arranger, Johnny Mandel, was given a scoring assignment
on a major production. Mandel
has now been wrapped up for
other Hollywood pic assignments.
Idea for a jazz score for the
Barbara Graham biopic, released
through UA, was inspired by Jack
Lewis, the .UA label’s artists &
repertoire manager who suggested
Mandel’s name to producer Walter
WangeV and director Robert Wise
and came up with the suggestion
of using Gerry Mulligan’s combo
on screen. Mandel was then given
freedom to write his jazz numbers
without regard to the frame-byframe scoring usually required in
other types of films. While not
all of Mandel’s score is heard in
the pic, since dialog sometimes
overrides the music it was ail re¬
corded on the soundtrack. One LP
Paramount Pictures is squashing from the pic features a combo
all talk that it's peddling its pub¬ under Mandel, while the other
lishing subsids. Famous Musk: and spotlights the Mulligan group.
Paramount Music, tq the Music;
Inception of the music sound¬
Corp. of America. It’s been known
in the trade that MCA has been track idea by Lewis and the sub¬
prowling the publishing scene for sequent plugging of the album by
a possible buy and several compa¬ the UA label was part of the disknies, including Par-Famous, start¬ pic crossplugging envisioned in
ed oging through the rumor mill. UA’s formation of the diskery a
Talk of the Paramount publish¬ couple of years ago. The UA disk¬
ing sale to MCA emerged as an ery has been concentrating its
offghoot of latter’s buy last year promotion for the. soundtrack sets
of 700 pre-1948 feature films from in conjunction with the pic release
the Paramount studios. Spokesman dates, thereby cashing in on .the
for Par, however, said last week mutual promotion.
there is no truth to the rumors of
the publishing firm sale.

Deny Par, Famous
Head MU’s Way

Mr. Sam No Music Man
FOREIGNDBKERIES
INVADING MEXICO

See Stanley Adams’ Likely Return
LIGENSE--S5MIL As ASCAP Prexy; Board Nominees
By HERM SCHOENFELD

Timing of the current Senate
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
rackets committee probe into mob¬
Disk Jockey Wives Assn.,
ster penetration into the jukebox
whose membership includes
industry, while Congress is consid¬
spouses of 72 local spinners,
ering changes in the Copyright
will sponsor an Alex Cooper
Act, is shaping up as a tremendous
memorial show Feb. 20 at
break for songwriters and publish¬
Sbrine Aud. Frank Sinatra,
ers. The unfolding coin machine
Debbie Reynolds and other
scandal is seen as> giving the
names will, appear.
strongest
impetus to date for
Event is to raise funds for
bringing the music boxes under
cancer research at the City of
some form of performance license
Hope, in Cooper’s name. The
compulsion.
KLAC deejay died of cancer
The amount of licensing coin
on June 19, 1957.
to be derived from the jukes by
such organizations as the American
Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers and Broadcast Music
Inc. will be a multi-million-dollar
bonanza right from the outset, no
matter what licensing formula is
finally agreed upon. «It’s figured
that even if the licensing bite is
set at only $10 a machine per year,
that will come to over $5,000,000,
since there are reported to be some
550,000 machines now in circula¬
tion with a gross take of about
Austin, Tex., Feb. 17.
$1,000,000,000 annually. However,
A bill that would require na¬
since a large quantity of the ma¬
tional
music
organizations, such as
chines are in the hands of under¬
the American Society of Com¬
world elements, there is no clear- posers,
Authors
& Publishers, to
cut statistical data available on have a $100 state
license when
the juke biz.
they contract with a radio or tele¬
The jukeboxes, at present, have vision station for the playing of
a music biz role as a vital customer records, was introduced to the
of the disk business. About 25% Texas lawmakers by Senator Culp
of the sales of a hit disk are ac¬ Krueger of El Campo.
counted for by the juke ops who.
Krueger, owner of KULP, El
follow the bestselling charts in Campo, says there is a license law
making their purchases.
on the hooks now but it is not be¬
The coin machines play only ’a ing enforced. It provides only a
minor role in the hit-making j=$25 fee for each contract.
His new bill makes the comptrol¬
process. Once the ball is rolling on
a specific number, the. jukes can ler responsible for collecting the;
keep it going, hut the boxes have fees and issuing the licenses. The
never been able to launch a hit $100 license would be. required for
under their own steam. The disk every contract signed. Krueger es¬
companies, however, occasionally timated the'bill would bring in
give away disks to the jukes in about $200,000 a year to the state
order to guarantee exposure on treasury.
“nervous” .hits.
First Such State Bill
The inability of the juke ops to
Bill is the first of its type to. be
make hits or artists has been pin¬
pointed by the fates of those introduced in any state. Since it's
singers who reportedly were under assumed that the performance li¬
mobster management In the case censing outfits would pass the tax
of one current topflight crooner, on to the music user, the impact
his close ties with underworld would be heaviest on the small
elements in Chicago seven and niteries, restaurants, etc. Many of
eight years ago, when he was cold these pay total fees that are now
and in dire need of a hit disk, less than $100 a year.
availed him naught. A few years
later, when the public was ready, Ezra Rachlin’s 11th Year
the singer again hit his stride, hut
Austin, Tex., Feb. 17.
without benefit of any special juke¬
Ezra Rachlin, conductor of the
box push. As for a couple of other Austin Symphony Orch, has signed
crooners 'reportedly under the a contract 'fqr the orchestra’s 1959thumb of the hoods, they have as 60 season.
yet failed to make a dent in the
The season will he Rachlin’s 11th
market.
as musical director, and conductor.

Radio-Owning Sen.
Sires Bill in Texas
On $100 Music Tax

Jukeboxes Face the Music
Washington, Feb. 17,
The jukebox industry is undergoing the roughest kind of therapy
—the kleig-lighted, sensation-packed, headline-grabbing Congressional
investigation. The going-over by the Senate rackets committee is leav¬
ing it bewitched, bothered, and blaek-and-blue.
*

Washington, Feb. 17.
Congressional
secretaries
on
Capitol Hill have a new cafeteria
i—but no music.
That’s because of House Speaker
Sam Rayburn.
When, the large cafeteria was
completed in the New House Office
Building not long ago, Rayburn’s
advice was sought about installing
background music to soothe, sec¬
retarial nerves while they dined.
Rayburn ruled in the negative,
considering it a useless expendi¬
ture (while possjbly recalling Pres¬
ident Eisenhower’s prediction that
this would be a “high-spending
Congress” under Democratic rule).

Mexico City, Feb. 17.
A flood of hew disks bearing for¬
eign labels and featuring interna¬
tionally known singers and orches¬
tras have appeared on the local
market
. Germany’s Polydor label is rep¬
resented by "Sentimental Journey”
LP interpreted by the Werner
Mueller orch.
Telefunken is featuring “Fiesta
of Surprises No. 13,” made up of
pop melodies from various nations,
interpreted by orch under contract
to the firm, including Jerry Mengo,
Jacques Marino, Pepe Luis, Frank
Pourcel, Tito Fuggi and Noel
Chiboust
The London label continues its
series of music from European mo¬
tion pictures in its “Themes from - Westminster Ups Talmus
Edgar P. Talmus has been raised
Great Films” with British pianist;
Stanley .Black and- his orch.
! to the post of national sales direc¬
.Cuba’s Kubaney diskers features] tor of Westminster Records.
the Lago- Bros, delivering 12 PanFor the past couple of years,
american songs, with orchestra of -he’d been assistant to Henry L.
| Gage, v.p, over sales.
Osvaido Estivfl.

Deej ay Memorial Show

*

*

With at least another three weeks of hearings in store, the probe
may shape up as the worst Capitol Hill battering dealt a segment of
the entertainment business since House Un-American investigators
staged their Hollywood Red hunt in the 1940s.
*

*

*

With the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers
now initiating plans for election of
a new board of directors beginning
April 1, speculation has opened on
a candidate to fill the Society’s
prexy slot. Incumbent president
Paul Cunningham is ineligible to
run again under the bylaw limiting
the prexy to three consecutive oneyear terms. ASCAP’s officers are
elected annually by the board.
Leading contender for the top
ASCAP post is Stanley Adams, in¬
cumbent board member who served
as the Society’s president immedi¬
ately before Cunningham. The by¬
laws do not prohibit Adams from
again filling the $25,000-a-year
post, since three years have inter¬
vened between his last term of
office. It will, however, be the first
time in ASCAP’s 45-year history
that one individual served two
such separated terms.
In the list of nominations made
by the publishers’ nominating com¬
mittee for its 12 members on the
ASCAP board, the name of Fred¬
erick Fox, of Sam Fox Music, was
proposed. The son of the firm’s
founder, however, declined to run
on the grounds that “the free voice
of the majority'’ cannot he ex¬
pressed in ASCAP. Fox has been
one of the leading figures in the
move to amend ASCAP’s weighted
vote procedure.
Other nominations for popularproduction publisher members, in
(Continued on page 46)

Marek for RCA:
Oh You‘Redhead’
George R. Marek, RCA Victor
disk v.p. and general manager,
headed a company task force set
up last week to plug the label’s
new Broadway cast set of “Red¬
head” among New York’s disk
jockeys. Marek, sales execs and
the artists & repertoire staff de¬
livered the LP in person to most
of the local stat'ons four days
after it was cut last Sunday (8).
Victor is la>ing heavily on the
smash Gwen Verdon starrer with
a broad ad campaign in mags and
on the air. Also in the works is a
national consumer contest pegged
on the legit musical.

FATS DOMINO £ SON

AcmnD-rr-uPDUO
Hollywood, Feb, 17.
What could turn out to be one
of the hottest father & son combos
in music is being packaged by Im¬
perial prexy Lew Chudd. Latter
has signed Antoine Domino Jr.,
10-year-old-sprig of Fats Ddmino
and who also hits the keys and
belts a song.
Dave Bartholomew, who has
written most of Domino’s tunes, is
penning some originals for the
father-son team to duet at a forth¬
coming session.

Atlandc-Barclay Tie
For France and Belgium

Chairman John L. McClellan (D-Ark.) stressed at the outset that
the vast majority of people in the jukebox-coin machine industry were
Atlantic Records has tied in with
honest. But the story as unfolded at the hearings and played up by
the press was one of widespread gangster infiltration with the legiti¬ Barclay Records for distribution
of
the Atlantic, Atco and Eastmate operators frequently knuckling under or fleeing to other fields.
*
*
*
West lines in France and Belgium.
The
entire Atlantic catalog will
The rackets.committee is counting on the probe to muster added
support for labor reform legislation, but the expose could have a de¬ be released exclusively in those
countries
on a new label to be
cided impact on another measure now pending—the jukebox hill. The
Music Operators Assn, of America—the trade organization—has over¬ known as “Atlantic-Barclay. Eddie
and
Nicole
Barclay, the French
powered ASCAP in the past and beat back legislative attempts to
bring jukebox playings under the Copyright Act. Revelations of the firm’s toppers, were in New York
recently
to
huddle
with Atlantic
rackets hearings certainly will not strengthen the voice of the juke¬
box industry in Congress, and may tend to even the odds in its contest execs on a special promotional
campaign.
Until
recently,
Atlantic
with ASCAP.
was represented in France by Ver¬
*
*
+ ^
sailles
Records.
The jukebox people still appear to be recoiling from the impact of
Barclay also has affiliated with
the initial publicity. So far the MOMA has not formally asked to ap¬
pear before the committee, which has no place, at this time to issue Jubilee to distribute its entire line
in France and its territories. Deal
an invitation.
Highlights of the hearings so far show how the music box biz is tak¬ was handled by Nicole Barclay and
Irving Siders for Barclay Disques
ing it on the chin:
Milton
Summerfield for
1. A former v.p. of Wnrlitzer Inc., Milton Hammergreeu, candidly and
Jubilee.
(Continued on page.45)
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
Frank Sinatra (Capitol).
“FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION”
(Barton*) is-an okay uptempo item
with Its “best attraction 'coming
from Sinatra’s forceful beat.
“TIME AFTER TIME” (Sands*)
has the crooner working an oldie
into choice spinning material.
Jerri Adams (Columbia). “WHO

“Beer Barrel” from a polka to
conga setting and it should keep
the jukes swinging. “77 SUNSET
STRIP CHA CHA” (Witmark*)
adds a proper hip-swinging groove
to a solid melodic bfeat.
Tommy Mara (Felsted). “YANCY
DERRINGER” <H. R. Music*) is
out of the tv show of the same

Gwen Verdon: “Redhead” (RCA guitar highlights the set, of course,
Victor). This original Broadway but he’s accompanied by some
cast album is a natural for a big other flamenco guitarists who give
payoff. Riding with the marquee the whole idea ah added zest and
,
lure of Gwen Verdon and hit flavo%
notices, package is sure to mop up
Polly Bergen: “All Alone By The
in key markets and work into one Telephone” (Columbia). Taking
of the bestselling original cast sets Irving Berlin’s “All AloitS” as a
RCA Victor has had in a long peg and a starting point, Polly
time. Dorothy Fields (lyrics) and Bergen has followed through with
Albert Hague (music) have given a charming potpourri of slickly
Miss Verdon and such supporting concocted material. In her reper¬
players as Richard Kiley and toire are lots of wellknown - items
Leonard Stone, among others,
and some less familiar stuff done
good assortment of ballads and with a vocal know-how that gives
CONNIE FRANCIS.....~.IF I DIDN'T CARE
.special material pieces to play ’em all some stature.
with. “Just For Once” and “Look
(MGM)..
Toward The End Of The Day
Irene Krai-Herb Pomeroy: “The
Who’s In Love” are the stickout Band
And I” (United Artists).
Connie Francis’ "If I Didn't Care” (Chappell*) is another
ballads and “Erbie Fitch’s Twitch” There are few opportunities for a
LAWRENCE WELK
modernization of an oldie and it wiU*go all the way because of
will develop into a popular special thrush to blossom forth via bigthrush’s current pop appeal. “Toward the End of the Day” (FranFirst DOT RECORD Releases
material item and the instrumental band vocalist route; Irene Krai is
. “MR. MUSIC MAKER”
con*) is just an average ballad effort but Miss Francis gives it a
“Pick-Pocket Tango,” develops, one of the few who have received
Dot L.P. Album No. ”3164
spinning potential.
lots of appeal. Miss Verdon’s en¬ the opportunity and she’s making
Two
E.P/s—Nos.
1079-1080
*
*
*
ergetic approach comes through the most of it. Working with the
(Also Available in Stereo)
the grooves for strong impact and fine Herb Pomeroy orch. Miss Krai
TONY BENNETT..' .BEING TRUE TO ONE ANOTHER
Kiley projects as a likable leading is showcased in a way that gives
(Columbia)..
It’s So Peaceful In The Country
ners who go. for a soft ballad style man. Fred Reynolds, of RCA her plenty of room to display a
Victor’s artists & repertoire staff, savvy piping style. Also to Miss
that’s intelligently handled.
Tony Bennett’s “Being True to One Another” (Jack-Do*) is a
did a standout job in putting the Krafs credit is her tune selection.
stickout bajlad in melody and lyric lines and it’s vocalized into a
Jim Backus (Jubilee): “ROCKS whole thing together.
Most of the songs she’s picked
hot spinning bet. “It’s So Peaceful in the Country” (Regentt) is
ON THE ROOF” (Budd*) has Jim
The Platters: “Remember haven’t picked up . too often but
the popular Alec Wilder tune in a handsome vocal setting. Backus in the role of a lecturer lo When?” (Mercury). Currently pac¬ they’re
all gems and give the al¬
*
*
*
teeners, with enough funny lines ing the pop singles league with their
an added importance for those
get the side its share of plays. reworking of the “Smoke Gets In bum
BILLY FURY. .....MAYBE TOMORROW to
who have become tired of having
“CAVE MAN”' (Budd*) swings Your Eyes” oldie. The Platters the
same old songs crop up on new
(London)...Gonna Type A Letter
along with a wild beat and a lyric have extended the click formula to albums.
:
idea to match.
Billy Fury’s “Maybe Tomorrow” (Peter Maurice*) has the rock¬
11 other vintage numbers for an
Ellis
Larkins: “Blue and Senti¬
abilly flavor that pulls in the teen audience. It should make Billy
Bobby Summers (Capitol). “PAD” LP that’s sure to turn into a hot mental” (Decca). This is a quiet hut
Ftiry a new juke /are. “Gonna Type a Letter” (Burlington*)
(Lizannf) develops a hot, rocking selling item. Even though, this impressive display of Ellis Larkins* '
swings out a hot beat for good spinning reaction.
sound that should bring the side to treatment of the faves is in the keyboard class: He’s is a “mood
the. spinning forefront. “PARADE modern idiom, the adult LP buyer jazz” groove but that shouldn’t
*
*
*
ROCK” (Beechwoodt) is; a nifty will find lots of pleasing material frighten away the squares because
CARMEN McRAE... .PLAY FOR KEEPS instrumental that will keep the here, too.
Larkins has keyed it for wide(Kapp).,... . .Which Way Is Love
teeners hopping.
“Garry Moore Presents That ranged appeal. His rhythm accom¬
Carmen McRae’s “Play for Keeps” (Korwin*) will take a strong
Eileen Rodgers (Columbia). “I Wonderful Year — 1940” (Warner paniment is niftily handled by Jim
hold on jock and juke spinning time because of the way she puts a . NEVER KNOW WHEN TO SAY Bros.). The recap of a “wonderful Crawford (drums), Joe Beniamin
solid pop touch into a. nifty ballad item. “Which Way Is Love”
WHEN” (Ankerford*) sets-a-bluas- year has worked into a popular (bass) and Skeefer Best (guitar).
ballad mood for Eileen Rodgers format on Garry Moore’s CBS-TV Among the more familiar tunes
(Garland*) is a net ballad that ought to attract special spinning
and she belts in a way that will show and it transfers to the disk that come up for the Larkins’
attention.
*
*
*
attract the spinners. Tune’s from extremely well. It could develop touch are “Blue Moon” and "Am I
current Broadway musical, “Goldi¬ Into a fine album series. Out of Blue.” The Larkins’ originals, of
DOMENICO MODUGNO..... PIOVE locks.” “KING OF MY HEART” the 1940 pop tune catalog are such which there are six, have a highly
(Deeca) ......
FarfaUe
(Evans*) is a full-bodied ballad memorable items as “The Last attractive quality.
Dick Roman: “Dick Roman
with a strong vocal to get it on the Time I Saw Paris,” “Taking A
Domenico Modugno’s “Piore” (Robbins*) is another San Remo
Chance On Love,” “How High The Sings” (MGM).. There’s a pleasing
spinning circuit.
winner and might get him on to the turntables the way his “Volare”
Moon” and “You Are My Sun¬ quality to Dick Roman’s song styl¬
did last year. “FarfaUe” has a beat that’s lively enbugh to attract
Vincent Lopez (Carlton). “NOLA” shine,” to name a few. A choral ing that will bring devotees his
(Sam Fox*) is already riding high group under the direction of Keith way. Working without any syn¬
the Modugno fans.
*
*
*
With several potent slices but Textor and an orcji under Irwin thetic pipiqg pyrotechnics, Roman
Lopez ought to pick up a share of Kostal handle the tunes in a sim¬ builds the proper musical mood
JUNE VA!LT
. THE ANSWER TO A MAIDEN’S PRAYER the
play because of his longtime ple, straightforward manner and with a straightforward approach
(Mercury) ..1 .....
. .In His Arms
association with the tune. “ROSA¬ with lots of taste.
that’s easy to take. He gets a lot
LIA” (Carl Fischer*) spotlights
June Valli’s ‘‘The Answer to a Maiden’s Prayer” (Cheriot)
Nat King Cole: ‘‘Welcome To of mileage out of such nifties as
Lopez’s piano in an appealing in¬ The Club’* (Capitol). Nat King Cole “Stella By Starlight.” “Lazy After¬
is a plaintive, romantic item that will gee a strong spotlighting on
strumental setting.
switches to an uptempo jazz mood noon,” “Midnight Sun” and “My
the turntables around the "country. “In His Arms” (Goldsen*) is
The Ja Da Quartette (Warner in this package and works it into Foolish Heart.”
a novely ifem with just a fair impact.
Bros]).
“GOOD TIME CHARLIE” an exciting musical excursion. He’s
Jad Paul: “12th Street Bag”
*
*
*
(Hecht-Lancaster & Buzzell*) fea¬ as sure With this jazz beat as he is (Liberty). This is for the banjo
SENOR WENCES.’S-ALL RIGHT? ’S-ALL RIGHT? tures a happy beat in an appealing in the more familiar soft ballad buffs. Jad Paul is a top plinkvocal backing that will gain lots of groove, giving the album a strong plunker and he gets a lot of drive
(Joy)... .Deefeecult For Yon—Easy For Me
spinning approval. “MY CUTEY’S catch-on potential. An important into his efforts. He works over the
Senor Wences’ “’S-All Right? ’S-All Right?” (Joy*) is a cute
DUE AT TWO, TWO, TWO TO¬ assist is delivered by Dave Cava¬ title song and an item called
cha cha-flavored novelty that will take off for happy spinning re¬
DAY” (Stasny*) projects an old- naugh who fronts an orch of hip “Liebestraum For Banjos,”. giving
sults. “Deefeecult for You—Easy for Me” (Joy*) is another
fashioned beat with a flavorsome sidemen.
an idea of the range of bis reper¬
Latino-styled piece that gives Senor Wences and “friend” a chance
vocal styling.
Sabicas: “The Day of The Bull¬ toire.
to toy with some vocalistics. It’s ir-simulation of Wences* w.k.
Leon Merian Orch (20th-Fox). fight” (ABC-Production). This is a
The Ambassadors: ‘‘The Ambas¬
ventriloqual act.
“THE ROCKIN’ BEE” (Delaware*) handsome package in all respects sadors Get-Together” (Jubilee).
is a flashy takeoff on The “Flight and rightly belongs in ABC-Para¬ The Ambassadors, a piano-organ
of the Bumble Bee” for some juke mount’S higher-priced Aristocrat
whip up an okay sound for
NEEDS YOU” <Korwin*> features name and Tommy Mara gives it attention. “BABY-O” (Famous*) series. Music, especially conceived duo,
music listeners. The LP de¬
a slick, lively beat that will get the western flavor that could push fits current terp needs and should for this package by Sabicas and mood
velops into a tuneful ride as they
this one-time Four Lads’ dick into it onto the turntables. “WITH do okay around the jukes.
Kenyon Hopkins, is striking and work their way through a flock of
the payoff spinning groove again. SOMEONE YOU LOVE” (Knollpicturesque as it traces the various solid material from the ASCAP
“PLAY FOR KEEPS” (Korwin*) wood*) will get some of the spin¬
moods of a bullfight-day. Sabicas’ catalog. The piano and organ
* ASCAP. t BMI.
plays up a warm ballad sentiment
blending develops each item pleas¬
in way that will win the program¬
ingly and a drum is added to
mers to its side.
round out the beat.
PBmety
The Kittens (Unart). “A LETTER
“George Jessel Sings Tear. JerkTO DONNA” (Unartf) is a tribute
ers of the Not-So-Gay *90s” (Treas¬
to Ritchie Valens, 17-year-old
ure).
The beat may change, but
singer who died in the air crash a
the heartbreaking, tearjerking mo¬
few weeks ago. It’s done with a
tif
has
remained a dominant pop
1.
STAGGER
LEE
(6)
......
Lloyd
Price
.ABC-Par
rocking beat and with the juvesong element over the years. In a
styled sentiment that the kids are
2. DONNA (5) ....... Ritchie Valens . Del-Fi
parallel
to the current flock of
sure to eat up. “IT’S ALL OYER
despair-laden clicks, this set re¬
3. PETITE FLEUR (2) .......
Chris Barber .Laurie
NOW” (Unartt) features a swift
creates some of the doleful ditties
rocking beat for an okay change
4. ALL AMERICAN BOY (4) ......... Bill Parsons .Fraternity
of 60 and 70 years ago. George
qf pace.
Jessel supplies the narration for
Julius LaRosi (Roulette).
5. SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES (9) ... Platters.*_Mercury
this songalog and delivers, with an
“WHERE’S THE GIRL” (Plane¬
appropriately oMfashioned vibrato,
Cyril Stapleton .London
tary*) puts Julius LaRosa in a vig¬
6. CHILDREN’S MARCHING SONG (4)
some of the numbers with an
*'' * ‘ *'' ’ -.( Mitch Miller .Columbia
orous marching setting and- he
assist
from the Ted Auletta orch
builds it into a good spinning po¬
7.16 CANDLES (6) .
.. .... Crests
.Coed
and chon»s with Johnny Amoroso,
tential. “PROTECT ME” (Par
Beverly Wesp, Bob McGrath and
8. GOTTA TRAVEL ON (7) _'.... Billy Grammer.Monument
Music*) forms a nice ballad mood
Retina Price handling the1 other
via crooner’s warm delivery.
,
9. I CRIED A TEAR (1)..... LaVern Baker .Atlantic
solo ass'miments. This fascinating
Les Brown Orch (Coral).
song folio, loaded with dead
“BOOLA” (Gilt) is a snappy instru¬
10. MY HAPPINESS (7) ..... Connie Francis .MGM
mothers, drunken fathers and
mental with a hot drum showcasing
ladies of doubtful virtue, includes
that will win it lotsa spinning time.
number'’- Pke “In The Baggage
“SAY IT WITH MUSIC” (Berlin*)
Coach At'—'d;” the grisliest item
has Les Brown saying it in precise
in
the r-Uection), “Father, Dear
daneeable terms.
Father Come-Home With Me Now.”
I GOT A WIFE . .. Mark IV.
.... Mercury
Carla. Beni & Gino Latilla
“Hello Central. Give Me Heaven,”
(Brunswick). “AL CHIAR DI LUNA
Brunsvnck
LONELY TEARDROPS ... Jackie Wilson
“Take Back Your Gold,” “Just
PORTO FORTUNA” (Skidmore*)
Break
News To Mother,” •
CHARLIE BROWN ...... Coasters .....
.. .. • • Atco
fits into a rockachile groove that’s
“She’s
M°re To Be Pitied Than
good for pop jock and juke action.
TALL PAUL ..........
Annette .
.Disneyland
Censured” and others in the same
“O SORRACINO” is a flavorsome
lachrymose groove.
slice that will do well in Latino
PETER GUNN THEME ...,....... Ray Anthony .
.... .Capitol
The Grail Singers: “Easter At
hangouts.
GrailvIHe” (Period). This is a
HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONG ..... Andy Williams
.... Cadence
Debbie Reynolds (MGM). “THE
standout
item for the Lent and
MATIN GAME” (Robbins*) plays
GOODBYE BABY ..... Jack Scott .Carlton
Easter season. T’'e <^rail Singers
up a catching lyric and melody for.
THE LONELY ONE ....... Duane Eddy ..Jamie ^ from Loveland. O., have take” up
okay spins to tie in with the Metro
folk songs, sniritual and chants
pic of the same name. “RIGHT
GIRL ON PAGE 44 . ......
4 Lads . Columbia
and worked them into a relMoso
AWAY” (Carrie*) is a moderate
pa^ka^e of considerable merit. It
ballad with doubtful spinning pos¬
WITH WIND & RAIN IN HAIR ......./.]........ Pat Boone . Dot
wilt develop into a staple- v.:V>*ch .
sibilities.
dealers v’*U want every^year. The
Pete Canddi (Warner Bros.).
lFigures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101
interr*'e**'l groiiD of femme formers
“BEER BARREL CONGA” (Shaare conducted by Angela M<Pcr.
piro-Bernstein*)
transfers , , (bpc
Gros. . .

Best Bets
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Borek-Roibus-C'Kede
Form Fine Arts Mode

Columbia Records and Bell Telephone have teamed for a promotion
on diskery’s new LP release, “All Alone By The Telephone,” which
features Pblly Bergen. The telephone company, in conjunction with the
N. W- Ayer ad agency, is supplying. Col with .miniature music box plas¬
tic phones which play the album's title song when the receiver is lift¬
ed, for distribution to disk jockeys in key markets around the coun¬
try. Album will also be plugged to telephone customers via folders
that will accompany lire monthly bills. Bell's company publications wili
also feature articles on the Col package. The title of the album is
taken from the .Irving Berlin song “All Alone,” winch is included in
the package.
.

Playwright Allen Boretz has set
up Fine Arts Music for several of
his upcoming shows,, in association
with Jack Bobbins' and Cork
O’Keefe’s Words j& Music Corp. A
musical version of His “Room Serv¬
ice;” book and lyrics by Boretz
and Jack Murray and music by
Dave Mann, is first on the agenda,
to be followed' by “And Then I
Wrote,” a Tin Pan Alley musical,
by Boretz and Clay Boland (music).
Latfejf, with George Marion Jft
(libretto), has completed “Tire
Coach and Fora*,” musical accent¬
ing the “gosodi side” of young Amer¬
ica, which, will also go through
Bobbins’ music firm, as well as a
new edition of Lew Leslie’s “Black¬
birds of 1959,” music mostly by
Bee Walker, Walter Hirsch, Tony
Piano and Michael Collicio. Boretz
also has “My Village Queen,” a
new musical, and Arthur Klein is
readying “A Lady In Waiting,”;
songsmiihs not yet set.

An unusual “fan club,” consisting oi jazz critics, musicologists and
diskery execs, is being set up in New nprk in behalf of Duke Elling¬
ton. An advisory board of the “Duke Ellington Jazz Society”1 has al¬
ready been formed that includes- Mercer Ellington, composer and the
Duke's son; Dr. Marshall Stearns, director of the Institute of Jazz
Studies; John Wilson, N.Y. Times jazz critic; Irving Townsend, Colum¬
bia Records pop album exec; and1 such jazz critics as Leonard Feather,
Dorn Cerulli ansd Barry Ulanov. The society aims at running lectures
ancf .concerts designed to spotlight the place of Ellington in the Ameri¬
can musical scene.

Steve Lawrence to ABC-Par; James
Blows for MGM; Other Disk Signings
Steve Lawrence has switched
from. Coral to the ABC-Paramount
label, joining his wife, Eydie
Gorme. Miss Gorme also was
under the Coral banner at one
time.
Lawrence, now in the Army, cut
his first dates for ABC-Par last
week, with his wife. Initial release
will be a coupling of two standards,
“Sentimental Me” and “You Can’t
Be True, Dear.”

. Nat’l Guard Salute
Hollywood, Feb. 17. ^
Singer Artie Wayne has
rounded up an aggregation of
disk and picture names euffo
for a one-hour radio salute to
the National Guard.
Performers donating their
services include Peggy Lee,
Debbie Reynolds, Jerry Lewis,
Dinah Shore, Sammy Davis
Jr., Jack Lemmon, Jeff Chand¬
ler, Johnny Mathis, Perez
Prado, the Four Preps, Roy
Rogers, Dale Evans, plus the
orchs of David Rose and Jerry
Fielding.

MGM: Harry James
Arnold Maxin, MGM Records
prexy, has set Harry James to re¬
cord singles and albums with what
the diskery calls a “now swinging
band.” James recently cut several
LPs for Capitol.

Dot: SfiEm Gaillard
Slim Gaillard,. who’s been mak¬
ing the rounds of the small jaxz
clubs for a few years, is getting
back into the disk groove via Dot
Records, Bob Thiele, diskery’s
veepee and a&r boss, has already
Michael Edwards, chief editor cot an album and a single fir
BERRY MUSIC STATUS OUQ
and arranger for Mills Music, is Gaillard’s preem under the Dot
banner. The single is due in about
,
London, Feb. 10.
retiring Feb. 27 after more than three
weeks.
Though Roy Beny has taken
Iff years with the firm. While with
over
as
general
manager
of
GampPhil Kahl, Roulette Records exec, has given up his wife; Shaye bell, Connelly Ltd. in succession to Mills, Edwards had been associ¬
CapItoPs Benewah
Cogan, to a rival diskery. Miss Cogan, who had been recording for
Dean Martin and June1 Christy
Roulette for the past year, was given, an okay to switch to the MGM Eddie Standring, this doesn’t mean ated with such composers -as Le¬ have signed renewal contracts with
label. Shift was made at the suggestion of publisher Lou Levy who he has folded the Berry Music Co. roy Anderson, Morton Gould, Roy Capitol Records. Martin, who has
told Kahl that his wife would fare better on a label where she could He’ll also continue with the Con¬ Harris Sir Thomas Beecham and been with Cap since 1948, has
appear without any complications of their personal relationship. Her roy Records library of original Percy Grainger, among others.
scored with a pair of million-selling
mood music, now' being managed
first MGM release wilL appear in a few Weeks.
Edwards also has such, compo¬ platters —- “That’s Amore” and
by Ron Denton.
Recent changes at Campbell, sitions as “Aladdin and the “Memories Are Made of This.” Bfis
Joseph A. McDonald, former exec with the NBC and ABC networks, Connelly have also brought in Princess;” “American Seamen’ biggies last year were “Volare”
will be honored at a Toots Shor, N.Y., dinner Feb. 24 By the Copy¬ George Smith who has taken over and “Music In The Zoo” and the . and “Return To Me.” Lee Gillette
right Luncheon Circle and the Copyright Society of the U.S.A. It will the light music department from pop click of the 1930s, “Once In | produces Martin’s sessions.
Miss Christy, one of the label’s
mark McDonald's -reentry into private law practice in Washington, D.C. Norman Whiteley.
A While,” among his credits.
top jazz singers, has been with the
“
——
Tower since 1945. Bill Miller pro¬
___
_
duces her sessions.
mm m
m am
mm m■
“1
MGM Records has moved nearly 250,000 copies of its soundtrack
single waxing of “Tom Thumb's Tune;” sung by Russ Tamblyn since
mid-December, through a tie-in promotion with Bosco, milk amplifier
product for children. The deal includes cooperation of the MGM pic
company, distributors of the“Tom Thumb” film Tty* promotion is
worked through a premium deal by which purchaser of a bottle of
Bosco; sends a label and 30c to the company and get a copy of the
disk. Plugging has been done on radio and tv spots across the coun¬
try.

KtlML
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After 16 Years Wife Mills

Ethel Smith's Deeca Longie
Ethel Smith, organist, has inked
a new longterm pact with Decea
Records. Label is now rushing re¬
lease of her “Spanish IClarchiug
Song,” a tune of Basque origfn
which was popular in the ranis
of the Cuban rebels while they
were fighting the Batista regime.

5ELLEK5
1

VARIETYSurvey of retail disk best
sellers- based- on reports ob¬
tained from ‘leading stores in
19 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
National
1 Rating
iSfLast
win urk.

Artist, Label; . Title

LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
Stagger Lee ..
RITCHIE VALENS (Del-Fi)
2
2
Donna .
..
CHRIS BARBER (Laurie!
3
7
Petits Fleur.__
RAY ANTHONY (Capitol)
4
12
Peter Gunn.
BILL PARSONS (Fraternity)
5
17
All American Boy .... .
CYRIL STAPLETON (London)
1
10
Children’s MSarehtag Song... 4.
CRESTS (Coed)
7
3 .IffCandles.-.
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)
8
5
Hawaiian Wedding Song ..
COASTERS CAtco)
19 Charlie Brown.
9
PLATTERS (Mercury)
id
4
Smoke Gets in Your Eyes...
JACKIE WILSON (Brunswick)
li
9 .Lonely Teardrops .
MARK IV (Mercury)
12
11. IGoto Wife.
* BAVHJ SEVILLE (Liberty)
13A .. * Alvin's Harmonica.
ANNETTE (Disneyland)
13B 13
Tall Pant.
LaVERN BAKER (Atlantic)
13C ff T Cried a Tear. .
BILLY GRAMMER (Monument)
Gotta Travel On. .
iff 14
.CONNIE FRANCS (MGM)
17A 22 My Happiness ....
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
17B ff ' Children’s Marching Song.
. BELL NOTES (Time)
I9A ..
I’ve Had It:..
FRANKIE AVALON (Chancellor)
19B
Venn* .....
FOUR LADS (Columbia!
214 24
Girl* on Page 44. .
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)
21B 23 May Yon Always. ...
REG OWEN (Palette)
23 .13 Manhattan Spiritual ...
■ ’ DUANE’ EDDY (Jamie)
*
24A 'itThe Lonely tfne
r. "JPAUL ANKA (ABC-Pkr>
24R Iff My Heart,-Siiftgs
..
1
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Westminster: Rudel
Julius Rudel, musical director of
the New York City Center Opera,
has been inked by Westminster
Records. He’s set to da a series
of five LPs ia Vienna this sum¬
mer.

3 34
5

_33

1

4 JO

10

Bot Carroll’s Pact
Advance Records, Tfan Gayle’s
label headquartering in Detroit,
; has signed songstress Dorothy Carroll for tour rM--

7 _30
5i

JO

1_ 9_

J3

ff

J2

4

Bel Cantor Gin® Roekford
In a tieup with an NBC-TV pro¬
gram (“It Could Be You”) tie
Coast indie, Bel Canto Records,
lined up' a new singer, name of
GHno Roekford; whose square han¬
dle js Gfno Marsili. The disk re¬
lease is scheduled to coincide with
thee singer’s appearance at tie
Sands, La§ Vegas, later this month.
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Roulette: Buddy & Ilia Johnson
Roulette Records has tagged
Buddy Johnson’s orch, and the
maestro’s sister Ella Johnson, the
band’s vocalist. First release, out
this week, is “Tuke No. 1.” an in¬
strumental; and “Don’t Fail Me
Baby,” which Miss Johnson vocal¬
izes. Before joining Roulette the
Johnsons recorded for Becca and
Mercury.
Warner Bros: Billy Byrd
Billy Byrd, who's been associ¬
ated with Ernest Tubb for the past
15 years, is getting out on his own
via Warner Bros. Records. Deal
was set by WB prexy James B.
Conkling.
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Joy: Sesor Wences
Senor Wences is spreading into
the disk field via Joy Records. His
first two &des under the Jov ban¬
ner. “S’All Right! S’All Right!”
and “Deefeecult For You—Easy
For Me,” were written by A1 Hoff¬
man* and Dick Manning.
Joy
plans to get the disk into market
by Feb. Iff.
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Counterpoint: Pat Montaine
Singer - composer -accordionist
Pat Montaine ftas been rigned ly
Counterpoint Record*. The 28year-old disker who’s appeared en
radio? and tv in Pittsburgh aid
Cleveland for the past two yeaus,
wflk Bow with “Steady Bound” aud
“Little Girl.”
Ceil Bfecluna* Jacobs has joined
the sales staff of the Latin Quarter,
N.Y., bauquet dept. She had been
with the nearby Riviera* a*d gfee
with the Town & Country Club,
Brooklyn. -* ■» *
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Hantoram Scores With
London Sefleit Prior
To Departure for U.S.

Jukes Face The Music
; Continued from pace 41

admitted that in the. 1940s the firm did business with gangsters in
Chicago and elsewhere. "We didn't like it. But we had to sell juke¬
boxes."
2. Witnesses from the New York area asserted that unions were
used by hoodlum operators to whiplash proprietors into accepting their
machines and no others.
3. A report by staff investigators was put in the record listing li
men in the jukebox coin-machine business who had been delegates to
the notorious 1957 Mafia convention at Apalachin, N.Y. Several opera¬
tors with erimin aT re cords repeatedly .cited the Fifth Amendment when
adted about racketeering in the industry* including whether jukebox
strategy was mapped at the Apalachin meeting.
4. The president of the Music Operators of New York Inc., Albert
S. Denver, told the committee he has been bucking efforts of hood¬
lum unions to take over the.busine$s, and in return had been the target
of death threats. Denver said, however, that his ‘‘was the first and
probably the only organization to ever take the offensive in the fight
against gangster infiltration instead of submitting and paying tribute."
5. Other witnesses told about intense underworld warfare over the
multi-miHion-doUar jukebox take in New York, with top-drawer gang¬
land figures playing, leading and sometimes violent roles.
6. Chief Counsel Robert F. Kennedy disclosed that the committee
had. information that jukebox racketeers were promoting records of
favored or “captive” singers (who were not named).
■*

* .

MUSIC

London, Feb. 17.
It was a sellout at the 6,000-seat
Royal Albert Hall when Mantovani
made his last appearance with his
New Music orch prior to flying
to the U. S.’, Feb. 24. His 10-week
Yank and Canadian tour will em¬
brace 62 concerts and his rep will
be based rpairily on the enthusias¬
tically received program he staged
at the Albert Hall.
In two hours, the 47-piece orch
offered 23 lively and contrasting
items. Mantovani plays safe in that
he knows precisely what his pa¬
trons want—a new look to familiar
music. The concert gave ample
opportunity to his large string sec¬
tion which is the foundation of the
type of lush, silky music in which
Mantovani specializes and which
bas done for British light music
what Kostelanatz did for TT. S.
Ronald Solomon on flute scored
with “Greensleeves” and “The
Minute Waltz”; trumpeter Stan
Newsome hit the spotlight fofcr
times with his solos in “Charmaine," “City Rhapsody,” “Come
Prim a” and “Cara Mia.” The big¬
gest personal triumph of the eve¬
ning was the remarkably agile and
descriptive percussion work of
Charlie Botterill in Wal-Berg’s
“Devil’s Dance.”
Mantovani will be taking four
key men on his American tour,
drummer Botterill, flautist Solo¬
mon, trumpeter Newsome and bass
player Wally Ashford (also the
band manager).
Rich.

*

After winding up the New York, phase of the probe, the committee
plans to delve into the Chicago situation, and then onto other cities.
Background on Sam Tar an
St. Paul, Feb. 17.
Sam Taran, Twin Cities* vice figtire who is awaiting the outcome of
appeals from grand larceny and Federal tax evasion convictions, has
been identified .before the. McClellan Senate committee probing into
union-racketeer influence in the jukebox businss as one of the nation's
largest operators of jukebox and vending machines.
Milton Hammergreen, Crosslake, Minn., former Wurlitzer Corp. v.p.
and sales manager, testified before the committee that Taran and a
business associate, Maurice Rohmer of Minneapolis, were aggressive
and successful at pushing jukeboxes in Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin
and North Dakota.
Their success, in fact, was to an extent that the pair had grabbed
control of vending machine business in the middle west and that this
prompted Wurlitzer to employ them to push their jukeboxes in Pitts¬
burgh and Buffalo.

D.SA Please Note: Mexican Diskeries
Study Limiting Tune 'Covers’ to One
By EMIL ZUBRYN
Mexico City, Feb. 17./
VOTE WEBB‘BEST BAND' A “gentleman’s
agreement” by
leading diskeries here is being pro¬
(ARE.) IN AFM KICKOFF moted by irecording executives On
Tucson, Feb. 17.
Wayne Webb and his 15-piece
danceband, an Arizona product,
won out over 2Q other orchs at the
annual Musicians' Ball last week'
to become the first area winner in
the Best New.Dance Band of 1959
contest being sponsored by the
American Federation of Musicians.
Project is part of the union’s cam¬
paign to stimulate interest in live
music.
To date, over 100 bands have en¬
tered the AFM contest. Stakes in¬
clude bookings in top ballrooms, a
slot on a network television show,
a complete set of new instruments
from the Conn Corp:, and an album
■deal from Decca Records. Both pro
and amateur bands are eligible for
the competition which will be
narrowed down, to 10 winners in
various regional contests. The pay¬
off contest among the regional
winners will be held May 15 in a
city not as yet designated.

Jordan’s ^Stereo Post
Pat Jordan has left his director’s
post at the Mutual Broadcasting
System to head the American
Stereophonic Society.
He’s currently on a two-week
junket to set up distributors for the
new Harvest label.

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS
-c5
o
Survey of retail album best
sellers based on reports from lead¬
ing stores and showing comparative
ratings for this week and last

National
Bating
raHLt
Wk. wk.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15A
15B
17A
17B
19
2QA
20B
22
23
1
| 24A
24B

<
*c
ffl
2

Artist* Label* Title

HENRY MANCINI ORCH (Victor)
1 ; «*tter<Swm»-(LPM 1956). ....
FLOWER DRUM SONG (Col)
2 Original Cast (BL 5359).
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
4
Chine Dance With Me (W lOO).
GIGI (MGM)
7
Soundtrack <E 3641)..
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
10
Open Fire, Two Gaiters (CL 1270)... ...
KINGSTON TRIO (Capftol)
8
The Hungry L(T 1107?.
. SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor?
6
Soundtradc (LOG 1932) .HUTCH MILLER (Columbia)
9 More Sng With Ifik* (CL 1243).
MITCH 'MILLER (Columbia)
3
Sing Along WMi Mitch. (CL 1160)-...
FRANK SINATRA (Coital)
5
Only the Lonely (W.1053)....
-KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
12 Kingston Trio (T 396)---MUSIC MAN (Capitol)
11
Original Cast (WAB 990):....
VAN CLIBURN (Victor)
13 Tcha&onfcy Concerto (LM 2250).
RAY CONNIFF (Columbia)
Concert hi Rhythm (CL 1163)
SOUTH PACIFIC (Columbia)
21
Original Cast (B 2579-80). :..
DUANE EDDY (Jamie)
17
“Twangy” Guitar (LP 3000)..
JOHNNY MATRIS (Columbia)
15
Johnny’s Greatest ffiis (CL 1135).
NICHOLS & MAY (Mercury)
20
Improvisations in Muric (MC 20376)...
PAT BOONE (Dot)
..
Stardust (DLP 3118)-..
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot!
..
Billy Vaughn Plays (DLP 15900)..
JOHNNY CASH (Columbia)
..
Fabnlons Johnny Cadi (CL 1253).
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
14 Ricky Sings Again (LP 9061).
GERRY MULLIGAN COMBO OJA)
1 Want 4o Live (VAL 4005-6).
AHMAD JAMAL (Argo)
16. But Not For Me (LP 668).....
MANTOVANI (London)
23
Continental Rneores CLL 3095) . .....
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In a shift of-stock ownership last
week, George and Eddie Joy
merged their subsid publishing op¬
erations, Oxford and Hawthorne
Music, with the parent company,
1 54
Joy Music. From here in all Hew
copyrights will be issued under
6 50
the Joy banner only and the cata¬
logs in Oxford and Hawthorne will
48
be transferred to the Joy firm.
According to George Joy, move
was made because there’s no longer
43
apy peed for a three-firm operation
and working under one banner
35
would facilitate plugging and pub¬
lishing concentration. At one time
31
Perry Como was affiliated with the
Jays in the Oxford setup. Como
28 ; now Ms own publishing ODeratkm,
Roncom Mus;c. Some of the copy¬
rights moving into Joy in the mer¬
24
ger are “Allegheny Moon,” “Honey¬
comb,” “Belie. Belle Mv Liberty
17
Bell,” “Chi-Baba, Chi-Baba,” “Ru¬
mors Are Flving,” “Candy and
16
Cake” and “Pittsburgh Pennsyl¬
vania.”
16
The Joys are also sole owners of
Joy Records.
15

3

5

8

‘i .

Joy’s Fans Now
UnderOneFlag

8 59;

7
4

8

97

theory of halting dips in sales. It
has been proposed that !the same
melody be waxed only twice by
different firms.
Practice of making multiple re¬
cordings of pop songs is hurting
retail sales, it has been found.
Surveys undertaken unofficially by
several firms have shown a big
slide in sales totals, even for socalled “hot” singers high in public
favor.
Some years back,N practice here
had been to make only two record¬
ings with selected artists. But as
time went on this was upped to
five, 10, 12 and even more “cov¬
ers’* of same song. This has had
“regrettable” consequences, ac¬
cording to those championing the
two-records-only idea.
Instead of selling, 50,000 disks of
one recording, the ratio now, with
multiple waxings, has gone down
to 10,000 each if five waxings are
on t^e market; even less when
ratio of disks available is greater.
• yhis is a “disadvantage” that
diskeries want to correct in an in¬
dustry agreement Whether all
will get together in accord with the
two-disk plan remains to be seen.
In any case, if project is adopted
both public and recording artists
will probably suffer—the former
by having fewer versions and de¬
livery styles to choose from, and
the latter by curtailment or record¬
ing contracts.
Case of currently popular tune,
“Lagrimas del Alma” (Tears of
the Soul), is cited as typical of cur¬
rent situation. There are 12 differ¬
ent disks on the market for this
one, including interpretation by
top singer Lola Beltran. Still sales
are lagging for her as well as disk¬
ing of the Mexican Troubadores
and the 10 others.
No accord to limit waxing has
yet' been reached, with diskeries
recognizing the need to do some¬
thing to boost sales, but a little
wary of the maneuver they have
proposed, since the buying public
may prefer to have a choice of
song stylists when it goes shipping
for pops.
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Peter Lawford, Cleffer
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Peter Lawford’s close Association
with singers Frank Sinatra and
Dean Martin must be rubbing off
on the actor. Lawford has taken
the quill in hand and penned his
first tune — “The Thin Man's
Tyoman.”
Lawford, who currently portrays
the “Thin” character for the MetroTV series, describes the song as a
dialog, one to be spoken rather
than sung. Tune will be heard in
forthcoming "Thin” telepie
which puts the story emphasis on
r
a jFjT ▼ ▼ *
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
Dankworth orch started recording
New York
sessions this week for its first
United Artists’ gag promotion LP album for the new Top Rank
record for “Gazaehstahagen” was label, "Dankworth Plays Dankwritten by Bob Condon . . Jane worth’r. . . Connie Francis to play
Kaufman and Bert Haber have one-weekers at Glasgow and Liver¬
teamed for an indie disk promo¬ pool after her stint at the Palace,
tion operation . . . Stanley Mills London, which begins next Wednes¬
takes off on a deejay plugging day Feb. 25 . . . Bob Miller & The
trek through the'midwest for his Millermen from BBC-TV’s “Dig
“Goldilocks” tunes, Vic Damone s This” teenage show have signed
“Save A Kiss” and Eileen Rodgers’ with the Fontana label. First disk,
“I Never Know When To Say released on Friday (13), carries
two numbers from “Dig This” . . .
When,” both on Columbia .
Dorothy Freeman, of Clevelands Joe Harriott Quintet expects to be
Benart Distributors, in for a look- Britain’s rep at Italy’s San Remo
see . . . Sam Riddle joined staff of Jazz Festival, starting Feb. 21, but
KBUZ, Phoenix. He used to spin no final decision made . . . Cyril
’em for KELP, El Paso .. . Charles Stapleton is organizing the Daily
De Forest held over at the Debo¬ Express disk star show to be held
nair’s keyboard . . . Eddie Greene at Wembley Pool March 22 in aid
and Stephen lies, currently at the of the Stars’ Organization for SpasHotel New Yorker’s Golden Thread tics . . . Negotiations that started
Cafe, readying their second album last November have ended in sing¬
er Dickie Valentine joining the
for Mercury.
Billie Wallington now handling Pye-Nixa label. He was with Decca
publicity for Riverside Records for six years.
Phil Mar km an ankled his man¬
agerial post at Marnel Pf Mary¬
Chicago
land, a subsid of Nelson Yerbits
Ralph Marterie orch booked for
distribution combine . . . Dee Lawson, Roulette disker, opened at the sailors at Great Lakes March
Andre’s, Great Neck, yesterday 3-4 . . . Bobby Hackett’s group 1o
(Tues.) . . . Eyd:e Gorme guests on the London House June 2, with
Steve Allen’s NBC-TV show March Teddy Wilson repeating there June
1 . . . Toni Carroll began an en¬ 23 . . . Art Engler sextet to the
gagement at the Tudor Arms Preview Lounge Feb. 25 for two.
Hotel, Cleveland,‘yesterday (Tues.) Johnny Hamlin sextet with Marcie
. . . Singer Bobby Scott married Miller open there *ApriI 16, and
Nancy Forsythe in Carbondale, Ill., Dizzy Gillespie is due June 3 for
Feb. 8 . . . Riverside Records three frames . . . Ish Kabibble’s
readying a followup record to Dixieland combo current at Ray
Peter Ustinov’s “The Grand Prix Colomb’s in suburban Evergreen
of Gibralter” . . . Brenda Lee Park . . . Freddie’s Cafe, Minneopens at the Olympia Theatre in t apolis, signed Art Van Damme for
Paris today (Wed.). It’s her first l Feb. 23, Gene Krupa April 6, and
European assignment and she’ll he ^Barbara Carroll for May 4 . . .
| Virgil Mason orch a Flame Resoverseas for one month.
Ralph Stein, a&r head of Cricket, > taurant, Duluth, holdover . . .
Design and Stereo Spectrum, on a Danny Ferguson’s dansapator’s
two-week junket to the Coast ^ for launch at the Muehlebach Hotel,
. Jack
recording sessions . . . There’s a Kansas City, Feb. 27
benefit jazz concert in the works Rodriguez band opens at the Cifor Oscar Pettiford, who was in¬ pango Club, Dallas, Feb. 27 . . .
jured in an auto crash near Vienna Cass Paley Trio set for the Ken¬
on Xmas day. It’s being planned tucky Hotel, Louisville, Feb. 23 . . .
The Cutups hold over at the Chi
for Feb. 23 at Birdland.
Brass Rail to April 5, with Billie
& Lillie joining the bill March 5
London
... Hannonieats current at Goody’s,
Woody Herman set by National Chicago Heights . . . Stan Kenton
Jazz Federation to -do a 16-day tour interrupts a March-April midwest
(19 concerts) starting April 4. Six- tour for a two-weeker at the Blue
piece U. S. combo will be supple¬ Note starting March 25 . . . Hal
mented by British musicians for Monroe’s tooters play the Maple
half of each program . . . Johnny Bluff Country Club, Madison, Wis.,
May 23.

San Francisco

B'O SWEET LORRAINE
*• KISSES

-

CTW SwMiest Wow

Of Them AID
• GIRL OP MY.DREAMS
MILLS MUSIC, INC.

-PBrietySurvey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing cony
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
* ASCAP
t BMI
National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

7B 10

Title and Publisher

March 2, Frisco Masonic Temple
March 3, Sacramento March 4,
Oakland Auditorium March 5.
. . . Merrill Saunders Trio hack
at Oakland Palladium week¬
ends . . . Stan Kenton band and
June Christy have a date at St.
Francis Hotel Feb. 27, are booked
into Frisco’s Opera House Feb. 28.
. . . Harold Wylie’s at Lenny’s,
Oakland, four night? a week, with
Cedric Heywood taking over from
Vince Guaraldi on the piano Tues¬
days.
_

Philadelphia
Dakota Staton, Ray Charles and
Sonny Stitt headline the second
Annual Jazz Festival at Town Hall
March 1 . . . Les Brown at Sunnybrook Ballroom Feb. 21 . . . Abbe
Lane & Xavier Cugat work the
Latin Casino March 2-11 . . .
Georgie Shaw skedded for the
Erie Social Club March 15 . . .
Meyer Davis will take local pianist
Ben Greenblatt to France to play
the Versailles Ball July 10 . , .
Local chirper Cathy Allen working
clubs in Florida . . . Ramsey Lewis
Trio plays the Showboat Feb. 16,
followed by the Miles Davis Quin¬
tet, Feb. 23 . . . Lloyd Price slated
for the opening of the New Orchid
Ballroom Feb. 15.... Charles “Car¬
los” Simmons’ Jazz Showcase, with
Dinah Washington, Gerry Mulligan
Quartet, Cozy Cole, and the J. J.
Johnson Quintet booked at the
Academy of Music Feb. 22.

Modern Jazz Quartet opened a sixweek stand at the Blackhawk. It’s
the club’s 10th anniversary. Quartet
goes into Carmel’s Sunset Audi¬
torium Feb. 23 for a one-nighter—
this is part of Monterey Jazz Fes¬
tival’s program of offering yearround attractions . . . Red Norvo’s
group booked into Easy Street . . .
Walter Williams replaced drummer
Smiley Winters with Judy Tristano’s group , . . Dizzy Gillespie now
Pittsburgh
set to open May 1 for nearly four
Tommy Carlyn band signed for
weeks at 4he Blackhawk, with
Gerry Milligan following . . . Erroll Newspaper Guild’s annual Page
Gamer’s booked into San Jose One Ball at Gateway Plaza April

I AM EXTREMELY HAPPY (?) ABOUT
THE CLOSENESS OF THE NEW SONG

"FATHER TIME"
TO MY STANDARD, ESTABLISHED HIT .

"MISTER SANDMAN"
AND I HOPE THE WRITERS REMEMBER
ME IN THEIR PRAYERS.

Pat HaUatol
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♦My Happiness (Happiness). 1
♦Children’s Marching S ong (Miller) 4
"♦Smoke in Eyes (Harms) ......... 5
♦May You Always (H-L&B). 2
♦Hawaiian Wedding (Pickwick)... 3
f!6 Candles (January).
tGotta Travel On (Sanga). 6
*Nola (Sam Fox).
tRed River Rose (Duchess).
fDonna (Kemo) ...
♦Love Look Away (Williamson).. ..
♦Easter Parade (Berlin).7
♦Enjoy Being Girl (Williamson)..
♦Wind & Rain in Hair (Paramount) \ 8
tTom Dooley (Beechwood). TT
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18 . . . Johnny Costa Trio into New
Arena
Lounge for indefinite
stretch. They’ll play from 4:30 to
9, the Mickey Greco combo from
then to closing . . . Abbe Neal &
Offer Ranch Gals off for four months
of bookings in the west, mainly in
Elko, Reno and Las V§gas . . . Ber¬
nard Lynch, on piano, and Colleen
Bruce, singer, who bill themselves
as The Profiles, renewed for a
month at Kennilworth Restaurant’s
Gold Key Room . . . Alex Powell
Dixieland Band working Bali-Kea
this week .. . Alyce Brooks, pianist,
anchored at Tre-Lire Lounge . . .
Roy Zimmerman’s option picked
up for Silhouette’s keyboard . . .
-Former Pittsburgh pianist Nelson
Maples, longtime fixture at Oliver
Restaurant bar, working this sea¬
son at Ted Lipsitz’s Wagon Wheel
in Miami Beach.

Arnold B. Horwitt, Leroy Ander¬
son, Robert Allen and Harvey
Bacal. For the standard writer di¬
rectorships, the nominations were
Paul Creston, Morton Gould, Gian
Carlo Menotti, William Grant Still,
Vincent Perichetti and Bernard
Wagenaar.
Harry Warren chairmanned the
writers’
nominating
committee
while Abe Olman headed the pub¬
lishers’ counterpart. .
i

•

Common Market
Continued from page 41 a—

PAT BOONE
DOT RECORDS

WITH THE WIND
AND THE RAIN
IN YOUR HAIR

European standard of living, a
mass market will open up, Sofia
PARAMOUNT MUSIC CORP.
predicted.
Soria, who recently returned
from Europe with his wife and as- ,
sociaie, Dorle Soria, will have the
first of his independent longhair
productions released by Vicjtor
next fall.
Under Sir Thomas
Beecham’s baton, there will be a
perfonnancte of Handel’s “Mes¬
siah'” with the Royal Philharmonic
and chorus and Gounod’s “Romeo
and Juliet.” Also due is a fourLP set devoted to the master? iden¬
tified with Vienna. This will be
cut by the Vienna Philharmonic
under Herbert von Karajan. Maes¬
tro Ansermet is contributing “The
Royal Ballet-Gala Performances”
to the Soria series while Fritz
Reiner will conduct Strauss’ “Don
Quixote.”
. Although devoting his main at- .
tention to the Victor series, Soria
is also engaging in various other
MUSIC BY
musical enterprises.
He’s been
JESSE GREER
working as a record consultant for
Benny Goodman and will once
again serve on the board advisors
for the Spoletto Festival in Italy
this June.

- |’LL

REMEMBER
*TONIGHT t

Stanley Adams
Continued from page 41

addition to the incumbents, were
for Ervin Drake (Lindabet Music),
Lyn Duddy (Ivanhoe), Ernest R.
Farmer (Shawnee Press), Anna
Fisher (Fred Fisher), Bernard
Goodwin (Livingston & Evans);
W. C. Handy Jr. (Handy Bros.); .
Arthur Israel Jr. (Famous), and
Dave Ringle (Ringle). For the
standard publishers, nominations
included Rudolf Tauhert (G. Schirmer), H. W. Burtch (J. W. Pepper
& Son), Harold Flammer Jr. (Flammer), and Charles Foley (Foley).
Nominations for the 12 popular- '
production writer-members of the
board Included Arthur Schwartz,
Noble Sissle, John Redmond, Louis
Alter, Edward Eliscu, Dana Suesse,
Dorothy Fields, Louis C. Singer,
Harold J. Rome, Sam H. Stept,
Francis Drake (Pat) Ballard, How¬
ard Dietz, Sylvia Dee, Sam Coslow,

JUST YOU
JUST ME
Vocal - Instrumental
PubKcW by
ROBBINS

BIG ONES
FROM MPHC

Bearer than dear
Mtawiuum kapp

THE HANGING TREE
•WIT ROBBINS COLUMBIA

TRUST IN ME
PATTI PARE MERCURY

Wednesday, February. 18, 1959.

FOR LP FANS ONLY
vj *

V. N

'**9$z**^
k "New Orthophonic" High Fidelity Recording

It'

11 LEFT,

The ten big tunes that sky-rocketed Elvis to the top-now, for the
fiftt time- all together in one RCA Victor L. R Album. LPM-1990.

attention...
the back of the album jacket sports a full-color portrait-Elvis' latest
-in his dress uniform. Great for display, greater for sales!

lrgt]
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Disks Got Plenty
Of ‘Somethin’ Via
?orgy&Bess Pie
•tfemuel Goldwyit’s fftmlyation of
“Porgy and, Be$s” is sparking new
diskery interest id -the 1935 score
written by George and Ira Gersh¬
win.
•
*
'
The pic’s main disk support will
come from Columbia Records
which has the soundtrack set In
addition* Col has readied, albums
by Percy Faith and Miles Davis
for release well in advance of the
pic’s preem, slated for midsummer.
Col will also revitalize its “Porgy
and Bess” deluxer for a new pitch.
This was cut several years ago
with Lawrence Winters and Cam¬
illa Williams featured.
Decca is also in the “Porgy and
Bess” sweepstakes with an album
by Sammy Davis.Jr. and a jazz in¬
terpretation by Ralph Burns in the
works. Davis, who appears in the
pic, has not yet been firmed up
for Col’s soundtrack package. Pearl
Bailey, who is also in the pic, is
readying a special Gershwin LP
for Rouette with six tunes from
“Porgy and Bess” included. Rou¬
lette* incidentally, has given an
okay for Miss Bailey to appear in
Col’s soundtrack set.
Among the other “Porgy and
Bess” LPs in the works are"" a
Louis Armstrong-Ella Fitzgerald
version for Verve and a Diahann
Carroll-Andre Previn treatment
for United Artists Records. Miss
Carroll, incidentally, appears in
the Goldwyn pic but does not sing.
Also on UA’s agenda is an LP
titled “The Soul of ‘Porgy and
Bess’,” featuring an all-star jazz
band with arrangements by Bill
Potts.
Due from Warner Bros, as an
album prepared by George T.
Simon called “Porgy and Bess Re¬
visited” featuring Cootie Williams.
Carlton Records has a deluxe steno
package in the works with Monte
Kelly and MGM is due with a lowprice package under its Lion
banner.

Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

- - “.

Coin Machines

^

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of'the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder ts
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Vabuty.The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of,points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks nnd retail sheet music)..
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

TALENT
ARTISTS AND LABEL

LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par). Stagger Leef
RITCHIE VALENS (Del-Fi).Donnaf
CHRIS BARBER (Laurie). Petite Fleurf
BILL PARSONS (Fraternity).All American Boy*
,
PLATTERS (Mercury) . Smoke Gets In Your Eyes*
CRESTS (Coed)... 16 Candlesf
RAY ANTHONY (Capitol). Peter Gunn*
CYRIL STAPLETON (London).Children’s Marching Song*
COASTERS (Atco) . Charlie Brownf
JACKIE WILSON (Brunswick) .Lonely Teardropsf
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

TUNES
TUNE

PUBLISHER

fDONNA ..
Kemo
♦SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES.Harms
♦MY HAPPINESS.Happiness
f PETITE FLEUR..Hill 8s Range
♦HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONG. Pickwick
fl6 CANDLES.\. January
♦ALL AMERICAN BOY 1... Buckeye
♦MAY YOU ALWAYS.
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Eddie Heller has joined the artists & repertoire'staff at MGM
Records. Heller, who recently was;
# with RCA Victor’s a&r department, will concentrate on an album series for MGM and is also
set for special a&r duties on sin-
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H-L&B

ASCAP f BMI F-Film

C&W MUSIC ASSN. SETS Frey in London for Gabs
Lotsa A&R Chores For
Eddie Heller at MGMi SHOWS TO HYPO BALLY With British Mgr. on IP’s

..........

CONWAY

According to Arnold Maxin,
diskery prexy, Heller will not only
produce records but will handle
details of sales, promotion, merchandising and exploitation of his
material coordinating these duties
with Charles Basin, MGM’s sales
director, and Sol Handwerger, adpub chief. Heller’s first effort is
an album of music from the tv
series, “Peter Gunn,” performed
by the Aaron Bell orch. Package
will be released under the Lion
[label, MGM’s lowprice subsid.

ick

CARMEN McRAE
'

CwTMiiy .

TOWN HILL, New York
Fab! 22. Bloomfield, N. J.
StarHig Fob! 23—COLONIAL TAVERN, Toronto
Mar. 6-7, CORK ’N’ 111, Wostbiry, L I.
KAPF RECORDS
LP ALBUM—"ROOK OF BALLADS"

-ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATIONJOE 6LASER/ Prai
74J Fifth Ave. 393 N. Wabash Ava 407 Lincoln Rd.
MlfSunsatBlvtL
Hew York 23. N.Y
Chicago, HI.
Miami loach/Fla. N'wood 44, Calif.
PLaxa
CIntral 6-945?
JItforson *-*3t3
CLympla 2-9M9

*

Nashville, Feb, 17.
Country Music Assn., in effort to
raise promotional funds, is plan¬
ning four benefit country and west¬
ern music extravaganzas annually.
First one is set for Sunday, March
8, at 18,000-seat Kentucky State
Fair Coliseum, Louisville.'
Top c&w stars will appear cuffo
at two performances. Wesley Rose,
CMA chairman, explained that the
association, formed last year, needs
money for an ambitious continuing
publicity and advertising campaign.
He said future benefits .will be
staged in various cities, and not
necessarily confined to the mid¬
west

Rex, Julie, Stanley And
Brit Gist’s lady’ Disk
London, Feb. 10.
Philips Electrical has recorded
Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews, Stan¬
ley Holloway and the complete
London cast of “My Fair Lady” in
a stereophonic disk of the show.
At one time the project was in
peril because of demands by Brit¬
ish Equity which Philips regarded
as unreasonable and-uneconomic.
Equity was insisting on a royalty
On the disk for every member of
the cast, right down to the chorus.
A compromise was reached, with
members of the cast receiving two
weeks’ salary for the afternoon re¬
cording stint.

Palitz Abroading
Marty Palitz, v.p.-artists & rep¬
ertoire chief at Jubilee Records,
planed for London last week for
a two^week tour of Europe.
He-plans to go to Belgium and
France to visit Jubilee’s distrib¬
utors on the Continent.

London Records’ sales rackup
for the past two months marked a
50% hike over figures tallied in
the December-January period of
the previous year. Lee Hartstone,
London’s veepee-sales. - manager,
credits the boost to the fact that
the company’s sales policy is one
of selling records strictly through
the dealers and not participating in
any club or direct to consumer
sales programs.
Additional sales boosts came
from label’s January stock program
and its clicko singles, Cyril Stapleton’s “Children’s Marching Song”
and Billy Grammer’s “Gotta Travel
On.” For the February drive, Lon-»
don is releasing 10 stereo packages
and seven monaural LPs. At the
same time, London’s low-price line,
Richmond Records, will be hitting
the market with 10 classical and
six pop LPs.
Reflecting the increased catalogs
and sales of its several divisions,
the diskery has split up its action
in the Miamiarea. Brooke Distribu¬
tors Inc. was set to handle the Lon¬
don and Monument lines while Pan
American Distributing Corp. will
represent the Felsted and Rich¬
mond lines.

JUMP ON‘GUNN’BY
RCA CUES ‘COVERS’

fSTAGGER LEE .
Sheldon
♦CHILDREN’S MARCHING SONG (F—“Inn”) .
Miller

mUi f WEEK I *

* * * ★ * ★ **★*★★*

~~ London Label In
50% Sales Rise;
Snub For Clubs

Compiled front Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Fats Domino orch will play the
Washington Ave. Armory, Albany,
Feb. 26._

.
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The stepup of RCA Victor’s
“Peter Gunn” album is sparking
“cover” LPs by other disk com¬
panies. Upcoming are “Gunn” pack¬
ages from Columbia, Contemporaiy
ancLMGM.
Cfcl’s LP was cut by Joe Wilder
who joined the label last week. He
was accompanied by Milt Hinton,
Hank Jones and Johnny Cresci on
the date. MGM is getting into the
“Gunn” sweepstakes via a lowprice ($1.98) LP. The set, which
will be released under MGM’s Lion
banner, was cut by the Aarbn Bell
orch,/ The Contemporary package
was etched by Shelly Manne.
The Victor set, which features
Henry Mancini who composed the
score for the “Peter Gunn” tele¬
series, has already passed the 200,000 sales mark. Victor also has an
EP and two Mancini singles on the
market. Capitol, too, is in the
running with a hot-sellingsRay An¬
thony single of the “Peter Gunn
Theme.”

London, Feb. 10.
Sidney Frey, boss of Audio Fidel¬
The Late
ity, arrived in London last week
to talk with David Murray-Sparks,
.whom he’s appointed British-man¬
Birthday, February 22nd,
ager, about the pressing, launching
Looks Upon His Rising Starand marketing of the indie diskHis Daughter,
cry’s LPs here. Also under discus¬
sion was the acquiring of London
ARDATH
MARSHAL
premises.
JOHNSON
Present possibility is that the ■
platters will be, pressed by Pye ; wishes to thank all concerned
and be first released around April j for the wonderful arrange¬
at the above-average price of be- ! ments of his numbers in fol¬
tween $6.30 and $7. Provisional
lowing albums:
schedule takes in 13 albums, three
of them stereo, and including at
MITCH MILLER
least one,. cut by the Dukes Of
Dixieland who’ve been a consistent¬
"More Sing1' .
ly hot seller for the label in the
U.S.
HENRI RENE

Henry I. Marshall’s

Brit.’s Fred Day, Aussie’s
Alexis Albert Due Here
Fred Day, head of Francis, Day
& Hunter, is due in thexU. S. next
month with his wife. It’s their
first trip over in two years.
Alexis Albert, head of J. Albert
& Sons, the old-line Sydney (Aus¬
tralia) music publisher, is also due
over on a long-delayed U. S. visit
in April.

"Bachelors"

McGuire sisters
"Magic"

JANE MORGAN
"Something"

DORIS DAY
"Hollywood"

PETE DAILY
"Dixieland"

Kaye’s Newport Pic
Newport, R.I., Feb. 17.
Danny Kaye will be in a film
featuring scenes of the Newport
Jazz Festival. The Jazz bash may
be extended to five days this sum¬
mer, according to prexy and foun¬
der, Louis L. Lorillard.
He said the extension would al¬
low filming of a pic with Kaye,
.with negotiations underway.

ANDREWS SISTERS
"linger" (S)
Wait till we get the rest of
his catalog rolling.
Next
birthday, his star will be in
orbit.
Happy birthday, Dad.

V
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'Newcomers of 1928’ to Give Riviera
Another Crack at B’way Operation
The Riviera, N. Y., which closed
recently, will try again with Jackie
Barnett's “Newcomers of 1928”
starting March 5. - Show is now at
the Deauville Hotel, Miami Beach.Included in the layout are Paul
Whiteman, Harry Richman, Rudy
Vallee, Buster Keaton, Fifi D’Orsay, Billy Gilbert. Jackie Barnett
produced the unit. Deal is being
finalised by Joe Glaser, prexy of
Associated Booking Corp.
The Riviera, to be operated by
Pave Shear, a Boston shoe manu¬
facturer, and Abe Berg, an execu¬
tive of the Hotel Corp. of America,
was originally opened on Dec. 26
with Bill Miller heading the cor¬
poration. However, the N. Y. State
Liquor Authority refused to grant
a license with Millet in the cor¬
poration; Shear and Berg later got
a license on their own after Mil¬
ler's name was deleted from the
application. Miller is slated to be
talent adviser for the spot. Riviera,
which opened with Larry Steele’s
“Smart Affairs,” closed several
weeks ago.
According to a spokesman for
the nitery, the Riviera has booked
the Internatoinal . Beauty Salon
confab which will meet at the Hotel
Statler around March. This out¬
fit has taken three nights at the
midnight show starting March 16.
Total attendance of more than
1,600 is expected. During its clos¬
ing, the banquet department for
the Riviera continued to operate.
The Broadway spot has had a
checkered history since Its con¬
version from the Arcadia Ballroom.
After the latter, it was initially the
Cafe de Paris helped by Lou Wal¬
ters and folded after a few weeks.
The Riviera took over next with
similarly disastrous results, hav¬
ing. attempted to operate sans
liquor license. It closed a few
nights after the permit was
granted.
The nitery is also attempting an
offbeat type of marketing. It’s
trying to interest ticket brokers
to sell reservations and has made
a tiein with Best of Broadway Inc.,
a new outfit aiming to sell Broad¬
way shows in combination with a
night club.

PITT TOWN HOUSE EYES
' RIVAL CAFES'NAMES
Pittsburgh, Feb. 17.
Town *House, newest nitery
around to go in for names, is re¬
vising its weekend schedule of
shows with an eye on attracting
performers from other cafes for
the windup performance. Fact that
Town House has been going in for
a number, of wellknowns in the
jazz field is figured to bring in a
number of musicians as well.
Most of the clubs hereabouts be¬
gin their last shows at midnight,
frequently at 12:30 on Saturdays.
Weekdays, Town House will keep
its present policy of two an eve¬
ning, at 8:30 and 11:30, but begin¬
ning immediately is presenting
three shows Fridays and Saturdays,
the final one going'on until 1:30
a.m.

Jack Green Joins Glaser
After Alexander Hitch
Jack Green has resigned as a
veepee of the Willard Alexander
Agency to become assistant to Joe
Glaser, president of the Associated
Booking Corp.
Green left the
Alexander office last week and
took on a brief trip to Europe be¬
fore reporting to Glaser on
March 1.
Green had been with the Alex¬
ander office for seven years and
prior to that served a term with
Music Corp. of America.

Don Rondo’s O’seas Hay
Pittsburgh,'Feb. 17.
Don Rondo wound up two-week
engagement at Ankara Saturday
(14) and immediately left for Eng¬
land on a package of assignments.
He’s going to do two'shows for the
commercial tv channel there, play
a fortnight at the Palace Theatre
in London, record an album with
Ted Heath's band and also -sing' the
title number in a new British film.
Originally Rondo had been paged
only for the video spots but waited"
until the other deals were worked,
out for him before accepting.

PBrieFy
Greensboro Coliseum
To Preem With leer

VACTMEVHJLE
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Eddie Risman’s Sour View on Running
A Fla. Cafe Vs. ‘Cheapvijle’ Lures

Greensboro, N. C., Feb. 17.
Greensboro’s new War Memorial
Coliseum will open with an ice
show on Oct. 29. The unit expected
to appear has not been’signed but
---:--f A question which crops up with
negotiations are in final stages.
The High Point Lions Club and
increasing frequency Is whether it
will pay to operate Miami' Beach
the Sedgefield Hunt Club will pre-1
niteries next year. That’s the view
sent a horse show in the coliseum
in late November.
of Eddie Risman, general manager
Manager Robert Kent meets next
of the Latin Quarters in New York
Honolulu, Feb. 17.
Atlanta, Feb. 17.
week with the Broadway Theatre;
and Miami Beach.
Magistrate Ernest Ing, in ac¬
Aldermanic Police Committee re¬ League of Greensboro to discuss
“Each year we open up in hopes
voked alcoholic beverage permits possible bookings for auditorium quitting stripper Tokyo Rose (real that this will be th.? year, and
name, Tomiko Osawa) of a charge we’ve been disappointed too of¬
of the Clovis Club, Atlanta night section of memorial.
of lewd and lascivious conduct, ten,” he said. He pointed up that
spot. Action was based upon mul¬
laid down a line of demarcation a new set of circumstances were
tiple charges of violations and im¬
for promoters of hurly-girly shows created this year that makes the
proper conduct at the spot.
and vice squadsmen.
operation of Florida niteries du¬
Evidence against the Clovis, fea¬
“Burlesque shows are common bious unless guaranteed audiences
tured a showbar and went heavy
throughout
the
United
States
and
can be obtained.
for entertainment on the stripteuse
they should not be ruled out in
side, was presented before the
Risman declared that the free
Honolulu,” he said. “From my ob¬ entertainment provided by the
committee last week.
servation and association in this Deauville in combination with five
At the same session, a tabled
community, it is my belief the other inns has drained off approxi¬
question of what to do again allow¬
standard of decency will not per¬ mately 12.000 customers weekly.
ing new bars in the city again drew
mit
absolutely nude performances He says this has cheapened the
a stalemate as committee split on
on the stage.”
a proposal to allow bars to be con¬
value of entertainment to the ex¬
Dick
Button
has
been
signed
by
Magistrate ruled the government tent that spots offering that item
structed.
Policy was set last year that no impresario Morris Chalfen of had failed to prove stripper had only will be hard-pressed to make
new bars could be opened within “Holiday on Ice” to head the been totally nude when arrested ends meet.
Atlanta city limits. Since that show which will make its debut in following a performance at the
Another factor that has cheap¬
time three places with new permits Russia next month as part of the downtown Honolulu Theatre. James ened entertainment, he said, is the
marked “no bar,” have allegedly U.S.-Soviet Russia cultural ex¬ Hashimoto, theatre manager, was bus tours from which he gets ap¬
change
program
under-auspices
of
acquitted on charges of “aiding and
opened bars.
proximately $3.50 out of which he
Committee said it would try the State Dept. Button, two-time abetting.”
must pay tip and tax and provide
again at next meeting to reach a Olympic figure skating champ,
Magistrate moved his court to some refreshments. “If it weren’t
turned pro in 1952 after winning the theatre for a special performdecision.
his second Olympic championship, aneg by Tokyo Rose before issuing for the necessity of having some
seats filled at the second show, we
and joined “Ice Capades” for one his verdict.
would pay them 50c just to stay
season.
away.”
“Holiday” is slated to open at
All of this, says Risman, has
the Lenin Stadium, Moscow, March
made entertainment too readily
29 for four weeks, and will follow
available
and has deglossed it.
with an engagement of similar j
Should there arise another group
length in Leningrad beginning!
of hotels with a plan similar to
April 27.
|
that of the Deauville, he said, it
Part of the cast is slated to go
would mean the^end of the regula¬
Glasgow, Feb. 17.
out today (Wed.) on the Stock¬
tion nitery which has neither hotel
Jack Milroy, Scot comedian, will holm for Copenhagen. Next week
be teamed with singer Robert Wil¬ more cast members will fly to Co-1 Indications point to a forced rooms nor casino to fall back upon
son and the White Heather Group penhagen from New York and cancellation of the one-week rim to cover losses.
in a new revue set to open at the Hollywood. Most of the perfor¬ of “Ice Capades” at the St. Louis
The sole salvation under these
Empire Theatre, Edinburgh, March mers are already abroad with the
circumstances, says Risman, would
Arena, where last week’s hurri¬ be tieins with hotels not allied with
0. Charles Reading, who has re¬ European edition of the show.
Chalfen has stated that he ex-; cane destroyed a portion of the any plan. A nitery could furnish
cently been active on tv, will
produce.
pects his minimum loss on the ven¬ spot. A considerable part of the them with the entertainment ne¬
j roof was blown away.
Apart from Milroy and the Wil¬ ture to be $50,000.
cessary for them to compete with
son unit, show will feature special¬
When the troupe assembles in
the hotels operating under the
“Ice Capades” was to have start¬ “Deauville plan.”
ty acts and a troupe of chorines. It Copenhagen there will be some in¬
is skedded for a five weeks' season tensive rehearsal.
The outfit’s ed in St. Louis March 16, but it’s
It will be necessary to see what
at the Edinburgh vaudery.
next stop will be Gottenberg, from not likely that sufficient repairs gimmicks are hatched before next
Plans are being made to hypo where they’ll enter the Soviet Un¬ can be made in time for the kick¬ season to determine how and if the
off.
vaude interest in both Edinburgh ion on March 22.
LQ will operate again, Risman de¬
and Glasgow.
There’s a possibility of extend¬ clared.
Dickie Henderson, British come¬
ing the show’s run in Detroit, and.
dian who was recently in Las
beginning its Milwaukee date
Vegas, topped a strong layout to
somewhat earlier in order to make
follow pantomime at the Glasgow
up the time. A third possibility is
Empire last night (Tues.).
playing one of its later stands dur¬
Connie Francis,' U.S. chirper, Is
ing that period.
set for vaude here March 9 week.
Booking situation at all stands
Casino Theatre Bldg, has been
Max Bygraves, a top English come¬
Chicago, Feb. 17.
will have to be studied before any
dian, headlines at the Empire,
Because Mickey Rooney refused commitment can be made. For ex¬ sold to the C. C. McKalllp real
estate
company for $170,000 by
Edinburgh, on Monday (23).
to play only* two days at the Chez ample, in Detroit a televised hock¬
Paree, he’ll- now go in for two! ey game may interfere with the the I. Hirst circuit and estate of
George
Jaffe. Latter, who died
weeks starting March 11, following extension of the engagement
several years ago, had been a
the Jerry Lewis stand.
: there.
burlesque
operator in Pittsburgh
Rooney replaces Xavier Cugat
Show is making an effort to
& Abbe Lane, who’ve promised the avoid a layoff. Under the “Act of for 35 years and owned site jointly
with
Hirst,
who took it over after
Chez a date later this year. Book¬
A suit to determine liability for ing hassle which resulted in the God” clause which could be in¬ Jaffe’s death.
voked
because
of
the
tornado,
the
Hirst
pulled
out more than a
city taxes of the now defunct switching went like this:
icer would not have to pay its year ago and peel wheelery was
Cafe de Paris, N.Y., has been start¬
The nitery had four open days
ed by Gunther Serneau who was after Lewis and sought Rooney cast in case of enforced idleness. then in hands of Percy Klein, an
associate of Milton Jaffe, George’s
listed as secretary of the corpora¬ for two of them. He declined, in¬
brother and manager of the casino
tion. Suit will be aired -March 2 sisting on a longer engagement
at. Stardust in Las Vegas, until
in Municipal Court. Between $6,000 Agreement would have cut down
Klein’s death a few weeks ago. A
and $8,000 is reportedly -involved. the Cugat-Lane stay to two weeks
nephew of Klein and one of his
Serneau claims that he permit¬ and extended them to April 4.
heirs has been'operating the Casino
ted his listing as secretary of the Instead, they begged off promising
in-the
interim.
Vancouver, Feb. 17.
firm merely as an accommodation a future date. Now Rooney plays to
to Lou Walters, who was president March 25, with Eydie Gorme be¬
Acme Enterprises Ltd., opera¬ . According to the McKallip firm,
house
will
continue under lease to
and treasurer of the outfit. He ing wooed to take over till Dean tors of Majestic vaudfilm venture
served as Walters’ assistant during Martin launches on April 5.
which shuttered last June, was Klein family as a burlesquery for
the
time
being,
but it’s understood
the term ofoperation. He says he
! convicted last week under British
had no financial interest in the firm
Columbia wages acts for- nonpay¬ some parking lot people are in¬
terested
if
they
can get the area
except as an employee, .and there¬
ment of $240 to theatre’s booth-;
fore should not be liable for the
man and was fined $25. Court or¬ rezoned to permit one on the site.
taxes. Serneau is now assistant to
dered the company to pay up.
i
Eddie Risman, general manager of
The Majestic reopened in Jan¬
the Latin Quarter, N.Y.
Seattle, Feb. 17.
uary with films, under George
A professional after-d inner Brewerton, longtime indie opera¬
speaker of this area, George Carl¬ tor of Rex and Cambie, both now
Candy Barr Appeals
son, is opening what is believed to shuttered and for sale. It will be
.
Ottawa, Feb. 17.
be the only lecture bureau in Paci¬ used for local theatrical bookings
15-Year Prison Rap fic
northwest. It will book Wash¬ and management plans some use j Standishall, Hull, Que., hotel and
Austin, Tex., Feb. 17.
ington, Oregon, Idaho, British Co¬ of vaude with films soon, accord¬ dancery, shuttered suddenly when
its liquor license was lifted by pro¬
Attorneys for Candy Barr asked lumbia and Alaska.
ing to Brewerton.
vincial authorities from Montreal.
the Court of Criminal Appeals here
Prominent in the Republican
! Police are barring the public from
to reconsider its split decision up¬ party of this area, Carlson’s bureau
j the inn’s two lounges and Rainbow
holding the former Dallas stripper’s expects to book musical concert tal¬ Fastest Draw* in Town
Room dance spot while Harry
conviction for possession of mari¬ ent as well.
juana.
(Chi): Sammy Davis Jr. Pozy’s orch, on the Standishall
stand while its home base, the
Lester L. May and William O.
Chicago, Feb. 17.
Chaudiere nitery, is closed for the
Braecklein, her attorney,s empha¬
Sammy Davis Jr., who’s not do¬ snow season, stands by idly,
sized heavily their contention that
ing his fast draw routine in his i License-lifting came unexpected¬
Albany, Feb 17.
Miss Barr, whose real name is
The Albany Lions Club, which current Chez Paree stand, polished ly when trucks from Montreal pro¬
Juanita Dale Phillips, was con¬
victed largely as the result of an will sponsor two performances by up his six guns over the weekend vincial police headquarters backed
the Clyde Beatty-Cole Bros. Com¬ to help raise dough for a local up, loaded the hotel’s supply of
illegal search of her apartment.
*
liquor and beer, and took it away.
Sentenced to 15 years in prison, bined Circus, May 26 in suburban charity.
More than 100 youngsters aged Incident may be connected with re¬
she is now free under $15,000 bond. Menands, observed “Circus Day” at
last
week’s
luncheon,
with
Ramon
3
to
13
made
donations
to the cent raids on Standishall from
Her conviction was upheld by the
Court of Criminal Appeals on Jan. E. Parfcer, promotion director for charity for the right to match which a scries of morals char^
14 with Judge Lloyd W. Davidson the tenter, among the participants. their draw against the comic’s.i and convictions resulted.
Profits from the date will be None bested him, but 20 ehal-; Ownership of Standishall is
dissenting, primarily on grounds
that the. search warrant was ob¬ used for the Lions’ blind and wel¬ lengers were awarded dinner-and- same as that of the Chaudk
tained illegally.
fare work.
show consolations by the nitery. i Club and Chez Henri hotel.

Judge Gives Tokyo Rob
Once-Over, OK’s Her Strip

Atlanta Solons Revoke
Clovis Liquor License

Dick Button
To Break Ice
With Russians

Scotland Getting
Vaudeville Vigor

'Capades Hung Up
On St. L. Tornado

Mickey Rooney Wouldn’t
Go for One-Horse Chez,
SoNowHeHas2Weeks

REALTY CO. BUYS PITT’S
CASINO BLDG. FOR 170G

Sues to Avoid Rap On
Cafe de Paris City Tax

Closed Vancouver House
Ordered to Pay Bootfaman

CARLSON OPENS LECTURE
BUREAU IN SEATTLE

Beatty’s ‘Blind’ Date

Qae. Standishall Loses
Bubbly license. Folds
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VATOEVlliLE

Major Meat For
AGVAon 2 Counts

Joe Smith (& Daley in his repeat,
and was later introduced on the,
door as a motion;- Passage of this
measure would have meant that
Continued from pare Ijzszsz
prexy Penny Singlfeton and first
veepee Rajah Raboid, among contributed to hotel occupancy,
others, would not be able to func¬ motels now get that business.
tion in the work of the.executive
■It was also claimed that the tax
committee unless they came in at bites put New York at a disadvan¬
their-own expense (from the Goast tage with other cities. Chicago, it’s
and Miami Beach, ha. their cases). elaimed, with ho hotel occupancy
A quorum of seven N. Y. exec com¬ tax, has already taken some con¬
mittee jnembers are,generally, on fabs away from New York.
hand in New York/ A simple ma¬
Rasor said that in 1957 conven¬
jority of four is needed to pass tion business totalled 3,833,297
legislation if a bare quorum at¬ visitors who spent $231,104,441.
tends. The provision to pay ex¬ The organization met yesterday
penses for out-of-town board mem¬ (Tues.) to complete plans to send
bers 'was made initially to elimi¬ a committee to Albany' to protest
nate four members from ruling the the enabling legislation that would
; permit the hotel tax increase.
organization. •

K. Y. Hotels

Administration-sponsored mores
to- ctirtail national board meetings
•pf tie American Guild of Variety
’Artists to two-a-year (from three-aJyear) and ‘to. eliminate the neces¬
sity, for any ouf-of-£$wn members
tq be ‘present in New.Vork for ex¬
ecutive .board' matings, was de¬
feated by the union’s national
fcoard. This was a major setback
for the administration.
Proposal was made by treasurer

Inside Stuff-Yande
Showmen may not know about the FBI, GPU and kindred interna¬
tional Intrigue, or about playing pawns with humans—although the
savvy instincts about those matters are indigenous to people in show
business—rbut they will look askance at some portions of Bonis hfartos* memoirs. There are disparities, at least so far as the amusement
industry is concerned. .
While Monos’ collaborator, Charles Samuels, had a partial tonguein-cheek perspective on some of the derring-do recounted in the show¬
men’s autobiography, “My Ten Years as a Counterspy,” some observ¬
ers in the trade are surprised that certain aspects were not done with
greater conviction. For .one thing, in the battle of the crooners any¬
body with even a dim memory knows that it-was Will Osborne versus
Rudy Vallee and Russ Columbo versus Bing Crosby. Monos’ memoir
of the Groaner pitted him against Wallee which, at no timer, was or
could be a “contest,” due to the basic nature of their vocal styles.
Correspondents to Variety also have other perspectives on Ginger
Rogers’ rise than those recounted in the Monos-Samuels book.
Angel Vergara, billed as “El Pirata del Ritmo” (Pirate of Rhythm),
is a Mexican version of Peg Leg Bates. Dancer lost a leg at 16 while
attempting to board a moving freight train. Instead of following the
usual beggar routine (in Mexico they are organized and have to kick
through a lion’s share of earnings to their “protectors”), Vergara de¬
terminedly first learned to swim, then dive from a 30 foot-high board,
and after that took up dancing.
Appearing at first in Mexico City dancehalls passing his hat around
after his routines, Vergara decided to launch himself in the enter¬
tainment field back in 1944. It took him six years to get a toehold in
border, cities, appearing in second and third-rate cabarets on both sides
of Rio Grande. Now dancer appears on television guest shots and night
clubs, and.he plans a Latin-American torn*. Vergara, whose smiling
stage^presence and vitality are also reminiscent of Peg Leg Bates, can
do tap, swing, boogie, rock ’n’ roll routines, etc., and even classic dance
interpretations.
What’s generally regarded as the Twin Cities’ most prosperous nitery, the Key Club, Minneapolis, always has pursued an integration
policy successfully. Owned and operated by a Caucasian, the club util¬
izes colored performers exclusively for its four or five-act floorshows
and Negro bands. But its patronage comprises whites and Negroes
about equally, according to its white manager, Mel Bellman. Key Club
business has been booming since about a year ago when it started
bringing in the more important Negro acts. Among these headliners
have been Count Basle, Sarah Vaughan, Dinah Washington, A1 Hibbler,
LaVern Baker, the Treniers, and the Ink Spots. Club charges a $1 to
$2.59 door admission, depending upon the headliner’s stature. There’s
no cover or minimum.
The split of the comedy team of Allen & DeWood last week will
come as a blow to advocates of international peace. The tandem, cited
as an example of how individuals can get' along despite international
turmoil, comprised a Jew and an Arab. However, difference of back¬
grounds had nothing to do with the breakup, which was amicable.
Schism is said to have come because of the economic situation brought
-on by the dwindling of playing time. Marty Allen will continue as a
comedy single, while Mitch DeWood expects to go into personal man¬
agement. ■
Orlandus Wilson, a member of the Golden Gate Quartet, which was
touring in Vietnam at the time the American Airlines plane crashed
into the East River near LaGuardia Field, N.Y., had to ride for five
hours in a plane to receive news by telephone of the death of his wife
Marjorie in that disaster. He was called by Birney Golden, of Circle
Artists Corp., which is managing the group. Just how the message was
relayed from Vietnam into .the remote city where the group was
playing wasn’t disclosed to Golden.

Haiti Seeks $83,000,090
; Continued from, page* 2 ;

on CANADiAN-AMERICAN
RECORDS:
(DOUBLE SMASH!!!)

BREAK THE CHAINS
^STRING ON YOUR FINGER
(5951)

Billboard:

'

"PICK OF THE WEEK"

Cash Box:

' "SLEEPER OF THE WEEK"

Opening March 16
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-

CORK CLUB; Houston
Personal Management

ROY DUKE

155 West 46th Street, New York, N.Y, Plaza 7-6300

hot water for some time, there
having been several changes in
government since-the long tenure
of deposed President Magloire.
This has had the net effect of re¬
ducing tourism, still one of the ma¬
jor forms of income to this coun¬
try, and as a result the economy
has been hard hit
The government has already ap¬
propriated i,500,900 gourdes ($300,900) for the promotion of tourism,
and a committee of the island’s
businessmen and hoteliers has been
formed to plot the course of the
expenditures. However, dissension
is reported among the committee¬
men on the direction these invest¬
ments should take.
The International Casino is the
second Caribbean operation by
Jones, who says he will continue
his interest in the Havana Hilton,
despite the edict by the Nevada
State" Gaming Commission that op¬
erators of Nevada steer clear of
Cuban counterparts. (Wilbur Clark
of - the Desert Inn, Las Vegas, has
Sold out his Interest in the casino
at the - Hotel Nacional, Havana.)
The Haiti corporation is only one
link in a casino empire that will
encompass several stops in this
area. He is opening a casino in
Aruba in June and will operate at
Baranquitas, Puerto Rico, which is
part of the Condado Hotel chain.
Bid From Other Countries
Jones said that because of his
activities in this region, he has
been invited by two other govern¬
ments to open casinos in their

countries, thus pointing up the im¬
portance of the gambling to the
economy of the small countries, be¬
cause of its attraction to tourists.
Kozloff stated that gambling Is
an important lure to sparsely popu¬
lated areas, but somehow doesn’t
approve of casinos in heavily
populated areas since it tends to
bring in people who cannot afford
the sport.
The Jones-Kozloff enterprise, or¬
ganized into a Liberian corpora¬
tion called the Caribbean-Ameri¬
can Investment Corp., takes the
view that gaming isn’t for the
masses. To do well in Haiti and
elsewhere, they need only a small
portion of the tourists.
They
couldn’t accommodate more than
10% of those visiting here. There£oi«. they can be selective, even
frem among those who feel that
they can afford to take a whirl at
the tables.
GLASON'S

FUN-MASTER

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for oil Theatricals
"We Service the Stars"

Big Temporary Special on All
35 Gag Fites for $15, Plus $1.#0 Postage
Foreign; SI.50 a a., 35 for $45
O 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. ... $10 #
• 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. $25 •
• Minstrel Budget .$25 o
How-to Master -the Ceremonies
$3 per Copy
No C.O.D's
"Always Open"

BILLY OLASON
200 W. 54th St„ N.Y.C., If ClrcU* 7-1130
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY)
<Let a Real Professional Train You)

The Amazing Stars of "WHAT'S ON TOUR MIND" '

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS
Appearing thro Feb. 26jtfi

THE BROWN HOTEL, Louisville, Ky.
Followed by: The Troplcana, Las Vegas, March 4th-30th

Mgt. M.C.A.
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‘Nitelife’ for Jr. As Ma & Pa Sip
Minneapolis, Feb. 17.
Aiming for sjnallfry patronage during ventriloquist Jimmy Nel¬
son’s engagement, the Twin Cities’ only class nitery, the Hotel
Radisson Flame Room here, has been setting aside some of its
dinner shows especially for the youngsters and using large news¬
paper advertising space to publicize them. .
On these nights the dinner floorshow goes on at 7:30 instead
of the regular 8:45. Newspaper ads bid parents to bring the chil¬
dren for “a delicious and early special show by Jimmy Nelson at
7:30 p.m.” and point out “you can have dinner, see the show and
be home by 9 p.m.”
Special shows have been drawing- full houses. The kids of
course, can’t swell the liquor revenue which provides the estab¬
lishment’s principal profit source, but the parents seem to be do¬
ing their share of the Imbibing uninhibited by their offsprings’
presence, it’s reported.

Roberts Chi Southsider Guns Other
Names (Any Color); Bags Davis Jr.

VAUBEVnJLE

J/fiftlETY

Sunday School Behavior
Features Friars’ Tribute
(On Ash Wed.) to Cannon
To quote that philosopher and
savant. Jack Lescoulie, “They said
it couldn’t be done.” But the
Friars did it. Their tribute to N.Y.
Journal-American sports columnist
I Jimmy Cannon last week was a
[luncheon in which hardly any
offbeat words came up. There were
a couple of instances, but thespeakers soon found that they were
unnecessary. Even Friars affairs
for Sophie Tucker and Martha
Raye, restrained as they were, had
a little more ribaldry than cropped
up on Wednesday’s (11) event at
the Copacabana.
That was the second departure
for this theatrical organization.
The first came by their going out of
the theatrical orbit for the guest
of honor. Cannon, who recently
shifted from the N.Y. Post to the
JA (“from had to Hearst,” said
speaker Jackie Kannon), is one of
the more outspoken members of
the craft in print, but seems to be
a retiring citizen privately. A re¬
cently initiated member of the
Friars, he drew a big house.
Whether it was because the show
was held on Ash Wednesday or
whether there was a feeling of
experimentation in the theatrical
organization, is difficult to deter¬
mine. But the net result was one of
the great surprises in theatrical
annals—a Friars luncheon that was
clean. One could almost take one’s
maiden aunt along.
One of the mpre notable features
of the event—and it’s getting to be
a habit—was the superb job of
toastraastering by Jack E. Leonard,
who is going along in the tradition
of Jimmy Walker and George
Jessel. Leonard is fast end literate,
and seems to have at his grasp an
intimate knowledge of the dais,
audience and the times in which
he lives. These contribute to mak¬
ing his gags appropriate to the
moment.
These ribfests generally produce
[ a lot of heckling from the dais,
j but this too seemed restrained.
[ Leonard seemed to have that field
! to himself, but he wisely let his
wit flow before and after each par¬
ticular speaker.
John Daly, introed as the “Jew¬
ish Ed Murrow,” told a witty yarn
in a gracious manner. Ex-champ
Rocky Graziano, now veteran actor,
was described as swimmer who for
years carried h'*s own tank. Sid
Gould, per usual, plaved his game
of initials, and he still gets laughs.
There were gracious tributes
from jockey Ted Atkinson and
(Continued on page 52)
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Yanks Can Qualify to Re-Roll Dice
In Cuba’s New Casino Deal; Open FrL
How Ind. Pages Stars
Indianapolis, Feb. 17.
Instead of the usual grand¬
stand spectacular at the 1959
Indiana State Fair, the Fair
Board has voted to bring in a
stageshow headlined by cow¬
boy Roy Rogers and his troupe.
Rogers is booked for Labor
Day week.
The board also voted on
choices for stageshows in the
-Coliseum, increasing the num¬
ber of headliners from two to
three. Ricky Nelson or Dinah
Shore were selected for the
Sept. 2-3 shows; George Gobel
or Tommy Sands, Sept. 4; and
either Victor Borge or Pat
Boone for Sept. 5-6. Final se¬
lections, depending on who is
available, will he decided at a
board meeting Feb. 12.

T?o the mounting clamor of res¬
taurant workers, musicians and per¬
formers for reopening of the casi¬
nos in Havana, has been added
those of several hotel operators..
They are said to have informed
the Cuban government that unless
American operators are permitted
to remain in control of the casinos,
they will close the hotels. Casino
openings are tentatively set for
Friday (20).
’ The Riviera Hotel, Havana, had
reportedly told the government
that they were prepared to shutter
unless the same set of owners con¬
tinue in the casino. The hotel was
built by the Smith Bros, of Toron¬
to, with reputed underworld fig¬
ure Meyer Lansky operating the
casino.
The hotels had told the threeman government commission study¬
ing the casino situation that since
casino operation is the major fac¬
tor in producing profits for the
hotel, it would not pay to con¬
tinue unless the operation could
be subsidized by casino profits.

Chicago, Feb. 17. Sammy Davis Jr., a Chez Paree
. Zing Went Strings
repeater, has promised his next
Honolulu, Feb. 17.
Windy City date to Herman.Rob¬
Stripper
Coffee
Royal’s
erts’ Show Club, big southside
dressing room at the Lava Pit
black & tan spot. The deal, how¬
nitery, Hilo, was stripped of
ever, was greenlighted by the Chez,
five skimpy costume pieces
and calls for five days at the tailduring her weekend engage¬
end of August, following Davis’
ment there.
costarring stint in the Metro pic¬
w oncers union was reportedly the
Gal told police she valued*
ture, “Never So Few.”
first to pressure the commission on
two missing fringes at $50
Booking could prove the break¬
immediate reopening the casinos
each
plus
another
$50
for
two
through Roberts, a tyro boniface,
and permitting the American man¬
bras and a halter top.
figures he needs to bag gilt-edged
Col. Serge Obolensky, vicechair¬ agements to continue. Not only do
attractions (white or Negro) for his
man of the Zeckendorf Hotels, who the members of the union hold
largeseater. So determined is he to
will shift his GHQ from New jobs in all the inns, but the union
sign only top names that he’s pre¬
York’s Hotel Astor to the Drake itself is the owner of the Havana
pared to shut down the club dur¬
Hilton, which is operated for them
ing periods when one isn’t avail¬
now that the latter Park Ave. hos¬ by the Hilton chain. This hotel
able. Such a move wouldn’t com¬
telry is under the Webb & Knapp gets $1,000,000 annually for rental
pletely sideline the operation,
wing, plans converting the east side of its casino to a group headed by
though, since the cozy 150-seat
hotel’s Ivy Room into the Cafe Clifford Jones, operator of the
Frankfurt, Feb. 10. f
Penthouse atop the main showcase
Magyar. Cecil Beaton, who is dec¬ Thunderbird Hotel. Las Vegas. The
would continue.
Concert managers and concert
orating 30 suites in the Drake, will union had threatened a strike un¬
Behind Roberts* angling for stel¬ hall owners in Germany, distraught
design it. Mme. Claud Alphand; less the casinos were reopened im¬
lar performers is his conviction, oyer the broken seats, smashed
will ditto. The hotel itself will be mediately.
after two years in the biz, that he buildings and beaten-up bodies
“co-oped.”
The government has licensed 16
needs a healthy white trade to that occurred during the recent
The Magyar room, as the name jcasi ;s. In Havana, permits were
“stay alive.” The whites shy away Bill Haley German concert tour,
indicates, will accent romantic granted for the Havana Hilton.
are
understandably
nervous
about
in too large numbers when the
gypsy music and the like. The Havana Riviera. Nacional. Capri,
club’s attraction is less than top- the just-started Louis Armstrong
hotelier has long been partial to Tropicana, Sars Souci and Mont¬
drawer, no matter the .genre. On concert dates.
that policy and. made it click at the martre. Closed permanently were
the other hand, when the magnet
Concert manager (for Germany)
Carnaval Room of the Sherry- the casinos in the Sevilla Biltis there, it’s not uncommon for the Clara Gunderloch had extra trou¬
Netherland, the Redez-Vous Room j more. Plaza, Deauville, St. John
crowd to be as muclras 90% white. ble in hooking the big halls, in
of the Plaza, and elsewhere.
and the Comodoro. of which the
Show Club is deemed successor, many cases had to request extra
Incidentally, the likelihood of first three casinos were totally
for the most part, to the late and police protection for the concert
Hotel
St.
Regis
reverting
to
an
wrecked during the riots which
storied Club DeLisa, which folded nights and had to buy additional
Obolensky operation, vicariously or took place immediately after Pres¬
last year after a quarter of a cen¬ house insurance.
ident
Batista fica the country.
otherwise,
is
diminishing.
Owner
tury as a southside landmark of
Armstrong, with a six-piece orch,
Vincent Astor always took personal
The government stated that ca¬
the midwest nitery structure. (Soon is playing all the key German cities
pride
in
that
hostelry
and
his
will
sino
operators will be heavily
after the demise, the Red Saunders —KieV Bremen, Berlin, Hannover,
provides uninterrupted operation screened and only one man will be
house band switched to the Rob¬ Wiesbaden, Stuttgart, Frankfurt,
under
managing
director
Pierre
accepted
as the responsible own¬
erts emporium.) Show Club, with Karlsruhe, Duesseldorf, Freiburg,
Bultinck, the incumbent boss. An er. Records of the owners will be
later improvements, represents a Munich, in the Feb. 9 through 21
unusual
phase
of
probating
the
checked
with
the U.S. Embassy.
$175,000 investment, including a period, mostly making one-night
Astor will' was a quick-action at Slot machines, bingo, and native
$20,000 elevator stage. Its fifst stands at the towns’ largest conPeekskill,
N.Y.,
courts
(Dutchess
games
have
been
outlawed. Most
year was spotty. Then, in January, 1 cert halls.
County is the Astor family home) slots have already been picked up
1958, Roberts gambled with the
L
Booking
rock
’n’
roll
artists
in
in
order
to
(1)
relerse
the
ABC
in
government
trucks.
Cgsinos, to
“Jewel Box Revue,” the layout of
liquor * license and (2) release St. be under control of the Savings &
femme impersonators plus one girl Germany is getting increasingly
difficult,
admits
Mrs.
Gunderloch.
Regis
Hotel
funds,
since
they
were
,
Housing
Institute,
will
have to
(a male impersonator). It clicked
all tied up personally with the • screen players so that only tour¬
almost from the start, stayed six And should any riots ensue during
Armstrong bookings, it’s
decedent.
ists and natives holding a blue
months, and put a broad smile on the
doubtful if the big hall owners will
the Roberts phiz.
Col.^Obolenskv
his hotel card, stipulating that they are in
accept any more r&r artists.
career at the St. Regis when he a M'-,h tax bracket, will be permit¬
Road edition of “Jewel Box” is
“It used to be. that the prime
was married to Astor’s sister and it ted to play.
now back on' the southside, but
would be a nautral thing for him
this time doing less than socko biz. problem was sellmg seats,” says
to reassume if the hotel were sold
The dip is attributed in part to the Mrs. Gunderloch. “Now once the
to the Zenckendorf interests,;
break-in of several novices at seats are sold, your troubles only
Chicago, Feb. 17.
which was a possibility. At the mo- :
tranfcvestitism. Troupe holds till start—you wonder how long the
Palmer House’s Empire Room ment it looks cold.
March 22, and Roberts has options kids will stay in the seats and if
they’ll start smashing ’em up.”
almost wound up with two head-,
for future dates.
Kansas City, Feb. 17.
liners for a fortnight as result of
With Davis promised to him,
Switch Witching Hour
conflicting teleshow dates for Anna
New1 booking office has been or¬
Roberts has feelers out for a num¬
Amsterdam,
Feb*
10.
Maria Alberghetti. Soprano, ..who
ganized here by Paul Davis and
ber of other topflight attractions,
Dave Bender, formerly with the
including bands. Count Basie ^Strict rule in Dutch radio world, was due to open Thursday (19),
McConkey Artists Corp. office here
pulled large throngs for a recent no broadcasting after midnight, will finally agreed to postpone till
stand, and Is a probable repeater be broken by fronts Armstrong. October, when she’ll do four weeks j The Three Stooges bicycling be¬ for several years. They have set
for later in the year. Roberts also Concerts, both in The Hague and at the plushery.
tween three northern N6w Jersey up Orchestras Inc., affiliated with
Her llth-hour pullout, despite a theatres on Saturday (14), grossed the Chicago cffice of the same
mentions Stan Kenton (a Blue Note Amsterdam, were sold out a few
regular, as is Basie) and Johnny hours after boxoffices opened. signed contract, enables Lisa Kirk $9,343 in one morning. The trio name.
Davis was manager of the Mc¬
Mathis. Whether Roberts can land Radio VARA got permission from to hold over for two weeks. Settle¬ took in $3,048 at the Branford,
Mathis this year is dubious, since impresario Lou van Rees to broad¬ ment came before the American Newark, in two shows; $2,110 at Conkey office here for 13 years.
the warbler has an early May date cast Armstrong's concert at the Guild of Variety Artists could ad¬ the Capitol, Passaic; $977 at the Bender for 30 years. The Chi office
judicate the hassle, though it’s un¬ Montauk, Passaic, and $3,208 ait is headed by William T. Black, also
at the Chez, and is option-bound to Amsterdam Concertgebouw.
As the performance In Amster¬ derstood AGVA was intending to the Stanley, Jersey City. About a former McConkey man.
the Black Orchid for three more
dam will start at midnight, and rule for Miss Kirk.
appearances.
14,000 attended at admissions of
Miss Alberghetti had been slated 60c for children and 90c for adults.
Though Davis will play the Show radio closes at that time, VARA
Club for less loot than he’d nor¬ asked for, and got, permission from for a “Desilu Playhouse” stanza on
Joe Bolton, WPIX, N.Y., an¬
mally command, the engagement the government to broadcast part March 30, till it was learned she
Lisa Kirk has been booked to
will still require a eouvert boost of the concert from midnight to was to appear “live” same night nouncer who introduces the Three
(probably to $2), which Roberts is 12:45.
on “Voice of Firestone” program. Stooges films, was the emcee at repeat at the Per.sian Room of the
Plaza Hotel, N.Y., for three weeks
convinced won’t chase anyone
Preparation for the former show the various show's.
starting May 25. She’ll comprise
away.
cued original pullout of Miss A1-the closing bill of the season since
herghetti. from her Empire Room
date, causing house booker Merriel Sheraton’s Edmonton Inn the room will shutter June 13 until
September.
Atlantic City, Feb. 17.
The Sheraton chain will build a
Abbott to negotiate for Miss Kirk’s
Miss Kirk was the Persian’s
Washington, Feb; 17.
Hialeah, George Rich’s (Ricky) stayover. When the vidshow con¬ 350-room convention hotel in Ed¬
United Tourist Enterprises Inc., big midtown spot shuttered for a flict was discovered, however, Desi¬ monton, Alberta, with ballroom opener this year.
and
convention
facilities
for
900
lu
postponed
Miss
Alberghetti
for
few
months
for
renovations,
re¬
Boulder, Colo., has filed, statement
with the Securities and Exchange opened (11) in time to capitalize the nonce, leaving her free for the guests. It will be named the Ed¬
Commission seeking registration of not only on the * Washington Chi engagement. That’s when the monton Hotel and will be Shera¬ Laxman Sell* K.C Agency
ton’s seventh Canadian hotel.
4,500,000 shares of Class A com¬ Birthday holiday influx but the big hassle started.
Kansas City, Feb. 17.
AGVA, it was learned, would
mon-stock to be offered to public late-winter and spring .conventions.
The company now has 52 hotels
Hal Laxman, who organized
Spot is offering three shows have supported Miss Kirk, since in operation with more inns under Andrej’s model agency and tv tal¬
at $2 a share.
Firm plans to use $3,350,000 of nightly with' Ernestine Mercer, she had by then been promised construction
on the boards. ent bureau here about four years
stock sales proceeds to build a ho¬ -Strong Bros, Susie Wong, Rose another two weeks even though the Being built are inns in Dallas, ago, has sold the business to Do¬
tel .and convention hall near Estes Gallo, Guy Martin Rockettes (6) new. contract hadn’t been inked Portland (Ore.), and Binghamton,: lores Gay, who had been a partner.
Park, Colo. Another $2,500,000 will hacked by the Four Men of ;yet. She’ll play through March 4, N. Y. In the planning stages are
Laxman says he is mulling offers
he used for a “Western Village” Rhythm, with Lew Alexander the 'with Dorothy Shay going in the hotels In Baltimoie and San Juan, here and in New York, his home
tourist attraction.
... - emcee.- - •
*
-| following day. '
P. R.
i town.

Baying Extra Insurance
For German Theatres As
Satchmo Goes Marching In

Drake’s New Shake—From
Joy Room to Magyar Aura
Under Serge Obolensky

Alberghetti TV
Conflict Cues Chi
H.0.fo Lisa Kirk

Ex-McCodkey Pair, Davis
And lender in KX. Setup

3 JERSEY THEATRES
GIVE STOOGES BIG $9,343

Lisa’s Stem-to-Stern

Colo. Hotel Yia $2 Shares

Hialeah (A C.) Running
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Vaude, Cafe Dates
New York
Smith Sc Dale booked for-the
Colonial Inn, St. Petersburg, start¬
ing Feb. 23 ... Rita Grable goes to
the Palace, Buffalo, Feb. 20 . . .
Sam Levenson inked for the River- side. Reno, July 30 . . . Bobby Yah
set for the Deauville. Miami Beach,
March 12 . . . Isobel Robins added
to the Blue Angel show . . . Wally
Griffin down for a two-weeker at
the Sheraton-Jeffersoti, St. Louis,
Feb 25 . . . Four Voices in for 10
days at Latin Casino, Philadelphia,
March 12 . . . Martha Errolle
opened at the Chanticleer, Balti¬
more, Monday (16) . . . Gretchen
Wyler to the Statler-Hilton, Dallas,
March 5 . . . Singer Pat Windsor
slated for the Diplomat, Hollywood,
Fla., April 17, and the Hilton
Shamrock, Houston, April 30 . . .
Kirby Stone Four replace the Four
Lads at Latin Quarter tomorrow
(Thurs.).
Cannon v Israeli Dancers have
been booked for May 5 at the Latin
Quarter . . . Bill Peterson, Circle
Artists' Corp. exec, has returned to
his office. He suffered a concussion
during an auto crash at Fowler,
Ind., while on a selling trip. Part¬
ner Birney Golden was also slightly
injured in that mishap .,. Dorothy
Shay booked for the St. Regis
Maisonette April 30 . . . Vicky
Antler, current at the St. Regis,
goes into the Ritz Carlton, Mon¬
treal, April 16 . . . Jonah Jones
Onartet booked for the Sporting
Club of Monte Carlo Aug. 8 . . .
Jacqueline Fontaine goes into Jack
Silverman’s International March 4
. . .-April Stevens inked for the
Living Room May II . . . Three
Stooges booked for the Glen Ca¬
sino, Williamsville, N. Y., June 29
. .
Kirk goes into Bltastrub’s
Boston, May 11.. .Billy McNamara
and Mickey Deems holding over at
one Fifth Ave.

* Chicago
Wally Griffin to the SheratonJefferson, St Louis, Feb- 25 for
two weeks ... Billy Williams Quar¬
tet signed for the Kansas 'City Auto
Show Feb. 28 . . . Crandall &
Charles, current at the Moose Club,
Champaign, Ill., open at the Nor-

ft

mandy, Mishawaka, Ind., March 2,
then play a pair at the Park Lane
Hotel, Denver, March 20-Kirby
Stone Four to the Chi Cloister June
16 for a month . . . Fran Warren’ j
booked for the Camellia House
April 3.

Hollywood
Comic Shecky Greene opened a
two-weeker at Jack Denison’s Mon¬
day (16) ... Vic Damone preemed
at Frank Sennes’ Moulin Rouge
yesterday (Tues.) . . . Nelson Eddy
with Gail Sherwood open at the
Cocoanut Grove Saturday (21) . . .
Singer-pianist, Earl Grant is hold¬
ing over at Celebrity Club in Phila¬
delphia . . . Xavier Cugat with
Abbe Lane holding down at Harrah’s Club in Lake Tahoe for 10
days .. . Betty Kean Sc Lew Parker
play two weeks at the Mape5
Hotel, Reno, in May. Due open at
the Fontainebleau in Miami Beach
on the Frank Sinatra bill March 3.
Dot prexy Randy Wood and Billy
Vanghn hit N.Y. this week for
some new Pat Boone diskings . . .
Capitol picked up songstress Sue
Baney’s option for a third year . . .
Johnny Otis wings to Gotham Feb.
25 to receive a BMI award for
“Willie and the Hand Jive,” se¬
lected by the music org as the “best
r&b song” of 1958.
George Jay is managing 14-yearold Bee James* disk career. Teen¬
er’s latest platter is “Invitation to
a Party” . . . Hugh Cherry holding
down deejay chores at KDAY ...
Tutti Camarata recorded “I Left
My Love,” from UA’s “The Horse
Soldiers,” for the Disneyland label
. . Albert Glasser is scoring “The
Big Operator” at Metro ... Hank
Mancini making the rounds plug¬
ging his RCA tune, “Peter Gunn.’’

Scotland
Max Bygraves set to top vaude
at" Empire, Edinburgh, Feb. 23 . * .
Connie Francis paying return visit
to Empire-, Glasgow, March 9.. . .
•Dave Willis, vet Scot comedian,-]
into Pavilion, Glasgow, with road¬
show unit_King Bros, and Earle
Sc Vaughan, comedy pair, current
at Glasgow Empire Feb. 16 . . .
Lex McLean, comedian, at Palla¬
dium, Edinburgh ... Leading Auld
Lang Syne acts contributing serv¬
ices for week of vaude at Alham¬
bra, Glasgow, in aid of Stars
Organization for Spastics fund . . .
Claik & Murray pacted for summer
season at Pavilion, Largs.
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band . . . Club Peachtree’s new
show also bowed Monday with
three dancers spotlighted, Barbara
Ann Cavanaugh, and Norman St.
Cyr and Jbni Revlon,, exotics, with
troubador George Petras handling
m.c. chores and Harry Thomas and
group providing times . . . Zebra
Lounge in lobby of Howell House
offers an instrumental-vocal duo,
singer Susan Aldrich and pianist
Keith Gamm . . . Imperial Hotel’s
Domino Lounge' has exotic Pat
(“Amber”) Hallady in its top spot,
backed up by tap terper Joanne
Coffee . . . Dixiecrats continue at
Hank & Jerry’s Hideaway.

Philadelphia
- Henry Youngman’s stand at
Celebrity Room followed by Earl
Grant, Feb. 11-20; Myron Cohen,
Feb. 21-March 7, and Dick Shawn
March 9-21 . . . Lady Iris Montbatten made her floorshow debut at
the Capri recently . . . Mickey
Shaughnessy celebrates 25 years in
show biz at Erie Social Club, Feb.
21-22 . . . Ken Barry played the
Hawaiian Cottage for two weeks,
Feb. 3-17 . . . Bob O’Neil continues
at Cadillac Sho-Bar. *
Eartha Kitt current at the Latin
Casino followed by Sammy Davis
Jr., Feb. 20-28 . . . Clyde McPhatter followed at
Sciollas
by The Platters set for Feb. 1623 . . . Best Records’ new unit.
The Dial-Tones, were known as
The Kids, on Victor, a few seasons
back ... Violinist Frankie Juele
inked for the Mantovani concert
tour . . . Earl Grant & Swingin’
Organ Group opened at Celebrity
Room . . . Jackie Lee, 88’er at
Pompeii Room, breaking in. new
act before leaving on Australian
tour . . . Frankie Avalon winged
to Iowa to fill in for the remainder
of midwest tour of one-nighters
which lost three of its r&r head¬
liners in plane crash recently . . .
Della Reese cut short her stay at
the Celebrity Room and left for
England for six weeks of over¬
seas bookings . . . Dennis Clark
beading The Applejacks on the
road. Dave Appeli, founder of the
group, doesn’t care to travel and
limits himself to one-nighters in
the area.
The national board of the Amer¬
ican Federation of Musicians has
given the greenlight to Philly’s
Jolly Joyce to start legal proceed¬
ings against Bill Haley Sc His
Comets. The former booker of
the rock ’n’ roller is going to court
to recover record royalties he
Claims are due him.

: Ft Lauderdale Jumpin’
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‘Blackouts’ Fat 35G
Los Angeles, Feb. 17.
“Ken Murray’s Blackouts of
1939” upped previous stanza’s
take by $1,000 last week for a hot
$35,000 in revue’s eighth week at
the Ritz.
With biz still smart, stand con¬
tinues indefinitely.

Singing Priest MacEwan
Sez He’s Sticking to Pew
^
Glasgow, Feb. 17.
Sydney MacEwan, Scot singer, is
turning down offers to tour the
U. S. and Australia in favor of re¬
maining at bis job as parish priest
Of lonely Lochgilphead village, in
Argyll, West Scotland. He says he
'has sung his last song in’ public.
Canon MacEwan, now 50, has
been singing for over 30 years. He
has had various successful treks
to the U. S. and Australia in the
past.
“In future I intend to be just a
Scottish parish priest,” he said,
“and to concentrate on my parish.
I have loved every year of my sing¬
ing career.”
MacEwan, as well as being a
leading singer of Celtic songs, is
also in demand, for recordings.

Sunday Behavior
Continued from page 51 555

heavyweight champ Floyd Patter¬
son; One of the solid surprise came
from Jack Barry who came armed
with a lot of Friar luncheon gags,
but sensing the situation, h& gave
a spontaneous tribute to the sportswriter on the basis of what he
knew about him through his writ¬
ings. This bit reached a poetic’
height and took the crowd by sur¬
prise. Even Leonard was a little
nonplussed and could only say,
“Thank You Number 117852,” in
an obvious reference to the trials
and turbulations of the late “Twen¬
ty-One” telequiz.
The comedy highlights were by
Alan King, King observed that for
years he has been pressagented by
the guest of > honor’s brother,
Jackie, who has helped make him
America’s most successful un¬
known. There was a reference to
the school -teacher who had no
class. He observed that Cannongoes for schoolteachers for, among
other reasons, they help him. with
his spelling. A1 Kelly, introed as
the Fulton Sheen of' Women's
Wear doubletalked his way into
a top mitt.
Cannon ended the proceedings
with a . gracious and witty speech.
For the Friars, this luncheon was
a milestone and a crisis at the same
time. Have the lads gone scift or
have they found themselves, at
long last? The next luncheon may
answer these question.
Jose.

- Combo Review
FRANZ- BENTELER TRIO
With Jan Norris
Instrumental, Songs
23 Mins.
Sheraton-BIackstone, Chicago
Franz Benteler unit, with Benteler’s chirper-wife Jan Norris,
are in their second year in the
! small, plush and proper Cafe Bona¬
parte, and Douglass Boone, topper
i of this classy Michigan Ave. hos| pice, indicates they could go for! ever.
Room inevitably gets some of the
lorgnette set, but conclaving busi¬
nessmen make up a large slice of
the patronage. Accordingly, Ben¬
teler pretty much steers clear of
the sedate tooting, limiting the
Strauss stuff and such to the no¬
dancing dinner “hour.”
Terp sets average 20-25 minutes.
They’re easy, informal presenta¬
tions with a showmanship that’s a
happy departure from the usual
society salon dansapation. Session
caught, for example included an
"Around the World” motif, with
solos from Miss Norris and duets
with her spouse. Benteler’s vocals
•are secondary to his fiddling. In
back are a pianist, and a percus¬
sionist who works between traps
and vibes. The library includes
showtunes, standards, Latino and
French cleffings, arranged and
spotted to produce a pleasant (if
bland) recipe for either dancing
or chopmunching.
Miss Norris is a handsome blonde
in her first pro stint in a cabaret.
She delivers competently with an
appealing, unadorned soprano.
Pit.

By ESTELLE CULMER
Jack Carter will be here Feb. 28
Ft. Lauderdale, Feb. 17.
as principal entertainer for United
Although nocturnal celebrants in
Jewish Fund Advance Gifts Dinner this area tend toward familar
Dance at Webster Hall . . . Jean haunts, bonifaCes have attempted
Shannon Sc Brooks Bros, inked for
10 days at Ankara beginning March to upbeat the quality of entertain¬
2 . . . Sarah Vaughan plays J$ew ment here this season,
Nino Nannis, who habitually
Arena week of March 9 .. . Errol!
Gamer’s next return to his home¬ winters at Lago Mar, is again a
town will he at Town House. He lure at the Silhouette Lounge with
and his trio are hooked for eight- his piano. vignettes. Although he
day stand starting June 19 . . ., has added some new material, the
Tana. Leigh into the Copa tins week i customers always yell for the
. . . Carmen Cavallaro, along with ! oldies.
Billy Albert & Ardrey Sisters,
Woody Woodbury is at the Chan
opened two-week date at Holiday
By Happy Benway
House (16) . . F Olsen Sc Johnson Room .of the Bahama nitery with I
Saranac Lake, Feb. 17.
revue plays New Arena next week. his special shock treatment and'
Stephen
son of the
makes each- customer feel like a Austrian repMatzner,
for 20th-Fox, has not
VIP.
only .gained the all-clear sign from
San Francisco
Diminutive Bouine Baker is the hospital but a student visa to
Frank Buxton took over at En¬
rico Banducci’Sr hungry i when spreading her portfolio of nostalgia study at Fullerton College in Ful¬
at
Tale O’ the Tiger for the second lerton, Cal.
Mort Said, on about 48 hours’ no¬
tice, decided not to play the date time this season, relieved by Ben] Patients of the hospital were
Bernard
offering comedy relief at treated to color films of winter and
. . . Carol Channing is enroute to
summer sports jn New York State.
breaking Venetian Room’s record the piano.
in her four-week Fairmont stint
Lenny Herman’s dance band Ben Ressler, chairman of “We the
... Ronny'Draper took his new trio has even the most reluctant terper Patients,” obtained them from th’e
into 365 Club’s Trophy Room (16) tripping on the new dance floor of Dept, of Commerce of New York.
John (IATSE) Streeper has been
. . . Mary Kaye Trio booked into the Maria Antoinette.
appointed assistant to Dr. Homer
George Andros’ Fack’s H Feb. 26
At
the
Lauderdale
Beach,
the
I
McCreary
in our X-ray room. Elsie.
. . . Irving Granz brings a package
including Shelly Berman, Anita Southern Colonels are roasting a •Schreger joined the relief tele¬
O’Day, Jackie Cain and Roy Krai, chestnut or two for the perennials. phone operators.
Ray»(IATSE) Tietzen of Gotham
The Mastersounds and deejay Don
Johnny Cole, formerly Don ArSherwood, into Frisco’s new Ma¬ tiste of Chicago, is keeper of the and Clifton (IATSE) Byrd of
Orange,
Tex., are elated -over their
sonic Hall Friday (20) and into keys at the Beachcomber.
clinic report which gave them
Berkeley Community Theatre next
The Ritchie Bros, cover good last
a go-home OK effective April. 1.
night."
musicianship with zany antics at
One of the most important things
the Reef where Roberta Miller ad¬ that could happen to a patient is
dresses the keyboard.
Atlanta
to receive a letter from home or
Now a guided missile, Barbara from friends. There are many sad
- New bill at Henry Grady-Hotel’s
Paradise Room opened (16) with Velasco & Her Escorts are explod¬ faces if the mailman passes them
by. So:
Professor Backwards, songstress ing at Lenny’s.
Jack Valentine, Eleanor Carling
Lori Stevens and the Don Grimes
Write to those who are BL
and Earl Hume are in orbit at the
new Lorelei Room.
RCA-Victor Records
At Heilman’s Johnny Aladdin
Exclusively
rubs his keys.
Fazio’s has changed to a funz-aStarring HARRY DOUGLASS
poppin? policy, with Debbie Hayes
fntanMtloMl To«f
&. Her Men from Outer Space
Currently,
heading a wild form of entertain-;
ment, featuring weird characters
EL MOROCCO
appearing from Nowhere, includ¬
MONTREAL
ing a midget who cadges customers’
Direction* WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
drinks at the bar.
Pen. Mem ID KIRKEiY
\
At her Jade House, Muriel
(Ziegfeld’s Peacock Girl) carries
on ih her sub-tropical patiQ.

Saranac Lake

Sally Band, Fan Dancer
St_ Paul, Feb. 17.
„ Wonder if Sally Rand knows
about it, but there’s a Sally Band
who’s a fan dancer, too.
The Red Feather, one of the
leading night clubs here, is featur¬
ing Sally Band and her “Parisian
fan dance,” according to news¬
paper ads.

“THE COMEDIAN”
The-Onty Rea! Monthly
PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST THE MOST-llF-TO-DATEST
Now In its 102nd Issue, containing
stems, one-Unars, poemettes, sons
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, monoloss, parodies, double S»S* bits.
Ideas, Intros, Impressions and Im¬
personations, political. Interruptions.
Thoughts of the Day, Numerous
Views of the News. etc. $2f yearly.
Introductory Offer: Last 12 Issues $15
Sinafe Issues $3
,
Forelsn: $30 Yr.—3 Yrs. $30
Single Issues $4 -No C.O.D.'s

BILLY GLASON
200 W. S4 St- New York If

NICK
LUCAS
and His Troubadors
CURRENTLY

HOLIDAY HOTEL
Rene, Nev.

Fred Polly Agency
| New England's Top Agency
Little Bldg., Boston
I-232B

YVONNE MORAY
KING'S CLUK, Adolphus Hotel
Dados, Texas
ASSOCIATED HOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER, Pros.

The DEEP RIVER BOYS
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bums. (She’s top-billed on the mar¬ Eden Roe, Miami Beach
though initial show would have
Casino, Haiti
Hotel Pierre, N. Y.
quee and in the ads.)
Port au Prince, Feb. 14.
Miami Beach, Feb. 13.
<fAn Evening With Cole Porter ,” benefited from quicker pace from
Singer, skillfully backed by Ted
song
to
song.
Beginning'and
end
Joe E. Lewis (with Austin
Estelita, Haiti Folk Lore Dancers Shapiro
produced by Stanley Melba; staged are solid, with the couple prancing
at the 88 (her teammate Mack), Eydie Gorme iwith Joe
&
Orchestra;
$2
admission.
by Dolores Pallet; orchestra, through “Marriage Type Love” and
for 38 years), accents her songology
Joseph Ricardel; features Wilbur strolling through “Where Did the
toward comedy, but includes one Guerico), Dunhills, Jackie Heller,
Since Las Vegans Clifford Jones thought-provoking number called Walter Nye Orch; $3.50-$7.50 mini¬
Evans, Betty Madigan, Stan Gro¬ Night Go.” Miss Jones displays
& Jake Kozloff of the Thunderbird “Take a Step in the Right Direc¬ mum.
ver; $2 cover.
remarkable technique in “Baubles, Hotel
have taken over, the Inter¬ tion,” which is a serious bit of
Bangles and Beads,” and Cassidy’s national
Casino -and its nitery have
For the first time this season the
The composers’ cavalcades have glib “Trouble” from “The Mus.c made some handsome contributions advice to teenagers. On opening
caught on in surprising manner Man” is a feat of timing and action. to the Haitian treasury. The U.S. night, several parents asked her big spenders that marked all top
and the new frolic, with the return Miss Jones’ medley from her two styled operation, with a batch of for copies of the song. Her bawdy |cafe preems during former boom
of Wilbur Evans plus two new sing¬ starring films, “Oklahoma!” and “technicians” imported from Vegas “You Too Can Be a Red Hot
ers (Betty Madigan and Stan Grov¬ “Carousel,” is notable, with femme have indicated that there’s plenty Mama,” “You’re Only As Good As ' winters were out in full panoply at
er),'bids fair to repeat the previous next joining her husband in a fun- of casino business from tourists, Your Last Kiss,” and “I’m Modern an opening. Typically, it was for
salutes to Herbert, Romberg, Rod¬ filled takeoff on screen teams that even in this financially depleted As Tomorrow” (“I was doing rock the return of Joe E. Lewis to his
gers and Kern. Evans was featured results in a pretty fair dance' or isle. One weekends and holidays ’n’ roll before it was a dance”) all , annual Beach showcase, the Cpfe
in the Rodgers salute. For the final two and a healthy portion of there is a $2 admission charge, with pulled appreciative yocks. She does i Pompeii of this plushery. What
a medley including “Monkey Rag,” • also marked the first-show sellout
six weeks of the Hotel Pierre's humor.
entry free on other days. On some
All in all, it’s the kind of act days, the operators await the cruise “How You Gonna Keep ’Em Down ; was assessment of a pre-fixe dinner
winter semester, following the Por¬
ter show, Earl Wrightson and Bill that will bring further stardom ships to supply the bulk of the on the Farm,” “Melancholy Baby,” 5 tab of $15 plus a four-buck bever¬
“Life Begins at 40,” and something age minimum, with nary a beef
Tabbert, who were in the Romberg to Miss Jones and is likely to make revenue.
that was inevitable—“The Some of ; from attendees.
medley, and Dolores Perry, who a full-fledged star out of Cassidy.
Jones & Kozloff operate with a | These Days Cha Cha.”
The Trio Martelli is billed in a
was the prima in the opening Vic¬
Closing number, which brought ! The sellout—and it was dittoed
tor Herbert “night,” will return in skillfully agile comedy dance act combined native show and Ameri¬
i through the weekend at the regu¬
a reprise of the previous shows. that makes spills look as easy as can names. Current is the Latin ! a standing ovation, was “I’m a Wild lar minimum tariffs—brought the
The new season will debut with a pratfalling off a log. Freddy Mar¬ singer Estelita, with Sheila Rey¬ Wicked Woman From the Bad¬ I Pompeii back to its former top
nolds
set
to
follow
Feb.
21.
Pre¬
lands,”
done
attired
in
a
wild,
super-salute to Irving Berlin, with tin orch (13) provides great back¬
ceding Estelita’s appearance are a colorful cowgirl outfit complete 1 niche on the nitery circuit here.
Ron.
Betty Benne (who sang in the Rom¬ ing for the hour show.
group of native dancers who pro¬ with sequins. Miss Tucker’s “new From here in, with strong b.o. fol¬
berg and Kern shows) set, and
vide
a lure for the island’s resi-; act” is one of the best to hit Vegas lowups in Tony Martin. Sammy
probably Russell Nype opposite
dents and for the tourists who- in a long time, and it is obvious Davis Jr. and Maurice Chevalier,
Sands, Las Vegas
her. The third member hasn’t been
came
to see the native cultures. ! that she has a brilliant future as an prexy Harry Mufson sees a profitcast. Next fall-winter will also con¬
Las Vegas, Feb. 13.
light that may well mark off losses
homegrown layout is a show entertainer.
tinue with salutes to Vincent YouTony Bennett, Joey Bishop, Steve The
with
a
lot of naivete and charm.
Ames foursome has been a fave of other weeks.
mans, Gershwin, Harold Arlen, Rosst, Copa Girls (12), Antonio
The operators have, wisely, done in Vegas for many, seasons, and
The cost for first-niters seemed
et al.
Morelli Orch (14); created and
Current semester, running over staged by Jack Entratter; chore¬ nothing to Americanize it. There it lives up to the reputation of a minor item; they were the faith¬
an hour, errs only on its embarrass¬ ography, Bob Gilbert, Renne Stu¬ are no voodoo overturns in this bit, being an act pleasant for both eye ful who came to be seen, were
idea being to make it light. This and ear. With their trademarked seen, then settled back for a ses¬
ment of riches. Otherwise it’s a art; $3 minimum.
group of dancers and drummers vocal blending, Ed, Vic, Gene & sion with one of the few cafe-bred,
socko cavalcade which showcases
does that with little difficulty.
Joe offer a well-rounded reper¬ cafe-geared topsters working the
Betty Madigan, ex-MGM, now Cor¬
Jack Entratter has added Tony
The nitery portion of the room toire. Individually they tackle saloons today. Per always, Lewis
al thrush, as an authoritative cafe
Bennett
to
his
lineup
of
stars
who
is an outdoor largeseater with a celeb impreshes for good yock re¬ fed them a yock-filled book of new
singer. She's a looker, with an
Elizabeth Taylor quality which alternate in the Copa Room, and it gigantic stage and dancefloor which sponse. Quartet gets strong piano and bawdy tune tales. Some of his
Duke.
looks
as
if
the
latest
acquisition
Eli Basse-written lyric twists might
makes it difficult for singers to hit’ assist from Al Semola.
ain’t bad in the pulchritude de¬
will join his teammates as a strong the far reaches. Estelita, of course,
be on the blue side, but for the
partment.
drawing
card.
faithful it’s a howl-making apuses
a
lot
of
sight
stuff.
Her
vocal¬
Chirping some of the great Por¬
Bennett, backed masterfully by izing is sufficient to take care of Shamrock Milton, H’sil’n ; proach.
ter songs with Ethel Merman, who
Houston, Feb. 10.
created them, on the ringside open¬ 88er Ralph Sharon, is a singer who ringsiders, but she brings in the
The puckish panjandrum of the
Johnnie Ray, Paui Neighbors double-entendre lampoons is prob¬
ing night wasn’t easy. It’s the kind combines power and authority with more remote seats through her in¬
of a spot many a singer would wish humility for fine effect. On open¬ cidental dancing. She works main¬ Orch (10); no cover or minimum. ably the only entertainer of stature
on a leopard. Nonetheless, the per¬ ing night, he topped 17 songs with ly in Spanish with a native drum
around from whom his audience
While doing 12 songs in his 40 expects, and welcomes, this adult
sonable Miss Madigan acquitted a sock interpretation of Gordon group assisting her. Essentially,;
Jenkins’ “Skyscraper Blues.” His it’s not her room, since the lan¬ minutes onstage, Johnnie Ray look at his life and nighttimes,
herself well.
Evans, of course, is an old pro turn, warmly received, probably guage is French, but she does go peers et the aud as though seeking plus pari-mutuels. All of it is new.
and, in fact, reprised the “I Love would have had even heftier ap¬ over, with her sheer will power a friend. And the near-capacity to spark the constant laugh stream.
You” ballad he created in Mike plause had he included a couple and industry giving her tremen¬ opening audience is composed of Combined with his between-tunes
Todd’s “Mexican Hayride." Stan of his familiar disclicks, because dous help. As an incidental ob¬ nothing but friends, as the person¬ gab on himself, his friends in the
Grover is the juvenile, whose back¬ his latest hit, “Firefly,” brought servation, the room is built for Gal¬ able singer can do no wrong.
room, his “post-time” series of
ground includes the lead in the down the house. Other numbers lic singers, and the ops are trying
In his third appearance at the libation pickups that mellow the
national company of “South Paci¬ included “Are You Having Any to nab many of same. However, International Club’s Continental comedian, and the audience with
unlike
most
casino
operations,
fic,” Leonard Bernstein’s “Can- Fun?” “Anything Goes,” “Jeepers
Room in the Shamrock Hilton, the him, it adds up to a many-encored
dide” and in - “Time Remembered” Creepers,” “Chicago,” “Because of Haiti is not one of the more lavish anguish is gone from the early turn. Wisely, Lewis now departs
with Helen Hayes and Susan You,” ’The Party’s Over” and a bankrollers.
Ray presentation. Instead, there’s at peak of receptivity.
Strasberg.
powerful “One For The Road.” Native orchestras do a creditable a solid staging for a first-rate voice.
Eydie Gorme in the added attrac¬
Porter, like another contempo¬
Joey Bishop, always a welcome job at backing, but provide the As the spotlight first picks him up tion spot is a big click. She’s a
rary great (Rodgers) who was sa¬ returnee to the roam, balances the bulk of the interest with the terp he goes into “Who's Sorry Now,” bonus, her song stylings and deli¬
luted—the other three composers bill. Bishop mixes some fresh stuff rhythms. The meringue is virtual¬ strolls to a table and nuzzles a very reminding of the standup and
Jose.
have since passed on—astonishes with his classic oldies, and his ly the national dance.
femme stagesider to the tune of belt ’em singles of vaude days.
with the wealth and versatility of manner of delivery happily brands
“Walking My Baby Back Home,” The pert and purty Miss Gorme au¬
his output between World War I him as a comedian with few equals.
and accompanies himself on the thoritatively works over a shrewd¬
Fairmont,
San
Franeiseo
and now. Thus, selectivity and cur¬ The deadpan, matter-of-fact coun88 while presenting “Walking In ly devised bock that plays up sock
San Francisco, Feb. 13.
tailment make it no cinch editing i tenance gives him an offbeat styie
The Rain.”
arrangements of the evergreens,
Carol Channing, Ernie Heelcchore. As it was, it was held down that clicks with the first gag. On
There’s also “Shake a Hand,” her tricky high-note capers adding
to single excerpts (save for three opening night he batted 1,000 in scher Orch (IP; $2.50 cover.
“Tonight, Josephine, Tonight,” “All to overall impact. Tunes from her
shows which contributed two tunes the laugh league.
The Way,” “Love,” “Yesterday,” latest album stress the old hits
each) to production numbers from
Carol Channing packs a tum- “Up Above My Head” and “I’m dressed in modern rythmic ap¬
Two new production numbers
“High Society” (film), “Red Hot
away crowd into the big Venetian Gonna Walk and Talk With My proach. She’s a tv-chick who is
choreographed
by
Bob
Gilbert
&
and Blue,” “Silk Stockings” “CanRoom for one of the sharpest, most Lord” and — of course — “The very much at home on a cafe stage;
Can,” “Anything Goes” “50 Mil¬ Renne Stuart, featuring the Copa hilarious acts in show business. Little White Cloud That Cried” the plaudits hit from all sides of
lion Frenchmen,” "Leave It To Girls (12) and the big voice of The tall blonde comes on in a red and “Cry.”
the big layout in her encore fiflale.
Steve
Rossi,
with
excellent
coope¬
Me,” “Bom To Dance”, (film),
dress, muggs through a long vamp
The “I’m Gonna Walk” number
The Dunhills tap matters off with
“Something To Shout About,” “Out ration from the Antonio Morelli and opens show with “Little Girl was
his
begoff,
and
a
begoff
it
was.
orch
(14),
round
out
the
show,
Of This World,” “Mexican HayFrom. Little Rock”—a fast starter However, he wisely quit when he aplomb, distinction and class.
Their easy-does-it, three-as-one
ride,” “Kiss Me, Kate,” “Broadway skedded for two frames. Duke.
if there ever was one. She does a was far ahead.
heel & toe patterns are eye-engag¬
Melody of 1940” (film), “You’ll
Sophie Tucker bit, referring to
Superb staging, including a spot ing, win attention from beginning
Never Know,” “Jubilee,” “Rosa¬
friend Sophie as “the Helen Hayes
Boulevard, L.I., N.Y.
and earn growing approval for big
that
picks
up
only
Ray’s
head
and
lie,” “Gay Divorcee" (film version)
the night club circuit,” and goes
Lary.
Morey Amsterdam, Teddy Ran- of
and “DuBarry Was A Lady.”
into a specialty, “You’ve Got to shoulders, helps the act tremend¬ wind.
Porter is toujours boffo but there dazzo, Sinclair & Alda, Johnny Take Your Clothes off in Las ously. Singer’s musical director
and
drummer,
Herman
Kapp.
guid¬
Morris
Orch;
$5
minimum.
is a degree of peak popularity and
Vegas”—and . does. This is cli¬
Riverside*,' Reno
there are opportunities for exclu¬
maxed by a stripper takeoff which ing the Paul Neighbors orch in a
Reno, Feb. 12.
The Arturo Cano-Abe Goldstein starts from behind an onstage great and split-second backing job,
sion of two and possibly three num¬
deserves
much
credit
for
the
sucMills Bros., Carmenas (2) Star¬
bers to tighten the cavalcade. The nabe in Rego Park is assuming screen and goes into “Bessie Blodg¬
lets (8), Eddie Fitzpatrick Orch
ballads are inclined to slow the goldmine proportions with its ett’ great chance,” Bessie being a : cess of the_ act.
proceedings a bit
After Ray’s fortnight, Gretchen (10); $2 minimum.
operation as a nitery on the party mythical substitute stripper.
All are in fine voice. The Small¬ standard, and sapient buying of
Next comes Miss Channing’s pa- Wyler comes in for a pair with
talk between numbers is good and talent However, a ,new element tehted “Cecilia Sisson” number, in magician Del Ray. The Neighbors
The weatherman offered the
gives the entire proceedings cohe¬ is entering its career'with impor¬ which Cecilia tells of her trials band also departs after the Ray Mills Bros, no cooperation (sub¬
sion. Maestro Joe Ricardel back¬ tant changes in the neighborhood and tribulations in the first talk¬ show, to be replaced by the Carl zero temperatures, ldtsa snow, and
stops the show well and also whips in which it’s located. The establish¬ ies.
Cecilia lisps.
The semi¬ Sands orch. Gene Whalen con- miserable road conditions nearly
a tiptop baton for the dansapation. ment of a nearby department store standard “Calypso Pete” follows, iinues to book this plush private paralyzing traffic) for their opener
Skip.
Alan Logan Trio alternates for the is causing this place to increase its a .number which gives Miss Chan¬ nitery.
in the Olympic Room, but the
waltz-Latin sets; GogPs hosting is hours by opening for lunch— ning great opportunities for visual
veteran song-stylists found their
paying dividends and Pasquall is around March 1—and with Queens comedy ,and she then knocks out a
admirers almost filled the room at
Jefferson,
St.
Louis
an affable maitre d' who knows his College buying adjacent land for specialty, “100 Easy Ways to Lose
curtain time.
stuff, and his customers. Abel.
St. Louis, Feb .11.
a branch accommodating • 2,500 a Man.”
The trio—the first act with any
Vivienne, Della Chiesa, Johnny marquee value to play the. room
students, the traffic patterns of
Miss Channing makes her bow
daytime and nighttime are set for to the 1920s with a flapper two- Polzin Orch (12); $1.50-$2 cover. since the Bob Crosby show late in
Cocoannt Grove* L A.
some upward changes.
December—marks the current bill
step and follows with “I’m So
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
And easy-on-the-eyes and easy- as the fifth playback at the River¬
The present bill comprises stand¬ Homesick," a terrific and almostShirley Jones & Jack Cassidy,
Vivienne side, and from indications the boys
Trio Martelli, Freddy Martin Orch ard ingredients with name value. forgotten number from “Gentle¬ on-the-ears charmer,
do hefty biz during the two(13); $2-$2.50. cover, $3 minimum. Morey Amsterdam tops the layout men Prefer Blondes.” Topper, of Della Chiesa delighted first-night¬ should
with Teddy Randazzo and Sinclair course, is “Diamonds Are a Girl’s ers with ah engaging song parade week date.
of
everything
from
the
light
clas¬
&
Alda
in
support.
Amsterdam
has
Best
Friend.”
Stef.
As
per
usual, and by demand of
Shirley Jones & Jack Cassidy,
sics to “St. Louis Blues.” And in the tablers, the three stick with a
steady flow of chatter, all of it
as handsome a couple as has ever a
tribute to her vocal magnetism, all melange of titles synonymous with
vastly amusing. He has an off-thegraced the Cocoanut Grove, have ! duff
Sahara, Las Vegas
manner that makes for an
hands out front were quiet as mice their name, and command out-loud
whipped two extraordinary musical
Las Vegas, Feb. 10.
throughout the entire performance. approval with their perfected ren¬
atmosphere and his lines
talents into a savory, delectable informal
Sophie Tucker, Ames Bros. (4),
hit
home
with
marked
consistency.
Opening with a gaggle of French ditions. In a 35-minute turn they
night cluh act: Their short nine- He gets a top hand, as befits a vet Dale Babcock, Saharem Dancers
songs, she leaves no tones un¬ offer an 11-title repertoire.
day engagement here should be
(12), Louis Basil Orch (13); pre¬ turned anywhere along the line,
Each of the group (Donald,
just long enough to get the word pro.
Randazzo is one of the rising sented by Stan Irwin; choreogra¬ getting special audience response Harry and Herbert) shares the solo
around that this is a pair to watch.
There are several reasons for the singers. Having gotten his start on phy, Sonia Shaw, Bill Hitchcock; with a medley of showtunes. The work, and all three make with the
voice is as golden as ever, and so instrument impreshes on “Basin
excellence of this act, not the least the now defunct Vik label, he no cover or minimum.
is the lady herself. Although any Street Blues.” Winning good en¬
important of which is that neither seems to have enough native per¬
Sophie Tucker makes her Sahara tried-and-true Chiesa fan wouldn’t dorsement is their latest release,
dominates the other either in per¬ formance values to make a-healthy
sonality, style or ability. The splash on the floor. Randazzo sings debut, in a switch from El Rancho mind at all hearing her sing in a “Yellow Bird.” Harry draws the
sound, whether in solo or duet, is smoothly, has a good innate sense Vegas, with a display of new mate¬ gunnysack, she adds considerable chuckles with his comic bits and
strikingly good, and each has the of rhythm, and a caressing air with rial that is memorable. She co- to the lustre on stage with as stun¬ alert asides, but the chatter is
undeniable advantage of being able a ballad. He augments his floor stars with the Ames Bros. (4) in a ning a wardrobe as ever graced any properly held at a minimum.
stand with some flashy accordion fast-moving show which should do I chanteuse in the business.
to act.
Warmer for the headliners are
Regardless of the Lenten season, the Carmenas, a boy-girl aero team
The Cassidys have the unique pyrotechnics which help him home. brisk biz for the Congo Room.
Miss Tucker is the most expen¬ the Sheraton-Jefferson Boulevard showing precision and muscle con¬
Sinclair & Alda,- ballroomers,
asset of being wholesome and
sophisticated at the same time. It’s show up well in the opening spot. sive opening act in the Sahara’s Room management is having happy trol in a 10-minute display. Act is
an alluring combination that sets They top some smooth straight history. She’s followed by the thoughts about the cash register climaxed with th*> distaffer—head¬
standing on her parin'""—twirling
off Miss Jones’ beauty and Cas¬ dance passages with flashy over¬ Ames freres, and likes that pro¬ during her engagement.
The Johnny Polzin orch was in full circles. The duo shows
sidy’s fine looks as part of the re¬ head lifts and spins for a strong gramming because it gives her a
freshing whole.
windup. The Johnny Morris orch chance to set up her charity booth augmented from seven to 12 for much rehearsing, and the act ap¬
pears effortless.
Long.
Bob.
to sell her books and record al¬ this booking.
Staging of the act is good, al¬ backstops well. .
. Jose.
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VARIETY BILLS

Hew Acts

CHUCK-A-LUCKS (S)
Sonys, Comedy
40 Mins.
WEEK OF FEBRUARY IS
Club Crescendo, Houston
For an audience that likes its
comedy wild and blue, this group
“Rhythm, on Ice**
Moulin Rouge
is strongly recommended. The
HEW YORK CITY
Ed Bergman- Ore
Vie Damon*
material is fresh—the boys write
Ye Little Club
“Wonderful World**
MUSIC MAU. »
most of it themselves—and some¬
Ethel Axama.
Ballet
Slate Bros.
Dior Danirers
Joe Felix
Don Rickies
times almost inspired. They give
Teal JoyoCcm de BaHei
Roger Nichols
Staffer Hotel
fine impressions of several vocal
Troopers
BoekaUes
groups, and perform other numbers
Balladeers
*•'**&&’ ■
LAS
VEGAS
expertly in their awn style. The
Jlobi.
Boucher
Ore
Keiget Imperial harmonizing bits are best, and if
Riviera
Desert tmi
none of the boys possesses a top
AUSTRALIA
Ritz
Bros.
Tony Martin
voice, none of the stagesiders no¬
Jean Fenn
SYDNEY
Jack Durant
MILOOUSME
Billy Gray
ticed that shortcoming.
Tivoli
Thrall
Patti Moore
Bobby Winters
Winifred Alwell
The group was organized when
Sabrina
Be n Lessy
Art Johnson
Morecambe A Wire Donn Arden Dncrs Ray Sinatra Ore
S & At Harrison
the three vocalists were attending
Gaston Palmer
Andrea Dancers
Dorothy Dorben Dcs North Texas State, which speaks
Carlton Hayes Ore
2 Earls
Horrle Dargie 5
Sahara
Dunes
well for higher education, then
Ross A Howiit
Billy Baxter
Sophie Tucker
“Nutt De Paris"
J & D Rees
Be Mramie*
Ames Bros.
broke up during the war. A little
Carrie Finnril
3 Sylverirings
Juniors
Saharem Dancers
Marquis Family
over
a year ago they got together
Ttrian
Baker
Nlcoli Bros.
Lpois Basil Ore
Trio Cottos
Lorraine Bransgrove Ben Bert
again, discovered another group
Edit Juhasz
Sands
Beverly Urquhart
Martin Clarke
Dean Martin
Naja Karamura
had picked up their name, the
Steve Rossi
Gwen Harmon
Dipsy Doodlers, so went on the
Texas Copa Girls
Bob Kennedy
BRITAIN
Antonio Morelli Ore road as the Chuck-A-Lucks. The
Allen Conroy
Showboat
palm-pounding has been heavy dur¬
McAndrews £& Mills Irv Benson
ASTON
Jack Mann
Tex Ritter
Hippodrome
ing their first two nights at this
M A B Winters
Sons of Pioneers
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Neal * Newton
RtriiTT»m A Jackson Murray Briscoe
spot. It should continue.
Skip.
Hank Morton
Holloway A Pat

Desmond Lane
Les Gi x
Craig Douglas
Bll Forbes
Avon Sis
Hippodrome
GLASGOW
Max MiDer
Empire
TAP Derrick
Dickie Henderson
Sally Barnes
King Bros
Anton & Janetta
Freddie Mills
Joan. Mann
Suzi Miller
Ray Alan
Skyloas
JAP Sbarratt
Rose & Marion
EDINBURGH
■Tommy Locky
Empire
Jeffrey Leaner
Carroll Levis
Emerson & Jayne
Jackie Collins
SUNDERLAND
Flack A Lamar
Empire
Mrs. Sfaufftewlck
Toni Dalli
Angelos
Blue Orchids
Cycling Kirks
Elizabeth * Collins
Griff Kendall
•Jimmy Gay
FINSBURY PARK Kemble A Christine
Empire
Barbour & Billie
Mudlarks
3 Paulos
Kendor Bros
Stone A Elliott
Margo & June
Maria Sale
George Van Dusen
MIGHTON

Cee Davidson Ore
El Cortez
Rossi A Boyer
Eddie Bush
Versatiles
El Rancho Vegas
"La Nouvelle Eve"
Dick Sice Ore.
Flamingo
Pearl Bailey
Louis Bellson
Coles A Atkins
Moana Gleason
Don Kirk
Flammgoettes
Jade CatScart Ore
Fremont Hot*!
Honeycones
Deedy A BUI
Gayle Walton
Make BeKeves
Golden Nugget
Harry Ranch
.Lee A Faye May¬
nard
Art (Cow Eyes) Engler
Sons ef Gold'll Wst

Johnny Cash
Merie Travis
Silver afcpper
Bank Henry
Beverly Hills
June Wirth
Alan Clive
Sparky Kaye
Red Marshal]
Danny Jacobs
Afmie Maloney
Geo. Redman Ore
Stardust
Lido De Paris
“Cestt Magnifique'
Vagabonds
Wingy Mawone
Thuodcrblrd
China Doll Revue
of *50
Charlie Ventura Ore
Jackie A Roy
A1 Jahns Ore
Tropica na
Ted Lewis
Edie Adams
Allan Drake
Jerry Coloana-

MIAMI - Miami beach

GLORIA & JIMMY VINCENT
Dance
15 Mins.
Steuben’s, Boston
This flashy young dance duo, out
for some time but not hitherto
documented in New Acts, is guarranteed to -close the show with a
! bang, and does just that here.
Opening with a fest Latin barrage
of mambo, jazz and modernistic
terp work, the tall, slim lad and his
pony tailed partner. Who bears
striking resemblance to France
Nuyen, kick off a lightning series
of fancy footwark routines that
brings spontaneous rounds of heavy
mitting. A cute bit of gay ’90s
terperoo in a “strolling through
the park” vein is slick, and they
segue to a .slam-hang Charleston
number that raises the roof. They
take the dance up through the eras
and back again with emphasis on
speed and sparkle.
'Windup is a terrific modernistic
cha cha. The two clever dancers
have all the requisites necessary
for top bracketing. They look good
for musical comedy,, tv, class spots.
Guy.

Admiral V«*
Eydie Gonne
Dunhills
Helene Francois
Walter Nye Ore
Artists A Models
Jackie Heller
Revue
NEW YORK CITY
Giovannis
Americana
Puffy Dee 3
Sid TCaadmir
Blue Angel
Marlowe-Xnller Rev Luis Varona Ore
Orion Bean
Barbara Heller
Sonny Kendis Ore
Ray Bari Ore.
Isobel Robbins
Blackburn Twins
Fontainebleau
Milt Shaw Ore
Dorothy Loudon
Jerry Collins
Judy Garland.
Indlos' Tabarajos
Jack DeLeon
In BoboU
Sacasas Ore
Kaycee
Jones
“jimmy Lyon 3
Campo
Ore
Herman -Chiiilson
Bart Howard
Mara Lynn
Gray's inn
Bob TCnflteli
Bon Soir
Mark Reddy
Charlie Farrell PEGGY STERLING
Phyllis Diller
Tyler Ore
Dori Lynn
Latin Quarter
Songs
Mae Barnes
Jean Carroll
Nina Ramon
Harbour Lounge
49 Mins.
Tony A Eddie
Balmoral
Sammy Walsh
Kirby Stone
Jimmie Daniels
Gilbert A Tracy
« Town House, Omaha
Marion Murray
Tuckers
Three Flames
Tony Matas
Rodriguez Revue
Romano Bros.
Peggy Sterling is a dazzling
Murray Grand
Latin Quarter
Dick Curry
Carillon
young blonde singer who has been
Pony Sherrell
Lou Walters Revue Roberta Sherwood
Jose Duval
Larry Best
Marion Colby
Jo Lombardi Ora
playing
Omaha clubs the past
Alex BosaM
Noonan A Marshall Helene A Howard
B Harlowe Ore
couple of years but who is now
Chateau Madrid
Szonys
Tommy Wonder
L* Cup Id on
ready for juicier bookings. Adeptly
Del Rubio Triplets
CbiquBa Sis
Gigi Durston
Dominique
Judy Reece
“Legs” Diamond
Ralph Font Ore
Pat Pateroe
backed by the A1 Lamm Trio, she
Pan chit© Ore
Jacques Donnet Ore Donn Arden Revue
International
has acquired the needed confidence
Jose Cortez Ore
Candi Cortez
Caro's
Fran Warren
Copacabana
Sally Blair
Lucerne
A1 Benue
and it reflects in her voice.
Johnny Mathis
Damita Jo
Havana Mardi Gra*
McKenna. Line
Visual assets aid in making her
Mac Davis Ore
Diosa Costello
Corbett Monica
Mike Durso Ore
a good* bet. For the gal is tall and
Milos Velarde
Chris Columbo 5
Vivian Cook
Palmier! Ore
Copa City
Don Casino
Zeme North
New Romanian
statuesque and knows how to dress.
Duke Ellington
Roberto A Alicia
Ron Stewart
A1 Nesor
Trump.
Othella Dallas
Pepe
Lou Donn Ore
Karen Rich
Miller Bros.
Blanco
Pagan Ore
Sanger, Ross A
Fansto Curbelo Ore
Barbara McNair
Downstairs Room
Andre
Jimmy Randolph
Montmartre
Guy Granade Ore
Demi Dozen
Norma Miller Dncrs Eddie Schaffer
RS VP
Jean Arnold
Timmie Rogers
Rose Hardaway
Jane CcsneB
Mabel Mercer
Stump A Stumpy
Holly Warren
Savoy Hilton
Ceil Cabot
Freddie Cal© Ore
Lil
Greenwood
Tommy Purcell Ore
Jack Fletcher
Hlington
Ore
Murray Franklin's au— Continued from page 2 ——
Town A Country
George Hall
Paul
Gray
Deauville
Gerry Mathews
Jewel Box Revue
will produce for 20th-Fox, with his
.•‘Newcomers of *28” Murray Franklin
Ned Harvey Ore
Stan Keen
[Paul Whiteman
Dick HaviRand
Sicari Ore
No. 1 Fifth Avo.
wife in the lead.
Kay Carroll
Mickey Deems
Two Guitars - Harry wtrhmBTi
Not all were equally cooperative
Rockee Pryor
Rudy Vallee
Betty McNamara
Olga Valdi
Buster Keaton
Sue Lawton
Ivan Nepa
Robert Downey
towards the press and distribs of
Billy Gilbert
The Cooks
Harold Fonvillo *
Xenia Brante
their
forthcoming pictures. But
Fifi D*Orsay
Eddie- Bernard
K. Poliansky Ore
Joan Bishop
Kitty Muldoon
Riot Room
Misha Usdanoff
Hitchcock, for example, willingly
Hotel Aster *
The Traders
Viennese Lantern Larry Grayson
Irving Fields
helped
bally his upcoming “Ver¬
Martin Denny 5
Roy Bargy
Hotel Roosevelt
Trio Smeed
tigo” (Par) on radio, tv and in the
Lee Martin Ore
Rocking Lounge
Guy Lombardo Ore Ernest Schoen
Freddy Bell BTTxsys Cozy 4Cole Ore
Village Bam
Hotel Plaza
press;
David
Niven consented to a
Dream Lounge
Belle CarrolJ
Dizzy
Lilo
rush between-trains press meeting
Buddy Rich Ore
Don Vincent 3
Jim Lewis
Ted.Straeter Ore
Roney Plaza
Rosette Shaw
Mark Monte Ore
Tex Fletcher
drummed
up
by UA for the as-yetWillie Restum
Art A Dot Todd
Flash Mason
Hotel Pierre
unreleased “Separate Tables”; and'
Marty Harris 3
Singapore
Karen Thorsell
Wilbur Evans
Diplomat
Mickey Manners
Vie Spaddy
Betty Madigan
tffe Mel . Ferrers were always at
Georgia Gibbs
< Freddy Stewart
Lou Harold Ore
Stan Grover
hand when clicking cameras in¬
Sin Ling
Village Vanguard Wally Griffin
Mark Dawson
Mai Malkin Ore
Snuffy Miller
vaded their skiing privacy. AnaClyde McPhatter
Jim Hawthorne
Eden
Roc
Dansations
Barry
Edison
4
Joseph JUcardel Ore
tole
Litvak gave a private party at
Joe
E.
Lewis
Mickey
Gentile
Ore
Donna Hightower
Alan Logan Ore
Klosters to introduce Lauren Ba¬
Waldor.-Astoria
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore EdtthPiaf
call,
at which Miss Kerr, Viertel,
Thpll Coleman Ore
Hotel St. Regis
SAN FRANCISCO«
Irwin Shaw’ and the Wylers were
s>lj* Bahai Ore
Vicky Antler
also present
Backstage
Hangover
Stan Arnold
Earl Hines
Jennifer Jones agreed to appear:
CHICAGO
Rene Joubert
Joe Sullivan
| as guest-of-honor at a Zurich char¬
Blackhawk
Ben Gee A Bemie
Muggsy Spapier
Black Orchid
Modern
Jazz
4
Hungry
»
ity
ball, but refused all’ press con¬
Jack E. Leonard
Harris
Canterbury
Frank Buxton
81 u* Angel
tact
Jack Kodell
Bat-ya
Geo. Alexander
Phyllis Branch
Benny
Strong
Ore
Frank.
D*Rone
Eddie Ash
Osborne Smith
Easy Street
Jazz Workshop
Manuel Del Toro
■Calypsonians
Turk Murphy Ore Mastersounds
Inez A Gordon
Elena Espart A
Kewpie Dell
Fade's
Camille
Ken Harris Ore
Geo. Shearing
M&ity Marsala Ore
Lord Christo
Drake
Mel Young
On the Levee
ah>* Not*
Maureen Cannon
—Continued from page 1
■ Fairmont Hotel
Kid Ory Ore
Dukes of Dixieland Jimmy Blade Ore
Carol Charming
Purple Onion
Chez Paree
Gat* of Horn
E. Heckscher Ore
Coachmen- 3o
Jerry Lewis
Martha Schlamme
if the salary paid to the first man
449 Club
Cathi Hayes
Bobbi Van
John Sellers
was
exaggerated.
For
instance,;
Ronnie Schell
Larry Winters
London House
Geo. Cook Ore.
Chez A do ra hies <S) Jonah Jones
Carol Davis
345 Club
UA let it be known that Lancaster
Lili St. Cyr
Cleistar Inn
Walter Hart
Mister Kelly's
was getting about half the amount
Lenny Bruce
Larry K. Nixon
Gay W's
Ella Fitzgerald
reported. It’s one thing to say
Lurlean Hunter
Marty Rubinstein 3 Bee A Ray Goman Moro Landis Ore
Dick Keegan Ore '
Bill Clifford Ore.
Ramsey Lewis Trio Marx A Frigo
ft, it's another to convince other
Conrad Hilton
Palmer House
actors of it.
Helga Neff
Lisa Kirk
“Frosty Frills’*
Chase A Park
RENO
Secondly, distributors are be-:
Farm A Carter
Ben Arden Ore
ginning to complain that these'
Nock-a-Bout
Karrah's Club
stories
of skyrocketing salaries are |
♦Lahcers
Mapes
LOS ANGELES
Mason A Nixon
Shari Long
riling exhibitors, who figure—■
Gall Sherwood
Ben Blue's
Ross A Lane
Jamie McFadden
logically—that,
some of that load
Ben Blue
Glen Rolfson
Freddy Martin Ore Don Baker
Helen Boice
Sons. Golden West Wilder Bros.
will be passed on to them. •
Crescendo
Roberta Lee
Ho Hums
Riverside
. Thirdly, bankers fend to become
Mills Br$s.
Dick Haymes
Sally Blythe
MaHada Trio
Carmenas
Charles Vespia
Harold's Club
nervous when they read about
Stan Kenton
Sammy Wolf
Lenny Bruce
Starlets l
King Pins
large lump sums in the picture
Dick Bemie
interlude
Bob Braman
Della Quadra
business being pafd out to an in¬
Louis Jordan
Richard Cannon
Holiday
Jo Ann J»rden
TnV SpotsIvan Lane Ore
Dorise Van
Niek Lucas
dividual when the industry theme
Coceanut Grove
Jack Dennison's
Knockabouts
Riverside Starlets
Nelson EddyShecky Greene
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore on the overall is one of economy, j
Edmonds Sis

HoIIywcodites

Banks Bellow

Boxy, N« Y.
Robert C. Rothafel presentation
of “Sing Song” with Keigo Imper¬
ial Japanese Dances (7), Teal
Joy, Roxyettes, Robert Boucher
Qrch; sets, Bruno Maine; costumes,
Winniford Morton; choreography,
Ray Frost & Kenny Springer; “The
Hanging Tree \WB), reviewed in
Variety Jan. 28, '59.
The Roxy has called upon the
wisdom and the arts of the East
for its new display. With Oriental
opulence and picturesque settings,
Robert C. Rothafel seems to have
outdone himself with this session,
which is impressive* on all counts.
The major prop are the Keigo
Imperial Japanese Dancers, headed
by Takeuchi Keigo and with five
girls and a boy. Keigo is a lithe
dancer in the old tradition of the
Nipponese, but apparently has gone
far afield in his collection of
themes for his American tour.
Keigo, while paying tribute to the
Japanese tradition by which most
Nipponese terpers are bound, has
seemingly permitted Western in¬
fluences to intrude. The results are
sometimes delightful and yet suf¬
ficiently commercial for presenta¬
tion in niteries and theatres as
well. There are some charming
moments such as the satire on
kabuki and the Cherry Festival
dance. The windup is the Charles¬
ton, which they swing out as though
they almost like it.
The costumes are colorful, and
no doubt a closer view than is per¬
mitted here would reveal delicate
weaves and embroidery. The set
by Bruno Maine is massive, as is
befitting this house, with striking
colorations and moving curtains of
Japanese lanterns. It’s one of the
most eye-filling events of the Roxy
year.
The bill is completed by Teal
Joy, a nicely built Oriental who
has become a face in the Cuban
niteries. Miss Joy is a singer who
pounds out her tunes. Her sole
concession to the 'Japanese is her
brilliant kimono costume, and a'
| Nipponese translation of “Deed I:
Do.” From there she goes off into j
Italian and Spanish tunes, all de- i
livered with the heeded energy to
put her across in this house.
The Roxy line helps decorate the
proceedings, providing some taste- j !
ful production around the Japanese
elements. Robert Boucher conducts
the house band with his usual ex¬
cellence.
Jose.
L’Olympia, Paris
Paris, Feb. 10.
Amalia Rodrigues, Rene-Louis
Lafforgue, Maurice Horgues, Menestrels (3), Ballet HOlympia <10),
Jean-Marie Proslier, Kovacs (4),
Rudy Horn, Francis Lrnel, Fabiola;
$2 top.
Amalia Rodrigues is one of those
singers of traditional songs, the
fado, Portuguese chants on un¬
requited or tragic love inter¬
spersed -with joyous hymns to it
all. She has been unable to trans¬
fer them to house boards in foreign
climes without dosing much in
the way of drive, range or com¬
munication. She proves it again
as she toplines a fine bill of acts
which look in for good^biz for four
weeks.
She works impressively in a
black shawL Her face is expres¬
sive and her husky, strong tones
belt out catchy, haunting songs.
She is appreciatively received.
Rene-Louis Lafforgue, on the
other hand, is strictly French with
a bevy of his own earthy songs
about lowdown. ballrooms- or the
love of the simple and sensual.
With a satyr’s face and a relaxed
bonhomie, he makes this an arrest¬
ing stint and his very national con¬
ceptions begin to shape him as
worthy of export for specializedboites.
Maurice Horgues spins some
clever patter for laughs on the
Frenchman’s so-called double love
life. Menestrels are a perky song
trio with clever material and pro¬
duction assets, for good results.
Ballet HOlympia tlOJ smartly
builds two entries and scores on
dexterity and acrohatic zest
House regular Jean-Marie Pros¬
lier gives out well in comedy gab
on current events with enough ir¬
reverence for plenty of laughs.
Kovacs <4) do a good trampoline bit
with three women and a man keep¬
ing the eye interesting via a suc¬
cession of variations on leaps!, ara¬
besques. contortions, etc.
Rudy Horn, originally the “boy
wonder” juggler at the Lido some
years ago, has grown into one of
the most adroit in the business.
He warms up with solid straight

juggling and then mounts a uni¬
cycle to foot six cups and saucers
on his head, plus sugar and a
spoon. It’s a top act.
Francis Linel is a personable
singer with a pleasant voice who
has not quite found the right mat¬
erial yet. His attempts to emu¬
late the frenzied activities of other
toppers do not fit with his expres¬
sive, clear voice. More ease, plus
adherence to his own range could
make him a good staple here.
Fabiola does a swell bird act.
Dressed in a white ballet outfit,
she has pigeons swoop across the
theatre to do her bidding on see¬
saws, tiny ferris wheels, etc. She
also dances with the feathery ones.
Her looks, and the visual scope
of the entry, make this a neat item
for Yank video and niteries:
Mosk.
-Apollo, N. Y.
Herman Stevens, SaXly Jenkins
Singers (5), Consolers (4), Gil¬
bert Adkins, Caravans (4), Rasp¬
berry Singers (6), Davis Sisters
(5); “Escape in Spain” (UI).
The pace at the Harlem vauder
is slower this frame with the Gos¬
pel Caravan moving in for a week.
Frank Sch iff man’s current religiose
bill is appropriate, however, for it
is timed with the Lenten season.
Two deejays of WWRL,. Fred
Barr and Doc Wheeler, have put
together a solid “holy show” which
features the Caravans and the
Raspberry Singers with strong
backing from the Sally Jenkins
Singers, the Consolers. Gilbert
Adkins, and the Davis Singers.
The Caravans came close to
stomping up an oldfashioned re¬
vival session with their belting of
“I’m Willing to Wait” and “Running
for Jesus.” Unlike most entertain¬
ment, the religious stanzas at this
house are based on audience par¬
ticipation. The lyrics differ in that
they are mostly done in the form
of a testimonial and in some cases
the reception given to a singing
group is based on whether mem¬
bers of the audience join in.
Most of the spirituals are charac¬
terized by plenty of bounce by the
onstage participants and nearly all
carry a “message” in the attempt
to spread the faith,
The Sally Jenkins Singers do a
nice runthrough of “Some Day I’m
Going Home” and “You Better Get
Ready.” Gilbert Adkins, although
not possessing much vocal strength,
belts out “Creation,” sung almost
in monolog style. Clever lyrics
make this song a house favorite.
Raspberry Singers do okay in “No
Tears in Heaven” and “Jesus, King
of Kings.” Show is ably backed by
Herman Stevens at the organ.
The standard rock ’n’ roll music
featured at the Apollo is gradually
giving way to jazz. Dave Brubeck
and Chris Conners will be spot¬
lighted in next week’s card in an
all-jazz session.
Bern.
Comedle-Canmartin,
Paris
Paris, Feb/ 10.
Bruno Coquatriv presents “Ta
Bouche Bebe” (Quiet Baby) by
Jeqn Valmy, Yuan Audouard. With
Annie FratGlUni, Jacques Pills,
Pierre Doris, Rita Renoir, J. M.
Proslier, Charpini, O’Dett, Armande Navarre, Andre Aubert;
staged by Maurice Poggi; sets. Sennep; costumes, Rosine Delamare;
music, Henri Betti; $3 top.
Olympia Music Hall prexy Bruno
Coquatrix has turned his tiny (300seat) white elephant into a house
for a vaudeville-type revue utiliz¬
ing many of his Olympia regulars.
Result is uneven and somewhat
dragging in spite of a few scattered
good numbers. Stiff tab will not
help much and he may have - lo
find another use for this jewel box
theatre.
Show vaguely builds itself
around a producer -who does not
want to put on a show and how
others try to talk him-into it hy
putting on little numbers. Annie
Fratellini emerges a fine all-around
entertainer who sings well, dances
ditto and can also double on most
musical instruments. Jacques Pills
shows,up for some lowlife numbers
that'be brings off adroitly as he
plays the reformed panderer or
repentant gangster.
Pierre Doris lias some glib pat¬
ter and Charpini and O’Dett do
some risible travesty bits as two
old gossipers, a la the Dolly Sisters.
But staging, Costumes and general
level are lack-lustre and this looks
in for only a fair run, with some
added hypo factors via a comely
looking chorus .line and stripper.
Rita Renoir.
Mosk.
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‘Raisin’ W31 Be First B’way Show
By a Negro Authoress and Director

Joe Julian to Europe;
‘Gimmick’ Due is London
Actor - author Joseph Julian,
whose “The Gimmick” was straw-,
hat-tested two years ago at WestptJrt, Conn., and Denver, planed to
Europe last week for a film acting
stint in Paris and then to attend
rehearsals and the play’s opening
in Londod. It will be presented for
a short tryout tour and then in the
West End by Charles Ross and
Andrew Broughton.
Co-producer Ross will stage the
show, with Bernard Braden and
Barbara Kelly in the leading roles.
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Joint Equity and AGMA Committee
Seeks Simpler Pact; Eyes Merger

■4 The feasibility of an Actors
Chicago, Feb. 17. 4
Equity-American Guild of Musical
It’s believed that “A Raisin in
8-Week
International
New
Musical
to
Preem
Artists mergers is being discussed
the Sun” will represent two signifi¬
a committee of members of
cant "firsts” for Broadway. The
Season Set in London by
At London Nabe House
both unions. The talks are an
Lorraine Hansberry comedy-drama,
1 London, Feb. 17.
London, #eb. 17.
offshoot of the committee’s orig¬
staged by Lloyd Richards, is fig¬
A new musical by 26-year-old
Peter Daubeny starts an eight- inal objective, revision of the 1939
ured to be the first play by a Frank Norman gets its London
week international drama season jurisdictional agreement between
Negro woman and the first directed preem tonight (Tues.) at the Thea¬
March 16 at the Princes Theatre. the two organizations in more
by a Negro in Broadway history. tre Royal, in suburban Stratford. It
It will include performances by the precise and understandable terms.
The show is due March 11 at the is entitled “Fings Ain't Wot They
Comedie Francaise, the Old Vic The pact relates to operas in Eng¬
Ethel Barrymore Theatre, N.Y.
Used T’Be.”
and Ingmar Bergman’s Swedish lish, where the jurisdiction be¬
“Raisin,” which incidentally will
The show, with songs by Lionel
company from the Malmo City tween the two unions frequently
represent the Broadway mana¬ Bart and danced by Jean Newlove,
Theatre.
overlaps.
gerial debut for producers Philip will be presented under the Thea¬
Comedie Francaise, last seen in
Equity members at a recent
Rose and David J. Cofcan, opened tre Workshop banner and staged
London in 1953, will appear from meeting unanimously carried a
a tryout tour Jan. 21 in New by Joan Littlewood. It is set in
March 16 to April 4, with per¬ motion that the discussions with
Haven, getting rave reviews there Soho and gives a picture of Cock¬
formances of George Feydeau’s AGMA be continued “in the hope
and in subsequent shakedown ney life Outside the law.
“Le Dindon,” Moliere’s
“Les that merger can take place short¬
stands in Philadelphia and current¬
The Theatre Royal, Stratford, is
Femmes Savantes” and “Les Four- ly.” The members also came out
ly at the Blackstone Theatre here. a London neighborhood house, not
“Redhead,” the Gwen Verdon- beries De Scapin” and De Musset’s in unanimous support of a merger,,
The play. Miss Hansberry’s to be confused with the Theatre starrer, represents a five-way par- “Un "Caprice.” The Old Vic com¬
maiden opus, is localled in the Royal, Drury Lane, the noted West lay for NBC and its affiliate, RCA pany headed by Flora Robson and of the Screen Actors Guild and
the American Federation of Tele¬
Chicago southside Negro ghetto. End musical spot.
Victor. It includes an investment Ronald Lewis then plays a four- vision and Radio Artists. Inci¬
It stars Sidney Poitier and features
interest, a share of the producers’ weeks’ engagement of “Ghosts,” dentally, regarding the AGMAClaudia McNeil and . Ruby Dee,
profits, the original cast album, and the season is rounded off by Equity situation, the two unions
among others. There is only one
television rights and first refusal Berman’s production of “Faust.”
reached an agreement last year
white piayer in the cast.
on a film deal.
]
whereby Equity represents AGMA
Production is capitalized at
' The network and record com- in Canada.
$100,000, and Rose estimates that
pany each have a $75,000 stake in ,
Discussing the merger of .per¬
it could recoup its investment in
the Robert Fryer-Lawrence Carr!
forming unions in a report to the
' about three or four months on
production, which opened on
membership.
Equity
executive
Broadway. He says there is “active
Broadway last week at the unusu¬
secretary Angus Duncan com¬
interest” in it from three picture
The financial situation of “Goldi¬ ally moderate cost of about $216,mented
that
"perhaps,”
the
merger
companies, but he won’t set any locks,” currently in its 19th week 000. A novel aspect of J;he NBCdiscussions connected with the
deal until after the New York on Hroadway, is bearish. As of a Victor participation in the produc¬
UCLA-Cornell
plan
of
eight
years
opening.
Jan. 3 accounting, the deficit on tion is that the network and diskDifferences between the Theatre ago, “failed because it was too
Rose is president of Glory Rec¬ the Producers Theatre presenta¬ ery have had veto control over
complicated
an
objective
to
merge
ords and Bryden Music publishing. tion was $297,159. Business since production and operating expenses. Guild - American Theatre Society
six constitutionally different unions
.Cogan is a show biz accountant then has been running 50-60% of
A consultation-supervision pro¬ and Manning Gurian, producer of
(primarily), and has previously capacity and on that basis the mu¬ vision for the two investing affili¬ “Warm Peninsula” have- been set¬ all at one time.” He added, “It is
been a substantial investor in sical’s financial status isn’t figured ates is included in the deal nego¬ tled. -The situation stemmed from perhaps the wiser course to ap¬
plays. He has some of his own to have undergone too substantial tiated with Fryer & Carr by NBC Gurian’s cancellation of several proach the merger the way Equity
is doing now, that is, by exploring
coin in “Raisin” and brought other a change.
talent administrator Jim Stabile subscription dates for “Peninsula,”
The production, which cost and attorney-NBC consultant Mort which is touring the hinterland in merger with the American Guild
investors into it.
of Musical Artists.
a
lengthy
pre-Broadway
tryout.
$383,192
to
open
in
New
York,
Miss Hansberry, according to
Mitosky. NBC and Victor desig¬
If merger talks with the AmeriThe producer had notified TGRose, has already completed the was capitalized at $360,000, of nated Mitosky as their consulta¬
first draft of a new play, as yet which only $313,800 had been re¬ tion-supervision representative on ATS that he intended skipping j can Guild of Musical Artists are
untitled. Its theme, however, is a ceived as of the Jan. 3 audit. The the production and, as such, he pencilled bookings in Cincinnati, | successful, then, together, the new
secret—^even to the producer, who actual production cost was $346,- requested bids on certain items Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. It’s i AGMA-Equlty can begin talks with
says he expects to see a working 411, with* tryout losses running and also checked scenery, cos¬ understood no contracts had been j the Ameren Guild of Variety
script within the next two or three $21,989 and New York pre-opening tumes • and other production ex¬ signed for those dates. The matter,! Artists. Would not it then be
expenses tallying $14,788. The penses with various NBC depart¬ which was discussed at a TG-ATS j proper to discuss a merge** with
months.
meeting in New York last Wednes- j the then united SAG-AFTRA?” He
Rose and Miss Hansberry (mem¬ tuner piled up a substantial oper¬ ments.
day (11) was subsequently settled,> concluded, “I do not mean to minber of a Chi realty family) have ating profit early in its Broadway
The combined $150,Q00 NBC- with Gurian agreeing to play the |imize the difficulties of the course
run,
during
which
time
there
known each other for eight years.
Victor investment in the musical Shubert, Cincy, the week of April I have outlined, but if the goal is
A year ago December, the pro¬ were a flock of theatre parties.
represents half of the $300,00 capi¬
I desirable and necessary—what is
N.Y. Herald Tribune drama crit¬ talization on the venture and is 6.
ducer related they were at a din¬
The Pittsburgh date, originally j to prevent it?”
ner party where Miss Hansberry ic Walter F. Kerr, overall stager equal to a 25% backers’ share of
of
the
musical,
besides
collaborat¬
planned
for
April
13,
has
been
j
-«asked if she could read the theme
the profits. In addition, NBC and
LI • IT 17
of “something she had been work¬ ing on the book and lyrics, has Victor are to share equally in a definitely cancelled, since the the- j a itw 1 1
waived
his
stager
royalty
since
atre
is
not
available,
then.
The!
AfllA
ASSCBlOlY HI fl.Ju,
ing on "It turned out to be the first
5% piece of the producers’ take.
Philly
stand,
intended
for
April
27-i
J
draft of’“Raisin,” and the next day the show’s Oct. 11 preem at the
The musical smash is expected
Lunt-Fontanne Theatre, N.Y. The to hit paydirt the first week in May 2 has also been put off, with
Rose took an option on it.
other co-authors (Kerr’s wife Jean June. When it does pay off. Miss the prospect of the show, which
Kerr, book and lyrics; Joan Ford, Verdon will get 7V£% of the profits stairs Gurian’s wife, Julie Harris,
lyrics, and Leroy Anderson, mu¬ (besides her regular 7V£% of. the playing there next season. TG-ATS
sic) have been taking a combined gross) and the authors will share is attempting to arrange other
A discussion of the evolution of
1% royalty cut (from 7% to 6%) 5% of the profits (added to their bookings to replace those the Broadway production of “J. B.”
since the Broadway preem.
scratched.
will
be one of the concluding fea¬
These royalty concessions are 8% - of - the - gross royalty). Those
tures tomorrow (Wed.) of the
understood to have been on the slices, will be taken off the top,
American
National Theatre &
understanding that extra coin leaving 87%% of the profits to be
Academy’s four-day Assembly,
Chicago, Feb. 17.
split equally between the manage¬
would
be
taken
for
advertising,
in
which
opened
last Sunday (15) in
Approximately $30,000 was spent
ment and the backers.
on advance advertising for the local an effort to hypo boxoffice trade
The producers’ share of that is
following
the
disappointing
no;
run of “Music Man,” which got
4334%, but after 5%, goes to NBC
A foreign film company, Cin-jthe ANTA Theatre, N. Y., where
underway last week at the Shubert tices.
ahd Victor, the management end
Theatre here. Because of an agree¬
is reduced to 38%%, providing opera & Gregor Films of Paris j the play is berthed,
and
Rome, is putting up 50% of j Participating will he Alfred de
ment with “My Fair Lady.” which
no one else is cut in for a slice.
ended a Shubert stay of 66 weeks
Incidentally, NBC was given first the $300,000 capitalization on the ; Liagre Jr., EFa Kazan, Boris Aronprojected
Broadway musical pro- ] son and Tharon Musser, the show’s
Fob. 10, the ad campaign wasn’t
refusal on the film rights along
launched until after Christmas,
with its acquisition of the tele¬ duction, “C’esfc La Vie.” Lester respective producer, director, st-ene
Welch,
president
of the firm, which j designer and lighting “technician,
when “Lady” announced its final
vision rights. The original cast
London, Feb. 17.
will have first, call on the picture * Approximately 250 representatives
Paul Robeson will probably play album has already been released rights to the tuner, will he associ-.from 100 ANTA chapters throughThe first $10,000 of the “Music” “Othello” at Stratford-on-Avon by Victor.
[iated with Charles K. Peck in the out the country are in New York
exploitation coin was sol it 50-50 this year after all.
.production
.
for the conclave, the first to be
between the theatre and the orOSeveral weeks ago the theatre
The book for the musical, based : sponsored independently by the
duction,' with the company shelling management announced that Mrs.
j on the life of French dancer-; non-profit theatrical organization,
out about $20,1)00 more in an all¬ Robeson had written from Moscow,
choreographer, Valentm, a friend
Discussions covering various
media spread. That included about where he has been visiting, to say
of Toulouse-Lautrec, was written technical and artists problems have
$10,000 for radio-tv. promotion and that owing to her husband’s ill¬
$5,000 each for newsoaper and out¬
London, Feb. 17. ; by Peck. The tunes are by Holly-! been a major item on the four-day
he would not be able to re¬
door advertising within a 100-mle ness,
Beatrice Lillie’s contract as star 1 WOi)dx^lt^S
r Sc,har-f (?U£LC) agenda, which has also included;
turn to Britain in time for rehear¬
radiuns of Chicago.
of “Auntie Mame” has been ex¬ ■ a?d N.ed Washington Lyrics). The; thus far> visits to several offI
sals
prior
to
the
scheduled
opening
: show is scheduled to go into re- ; Broadway theatres, an Equity cockThe advance sale as pf the open¬
tended
through
April
25.
It
was
ing last Thursday (12) was around April 7. However, a cable has previously due to expire March 14. ihearsal next October for a Newita„ arty attendance at performsince been received from Robeson
York opening in December.
j anees of -j B.. and ..Xou& o{ the
$450,000.
assuring the management that he Florence Desmond, top-featured
• Poet” and an after-theatre supper
will be fit enough to play the role. supporting lead in the Jerome
dance at the Astor last night (Tues.)
The singer-actor will rest for Lawrence-Robert E. Lee dramati¬ Most of. Original Cast
Among those who spoke at the
another month, but has undertaken zation of the Patrick Dennis novel,
For.
City
Center
‘Golovin’
(Continued on page 60)
to return to Britain not later than had beeh rumored set to take over
Julius Rudel, in casting “Maria
the title role upon Miss Lillie’s ex¬
March 16.
Golovin” to open the spring folk ,
pected withdrawal.
Phoenix, Feb. 17^British-resident U. S. producer opera season at the N. Y. City Cen- i QflQ5in OllVAl* Rsi*!? From
Jerome Kilty’s “Dear Liar,” Sadler’s WeHs Opera Co.
David Pelham is presenting the ter, will be able to recruit most of | uUcdfl IrilLCl DfiLti iT0£H
based on the Bernard Shaw- Mrs.
the singers used in the five-per¬
comedy
at the Adelphi Theatre.
Set
at
Coliseum,
London
Patrick Campbell correspondence,
formance presentation last Novem¬
will launch a tryout tour March 3
London, Feb. 17.
ber at the Martin Beck Theatre,
at the Sombrero Playhouse here.
Legit-film actress Susan Oliver,
The Sadler’s Wells Opera Co., Hartman, Evelyn Page
N. Y., under David Merrick-NBC whose last Broadway appearance
Katharine Cornell and Brian which is playing only a limited
auspices.' However, Franca Duval was in “Patate,” returned last
In
Canadian
‘Pleasure’
Aheme will co-star in the two- engagement in its own theatre this
character
presentation, - which season, will open at the Coliseum
Paul Hartman and Evelyn Page is not available for the femme lead, week from a two-month vacation in
Guthrie McClintic is producing in in mid-April and will run through will appear in Canada in a new which will be sung by Ilona Kom- Europe. She was a passenger on
the jet-prop airliner which almost
association with Sol Hurok.
until early December. Its first pre¬ revue, “Purely for Pleasure.” The brink:
Patrica Neway as the mother, crashed into the ocean, after div¬
The local stand will be spon¬ sentation at the Coliseum will be: show, which Stuart MacKay is pro¬
sored by the American Founda¬ “Die Fledermaus,” in a new Eng¬ ducing, is scheduled to open later Norman Kelly as the tutor Chester ing about 20,000 feet out of con¬
tion for Theatre Arts, a non-profit lish version by Christopher Hassall, this month at the Royal Alexandra, Ludgin as the prisoner and Rich¬ trol when the automatic pilot got
education founded recently by staged by Wendy Toye.
Toronto; A booking at Her Ma¬ ard Cross as the blind youth are out of order.
Miss Oliver had intended being
Playhouse producer Richard Chari- * While the opera company is at jesty’s, Montreal, is also planned. repeating. Kirk Browning, of the
top as a training center, for actors, the .Coliseum the Sadler’s Wells
Among the sketch contributors Bell Telephone Hour and the old away a month, and planned visit¬
NBC
Opera
Theatre,
will
stage
for
ing
London, Paris, Switzerland and
playwrights and directors. Follow¬ Theatre-will be occupied, by visit¬ is David Rogers. ‘
the Gunter.
‘
• ‘ Rome, but extended her Itinerary
ing its' one-week stand here, “Liar” ing troupes!' A No. 2 • Opera com-1
The
worlr
will
open
March
30
to
include
the Austrian Alps, Ma¬
will go on tour.
pafiy will bp touring the Provinces,
John Datrajs appearing-at the
•The show--is ^slated
-open .in ooenirfg March116 at the Memorial Qgontz Theatre,' Philadelphia* in and Will probably be given five drid, Prague, - Stockholm and a
performances
in
repertory.
•
week
in
Moscow.
“Fair-Game” for * two-week run.
•New York after-a- summer -layoff.’ Theatre,-Stratford-on-Avon. .*■ *

NBC-Victor Has
Veto on ‘Redhead’

See 'Goldilocks
297G In the Red

TG-ATS Settles
Teninsola’Spat

Has Palaver on Legit;
Gorman Raps Critics

‘Music Man’ Had 30G
Advance Bally-in Cbi;
Picked Up $450,000 Sale

PARE-ROME FILM CO.
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ROBESON STILL PLANS
STRATFORD’S ‘OTHELLO’

Bea Lillie Extends Deal
As Star of London ‘Mame’

liar’ to Preem March 3
At Sombrero, in Phoenix

Europe; In Near-Crash
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PSsemft
ducer, Warren Coleman, 729 Sev¬
enth Ave.
“Skin Deep” (MC). Producers,
P. R, B. Productions.
"Tobacco Road” (CD). Producer,
David Moss Productions, 580 Fifth
Ave.

¥ednegday, Fefamary 18, 1959

Shows on Broadway

A Majority of On©
Hie Most Happy Fella
Theatre GaUd Sc Dor* Schary presenta¬
M ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ »#♦»»»»»»♦♦■»■»+♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦>»»♦♦»+-»<
N.Y. City Center Xi*ht Opera Ca {Jean
tion of three-act (nine .scenes) comedy hy Dalrymple, director) revival of "two-act
Leonard
Spigelgass.
Direction.
Pore (seven scenes) musical comedy based on
Following are available parts, in upcoming Broadway, of‘Broad•
Schary; scenery and lighting, Donald the Sidney Howard -play, “They Knew
loay touring, films, industrial and television shows. All information has
Oenslager; ’costumes, Motley; associate What They Wanted." Music, lyrics and
SHOWS
REHEARSAL
producer. Philip Langner. Stars Gertrude libretto. Prank Loesser; overall direction,
been obtained directly by the Variety Casting Department by tele¬
Berg,
Cedricke
Hardwickfe;
features Dania Xrupska; original choreography,
' BROADWAY
phone calls, and has been rechecked as of noon yesterday (Tues.%
Michael Tolan, Ina Balln, Mae Questel, Dania KrUpdot, xertaged by Arthur Pi
"Desert Incident” (D).
Pro¬ Marc Marno, Barnard Hughes, Hanna Partington; musical .direction* Abba
"The available roles will be repeated weekly until fiUea, and addi¬
Ishli. Opened Feb. 16. *53. at the Sam S. Bogin; scenery and lighting,- Jo Mielzineri
ducers,
Tad
Danlelewski
&
Morris
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from
Shubert Theatre. N.Y.; $6.90 top C$9.60 costumes. -Ruth Motley; art director,
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with-leads Feld, 234 W. 44th St
opening).
Watson Barratt. Features Norman Atkins,
"Destry Rides Again” (MC). Pro¬ Mrs.
Rubin . Mae Quested Art Lund, Paula Stewart, Obi Staiger,
prided by the managements of the shows involved -rather than to ducer,
Daivd Merrick, 246 W. 44th Mrs. Jacoby .-Gertrude Berg Jack De Lon, Muriel Birkhead, Keith
Alice Black . Ina Balin KaWenberg. Lee Cass, Bruce McKay. Ken¬
run a lengthy list of blind items.
St.. LO 3-0830.
Jerome Black . Michael Tclgn neth Lane, Michael David. Opened Feb.
In addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro¬
"Gypsy” (M>. Producers, David Lady Passenger.Selma Halpern 10. *59, at the N. Y, City Center, N.Y.i
ductions announced for later this season, but, for which> the manage¬ Merrick & Leland Hayward, 246 Kolchi Asano .Cedric Hardwicke S3.80 top.
Eddie
.. Marc Marno Cashier .Lee Casa
ments, as yet, aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬ W. 44th St, LO 3-0830.
House Boy ...Arserdo Trinidad Cleo .
LJhi Staiger
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, <D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy,
"Look After Lulu” (C). Produc¬ Ayako Asano . Karma Ishfl Rosabella ..
Paula Stewart
TaLeshi.Tsuruko
Kobayashi Waitresses ...... Jessica Albright, Betty
(MD) Musical Drama, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic Reading.
ers, Playwrights Co. <745 Fifth Noketi .....
Sahoml Tachibana
Jenkins, Gloria Kaye, Kitty Malone.
Ave.,
PL
3-7500),
Charles
Bussell,
Servant Girl ..
Yasuko Adacbi
Sherry McCutcheon, Sybil Scotford
4
Trinidad Postman ..
Lee Cass
Lance Hamilton & Gilbert Miller. Chauffeur.Arsenio
..
Norman Atkins
51h”-5’ 6^£” (without shoes); mod¬
Lovely Star, Good Night (D.). Capt. Norcross . Barnard Hughes Tony
Mario..
Murid Birkhead
ern ballet essential. For tour of Producer, Bichard Krakeur, 55 W.
Mas ..
Win Mayo
Imagine
Gertrude
Berg
and;
U.S. and Europe. Mall photo and 42d St
Herman...Jack De Lon
Cedric Hardwicke as a romantic; Clem ..... James Schlader
resume.
"Say Darling” (M). Producer,
Jake .
Ken Adams
"Ballets: TJ.SA.” Producer, Le- N. Y. City Center light Opera Co., team, she as a Molly Goldberg- A1
.
Roy Lazarus
character
(what
else?)
and
he
a
BROADWAY
Joe.
Art Lund
land Hayward in association with 131 W. 53d St, JTJ 6-2828.
wealthy Japanese business man tof Giuseppe.
Kenneth Lane
(Parts Avoidable}
International Cultural Program.
".
Bruce McKay
all things). That’s the simple for-1 Pasauale
Ciccio. Michael Davis
ft"FH*ht to Mafia” (M). Produc¬ Director - choreographer, Jerome
OFF-BROADWAY
mula of “A Majority of Ohe,” an;
Albright,
er, Jamieson Productions, 350 W. Bobbins. Parts for dancers expert i "Beaux Stratagem” (C). Produc¬ unabashedly sentimental, genuinely * Girl and ’Boy..Jessica
Garold Gardner
57th St.; Director, Clay Yurderq in classic, jazz and comedy tech¬ ers; T. Edward Hambleton & Nor-; amusing and quite touching com¬ Doctor . Keith Kaldenberg
musieal director, Alfred fiicky. niques. Mail letter detailing quali¬ ris Houghton, 189 Second Ave.,; edy by screenwriter Leonard; Priest . Fred. Conway
Tessie . Bernadette Peters
Available parts; femme lead, 26- fications, background and experi¬ OR 4-7160.
! Spigelgass. It was presented Mon¬ Gussie . Johuhv Borden
Win Mayo
28. Spanish type singer; femme ence, address, Jerome Bobbins, c/o
"Gerainium Hart” (D).
Pro¬ day night (16) at the Shubert Train Conductor -.
Sue Berry, Gloria Kaye,
lead, 16, singer, American teem- Leland Hayward, 655 Madison ducers, New Drama Productions^ Theatre by the Theatre Guild, in Neighbors. .Mary
Barbara Saxhy. John Don-in,
age.- type;
male
singer, 38, Ave., New York 21.
Hoy Lazarus, George Zima
c/o M. J. Meyer, 154 Nassau St
partnership with Dore Schary, who Neighbor Ladies..Thea
Brandon. Terry
American, slim, Don Ameche type;
"Golem” (D). Producers, George directed with unerring taste.
De Llva, Maggie Task
male Singer, 45-50, Spanish-dictaSTOCK
. Sheldon Ossosky
Morfogen & Robert Sal fin, 244 W.,
In broad outline, “Majority” is Brakeman
tor type, stocky male, 17, Ameri¬
Bus Driver.Jordan Howard
"Song of Norway” (MD), to be 14th St
3 just a love story about two ador¬
Others: Lorrie Bentley. Jan Canada,
can teenage singer; femme singer, repeated from mid-June through
"Ole” (MC). Producer-director,; able middleaged people, she a Mary Ann Heltzig. Jeanne Schlegel,
28-30, beautiful, sophisticated; male Sept. 7 at Jones. Beach, N.Y. Pro¬ Max Leavitt, AL 5-4222.
Sheila Swenson, Del-Horstmann, Robert
| warmhearted,
forthright
and Ethridge.
Jack McMinn, Jack McCann,
singer, 19, Latin appearance, Ivy ducers, Leonard Buskin & Guy
'Trip to Bountiful” <D) Pro-;
League maimer; two male charac¬ Lombardo. 730 Fifth Ave. N.Y.C. dueer, Stelfa Holt (Theatre East shrewd Jewish widow from Brook¬ Bob LaCrosse, Michael Sciittorale, James
lyn, he a highly civilized, kindly
ter comedian-singers. Mail photo Parts available for leading and 211 E. 60th St).
i and wise Tokyo tycoon. There’s
and resume to producers.ensemble singers, ensemble
At the City Center, nothing suc¬
"Widowers’ Houses” (D). Pro-,
''Slower Drain Song” (MC). Pro¬ dancers. Mail photo and resume to ducer, William Landis (no address; a plot of a sort, and much Jewish ceeds like tiie revival of a success.
and Japanese folklore, but the play
ducers, Bichard Rodgers, Oscar above address.
When ‘‘The Most Happy .Fella”
available).
inevitably
boils
down
to
the
simple
Hammerstein 2d & Joseph Fields.
ATLANTA, GA.
opened in the spring of 1956 it
and affecting love story. .
Male and femme dancers-singersTheatre-Under-the-Stars (Muni¬
drew a five-to-two favorable press,
“Majority” is probably one of with even the affirmative notices
actors of Oriental appearance for cipal Theatre, Inc.); producerthe corniest plays to reach Broad¬ anything but raves. The Frank
the contemplated touring and Eng¬ director, Eric Mattson, 35-15 75th
lish. companies. Mail photo and St, Jackson Heights, N.Y. Accept¬
way in years, but there’s not a Loesser musical treatment of Sid¬
false Dr shoddy note in it, and the ney Howard’s 1924-25 Pulitzer
resume to Eddie Blum, c/o Bodgers ing photo and resume of Broad¬
effect is quite disarming. Inevi¬ Prize drama wasn’t exactly a boxSc Hammerstein. 488 Madison Ave.: way and stock credits. Mail to pro¬
"Greenwillow” <M); producer, ducer.
Camera
Three,
educational, tably, the play is about tolerance, office shoo-in, either, but built into
_
Hubert A. Willey. Accepting let¬
drama, CBS; producer, John Mc- and Spigelgass makes bis point a 676-oerformance hit and subse¬
BLAUYELT, N.Y.
ter for appointment from male and
Rockland County Playhouse; Giffert Submit photo and Tesnme with eloquent directness when he quently toured.
femme singgrs, age 15-21. Mail to producer, Alwin Leber. Mail photo for consideration. Nat Greenblatt gets around to it. This is not a
On the record, therefore, it’s a
theatrical sermon, however, but a
producer at 152 W. 42d St.
and resume to the theatre, 474. (524 W. 57th St.).
success, and this City Center re¬
Dela McCarthy Assoc., 515 Mad¬ mild and friendly comedy which vival has been received without
"Eure Sign of Spring” (MG). Greenbush Hoad, Blauvelt, N.Y.
ison Ave. Casting, Colin D’Arcy. leaves an audience in a satisfyingly question or serious reservation. In¬
Producer, NET Production, 234 W. Casting to start in May.
Submit photo and resume for con¬ amiable mood.
44th St., director, John Stix; chor¬
BOILING SPRINGS, PA.
deed, the show how has all the
The production has been hand¬ aopearances of having become a
eographer, Matt Mattox. Parts:
AHeaberry Playhouse. Planning sideration.
“Ellery Qneen" (D). Producer, somely designed by Donald Oen-. classfc,
Femme lead, French, early 20’s, 28-week season, including two mu¬
although why it has never
sensitive,., lonely; male, co-lead, sicals. Mail photo and resume of Alan Neuman. Casting from files; slager, with an appropriately fussy been done as a picture seems a
middleaged ex-bootlegger, ex-car¬ Broadway and stock credits to photo and resume accepted by mail Brooklyn living-dining room, an puzzle. Mavbe this presentation,
only.
Send
to
Marian
Boughteriy,
imposing steamship deck, a prop¬ with the enthusiastic cress it has
nival man; male, co-lead, Scot, late managing director Richard N.
NBC-TV, 1270 Sixth Ave.
erly gaudy American living room received, will soark film interest,
20’s* dour, proud, husky fisherman; Gage, c/o Allenberry Playhouse.
"For Whom the Bell Tolls,” CBS- in Tokyo and the Japanese mer¬ besides giving it a boost for an¬
femme, comedy lead, middleaged,
BUFFALO
Melody Fair; producer, Lewis T. TV. Parts for male and femme, chant’s austerely beautiful home. other round of stock revivals.
realistic French businesswoman;
male comedy lead, Scot, boastful j Fisher. Equity calls for dancers Spanish types, 25-50. Mail photo
The plot involves the widow’s
The present City Center produc¬
affable, middleaged retired sea March 17: male, 10 am.; femme, and resume to Nat Greenblatt daughter and son-in-law going to tion is a credit to everyone in¬
captain; male, late 40’s, French vil¬ 12 noon: Equity calls for singers CBS-TV, 524 W. 57th St.
Japan to work on a projected trade volved, including Loesser from the
Grey
Advertising,
430
Park
Ave.
lage priest, strong, raw-boned; same date: femme, 2 pm.; male,
agreement for the U. S. Govern¬ re-impressive quality of the show
femme singer, early 30’s, hard- 4 pm.: Open calls March. 18, same Casting, Jim Kaye. Submit photo ment. The young man’s unconscious itself. The musical holds up su¬
talking; male, gentle, close mouth¬ schedule as Equity; March 19 and resume by mail only.
boorish ess almost wrecks the perbly, and even seems tighter and
I,
filmed
oh
location—CBS;
pro¬
negotiations, but the widow’s ship¬
ed, giant; also, rugged fishermen, finals. Audition held at Showcase
ducer, Gilbert Ralston; casting board friendship with the Japanese swifter-moving. than originally, as
elderly villagers, innocent young Studios, 950 Eighth Ave, N.Y.C.
through Marc Merson; address by representative saves the situation. if there had been minor but judi¬
DAYTON, O.
people and children of all ages.
cious and skillful cutting. Although'
man
only,
Barbara
Tuck,
CBS,
524
Dayton Summer Theatre (tem¬
In the process, not only the young of course the performance lacks
MaU photo and resume to pro-;
porary name). Producer, Douglas W; 57th St Available parts: un¬ people but. even the elders learn the smoothness of the original,
ducers.
usual
types,
interesting
faces,
good
something about tolerance.
"Talent *59.” Producer-director/ Crawford,. 40 W. 55th St., N.Y.
which had the benefit of full re¬
conditions, will consider
John Effrat. Interviews for audl-; Mall photo and resume of Broad¬ physical
“Majority” will, of course, have hearsal and a tryout tour, it has
applicants having had odd occupa¬
tion appointment will be held from way and stock credits to producer. tions.
especial appeal for Jewish (and remarkable quality considering the
Submit
photo
and
resume.
1-4 pm. Mondays for new talent, (Equity and non-Equity). Will al¬
audiences, Center’s skimpy , budget and onceJ. Walter Thompson ad agency, perhaps Japanese?)
1619 Broadway, room 810. Matinee; ternate six straight plays and six 420 Lexington Ave.; casting direc¬ with extensixe Yiddish idiom over-lightly rehearsal tilde.
performances May 5 (musical) and musicals.
and
references.
But
the
play is
tor, Evelyn Peirce. Commercials
The whole show is well done,
MtLBH&N, NJT.
May 8 (dramatic).
only; cast from file; application for essentially a comedy about people, and several of the key parts seem
paper Mill Playhouse; producer, appointment,
"West Side Story” CMD). Pro¬
and most people should enjoy it. actually to be better played and
photo
ana
resume
by
ducers, Bobert Griffith & Harold Frank Carrington; choreographer, mail .
In fact, many people will find it sung than in the original. Paula
Prince. Auditions will be held Anthony Nolle. Equity call for
Kasfor^ HUten, Chesley, Clifford intensely moving.
Stewart is admirably warm and
every«Tuesday, 2 p.m., at the Win¬ dancers, March 19 at 2 pm., at & Atherton ad agency, 420 Lexing¬
For the squares among the pay¬ appealing as Rosabella, and she
ter Garden Theatre, 1643 broadway, Variety Arts Studios, 225 W. 46th ton
Ave.
Casting,
Richard
King.
sings
beautifully. Libi Staiger is a
ing
clientele,
Mrs.
Berg
must
slow
for replacements of the. Broadway St, N.Y.C.
Mail photo and resume.
down and more clearly enunciate real find as the heroine’s amusing
and London companies; Apply for
. NEW HOPE, PA.
Lamp Unto My Feet, religious some of her comedy lines, and waitress-friend. Norman Atkins Is
appointments, stage door at 2 pm. .Bucks County Playhouse; pro¬ drama,
CBS; producer, Don Kellerwill have to maintain good as the simple-minded Tony
or 8 pm., to Lo Hardls or George ducer, Michael Ellis. Mail photo man; director, James MacAUem Hardwicke
care that his slight Japanese' ac¬ and Art Lund, .in his original role
Eckert
and resume of Broadway and stock Submit photo and resume for con¬ cent
doesn’t
become exaggerated of the trouble-making but decent
■credits to Jack Lenny, c/o Lenny- sideration. Nat Greenblatt (524 W. and unintelligible.
But -the con¬ foreman, still seems just right.
Debin, 140 .W, 58th St. N.Y.
OFF-BROADWAY
57th St).
Probably because of the limited
trasting
styles
of the two stars are
TORONTO
Lawrence Welk show (Plymouth curiously compatible and comple¬ rehearsal time available, the per¬
(Parts. Available)
Music Fair; producer, Lewis T. Motors), ABC-TV — Seeking teen- ] mentary, and the two distinct per¬ formance occasionally is a trifle
"And the Wind Blows” (D). Pro¬ Fisher.
Same
casting
schedule
and
ducers, George Charles, Joan Hor¬ place as for the Melody Fair, Buf¬ age vocal and Instrumental per- sonalities are an irresistible com-' broad, hut that’s insignificant con¬
pormers for guest appearances or binatioh.
sidering the seeming miracle of
vath & Luis Martin/; director,
above).
as permanent band members. Sub¬
Martin/. Available parts for Mex¬ falo (see WARWICK,
As the smug son-in-law, Michael getting such an ambitions and com¬
RX
mit disk or tape Home-recorded i Tolan is perhaps a trifle too stiff. plicated musical on the boards
ican Indian and peasant types: boy,.
Warwick Musical' Theatre; pro¬
10-13, small, loveable; male, Por¬ ducer, .Burton L. Bonoff Sc Ben acceptable) of wellknown pop or; Ina Balin is believable and appeal¬ with less than two weeks of active
tuguese, late 4G's, short stocky, Segal: .Equity calls for dancers standard numbers, plus recent; ing as the affectionate but confused preparation. For the record, note
Akim Tamirrof type; male, 50, March 24: male, 10 am.; femme, photo, short biographical summary.; daughter. There are also engaging that Muriel Birkhead is acceptable
resolute, irritable, wiry. Auditions, 12 noon. Equity calls for singers Address Plymouth Show, ABC j secondary portrayals by Mae Ques- as Tony’s jealous sister, and the
FeK 22 from 2 to 6 pm, St. Maris same day: femme, 2 pm.; male, Studio, Hollywood, or 2623 Santa tel as the widow’s self-conscious performance as a whole is magnifi¬
Playhouse, 2d Ave. and 8th St. 4 pm. Open calls March 25, same Monica blvd.. Santa Monica.
Brooklyn neighbor, Marc Marno as cently sung. It’s a genuine achieve¬
Lennen & Newall ad agency, 380 a gold-bricking Japanese servant; ment for original choreographer
Bring photo and resume.
schedule as Equity. Auditions held
"Chic” (B).
Producer, Peter at Showcase Studios, 950 Eighth Madison Ave., casting director, Barnard Hughes as a tactless U, S. Dania Kmpska. who did the over¬
Harriet Wilner. Photos and re¬ police representative in Tokyo, and j all. staging of the revival.
Pell, 148 W. 10th St. Parts: young Ave., N.Y.C. Finals, March 26.
sumes considered; preferably several charming Orientals as •
This is a* oromislng season
tenor, William Tabbert type; Sexy
character types.
comediennes.
Mail photo and
femme members of the tycoon’s opener for the City Center.
FUTURE SHOWS
Look Up Sc Live, religious- household.
Hobe.
resume to producer.
"And So Farewell” (D). Pro¬ dramatic, CBS. Producer, Jack
"Courtyard” (D). Producers, An¬
“Majority” probably isn’t a boxthony & Goodman Productions; ducer, Norman Twain (no produc¬ Kuney; casting, Marc Merson, 524 office smash, but it should have a
Deed Meyer’s score for the bffW. 57th St. Casting from files. healthy run and has the making Broadway production of "She
1225 Sixth Ave. Accepting photo tion office set). *
"Before the Fall” <D). Pro¬ Mail photo and resume. a
and resume of performers via mail
of an entertaining picture.
Shall Have Music” will be pub¬
N. W. Ayer Sc Sons, Inc„ ad
only; also resume of potential tech¬ ducers, Betty Lee Hunt Sc Ira
Hobe.
lished by Chappell Music Co., Inc,
nicians, managers, stage managers. Cirker (no production office set). agency, PL 7-5700; casting direc¬
"Happy Town” (MC). Producers, tor, Guy Wallase. Casting for
"Our Town” (CD). Producers,
producer,
Eugene Burr; director,
fer
models
with
good
hair.
Mafl
B
&
M
Theatre
Productions,
c/o
Breck
Shampoo,
available
parts
for
Leigh Connell, Theodore Mann &
pretty natural blondes or femmes! photo and resume for considera¬ Byron Paul; casting contact, Liam
Jose Quintero, c/o Circle' in the \ Lenny-Bebin, 140 W. 58th St
Bunn, CBS, 524 W. 57th St. (do not
"Lend An Ear” (MB). Producers, with light red or light brown hair, tion.
Square Theatre. Casting all parts
I Stephan Slane & Jenny Lou Law, about shoulder length or thereReach, McClintion Sc, Co., 505 phone). No open casting; all done
through agents only.
(no production office set).
abonts. Phone for appointment.
Park Ave.; casting, Esther LatterelL from files. Subnut photo and res¬
Let’s Go Steady CMC)—producer
National Screen Service, 1600 Photo and resume accepted via ume for consideration;OUT OF TOWN
Edward Padula (1501 Broadway, Broadway. Casting, Carl Carbone. mail only fer commercials: hoys,
WKCA-TV,
(30
Rockefeller
(Parts Available)
LA 4-4860).
Submit photo and composite for girls; middleaged and elderly men Plaza, N.Y. 20), accepting appli¬
Ballet Florence A Frederic i)e i "Purging of Simon Madden” (C). consideration. .
and women; also young and mature cations for auditions for all genPark, c/o Music Corp. of America,' [ Producer, Norman " Twain (see
North Advertising, 6 E. 45th St. women for shampoo commercials. i oral talent, except dramatic actors,
598 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22. Avail¬ above).
Casting Frank Higgins. Cast from
The Yerdict Is Yours, unre¬ {.alternate Tuesdays. Apply by mail
able parts for femme dancers, 5’ I "Satin Legs Smith” (MO. Pro¬ files for the Toni commercials, Pre- hearsed courtroom dramas. CBS; ‘ to “Open Auditions.”
■>
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Xady’ Is Record Week’s Grosser
“My
Lady,” not “Oklahoma,”
[y Bair Lady/'
“Oklahoma.” as recently reported in Variety,
drew what is believed to be the all-time record high gross for an
eight-performance
-performance week. “Lady”
“Lady11 hit a peak figure of $120,295 at the
State Bair Auditorium, Dallas, the week of Oct. 14-19, 1957. The Dal¬
las run was ^originally recorded in Variety on the basis of a 10-per¬
formance week and thus was overlooked in the rundown of eightperformance grossers. The b. o. top at the 4,301-seater was $4.95.
“Oklahoma” is now runner-up to “Lady” with a $119,811 gross
registered; in 1946 at the 6,000-seat . Municipal Auditorium, Oklahoma
City, at a $4,20 top. "Music Man” is in third place with its recent
$118,554 take at the 4,319-seat KENT Theatre, Des Moines, at. a
$4.95 top.
Incidentally, the Broadway production of “Lady,” currently in its
153d week at the Hellinger Theatre, is now taking display ads in the
New Tork dailies announcing that tickets are available for midweek
performances.

57

I Rnsse,iSi?r?7 IBway Off, But Gwen SRO $62,100;
Los Angeles, Feb. 17.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
racked up a capacity $66,500 for
nine performances ending last Sat¬
Satm-dav^U)
at the
the Philharmonic
Philharmonic
urday (14) at
Auditorium.
. Scaled at $4 top, take was an
all-time record for any nine per¬
formances in history of the down¬
town house.
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‘West Side’

‘Jamaica’

Broadway continued downhill $32,000.
L.at week. Activity is expected to.
Redhead, 46th St. (MC) (2d wk;
be slow the early part of this 12 p) ($9.20; 1,297; $62,410) (Gwen
stanza, with an upbeat anticipated \erdon). Over $62,100. Previous
for the weekend.
week, $36,300 for first four per¬
Sellouts and virtual capacity en¬ formances and one preview.
tries included “Flower Drum
Requiem for a Nun, Golden (D)
Song,” “La Plume de Ma Tante,” (3d wk; 19 p) ($6.90; 800; $30,000)
[ “Marriage - Go - Round,”
“Music (Ruth Ford, Zachary Scott). Almost
; *
Atlanta, Feb. 17. | Man,” “My Fair Lady,” “Pleasure $15,800. Previous week, $16,000.
Jose Greco brought his battered of His Company,” and “Redhead.”
Rivalry, Bijou (D) (1st wk; 9 p)
' dance company to Atlanta and, set¬ “World of Suzie Wong,” in its 18th ($6.90; 599; $22,500) (Richard
ting them an example of personal week, slipped below capacity for Boone, Nancy Kelly, Martin Gabel).
I Over $12,200.
Previous week,
fortitude, gave an inspired per¬ : the first time.
$6,700 for the first performance
Estimates for Last Week
formance at Tower Theatre Friday
and
three
previows.
(12) night.
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (D)
Dance troupe, numbering 27, CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), (55th
wk; 436 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $38,had been in an accident earlier in MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ 300
(Ralph Bellamy). Nearly $29,week near Jacksonville, Fla., when cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ 300. Previous week. $30,200.
their chartered bus crashed into a eretta).
Tall Story, Belasco (C) (3d wk;
Other parenthetic designations 20 p) ($6.90; 1,037; $37,127). Almost
ditch after bouncing from tree to.
tree.
Accidents occurred in a refer, respectively, to weeks played, $21,400. Previous week, $24,000.
Feb. 16 to one rave (Schier, Bul- dense fog. Vehicle was demolished number of performances through
Third Best Sport, Ambassador
letin) and two favorable with re- and injured members of company last Saturday, top prices (where
(C) (7th wk; 55 p) ($6.90; 1,155;
servations (Gaghan, News; Murdock, Inquirer); over $49,700 for were taken to St. Vincent’s Hos¬ two prices are given, the higher is $43,800) (Celeste Holm). Nearly
first eight performances* and one pital near Jacksonville for emer¬ for Friday-Saturdayanights and the $16,800. Previous week, $18,400.
Touch of the Poet, Hayes (D)
lower for weeknights), number of
gency treatment.
preview.
Greco, himself, was bruised and seats, capacity gross and stars. (20th wk; 156 p) ($7.50; 1,139; $43,WASHINGTON
887).
(Helen Hayes, Eric Portman,
Price
includes
10%
Federal
and
cut, but company managed to put
old vic National (Rep-RS) (2d on a bobtailed performance Tues¬ 5% City tax, but grosses are net; Kim Stanley, Betty Field). Almost
$28,000. Previous week, $31,600.
($4.95-$5.50; 1,677* $50 570) day (10) night, crash having oc- i.e., exclusive of taxes.
Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD)
over $48,400 for eight periorm- [ curred early that morning. Sched¬
Bells Are Ringing, Alvin (MC)
apices split evenly between “Ham- uled to show Wednesday (11) at (113th wk; 900 p) ($8.05; 1,453; (57th wk; 452 p) ($6.90; 780; $32,iet” and “Henry V.” Previous ! Greenville, S. C., troupe simply $59,000) (Judy Holliday). Over $41,- 300) (Dana Andrews, Anne Ban¬
croft). Over $23,400. Previous
week, $45,400. Ended U.S. tom- couldn’t play date and cancelled.
900 on twofers. Previous week, week, $25,800. Andrews is vaca¬
last Saturday night (14).
! Other company members cut $44,900 on twofers. Exits March 7, tioning this week, with Kevin Mc¬
to
tour.
Carthy subbing.
about the face were Raul Haakon,
WILMINGTON
Cold Wind and the Warm,
West Side Story, Winter Garden
Gay Felons, Playhouse (C-T) 48, of New York City; Linda Morosco
(D) (10th wk; 80 p) ($6JK); (MD) (73d wk; 580 p) ($8.05; 1,404;
$5.40;
1,251)
(Denise
Darcel,. /Latzke, 30, of Buenos Aires; Maria 946; $35,300)
(Eli
Wallach,
Mau¬
$64,213).
Nearly $41,500. Previous
; Merida Perez, 31, of Madeira, reen Stapleton). Over $18,200.
week, $43,900. Moves March 2 to
Opened “St Thursday (12) to two Spain; and Roger Machado, 58, of Previous week, $20,200.
the
Broadway
Theatre.
Paris, France.
Disenchanted, Coronet (D) (11th
World of Suzie Wong, BroadPerforming here in Atlanta it wk; 85 p) ($6.90; 1,101; $36,131) hurst
S onn r’n,
b t
(D) (18th wk; 143 p) ($6.90;
$9’200 for four performances.
was quite evident that the flamen¬ (Jason Robards, Jr., Rosemary 1,214; $47,400). Over $42,500.
cos and other wild Spanish terp- Harris). Nearly $19,300. Previous Previous week, $44,700.
SPLIT WEEKS
was being done despite ac¬ week, $20,000. Goes on twofers
LFI Abner (MC-RS, bus-and- ing
Miscellaneous
truck). Totalled $35,300 for seven companying pain. Audience re¬ this week.
Most Happy Fella, City Center
Epitaph for George Dillon, Mil¬ (MD)
performances, as follows: Keith- warded dancers with shouts of
(1st wk; 8 p) ($3.80; 3,930;
Albee, Huntington, W. Va., Mon- “Bravo!” and “Ole” plus loud ler’s (5th wk; 40 p)V$3.60; 946; $61,812). Opened two-week stand
$20,000) (Eileen Herlie, Robert Feb. 10 to unanimous approval
day-Tuesday (9-10), two. $14,300; mitting.
Stevens). Almost $11,700. Previous (Aston, World-Telegram; Coleman,
George Washington Highschool,
week, $10,800. Has to vacate thea¬ Mirror; Crist, Herald Tribune;
Danville, Va., Wednesday (11), one,
tre next Saturday (21).
$1,700; Center, Norfolk, Thursday
McClain, JournalFlower Drum Song, St. James Funke, Times;
(12), one, $6,500; Mosque, Rich¬
Watt, News; Watts,
(MC) (11th wk; 88 p) ($8.05; 1,615; American;
mond, Friday-Saturday (13-14),
Post);
over
$35,900
for first eight
$62,632). Another $62,632,
three, $12,800. Previous week,
Lyceum CC) (10th wk; performances.
A song-and-dance number, elimi¬ 74 Gazebo,
$36,700
for
seven-performance
Closed
Last
Week
p) ($6.90; 995; $29,600) (Walter
split.
Legend of Lizzie, 54th St. (D>
nated from “Say, Darling” during
Jayne Meadows). Almost (1st
Romanoff and Juliet (C-RS) (Bert its pre-Broadway tryout last year, Slezak,
wk; 2 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,037;
$20,700.
Previous
week.
$19,000,
Lahr). Totalled $21,600 for eight will be put back in the musical for with Slezak out for three per¬ $41,286). About $3,600 for first two
performances, as follows:
St. its upcoming two-week run at the
performances and closed Feb. 10
Mary’s College, South Bend, Sun¬ N. Y. City Center. The time, ‘Tn I formances.
at an approximate loss of its entire
Goldilocks, Lunt-Fontanne <MC) $100,009
day (8), two; Memorial Aud., My Little Yellow Dress,” will be (18th
investment.
wk;
145
p)
($9.90;
1,402;
$69,Louisville, Monday-Tuesday (9-10), sung by Mindy Carson and danced | 852) (Don Ameche, Elaine Stritch).
Opening This Week
two; Tennessee Theatre, Nashville,
Majority
of One, Shubert (C)
i Over $32,800. Previous week,
Wednesday (11), one; Whitfield by the chorus.
($6.90; 1,453; $51,000) (Cedric
Miss Carson will appear in the $36,500.
Aud., Columbus, Miss., Thursday
Hardwicke,
Gertrude
Berg). Thea¬
Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (62d
(12), one; Municipal, New Orleans, role originated on Broadway by ![ wk;
p) ($8.35; 1,427; $64,000) tre Guild and Dore Schary pre¬
Saturday (14), two.
Previous Vivian Blaine.' The sangfc for the I (Lena491
sentation of play by Leonard
Home,
Ricardo
Montalban).
week, $15,400 for seven-perform¬ show, which ended a 42-week | Over $40,900 on twofers. Previous Spigelgass; opened Monday night
ance split
Broadway run last Jan. 21, were [ week, $39,900 on twofers.
(16) to six affirmative reviews (As¬
written by Jule Styne (music) and ! J.B., ANTA (D) (10th wk; 76 p) ton, _ World-Telegram; Atkinson,
Betty Comden and Adolph Green j ($6.95; 1,185; $46,745) (Pat Hingle, Times; Coleman, Mirror; Kerr,
London Shows
(lyrics). The Center production is Christopher Plummer, Raymond Herald Tribune; McClain, Jourcal[ (Figures denote opening dates) slated to open next Wednesday Massey). Over $35,800. Previous Amerfean; Watts, Post) and one
(25).
, negative (Chapman, News); grossed
week, $39,600.
LONDON
La Plume de Ma Tahte, Royale $11,700 last week for three pre¬
, At Drop of Hjrtv Fortune r»-24-S7).
(R) (14th wk; 111 p) ($7.50; 1,050; views.
Aunffo Mam*, Adelphi (9-10-58).
Breath of Spring, Duke York’s (3-2S-58).
$41,800) (Robert Dhery). Almost
Brouhaha, Aldwych (8-27-58)
$42,900- Previous we°k, $42,600.
♦Chrysanthemum, Apollo (11-13-58).
(Feb. 15-March 1)
Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬
Cinderella, Coliseum 02-18-58).
Canadian Players—Univ., Durham, N.C.
Day In 1-tfe Of, Savoy (10-1-58).
(16); Univ., Gainesville, Fla. (19); Barry more (D) (64th wk: 508 p) ($6.90;
D'Qyly Carte, Prince’s (12-15-58).
(Figures denote opening dates)
Five Finger Exercise, Comedy (7-16-58). College Aud., Miami (21); Univ., Tusca¬ 1,076; $41,191). (Miriam Hopkins,
loosa, Ala. (24); Univ., Columbia. S.C. Ed Begley). Over $20,100 on two¬
Boy Friend, Cherry Lane (1-25r For Adults Only, Strand (6-2558).
Friends A Neighbors, Vic. Pal. (11-11-58). (25); College, Hollins, Va. (26).
58).
Dark af the Top of the Stairs—Hanna, fers. Previous week, $23,000 on
Grass Is Greener, St. Mart. (12-2-58).
Clearing in the Woods, Sheridan
twofers. Has to vacate theatre
Hook, Line, Sinker, Piccadilly (11-19-58). Cleve. (16-211; Shubert, Det. (23-28).
First Impressions (tryout) (Polly Ber¬
Irma La Douce, Lyric (7-17-58).
March 7 and may move to the Square (2-12-59).
gen, Farley Granger, Hermione Gingold)
Living for Pleasure, Garrick (7-10-58).
Crucible,
Martinique (3-11-58).
54th
St.
—Forrest,
Philly
(1F-28)
(Reviewed
in
. Long, Short, Tall, Royal Ct. (1-7-59).
VARIETY, Feb. 4, ’59X
Electra & Harlequinade, Allen
Make a Million, Playhouse (C>
; Repertory, Old Vic (9-17-58).
Gay Felons (tryout) (Denise Darcel,
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
(2-13-59).
(17th
wk;
132
p)
($6.90;
994:
$36,Jacques
Francois,
George
Tobias)—War¬
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58).
Enemy of the People, Actors
ren. Atlantic City (16-21); Wilbur, Boston 700) (Sam Levene). Over $19,100.
Not In the Book, Criterion (4-2-58)
(23-28).
Roar Like a Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57L
: Previous week, $19,300. Has to I Playhouse (2-4-59).
Girls _ln 509 (Peggy Wood, Imogene
Rose Tattoo, New (1-1559).
Fashion, Royal (1-20-59).
;
vacate
theatre
April
11.
Coca>—Shubert,
Det
(16-21);
Civic,
Chi
. Salad Days. Vaudeville (85-54)
(23-28).
Hamlet of Stepney
Green,
Marriage-Go-Round, Plymouth!
Simple Spyman, Whitehall (3-19-58)
God and Kate Murphy (tryout) (Fay
Cricket (11-13-58).
Taste of Honey, Wyndham's G^O-SS).
Compton)—National, Wash. (17-28) (Re¬ (C) (16th wk; 125 p) ($6.90; 1,062;
Traveller Lvggag^, Arts (1-2959).
Heloise, Gate (9-24-58).
$42,700)
(Charles
Boyer,
Claudette]
viewed
in
VARIETY,
Feb.
4.
*59).
Two for Seesaw, Haytnarket (12-1758).
Juno (tryout) (Shirley Booth, Melvyn Colbert). Almost $43,100. Previous
Ivanov, Renata <10-7-58).
Unexpected Guest, Duchess (8-1258).
Dongles)—Shubert, Boston (16-28) (Re¬
Man Who Never Died. Jan Hu*
Valmouth, SaviHe (1-2759).
week, $42,800.
viewed in VARIETY, Jan. 21, *59).
Where's Charley, Palace <2-20-58)
(11-21-58).
LFI
Abner
(bus-and-truck>-—MunicipalMusic Man, Majestic (MC) (61st j
: West Side Story, Majesty’s (12-12-58)
Charleston. W. Va. (16); Shubert,
Many Loves, Living Theatre (1Woman On Stair, Westminster (1-2259). AUd.,
wk; 484 p) ($8,05; 1,626; $70,157).
Cincy (17-21); American, St. L. (23-38).
* Transfer
Previous week, 13-59).
Look After Lulu (tryout) (Roddy Hc- Almost $71,000.
On the Town, Carnegie Hall
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Dowall, Tammy Grimes, George Baker)— same.
Blue Magic Revue, Wales (2-19-59).
Shubert, New Haven (18-21, moves to
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) Playhouse (1-15-59).
N.YJ.
Comedi* Francalse, Princes (3-16-59).
Quare Fellow, Circle in Square
CLOSED
Look Back Its Anger (Donald Harron, (153d wk; 1,219 p) ($8.05; 1,551;
Tunnel of Love, Apollo 02-357).
Pippa Scott)—state, Mpls. (16-21); Shu- $69,149) (Edward Mulhare, Pamela (11-27-58); closes March 8.
bert, Cincy (23-28).
She
Shall Have Music, 41st St.
Charles).
Nearly
$70,200.
Previous
Lovely Star, Good Night (tryout) (Don¬
(1-22-59); laid off last week after
SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
ald Cook, Glenda FarelD—Shubert, New week, $70,100.
Haven (25-28).
vacating the Theatre Marquee.
(Theatres Set)
Once
More
With
Feeling,
Na¬
Music Man
(2d
CoJ—Shubert, Chi
Threepenny Opera, deLys (9-20(16-28).
tional (C> (17th wk; 135 p) ($6.90;
_ BROADWAY
_My Fair Lady C2d Co.) (Michael Evans, 1,162;
$43,800) (Joseph Cotton, 55).
Say, Darling, City Center (2-2559).
Diane Todd>—Riviera, Det (16-21); Aud.,
Tis
a Pity She’s a Whore, Play¬
Look After Lulu, Miller’s (3-359).
Arlene
Francis).
About
$23,500.
Rochester (23-2S).
Juno, Winter Garden (3-959).
ers (12-5-58).
Raisin In the Sun (tryout) (Sidney Poi¬ Previous week, $27,800.
Sweet Bird, Beck (3-10-59).
tier)—Blackstone, Chi (16-28) (Reviewed
Closed
Lute Song, City Center (3-2259).
Pleasure
of
His
Company,
LongVARIETY, Jan. 28, ’59).
Look Back in Anger, 41st St.
Raisin in Sun, Barrymore (wk. 3-11-59). in Romanoff
and Juliet (Bert Lahr)— acre (C) (17th wk; 133 p) ($6.90;
First Impressions. Alvin (3-12-59).
(11-7-58); closed last Sunday (£5)
Municipal, N.O. Q5); Ellis And., Memphis 1,101;
$37,600)
(Cyril
Ritchard,
Triple Play, Playhouse (4-1559).
(17-19);
Temple,
Birmingham
(20-21);
Destry Rides Again, Imperial (4-23-591. Tower,
Otis Skinner, Charlie after 116 performances.
Atlanta (23-25); Ovens, Charlotte Cornelia
Gypsy, Broadway (5-759).
Saintliness of Marjorie Kempe,
(26-27); Center, Norfolk (28).
Ruggles, .Walter Abel). Almost
OFF-BROADWAY
Sweet Bird of Youth (tryout) (Paul
$35,300
with
parties. Previous York (2-2-59); closed last Sunday
Buffalo Skinner, Marquee (2-1959).
Newman, Geraldine Page, Sidney Black(15).
mer)—Locust, Philly 06-28) (Reviewed in week, $35,500 with parties.
Beaux Stratagem*
(2-2459).
People & Puppets, Theatre East
Golem, St. Mark’s (2-25-59).
VARIETY, Feb. 11, *59).
Rashomon, Music Box (D) (3d (1-26-59);
Trio Bountiful, Theatre East (2-2659).
Two. for the Seesaw (3d Co.)'(Ruth
closed Jan. 31.
Widowers' Houser. Downtown (3-259).
Roman, Jeffrey Lynn)—Todd, Chi (16-28). wk; 23 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,010; $38,• Royal Gambit, Sullivan St. (3-459),
Warm Peninsula (tryout) (Julie Harris) 500) (Claire Bloom, Rod Steiger,
Our Town, Circle in Sen re (3-i<r-59).
—Paramount Portir.nd (17-18); Moore,
Oscar
Homolka,
Akin
Tamiroff).
Diane
Judge
is working ms asso¬
Geranium Hah Orpheum (3-17-59).'
Stattle 09-21); State, Mpls. (24-1) (ReOf*, Greenwich Mews (3-1959).
Nearly $32,900. Previous week. ciate to pressagent Betty Lee Hunt.
t viewed in VARIETY. Nov. 5, '58),

Greco, Haakon Troupe
In Dixie Bns Mishap;
Show Grim Carry-On

Road Spotty, Ifirf $49,70#, Philly;

SftBMt »|I42N<0, Cli;
‘Dark’

Geve.; ‘Girls 20G, Dot

Road business was uneven last
week. Receipts were sturdy for
some touring entries and a few t«f
the tryouts, but a number of other
offerings didn’t fare as well.
Estimates for Last Week
Parenthetic designations for outof-town
of-toton shows are the same as for
Broadway, except that hyphenated
T with show classification indicates
tryout and RS indicates road show.
show,
Also, prices on touring shows in¬
include
elude 10% Federal Tax and local
tax, if any, but as on feroadway
hroadway
grosses are net; i.e. exclusive of
taxes. Engagements are for single
week unless otherwise noted.
BOSTON
BOSTON
God and Kate Murphy, Wilbur
(D-T)
(2d wk)
wk) ($4.40-$4.95;
(£4-40-54.95- 1,241;
1241*
(D-T) (2d
$32,699)
Compton. About
rnw (Fay
04 SmpfoiT'
$13,000. Previous week, $16,700.
limn
Juno, Shnhprt
Shubert (MD-T)
(MD-T) (2d
(2d wk)
wk)
$4.95-$6.25; 1,717; $52,000) (Shirley
Booth, Melvyn Douglas).
Over
$39,700 with Guild subscription.
Previous week, $35,400 for six
performances.
CHICAGO
Music Man, Shubert (MC-RS)
(1st wk) ($5.5046.60; 2,100; $70,116). Opened Feb. 12 to two favor¬
able reviews (Dettmer, American;
Syse, Sun-Times), one so-so (Hams,
Daily News) and one pan (Cassidy,
Tribune); almost $45,000 for four
performahees and one preview.
Previous week, $82,000 at the
Music Hall, Kansas City.
Raisin in the Sun, Blackstone
(D-T) (1st wk) ($4.40-$4.95; 1,450;
$36,800) (Sidney Poitier). Opened
Feb. 10 to unanimous approval
(Cassidy, Tribune; Syse, SumTimes; Dettmer, American; Harris,
Daily News); nearly $144500 for
six performances. Previous week,
$33,200 at the Walnut, Philadelphia,
Two for the Seesaw, Todd (CDRS) (8th wk) ($5.50; 1,090; $34,461)
(Ruth Roman, Jeffrey Lynn). Al¬
most $20,500.
Previous week,
$20,900.
CLEVELAND
Dark at the Top of the Stairs,
Hanna (D-RS) (1st wk) ($4; 1,515;
$28,000).
Nearly $17,500 with
Guild subscription. Previous week,
$34,700 for seven-performance
split
DETROIT
Girls in 503, Shubert (C-RS) (1st
wk) ($4; '2,050; $31,000) (Peggy
Wood, Imogene Coca). Almost $20,000. Previous week, $18,000 at the
Hanna, Cleveland.
My Fair Lady, Riviera (MC-RS)
(1st wk) ($5; 2,700; $100,000)
(Michael Evans, Diane Todd),
Nearly' $67,200. * Preivous week,
$74,700 at the Shubert, Chicago.
MILWAUKEE
Look Back in Anger, Pabst CDRS) (Donald Harron, Pippa Scott).
Almost $15,300. Previous week,
$31,200 at the Blackstone, Chicago.
SAN FRANCISCO " *
Warm Peninsula, Curran (CD-T)
(3d wk) ($4.3044.85; 1,758; $40,000)
(Julie Harris). Almost $30,100.
Previous week, $30,500..
PHILADELPHIA
First Impressions, Shubert (MCT) (1st wk) ($5.5G-$6; 1,700; $50,000) (Polly Bergen, Farley Granger,
Hermione Gingold). Opened Feb.
17 to one favorable review (Mur¬
dock, Inquirer); one so-so (Gaghan,
News) and one pan (Schier, Bul¬
letin); over $58,800 for five per¬
formances and three previews.
Previous week, $50,700 at the
Shubert, New Haven.
Sweet Bird of Youth, Lse’^sf
(D-T) (1st wk) ($4.50-$5; 1,418;
$35,008) (Paul Newman, Geraldine
Page* Sidney Biaekmerh Opened

Restore Tellow Dress’
In Center’s ‘Darling’

Tonring Shows

Off-Broadway Shows
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Shows Abroad
A Taste of Honey
London, Feb. 11.
Donald Albery. O^r Lowenstein &
Wolf 'I:nK-)v.it7, are:^;i*~tion of Theatre
Workshr i production of two-act drama
bv Shelagh Dalme". Direction, Joan
L.ttlewood: der^r, John Bury. Opened
Feb. 10, *39. at Wrndham’s Theatre, Lon¬
don; $2.59 top.
Helen
. Avis Bunnage
Josenhine
.
Frances CuKa
Peter
... Nigel Davenport
2>0v
.
Clifton Jones
Geoffrey .. Murray Melvin

Shelagh Delaney, the author of
“A Tas.e of Honey,” is a remark¬
able girl. She wrote this play a
year a^o. when she was only 19
years old, had it immediately ac¬
cepted for presentation by Thea¬
tre Workshop in Stratford (East
London) and the film rights were
acquired by Harry Saltzman prior
to its transfer to the West End.
With this background, she and the
show have obtained widespread
publicity, which may help sell
tickets.
Such help may well be sorely
needed. The “slice of life” play is
uneven, but has a few standout
passages. Miss Delaney has an ob¬
vious flair for natural, racy dialog
and an observant eye for charac¬
terization.
The show’s two acts have dif¬
ferent tones, the first having the
flavor of an extended music-hall or
revue sketch, while the second is
on a note of hi^rh drama. Possibly
Joan Littlewood’s staging is largely
responsible for this, as it carries
the action in the first act at almost
breakneck speed and the subse¬
quent asides to the audience seem
to have been developed as an easy
wav of raising a snigger.
The scene of the play Is a dingy
tenement roojn in a north country
city. The occupants are an amoral
woman and her 18-year-old ^legiti¬
mate schoolgirl-daughter. The lat¬
ter is seduced by a colored sailor
with whom she believes she is in
love, while her mother gets mar¬
ried to a haopy-go-lucky drunk,
who seems to have plenty of ready
cash. The girl becomes pregnant
and acquires a new sweetheart, an
artist student with obvious homo¬
sexual tendencies, and the finale in
which the mother returns and the
hoy is dismissed seems false and
out of kev with the characters.
The acting bv the original com¬
pany is up to about average* stand¬
ard.
Avis Bunnage, however,
seems to have modelled her per¬
formance on a well-known and
popular revue actress. Frances
Cuka captures the varying moods
ct the daughter. Nigel Davenport
is an amusing drunk and Clifton
Jones plays tile colored hoy in a
gay, easy-going style. Murray Mel¬
vin’s performance as the other boy
is sensitive and convincing.
Myro.
Tiie Roving Boy
Glasgow, Feb. 10.
Citizens' Theatre of Glasgow presente*
Jones. Opened Feb. 9. *59, at the Citizens*
Theatre. Glasgow; 95c top.
Mrs. Barns . .Iren* Sunters
Willie
. Thomas Conti
Gilbert Burns .Frank Wylie
Bobert Bums...Ewan Hooper
Beggar Woman.Anne Kristen.
Gavin Hamilton.Graeme Campbell
William Fisher . Roddy MacMillan.
Rev. AnId
.Iain CnthbertsOn
Jean Armour .Clare Stewart
Nance Tinnock.Collette O'Neil
Betsy Hood
. Janet Michael
James Armour.Harry Walker
Robert Gibson .Joseph Brady
Tammas Lammie .. Martin Heller
Mary Campbell... Annette Crosbie

This is modestly interesting for
native audience, in connection with
thd Robert Burns’ current fai-eentenary celebration. It is soundly
acted by a large company and
merits attention as a historical exhibt of the colorful diehard fig¬
ures from late 18th-century Scot¬
land.
Ewan Hooper gives a competent
and quite robust performance as
the ploughman poet who rose from
humble beginnings to be the toast
of society at fashionable Edin¬
burgh. He doesn’t fully capture
the fire of the rebel poet, hut at
least satisfies the local patrons.
The author, himself an ex-son of
the soil and a well-known author
in Scotland, has dramatically pic*
tured the period when the peasant
poet was emerging from his rustic
surrounding and clashing with the
hypocritical clergy and church
leaders In his home parish of
Mauchline, southwest Scotland. A
young idealist who hates humbug,
he loves the lookers among Scot¬
land lassies and carries on a fiery
war of words with the puritanical
types in his midst.
Roddy MacMillan scores as a lo¬
cal church topper with scheming
ways and a sly approach to village
affairs, bringing the character
come to life as a comical, pitiable
type who isn’t averse to spying on
local widow femmes and who is
even suspect himself while chal¬
lenging others.
Tain Cuthbertson dominates as

the minister who is quick to cen¬
sor defaulters and equally ready to
join in praise of the erring poet
when he returns, a local-hoy-madegood in triumph from the big city.
Frank Wylie also stands out with a
credible portrayal, though marred
by jagged^and clipped speaking.
Anne Kristen has vigor as a gos¬
siping beggar femme and Clare
Stewart is pliable as a smitten lass,
and Colette O’Neil impresses as a
flirtatious widow. Irene Sunters
ages with a sure touch as the poet’s
mother.
The avid Jones settings convey
the contrasting richness and drab¬
ness of rural Scotland. Callum
Mill has staged with a sympathetic
feeling and cleft touches, and
makes the most of somewhat unw'eldy fodder, mainly of an untidy
and overlong second act. Gord.

The Gay Felons
Wilmington, Feb. 12.
H. Clay Blaney & Geoffrey Jones pro¬
duction of three-act (seven scenes* com¬
edy by Joseph Carole. Stars Jacques
•rancois, Denis Darcel, - George Tobias.
Direction, Shepard Traube; settings and
costumes, H. M. Crayon* incidental music,
Henri Betti. Opened Feb. 32, *59, at the
Playhouse, Wilmington; $5.40 top.
Fugier
.• -. Jodo Elie
Mostachi .'.. Roger De Koven
Bastiand.C. K. Alexander
Marie.... • • Laya Rate
Therese .
Darcel
Gabriel . Jacques Francois
jgnTaTmp .Lydia Frochnicka
Caesarini .George Tobias
Emile .Donn Driver
Jfonorot ..Sojrell Booke
Yolande . Josette Banzet
Maurice . Alan Ansar*
Deboti *. Gregory Morton
Ledong .
Chris Gampel
Laurent . Dons Marshalov
Rene .. Carmen Pizzi

This new comedy by Joseph
Carole has too many dull periods
between laughs. The plot, said to
be on an actual French prison in¬
cident, is basically funny as a
group of convicts take over a Nor¬
mandy jail and transform it into a
country club for the inmates, com¬
plete with wine, women and song.
However,' the idea wears thin
and the gags don’t come fast
enough to keep the audience in¬
terested. The snow will need con¬
siderable working over and speed¬
up if it hopes to make the grade
on Broadway. It’s now lightweight.
"The Gay Felons” starts on an
amusing note as a prisoner offers
to make himself useful to a lazy,
ineffectual warden and soon is
running the jail to his liking, aided
by a convict crew. The water
cooler spouts wine, the prisoners
throw parties with femme guests,
a seven-course dinner is a daily
feature, and the favored felons at¬
tend the races and run lucrative
rapkets on the side.
Apart from the principal convict
who motivates the plot, the other
characters have little to do.
Jacques Francois does an excellent
job as the forgery expert whose
genius at prison management adds
a gay flavor to life behind bars.
George Tobias, Rudy Bond and
Donn Driver get their share of
laughs as his top lieutenants with
Tobias, especially, getting atten¬
tion in a mugging role.
C. K. Alexander is effective as
the comedy warden who prefers
boats' and fishing to keeping tabs
on his charges, and Boris Mar¬
shalov. Chris Gampel, Alan Ansara
and Sorrell Booke are good in
brief appearances.
The women in the cast, with the
exception of Denise Darcel, get
short shrift from th.e author. Miss
Darcel has several good scenes as
the sharp-tongued warden’s wife.
Laya Baki offers full evidence of
hep pin-up girl qualities, and
Lydia Prochnicka is appealing as
the mayor’s wife.
Director Shepard Traube Can he
credited with good staging of the
material at hand, hut there are
still a number of faults to he
corrected.
Klep.

Ft. Wayne Music Theatre
Names Webber President
Fort Wayne, Feb. 17.
C. Lester Webber, former busi¬
ness manager of the Civic Theatre,
is president of the Festival Music
Theatre, which will present three
musicals next summer for its 10th
season in the News-Sentinel Out¬
door Theatre in Franke Park here
in Fort Wayne. He replaces Lau¬
ren Gregg, who has become per¬
sonnel manager for Falstaff Brew¬
ing Co. in St. Louis. The musicals
for 1959 have not yet been se¬
lected.
Webber said that In spite of a
rainy season in 1958, the Music
Theatre finished in the black. It
had’ presented “Show Boat,” “Kiss
Me Kate” and “Damn Yankees.”
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’SEESAW* HITS 100, SWEDEN
Stockholm, Feb. 10.
“Two for thfe Seesaw” has inn
a IDO performances at the local
Alle Theatre as a presentation of
the Royal Dramatic Theatre.
The repertory group seldom con¬
How Slanted News Gets Thru
Rogers has one due via Holt titled
An unsolicited “Hungarian Re¬ “Financial Facts of Life (How To
tinues a production more than 40
view 1958” to Variety has been Read A Financial Statement)”. performances.
Harry Kahn Jr., resident partner
undelivered for reasons, as the
Postmaster of New York states in with Bache & Co. in Washington,
a form memo, because it “con¬ has the Douhleday imprimateur on
tain (s) foreign political propag-; his forthcoming “Primer For Profit
anda as defined by the Foreign In The Stock Market.”
Agents Registration Act (22 U.S.
Code 611-621).”
Les Ballets Afrieains
CHATTER
Luben Vichey (by arrangement with
Postmaster adds, “Such matter
Arnold Schulman will novelize
Gerald Sayaret and Jean Robin of Paris) ordinarily would be treated as non¬
his play, “A Hole in the Head,”
presente company of 26 dancers, singers,
However, such matter, for Fawcett Publications.
musicians founded by Keita Fodeoa. mailable.
Choreography.
Achkar
Marof,
Kante may be passed through the mails
The colony is the theme of Ed¬
Faeelli. Raphael Wigbert; decor and
and delivered to the address when mund SchiddelTs new novel, “The
scenery, Bernard Dayde; U.S. lighting,
Ralph Alswang. Opened Feb. 16, 59, far it has been ordered, subscribed to, Devil In Bucks County” which S&S
two-week engagement at Martin Beck or is desired, and is not for dis¬
is publishing.
Theatre, N.Y.; $5.75 top.
semination.
It is possible that
Random House has scheduled
did not order this material and “Earthquake,” novel by Milton
West Africa, where men like you
women-and women are glad, sends that your name is on a mailing Berle and John Roeburt, for April
greetings with a lusty sample. It is list over which you have no con¬ publication.
Playwright Dwight Taylor’s “Joy
a dynamic, elemental, audience- trol. Therefore, in order to deter¬
rousing and immensely enjoyable, mine whether the publications Ride” (Puttiam) accents the roar¬
show, richly costumed in wildly listed on the enclosed card may be ing *20s. Author is the son of
exuberant calicos, jungle tribal passed through the mails and de¬ legit star Laurette Taylor.
John Houseman and Jack Lan¬
regalia, feathers, lions’ manes and livered to you please return this
witch-doctor trappings—and some¬ card. If . . . not received within dau’s “The American Shakespeare
15 days, the publications listed Festival Theatre” will be published
times in no costumes at all.
Already seven years old and thereon will be disposed as non¬ by Simon & Schuster in May.
Indianapolis Symphony maestro
familiar to the European concert mailable under the law.”
PS—The PM will not receive Michael Bowles has written a hook
and art festival circuit, the troupe
on “The Art of Conducting” for
was founded by a teacher in Paris, said card.
Doubleday.
Keita Fodeba, who is now Minister
Salute to Mike Berger
Irving Shulman’s latest novel,
of the Interior in Guinea. Presum¬
A newspaper’s—and newspaper¬ due in May (D.ouhleday), “The Vel¬
ably reasonably authentic ethni¬
cally, the personnel and the folk¬ men's—regard for one of the great vet Knife,” is localed in “the in¬
ways are from mixed sources, in¬ reporters of our time was inter¬ timate side of Hollywood.”
cluding Senegal, Dahomey and preted in the intensive coverage
Anthology of Art Buchwald’s
the N.Y. Times gave its own Meyer columns (more than 60) will he
Soudan.
Where French and other non- Berger, Pulitzer prizewinner.
brought out by Harper in April
Despite the paper’s special inter¬ under the title “More Caviar.”
African influences figure in the
stagecraft shall here go unguessed. est in the late 60-year-old veteran,
New American Library will pa¬
One suspects the coy strip-tease who died a few days after suffer¬ perback Billy Wilder and I.A.L.
and some of the other breastworks ing a stroke, the coverage was ob¬ Diamond’s screenplay for former’s
as inventionsf of Paris. But it’s jective and gave the “human in¬ UA release, “Some Like It Hot.”
native enough. Nobody could fake terest” treatment to one of its own
Edwin Gilbert’s new novel, “The
such energy, such frenzy, such craft
Hourglass,” spans the action from
leaps and torso vibrations.
Greenwich Village to Greenwich,
Impressive, too, are the strange
Pirandello Contest
jungle lutes, held strings to the
Pirandello Society is offering Conn. Lippincott is publishing.
AI Morgan, who has deflated ra¬
musician and played with thumbs the Pompeo and Giuseppina Abba
only. The climax of the first half prize of $1,000 for an essay inter¬ dio-tv egos, does ditto in his new
is an awesome ritual of nibbing preting Pirandello’s art and its novel, “One Star General,”- which
and eating fire.
significance
at present time. Rinehart will publish.
Martin (“Madison Avenue.USA”)
The pace is merciless. Mostly Study should include those dramas
the choreography is ensemble, so in “The Mountain Giants And Mayer shifts from hucksters to
individuals are unidentifiable. They Other Plays” published several grand opera for his new novel, “A
haVe names like Ladji Camara, months ago by Crown.
Voice That Fills The House,” due
Mamadou Toure, Aliou Sissoko,
Manuscripts should he sent to via Doubleday.
Daouda Diabate—but why torture Robert Simon, Crown Publishers.
Betty Vaughan, long publicity di¬
the typewriter? There is a power¬ Judges include George Freedley, rector of William Morrow & Co.,
ful, untrained tenor, Kandia, and [ curator pf Theatre Collection, N.Y. has left to rest and travel John
a raging lion of a leaping dancer, Public Library; John Gassner, Shinn, last-p.r. at Columbia Univ.,
Italo Zambo.
drama critic and Yale Univ. prof has succeeded.
If the singers do not “harmonize” of playwrighting, and Henry W.
New Damon Runyon omnibus
voices to our western ears, no mat¬ Wells of Brander Matthews Dra¬ just reissued by Lippincott, titled
ter. They have their own art of the matic Museum at Columbia Univ. “More Guys and Dolls,” includes
jungle clearings. Above all this is
34 stories from several of the late
a wonderfully alive troupe which
author’s anthologies.
Shifting Mug Shots
Luben Vichey has imported for
McDowell, Obolenky borrowed
New
makeup
of
Vancouver
Sun,
National Concerts Corp. It is an
from
a family, name for the new.
array ofi sensational strenuosities per longtime columnist now exec Astor Books (children’s) series.
editor
Jack
Scott,
takes
possible
set to the tom-tom, to song, guitar,
Ivan
Obolensky’s mother is the
fanny-wiggling contests and other monotony out of Sun scribes’ stand¬ sister of the late Vincent Astor.
ing column-heads by using mul¬
orgiastic distractions.
Edgar T. Rigg, prez of Henry.
tiple
mug
cuts.
- The tom-tom ''beats out this in¬
Nightlife writer Jack Wasser- Holt & Co., vacationing in Hono¬
vitation: Fun and excitement.
man, for instance, is cig-lipped one lulu, and Ben D. Zeviri, prez of
Land.
edition, and grinning or perhaps World Publishing, dittoing on a
scowling in next press-run, and yacht off Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Sportscaster Mel Allen with
similar changes are rung with
Frank Graham Jr. have done a
paper’s half dozen byliners.
cross-section of “heart” stories in
book form for Harpers titled “It
Sophia Loren Blog
Takes Heart” and embraces all
A biography of Sophia Loren, [ sports.
Clarion Concert Gronp
The closing concert for this sea¬ presumably the first, will be writ¬
TBA News Inc. authorized to
son presented more unknown “dug- ten by Hans Saaltink, Variety cor¬ [ conduct a business as publishers
up” music conducted ably by respondent in Holland, for fall pub¬ in New York with capital stock ^of
Newell Jenkins who has made quite lishing.
200 shares, no par value. Ganzer,
“Sophia Loren. Venus of Naples” - Sachs,
a fashion with this musical arche¬
Marcus & Riess were filing
appear in the Mimoza Series attorneys.
ology. It is to be hoped that in the will
.
course of future diggings Jenkins of the Leiter-Nypels Publishing
Rinehart is posthumously pub¬
House,
which
already
biographed
will not forget that not everything
lishing
Doris
Humphrey’s
“The Art
neglected is also good and that a German star Romy Schneider and of Making Dances.” She died last
; good deal of never performed Grace Kelly.
December. Miss Humphrey was a
music deserves to he forgotten.
legit choreographer and artistic di¬
Zsa Zsa Tell All?
However a charming Symphonic
rector of the Jose Limon Co.
The William Morris agency’s
Concertante by the Chevalier de
A Actionized novel based on the
Saint-Georges was performed for Helen Strauss (literary dept. head), life of ballerina. Isadora- Duncan
is
handling
both
Zsa
Zsa
Gabtir-'
the first time since his own (the
will
be published by Appletoni late 18th century) and it gave the and Gerold Frank on the former’s eentitfy-Crofts
titled “By The
solo-violins an effective vehicle to personal memoirs" which he‘ll Gods Bewitched,” authored by
i display their talents and extraor¬ write.
Frank (with Mike Connolly) David, Weiss.
dinary purity of tone. They were
Freelancer Joe McCarthy is pen¬
[Gerald Tarack and.Alan Martin. collabed on the Lillian Roth story ning “Television USA” for publica¬
The concerto for Clarinet — and and solo collaborated on Diana tion by Harper & Bros' lt’ll be a
Barrymore
and
Sheilah
Graham’s
again an outstanding soloist was
full-length treatise on video pro¬
David Glazer — by a Bohemian tell-alls.
grams and the people who populate
Franz Anton Roessler who changed
the medium.
his name to Francesco Antonio
Pat .Boone’s Bestseller.
Lord Baltimore Press Inc. of
Rossetti was good, if conventional,
Pat Boone’s book of advice to
music which reminded a lot of teenagers," “’Twixt Twelve and Maryland filed a statement in
Mozart.
Twenty” (Prentice-Hall) has sold Albany -designating its New York
An unknown Donizetti work, over 220,000 copies after a IG-week City office for a business in books
and periodicals. Leonard Dalsemer
labeled, as world premiere by Jen¬ run in the bookstalls.
- "
Another Prentice-Hall book. Art is president.
kins—sounded like a scene out of
Daughter Leslie Ruth Howard’s
one of his operas though it had a Linkletter’s “Kids say The Damliturgical text. It was well sung by dest Things,” was the No. 1 non¬ “A Quite .Remarkable Father (The
Biography of Leslie Howard)” is a
the British tenor Richard Lewis, fiction best seller last year.
Harcourt, Brace item in March.
who also was the soloist for one
Daughter of* the famed actor, now
of the modern works on the pro¬
MMM’s Memoir
Mrs. Robert Dale-Harris, lives in
gram Benjamin Britten’s “Sere¬
Mary Margaret McBride’s “A
nade” for Tenor, Horn and Strings. Long Way From Missouri” is due Toronto with her husband and
three daughters."
The other “modern” work, via Putnam’s next, month.
though composed in 1913 was
It’s the forepart of her personal
Charles- IVes’ "Washington’s Birth¬ memoirs, ending in the 1930s.
FORMER LITERARY AGENT
day.” It is programmatic music
available for challen*ln» Job; admin¬
with string tremors to depict a
Wall St. Pundits’ Books
wintry New England setting and
N. Y, Times financial writer Bur¬ istrative asst. Contact!/ contracts,
country dances at varying intervals. ton Crane has authored “The So¬
mms.; salt*/ office.. Woman. Narnia*
It had a tongue in cheek quality phisticated Investor (A* Guide td
nent. Saiary.
most of the time which proved an Stock Market Profits)” for Simon
fcox Ho. 217/ VARIETY,
agreable contrast to the polished & Schuster and the N. Y. Herald
. 154 W. 44 St., How York 34, H. Y.
music.
Goth.
Tribune financial editor Donald" L
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TOUR LIMITED TO FIFTEEN PERFORMANCES

jtj*. M* lV£NlNG \Ntfw

Jeanette MacDonald
and special Guest Artist

^ Arlington Rollman
THE GREAT NEW SINGING STAR

RO
AR
Com
2S-F

V;
TOUR DIRECTION:

imperial Attractions, /no.
250 West 57th Street
-
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Off-Broadway Reviews

USsUEfiY
Give Racial Award
Hartford, Feb. 17.
Richard Rodgers will get the .
National Human Relations
Award of the Conference of
Christians and Jews. It’ll be
presented Feb. -26 at the Hotel
Statler Hilton here.
Designation is prompted by
Rodgers’ several musical com¬
positions of a racial tolerance
theme ,per “You Have to
Be Carefully Taught” in
“South Pacific.” The words
were written by Oscar Hammerstein 2d, who is apparently
not included in the award.
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Inside Stuff-Legit

The mail order display ads In the N.Y. Times for “My Fair Lady”
A Clearing in the Woods flutes, seem completely tuned to
have, had a bonanza response. For the eight days ending last Monday
Paul Michael & Gayle Hinckley revival the* proceedings.
(16), there had been 3,786 mail orders, which, with the stimulated win¬
of two-act drama by Arthur Laurents.
The play is one of a Laurents
Stars Nancy Wickwirc. Direction, Jack cycle being restaged in the Village.
dow sale, totalled about $30,000 increase over the previous week.
Ragotzy; decor, Boyd Dumrose; music,
The ads were the personal idea of producer Herman Levin, who
The first was a successful retelling
Laurence Rosenthal.
thereby
bucked the prevailing managerial theory that such exploita¬
of
“The
Time
of
the
Cuckoo.”
But
Cast: Nancy Wickwir^ Gene Lyons,
Barbara
Lord,
Mark Wetx&rd,
this time the symbols are clashing
tion may be taken by the public as indication that a show is no longer
Vickery, Barbara Dana, Jspt Jrrett, Tom
at
the
Sheridan
Square,
a
theatre
“hot,”
and
therefore not Worth seeing. The display, appearing on Pago
Richer^ Marlene Matthews* John Karlen,
that housed the Village Nut Cltib
Barbara Dana. 2 or 3 for three weekdays and in the drama section for two succes¬
in former days.
Nedi.
sive Sundays, contained conservative copy mentioning that- “a few”
seats are now available for the nearly-threc-year-old musical smash.
Early in the first Mpt of “A
Electra and
The 3,786-order response was more than double the previous week’s
Clearing in the Woods, the hero¬
Harleqkinade
ine, a girl having trouble with her
crop of mail, and the largest since the 4,448-piece haul for the week
Rita Allen, Milton Cassel & Harry Rigby
alter ego, is asked by her alcoholic
ending March 15, 1958.of dual-hill -consisting of
father, “Are you sick?” “Was I presentation
"Electra ” a one-act drama by Sophocles,
ever well?” she replies, and might and "Harlequinade,” a one-act comedy
In cooperation with the Veterans Hospital Radio & Television Guild,
by
Terence
Rattigan.
"Electra"
direction*
just as well be referring to this
patients in the New York metropolitan area have been invited to the
Mcllrath; "Harlequinade” direc¬
revival of the Arthur Laurents Patricia
tion, Philip Burton; scenery, John Ward;
American Academy of Dramatic Arts’ 75th annual senior play series
lighting, Gary Smith; hair styles, Ronald
drama.
now presenting special matinees at the ANTA and Helen Hayes Thea¬
costumes, Audre. Opened Feb.
Despite a shrill and shivery pro¬ DeMann;
13, *59, at the Rita Allen Theatre, N.Y.;
tres, N.Y. The Red Cross and American Women’s Voluntary Services
duction, the play remains lower¬ $4.60 top.
are providing transportation for the hospitalized vets.
Stars Judith Evelyn; features Murray
case Freud—a pretentious mixture Matheson,
Prances Adler, Joan Wetmore;
of psychology and philosophy. Its cast also includes Norman Roland, Tom
The
Assn.’
of
Theatrical
PressTams-Witmark has issued a new dressed-up show catalog. It in¬
Joan Campbell, Marcia Pavia,
central figure is a lady, not quite Buckley,Moor,
Richard Herd, Frank Mon¬ agents & Managers intends aban¬ cludes scene-photos of a numbef of the musicals licensed by the firm.
young any more, who goes back in Edward
talvo, Kathleen Roland, Grant Reddick, doning its pension plan unless the New additions to the catalog include “Bells Are Ringing,” “I4’l Abner,”
her life in an attempt to unravel Justine Johnson, Marie Wallace, Willis
League of N.Y. Theatres will par¬ “Say, Darling” and “Oh Captain,” the latter having been available at
Townsend.
reasons for her unhappiness.
ticipate in -supporting it. The mat¬ the end of last-summer.
It’s a lot for any girl to do in
An inhibited performance of ter will be pushed in the union’s
two acts. For, in addition to parad¬ Sophocles' “Electra” and an un¬ next negotiations with the League,
ing voices and rooms out of her inhibited one of Terence Rattigan’s
past, the author asks the woman slight farce, “Harlequinade,” make for the next contract, beginning
to communicate with the other up the hill at the Rita Allen Thea¬ two years hence. That’s indicated
seifs of her past, represented by a tre in the Seven Arts Center. in a notice sent last week to all
child, adolescent girl, and a young Things might have come out better ATPAM members by the union’s
Alec Clunes will succeed Rex Juliet” will comprise the American
body.
lady.
if the playing had been reversed. administrative
Harrison as- costar of the “My Shakespeare Festival’s special pre¬
The purpose of the memo is to Fair
Nancy Wickwire, who has proved
Lady” London production season school program May 19The
actors—most
of
whom
ap¬
persuade
the
membership
to
back
her talent in the past, strives vig¬ pear in both plays—get quite a
June 5 at the Stratford (Conn.)
March 30.
orously if not quite successfully to workout, though, having to make a the recommendation of the union’s
Jones is vacationing from Theatre.
make the part understandable. It hasty reorientation as well as a hoard of governors that the present theHenry
Burgess Meredith has been set to
Broadway
production
of
“Sun¬
Is the playwright, not the actress Costume change in the intermission pension plan be continued until rise at Campobello” this week, direct Harris Masterson’s produc¬
that is at fault here. Kim Stanley, between the two one-acters.
confabs over the 1961 pact with the with Russell Collins subbing.
tion of Maurice Zolotow’s “The
grappled with the part when the
producer-theatre owner organiza¬
In the opener, there’s hardly a
•Richard Rodgers and Oscar Marriage Equation,” slated for
play was presented at the Eelasco
hint of towering drama in • the tion. A group has petitioned the Hammerstein 2d returned to New Broadway presentation next fall.
on Broadway in 1956.
board
to
scrap
the
present
2%
pen¬
Paneling, beams and decorations
Fergusson adaptation of
York last week after a fortnight in
An attractive newcomer to the Frances
from the David Belasco studio atop
“Electra,” except* for the canned sion assessment. The membership Jamaica, B.W.I.
off-Broadway scene, Barbara Lord, music
is now being polled on the matter
the Belasco Theatre, N.Y., have
which
swells
to
crescendo
at
Meyer Davis, bandleader, orches¬ been installed by Vincent Sard! Jr,
is the best of the supporting cast. appropriately climactic moments. and a majority vote will decide it.
tra contractor and legit investor,
She plays the young lady of the
The attitude of the administra¬ returns to New York this week above Sardi’e restaurant in a new
chorus, moving mechanical¬
heroine’s fantasy world. Gene ly,The
third floor private dining room
gesturing in Oriental fashion tive group is that failure of the un¬
Lyons, as a dissolute and bewil¬ as they circle the wailing Electra, ion to continue the plan means tha$ from San Francisco.
called The Belasco Room.
Scenic designer Wolfgang Roth
dered father, has some good mo¬ set the inhibited mood, and only “we will never get it from our em¬
A revival of “Lute Song” is
is exhibiting a group of stage de¬ being contemplated for a March
ments with a few of the play’s occasionally do the principals
ployers.”
The
argument
of
the
pe¬
signs,
drawings
and.
colleges
at
the
more touching lines.
emerge from it. Even Judith titioners is that until League par- Workshop Gallery, N.Y., through 11-22 run at the N.Y. City Center.
Laurents Is supposed to have Evelyn, delivering her lines with
Peter Gennaro will stage the
reworked the play’s second act to the certainty of the gifted, appears ! ticipation is -obtained the assess- March 7.
dances for “Fiorello,” which Rob¬
Ben Segal, co-producer with ert
make it more readily understand¬ to have fallen under the mechani¬ | ment of members should be discon¬
E. Griffith and Harold S. Prince
able. But if he clarifies the girl’s cal spelL Electra’s cries of grief tinued and that all coin collected Robert Hall of the Oakdale* Musi¬ plan putting into rehearsal next
iroblems, the solutions are- a for her slain father, Agamemnon, from members be returned. The cal Theatre, Wallingford, Conn., July for a Broadway opening in
_iomey mixture of philosophy in rarely leave the stage to pierce the union’s attempt to incorporate a and Jack Lenny, of the Lenny- September.
participation deal in its recently- Debin Agency, which handles cast¬
unnerving contrast to the psycho¬ corners of the theatre.
Walter Slezak will appear with
ing for Oakdale and other summer the Metropolitan Opera Co. next
logical drama preceding it.
Only when Orestes, Electra’s negotiated three-year contract with theatres,
are in- Hollywood lining season in the new production of
Some of the dialog is unnerving, brother, returns to avenge his the League was unsuccessful
The ATPAM officials assert that up stars for the Wallingford tent’s “The Gypsy Baron,” which Cyril
too, as when a symbolic hunter father’s death, does the play offer
season.
Richard will direct.
emerges from the woods, whips out a- moment of dramatic contrasts, if the plan is scrapped in 1961 the upcoming
The cast of “Good Will Ambas¬
a shaker of martinis from a knap¬ supplied mainly by Murray Mathe¬ pension money collected from the sador,”
The production staff for “Destry
costarring Dennis King,
sack and calls to the heroine, she son, as the evil Aegisthos about to members will be repaid to them in Cyril Cusack
Rides Again” includes Jack Schlisand
Martyn
Green,
asks how he knows her name. He go to his doom.
fuii It’s anticipated that if the are rehearsing in Dublin for the sel, general manager; Neil Hartley,
tells her that they have met be¬
John Ward’s set consists simply plan is continued and employer play’s pre-Broadway opening there production stage manager; Leonard
fore at a cocktail party “in one of of a platform 'in mid-stage on participation secured in 1961, the March
2 at the Olympia Theatre. Patrick, stage manager; Ben Janthose reprint apartments on cera¬ which are mounted three sets of fund at that time will total $120,Actress Iris Forrest, who model¬ ney, assistant stage manager, and
doors to the palace. * They 'frame 000, which would permit the im¬
mic avenue.”
led
a
Maxine
Elliott costume at the Genevieve Pitot, dance music ar¬
Only the set designer, Boyd the principals strikingly and offer mediate commencement of the set¬ American National Theatre & ranger. Michael Kidd is overall
Dumrose, and Laurance Rosenthal, an opportunity for dramatic en¬ up.
Academy
luncheon
at the Hotel director.
who composed the eerie back¬ trance, but it is generally dis¬
The memo to the members, Astor, N.Y., last Monday (16), is
ground music for woodwinds and sipated by the action down front. signed by the board of governors also speaking this week in Yonk¬
This version of Electra is di¬
rected by Patricia Mcllrath, of the and the union’s officers, included ers, N.Y., at the Technical Trade
University - Community
Theatre, the notation, “This is a personal and High School and the N.Y.
Kansas City, where Miss Evelyn letter to you. It is being sent at Guild for the Jewish Blind in con¬
nection with Brotherhood Week,
starred in the play. In its Madison our own expense.”
sponsored by the National Confer¬
Ave. showing it looks more like
ence of Christians and Jews, of
an Actors’ Studio exercise than
ED LESTER TO COAST
which she’s a director.
Greek drama.
Jerry Leider, who made his
Terence Rattigan’s ‘‘Harlequin¬
ade,” done on Broadway in 1949-50 Sets 4-Show Season for CLO in Broadway managerial debut with
“Shakespeare’s
Ages of Man,” and
L.
A.
and
S,
F.
as companion-piece to the same
his British actress wife, Helena de
author’s “Browning Version,”
Edwin Lester, managing director Crespo, are in the second week of
starts out as if it’s going to be fun.
A couple of celebrated hut aging of the Los Angeles and San Fran¬ a delayed honeymoon in Puerto
ShakespeareaUs, bringing culture cisco Civic Light Opera, returned Rico.
“The Disenchanted” will play an
to the Midlands, are rehearsing to the Coast last weekend after
“Romeo and Juliet” and having about a fortnight in New York to Actors Fund benefit performance
troubles with the physical: demands set details for his comihg season. next Sunday (22),
“Auntie Marne,” starring Shirl
it makes on them.
The schedule calls for the usual,
? But then, in stunning succession, four shows, of which three will be Conway, opens tomorrow (Thurs.)
at
the Princess Theatre, Mel¬
there are introduced a director’s touring productions and the other
bourne.
lovesick sweetheart, some moronic1
The Equity Library Theatre is
fledgling actors, a grand dame of a Coast-produced ’ revival. The
the theatre who is something of a touring entries will be Broadway presenting “Billy Budd,” directed
dipsomaniac, bigamy charges, companies of “Bells Are Ringing” by Edward Greenberg, at the
KENNETH LANE
legitimate and illegitimate chil¬ and a return engagement of the Lenox Hill Playhous.e N.Y.,
Drbmaflt Tenor
dren'and a stupid policeman. All “My* Fair Lady” road company. through next Sunday afternoon
(22). The ELT’s next Playhouse
wlm "RAVE” reviews as GIUSEPPE In
go about their business with only The revival will be “Oklahoma.”
MEW YORK CITY CENTER'S "MOST
entry March 3-8 will be “The Rope
the slightest concern for each
MAPPY FELLA.”
Hwali Trliuiu ". . .
Dancers.”
very tretlal preUe- ... bet wurte . . . sheer
other.
riellfht . . . Aleut werth the priee af adnlsThe Janmit Corp., head by Jan
The happiest moments are pro¬
nlen.” New Yerk Times ". . • delivered with
Mitchell, owher of - Luchow’s Res¬
treat spirit." Mentlm Telepraph ". . . wenvided by Joan Wetmore, very
derfully fall In Its hunters and fa richness
taurant,
N.Y., and an extensive in¬
funny and active as the Shakeof wire.”' LANE earn 2 CARNEGIE HALL
Continued from page ^5
vestor in Broadway legit, has ac¬
speareans’ daughter <she is proper¬
eeneerts. ever 40 opera leads, featured with
Plateft DON COSSACKS, preduets ewn shew
getaway session Sunday were Wil¬ quired control at an undisclosed
ly
frail
in
the
opener
as
Electra’s
"OPERATIC SPOTLIGHT” ever WNYC.
sister) and again by Murray Mathe¬ lard Swire, executive director of price of Longchamps, which owns
Per. M9t.t BENKEM. 5it Summit Av»„
son, who plays the tranished hero’s ANTA; Clarence Derwent, presi¬ and operates 10 N.Y. restaurants
Jersey City, N. J.
OLdfield 3-7703 er 2010
role slyly as well as wryly.
dent; Robert W. Dowling, chairman and one each in Philadelphia and
The play itself, though, is a and a member of the Producers Washington.
Mark Van Doren’s play, “The
hodge-podge, too cluttered to be Theatre, and Mrs. H. A. Innessfunny, but at least too short to get Brown, president of ANTA’s Great¬ Last Days of Lincoln,” is due for
publication tomorrow by HOI &
boring.
Nedi.
er N. Y. Chapter.
Wang. The drama is slated for
Harold Clurman, Broadway di¬ Broadway production next fall by
Chi House Available
rector and drama critic for The Alexander H. Cohen and Ralph
Nation lashed out at legit critics Alswang.
Chicago, Feb. 17.
Syeus Mottel is a guest direc¬
Until it’s actually razed to make in a speech Monday (16) at the Asway for the construction of a tor. Clurman, stating that it was tor of the Lake Erie Theatre, in
Federal court building, the Great time “to begin to review the re¬ Painesville, O., a suburb of Cleve¬
Northern Theatre here is presumed viewer,” commented favorably on land, .for the month of February.
Marvin Lagunoff and Ralph
to be available for legit, perhaps the writings of only two living
for as long as a year. A local rep¬ critics, Stark Young and Eric Bent¬ Roseman have formed a partner¬
Young, now retired, was ship for off-Broadway production.
resentative of the Shubefts, the ley.
Howard Bay is designing the sets
owners, says the firm has not been formerly critic for the N. Y. Times
lighting for “A Desert Inci¬
approached by the Government and the New Republic. Bentley, on and
dent” Ann Roth will design the
for the purchase.
leave from his post as Professor, costumes and Peter Howard will
Excavation of the site has been of Dramatic Literature as Colum¬ be musical director.
projected -as 15 months away by bia U., was drama critic for the
A repertory of “A Midsummer
■ 1 local Federal sources.
j
New Republic from 1952-1956.
Night's Dream” and “^pmeo and ■
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CRITICAL Ra VRs/
••If what yea wont In the theatre Is lost, f«« acting, then yea
mast go with speed to see Rati Ford la 'Reqnlew.For A Kan.* For
restrained power, there Is nothing to come aear It In London at
this moment. Ruth Ford's performance Is magnificent."
—DARLINGTON, Dally Telegraph.
"Spectacular London stage debut of Ruth Ford."
—WILSON, Dally Mail.
"An electrifying performance by Ruth Ford."
—SHULMAN, Evening Standard. '
"The tong and highly revealing part of Temple Is brilliantly aeted
by Rath Ford. Her sensitive understanding performance Is full of
reality. It Is a characterisation of notable truthfulness, power and
lodgement.
—Stage.

RUTH
M

"Ruth-Ford excels. She completely fustifies Faulkner's confidence
In writing his first play for her."
—Bristol Evening Post.

NEW YORK
"The words rattle against tfce~ woodwork as Miss Ford spills out,
In a swift and aristocratic Southern slur, all the pride and petulance and cancerous fear that have kept her from telling the truth
about herself.*'
—WALTER KERR, Herald Tribune.

1
X
T
I

"Miss Ford is something worth writing for. She Is electric and
Intense . . . bitter and remorseful. She Is a superb woman and an
artist of obvious Integrity."
—FRANK ASTON. World Telegram and Sun.

X
f
f
I

"It Is acted with understanding and audacity by Ruth Ford. She I
In an authentic Faulkner image."—BROOKS ATKINSON, Times.
f
"Temple Drake Is played by Ruth Ford with honesty, intelligence X
and skill."
—RICHARD WATTS, JR., Post.
X
"Ruth Ford, a handsome brunette, makes a brilliant Temple Drake. X
She Is sharp, tense and wryly disillusioned."
T
—REBECCA FRANKLIN, N. Y. Correspondent.
X
"Ruth Ford contributes a bravura performance, certainly the best
of her career. Frail and pale and filled with fire, she snaps out her
words in a characterization that has great variety. She is crisp
and savage and always alert as she brings the finesse of an actress
who genuinely cares about her profession . . . and about the play
In which she is appearing."
—WARD MOREHOUSE.

"Miss Ford has had a sensational success In this production."
—Halifax Courier.
"Ruth Ford gives a miraculous performance."
—St. Martin's Review.
"Miss Ford is completely .mistress of the port that was written for
ftur."
—The Times.

"Ruth Ford Is stark, remorseless, neurotically agitated. She is like t
a figure out of a Greek tragedy. Her study of the vixen is a tour X
de force."
—THOMAS R. DASH, Women's Wear Daily.
X

"With a piercing scream, actress Ruth Ford last night seized her
first London audience by the throat and nearly stopped traffic.
She gives a shattering show. This Is acting without tricks, hard,
dry, cutting."
—BARBER, Daily Express.
"A compelling petformoncee from Ruth Ford." —Theatre World.

"In the role of Temple Drake, expressly written for her by Faulkner, Ruth Ford Is altogether memorable. She flicks out her lines
with an Invisible riding crop, aristocratic In disdain, febrile In sexuality, empty-eyed at the soul's abyss."
—Time Magazine.

"Ruth Ford Is poignantly passionate."

"Miss Ford Is excellent."

"An artist of distinction."

—Morning Advertiser.

—TREWIN, Illustrated London News.

—ROBERT COLEMAN, Mirr

BOSTON
"An extraordinary performance by Ruth Ford as an embittered
woman, whose sensuality has driven her Into disaster and despair.
She suggests from first to last the final desperation of -a woman
trapped by a passion she, cannot control. Miss Ford has a remark¬
able voice, clear and strong and markedly sensuous."
—ELLIOT NORTON, Daily Record.

"It Is the magnificent acting of Rath Ford as Temple that makes
this drama outstanding."
—TED COMM, Socialist Leader.
"Miss Ford conquered the stage with her assimilation of a very
difficult part that few contemporary actresses would approach."
—P. R., West London News.

"Ruth Ford offers on Htuminoring character study -of a neurotic
woman. She lucidly traces Temple's progress ‘from arrogance and
desperate defiance to a no less desperate penitence."
—Christian Science Monitor.

"Ruth Ford gives a tremendous performance."
—Jewish Chronicle.
"Faulkner adapted his novel for Ruth Ford. Her acting proves
her worthy of.rids honour."
—Acton Gazette.

"The play, written for Ruth Ford Is acted by her In a veritable
white fire of emotion, always under control yet powerfully dramatic
and hypnotically fascinating, Her starkly revealing portrayal of
this woman's total emoraUty Is extraordinary."
—ELINOR HUGHES, Herald.

"Ruth Ford Is an American actress of compelling gifts."
—MORTLOCK, City Press.
"Nor is there any doubt about the magnificence of the playing.
Mlu Ford plays Temple ia a brilliantly intelligent style which dees
not slip a* any point Into the merely personal and emotional .
hard, resonant, untainted by vnlgarlly. superbly, theatrical In a
manner which mist be called classical."
—Times Educational Supplement.

"Miss Ford has a compelling personality, power to hold on audi- ^
*
enee's attention and absolute Integrity."
■PEGGY DOYLE.
T
—PEGGY
DOYLE, Evenina
Evening American. *’ +
♦
"Rnth Ford gives a remarkable performance as the guilt ridden ♦
Temple; she Is both icy and frightened, sometimes noble, some- I
times cowering.*'
—Yale Daily News.
X

"Ruth Ford gives a thrilling performance."
—Manchester Evening News.

NEW HAVEN

"Rpth Ford gives the perform one* of her life." —Empire Nows.
—The People.

"Mitt Ford is magnificent, displaying wonderfully^ controlled vocal
end physical acting."
—Sentinel,- Ansonia, Conn.

"This is the heroic way of playing Tempi* Drake."
—HAROLD HOBSON. Sunday Times.

"Especially effective was Miss Ford. The role calls for many quick
switches of emotions but Miss Ford certainly proved equal to the
challenge."
—Bridgeport Post.

—West London Star.

"Ruth Ford gives a great dramatic performance."
—News Of The World.
"Ruth Ford will long be remembered for her electrifying acting."
—Halifax Weekly Courier.
"Her performance is one that has few equals In London at the
moment and, probably none on the distaff side."
—Glasgow Herald.
"Her performance is immensely powerful playing."
—The Scotsman.
"Miss Ford is to be congratulated and thanked for her fine por¬
trayal of this edgy neurotic woman."
—Bournemouth Times.
"Miss Ford's performance Is dynamic. A brilliant study of guilt,
fear and repentance."
—Bournemouth Daily Echo.
"Ruth Ford gives a superb pereformanee as this proud, profane,
pitiful woman."
-Blackpool Evening Gazette.

X
T
X
f
1

"Ruth Ford's performance Is a masterolece of the acting craft." ♦
—CYRUS DURGIN. Daily Globe.
J

"For sheer power there Is nothing on the West End stage to com¬
pare with Rath Ford’s study of a guilty rich white woman. Miss
Ford has acted Lady Macbeth and should be forcibly kept lu
London until she has done so for ns."
—Evening Advertiser.

"Compelling brilliant acting."

X
T
X
X

"Played with controlled anguish by Ruth Ford."
—JOHN CHAPMAN. Daily News.

"Ruth Ford gives an electrifying performance of the difficult lead¬
ing part. This Is a firm and honest portrayal with no blurred edges
and no angling for sympathy; a lesser actress would have aimed at
pathos, but she seems this and as a result achieves. In the last act,
tragic stature."
—Queen.

"An explosive performance from Rnth Ford."

X
X
7
X
X
I

"Ruth Ford provides a performance of considerable size."
—Register.

at the

GOLDEN
THEATRE
West 45 St.
New York

"Ruth Ford contributes a superbly shaded portrayal. Her Temple
Is beautifully concocted . .. limp and tenacious, at the same time
looming stark, forlorn, yet Insanely resolute ... of such Is Antoinette
Ferry Award performing status."
—Hartford Times.
"Miss Ford commands the main action of the play. Her long dis¬
sertations were delivered with fire end a feeling for their dramatic
import. She skillfully presented the tortured character of Temple."
•
—Journal.
"Miss Ford has all the essentials for emotional acting."
—A. E. WATTS, Traveler.
"Mitt Ford's performance as Temple must be described by the
wore out phrase, a tour de force. It Is nothing less; for her assimi¬
lation and. bit by bit, unveiling of Temple's char act er has the truth
of personal agony."
—LOUISE MACE, Springfield Republican.
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CHATTER

Broadway
Sophie Tucker sailing April 8
on the Queen Mary for Israel.
Charles Bates, manager of the
O’Henry Steak House, is the son
of the late Nick Bates, vet res¬
taurateur with the Central Park
Casino and the Merry-Go-Bound.
Bose and Julian T. Abeles’ 42d
anni on St. Valentine’s Hay was a
grand tour of the plusheries from
the Colony to the Carlyle lounge
with a dozen old friends. He’s the
theatrical legal-eagle.
.
Industrialist-showman Robert W.
Dowling back from Japan over the
weekend where he had gone to o.o.
a film distribution deal. While the
realtor is more active in legit he
has bankrolled quite a few foreign
film productions..
Jim Grady of Nick Kenny’s
(Mirror) staff in French Hospital.
Heart attack will keep him bedded
two or three weeks and would
like to hear from friends, natch.
Show biz investor Murray Gruhn
to Palm Beach for six weeks.
|
The new Berkshire Hotel con¬
struction to be completed by next
January which will add 156 rooms
to the inn, and will house an en¬
larged New Barberry
Boom.
Name’s the same on the theory
that a hit shouldn’t be rewritten.
Mrs. John P. Goulandris and
Mrs. Keinaldo Herrera, with Mrs.
Bobert F. Wagner as honorary
chairman, heading the Sd annual
Easter Sunday luncheon and fash¬
ion show at the Waldorf March 29,
in memory of Humphrey Bogart
and for benefit of the Bunyon
Fund.
Among those off to Cairo tomor¬
row (Thurs.) on Nile Hilton eightday junket are: Hedda Hopper,
Cobina Wright, the Van Johnsons, j
Bob ConsidMe. Earl Wilson, Leon¬
ard Lyons, Bill Cunningham, Joan
Winchell. the John Gavins, Dick
Joseph, Ted Patrick, Ann Miller,
Leo Cariilo and Inez Bobb.
The Aster Alley will be a new
bar in the Hotel Astor, fronting on
Shubert Alley, with the flower
shop moved elsewhere. Idea is for
a class caviar-and-champagne pretheatre snack bistro and, of course,
the between-the-acts quick-drink
traffic. Sardi’s mostly gets that
business now. Cecil Beaton will
decorate the new Astor Alley bar
as a chic boite.

Frankfnrt

Silver Moon). Union will release
In Germany.
“Hula Hoop Baby” is title of new
German-Italian coproduction to
star Christine Kaufmann, Miss
Germany of 1958. Film will have
two Polydor platters, “Hula Hoop”
and “Hula Love,” and Deutsche
Grammophone number “Hula
Rock.”
Tatjana Gsovsky, former ballet
mistress and choreographer with
West Berlin City Opera, signed for
’59-60 season with Frankfurt City
Stage. Contract not renewed for
former ballet director, Walter
Gore, who came here two years
ago from England. When Gore
leaves, his wife, leading dancer
Paula Hinton, also departs.

Boston'

London
(COVent Garden 0135/6/7)
>
Alec Guinness, who received a
Hugh Beaumont, boss of H. M.
Tennent, vacationing in Marrakesh.
Julie Andrews began her fourth
year as Eliza in “My Fair Lady.”
knighthood in New Year Honors’
List, was accoladed by the Queen
at Buckingham Palace last Tues¬
day (10).
J. E. T. Haile joined the hoard
of Rank Precision Industries with
the position of assistant managing
directors
John Counsel!, head of Windsor
Theatre Co., off to Paris to auditioi for title role in “The French
Alicia Markova, leaves for N.Y.
next Tuesday (24), will fill two
guest dates with Festival Ballet
before departure.
In town last week: Edward JStem, Ziv International prexy, ac¬
companied by Joseph M. Brandell;
Alfred Kate; and Juliette Greco.
Arnold. Barber, for past five
years personal assistant to Macgregor Scott at Associated BritishPathe, promoted to general sales
manager.
Sir John Gielgud to stage new
Graham Greene comedy, .“The
Complaisant Lover” in which
Ralph Richardson and Paul Sco¬
field will play leads.
Harold Hecht In town for last
week’s preem of “Separate Tables,”
at the Leicester Square Theatre.
Costars David Niven, Deborah
Kerr and Wendy Hiller also at¬
tended opening.
Ken Allen transferred from pub¬
licity directorship of AB-Pathe to
newly-created post of manager of
special publicity services. He's
succeeded by Lee Langley, head of
press department for some years.
Carol Reed signed Ralph Rich¬
ardson for one of the leads in Ms
British production for Columbia,
“Our Man in Havana,” for wMch
Alec Guinness has a1ready been
contracted as star and Noel Cow¬
ard indeed for major role.

By Guy Livingston
(342 Little Bldg.; HAncock 6-8386)
Freddy Hall returning to emcee
post at Show Bar.
Danny White, vet Hub booker,
switching offices in the Little Bldg.
Jimmy Durante current at Blinstrub’s in return date. Eartha Kitt
opens Monday (23).
Fred Petty Agency booking
newly refurbished Hi Hat nltery
on Massachusetts Ave. under jazz
policy.
Singer Norman Brooks doing his
act with Bernie Foyer’s “Follies of
Yesterday,a held over at the Brad¬
ford Roof.
Sam Snyder’s “Water Follies”
readying for South African tour to
be followed by Japan. Rehearsals
in Hub now under way. .
Irish Players, off-Broadway com¬
pany of “Playboy of the Western
World,” being imported for two
weeks at new Little Opera House.
Thomas A. kappas, financierindustrialist and prexy C. Pappas
Co., Inc., importers and exporters,
Boston, elected to board of direc¬
tors of 20th-Fox.
WBZ-TV turned out en masse at
Sherry Biltmore Thursday (12) to!
meet Westinghouse prexy Donhald
EL McGannon, and intro their
“Lamp of Knowledge” public serv¬
ice project.
By Gene Moskowitz
Dr. Arthur K. Solomon, Harvard
biophysicist and veep Institute of: (28 rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44)
Maria Calias will sing Verdi's
Contemporary Act, named chair¬
at
Theatre
Des
man performing arts committee “Requiem,”
Boston Arts Festival, Hub’s annual Champs-Elysees April 28.
Brigitte Bargot delaying pro¬
cultural cuffo combo.
duction on “Babette Goes To War”
due to another outbreak of eczema.
“The Widow,” pic Lewis Mile¬
stone made five years ago in Italy,
with Patricia Roc finally getting an
1 Continued from page 1
" art house release here.
Brenda Lee into French pic “Les
hibition allows the hills to pass, a Drageurs” (The Girl Hunters) di¬
disastrous precedent.would be set rected by actor Jean-Pierre Mocky.
throughout the country. “How can It’s his first megging stint.
With legit version of “RemarkPesce determine what is or isn’t
proper censorship,” asked one the- able Mr. Pennypaeker” folding at
atreman. “If advertising is ob* Theatre Marigny, pic yersion just
scene, there are the courts that will opened.
Sam Stiller, longtime head of
protect the public.”
Here and there, an exhibitor will RKO in Israel, now in film distrib
biz
for himself, in on European
admit that the outcry over ads isn’t
altogether unjustified. Blame is ^ looksee.
Paul Anka wrote a song for Paul
put particularly on foreign films. Graetz’s pic, “Faibles . Femmes”
“You can’t go by New York City (Weak Women). Anka’s “Diana”
alone,” said one. “Here many of also in pic background sung by
the papers won’t accept certain Anka himself.
kinds of ads. It’s different else¬
.Thierry Maulnier’s adaptation of
where throughout the state.”
Eugene O’Neill’s “Long. Day’s
Attempt is now being made to Journey into Night” due at Thea¬
pull together exhibitor opposition tre Hebertot in April with Gaby
to the bills throughout the state. Morlay starring.
Theatre of Nations, which starts
Coordinating agency probably will
be the Council of Motion Picture its four-month marathon of thea¬
tre groups from around the world
Organizations. Exhibs’ feelings on next
will install headphones
the matter will be communicated for month,
simultaneous translations to
in no uncertain terms to state sen¬ overcome the lingo problem.
ators and representatives. Public
Roland Petit's Ballet de Paris
hearing on the bills is skedded for returns to the Alhambra next
N. Y. for later this month.
month with full-length ballet based
on “Cyrano De Bergerac.” Tessa
Beaumont switched from Ballet de
Marquis de Cuevas to do femme
lead.

Paris

By Hazel Guild
(24 Rheinstrasse; 776751)
German-Austrian film agreement
extended until March 31.
“Windjammer,” (NT) ran 21
weeks at Munich’s Boyal Palast
theatre.
UFA begins filming for U.S. tv
this month at their Berlin studios,
with Sheldon Beynolds directing.
Fred Pressburger and Miller
Simon to film “The World’s Great¬
est Counterfeiters” in Germany
this year.
Bill Haley & His Comets signed
for new CCC film to be made in
Germany; titled “Rock’n-Koll in
Heidelberg.”
Robert Siodmak’s newest film to
be based on Gerhart Hauptmann
play, “Dorothea Angermann,” for
Gloria release.
German actress Sabina Bethmann set for role in Kirk Douglas
production of “Spartacus” whieh
Universal will release.
Seven German films currently
playing Belgium, four in Portugal,
and eight are scheduled for Feb.to-April* period in Peru.
Hamburg’s Thalia Theatre opened
with first German showing of
Meade Roberts’ “A Palm Tree in a
Rose Garden,” with Willy Maertens directing.
Hamburg Playhouse had to can¬
cel its guest appearance this May
at Wiesbaden May Festival due to i:
Continued from page 2
^
illness of leading German directoractor Gustav Gruendgens.
actor could run into woman
Katharina Mate from East Berlin | trouble once more,
German Theatre signed by Filra- i Sen. Margaret Chase Smith <Raufbau-Europa for “Der Mann der Me.), who single-handedly blocked
sich verkaufte” (The Man Who the Stewart promotion within the
Sold Himself), which Josef von Senate Armed Services Committee
Baky is producing.
Kessler twins, Alice & Ellen, two years ago, told Vateety she
German actresses and nightclub has not yet decided whether to
entertainers, recorded “Philadel¬ support or oppose confirmation of
phia” for Polydor. Also set for Stewart as a brigadier general
three-month appearance in Las when it comes to a vote within a
Vegas this summer.
few weeks. The White House sent
Police had to rout 15 teenage the nomination to the Senate
girls out of ladies’ room and wait¬ Thursday (12).
ing room of a hotel in Graz, so that
“I will have to study the records
Carlos Thompson, in town for of all Involved,” Sen. Smith said.
premiere of his film “Stefani,”
She opposed him successfully be¬
could get some rest.
fore, arguing that he had not been
Approximately $5,000,000 has
been appropriated by city of Frank¬ sufficiently active in the Reserve
furt for twin theatre building to to merit promotion.
But Capitol Hill gossipers said
house present “Grosses Haus”
stage and a new playhouse. Con¬ her opposition stemmed from the
struction will start later this year. fact that her administrative assist¬
. Record star Jimmy Makiflis ant, William C. Lewis Jr. also a
signed an exclusive film contract colonel in the Reserve, was not
with Schoerbnmn Films. First role promoted. In the new list, Lewis
will be In VDas n^chtlocak zum Sit -again was passed over fof .projnp?
bermond” "(The "Nightclub of the tion.

Censors’ New Slant

Battle of Sexes

By A P. Scully
(Tel: Fairview 4-1828)
Diana Dors did the cocktail
rounds.
Bobby Ramos’s Quintet penciled
in to La Paz.
“Inn of Sixth Happiness” (20 th)
held four weeks.
Bob Hope in town resting. Wife
Dolores with him.
Barbara Stanwyck hosted
mounted coppers’ rodeo.
Chop Chop & Charlene backed
up the MacRaqs at Chi Clii’s. ‘
. Conrad Hilton bought Joe Ma¬
lone’s place near the airport.
Stephen Longstreet got first call
for first Book and Authors Guild
gabfest
Harry Oliver thinks he’s the last
of late C. B. DeMille’s old hired
hands left.
'*•
Barber Shop quartets had sing¬
ing convention at Palm Springs
auditorium.
Mark and Virginia Goodson
joined Charlie Farrell’s March of
Dimes party* »,,r
Scribes on trail ‘of OklahOma-
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bora Lady Beatty, while Frank
Sinatra’s in town.
Mrs. Buddy Adler (Anita Louise)
J. J. Cohn back from Rome.
in space suit costume, copped first
Robert Bray returned from
prize at a benefit ball.
Puerto Rico.
Lillian Roth leased her River¬
Van Heflin tubthumping “Temp¬
side Drive place, moving to Ranch est” in Frisco.
Club for three months.
Mitchell Gerte left for London,
Michael Dante in town after Paris
and Rome.
Completing role in Randolph Scott’s
Mara Corday filed for divorce
“Westbound” for Warners.
, from Richard Long.
Village bought new- Palm
Charles Spangler opened new
Springs golf course for $600,000 public relations office.
to give isolated golfers a place to
Dorothy Furman opened her own
play.
public relations office.
Ben Greenblatt, who had exclu¬
Mickey Rooney sued for divorce
sive poker license in Cabazan, lost by actress Elaine Mahnken.
out to Dave Brimmer who now
Fay Spain to Miami to p.a. with
holds franchise.
world preem of “A1 Capone.”
Jolie Gabor advertising you can]
Uris McCleary to Madrid to join
get diamond and pearl earrings in “It Started With a Kiss” troupe.
her shop for $750 or costume-jew-)
Jerry Wald addressed Phi Beta
erly copies for $5.
Kappa Alumni Assn, at Occidental
Herb Rogers, who introduced College.
theatre-in-the-round to this town,
Lud Gluskin hospitalized with
in to say hello and then blew for fractured shoulder and foot, result
N.Y. where he is producing new of a fall.
show he picked up on European , Mitzi Gaynor commended by
tour.
L.A. City Council for her civic
activities. .
George Gobel elected honorary
mayor of Encino, adjacent to
Hollywood.
By Robert F. Hawkins
John H. Harris returned from
(Stampa Estera; tel. 675 906)
European talent search for his
“Icecapades.”
Rossano Brazzi in from U.S.
Debbie Reynolds cancelled all
Rossana Rory Valentine’s Day
and personal appearances
guest at Leghorn’s Camp Darby. benefit
during shooting of 20th-Fox’s “Say
Isa Miranda to Belgrade for One for Me” at studio request, on
“Horseman and the Empress” lo¬ advice of actress’ doctors.*
cations.
Anatole Litvak conferred with
press here anent “The Journey,”
(M-G) then left for U.S.
By Forrest Duke
Delegation from DEFA of East
(DUdley 4-4660)
Berlin expected to look over recent
Italian films for East German ' Mark Goodson of Goodson-Todmarket.
man relaxing at El Rancho.
Carol Channing and hubby
Vittorio DeSica returns to Lon¬
don in April to complete Ms stints Charles Lowe guesting at Tropiin SappMre Films vidpic, “Four cana.
Billy Snyder, Trop lounge host,
Just Men,”
French prize-winning director, sings nightly with Jerry Colonna
Claude Chabrol scouting Amalfi group.
MCA veep Roy Gerber signed
for exteriors on Ms next, “La Retraite D’ltalie” (The Italian Re¬ Sahara production team of Sonia
Shaw and Bill Hitchcock.
treat).
Now that Frank Sinatra is a veep
Yank writer John Byrne, here
working on script for Dino DeLau- of the Sands, Ms local pals hope
rentiis’ “His Name Was Bolivar,” he’ll spend more time he/e.
Downtown clubs planning big
expects to also write a play while
shindig for the Variety Club dele¬
in Rome. .
Ben Hecht expected shortly. He’s gates who convene here March 30.
At Ms recent El Rancho closing,
being paged to do script of “Gra¬
nada,” Mario Lanza starrer for Joe E. Lewis thanked his costar
CCC’s Artur Brauner, slated for Mary Kaye, “and her brothers,
Sammy and Danny.”
early June in Spain.
Ted Lewis, who deals blackjack
Elberto Landi plans to take Italo
singer Sergio Bruni to U.S. for in the casino after Ms Tropicana
tour. Landi, who recently handled shows, got word that he’s been
Claudio Villa stateside swing, flew made an honorary life member of
over with Villa to o.o. San Remo St Louis Variety Club Tent.
Inspired by success of Ted (The
fest.
Globe Films dubbing “Ordet” Great) Boyer as a hypnotist in
into Italian for general release Dunes lounge. Silver Slipper pro¬
here. Same distrib recently suc¬ ducer Eddie Fox signed Dr. Mark
cessful with another Danish classic, Hall for lounge hypnotic act.
“Days of^ Wrath,” which topped
$130,500 so far.
“Primo Amore” (First Love),
Circa-Rizzoli Production, well re¬
By Fred Tew
ceived at special preem held in San
(TU 5-8694)
Remo after the songfest. Rudi
Solmsen produced the Mario CamRobin Seymour celebrated Ms
erini-directed film.
11th anni as disk jockey at WKMtL
Domenico Modugno, set for se¬
George Eby,‘treasurer of “Ice¬
ries of Italo tv shows, heads for capades” and CMef Barker cf
U.S. in March for two-month tour Variety International, recently re¬
preceded by another Ed Sullivan turned from Russia, reports a very
Show p.a. Singer’s San Remo win¬ friendly reception.
ner, “Piove,” already hot here.
CKLW*s Mary Morgan, off to
Michele Morgan, Christine Kauf¬ the fashion shows in N.Y. She’s
man, Alberto Sordi, Eleonora Rossi lugging 30-lb. tape recorder and
Drago and others to Cortina for 18-lb. movie camera, along with
location of “Winter Vacation.” Cor¬ usual assortment of extras.
tina also set for Italo preem of
Roger Stevens asked theatrical
Columbia’s “Bell, Book, and Can¬ partner, Detroiter A1 .Glancy, tp
dle.”
find deluxe, self-contained bus,
Teddy Reno set for Feb. 20 date with built-in-kitchen to be used to
at Paris’ Bobino, currently resting lure Lunt & Fontanne to tour the
on San Remo laurels. He’s one of hinterlands with “The Visit”
three Italo singers on RCA’s LF
Peggy Wood, here for ‘The Girls
sumup of feat’s 20 finalist songs. in 509” at the Shubert, serenaded
Reno also starts another German herself at birthday party by sing¬
pic in Vienna this May.
ing “I'll See You Again” from her
In-and-out-of-Rome: Aldo Ray earlier success, “Bittersweet.” Co- »
to U.S.; Anita Ekberg to Sweden; star Imogene Coca was among **
Femandel, William Holden, Ben guests.
Hecht, James Stewart, due in; Antonella Lualdi, and Franco InterlengM headed for Paris; large
group of Italo pic stars to Lisbon
for the carnival.

Hollywood

Rome

Las Vegas

Detroit

British Govf.

—— Continued from page 5

Madrid
By Hank Werba
(Gral Sanjurjo 24; Tel. 34 48 65)
Comics Kim and Koko top Fontoria latespot show.
Price Circus celebrated 100
years of sawdust programs at the
permanent indoor installation in
downtown Plaza of Kings.
Screen and stage actress Maria
Cuadra signed an exclusive film
pact with Tecisa, production outlet
for the Couret organization.
Marcel Heilman and J. Lee
Thomson selected Spanish loca¬
tions for British quota pic, “North¬
west Frontier,” originally sched¬
uled for India,
Paris-based Noel Howard direct¬
ing second unit of “Solomon and
Sheba” action sequences during
therdgy; and supervising duMmig
chores for “The Journey” at night, i

not prepared to outline conditions
of sale, explaining that no govern¬
ment could be tied and committed
in such a way. At the same time,
Rodgers added, It was most unlike¬
ly- that the government" would
agree to sell the tax loss, and gave
the assurance that the tax payers*
interest would be safeguarded.
The minister’s statement that
the government was prepared to
sell is interpreted as being in line
with normal Conservative policy to
support private enterprise in in¬
dustry against State investment.
But purely as a long-term pros¬
pect. Recognizing that there is
little likelihood of a suitable bid
in the immediate future,-there is
governmental appreciation of the \
need to offer reasonable security
to the management and staff .to get
on with the job in' hand.’

63
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pioneer and retired actor, died re¬ Feb. 9 at Hickam Air Force Base.
MARRIAGES
cently in Bristol, Eng. A native of He also was a publicist and editor
Rosina Long to Ben Aime, Paris,
London, he started his theatrical of the Pearl Harbor Naval Supply
Feb.
4.
Bride’s a dancer; he’s a
Center
house
organ.
career as manager of a touring unit
bandleader.
show. He later managed a legit
Francisco Megias Boluda, 73, im¬
house in Leith, Scotland.
Bridget Caffrey to William Foley,
Darlison subsequently managed presario of the Teatro Ruzafa in
honkytonks of Storyville and the the Regal Cinema, Dumfries, Scot¬ Valencia, Spain, for the last 25 Dublin, Jan. 31. Bride is secretary
to
film producer Lord Killanin;
years,
died
Jan.
21
in
that
city.
Mississippi riverboats. In 1919, land. He also managed the Lyceum
they moved to Chi and joined King Theatre in Dumfries, where he
j he’s an Abbey actor.
4
Fred H. Frank, 64, assistant tv ! Helen Haft to Bernard M. KantOliver and Louis Armstrong.
took part in various productions.
director, died of a heart attack
A niece and two nephews sur¬
Jan. 27 while working on a seg¬ | ber, Honesdale, Pa., Feb. 14. He’s
JACK R. HARTREE
vive.
Jack R. Hartree, 68, longtime ment of “Buckskin” in Hollywood. j pub-ad chief of Hecht-Hill-LancasSaskatchewan projectionist and
| ter.
OSSIP DYMOW
Nick Arden, 53, former band¬ ! Joan Epstein to Nicholas Pryor,
Ossip Dymow, 80, a writer for active unionist, died Feb. 5 in
and North Hollywood res¬ ’ Philadelphia, Dec. 21. Bride was
the Yiddish Theatre for nearly 40 Regina, Sask. He started as a pro¬ leader
taurant operator, died there of a • instructor in acting for Phila.
years, died Feb. 9 in New York. jectionist at the Daylight Theatre heart
attack Jan. 26.
Dymow', whose real name was in Saskatoon, Sask., moved to
| Dept, of Recreation; he’s an actor.
Joseph Perlman, graduated from Regina in 1915 and later served at
Father
of Frank Greenfield, of ! Mrs. D ana Schlumberger to Sir
various
theatres
there.
He
was
the Imperial Academy of Forestry
; Gerald Barry, London, Feb. 11.
the
Hal
Roach
office
in
New
York,
in St. Petersburg, Russia.
A president of Local 295, IATSE, died Feb. 10 in New York after a 1 He’s educational adviser to Graprize-winning play, written when since 1941.
j
nr.da-TV.
brief
illness.
Survived by a son and daughter.
he was 19 years old, turned his
I JejRi Louise Swimmer to Bruce
interest to the footlights.
Thomas
“Tommy”
Kingston,
57,
i
Campbell,
San Francisco, Feb. 14.
GUITAR
SLIM
His play, “Nju” (“New”) which
Eddie Jones, 32, recording artist longtime motion picture and tv ! He’s the producer of “Golden Jourtoured 400 Czarist Russian towns,
stand-in, died of a heart attack ! ney” teleseries.
for
the
Atco
label
who
was
known
was produced here in English in
Jan. 27 in Hollywood.
| Denise Shaune to John Watt,
1917. Other works include “Town professionally as Guitar Slim, died
Edinburgh, Feb. 14.
Bride’s a
Lunatics,” “The Bronx Express,” Feb. 7 in New York.
Bill Carr, 69, retired actor-singer dancer; he’s press officer for How¬
When he began his professional
“East Side Professor,” “The Eter¬
with
Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp.,
nal Wanderer” and “Slaves of the career in 1951, he played clubs died Jan. 21 in Vancouver. His ard & Wyndham theatre firm.
around Louisiana and Mississippi
People.”
Nettie Overton to Fred Dewith a trio. He later formed his wife and daughter survive.
His wife and daughter survive.
Bondy, New York, recently. He is
own band and toured the country.
a member of the Association of
Clifford
V.
Wales,
73,
projection¬
Before joining Atco, he recorded
GEORGE W. BUCK
ist, died Jan. 28 in Chicago. Sur¬ Theatrical Pressagents and Man¬
George W. Buck, 70, executive for Imperial Records.
vived by wife, four daughters, two agers.
secretary of the Catholic Actors
Benita Hume to George Sanders,
sons and a brother.
MARIE Y. McLEOD
Guild of America, died Feb. 15
Madrid, Spain, Feb. 10. She is the
York McLeod, 52, member
in Brooklyn. He was a legit pro¬ of Marie
Charles
Van
Reamly,
62,
long¬
widow
of actor Ronald Colman;
era dance duo, died
ducer and agent during the 1920’s Feb.a vaude
12 in Dyer, Ind., after a time pronerty man at Boston’s he’s an actor.
and 30’s, but left the’ active pro¬ lingering illness. She left the show Shubert Theatre, died recently in
Dina Harris to Dick O’Neill,
ducing field in 1938 to become a biz scene in 1936 for marriage, j that city.
Washington,.D.C., Feb. 9. She’s a
Guild official. He was a brother ending the terp combo of Kerenoff
costume designer; he’s an actor.
of the late Gene Buck, a founder & Marie. Besides vaude, Mrs. Mc¬
Franklin R. Colby, 92, partnered
Portland Hoffa to Joseph Rines,
and former president of the Amer¬ Leod had also worked with the old with his wife in a vaude act from
ican Society of Composers, Authors Chicago Civic Opera.
i 1907 to 1920, died in Chicago Jan. Feb. 16, New York. She is the
widow of Fred Allen; he’s a band¬
& Publishers.
‘29.
His
wife
survives.
Survived by husband, a former
leader turned tv advertising
With his brother, he worked on musician, son and. daughter.
some of the Ziegfeld shows, and
John G. Maynard, 45, president executive.
Sandy Hill to Connie Codarini,
was in the production end of shows
of the Fulton, Morrissey ad agency,
MARIO R. FINAZZI
14, N.Y. Bride is model, he’s
presented on the old Amsterdam
Mario R. Finazzi', 69, vet musi¬ Chicago, died Feb. 1 in that city. Feb.
a
member
of the Four Lads sing¬
Roof.
Wife,
mother
and
brother
survive.
cian, died Feb. 13 in New Orleans
ing group.
A brother .Charles survives.
after a brief illness. He played
Walter
E.
Brahm,
65,
former
the¬
tuba as a member of the New
HELEN KNIGHT CARPENTER Orleans Symphony Orchestra and atre orchestra leader in Chicago,
BIRTHS
Helen Knight Carpenter, 78, a before that with the Saenger died Feb. 2 in that city. Wife and
two sons survive.
lifelong professional writer whose Theatre orchestra.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Robinson,
late husband Edward Childs Car¬
Surviving are his wife, two sons
Reginald Walter Ross-Crawford, daughter, Washington, Jan. 24.
penter was president of the Drama¬ and four daughters.
55, former manager of Royalty Father is a WWDC newsman.
tists Guild in the Authors League
Theatre, Bowness, Eng., died re¬
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nagel,
of America, died at Litchfield,
ROBERT P. CHAPMAN
Conn., Feb. 16.
Robert Penrose Chapman, 57, cently at Bowness.
daughter, Schenectady, N.Y., Feb.
She was one of the first to adapt who worked in film production in
Mother, of actor Victor Mature, 7. Father is an engineer at
a novel from a stage play, perform¬ Hollywood, died February 12 in
ing that function for several of her Philadelphia. In 1936 he took part died Feb. 3 in Louisville. Also sur¬ WRGB-TV.
Mr. and Mrs! Robin Hunter,
husband’s works,, notably “The in a six month motion picture and viving are a brother, four nieces
Cinderella Man” and “Whistling archeological expedition to the and a nephew.
daughter,. London, Feb. 5. Father
In the Dark.”
West Indies.
and mother are stage artists.
Sam Heilteman. 50, vet film j
She was active during World
Wife and brother survive.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hickton, son,
propmaster, died Feb. 11 in Holly¬
War II in the American Theatre
wood.
Surviving are his wife and j Pittsburgh, Feb. 11. Father is a
Wing and a member of the Episco¬
Valentin Pavlovsky, 52, a pian¬
WEEP disc jockey under the name
three
sisters.
i
pal Actors Guild.
ist and piano teacher who also ac¬
of Jimmy Walker, and mother does
companied numerous musicians at
John McGarvey Maxey, 44, v.p. the “Dear Friend” strip on the
recitals including Geraldine Far¬
BILLY ADAMS
same
station.
L. Baxter Inc. ad
John Edward Dorsey, 75, veteran rar, Igod Gorin, Gegor Piatigorsky of ^the inDon
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Butterworth,
Dallas, died of a heart
vaudeville performer, known pro¬ and Nathan Milstein, died Feb. 10 agency
son,
Redhil!,
Surrey, Eng., Feb. 9.
attack
Feb.
1
in
that
city.
fessionally as Billy Adams, died in New York.
Mother is Janet Brown, stage and
Jan. 22 in Savannah, where he
tv
impressionist;
father is come¬
Father,
78,
of
Brian
Reece,
Eng¬
Mrs. Ethel Howard Crone, 76,
lived for the last three years,
film and stage actor, died at dian.
having moved there with his two former actress who aopeared in lish
Liverpool,
Eng.,
recently.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Don Gumming,
lifelong friends and co-workers, legit productions with Mrs. Minnie
daughter, Glasgow, Feb. 9. Father
Mrs. Mae DeGlenn. and Roy Maddern F;ske and George Arliss,
Mrs. Carrie B. Grover, 79, folk . is press publicity manager, Scotdied
Feb.
12
in
Elmhurst.
Queens.
Francis.
singer, died Jan. 21 in Berwin, Pa. ‘ tish Television.
For 35 years the three had been Her husband and daughter sur¬ Her son survives.
< Mr. ar.d Mrs. John Springer,
known as the JRoy Francis Trio, vive.
and toured the Keith vaude circuit.
Alphonse Julian Gade, 83, Eng¬ daughter, New York, Feb. 12. Fa¬
Dorsey was a cousin of 'the late
Clayton R. Lusk, 82, onetime lish playwright and author, died ther is a 20th-Fox homeoffice pub¬
licist; mother is Monica Lane, for¬
bandleader brothers Tommy and Republican legislator wTho spon¬ Jan. 3 in Estoril, Portugal.
mer tv and nitery singer.
Jimmy Dorsey.
sored a bill which established mo¬
Two sisters survive.
tion picture licensing in New York
Norman T. Hodge, 50, operator."
state in 1921, died Feb. 14 in of the Merkel Drive-in, Merkel, ■
Cortland, N.Y.
ANNA ANTONOPLOS
Tex., died there recently.
j
Mrs. Anna Antonoplos, widow of
Leonard A. Alverson, 78, accor¬
Peter Antonoplos, pioneer motion
Hilda Knight, 41, theatre pro¬ ——. Continued from page J
picture theatre owner in the Pitts¬ dionist, died of a heart attack Feb. ducer and actress, died Jan. 22 in government, he pointed out, there
burgh district and the mother of 14 in Albany -while rehearsing with Oldham, Eng.
is some realization that there are
Anthony and .Milton Antonoplos; five other musicians. His wife,
East Pittsburgh showmen who have two sons and a daughter survive.
James A. Gray, 85, veteran ex- . some decent people among the
been operating the Antonoplos
hibitor, died recently in Methil,: Russians and that not all of them
are in agreement with the policies
Louise Fitzpatrick, 33, dancer, Fife, Scotland.
properties since the death of their
of the Kremlin;
father, died Feb. 13 at the home of who appeared in numerous dance
concerts
in
New
York,
and
on
tour,
The producer-director, who made
John Guy Jones, 84. composer
her daughter, Mrs. Ronald D. Bordied Feb. 9 in N.Y. Her husband and musical '1?’*f>ctor, died Feb. 8 ; the picture for Metro release, con¬
gersen in Wynnewood, Pa.
in Surbiton, Eng.
In addition to her daughter and survives.
tended that his objective was “to
two sons, she leaves a brother and
let both sides speak,” being con¬
Sidney J. Silber, 77, onetime con¬
a sister.
fident that there would be no
cert pianist, music school dean,
doubt in the general public’s mind
and editor of Etude magazine, died
WILLIAM L. AXT
as to the film’s real point of view.
Feb. 11 in Evanston, Ill. Survived
William L. Axt, 71, former head by a son and daughter.
—Continued from page 1
Litvak maintained that his ap¬
of Metro studio music department,
proach in not resorting to the com¬
his
aides
didn’t
approve
of
the
act;
died Feb. 13 in Ukiah, Cal. Once
monplace
stereotypes resulted in
Clifford
Brooks,
theatre
manager
assistant conductor of the Hammer- anth father of tv dancer Patti done exclusively in p.j.’s. Neither ’ considerable acclaim from people
stein Grand Opera in N.Y. before Brooks, died Jan. 30 in Liverpool, did the bocsmsn himself.
in
Europe.
He said it caused
Aaron, who is five-eight with aj
going to Hollywood, he organized Eng., where he managed the Crane
big stretch, ran to get his bathrobe amazement that an American film
Metro’s music dept, in 1930 and Theatre since 1929.
company
had
the courage to in¬
and on *the way down to Castro’s
worked bn many films. Among
suite ripped the double cuffs to \ dulge in “fair play” in dealing with
these were “Reunion in Vienna,”
James
E.
Edmisicn
Jr.,
46,
film
a
subject
of
this
kind. “They con¬
“Parnell,” “The Thin. Man,” “Ren¬
make the garment longer. Castro I
and television writer, died Feb. 9 donned ’em, thought he looked \ sidered it a tribute to the Ameri¬
dezvous” and “Penthouse.”
in Hollywood. His wife, two sons ludicrous in the pinchhit outfit. “P; can motion picture industry and
Surviving is a son.
and a daughter survive.
to P” Bob Dailey is six-one, so Cas- j to the peopl e of the United
PAUL M. KEISTER
tro tried on Dailey’s pants and? States,” he added.
Edward (Ted) Bagwell, 50, musi¬ sports shirt. No fit. »Castro is a de- j With the completion of “The
Paul M. Keister, 56, a former
sports editor -of the New York cian who long played with the ceptively tall and wide man; this! Journey,” Litvak said he planned
Post and a public relations con¬ Clyde Watson band, died Feb. 5 in doesn’t show up in newsreels or] to take eig’ht months off to develop
sultant, died Feb. 10 in Brooklyn. Greensboro, N.C:
two or three new properties so
still pictures.)
He was sports editor of the Post
The lawyer-soldier wanted to put: that he could maintain a conti¬
Castex, 80, retired comedian who
from 1941-44. He then went into
nuity
of his independent operation.
his uniform back on, but when “P j
public relations, joining the late trouped for a half century in South to P” execs again showed concern' He’ll again be partnered with
Steve Hannagan. Later, he became American revues and music halls,
Brynner
in “The Mad King,” which
about this, reluctantly agreed to a
a partner in Rider and Keister. died Jan. 3 in Madrid.
third change of costume and re¬ will be financed and released by
In 1956, he headed his own public
relations firm.
Mother, of singer Bobby Darin, turned to the pajamas. There was, United Artists.
An old deal—“and it’s a lousy
Wife, two sons, daughter, mother died Feb. 10 in Lake Hiawatha, N.J. now, 10 minutes to go before show¬
time. So ludicrous or not, Castro one”—finds him committed to
and two brothers survive.
Norman M. Markwell, 58, charac¬ played it the “Panama Game” way. 20th-Fox for one more picture.
Aaron s?y:
'nes small lie “It’s nothing against Fox,” he ex¬
ter actor with the Honolulu ComJOHN C. DARLISON
plained, “but ty's .the deal."
. .
* /
} munity Theatre, ,was found .dead better than'big mouth. *

OBITUARIES
GEORGE ANTHEIL
George Antheil, 58, composer,
died Feb, 12 in New York.'
He wrote music for the ballet,
opera and for films. He was the
first American to hold the position
of assistant music director of the
Berlin State Theatre and, in his
initial symphony; was said to be
the first person to recognize jazz in
a symphonic piece. He compcsed
film scores for Columbia and Para¬
mount pictures starting in 1936.
In 1953, “Volpone,” a two-act
opera of his, was produced at the
Cherry Lane Theatre, off-Broadway. “The Capital of the World,”
a ballet score, was presented by
the Ballet Theatre at the Metroolitan Opera House in 1954. -Recent¬
ly he wrote the score for a musical
called “The Happy Journey.* Plans
for its presentation in Dayton and
Columbus, O., were cancelled last
year because a suitable theatre
could not be found.
Antheil was a concert pianist
from 1922-26 and then devoted
his time to composing and to di¬
recting his own compositions. His
film scores include “The Scound¬
rel,” “Once in a Blue Moon”; the
original production of “The Buc¬
caneer” and “Make Way for To¬
morrow.”
His operas also include “Trans¬
atlantic” and “Helen Retires.”
“Transatlantic” was first per¬
formed in Frankfort-on-Main, Ger¬
many, in 1930 and was the initial
operatic work by an American
ever performed in a German state
opera house.
His wife and son survive.
FRANCESCO DE ROBERTIS
Francesco De Robertis, 56, Ital¬
ian film director, died in Rome
Feb. 3 of heart attack. He started
directing features in the early
1940s, and is credited as having
been one of the creators of Italian
neorealfsm. In 1941, he helped
Roberto Rossellini off to his career
by supervising latter's first pic,
“The White Ship.”
Other De Robertis-directed pix
of note were “Alfa Tau,” “Heroic
Charge,*' “Mizar,” etc., almost all
naval-military items. His last pic
was made'in 1957: “Boys of the
Fleet.” Also a scripter and'docu¬
mentary maker, he was born in
San Marco in Lamis, near Foggia,
and headed Italy’s Naval Cinema¬
tography section during the last
war.
Survived by wife and three
children.
ARCHIE LEONARD
Archie Leonard, 42, actor and
director, died of a heart attack on
stage during a performance of
“The Taming of the Shrew” at the
Drama Workshop Feb. 7 in Des
Moines. A television director for
WHO-TV, he had been active in
stage work in Des Moines and on
the Coast. He was dramatic director
of the Workshop and one of its
founders.
In addition to playing character
parts in Hollywood films in the
1940s, Leonard served four years
in the Marine Corps, writing, di¬
recting md acting in radio and
stage f ows. He also had been m
stock work. He joined station WHO,
Des Moines, in 1950.
He is survived by his wife,
daughter, and his mother, in Des
Moines, and by a son and two
daughters in California.
DUKE GRANATA
Duke Granata, 49, former vaude
performer, died of a heart attack
Feb. 13 in Woodside, L.I., after a
long illness. He started his thea¬
trical career at the age of 15 as a
toe tap acrobatic dancer and later
joined the terp turn of Gordon,
Reed & King as a replacement for
King who retired;
Granata, who trouped in the top
presentation houses, also worked
as a single. Aside from his dance
routines, he was noted as an im¬
personator. At one time he was
an organizer for the American
Guild of Variety Artists. More re¬
cently he had been in the restau¬
rant business.
Surviving is his wife, a pianistsinger known professionally as
Margaret Gray.
WARREN (BABY) DODDS
Warren (Baby) Dodds. 64, drum¬
mer and a pioneer jazz figure, died
Feb.. 14 in Chicago, apparently of
heart failure. He had suffered a
fourth stroke last September and
had been partly bedridden since.
Dodds and his late clarinetist
brother Johnny made jazz history
in the 1920s In such' long-gone
Windy City spots as the Royal
Gardens and Bert Kelly’s Stables.
Starting with marching funeral
bands in their native New Orleans,
the brothers moyed on. to,.the
.1 I i*
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GRANADA TV POLICY*
We have always considered the first chaige on
Granada is our responsibility to the public.
Although we aim- at being a profitmaking Company,
our duty is to provide the best in every type of show,
and this must be done irrespective of immediate
profit. If, producing the very best programmes for
an adult audience proves profitable as well, so much
the better.
The type of show for which we have been responsible
doesn’t always mean fabulous profits. It does mean we
have earned respect and appreciation for our work.
The second point in our policy is to invest profits
in the expansion and development of our plant and
facilities.
Our third point is responsibility to our staff. They
serve the Company faithfully and give their talents
unstintingly. They must feel secure to continue their
work and experiments and to plan for the future.
Television is a very unusual business, different from
film and theatre operation and different from most
manufacturing, businesses. You don’t necessarily
make more money in television, if you provide a
better product. It must not belrapposed that we
don’t get the same quantity of advertising with good
programmes—in fact we do. Nobody has been a
greater supporter of better type programmes than
our advertisers.
Let me explain what I mean. On Wednesday last.

we presented at peak time a one hour programme
insanity oe illness? If we did not present this kind
of programme, but put on feature films instead, our
programme costs over the year would be less, because
a programme like insanity or illness? costs a great
deal more money and needs a great deal more
production effort than a feature film.
Another example is chelsea at nine. When we
started producing this show we believed that millions
of TV viewers should have an opportunity and would
enjoy seeing great artistes from all over the world.
We have presented good music, famous singers,
classical and modem ballet entertainment which,
for the first time, the majority of people in this
country had a chance of seeing. But all this involves
exceptional programme costs.
We think it right to present programmes of this
type not only in our own interests, but for the good
of independent Television. The fact that our shows
have Been acclaimed by the press—by viewers and
by advertisers of course heartens us.
It has always been part of our plan to produce pro¬
grammes like CHELSEA AT NINE, SIR THOMAS BEECHAM
at ijncoln’s inn, discussion programmes, Zoo pro¬
grammes, and the kind of television plays for which
we have become known. We felt convinced that
suchfshows would be weleome if someone bad the
courage to“present them on television. We considered
this to be our responsibility when we became a
television programme company.

^Extract from statement by Sidney L. Bernstein at die Annual Meeting GBJUtXDM CROUP LIMITED London 30 January 1959
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STUDIOS: SUN LIT OVERHEAD
Worries Start Early (or Barns;
Dearth of Potent Musicals, Plays
By JESSE GROSS
Summer theatre operators are
already in a sweat over the upcom¬
ing stock season. They have a prod¬
uct problem, an indicated dearth
Df established properties among
the new entries thus far available
for initial stock production this
year.
The shortage, in both musicals
and straight plays, appears to be
mor-e extreme in the latter cate¬
gory. The new additions to date,
in the. catalog of Samuel French,
Inc., which handles most of the
play releases, include only two
shows with solid Broadway reps,
“Diary of Anne Frank” and “Tun¬
nel of Love.”
The lineup of new musicals in¬
cludes only three Broadway hits,
“Bells Are Ringing,” “Li’l Abner”
and “New Girl in Town.” “Bells,”
still running in New York, begins
touring March 10 and is slated to
play the Coast during the summer.
Its stock release will probably be
limited to the east.
: Both ’“Diary” and “Tunnel” have
been made into films, the latter already being in . general release and
the former skedded to open soon
on a roadshow basis. Besides those
(Continued on page 62)

D.C. Probers Won't Push
Talent's Ties to Mobs
Washington, Feb. 24.
Senate Rackets Committee has
no present plans to stage any fullscale airing of alleged gangland
tics with certain show biz figures
It was learned today (Tues.).
Chief Counsel Robert F* Ken¬
nedy told newsmen over the week¬
end the committee had from time
to time received information that
some well-known film actors and
others in the entertainment field
had shady connections.
His purpose was to point up the
fact that Tommy Leonetti’s past
involvement was not unique. No
plans are being laid to pursue the
reports, although names of a few
more vocalists who made the wrong
connections may bob up during the
current juke box hearings.

2 Nev. Senators
Belt Talent Fees
Carson City, Nev., Feb. 24.

The fabulous salaries being paid
Nevada's Pre-Olympics
to Las Vegas Strip hotel enter¬
tainers will become only a legend
Biz So Big Now, What’ll if a resolution introduced in the
state senate this week is adopted,
and. if investigators rule the sala¬
They Do for an Encore? ries
as “excessive.”

Reno, Feb* 24.
Hotel and casino operators this
.Weekend are getting a dress reiearsal on what to expect of 4femantis that’ll be treated-by the
Olympic Games in 1S60 at
wfcarby : Squaw YaBey at Lake
Hahoe.
Current staging of the Sforifr
American Ski
apread -out ever a 10-day periods
indicates facilities here and at
1 InSte Tahoe will not he bverly adeifmate for the 1060 games.
> In the Hfeno-Tahoe area this
-weekend, despite weather condi¬
tions far from perfect, motels and
hotels have the SRO sign out; and
casinos and clubs report summertype business.
The Mills Bros, at the Riverside
drew capacity crowds for three
shows Saturday night and the Sun¬
day night shows went clean. The
Mapes and • the Holiday, the two
-other major hotels, and the down¬
town casinos were all packed with
tourists raising Reno's population
by an estimated 20,000.
At Lake Tahoe, some 110 hotels,
at the- south end offered facilities
by reservation only, and the north
end reported similar conditions.
Harrah’s Club, at the south end,
_. the only club booking shows during
the winter months, hosted 100 ski
competitors from 13 foreign coun¬
tries for the Abbe Lane-Xavier
Cugat show,
. ■ \

The resolution was sponsored
by Sens. B. Mahlori Brown of
Clark County (Las Vegas) and
Pieter Echeverria
of Washoe
County (Reno). Both are Demo¬
crats.
Brawn and Echeverria cited the
’‘Tafttwtie” sums of money being
ptid to top-name entertainers as
(Continued on page 20)

fflimk'smm’
UNDER FED TAX LAWS
.Today’s show business author
gets nothing hut stepchild treat¬
ment from the Internal Revenue
Dept. This is'the gist of comments
made by specialists in the field at
a meeting last week at an NBC
studio, under the sponsorship of
the Federal .Bar Assn, of New
York-, New Jersey & Connecticut.
Harriet Piipel and Maurice C.
Greenbaum, members of the firm
of Greenbaum, Wolff & Ernst, and
Richard H. Paul, of Paul, Weiss,
Rifkind,- Wharton & Garrison,
were the speakers.
Each of the trio of legalites dis¬
cussed some possible tax code
considerations which might be put
to use-In behalf of writers. But
they made it- clear there’s nor gravy
train fob them ,to ride.
Said Miss. Piipel: *The law con(Continued on page 56)
i

II
By BOB CHANDLER

Frenchy Nudity Vitaminizes Vegas;
Low-Prieers May Cue Fla., Others
+

The nudity kick, chiefly with a
French flavor,, which has proved
part-answer in Las Vegas' defi to
Try Pay-Parking1 in Brit. *the dwindling number of top
9A
i names, may spread to Miami

U.S. Showman Would

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Newest change in the changing
face of Hollywood is removal of
the final barriers of exclusivity at
the major studios. With the de¬
cision last week of. Columbia and tactions^eris
Lon:■
the week before of Paramount to don to explore the potentiality of a new mark for any holdover atopen their doors to outside produc¬ parking lots there.
traction in Las Vegas, Bcldon
Londoners don’t pay for parking Katleman seems to he repeating
ers—television and theatrical-^as
paying tenants, the end of an era now, but with space becoming in¬ with the recently booked La Nouof stubborn wastefulness has ar¬ creasingly tight, the time may be velle Eve revue at his El Rancho
rived.
ripe for the lots, believes Winter, . Vegas. This is al~o a Paris import,
" Under the rentals operation pat¬ who in the British metropolis will • brought over intact from the
tern the major studios will be as conduct a series of surveys to Montmartre spot which Rene Barbusy as in their prime but should learn. if motorists would be willing dy long operated as a tourist trap
enjoy a new latterday financial to shell out for the convenience. t both for the strangers and the
stability vis-a-vis the intricate
! French provincials who come to
problems of studio costs and main¬
I “the hill” for their nocturnal *
tenance. The big lots no longer
j kicks.
will necessarily be viewed as white
I Harold Minsky’s marathon
elephants or as real estate for last! click at the Dunes is. another
resort liquidation, but as income- ! A ia m .
*
mm
j Vegas testimonial to the epidermis
producing adjuncts of the business
appeal. The Riviera is talking of
of making motion pictures.
changing its foreign flavor by im¬
Television rentals, or theatrical
porting the intact show from the
rentals for that matter, will not
The Bolshoi Ballet at a $*40 top Blanquita Theatre, Havana, forced
truly represent so great a vol¬ comes to the U.S. on its maiden to close with the Batista debacle,
ume as to cover all studio costs. In i tour opening April 16 at the Metro- ! French bonifaee Bardy is flirting
short, outside rentals are no pana¬ \ politan Opera House, N. Y., for . the Florida spots for his Nouvelle
cea for the problems of the motion j three weeks. Then plays two weeks I Eve show, forced out April 8 from
picture studios. It must he remem¬ j in Los Angeles, a week in Chicago j
(Con'inued on page 63)
bered that studio costs include be¬ ! (probable) and winding up two !
--—
yond purely creative-production rweeks at Madison Sq. Garden,!
items, the maintenance of a large
legal staff, a story department, to
name a couple of permanent over¬ 1 The 200-personnel, State-spon¬
head listings. The majors aren’t sored USSR ballet, with own
scenery and props, compels this
(Continued on page 20)
unprecedented top. Amortization
of the fares from Russia and back
the
dog- who made
is a big factor in the Sol Hurok-; Steverino,
_ . .
,
booked deal.
i good in tv as the Steve Allen SunThe Moiseyev Dance Co. played day ni2ht mascot and whose prothe Met at $15 top. They differ j motional-exploitation value Greyfrom the Bolshoi, being more folk; hound puts in the millions, finds
dancers than ballet. This new im-; himself in the middle of what
port will need $100,000 weekly I shapes up as one of tv’s major
gross to break even.
’
i hassles.
--j It’s all because Greyhound has
DADAU miCPT I M, PinriTC* <Pulled out of the Allen show on
il/xUVj KUuulAri lillUlu jNBC-TV and is taking its money
Indianapolis, Feb. 24.
Indiana theatremen, designating
7
„
. _ , _.
i special which preem March 18.
their state as a motion picture
Moscow, Feb. 24. i gut Allen has notified all three net“disaster area,” are seeking a 50%
Popov,
the
star
clown
of
the
^
worIc executives, along with the
moratorium discount on film con¬
5E2"sG«y a8<^y, that Steverino as a
tract terms for a period of one
year* An" appeal to this effect has
Tiwif *}!?*arS ml?: name belongs to Allen and any
been made to the American Con¬ eently on the Bob Hope telemi^ionl!
the* Ml*'* rfST
gress of Exhibitors, which has been to-Moscow spectacular, makes his j JJ5®?’
®
requested to seek immediate assist¬ U.S. debut at the Waldorf-Astoria,
g
ance from the production-distribu¬ New York, early in October.
; svvI.fn an*d
repri^is*
tion, companies.
It would be i first for Popov in!, A11 °f whlch posf a dl*emma
The plight of the Hoosier ex¬ several respects; -the big-coin (in! ior "jf agency and Greyhound
hibitors was outlined in a letter to dollars!, reportedly near the $3,500 ; Recently
namfd, ^Heen,
S. H. (Si) Fabian, chairman of the mark; his Yank debut; and his first* National Dog Week. He’s also “Di¬
Congress of Exhibitors, and to time as a nitery turn. His back¬ rector of the Pet Division” of the
members of the executive commit¬ ground is strictly circus and mu- Easter Seal Drive. His “take” for
tee of the new exhibitor organiza¬ sichall. Sol Hurok agented the deal cerebral palsy and other charity
tion. The letter was signed by as part of the U.S.-Soviet “cultural endeavors has made him one of the
major assets' on the “good cause”
Richard T. Lochry, president of exchange’* program.
Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana.
(Popov was to have come to the circuits, the agency maintains,
Lochry noted that while figures U.S. next fall with the Moscow quite aside from his Greyhound
hationally show a slight boxoflQce Circus at Madison Sq. Garden, hut" identity. To strip him of the namt
increase in 1958 over 1954, the In¬ American Guild o£ Variety Artists’ would render him valueless as just
diana "boxoffiee, both for indoor complaMts will probably kayo that another member of the canine fam¬
and drive-in theatres, is one-third idea.* The sundry talent unions ily, it’s contended.
But Alien says he’ll fight it
less in 1958 than in 1954. Morq- have had no complaints where indi-’
(ContinUed orj page
>
} vMnal artists are concerned.^Edh through,
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Bolshoi Ballet’sS
$48 Top at the Met

j£top-be£ore returnins Can Steverino (Sans
Steve) Shift to CBS?
NBC’s Allen Says Nix

Hoosier Exhibs
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MNTMTAINiRS' TRADEMARKS

No U.S. ‘Domination’

Butemb and Hfl<k*ar4o SaSteB
At Raddiaon Hotel

Those Silver Coins&Brass Knuckles
By LEONARD TRADE®
The U. S. Senate’s, continuing
quiz of the jukebox kids, with all;
that implies In the hoodlum a*-,
pects and -fee Murder Inc. tangents,
has been long in the coming. Na¬
tional ballyhoo attendant to the
current deep-probe of the music
machines 4s 4 natural in view of the
fact that the “Jukes” family con¬
notation associated with the ma¬
chines happens to go far beyond
the boxes themselves and into a
multiplicity of facets on the dis¬
tribution level.
. In. pnTtie ways, the jukebox at a,
given location is only an entering,
wedge for muscling in on virtually
everything sold by the candy store,
the ice creem parlor and the “soft,
drink” .cafes; plus what these heed
ia the way -of' goods and seryicefc
such « certain foods', a»d even'
tablecloths and laundry supply. . <
Neither the Dept of Justice nor'
aqy panel of the national legisla¬
tive bodies, if not state * bodies,}
seemed alert to the goings-on upon <
the advert of the jukeboxes. The]
"location” phonographs as aid in¬
dustry were introduced on a 'large
.scab* upward of -a quarter-century.
ago, some years after the pinballs
broke out as a commodity £5 the(
national picture.1- The bagatelles
themselves were fotercm by the
money machines—the roscoes and
one-armed bandits that were a go¬
ing business for many years before;
the "“tilt” or pinball crowd raised
their noggins.
As with the pinballs and some of
the slot machines, the. jukebox:
manufacturing Industry was cen¬
tered in Chicago when it sprang
up in the early 1930s on a .Mg ba¬
sis. There was “smart” money
around for investing in them, al¬
though this is not to suggest that
(Continued on page 20)

Minneapolis, Feb. 24.
New wing of the Raddison Hotel
here. will have a Carl Brisson
suite, in memory of the DanishAmeticch 4ster, and another called
•the Hildegarde suite, both decor¬
ated by Everett Brown of San
Francisco. Brisson’? trademarked
top hat, cane and gardenia will
Tern Pryor, Coast bureau chief adorn the door of his suite, end
of the N.Y, Times, has been named the Hildegarde rose suite will con¬
editor of Daily YAmety succeed¬ tain her trademarked glove? and
ing Joe Schoenfeld who recently kerchief., Leroy Neiman of Chi¬
rejoined the - William Morris cago is also doing a full-length por¬
agency.
"
trait’ of her for the inn.
‘ Pryor, a veteran on the Holly¬
ibis lathe third Hildegarde suite
wood news front fear the past eight in the country; the Hotel Chase.
years, has been with the Times St Louis, and the Skirven Towers,
since 1929, most or that time in Oklahoma City, are the others.
■the film and entertainment depart-?

TOM PRYOR NEW EDITOR
OF WY VARIETY’

Boh Chandler, who was shifted
a year ago to the Coast from the
Yaxlett home office in N.Y., will
take over the twice-weekly, radio-'
tv-. column formerly written by
Dave Naufman. Latter is resign¬
ing U join the Annenberg publica¬
tions.- Chandler5'* entente will con¬
tinue ±0 - alternate' with veteran
Coast staffer Jack Heilman.
Previously announced was the
appointment dfTlal: Scott as ad¬
vertising
manager
of
Daily;
Variety succeeding Charles Gerlaeh Jr; Who is entering the real
estate business* ha * Albuquerque,
n:m.

Taint Confederate,

Atlanta, Feb. 24.
• Want to get rich fe show Mz?
Move to Atlanta!
Sunday' (15) some 17,000 pa¬
trons- paid big money to see the-/
atrifeal events here. A capacity
audience <6^9© tickets sold with
only 6^200 patrons showing) saw
Eugene'Ormandy conduct Phila¬
delphia Symphony Orch (100) in
concert at Alexander Memorial
Chicago, Feb. 24.
Coliseum on Georgia Institute of
The late Mike Todd’s grave in
(Continued on page 56)
suburban Forest Park is to get a
simple marker, after all.
Earlier plan, promulgated by a Korda’s Son in Action
brother, David Goldhogen, called
Vs, Executors of Will
for a massive replica of an Oscar,
London, Feb. 24.
trat the Academy of Motion Pic¬
Hearing .began in the High
ture Arts & Sciences protested and
Court
last
Wednesday
<1$) of ah
threatened legal action. Addition¬
action by Peter Yincent Korda,
ally, Mike Todd Jr. said he was son
of
producer
’Sir
Alexander
against anything but a plain sample Korda, who died in 1956,
against
stone.'
Sir David Currriinghame, Harold
The more conservative marker is Boxall and Yincent Korda, the
to be dedicated March 22, first anni executors of his fathers wilL
of Mike Todd’s death -in a plane Korda asked for administration of
crash. Goldbogen said his nephew the testator’s- estate - by fee court
would attend the dedication hut and for the removal Of the -exec¬
that he’s had no indication that utors from office.
the widow, actress Elizabeth Tay¬
Plaintiff alleged that he hadn’t
lor, will he" on hand.
received a $26,000 legacy and that
Inscription, on the stone will the executors hadn’t buried his
carry Todd’s real name (Avrom lather’s ashes. On the first day: of
Hrrsch Goldbogen) with the pro fee bearing, Judge Wynn-Parry
cognomen in parenthesis, plus the issued an order for the ashes to be
birth and death dates._
burled in. dedicated g~mmd.
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The Russians got a taste of
feeir own game last year in losing
out on their bid for recognition of
a Moseow international film festi¬
val They’re now putting consid-:
erable pressure on the British and
the French to get the International ■
Federation of Film Producer Assns.;
to okay fee Moscow festival after'
all.
The story of feat maneuver that ’
cost the Soviets the fest runs like:
feist
At the last Association meet in:
Paris, both Moscow and the 'Czech \
Karlovy Vary Homer Carlsbad fes¬
tival put in bads for recognition.
Then several of the western na¬
tions-approached fee Russians with
the proposal: Get the Czechs to
drop Karlovy Vary, and well okay
Moscow. -The Russians- went for
the idea and got fee Czechs to back
down. When it-came to the final
voting, however, the decision went
against a Moscow fest. w
The American attitude at -the
time is described as a “neutral”
one, partly because Eric Johnston
had just made his Soviet film deal
and the Yanks didn’t want to be
accused of handing the Russians all
fee aces, and partly because there
just isn’t much enthusiasm in N.Y.
for any new festivals. The Italians
and fee French are now said to be
"not unfavorably disposed” to
having a Moscow fest recognized
at the next powwow of the interna¬
tional producers group, which will
be held within fee framework of
the Cannes film fest in May..

Is His Career Endangered
By Excess of Ballyhoo?
Atlantic City, Feb. 24.
An infected finger on Ms right
hand caused pianist Van Clibura
to switch his program to one which
would be easier on the digit when
he played here Wednesday night
(18) for the American Assn, of
School Administrators convention.
After his concert, before 12,000
seated In fee city's municipal audi¬
torium, he was presented with a
special award by C. C.‘,Trillingh*m,
president of fee body, ‘“for the ex¬
ample he has set for fee youth of
the world and particularly those of
-Ms nsra, country, and* for fee dis¬
tinction and honor he ^reflects upon
fee Untied State* and the public
schools of the nation.” •
William McMahon, music editor
of the Atlantic City Press, review¬
ing the -concert of fee winner of
fee Tchaikovsky piano competition
-sponsored by fee Soviets last
spring, said feat it was apparent
feat there is too much cashing in
on his current popularity without
regal'd for Ms future.
McMahon said feat while Clibum
is no Rubinstein or Horowitz he
has a future, and is mating his
own niche in the musk world with
jte dramatic technique -and full
realization of what he 4s doing.

By SIR IAN JACOB
<Director General BBC)
.
.
London.
Does America dominate British
television too?
The short answer to the ques¬
tion is "No.” But the ties between
Britain and America are many and
strong particularly in the 'televi¬
sion field. Because of the very
bTgh cost- of producing good tele¬
vision programs most countries in

IVAN ANNENBERG PARD
IN YEGAS FLAMINGO
Ivan Annenberg, one of the orig¬
inal New York Daily, News man¬
agement team, as v.p. in .charge
of circulation, who has been so¬
journing in Las Vegas, first as prez
and gin. of fee Las Vegas Sun, is
How a’fidlfledged partnerin'the
Flamingo Hotel. He just jojiied
fee Albert Parvm-controtied jstrip
casino-hostelry, having bought in
on the plushery.
Annenberg came to Nevada about
a year ago, first joining the Son
(Hstatk <jh*eenspun’s sheet) but will
now concentrate on his Flamingo
investment, of which Parvin is
president
•
«

EuropeanYawns
Curtail Yankee
By WHITNEY WILLIAMS
Hollywood, Feb.‘ 24.
Disfavor of foreign audiences
with American musicals has cued
Hollywood producers- to all btrt
erase such product from their up¬
coming' schedules: Only seven
straight musicals are slated for pro¬
duction this year, exclusive of any
pix which might be composers’ biopix and films backgrounded in the
music world.
It’s a well-known fact that musi¬
cals, even the best, have not fared
well abroad, and with -overseas biz
(Continued on page 56)

Chi Femme ‘Packages’
Maharaja’s Tiger Hants
Tokyo, Feb. 24.
A new wrinkle in fee booking
biz has been introduced by Mary
Hum. She is booker of tiger hunts
for fee Maharaja of Cooch Behar.
Working out of her Chi office. Miss
Hum reps His Highness by lining
up parties for his annual-tiger
hunt, .the -highlight of a global
package tour which takes in stops
at Honolulu, Tokyo, Hong Kong and
Bangkok, returning via Istanbul,
Athens, Rome mid Paris.
Currently en route to Calcutta
where she will meet a group of six,
(Continued on.page 56)

*Wbat’s Wrung lift CpT
- Role of critics and whet’s wrong
wife Hollywood will be thrashed;
-out on CBS-TY5* “Small World”
[Sunday,.March 6.
•Ingrid Bergman wfll be -on fee
phene from Paris; Bosley Cr-owv
feera 3J.Y Tlpacs* film critic:froin.
,hls Office, on. West. 43d ..St;
Darryl F. Eanuck from fee Coast.

the Western world* perhaps even
America itself*'are in Varying de¬
grees dependent on television ma¬
terial made for the international
market Up to the present most of
the international material has been
made in America or elsewhere
with American financial backing.
Britain has bought in the interna¬
tional market for many years past,
but she is now steadily moving in
as a producer and supplier "of ma¬
terial for the world.
The population of America is
three times feat of Britain. Hence
the American market is much
larger. America can recover the
cost of production of television
films from its home market. Brit¬
ain with its smaller home market
cannot. Therefore the British usu¬
ally need American partners for
.their production. American pro¬
ducers, however, can do without
British partners.
Though Britain has a great deal
of native .talent, British viewers
enjoy feq. best of fee American
talent too. Perry Como, Sid Cae¬
sar, Jack Benny, Bob Hope, Phil
Silvers are just a few of America’s
leading artists who appear .fre¬
quently In BBC Television. The
full list is a much longer one than
this. It Is a matter of regret to us
feat American television does not
use more of our talent, much of
•which is of a very high order in¬
deed.
America and Britain have a
common language. They are both members of that large family usu¬
ally called Western Civilization.
They share the same basic culture
and it is inevitable and right that
in television they should' have; a
very close community of interest
and a constant exchange of all
that is best in both countries.
While America does not, dominate
British television, it Is a very im¬
portant source for Britain. It is
my belief feat Britain will become
an increasingly important source
for America in the years to come.

Add: Don’t invite to Same
Party: Sammy Davis Jr.
. And Incasta’ Kitt
Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
Eartha Kitt and Sammy Davis
Jr., stars of “Anna Lucasta,” fol¬
lowed each other as headliners at
the Latin Casino. On the day of
her departure from the night dub.
Miss Kitt made some disparaging
remarks about Davis’ contribution
to fee film.
According to Jerry Gaghan,
Philadelphia Daily News colum¬
nist, fee actress-singer was unwill¬
ing to speak about fee picture at
first “answering in monosylla¬
bles.” Under questioning, how¬
ever, she said Davis has the part
of the sailor, a minor role in the
original play, which has been ex¬
panded out of proportion to capi(Continued on page 62)
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Miasmic Mine ‘Overseas Showmen Doing Their Part,
Seen Clearing But U.S, Sales Ways Old Hat—Graetz
Paris. Feb. 24. H
American major film companies
Love-Seated House
should reevaluate their thinking
Brainerd, Minn., Feb. 24.
regarding foreign films and set up
Instead of individual seats,
special departments to handle
the Home Circuit’s Paramount
these pictures in the States, French
theatre here blossomed forth
producer Paul Graetz opined last
mostly with six-foot davenports
week.
and love-type sofa seating
Pointing to the^ increasing num¬
when it reopened after being
ber of “international” films being
completely
refurbished. Ini¬
made in Europe, and specially in
tial. attraction is 20th’s “Rally
France, Graetz said too many of
Around
the
Flag, Boys.”
the U. S. distributors still clung to
The reopening gives this
the notion that imports were too
town
two
houses.
difficult to sell.
“If ever there was a time for ex¬
perimentation and a new testing of
the market, this is it,” he com¬
mented. “European producers to¬
day are beginning to know what
America wants. It’s taken us a long
time, but we are learning.” Graetz
pointed to his own “Faibles
Femmes,” current in Paris and a
big grosser, as the type of film
Which was thoroughly French and
yet of the international character
and appeal that should spell mass
Efforts to make. New York City sales in the States.
Both Universal and Decca Rec¬
an -Important prooduction centre
“As we make the kind of films
ords hit new highs on the New
arejjelaring some fruit. In the past
which Americans have always
York Stock Exchange last week in
^twdand half years, for example, . told ifs we should make, and
activity which insiders say reflects
the Gold Medal Studios in the ■- which American exhibitors are
investors’ knowledge of specific
Bronx, formerly the Biograph lot,
continually urging us to pro¬
pictures. •
. Statement made publicly by accounted for a total of $11,575,000
duce, we must be assured of
The Wall Streeters, it .was said,
George Kerasotes, president of in production expenditure. Accord¬
the kind of release that will
are scrutinizing individual produc¬
' Theatre Owners of America, that ing to Martin Poll, Gold Medal
reach the broad public,” Graetz
tions
just as the professional re¬
the exhibitor organization is buy¬ prexy, there hasn’t been this much
opined. “Only the majors can
viewers .do and if they like what
ing shares of stock in major film production in Gotham since the
really give that to us.”
they
see
they become bullish on
corporations has §everal execs at original Biograph Studios was In
The producer, who has such the film company’s stock. the homeoffices slightly puzzled.
its heyday 40 years ago.
classics as “Devil in the Flesh” and
Universal
(owned more than 80%
They said this. week they have
Approximately $8,300,000 of the “God Needs Men” to his credit,
no knowledge of any unusual stock¬ production volume at Gold Medal said he was aware of the limitation by Decca) last week reported an
annual
loss
of
over $2,000,000. De¬
buying activity.. Further* they since July, 1956, when the studio, of the big companies when it came
could trace no sales to exhib in¬ was reopened, was accounted for to the “art” films. “I know we can spite this the big board quotation
climbed.
The
reason is that the
terests. However, the point was by 10 feature productions for the-| get lost with them,” he noted, “but
downtown money men are im¬
made that individual theatremen , atrical release — three each by we
are now making two types of pressed with the boxoffice showing
' might have purchased a limited Paramount and Columbia, and one pictures. One is the film that fits
number of shares—possibly as few each by United Artists, Universal, into the art theatre circuit, and I so far of “Perfect Furlough” and
as 10—and this could be behind Warner Bros, and Allied Artists. would not really advocate a major have high hopes for “Imitation of
Life.” Latter has been shown pri¬
the Kerasotes announcement.
Paddy Chayefsky’s “Middle of the distributor for that. The other is
Said one v.p. in the east: “Ex¬ Night,” starring Kim Novak and an international product with the vately—and seen by the fiscal ap¬
hibitors for years have been talking Fredric March, for Columbia re¬ flavor of France. I wouldn’t be praisers.
This is no isolated example of
about buying film company stock lease, recently employed Gold
ashamed to show ‘Faibles Femmes’ how the stockholders are keeping
- on some sort of large basis. But Medal’s facilities and “Odds Against to
any audience anywhere. It’s close watch on product and acting
’ they never did it before and I don’t Tomorrow,” Harry Belafonte-Shelly sexy, but it’s not a shocker. Dubbed
see them doing it now.”
Winters-Robert Ryan starrer for into English, pictures like this can accordingly. Spirited- trading in
This, same exec keeps a close UA, moves in shortly. Other fea¬ be a boon to any major’s release Loew’s has been influenced by,
among other factors, expectation
•watch on his company’s stock trad¬ tures made at the studio include list.”
that the company has a special kind
ing. He stated he saw no recog¬ Elia Kazan’s "A Face in the
Graetz said he felt all the majors
nizable exhib name among the re¬ Crowd,” Chayefsky’s “The God¬ should follow the example of Co¬ of blockbuster in “Ben Hur.” A
cent buyers.
'
dess,” Paramount’s “That Kind of lumbia and United Artists in set¬ Paramount stock y .stimulant was
Woman,” Universal’s “Never Steal ting up special units for the han¬ “Ten Commandments.” Walt Dis¬
Anything Small,” and Harold Rob¬ dling of imports. “What keeps the ney Productions climbed after the
Wall Street sleuths onceovered
bins’ “Never Love A Stranger.”
companies from doing this is sim¬
Telepix accounted for $2,975,000 ply the theory that foreign films “Sleeping Beauty.”
Brokers themselves are weighing
in production expeditures and in¬ are difficult to sell,” he commented.
volved such series as “New York “They don’t quite realize yet how credits and production values and
are
seeing the new pictures or have
Augusta, Me., Feb. 24.
Confidential” and Deadline.” Eight much times have changed, both in
Racial discrimination at public pilot films for prospective series terms of the kind of films we now their spies out. Their conclusions
are
affecting the ups and downs on
business places in Maine, including contributed $475,000. TV com¬ make and the receptivity American
theatres, would be banned under .a mercials and industrial films ac¬ audiences have developed. When a the big board.
-hil! f’if-d in the House of Represen¬ counted for $300,000 in production comedy like ‘Faibles Femmes’ can
tatives here by Rep. William Earles totals.
delight Frenchmen, there’s absoof Soutii Portland.
According to Poll, Gold Medal | lutely no reason why that same
Violators of the proposed law has -been operating ,at 100% of
^-would be given a fine up to $100 I capacity since Jan. 1, 1958, and is film, carefully prepared, shouldn’t
[i or 30 days in jail, or both, for a currently booked through April do the same thing for Americans.”
first offense, and a fine up^'to $500 with “Odds Against Tomorrow,”
■( or 30 days in jail, or both for any starting Feb. 23, and the “Dead¬
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
subsequent offense.
line” tv series.
As protection for his upcoming
A measure previously filed with
An outgrowth of shooting at Gold
production of William Faulkner’s
; the Maine lawmakers would bar
“Requiem for a Nun,” Darryl F.
* discrimination in. employment for Medal is a dual arrangement
whereby productions build their
Zanuck has purchased Paramount’s
j much the same reasons.
sets and shoot their initial scenes
1933 film, “The Story of Temple
at Gold Medal, while simultaneous¬
Drake,” and all remake rights of
UP JERRY BLACKWELL
j ly building at the Fox Movietone
Faulkner’s “Sanctuary,” upon
Comedy! that lately almost lost which Par based the Miriam Hop¬
a •
-.! stage in Manhattan to which they
*
Now Satin Lapels For Tux as ! can move over without interrup¬ Hollywood art, appears to be mak¬ kins starrer.
tion while Gold Medal is freed for ing somewhat of a .comeback.
Although “Requiem,” to be pro¬
Glkssed-Up Mgr. of State, N.Y.
Check of recent and upcoming re¬ duced by Richard Zanuck, unfolds
ne.w construction.
lease schedules reveals the pres¬ some 10 to 12 years after “Sanctu¬
Jerry E. Blackwell, for the past
ence of more laugh films than ary,” it involves many of the same
three years assistant manager' of
have been available in recent characters and recapitulates many
the Capitol Theatre, N. Y., has
years.
of the incidents in first book.
been named manager of Loew’s
Comedy was woefully neglected
Jack LaRue costarred with Miss
State on Broadway. The State, now
during the industry’s period of self¬ Hopkins in “Drake,” after George
being refurbished, is scheduled for
appraisal. In its effort to combat Raft had ankled part.
reopening in mid-March.
television and the inertia induced
Blackwell, 27, is the youngest
by the box in the living room, the
DUCK UNSETTLED CUBA
manager ever to be put at the helm
Metro’s decision to join ANICA, film-makers concentrated on off¬
of a Loew’s circuit flagship the- the Italian producer-distributor
beat subjects designed to cause WUI Roll ‘Havana Intrigue* In
, atre. James Bruno continues as organization, is seen—in both New controversy.
As a result, subjects,
Brazil Instead
managing . director of both the - York and Europe—as an indication heretofore taboo or avoided, began
State and the Capitol Theatres,-' of the new flexibility in the Metro finding the. way to the serpen.
Hollywood,. Feb., 24.
setup. Till now, , the company ha? There were few topics ^that the ijxLoew’s two Broadway showcases.
A casualty of the Cuban situa¬
been a determined non-joiner.
dependent
producers
or
the
major
tion,
“Havana
Intrigue” will now
Considerable pressure to become
IF* Golitzin to Disney
a part of ANICA has been: brought film companies couldn’t “lick” as be lensed in Brazil instead of the
George Golitzin has joined the to bear on Metro for. some years! they-searched the literary market island republic, as originally plan¬
Walt Disney Studio as associate It is the only American holdout place for bold stories. The screen, ned.
producer on the “Walt Disney While its joining the fold is bound as a consequence, has been over¬
Rex Carlton add Rick Newberry
-Presents” teleseries. •
to improve the U.S. voting position whelmed with boldness during res are co-producing with Carlos de
'
: Arusa and Steve Barclay,’ "Xfith
• He recently left Universal where in the- distributor section !pf cent years.
The revival of laugh entries is [ fijm slated to tee off May 18 at
-he had been production manager ANICA. following the dropout • pf
for 13 years.
' '
• -•
Vfera' Criiz Stfidids, Sao Paulo.
,: . ' (Continued on page 20)
*1 Continued on page 62) ■
Muddled affairs of General Ani* line & Film Corp. appear -clearing
Fast-Rise Cooper
up. New twist is that I. G. Farben,
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
•German outfit'which claimed own¬
Jack
Cooper, who joinedership of the Government-seized
Paramount studio praisery.last
property, has bowed out of the
month
as
trade contact, has
picture. Aniline was taken over in
been upped to assistant studio
1944 by the U. S. Attorney General
^publicity
manager
by Herb
as alien property. Farben disputed
this in the courts but, following an * Steinberg, studio pub chief.
He’ll take over administra-".
adverse verdict, decided this week
tive duties in stepped up pro¬
not to appeal.
gram now being instituted by
Interhandel, the Swiss holding
Steinberg.
company which also has claimed
Ownership, is now about to settle
for 35% of the proceeds of sale of
the company, according to Wall,
Street informants. This is said to
be agreeable to the seller, namely
the U. S. Government.
Paramount looms large as one of
the buyers of Aniline, the Ameri¬
can film corporation being espe¬
cially interested in taking over the
Ansco photographic division.

Bronx Studio h
30 Months Rolled
SliPillnPix

Film Execs See No Proof
Of Any Stock Purchases
By TOA, Per Kerasotes

Investors Newly
Knowing as To
Given Films?

NEW ANTI-RACE BIAS
LAW UP FOR MAINE

}\

Bny-Up of Other Rights
Guards ‘Requiem’ From
Like-Charactered Novels

J

Bold Themes Slow:

Metro Joins ANICA;
Indicates Long Aloof
Company More ‘flexible’

TEAMS
QAR6ER FIIILLS
By FRED HIFT
20th-Fpx has now decided to
shift sales supervisory control
In Europe from Paris to New
York. Involved is abolition of
all supervisory offices, includ¬
ing Qte entire European Conti¬
nental setup. Albert Cornfield
is 20th’s European topper
whose authority extends also
to Britain. He’ll remain for
two years* but on special as¬
signment and not In distribu¬
tion. Leaving in May are Con¬
tinental sales manager Jean
LeFevre, his assistants—Oscar
Lax, Tim Wallace and David
Raphe!—and publicity chief
Giulio Ascarelli.
20th’s plans emerged with
the arrival in Paris from Lon¬
don of Murray Silverstone,
prez of 20th - International.
He’ll be followed in Paris next
month by prexy Spyros P.
Skouras. Latter has been in¬
sisting on stringent economy
moves all over the company.
20th has been doing the top
business in Europe.
Insistent upon economy, tired of
social frills, New York film dis¬
tributing companies will have trav¬
elling teams from the States doing
an inspector-general act in every
European sales center and branch
this spring. The goal is more workefficiency from fewer payroll-men.
Outfits notably intent on improv¬
ing their administrative setups on
the Continent, whether via pruning
or replacements, include 20th-Fox,
Warner Bros., Paramount and Uni¬
versal. Immediate investigation is
to establish whether economies can
be affected (a) via greater concen¬
tration at the sales end, i.e., fewer
offices (b) whether the sales job
can be accomplished with fewer
paid hands in same number of
offices and (c) whether the super¬
visory setup in Paris justifies the
very high costs often involved in
maintaining it.
Doing business in Europe today
is more expensive than ever and
the companies are watching one
another with eagle eyes, balancing
volume against costs. If one outfit
does better than another, but with
a lesser staff, questions are asked
in New York. However, in Europe
as in’the U. S., the desire to make
cuts centres mostly on operations
and average personnel rather than
the high exec rung which has re¬
mained untouched over the years
and, in a good many instances,
functions quite lethargically.
Though there’s a lot of guess¬
work implicit, the question' of
where the U. S. industry is going
in Europe remains anything but
clear. Universal has just sold out
in Denmark, handing its product
over to Asa Films. It’s said to be
planning similar moves in other
smaller territories. Other compa¬
nies refuse to play ball with local
outfits and would rather merge
among one another.
Efficiency or inefficiency of the
companies often is said to relate
directly to the degree of control
from New York, which is very
strict in some cases and almost
non-existent in others. Here’s how
one vet observer of the European
scene, a man with a determinedly
objective outlook, last week rated
the various companies’ European
operations. His views check with
those of others familiar with the
Continental setups.
United Artists: An active, ener¬
getic outfit, still in an expansionist
mood and still organizing, i.e., con¬
verting from a local distribution
setup to its own release channel.
UA’s probably most willing to ad¬
just to whatever conditions it finds,
but hasn’t yet hit its most efficient
stride. Company is contemptuous
of the “frills” that some of its com¬
petitors have acquired over the
years and its exec reflect the dy¬
namic spirit in N. Y. There’s every
strong direction from the homeol7vf* where Arnold Picker never
,lp-'; .anyone forget he’s the boss.
' ~ Metro: Another outfit generally
(CoWnued ori ‘page 13)
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Tony Curtis
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Edmond Greville’s direc¬
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the action is funny, the lines are
tion was rated "ordinary.”
.. Bigr Gray there to match’It In fhct,.laughs
'Toothpick .GeorgeJj- stone often
step on oneanother. Of.
Beinstock --....PaTtBairy _
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CQupse,.ip a two-hquFpicture, the producing a few fizzlers. Whether
pace is bound to slacken eventual- this is to be blamed on direction
.
mew ly, and it does. But the momentum or editing, it’s impossible to say.
‘Edward g. Kobmsoir Jr. of this madcap comedy is suchthat But .a few of the scenes .could
-—
it keeps roBiag along; a gay romp' he clipped sharper for more hila•*«{ntr»A
t.Uta It
Tt Hot
Hot.”” directed
directed in
in that knows just when to draw back tious impact and faster transition.
**Some Like
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^vle by
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BiilV Wilder,
Wilder, is
is before crossiitg the line th; the
it's a pleasure to see such a masmasterly style
urobablv the funniest picture of , vulgar.
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•
ter of timing and emphasis as-Fred
TAoent memorv It’s a whacky.
Miss Mopxoe performs a couple: MacMurray back in comedy again,
riever farcical comedy that starts of songs capably and in the style, -even though he is somewhat RmSsiifas a firecracker and keeps on of .the twenties. Charles Lang’s Red in his material. Where he has
«Trowine off lively sparks till the photography. In black-and-white, is a good line, he shows that he has
*verv end
just fine audio is Adolph. Deutsche few peers in th’s special field of
Pictures like tbis, with a sense- background score. Arthur-Sefumdt’s comedy, Jean Hagen, as his wife,
of humor that is as broad as it can editing makes-f cm smooth eonHiwpretty and pleasant in a more
be sophisticated come along only ^ a*drin several scenes, oontrjb- - or less straight role, wMte thetwu
ffibwently. Add to this the at- ofces i»PWrt«iUy.
:
hoys, KiTk and Considine, hahdle
taKdianof Marilyn Monroe, re“Some like It Hot” goes on the their? comedy nieeiy. Others vriio
turning to the screen after a two premise that a laugh ma laugh contribute ably include.Tim Convearabsence in a part that’s tailor- regardless where you find it, and sidine, - Annette FumceRo, Cecil
made for her particular talents. It knows that fiien dressed as worn KeHaway. Alexander
Scourby*
topnotch performances by Tony en tickle the risibilities of male Roberta Shore, James Westerfield
Curtls-and Jack Lemmon, and the -and
Powe.
Curtis-and
and female alike. Since much of and
ana Gordon Jones.

Somb Like It Hot
{SONGS)
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gives a disarming appearance of
ineffectuality. Both really are on
thehall when it cranes to oiffwztting their captors; ‘.‘Danger” would
have bear a very routine screen adventure, but, manned throughout
by actojs: Who know fieir jobs; it
is raised to a rather higher-league. ■
Rich•
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NndistParadiae
{BEITISH-C0LOR) ' ^
Naive propaganda for the naturism movement, with trite
jriery and'Jf&log;: obrions ex¬
ploitation angles.
London,- Feb.. 12.
Orb International Ltd. release of a Nat
HSIerGeoffrey "Bernard- (Frank. Be vis)
^production; Stars Anita Love. Directed
la* ^fiarles- Saujiders. 'Screenplay, Leslie
Bell and Denise Kaye, from Bell's story;
camera, Henry Hall; editor, Helen Wig¬
gins. At Cinepnone Theatre, London.
Running time, 72 MINS.
Joan. Stanton.. Anita Love

^

Routine * eater for smaller
markets.
_
Mike Malone . Carl Conway
.'...Ksty Casbfield
Hollywood, Feb. 20.^ Fat Beatty
Roes..Dennis Cam ell
Columbia Pictures release-, of> Wallace- Jimmy
Interviewer _
Celia Hewitt
MatdJonaW productioo^Features .»ebert BeeepUdnist
Young
Knapp, Jana Davi; Walter Uoy. Paul Camp Warden......Emma
— Walter BandaU
Birch, Don C. Harvey, Clarence Stradifflt,
Jerry Mzrclay, Bon Hayes, Cbarlds Horvsti.Direcied byMacDonaldLH^enplay,
There’s nothing objectionable
dark E. Reynolds; camera ^Columbia about “Nudist' Paradise.” lt is
Cotor>; Irvins Lippman; editor,; A1 dark.
Previewed Feb. 19,' *59. Running time, just trite, and ; rather stupid.
Filmed in EastmancolOr and “Nudiscope”—Whatever that may mean
—it is. simply a piece .of unwieldy
propaganda for naturiatt, which
^^M|Sw.*.V;.’.V.V:ci5^cJ*shSt will appeal only to sun-worship¬
Jordan Keefer .. Jerry Barclay pers’ and the mirious, but which
SS*
.
has obvious angles, of exploitation.
iS&l^doii
.‘..CJ«mMSSead’ Filmed at a naturecamp near
Delgados ... . x. Brands .London and . at Woburn Abbey,
^udge Part*r.. He^y Aartrim Where, last year, a world of’naturism » convention vwas '-held, the
“Gunmen From Laredo” is a flimsy story is merely, an excuse
routine western^; somewhat slow in* for,showing families, relaxing sans
takeoff but carrying enough later clothing, and the human form notaction to rate okay for the minor always-so-divine. This quickly
oater market. Color production is palls. A half a dozen professional
good but there are no cast names performers- appear in the leading
to.-brighten its prospects,
roles and toe others in toe cast
Wallace MacDonald hawRes dual are-the genuine article.
chore of producer-dpector and
The pic concerns two young cou¬
maimges a creditable- jobwiGi the ples who spend their weekends at
rambling Cl^rkE. Reyn^ds screen- a nature camp and eventually
Plot deals with a reyenge niarry. Of thfe t\vo pleading girls,
theme, a rancher escaping from a Anita Love proves herself the bet¬
New Mexico territorial prison ter actress, although Katy Cashwhere he’s been sent on false testi- field’s figure is more suited to dis¬
mony, to return to Laredo to face robing. Carl Conway is a husky
the men. who murdered his wife. young mm with a pleasant person¬
directorial brilliance of Wilder and ^ is also clever, the film should « -; ■
the
Showdown climax
climax on
on a
a Laredo
Laredo ality who looks as if he might have
the concoction becomes irresistible, provide United Artis
with one of
limiter Within
Showdown
street ^.sEckly
is slickly developed
developed for
for a
a ia future in he-man roles.
Even so, the film has faults. It’s its top grosser* for the yean
‘
few
ioo loc?, for one, beng a sniali
H(ft. •
(BEIYBH)
few exciting
^ettog moments.
momeate.
..
,,
•. Apart from a Venus Contest .in
Robert Knapp
Knapp heads
joke jnEked like a dairy; one or
*
*
Ropert
heads cast
cast as
as the
the j '-which a number of-pretty young
rancher
two scenes skirt the limits o£ good
TSfi Shagjjj Bog ,
Prisoner-of-war .stMJ. wellTm^r who has
has Incurred
rncurr^ the
the; women strike various extraordienmity of
taste But who’ll care7
___7
®
acted by a promaent British
enmity
of Walter
Walter Coy,
Coy, a
a Laredo
Laredo uary poses such as The Bath of
saloonkeeper- responsible
responsible for
for his
his Psyche, Sports Girl, Streamline
Story revolves around the agenisnev rnmAriv at. '
PwL wloch provides brisk,
saloonkeeper
wife’s violent death, and turns In a 1 Girl and so On, nothing veiy much
competent performance. Coy is a happens.
The tour principals
return, to
heavy, gradually. fall in love in. between,
JaiS^om a Chicago nightclub
badk^o^mi^.^ M?cMnrraT
London, Feb. 17.
J^urn
to the
the old-fashioned
old,fagiioned+heavy,
but makes his work count Jana swimming, badminton and exercisthat’s being raided, witness the.^St.
. .
-•
,?
| British Mon release
x Colin Lesslle [ rwLjari^pipT
’ing on a trampoline. The one vital
"
-Sfi m
. Hriuyh-oos, Feb. .20. •
piece of information which might
bare made this film worthwhile is
aidans. This leads to the obvious Hawou ^Mts'TmimymAnnt^
camera, ArUmr Grant; colorand Paul Birch handles him- not revealed. This Is, where do
cofflpDcatkms, particularly.
^
^Jlt!e?r.aS.LJ?u marshal, al- nudists keep their cigarettes?
*
Curt» meets Miss Montoe (ukulele
Braming: time, t*t mins.
J5* wWld - Helen Wiggins’ editing is erra¬
idayer. Tocalist and gin addict) and waiafe and’LUHe Hayward; suggested j»y
-Gel. David Baird, m.c. Ridjerd Todd r?v^ ppnniitea the escaped man tic and, in juxtaposition to some
frill jL_ V._ Tj>mmon in turn is Ee¥c SaXen's The Bound of Florence"; Lt. Col. Hnxley*.Bernard Lee XUS freedom after Capturing him.
falls for ner Lemmon m lorn,
camera . Edwar(i colman; mnac, Paul Major Charles Maran?nd..IHchael Wilding Final seauen^s arp rAtninis^ATri nf stiffed thalog, occasionally raises
propasridoaed by an addle-brained smith; editor, James d, Balias. Previewed Capt. “Busier" Phfflips
are reminiscent Of unintended
yocks.
The main
millkmaiire
at- the Studio, FW>. ao, *59. Sunning time,
Richard AttenboroughStagecoach in this respect. Bal- merit of “Nudist” Is some very
WhilA
rtmianee
b’os^oms
in
Miw M,ws*
Jtu?ertT1Si^nder-Pyyfe
J>?cg oaKefaptArrTw
of oast generally stack up good leasing and excellent color.
VYIHie rtmijtuce uussnaa
Mr
Fred MarMiirrav Gapt. .Roger
Byfoid...,. Donald Houston:
ami, gangsters led by George Baft SbijDuels'.V/.’."!jSa£»SS Capt Tony Long-...VmEamFraiiMim
-J__
Rich,
come on the scene for a convention. Witty Daniefe '_
Xirk
Foster.Vbcemt Ban __Technical^
departments
are
and Curtis-and Lemmon are recog- ^°^^^essl0
^1^0810.....^^
^
.r
**
lnppman'ss color
^dCurtis-and
' ~' r-":
■ tewMMtar fevxag- Lippman
Prim* dJMre
jiized.
Eventaally, Baft.&
Raft.& Co. are Moo^SSudiii*7.T.V7.’-H*
-H*
...
^UI^nJt^DS
Dized. Eventually,
Ro,I^rfftIIens ^otofiraphy*
( First Level
“rubbed” out.
ahous-piumfcntt ..Cecn. Keiiiwny ;pojrtotdgs_-Cyrn_Sbaps ,'
Whit.
out. Curtis
Curtis and
and Lemmon
Lemnjon
__
5Wli!‘
(ITALIAN)
can then reveal their identity. On
*** **- B«tt^Banger-.. ..fen Whituier :
_
_
this plot skeleton, ‘Wilder has put Hanson..James.werferceia , *
-. The* €>reat St. Louis
Rome,. Feb. 17.
°£farce. He h^done this
; ‘‘Danger 'Within” is a smooth, ‘
Bank Robberr
Cineriz ideas* of a Orac-Rizzoli FSlni
so deftly diat the ridiculous sobw-jfjftxiy ..Forrest Lewis alert prisoner-of-war film which
_
*“•'
production. Feature* Car hi Gravina, JatcH* De Luca, Raf MattioH, -GerunUuo
may have loit some topact by
Inept precamraer for smaller
U»yni»r| Ow4«Hn» lfiTTfminn, -DoelslO
stweeng turns into iauroer.
__
lagging a lor® time behind several
situations:
Marin Paoht Qoattrhd, Marcello Faolifli,
NIccbIo Decnido, Ca^erxoe Boyle. Luc4*
v^rf. fa+la*!i*«wwr
“The Shaggy Doc” is said iff be oth£r
of Shnflar setting. But it.
_
ana Amdolillo, Maria Carotenuto. Di¬
phased by I»lice. Its tie 1920s. t^e -g^j- Tn^anti^ film
w^f provides sound, -tense entertainTT_ri_mnri —j- ^
rected by Mario- - CaiUerini. Story and
jhi the coffin repose do^ns of bot. . ,*
y »rrufc ment. Its all-male cast carries use- ;
acreeaplay by Axe. ScarpeffiU Sc*la, Henties of bootleg gllK Bullets rip
x: ,1Iiv.ine present. ATUe ^.T mflrcrnpp vaiMp which ma>p«8 5t
tTpited Artitts release of Charles Gug* .veuQti,
Camerinfe mUsic.
+hrmiAh'hAnrKA
and pecomn
tHp/uvffiTL stars
starts «H>Ugh, but- Disney, even ^dealing' worthwhile as a b.o. proposition
manes -t Gueen,
genhehn navi*
production.
Steve
Mc- Fr*Aee*eaX)eBernaxdi.
Lavaenteir; camera-, Youbw
tnronp ne^e ana
ciarfce.,Starr
Graham
sexton;
Colli; editor. GmUaua Attenni. At
IpOtttlllf liouidp Its tlMfct sort -of
f
J
_dcscite a- COJJlDlctG lapV of ronisn- ftituies 2SoHy McCartfay^ James DiAay, deUi
Rome. .Running- time^ 97
thing afi ttSway through: Shot of
beconfmed by conven- S?^aaT
P
roman putcted by Gug-enh&a. ■ JotasSc Metropolitan,
WNS*
iud L^nmon wSkinSiSsm ^ial limitatkms p$ the world, so
appeal.
Rtea5,^,T- Htffrwu camera. Betty
..r Carla Gravina
Francesca.
Lorella de Luca
the station platform dressed as
f4”
I vSowIf
CRe»n. prStewrffjra: Gisgi .
Geroninto Meynipr
9ttT* swmrfnv their hius with the
Disney trademarks.
bert, this is a simple yam of how as, "59. Running time, ir Miss.
Biero ..
Raf Mattioll
Christine Kaniman
SSUS'ZS?**
2* - The film is about whafj called the efforts of British officers to
F.wl.r ..st^e Meoa«i Silvia ..
..
Marcello PaoHni
tTSSa to wali^a Wgh heS “shape-^tiM.".s?d it doesn't re- ^pe^sn imUnj.o^ c^
--^agf SSft- LeUo
AUdreina .. Paola 'OuaStrini
brings the house down.
t(*.
foundation garment,
constantly thwarted by one of Ann . M©Hy
Sfnora Luchma ........ Catherine Boyle
Aienin
scene oa the train Accordmg to the screenplay by them who is an informer,. He is Wiihe ... James Dufcas
w^toe^ri^StoLbSS ™ Walsh and Lifiie Hayward, discovered in time, for a im
-- •
Able direction, a good script,
party of LemmoR andMJss Monroe
by t Felix SaJten’a '‘The escape of the 400 prisoners xm the
“The Great St. Louis Bank Rob-, and. winning toesping by -a large
la her nightie is invaded by gm- So»md pf Florencethere^ used &¥ My capitulates and just be- bery” based upon actual incident, cast of young talent are nhatjy
»TTr>y dames, represents humor of ^ be a great deal of shifting of fore the canip is due.to be taken is a low-budgetter lensed on the packaged irr this- pleasant and enLubitsch proportions. And the al- shapes, from man to beast and over by the Germans.
spot. A semi-documentary approach 1 terfJEmng film. It is many notches
temaiing shots of Miss Monroe sometimes bade.
Much of the interest in the film is adopted, but inept handEhg of above similar, fare which has re^
trying to “stimulate” Curtis on a
There are a gbud >many laughs, comes from, the -clash of Richard events leading up to the holdup in -eently flooded , the local - -market
couch, while Lemmon and Joe E. 011. this, Simple- premise- and the Todd, as a colonel passionately closing reels will hold bookings to Several foreign: markets shoOfel
Brown live it up on the dance .script’s exploitation of them. The -dedicated to the job of escapmg, smaller program situations,
find this an okay aegmsithm ktir
floor, rate as a classic sequence,
thne^the film filters badgy-is .ami Bernard Lee, senior fetish
Where the Charles Guggenheimi lightweight general fare..
To coin a phrase Marilyn hag to its choice pf a jetmmiek to get the : offieer, who advocates patience but production misses -particularly is
Inteartwined tales of related mfif
never looked-better.’ Her perform- boy-wbo-tums-ia-to-a-dog turned eventually organizer the.breakout, m the endless detail'showing the or acquainted Roman youths basi¬
ance as “Sugar” the fuzzy .blonde back, for good, and ail, -into, a .But same interest is unnecessarily crooks prepping the crime, which cally illustrate the pic’s title. T$e
who likes saxophone players “and boy. According, to the legend* it dissipated by the “spy” being re- results in long passages of tire^ choice of refreshing new fates.and
men with glasses ” has a deliciously takes an aet of heroism on the part vealed to the audience too early some footage. The four- men irr- dialog, which- almost always per¬
naive quality. She’s a comedienne °f the - shifting shape, to be xe- In the.picture.
volyed—three professional; erimt mits audience identificatloif add up
with that combination of sex-ap- stored, finally- Walsh and Miss , Director Don. Chaffey and leaser . aals. and one a local, youth picked. tor pleasurable screen time, espe¬
peal and timing that just can’t be Hayward -have introduced a nest Arthur Grant have combined to to drive the getaway car—dry-run cially with the yming set Parentdi
bred, H, at the time of filming, of Soviet spies for bxfn to operate make . an. apparently authentic every move until their actual problems and foibles, and theiraeshe was pregnant, and the tight ©b. ami this seems, to reach so prison camp atmosphere. They are entrance into the bank. Their cares- flections on teenagers’ upbringiBg,
dresses she’s asked to wear just Tar into leftdsh field, it’s silly.
helped by a brisk script by Bryan ful planning, however, is -tripped are touched upon. But generally
don’t fit very well, never mind.
Fred MacMnrray plays the father Forbes and Frank Harvey.
up by a teller sounding the alarm. the youngsters have their way and
This gal can take it, and so can of the two boys chiefly involved.
Varied officer-types are skill- and. the police arrive before the the accent is on lightness, comedy
the audience.
.Tommy Kirk and Kevin Corcoran. fuHy portrayed by a fine cast. Lee gang can make its getaway for a and some sentiment, with taste
generally prevailing.
It’s a tossup whether Curtis beats MacMunay himself is a mailman gives a realistic performance as blasting climax,
out Lemmon or whetherdt goes the ■ physically allergic to dogs fa prem- the sender officer aware of his
Bank heist is well played and
Thesping is unusually good
other way ’round. Both are excel- ise that is introduced 'and then, responsibilities while* Todd makes Guggenheim and John Slfx as co- throughout, denoting vet director
lent. Curtis has the upper hand as far as the mailman bit goes, is a useful foil as the impatient <2s* directors sock over this action, Mario Camerim’s able hand. Top
because be can change back and just dropped), Voting Kirk acci- > gruntled character who- does not Much of their, earlier helming of ■credits^ go ttf Carla Gravqia and
forth from his femme role to that dentally transforms himself into appreciate Lep’s responsibilities.
the Richard T. Heffrdn screenplay, Geronmfo Meynrer white Marcello
of a fake “millionaire” who weos a large, shaggy sheep dog when he
There are^ too, a number, of other however, is over-leisurely, with Paolini stands (rat via an easygoing
Miss Monroe. He employs a take- comes into possession of a. spell- highly effective'.pieces of acting the cast sometimes suffering, Steve rendition of the “tot boy” role.
off on Cary Grant, which scores- casting ring ‘once owned by the .by Richard Attenborough, William McQueen as the youth and David Catherine Boyle provides grace and
with a bang at first, but tends to Borgias. The jokes are predict- Franklyn, Peter Arne, as the suave Crark, Graham Denton and James talent as? a young mother who un¬
lose its appeal as the picture pro- able, but often amusing, until toe <amp commandant; Donald Hous- Dukas r-fn criminal roles'manage to consciously makes her own daugh¬
greases It’s obvious that Curtis, spy ring crops up,, when things ton and Dennis Price,'the. last a make parts fairly persuasive, and ter’s. boyfriend fall passionately in
enjoys the part-of a comedian, and tend to get out of hand!
delight as an actor-type who is Molly McCarthy deliyers well as love With her. Among many other
he. makes the most of it.
Charles Barton’s comedy direc- mote concerned with staging MeQuOen’s
former ' girlfriend, good performances, Christine Kauf¬
■ Lemmon here draws a choice as- tkm is.-expert hi;- ahnost every in- "Hamlet’’than in escaping.
killed by gang leader. '
, . * man •'Shows, promise and !.good
’
sigmsent. Some of .the funniest -stance,: although"- there- is a1 ten-Michael Wilding also makes a
Technical Credits are headed by looks.
biis fall to bbp, such, as . his ah- denty in some scenes^-to carry h wefcome appearance as a debonair Victor Duncan’s realistic phefog- • Technically, pie Is a fop^atc job
in all sectors;
Hawk.
~ nouncement that he’s "engaged” tp joke just a heat past Its' payoff, officer who, * with .Peter Junes, [ raphy.
Whit.
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rj j
France, Germany, Yngo, Italy, Spain FRENCH REAP R,0. Poitier First Negro ‘Best Actor
[&e£
[Get Oscar Nominations]
nil ri it ipn||[rpi
Nominee; Guinness Up as Author;
HU H U l|HD]Uf|V
United Artists ‘Most Nominated’
■*>
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Films from France, Germany, Yugoslavia, Italy and Spain were
nominated for the Academy’s 1958 Foreign Language Film Award.
Eligibility depended upon feature-length, a non-English sound
track and having been commercially shown overseas during 1958.
Quintet included “My Uncle” (Mon Oncle), Specta-Gray-Alter
Films in association with Films del Centaure (France); “Arms and
the Man” (Helden), H. R.,Sokal-P. Goldbaum Production, Bavaria
Filmkunst A. G. (Germany); “The Road a Year Long” (Cesta duga
godinu dana), Jadran Film (Yugoslavia); 4The Ususual Unidenti¬
fied Thieves” (I Soliti Ignoti), Lux-Vides=Cinecitta (Italy); “La
Venganza” Guion Producciones Cinematograficas (Spain).
Runners-up in nominations were entries from Denmark, Egypt,
India, Japan and Sweden. Films were selected by a special Foreign
Language Film Award Committee, headed by Robert M. W. Vogel
in absence of chairman Luigi Luraschi,__

Sol Fisher Seek to Enjoin WB
Only Seven Prints of ‘Auntie Marne* for 28-Day
Houses and He*s Left in Lurch
Minneapolis, Feb. 24.
In unique film industry action
circuit owner Sol Fisher went into
district court here Monday (23>
to seek temporary injunction to
restrain local Warner Bros, branch
from releasing “Auntie Marne”
March 4 to only seven instead of
all 11 df local subsequent run
neighborhood houses in earliest
clearance slot, 28 days. Picture ran
nine weeks downtown.
Because it has only seven prints
for such neighborhood engage¬
ments, “purposely or otherwise,”
Fisher told court, WB decided
picture would go only to those 28day theaters rotated here west of
Mississippi. Fisher owns two of
four houses in area east of river
and, of course, they wouldnt get
“Mame” day and date with fortuanate seven.
Fisher contended Warners* action
constitutes descrimination against
his theaters, would cause him
monetary * loss, is in restraint of
trade and evidences monopoly.
Stating its initial reaction was
that issue • is one for suit rather
than injunction, judge, however,
took plea under advisement, with¬
holding decision.

Film Mansion Last-Gasp
In Decor; MPAA Hosts
15,000 Guests Yearly

By LIZ CARPENTER
Washington, Feb. 24.
There’s a Brown House near the
White House in Washington ana
a well worn path between. It’s the
man$ion of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America.
Eric Johnston negotiated the
$600,000 deal for its purchase him¬
self back in 1946 when excess
profits taxes were 85% and the
nine-member association found it
much more economical to pay cash
for the strategically-located build¬
ing-than to rent space for offices
and entertaining.
A look at the guest-book is proof
that it has served its purpose.
Parties are going four nights a
week by average, sometimes seven.
More than 15,000 persons are
hosted yearly.
The three-story house has justbeen redecorated in exquisite taste,
with a luxurious effect of white,
black, gold, marble fireplaces and
crystal chandeliers .that Johnston
brought back from France.
Built in 1885, the owner Lucius
Tuckerman was a -patron of the
arts and a friend of presidents,
also a founder of the Metropolitan
Museum in New York.
There is now a handsome 71-seat
theatre, the Academia, and—that
Mexico City, Feb. 17:.
most precious of all Washington
Four Mexican films have been conveniences—a parking lot.
.submitted to the Film Bureau for . Only flaw: Dwight Eisenhower
*Snal selection of pictures which has never been entertained there.
will represent the republic at j
the Cannes Festival this year.
Whether two or four pix actuallywill be entered has still to be de¬
cided.
r At first Mexico planned to de¬
Eastman Kodak has reported net
cline participation since there were
. uncertainties about quality of films. earnings of .$98,912,039, or $5.13
Director Benito Alazraki, spokes- a share, and domestic sales of
,snan for a considerable prouo of $828,801,269 for fiscal 1958. Both
-Mexican producers and directors, the profit and the gross represent¬
Described the organizers and juries ed new highs for the corporation.
Previous peaks were in 1957
of international festivals as a
bfnade of boredom." He charged when the net was $98,108,000 or
that “it is enough for a film to be $5.09 per share, and the domestic
Spring let alone be catalogued as gross $798,203,443.
^;great picture ”
Figures for the fourth quarter
(,? j “In my opinion,” he added, “the were particularly upbeat, amount¬
ing
to increases of 9% in net and
-cqntests, with bored directors,
Ibbred critics and tedious, bore- 8% in sales.
some films, are a fraud because all
honored pictures are commercial
JOHN WAYNE'S 'ALAMO'
failures and they need the ma¬
chinery of the festival Mafiia to Seeks Mitchum, Maria Felix For
save investments of producers.
Batjac Production
“The festivals did have their
yogue, but the public no longer be¬
San Antonio, Feb. 24.
lieves in them. When it is an¬
John Wayne arrived here on
nounced that this or that picture Friday (20) for a brief visit from
has won a prize x in Cannes or Bracketviile and after a 30-day va¬
Venice, the cinema-going public is cation in Mexico City with his
filled with terror—and generally wife -and daughter.
stays away from the theatres ex¬
He looked over the site at Brackhibiting them.”
etvilie where his Batjac Produc¬
Despite this stand, the Film tions will begin shooting the “Ala¬
Bureau has ^decided that Mexico mo” film in September.
should participate in the festivals.
He said William Holden will be
Herman Gillls to Greensboro, in the film, and he hopes to have
N. C.’s National Theatre as man¬ Robert Mitchum, Maria Felix, the
agers replacing John Bateman, now Mexican star, and Connie Towers,
ifor other top roles.
at Winstoh in Winston-Salem.

Mex Director Hits Fests
As‘Mafia of Boredom,’
But Country to Eater

Kodak Net: P-MB

Ull I LI I I

UllilllLU

Flat deals, a complex with offi¬
cials who trade on behalf of the
Soviet Union, has given a French
distributor, Cosinor, a big break
on the Russian feature, “The
Cranes Are Flying.” The Russians
refused to gamble, demanded 12,000,000 francs (about $25,000) for
the French rights. But since the
film has since become a boxoffice
smash in France and Cosinor’s
profit is believed already around
200,000,000 francs, or close to
$400,000 the news ‘will not be
front-paged in Pravda.
Russians, in turn, will pay for¬
eign film companies only a fixed
amount for features selected to
show In the USSR.
Flat-sum money arrangements
have untiL. now occasioned com¬
plaint mostly with foreign film
companies selling their features
for exhibition in Russia. Soviets
have simply* rejected any sharing
based on box-office returns, as in
most capitalistic countries. Amer¬
ican and European film men have
long grumbled that Moscow would
pay hardly more than nominal fees,
yet it is presumed prints get an
enormous number of individual
theatre playoffs in the Communist
land of 200,000,000 population.
However, with a state-run organ¬
ization, it's virtually impossible to
make percentage deals which
would in any way reflect the actual
business done with a film.
The
feeling among film men is that,
if the Russians score a couple more
international hits, they may be in¬
duced at least to raise the prices
they’re willing to pay for thenpurchases.
- “Cranes” was the prize-winner
at Cannes last year. It’s one of
the pictures in the batch of seven
Soviet films which has been pur¬
chased for distribution by the ma¬
jor companies in the States.

’

Chi-Bevhills-Cincy Firms
Handling National Chain
Swap of NTA Common
Los Angeles, Feb. 24.
Three centrally-located invest¬
ment firms 'Will handle National
Theatres Ino/s exchange offers
made to National Telefilm Associ¬
ates’ common stockholders and
stock purchase warrant holders, in
pitch by NT to acquire a control¬
ling interest in NTA.
First offers, were made last week,
upon receipt by NT of the FCC's
official go-ahead signal. NT stock¬
holders at a special meeting Jan.
8 voted in favor of company’s pro¬
posal that circuit make its offer to
NTA, in a further diversification..
Trio of firms include Cruttenden,
Podesta & Co., Chicago; Cantor,
Fitzgerald & Co., Beverly Hills;
and Westheimer & Co., Cincinnati.
Exchange agent is Chemical Corn
Exchange Bank, N.Y.
National Theatres’ plan calls for
holders .of each share of NTA
stock to receive one NT $ll 5V£%
subordinated sinking fund deben¬
ture due March 1, 1974, and a
warrant for purchase of one-quar¬
ter of one share of NT common
stock. Holders of NTA warrants are
given an opportunity to exchange
them for NT warrants.

Oscar Behind-Camera
In the technical clasifications
this year’s nominations for Oscars
are these:
i

DISNEY NOMINEES IN
DOCUMENTARY CLASS
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Walt Disney Productions, which
copped two nominations for the
Academy’s upcoming 31st annual
Short Subjects Awards, repeats
with two nominations for this j
year’s Documentary Awards, one
each in the feature arid shorts cate¬
gory.
A special Documentary Awards.
Committee has nominated four
features (over 3,000 feet) and five
short subjects (under 3,000 feet),
on which the entire Academy
membership will vote their final
selections tomorrow and Thurs¬
day' (26). Voting on Short Sub¬
jects took place Sunday. (22), with
all results to be disclosed at Oscar
ceremonies April 6 at the RKO
Pantages Theatre.
Documentary feature nomina¬
tions include following:
“Antarctic
Crossing,”
World
Wide Pictures, Lester A. Schoenfeld Films, James Carr, producer;
“The Hidden World,” Small World
Co.r Robert Snyder; “Psychiatric
Nursing,” Dynamic Films Inc.,
Nathan Zucker; “White Wilder¬
ness,” Walt Disney Productions,
Buena Vista Film Distribution Co.
Inc., Ben Sharpsteen.
Documentary short
subjects:
“Ama Girls,” Disney Productions,
Buena Vista, Ben Sharpsteen;
“Employees Only,” Hughes Air! craft Co., Kenneth G. Brown;
“Journey Into Spring,” British
Transport Films, Schoenfeld Films,
Ian Ferguson; “The Living Stone,”
National Film Board of Canada,
! Tom Daly; “Overture,” United Na¬
tions Film Service, Thorold DickLudi Claire’s Pair For 20th
Hollywood, Feb. .24.
Ludi Claire has been signed to a
two-picture writing pact at 20thFox, in a deal negotiated for the
scripter by the H. N. Swanson
agency.
. She’s currently at 20th screenplaying “Cleopatra” for producer
Walter Wanger.

Achievement in Art Direction: "Auntie
Mame," Malcolm Bert, set decoration,
George
James
Hopkins:
"Bell
Book
Candle" Phoenix Productions Inc. Co¬
lumbia Pictures, Cary Odell, set decora¬
tion, Louis Diage; "A Certain Smile,"
ZOth, Lyle K. Wheeler, John Decuir, iat
decorations, Walter M. Scott. Paul S. Pox;
“Gigi/V William A. Homing, Preston
Ames, set design. Henry'Grace, Koegh
Gleason;
"Vertigo.” -Alfred
Hitchcock
Productions Inc. Paramount, Hal Pereira,
itenry Bumsted. set decorations Sam
Comer, Frank McKelvy.
AchieviKnent In Cinematography, BlaekWhlta
Picture:
"Defiant
Ones,"
San
Leavitt; “Desire Under Elms," Don Hart¬
man • Productions, Paramount, Daniel L
Fapp; "I Want Live.” Lionel Lindon;
‘Separate Tables,” Charles Lang Jr.;
"The Young Lions," Joe MacDonald
Cinematography, Color Picture: "Auntie
Mame,* Harry Stradling Sr.; "Cat Tin
Roof,” William Daniels; "Gigi,” Joseph
Ruttenberg; "Old Man, Sea>” James Wong
Howe; "South Pacific," South Pacific
Enterprises Inc., Magna, Theatres Corp.,
Leon Shamroy.
Achievement In Costume. Design: "Bell
Book Candle” Jean Louis; “The Buc¬
caneer,” Cecil B DeMille. Paramount.
Ralph Jester, Edith Head, John Jensen;
"Certain Smile,'* Charles LeMaire, Mary
Wills; "Gigi^* Cecil Seaton; “Some Came
Running.” Walter Plankett.
-Achievement In Film Editing: ‘'Auntie
Mame,”
William
Ziegler
"Cowboy,”
Phoenix Pictures, Columbia, William A.
Lyon, A1 Clark; "Defiant Ones,” Frederic
Knudtson” "Gigi,” . Adrienne Fazan; "I
Want Live," William Hombeck.
Best Scoring of Musical Picture: "The
Hojshol Ballet,” Rank Organization Pres¬
entation-Harmony Film, Rank Film Dis¬
tributors America. Inc., (British) Yuri
Faier,
G.
Rozhdestvensky;
"D a m n
Yankees," Warner Bros. Ray Heindorf;
<,GlgLM Andre Previn; “Mardi Gr?s,"
JeiTj Wald Productions Inc., 20th-Fox.
Lionel Newman; "South Pacific,” Alfred
Newman, Ken Darby.
Best Music Sc?re
of Dramatic or
Comedy Picture: "Big Country,” Jerome
McCross; "Old Mm. Sea," Dimitri Tiomkin: “Separate Tables," David Raksln;
"White Wilderness,” Walt Disney Pro¬
ductions Inc., Buena Vista FQm Distribu¬
tion Co. Inc., Oliver Wallace "Young
Lions,” Huger Friedhofer.
Best Song Used In Eligible Picture:
“Almost In Your Arms,” (Love Song
from “Houseboat*:). "Houseboat,” Para¬
mount and Scribe, Paramount, Jay Liv¬
ingston, Ray Evans; "A Certain Smile,”
from same* mUsie, Sammy Fain, lyrics,
Paul Frances Webster; "Gigi," from same,
music, Frederick Loewe, lyrics Alan Jay
Lerner; "To Love And Be Loved,’* from
"Some Came - Running." music, James
Van Heusen, lyrics. Sammy Cahn; "A
Very Precious Love,” from “Majorie
Momingstar,” Beachwold—Warners, mu¬
sic. Fain, lyrics, Webster.
Achievement In Sound: "I Want Live.”
Samuel Goldwyn Studio Sound Dept.,
Gordon
E.
Sawyer,
sound
director;
"South Pacific,” Fred Hynes; "A Time
to Love and a Time to Die,” XJI Studio
Sound Dept., Leslie L Carey, “Vertigo,"
Paramount Studio Sound Dept., George
Dutton, "Young Lions.” 20th>Fox Studio
Sound Dept., Carl Faulkner.
’
Achievement In Special • Effects: “Tom
Thumb,” Galaxy Pictures. Metro, Tom
Howard, visual effects, “Torpedo Run/*
Metro, A. Arnold Gillespie, visual effects.
Harold Humbrock, sound -effects.

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences disclosed its nomi¬
nations for the upcoming awards
of Oscar statuettes. United Artists
is first with 26 nominees spread
through six releases. Metro has
seven films and 24 nominations.
Warner rates 12 eligible-to-win
taps out of five features. Others:
20th: nine on five
Paramount: eight on five
Disney: five on four
The nominations reflect the dom¬
inance today of the “independ¬
ents.” Of 13 features with various
“best” nominations only two are
major studios’ own productions.
Sidney Poitier becomes first Ne¬
gro ever nominated for “Best Ac¬
tor” in the Academy sweepstakes,
the upcoming vote being the 31st
annual. His fellow star in United
Artists’ “The Defiant Ones” is also
similiarly nominated.
Another offbeat aspect this time:
Alec Guinness, winner of “Best
Actor” last year for “Bridge Over
The River Kwai,” and since
knighted by the British crown, is
nominated this time as a writer—
for “The Horse’s Mouth” adapta¬
tion.
Analysis of the nominations fur¬
ther points up, to nobody’s sur¬
prise, the low-tide of the screen
original story in an age of plays
and novels.
The films in nomination will be¬
gin screening locally Feb. 28, the
vole remaining as always a strictly
-in-family Hollywood affair though
the awards (to be bestowed April
6 at the Pantages) are a national
and international impact on pres¬
tige.
Rundown of the nominations is
as follows:
Best performance by actor: Tony
Curtis, Sidney Poitier, “Defiant
Ones,” (Stanley Kramer, UA:)
Paul Newman, “Cat Hot Tin Roof,”
(Avon-Metro); David Niven, “Sep¬
arate Tables,” (Clifton-UA); Spen¬
cer Tracy, “Old Man of The Sea,”
(Leland Hayward-Wamer Bros).
Best performance by actress:
Susan Hayward, “I Want To. Live,”
(Figaro-UA); Deborah Kerr, “Sep¬
arate Tables,” (UA); Shirley MacLaine, “Some Came Running,”
(Sol C. Siegel-Metro); Rosalind
Russell, “Auntie Mame,” (War¬
ners); Elizabeth Taylor, “Cat on
Hot Tin Roof.”
Best supporting actor: Theodore
Bikel, “Difiant Ones,” (UA); Lee
J. Cobb, “Brothers Karamazov,”
(Avon-Metro); Burl Ives, “Big
Country,” (Par); Arthur Kennedy,
“Some 5Came Running, (Metro);
Gig
Young,
“Teacher's
Pet,”
(Perlberg-Seaton, Paramount)'.
Best supporting actress: Peggy
Cass, “Auntie Mame,” (WB); Wen¬
dy Hiller “Separate Tables,” (UA)Martha Hyer, “Some Came Run¬
ning,” (Metro); "Maureen Stapleton, “Lonelyhearts,” (Schary-UA);
Cara Williams, “Defiant Ones”
(UA).
For the- “Best Motion Picture”
the following films are before
those qualified to cast ballots:
Warners—“Auntie Mame”
Metro—“Cat On Hot Tin
Roof,” “Gigi”
United Artists — “Defiant
Ones,” Separate Tables,” “I
Want To Live”
20th — “Inn of the Sixth
Happiness”
Best screenplay based on ma¬
terial .from another medium: “Cat
on Hot Tin Roof,” Richard Brooks
and James Poe: “Gigi,” Alan Jay
Lerner: “The Horse's Mouth,”
Knightsbridge-UA (British); Alec
Guinness: “I Want Live,” Nelson
Gidding and Don Mankiewicz;
“Separate Tables,” Terence Rattigan and John Gay.'
Best story and screenplay writ¬
ten directly for screen: “Defiant
Ones,” Nathan^E. Douglas and
Harold Jacob Smith; “The God¬
dess,” (Carnegie-Columbia), Paddy
Chayefsky; “Houseboat,” Melville
Shavelson and Jack Rose; “The
Sheepman,” < Metro) story. James
Edward Grant, screenplay, William
Bowers and Grant: “Teacher’s
Pet,” Fay Michael Kanin.
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LA. Better; Tree

Los Angeles, Feb. 24. Strong openers and holdovers,
combined with Washington’s Birth¬
day semi-holiday here, is respon¬
sible for considerably upped grosses
this week at local first-juns. Lead¬
ing newcomer is “Hanging Tree’
with $32,000 in three theatres.
“Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker
shapes good $16,000 also in three
spots.
“Separate Tables,” in first stanza
at three houses and .ninth at a
fcurt spot, looks fast $23,000. How¬
ever-, “Journey” is soft $12,000 on
initial round at Hollywood Par.
“Sleeping Beauty” in fourth week
at Fox Wilshire is still smash with
$26,000.
“Some Came Running” is socko
$22 000 in three situations after
longrun at Hollywood Par. “Auntie
Mame” looks torrid $222000 in 10th
Chinese round. “Gigi” still is
sparkling at $12,000 in fifth at Four
Star. Hard-ticket pix all are .up
compared with last week, being
headed by "South Seas Adventure
with fancy $21,000 in 21st stanza
at Warner Hollywood.
Estimates for This Week
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
(1.468; $1.50-$2)—“Journey” (M-G).
Soft $12,000 or near. Last week,
“Some Came Running” (M-G) (9th
wk-5 days), $10,000.
Downtown Paramount, Wiltem,
Hollywood (ABPT-SW-FW C> (3,300;
2,344; 756; 90-$1.50) — “Hanging
Tree” (WB) and “Enchanted Is¬
land” (WB). Torrid $32,000. Last
week. Downtown Paramount with
Warner Beverly, “10 Command¬
ments” (Par) (reissue), $18,200.
Wiltem, Hollywood with Hillstreet,
“Perfect Furlough” (U), “Last of
Fast Guns” (U> (2d wk), $12,900.
Los Angeles, Iris, Uptown (FWC>
(2,017; 825; 1,715; 90-$1.50)—“Re¬
markable Mr. Pennypacker” (20th)
and “Wolf Larsen” (AA). Good
$16,000 or near. Last week, Los,
Angeles, “Bridge on River Kwai”
(Col), “Here to Eternity” (Col)
(reissues), $4,300. Iris, “Inn of
Sixth Happiness” (20th), “Alaskan
Passage” (20th) (2d wk), $3,900.
Uptown with Downtown, Vogue,
“Trap” (Par), “Tokyo After Dark”
(Par), $14,300.
Hillstreet (RKO) (2,752; 90-$1.50)
—“White Huntress” (AI) * and
“Naked Africa” (AI). Slim $3,500.
Downtown, Warner Beverly (SW)
(1,757; 1,612; 90-$1.50>—"He Who
Must Die” (Kassler). Okay $7,000.
State, Hawaii, EF Rey (UATCG&S-FWC) 12,404; 1,106; 861; 90$1.50) — “Some Came Running”
(M-G) (1st general release) and
“Secret Place” (Rank) (State,
Hawaii), “Anna Lucasta” (UA)
(m.o., El Rey). Boffo $22,000. Last
week, State, “Tunnel of Love”
(M-G), “Escape From Terror”
(DCA) (2d wk), $3,400. Hawaii with
Orpheum, Loyola, “Lonelyhearts”
(UA) (1st general release), “Mug(Continued on page 18)

Tables’Nice $9,000 In

LW10CY ‘
8€, Ulan’4& Both 2d
Louisville, Feb. 24.
“Separate Tables” at United
Artists is the real bright spot on
main stem this week. “Remarkable
Mr. Pennypacker” at Rialto is only
fair for dual bill. “10 Command¬
ments” at regular scale at Brown
is solid. “Old Man and Sea” is okay
in second. Competish from circus
four days and week-long sports
show is hurting.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Ave.) (1,200; 50$1) — “10 Commandments” (Par)
(2d run). Shaping for solid $8,000.
Last week. “Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert), $4,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 60-90)
—“The Trap” (Par). Fair $4,000.
Last week, “Silent Enemy” (U) and
“No Name On Bullet” (U), $5,000.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000;
90-$1.25) — “Old Man and Sea”
(WB) (2d wk). Okay $4,500 after
last week’s $8,500.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 6090)—“Remarkable Mr. Pennypack¬
er” (20th)- and Alaskan Passage”
(20th). Dual bill shaping for mild
$7,000. “Pennypacker” was adapted
from book written by local woman,
but this apparently means little at
local boxoffice. Last week “Sheriff
of Fractured Jaw” (20th), $8,000.
United Artists (UA) (3,000; 60$1) — “Separate Tables” (UA).
Looms as brieht spot currently
with nice $9,000 or over in view.
Last week. “I Want To Live” (UA)
(2d wk), $5,500.

&!BtlETr

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week .$548,000
(Based on 21 theatres)
Last Year .$566,700
(Based on 26 theatres>

Tables TaD 2%
Philly; ‘Seas’ 20G
Philadelphia, Feb. 24.
Below-freezing temperatures cut
into weekend first-run biz here
but a strong lineup of new entries
kited receipts at many locations.
“South Seas Adventure” shapes
torrid at the Boyd opening session.
Top newcomer,' however, is “Sep¬
arate Tables,” wow at Midtown,
“Hanging Tree” is rated* hep at the
Goldman. “Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker” looms brisk at -the Viking
opening round. “Auntie Mame”
still is flashy in eight frame at
the Stanley.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$1.80)—
“Black Orchid” (Par) (3d wk).
Okay $7,000. Last week, $9,000.
Boyd
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,480;
$1.10-$2.60)—‘‘South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama). Torrid $20,000.
Last week, “Windjammer” (NT)
(16th wk), $25,000.
Fox (National) (2,250; $1-$1.80)—
“Inn of Sixth Happiness” (20th)
(9th wk). Neat $9,000. Last week,

. St. Louis, Feb. 24.
Looming as the big new comer
this week is “Bell, Book and
Candle” at the St. Louis. Continu¬
ing strong on-holdover are “Gigi”
in a third frame atNLoew*a and
“Separate Tables,” especially sock
in second at the Orpheum. “South
Seas Adventure” goes into a 17
week at the Ambassador and
“South Pacific” builds up its lon¬
gevity record with a 45th stanza
at the Pageant.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Cinerama) (1,500;
$la20-$2.40)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (17th wk). Big
$6,000. Last week, $7,000.
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90$1.25) — “Panic-in Parlor” (DCA)
and “Escapade” (DCA). Oke $3,000.
Last week, “Circus of Love” (Indie)
(2d wk), $2,000.
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 60-90)—“Up
Periscope” (WB) and “Enehanted
Island” (WB). Okay $16,000. Last
week, “Remarkable Mr. Pennypac¬
ker” (20th) and “Whole Truth”
(Col) (2d wk), $14,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,200; 60-90) —«■
“Gigi” (M-G) (3d wk). Socko $12,000. Last week, $16,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,900)—“Sepa¬
rate Tables” (UA) (2d wk). Sockeroo $14,000. Last week, $16,500.
Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; $1.80$2.25) — “South Pacific” (Magna)
(45th wk). Pushed to stout $7,500.
Last week, $5,000.
Richmond’(Arthur) (1,000; 60-90)
—“Wee Gordie” (Indie) and “Ship
Was Loaded” (Indie). Fair $1,500.
Last week, last of International
Film Fest pix, $1,200.
St. Louis (Arthur) (3,600; 60-90)
—“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col). Brisk
$15,000. Last week, “Auntie Mame”
(WB) (7th wk), $10,000.
Shady Oak (Arthur) (560; 60-90)
.— “Oedipus Rex” (MFD). Shady
$1,500. Last week, “There’s Always
Price” (Indie), $2,500.

Tables’ Wow UK.

$11,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 94$1.49)—“Hanging Tree” (WB). Hep
$12,000. Last week, “Up. Periscope”
(WB), $10,000.
Midtown (Qoldman) (1,200; $1.80)
—“Separate Tables” (UA). Smash
$22,000. Last week, “South Pacific”
.(Magna) (47th wk), $13,000.
Randolph (Goldman) *(1,250; 94$1.80) — “Some Came Running”
(M-G) (3d wk). Sturdy $14,000. Last
week, $17,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.8Q)—
“Auntie Mame” (WB) (8th wk).
Flashy $15,000. Last week, $19,00.0.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
“I Want to Live” (UA) (6th wk).
Down to good *$6,800. Last week,
$9,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (385; 95-$1.80)
—“Girl in Bikini” (Indie) (3d wk).
Fair $3,500. Last week, $5,000.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)—
“Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker”
(20th). Hefty $10,000 or near. Last
week, “Roots of Heaven” (20th)
(3d wk), $6,000.
World (Pathe) (604; 95-$1.80)—
“Horse’s Mouth” (UA) (Lopert)
(9th wk). Trim $3,500. Last week,
$4,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.8Q)
—“Doctor’s Dilemma” (M-G) (4th
wk). Fair $2,700. Last week, $44100.

Providence, Feb. 24.
Long weekend holiday plus
school week off for youngsters
adding to fairly healthy grosses all
around currently. Leading list is
“Separate Tables,” smash at State.
RKO ALbee’s “7th Voyage of Sinbad” looks hefty. Majestic’s “Rally
Round Flag, Boys” shapes nice.
Strand is fair with fourth week of
“Inn of Sixth Happiness.”
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)—
“Seventh Voyage Sinbad” (Col)
and “Naked Earth” (Col). Hefty
$12,000. Last week, “Perfect Fur¬
lough” (U) and “Saga of Hemp
Brown” (U) (2d wk), $5,000.
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 75-$D—
“Rally Round Flag” (20th). Looks
very nice $9,000. Last week, “Roots
of Heaven” (20th) and “Blood
Arrow” (U), $7,000.
State (Loew) (3.200; 90-$1.25)—
“Separate Tables” (UA). Upped
scale helping to sock $18,000. Last
week, “Last Time Saw Paris” (M-G)
and "Somebody Likes Me” (M-G)
(reissues), $7,000.
Strand (National Realty) (2,200;
90-$1.25)—“Inn of Sixth Happi¬
ness” (20th) (4th wk). Fair $5,000.
Third was.$7,000.

Balto Bright; ‘Beauty’ Boff $25,000;
Tables’Big 9y2a M Lofty 10G, 2d
Baltimore, Feb. 24.
Setup here is on the brighter
side this week. Helping to make
it thait way are “Sleeping Beauty,”
which looks smash at the New;
“House on Haunted Hill,” big in
second at the Hipp and “Separate
Tables,” sockeroo in second at the
Town.
’ “Horse’s Mouth” continues hefty
in ninth round at the Five West.
On the slow side are “Remarkable
Mr. Pennypacker” which opened
only fair at the Stanley and “Up
Periscope,” rated poor second at
the Mayfair. “Auntie Mame” is
sturdy in ninth and final week at
the Century.
Estimates for This Week
Century (R-F) (3,100; 50-$1.50)—
“Auntie Mame” (WB) (9th wk).
Nice $6,000 after same in previous
week.
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 90$1.50)—“Marianne”. (UMPO). Good
$3,000. Last week, “Circle” (Indie)
(2d wk), $1,800.
Five West (Scbwaber) (460; 90$1.50)—“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert)

(9th wk). Good $2,000 after $2,100
in eighth.
Hippodrome (R-F) (2,300; 50$1.25) — “House on Haunted Hill”
(AA) (2d wk). Big $10,000 after
$17,000 in opener.
Little (R-F) (300; 50-$1.25) —
“Henry V” (Rank) (reissue) (2d wk).
Dull $1,300 after $1,800 in first
Mayfair (R-F) (900; 50-$1.25) —
“Up Periscope” (WB) (2d wk). Poor
$4,000 after $4,600 for first.
New (R-F) (1,600; 50-$1.50) —
“Sleeping Beauty” (BV). Giant
$25,000. Last week, “Stalag 17”
(Par) and “Place in Sun” (Par)
(reissues), $4,500.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (460; 90$1.50)—“Doctor’s Dilemma” (M-G)
(3d wk). Nice $3,200 after same for
second.
Stanley (R-F) (3,200; 50-$1.25) —
"Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker”
(20th). Only fair $7,000. Last week,
“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (3d wk),
$5,000.
Town (R-F) (1,125; 50-$1.50) —
“Separate Tables” (UA) (2d wk).
Smash $9,500 after $11,500 in first.
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Tables Smooth $25,000, Hub; Tlag
Torrid 18G, lueasta 20G, ‘Tree 14G
Key Gty Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
.$2,760,050
(Based on 23 cities and -237
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
cluding N.Y.) Last Year -$2,491,600
[Based on 21 cities and 230
theatres.)

‘Tables’ Big $9,000,
Cincy; ‘Rag’ 13G
Cincinnati, Feb. 24.
Grosses are climbing this week
at all Cincy first-runs.
“Some
Came Running,” is looming tall at
the flagship Albee. Close by is
“Rally Round Flag,” a rousing
starter for first-tun policy at sub¬
urban Valley in switch from longruns. “I Want to live” shapes
good at Palace while “Separate
Tables” is big at Keith’s. “Auntie
Mame” lingers graciously in
eighth week moveover to small
Grand. “South Seas Adventure,”
now the only hard-ticket offering,
continues in fine status in 17th
stanza at Capitol.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)—
“Some Came Running” (M-G).
Tall $15,000. Holds. Last week,
“Auntie Maine” (WB) (7t wk), at
9G-$1.50 scale, $8,500.
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376;
$120-$2.65)-:—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (17th wk). Fine
$14,000. Last week. $14,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$1.50>—
“Auntie Mame”
(WB)
(m.o.).
Sweet $7,500 and holds for ninth
downtown week, nearing Cincy
first-run record set by “The Robe”
(20th). Last week, “Anna Lucasta”
(UA) (2d wk). at 90-$1.25 scale,

$6,000.

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)—
“Separate Tables” (UA).
Big
$9,000 or near.
Last week,
“Stranger in Arms” (U), $6,200. “
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$1.25>—
“I Want to Live” (UA). Good
$10,000.
Last week, “Perfect
Furlough” (U)? $9,500.
Valley (Wiethe) (1,200; $1-$1.50)
—‘"Rally Round Flag” (20th). Hotsy $13,000 kickoff for this subur¬
ban deluxer’s first-run policy. Pa¬
triotic jjaidwest preem, tribute to
[Will Rogers. Rave reyiews. Last
week, “South Pacific” (Magna)
I (42d wk-5 days), at $1.50-$2.50
scale, $7,200.

Tree’ Stalwart $11,000,
Mpls. Tennypacker’ OK
6G, ‘Rag’ Fancy 9G, 2d
Minneapolis, Feb. 24.
Two out of three current new
bills, “The Hanging Tree” and “Re¬
markable Mr. Pennypacker,” look
important. The former, with Gary
Cooper-Maria Schell, shapes potent
while “Pennypacker” shapes solid.
at 1,000-seat Gopher.
i
Holdovers again make their pres¬
ence felt strongly. It’s the 35th
and 15th week, respectively, for
the hard - ticket high - stepping
“South Pacific” and “Windjamiper”
and the fourth for “My Uncle.”
The Uptown, with “Horse’s Mouth,”
rounding out a splendid St. Louis
Park theatre $1.25 advanced ad¬
mission firstrun, is good in fourth
stanza. Sub-zero temperatures hurt
this round and hulk of patronage
still was .crowded into the weekend.
Estimates for This WeekAcademy (Mann) (947; $1.50$2.65) — “South Pacific” (Magna)
(35th wk). Final fortnight and
there’s the expected last-minute
rush to catch this one. Looks wow
$15,000 in final nine days. Last
week, $11,000.
Century (S-W) (1,150; $1.75$2.65)—“Windjammer” (NT) (15th
wk). A real winner here. Great
$15,000. Last week, $16,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)—
“Remarkable Mr. . Pennypacker”
(20th). Well-liked comedy doing
okay despite some lukewarm or
worse reviews. Solid $6,000. Last
week, “Perfect Furlough” (U) (4th
wt-T <4 2nn
Lyric’ (Par) (1.000~; 90-$1.25)—
“Rally Around Flag” (20th) (2d
wk). Smash $9,000. Last week, [
$15,000.
I
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;
85-$l)—“Hanging Tree” (WB), Cast
(Continued on page 18)
i

Boston, Feb. 24.
With hefty new product and the
Feb. 22 holiday weekend, film biz
is climbing here, exhibs saying it
is best in jnonths. Frigid weather
has proved no bar. Newcomers are
all good. Standout is “Separate
Tables,” rousing at State. “Rally
Round Flag, Boys” looms hotsy at
the Astor. “Anna Lueasta” is big
at Memorial. “Hanging Tree” is
rated good at Paramount “I,
Mobster” shapes slick at the Pil¬
grim.
“Auntie Mame” is setting a hold¬
over record at-the Met with soar¬
ing biz in ninth frame. “Some
Came Running” is holding torrid
at the Orpheum for eighth week.
“Horse’s Mouth” is big at the Capri
in fourth round. “Sleeping Beauty”
is teirifico in second at Gary, with
lines for most performances. Hard
ticket shows zoomed, with “Wind¬
jammer” very good in 27th Tound
at. the Boston and “South Pacific”
sailing strong at Saxon in 46th
week.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,371; $1.25-$1.50)
—4“Rally Round Flag” (20th). Boff
$18,000. Last week, “Inn Sixth
Happiness” (20th) (8th wk), $7,000.
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1-$1.50)
—“Gigi” (M-G) (8th wk). Bright
$9,000. Last week, ditto.
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354;
$1.25-$2.65)—“Windjammer” (NT)
(27th wk). Big $17,000. Last week,
same.
Capri (Sack) (1,150; 90-$1.50)—
“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert) (4th wk).
Snappy $12,000. Last week, $11,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,376; 75-$I25)—
“Pather Panchali” (Indie) (2d wk).
First veek, good $6,000.
Fenway (Indie) (1,376; 75-$1.25)
—^Sinners” (Indie) and "Tempest
in Flesh” (Indie). Mild $2,000. Last
week, “Escapade” (DCA) and
“Every Second Counts” (Indie),
$3,000.
Gary (Sack) (1,240; 90-$1.50)—
“Sleeping Beauty” (BV) (2d wk).
Wham $35,000. Last week, $22,000.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 90-$1AO)
—“Times Gone By” (Indie) and
“Boot Polish” (Indie). Good $7,000.
Lastweek, $8,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$1.10)
—“Anna Lucasta” (UA) and “Escort
West” (UA). Hotsy $20,000. Last
week, “Perfect Furlough” (U) and
“Money, Women, Gun” (U) (3d wk),
$11,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 70$1.10)—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (9th
wk). Strong $16,000. Last week,
same.
Paramount (NET) (2,357; 70$1.10)—“Hanging Tree” (WB) and
“Up in Smoke” (Indie)’. Good
$14,000. Last week, “Trap” (Par)
and “Tokyo After Dark” (Par),
$12,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 60-$1.10)—
“I, Mobster” (20th) and “Dangerous
Exile” (Rank). Big $9,000. Last
week, “Geisha Boy” (Par) (2d run)
and “Enchanted Island” (WB),
$5,000.
Saxon (Sack) (1,000; $1.50-$3.50)
—“South Pacific” (Magna) (46th
wk). Sock $15,000. Last week,
$9,000.
'
Trans-Lux (T-L) (730; 75-$ 1.23)
—“Girl on 3rd Floor” (Indie) and
“Flesh and Desire” (Indie). Good
$4,000. Last week, “Africa in
Flames”* (Indie) and “Lash of the
Penitentes” (Indie), $3,000.
Qrpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.50)
—“Some Came Running” (M-G)
(8th Wk). Fine $13,000. Last week,
$13,000.
State (Loew) <2,600; 75-$1.25)—
"Separate Tables” (UA)..Whopping
$25,000.
Last week, “Dunkirk”
(M-G) and “Lady of'Vengeance**
(Indie), $10,000.

‘JOURNEY’ HOTSY 14G,
CLEVE.;‘TONKA’ l|jS
Cleveland, Feb. 24...
Grosses here are beginning': to
climb, with past weekend take life
strongest of the season. Both
“Tonka” at the Hipp and “Jour¬
ney” at State are doing remarkably
well for newcomers. “Bell, Book
and Candle” is rated good in sec¬
ond at Stillman. Both “South Pa¬
cific” and “South Seas Adventure”
are running ahead <of last weeks.
• Estimates .for This Week
Allen (SW). (3.800; 85-$1.50) —
“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (2d wk).
Good $11,000. Last week, $16,500.
Continental Art (Art Theatre
Guild) (850; $1.25) — “Seventh
Seal” (Indie) (reissue). Fair $1,100.
Last week, “Escapade” (Indie) and
“Hulot’s Holiday” (Indie), $1,000.
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild)
(925; $1.25) — “Horse’s Mouth”
(Indie) (2d wk). Excellent $6,000.
Last week, $7,808. ‘
Hippodrome (Telem’t (3,700; 75(Continued on page 18)
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MOPPETS & MAMAS MOB
Detroit B.O. In High dear; “Tree’
Sturdy 16G, Tenuypacker Nice
$16,000, Tables’ Smash 20G, 2d

NEK ‘BEAUTY’ New Product Perkmg Chi; ‘Journey’
III SOG OPENER Hefty S36,000, Tree’ Sockeroo 23G,
nwst i~u:s?a:i,

Despite snow and rain Monday,
when Washington’s Birthday was
llv nh.«!prvr»dPrnart wav firstofficially
observed, Broadway
run theatres are being benefitted
.
Detroit, Feb. 24. A
by the long holiday weekend mak¬
Downtown business continues
ing the current session the bright¬
lusty as strong, new product teams
est in many weeks. Some new,
up with big holdovers for excellent
strong screen fare naturally is
showings. "Hanging Tree” shapes
proving
helpful. Initial - week of
good at the Palms. “Remarkable
“Sleeping Beauty,” which drew
Mr. Pennypacker” looks hotsy at
Indianapolis, Feb. 24.
thousands
of - youngsters to the
the Fox. “Screaming Skull” is do¬
Trade is fairly brisk this week Times Square area, helped other
ing okay at Broadway-Capitol.
at all first-runs. “Auntie Mame”
The real leader, however, is still is boxoffice leader in third situations. “Beauty” is winding its
“Separate Tables” rated sensa¬ stanza at Keith’s. However, “Sep¬ first week with wow $59,000 at the
tional in second week at the Madi¬ arate Tables” is smash and ace Criterion, with a $1.25 tap for
son. “Perfect Furlough” is nice in newcomer at Loew’s. It will hold. kiddies much of time boosting
second. “South Seas Adventure” “Hanging Tree” at Circle looks total.
“The Journey” with new stagestays wham in 21st week at the good, “Anna Lucasta” at. Indiana,
show looks to finish its initial
Music Hall.
shapes mild.
round at the Music Hall with a
“Some Came Running” holds
Estimates for .This Week
j sock $165,000. “Remarkable Mr>
stout in eighth week at the Adams.
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 75- Pennypacker” is heading for a fair
“South Pacific” is rated lofty in
90)—“Hanging Tree”
(WB)
and
$35,000 in opening stanza at the
46th week.
“No Place to Land” (Rep). Good Paramount. “Last Mile” looks to
Estimates for This Week
$8,000. Last week, “Trap”* (Par) land mild $13,500 in first week at
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90- and “When Hell Broke Loose” the Victoria.
$1.25)—“Remarkable Mr. Penny- (Par), $6,000.
Champion long-runner, “Sepa¬
packer” (20th). Hotsy $16,000 for
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-90)— rate Tables” looks to climb to
Clifton Webb comedy. Last week, “Anna Lucasta” (UA) and "Guns, smash $25,500 in current (10th)
“Rally Round Flag” (20th) <2d wk), Girls and Gangsters” (UA). Dull session at the Astor and $10,500 in
$11,000.
$7,000. Last week, “The Spider” same week at the Normandie. Sec¬
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,- (AI) and “Barm Eaters” (AI), ond stanza of “Hanging Tree” and
000; $1.25-$1.49)—“Perfect Fur¬ $6,500.
stageshow at the Roxy wound up
lough” (U) and “Silent Enemy”
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 90-$1.25)— with a good $68,000.
(Rank) (2d wk). Good $12,000 or “Auntie Mame” (WB) (2d wk).
“Never Steal Anything Small”
near. Last week, $15,000.
Great $11,000. Last week, $13,500. concluded its first holdover session
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)—
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-90)— at the Capitol with a modest $20.“Hanging Tree” (WB) and “En¬ “Separate Tables” (UA). Solid 000. “Gigi” continued great with
chanted Island” (WB). Good $16,r $10,000. Last week, “Party Girl” $19,100 in 16th stanza at the arty
000 or over. Last week, “Up Peri¬ (M-G) and “Decks Ran Red” (M-G), Sutton. “My Uncle” still is smash
scope” (WB) and “Step Down to $6,000.
at $7,400 in 16th week also, at the
Terror” (U), $11,700.
Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)— arty Baronet.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.49) “South Pacific” (Magna) (44th wk)’.
“Rally Round Flag. Boys” is fin¬
ishing its ninth round at the Palace
—“Separate Tables” (UA) (2d wk). Fast $8,500. Last week, $3,000.
„with an okay $13,500. “Bell. Book
Sensational $20,000 or close. Last
and Candle” looks Bke good $10,week, $24,000.
300 in ninth at the Odeon. •
Broadway-Capitol (UD)- (3,500;
“Black Orchid” is continuing
90-$1.25)—“Screaming Skull” (AI)
smash at $12,000
second stanza
and “Terror From Year 5,000”
at the Plaza. “Horse’s Mouth”
(AI). Okay $15,00d. Last week, “I,
ended the 15th round at the Paris
Mobster” (20th), $16,000.
with a stout $12,800.
United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25“South Seas Adventure,” which
$3)—“South. Pacific” (20th) (46th
broke all marks for the day on
wk). Swell $14,000. Last week,
Sunday (22) at the Warner, had
$10,800.
San Francisco, Feb. 24.
completed its 31st week there with
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25First-runs loom strong here cur¬ a nice $21,200. It started its 32d
$1.50) — “Some Came Running” rently.
“Bell, Book And Candle”
(M-G) (8th wk). Stout $7,500. Last is rated smash opening stanza at round Sunday. “South Pacific”
completed its 20th session with an
week, $8,500.
St. Francis. Both “The Jour¬ upped $21,200 at the Rivoli, land¬
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,- the
ney” and “Hanging Tree” look
208; $1.50-$2.65)—“South Seas Ad¬ good, also in initial sessions. “Re¬ ing this solid figure via extra
venture” (Cinerama) (21st wk). markable Mr. Pennypacker” shapes shows.
Estimates for This Week
Wham $19,000. Last week, $19,200. mild at the Fox. '‘Sleeping Beauty”
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)—
Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux) (1,- is smash in second round at the
000; $1.49-$1.65)—“The Crucible” Coronet via juve trade. “Separate “Separate Tables” (UA) (10th wk).
(Kings). Good $4,000. Last week, Tables” looms big in second United This session winding up today
(Wed.) looks to climb to sock $25,“Doctor’s Dilemma” (M-G) (2d Artists frame.
500. Ninth week, $21,000.
wk), $4,300).
Estimates for This Week
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; $1.25) — “My Uncle” (Cont) (17th wk).
— “Never Steal Anything Small” The 16th week finished Sunday (22)
(U) and “Young Captives” (U). Fair was sturdy $7,400. The 15th week,
$9,000 or close. Last week, “No $7,800. ‘The Law Is the Law”
Name On Bullet” (U) and “Silent (Cont) opens March 10.
Enemy” (U), $10,300.
Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1,50)—
“Renjarkable Mr. Pennypacker” $1.75)—"He Who Must Die” (KassToronto, Feb. 24.
ler) (9th wk). Eighth round ended
Only major newcomer Is (20th) and “Alaska Passage” (20th). Saturday (21) was sturdy $10,400.
“Stranger in My Arms,” doing tor¬ Mild. $10,500. Last wed; “Rally Seventh week, $11,900.
rid trade at Uptown. Holdovers Are Round Flag” (20th) and “Lone
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)—
leading the city’s biz, with notary Texan” (20th) (3d wk), $8,500.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25) “Never Steal Anything Small” (U)
big returns for “Auntie Mame” in'
(3d-final wk). Second week ended
sixth stanza at Imperial. “Separate —“Journey” (M-G>. Smooth $14,- last night (Tues.) was modest $20,Tables” shapes great in second’at 000. Last week, “Party Girl” (M-G) 000 after $31,000 for opener.
Loew’s. ‘‘Rally Round Flag, Boys” and “Chain Of Evidence” (AA) (2d “Night of Quarter Moon” (M-G)
looks fine in second. “HorSe’s wk), $8,000.
Paramount (Par) (2.646; 9Q-$1.25) opens March 4.
Mouth” looms hefty in third stanza.
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.25“South Seas Adventure,” in 13th —“Hanging Tree” (WB) and “Man $2.50)
— “Sleeping Beauty” (BV)
Or
Gun” (WB). Lively $13,000 or
frame, is showing an upsurge O'jter
(better. Last week, "Trap” (Par) (2d wk). First session ended last
previous week.
night (Tues.) was mighty $59,000
and “Hot Angel’\(Par), $11,000.
Estimates for This Week
St* Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.25- or near. Looks in for run. Long
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 75-$1.25) *1.50)—“Bell. Book, Candle” (Col). lines at matinees oyer weekend,
‘“Rally Round Flag” (20th) (2d Smash $18,000. Last week. “Auntie with $1.25 tap for juveniles spells
this great total. Set new house
wkL Fine $12,000. Last, week, .Mame” (WB) (7th wk), $10,000.
$14,000.
., Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,456; record on Saturday for day and
^Downtown, Glendale, Prince of* Sl;75-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬ hit new matinee high for Monday.
titles, State (Taylor) (1,059; 996; ture" (Cinerama) (13th wk). Fine
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
1,200; 694: 50-75)—“Escort West” $19,000. Last week, $21,500.
—“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (9th
(UA) and “Enchanted Island”
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; wk). This stanza finishing today
(WB). NSG $12,000. Last week, “I 90-$1.25)—“Senarafe Tables” (UA) (Wed.) looks like nice $0,100.
Mobster” (20th) and “Intent to (2d wk). Big $11,000 or dose. Last Eighth was $5,500. “Two-headed
Kill” (20th), $15,000.
Spy” is due In March 2.
week, $15,000.
■ Fairlawn (Rank) (1,165; $1.50-$2). • Stssredeor (A-R) (440; $1.25~$3)
55th St Playhouse (Moss) (300;
—“Madame Butterfly” (Indie) (3d — “Gigi” (M-G) (33d .wk), Sock $1.25-$1.80) — “Miracle of St.
wk). Slipping to oke $4,500.. Last $9-500. Last week, $8,300.
(Continued on page 18)
week, $7,500.
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774;
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.25> $1.25-$1.50)—“Marianne Of Youth”
—“Inn of Sixth Happiness” (20th) (Indie) (2d wk). Gopd $3,500. Last
Estimates Are Net
(7th wk). Okay $6,000. Last week, week, $3,300.
same.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (364;
Film gross estimates as re¬
Hyland (Rank) (1.057; $1) —-1 $1-25) — “Seventh Seal” (Indie)
ported herewith from the vari¬
“Horse’s Mouth” (UA) (3d wk). (14th wk). Oke $2,000 in 4 days.
ous key cities, are net; Le.,
Splendid $8,000. Last Week, $8,000. Last week, $2,500.
without usual tax. Distrib¬
Imperial (FP) (3,343; 75-$1.25>—
Alexandria (United California)
utors
share on net take, when
“Auntie Maine” (WB)-(6th wk>. On (1.170; $1.50-$3.50> — “South Pa¬
playing percentage, hence the
Increase over last week, wham cific” (Magna) (34th wk). Fancy
estimated
figures are net in¬
$17,000. Last week, $16,500.
$12,000. Last week. $11,000.
come.
International (Taylor) (557;
Coronet (United California)
The parenthetic admission
$1.25) — “Gigi” (M-G) (30th wk). (1,250; $1.49-$1.75) — “Sleeping
prices, however, as indicated,
Fine $3,500. Last week, $4,000.
Beauty” (BV) (2d wk). Smash
Loew’s (Loew) (2,098; 75-$1.25) $23,000, topping opening week’s
include the U. S. amusement
tax.
(Continued on page 18)
$22,000.

Tables’ Tops Indpls. At
$10,000; Tree’ Good 8G

‘Bell’ Bangup 18G,
Frisco; ‘Tree’ 13G

‘Stranger’ Neat $10,000,
TorontorTables’ Boffo
16G, Tlag’ 12G in 2d

‘Beauty’ Boff 60G, 2d, ‘Running’ 281
*

‘Tree’ Good With $7,000,
Port; ‘Furlough’ 6G, 2d
Portland, Ore., Feb. 24.
Biz continues in high gear at
many first-runs here currently but
there are some soft spots. “Auntie
Mame” still is robust in ninth week
at the Broadway. “Gigi” moves
Into a 27th inning at the Guild.
“Perfect Furlough” stays fast in
second round at Paramount.
“Hanging Tree” looms good at the
Fox but “Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker” is only fair at Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; $1$1.50)—“Anntie Mame” (WB) (9th
wk). Fancy $9,000. Last week,
$8,800.
Fox (Evergreen) (1.536; $1-$1.49)
—“Hanging Tree” (WB) and “10
Days To Tulara” (UA). Good
$7,000.. Last week, “Submarine
Seahawk” (AI) and “Paratroop
Command” (AI), $6,30.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1-$1.50) —
“Gigi” (M-G) (27th. wk). Sturdy
$4,000. Last week, $4,200.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.49) — “Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker” (20th) and “Showdown At
Boot Hill” (20th). Fair $6,000. Last
week, “Last Mile” (UA) and “Last
City Of Gold” (UA), $6,000.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1$1.50)—“Perfect Furlough” (U) and
“Kathy-O” (U) (2d wk). Fast $6,000
or close. Last week, $7,800.

Tables’Pitt Ace,
20G: ‘Mame’ 12y2G
Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.
The new standout this week is
“Separate Tables,” socko at Penn
while the continuing special is
“Auntie Mame,a which continues
to chalk up another'record every
day at the Stanley. “Bell, Book
and Candle” is doing well enough
on holdover at Harris to rate a
third stanza. It will be just one
week and out for “Remarkable Mr.
Pennypacker” at Fulton. Roadshow
pix, “Cinerama South Seas Adven¬
ture” at Warner and “South Pa¬
cific” at Nixon, are picking up a bit.
“Horse’s Mouth” at Squirrel Hill
remains strong in fourth session.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)—
“Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker”
(20th). Sharply divided notices and
little business. Fair $5,000 at best.
Last week, “Perfect Furlough”’ (U)
(3d wk>, $5,500.
. Guild (Green) (500; 99-61.25)—
“Mitsou” (Indie) and ‘Naked Eye”
(Indie) (2d wk). Another big week¬
end insures $2,250, very good. Last
week, $3,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 80-$1.25)
—“Bell, Book, Candle” (Col) (2d
wk). Should come close to $8,000,
nice and enough to keep it around.
Last week, $11,000.
Nixon (Rubin) (1,500; $1.50-$3)—
“South Pacific” (Magna) (rerun)
(9th wk). Closing notices producing
some action again. Up to oke $6,500.
Last week, $6,000.
Penn (UA) (3,300; 90-$1.50)—
“Separate Tables” (UA). Fine re¬
views and lots of marquee strength
turning the trick. Heading for rous¬
ing $20,000; will hold. Last week,
“Anna Lucasta” (UA), $10,000.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 99-$1.25)
—“Horse’s Mouth” (Lopert) (4th
wk). Still plenty okay at $3,800.
Last week, $4,800.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 90-$1.50)—
“Auntie Mame” (WB) (8th wk».
Breaking every record In, history
of house. Previous run mark held
by “Sayonara” (WB) with 45 days.
This Is- already way past that and
end isn’t in sight. Walloping $12,500, very little drop from last
week’s $13,000.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,500;
$1.20-$2.40)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (9th wk>. After
a slight drop, a minor pickup again,
which is encouraging. It’ll be okay
$10,500 after - last week’s $10,000.

^

Chicago, Feb. 24.
Despite Lent, blockbusters are
givign first-runs here amazingly
hep trade this round. Initialer of
“The Journey” is rated a hefty
$36,000 at the Oriental. Roosevelt’s
“Hanging Tree” expects a big
$23,000. “Devil’s Daughter” and
“The Adulteress” should lure a
great $8,500 at the Capri.
- “Around World in 80 Days” is
headed for a wow $100,000 gross
at six houses in first week playing
outlying rim here. It is on con¬
tinuous non-reserved seat run. Pic
recently ended 99-week hardticket stand in Loop.
“Sleeping Beauty” shapes boff
in State-Lake second session.
“Some Came Running” is galloping
to fancy coin in third Woods
round.
Fifth week of “Auntie
Mame” shapes exciting at the Chi¬
cago while “Black Orchid” is
tabbed fancy in second Esquire
frame.
“Rally Round Flag, Boys” is fig¬
ured nice in third stanza at United
Artists. World’s second sesh of
“Capt. von Koepenick” looms
solid.
Of the hard-ticket pix, “South
Seas Adventure” is sturdy for
22d Palace canto. “Gigi” is col¬
lecting dandy coin for 33d and
final round at Todd’s Cinestage.
“South Pacific” shapes brisk in
48th week at Me Vickers.
Estimates for This Week
Capri (Dowd) (585; $1.25-$1.50)
—"Adulteress” (Times) and “Dev¬
il’s Daughter” (Times). Smash
$8,500. Last week, reissues.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80)
—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (5th wk).
Happy ‘$38,000.
Last week,
$43,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350;
$1.50)—“Black Orchid” (Par) (2d
wk). Exciting $16,500. Last week.
Exciting $14,500.
Last week,
$18,000.
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25i—
“Last Mile” (UA) (2d wk). Mild
$6,000. Last week, $11,000.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.50>—
“Tom Thumb” (M-G) (10th wk).
Nice $6,500. Last week, $7,200.
McVickers (JL&S) (1.580; $1.25$3.30) — “South Pacific” (Magna)
(48th wk). Nice $16,500. Last week
$16,000.
Monroe (Jovan) (1.000; 65-90)—
“Badman’s Country” (WB) and
“Manhunt in Jungle” (WB). Okay
$5,600. Last week, “Frankenstein’s
Daughter” (Indie) and “Missile to
Moon” (Indie), $5,800.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-S1.50)
—“The Journey” (M-G). Hefty
(Continued on page 18)

Omaha Picking Up; Tree’
Rugged $7,500, ‘Pacific’
Plump 9£G, 18, ‘Moon’ 4G
Omaha, Feb. 24.
Clear and balmy weather, plus
Washington’s Birthday over the
weekend gave downtown first-runs
a break; hence, biz is on the up¬
beat this stanza. “Hanging Tree”
at the Omaha, is especially hot.
“Last Blitzkrieg” at the Brandeis
looks only fairish. Holdovers “Up
Periscope” at the Orpheum and
“Night of Quarter Moon” at the
State are softening in second
rounds. Hard-ticket “South Paci¬
fic” still is great at the Cooper in
18th session.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (Cooper) (694; 90)—
“Last Blitzkreig” (Col) and “Mur¬
der Reported” (Col). Fairish $3,000. Last week, “Senior Prom”
(Col), $1,900.
Cooper (Cooper) (708; $1.50$2.20) — “South Parific” (Magna)
(18th wk). Brisk $9,500. Last Week,
$9,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-$l)
—“Hanging Tree” (WB) and “En¬
chanted Island” (WB). Rousing
$7,500. Last week, “Bend of River"
(U) and “World In His Arms” (U)
(reissues), $4,500.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; .75$1)—“Up Periscope” (WB) (2d wk).
Drooping to lean $6,500 after $8,500 bow.
®
State (Cooper) (850; 90)—“Night
of Quarter Moon” (M-G) (2d wk).
Fair $4,000. Last week, $6,500.
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The “TABOO THEME
is on the screen!
Drama that dares to deal
with the explosive
issues we face today!
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YANKS’ ITAUAN TAX-BACKACHE
Gennan Export Biz to New High But
Big Foreign Film Takeout Annoys 'Tl

£[47 American Films Scored at Paris
Ist-Runs in ’58; ‘Kwai’ ‘Days’ High

Paris, Feb. 24.
By HAZEL GUILD
Of the 214 dubbed foreign’ films
Rome* Feb, 24.
Frankfurt, Feb. 17,
Housewife-Impresario
In the wake of the new thiree- Frankfurt Opera to Paris which made up the brunt of the
368‘pix needed for French houses
German film producers, who are
Frankfurt, Feb. 17.
• Frankfurt, Feb. 17.
lyear Italian- film agreement* the
last year, 123 were Yank produc¬
constantly crying in their good
Ensemble of the Frankfurt
Latest to join, the ranks pf
American companies in Italy are
tions.
This included American
German beer over bad business,
City
Opera
is
going
to
Paris
impresario in Germany is a
now faced with a whopping corp¬
have one bright memory abort!
pix distributed by French orgs, as
this sring, on invitation to
novel entrant into the con¬
orate tax rap which, if it sticks,
1958 grosses. During the first nine
appear
at
the
Theatre
des
Na¬
well
as
the
U.S. majors, plus some
cert-managing field—a pretty
could cost them as much as*$5,QQO,months of last year, German filn
foreign pix distributed here by
young American housewife,
in back taxes alone.
j tions festival in May.
U.
S.
companies.
Yank films also
exports were up to a new high oJ
It’s
second
visit
since
1945,
Eva Maze.
The Italian Ministry of Finance, i
18,973,000 marks (about $4,500,000.1
performances for 1957 had to
showed \^ell boxoifice-wise in the
Wife of an airline executive
which made the assessment of j
with an anticipated total of about;
1957-58
season.
ealled
off
for
financial
rea¬
in Frankfurt, Mrs. Maze, is
more than 700,000,000 lira (over
24,000,000 marks (nearly. $6,000,sons, but this trip will be un¬
Fortyseven American pix fin¬
sponsoring the first concert
$1,000,000) for 1953-54, has agreed
000) for the whole year. And of
derwritten by the state of
ished high in Parisian first-runs
tour in Germany of 22-yearto a postponement until April 10,
the total foreign grosses, about 1 pld classic Spanish .dancer ; giving the member companies, of
which usually foreshadows subse¬
Hesse, the City of Frankfurt
$3,150,000 have already been trans¬ ■ Terp. Amoros, who appeared
quent-run strength, also. . These
and the French Embassy.
the Motion Picture Export Assn.
ferred back to German -accounts, j last year at Carnegie Hall.
pix, in their first-runs alone, drew
! a chance to appeal the concept
from
50,000 to better than 700,000
Export business of German films ■
• Romanian-born, Mrs. Maze
: which underlies the levy.
patrons.
to the U.S. and Great Britain coh-i is a former ballet dancer her¬
This concept involves the claim,
Eiggest
Yank ?grossers by far
tinues to constitute one of the
self had her first touch of
that the American film offices in
were “Bridge on River Kwai”
major problems of the German film j
managing when she and her
Italy constitute permanent estab-.
(Col),
which
drew 1,474,488 pa¬
industry, it’s felt here. Dr. Guen¬
family were living in India.
lishments and .can mid must, there-’
trons, followed by “10 Command¬
ther Schwartz, head of the German
She brought the London Festi¬
; fore be taxed on the basis of both
ments”
(Par),
“Around World in
Export Union, maintains this at¬
val Ballet dancers on a tour
their local assets and income over
80 Days” (UA), “Young Lions”
titude. Problem continues to be!
of India, and plans to continue
; a. given. leveL This corporate tax
(20th)
and
“A
Farewell to Arms”
that foreigners (led, of course, by
now by bringing leading in-_
fs ever and above the regular in¬
(20th).
the U.S.) take so much money out | tematfonal dancers to Ger-~
come taxes paid by the Companies*
Other
Yank
winners
were
of this country.
'
* i many.
on their New Yprk share.
“Prince and Showgirl” <WB),
She has dates for the en¬
In the first nine months of 1958,
What complicates matters is that
“Witness
for
Prosecution”
(UA),
foreign companies made about j tire month for Tere - Amoros
Tokyo, Feb. 24.
the double taxation treaty between
“Pardners” (Par), “Paris Holiday”
92,000,000 marks ($23,0^0,000) on
in top German cities.
the U.S. and Italy didn’t go into
Concert artists from seven over-) (UA),
“Funny
Face”
(Par),
their films in Germany with a
effect until January of 1956. There seas countries including composer- “Brothers
Karamazov”
(M-G),
total expected by 1958 end of
are indications that the Italian conductor Igor Stravinsky (U.S.), “Bonjour Trisesse” (Col), “Gun,000,000 marks ($30,000,000^,
Ministry is, even at this moment, guitar virtuoso Andres Segovia fight OK Corral” (Par), a reissue
This is an increase from the total
working on that very year, which (Spain) and the Vienna State I of “Great Dictator” (UA), “Is¬
takeout of Germany for 1957 of
has the distribs saying that they, Opera (Austria) will perform at land in Sun” (20th), “The Killing”
$27,000,000.
,
don’t benefit by the treaty. •
the second Osaka International <RKG), “Touch of Evil” (U),
Money was split up, with the
Embassy Plea
Arts Festival which runs from “Enemy Below” (20th), “Pride
U.S. getting the biggest portion or
If
the
tax
Tap.sticks,
the
com¬
April
10 to May 10.
and Passion” (UA), “Sun Also
$9,600,000. Austria followed with
bined annual tax burden for the
(20th), “The Vintage”
Naming of performers, given by Rises”
$4,700,000, while Great Britain
Yanks
could
run
close
to
$2,500,000
Micbi Murayama, fest executive di¬ (M-G) and “Flemenco” (Par).
and colonies, with $2,400,000, was.
annually. The matter of the corp¬ rector, also includes violinist Val¬
Topper among other offshore pix
fourth best This seemingly high
orate tax has been taken up "by ery Klimov (Soviet), Janine Char- was the Russo “Flying Cranes,”
figure for England is explained by
the U.S. Embassy in Rome, which ret Ballet Troupe (France), Alma followed by Chaplin’s “King in
the fact that its take includes the
Rome,
Feb.
17.
is
said to be in a cooperative mood. Piano Trio (U.S.), conductor Fer¬ New York,” “Cabiria,” “This Angry
grosses on the most successful
Although the Italian film indus¬ The problem is taking the atten¬ nando Previtali (Italy) and pianist ■Age” (Col) and the German “Call
foreign film for the year in Ger¬
try’s
legislative
situation
is
plenty
tion
of the MPEA’s foreign finan¬ Marisa Regules (Argentina).
Girls.” French leader was “Mon
many, “Bridge on River Kwai”
(Col), which is Tanked as an Eng¬ confused, because of the recent cial and tax committee under Her¬
Japanese
artists and units Oncle,” released in U.S. by Con¬
change
in
government
(which
bert
Erlanger
these days. Group is
tinentals. About 42% of the films
lish film.
booked
for
the
fest
are
NHK
Sym¬
means change in policy, etc., by working with Alec Manson, the As¬
Producers Say It’s Unfair
phony Orcb, Kansai Symphony were in color.
the
government
undersecretary
in
sociation’s
Italian
manager,
who
in
“Turnabout’s fair play” isn’t be¬
Orch under baton of Takashi Asaing practiced, maintain the German charge of the sector), this is not turn is doing liaison work with the hina, Kyoto City Symphony con¬
producers, shaking a finger at the seen affecting the recently out¬ Embassy. .
ducted
by Carl Caelius and tradi¬
The corporation tax is not a new tional Kabuki, Noh and Bunraku
U.S. and England. What’s the point lined Yank-Italian film agreement,
in giving the foreigners an ex¬ local observers say. Felt here that one, nor is it particularly aimed at troupes.
pected $30,000,000 of German cin¬ thUre should he no hitches in this the American film companies. How¬
Bulk -of programming will be
ema business in exchange for respect, and that the pact will fie ever, the tax claim was recently
$6,000,000 of German pix receipts officialized soon -after the new un¬ reactivated ‘ as ■ part of an overall held at Osaka Festival Hall, newly
dersecretary:
takes
office:
opened
last year in time for initial
Estoril, Portugal, Feb. 17.
Italian
government
policy
of
try¬
in other .lands, they argue.
Now that the previous Undersee- ing to get cash to help balance its event in Japan’s second largest
The new “King of Estoril,” TeoScandinavian lands import just
retary
{Socialist),
Egidio
Ariosto
is
city.
dora
dos
Santos, the Lisbon hotel¬
about as many German pix as
top-heavy budget. The companies;
Osaka governmental and civic or¬ ier who took charge eight months
Great Britain, Dr. Schwartz about to be replaced by a (still un- j have had several warnings on the
named)
Christian
Democrat,
the|
ganizations
will
again
contribute
to
ago
at
the
Estoril Casino and for
charges. Three lands behind the
tax, but didn’t pay much attention
Iron Curtain — Hungary, Poland Italo industry is wondering wheth¬ .to them. They have now appealed financing of the fest with national connected activities, has passed his
er
its
many
problems
will
continue
j
government
also
participating
this
first
important
test—launching of
and Czechoslovakia, also played
to a special commission, arguing
the Carnival in Estoril on an in¬
German films last year. Breaking to be adjourned as before or if! that the tax was imposed arbitrar¬ annum;
some
definite
action
will
be
taken
Vienna
State
Opera
will
raise
ternational
scale
to wind the wininto English-speaking market is
ily. Technical deficiencies in tile as¬
the most difficult, Schwartz claims. by the incumbent.
sessment also have been cited. . .' the lid at 6:30 April 10 with pro¬ ; ter season. Thanks to the active
Various
major
problems
remain
duction
of
Mozart’s
"Don
Giovan¬
help
and
cooperation
of Ed Sul¬
Sub-titling is not acceptable, dub¬
The Ministry agreed that there
unsolved, among them an admis¬
bing is costly.
were sufficient grounds for hear-. ni” under baton of Heinrich Holl- livan and his 20 technicians who
sion
tax
reduction
scheme
felt
vi¬
peiser
at
Festival
Hall.
Two
nights
have
been
here
for
a
fortnight
as
The German Export Union ‘ Is
Ing an appeal. The Americans, in;
hoping for about 175,000 marks tal for exMb survival in this coun¬ turn, are hopeful that, during the later the comoany will perform well as that of various U.S. -and
try;
a
hew.
or
extended
film
aid
Mozart’s
“The
Marriage
of
Figaro.”
European
air
lines,
the
Portuguese
($43,750) of aid from the West
“grace” period, the Italians will;
German federal government dur¬ legislation; and a.new censorship moderate their attitudes in respectj Group is headed by sopranos Information Department and for¬
embassies, the
Carnival
ing this year to .broaden its activi¬ law.
to the status of the local U.S. com- > Wilma Lipp and Emmy Loose and eign
/'
Observers
predict
that
a.
return
ties. It plans a German film pub¬
panieS, on the question of whether j baritones Paul Schoeffler and guested plenty of film stars and
got a world coverage.
licity book to he printed in English* Of the Christian Democrats means[ or not they’re permanent establish- : Erich Kunz.
end to recent relatively
Stravinsky will conduct the NHL
Not all'sof the stars showed up
French and -Si^ujish.
, : \
. a
inents.
c
Orch in a concert of’hts own works but there were plenty of them
Germany, like the' U.S., wfll'Con^ eascd 'oepsor^iip - procedure here,
which.had:
allowed: somb.previously
including ‘%e Eossigftby* “Fire¬ who did. Maurice Chevalier, here
siderably reduce the - number .of*
works” overture,- and selections for a week, appeared as emcee and
film f.ests -which it ’enters this-year^ '‘untouchable” items to pass, both H’woiod Films Set New
the “Petrouchka” and “Fire¬ was crowned “King of Carnival.”
confirms Schwartz. Last ' y£ar* fid iueand]leg$t sectors.
Highs in Copenhagen from
bird” ballet suites on May 1. Se¬ Among the stars in Estoril were
Germans participated in:'21
Copenhagen, Feb. 17.
govia’s recital is scheduled for Martine Carol, Mario Cabre, Michvals. This year, it will* setid':fi|$a5.
Since American films again are May 5.
only to those at Cannes, Berlin
eline Presle, Daniel Gelin, Richard
Disclosure was delayed pending Todd, Francoise Christophe, Nadia
Venice.
being shown in Denmark afler a
pause of about two years or until Finance*Ministry approval of con-! Gray, Jacqueline MacKeever and
tracts and applications. Miss Mu-; Serge Lifar.
standard rental of 30% was raised rayama had expressed apprehen-i
to a sliding scale rent with 36% sion that delay might dim b.o.
... Mexico City, Feb. 17.
%
^Metropolitan cinemas of all cate¬ as minimum, Hollywood product prospects’, since fest aims at attract¬
London, Feb. It/; gories chalked up a 199,454:289 has set up many record, longrun ing tourists as well as Japanese.
“The Long Ships,” one.,qjf. the .pbsoS' .C$15,956,348.12) boxoffice marks in Copenhagen theatres.
major entries on Warwick Films taker, during 1958. The Department
London, Feb. 17.
Last year the champs were
schedule for 1959, will be made as of Economy’s General Statistics
>
More than 50% of British fea¬
a co-production with a Yugoslav "Bureau, source for the figures, re¬ “Bridge of River Kwai” (Col) at
ture films made during the past
studio. It is budgetted at around’ vealed that total attendance was the Saga and “War and Peace”
year have been aided by the Nat¬
$3,000,000 and the Yugoslav part¬ slightly over 76,000,000 persons.
ional Film Finance Corp. That
(Par) at the Paladsteastret. But
ners will put up most of their 50% ’, With this capital having approx¬ many other American pix which
point emerged following a meeting
investment in studios and serviced imately 4,500,000 inhabitants now,
between NFFC toppers and a del¬
Mexico
City,
Feb.
17.
Due to go into production in the this means the average cinema started last year have continued
While the picture industry in egation from the Association of
summer, it will be lensed in Techi. patron visited the pix theatre 12 into the new year, with new highs, general claims that television is not Cine and Television Technicians,
nirama with stereo sound. It is [times in a year.
“Gone With the Wind” (M-G) making any inroads into the box- headed by George H. Elvin.
based on Frans BengtssonV story ! Actual number of boxoffice tick¬ has passed its 24th week. “Around office, one top executive here
The union stressed that the
of a pirate shanghaied by the Vik-. ets Sold was 76,754,716. Monthly World in 80 Days” (UA) is in its paints a different picture. Tele, films’ bank had a special role to
ings.
■
. * boxoffice receipts ran an average 20th session. New Tre. Falke, .only he claims, is offering serious com¬ play in the industry and hoped it
Warwick’s program* for the . year, of .16 million pesos ($1,286,000), house in. Denmark with Todd-AO. petition--to the film industry and would use its authority and influ¬
begins this month with the filming j With monthly attendance figures installation, is still showing its posing a problem that will be dif¬ ence to stabilize and develop the
of “Adamson of Africa” on loca¬ running around* 6,400,000 for the opening film, “South Pacific” ficult to solve. He contends this production of British films. It was
tion. Robert Taylor stars. Richard 133 cinemas in this city Boxoffice (20th) and is in its 20th week. The is strictly a national manifestation, particularly hoped that the obli¬
Thorpe is directing. The pic is an receipts in 1958 showed a gain of Rialto, which seldom plays a film partly because of the spb-staridard gation on the NFFC to pay its way
adaptation of “African Bush,” the nearly 20 million pesos ($1,600,000) more than four weeks, now is in wages still earned by the mass of would not restrict it from giving
novel by J. A. Hunter and Dan as compared with the previous I the fourth month with “Witness for Mexico’s population. And the fact special help to British pix when
Mannix.
year.
| Prosecution” (UA).
their need was greatest.
(Continued on page 20)
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See New Italian
Govt. Holding To
U.S.-ItaloPact

Estoril’s Carnival B.O.
Hit; Holiday Show Fails
To Slough Lisbon Biz

Mexico City Cinema B.O.
Upped to $15,956,343 In
$3,000,000 WanddtFfc; 358; Attendance 76 Mil
To Get Yugoslav Moisey

One Top Film Official
Claims Tele Cuts Into
Mexico’s Cinema Trade

50 of British Films
Leaned on Go?t Bask
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Filmed on location
in the haystack!.

TRADE PRESS URGES:

START DATING

MATING!
“With a memory that goes back to ‘Tillie’s Punctured Romance,’
we still conclude this is one of the funniest ever! Preview
audience felt the same. Not since M-G-M’s ‘Seven Brides For
Seven Brothers’ such a combination of human appeal and
slapstick.”
-HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
“Crackling box-office success.”

-m. p. herald

“Figure a combination of ‘You Can’t Take It With You’ and
elements of ‘Tobacco Road’! Racy as anything seen to date.
Box-office!”
—VARIETY
“Audience responded with jubilation.”

_film daily

“Sure to' be solid box-office! Unconventional but so good
humored. Solid entertainment!”
-m. p. daily
“A solid mass market entry. Sure bet to roll up strong grosses
everywhere.”
.
-film bulletin
“Tips on Bidding: Higher Bracket.”

-m. p. exhibitoU

“Box-office tonic. Audience howled throughout.”

-boxoffice

.

PICTURES
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Bureau of Missing Business
television and other storms so far.
Northwest Exhibitors Business
Building ForiuUr;>^e|(fSBe4 last
By JIM POWERS
They are (1) Under $2,000,000; (2)
United Artists whooped up a showmanship Jrtonn oh the year, is lending' ^helping hand
Coast in connection with its upcoming program and the 40th all along the line.;
Hollywood, Feb. 24. , $5-6,000,000; (3) $9,000,000 and up.
The
most important development
It’s reviewing every- picture as
anniversary of the company. UA has plenty to crow about, not
Feature films are in a “ceiling
the least of which was the $82,000,000 gross billings last year, the film is released and sending its unlimited” market while television in the past few years, he says, has
.
been
in the third classification. On .
members these reviews, along with is in for mounting trouble compet¬
a jump of about $12,000,000 over ’57.
expert opinions on their boxoffice ing for the first time and money [.such blockbusters there is an al¬
most
unlimited ceiling as to
That's'a nice success story for anybody’s picture company and value and advice as- how* best to of the entertainment-buying pubpic, according to research firm head
UA has ample cause to bally its billings and herald its leadership. sell them to the public.
The important things, says Sind¬
Forum believes these bulletins Albert E. Sindlinger.
linger, is giving films a chance to
Sindlinger, here last week for attain a profitable momentum. A
A salient value emerging from the hdopla is pub-ad veep Max will give theatreowneis much more
of
a
chance
to
survive
than
they’ve
E. Youngstein’s deprecation of short-budgeted manpower to sell had since the exhibition boat start¬ two days of conferences with major few years ago, word-of-mouth could
studio toppers, was high on the fu¬ develop in four to five weeks. To¬
big-budgeted product.
ed rocking.
ture of theatrical films and inclined day, with increased competition
to be somewhat pessimistic about for the entertainment dollar, it
If
topdrawer
showmanship
now
Big budget pictures with half-million-doHar-and-more stars, expected to be widespread in the television's immediate future.
takes eight to 13 Weeks for appre¬
maybe, should sell sell themselves but that’s not the nature of area for the many fine pictures
He stresses that the potential of ciable word-of-mouth to develop.
the business? Any show biz commodity needs whooping-it-up. now coming out of Hollywood can’t films,
however, is only as great as
Sindlinger says his surveys show
*
*
*
4-.
turn the trick the case is hopeless | the exploitation and careful han-i an increasing number of people are
1
Gotta Book TY Plugs Early J York neighborhoods and suburbs, for a particular theatre. It’s pointed dling that goes into them. Casual reading amusement pages and an
1—=r:
..—:—■——:-or uninformed of pictures’ playoff increasing number are considering
The necessity to reserve tv time the film brought in about $650,000, out
However, the Forum is confident can be financially damaging or; going out for their amusement.
for the promotion of so-cailed ex¬ after a $500,000 at the Boxy, N.Y.
ploitation pictures is prompting the It’s expected that additional sub- that exhibition generally in the even disastrous, he warns. Espe-; This trend, he reports, has adver¬
film companies to arrange book¬ runs plus Long Island and New territory will now get a firm foot¬ cially important, says Sindlinger,; tisers “taking a hard look at tele¬
i vision costs and what they get for
ings far-in advance of the actual Jersey first-runs will put the N.Y. ing again, that there’ll be a contin¬ is the pre-release period.
release' of the films, 'For example, exchange area aggregate gross at uous flow of topnotch pictures and
“It’s appalling how pictures in their, money.” Audiences, he says,
Columbia has already completed about $1,500,000. Results have 1959 will be a banner year at the some cases are slapped into circu¬ are spending less time at television
arrangements for area showings of been similar in other territories boxoffice for most exhibitors, it lation almost before the prints are j and are more selective in what they
a scieittSe-fictipn package—‘The H- despite the fact that the film has declares in its current bulletin.
dry. The public has no awareness' do spend time looking at.
Man” 'and “The Woman Eater." been offered at regular admission
“The television set is now turned
of the film, and it’s finished its
The combo is set for the Cincinnati prices.
playdates before any awareness has off for as much as 20% a night dur¬
|
Not
To
Miss
Aay
Business
[
It’s figured that Col has already
territory June 24 and the Los An¬
ing prime time in many homes sur¬
developed.” taken in more than $2,000,000 in
Kansas City, Feb. 24.
geles area July 29.
Sindlinger says feature films' to- j veyed,” Sindlinger reports. This
On the .basis of past experience, domestic film rentals and, on the
Do television players now have day fall into three classes as far as] situation has developed only since
the film companies have discovered basis of the overall boxoffice re¬ boxoffice value for motion picture returns that may be exepected. ■ last October.
that films of this type Can score ception, Col envision? a possible theatres?
*
heavily boxoffice-wise in .splash total of $6,000,000 in world-wide
In case the answer is “yes,” Britain and the president of Brit¬
openings over a concentrated area film rentals.
Most of the picture’s cost went ^Harold Lyon, manager of the Para¬ ish Overseas Airways Coro.
If backed by a heavy television spot
mount Theatre, wanted to hit all
The Overseas League in Toronto ..Continued from pace 5
campaign. The scramble for the for the special animation process the wickets in his course of ex¬
called
Dynamation. The live action
available video time makes it im¬
ploitation for “Up Periscope,” heard him speak and in that same
portant that bookings are firmed’ sequences were filmed in Spain. which he just finished playing for city he toured Sunnybrook hospital dent Eisenhower can lower tariffs
for war veterans. From Ottawa and restrictions.
up far in advance..
two weeks.
James went to Montreal, Boston,
Seven other Columbia branches
“If other countries raise re¬
He Speaks Well of Wald
|
Lyon had a special poster made New York and comet-planed to strictions, there is a tendency in
are preparing territorial breaks for
•
Hollywood.
featuring James Garner and Ed¬ London Sun. U5).
the same period and it’s expected
the United States to raise restric¬
ward Byrnes and their television
that the arrangements, will be com¬ Editor, Variety:
tions, maybe not in films but in
I would like to reply to Jerry . connections. This was posted on
pleted as soon as the necessary
other _ goods,” Johnston warned.
I
the
theatre front during showing
Wald’s
letter.
television , time is set Col’s pub*T think the restriction measures
■
of
the
film.
And
incidentally,
rated
When I was interviewed by
ad department is already setting
retard
human progress in a free
up campaigns for the saturation Variety, I stated that if an inde¬ the Paramount some attention from
society. I hope we can go to higher
KMBC-TV
(9),
which
plays
the
Continued from pace 3 —
bookings which, in addition to pendent producer had neither the
standards of living with freedom
Gamer and Byrnes syndicated
Cincy and, L.A., will take place in benefit of a bestselling novel nor shows.
considered over-directed from New and not to lower standards with
Philadelphia, San Francisco, Al¬ enough money for a top flight star,
York. Company is good on local restrictions,” he said.
bany, Boston, New Haven, Detroit and was making a low budget pic¬
Johnston disclosed that he had
sales, but its central direction is
Come-To-The-Cinema •
| generally considered uneven. It’s held a meeting with the Advisory
and Indianapolis.
ture, that he had to rely initially
on showmanship and exploitable
London, Feb. 24.
rated as having the best publicity Council of the Finance Ministry
the problems of the
gimmicks to get the public away
British exhibs are trying to ar¬ setup in Europe and is well organ¬ during which
| Usherettes In Black-Net Hose | from television sets and into the
Government and the
range an early get-together of all ized, again with the reservation of Japanese
U.S.
film
industry
were touched
theatres.
Chicago, Feb. 24.
interested in the wellbeing of the a lack of flexibility stemming from
Capri, downtown art house with
I have always felt that story’con¬ industry to discuss launching a ma¬ inertia at the exec level. Sales on. He said, “It was a very pleas¬
a yen for sexploitationers, is now tent and stars are of primary im¬ jor come-to-the-cinema campaign. supervisory staff iS small compared ant and a very profitable meeting.
I don’t think I could have been
contemplating its screen fare with portance, but in lieu of these I feel Where the drive would differ from with Metro’s competitors.
treated more cordially. I think
in-person pulchritude per the it is necessary to proceed along the
previous
better
business
campaigns
20th-Fox:
Today
the
top
company
they will evidence that in future
“Capri Lovelies," eight models lines of exploitation and gimmicks,
would be in its involving of equip¬ in Europe, efficiently organized
stemmed in black net hose.
as I have done on both ’‘Macabre" ment manufacturers, icecream fac¬ and run with a great determination decisions. No decisions were
reached yet and I assume further
Ushers and usherettes are old and “House on Haunted HilL” It
hat, explains operator Tom Dowd. stands to reason, m order to com¬ tors, candymakers and the ancil- for results. It’s got a larger staff discussions will be held.”
lary
like
in
addition
to
the
direct
than
most,
and
there
is
now
a
good
It is most probable that MPEA
His charmers are assigned to coffee pete with Wald’s “Peyton Place,”
j movie interests.
deal of apprehension over possible will be repped at the future meet¬
serving, etc.
which he stated has grossed $10,Cinema Exhibitors* Association cqts. Its publicity is rated solid, ings by Irving Maas, veep for Asia,
,000, an independent producer is currently making the appropri- but brilliant only on the top pix.
and Australia, who headquarters
must have something up his ate approaches despite some dif*
Keep In Downtown
th, partly because it’s done so in Tokyo.
sleeve, I chose ’‘Emergo,’’ which
- Minneapolis, Feb. 24.
f erence of opinion in its own ranks. well, has the bestreputation on the
In answer to another question,
Wald
has
stated
is
both
“corny”
Downtown merchants have enMain query comes from Circuits Continent and this again is reflect¬ Johnston said that <MPEA is not
’ listed loop firstrun exhibs in their and “old hat.” If Wald would care Managements
Association,
the ed in its resuits.
contemplating a new loan to the
to
question
any
of
the
exhibitors
campaign to stave off as much as
Rank theatre chain, which isn’t
Warner Bros.: Another company Japanese hydroelectric industry,
possible outlying shopping centres' around the country that are play¬ convinced that a dollar spent on
the last one having been made ef¬
increasing encroachments, on their ing “House on Haunted Hill,” I institutional advertising does more with strong direction from U. S. fective in December. On the
and
now much in need of top prod¬
think he would he amazed at the
traffic and trade.
boxoffice good than the same dol¬ uct.
blocked fund situation in general,
There
are
rumors
it
may
fantastic
grosses
the
picture
is
At the Minneapolis Downtown
lar spent on plugging individual abolish the Paris key and essen¬ he offered, '“We’ve always had a
Council’s behest, the exhibs have rolling up.
tially run the setup from the lot of ideas about the use of fro¬
Time, a good picture is of pri¬ movies.
delegated to Ev Seibel, Minnesota
*
*
♦
States, maintaining only a sales zen yen. But for one reason or an¬
Amusement Co. <United Para¬ mary importance, and in making
supervisory office in Paris. War¬ other they were never acceptable.
British Start Pays Off
mount) advertising-publicity head, “House bn Haunted Hill” we tried
ners is considered lagging in sales The hydroelectric loans have been
the authority to take action in the to put all the ingredients of good
Ottawa, Feb. 24.
on the local level and generally acceptable so we’ve been doing
campaign’s interest.
picture making into it, within the
Clifton James, top-biller in weak at the exec level. Its public¬ that I can’t tell you what we’ll be
Seibel already has come up with limitations of our budget, but ini¬ IJTA’s “I Was Monty’s Double,”
doing in the future.”
several stunts calculated. to rivet tially people have to have some¬ met with unusual tie-ins and a few ity is considered average.
Johnston acknowledged that in¬
attentiod on the loop. The 204)00 thing to .get them into the theatres. embarrassing situations on his per¬
Paramount; Has the reputation
Downtown Working Girls’ organ¬ At this point, word qf mouth takes sonal appearance junket in Canada of being on the stolid side and not come for U.S. pictures in Japan
for
calendar 1958 was down two
ization members have received over.
I have never felt that a and the United States. As spitting too strong in sales control. Par
coupons entitling them to admis¬ good picture was not necessary. image of the British field marshal also is in need of more product. billion yen ($5,576,000) from the
previous
year. On an international
sion for only 50c to loop firstrun But in the low budget field, imagi¬ off as on screen, be got cordial re¬ Generally, the company is consid¬
scale, he offered, “Our revenue
theatres and to special dinner dis¬ nation is of prime importance.
ered to have a good team that de¬ has increased in some countries
ceptions
from
civic
officials
where
counts at leading restaurants March “House on Haunted Hill,” is gross¬
livers, but leans to traditionalism.
. The showhouses are anticipat¬ ing far more than many pictures Montgomery had visited less than Like several of the other outfits, and decreased in others. We do
two years ago, and from war vet¬
business tn 78 countries. The total
ing packed houses that night.
Par could stand some young blood income in 1958 was slightly ahead
that have a negative cost of a mil¬ erans everywhere.
Previously, Seibel arranged for lion dollars or over.
in Paris and at the local level.
N
James
landed
in
Toronto
from
of 1957.”
the merchants to buy out the lead¬
Universal; Now handicapped by
I have always been a great ad¬
Asked about the comparative
ing loop theatres for a special free mirer of Wald’s and feel he has England Jan. 14 where he did a reports of its American difficulties.
video panel show on which the
lack of success of Japanese films
children’s matinee. It brought the
Has energetic sales leadership and
youngsters downtown en masse and made a great contribution to our panelists identify an object con¬ is probably most active on both in America, Johnston responded,
industry. I am sure we are both nected with a famous oerson. It
“I think American people like Ja¬
was a huge success.
after t£e same results—to get peo¬ was a natural, but fough on the sides of Atlantic in seeking ways panese movies. And I think the
of effecting economies via elimina¬ number is growing. I do not have
ple back into the theatres,—and I panel.
Sweet Music of a ‘Sleeper* ] am sure that he cannot object too
Always tagged by his resem¬ tion of marginal territories. Its accurate figures because the Japa¬
•Columbia’s ’The 7th Voyage of Strongly if I choose to use good pic¬ blance to and tie-in with the real publicity is cut-and-dried, partly nese do not give them to me. But
Monty,
James sat in on * White a reflecting of the type of product I believe the net in 1958 for Ja¬
ture
making,
exploitation
and
gim¬
SinbacP* has the earmarks of
House luncheon in Washington, In it’s offering.
panese pictures in the United
emerging as. the sleeper df the micks as my means.
Columbia: Considered strong on States was higher than in 1957.
Vancouver
be lectured the' Over¬
year. The less than $l,Q00,00b pro¬
William Castle
duction originally released during
seas League with Monty’s brother, the -sales side and generally ener- Some Japanese pictures earned
Susiira Associates
the Christmas holiday period to
B. M.. Montgomery, as chairman. getiq in rustling up business. more than $1 million In America.
cash in on the kiddie trade, is hold¬
In Calgary the mayor dined him There’s no European top man now, It takes time to build a market.”
Succor For Distressed
ing up surprisingly well in the
He then advised the Japanese
and he signed the city’s guest “book and the outfit reflects some of the
Minneapolis, Feb. 241
post-holiday period in sub-key and
under. ^Montgomery’s Signature. uncertainties m N. Y. since" Harry not to be discouraged in their ex¬
Carrying outfits, aim; to have this The General: Montgomery^ Branch Cohn’s death. Like UA, it’s willing port’ efforts citing the long cam¬
subsequent-run engagements'.
During the first three weeks of territory’s•• -exhibitors f. “§Wiin” to¬ of: the Canadian Region gave film a to experiment and go for'the un¬ paigns Scotch whiskey and.Brit¬
release ih 4Q.Q key city' first-run gether and to jieyent as many as party,, in .Edmopton. ; Edmonton’s usual, .which in turn is a'reflection ish films waged la the U.S. before
theatres, the picture grossed ap- possible from ^drownihg” ‘includ¬ mayor- presented
with a “Citf-\ of a “young” and more vital ap¬ being accepted on’today’s leveL
. proximafely' $3,500,000. ’ Later in ing those. Tn ihe smallest - towns zert of- Winnipeg” Scroll, held by; proach^ that’s not weighted down He suggested they study the mar¬
some 70 circuit houses In New who have been able to weather the only two, the Prime Minister of by tired minds at the top.
ket further.
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Sindlinger Reports TV’s In Trouble
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Urns “The Big Question’ Was Born Film Biz Sees ‘DirtyAdsiProbe Pure Gas
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Any sday now it may be published by a syndicated Hollywood
columnist that Joe Pasternak is preparing a film to be balled “The*
Big Question.” Pasternak may very well make such* picturA andit could very easily be a success. If and when—its genesis shouldbe recorded. It is unusual, eve* for Hollywood.
It all started when a studio publicist was lunching with, a legman
for the columnist in the Metro commissary. The Sack wSs throw¬
ing wit ideas, hoping one or more would hit, when he got into the*
realm of pure speculation.
'
‘
Joe Pasternak, he told the legman, was planning to reteam Rob¬
ert Taylor and Cyd Charisse, the romantic duo in “Party Girl."
Pasternak, of pourse, hadn’t heard about this idea up to this point.
It was precisely at this moment that Pasternak stopped by the
press table on his way to his own table,
Just to make conversation, the. legman congratulated Pasternak
on his decision and asked him what the title of the Taylor-Charisse
pic was to be. '
‘
Without missing a beat,. Pasternak replied:
“That s the big
question.”
,
w
In the hubbub of the big dining room, the reporter didn’t' hear
the whole reply. He asked: “Did you say it will be called *The
Big Question’?7’
Pasternak, a' man of instant decision, replied firmly, “That’s
right: “The Big Question.7”.
And being Hollywood, or maybe just show business, there is
every likelihood that Pasternak will make a film called “The Big
Question.” That reporter will never know (until he reads this)
just haw advanced his “scoop” really was.___;

But New Censor Threats Real Enough

Though It is naturally concerned,
the film industry generally attaches
comparatively little importance to
the two-day public hearings of the
Albany, Feb. 24. j N.Y. State Joint Legislative Com¬
Gannett’s Albany Knickerbocker mittee on Offensive and Obscene
News, in a significant editorial Material which get under way at
Tokyo, Feb. 24.
Wednesday (11), said that while
Eric Johnston stated here that “New York State is, without ques¬ the Roosevelt Hotel in N.Y. tomor¬
he did not think pressure exerted tion in our opinion, vulnerable to row (Thurs.).
by the studios on the press by the charge of movie censorship,
Rather, industry leaders feel the
threats to without advertising its system of licensing—with six issues must be fought out (1) on
is effective in bending the shape college-graduate reviewers having
of critical reviews.
a minimum of five years' expert- j a grassroots level, i.e., via local
Visiting MPAA prez remarked ence in some field of social work, pressure on N.Y. State legislators,
‘I don’t think there’s been any plus the ability to speak one lan¬ and (2) with Governor Nelson A.
pressure applied. It’s never been guage in addition to English, and Rockefeller, in whose hands all leg¬
effective in constructing the edi¬ Vith -a set of intelligent princi¬ islation must finally pniT up.
torial policy of a ’medium. If ples’—4s preferable to police or
The Governor so far has given
there’s been any pressure, it’s group-pressure censorship."
no indication of how he feels about
been grossly exaggerated.”
The commentary, believed to the subject of censorship. How¬
Asked about the occasions when have been written by David H. ever, he is a Republican, he is con¬
ad-pub departments have actually Beetle, editor and moderator of a sidered a likely Presidential aspir¬
pulled their ads from a publica¬ recent School 16 PTA ’panel on. ant, and many of the leaders of
tion after their product bad been “Motion Picture Censorship,”, con¬ the Industry are staunch Republi¬
reviewed Unfavorably, Johnston ceded the State “does indeed" li¬ cans who have contributed sizable
again minimized its effectiveness. cense
funds to the Republican campaign
He said, “They usually come back
Observing that there is another kitty in the past.
again. I think it *rpay be effective side to. the question, the afternoon
Since several of the measures,
in
some
instances,
but
that
it
is*|
l •
paper declared that “if there, is
greatly effective is exaggerated.” no state licensing .procedure, mov¬ if passed and enforced, stand to
affect film attendance at a crucial
Mulling the situation further, ies would be subject to all sorts of
he offered, “There are undoubted¬ censorship at the local level—par¬ time, it’s considered a foregone
ly justifiable times when, a com¬ ticularly from police or police act¬ eonslusion that the industry will
Albany, Feb. 24. 4pany wishes to withdraw its ad¬ ing at the behest, of pressure use its political connections to stall
A new approach to classifica¬
a Rockefeller okay for any'legisla¬
vertising when it feels the publica¬ groups.”
tions, geared to children subject to
tion that stands to hurt the busi¬
tion has misrepresented it. As to
the Compulsory Education Law of
ness.
whether it’s effective, I doubt it.'”
New York State and’ proposed by
It's A Setup
the Joint Legislative Committee
Defining the function, of a
As far as the Catholic Legion of critic, Johnston said, “To inform
The reason the industry doesn’t
on Offensive and Obscene Mate¬
take the committee hearings this
rials, in a bill jointly introduced Decency is concerned, 2Qth-Fox the public about the merits of a
week too seriously is that it’s under
last week by Chairman Joseph R. and Metro have been making the picture and to give an idea of what
the impression—gained from the
Younglove, Johnstown Assembly- most adult pictures. During 1958, pictures the readers should want
Boston, Feb. 24.
committee’s prior. N.Y. hearings—
man, and Senator Thomas A. Duffy; 20th placed 10 films and Metro to see. Lots of people can’t get
Elliot Norton, legit critic of the that the cards are hopelessly
Long Island City Democrat, will be nine in the Legion’s new Class that from the ads.”
considered, with three other meas¬ A-III category. The most recent¬
Questioned as to whether he Boston Daily Record and Sunday stacked against it. At the last oc¬
ures, by the Committee at a bear¬ ly introduced classification rates thought the role of the critic as Advertiser, took up the cudgels for casion, the committee showed little
ing in Hotel Roosevelt, New York, film as. “morally, unobjectionable he defined it was, being filled, “adult films” in Ms Sunday col¬ objectivity, appearing simply eager
for adults." According to the Le¬ Johnston stated, “I think in gen¬ umn -f22), which is usually, devoted to prove an impression on which
Thursday (26).
R already had made up its mind.
If necessary, the session will con¬ gion’s definition, films in this eral it has been filled. I think a to legit matters.
tinue a second day, according to category require maturity of number of excellent critics fill the *“To a playgoer, the trend to truth
The hearings tomorrow will be
Committee Counsel James A. Fitz¬ judgment whieh is supported by role well. There afe some others, in motion pictures is impressive,” on a variety of bills, including
normal emotional stability and a but the critic probably has the said Norton. “If movies a£e" better one to classify pictures into three
patrick, of Plattsburgh.
FitzPatrick, former chairman of knowledge and understanding of right to express his likes and dis¬ than ever, some of the improve¬ categories and another that would
likes. I’m the last one -to try to ment stems from a new and honest license theatres so as to be able to
the Committee and its dominant basic Christian truths.
The Legion’s wrapup, covering tell them 'what to do,” he asserted, way of looking at life.”
personality, emphasized that “We
control their advertising. All these
desire to provide the fullest oppor¬ pbc reviewed from Oct., 195? to.
Johnston said that criticism,
He said, “Variety, whose report¬ functions would be under Louis M.
tunity for the motion picture in¬ Oct., 195$,' does hot list a single both • pro and con, was a good ers seem to keep both ears to the Pesce, the N.Y. censor, whose
dustry to present its views on the picture made by an American, film thing. “It stimulates the whole in¬ ground simultaneously, declares power now extends only to bill¬
four bills (as well as on another company in the “C” or condemned dustry. T believe it was Lili St. that American films are presenting board advertising.
fiTnri ratings act, sponsored by Sena- classification.
Cyf who said she did not care more and more ‘adult’ stories. To
General impression is that clas¬
torWilUam T. Conklin and Assem¬
Introduction of -the A-IH classi¬ what people said about her as long Variety, that, seems, to mean that sification has a better chance in
blyman Xulgi B. Marano, Brook¬ fication apparently has resulted in as they kept saying it” (The re¬ they are dealing with adultery Albany than licensing, which pre¬
lyn Republicans).*7
a substantial decrease in the num¬ mark is credited to many, includ¬ more than before! The editors sents a variety of legal problems.
The Manley bill providing for ber of pix in the Class B hracket. ing. George M. Cohan—Ed. >
think this is all ugfit, but are afraid Classification, which so far lacks
State licensing of television pro¬ Latter are listed as being morally
it will cause more censorship an enforcement procedure and
grams is also on the agenda, but objectionable in part since these
trouble.
would be restricted tq puhlic rec¬
this proposal is believed to stand films are said to contain elements John €. FEnn, Goodfried
“Adult movies shouldn’t have to ommendation, is seen as having
little chance of favorable legisla¬ which can he the cause of serious
be adulterous. Nor is this what strong legislative support. Even so,
To
Columbia
Ad
Staff
tive action.
harm in the. area of Christian
makes the best of the new ones and primarily because its criteria
Hollywood, Feb. 24.good; they are stimulating because
FitzPatrick added, “We will morality and traditionally accepted
Bob Goodfried has been appoint¬ they obviously have been written are as difficult to establish as cen¬
make no recommendations to the moral behavior patterns.
ed Columbia Pictures studio pub¬ by men and women of good sense sorship itself, the film biz generally
Legislature until we have heard
opposes the idea.
Of a total Of 395 pix reviewed in
testimony at the hearing. \We have 1958, 73 or 18.43k were placed in licity manager, to function under for men and women, and not by
Don’t Tas* Us.
John C. Flinn, who moves over silly little boys for other silly little
invited about 25 organizations and A-IH classification and 74
Also, this is one area in which
individuals to testify. The number 18.7-% gyere listed as Class B. Of from Allied Artists Mareh 9 to be¬ boys.” come
new
publicityadvertising
the
industry
finds it Impossible to
has been limited, to give the film 4*18 films reviewed in the previous
reply to the outside threat with a
industry full opportunity to ex¬ year, when the A-IH classification chief.
“we’ll
do
It
ourselves” gesture.
COLUMBIA
CUTS
CLEARANCE
Pending Flinn’s arrival, Goodpress its views.”
did not exist, 137 or 32.8% of the
Proposal for the Code to classify
The ex-Assemblyman made no films were listed as Glass B.
fried will act as pah director, fol¬
films
has
been
firmly
as
Pittsburgh
First
Run
Protection
lowing former head Al Horwtis’ de¬
prediction on the' outcome- of the
A complete breakdown of the parture over weekend. .
“an unthinkable, unwarranted and
21, Not 28, Days
pending bills, but he did observe
films
reviewed
in
1958
shows
132
completely
unjustified
abridgment
that the Joint Committee has es¬
af freedom of chore?.”
Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.
tablished a record' of virtually were rated as Class A, morally unJohn Sturges on ‘633*
Columbia Pictures here has re¬
percent77 support by legisla¬ objeetional for general patronage;
In effect, it would be impossible
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
duced
clearance
after
first-run
to
tors for the bills it has introduced. 109* Class, A-H, morally unobjec¬
for the Code, representing a com¬
John Stilrges has been contract¬
tionable for adults and adolescents;
from 28 days, starting with bination- of producers, to apply
ed
by
the
Mirisch
Co.
as
producer73, Class A-IH, morally unobjec¬
Book and Candle,” whieh is such restrictions without laying
tionable for adults; 74, Class B, director of “633 Squadron,” due to current at the downtown J. P. Har¬ itself wide open to an assortment
morally objectionable in part for roll late this summer. Walter ris Theatre. It’s effective on either Qf bitter charges from independent
all; five, all foreign filmsj C, con¬ Mirisch is exec producer.
producers who might be affected,
Rod Serling’s sceenplay is from flat rental, bid or. percentage.
demned, and two were given
Paramount and United Artists and who would resent having thefr
a Frederick Smith novel. Story
special
classification.
Wiesbaden, Feb. 24.
also forwarded plans recently for potential audience cut by competi¬
deals
with
the
RAFin
World
In addition to 20th’s 10 and
Comet Film Distribution Co. of
new clearances in this territory. tors.
War II.
Duesseldorf has just been handed a Metro’s nine in the new A-III
The classification proposed in
40,000 mark (nearly $10,000) fine classifications, totals for the other
the Albany bill would rate pictures
majors
in
this
bracket
included
for releasing the French film,
as being okay for adults, for gen¬
eight;*. Paramount,
“Montmartre at 10 P.M.” without Columbia*
eral patronage and specifically un¬
seven; Universal, seven; Allied
cutting out the censored parts.
suited for children. Both exhibi¬
The leading organization of the Artists, she; Warners, five;- United
tors and distributors execs openly
Artists,
four.
German film industry, SPIO, has
- express the fear that, if N.Y.
ordered that the fine be levied
Houston
Exhibs
Sue
Chi
Distrib
In
Quirky
Aftermath
should adopt stich a system, the
against Comet because it defied
precedent would carry far in other
the German industry’s self-censor¬
To ‘Indecency’ Arrest
states. However, there’s obviously
ship ban in permitting the entire
less opposition to classification
uncfct picture to be shown. In midJanuary the Munich district attor¬
Houston,; Feb. 24.
Thompson and charged with dis¬ which would reflect only In Indica¬
tions in the ads as against classi¬
ney had banned the film, then play¬
Metro has acquired distribution
Two men who were arrested for playing lewd and indecent movies.' fication which would see tennager*
ing in two Munich theatres, and in¬ rights tb “The MystBrians,” a
He was acquitted of the mis¬
vestigated, proving that the un¬ Japanese-made science-fiction.film. Showing alleged. indecent films in demeanor charges Dec. $ in Judge ' turned away from theatres on pic¬
censored version was being shown.' „■ The story.,concerns a pace of four . Brest theatre sued a CMcagQ Jimmie Duncan’s County court at tures which someone might have
rated adult.
scientific-intellects from a planet, film distributor, for $150,009.
law.
Dave Lipton Takes Chair
caffed- Mysteriod who attempt to
Marvin Bell of Brady, lessee of
The petition which was fifed said • v -With the current trends in Hol¬
.* Hollywood, FrV 24;
r take over the Earth, “mate with its the theatres, and Jesse A. Dodson, Bell wa? also arrested, although lywood, pointing'tq increasingly
David A. "Lipton succeeds SH 'ypomen and easfave its men.”' i manager, claimed their contract local court records showed’ no ac¬ adult, themes in future films, plus
the theatres’ overwhelming de¬
Rogell as Chairman of the amuse¬ -" "RKa^Teimdib’s 'Terry- Tqrper, With Modern' Film Distributors tion. against Him.
ment division of the 1959 Urile representing. the. producer, will’ guaranteed that the company would
John O. Kain, attorney for Bell pendence on the juvenile audience,
Jewish Welfare Fund c"ira*^
work with Metro’s pub-ad-depart¬ “clear” the films with any local and Dodson, said the incident, effretive cli^sification could spell
Rogell was kudosed v.-.b
ment in the launching and promo¬ censorship body.
caused Bell to forfeit his leases on. ruination for the industry regard¬
plaque for his efforts-h^t vr .>. ;
tion of the picture.. Special afDodson was iirrested in Galena t^e Galena Park Theatre, Hi-Nabor less oFT&v? “Vensible”..it may seem
a luncheon held last week a-.tc: :h
vr-tlon .wiff be devoted to a tv Park last Aug. 16 by a posse led Drive-In Theatre, Venus Theatre from a social and educational
by industry toppers.
point- of-view.
u:.i-loitation campaign.
by Justice of the Peace Dave and Grand Theatre.

Distribs Who Yank Ads
To Pmnsh Critics Don’t
Help Much—Johnston

% Children Allowed Angles

Dommate Censors’Thii ig

2DTH, M-G MOST ’ADULT
PER LEGION’S A-3 TAG

‘ADULT FILMS NEED NOT
Hi ADETEROUS’: CRITIC

“100

21

German DislribFmed
For Ignoring Censors

Guaranteed Safe If Not Pure

METRO‘MYSTERIAM’
SCI-FI FROM NIPPON
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FawceS^CaTOHer Mag

;j

Brands Wanger’s Graham
|^a ‘HpajvOnTriiil ♦

See ‘Rally Round F&*, ftpy*’ MiaWentifed a* WW Going; way&yond /critics who
vefridfc produces? from t&nnto time
’ Kciure—Opens ?ijr lft Mlinne*!*?)**
fji)r liberties, omissions and-altera-

ifens bf ili>rj£ an all-out charge of
^boak” fiajf n$j*r been levelled. Wal¬
ter Wangeafs jfodUQtiofi of “I Want
San Antonio, Feb. 24.
to live” is- so charged: by Cavalier
An “Elvis. Presley Valentine
Sweetheart” show was on tap ’ magazine da its April issue out tomorrow (Thurjs.). Fawcett publica¬
Friday and Saturday (14) at
tion maintains that the film the
Interstate’s Broadway Thea¬
public is. seeing is not true and
tre. .
that “the facts have been changed
There was continuous show¬
to
protect the guilty.”
ings of two Presley pics, “Love
In a story by. Los Angeles news¬
Me Tender” and “Jailhouse
paperman . William W. Walker,
Rock.”
Cavalier says .that Barbara Graham,
the true life character portrayed by
Susan Hayward; has been “turned
into a.celluloid Joan of Arc by a
movie mogul with a singular dis¬
regard s for- the actual facts in the
shocking case.” The film, the mag
adds, leaves an audience with the
impression that Barbara Grahaih
was completely innocent of a brutal
murder.
Dallas, Feb. 24.
Cavalier further charges that Ed
Tim Ferguson of Downs Drive-In
at Grand Prairie was elected presi¬ Montgomery, the San Francisco
dent of the Texas Drive-In Theatre crime'reporter credited" with hav¬
Owners Assn. Feb. .18 at the close ing covered the murder trial and
of the group’s seventh annual con¬ providing the screenplay, “never
vention. Named also by the 460 covered a single session of the
delegates were IL A. CSkeetj trial.” The magazine prints a depoNoret, Skyvue, Lamesa, first v.p.; sition. to that effect from a Deputy
Bob Davis, Perrin, Sherman, sec¬ District Attorney in Los Angeles,
ond v.p.; Wayne Long, Corral, who further noted that the lawyer
Monahans, third y.p.; A. J. Valen¬ on Barbara Graham's appeal tried
tine, Dusk, Georgetown, treasurer to persuade Wanger to show that.
and M. K- McDaniel, Bayou, La- 'Barbara Graham was truly guilty
Marque, secretary.
Voted for of the murder as the evidence de¬
three-year directors* slots were monstrated at her trial, but that
Eddie Joseph, Austin, retiring Wanger "would not agree.”
What Wanger left out, the maga¬
prexy; Noret, aforesaid; Charles W.
Weisenburg, Dallas; A1 Reynolds, zine says, could fill a book. It’s
further
charged that the film
Dallas; Dowlin Russell, Dallas;
Pittsburgh, Feb.-24.
“purposely leaves out two princi¬
Charlie Eagle, one of the bona Boyd Scott, Dallas; Harold Novy, pal characters” whose testimony,
fide theatre manager veterans who Dallas and Phil Isley, Dallas.
it’s stressed, played an importaut
has been running houses for nearly
First annual John H^ Hardin cup part in convicting Barbara Graham.
35 years, the downtown Stanley award to “the oustanding person¬
“What emerges from the silver
here for the last 231 is retiring at ality in. the drive-in industry for screen,” Cavalier says, “is a carathe end of the week. He’s taking 1958” went to- Eddie Joseph, who fally-’ioaded series of arguments,
his ailing wife to a farm in Ken¬ has six theatres in Augtin. scenes and progressively shocking
tucky to live just as socn as the TDITOA’s award to .the “branch sequences. But it is completely one¬
doctor gives her an okay to travel. manager of the year” went to Wal¬ sided in arguing that she was com¬
Eagle piloted the Stanley through ter Armbruster, who heads Univer¬ pletely innocent* of any, complic¬
its lush deluxe days as a presenta¬ sal here*..
ity in the brutal murder add that
tion site when it was praying all the
Resolutions adopted by the or¬ she was framed and perjured and
name hands and the big personal¬ ganization *at the closing biz ses¬ entrapoed .into the gas chamber,
ities, and has a wide personal ac¬ sion included:
that the penalty inflicted* by law
quaintance among the top echelons
Action toward joining with other wa?( far worse than the crime it
of show business. He will be re¬ theatre owners to increase the pro¬ punished, a crime the viewer will
placed by Larry Knee, who is com¬ duction of motion pictures.
seriously'doubt she committed.”
ing back to Pittsburgh from the
Opposition to all forms of toll
Colonial in Cleveland, where he tv.
was dispatched after being suc¬
Opposition to the release of postceeded as manager of the Squirrel 1948 films to tv.
Hill, nabe arter, by Bernie Elinoff.
Willingness tq join with any
Paul Blunter, from the Stanley- other
exhibitor group to improve
Wamer circuit’s Liberty in New
relationship
between exhibition, /Sale of four American films to
Kensington, will follow Knee in
the Poles and three to the Hunga¬
production and distribution.
Cleveland.
"Research, calling on manufactur¬ rians were reported in N.Y. this
ers ef theatre equipment to con¬ Week by Jay Frankel, head of MJP
tinue research toward improving Enterprises. Frankel returned over
the weekend from a trip that took
colori sigltt and sound.
himf to Czechoslovakia, Russia, Po¬
land and. Hungary.
In his Iron Curtain sales, Frank¬
•Hartford, Feb. 24.
el reps the product of RKO, Para¬
Four nabes and one'art theatre
mount and Warner Bros. He said
closed two weeks* ago for non-pay¬
deals with the Soviets were in
ment . of rent have been taken
abeyance pending finalization of
the Motion Picture Export Assn,
over by a new group and relit. The
ItaLo
distributor ‘ Dominick. agreement with Moscow, which has
five. Central of West Hartford,
Lenox, Lyric, Colonial and Art of Franco filed a suit of $250,000 in been hanging fire.
Frankel said the Polish sale
Hartford are now under the man¬ N. Y. Supreme Court against Na¬
agement of Community Theatre tional Telefilm Associates for al¬ netted from $6,000 to $8,0*00 per
The Hungarians pay
Inc. All houses have revised their leged breach of contract in the ex¬ picture.
admish priced downward, ranging hibition anddistributidnof “Cyrano $6,000, hut want to use Italian
from five cents to 25c. Latter price de Bergerac” in Italy and Trieste.' lira.
Films picked by the Poles in¬
According to the complaint.
applies to the Art, which. features
Franco charges NTA was -falsely clude “Escapade in. Japan,” “Masart and foreign film.
representing that his deal, made * ' c* "'-u^ntrae.” “Moby Dick’
Price drops reflects the thinking in March, 1958, was an exclusive and “Tension at Table Rock.’
of A. M. Schuman, Hartford film contract for a five-year period. The •_ - -s aiso are buying “Old Man
pioneer and now consultant for the distrib contended that-.be discov¬ and the Sea,” “War and Peace”
new group. Schuman claims that ered that other distributors were and “The Rainmaker.” The Hunga¬
“today a need for a downward re¬ handling the picture in the same rians are taking “War and Peace,’1
vision in theatre admission prices territory. He added that he had “Moby Dick” and “Old Man and
exists in view of this day and age’s given NTA a $10,000 advance.
the Sea.”
inflation and accompanying rising
NTA-moved for dismissal of the
prices.”
complaint on the gfound of insufAmicable settlement was made ficent facts or, as an alternative, Ritchard Role for Lewb
between the Park St. Investment the filing of anbmended complaint.
-■
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Co, and the Hartford Operating
“Visit to a Small Planet,” which
Co. Latter rented the five from
Gore Vidal originally wrote as a
the former.
teleplay and was later staged on
Broadway with Cyril Ritchard and
Community Theatres Inc. is
the road, has been acquired by
headed by Atty. Isadore M. WaxHal Wallis for his Paramount pro¬
man as. prexy. He heads a similar
Deals have been set by Stanley
post with the Park St. Co. Chief Warner Cinerama for the opening duction slate.
Wallis paid approximately $100,administrative officer Carroll J. of Cinerama in Asia and in South
for property, skedded to star
Lawler, at one time general man¬ America.
Jerry
Lewis and probably directed
ager of the Hartford Theatre Cir¬
The Shaw Circuit in Singapore
cuit (ops of the five houses before will open a. 1,000 seat house espe¬ by Norman Taurog.
they were taken over six years ago cially built for Cinerama at the
by Hartford Operating Co), Schu¬ end ApriL A 900-seater is planned
25 ‘Journey* Datings
man is also a one time general -for Kuala- Lampur in the Malay
Jack Byrne, Metre sales chief,
manager of the Hartford Theatre Peninsular for later.
discloses 52 additional key city
Circuit
Scheduled to open in May is an dates for Anatole latvak’s produc¬
Resumption of matinee shows at 800-seat house in ‘Sao Paulo, tion, “The Journey,” within the
the five houses was started this Brazil, to be operated by Sascha next three weeks.
Picture, starring Yul Brynner
week. Advertising for the five Goron, head of Condor Films, in
.and Deborah Kerr, has already
houses states that new revised association with local exhibitors.
prices
■ permanent ?Texcept for-i \ initial entry at* the Utree thea¬ Mek&d. -off ■ in-.Ne,w York, Holly¬
plbfeiiteS: over which chain., manage-1 tres .Will* he- the first- Cinerama/ wood,-' DsrivJsjvVChicago, Cleveland
controhV.
..*■ /pj^ntatlori^This- Ig.'Clrieram^'

Minneapolis, Feb. 24.
Because author Max Shulman,
though .now an eastern seaboard
resident is a native son, his film
“Bally Round the Flag Boys,” was
billed here as Shulman’s, not Leo
McCarey’s production, Shulman’snot Claude Binyon’s script.
Lyric used strips on its 24
sheets to emphasize native slant.
Bantam pocketbooks donated re¬
tail value of $50 worth (100 copies
at “50c) of books to be given away
to. first ticket-buyers opening day
—not to see what picture left out!
Ev Seibel, United Paramount adpub brave, concentrated on getting
over to public assurance this was
not, despite title, a war picture.
It is thought that in other situa¬
tions where the 20th-Fox film
opened but so-so the contrary im¬
pression was hurtful to the payoff.
At any rate, in its first Lyric
seven days at advanced $1.25 ad¬
mission it garnered $14,500, outgrossing the initial stanza of the
high-stepping
“Auntie.* Marne”
which, with the ante upped to
$1.50, hit $14,000 at the same thea¬
tre where it ran seven weeks to
hefty takes.
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Texas Drive-Ins
Beet, Resolve

Charlie Eagle Retiring;
Alumnus ef Stage Show
Era Cares for Ill Mate

Poles (4) Hungarians (3)
Bay Yank Features

REOPEN FIVE HOUSES;.
STRESS LOWER PRICES

Italy’s Dominick Franco
Sues NTA Re/Bergerac’;
Ask Amended Complaint

Cinerama Openings Set
For Asia, So. America
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■ ^here’ll he no-;gala American /reception at this yearis ^Cannes festi¬
val*/regardless of What the’Russians plan to do.
When Steven Bosustow was asked lat a press conference if he knew
the reason for the,comeback of full-length animated films, Larry Lipskin, Columbia International/? publicity "chief; cracked: “They’re easier
to castl”
Britain, too, has censorship troubles, especially for the . legitimate
stage over which its Lord Chamberlain presides like a nervous school¬
man. Writing in the Society of Authors bulletin Sir Donald Wolfit was
glad players were no longer regarded at law as rogues and vagabonds
but regretted they were not allowed to choose their own plays since
public supervision was riot applied to “sensational Sunday newspapers,
radio or television.” He agreed that a group gathered jn a theatre was
under a different psychology than “the dispersed audience of the press
and the haunted fish-tank in the sitting room.”
On the Paris agenda this week: A European roundtable powwow
between Fred Gronich, Continental chief of the Motion Picture Ex¬
port Assn; Fraflk Gervasi, Mediterranean topper who’ll report on
Spanish developments," and Leo Hochstetter, the German rep who’s
been spending time in Turkey. Gronich last week did a Brussels .quickie
to deal with the problems created by the Belgian decree on film rent¬
als
Lester Dinoff, former Rank Distributors of America publicist and
before that a film tradepaper reporter, named publicity manager of
radio station WMGM . . . The majority of the 21 films to be made this
year by the Soviet Union’s Mosfilm will be “devoted to the Soviet peo¬
ple who carry out the grandiose program of Communist construction,”
according to a Radio Moscow broadcast as monitored by Radio Lib¬
eration in West Germany . . . Rosetta LeNoire, who appears in the
film, “Anna Lucasta,” signed for the new Broadway musical, “Destry
Rides Again.” . . . Russian-born Anatole Litvak, producer-director of
“The Journey,” received a special commendation from the American
Committee for Liberation in a ceremony and broadcast from the N.Y.
studios of Radio Liberation. Program was beamed to the Soviet Union
. . . Metro production executive J. J. Cohn is hack on the Coast from
Rome after supervising tjie final stages of “Ben-Hur” and wrapping
up the production setup . . . Glenn Ford set for the starring role in
Metro’s remake of “Cimarron.” . . . Burl Ives and Ernie Kovacs added
to the cast of Grahame Green’s “Our Man in Havana,” which Carol
Reed is making for Columbia . . . Columbia’s “The’ 7th Voyage of Sinbad” racked up $293,600 on the RKO circuit in N.Y. (26 houses) in five
days ending Sunday (15). It/s said to he the best total ever for a Col
pic on the RKO chain.
Diversification being what it is these days there’s no telling the show
biz stock market ballplayers without a scorecard. Viz., Buckeye Corp.,
fully listed on the American Stock Exchange. Publicist Bob Taplinger
makes request for weekly stock market listing on premise that Buck¬
eye disguises Pyramid and Flamingo vidpix catalogs “and the com¬
pany is planning expansion into other television activities.”
In an unusual press stunt, Columbia Pictures’ Italian company is
Cervia, on the- upper Adriatic, as an attention-catcher for “7th Voyage
of Sinbad.” Authorities, at a loss of how to finance the digging opera¬
tion to recoup the valuable discovery, had sent out a plea for financial
aid via video and the press, which Columbia’s Italo press office picked
up.
David O. Selznick bought film rights to Stefan Zweig*s 1931 novel,
“Amok,” and registered title with MPAA . . . Eleanor Parker up for
lead opposite Robert Mitchum in Metro’s “Home From the Hills,”
which Vincente Minnelli will direct for producer Edmund Grainger
. .. James Henaghan will script ‘Tour Ways to Hell” from his own and
Patric Knowles* original story, to be produced in Orient by Knowles
and George Kellner.
Wives of two of the travelling-est men in Washington have been
cited for their family “togetherness.” Mrs. John Foster Dalles and
Mrs. Eric Johnston are among eight selected for the “togetherness”
honor, a McCall's Magazine-promoted award sponsored by the Wom¬
en’s City Club of Washington.
Joseph S. Hummel, Warner Bros.’ Continental manager with Paris
headquarters, is sick and not likely to come back to his office for some
time. Hummel’s Warner contract is up this spring ’. . . The French “Les
Amants” has been banned.In Italy. It also had trouble with U.S. Cus¬
toms .. . Sam Stiller, for 30 years with RKO in Israel, has -formed his
own outfit, Stiller Films, which is buying pix for Israel . . . “Faibles
Femmes,” Paul Graetz*s current Paris hit, rates as a Franco-Italian
coproduction. Comedy tinter lias been bought by UFA in Germany
at top terms and is getting a big buildup all over Europe.
Metro publicity manager Dsan* Terrell’s 16-year-son, John, was
selected as Manhasset (L.I.) High School’s ambassador to Europe. It
means a six-week jaunt abroad fpr young Terrell this summer . . .
Olympia Productions, headed by Aubrey Schenck and Howard W.
Koch, has named attorney Marvin Josephson, prexy of Broadcast Man¬
agement, as its N.Y. rep for the acquisition of story properties for pix
. . . Alfred Hayes set to write the screenplay for “The Time of the
Dragons,” which William Goetz will make for Columbia release . .
Maurice “Red” Silverstein, Loew’s International v.p., on the Coast
for confabs with studio officials.
*
New Columbia University film on censorship to he presented by'
Cinema 16 during its ‘discussion of film censorship tonight (Wed.).
Ephraim London, lawyer on “The Miracle” case, will be featured
speaker . . . N.Y. Variety Club having difficulty lining up $500 taxexempt contributions for its “First-Nighters” promotion. Contributors
receive first-night tickets for 10 film world premieres on Broadway
. . . Bantam issuing 15 books on which current or upcoming films
are based . . . 20th-Fox publicists are delivering their own handouts
since the company, as part of its recent economy wave, fired all its
messengers . . . Sam Horwitz named pub-ad chief of Interboro Thea¬
tres . . . Metro’s “The Beat Generation” set for July release . . . Wil¬
liam Wyler arrived in Gotham Monday (22) after a year in Rome
where-he directed “Ben-Hur for Metro. He leaves for the Coast short¬
ly, presumably to. supervise the’editing of the film . . . Metro’s “Green
Mansions” 'selected as Seventeen magazine’s “picture of the* month”
for April... Columbia pactee Michael Callan to the Coast for a Screen
Gems assignment.
Sophia Loren with Clark Gable in Shavelson-Rose’s' Paramount pro¬
duction, “Bay of Naples,” to roll Aug. 3 in Italy . . . Indie Bernard
Lnber purchased rights to Berkely Mather’s novel, “The Achilles
Affair,” for United Artists release, filming to start in Cyprus this sum¬
mer . . .Paramount set Fess Parkeri to two pix annually for six years,
supplanting previous contract calling for one pic for seven years . . .
Columbia Pictures acquired “Return Fare,” novel by Jean Kolar, for
its 1960 slate . . . James Smirneii will write screen adaptation of his
novel-, “An Actress in LoVe” purchased last week by producer Curtis
Roberts. ’
.
Sigs SChlager, Una Stanley and James A. Smith have formed Prize
Pictures .- to indie-produce Dale Van Everys “The Scarlet Feather,”
which Henry Holt & Co., ^'publishing March' 10. It’s being financed
and distributed by the new Howard Beck-Lester Braunstein com¬
bine;’latter due to sail to Europe next week.
Catholic press going all-out in supporting the German “Embezzled
Heaven,” being released in the States by. the Louis de Rochemont out¬
fit.* One Catholic columnist headed his piece on-Uter^lm “Job for CathbUDg ActipW' r
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remarkabif
PENNYPACKER
Cinemascope

COLOR by DE LUXE

OUTGROSSESl
the biggest 20th attractions
and is holdover everywhere!
ST, LOUIS is REMARKABLE! BUFFALO is REMARKABLE!
MILWAUKEE is REMARKABLE! LINCOLN is REMARKABLE!
KANSAS CITY is REMARKABLE! OMAHA is REMARKABLE!
DES MOINES is REMARKABLE! WICHITA is REMARKABLE!
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. is REMARKABLE!
Returns now coming in
from 200 spots are REMARKABLE!

get with PENNYPACKER . . . get with 20th!
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TREE’STOUT $10,000,
K.C; TABLES’ TALL 96

Picture Grosses

Amusement Stock Quotations

Week Ended Tuesday (U)
Kansas Ui£y, Feb, 24.
' Rash of newcomers is strongest
N. Y, Stock Exchange
influx In several weeks, and three
big ones are etching favorable re¬
Net
1958-’59
turns, “Hanging Tree” *at Para¬
Change
♦Weekly UToL Weekly Weekly Toes.
High Low
mount shapes sturdy.while-“Sep¬
Close • for wk.
Low
tel*s
High
arate Tables” at Midland is rated
19%
19%
ABC Vending 24
14
19%
* %
21
bright. “Rally Round Flag, Boys”
22%
+ %
213/4
Am Br-ParTh 277
22%
22% 13
at Uptown looms good. “Auntie
81%
+9%
81%
298
71%
Ampex
.....
81%
67%
Washington, Feb. 24.
“At War With Amy’* (Par) <re- Marne” makes news with unusually
41%
40%
41%
+1%
41% 24% CBS . t202
Qoartet of robust newcomers is issue) and ”1101 Angel” (Par). Sock strong ninth week at Roxy. “Rest¬
+ %
20% . 21%
21%
21% 12% Col Fix ..... m
ipurring trade here this round. $7,500. Last week, “Hide Lone- less Years” in three Fox Midwest
20
19%
— %
21%
21% 13% Decca ....... 864
”Baliy Around Flag, Boys” is sock some” (Col) and “Life Begins at theatres is fairish. “Doctor'S Di¬
47%
46%
‘
Disney
.
48
48%
Hr %
14
50%
lemma”
brings
first
run
policy
to
at Palace. “The Journey” is fig- 17” (Col), $3,800.
!
+10
153%
144
154%
97% Eastmmt Kdk 327
154
ureafine at CapitoL “Nightto HePark (Field; 1,000;! the Brookside Theatre on the far
8%
— %
8%
6%
. 47$
7% EMI
9%
member” is rated hotsy. “Sleeping
—“Horse’s Mouth” (UA) (4th south side with moderate returns.
+ %
10%
10%
10%
Beauty” at Uptown shapes sock- wk)> Ordinarily a subsequent-run
6% List tod. .... 295
10%
Estimates for This Week
+i%
22%
21%
23%
eroo. Hot second week looms for ^ouse iu earliest 28-day clearance'
23% 12% Loew5# ..... 1926
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$!.25)
+ %
“I Want to Live” All holdovers slo^
nabe has been going to —“God Created Woman” (Kings)
10%
11%
11%
12%, 7% Nat, Thea. .. 205
are in comfortable shape this stan- towll ^th this. Third week was (55th: wk). Sturdy $1,400, Last
40%.
47
47%
47% 30% Paramount ,.
r +1
xat “Auntie Marne” still being long- j^ter than' secdnA ’ Good $3,500: week, $*,500.
243^
27% ^ .+2%
27%
608
27% 12% FMteo
run champ.
in final stanza. Last week, $4,200. - Brookside (Fox Midwest) (900; 111% 43% Polaroid
104%
107%
108%
292
Estimates for This Week
' Suburban.World (Mann) (800;,85) 75-$l)—'‘Doctor's Dilemma” (M-G).
47
47%
46%
4- %
50% 30% RCA ...... 224
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW) .—“My Uncle” (Cont) (4th wk). Mild $3,000. Last week, ended long *
9
8%
Republic .... 34
9%
5
9%
/•« 400. 1 odo- 90-91 49) — “Auntie Hotsy $3,000. Last week, $3,400. subsequent .run of “Gigi” (M-G).
14%
14
143%
5
14%
9% Rep., pfd. ...
wk). Socko $14,World (Mann) <400: 85^150)24%
— %
24%
25
Isis, Fairway, Granada, (Fox
26
14% Stanley War 132
C00 Last week S12 400.
'Inn of Sixth Happiness (20th) Midwest) (1,360; 700; 1,217; 75-90)
29%
29%
+ %
30%
Storer . *25
30% 20
•“o££S
<wi. 90-$1.25> ffithwkKiaity$6,000. UrtM* — “Restless Years” (U) .and
—l
38%
38%
40%
42% 21% '20th*Fox . . 122
“Money, Women,- Guns” (U). Fair¬
26%
+1%
—"The Journey” (M-G). Fine $20,.
25%
26%
27% 15% United Artists 117
ish ' $8,000. L&st week, “Liane,
29
%
29
000, holds. Last week, “These 1,000 '
mvrktnm»v
29%
5
29% 18% Univ. Pix
Jungle Goddess” (DCA) and “Mile.
Hills” (20th), $io,qoo.
BROADWAY
81% : + %
81
83
Univ., pfd.... teoo
57
96
Striptease” (Indie), $12,000.
30%
29%
31
206
4%
Warner
Bros.
Columbia (Loew) (904; 90-$1.49)
(Continued from page 9)
30%
16%
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 90-31.25)
201
191
201
; H-li
!wi Therese” <EIli5> (2d wk). This —“Separate Tables” (UA). Bright 208% 67% Zenith . 28
wk). Still strong at $7,500 follow¬
round looks like nice $5,500. First $9,000 and likely holding. Last
American Stock Exchange
ing M.DUU
$8,300 in
mg
au ninth.
iuiitu.
con .
week, “Lonelyhearts” (UA) and “10
47/s
2% Allied 4rtist*
5 y*
4%
4% : -f
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 90-$1.25)— V3* Sf’50^
_ •
‘
10%. 1% Ail’d Ait* pfti. 33*. 11
9^
10
i +
“I Want to Live” (UA) (2d wk).
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$175) — Davs Tulara” (UA), $6,000.
Missouri (Cinerama) (1,194:
7
154 Cinerama Ine.1105
7
5%
6V4 - +1
Lively $14,000 after $17,000 opener. “Cry From Streets” (Indie). Opened
$1.25-$2)—“South
Seas
Adventure”
XaeArtirar <K-B> (900; $1.10)— Monday (23). In ahead, “The Mis*
814
3
DuMoni Lab. 180
7
6%
6%
4“Pather Panchali” (Indie) (3d Wk). tress” (Harrison) (3d wk), whs fair (Cinerama) (llth wk>. Okay $8£00.
934
754
Filmway*.... 470 : 9%
794
7%
•—1
Nice $3,500 following $4,500 for $5,000 after $6,500 in second, round; Last Week,, same.
4*4
1%
Guild
Fflmo.-1440
2%
22%
;
-f
-Paramount (UP1 (L900; 75-$l>—
second.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; “Hanging Tree” (WB). Sturdy $10,1014
5% Natl TelefiCat 332
HB4
10
10
—
Ontario CK-B) (1,240; 90-$1.25)— $l.80-$2BO>
“Separate Tables” 000; holds. Last week, “Up Peri¬
8V6
3% Skiatron
137
7%
7V4
7^4
—
‘-Night to Remember” (Rank). Hot <UA) <10th wk). Present stanza scope” (WB) (2d wk), $7,000.
8%
3V4 Technicolor . 152
8%
814
$12,000, aided by rave reviews, finishing today (Wed.) is heading
8%
4% Tele Indttt... 20
6V4
6V4
614 •
..
Rockhill (Little Art Theatres)
Last week, .“Silent Evening” (U) for fancy $10,500 after $11,300 in (750: 75-&1) — “Lovers of Paris”
14%
9
Teleprompter 163.
14%
12
14%
+2
(2d wk), $3,500.
(Indie), Mild $1,200. Last week,
9%
3V4
Trans-Lux
..
9
8V4
7%
8V4
-f
Palace (Loew) (2,390; 90-$1.25)—
“Seventh Seal” .(Indie), ditto..
Over-the-Counler Securities
gglly Bound Ftar- (2to).' Smash ..^'ho^FiS,6liiys^Soth)
Itexy (Durwood) (879; 90-$l-50)
Bid
Ask .
$19,000, Last week, ton Sixtii {10th wk). Ninth frame completed .—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (9th wk).
Happiness? (20th) (7th wk), $9,000. yesterday (Tues.) pushed to okay Surging up
Chesapeake
Induatrie#
..................
3%
3J4
$7,000, excellent for
Cinerama Prod. ..
3
3J4
+
wJS^Tr
JPX?
$13,500 or close. The eighth was this extended-run. Last week,
Magna Theatre
3%. 3V4 ;
WOO. "&**'<* Anne Frank” $8500.
••
wk). Nifty $4,000 after $4,500. (goto) opens_ March 17.
Uptown (FdX Midwest) (2.043;
MetropoHtan Broadeasttog ..............
14V4 14%
..
Stays on.
Scrmrton Corp, .....XT....
8%
0%
+
Odee* (Moss). <813; «O$1.80)— 175-SI >—TRaBy Round Flag” (20th)
Ttans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.25Book cSSie” (cS)
Book, Candle” (Col) (9th Good $9,000: ‘ holds. Last -week,
U, A. Theatre* ...*..
8%
+
(9th wk) Robust at $5 500 after Vk). This round finishing today•' “ton Sixth Happiness” (20th) (4th
$&sb0L«t we£t Hol^’
(Wed.) looks likely to climb tot wk)t $4500.
* Week Ended Friday (20)
^^town (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$1.49) Sood $10,300. Eighth was $9,700.
t Actual Volume.
—“Sleeping Beauty” (BV). SockParamount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- ‘Beauty’ Rousing 35G,
eroo $25,000. Last week, “South $2) — “Remarkable Mr. Penny(Cowries^of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc.)
Buff;
Tables’
13G,
2d
Pacific” (Magna) (7th wk), $9,000 packer” (20th). Initial session
in last 3 days.
winding up tomorrow (Thursl) is
Buffalo, Feb. 24.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1.300: heading for fair $35,000. Holds, to
Trade is perking here this ‘Beauty* Mighty 21G
$lJ25-$2.40)—“South Seas Adven- ahead, “ton of Sixth Happiness” round, being helped by a couple
In Seattle; ‘Tree* 106
tore” (Cinerama) (10th wk). Dipped (20th) (10th wk), $17,000.
of nice newcomers. Top newie Is
to nice $121)00 after $16,400.
. Paris (Fathe Cinema) (568; 90-• “Bleeotog Beauty,” rated smash
Seattle, Feb. 24.
Continued from page isssa
- ——$180)—“Horse’s • Mouth” (Lopert).f- at Century. “Hanging Tree” Is
“Sleeping Beauty” is standout
a r*r*
■*
(16th wk). The 15th stanza finishedl nice at Paramount, “Separate
divided on the question Of cumula¬
LnlLALU
Sunday (22) was stout $12,800 after: Tables” looms sockeroo in second newcomer here this stanza with a tive voting. The woman ; stock¬
session, at the Buffalo. "Auntie terrific take at the small Bto* holders in the audience, particu•
(Continued from page 9)
$15,000 in 14th-wed:.
$30,000. Last week, “Perfect Fur- / Jadta 9***
^all (Hocke-. Mame” still is smash in eighth Mouse. Using a ’$1 admission for lariy small shareholders; appeared
Idoih” (U) (3d wk), $19,000.
fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75) — “The» week at the Center.
kids is helping to get this figure. to be the ones most ftrohjgly in
Estimates for This Week
Palace
(SW-Cinerama) (1,434; Journey” (M-G) and new stage“Separate Tables” looms big in favor of retaining the Cumulative
$L25-$3.40) — “South Seas Adven- show. First week ending todayr
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-$1^5)
system. Lewis Gilbert, * profes¬
tore^Ctoerama) (22d wk)..Sturdy (Wed.) looks Rke socko $163,000.' -—“Separate Tables” CUA> (2d wk), second round at the Music Box sional minority stockholder watch¬
$22£00. Last week, $25,000.
Naturally is holding to ahead > Big $13,000. Last week, $19,000.
while “Hanging Tree” looks okay dog and a strong advocate-of cumu¬
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 90-$1.80> ’‘Some Came Runnmg” Gtt-G) usd[
Center- (AB-PT) (3^KK); 70-$1^5) opening week at Music Hall,
lative voting; was not present, but
—“Hanging Tree” (WB) Smash sfageshow (4th wk), $112,000. The: —“Auntie Mame” (WB) (8th wk).
Estimates for This Week
a letter from Gilbert was read by
$23,000. Last week “Up Pferiscope” business on Monday was one of- Sock $10,000. Last week, same.
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) <800; $1- Harry Korba, another regular
(WB) (2d wk), $15,500.
greatest Washington’s Birthdayr
Century (UATC) (1,410; 70-$1.50)
among the vocal minority-share¬
$2)
—
“Sleeping
Beauty”
(BV).
' State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- lak<»'m history of Hall.
—“Sleeping Beauty” (BV). Smash
$1.30) — ‘‘Sleeping Beauty” (BV)
Bivoli (UAT) (1,545; $2-$3.50)—« $35,(M)0 er near. Last week, “Last Giant $21,000 or over. All-time holders. to his- letter, ^Gilbert de¬
high
on
Saturday.
Last
week,
clared
that he would introduce a
(2d wk). Hotsy $60,000. Last week, “South Pacific” (Magna) (21st wk).. Blitzkrieg” (Col) and “Murder by
“South Pacific” (Magna), $7,700 at tcsolution at the regular' annual
$72,900.
^
The 20th rornsd completed Monday’ Contract” (Col), $5,500.
meeting tomorrow (Thurs.) (also at
Todd’s Cteestage (Tcdd) (1,036; (23) climbed to fine $21,200 via1
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-90)— $2.50 top.
Coliseum
(Fox - Evergreen) Loew’s 72d) asking for the return
$1J2&=$3)-—-“GigT* (M-G). (33d wk). some extra shows ai.d holiday. Thes “House on Haunted - Hill” (AA)
Dandy $15,000. Last week, $14i300. 19th week, $17,000, better thant and “Cosmic Man” (AA) (2d wk). fl,870; 90-$1.50)—“Trap” (Par) and of cumulative voting, at the I960,
“Hot Angel” (Par). Good $7500. annual meeting.
United Artiste (B&K) (1,700; 90- .estimated “Compulsion” (20th) is* Fair $8^000. Last week, $16,000.
$1.8®—“Rally Round Flag” (20th) due to open in about six weeks,,
The opposition to "the manage¬
Paramount (AB-PT) <3,000; 70- Last week, “Anna Lucasta” (UA)
(3d wk). Tall $21,500. Last week, hut no definite date set.
ment proposal started eariy'in the
..$1)—“Hanging Tree” (WB) and and “Machette” (UA), $6,700.
Fifth ATeuue (Fox-Evergreen) meeting immediately after Vogel
_
Plaza (Lopert) (525; $l:50-$2>—. “Thunder Over Tangier” (Indie).
(Essaness) (1,200; 90- “Black Orchid” (Par) (2d wk). This? Nice $14,000. Last week, “Up Peri- (2,500; 90-$1.50) — “Rally Round announced that the' company al¬
$1.50) — Some Crme Running” first holdover round "finishing to-- scope” (WB) and “Million Dollar Flag” (20th) and “Intent to Kill”- ready had . sufficient proxies to
(M-G) (3d wk). Sock $28,4)00. Last day (Wed.) looks like robust $12,-- Man-Hunt” (WB), <$11,000,
(20th) (3rd wk). Good $6,500 m 5 carry the
vote.
Stockholders
Teck (Loew) <1,200; 70-$ U— days. Last week, $7,300.
week, $35,000.
000 after $18,500 in first week.
branded this announcement as
Wprld
Wiprld (Teitel) (60S: 90)—“Capt.
90)—-“Capt. Continues on indef. ..<•
“Some Came Running” (M-G) (9th
Music Box (Hamrick) (850: .90- “electioneering” and charged that
wk). Slow $4,000.. Last week, $1.50) — “Separate Tables” (UA). the management already “had it
Kotptniefc” (DCA) <2a ^
wk).' w Ctodie)
(5r7(^
S
<todio (5,7o^:
Fat $4,900. Last week, $5^00.
“Hanging Tree” (WB7 with stage-. $4500.
$5,500.
(2d wk). Big $6,000. Last week, in the bag” before the shareholders
Cinema (Martina) (450: 7G-$11— $6,700.
1 1
!
• show <3d-final
'
(3d-final wk). Initial
holdpresent had an opportunity to
CV FWl
f)
«?VFI aND
A NT)
over stanza ended test'
test night (Tues.)» “Night Heaven Fell” (Kings) (5th
Music Hatt (Hamrick) <2,200; 90- make up. their minds. Vogel em¬
was good $88*000.
$68*000. Fir
First was $52,-1 Wk). Tam« $2,002. .Last week, $1.50)—“Hanging Tree” (WB) and phatically denied that this was the
7
ditto.
_
(Continued
(V
(Conturned from page 8)
DOC. “Up Periscope” (WB)
with new
1 “Johnny Roeco” (AA). Oke 310,000 intention and he.indicated that all
$1.25) — “Tonka” (BV). Pleasing Stageshow opens March 4, tobefol;or near: Last week, “Periscope* stockholder# had an equal, chance
$15JXtt. Last week, “Inn. Sixth lowed by “Rio Bravo” (WB), likely.f
: (WB) and “Enchanted Island” ; .to vote foe or against the proposal.
LOS
ANGELES
,
Harspiuess” <?oth) (4to wk), $10,- 031 March 18, as the Easter pic. (WB), $8,100.
.Dtecusstog .the question of divi¬
(Continued
from
page
8>
:
000.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.80)—
. Orphem (Hamrick) (2.700; 30v
Vo^tl stated', that” as a
Lower Mall tCommunity) (500; “Gigi” (M-G) (17th wk). The . 16thI ger” (UA),-$12,100. El Rejv “Old: $150)—“Auntie Mame” (WB) (8th dends,
practical matter ft wig impossible
70-90)—*^Savage Triangle” (Indie) session ended Saturday (21) Wass Man and Sea” (W-B), “Last Hnr- wk). Big $9500. Last weelf, $10,300. to establish a policy at qSs time
i Far amount (Fox-Evergreen)
and "SteQa” (reissue). Average big $19,100 after $20,500 in 15thi rah” (Coll. (2d wk), $1,900.
because the company -is being
Fox Beverly, Vogue, Loyola, Or-! (3,107;
$1,900. Last week, “Paris After week. Stays on indefinitely at this5
$1.50-31.75) — “Windjam¬ divided into two separatrebmpanpheum (FWC-Metropolitan) (1,170; mer”
Midnight” (Indie) and “Devil's gait.
1
(NT) (2d wk). Great $11,000. ies. He said that after the shpara825; 1,298; 2^13; -90-$2)-^“Separate ■ Last week, $10,400.
_
SIM?vfiilddiArt
MavfiilS Ari 1^222;
(pS Twim«
TNimc TnM
Tnni
Tnuw-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $t-: Tables” (UA) (9th wk. Fox Bev;' 1st
, tiotvtoe boards of the two different
((700,
7nn- ^
Dilemma” (M-G)} wk, others) and “Wink of an Eye”
companies would meet to deter¬
$3-251 — _ Great Dictator $1.50)—“Doctor’s
(llth wv> Thp 10th
°^LDiC^ (lltb wk}10th frame com-‘ (UA) (except Fox Bev). Fast $23,- —“Aimtie Mame” (WB) UOth wkL mine todivideal dividend-policies.
W
yesterday (Tues.) was nieer OdO or near. Last week. Fox Bev- : Hotsy $22,000. Last Week, $20,400.
f Nation $7,000 after $7,800 for ninth week.; erly, $5,800.
? Fite Arte' (FWO <631; 90$150>
Vantages (RKO) (2^15; $L25-$2> —“My Uncle” fCont) 410th wk).
Ohi# (Loew) *(1,224; *$1.25-$2.50)
S°g” ^'
i * tContlbiied fitoh pafe 0)
v —‘'Hilly Round Flag”. (20th) . (3d : Nic* $Sj20d, Last weOc, $$$00.'
— “South Pacific” (Magna) (46th
wk). Husky $14,000. Last week,
50-$2>> wk>. Dandy $9,700. Last Week,
Warner HoBywote (SW-C3ne- ; r^Separgte Tables” (UAI (2d wk).
&J30Q.
—“Last Mile” _(UA1 (2d wk). Firstt $12,100.
.
iQtest.$18,000. lost week; ^21,000.
. Pateee (SW-Cinerama) (1523; round finnshed yesterday .(Tues.)>
Fox Wilshire (FWO (2^98; $150- I Seas ^ ^ ;^^hSire” ^JOfierama). I' TtvOtf (FP) 4«5* $1.7^$2.40)—
$1.55-32.40) — “South Seas Adven- was
$13^00 or near,
$2.40)—“Sleeping Beauty” (BV) ; Started 22d week Sipiday after big “Sputh Pacific** (Matoai i34th wk).
tore” (Cinerama) <12th wk>. Soared
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600;-; (4th wk). Lush $26,000. Last week, $21,000 last week.
$8,000/ Last week; same. to big $17,000. La< week, $16^00. $1.80-$3^0)—“South Seas Adven-- same.
: Egyptian (UATC) UB92; $1.05- : UB&erstty (FPH095; $l?75-$2.40)
State .tLoew) (3^00; 70-90) — tore” (Cinerama) (32d wk). Thee
Four Star (UATC) (868; $lJ25-$2) $3^0)—“South Pacific* (Magna)
“South. Sea* Adyentiae” CCifie^Journey” (M-G). Good $14,000. 31st stanza completed Saturday t21>> ^“Gigi” (M-G) (5th Wk>. Torrid : (38th wk). Husky $10,000. Last rainal H$th WfcL' Ffndfl^90<b’Last
W week, “Last Mile” (UA), ww good $21,200; The 30th week,; $12,000. Last week,. 312,400.
i week; $15,060- .
I weefe
.
$7JB0. «•
•
,
1 $25,400. Current (32d> week prom-NewFitt <FWO (765; $L25-$3)-^ [ . Carway (FWO- (1,135; $1.75, Wtiftkii (Loew) 0$.790: B5-$LSfi^
•- ^WtodJiniuter” CSTJ
wkL
^“Separate Tables” (UAL (2d wk). ing hit new records In first dayt Niffy $7,000. Itest Week. $6500.
(UA) <H4thi wkh Sturdy $15^000^
uPemCt
Brisk $9,QOO, Last week, $12,0<Kh I (Sun.).
1
Chinese (FWC) (1,408; $2-$Z;40) [ Last week, same.
.r
t lQughtMUl X4th wki; ^SQpi-.
^v- V

W Sock $19,000,».Ci I

‘Journey' 20C, ‘Baity
Huge 25C, “Niglif 12G "S,™ "STSSfU-

Lcaw’s N»w Foflmays
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RECORD-BREAKING BOXOFEICE RETURNS
OF REPEAT DOWNTOWN AND MULTIPLE SPECIAL
ENGAGEMENTS IN BRANCH, KEY AND
NON-KEY SITUATIONS PROVE

CECIL B. DeMILLE’S
PRODUCTION

THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS
VtSnySOH*

y-

TECHNICOLOR*

THE GREATEST jj^.BOXOFFICE GROSSER
THE WORLD HAS EVER KNOWN!
CITY

Atlanta, Ga.
Anaheim. Cal,
Fall River, Mass.
Gloversville. N. Y.
Lexington. Ky.

THEATRE

CITY

Roxy (2nd Week)
Fox (2nd Week)
Strand (2nd Week)
Glove (1st Week)
Ben Ali (3 Weeks)'

Los Angeles. Cal.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Portland, Me.
Springfield. Mo.
Worcester. Mass.

*3 Wok Engagamant—following 7 waaka prior angagamanta In Laxlngton

“‘TEN COMMANDMENTS' AT BEN ALI THEATRE, LEXINGTON, KY.,
OUTGROSSED ITSJNITIAt ENGAGEMENT. SCHINE ORGANIZA*
TION EXTREMELY GRATIFIED AND SETTING BOOKINGS FOR
OUR ENTiRE CIRCUIT."—George Y. lynch, Schine Service Corp.

THEATRE

Multiple (2nd Week)
Harder (3rd Week)
State (1st Week)
Tower (2nd Week)
Capitol (3 Weeks)

- **3 Wook Engagamant—following 14 waaka prior angagamanta In Worcaatar

I

“REPEAT ENGAGEMENT OF ‘TEN* COMMANDMENTS’ AT OUR
CAPITOL THEATRE, WORCESTER, MASS., PROVES A6AIN THIS
I IS TRULY UNPRECEDENTED ATTRACTION. CONGRATULATIONS
1 FROM OUR. ENTIRE ORGANIZATION.” — Edward l Nyman,

I
I

V. P., American Broadcasting Co., Paramount Theatres, Inc.

KSstiEFf
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Surprise to United States Senate
; Continued from page 2 ;

all manufacturers per se, were and distributors did not'invent bus¬
iness diversification, but early in
sought after by the "mob.”
Actually, the “mob” was more thdir existence they had spread
interested then, as now, in the “lo¬ out into other vaguely related and
cation,” for it is the location that’s ; directly related fields. Prime mod¬
the boxoffice for the gaudy three- el for such activity was one of the
Big Three manufacturers—in Chi¬
for-a-quarter phono records.
cago, of course— which in the ’30s
The pattern for cementing rela¬ already was doubling in a furniture
tions with a location owner (i.e., subsidiary. Cafes, candy stores, ice
owner of the store or poolroom or i cream parlors, juke joints, “cof¬
cafe) had already been laid down fee pots,” etc., needed tables, chairs
not only by some independent ma¬ and a lot of etceteras.
jor newspapers but large news¬
After years of being prodded by
paper chains. Not by coincidence,
this format to seize the best “loca¬ the Dept, of Justice, the giant juke¬
tions” ^newsstands) in the battle box maker of them all, the Seeburg
for position, flowered in the self¬ Company, signed a consent decree
same Chicago but quickly traveled .two years ago. Under that settle¬
elsewhere, including the east and ment with the Dept, of Justiee in
west, as it fanned out for heavy cir¬ an antitrust action, Seeburg agreed
to refrain from agreements which
culation “wars” and campaigns.
have the effect of barring compe¬
Many a pinball-jukebox location tition among them (included being
was brand new, that is, built with the firm’s 31 distributors). Prior
the machines in mind. In numerous I to that, the jobbers never invaded
cases, too, empty stores were each other’s territories, with the
opened up to house batteries of Seeburg eompany policing the ar¬
bagatelles or j-boXes; and in New rangement. As an example of SeeYork, one of these empty stores i burg’s size, at the time of the de¬
was occupied by a bigtime pinball cree it was producing about 40%
operator for a long and thriving of all coin-operated phonqs, with
period until a longterm lessee a $20,000,000 annual retail business
came along. (The latter was and [in jukeboxes.
is McGuinness, the seafood eatery
(For news of the Senatorial
long in the Times Sq. belt, at
48th St.) It was a case of a for- i jukebox hearings in Washington,
land
particularly the revelations
the-masses establishment getting a
dress rehearsal as a prime loca¬ concerning personalities in show
business,
see other stones in
tion where nothing but crowds are
on tap for 16-18 hours around the Variety.)
clock.
Enter Frank Costello
A few years after Italian-born
Frank Costello was sworn in as a
TJ.S. citizen, he was “smelling out”
Continued, from pass 1 5SS5S
the potential of the then-upstart
vending machine business, and he over, he claimed that the number
reached (his acme in this field of theatres in Indiana has de¬
through an undercover financial creased 49% since 1950 and that
investment in a large New Yorkbased company. His managerial the projection of figures forecast
front man was killed a few years another 20% decrease during 1959.
ago.
Lochry said that the appeal was
it is not known whether Costello being made to the American Con-*
ever actually engaged in jukeboxj
operations, although as command-j gress of Exhibitors, since as an
er-in-chief of bigleague niteries overall exhibitor organization, -its
with casinos attached, such as the! position is similars to that of the
old Beverly in New Orleans (front¬ U. S. Government, which receives
ed by “Dandy Phil” Kastel), he requests for help from state and
would naturally have had a hand municipal bodies when disaster
in the music machines, however conditions exist.
paltry the financial returns.
The Indiana exhibitor leader said
As a bigtime bootlegger in the recognition of the plight of the
*20s, during the Prohibition era, theatres ha.' the state had already
gambler Costello now has reason come from the Indiana State Board
to regret it, having lost his most of Tax Commissioners which has
precious possession—his U.S. cit¬ accepted a formula for the reduc¬
izenship was removed last week, tion of real estate assessments on
and meanwhile he has been in jail theatres up to 50% based on the
on another rap stemming from the decline in admissions between 1949
historic probe of the old Kefauver and 1958. Loehiy added that at
Committee of the Senate.
present a bill “is receiving very
Costello and his lieutenants were sympathetic consideration” in the
familiar with every important sa¬ Indiana legislature giving a 75%
loon, cafe and night club, not only reduction in gross income tax on
in New York but other key cities, theatre boxoffice receipts. These
through Costello’s American rep¬ tax savings, Lochry said, will pre¬
resentation of House of Lords vent 45 to 50 theatres from closing
Scotch.
of L reportedly enjoyed in 1959.
peak sales under the Costello ban¬
The Hoosier theatremen, noting
ner in this country. While persuad¬ that aid from production-distribu¬
ing bonifaces as to the superiority tion is imperative, asked ACE to
of H of L, a Costello flunkey might seek an immediate meeting with
do a bit of hard selling on other the heads of the film companies
items, notably juke-joint stuff.
“requesting their support of our
Juke and vend manufacturers petition.”

Booster Exhibs

New York Theatre
i—uni ?ih iiiUr *nt—i
YRMYMIflt

h

wutou umn mwii *
“THE JOURNEY”
auc-Mvmocoioft

Columbia’s Speedy Buy Of
French ‘Return Fare’
A French novel “Return Fare,”
by Jean Solar, has been acquired
for filming by Columbia. It’s
planned for production in 1960.
Alain Bernheim, who maintains
a literary agency m Paris, negoti¬
ated the sale to iCoL The book
was published in Paris' two w eeks
ago under the title “La Monmaire
de Retour.*’
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Dynamic new dimension in TV programming
PRODUCTS DIVISION

ORCFESSIONAU

CORPORATION
•tU aWKXCOW.

REDWOOD CITY, CAUFORNfA

Peie Dana’s Distrib Firm;
Pit, PUflf, Washington
Offices Doe m March
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Studios: Sun-Lit Overhead
Continued from page 1

in business as rental studios, they marily one of television rentals,
* Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.
New independent ’ distributing still have as their primary objec¬ there’s not much difference be¬
tive the production of their own tween these and tv-feature rental
company, U.S. Films Inc., has just features for release through their situations. The basic structure of
been organized by Pete Dana and own distribution companies.
a deal, even one involving a com¬
plete packaged service for all be¬
a group of associates and it’ll be
Losing Seme Losses
low-the-line
expenditures, is the
But rental income does mean
berthed in . the beginning In Pitts¬
same in any instance. The tenant
burgh, Washington and Philadel¬ that a great many costs will be is billed for stage and equipment
phia. Offices in thethree cities are. covered that in late years repre¬ rental on a per-shooting-day. basis,
being opened during the month of sented loss items. It means that plus additional arrangements for
losses will be cut or profits ex¬
March.
office space, etc. Then he’s billed
Dana, a shies veteran and until panded according to the state of item by item for crews, construc¬
recently head of Universal’s east¬ the company’s business at any par¬ tion, wardrobe, etc., with these
ern division^ is president of the ticular point. It means a “diversifi¬ generally billed at cost. So that the
outfit, which has already signed cation” step that will pay off in basic income to the studio is for
a franchise to release the product fairly stable form. Most important, rental of facilities, while the bal¬
of Pacific National Pictures. it means the efficient use of as¬ ance represents a “cash handle”
They’ve also corraled a lot of for¬ sets which have been going to that turns.over through the studio
waste.
but does not represent income.
eign product.
In specific terms, it’s still too
A native of Pittsburgh, Dana was
Consequently, whether involving
[
early
to
pin
down
the
overall
ef¬
originally head of the U office here
; tv or features, it all'boils down to
before moving up to a district and fect of rental business on company ; how many stages are rented and
income on an annual basis. But for how long a period. The more
then the eastern division.
taking the'experilence of one major, rentals and the more extensive the
Metro, can .give clues to what the rental period, the more income to
majors can expect from the new the studio, without any substantial
studio look. Presently, Metro has .increase in operating costs in¬
some eight rental series in produc¬ volved. It’s taken the majors some
tion, plus several pilots. Studio time to realize this and to over¬
Continued from pace 11
can’t predict past May, when all
that average Mexican is frugal, but two of the series are due to come the for-our-own-use-exclusively attitude, but they’ve all
going for anything which offers be completed.
« •realised that being a landlord
entertainment without the need to I
But assuming that for the en¬ makes dollars and sense.
tire year, between rentals and its
pay for it.
For example, there’s the situa¬ own tv production, Metro operates
tion in the provinces, the film ex¬ at rental capacity* the- picture
ecutive pointed out. Practice by would look something like this,
tv set owners is to place receiver according to, Ray Elune, studio,
Continued from page 3
in garages or patios of their homes, manager and the man in charge of
set up an improvised sort of seat¬ the rental business. The studio’s finding favor with exhibitors, many
capacity
is
12
series
(apart
from
of
whom
have been campaigning
ing arrangement, and charge a
nominal sum (ranging from 25 to feature production). These repre¬ for .them. Whether the film com¬
sent
straight-income
situations
of
panies
continue
to spice their
50 centavos—or 2c to 4c U.S.) for
the privilege of viewing the pro¬ about $1,500,000 a year to the stu¬ schedules with comedies depends,
dio.
Basis
is
U.
rental
charge
of
of
.
course,
on
the
boxoffice recep¬
grams. As more areas are opened
up to television, the repercussions $3,500 to $^000 for stage and tion these films receive. Warner
equipment
rentalto
a
unit
on
a
Bros.-’'
results
with
“Auntie
Maine,”
will have a marked'effect on boxoffice receipts in the provinces, the three-day shooting schedule (few Universal’s experience with “The
half-hour
tv
.
shows
ever
exceed
Perfect
Furlough”
and
20th-Fox’s
source said. Even in this capital
that). This would mean more than returns on “Rally Round the Flag,
city, neighbors go to families hav¬ $42,000
a week for 12 shows, and Boys” are encouraging signs.
ing a set.-While in. most cases, they
do not pay for privilege of seeing figuring optimum production of United Artists, significantly in¬
-39
episodes
in each series, this
telecasts, it does keep them away
nocent in the comedy department
could top $1,500,000 a year.
from nabe houses.
in recent years, has three sched¬
Below-the-Line
While in a city as large as
uled* for release this year. Its
This constitutes income to the initial entry, “Some Like It Hot,”
Mexico City, the private tele
home shows have not . made any studio. It does not constitute the The Marilyn Monroe starrer. Is al¬
important dent, the situation is dif¬ entire charge* by a longshot, to the ready being touted as a hit on the
ferent in such towns as Torredn, tenant Metro bills the tenant for basis of preview receptions. Also
Cuernavaca, etc. In Torreon, for a complete below-the-line package, on UA’s sked are “Hole in the
example, the executive claimed running some $20,000 or more per Head,” film version of Arnold
that there are at least 1,000 tv set episode, or a “cash handle” of Schulman’s play starring Frank
owners earning, the cost of their over $9,000,000 a year under opti¬ Sinatra, and “Alias Jessie James,”
sets and more by allowing friends mum conditions. But except for the starring Bob Hope.
in nightly for^a small admission. actual $1,500,000 in rentals, the ’Metro, recently represented by
This is competition of important balance consists of direct charges ’^Tunnel of Love,” is coming iup
size for exhibitors, the executive —cameramen, grips, electricians, with two comedies back-to-back—
said. It was not pointed out just carpenters, painters, etc., who arei “The Mating Game,” starring Deb¬
how much coin is garnered by not normally part of the studio bie Reynolds, Tony Randall and
cinemas in these smaller commu¬ overhead but are hired especially Paul Douglas, and “Ask Any Girl,”
for the show. Studio hires and pays
nities.
this personnel and bills the pro¬ starring David Niven and Shirley
MacLain.
ducer directly for their services.
“Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker,”
But in terms of the meaning of
that straight rental income of $1,- starting Clifton Webb, is 20th’s en¬
500,000, it can cover some import¬ try 7 as a followup to “Rally.” Also
Continued from page 1 ——. ant items. Whether or not the 'stu¬ on the company’s slate are “Say
dio^ is being used to capacity, the One for Me,” starring Bing Crosby;
a possible danger to “the stability realty taxes, insurance and depre¬ “Holiday for Lovers,’’ starring
of a large segment of the gaming ciation on the property and equip¬ Webb and Jane Wyman, and “Sher¬
industry." ..
ment remain the same, Klune iff of Fractured Jaw,” a comedy
The resolution said, “It appears points out. These costs had to be western with Jayne Mansfield and
certain gaming establishments have met whether the studio was in use Kenneth More.
been competing rfor entertainment ©£ not, and the rental setup can
dark Gable, who with Doris
among themselves to such an ex¬ cover those costs in whole or in Day clicked for Paramount in
tent that the cost of entertain - part, whereas previously there may “TCacher’s Pet,” will soon, be seen
ment has assumed a staggering not have been enough production: in another comedy entry, “But Not
proportion in relation to other against which to charge off these for Me,” opposite Carroll Baker
costs, with the result that many costs.
this time. Par considers “That
Obviously, Khme# emphasizes^ Kind of Woman,!* the Sopbia Lorgaming establishments are forced
to pay much more than they can; television and feature rental can't en-Tab Hunter film made in New
cover the full costs of studio op¬ York, as a comedy romance.. On
reasonably afford.”
The Mrfi entertainment srt .» eration. Had Metro, for -example,- the (hawing hoards at Par are Tru¬
rfes -paid m Las Vegas, the reso¬ been set up on a rental basis, it; man Capote’s “Breakfast at Tif¬
lution continued, “may well, and would have been so designed as to fany’s,” “Heller With a Gun,” a
justifiably lead to resentment On meet its costs through rentals. But comedy western, and “Visit to
the part of other states and areas; Metro is a production company, Small Planet,” film version of Gore
and eventual pressure for reme¬ maintaining a production staff and Vidal’s Broadway hit Par, of
dial action on a national scale: undergoing production costs that course, has the perennial' Jerry
which could have an adverse ef¬ include some overhead items which Lewis, this time in ‘Don’t Give
don’t vary with the. volrane of pro¬ Up the Ship.”
fect on gaming in. Nevada.”
duction, the aforementioned legal
The resolution, if adopted, and. story staffs as examples. But
Xs far as potential properties
would direct gaming enforcement rentals do provide a balanced- are'concerned, Columbia seems to
authorities to investigate and tike source of revenue to the studio arid be the leader in file comedy de¬
action with respect to the enter¬ help defray those costs.
partment. With “BeH, Book tad
tainment expenditures by deter¬
In terms of personnel, entry into Candle” weU launched. Col has
mining if the amounts paid to en¬ the rental business doesn’t sub¬ “It Happened to Jane,” starting
tertainers are excessive,, and to stantially increase the overhead Doris Day, as its next big comedy
take "such action as is necessary” load. The various department heads offering. On Cql’s future list are
to eliminate unfair and excessive such as head of. construction -con¬ .such; titles as ‘Idol on Parade”
price practices with respect to en¬ tinue to function hi. both .areas, (William Bendix),. “Once More,
tertainment expenses.
that of company production and With Feeling” (Yul Brynner and
Echeverrla said, “Bad publicity rentals, as before. A few clerks •Kay Kendall), “The Mouse That
on_a nationwide scale has a tre¬ have been added for better sched- Roared,” “Gift from the Bora”
mendously adverse effect on the Tffinft' but basis permanent staff based on Art Buchwald’s hovel;
gaming Industry, and whenever a additions are few. Nor does tHe “Bamboo Kid”* starring H&nny
casino folds, such publicity is re¬ rental business interfere with the Kaye; “Who Was That Lady”
ceived.” He said he believed the primary production at the lot. (Tony Curtis and Dean Martin),
high prices paid—often of neces¬ While the rentals are given all the “The Wackiest Ship in the NaVy”
sity—tpa entertainers many times importance of a studio production, (Ernie Kovacs, “Pepe,” starting
are much more than the' establish¬ Klune states, scheduling is such Cantinfias and “Our Man in Ha¬
ment can afford and could con¬ that one doesn’t interfere with the vana,” which author Graham
tribute to- the financial failure of; other.
...
Greene describes as an "entertain-.
, the venturet* '
.
. ' 'i
While the Metro story Is pri- ment melodrama.”
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Sam s TV Quiz Scandal Stirs : ^ • •
Parliament Queries on Coml Viieo"

Are Daily Gazettes Discharging Theur
Responsibilities? NBC, CBS to Find Out

By ERNIE PLAYER
f
London, Feb. 24.
Dirty Trick, on Old Vic
By JO RANSON
Pied Piper: ’58 Style
A tightening-up of the operation
Members of the Old Vic
American press isn’t sacrosanct
Botbwell, Scotland, Feb. 24.
of television quiz programs in
company who did last night’s
anymore in the video eyes of
Britain is now being put into ef¬
Television is being named
(Tues.) 9{J-minute “Hamlet”
broadcasters if programming plans
fect following last week's publica¬
here as the big bad giant-kill¬
performance on CBS-TV’s Du
turn out -to be as electronically
tion of the report by Sir Lionel
er. It is driving mice mad!
Pont Show of the Month didn’t
punching as cracked up to be.
Heald* Queen’s Counsel and former
even get to see how it came
Three hundred pet white
Both' CBS-TV and'NBC Radio
Attorney-General, into alleged iroff.
,
S-. - - mice, kept as a hobby by a 17e in the throes- of whipping up
regjdtefttes1 in itiqning Granada- Show was pre-taped but
year-old
schoolboy,
Jamie
forum,
symposiums, debates to dis¬
TV's “Twenty-One” show.
wasn’t finished until Monday
Niven, of Camphill, Bothwell,
prove the publishers’ • contentions
night. By pre-arrangement,
have vanished, and their own¬
At the same time, the report has
that there’s a renaissance-of news¬
troupe was obliged to take-off
er Jblames tv. ■
had other sequels. It has stirred
papers. Broadcasters tee taking (the
for London Tuesday /hmfnfog.
up fresh- queries about the effec¬
"The television sets in the . bellicose
position
that daily
Show didn’t go on until 9:30
tiveness of Jthe Independent. Tele*
houses in this neighborhood - gazettes are not discharging their
THE
last
night.
•
vision. Authority, the body re¬
are to blame,” he told
responsibility to'- readers and are
It’s considered likely that
quired under the Television Act of
Variety. "They ’ have been
gathering ammunition to prove the
HONEY DREAMERS
the Old Vic group will eventu¬
emitting sound waves’ which
1954 to keep a watch on the opera¬
steadily waning influence of the
Records
Transcription*
ally see their taped "Hamlet”
annoyed
them.
The
mice
just
tions of commercial tv. Especially
press.
Mgrati ART WARD
Direction
via a CBS sale of the program
could -not stand it, and
has if added fuel to the fires of
Oxford ,7-0034_
MCA
Two no-mere-surface examina¬
to either BBC or one of the
marched away.”
two Labor Members of Parliament,
tions of the press will be ' con¬
British commercial tv outlets.
Christopher Mayhew and Donald
Only a few mice vanished
ducted
on "The Great- Challenge”
DuPont paid Sol Hurok $75,Chapman, whc point to this as
when: tv sets became prolific.
over CBS-TV March 2$ and April
000 for the package whkfi is
providing further proof of "scan¬
Then there was a mass migra¬
5. Called “Is American Journalism
split between Hurok and the
dalous weaknesses” at the top of
tion from their home in a gar¬
Meeting Its Responsibilities?” it
Old Vm Co. Hurok’s perma¬
ITY. and raise again their, view
den hut.
reportedly will be a bare-fisted
nent Paris rep, Wolfe Kauf¬
that, in addition to other alleged
Inoksee at the pfdhTem with such
man,
whowas
company
man¬
laxities, XTA is allowing programs
knowledgeable individuals* as* John
age for the tijoup^ on. its
to carry too- many advertising,
Fischer, editor in chief of Hdrpers;
ceastrtd-cbJHd tpur '»&£.,re¬
Barbara Ward, former editor of
breaks.
turned with them yesterday.
The Economist, and Sig Mrcfcelson,
These MPs aim in the House? of
CB6 veep and general manager of
Commons today (Tues-.) to get
Cosmetic firm Max Factor is ne¬
CBS News* doing.
clinical ap¬
permission to introduce a b31 to
gotiating, for the buyout of Mutual
praisal of the press situation, -It’s
restrict tv ads to the begkmingsBroadcasting System; owned - by
reported
that
the
program
may dis¬
and ends of programs, also, to en¬
Hal Roach Studios and Scranton
play some of the gifted candor of
sure that the interval between
Corp.
the
old
"CBS
Looks
at
the
Press”
commercials shall- be not less than.
aerial studies with the late Don
Negotiations for the radio web
25 minutes. They have found'
Hollenbeck.
came
in
the
midst
of
corporate
dif¬
about half-a-dozen supporters for
ficulties for F. L. Jacobs Co* the
The April 5 report 6n the press
their move, but even if the bill
parent company' Of Scranton Corp.
More than $4,000,00(1 will be is.siugged “Is the American Public
were to be Introduced tins Parlia¬
and
various
show
biz
subside
in¬
spent
on
11
"uncommon^”
over
Getting
the Information. It Needs?”
mentary • session there would' be
cluding -MBS and Had Roach Stu¬ NBC-TV in March, something, of :a This one will have. the. highlysmalt chance of it being passed.
dios; Hal Roach Jr:f took over as reeord for anysingfe month' in the informed James Heston* Washing¬
ITA wilt doubtless come under
Indicative of how the networks,- presc- of 'Jacobs in the wake of | web’s programming lineup. Ten] ton correspondent of the N.Y.
some fire in the Commons tomor¬
government fraud charges lev¬ of the specials will be tinted.
Times; Arthur Sehlesmger, his¬
row (Wed;) too. Gerald Kabarru and CBS in particular, are already elled; against Alexander Guterma,
Virtually the entire array of of¬ torian* and Robert Swezey of
MB has tabled a question ter- the firming up sponsor commitments [the? former Jacobs and MBS topper. ferings will emerge under commer¬ WDSU, New Orleans,, and chief of
Postmaster- General, Ernest Mar- for next season;. is- the two-spon¬
Talks for the Max Factor take-1 cial auspices with the exception of the Freedom of Information Com¬
‘ pies, which asks if’ his attention? sor SB© status on '^Peck’s Bad over were held’in N. Y. yesterday three-quarters of "Maria Golovin” mittee of the NAB on tape, Eric
has-been drawn to a “breach of Girl,” the new Patty McCormack (Tues*), with Blair Walliser, exec and one-half of the nighttime- #,Mu- Sevareid will moderate both prostatute” by Granada-TV over the series.
‘
sie With Mary Mtetto.” NBC grains:
v ' (Continued on page 43)
"TVenty-One” program.
No* doubt the newspapers/ and
sales staffers, however, report in¬
Network hasn’t even decided! on
Sir Lionel Heald’s report, a vol- a slotting for the show for next
terest in both shows and anticipate other media of communication, will
figure in the “Is America Antiumtoous affair with its associated season, yet both Ralston and Kim¬
full-sponsorship by airtime.
documents, was issued last Wed. berly-Clark have already signa¬
Most recent. purchase stemmed rnteHectnal?” discussion on "The
(IS)- Sir Lionel was instructed by tured for cosponsorship- of the!
Benton & Bowles and Eversharp, from General Foods which this Great Challenge” program March
Granada’s solicitors in October bet half-hour entry. Ralston came- in 'subsidiary of Parker Pen Col, have week decided! oh the afternoon 1. Questions concerned with the
to inufertake his following com¬ East week; Kimberly-Clark had
Mary Martin special Sunday, deterioration of American cultural
plaints by one Stanley Armstrong been paeted & couple weeks bide.-. mutually agreed to terminate their March 29 at 4.pm. This is the life wiS be dealt witlj by Prof.
John Kenneth Galbraith, prof of
to the TTA that, while a contestant
Even though ’SS-’SS is oidy.-aA relationship: The* account is esti¬ first of two .different musicals to be
on "Twenty-One,’r he had been the mid-season mark. CBS hasiy al¬ mated to bill in the neighborhood telecast on Faster Sunday. After¬ economies at Harvard, at former
given prior information of the ready brought ^KeUcte' intothe' of $l,6flO;O0O; with the'termination noon- show will include Miss Mar¬ editor of Fortune Magazine and
author of the current best-slier,
questions he would be asked on the house for next season’s "Denms
tin’s flying scene from "Peter Pah.’ “The Affluent Society” and Dr.
air. Sir Lionel turned in his report the Menace” series (out of the effective immediately.
On same night (ff cfclaek) Mbs Robert Hutchins* prexy oftfie Fund
George
A.
Eddyr
marketing
veeon Febuft.
Martin will do- cavalcade of songs
Screen? Gems shop! and Lever
There were several main conclu¬ Bros, has bought half of the new pee for Eversharp said "that he is with Timex Watcfies picking up for the Republic and former head
of the TJniv. of Chicago-.
sions, which included that the pro¬ "Blue Men” series (see separate considering several Chicago agen- one-half .sponsorship.
Galbraith and Heston have been
ducer of. the show, Robert Kesten* story).
. cies.” •
Other "uncommons” in beefed(Continued on page 40)
did give an indication on the limits- 1
up March include: Sunday, March
tion of subjects in order to make **********
3, "Sopm.of Manie’s Friends” (Lig¬
the game more interesting,, but *
gett & Myers), tribute to late NBC
"whether or not, as alleged by Mr.
and: RCA exec Manie Sacks;.
Armstrong, the practice was car¬
Wednesday, March 4, “Bell Tele-^j
ried to the extent of disclosing spephone Hour” special musical]
cLtie questions and answers is a
(American Tel and Tel); Sunday,
matter of acute controversy as be¬
March
8, “Maria: Golovin,” tv
U.S.
Court
of
Appeals
told
FCC
■Washington, Feb. 24.
tween 3Hr. Armstrong and Mr. Kes>
preem of Gian Carl® Menotti’s
One applicant for Boston Chan¬ to take another look.
tea which 1 cannot determine.” nel 5 last week likened the con¬
Chicago; Feb. 24.
Last week’s hearings included opera (RCA, one^piarter sponsor¬
Inasmuch as Kesten was not an em¬ test to a football game.
testimony from Herald-Traveller, ship); Friday, March 13, "Bob Hope?! Jack Eigen, longtime radio-tv
ployee of Granada but an independ¬
Show*’ (Buick); Sunday, March 15, controversialist who ha*, been do¬
the
Boston
Globe,
Massachusetts
After the first week of the courtent contracted to handle the
ing a Iatenigfit interview stint from
Bay Teleensters and exFCC Chair¬ c
(Continued on page 42)
‘Twenty-One” show, with entire ordered rehearing at Federal Cbm- man George C; McConnaughey. A
the Chez Paree lounge nearly seven
munications
Commission, it became
responsibility for the preparation
years, is back in fnaidde again. £his
run-down
of
the
highlights:
and arrangement of the program, clear that rival parties in the
time It’s because - her provoked
—Robert
B.
Choate,
Heraldthe network itself was, in Sir acrimonious affair weren’t playing Traveller publisher, said hie had
Sammy Davis Jfc. into making cer¬
Lionel’s findings, absolved- from beanbag.
tain
remarks, about Frank Sinatra,
’casual” talks about the case with
The stakes are high, and the en¬ then Presidential Assistant Sher¬
any blame there might be.
who; on hearing a playback, tape,
construed, them? as; nasty cracks.
Sir Lionel — who, incidentally, mities among some 'participants man Adams, then Cabinet Secre¬
waived his fee for the report be- long-standing and rooted to a large tary Maxwell Rabb, then Com¬
Reportedly, the incident cost Davis
extent^ in the dog-eatdog. compe¬ merce Secretory SiicMr Weeks^
Instead of a continued paring Jr. his friendship with Sinatra
(Continued on page 42)
tition of Boston' journalism:.'
A He1 also had two luncheons' with down of Emmy Award categories,, and parts in two: motion pictures.
power fight was inevitable' when McConnaughey but swore he.never the National: Academy of Televi¬
Now the Chex Farce wants to
Channel 5 was put up for- grabs. talked about Channel 5 with him or sion- Arts and .Sciences has re^ dump Eigen for another interview¬
At least- some of those interested any other Commissioner.’
turned to its expanded list of cate¬ er, but WMAQ say* it will , stick
knocked on many doors in Wash¬
—Forester Claris vice president gories for ’58-’59. Last year the With the gabber even if . it has. to
ington—from, the White House to of Massachusetts Bay Telecasters, academy chopped down the award: move the show to another nit’ery.
the House Office Building—and sel¬ said he visited Henry Cabot Lodge, categories to 28. This year it will] The radio stanza has a goad audi¬
dom, if -ever, were turned away, U.& envoy to the U.N., Weeks and bounce bade to? 42! categories, al¬ ence and has been st big money¬
Result, the hearing is piling up at forme?* Presidential aide Robert most double that of last year.
maker for years.
Los Angeles, Feb. 24. j record that looks like a Who?s Who, Cutler. His purpose, fie said; was
Cher bosses say
will not lis¬
Because of the large number of
Because he*, "repudiated” am past and present of Washington to prevent other parties from in¬ awards and the accent on enter¬ ted to the stations attempts at
agreement tor purchase of a Rock¬ officialdom.
jecting politics into the case.
tainment, the academy telecast on appeasement because they have act
ford, III., tv station. Bob Hope is
—Perhaps most enlightening of May 6 on NBC-TV will not show relations to maintain. Eigen, they
Its this effort, FCC Commission¬
defendant irt a Superior Court suit
all, McCbxmawghey said* he was- the presentation: of all the awards. say; has alienated at- number of im¬
brought by Ashley Robson- and Al¬ ers were approached unabashedly never
Some of the categories which, portant performers at the dUb; and
loathe to sit down inform¬
whilethe
ehannel
award
was
still
bert Zugsmith asking $1,135,000;
damages. Co-defendant is Contin¬ under consideration. But so far ally with applicant who wanted to have been expanded over last year] .topdrawer name* have been too
include
the .director’s, award; in¬ tough to come by to the past to
"put
their
Best
foot
forwards.”
ESs
there
has
been
no
direct
evidence
ental Television Corp;, which com-;
plaint says was formed by the two of wirepulling tor the officials con¬ rationale: an FCC member can’t creased' from two> to four; awards| risk losing them because of Eigen.
live
“in
a
vacuum.”
He
talked
for
writers,
increased from two to Bavfe Jr. has said, Fmstance* that
tacted,
or,
in
the
case
of
the
Com¬
platotififit with Hope and Arthur H.
four; and news categories* which- unless the Cher gets rid of Eigen
Hogan, for purpose of acquiring I missioners, that any votes were with both Choate* and darkalso
were
increased
from two to he- will never play the duh again.
—John.
L
Taylor,
v.p:
of
the
Boston
swung.
control of Greater Rockford Tele¬
Eigen has been to trouble with
FCC awarded the channel to the Globe said fits paper wrote Presi¬ four.
visin’ Corn., which operates
dent
Eisenhower
protesting
the
This
year’s
Emmy’s
wiH: be the hitery and certain performers
Boston.
Herald-Traveller
subsidiary,'
WEEK, Hod&brd.
Plaintiffs claim: that by Hope’s writ®, in April, 1957 by a 4-3 de¬ grant to its bitter competitor—the- awarded for programs telecast be¬ several times over the past seven
action, they lost commissions and cision overriding a hearing exam¬ Herald-TraVeller. Globe wasn’t an tween Jam I, ’58 and Fteto 28,. ’58, years; but always before it has been
had recommended applicant but representatives pur¬ a lAmonth period;* as what the patched up. Likely outcome this
profits Suit declares that agree¬ iner who
ment was made in July, 1957, and Greater Boston Television Corp. sued. their objections to' the grant academy calls "a- first move toward time is that ‘WMAQr wfil move the
that since that date Hogan had as¬ After the Harris Subcommittee by contacting a host of government coverage of the tv season; rather show to another Bisfrtt’ and the
sisted his claim against Hope to »touched on some of the goings-on officials, including five FCC mem¬ than the calendar year, as in the Chez will incept a new one to its
.
lounge on a- different station.
past.”
in connection with the contest,. bers,
Zugsmith.

Before AirTme

MB Blows Ereniafp

j What Happened In Boston? *

Dob’I Look N»w Bit
Eigen s itfTrosttt Again;
Chi Chez Cries ‘Baugh’
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42—Count Tiir—42
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‘HUBBELL’S DOUBLE-DECKER
Can Prime Time Stand Another Hike?
CBS-TV is in the throes of some soul-searching. Will the na¬
tional advertiser go for an additional rap for those middle-of-theevening cream time segments as distinct, say, from 7 or 7:30* with
the latter’s diminishing audience returns?
The 7:30 to 8 segment is tough to sell. With but a few excep¬
tions (as with “Wagon Train,” “Maverick,") it doesn’t get the au¬
dience that a 9 or 9:30 show attracts, yet the basic rate trructure
Is the same, both 7:30 and 9:30 and* 10:30 failing under the heading
of Class A time.
CBS, from* all accounts, thinks something ought to be done about
it, but hasn’t quite determined how to go about it, or whether the
time is ripe. Primary motive, it appears, is not to jack, up the
rates in the more desirable periods (although the network wouldn’t
be averse to a rate pattern that would pave the way for new rev¬
enues) but to arrive at some more equitable method whereby a 7
or 7:30 period and a 9 or 10 o’clock period would be properly eval¬
uated in the overall programming buying scheme.
Why, the question has often been asked, should be a sponsor
shell out $60,000 for a half-hour of time at 7:30 when the same
coin will fetch him a more desirable 9 or 9:30 or 10 o’clock peri¬
od? By drawing a distinction between the two, CBS is hopeful
that by a smaller coin investiture in a T or 7:30 period, those
earlier evening time segments will be more attractive to the ad¬
vertiser.
But the question remains—will client go for a rate hike in the
more desirable time periods, or will it be necessary tor shave the
* cost on the earlier evening periods?
It’s still in the debate stage.

Oren Harris’ Dos & Donts For
FCC Spelled Out in 76-Page Bill
Washington, Feb. 24. 4.The Harris Bill, laying down a
code of ethics and other legislative
do’s and don’t for Federal Com-1
George Gobel is set for two spe¬
munications Commission and other cial one-houf productions for the
independent U.S. agencies, con¬ British ITA network on June 15
tained no surprises. It followed and July 6, respectively. This will
Harris Subcommittee’s extensive be Gobel’s first appearance on Brit¬
recommendations for law changes ish tv.
made last Jan. 3.
Programs will be packaged by
But bill, which Rep Oren Harris Gomalco Productions
(D-Ark.) believes will help halt
the Ktnd of influence-peddling and
back-door dealing he investigated
through '58, is how in written form,
76 pages thick, and will soon start
through the Congressional, mill.
It’s passage is certain, although
further thinking may cause some
changes in it. Harris formally in¬
troduced It Thursday (19).
Harris, in an interview, said the
bill is obviously no all-inclusive
panaeea but represents a major
start in effort to dean out the type
of shennanigans his Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee found.
The bill requires all correspond¬
ence and telephone calls (reduced
to a written summary) on any
pending case must be filled in the
public record, and lays down a
$10,000 fine and/or a year in jail
for willfull violation of such public
disclosure. Written or oral com¬
munications from members of Con(Continued on page 41)

Gobel’s Brit TV Specs

By GEORGE ROSEN
What shapes up as perhaps the
most ambitious, and provocative
series yet designed for television is
currently on the CBS-TV' drawing
board. If all goes as anticipated, it
will get off the ground in Septem¬
ber or October of this year. In the
area of~ entertainment program¬
ming, it’s not only a companion
piece for the network’s “Playhouse
90” entry but even transcends that
one in terms of scope and format
flexibility.
Negotiations for -sponsorship of
the series have advanced to the
point Where it may be wrapped up
in the next week or so (for rea¬
sons of -their own, CBS-TV execs
want the prospective client's name
kept under Wraps) and under the
one-big-sponsor pattern .evolved
for the underwriting of the series
it will tote up to perhaps the
costliest weekly, venture under¬
taken by a sponsor. In terms of
helping to restore live tv to its
one time preeminent .status, noth¬
ing has come down the stretch in
recent years to match it.
Conceived by CBS-TV program
chieftain Hubbell Robinson, the
series will enlist as producers vir¬
tually the entire network stable of
creative talent. This will include
Nat.Hiken, Fred Coe, Bob Banner,
Leland Hayward, Herb Brodkin,
John Houseman, etc. On occasion,
when necessary, as when outside
properties are involved, non-CBS
pactees will be enlisted as part of
(Continued on page 41)

Sen. Butler Warns Com! TV: ‘Step
Digging Your Own Grave’; Sez Most
Shows Are 'Not Even Second Rate’
Washington, Feb. 24.
A foe of pay television in the
U. S. Senate has told commercial
television to stop digging its own
grave. Unless something is done
quickly about present low state of
George M. Cohan’s “45 Minutes programming, tollvision is a cinch.
From Broadway” will get a full- Sen. John Marshall Butler (R-Md.)
hour treatment on NBC-TV’s “Om¬ warned.
nibus” production Sunday, March
Butler, member of the Senate
15.
Commerce Committee who has sup¬
No casting as yet but Gower ported legislation to ban pay-tv,
Champion has been designated di¬ used strong language in giving his
rector of the tv version of Cohan’s view on programs and advertising.
musical.
“A great majority of the pro¬
grams are not even second rate,”
he said Thursday (19). Speaking
of westerns and detective offerings,
he called most of them “just plain
trash.” Ads, he contended, “insult
the intelligence of the viewer.”
Said Butler: “Commercial tele¬
vision is vigorously opposed to paytv. Claim is made that if we per¬
mit it, commercial tv will die.
Strangely, commercial tv is en¬
couraging pay video. In effect, net¬
work and station program directors
Eight specials to be done by are digging their own graves. It is
David Susskind and Talent As¬ time for a complete overhaul of
sociates with Art Carney starring programs and advertising. It is
have been sold for next season to time that ratings be forgotten. Ob¬
General Motors. Reportedly pegged viously they do not accurately re¬
at slightly better than $2,000,000 flect the preferences of tv audi¬
for talent, the eight-ply package ences.”
represents another important step
Butler said that “perhaps” the
in the early firming up of the ’59- job of upgrading what is offered
'60 season.
the public on tv belongs to the
GM has yet to single out one of Senate
Commerce
Committee
(Continued on page 42)
(which works on new tv laws).
“But it seems to me.” he added,
“that network and station opera¬
tors can clean their own houses if
they so desire. Unless they do so,
they will force pay tv’s acceptance
by the American people.”
After the tongue lashing he gave
: Westerns and mysteries generally,
j Butler said “a few are excellent,”
! listing Perry Mason and Mat DiUon
! as two he likes.
i Butler said advert*sing on tv is
j “geared to know-nothings,” adding
• that “about the only clever adver¬
tising on the air today” is the “Wil¬
kins and Wontkins” series on Wash¬
ington stations promoting Wilkins
Coffee (handled by local M. Bel¬
mont Ver Standig Advertising,
Inc.).
“As far as I am concerned,” But¬
ler remarked, “if I hear ‘a think¬
ing man’s filter and a smoking
man’s taste,’ I promptly switch to
another channel.”

‘45 Mins. From B’way’
As ‘Omnibus’ Entry

Susskind and GM’s
$2,009,000 Deal On
8 Carney Specials

ONCE A YEAR...

The broadcasting industry gathers
for its national convention. This year
the NAB conclave is in Chicago March
15 to 18.

Cornwell Jackson
Exits JWT on Coast
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Billy .Wilgus, v.p.-manager of J.
Walter Thompson Hollywood of¬
fice, succeeds Cornwell Jackson as
veepee in charge of the Hollywood
office following latter’s resignation
yesterday (Mon.).
• Jackson joined the agency 14
years* ago to occupy spot vacated
by the death of Danny Danker.
Jackson, who with his wife, Gail
Patrick, is partnered in Paisaho
Productions,
which
produces
“Perry Mason” series on CBS-TV,
said he h^s no future plans at this
' time.

CBS’ Whopping Profit
CBS Inc.’s consolidated profits
for the fiscal year ending Jan. 3
were estimated at $24,400,000 as
compared to $22,193,000 earned in
1957. It was a year of record
profits, record sales and record
earnings, CBS said.
William S. Paley, chairman of
the board, and Frank Stanton,
prexy, also revealed yesterday
(Tues.) that sales for the year ap¬
proximated $411,800,000 as against
1957 sales of $385,409,000. .
. Per share earnings for 1958 were
$3.10 as compared to $2.81 for 1957.

PfautrY will distribute its issue of
March 18th at the convention, to the
assembled broadcasting industry while
the meeting is still news and not history.
Take advantage of P^riety's "de¬
mand" readership to showcase your
sales message. Ad deadline is March
12. Reservations at any office listed
below.

PfiBYEn
NEW YORK 34
154 West 46th St. -

HOLLYWOOD 28
6404 Sunset Blvd.

CHICAGO 11
612 No. Michigan Ave.

Reinsch Gets Nod
As TV Maitre Dem
Washington, Feb. 24.
Democratic National Chairman
Paul M. Butler has named broad{ casting exec J. Leonard Reinsch as
} director of the party’s 1960 Na! tional Convention.
1 Reinsch is executive director of
: WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta, and
jWHlO and WHIO-TV, Dayton, both
i Cox Newspapers subsidiaries. He
! was general manager of the 1956
] Democratic convention, tv-radio
j director of the 1952 convention and
! radio director for the 1944 Roosei velt-Truman campaign.
—
j In his 1960 capacity, Reinsch will
; be in charge of all physical ar{rangements for the convention,
| and assist Butler in planning the
i format.
‘ Democratic National Committee
; meets here Friday to make the
’ final decision on site for '60 con¬
vention.
Party’s site committee
pjcked Los Angeles, but strong
pressures are being applied by
Chicago, Philadelphia, New York
and Miami to have the National
Committee reverse the site group.
Meanwhile,
Republicans,
who
choose their convention city in
April, are reliably reported to nsve
narrowed choice to Philadelphia
or Chicago, with Philadelphia more
likely.
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RACHML’S EXCLUSIVE
PACT WITH ffl TV

Network For ReBgioso Telefilms
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Case study in how to spot-book
religiose* telefilms for maximum Erickson* Vivian Vance
effectiveness .is offered by Dr. Paul
For ‘Guestward Ho’
M. Stevens, director of the radioHollywood, Feb. 24.
television commission of the
Leif Erickson lias been set to coSouthern
Baptist
Convention^
star
with
Vivian
Vance in Desilu’s
which produces and distributes the
half-hour “This Is the Answer” upcoming “Guestward Ho!” pilot,
which
Ralph
Levy
will produce
telefilm series.
and direct. Package is a CBSWith all the vagaries in spot¬ Desilu coproduction based on the
booking, and particularly for sus¬
taining religious film. Dr. Stevens Patrick Dennis book.
Levy will roll the pilot next
has succeeded in creating a “net¬
work” for the “Answer” series month at Desilu, with Bob Weisand in so doing tying in national kopf and Bob SChiller scripting
promotion and publicity on a per- the segment.
episode basis. With every telecast
each Sunday, some 30,000 Baptist
churches are tied in to publicize
each show, and a printing of 13,000,000 pamphlets dealing with the
topic of the specific show is dis¬
tributed
among
cooperating
churches, which also encourage
viewing parties and discussion
groups.
N.Y. Federal District Court hear¬
The "network” effect is achieved
this way. Ordinarily, “Answer” is ings on the Government’s anti¬
bicycled among up to 200 stations fraud charges against Alexander
with a minimum of prints. How¬ Guterma and F. L. Jacobs have
ever, Dr. Stevens this yeaj decided ] been postponed until March Iff.
on a switch, ordered 100 prints of Postponement came after Federal
each of 13 episodes and restricted Judge Sidney Sugarmah held pre¬
the series to 100 stations, insisting
however on Sunday- afternoon time liminary chamber conferences with
from each station. Actual lineup all sides on Monday (23).
Guterma faces a different hear¬
turned out to be 105 outlets, virtu¬
ally all of them playing the show ing Monday (2) before ILS.- Com¬
missioner Earle N. Bishop. This
Sunday afternoons.
With 105 stations playing the is on an arrest warrant* in which,
same episode virtually simultane¬ the Securities and Exchange Com¬
ously, the Baptist Convention was mission charged him with failing to
able to focus its promotional drive. file required reports and planning
Member churches were contacted, to leave the country. Guterma has
urged to promote the show locally denied both charges. F. L. Jacobs
and to tie in with viewing parties is the parent company whose suband discussions. Pamphlets were sids include Scranton Corp., Hat
printed and circularized, each Roach Studios and Mutual Broad¬
dealing with specific "Answer” epi¬ casting Co.
All sides. squared away for the
sodes and timed to the simultan¬
eous showings. In short, the book¬ legal battle at the initial N. Y. Fed¬
ing technique added all the na¬ eral District Court hearings, seek¬
tional promotional advantages of ing to bar Guterma from buying
or selling securities in what the
a network showcase.
' Baptist Convention only pro¬ SEC calls “schemes to defraud the
public.”
SEC also is applying for
duces, via Family Films here, 13
“This Is the Answer” stanzas *a a court appointed receiver to man¬
age
the
F. L. Jacobs Co. The
year. Consequently, the “network”
run is only for 13 weeks, following initial hearings were held Satur¬
day
(21).
which the bicycle technique is
Hal Roach Jr., who replaced
used for the remaining 39 weeks
of the year, with greater reach but Guterma as prez of Jacobs, was
lesser effectiveness. Next season, represented in court by Henry L.
the Convention may up the ante King, of the law 3m of Davis,
to 26 firstruns instead of the cur¬ Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland and
rent 13. Films are budgeted at Kiendl. King told the court that
$25,000 to $30,000 each, but re¬ the Roach management was wholly
flect higher costs because key tal¬ independent of Guterma and would
ent works at scale instead of their prosecute Guterma if it were es¬
tablished that he had dissipated
accustomed hibher fees.
assets.
“Answer” doesn’t proselytize;
In an affidavit, Guterma’s coun¬
via dramatic stories it merely
makes the point that people can sel, Richard EL Weis, challenged
the
power of the SEC to ask for
solve their problems by attending
church and consulting a minister court appointment of a receiver.
The
affidavit contended that Con¬
or rabbi. Baptist church isn’t men¬
tioned, and this, according to Dr. gress never granted the SEC such
power.
Stevens, is one reason he can
achieve such wide bookings. Sta¬
tion programmers find that the
nondenominational pitch avoids
beefs from other church groups
who want equal time for their
shows.
Also in work is a new radio se¬
ries starring the David Rose orch
which the Conference will allow RENDEZVOUS
(Mama Pontani)
stations to sell for sponsorship, a With
Charles Drake, Lily Kama,
first for religious broadcasts. Show
Julia Hopkins, Maurice Kaufmah,
is so, designed as to permit two
others
one-minute spots which station Producers: Edwin Knopf, Howard
may sell. Dr. Stevens s&id the
Erskine
decision was made to make it Director: Pat Jackson
available this way because some Writer: Taddy Manning O’Brine
radio stations have pleaded hard¬ Distributor: CBS Films
ship in scheduling religious pro¬ 30 Mins.; Wed., 10:30 pjn.
SHE INGOLD BEER
gramming.
1
WRCA-TV, N.Y. [film) *
(Foot, Cone & Belding)
It had to come. Someone had to
do a 30-minute capsule version of
an Ita.ian neo-realistic motion pic¬
ture. Producer Edwin Knopf gets
CBS-TY appears to be moving the credit for taking the first tele¬
strong in the production of tv tape film dip in that genre; he also
in the ran for its failure to
commercials, setting up a special shares
come off.
unit under John W. Hundley to
“Mama Pontani” was the initial
handle the video tape commercial episode telecast in this0 anthology
biz.
series, known in the N.Y. market
Hundley, manager of client rela¬ as “Rheingold Theatre ’59,” but
tions for the operations depart¬ sold by CBS Films under the over¬
ment of the web, has been given all title of “Rendezvous.” The se¬
an increased area of responsibility. ries has some excellent writers and
He also will be in charge of players, with plots ranging from
suspense to comedy. It would be
video tape sales.
Advertisers and agencies have wrong to judge the series solely on
been using CBS-TV tape facilities the initial episode and even the
opener, despite its faults, had an
for commercials, upon request. But adult,
offbeat approach which may
now, it’s understood, CBS-TV is be translated more effectively in
ready to act as producer and cre¬ future episodes.
ator of video tape commercials.
But “Mama Pontani?” Well, aj

Guterma Hearing
Off to March IS

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Vet pic producer Lewis J. Bachmil has signed an Exclusive pafct
with Ziv Television, under Which,
he’ll function as a toplevel creative
exec with the studio and as a pro¬
ducer on specific series.
Raehmil is ‘the latest addition to
a burgeoning" staff of well-known
creative talents, which Ziv hasn’t
been ballying but which nonethe¬
less exists at the lot. Lineup in¬
cludes * Morton Fine and David
Friedkin, Elliott-Lewis, Ivan Tors
and Doug Heyes. Latter are func¬
tioning on individual series. Fine
& Friedkin on “Bold Venture,”
Lewis on “Mackenzie’s Raiders,”
Tors on “Sea Hunt” and Heyes on
“Bravo.”
„
A vet of seven years at Columbia
and three at RKO, Rachmil’s most
recent productions are "Gldget”
and “Lou Costello and His 30-Foot
Bride.”

Aussie Com! TV
Telefilm Entries
HSV, the Melbourne commercial
outlet and TCN.its Sidney video
counterpart, have inked for the
series rights in Australia to .five,
more U. S.-made 30-minute tele¬
film skeins. Charles Michelson,
agent in this country for the two
tv outlets, has inked with CBS
Films for 52 “Small World” halfhours and 39 each of “Rawhide”
and "Wanted Dead or Alive.” From
William Morris, Michelson bought
30 “Real McCoys”" and 39 “One
Step Beyond” half-hours.
Additionally, in the midst of the
hot Down-Under buying spree,
Michelson recently firmed up a
deal for the hourlong Don SharpeWarten Lewis “Wire Service”
flicks. All six series begin in Aus¬
tralia sometime in mid-March.
Sales flurry among these two.
commercial tv’ers is another index
of the Aussie’s desire for Ameri¬
can-made telefilm product. For
example, the sked on TCN consists
of over 80% American celluloid.
There isn’t a single day of the
week on the TCN log that doesn't
contain at least five American im¬
ports. The average number of
American shows per night is closer
to seven. A random example is
Monday on TCN: “Abbott & Cos¬
tello” at 7 p.m.; “Last of the Mohi¬
cans” at 7:30; “Restless Gun” at 8;
“Lucy” at 8:30, an American
drama anthology at 9; “Trackdown” at 9:30, and—after the local
"Bobby Limb Late Show”—^there
are feature films (mostly Ameri¬
can) at 11.

Markle to Munich To
Helm‘Rendezvous’Trio
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Fletcher Markle has been signed
by CBS-TV to direct three vidfftms in its “Rendezvous’*" series,
being readied by CBS-TV Film
Sales.
Markle left Sunday for Munich
where he will direct the telepix.
Producer of the series is Edwin
H. Knopf.

Two G-K Series
To Roll for NTA
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
With finalization of a deal for
Gross-Krasne to produce two series
this spring and fall for National
Telefilm Associates, the NTA
made-in-Hollywood slate now calls
for a minimum of six half-hour
series during the coming year. It’s
likely that figure will be advanced
to as many , as" nine or ,10. Mini¬
mum outlay involved is' $7*500,000.
Gross-Krasne will produce
“Fate,” its dramatic anthology
series, plus a second untitled action
series, starting in a few weeks at
its California Studios. Series will
mark the first Hollywood produc¬
tion venture for G-K in some three
years—all its production activities
during this period have been con¬
fined abroad.
Also due to start shortly is “High
Noon,” televersion of the Stanley
Kramer film, which currently is in
the casting stage. Already well ad¬
vanced in production is “The Third
Man.” In both Instances, “High
Noon” and “Man,” NTA is produc¬
ing itself rather than distribbing a
studio property.
In addition to these four, NTA
has renewed “How to Marry a Mil¬
lionaire” and “Man Without a
Gun” for It second year on its NTA
Film Network, with 20th-Fox Tele¬
vision to produce. *This Is Alice,”
the^network’s third show, is prob¬
ably due for cancellation. “Alice”
is a Desilu production, but that
shop figures to get a second-year
renewal on the syndicated “U. S.
Marshal.”
Besides these, NTA prexy Ollie
Unger is looking closely at other
Desilu, 20th and indie product as
possible network or syndicated en¬
tries. This, apart from the video¬
tape and foreign coproduction
deals on the NTA slate.

Vidpix Chatter

Jules C. Goldstone In
>-»++»♦+♦♦ + ♦♦» N.Producer
Y. for screenings of' “The Thirty

Syndication Reviews

CBS-TV’s New Role In
Taping of TV Com’Is

Takes Powder On ‘How To Marry A Millionaire’
; With a Passel of Gripes

little background will help to
understand its failure. Under pro¬
ducer Howard Erskine, CBS-TV
made 13 episodes before "handing
over the series to its subsid CBS
Films. The subsid made a copro¬
duction deal with Associated Re¬
diffusion to film the remaining 26
episodes in England, hiring Knopf
as producer for the remainder.
“Mama Pontani” was.filmed in
England; it’s a teleplay about a
wartime incident in an Italian vil¬
lage, with the- lead charaeters
earthy, volatile Italians. Julia Hop¬
kins, as. Maria, and Maurice Kauf¬
mans, as the bed son, had more of
an English than an Italian fit.vcr.
As Mama Pontani. Lily Kann was
the most convincing. She appeared
to be a fine actress and might have
gotten away with the histrionics
had the teleplay been better. Hers
was the major role and she lent
warmth, sympathy and humor.
The script by Taddy Manning
O'Brine, though, tried to accom¬
plish too much in the 30-minute
span and was flawed by plot com¬
plications beclouding motives and
story developments. The story in
a nutshell concerned the wartime
reminiscence of an ex-G.I. He told
an essentially interesting story, of
how he knew of an Italian mother
who sent her own son, a bad
hombre, to be killed. There are sex
(Continued on page 43)

Third” pilot, starring Charles Bick¬
ford . . . Charles Lamont will di¬
rect United Artists Television’s
“Dennis O’Keefe Show” . . . Rob¬
ert Herridge begins shooting in
April in N.Y. on his video tape se¬
ries for CBS Films, titled “Theatre
for A Story” . .. Independent Tele¬
vision Corp.’s “Treasury Agent”
has started filming in Washington
. . . Bob Kole, formerly with Filmways, has joined Pathe News as
quality supervisor -. . . Bernard L.
Schubert, Inc. is prepared to in¬
stall juke boxes in leading high
schools of the nation as a promo¬
tion tie-up with Schubert’s “Your
Musical Jamboree” show .. . MCATV has inked Paramount library
deals ”it KFJZ-TV, Ft. WorthDallas; and WBNS-TV, Columbia,
O. . . . George Shupert, MCA-TV,
v.p., has returned from a Coast
trip . . . Nina Dorrance, editor of
True Story Magazine, and Allene
Talmey, editor of Vogue, will be
panel guests on an episode of
“Tactic,” the anti-cancer series
produced by NBC-TV . . Gerald
Beadle, director of tv broadcasting
for British Broadcasting Corp., was
the guest at a luncheon given by
National Telefilm Associates at its
headquarters. Following the
luncheon, Beadle visited NTA’s
Telestudios . . . WPIX, N.Y., which
has adopted the blocknight tele¬
film programming format,- has de¬
signated Sunday evening as “De¬
tective Night.” Sunday evening
formerly was “Family Night,” but
that’s been shifted to Saturday
evenings, with rerun features pre¬
viously slotted Saturdays dumped.

Hollywood, Feb. 24.
If NTA decides to have a second
year of production of its "How to
Marry a Millionaire” series, it’s
going to have to get itself another
girl. Lori Nelson, who shares star
billing with Barbara Eden and
Merry Anders, has had it 0
Miss Nelson refused to grant
NTA an extension to Feb. 20 be¬
cause “I was unhappy at the
thought of doing it again. There
was no way I could get out if they
went ahead by last Jan, 6, They
didn’t and asked me.for an ex¬
tension to Feb.7 20. I wanted out
so told them I would grant the
extension only if they would give
me a certain amount of time off.
They said they couldn’t because it
I might he in. breach of contract if
[there was a strike or anything, so
I got out and I’m so glad. If they
met my terms, I might have a
different attitude.
“I had first billing, but that’s
all I had. Loco (Barbara Eben)
got the most footage and Merry
Anders had the sharp Hues. I was
the mediator and had little else
to do, I will never again do a series
with two other girls, or even one
other* for that matter. I was third
in everything, despite my first star
billing.
‘T didn’t want to work for NTA
again. They’re bad boys. They cut
on the budget. It wasn’t like a
major studio situation. I did a
‘20th-Fox Hour’ for 20th several
years ago, and NTA is now re¬
running that series. My show has
been on locally a number of times,
but I’ve received no residuals. I
called Screen Actors Guild about
it* and they told me NTA won’t
pay residuals, so Fox will have to.
I don’t have any yet.
“NTA wanted us to go on a p.a.
tour for the series, but didn’t want
to pay us. Our contract'stipulated
only one week of p.a.’s and they
wanted three, the other two free.
I wouldn’t, and they finally agreed
to pay $200 less than my weekly
salary: They got their money’s
worth. I worked harder on the
tour than I did on the series. We
would have several interviews at
the same time, we didn’t have an
itinerary until the last week. It was
utter confusion. They Wouldn’t
give us expense money, so we three
howled, and they sent us our first
week’s salary, but no expense
money. We never did get that.
“I don’t think the series has hurt
my career, but it hasn’t helped me.
A lot of people think I’m silly to
give up security in an insecure
business, but if I did it again I’d
he another year behind.
“I haven’t worked in six months.
I’ve never done bits. I was always
starred and co-starred in pictures
at UI except for my first one. Un¬
fortunately the pictures UI makes
are not those which the industry
likes, and if the industry doesn’t
like them it doesn’t help your ca¬
reer. I know my craft I’m attrac¬
tive. I have something to offer.
But this doesn’t stem to mean a
thing. People say ‘she’s been
around a long time.* It’s kind of
tragic. Where do you go from here?
I’ve only had three parts I’m proud
of in eight years—two pictures,
‘All I Desire’ and ‘If I Died a
Thousand Tinfes,’ and one ‘Climax*
in tv,” she said.

Contract Bridge Tourney
As Syndication Series
Hollywood, Feo. 24. •
In the first action of its kind, a
pair of local tv producers are put¬
ting up the coin by wiu>h the
World’s Championship Contract
Bridge team from Italy will “fee
brought to the U. S. to participate
in a world’s championship tourney
strictly for ty purposes. Coverage
of the event will be syndicated
throughout the country after beam¬
ing here.
Henry Schrage and Larry Stusser, producer of KTLA’s "What’s
the Bid?” teleseries, are bringing
to L. A. the seven-man Italian
bridge team to compete in the tv
tourney against a six-man team of
American players.
A special two-hour telecast of
opening play in the event was
carried by KTLA Feb. 22.
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Global Count: 70,000,000 TV Sets
The tv antenna has become a world trademark.
The world set count at the end of ’58 stood at the phenomenal
level of nearly 70,000,000 tv “boxes.” In the U.S., the home tv
set -count is put at 44,000,000, by far the most saturated country in
the world. Canada has an estimated 2,657,000 sets. The remainder
of the world, according to figures supplied by the United States
Information Agency, has about 23,000,000 sets.
The overseas set count, watched so closely by telefilm compa¬
nies intent upon increasing foreign biz, rose by. 6,500,000 sets. Ac¬
cording to USIA estimates, the Free World has a little more than
19,500,000 sets, exclusive of the U.S. and Canada; and the Com¬
munist Bloc less than 3,500,000 sets. In '58, there was a gain of
5,500,000 over ’57 in the Free World and an increase of about a
million in the Soviet bloc.
*
In the Free World, Western Europe had about 14,500,000 sets,
Latin America and the Far East about 2,500,000 each, and the Near
East, South Asia and Africa a few thousand. As usual, the United
Kingdom with more than 9,000,000 sets, led the Western Euro¬
pean countries, while West Germany forged ahead on the Con¬
tinent with 2,000,000 sets. Japan, however, almost caught up with
West Germany, doubling the number of sets in use within a year.
In the Communist Bloc, the Soviet Union had slightly more than
2,500,000 sets by the end of the year; virtually all the remaining
sets were distributed among the European satellites, with Czecho¬
slovakia and East Germany far in the lead.

ITCs Batch of Fresh Pilots For
Spring, Summer Selfing Season
Independent Television Corp.<
plans to come into the spring-sum- j
mer selling season with a minimum J
of six pilots.
1
Already set for ITC distribution ,
is a roster of eight properties. The
six projects for fall airing willi
come from among the nine, or still
uncommitted sources. The web i
projects will be fed to ITC from]
the Jack Wrather Organization and
Associated Television of U. K. ITC,
too, under its own banner will be
involved as producer of some
shows.
(ITC setup has Jack
Wrather and Associated Television, =
each owning a third of the organiz¬
ation, with another third held by a
variety of shareholders).
The nine properties already set
for ITC distribution follows:
“Emergency,” an ITC production,.
with Arthur Lewis producing;;
“Four Just Men,” Wrather Organ¬
ization property done in conjunc¬
tion with ATV and Sapphire Films
of England; “Treasury Agent,”
ITC; “Adventures ot Tom Swift,”,
Wrather; “Command,” series deal¬
ing with a. cavalry unit in postCivil War period, with James War¬
ner as writer, an ITC production.
“Guns West,” Allen Sloan,
writer, ITC; “Interpol,” Wrather
deal with J. Arthur Rank Organiza¬
tion; and' “Whiplash,” an ATV
property to be produced in Aus¬
tralia, previously titled “Cobb &
Co.”
In the “Four Just Men” series,
the last featured lead has fallen to
Richard Conte. Other principals in
the series, based on the Edgar Wal¬
lace thriller, are Jack Hawkins,
Vittorio I>e Sica, and Dan Dailey.
Some of the above-mentioned
properties may be pulled- out for
syndication. ITC currently is out
selling “Cannonball” on the mar¬
ket-by-market level.

J

SG’s ‘David Hamm’ Series
Screen Gems is going to do a
half-hour vidfilm pilot* with Chill
Wills as the titlist, of the old radio
soaper “David Harum.”
Agent Mitchell Ham 11 burg
wrapped up the deal with the Col
subsid over the weekend. Tied in
with the SG production also will
be Famous Artists and the Jaffe
Agency.

ITC s $2,000,080
ProSt In ABC-TV
Gale Storm Buy

Independent Television Corp.
pulled a neat coup in its sale of
the “Gale Storm Show” to ABCTV, chalking up a profit of about
$2,000,000 in a quick turnover of
the property.
Last October, ITC bought the
property from Hal Roach Studios
for about $2,000,000. Involved were
111 episodes, including the current
series now being runoff on CBSTV. Deal also included fresh pro¬
duction on the show, on which
Roach would share at a certain
percentage.
Four months later, it took the
property add sold it to ABC-TV for
about $5,000,000. The ABC-TV deal
involves from 99 to 111 rerun
episodes, with the web given multi¬
ple run rights over a three-year
period. Another important facet
of the three-year ABC-TV deal is
that the web contracted for a min¬
imum of 26 fresh “Gale Storm”
episode's, slated to unreel in prime
evening time next fall.
Involved in the wheeling deal
operation—the first for ITC under
Walter Kingsley’s piloting—were
negotiations with CBS-TV and
Lever Bros, in dropping the Sat¬
urday night .show and Young &
Rubicam and ABC-TV, on the-other
hand, in picking it up. Big factor
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
(Continued on page 43)
Producer Warner Tcub Jr. has
sold a vidpix series, “The Enforrevs,” to the Jack Wrather organiza¬
tion.
Shooting by Tonb’s Vikings Pro¬
ductions has already begun, with
High status of “Huckleberry
backgrounds lensed in New Or¬ Hound,” the nationally-spotted Kel¬
leans. Partnered with Toub in the logg cartoon show sold by Screen
Gems, is reflected (in the Pulse top
televenture are 20th-Fox pactee A1 20 chart this week) and in the ARB
Austin and Bill Webb. Webb is tv rundown.
Kellogg sponsors the stanza In
director-writer of “You Asked for
It.” Austin stars in the series with slightly over 200 tv markets. Ip the
85 markets covered by ARB for
Steve Mario.
the months of October, November
Series deals with a pair of Dis¬ and December, the SG show, the
trict Attorneys -working with an last report available in each mar¬
attack dog. Billy May will do the ket shows “HH” has copped first
background music. Minimum of 26 place over the competition 75 out
vidpix is planned.
i 'of 65 times.

‘Enforcers As
Wrather Entry

KELLOGG’S PAYOFF
ON ‘HUCKLEBERRY’

tUt?

m

Status of Film Syndicators At
NAB Meet Not Even 2d Class
HAS F/ILLEN OFF

EVEN BJJItLlTY

■

What are the prospects of fresh
features coming to tv in ’59? In a
word, dim.
Not that there won’t be packages
coming from a few established theatrical-to-tv distributors and some
numbered groups coming from
other outfits, but the total will be
comparatively small. The quality,
too, is ok considerably, compared
to the heyday of the tv cinematic
boom, when Metro, Warner Bros.,
et al. hit the airwaves for the first
time just a few years back.
This is the outlook for the year
from the established distributors:
National Telefilm Associates: A
group of 50 is due to be opened up
at the end of April. Thirty-nine in
the group are British imports of
recent vintage, all post-’48’s. Titles
include "“Indiscretion of An Amer¬
ican Wife,” Jennifer Jones and
Montgomery Clift; and “The Wild
Heart,” Jennifer Jones, NTA’will
distribute its next bloc of 78 20thFox pictures in September* for fall
airing, (NTA only has another 78
20th-Fox group to distribute under
its deal with the motion picture,
company and that Will be dis¬
tributed In January, ’60).
i
Screen Gems: Columbia subsid, ]
which also handles the Universal
library, plans to continue its cur¬
rent releasing pattern, that is, a1
group of around 52 pictures every
four months. There might be some
variations of this, with larger and |
smaller packages, but it’ll add up.
to about 156 pix per year for $G.
Currently out with the “Power¬
house 78,” SG should have its next
package for distribution in midMarch. (SG has about 200-250 Columbias and about 350-400 Universals still untapped, but some of
the oldies for one reason or an¬
other are unsuitable for ■■tv. But in J
numbers, it gives SG the biggest j
backlog).
|
United Artists Television, should j
be coming through with additional
pix for the year. Then there are
the “Tarzan” pix, the imports, the
good as well as the marginal to
poor, and the post-’48’s of the
American indies which may dribble
to tv. From the.established distrib¬
utors the total for the-year is about
375 pictures, with a possible 125
from a variety of sources, giving
a grand total of a possible 500 for
’59.
The possible 500 for *59 doesn’t
count up to one healthy pre-’48
library of a major Hollywood stu¬
dio. The pix from all sources is
smaller in numbers to the Para¬
mount library now being dis¬
tributed by MCA TV. (Incidentally,
Para pix were not included in the
rundown as fresh pix because they
(Continued on page 42)

The status of film syndicators at
the National Assn, of Broadcasters
has fallen from “second class” cit¬
izenship to ’’third class.”
First the NAB barred film syn¬
dicators from exhibiting at annual
confabs, contending that such ex¬
hibits turned the NAB meets into
carnivals and detracted from the
business atmosphere. There will he
no such exhibits at the upcoming
Chicago annual meet, March 16
through 18.
Then, there is the matter of suite
accomodations at the Conrad Hil¬
ton Hotel for the March meet. Syn¬
dicators complained that they were
allotted suites on many floors, in
different parts of the hotel this
time. At previous conventions, the
syndicators were grouped together.
Syndicators, who have the status
of associate members and who plan
to attend, contend that this year’s
suite allotment is “by design.”
The topper is that the one major
feature favored by film distribu¬
tors, the film forum, has been axed
from this year’s NAB convention
agenda. Telefilm companies fought
and complained in order to get the
film forum at the NAB meet and
they succeeded in having the NAB
•program such a forum the past few
years. But in *59, even that rug
bas
pulled from under them,
Instead of the film forum, the
NAB on the last day of the convention has scheduled a 30-minute
presentation on film and video
tape, to be delivered by Joe Floyd,
of KELO, Sioux Falls, South Da¬
kota, chairman of NAB’s tv film
committee.
Many telefilmeries initially decided to stay away from this year’s
convention, hut as soon as one
up, renewing its associate
membership in order to attend.
most of the other leading syndicators fell in line.
P.S. Telefilmeries will not hold
their
annual• co-op
cocktail party
j
vin

In Co-operation With—
CBS Films’ roster of proj¬
ects shapes up as a “who’s
who” among governmental
agencies and recognized na¬
tional organizations'.
There’s “Diplomat,” done
with the cooperation of the
State Department; “Border
Patrol,” Bureau of National¬
ization and Immigration coop¬
erating; “Heritage,” Depart¬
ment of Interior; “Bellevue”
with the N.Y. City Hospital
Department; “Attorney,” with
official cooperation of the
. American Bar Assn., and two
series contemplated1 with the
assists of the Treasury Depart¬
ment and the Justice Depart¬
ment.

‘Instant Film’As
Kodak’s Come-On
To Combat Tape

*
The producers of raw celluloid
stock are fighting back. EastmanKodak, one of principal suppliers
of celluloid to both tv and motion
picture film producers, is' reportedly (1) working on a plan for
“instant film,” negatives that can
te viewed almost immediately
after they are filmed, and (2) have
hired for the first time a publicity
Son'
111 the ?erson 1of
Stan Holmes, to promote exclugvely the
professional use of
~r*
..
Subject of instantaneous film
came up briefly last week at a
JS.th.e
Academy ",deSj!£;e„.™n
of Television Arts
&
Sciences.
uwcuvco. Wallace
Troiiaut; Ross, an
dU execuCACUUtive with the Film Producers
wd tn
Assn., raised .from the floor the s^^ator put it : Its hard to
possibility of E-K going into in- Pla>' host as a ‘third class’ citizen.”
stant film. The Ampex-RCA tape~
oriented executives on the panel
e
shows no signs of knowing about IlfimT tciMAnmfl#
the reported process.
There is understood to be a proc*
*
ess, developed for war use, wheren
n
tt
c|«
by motion picture, as it comes orn
\nf mav I lIHFdlllltff
of the camera, can immediately
|JC[ 1 ||| Oil ¥ wlMUH
be run through a developer so that
**
quick prints can be shown. Though
NTA Film Network will unveil
it supposedly still has kinks, this ,f„
is something like ah animation of I f3 Programming, sales and affihathe Polaroid Land Camera prin- j tion plans at next month’s Chicago
ciple, by which a still photo can be ; meeting of National Assn, of Broadmade seconds after the pic is ’ casters.
snapped.
•
.
] Right now, the web, helmed by
However, believed to be the lm-!
mediate key to the film suppliers jCharles (Bud) Barry' is, °?ermg *
push to compete against video tape j series of Shirley Temple features,
is the pacting of Holmes. E-K, it | starting in April. The Temple theis believed has not in recent years : atricals have been the web’s most

Barry Blueprint
Set For Unveiling

DdllV DlltUBl Mil

KAPLAN ROUNDS OUT
SCHUBERT EXEC TEAM MM,
Bernard L. Schubert has round¬ parently being that

i

««« •*»

an aggressive j is currently represented with three
ed out his exec team for an ex¬ publicity campaign by film is in j half-hours, “How To Marry A Milpanded thrust in the syndication order to keep from being swamped: lionaire,” “This Is Alice” and
“Man Without A Gun.” All except
and national level, with the hiring
“Alice” is set for new production,
of Cy Kaplan, as general sales
with the NTA web as the probable
manager.
vehicle.)
Kaplan moves over to Schubert,
Inc., on Tuesday (3), the day the
But what of other programming
company moves into its new main
next season? It’s known that Barry
offices at Park Ave. (It formerly
has presented a series of alterna¬
had a suite on Madison Ave.) Kap¬
tive proposals, with the NTA board
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
lan resigned as eastern director of
Jean Hagen is being sought by of directors weighing the costs and
national sales of National Telefilm! Revue Productions to star in a new potential sponsors. The web, which
Assocates to assume his new post telepix series, “Bringing Up Katy.” may go in for taped specs, as well
Kaplan will report tj> Charles Series, created by Everett Free- as olmed. shows, has been an un¬
(Chuck) King, v.p. in charge of syn¬ man,
producer
of
“Bachelor kJLown Quantity” in the words of
dicated sales, another recent Schu¬ Father,” revolves around the ex- mA board chairman Ely Landau,
bert appointment. Eugene C. Wyatt ploits of a mag writer.
the “unknown quantity” referring
joined the exec lineup as v.p. in i ... - v
j •
to the webs future.
Miss Hagen has appeared in one
_
. .
..._.
charge of net sales. Dave Savage! series,
for several years serving as ! To wbat extent
wiB gamete
now is administrative v.p. for the Danny Thomas’ tv “wife.” exiting on nfw programming depends on a
organization.
that show for other assignments. n“”£er of factors, not the least of
As general sales manager, Kap¬ _
which is the cooperation of clearlan will coordinate the network,
___
...
,
ing prime time with affiliates. Anregional and syndicated film sales
CB5 Newsfilms Sales
other is the forecast support along
of the company. Schubert will have
Five additional U. S. tv stations Madison Ave. Landau, at the recent
a minimum of three properties in have subscribed to CBS News- stockholders meeting, acknowlsyndication this year, as well as a films. They are WRVA-TV, Rich- edged that the web had been runfeature package of 26 pix. Already mond, Va.; KFBB-TV, Great Falls, ning in the red. The scope of new
in syndication Is '“Your Musical Mont.; WABI-TV, Bangor, Me.; programming plans to be unveiled
Jamboree.” Set for filming are WAGM-TV, Presque Isle, Me., and at the NAB confabs should tell to
■“Counterspy,” and “New Adven¬ KETC, St. Louis educational sta- what extent NTA will he pushing
tures of Mr. and Mrs. North.”
tion.
the non-coaxial cable web concept.

EYE JEAN HAGEN FOR
‘BRINGING UP KATY’
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CANADIAN ALL-STAR JAZZ PRESS GALLERY
THE GREAT CHALLENGE
With Dr. Edward H. Rynearaon,
SHOW
Witk Erie Sevareid u Moderator;
Dr. ’Etham Allen Brawn, Kathe¬
With Erei Daria* emcee; Otear
tnesi%
rine B*rwjr*lL ^Raymond© Alex¬
fettnoi, Trump Davidson hand,
Produe-er: Jane* Fleeter
ander,. Ralph BtcGill
* Phil Nimmons hand, Bert Nioai
Director: Michael Reamer
Producer:
Richard Williams
hand,
Fat
RIecio
Quartet,
Mike
60 Mins.; Svn. (22), 2:30 pJn,
White Jt Hi* Imperial Jan Band, Director: Gy Waldron
CBS-TV, from N.Y. (tape)
30
Mins.,
Sun.
(15), 12:30 pan.
Jack
Bane
hand,
Peter
AppletThere was brilliance of speech,
yard Quartet, Anne Marie Mots, ATLANTA CONSTITUTION
much of a poetic nature, and elo¬
WSB-TV,
Atlanta
' ;
Georgie
Auld,
Ron
Collier
band
quently philosophic thought that
ran through the first program in Producer - Director: Peter ’ Mac- . Allergy .and*. obesity, two £rime
Fariane ! “The Great Challenge” series for
subjects of general interest, were
1959 over CBS-TV (22). “Where Is Writer: Frank Peppiatt
the peg upon which this panel pro¬
Science Taking Us?” was the perti¬ €0 Mins.; Fri. (20); 9 pjn.
gram was hung on the eve of a
TIMEX
OF
CANADA
nent query asked of Dr. Detley W.
gathering of medicos here for the
Bronk, president of the Rocke¬ CBC-TV, from Toronto.
This show was all music, most 12th annual Graduate Medical As¬
feller Institute and prexy of the
National Academy of Sciences; Dr. of it socko, most of it straight out sembly.
J. Robert Oppenheimer, director of Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Dr. Ethan Allen Brown, allergist
and professor of physics. Institute television shows. Except for B8er
for Advanced Study at ''rinceton, . Oscar Peterson, canary Anne Marie from Boston, and Dr. Edward H.
and Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, d.rec- ; Moss and tenor saxman Georgie Rynearson, gland specialist from
tor of the Research Lab of Elec¬ ■ Auld, it might have heen sound
tronics and prof of electrical engi¬ ; tracks from bits of other music the Mayo Clinic, were guests on
neering at MIT. Eric Sevareid, | show, edited to fit. The music on panel show and quizzed by KatliCBS News’ chief Washington cor¬ : those shows is good, but there was e r i n e Barnwell, Constitution’s
; a sameness here that kept the science writer; and Raymonde
respondent, was the moderator.
Sevareid and his guests were ap¬ stanza from rising to heights gen¬ Alexander, fashion .editor of Con¬
palled at the immensity of the erally great. It had the highlights
question and Dr. Bronk thought iof Peterson’s “Billy Boy” and stitution, with Ralph McGill, pa¬
the real question should have been: i Auld’s “Rockin’ Chair,” and there per’s editor, . as moderator. Dr. i
“Where Is Society Taking Sci¬ I was clicko dixieland by the Trump Rynearson, making his tv debut, *!
ence?” Indeed, it was a vast canvas > Davidson stomping boys, with
these three distinguished scientists I Bobby Gimby subbing for veteran had "some witty answers,- quick
were asked to cover. Their answers, | Canadian trumpeter Davidson who repartee and talk that made a lot
however, were such that led seri¬ i was there but prevented from toot- of sense when it came to dishing
ous-minded viewers to believe that ! ing by recent surgery.
out-advise on how to lose weight.
these men steeped in the bewilder¬ { There was nothing really weak
Both doctors decried the use
ing complexities of hydrogen bomb s about the show, but there just
making, missiles and space age f wasn’t enough strength to it. 4 For of drugs in- reducing - diets. Dr.
experiments were not cold-blood , d l example, Phil Nimmons 10-piecer Rynearson said that massage tables
researchers bent on wiping out the ’ did a Nimmons-cleffed “Ten For •were “no good—not worth a damn.
world but deeoly perturbed human | Timex” that was reminiscent of The only person liable to lose
beings struggling with questions of \ early Kenton sound effects, pat and weight is the masseuse.”
Dr. Brdwn said that there is an
moral values in their mammoth i tailored. Bert Niosi resurrected
researches of atoms and outer ■ tunes from the late 20s and sounded increase in the number of persons
: like the same band's regular TV allergic to various drugs. He at¬
space. •
Speakers were probed on such : chores on “Cross-Canada Hit Pa- tributed this to the fact that 175;
questions as the scientist’s role in : rade.” Jack Kane’s big band was nrllfon prescriptions were written
society, problems of communica¬ I solidly commercial, as usual. The last year and “909o were for drugs
tion between scientists and public; } closing recap with all 75 hands on which didn’t exist 10 years ago.
is there an occult priesthood in i deck was as over-organized as the This may account for the increase
:
in the number of people who show
science and social consequences of ; show itself.
»
I
geometrically expanding scientific i Other than the stars, standout allergies to drug.”
Dr. Brown advocated patients
progress. Stimulating were their items came from Peter Appleyard,
answers, partr-cu arly- those of Dr. Mike White and His Imperial Jazz carrying cards show which drugs
Oppenheimer, who spoke with the Band (a young group with nice they qre allergic to, so these drugs I
deep comprehension of a poet- dixie). The Ron Collier spiall would not be administered in cases j
philosopher-scientist, a possessor combo was introduced as doing of emergency or accident.
j
of enormous respect for the human what might be the jazz of tomorrow
Dri Rynearson lowered the boom |
race. Sevareid recalled that Dr. —“futuristic” it might have been on hormones included in cosmetics
Oppenheimer once said that the called 20 years ago; “experimental” and various creams, say’ng they
three great enemies of understand¬ it was on* this show.
Fred Davis’ emceeing was pleas¬ [had no value whatever and such
ing were dogmatism, secrecy and
substances as extracts from queen
philistinism. Dr. Oppenheimer’s ant, adequate and always brief, bees could do no good. “I believe
given
with authority since Davis
comment was: “I think they’re all
that such stuff doesn’t come from
great temptations, they all need to was a trumpet player in a band ] bees—it is pure hogwash.”
be guarded against and they’re all before going to radio and video.
The Mayo specialist also said the
great poisons ... I wasn’t trying Russ Thompson handled Timex
to describe original sin, but simply commercial a little disconcertingly. Mayo Clinic “denied fatherhood”
of
various diets labeled as “Mayo
The
camera
work
was
helpful
in
its
the consequences of a monopoly on
information and the exercise of , inquisitive meandering^ hehind diets.”
Atlanta
Constitution and Atlanta
»arid
around
the
musicians
as
they
political power to decide what js
to be public and what is to be em¬ f playd, probably as a viewer would Journal alternate sponsorship of
phasized—The conseauences of this l like to be able to do in person, now “Press Gallery.” Both papers are
' on the .health of the intellectual ! and then snaring a studio crewman oC-o by Atlanta Newspapers, Inc.,
and political life of the people.” i and watching him scramble on all which also o&o’s WSB-TV-AM&FM. This program is a publ'c serv¬
Dr. Wiesner said the advent of ■ fours to get away.
satellites was going to revolution¬ i This was a worthwhile show ice show with sock promotional
ize communication and that a satel¬ ! which leaned backward to avoid facets. Jack Spalding serves, as
lite at 22.000 miles, for example, i showing off. The next one could moderator for Journal sessions and
could- prov'de a frequency modula¬ ; profit by a looser scripting and less guests on panel gre interrogated
tion broadcast service to half the [ inhibited production, and the in- by staffers from editorial depart¬
world for 100 watts of transmitted j elusion of a few of Canada’s ex- ments of two papers. Plugs are
power, “That’ll have to be com¬ ‘ cellent jazz musicians from outside reserved for start and close only.
Luch.
*
Gorm.
mercial,” Sevareid said. '“That’s ; of Toronto,
too
expensive.”
Dr.
Wiesner
cracked: “It’ll be cheaper."Ra:is.
BULLETIN FORUM
(What’s Ahead for Youth?)
Producer: Don Lenox
Director: Glenn Bernard
Playhouse 90
66 mins.. Stui. 3 p.m.
There isn’t much self-identifica¬
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia
With Sam Levenson as guest on tion in “The Raider,” a drama
the fifth sess:on of the Bulletin [about an immense corporation de¬
Forum in a discussion of “What’s fending itself , from a Wall Street
Ahead for Youth?’’ there was no scavenger seeking control via a
question what was ahead for the proxy fight. And. while the show
viewer. It practically guaranteed benefitted from some good acting
ah hour of anrable. amusing and and a few fine passages of dialog,
on the whole Loring" Mandel’s tele¬
succicnt commentary.
Levenson was introduced as a play, off to a slow start, never
parent, former school teacher and really got anywhere.
adviser. It was noticeably from the
The intrigues of big business
parent angle that he delved into have captured the fancy of writers
the problems of teenagers (they before, but. with better results.
prefer the term “young adults”), For one thing. Mandel’s construc¬
but without repressing any of his tion was cumbersome as his pen
underlying humor.
picked out the varied" individuals
This panel was composed of six on each side and cameo’d each
17-year olds, top drawer material characterization with fi de l ity.
from Philly and suburban private Trouble with this pattern is so
and public school. These pupils many characters were covered
were a group of se)f - possessed there Was little opportunity to con¬
talkers, who had already racked up centrate on one local person. It
prizes in science and scholarship. diluted the strength of the story,
This p:cked group could pretty which didn't have too many mus¬
much figure what’s ahead. Their cles to begin with.
biggest problem was not Sputniks
On top of all this, Mandel used
but “how to get into the college of a do-it-yourself ending.
After
your choice.” Then's were not the building a certain degree of sus¬
average worries. Levenson’s were. pense up to the point where the
That the parent took precedent stockholders are going to vote on
over the humorist was noticeable who wins this Wall Street brawl,
on such subjects as cars, drag rac¬ he abruptly ends his yarn. They
ing, going steady (before they’re didn’t even carry the results on
steady on their feet”), and rock ’n’ the 10 O'clock News which fol¬
roll. In a more serious vein hut on lowed. Seriously, however, Manthe same theme as his night club del’s failure to resolve the prob¬
routines he made a wonderful lem he had presented was in¬
protagonist for today’s maligned excusable.
fathers and mothers.
Story, which might have been a
Rock ’n’ roll was the outgrowth sock on the N.Y. Stock Exchange,
of ignorance, not cidtiwe. with shows plunger Paul Douglas out
lyrics written bv illiterates. Leven- to gFab control of a corporation
son declared. He resented its re- headed by Frank Lovejoy. During
(Continued on page 42)
the messy battle which follows it

develops there are quite a few un¬
savory characters on both sides of
the big biz fence. Douglas uses
every means possible in his fight,
and much the same can be said
of his opposition. Chicanery of
hig biz has been related, before but
much more successfully than in
the hodgepodge called “The
Raider.”
There are sterling performances
from Douglas, Lovejoy, Donald
Crisp (very good). Rod Taylor,
Leon Ames; Leif Erickson, Louis
jean Heydt and Carl Benton Reid.
Director Franklin Schaffner, tops
in his field, d'dn’t have much op¬
portunity against this complex,
cumbersome and not too inter¬
esting script
Baku.
Leoitard Bernstein
Give Leonard Bernstein a podium,
piano, blackboard and a 100-man
symph orch and he’ll make music
out of anything. Having tackled
such complicated giants like Bach
.and Beethoven in previous tv ses¬
sions, Bernstein showed what he
could do with the four notes of
“How Dry I Am” on CBS-TV Sun¬
day afternoon (22) under the Lin¬
coln Motors banner. And what he
did, to paraphrase . himself, is to
sho\5£. the “infinite variety of Bern¬
stein’s creative spirit.” Out of
those four simple notes, Bern¬
stein fashioned one of his most
fascinating explorations of the
mathematics of longhair music.
This Was popularization at Its
best. Starting from the familiar
four-note phrase, Bernstein illus¬
trated how they have been ex¬
ploited,' combined, and permu(Continued on page 41)
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. Foreign TV Reviews
PARNELL
[ own admission. Gassman easily
With Phyllis Calvert, Michael steps. Opener was built around
Goodliffe, Gladys Young, Derek bullfighting, complete with, rqal
Bond, Charles ! Carson, . Alfred bullring and hull, over and around
Burke, Dorla Noar, Margo Johns, which GaSsman handily and ath¬
Patrick Magee, others
letically jumped and performed'
some comedic bit? to good effect.
Director: David Boisseau
Rest of show was a literary-comic
Writer:-Elsie T. Schauffler
melange made up of well-acted
Adaptation: Jessica Morton
excerpts from classics (“Don Juan”
90 Mins.; Tues., 8:30 p.m.
Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon¬ as seen by Chechov, Tirso de Mo¬
lina, and Moliere) and an excellent
don.
“A dominant personality, an un¬ visualized * rendering of Garcia
bending will” says Prime Minister Lorca’s “Death of a Bullfighter”
Gladstone of Charles Stewart Par¬ spoken by Gassman.
nell in this 20-year-old play. But
Other asides re bullfighting lore
nowhere else* excepting briefly in were contributed by thesps dis¬
the last act. did Parnell suggest guised as such bullring aficionades
these qualities himself. Wherein as Hemingway,. Dali, Picasso and '
lay one of the weaknesses of a Ava Gardner. T^e total effect of
drama that, centered on one of the the show was varied, uneven, but
most celebrated political figures of decidedly interesting, almost al¬
the late 19th century in Britain, ways intelligent, and novel. Gass¬
emerged as little more than a man is a one-man show, but* an
cliche-spattered romantic yarn.
effective one, and he got good sup¬
Parnell
(Michael
Goodliffe), port from Carla Del Poggio, Paolo
leader pf the Irish Party in the Ferrari, Carlo Romano, Spanish
House of Commons, is dedicated to dancer “Chunga,” to name just a
the cause of Home Rule for Ire¬ few. Show looks headed for suc¬
land. He falls in Jove with Katie cessful run, with time smoothing
Hawk.
(Phyllis Calvert), estranged-but un- some initial roughness.
released wife of Captain William
O’Shea (Derek Bond), ambitious j
profligate. Political forces so i
maneuver affairs that divorce pro¬
ceedings split the Party’s allegiance
to Parnell, who dies in the arms of
his beloved.
Sunday At London Palladium
Sparked, a little in the produc¬
• The patriot’s passion for his mis-tress was treated in a reverent, tion department by such simple
starry-eyed manner, and the so- devices as a new placing for one
called dominant one appeared to camera, a swift re-siting of another
do a measure of emotional leaning during a commercial break and
on his chosen partner. Had he been some extensive use of mixes, this
shown in powerful political stride edition of the Sunday (15) night
elsewhere this would maybe have Associated Television show came
jelled, but not until the climactic up as a sound contribution' to the
scene of a stormy Party showdown gaiety of family viewing.
David Whitfield topped the bill,
was he given any opportunity to
loud in lung with virile’ renderings
Teveal much of a positive facet.
of
“My Heart And I,” “Mafch Of
Performances were sound within
the limitations imposed, with The Grenadiers” and other wellCharles Carson getting the votes chosen opuses that negatived his
for his impression of Gladstone as over-intense and unbending man¬
a wily old fox. Settings captured ner. Couple of U. S. performers
the period well, but direction was gave solid support: Joan Diener,
voluptuously giving out with num-r
a shade heavy-handed at times.'
bers from “Kismet” for the most
»
Erni.
part, and Charles -Manna. Latter,
who had scored a hit the preceding
THE CINEMA TODAY
(8), didn’t wow ’em as
With Derek Prouse, Giulietta Ma- Sunday
sina, Federico Fellini, Suso Cec- much as before but was still funny
in
his
inconsequential
scoring
chi d’Amico, Domenico Meccoli, in particular with his way,
impressions
Alberto Lattuada
of how certain famous vocalists got
Producer: Victor Poole
their first breaks.
45 Mins., Thurs., 10:15 pjn.
Les Marcellis showed fine con¬
BBC-TV from London
The subtitle was “Italy,” and the trol and timing with their comedy
idea behind the programs which in acrobatics, and the London Palla¬
due course will also coyer most of dium Boys and Girls and-the Cyril
the other-movie-making centres is Ornadel orchestra gave polished
to show that there’s new and excit¬ support Agreeable surprise Of the
ing life in the cinema. This kickoff whole program was tee relative
compilation was stimulating and excitement of the “Beat The
heartily profilms, but whether it Clock” spot, due largely to the
made a hit with other than a near-capturing of the $3,920 jack¬
relatively small section of the tele¬ pot by a sergeant from the Cold¬
vision audience is a matter for stream Guards and his 'spouse.
Bruce Forsyth did the linking stuff
conjecture.
with his customary aplomb, per¬
Main fault was simply that the petuating those “I’m in charge*
Italian names and titles were and drip-dry-shirt gags that have
rattled off with a lack of introduc¬ come to be part of the 'pattern.
tion that indicated ah assumption: Producer. Stephen Wade, deputiz¬
they were familiar to every house¬ ing for a sick Albert Locke,.han¬
hold. Even art house devotes must dled the proceedings with some¬
occasionally have been fazed. But thing akin to enthusiasm. Erni.
this said to the program’s credit,
it can be recorded that the person¬
Saturday Spectacular
alities interviewed were for the
Beamed from London’s * Pigalle
most part compelling and dedi¬ Restaurant, and consisting of a
cated, and the clips used—includ¬ television version of tee resident
ing some from “Nights Of Cabiriar” floorshow “Champagne, Shower,”
“Tempest,” “II Grido”—w'ete tops this Associated Television presen¬
as interest-stimulators. For the tation (4) failed in being either
trade, incidentally, there vjere a notably spectacularr on the screen
couple of comments on dubbing or in capturing the intimate at¬
and on the trend towards spectacu¬ mosphere of a nightspot. Viewed
lar productions that were worth consequently as a vaude bill, it jiist
noting,
about made the grade.
Derek Prouse made a fairly good
Four American’ acts headlined, ‘
interviewer but might have done including Pepper Davis rind Tony
better if he’d approached the chore Reese who interlinked. Though
more from the man-in-the-street’s versatile and hardworking, this
angle.
Production had polish, I duo didn’t register as smasheroos
thanks in part no doubt to the though they were good for the
cooperation provided by Unitalia. yocks here and there in their * ex¬
9*
Erni. pended contributions; in particular
they scored with Davis’ interpreta¬
IL MATTATORE
tion of a punchy pugilist. Margo
With Vittorid Gassman and guests: the Z Bomb had her intriguing
Carla Del Poggio, Paolo Ferrari, moments with sexy gyrations, Della .
Marina Bonflgli, Aroldo Tieri, Reese contributed “Sermonette”
Chunga, Carlo Romano, others
and a Count Basie number with
Director: Daniele D’Anza
punch, and Buddy Greco evinced
60 Mins.; Wed., 9 p.m.
some style and polished ease in
RAI-TV, from Rome
numbers such as “My Baby Just
The new show, practically a one- Cares For Me” and “People Will
man creation by legit-film star Vit¬ Say.” No one, though, brought the
torio Gassman, making his Italo ceiling down, either at the Pigalle'
debut in this- medium, arrives just during transmission time or in
in time to give the Italian tele¬ viewer’s menages.
vision _ picture a much-needed lift.
The Pigalle Dancers and the
Format is a difficult one to label, Robert Nesbitt Showgirls worked
much less describe. “Mattatore” hard in various variations of near¬
(Matador) is taken in a very wide undress. Kim Darvos and Peter
sense to mean something anent to Elliott each sang numbers to their
a one-man-show personality (such prancing accompaniment pleasant¬
as Don Juan, Maria Meneghini ly enough. Albert Locke’s direc¬
Callas, the bullfighter, the ham tion rated as competent, though
actor, etc., suggests an intro to the more close shots might have helped
Erni.show) into whose shoes, by his here and there.

Foreign TV FoBowup
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CBS:'
Washington, Feb. 24,
i
Nightmarish equal time situation lacked off by Chicago’s Daly
vs. Daley case will he taken to the courts (ra&er than to Congress)
unless-Federal Communications Commission ^reverses itself, it de¬
veloped today (Tues.).
CBS filed an appeal today with FCC asking reconsideration of (
FOC’s last week shocker, when the Commission divided 4-to 3 to
require Chicago television outlets to give equal time to perennial
political aspirant Lar Daly if they had carried news film clips of
his opponent, Chicago Mayor Richard Daley, opening local March
of Dimes campaign and greeting visiting Argentine President Ar¬
turo Frondm. At the same time, the Commission unanimously
ruled that Mayoralty candidate Daly must have the same tv time
used in other film clips showing Mayor Daley filing for reelection.
With CBS’ Chicago outlet, WBBM-TV, one of those involved, a
high CBS exec said here the web will take the case to the U.S.
Court of Appeals if the FCC refuses to reverse its decision. CBS
interprets the ruling as impossible to live with if the network is to
• have any political coverage henceforth.
For the time being, possibility of congressional relief (by re¬
writing Section 315 of Communications Act) is'termed virtually,
hopeless by broadcasting reps who scout Capitol Hill opinion.
Previous efforts to legislate Section 315 reforms have failed._

Robinson’s “Mass With Class Bid;
‘Gotta Drive Out Dine-a-Dozen Boys’
Program chieftains of the three4*
■
1 1 ’■■■-■
■■■
tv webs looked at presfentday pro-;
M » «Atlgramming standards on Thursday
*» DO • OOFC now•
(19) and decided there was room
WLIB, Gotham indie spefor more quality programming.
cializing in Negro audience,
Hubbell Robinson Jr., exec veep
always knew it had a respon- *
of CBS-TV programs; Alan D.
sive audience, - hut wondered
Courtney, director of nighttime
when sponsor Sloan’s linimentprograms of NBC-TV, pinch-hitting
Taised the ante from one to
for Robert F. Lewine, veep of NBCtwo wrappers for its tie-in
TV programs, and Thomas W.
promotion with - the Apollo
Moore, veep of programs and talTheatre mi 125 St.
ent at ABC-TV, soimded off at the
Liniment used WLIB to ping
monthly chapter meeting of the
product and promotion whereAmerican Marketing Assn, at the
by wrapper for package was
Hotel Sheraton East on the subject
good for free admish to tbeaof tv programming.
tre. WLIB learned that drug
Speaking with candor, Robinson
stores near theatre sold out
observed that if tv is to set as its
only goal mass circulation "without
*aclj.
a sense of responsibility about the
admish
nature of programming which
theatre was 90c.
achieves that goal, it must inevitably deteriorate to the intellectual |mn jx
ft
level of the comic strip and, in fact, lyf/I
mav
there 4s evidence to indicate that illlv m lvffv JL UI
some producers and their- backers
»'
.
and agents have concluded that
v>
a
y
98% of all American life stopped
|/aaw I.QinPAUrOir p
or the east bank of the Mississippi
1 udl* UdITvWdj v
some time around the year 1870/’
*
•
Robinson said he had no quarrel
*
«
yv
« j
with the advertiser and his agency
HIaaa jm Uaw|a
who look at tv in terms of numilluiK ill J[ fl jfi
bers had decimal points. His quar(Continued on page 43)
Paris, Feb. 24.
Bob Bendick, George Rogers and
Leon Bellingham are here setting
up coming two week video pro^
grams for Dave Garroway’s ‘To¬
day” and Jack Paar show to ema¬
nate from Paris via AmpeX tape.
“Today” is due to go from this
side April 13-27 and ’Tonight” the
ABC-TV has bought a minimum last week in April and the first
of 13 hourlong telefilm dramas to week in May.
Technical work is being handled
be made by 20th Fox for the Mon¬
day 8:30-9:30 p.m. hole. Show, “Ad¬ by Intercontinental Inc., a U.S.Swiss
company, with headquarters
ventures In Paradise,” based on
South*Sea stories by James Mich- all over the Continent, which will
service
U.S. video abroad. Be¬
ener and under Martin Manulis’
production aegis on the 20th lot, sides being able to immediately
firms up the ABC Monday night tape a show on mobile units and
program picture, and it is reported have them off stateside and ready
that the Ralston-Purina part for show in 14 hour?, the comtherein is locked up with an every(Continued on page 42)
week half-hour .buy in “Paradise”
in the offing.
Firm scheduling of the 20th
skeia pushes •'‘Voice -of Firestone”
out of the 9-9:30 anchorage and
into-the 10 p.m. slot, following the
recently : scheduled
‘Trouble Warren A. Kraetzer, after a
shooters” series at 9:30.
long-run as director of the Office
Networks held up finalization of of Radio-TV of NYU, is moving
the Monday prime time lineup un¬ into the vice-presidency for devel¬
til the future of Ralston, which opment of the National Education¬
has been fishing around for an 8:30 al Television and Radio Center. His
replacement for /‘Bold Jotimey,” new job, as of April 1, will -call
was settled. The bankroller has not for him to handle public relations,
made firm its fall commitment in promotion, publicity, development
the 20th Fox show, but every in* and long-range planning. Tom J.
dication has been given that ABC Brophy, associate director of NYU
was not going to firm anything in Office of Radio-TV, reportedly will
the 8:30 time period until it knew get Fraetzer’s post.
that Ralston was going to accept it.
NETRC, now operating out of
Web’s imposing Monday pro¬
gram structure will in the - ’59-’60 Ann Arbor, Michigan, expects to
season consequently read thus: move to Gotham’s Coliseum Bldg,
“Cheyenne” (the Clint Walker ver¬ in the spring where the non-profit
sion) from 7:30 to 8:30, followed tfl. outfit will continue to build tv fea¬
9:30 by “Paradise”; “Trouble- tures for education and other
shobters” (for Marlboro) at 9:30 broadcasting outlets in the country.
and “Voice • of Firestone” going John F. White is prexy -of the Cen¬
at 10.
ter.

NBC Praps For
Paar,Garroway’s
Hlade in Paris’

Mfckener Series
Set for ABC-TV

'Kraetzer Stiftmg To
Ednc’l TY-Radio Post

mWMl
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Nipups in Chi Mayoralty
Bate & Ensuing FCC Ruling Accents
Need For‘Equal Time’Clarification

For a tv network to revamp an
llPPfl I*A
entire evening -of programming at
llvvll 1 VJ
the start of a season isn’t exactly
revolutionary. Such things are
.-—
By LES BROWN
taken in stride these days. But
*/«,*• *;«,*
Chicago. Feb 24.
when practically two-thirds of an
Variation on a bCSSe
The nipups of perennial‘candievemng’s schedule is tossed overLondon, Feb. 24.
date
Daly leading up to the
board at midseason, as is currently
Sir Robert Fraser, Directorchi mayoral primaries being held
happening, such unprecedented
General of Britain’s Independtoday (Tues.) are reverberating'
jockeying around suggests the tement Television Authority,
over the entire broadcast industry,
po of the biz today and, in the case
promised an immediate enif Daly’s equal time demands have
of NBC in particular, pinpoints
quiiy into a TV “scare anserved no better purpose, they at
what is probably its greatest period
nouacement” made last Friday
least have thrown clarity on the
of mobility.
(20) as a prelude to the Assofact that Section 315 (a) of the
Take, for example, what is hapciated - Rediffusion networked
Communications Act can be made
pening Thursday nights on NBC.
play “Before the Sun Goes
a shambles of if carried to a ridicuAt the midseason mark, the Whole-; Down.”
lous extreme.
7^30 tov 9:30 area of programming
The announcement took the
There is no question now but
won’t bear the slightest resemform of a mock warning from
that the “equal time” rule urgently
blance' to the two hours of displays
the Prime Minister that an unneeds rewriting, if not rescinding,
with which the network kicked off
known satellite had appeared
Where Chicago is concerned, ever
the season. Involved in the upover London. Reaction, remisince Daly’s antics, the rule is no
heaval has been the installing of
inscent of, but not as alarming
longer effectual, for the upshot of
the “Jefferson Dram” repeats at
as, that accorded the Orson
the past fortnight’s happenings is
7:30; *35teve Canyon” has been; Welles’ ’The Martians Are
that political candidates and local
moved over from Saturday nights
Coming” broadcast in the U.S.
heads of government are all perto replace Ed Wynn at 8 o’clock;
in 1937. was that anxious viewsonae non grata on the Chi airtire 8:30 period has been in a eoners rang up newspapers, Scotwaves during any-official campaign
tihuing state of flux with a snccesland Yard and A-R headquarperiod.
sion of Pharmaceutical entries,
ters.
As there is nothing in the sta“Twenty One,” “Concentration” ■■■■ ■■■■
—— tutethat makes it mandatory for a
and “Tt Could Be You,” and now *
TW1W7 l| u»
station to give-free time to anyone
the latter is being bumped for a I |J|
I If
running for public office, all stahalf-hour Oldsmohile show with MPi,**1 J[ f lllllilll lM
tions here are now reluctant to do
Bill Hayes and Florence BenderO
so in any connection—even in
son. The 9 o'clock show, “Behind
m
—^
newscasts where the news might
Closed Doers,” goes off jsoon, tire
unfiii'A KaHaMI
b* leSitimate
unpolitical—lest
co-sponsors, Liggett & Myers and
1 lllllftT J dilblU
some self-designated write-in candiAmerican Home Products, candate or splinter-party runner decelling. That just leaves the con*
/tl
1 man^ bis r^8ht to the same,
tinuing Tennessee Ernie and
i|£
VrAil
Particularly in the area of news
Groucho Marx shows to round out
111 I/qVLllllC LjKcll the ^Sht to "equal time” becomes
the evening.
^
insidious. Daly has monitored most
Tuesday night situation closely
TTnnWiViai
Unofficial mnnt
count rac
(as of the mo- of the tv newscasts for several
parallels Thursday, again involving mMti ^ iSc TV’s “Oration weeks and has toted up the min*
two* hours (or two-thirds of an
^n^mhio SSs
uteS **d seconds for fihn cllps de‘
evening) of changing horses-at- terttlfirstT wSk? is 27%>Sts voted to May°r Richard J*
midstream. This .involves the lop- aUek
and^rer^iSng^or P^h for the March of Dimed his
off in March ,of both the Eddie still another 26 weeks.
greeting of Argentine President
Ksher ana Gwrge Gdbel snows 8
to addition to the announced) Art£?-Fro?uizi> anlhi? 5““* for
to 9; the dropping ot the 9 to 9:30 pimoatttb spring of tt of the reelIcU°?'
save t?!.lalte£ WS*
G^orge ani^show and the axing f7 General ^ Weekly spots and
of the Califomians”‘‘lD to 10:30. Bristol-Myers four spots-per-week, s^lons» J,ut thf: Federal Commum(Latter show may popmp for Col- there have been othercancellations catlOGS Commission upheld Lar
gate "in the Bums time as an in- reported by Amana Home Freezers,
(Continued on page 42)
terim slotting.)
which has four spots a week, and
. CBS has been involved, in some Minnesota Mining, which has three. ^
__
„
_
of imddle-of-the-season program Also. as was previously noted, Nes- M*
P
I
€*_
turbulence, notably in the Friday- tie pulled back on its three weekly I'fPil FftfUlQ
Wednesday areas in the wake of “Daybreak”'insertions.
W/U# 1 UUUd UWlViJ
the Jackie Gleason and “Pursuit”
Loss-of this business after the
_
___
cancellations, installing of “Raw- initial 26-week ABC daytime cycle
I
I |IJ
O
J
hide” and the Friday-to-Wednesday has caused problems in the proIff 4"ff/l¥ * iFlflr/f *1
switchover of “TVackdown,” but gramming area. Almost definitely
vttUi
hardly to the extent of the NBC'set to depart the airwaves this
tempo of shifts. r
spring are two half-hour cross-theWhen, last August, ^ General
And for each "program change boarders*. Liberace and “Musical Foods decided to put all its nighttherfil are from fqfar to -six. sponsors; Bingo.” There is also a strong time tyeggsin one network bas¬
on edge, with a stake in what’s possibility that ABC will distill fast (CBS) there was something
happening, for in every instance Peter Lind Hayes from an hour to afao to eyebrow raising in agency
it’s of vital concern not only to a half-hour daily. Whether these circles. Yet GF m the intervening
the affected time periods but to ! shows will be replaced, or whether, months has managed to parlay it
the rating status of the fore and m retrenching, ABC will stick to mto one of the neatest Nielsen
aft adjacencies.
an
abbreviated
two-hour-a-day trseks of the* season.
At best, the March-April replace- “Daybreak” lineup, has not been
Based on the second January
ments represent ad lib thinking, decided at the web.
Nielsen report (at the mid-season
for the powerhouse (or potential
While it did cut back on General mark), the four-way half-hour CBS
powerhouse) entries are reserved Poods and Bristol-Myers, Young & spread namely Danny Thomas,
LSii
''
^ V
Ann Sothem, “December Bride”
for fall kickoff.
(Continued on page 40)
and *«Zane Grey,” levels out to
■
■..■■■.
.
1
■■ 1
1
1 '■■ii i «i»m» an average Nielsen rating 31.0.
.
‘
w
Which is way above par for the

ABC-TV Mulling
Future Pattern
Of Daytime Sked

Gen. Foods Scores
In 4-Way Spread

TV as Weapon for Segregation
Atlanta, Feb. 24.
Television has been blamed for many tilings
and, on the other
tilings.and,
hand, has been offered as a solution to numerous other problems.
•Now cometh
Cometh Georgia’s State Sen. Charles A Fannell of Chatsworth with a plan to use tv as a weapon for preventing public
school integration,
'
- Sen Panfiell introduced a resolution calling for a joint SenateHouse interim committee—the General Assembly adjourned S°*c
urday (21V—to study the possibility of completely educating -the
state’s high school and college students via -tv.
“You may think I've lost my senses by introducing a resolution
of this kind, but within 10 years time you’ll see I’m right,” Pannell told his fellow-senators.
“God has given us the answer to our problem of how to edu¬
cate our children in the face of the integration threat. He gave us
television and talking , pictures.”Senator said the country is operating under a “horse and bug¬
gy days” concept of education whereby the masses are brought to
the instructor. He advocated a switch . . . bringing the instructor
to the masses through electronics.
“It’s wild, but not as wild as closing down our schools,” he said.
Pannell said he has taught school himself and knows that any¬
thing that can be taught in a classroom could be taught on tv. He
predicted education by tv would wipe out illiteracy in a matter of
10 years and said that if Georgia doesn’t lead the way someone
else will.
'
“Sticks and stones and inortar and brick seboolhouses are go¬
ing to be as obsolete in 10 years as the little red schoolhouse is
today,” Pannell said.

Here’s the individual Nielsen
scorecard:
Danny Thomas ..
38.2
Zane Grey
...!!.!!..!!! 32fi
December Bride .!.!!. 26:9
Ann Sothem
26^2

‘Bine Men’ To Bow
With Sommer Ron
Hoping to give their newly. created “Blue Men” a jump on the
competition, CBS-TV in an unusual
move will launch its cops and rub¬
ber skein on June 6.
“Blue Men” sponsored on alt.
weeks by Lever Bros, replaces the
“Gale Storm Show” in the Satur¬
day at 9 time period. Lever, which
had been picking up the tab on
Gale Storm stays but Nestle has
pulled out leaving CBS looking for
an alternate backer.
“Blue Men” was created by Herb
Brodkin. Sheeting on series begins
tli5s week ?n N.Y.
Gale S'or-n program shifts to
ABC-TV in April.
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Wednesday, February 25, 1959

2-Station
BIRMINGHAM
WBRC-TV

SHARE
35.3 RATING
BEATS Restless Gun, Peter Gunn,
Wells Fargo, Cheyenne, Groucho
Marx, Perry Como and many
others.
Pulse, Jan. *59

4-Station
CHICAGO
WNBQ

SHARE
25.1 RATING
BEATS Groucho Marx, Ed Sullivan,
Wells Fargo, Peter Gunn, Gale
Storm, GE Theatre and many
others.
ARB, Jan. '59

HIGHWAY
PATROL
sloping

BRODERICK CRAWFORD

4-Station
SAN FRANCISCO
KRON-TV

SHARE
21.9 RATING
BEATS Playhouse 90, Ed Sullivan,
Erni8 Ford, Cimarron City, Law¬
rence Welk, Californians and many
others..
ARB, Jan. *59

;

ws

Z'XnIETr

Wedtteiday, February 25,l95fr

29"

T?
-T-k - v^‘ -

/

•.- 4,-':

SHARE
20.7 RATING
BEATS Ed Sullivan, Phtf Silvers.
Hit* Parade. Restless Gun, Jackie
Gleason, Bob Cummings and many
others.
ARB, Dec. *58

^ r>

4-Station
SAN FRANCISCO

DETROIT

’ 3-Station
COLUMBUS

KRON-TV

WJBK-TV

WBNS-TV

dotation

m

Dr, Sydney Ro'siow, direc¬

sis

SHARE

SHARE

SHARE

28.1 RATING

30.1 RATING

28.3 RATING

BEATS Destln Playhouse, Ed Sulli¬
van, Dinah Shore Chevy Show,
Steye Alien, Californians and many
others.

BEATS Perry Mason, RtstlissUon,
What's My One, Jack Benny, Ef
SuHivan, BohCuramingsand many
others.

BEATSFrme Ford. Danny Thomas,
Grottche Mar*, Lawrence Welk,'
WellfFirge.Ed Sullivan and many

ARB, Jan. '59

• ARB, Jib.’#

Stt,r5"

tor of Pulse, Inc., heads a
nationwide staff trained to
make and convert home
interview reports into re¬
liable- ratings. Some of
the Ziv show ratings used
” here are based on these
authoritative findings.

ARB, Dec. '58

.
3-Station
BOSTON

BRiSTQL-JOHNSON CITY

3-Station
ST. LOUIS

WBZ-TV

WJHL-TV

KSD-TV

SHARE

SHARE

SHARE

36.3 RATING

27.5 RATING

27.6 RATING
BEATS People Are Funny, Mav¬
erick, Have Gun-Will Travel,
Wyatt Earp, Red Skelton, Real
McCoys and and many others.
ARB.fiec/58

2-Station

BEATS Wyatt Earp, lineup. Perry
Come, - Maverick, Peter Gunn,
WellsTargc and many ethers.

ARB, Dec.1#

The Ziv man in your
market can show you how
to profit from using one of
America’s GREAT selling
forces—a Ziv show!

BEATS Cheyenne, Millionaire,
Ernie Ford, Alfred Hitchcock, Ed
SutiiVMt^Wells Farge and many
ethers.

ARB, Dec.#
<Y/YJSS'/S

AFTRAaniSAG |tvs All-American Lineup: Mid-Season Mark
NOW making 1 Jlt0
4WUtw -

Damon & Pythias
A new era of "cooperation* be¬
tween the American Federation of
Television A Radio Artistsand
Screen Actors Guild, who are still
seriously fighting out tape juris¬
diction (before the NLRB),appears
to have cropped up, at least to the
degree where both aides for the
first time are manifesting a desire
not to step openly on one another**
toes.
Change is due to the greater
chance now than ever before that
the two upions will merge—per¬
haps before'£960..
For a long period, up to the very
recent past, both unions have taken
turns publicly denouncing the aims
of the other, but now neither, per¬
former union seems to be offering
any public commentary without
first apprising the other, and when
the commentary is finally released
It is now of a sweetness-and-light
variety.
This change in attitude (which
some think is a hesitant change)
was prompted by the evident will¬
ingness in. the past several, weeks
of SAG to actually consider
grounds for merger with AFTRA.
AFTRA has taken, a let’s-give-'ema-chance-to-proye-they-mean-it atti¬
tude.
Clayton (Bud). Coilyer, AFTRA
proxy, wrote SAG's board of direc¬
tors the other day expressing, der
fight in learning -‘that the vote
on the Guild referendum indicates
the overwhelming wish of the
Guild membership to seek a prac¬
tical, way to achieve a merger" of
AFTRA and SAG- .He offered
AFTBA's cooperation in "selection
of an impsriial. research organiza¬
tion to prepare a. plan for the
merger,*'

(Here are the thorn in the prime nighttime area (7:30 to H :00) that dominate their time periods on the three major tv networks
boxed on the second January Nielsen AA (average audience rating s. At the mid-season mark, it’x pretty indicative of time period lead*
* ership for the'58-’59 semester.)

DESILU
PLAYHOUSE
(CBS)
10:30-11:00

WHAT'S MY
LINE
(CBS)

DESILU
PLAYHOUSE
(CBS)

DECEMBER
BRIDE
(CBS)

RAWHIDE
(CBS)

PERRY MASON
(CBS)

THE REAL
McCOYS
(ABC)

RAWHIDE
(CBS)

WANTED DEAD
OR ALIVE
(CBS)

'
ZANE GREY
(CBS)

M-SQUAD
(NBC)

I'VE GOT A
SECRET
(CBS)

TENNESSEE
ERNIE FORD
(NBC)

77 SUNSET
STRIP
(ABC)

HAVE GUN,
WILL TRAVEL
(CBS)

THIS IS YOUR
LIFE
(NBC)

GROUCHO
MARX
(NBC)

THE LINEUP
(CBS)

GUNSMOKE
* (CBS)

PLAYHOUSE 90
(CBS)

PERSON
TO PERSON
(CBS)

D.A/s MAN
(NBC)

SCHEUER ‘SHOWDOWN’ European TY Webs
WHAT CAKE FIRST,
SST FOR YNEW-TV
In Daily Fihn Exchange
CHICKEN OR EGG?

TV Key columnist Steve Scbeuer
Is breaking through as a video pro¬
ducer-Oft March 20, when WNEWTVr N. Y., - launches his "Show¬
down" In the Friday, 1-1:30 p.jn.
Slot. Stanza, which will become
part of the five-day-a-week "Monty
Hall By-Line” show at that hour,
will go heavy for criticism of the
show's hitive medium, tv.
ner will discuss land critl"BUyhouse 9Q’s” two-part
"For Whom the Bell -Tolls" up¬
coming vidcasL The following Fri¬
day (27), . "Showdown” will o.O.
"Green Pastures” and “The Big
London, Feb. 24.Members bf advertising agencies Eye," e special one-hour video en¬
interested in television took a look try. on wiretapping.
last Wednesday (18) at color tv
demonstration* arranged at - the
Dorchester Hotel by the Commer¬
cial TV .Circle.
Closed circuit,
employing Pye 828-line compatible
picture equipment,* Was Used;
" About 470 guests, consisting of *
members of the Circle and their
clients, attended the two- session!,
By LES CARPENTER
each' of which tailed about 75 min- ■
vteeJ One item was a specUHyWashington, Feb. 24.
Written version of AsxOdited-R*;
diffusion's :i5-rafnutesdmag "Jim’s1 v Is. there jlGoidflne in -the afy?
Inn,* which lockout ovfcr me Lon^ Oren> Harris says he is going to
don transmitter at' 10:45' pm, on- lhvatttgatt the sphetrum.
Fridays.
Arkansas’ U.S, Bep. Harris is
^ Dan logman, director of .Young
A ingmam who ebairsthe Com-': also planning more probes of shady
deals
in U*S« regulatory agamies
merdal TV Circle* told Vanmry
that the demonstrations "didn't (toriuding.the Federal Communi¬
mean a thing'* in terms of implying cations CommUsionbBut the two
that color tv was jtist around the investigations will be handled sep¬
comm or whatever. ; He pointed
out that engineers, have been ex¬ arately; under' Harris* supervision,
perimenting with color for about with differeht bankrolls.
15 years, ..and the feorich^ster get- a. H»ria will soon have $350,000 to
togethers were arranged Simply,to finance his up there and down here
Show members, what could > fee:
achieved, and keep* interest alive. activities. He is requesting from the
House'(and wi|l soon'get) $200,000
to carry on the work of hilinfluence-probing subcommittee, offi¬
cially known as the Legislative
Overnight Subcommittee, and $150,■ .
London. Feb. 24.
000 to launch a technical study by
Some makers of tv commercials
and advertising agents are cur¬ the Communications Subcommittee
rently. going into huddles to modify of Who should have which parts of
their toothpaste ads and revise the: the spectrum.
scripts for others not yet shot This i
The fact that * Congressional
follows a ruling last Wednesday
(18>bythe Independent Television group, rather than a White House
Authority that comnierclal tv webs commission, win tackle the specmust reject • toothpaste* plugs brum issue it good news for the
in the opinion of the Brit¬
ish Dental Assn.*-make misleading broadcasting industry generally.
daims.!;- i.. •. ..
.. . But the: revitalisation ot the tough
; n*A*s advertising advisory com¬ probing of affluent Influence Is bad
mittee took, tip the matter follow- hews foraomebody.
ing complaints from dentist* that
pointed,specifically tocommercialx: £ Harris*' announcement Thursday
smed +% persuading viewers it wee (10): that his eight-member ComiriunicatiOfix Buhoommittee (he’s
a day; A f^wntofttea back, ITA put Chairman) SriH hire a,"hiifldy com¬
an embargo on doctor scenes in petent technical staff" to uuderpatent mtoticine^ads ;whettn actors dke a careful^ and complete study
in Whit* mats and sometimes caBy*. 0L the entire ra^ospeptrum, with
ing stethosc<m^Hm:i|scd tha Ptpdr tegislattoHTd follow, clearly meant
net.Concerned*
n0 Wfitie House

r

Rome, Feb. 24.
Seven European television net¬
works br as many countries will
exchange daily filmed news ma¬
terial on an .experimental basis
from May 4 to 30. Rapid .diffusion
of the material will be made pos¬
sible -by the Eurovision setup,
which links most western contin¬
ental nations.
Trial period will . see Italy,
France, Great Britain, Belgium.
Holland, and Switzerland linked
for the entire period, while West
Germany will tie in for its least
epe week, thus making possible
additional hookups with Denmark,
Sweden, and Austria.

Gainesville, Ga., Feb. 24.
Here’s an electronic twist to the
man bites dog theme with news¬
paper ink overtones.
Radio Station WDUN has an¬
nounced it will begin publishing a
weekly , newspaper April 2.
Sheet will be edited by Ted
Oglesby, WDUN news director,
who will continue his station
chores.
- Gainesville (pop. 25,000) is cen¬
tered in nation’s leading broiler
(chicken) market and has three ra¬
dio stations, a. dally newspaper and
a poultry trade weekly.
•

Harris9 Sweeping Spectrum Probe;
6Is There A Goldfine In The Sky?9

TV TOOTHPASTEADS
ANNOY IHUnSH,T00

[commission or other executive
group doing it
Eisenhower Administration poli¬
cy was stated only * short time ago
[when Leo A. Hoegb, director of
the Office of Civil and Defense Ad¬
ministration, announced Congress
will he salt a bill to authorize a
five-member commission to be ap¬
pointed by President Eisenhower
with the task of studying spectrum
allocation. The hoi has not yet
been introduced and probably
won’t be. Harris moved first, and
that’s that
Broadcasting industry spokes¬
men here Lave feared that any ex¬
ecutive group would be more sym¬
pathetic with military hunger for
more of the spectrum. They see
Congress, close to televiewing
voters, as leaning to demands for
more and better commerical tv,
and more Inclined to force the mil¬
itary to offer conclusive proof that
it must have all the spectrum it has
already or that it must have more.
In a statement, Hurls said the
upcoming spectrum study "will In¬
clude present and future uses by
military and other Governmental
agencies, radio and tv stations' and
other private parties, of the radio
spectrum, and legislation needed
to establish proper governmental
machinery and procedures to as¬
sure a fair distribution of available
frequencies among all thesAusers."
. Harris potentially could have <a
problem making the military^.talk
during.. the study. Answering an
inquiry on this point, hesahLhe
anticipates no difficulty; "t expect
cooperation," he said.
Pentagon YDPs have previously
maintained that* use of the spec¬
trum (and the rod justification of
. military; reqUiremOit*k in It) vegn?"
stitute many *of*'tiie. ;%ibat->*eriour

military secrets the Government
has. The Defense Dept, could com¬
pletely louse up the Harris .study
by refusing to take the subcommit¬
tee and its staff into military con¬
fidence. But that would run a grave
political risk for the pentagon.
Harris said neither he nor other
subcommittee members has the
scientific and engineering know¬
how to conduct such a study and
will have to rely on a .competent
technical staff which be said will he
hired "with utmost care." He hasn’t
started the staff search yet
Harris’ fellow Communications
Subcommittee members are Reps.
Walter Rogers (D-Tex.), John J.
Flynt (D-Ga.), John E. Moss <DCalif.), Don Rostenkowski (D-HL),
John B. Bennett (R-Micb.), * J.
Arthur Younger (P-Calif.) and Wil¬
liam H. Avery (R-KanJ.
Membership of the Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee was shift¬
ed some. Two Democratic members
who formerly served on it. Reps.
John Bell Williams (Miss.) and
Morgan Moulder (Mo.), were not
reappointed. Harris moved them to
the Transportation Subcommittee
Instead. Three of the four Repub¬
lican members are new because
only one of the *58 GOP members
returned to Congress this year.
The '59 subcommittee, with Har¬
ris as chairman again, is composed
of Beps. Peter F, Mack (DHL),
Rogers, Flynt, Moss, Bennett, Wil¬
liam L- Springer "(R-HL), Steven B.
Derdunian (R-N.YJ -tad Samuel
Devinuft (R-Ohio).
It'll probably be a month at least
before Harris conducts the first in¬
vestigation by the Legislative Over¬
sight* Subcommittee; The subject
it stiH Tmdfetermined, bdfc af fce
puts it ,"We have somdinfdrnridficm

1

GALE STORM*
SHOW
(CBS)

CBS Spot Sales
SellofftoMils
Still a Hot Issue
Washington, Feb. 24.
Effort of a group of CBS affili¬
ates to buy the web’s Spot Sales
is still warm and could heat up at
the CBS-TV affiliates meeting in
Chicago March 15, John S. Hayes,
WTOP-TV, Washington, prexy and
prime mover behind purchase, in¬
dicated this week.
No rush is currently necessary.
Federal Communications Commis¬
sion has postponed until April 27
the deadline for filing comments
on the proposed rule outlawing
network-owned spot sales for other
than its own oAo properties.
Hayes has interested 14 tv sta¬
tions in buying CBS Spot Sales.
Seven of the 14 (including his own
WTOP-TV "here and WJXT-TV,
Jacksonville, Fla.) are. now served
by CBS Spot Sales. Seven others
are currently represented other¬
wise, and their identity has not
been made public because of pos¬
sible embarrassment with their
present spot sales ties. In addition,
proposed new outfit would con¬
tinue handling spot sales for CBS
oAo stations.
The way. the deal is expected to
work is that under the new own¬
ership, each station would buy one
share of stock. When there are
two stations (as in WashingtonJacksonville example), they would
jointly own one share. CBS oAo
stations would be allowed to pur¬
chase one share jointly.
Dividends would be paid on the
basis of the billing of the station
or stations, rather than on stock
ownership.

ABC MULLS SPECIAL
FOR THREE STOOGES
ABC-TV is mulling a live onehour special fronted by the Three
Stooges. Deal is in its embryonic
stages around the network program
offices, but idea would be to pre¬
sent the stanza in early June.
Network was prompted to do the
show because of the hot comeback
staged by the Stooges, resulting
from the release to television of
their old theatrical short subjects.
WOK 469G SALE OKAYED
. *
Washington, Feb. 24.
Federal C^mmmdcXticxis Com¬
mission has approved sale of radio
WORL, Boston, for $48&,040.
Purchaser is! WOOL Broadcast¬
ing Corp^ Of Which PJfci F. Harron h president. *
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It can happen to any of. ns-reading about an outstanding
special program in a review the next day. Then saying, “If
Pd only known...” The list below is designed to make sure
no special program of particular interest to you slips by
during March. These programs, in their variety and impor¬
tance, reflect NBC’s basic philosophy: totality of program
service ... rewarding television for every program taste.
May we suggest ypu keep this list
near your TV set as a Calendar of
Television to Remember in March...
A Conversation with James B. Conant (March 1,
2:00-2:30 p.m.) in the Wisdom series. The
distinguished educator discusses problems of
American education with Nathaniel Ober,
Principal of Clayton, Mo., High School.
Ah, Sweet Mystery of Mrs. Murphy (March 1,
5:00-6:00 p.m.). Omnibus presents a William
Saroyan, comedy starring George Grizzard.
Life in Outrt^hgoRa (March 1, 6:30-7:00 p.m.).
Chet Huntley Reporting with first definitive
study of the change to Communism in this
remote land.. Filmed in Color by explorer
Jorgen Bisch.
Some of -Marne's Friends (March 3, 7:30-9:00
p.m.). The late Emanuel Sacks was one of the
most beloved figures of show business. His
friends pay him tribute by displaying the tal¬
ent he did so much to encourage. They include:
Sid Caesar, Rosemary Clooney, Nat “King”
Cole, Perry Comb, Eddie Fisher, Bob Hope,
Harry James and Betty Grable, Tony Martin,
Dinah Shore, Frank Sinatra, Kay Starr, Danny
Thomas, Jack Webb and Jane Wyman. Ip Color.
Musical Special-(March'4, 3:00-10:00 pm.). The
Bell Telephone Hour stars Ann Blyth, Eileen
Farrell, Howard KeeL, Isaac Stern, The
Ximinez-Yargas Ballet Espanol, the Joe Bushkin Quartet and Donald Voorhees and the
Bell Telephone Orchestra. In Color.
A Conversation with Eleanor Roosevelt (March 8,
2:00-2:30' p.m:) in the Wisdom series. Mrs.
Roosevelt’ converses with editor William Attwood about a citizen’s political obligations.
Maria Golovin (March 8, 5:00-7:00 p.m.). The
NBC Opera Company brings 'Gian Carlo Menotti’s newest opera to television in a two-hour
presentation, with the cast that performed at
the Brussels World’s Fair. In Color.
Bob Hope Show (March 13, 8:00-9:00’p.m.}. Bob’s
guests tonight are: Guy Mitchell, Cail Davis,
ind Bob’s special guest, Chuck Connors.
A Conversation with Robert Moses (March 15,
2:00-2:30 p.nte.) in the Wisdom series. The civic
leader discusses city planning with landscape
artist Gilmore D. Clarke.
45 Minutes from Broadway (March 15, 5:00-6:00
R.m.i On Omnibus. Alistair Cooke is host for
this first television presentation of George M.
Cohan’s musical comedy.

Frances Langford Presents (March 15, 10:0011:00 p.m.). Miss Langford headlines a foilhour music-and-comedy Special. Guests in¬
clude Hugh O’Brian, Julie London, Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, George San¬
ders, Jerry Colonna and special guest Bob
Hope. In Color.
Dean Martin Show (March 19, 8:00-9:00 p.m.)
with Dean and his special guest Donald
O’Connor and David Rose and his orchestra.
In Color.
A Conversation with Dr. Karl Menninger (March
22, 2:00-2:30 p.m.) in the Wisdom series. The
world renowned psychiatrist discusses theories
of psychosomatic medicine with distinguished
editor Denver Lindley.
The Big Ear (March 22, 5:00-6:00 p.m.). On NBC
Kaleidoscope. A study-in-depth of the contro¬
versial wire-tapping issue. District attorneys,
police officials and private detectives, and for¬
mer telephone company employees give first¬
hand testimony on techniques of wire tapping.
The Unchained Goddess (March 22, 6:00-7:00
p.m.). The Bell System Science Series’ Rich¬
ard Carlson and Dr. Frank Baxter use anima¬
tion and special film to explain violent changes
in the weather. Produced by Frank Capra.
Repeat performance in Color.
Green Pastures on the Hallmark Hall of Fame
(March 23, 9:30-11:00 p.m.). In its review of the
first telecast of Marc Connelly’s classic, The
New York Times said “It will long survive in
the memory of everyone privileged to have seen
it.” Now, a live encore performance with the
original TV cast of 60, starring William Warfield, Eddie “Rochester” Anderson and Earle
Hyman. In Color.
Pontiac Star Parade (March 24, 8:00-9:00 p.m.).
Music andyariety Special starring Perry Como
and guests. In Color.
Magic with Mary Martin (March 29, 4:00-5:00
p.m.). This first of Mary Martin’s two com¬
pletely different Easter Specials includes an
original musical review, Three to Make Music,
an adaptation of the classic Cinderella, and
selections from Peter Pan, including the fa¬
mous flying scene. In Color,
Music with Mary Martin (March 29, 6:00-9:00
p.m.). Miss Martin’s Easter evening program.
Assisted by a full company of singers, dancers
and musicians. Miss Martin re-creates show¬
stopping moments from her long list of musical
successes. In Color.

THE NBC TELEVISION NETWORK
SBC IN NEW YORK IS WRCA-TV-4

WASHINGTON
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

RK.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
«.
7.
8.
9.
19

.

Stations: WMAL, WRC, WTOP. WTTG.
AV.
RTG. RK.

34.0 I
Waff on Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).......WRC
31.7 zl
Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-8:00).• •WitC?
31.5
Rffleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30).WMAL
29.7
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30)....WMAL
. 284 a
Peter Gunn (Mon. 9:09*30)........WRC
Loretta Yo««« (Sun. 10:00-10:30)....WBC
23.5 £
28.4 6
Gunsmeke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)........WTOP
274 7.
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 8:30-9). .WRC
27.5 g
Restless Gnu (Mon. 8:00-8:30).......WRC
Sugarfoot (Toes. 730-8^0).
.WMAL . 27.0 1

........

RK.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

1.
2.
3.
4.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.

♦Buckskin (M,F 7:30*00)..-WBC
til O’clock Report (M-F 11-11:15)..WTOP
fNews-Harkneas (M-F 11:00-11:15).*.-WRC
tPopeye (M-F 6:30-7:00)..WTTG
t7 O’clock Final (M-F 7:00-7:15).WMAL
tAmos V Andy (M-F.-6:30-7:00)....WMAL
tNational News,* Wea. (M-F 7:15-7:30) .WMAL
’Mickey Mouse dnb (M,W,F 5:30-6).WMAL
♦Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.m.). .WRC
♦American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:30). .WMAL

TY Homes: 5 If,000.

TOP TWENTJ£$YNDICATED SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIMS
STA. DISTRIB.

AV. AV.I
TOP COMPETITION
RTG. SH.J PROGRAM
STA.

10.6

MINN.-ST. PADL
1.
2.
3.
4.
.5.
6.
7.
6.
9.
10.

1. Death Valley Days (Sat. 9:30).
—2. Popeye (Sat 12:30).............
36.0 3. Popeye (MorL-Fri. 5:30).
Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30).KSTP
35.2
Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).....WCCO
34.8 4
Perry Como (Sat. 7:00-8:00).KSTP
Person To Person (Fri. 9:30-10:00).. .WCCO : 32.5 !
32.2 5'
Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30).WCCO
314 6.
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00)... WCCO
30.2 7.
Loretta Yeung (Sun. 9:00-9:30).KSTP
30.0 o
Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-1040) >• - - - .WCCO
29.5 Jv
What’s My Uae (Sun. 9:38-10:00)-WCCO
29.2 9:
Real McCoys- (Thurs. 7:30*00).WTCN
i«:
1L
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
___ 12.

L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.
14.

tToday’s Headlines (M-F 10-10:15).. KSTP
tPopeye (M-F 5:30-6;OO)............WCCO
tWea^ Sports (M-F IQ: 15-10:30)... . .KSTP
tMovie Spec. (M-F X0:30-Signoff)-WTCN
tAxel and His Doc (M-F 4:30-5:30).. .WCCO
tNews-D. Moore (M-F 10:00-10:15).. .WCCO
tCommodore Cappy (M»T,F 4:30-5). .WCCO.
*CBS News (M-F 6:15*3©)....-WCCO
*As World Tnrns (M-F 12:30-1;00).. -WCCO
♦Buckskin (MJF «*4©-7:00>...KSTP

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

{4
1516.

yi.

17-

PROVIDENCE

15.9
144
14.5
13.2
12,7
124
12.2
124
224
.124
124
124
11.9

. UAA

Popeye (Mon.-Fri. 6:30).

Stations: KMSP, KSTP, WCCO, WTCN.

224
20.2
184
16.3
15.7
i4.i
13.4

TV Hbmas: 385,200.

..WCCO.. .. U,S. Borax
..WCCO.. .. UAA
..WCCO.. ..UAA

294
214
204

..KSTP... ..CBS
..KSTP... ..MCA
..KSTP... ..Ziv
..WCCO.. .. Nabisco
..WTCN.. Ziv .. k.WCCO.. .. Flamingo
..WCCO.. .. Kellogg
..WCCO.. ..Screen Gems
..KSTP... ..Ziv
;
..KSTP... ..Official
..WCCO.. ..CBS
..KSTP... .‘.NTA
.‘WTCN.. ..ITC
..KSTP... ..CNP
..KSTP... . . Ziv
.?WCCO.. .. Schwimmer

18.5
174
174
164
164
164
154
154
14.5
H4
134
134
234
124
124
124

..WTCN.. ;. Screen Gems

114

Stations: WJAR, WPRO.

DAYTON
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS

,

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

1. tFront Page News (M-F ll*00-li:l5LWHIO
2. tLittle Rascals (M-F 6:00-840).. WHIO
3. +Sohio Reporter, Sports Desk.
WHIO
(M-F 6:30-6:45).....
’
4. VNBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00) •.WLW-D
5. ♦Adventure Time (T,Th 540-640). . .WLW-D
6. tNews, Sports (M-F 640-0:45)
WLW-D
7. ♦AS Wbrfdr Turns (M-F 1:30-2:00) :V i . WHIG
8. . +56-50 Club (M-F 11:30-140). :. _.:'.WLW-D
9. - .fWild West; (M-F 5:00-6:00) : , - f. ...WHI0 .
9. ’Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F 5:30-6). .WLW-D

Survey Dates: January 2-9, 1959*

711 My Hero.;.WPRO
Big Show ..WJAR
fNews, Spurts, Wea. ... .WPRO
( CBS News ............WPRO
Sword of Freedom...... .WPRO
Whirlybirds .....WPRO
Las ski ..... 1:... *-. .WPRO
Walt Disney Presents....WJAR
Garry Moore ^f... . WPRO
Union Pacific ..WJAR
(News, Sports, Wea. ... .WPRO
JCB$ News ..WPRO
Rifleman .....WJAR ,v
Early. Show .
.WJAB i- •
Silent Service ........: . WJAR'
20th Century .. ____ -WPRO'
airly Show ....._
WJAR
jfSat. Cowboy Theatre...WJAR
( Circus Boy
.WPRO "
Death Valley. Days ......WJAR
Early Show .:.
WJAR '
Footbaii . -...
_:. WJAR,.
Robin Hood ..;..... ..-.WESO-V

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)........WPRO
Ed Shllhran (Sun. 8:00-9:00).WPRO
Red.SkfeReu+Tues.940-10:00)...WPRO
Wagon Train (Wed. 740-8:30).WJAR
Loretta Young (Sun. 1040-10:30),.. .WJAR
Fve Got A Secret-fSUtd. 940-lOrOO). .WPRO
Chevy She# (Sun. 9.*00-10:00)...... .WJAR
Perry Coma (Sat 840-8:00)..WJAR
Yancy Derringer (Thurs. 840-9:00). .WPRO
Zane Grey Theatre (Thurs. 9:06-8:30) .WPRO

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10.*60-10:30)....WHIG
Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30)...WLW-D
Sugarfoot (Tues. 7:30-8:30).WLW-D
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00t9:30).WHIG
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10).. WHO
Wyatt Earn (Tues. 8*40-9:00)...._WLW-D
Perry Mason (Sat 7:30-840).WHIO
Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 10:00-11:00) - WHIG
Maverick (Sun. 7:00-8:00)
__;WLW-D
Red Skelton (Tues. 940-10*001..WHIP

Survey Dates: January 2-9* 1959.

50 MaeKenzie’s Raiders ... .KSTP
68 Basketball
.KSTP
56 (Mickey Mouse Club....WTCN
(Adventure Time ..WTCN
31 What’s My Line.WCCO
27 Garry Moore ...........WCCO
27 Desilu Playhouse .,.. .WCCO'
68 Detective’s Diary .......KSTP v
23 Groucho Marx ..........KSTP
47 American Handstand ... .WTCN
46 American Bandstand ... .WTCN
64 True Story.......KSTP
24 Death Valley Days.. ..;..WCCO
34 Movie Spectacular ......WTCN
52 Circus Boy ..'.....KSTP %
30 Movie Spectacular ...... WTCN.
22 Texan-.
WCCO
20 Circle Theatre ..........WCCO
33 Movie Spectacular .WTCN
35 f Sheena-Queen of JungIe.KMSP '
( Annie Oakley ........ :KSTP
18 Gunstaeke
.WCCO

TV Homes: 198,500.

TOP. TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

1.
2.
3.
4.
4.
4.
5.
6.
7. *
8.

35

114

TOP TEN NETWORK SHQWS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.
8.

AV.
RTG.

Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:00)....
Silent Service (Sun. 7:00).... *
Gray Ghost (Wed. 7:00).'.

Twenty Six Men (Sun. 6:30)..
Sheriff of Cochfs* {Thurs. 7:00)....
Sea Hunt (Tues. 10:00)...
..US. Borax
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00)..,..
, .MCA
Mike Hammer (Tues. 10:30)...
Whirjybirds .(Fri. ..
»... - WTOP.. . CBS
. CNP
Badge 714 (Fri. 7:30).. . ..........
- AV. if: Wild Riil Hickok (Sat. 5:30)...
. .Screen Gems
RTG, il Decoy CMcm. 7:00).....
. Official
.WTTG.. . BKO
! ^7r ■ 11.
16.0
.ABC
13.5 11. Jim Bowie (Fri. 7:00).
M))..,WTOP... ..Ziv
12.1 1L
11.7 1L
:00h.WMAL. • , .Ziv
.WMAL.. ..MCA
11.7 11.
11.5
. 'nta- - .
11.5 11.
..CNP
11.1 12.
10.5 13.

Survey Dates: January 2.9, 1959.

Stations: WHIG, WLW-D.

—514
446
43:0
42.8
42.8
428
424
424
42.0
394
~—

L Badge 714 (Sat. 10:30)...
2. Twenty Six Men. (Tues. 7:00)-- Mike Hammer (Fri. 1040)..
*• Dr. Hudson (Fri. 7:00)....
5. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00),..
g. Gray Ghost (Mon. 7:00)..
,
I* MaeKenrie’s Raiders (Thurs. 740).
•• State Trooper .(Tues. 740)-...
8. Target (Thurs. 740).....
9. Little Rascals (Mon.-Fri. 6:00).
10 If You Had A MilUon (Sat. 7:00)..
10. Sea Hunt (Wed. 10:30) ..
Colonel Flack (Mon. 7:30)........
Tugboat Annie (Wed. 7:00).......
12* Harbor Command (Sun. 10:30)...;.
,13. Flight (Tues. 8:00)..... ..
Jeff’s Collie (Tues, 7:30).........
^
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 5:00)..”.
Chainplonsliip Rowling (Sun.; 2;00)
16; " wiidHm Hickok (Wed. 5:00). ....:

_ .
24.6

S..S:
20:9
17.7
174

:!i:l»
144

:wmo...

.WLW-D..
.WHIO....
• WHIO.
-WLW-D..
• WHIO..,.
.WLW-D..
.WHIO...,
.WHIO..,.
.WHIO ...
.WHIO....
.WLW-D.,
.WHIO.....
, WLW-D:.
.WLW-D..
WHIO....
.WHIO...
• WLW-IL..
.WHIO. :. : *.
.WLW-DV.

TY Homes: 143,700.

CNP
ABC
MCA
MCA*
U.S. Borax
CBS
Ziv
.MCA
.Ziv ,
.Interstate
MCA
Ziv
. cbs
TTC
Ziv
.CNP
.ITC"
HelloggA

_

-•

Survey Dates: January 2-9, 1959.

9A.’s Man.WLW-D
State Trooper --.-WHIG
Pat Boon0 .....WLWD
Outdoor Guide.WLW-D
Gray Ghost .WHIG’!::
Death Valley Days ..WLW-D
Target ..WHIO
Twenty-Six Men.... WLW-D
MacKenrie’s Raiders ... .WLW-D
Annie Oakley ..WLW-D Midwestern Hayride .... WLW-D
CShtife Theatre ..........WHIO
J&wm$h
-....WLW-rD.
Man Without *A Gun... . .WHIO *
What’s Xfr Line..........WHIG •
fitogarfoot .....V........WLWD
Sugarfoot. .. .........-.JWLW-D
Wm We*t Movie..WHIO,^

.Sehwteier^ :
Scre^x'Genu! ; *

Movie.:

TV-ttUliiS •
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f/rSoTb^fv rm rpiii ciT rrrv nv n^rv PRnrR A ILf rH ART Vahiety’s weekly chart Is bated on the 22 major markets regularly reported by Teler-lHX.HirUI-.3JCi U1I-DI*UI I rnUbMU AJliUU . pulse each month, in addition to 133 other Telepulse tabulated U.S markets, covered
over the course oj a year. Cities will be rotated weekly. The Variety chart is .a cmnpilation. of data on syndicated films, as well as network and live programs, tn each
market. Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading,, the <t) stands for local programming and'the (♦) for network shows.

BOSTON
RK.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)........ WNAC
2. Danny Thomas (Mon.'9:00-9:30).WNAC
~2. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00).. WNAC
2. Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30)... WBZ^
3. Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 10:00-11:00). WNAC
4. Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30)..'. WNAC
5. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).WBZ
6. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10:00).. WNAC
7. Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00).. WNAC
8. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00).WNAC
RK.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

1. tNews, Wea. (M-F 6:45-7:00)....... WBZ
2. tBoston Movietime (M-F 5:00-6:45).. WBZ
3. tLate News, Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15). WNAC
4. "Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1:00)WNAC
5. "American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:30).. WHDH
6. "Search Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45). WNAC
7. "News, Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15) ..WBZ
8. "Love of Life (M-F 12:00*12:30).... WNAC
9. "Captain Kangeroo (M-F 8-8:45 a.m.). WNAC
10. tHoUywood Playhouse (M-F 1-2:30) WBZ

Stations: WBZ, WHDH, WNAC.
AV.
RTG. RK.
33.9
32.2
32.2
31.8
31.7
31.0
30.2
29.9
29.4
AV.
RTG.
19.1
18.6
15.6
15.4
15.2
15.0
14.8
14.5
13.0
12.5

1.
2s
3.
4.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30).WAGA
39.5
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).WSB
38.3
Restless Gun (Mon. 8:00-8:30)...... WSB
36.3
Maverick (Sun. .7:30-8:30)...WLW-A 34.4
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00).WLW-A 33.9
Loretta Young (Sun. 10:00-10:30).... WSB - 32.9
* Have Gun Will Travel (SaL 9:30-10). WAGA
31.7
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).WLW-A 31.7
Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30)......... WLW-A 30.5
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon.. 8:30-9). . WSB
30.4
TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

1. *Buckskin (M-F 7:30-3:00).WSB
2. "NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00)..^WSB
2. tNews, Weather (M-F 6:30-6:45) ... WSB
3. "American Bandstand (MtF 4-5:30).. WLW-A
4. "Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.m.).. WSB
5. tPopeye (M-F 5:00-6:00).WSB
6. * Adventure Time (T.Th 5:30-6:00).. WLW-A
6. "Concentration (M-F 11:30-12 Nn)..WSB
7. *Search For Tomorrow
(M-Th 12:30-12:45).. WAGA
8. "Gniding Light (M-Th 12:45-1:00)...WAGA
8. "Love of Life (M-F 12:00-12:30).WAGA
8.* "Mickey Mouse Club (M,W,F 5:30-6). WLW-A

20.7
18.1
18.1
15.5
15.3
14.2!
13.9
13.9

20.5
19.9

50
51
44
46
48
48
45
49

WBZ
. .-ITC
WNAC.. ..NTA
WBZ ... . CNP
WNAC.. ..MCA

19.5
19.5
19.2
19.2

47
42
38
35

WNAC.. .. Flamingo

21.2

19.2

47

18.9
18.5
18.5

44
35
43

12.
13.
13.

Waterfront (Wed. 7:00).... . WNAC.. -MCA
Casey Jones (Sun. 6:30).. :.. .WBZ ... .. Screen Gems
Wild BUI Hickok (Mon, 6:30). . WNAC.. . - Screen Gems

18.2
17,5
17.5

36
38
44

14.
14.
14.
14.

Adv. In Sherwood Forest (Sat 6:00)
City Detective (Tues. 8:00)
..
San Francisco Beat (Wed. 7:30)-.
.
Walter Winchell (Mon. 8:00) ..

16.5
16.5
16.5
16.5

44
25
25
40 1

Superman (Fri. 6:30)..

WNAC..
WNAC..
WNAC..
WNAC..

. * Official
. - MCA
..CBS
..NTA

1.

Whirlybirds (Wed.. 7:00)..WSB...... CBS

31.4

2.

People’s Choice (Fri. 7:00).

. WSB ... ..ABC

25.9

3.
4.
5.
6.

Big Story (Sat. 10:30).... .
Sheriff of Cochise (Tues. 7:00). .
Highway Patrol (Sat. 9:00) . .
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00)- .

WAGA.
WSB ..
WAGA.
WSB...

7. • Crossroads (SUn. .’4:00).. /. . WSB. . .
8. If-You Had A Million (Sun. 10:30) . WSB...
8. Superman (Mon. 6:00) . . WSB...
9. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00).. . WSB...
10. Wild BiU Hickok (Wed. 6:00). . WSB...
11. Popeye (Sun. 3130).. . WSB ..
12. Flight (Tues. 8:00). . WAGA.
12. You Are There (Sun. 3:00).. .WSB ..
13. Roy Rogers (Sat/5:30) .... . WAGA.
14. 'Popeye (Mon-Fri. 5:00).. . WSB ..

39.9
39.5
39.1
37.5
37.5
37.0
35.5
34.5
34.2
33.9

Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:00) .
Looney Tunes (Fri. 6:00).
Cisco Kid (Sat. 6:30)..
Victory At Sea (Sun. 12:00).

.WSB ..
. WSB...
. WAGA.
. WLW-A

.. Flamingo
..NTA
.. Ziv
. .U.S. Borax

22.7
22.5
20.9
15.3
14.6
13,7
12.3
11.7
11.4
11.4

25.7
24.9
24.2
19.8

.. Schubert
..MCA
.. Flamingo
.. Screen Gems
... Screen Gems
,.. UAA ,
..CBS
.. CBS
. /CNP .
..UAA
^

19.0
18.9
18.9
18.8
18.0
16.2
15.2
15.2
15.0
14.2

.. Kellogg
.. Guild
.. Ziv
.. CNP

13.7
13.4
13.2
13.2

Death Valley Days (Sun. 9:30) ..... WBNS.... U.S. Borax
Sea Hunt (Mon. 7:30)... WBNS.... Ziv
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:30)-WTVN-Kellogg
San Francisco Beat (Wed. 7:CQ>.WTVN.... CBS

27.5
25.5
23.5
22.5

5.

Whirlybirds (Thurs. 7:00).. WTVN.... CBS

22.4

6.

Casey Jones (Tues. 7:00)..

7.

State Trooper (Fri. 7:00)... WTVN.... MCA •

21.2

8.

Boots and Saddles (Sat. 10:30)...... WBNS.... CNP
Amos V Andy (Sat 6:00).WBNS.CBS

20.5
18.9

9.
10.
11.
12.
12.
13T.
14.
14.
14.
15.
15.

BIRMINGHAM

-

WTVN-Screen Gems

MacKenzie’s Raiders (Thurs. 7:30).. WBNS-Ziv
If You Had A Million (Sat. 6:30) .. WBNS.... MCA
Our Miss Brooks (Sun. 6:30)..WBNS.... CBS.
Cisco Kid (Tues. 6:00).. WTVN.... Ziv
U.S. Marshal (Fri. 1Q:30).WTVN.... NTA
Target (Tues. 7:00).WLW-C... Ziv
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30)_WTVN-Screen Gems
Mike Hammer (Tues. 10:00)..WTVN.... MCA
Ten-Four (Tues. 10:30)..WTVN-Ziv
-Judge Roy Bean (Mon. 6:30) .. WTVN-Screencraft
Wild BiU Hickok (Wed. 6:30).WTVN-Screen Gems

Stations: WAPI, WBRC.

21.9

18.9
18.2
17.5
17.2
17.2
16.5
16.2
16.2
16.2
15.9
15.9

AV.
RTG.

Waterfront ... . WNAC
18.2
Badge 714., . WNAC , 15*2
Lassie . . WNAC
"21.5
Flight . .WBZ
19.2
If You Had A Million... • WBZ
15.5
Big Movie. .WBZ
15.2
Mike Hammer ., .WNAC
14.9
( Boston Movietime.... .WBZ
16,3
] News, Wea. .WBZ
16.7
Walter Winchell. .WNAC
16.5
Casey Jones ..... .WBZ
17.5
Boots and Saddles. .WNAC
23.2
S Movie . .WBZ
18.7
) What’s My Line. . WHDH
17.7
f Boston Movietime
.WBZ
18.3
) News, Wea. .WBZ
19.3
Conquest . ."WNAC
15.5
DuPont Show of Month. .WNAC
24.5
f Boston Movietime.... .WBZ
20.7
) News, Wea. .WBZ
21.7
Gray Ghost. . WEZ
24.9
Sheriff of Cochise. .WNAC
19.5
f Boston Movietime.... -WBZ
18.3
) News, Wea. .. .WBZ
17.7
Movie... . WBZ
13.5
George Gobel. . WBZ
25.5
Wagon Train. .WBZ
31.5
Jeff’s 'Collie . . WBZ
19.5
Survey DatesrJanuary 2-9, 1959.

68 jI
;
53 |
|
54 ji
49 !j
40 |
43

( City Camera, Wea. .., . WAGA
) CBS News . . WAGA
f City Camera, Wea.
. WAGA
/ CBS News . .WAGA
D.A.’s Man. .WSB
Man Without A Gun.... . WLW-A
Lawrence Welk . .WLW-A
f City Camera, Wea. ... WAGA
} CBS News .^_ WAGA
53 1 Star Theatre . . WLW-A
.44! What’s My T ~ie. .WAGA
51 | Early Show . .WAGA
48;1 Early Show .. WAGA
48 1i Early Show .. . WAGA
47 j Big News ’58. . WAGA
24 •| Sugarfoot . . WLW-A
46!! Big News ’58 . . WAGA
44; Armchair Playhouse . ... . WSB
37 1 American Bandstand ...WLW-A
) Adventure .. .WLW-A
37 j Early Show . .WAGA
39 Early Show
. .WAGA
39 j! Armchair Playhouse .... . WSB
53 ' Annie Oakley
. . WLW-A

TV Homes: 180,400.

1.
2.
3.
4.

9.
"CBS News (M-F 7:15-7:30)......... WBNS
fLooking With Long (M-F 7-7:15)-.WBNS
tNewf-Pepper, Wea. (M-F 11-11:15). WBNS
tFlippo Show (M-F 5:00-6:00).-r_WBNS
"Amer. Bandstand (M-F 4:30-5:301. . WTVN
"As The World Turns (M-F 1:30-2).. WBNS
tCasper Capers (M-F 3:30-4:30).WTVN
tNews, Wea. (M-F 11:00-11:15)..WLW-C
tAmos V Andy (M,Th (1:00-1:30).. . WBNS
"Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.m.). WLW-C

24.9
24.5
23.5
23.2
23.2

Stations: WBNS, WLW-C, WTVN.

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.

WBZ. ..CBS
WBZ.,.. ..CNP
WBZ ... ..ABC
WNAC.. ..CNP
WNAC.. ., MCA
WNAC.. .. Hal Roach
WBZ .. ..Ziv
WNAC.. . Nabisco

Whirlybirds (Sun. 6:00). . WBZ. ... -CBS
Death Valley Days (Thurs. 10:30).. .WBZ ... • -TJ.S. Borax
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30)... . WNAC.. .. Screen Gems

9.

15.
13.3 j 16.
13.11
13.1 17.
13,1 17.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10^0)........ WBNS
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00).WTVN
Sugarfoot (Tues. 7:30-8:30>.....WTVN
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).WTVN
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).WLW-C
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30).WTVN
Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30). WTVN
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). WBNS
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9:00-9:30).WBNS
Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 10:00-10:30). WBNS

AV.
TOP COMPETITION
SH. PROGRAM
STA.

10.
11.
11.

COLUMBUS
L
2:
3.
4.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. 9.

Gray Ghost (Wed. 7:00)..*,...
Silent Service (Fri. 7:00)...,..
Twenty-Six Men (Sun. 7:00).
Boots and Saddles (Tue& 7:00).
Crusader (Thurs. 7:00).
Code 3 (Sat. 10:30). ...
Highway Patrol <Sat. 7:00).
Sky King (Wed. 6:30)..

AV.
RTG.

Stations: WAGA, WLW-A, WSB. TV Homes: 223,300.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
8.
9!

TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—-TIME
STA. DISTRIB.

8. Jeff’s Collie (Mon. 7:00) .........
8. . Sheriff of Cochise (Sim. 6:30).
9. Flight (Tues. 7:00).
9. State Trooper (Sun. 10:30)..

ATLANTA
1.

TV Homes: 878,100. Survey Dates: 4 weeks ending January 14, 19S9.

9.3
9,0
11.3
12.0
16.7
16.5
22.2
14.3
15.3
11.5
19.2
11.2
12.0
12.0
9.3
31.2
9.2
11.5
15.1
13.9
13.0
14.5
11.2
7.2

Survey Dates: January 2-9, 1959.

41 Chevy Show. . WLW-C 24.2
44 Tales of Texas Rangers . WTVN
20.5
62 Outdoors With Don Mack WBNS
7.7
41 C Looking With Long .. . WBNS
24.0
} CBS News
. . WBNS
23.7
42 S Looking With Long .. . WBNS
24.7
} CBS News . . WBNS
23.7
37 S Looking With Long... . WBNS
20.7
) CBS News. . WBNS
21.3
43 j Looking With Long... . WBNS
20.3
1 CBS News
. .WBNS
21.0
37 Something Different ... . WTVN
20.9
49 \ Basketball . .WTVN
11.0
1 Best of Hollywood.... .WTVN
12.0
34 "Leave It To Beaver_ . WTVN
25.5
39 Midwestern Hayride.... .WLW-C 15.2
36 Best of MGM . . WLW-C
16.2
50 Explorer .
. . WBNS
10.2
31 Person to Person. • WBNS -. 22.9
28 Casey Jones. .WTVN"' :.521.9
43 Gray Ghost . .WBNS?:,/ 11.0
31 Garry Moore.. .WBNS’
27.7
31 Garry Moore..... . WBNS, '#27.7
35 Traffic Court....’. . WBNS*. ~30.5
37 Jeff’s Collie . WBNS
14.9

TV Homes: 153,200.

Survey Dates: January 2-9, 1959..

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
L
2.
2. f
3.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ann Southern (Mon. 8:30-9:00).._WBRC
Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30)_WBRC
Millionaire (Wed. 8:00-8:30)..WBRC
Father Knows Best (Mon. 7:30-8:00) . WBRC
Gunstaoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).WBRC
Have Gon Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9).. WBRC
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00).. WBRC
Desilu Playhouse (Mon. 9:00-10:00);. WBRC
Zane Grey (Thurs. 8:00-8:30)..WBRC
Lineup (Fri. 9:00-9:30)...,.WBRC

L
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
(.
6.
7.

"CBS News (M-F 5:45-6:00)......... WBRC
"NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30)......... WAPI
tNews, Sports, Wea. (M-F 6:00*6:15). WAPI
tAlabama Newsreel (M-F 5:30-5:45). WBRC
tDance Party (M-F 4:30-5:30).WAPI
"Edge of Night (M-F 3:30-4:00)...... WBRC
"Mickey Mouse Glub (M,W,F, 5:30-6). WAPI
tAmou V Andy (M-F 5:00-5:30)/.... WAPI
"Verdict Is Yours (M-F 2:30-3:00)... WBRC
tCircle 6 Ranch (M-F 4:00-5:00)..... WBRC

TOP .TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS

! 1.
43.8 2.
43.3 3.
43.3 4..
41.5 5.
40.8 1 6.
40.3 7.
40.3
40.1 8.
40.0 9.
39.8
10.
11.
11.
16.9 12.
16.9 13.
16.8 14.
16.6*
16.5 15.
15.8 16.
15.8 17.
15.7 17.
15.7 17.
15.2

SUent Service (Tues. 7:00)......... WBRC.... CNP
Highway Patrol (Sat 9:30)......... WBRC .... Ziv
Twenty-Six Men (Fri. 9:30)...WBRC. ...ABC
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Thurs. 8:30).. WBRC-Ziv
State Trooper (Fri. 8:00) .WAPI.MCA
Favorite Story (Thurs. 9:00)...WBRC.... Ziv
Sky King (fri. 6:00). .WBRC ... Nabisco

38.3
36.3
36.0
35.3
34.3
31.3
30.0

60
69
60
55
49
54
64

Sea Hunt (Thurs. 9:30)..WBRC.... Ziv
Boots and Saddles (Thurs. 6:00),... WBRC-.... CNP

29.3
29.0

57
* 63

Whirlybirds (Thurs. 10:00).WBRC....
U.S. Marshal (Fri 10:00).... WBRC....
You Are There (Tiles. 6:30)........ WBRC....
Western Marshal (Sun. 5:30).WBRC....
Mr. District Attorney (Sun; 2:00).... WBRC....
Union Pacific (Tues. 6:00)..
WBRC....

26.8
25.8
25.8
25.3
24.3
23.0

64
55
54
59
53

22.8
22.5
223
22.3
22.3

43
58
43
39
46

CBS
NTA
CBS
CNP
Ziv
CNP.

Danger Is My Business (Wed. 9:30).. WAPI.CNP
Jim Bowie (Fri. 10:30)..
WBRC.... ABC
Mike Hammer (Thurs. 9:30)..._WAPI.... MCA
Sherlock Holmes (Tues.. 9:30).WAPI.... .Guild
Wild BUI Hickok (Tues. 6:30).WAPI.... .Screen Gems

66

Eddie Fisher. .. WAPI
D.A.’s Man. .. WAPI
Boxing ... .. WAPI
Ernie Ford. ..WAPI
Phil Silvers . .. WBRC
Groucho Marx •.. ..WAPI
(News, Sports, Wea... ..WAPI
1 NBC News . .. WAPI
Mike Hammer . .. WAPI
f News, Sports, Wea... ..WAPI
) NBC News . ..WAPI
Naked City . ..WAPI
M Squad.,. .. WAPr
Wild BiU Hickok. .. WAPI
Walt Disney Presents.. .. WAPI
Lawrence Welk . .. WAPI
fNews, Sports, Wea... .. W API
1 NBC News . ..WAPI
Circle Theatre
. .. WBRC
World’s Great Movies.. .. WAPI
Sea Hunt ... ..WBRC .
Garry Modre.. .. WBRC
You Are There. .. WBRC

25.3
14.8
23.8
29.3
35.5
27.0
17.0
17.5
22.3
17.5
17.0
14.8
23.0
22.3
17.3
11.3
20,5
20.0
29.8
16.0
29.3
34.3
25.8

P^RIEff

S7

(from, ARB, Nielsen and Pulse)

All three rating services agree: it’s been a
terrific first year for KMOX-TV as a CBS
Owned station. Month after month, returns
from ARB, Nielsen arid Pulse show that
Channel 4 is St. Louis’ favorite station.
Just look at the latest ARB, for example.
KMOX-TV’s share of audience (up 29%
in a single year) is now 37% greater than
the second station’s and 86% greater than
the third station’s. In addition, KMOX-TV
rings up more quarter-hour wins... more
top-rated station breaks... more station
breaks with a20-or-over rating than the
other stations combined. And KMOX-TV
has 7 of the top 7 multi-weekly shows (local
and rielwc ik)... 6 of the top 10 network shows... and all of the top 5 local shows
seen in the St. Louis area.,
Help yourself to a man-sized slice of the
rich St: Louis market on

17 If AV mT7

CBS Owned, IaMUA" 1 1
Channel 4, St. Louis * Represented hy
CBS Television Spot. Sales

TV-FILMS

Wednesday^^Fdbrwwy ^25,, 1959

Wednesday, February 25,1959

f'&RIEfY

This will be the entrance to the BBC Television Centre in London, England

HERE WILL START A NEW ERA IN 0HETELEVISION

~

59

#SsHTfr

ttAMA.THJKYISIOI'r

Wednesday, February 25, 1959

when Nelson Carter, Foote, Cone v.p. at Los Angeles and proxy of the
Ad Association of the West, spoke . . . KTVU is airing spots warning
against fraudulent ^business practices in co-operation with Better Busi¬
ness Bureau.
’

TV Radio Rotation Centers
Continued from pare 30

IN CLEVELAND . . .

“Ding Dong School” program, this Friday *27) on WGN-TV •• . , Jack
Eigen’s dispute with the Chez Paree, which may force WMAQ to re¬
mote his Jateniter from another site, arises from the intern's inter¬
ference in, matters of production and Its criticsm ©f the gabber** treat**
ment of Ghez performers.

SarnoffYNBCNews
Working FeHowship
As Student Incentive

RayDtis named WJW ditar succeeding Dick Drury. Latter,' who
Climax of the first annual NBC
joined WABQ, has sued station charging contract violation . , . Jim Broadcast News Conference for
flrmr doing Tom MamingY -KYW spprtsstmts while “the Redhead” high school editors Friday <20) In
vacations in‘Florida
. Gene SlaymakeF gets KYW-TV daily 635 am. NBC’s studios in Radio City was
news stint . . . Yvette Feairs Smite named WEWS weather gal suc¬ board chairman Robert W. Sarceeding Sylvia ^nunonds ... tei Shipley hosts WEWS Sunday night nofFs announcement that an NBC
movies . . . Wayne ikhakel, ex-WHK, named to Axelband Sc Brown News Working Fellowship (eight
IN BOSTON ...
. . , Jack Moffit,
Rebel* dawsen, KTW, and Riehard Sans, week assignment as a member of
Bill Bachasan, Daily Record radio tv columnist, breaking in new WERE named tbCl^eland Cancer committee . . . Bert Wayne leaves tee
news dept.) would be given to
music program on WttD Sundays 10:30 a.m.-12 . . . I anise Mnum, •WHK for WNEW . -wo. J*e Fftan Is on vacation, so “Specs” Howard tee
high school student who writes
WNAC-TY personality. Tunning a walking contest on her “Louise Mor¬ pmchhits nightly KYW-TV weather show.
the best report on the conference..
gan Show” as part of physical fitness promote— Jack Mam, WBZ,
Winning student will be put to
sales promote dir., bade after bout -with pneumonia , - . Hi? Chrbfie
work as an NBC News Desk Assist¬
of “Program PAL, WBZ, did two-hour live broadcast limn Eastern m CINCINN ATI ...
Slope Inn, North Conway, N. H.. .. WBZ-TV skedding ski weekend at
Crodey Broadcasting Corp. has appointed Joseph F. McCaffrey as ant for eight weeks m July and
Mt. Snow in Vt March 14-15 and planning on taking Hub tv eds np Washington correspondent, strengthening news. coverage of its five August at a weekly salary of $75.
the snow country by chartered bus for a buffet luncheon to be host¬ tv and -one radio station in Cincy, Dayton, Columbus, Indianapolis and “And I think,” Sarnoff told the
essed by weather femme Jane Day . . , Jay Krofi, WJXR-TV person¬ Atlanta . . . George Bryson starts Saturday evening half-hour film secondary school Journalists from
ality, hosting Channel 10, Providence, R.L “Movie Man” program with highlights series from" Reds training camp Feb.-28 oh WLW-T. First 500'high schools in the metropoli¬
guests recently including Lorn Monte and Mfte Marakl... “Tour Es¬ of his 53 telecasts of Reds games will be April 19. His nightly 10-min¬ tan area, “that the opportunity and
so Reporter” on WJAR-TV, Providence, RX, newscast, celebrating ute sporiscast on WLW continues via phone . . . Color spectacular due the experience may be worth a
fourth anni tMs wed:*_WBZ-TV, Channel 14, awarded 1959 National Man* 3 on WLW-T will have 50 models and 20 staffers for spring good 'deal more than that to the
Brotherhood Award by Nat. Conference of Christians and Jews far fashion show by McAlpin’s department store. Hour program calls for winner.-”
“A Profile of Prejudice” . . . WNAC-TV inked new spot campaign nine sets and 85 costume changes. Originates at Crosiey Square
Award will be based on best re¬
for Bevloa . . , WNAC-TV’s Hagh Wallace, asst sales promote
Sob <Doc> Holliday on from Phoenix as new WSAI disk jockey. Bowed port appearing in a school paper or
local community newspaper. Judges
and Mrs. Wallace parents of baby girl, and Dave Rodman, WNAC-TV! to IS hours of spot announcements on rival WCPO and WKRC.
“Late News Reporter,” ted Mrs. Rodman, receiving congrats on idrth
will be Chet Huntley, NBC com¬
of baby girl... Fhyi Doherty, WNAC-TV pubad dirn postponed vacate
mentator; Pauline Frederick, UN
IN OMAHA . . .
to Nassau until Man*. 15.
correspondent for NBC; Sam Shar¬
Dave Shay fining the reporting cm WOW-TV’S 10 pjn. Saturday Dead¬ key, editor of NBC News; Bob Con*
line show . - . ETTV, Sioux CSty, has begun a “Man ip the Kitchen”: ridine, journalist and broadcaster
IN LONDON .. .
series 4 pjn. weekdays, with five pro chefs demonstrating their spe¬ and Dean Edward B. Barrett of
Rank Organization expects to have all three of its initial tdepix; cialty dishes. Don Stone is emcee . .. Cmi UMarS^ news director at; Graduate School of Journalism,
series in production ad Pinewood Studios by June. Third skein, as yet XFAB for seven years, jomed Site Newspapers staff here . .. In KMTV: Columbia Univ. There’ll be other
untitled, will be of adventure-dramas to be made by Sydney Baa: in jteff sfatanp hero, Atete Btetridge named merchandising manager; prizes for runners-up in the comcollaboration with Set Leaner, with passably EdMe After* or Lew Ant* Ifl Knckes national sales and service rep'and Gale* lllWwap, pro¬ petition.
topping the MU. Box and Lesser are currently propping “A, 1 At motion manager
. Vlr^l Sdteqfe has resigned as v.p. and ^Emral; Sarnoff hailed the network type
Lloyds,” akedded for April 13 starting; “Interpol CaTlmg" produced mimgw of KOWH here, dfeetiw Marrik 15. He did cot aanounce his
by Anthony Ferry with Jack VnfWr as American associate,, is already plans. He came to KOWH ft 1962 from KOIL bore . .. Sam Sdndte | of news broadcasting, pointing out
on the floor . . . BBC Television is currently In am on-off mood ovar «£ -Chicago, CBS raifio sales account exfec, in town, last week to ^>^k that “it is a task requiring greater
resources than any single station
the “What's My line?” pond program. Having aunopaced Uni the te Omaha Sates Execs.
can command.”
show would be rested, with a charades game to replace an March 2t,
Huntley, erne of many NBC News¬
the planners now aren’t so sure_Associated-Bediffusleo’s “Cool Far IN PHILADELPHIA .
.
men to address the youngsters,
Cats” teenage taw this Friday C27) wiH be telereccadcd for screen
Bud Vadeu exited WCAU-TV 120) as'director of sales promotion to said analysis and interpretation are
ing at the Litach Trade. Bara; wfih Beoee Maailaha, Portuguese gd
substituted-'fortbetfwidertEete Wrfte* .. .Rrnald Lewh,theip who join Ms old colleague Mot MeClay, now genial manager of WJZ- something which every network
had to qul the current Old Vic season because of fitness, wffl portray TV, Battimore . . . Abut Barite, aouar newswriter at WRCV, WRCV- and load station should encourage
match king Iw IPrasgrr ter ABC-TV in “The Fatetfons Money- TV, resigning to take over aspdblicily dteertor for the Delaware State and cany. He said networks teoold
maker” oa ^Sunday* (Much 1). Web commissioned Swum Ckartary Jtepritate committee, next mouth ^ . WflHtei H. Erik, president of employ respon sible men in whom
WPEN, reetected pres, of Temple Univ. General Alumni Assoriathai they have confidence “and should
to write the play.
. . . SaBy Starr, WFlL-TV cowgirl, returned from Florida vacation to give them tee right and, indeed,
irikn collection of antique pisttesj rifled . - , Make Biter added to - the responsibility of going beyond
IN PITTSBUmto . . .
the WBCV armoundng staff. . . Jaefi Samuelaahn^ merchandising man- : the essential factual dements of
Republican party has asked M Sm, Ch. 2 newscaster, to nm for ager ter the John Trent Shows, appointed an account exec on the the news . . .”
County Camacdashmer^iu the spring primary, but he hasn’t said yes WCAD sales staff. Charles Meteer, tenner teadier in business train¬
Virtually every aspect- of NBC
or no yet . . , Dowtawh theatres will again sponsor mi Academy ing, named merchandising
for tec Trent shows.
News’ world-wide coverage was de¬
Awards Preview, teetering the local movie critics, on Ch. 11 right be¬
scribed by»the web’s coorespondfore the Caeareast on Aprfi & *.. Ferry Marshall, "WEEP deejay whose
enty. Other highspots were tea
right acme is Boy Lewis, cod his wife will ^eet the stork for the see- preem showing of a documentary
ond time in August... Vie Skaggs, Ch. 2 director, to Fort Myers, IhL,
film, “This Is NBC News” showing
to shoot some footage for Sportscaster Bob Prince of the Pirates in
LU—
fra* a*x* 22 —— newsgathering methods with an in?
spring training They’ll use a camera crew from a Tampa station ...
toe by William R. McAndrew, veep
among a handful of cogent observ¬ of NBC News; two-way conversa¬
Adagency man Nanas* Shoep’j daajgater, Seram Smop, a freshman
at Carnegie Tech, is dfak-^oriceying a half-hour of Broadway show mo-:
ers appearing on a series of tv tions between the youngsters
sic tunes aver the campus station, WKTC, every Sunday afternoon at
. adiywood, F^l 24. ! programs “The Press , and the NBC correspondents overseas and
5. She cals the program “Serenely Yours” . . -. Frank Gearges—he’s
Public” produced by WGBH-TV in |n*earsals and live trieeasty of
the KDKA radio newsnan—expect the stork next inonth. They have\ Jack Benny, gets on a hicyde for
IWBGA-TY programs. Robert E.
the next six weeks, with three of; Boston under a grant team the Ktnteer, NBC’s proxy, set the eon*
four youngsters.
his CBS-TV Sunday night five en-; Fund for the Republic, and tetecast ference themes in a morning ad*
IN SAN F&ANOiSCQ ...
tries, two ^>ecs and three concmts; over some 40 tv outlets in tee Cress tagged “Jounufissft New
KPIX signed Mck Stewart, ex-KTTV, ex-KHJ-TV, ex-KGG-TV, as slated fior that period. S<*edute in- conntry. The programs, all of a Frontier” in which he tefld of job
new emcee for its 90-minute daily “Dance Party” . . . Newsman WB- riudes his first live New York provocative nature, have reportedly opportunities la electronic jour*
Bam Winter returns frost.Los Angeles with ins bride, ■SaadraJehn- origination in five years, on April 5r emboldened some broadcasters to
First annual NBC Broadcast
stea, and a new twice-a-week teet on XGQ-TV, starting March 8 . . .
Back from Miami Beac&s Fdn- make further studies of the waning
News Conference was under dteec*
Melba Ford, secretary to EBON Gen. Mgr. Harold See, was elected tten^deau Hotel, Benny’s already
powers of American journalism. It fioauf William N. Davidson, veep
president of the Friieo duster of Executive Secretaries, Inc. . .
fired off the first ©t his Sunday
KTVU, Oekjted-Friseq, was noe-year-old Tuesday <24) , . . That was' rimws fins past weekend,^and has is understood that when NBC of WRCA and WRCA-TV. and MeMax E. Bode was chair*
KLXQ, Portland, which Lea Maftey and Stan Breyer picked 9-. •
begun rehearsals of his Mart* 8 Radio completes its current study ABfeev.
min
,
Richard Ryan, of KLOK, San Jose, presided at the Frisco Ad Cite SmSday show. Between rehearsals, of “Image Russia” it vrall open its
microphone
for
a
penetrating
he squeezes in a . concot in San
Francisco and starts rehearsing the ’‘Image American press” facts-ofMan* 18 Greyhotmd-Benrus spec life study.
with guestars Bob Hcta and Mitzl
Many civi9 and culturally-minded
broadcasters believe that a whop¬
tarnor.
ping
number of daily gazettes in
On March 22, he planes to New
York, begins rehearsing the April the countty do a better job of pro¬
moting
dance contests, lucky buck
3 show, then ducks down to Wash¬
ington for a concert on Man* 22. hunts and Miss America -safaris
than
covering
the significant
Following the telecast, he does a
concert in Gotham Aprfi 8. He then stories of the hour.
Broadcasters believe the public
manages a two-week rest before has a legit beef in this apparent
starting to prep his second spec, failing on the part of the press and
slated for May 23. Meanwhile, he’s will attempt to show up these edi¬
Dynamic new dimension in TV programming
got to work ih four film shows torial oversights in their rambuncfor next season somewhere along tiously-fashioned programs on the
the line.
[gentlemen ( every-other-inch) of
the press.
PROFESSIONAL
PRODUCTS DIVISION
Hartford—Harvey Olson, 25-year
vet with WDRC, has resigned as
v.p. of the Connecticut Broadcast¬
"TM AX pec cone.
REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
ing Co., station operators. Has no
immediate plans.
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ABC Daytime
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COMEDY WITH RATING POWER!

BURNS and ALLEN SHOW
NEW ORLEANS

21.7

34.8

. • . CINCINNATI

20.6

Source: ARE, Jan., ITS9

SCREEN k$GEMS, INC.
TEtttttMM SMSWtMIY OF C9LVMMA mCTORES CMP.

FH*
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AvMMM..Niw Yarfc 22
CHICAGO
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Rubicam, which had approximately
40 weekly spots in ABC daytime
at the launching of the plan, will
still ride for another 26 weeks, Its
accounts still representing 20 spots
hi ABC’s pre-dark plan. Each of
the following Y&R clients is going
into a second cycle, in the hopes
that the program audiences will
build better ratings and also to in¬
jure “charter sponsor” minimum
rates $25,000 weekly for four
spots), with retention of-the fourspot minimum- Johnson & John¬
son, Drackett, Beechnut, American
Home Products and General Foods.
Says ABC-TV prejy Gllie Treyx:
“This is only Round IL Don’t write
us off. We’re in daytime to stay,
land watch our speed; we’re going
to gel more aggressive than aver,”:

We’re Looking For
The Best Commercial
Film Representative

Om of Hollywood's ftodlaq
doeon of qooflly comowrclol
Is lotorestod la * *op4Kgkt
roprosoilothro. If yoa'ro tfeo
we'd be Interested.

profilms
solos
best,

Write Box V-310-59, VARIETY,
154 W. 46th St., Now York 36

Animotion Produced in Japan
from your storyboards. Guaranteed
US standards. Low Japanese retes.
Send
a trie! order,

httoiNngiial tnNmatSanal Inc,
Horado Bldg^ 2—1 WraiMwmdw,
CNyodo-ta, Tokyo; S7-507B

Wednesdxyv FeBniary 25,1959
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CBS-TV AFFH510 .
CONVENE IN CHI
CBS-TV Network affiliates gen¬
eral conference will Be staged Sat¬
urday-and Sunday, March. 14 and
15 at WBBM-TV studios, Chicago:
Two-day session will get under
way with talks By C. Howard Lane,
veep and managing director of
KOIN-TV, Portland, Oregon, and
chairman of CBS-TV Affiliates
Assn., and Louis G. Cowan, prexy
of the video web.
Major talk at luncheon will be
given by Dr. Frank Stanton, prexy
of CBS* This will be followed by
closed meeting for affiliates only
with Lane presiding.
Lester Gottlieb will produce the
show at the banquet in the Drake
Hotel Saturday evening. Meetings
will resume Sunday afternoon
With talks by Cofran; George Bris¬
tol, operations director of sales
promotion and advertising; Wil‘ Ham B. Lodge, veep of affiliate re¬
lations and engineering.

Oran Harris
. Continued from pace 23

gress or the White House are in¬
cluded.
It provides each commission
shall elect its own chairman with a
three-year limit. Responsibility is
also required for the authorship
of each written decision. One
commissioner must assume respon¬
sibility for each decision and sign
his name.
No person would be permitted
to appear for himself or in a rep¬
resentative capacity before a com¬
mission until he has first filed a
written notice of his appearance
giving certain facts for the public
record. A penalty is provided, for
not doing so.
The President is given power to
remove a Commissioner' for neglect
of duty or-malfeasance in office,
but not for other reasons. All mo¬
tions must be acted upon within
60 days after they are filed unless
the commission for "good cause"
(such as the need for a hearing)
postpones such action for not more
than 120 days*
The bill outlaws honorariums
for FCC commissioners for writ¬
ten articles, speeches, etc:
A code of ethics is spelled out
in the Harris measure, and while
the bill carries no penalty for a
violation of .the code, Harris
pointed out that “job security" is
definitely involved. The bill also
directs commissions to set down
further codes for their officers and
staffs.
Generally speaking, the bill is
the same for each of six commis¬
sions under Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee’s jurisdiction, al¬
though slightly more detailed for
FCC and the others (Civil Areonautics Board, Securities and Ex¬
change Commission, Federal Power
Commission, Federal Trade Com¬
mission and Intertate Commerce
Commission).

‘Boabk-Decker’
=2 Continued from page 23 j—

the production team. For the most
part, however, it will be a house¬
hunt undertaking.' The program
will be put on weekly, in the same
time period* although the exact
slot or evening has hot yet been
designated* Amount of time re¬
quired for any particular show—
an hour, 90 minutes or even two
hours—will be made available,
through the simple expediency of
preemptions on anything over an
hour, which will be the “base” for
the weekly show.
The properties will vary, depend¬
ing on who’s producing. One week
there will be a straight drama, an¬
other a comedy, another a revue,
another a musical personality show,
another week perhaps a novelty
presentation. Then back to drama,
etc. Within the Nat Hiken area of
comedy presentation, some “Man of
the Hour” shows (pilot of which
was given a 60-minute showcasing
by Kodak on the Ed Sullivan Show)
will be incorporated into the over¬
all projeet
Banner, of course',
will he associated with the musi¬
cal offerings.
But week after
j.week, year round, it will have that
'same night, same time” identity.
At least 90% of the series will
he live, although as presently blue¬
printed point of origination can be
•New York, Hollywood, or even
Hong Kong (via tape or film).
Most heartening to the trade is
the fact that of late there appears
to be a growing sponsor yen
toward hopping abroad the live tv
bandwagon. The certainty of a
continuing “Playhouse 90” series,
the new live dramatic CBS “Biog¬
raphy” series being underwritten
by Equitable Life, the projected
full hour NBC-TV live drama
series for next season, and even a
catalog of live specials on the
ABOTV . griddle portend some
new excitement for ’59-’60. But
the “Hubnell double-decker” looms
as the topper.

Tele Followups
SSS

Continued from pace 26

tated In various works of the great
masters, and at least one .showtune, “The Party’s Over,” by Jule
Styne. With a brilliance that is
expected but never ceases to sur¬
prise, Bernstein covered a wide
repertory, -playing bits from
Brahms, Smetana, Handel, Schu¬
bert, etc, utilizing the four-note
phrase is the-unifying motif for
his lecture. He led to two climac¬
tic long pieces, the trio from Rich¬
ard Strauss’ “Der Rosenkavalier,”
with Brenda Lewis, Regina Sarfaty
and Lee Venora singing, and the
spectacular" last movement from
Shostakovich’s Fifth Symphony,
which closed the show.
William A. Graham’s direction
for this Robert Saudek production
was excellent. The transitions be¬
tween Bernstein’s lecturing, pianistics and batoning were handled
flawlessly while the camera work
during the symphonic sequences
seemed to be rhythmically tied to
the music.
Herm.

Ottawa—To strengthen its radio
and television drama production,
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
has added two to its drama setup.
R. S. James, assistant supervisor
of farm and fisheries airers, is ap¬
pointed* assistant supervisor of
Perry Gomo Show
drama for radio, and Michael Sad¬
The practice of isolating a per¬
ler comes to CBC from freelance former so that the *guestint
tv production as special consultant amounts to virtually a one-man
for video drama. _.
show is apparently thriving. The
latest ta get such treatment is Lena
Home, who had a lengthy stint to
herself on the Perry Como show
ON EVERY CHANNEL V.
Saturday (21) in which she gave
a milder version of her nitery act
in a setting simulating a . cafe.
Miss Home probably held up the
curtain on “Jamaica” for a spell
while she picked up some extra
*bl R, N.Y.C«T«L F1.7-5M0
change on this show. She’s a singer with polished primitiveness.

BROOKS
COSTUMES

.
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Her lyrics are sophisticated, hut
.her manner Is savage and her ses¬
sion was potent. She had a reprise
with Como in which they blended
“Napoleon” from the aforemen¬
tioned “Jamaica”' with “Life is Just
a Bowl of Cherries.”
Per usual, the Como show came
off with its accustomed smooth¬
ness. There was Margaret Ann &
the Jada Quartet, a sprightly song
group who gave a-good account of
themselves in S^yeral numbers, and
there was- Gary5 Cooper who lent
his name * and* h few well-written
words to the occasion.
Surrounding;|iroductzon and sets
were firstrate.
Jose.

RAMO-mmSMN

Radio Reviews

FESTIVAL OF NEGRO MUSIC
AND DRAMA
With Lena Horne, others
Producer! Norma Greensteln
60 MimL, Moo. (2)
WLIB, N.Y.
For the last five years WLIB,
N.Y„ has made a practice of setting
aside a full week as a salute to the
“artistic achievements and cultural
contributions” of the Negro. Tal¬
ented members of the race were
acqoladed in a “Festival of Negro
Music and Drama.”
Sixth annual festival held early
this
month comprised
audio
Los Angeles, Feb. 24.
autobiographies of Lena Home,
Editor, Variety:
Mahalia Jackson, Marian Ander¬
Louis
Armstrong
and
We at KNXT were most inter¬ son,
ested to real Stefs Teview (Feb. W. C. Handy, among others. Tapes
4) of “Who Shall Not Kill?” and to were recorded in privacy of home
learn of KRON-TV’s editorial stand or dressing room. Each day a dif¬
against capital punishment. We ferent artist told his own story in
wish -to add our sincere congratula¬ successive segments, with a sum¬
tions to Tom Mullahey arid the mary aired at 6 p.m.
Particularly fascinating was the
staff and management of KRONcandid story of Lena Horne. The
TV responsible for this effort.
singer,
who today has top billing
At the same time, we were a bit
in the Broadway “Jamaica” musi¬
surprised by Stef s comment in that cal,
retraced her career from her
.same review: “ . . . but no tv or stage debut in the old Cotton Club
radio station has taken a stand on line, as a band vocalist, a nitery
the issue—or for that matter, done singer, her experiences abroad and
much
reporting on
it—until in Hollywood—and finally her stint
KRON’s hour-long show came in "Jamaica.”
along.” May I call your attention
Miss Home’s coinments were
to the Variety review of KNXT’s almost straight narrative with no
first editorial experiment, “Thou interruption save for introduction
Shalt.Not Kill” (also on the sub¬ of an occasional Horne disk by an
ject of capital punishment) which unbilled male voice. The singer’s
Chan reviewed in*the first or sec¬ personal chronicle appeared to be
ond issue following our program’s an unrehearsed, off-the-cuff recol¬
Sept. 10 airing.
lection of memorable spots in her
I believe it is provable fact that career as she saw them.
Some of Miss Home’s recollec¬
KNXT’s study and editorial treat¬
ment of capital punishment re¬ tions were remarkably frank and
mains the first of its kind, and per¬ tremendously apropos in light of
haps one of the most effective pub¬ today’s school integration crisis in
lic service shows ever produced by the South. As for that part of the
a local station. To quote Chan, country she said, “I think every
“Not only was the documentary it¬ Negro should have an introduction
self powerful, but so was the sta¬ to the South if he . wasn’t bom
there. When mother became ill we:
tion’s editorial stand in opposi'ion lived
in Miami and I learned many
to the death penalty ...”
things ...”
KNXT is immensely pleased thaA
The Brooklyn-bom singer failed
a sister television station should to amplify her remarks at this j
take up the heavy editorial cudgel point. However, what she had in;
—and particularly cn a subject mind was clear through later ref¬
which ve feel is c£ vital import¬ erences to her job as a vocalist in
ance in California—az well as in 1940 with an “enlightened” band¬
our nation.
leader named Charlie Barnett. “I
In closing we would like to say toured with the band,” she said,
that we believe the television edi¬ “but did not go South with them.”
torial is here to stay. We are sure She also noted that “sometimes in
the management of KRON-TV will the North I wasn’t able to sing at
join us in affirming the construc¬ very select white girls’ schools or
tive force of our medium when white colleges. They (the musi¬
applied to problems of our com¬ cians) often left restaurants that
munities. We are assuming obli¬ refused to feed me . . . But it was
gations and gaining new stature in a wonderful experience with the
band.”
fulfillment.
lEven in Hollywood racial angles
Austin Heywood
created a problem for Miss Horae.
(Director, Production, Informa¬
"I found Hollywood at the begin¬
tion Services.)
ning a lonely place,” she recalled.
(Last week the Gene Autry-Bob “I had no friends there, but be¬
Reynolds KMPC in LA. also took came acquainted with writers,;
an editorial stand on the issue with painters and "Creative people—we
a,series of editorial favoring re¬ used to call the group the New
tention of capital punishment. York group.
“My feeling toward white people
Both KNXT and KRON urged its
(apparently based on her girlhood
abolition.—Ed.)
experiences) was hard and preju¬
diced.” -But she said she became
adjusted to the situation and her
new friends eased her loneliness.
She also told of an incident during
the war when she sang at an Army
CBS-TV is planning program camp in the South as a member
switches involving “Captain kan¬ of a Hollywood USO troupe. She
garoo” and “Richard C. Hottelet protested the camp’s policy on:
with the News.”
^segregated audiences.
It goes without saying that “The
Hottelet, now aired Mondaythrough - Friday at 8:45
a.m. Lena Home Story” probably
switches to 8 a.m. “Captain Kan¬ evoked wide interest among WLIB’s
garoo” now aired at 8 aan, moves large Negro audience. Her triumph
tc 8:15 a.m. Switch is designed over'adversity is one of many in¬
stances where the talented Negro
to aid both programs.
Saturday morning “Captain Kan¬ has overcoriie prejudice. Station’s
“audiobiographies” are certain to
garoo” continues in present niche cause
any listener to pause and
at 9:30 a.m.
reflect.
On the whole WLIB’s “Sixth
Festival of Negro Music and
Drama” is a splendid example of
“George Burns Show” has won what a station can do to focus
a temporary reprieve and is slated public attention on cultural achieve¬
to continue until March 16. Col¬ ments of the Negro. These taped
gate wants to see if the comedy “life stories,” admirably produced
program can gamer enough ratings by Norma Greenstein, rate as col¬
to forestall immediate cancellation. lectors items. Excerpts «could well
used for a disk album on one
Program is committed to the Tues¬ be
or more Negro stars.
Gilb.
day night at 9 time period on NBC.
Colgate has been fighting off the JOHNNIE RAY SHOW
idea of putting “Californians,” the Director: Marlin Swing
former Tuesday at 10 entry, into 55 Mins., Sat., 7:05 p.m.
the time slot. “Californians” was PARTICIPATING
recently cancelled by Singer and [WCBS Radio, N.Y.
Lipton and NBC has been trying to
When CBS Radio eliminated a
goodly measure of its network
reactivate the show for Colgate.
programming, its Gotham owned
& operated station, WCBS, was
Kansas City—Station WDAF this faced with the prospect of “going
week begins installation of video indie.” Choice the station made
tape equipment. It is utilizing a in accomplishing this was program¬
pair of Ampex recorders for the ming fronted by various impor¬
process. Something over $100,000 tant names? to act as occasional
is involved in the step.
singers and talkers and otherwise

KNXT’s‘We Wuz First’

‘Kangaroo’ & Hottelet
In CBS-TV Switches

; Geo. Burns’ Reprieve

41

appear as disk jockeys for the
largely canned programming.
In the two programs heard last
week and this, “The Johnnie Ray
Show” and “Sunday in New York,”
the network key seemed to .have
a hard time walking that fragile
line between a bigtime network
sound and modest local program¬
ming.
Take for example, the Ray
stanza. Granted he is a singer of
worth, he still did not sing often
enough to make his 55 minutes
Saturday "(21) sufficiently interestSUNDAY IN NEW YORK
WITH PORTIA2 NELSON,
JORDAN
Direoter; Alex Smallens
PARTICIPATING
WCBS Radio, N.Y.

LEE

ing to the average listeners, and
his conversation, leading into the
disks, was inadequate—worse, un¬
intelligible at times.
Recordswere so-so.
In the case of the Portia Nelson,
Lee Jordan show, the records,
here too, were just so-so. Npr did
there seem to be any noticeable
motif for the type of music played.
And as for the stars, they are the
antithesis of Ray—successfully
conversational and not so success¬
fully musical (in what little that
was musical they did).
Art.

says Joseph Dougherty, Sales Manager

WiZ-TV
BALTIMORE

The latest Pulse in Baltimore
sounds a triumphant beat, beat,
beat for WJZ-TV. Out of the six
top-rated films four of them (include
ing the top two) were United Artist
Features telecast by WJZ-TV. As
WJZ-TV’s Sales Manager puts it:

"This remarkable record
bears out our past experience
with UA Features. We can
always count on them for top
ratings against competition
The high scoring UA Pictures
were: shield FOR MURDER, raiders
OF THE SEVEN .SEAS, CROSSED
swords, Iroquois trail. They ran
November 6-12,1958 from 6:00 to
720 p.m. These features, all from
United Artists “52 Award Group/'
captured an average of 56% of the
audience in a 3 station market. A
good buy for WJZ-TV.. .o good buy
for you, too!

ua.a
IWfTEB ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, wc.

HEW YORK, 345 tta&ou Ave., MUnay B* 6-2323
CHICAGO, 75 E. Wacter Ot, DEarbem 2-2030
DALLAS, 1511 ftyut St, Rtorskfe 7-8553
LOS ANGELES. 9110 Sms* BfvtL, CRestview 6-5885

M.
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Chi’s Equal Time Hassle
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ways. The problem is that it seems
to be trying everything*
. The show's most outstanding
video feature, but mostly because
W Continued from page 22
it is an expensive thing to do, is
its attempt to “show” the day’s
weathef outdoors by means of a cause he regarded the job as a
panning camera which locates on "public duty”—made two recom¬
top of a 40-story Loop building. mendations on the operation of
This, however; stops being interest¬ quiz programs. These were, that
ing before the first record ends. “clearly defined rules and condi¬
The video for other records divides i tions shall be laid down in advance
itself between studio studies, old by the producer and approved by
pictures and arti&cts^or film clips Granada as to the conduct of the
from - old one-reel comedies.- The competition,” such rules to be
last may hold the solution to the brought to the notice of every po¬
problem* for it’s the only element
to the cathode tube when the rest tential competitor and strictly en¬
forced; and that there shouldn't
is AM radio all over again.
Ray Rayner, an amiable and be any communication between
witty tv personality, tries’ hard producer and competitor except
with prepared jokes and one-liners* with Granada's full knowledge and
which is deadly when there's no consent .and in the presence of a
one in the studio to laugh at them. responsible officer of the company.
His attitude on this show also
Granada's reaction was swift and
seems to be defeatist He behaves to the point: “Sir Lionel’s proposals
as though no -one is watching, will be implemented.”
And it
which, even if true, makes for der
pressing television early in the made public a six-point ruling to
employees
that
restated
the
way tv
morning.
Les.
quiz shows must be conducted.
“Twenty-One,” by he way, is no,
longer on the air. Last skedded
show went out as planned on
Dec. 23. It won't return.

-===

Daly's right by a vote of 4*3. Like- radio stations. All got stuck for
wise he was awarded a free M£- equal time by Bentley,
hour on WBBM-fV last-week to
Daly, by the w. Put!I on quite
match the Incumbent’s public serv™n his trademark Uncle
ice feature, “Progress Report on Sam suit> striped and profusely
Chicago;”
starred, he cuts a bizarre figure of
Again, the effect of this is to politician. On his WBBMtTV telemake broadcasters chary in elec- cast last Wednesday (18) he brought
tion times of what news they will on his three moppets to sing a
use. This is a form of news censor- hymn and laid heavy on religious
ghip
sentiment. He promised to “clean
Throughout the past week. Chi- up the town” on a platform that
cago station heads did little else advocated legalized gambling; a
but ponder the Lar Daly problem, | larger police force with higher pay;
particularly as to fitting him into " Sen. Goldwater for President; ownthe schedules. Complicating things 1 ership of individual homes as opfurther, since Daly is running as * posed to urban renewal programs;
nominee for mayor on both the j and equal time for political candiDemocratic and Republican ballots, dates.
r
his Republican' opponent, Timothy
•
P. Sheehan, suddenly qualified too
'
“
for equal time in ail cases— and
received it. Were Daly not running
■ 99l j U9ITUW9W
on both tickets, Sheehan would _„ M
.
___
have been ineligible for equal time = Continued from pace 27 =
with Mayor Daley since each pri- pany will offer U. S. tv background
mary is construed by the PCC Pub- footage, news events, etc.
lie Primer »s * separate election. , Bendick> producer ol "Today.”
Comical Aspects
feels that this system will give new
•If it were not so serious in its breadth and color to U.S. proramifications, the mayhem that grams. Color programs can also
Daly wrought the past two weeks be done in this way. Both Garrowould have been downright comi- way and Paar will tape some ad. cal. Here are some of the develop- vance shows before' coming here,
ments:
and their two week stints on this
(1) WGN-TV, which had been side will entail no break in their
looking forward to telecasting the show skeds.
annual St. Patrick's Day Parade,
Garroway and Paar will conas it has done several times in tne centrate on cultural and show as*
past cancelled it quietly this year pqpts with the former also going
because Mayor Daley would be in for politcal slants. Paris was
marching -it it. Although the picked as the first spot for this
parade occurs after the primaries, type of moving video entry due
oq March 17, it precedes the actual to its color and general U.S. inter¬
city elections; and though Lar Daly est. It i" expected this might behardly figures tD win the nomina- gin to bring many live shows over
tion id tfie primaries, he will un- for on-the-spot shows as well as
doubtedly run in April mayoral as perk up overseas filmed series.
aa write-in
for.._..
the Amsr
-_. candidate
. >T
. . -1 Intercontinental is run by Dave
fca First party. No question that he Towilj Don Cash and Hug0
wov d wa ccual t me.
Though NBC is first to utilize their
(2) WNBQ sent out a newsfilm facilities, they will be used by all
crew to photograph Lar Daly as networks. Coming up soon for
his payoff in time for the clips of Continental - programming
are
Mayor Daley. This* was slotted on Steve Allen and Bob Hope,
three shows, giving Daly more
time than the incumbent and[^=- —
thereby allowing for some new;
_ir n
■
footage of the mayor. Sheehan, of
TV RSVIfiWS .
course, also got in on the extras.
(3) WB'KB gave Daly equal time; ' ' Continued, from page K n=i~
Sunday night (22) on Norm Ross' leutless flow from radio and tv.
“VIP” show, on which Mayor Daley One of the students pointed out
had recently been interviewed, this “relentless flow” could be
Ross, by way of protest at being blamed on adults. To Levenson's
forced to bring on an Interviewee statement that part of the. trouble
he did not want, stepped out of was that youngsters today had no
the show for the evening and let philosophy, a glib panel member
Daly go on* solo. Station approved wondered how many adults have
of Rois’ more, although it, lost‘such a philosophy.
,
sponsor money for the evening.
■ Independence Hall made an im,*,♦.» ,nr. pressive setting for the forum.
(4) A, Democratic candidate for Walter Cronkite was the expert
City Clerk, Lemuel Bentley, got and unobtrusive moderator. It all
Into the act recalling that the in- added up to an informative hour
cumbent on his ticket, John Mar- of public §ervice*at its best.
cin. mad© a 30-second public servN
Gagh.
ice spot last December anent city
—vehicle licenses. WBKB had run rayner SHINE
the spot a number of times at a with Ray Rayner, others
public service, as did a number of Producer: George Ramsby
i.
■■■■■ ■ .
■ ■ ■
Director: Dick Ortner *
■■ ■ ■ ■ i
i
. ■ ... u.» 30 Mins., Mon.-FrL, 7 a.m.
WBBM-TV, Chicago
.
It seems to be a fact that radio
1H»hi\jr§4m.m.
has many listeners in ther early
a RpHVvIf
morning while tv has hardly any.
•
9T
Attempts have been made many
*
times in the dawning hours to woo
‘
away the AM audience with video
.
formats that are optionally visual
ID^ WC^K-SCRIPTWRrnNG
and-provide the same time-news-.
WQ8K-SCRIPTWRmNG
weather services as radio, and this
WBBM-TV entry appears to be
CREATIVE CRAFTSMANSHIP
coping with the problem in a
strictly trial and- error* way.
MGT: DELL
DELL peters
Essentially it is a disk jockey
MGT:
PETERS
vnT7i7sn
show, which Is hardly an improve521
Aw. MU
521 FAh
FrfthW
mu 7-1750
7-17SO
ment on radit> To justify, televi¬
sion, it attempts .to feed the eye
——————, during records in a variety of

= French TV Decree

ft

VIDEOTAPE

-vy

Dynamic new dimension in TV programming
f^ROFCOStONAL

Frankfurt, Feb. 24.
About 54,000 radio and television
listeners in the Frankfurt area
were “black” listeners during 1958.
tinder government rules, every
radio set owner pays a monthly
fee of two marks (48 cents) and
every tv set owner pays five marks
($1.20) to the federal post office
to help support the state-controlled
radio and tv outlets.'
But 37,424 radio set owners and
17,090 -tv set owners neglected to
pay the monthly fee during the
year.
•
Number of avoiders, incidentally,
shows a corresponding rise with
Germany’s tv audience. During
1957, about the same number of
radio listeners—37,138^—lnd only
about half as many tv owners, 10,331, dodged the monthly fee.

Few Eresh Feaiires
.. Continued from.-page 25=a

had been introed in the market
last year. But only 30 stataions
have bought the library date and
they
remain fresh to many areas
Continued from pace 23 si^^m
around the country).
its divisions to carry the stanzas.
The only remaining large pool
Once a decision has been made, of pix remaining in the Hollywood
a network will be chosen. There pre-’48 well is the Samuel Goldwill be four 90-minute and four wyn group. Goldwyn is seeking
60-minute stanzas, ranging in. con¬ some stiff terms and to date, there
tent -from variety and thematic are no takers.
“reviews” to dramas, with Carney
What are the prospects of the
an integral part of each program’©
pre-’48 ceiling being lifted? Tho
makeup.
educated guess is that won’t hap¬
• ' Camey-starrers, dreamed up by pen* until ’61. Motion picture com¬
TA,~ put the onetime Jackie Glea¬ panies currently are receiving mil¬
son supporter clearly into a top lions of dollars yearly for their
banana spot of his own for the licensing of old pix to tv. Thoso
first time. - Emergence of the co- revenues will begin drying up* in
median-dramatic actor in a vid- ’61. At that time, it's forecast that
series of his own follows a series the film companies will sit down
of one-shots, by him in the last with the Hollywood euilds and
couple of years, which have pulled work out a formula governing the
top ratings. For instance, he talent guilds share to the monies
pulled one of the sleepers of the earned from the distribution of pix
season recently on ABC, when in to tv. The prediction is that the
a Sunday 5-6 p.iu. slot opposite ceiling will he pushed forward five
two strong shows on NBC and years, opening up a new pool of
CBS, he virtually doubled the Hollywood pix. for tv. Currently,
Trendex of his nearest competitor. the cut-off date is August, '48, with
Vehicle was “Art Carney' Meets r-the talent guilds demanding re¬
Peter & Wolf.” When ho did sidual rights on pictures made after
“Harvey,” the rating^was close to . that date.
30, and as the former Lord Mayor
The predictions of the lifting of
of Dublin Robert Briscoe, , fie.
garnered for. “Playhouse 90” one the post-’48 ceiling isn’t blue-sky
talk.
Two major motion picture
of the CBS^TV show’s, alltime high
companies already have held talks
rating returns.
with tv. distributors on potential
revenues of post-'48 pix. Their of¬
ficial stand to exhibitors may be
“hold the line at *49,” but privately
they’re exploring the possibilities
of stretching that line. *
Continued from page 22

Susskind

Heartening Vistas
Paris, Feb. 24.
The dictatorial decree powers of
General De Gaulle's government
came to an end last week and 309
decrees were passed in the interim.
One of them turned the govern-,
mental tv and radio control unit,
Radfodiffusion - Television “Fran¬
chise, into an independent Indus¬
try with nationalized aspects. This
could have far reaching ramifica¬
tions.
.
This means that RTF employees
can now get raises without having
to hike all civil servants. It will
probably do away with the vari¬
ous wage strikes that afflicted the
RTF, plus allowing for the hiring
of more talented show people' now
that detent salaries could be paid.
On a governmental administra¬
tive level, the second commercially
slanted channel, to bolster the one
web in existence,, may be in sight
sooner than thought possible here¬
tofore. The RTF is now under the
Ministry of Information and may
get more financial backing to un¬
derline the program of instilling
French prestige at home and
abroad, via Eurovision.
With. the film industry under the.
Ministry of Cultural Affairs, there
might he further friction between
films and tv as pic people begin to
feel that video is a burgeoning men¬
ace to the. already sorely taxed mo¬
tion picture outlook. Future moves
by the RTF are now being watched
and the cry is up again, by filmites*
to establish a modus; vivendi with
tv before it. is too late.

WABC-TV on Prowl
For Hecht Successor,
Upgrade Horror Host
With Ben Hecht’s latenight strip
of live chats booted by the ABC
Gotham o&o a couple of weeks
hack, WABC - TV is currently
searching out another live video
cross-the-board replacement. The
new stanza will take over the 1111:30 p.m. hole, and apparently the
station, though it will “explore con¬
troversy,” is hot going to make
controversy the core of the hew
show, according to the station.
Instead, Joe Stamler, the WABCTV veepee-in-charge, is talking
now with the various repperies for
a personality to front either a live
variety show or- a program (also
live) which will “combine inter¬
views with variety.”
Station hopes to get the likeHecht-but-not-like-Hecht replace¬
ment on the air within the next
four to eight weeks. Meantime,
WABC is going to increase the
prominence of Zacharley’s position
in the post-live show periods. Zacharley is the live host of the other¬
wise filmed “Shock Theatre.” Sta¬
tion has 72 “Shock” pix, most of
which it has run since the latenight horror features took the air
in Oetobek of '57.

PRODUCTS O(VISION

rjBOWQOO CITY, CAUPORtWA

54,000‘BUCK’SETS
IN FRANKFURT ABEA

,, Hartford—Jack Fox has been
upped from .sales staff to post of.
local tv sales manager of WNBC-i
TV, NBC o&o U here.
-

HBB-TV Specials

“Frances Langford Presents” (Rexall); Thursday, March 19, “Dean
Martin - Show” (Timex); Sunday,
March 22, “Unchained Goddess,”
story of weather forecasting (Amer¬
ican Tel and Tel); Monday, March
23, “Green Pastures,” repeat with
original tv cast. ((Hallmark); Tues¬
day, March 24, “Pontiac Star
Parade” with Perry Como (Pon¬
tiac) and two aforementioned Mary
Martin productions.
Beyond its “uncommons” in third
month of the new year, web is san¬
guine about its eight other pro¬
grams of Special interest during
March which include “Wisdom”
series (powwows with James B.
Conant, Eleanor Roosevelt,-Robert
Moses-and Dr. Karl Menninger, on
successive Sundays); Chet Huntley's
looksee at changes 'in Communism
in Outer Monoglia and March 22
NBC-TV “Kaleidoscope” of the hot
wire-tapping issue.

WIMPS’ M of D Barrage
Memphis, Feb. 24.
WMPS, full time indie here,
scored with its program sked in
hypoing the 1959 “March of
Dimes," by netting more than
$1,500 with an allout deejay bar¬
rage cross-the-board.

/ HOWARD E. STARK ^
BROKER AND FINANCIAL CONSULTANT
RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS

V

J
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NCW YORK a, N.r. . BJDOftADO S-O40S/r

Jall. inquiries confidential I

Washington—Federal Communi¬
cations Commission has tentatively
decided to deny a petition by An¬
thony Wayne Television Corp. to
reopen the Toledo tv Channel 11
Contest. Channel was awarded to
Community Broadcasting Co. last
July 23. Applications by Toledo
Blade Co., Unity ;Corp^ Citizens
Broadcasting Co., Maumee Valley
Broadcast Co., Great Lakes Broad¬
cast Co. and Anthony Wayne were
denied.
WESTCHESTER — CONNECTICUT
FOR YOUR MOST DRAMATIC "ON CAMERA11
and OTHER IMPORTANT APPEARANCES

A RaJiA&m QfUcfintd
Fittings In your homo or our “own
Design Studios

BARBERA ORIGINALS
HI It* slUla Rntf
Port Charter. N. Y.
WEctniT* 7-4974

^ Wednesday, February 23, I95!E
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AFs NetVell Id R1B6 Ranks
Despite RatitatioB of New Pact

FCC-Inspired Seminar Drgedto

Director Bobs Kutik .and writer
AdrianSpies are teaming, for the
first-.time since Q*ey won the Rob¬
ert E; Sherwood Award for “Island
in the City” on “Climax” in 1957,
on-the April
“Playhouse 90.”
:
♦ Although at least four-fifths of
Two arepaarect^on a Spies’ script —:Washington, Feb. 24.
called “Tript* Pai'adise.’
the 900-man membership has, rati¬
Federal Communications Bar
Boos Bras on TV]
The $20,000 'lkey won as a re¬
fied the new two-year contract.with
Assn, wants FCC to spell oui standsult of the SHSrwood award was
Boston,
Feb.
24.
the radio and tv networks* it ap, ards of performance so broadcast- —Continued from page 27
tax free; $10,06# ^s more than most
Bras and girdles on tv were
"'’'^rectors net in a
[ pears that the Radio & Television
; era can shape their programming rel, he said, was with producers,
clobbered as undermining the
with some assurance of holding network or indie, who accept that
r.ork.
Directors-Guild is in for a tumultu¬
moral foundations of society
onto their licenses.
standard as the “be-all, and end-all”
ous future. Signs of dissatisfaction
at a state house hearing here
have welled up on the Coast, among
Assn., made up . of attorneys of achievement. He* cited as tv’s
Thursday (19).
practicing before FCC, said the peers, the aristocrats, the jealous
the
RTDG Hollywood branch’s 220
The foundation garment
time is ripe for such a move now custodians of qualitative program¬
members, and there is no sign—
commercials were whammed
that a proposed new application ming "such outstanding- talents as.
even
though they came back into
by Sen. C. Eugene Farnum,
and renewal form for soliciting Fred Coe, Herbert Brodkin, John
the fold— that the 47 men and
Medford Republican, before
more, program information is un- Frankenheiiper, Gordon Dull, Rod
women
at ABC (not including tv
the legislative .committee on
Serling, Reginald Rose, George
. der consideration.
directors) are any happier with the
mercantile affairs,
Schaefer,
Bob
Mulligan,
and
some
union
situation
today than they
“Basic defect” of the new form,,
“It’s terrible,” he said, “to
were a few months ago when they
Assn, contended, is that it leaves others whose names are familiar to
flick on-a tv set at home and
broadcast licensees and applicants all of us who are convinced that
threatened to defect
have wdmen's undergraments
in the dark as to how the program tv’s programming lies not in mass
Many Coast members of the
flaunted in your face and hear
data is to be evaluated. A frame¬ but most particularly in mass with
uinon—as was indicated a few
talk about curvier cups and
work is needed “.within which a li¬ class.”
Washington, Feb. 24.
weeks
back by. the body’s tardy ap¬
smoother separation*’?. He add«Standards in tv Would be lifted,
cense can plan its programming
proval of the contract that had just
ed that youngsters view the
tti best serve the public interest he observed, if those in charge were . The networks came in. for both
been negotiated with management
unmentionables, and the only
and effectively compete and still “to drive out the dime-a-dozen boys, critkjisiS^&rid prills:itf.Dixie de¬
—feel that the outcome, of the
thing they can change is the
- have a reasonable assurance-of its the belt-line imitators, tile hacks bate in the House for-their treat¬
dickers provides them with far
channel.
for
whom,
pretty
good
is
good
. license."
ment of the tpuchy race question.
less than they anticipated.
. . in its comments on the proposal. enough.” He singled out Jack Cun¬
Since the blame for the alleg¬
Cbiff ^itjefifras?
Jo&l'Bell
ningham
'
and,
-Bari;
Cummings,
Assn, asked FCC to convene a sem¬
edly weak pact (which has not yet
inar at which all interested parties among the advertfemg leaders, as ■Williams (D^Miss.) who criticized
been signed because the union and
aware
of
tv’s
ability
to
communicate.
NBC fqrdevoting “several hours of
* could sit down and “openly dis¬
the networks arc still “working on
Lewine’s speeeh, read by Court-, tinjd. pn5thdi^WiGmmway’^ show
cuss” basic performance criteria
language,” Indicating that only
. and other, problems raised by the ney,” contained the' notion that la '^present"'^vfol^ace 'in "Little
minor conflicts remain with man¬
*all network planning must be Rock” and not giving equal time
. new form;
agement) was laid to RTBG’s in¬
The bar group had a number of made with the total audience to the race, riots in Brooklyn.
herent inability to show sufficient
: objections to the specifics of the in mind and “it then follows
bargaining strength, some of the
“It
was
only
after
protests
* proposed form- For one thing; it that improvement must he under¬ against such one-sided presenta¬
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
members continue to feel about
said, no adequate distinction is taken for the total audience.” TV, tions of the news that NBC finally
Newly-created Television Pro¬ for affiliation with another show
made between network and inde¬ Lewine added, “will continue to devoted about five minutes to the ducers Guild Inc. unanimously I biz union or, at the very least, for
pendent operation and small or have these staple products (West¬ subject of racial unrest and vio¬
a change in the structure of their
single-station market versus large erns, action and crime) the forms, lence in Brooklyn,” Williams adopted a set of bylaws in its first own body.
general membership meeting last
and multiple station market op¬ locales and action patterns dictated
There is still some interest being
charged
..during
the
debate
last
by the public’s love of adventure
eration.
week. Guild was also informed by Shown in an organic tieup with the
and their interest in the outcome week.
National
Assn/ of Broadcast Em¬
TPG
prexy
Ben
Brady
that
its
im¬
Williams also: jumped on CBS
of a dilemma.” In order to achieve
thfe. quality “we -know Is possible for failure to include on its advis¬ mediate objectives would be nego- ployees & Technicians, but a sam¬
pling
of
RTDG feels that the
in tv” it must be done with the co*? ory committees on race programs tiations in the area of screen
operation of clients' and agencies, “members of the legitimate and credits and “substantial research” NABET tieup would not especially
Contfsae* from page 25 —
benefit
CBS
directors, associate
honorable' Citizens Councils of the towards framing of collective bar¬
Lewine said.
members and stage managers, be¬
gaining demands.
In the success of the project was“None of us can put his head in. South or proHtegretation group.”
cause
CBS’
technical
contract is
Harry Ackerman, Screen Gems
ITCs ^ recognition of ABC-W& | the sand about this matter of .qual¬
Williams noted that the
needs and moving quickly tor fill it. ity,” Lewine raid. “If the entire NAACP’S annual report “claims v.p.- and prexy of the Hollywood with the International Brotherhood
of
Electrical
Workers^
not with
t ABC-TV’s “Operation Daybreak” tv industry ... is seriously inters Credit for assisting and acting in branch of the Academy of Televi¬
has been experiencing rating trou¬ estedin quality we should riot be¬ an advisory capacity in the pro¬ sion Arts & Science, promised the NABET. The NABET integration
would
give
the
.directors
presumed
ble and Young & Rubicam, the come obsessed with the rating pic¬ duction - of CBS’ race relations more than 100 producers at the
meeting improved status in Emmy strength in any future dickers with
Rating is not necessarily programs.”
• agamy whose clients are heavily ture.
. Williams is also worried because, ceremonies. Recipient of the Emmy ABC and NBC, both NABET shops.
involved in “Operation Daybreak,” I any indication of quality.”
HTDG’s N.Y. shop late last week
for
a winning series will be the
called upon the web- to-deliver! Moore thought there was room he claims, Negroes are not used on
said that it waa “not aware of any
• what ft- considered a strong film for improvement in the areas of in¬ the “Dragnet” show when, he producer on all future telecasts,
difficulty”
within the union at
Ackerman
said.
If
producer
wishes
pointed out, “they are responsible
• show for stripping fn the hope of formation and orientation.
for more than 50% of the crimes to allow the star to join him in ac¬ present Nonetheless, the word is
buoying ratings.
cepting
the
award,
he
may
do
so,
circlriating
in
unofficial quarters
in Los Angeles”
At CBS-TV, the future fate of
the producer will keep the* that some “major steps” will be
“This is discriminationhe said but
“Gale Storm’’ was clouded. Nestle
Emmy.
taken
before
the
next contract is
tongue-in-cheek* .
pulled out and Lever Bros., current
due for dickering “to inject some
But the day was not totally lost
1 sponsor, was not' committed beyond
blood
in
the
union's
veins.”
, Continued from page £? —
for the networks* NBC was praised
'present season. Leva* Bros.: okayed
Faint overtures have been made
v the dropping of the show and [ v.p. of Mutual, representing the by Rep* Mendel Rivers fD-S.C.) for
by
some
of
RTDG’s
Coasters for
' signed for “The Blue Men,” in¬ ! web* and "attorney Ralph- Lazarus, the Chet-Husttey show on the race
an affiliation with,, the' powerful
Continued -from pate 24 ^55ssa
negotiating for the cosmetic firm. story. .
stead. .
Screen
Directors
Guild,
but report
“Mr. Huntley’s ..own views are
That opened the way for the Both, sides reportedly were taking not those of the South but he has angles and other wrinkles, but that hag it that the latter is not in¬
ABC-TV moreover. Show, featur¬ a> hard- look at the web’s profit and been fair enough to let the South essentially was the story.
terested in any mating with radio¬
ing ZaSti Pitts and Roy Roberts, loss statement.
‘have its say,” Rivers said, “and it
Charles Drake, who hosts the tv directors.
MBS, since its acquisition by* the is a credit to Mr. Huntley and
will begin Its Monday through Fri¬
series, played the American exday daytime run on the web Jacobs interests last September, NBC.”
• .
GJ. competently. He also appears
has been running in the red. Un¬
April 13.
Rivers referred to the presenta¬
derstood that Max Factor is one tion of the southern side by in a number of other episodes. The
of four parties which have held Thomas R. Waring, editor of the quality of the production was good
and the English-Italian readily
Albany—Gov. Nelson A. Rocke¬ preliminary talks for a buyout of
understandable. Other episodes in¬
feller .war be the Jbeynote speaker the web. Reportedly, need for fresh Charleston News and Courier.
Kurt Kasznar signed to play title
Williams told Variety that he clude adaptations of works by role in CBS-TYs recently-acquired
at the Albany second annual legis¬ capital and the desire to retrench
lative dinner of the N. Y. State is behind Roach’s move to sell the did not hear the Huntley show “but Stephen Vincent Benet, Robert Nero Wolfe stories.
AsSn. of Radio- and Television web. Roach could not be'reached all my reports were that it was Louis Stevenson, Reginald Rose
Production of filmed series is
and Roald Dahl. Featured stars in¬ slated
very .fair.”
Broadcasters March 3. New York
to get under way within
However, he made it plain that' clude Laraine Day, Bert Lahx, Kim month or two.. Gordon Duff will
Senators Jacob K. Javits. and Ken¬ fax comment.
Jacobs interests acquired the he finds little to praise in network Hunter, Keenan Wynn, David
neth B. Keating also have been
produce and Tom Donovan will
Wayne
and
Arthur
Kennedy.
web
from
the
Armand
Hammer
invited to share the dais,
treatment. He said the networks
.
Series definitely departs from direct.
group, in a complicated deal-involv¬ are guilty of “continual editorialWeb is said to be high on this
the simple action-adventure syndi¬
ing cash, Scranton stock and notes. ization.”
one
and
apparently
is pointing to
cation rut, even on the basis of the
The Hammer group held the Web
“Take ‘Rifleman,’ for Instance,”
for a short time. It bought out he said, “the villains are always initialer. It surely bears further reception accorded its “Perry Ma¬
son”
series
in
setting
up this one.
watching.
_fforo.
RKO Teleradio, which owned MBS, against the. Indian and the heroes
in August* ’57 for abbot $600,600. are for him:”
]
RKO Teleradio, via its acquisition
Williams said “there seems to be
of shareholder stations in what had a tendency to portray the South¬
; loiwcbanr semi Nom t* \ fM.
been a cooperatively-owned enter¬ erner as a backwoodsman who goes
'Monday thru Friday
prise, got control of (he web in ’51. completely on .prejudice.”
!
11COCKTAILS—DtNMK—SUPPEJt
According to a report filed with
Asked what his formula, would:
« I4t Second Avenue at 45th Street
the Securities and Exchange Com¬ be, he said, “When the issue of deMember elt charge clubs
mission, Mutual was shown to have segregatiaq is presented, I thiiik
, MU 4-72SO—Oyee 7 days
sustained a loss of $790,086 for the if the NAACP is called in, the op¬
period January-July ’58.
posite side would be consulted, too,
to give the Southern point of view.”:
. Asked if there isn’t more than
Still available
one Southern point of view, Wil¬
liams replied emphatically: “No.”

--

‘Mass With Glass’

ForNetworksIn

Adopts Bylaws

(Safe Storm Bay

Ida Factor

Sfffltitatioff Renew

Kurt Kaszoar Gets Nod
For Nero WoKe Series

' (ZfatcutfTQoem

CANNONBALL
in some key markets

Kirk Logie’s Clri Berth

Dymmie new dimension in TV programming

I

f CQKPOltATlQN 1

-

RXDWOOtt *HV. CAUFOftNrA

' Chicago, Feb. 24.
Kirk Logie, former NBC-TV net¬
work program-manager in Chi who
later switched to NBC Interna- :
tional when that department was
disbanded, has signed on with
Teleprompter as head of the Chi¬
cago branch. His official title is
sales manager for central division,
scoping Teleprompter’s entire line.
Teleprompter is expanding its
sales operation in the midwest,
where there is a concentration of
^K^ fndbstry receptive to cfosetfc
circuit-tv. An appointment similar;
to Logte’a iS imminent in Detroit

488 MADJSON AVEmJE « $fEW Y01tK 22 • PLAZA $-2101
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EOTAPE
THE JUKEBOX SCANDALS PllBf
Tt*s
touerh. break, at the moment, for Tommy Leonetti but
It's a tougli
It's also wellknown within the trade that other singers, with
alleged strong “ins” via mobster pals in control of jukebox
“routes,” couldn't cash in If what the public wanted wasn’t in
the groove. Favored “exposure,” even under strongarm or spu¬
rious techniques, is commercial only up to a point. After that
the kids decide. The answer has been spelled out these recent
years by the number Of upstart faves, from way out in left field,
via independent labels, whom the kids smelled out.
More benevolent to the entire music industry at large would
be Governmental recognition of the new-music performance
rights via an updated Copyright Act. The 1909 statute is as dated
as the. tandem bike, to the literal interpretation of the 50-yearold law an entire soundtrack of a motion picture score could
almost plead* that 2c royalty for “mechanical reproduction.”
Trade realities established business relations otherwise.
Themusic trade papers that pander to the coinmachine opera¬
tors sing the same old chorus about “jukebox exposure.” With¬
out exploring that phase any further, fact is that a Govern¬
mental licensing of the estimated 500,009 jukeboxes that are
nickel, dime and quarter coin-catchers, for the 2-0 minute re¬
production of a current pop or some sentimentally nostalgic
standard in some pub, dub or tavern, would help clean house in
that phase of the operation. Since even the alcoholic beverage
control boards in the ease of nitery operations can’t quite be
sure whether the “clean” front-man hasn’t some shady capital
behind him, licensing would at least firm up the policing power.
One unwilling witness in Washington last week, who reversed
field and “took the Fifth,” candidly observed that these ConSessional probes have no punitive powers. And that after it’s
SE-d and’done ami
the hoys will he haeh
doing business at the same old stand.
.
■
On another ffont—and this gets back to the cleaning-up of
the entire jukebox-music bix structure—this could be ASCAP’s
and BMPs'and the writers" and publishers" golden opportunity
to influence some regulatory legislation in their campaign
against the jukebox interests. For once, all the publisher and
writer trade associations and both music
Writer
ifEusic performance collec¬
collection agencies are allied in the common plea for some small tithe
from each jukebox performance of a tune played for profit.
—As for the current D.C. probe, which has
has. put the spotlight on
the muscle-men within,
the
coin-machine
vend¬
within
-machine and automatic vending business, many who know feel
eel it’s long overdue. Some of
that underworld capital has been suspected within one disk label,
if not others.
—
e may or may not have been
As for Leonetti, how naive he
about his former Chicago manager, John Ambrosia, is secondary
to the bum rap he got oyer the weekend via a Dick -Clark guest
that he
hR^ll
“make
cancellation. But Clark has howrindWtpri
indicated that
will “make
Mnn.ffirl line Avur hf»^n
it up to him.” Jimmy Walker once
,e cracked “no
no girl has ever been
’ruined’ by reading a book” (this3 was during one of those “ob¬
obscene literature” drives when he was Mayor of New York) and,
rtitute Clark’s audience, will not
to paraphrase, the kids who constitute
rtunate, not-so-Ambrosia ante¬
antehe tarnished by Leonetti’s unfortunate,
much deeper
cedents. "The jukebox stench is much
deeper thaii-that.
thaii-that.
---

Tair Lady Going
Spanish&Stereo

I If lilt Ui-I^ UiU

com tv

Hazards of Disk Discount Biz;
Bigtime Sam Goody Operation
lanen uver
by Creditor
ireaitor Group
uroup
Taken
Over By

eyeing th£ use of music on video
. . _
tape as-a new'source of synchroni- —1— -:-* The hazards in the disk prlcezatfarn coin. While no attempt has p
CDA
*7A9 n
cutting operation came into the
been'made ta collect syau rights ||3fIIgr 5KO IpSj IIW, LlCVC. spotlight last week when Sam
on taped Shows to date, the pub_r.
Goody, New York retailer who
Ushers are looking to the future j
R
th-Cleve- built a global business out of his
when it’s expected that tape will
Saturfav (21) discount operation, went under the
account fob some 90% of video’s
ntttinfso 703 control of his creditors. A creditors
W
avttweekend to New M«- committee repr«entin*13 m«jor
The danger at present is that jCQ for dates
and indie labels and distributors
the publishers are creating a trade
Martha Glaser is lining up M wel1 as equipment manufacturpractice of “giidng away” the sync summer tent dates for the jazz ers, was set up to collect some
rights on tape. Music on live shows piajlist, and Cleveland will prob- $2,400,000 owed to them by Goody,
is, of course, covered by-the per- abjy repeat him under canvas.
. Formation of the creditors’ comcom¬
--—--»
mittee was a voluntary arrange¬
arrmgehfS
riVhf ^
n .
.
.
ment with Goody to stave off any
single creditor from pressing for
payment through the courts. Since
Goody’s business is still solvent,
with assets at least matching liabil¬
ities, the creditors “moved in to
fi^orwefSsrfnowm^ot^hli
'SW
insure full payment via their con¬
trol of the Goody exchequer.
Fox is studying the .British sys*
1 n/| |l\|\
9 !* Tt’s
It>s understood that Goody, who
does about
tern under which the publishers
Ac A\I AH HtfAVU Idoes
abont $7,500,000
$7’50°,000 worth
worth busibusilid
a year,
there, through their Mechanical
ild iTkJvfti
flwvXll 1
I 1 vAj
CAY ness
?ess f
year« has
^ about $2,000,000
Protection Society, are setting up
v
inventory
on
hand,
plus
$400,000
*
a new
new coin
coin reservoir
reservoir to
to cover
cover music
music
A “grassroots"
“grassroots” movement
*n leaseholds, fixtures and
a
A
movement is
is dede- ^1®^hol^’^tu^esaj
ad other in-

Rule And SfSSsag.
SS&ZSSfVZinto the s^c rW Keep umningnain
c<mVaan

have proposedthat the various program contractors pay fixed annual
fees, running from about $25,000
to $40,000 annually, into a common
pooL The MPS then plans to count
aU music usages on a ^second
basis and^ pay off th<e publishers
musie^ * exploitat on
f^fle ^ n s. picture is infinitely more complex than that of
Britain because of the multiplicity
of tv outlets here and the difficulty
(Continued on page 46)
--ny/i <CrDV|fr’ CITRein
Dft JEJVfltE. dUBdlU
TA E ACE PAmnm?DTKlf
BOURKEtPlNt

TO EASE

of Composers, Authors & Publish- st in New york> and also runs, in
ers to keep incumbent prexy Paul conjunction with other partners.
Cunningham in office for at least discount houses in Paramus, N.J.,
another year
This would mean Green Acres, L.I., Philadelphia,
amending the society’s bylaws, f^sburgh and Yonkers!1 plus a
whieh prohibits any president from
serving more than three consecu-i
tive one-year terms. That bylaw
^ stepoing^to°tte NY*
int0 effe^ around suc situation, but taring an ass^melt
ye
® *
. . .
on Goody's out-of-town retail inMovement m behalf of Cunning-; terests.
aam
Payroll Slashed
bam ste°ls
stems irom
from ine
the gains aslae
ASCAP |
vpL^
tb? Section
diction of
Getting „ 0ne
lhe first steps indicated
yelrs to th“
oTgetting
One of the
£jje jukeboxes included under the by the creators was cutback of the
licensing provisions of the Copy- p°®dy payrollfrom $75,Q°0weekright Act v Cunningham has been Jy l<>
$45,000. In addition,
spearheadiing the Society’s cam- ^ creditors committee will conP^torsucha MU ^his re-; f^*
^“ft^at^X

hafseegtT'aSov^“"
^^TJer^ProperstreamUning and economies.
Publishers
Service
Corp.,
to past few years. It’s felt-by some
(Continued on page 46)
streamline its operations. Up to ASCAPers that to prohibit CunnoWj BVC has been doing its bill. ningham from the prexy slot now
. Ap.
via its various subsidiary pub- would reduce his effectiveness on If 1
ft 91) T
lishing companies such as Lom- Capitol Hill at a time when one BTf||Tfipv ti/yll Pflr
hardo, Rosemeadow, Vernon, Chat- of the most important pieces of .**w*mvw
a vi
ham. Supreme, Triangle and Harry legislation in ASCAP’s history has
_
__
Von Tilzer. New setup will central- theibest chance of passing.
fnL
ize the bookkeeping procedures.
Also mentioned for the- prexy |y§8f (vf \ I JIEl {flPlf ||
BVC is following the pattern of post jas been former prez Stanley *!****»» U VUWj mvuv
will break in a few months.
such major publishers as the Big Adams and another hoard member,
„
Arnold Maxin,
Maxin, prexy
prexy of
of MGM
MGM
According to Lieberson,- the Three and the Music Publishers Douglas Moore, a standard writer.
Arnold
monophonic “Lady” sold 1,500,000 Holding Corp., both of which also ASCAP’s board of directors, now Records, has separated the artists
copies in the U.S., 500,000 in Eng- have numerous subsid firms oper- up for election, will name the of- & repertoire duties of the parent
land, and another 500,000 in Aus- ating under one corporate um- ficers of the Society at their May company and its subsid labels. Last
tralia and New Zealand.
brella.
meeting.
week Maxin set Leroy Holmes as
-- a&r boss and sales supervisor of
the subsid Cub and Metro labels.

MGSTs Cob, Metro

With. 2,500,000 global sales al¬
ready racked up for the original
cast. album of “My Fair Lady,”
ties of the three operations previColumbia -Records is giving the
■————■—^iw—j—■■■
——p——»»—||
ously had been under Mprty Craft
• ~
B
| who exited the label recently, to
package two new accents*. One is
■
Z^HgfRTY-■
■
c
s
o
u
6
aset
up his own firm.
—VAfUETY
Spanish and the other is stereo.
l
f 5 S
^
On the sales leveL Holmes .wiH
Survey of retail sheet music
The.Spanish album, tagged “Mi
best
sellers
based
on
reports
Z
i
~
2*2
S
coordinate
his activities with
Bella Dame,” is primarily a tie-in
^ ° f S
g
§B«T
Charles Hasm, MGM’s oyeraU s^es
obtained from leading stores in
with the company that’s touring
lfi
cities
and
showing
com
g
§
S
§
°
I
■§
O
?hl^Jhe
move
is another step
13
the south-of-the-horder countries,
putative sales rating for this
Z %
S
2
£ ~
o
g^T
m Manns plan for the man-who
parative
but Col also plans to release the
and
last
week.
w5«gatftSg'g|p!
g5A
‘‘creates
a
record
to run with it
Spanish package in the U S. (The
* ASCAP
t BMI
&
o ■9 «
go £ T n,
o l
himself.
Holmes will, continue
Spanish-language version of “My " __.
S
1 1
o *2 ■.© . i
T l
i T a
with certain activities for MGM
Fair Lady” opened in Monterrey,
T 5 « o j 2 T
J9 4
i 8
“ n P
concurrently with his new duties.
Mexico, Feb. 19,)
National
£ 6
c 7 ^ «
2
o «
g
^ O
On the sales end, hS replaces Ray
The album, which was cut before •
o
I Tt
o
1 §
«
5 ^ S
^ J
I
Meinberg, who handled Cub and
Rating
the show went on the road, fea-1
This
Laat
^
Jh
Sf
'
I
'
■»
g
|
g
fe
I
C
M
Metro
sales as weU as national
This Last
hires Manolo Fabregas, Cristina!
wk. wk.
Title and
t .R-S fi I Il
Title
ud Publisher
l
f I
S S
8 1 f
’££?*'***
Rojas and Mario Aleberto Rodrl-f
.. ,
a U U » U fl I O _g_g_U_a.U.-!gJ.S. Pl^resJhas“wo^ng wltl,
guez. Direction and musical ar- !
rangements are by Mario Ruiz Ar1
1
»My
8
1
2
8
4
2
1
3
1
2
4
2 . 94
MGM for the past several years,
♦My Happiness (Happiness).
(Happiness)...1
1
mengol.
i
2
3
*Smoke in Eyes (Harms)..... 5 ..
7
1
2
7
1
4
8
5
1
2 10
79
fust as a freelancer and then as a
♦Smoke
Goddard Lieberson, Columbia
—m—a—-wr-Z.
•»»_;,T
T n -<r—--ss—=—=—=—=—=-=—=—=—staff
member.
♦May
Yon
Always
(H-L&B)..
2
Records prez, figures a 250,1300
♦Hawaiian- Wedding (Pickwick)_3
sales potential for “Mi Bella Dama”
in the Spanish-speaking countries.
♦Children’s Marching (Miller) 4
He added that about 6,000 LPs of
tfiott* Travel On (Sanga)_ 6
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
the original English version al-i
Capitol Records is setting .up its
^Nola (Sam Fox)..~9
ready have, been sold in South
own
plant
for
the manufacture and
1-16 Candles (January)...
America and Mexico.
assembly of stereo console phono¬
fDonna. (Kemo). T7~
Lieberson recently returned from 4
graphs in Scranton, Pa* according
England where-he etched a stereo;
tPetite Fleur (Hill & Range). 10~
to James W. Bayless, veepee in
version of “My Fair Lady” with ‘
charge of manufacturing and en¬
fStagger Lee (Sheldon).
Rex . Harrison. When. the album1
gineering.
♦All American Boy (Buckeye). .. _
was originally recorded Jn the U.S. ■
The new operation is expected
♦Wind & Raip in Hair (Par).. 8
about three,, years ago, it was
* to get underway by March 1 and
etched in, the monophonic groove
EWorld Outside .(Chappell)... :
\ will be run independent frotn Capiqpiy. Col. now is prepping a cam¬
i toV<c record • and sflbum pressing
♦Being Girl (Williamson)
paign for the stereo “Lady,” which i
t plant, also in that city since 194^
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Cap’s Stereo Phones
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MUSIC

BARNEY YOUNG APPEALS |
decision in bmi sun

(Temporarily) Vs. Bo&rne on Renewal

Barney Young is stiil litigating
On- various fronts; The publisher,
whose petitioh for a summary judgment in his $7,500,000 suit against
Broadcast Music Inc. was recently
dismissed by N..iY. Federal Judge,
Archie O. Dawssfa, has now carried
his plea to thO’oCouft of Appeals
on the groundsithat Judge Dawson
failed to give MS side a sufficient
hearing. Young^case will be heard
next Mohday (2);
Meantime, Young Is due to testify before the Securities & Exchange Commission in Washington
tomorrow (Thurs.) on his complaint
that both RCA ^ its NBC network subsid, and CBS have diverted corporate funds in their financ-
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Sam Goody Creditors

Continued from page 45 ^
Goody would be back on his feet
in about a year.
The 1^-man creditors’committee
Ttvff
consists of the distribs of RCA
Victor, Capitol, Columbia, Decca
a?d London Records, plus a group
smaller label distribs and. audio

gle since a vast quantity of new
titles and new performances of
A key legal suit in the musics
old titles flre being turned out
fciz, the Billy Rose action against
weekly. Goody’s operation deItali&n Disk Bestsellers
pended upon heavy buying, at re.Bourne Music for return of the
duced prices, for the smaller labels,
Rome, Feb. 24.
copyright on “That Old Gang of
an<j jf these platters failed to move,
Mine,” was left hanging last week
Piove ...Modugno
when Rose asked for a discontinuthe profit margin was endangered.
(Fonit)
ahce, without prejudice, of the! Io Son© H Vento--- .Testa.
Among the lesser creditors of
Cohimbia
^
Records
Distributing
Goody,s is a g^p of ieading n.Y.
■ trial. The move was made before
(Philips)
N.Y. Federal Court before Judge
Tom Dooley .., .Kingston Trio
Corp., is chairman of the commit- music polishers who won a judgEdward J. Dimock.
tee which was set up in a way that ment gg^gt the retailer for royal(Capitol)
Conoscerti . .Reno
would prevent any group of com- ties Qn
used in pirated rfisfcg
Since the motion would permit
Rose to open the suit at some
(RCA)
Pames. from exercising any com- ^ am0unt of royalties has not
Julia . ,.porelli
future time, Bourne Music’s attor¬
petihve advantages to future buy- been assessed, but the' publishers,
neys opposed the move to discon¬
' (Cgd)
ing for^Goody. All other creditors yifl
att0mey, Julian T. Abeles,
Marcia in Fa .. .Dorelli-Curtis
tinue the trial,
of Goody aro being asked to ap- have.asked for $25,000 to cover
-f m<rT
nrnua t>io nlon rtf pAnavmont fVilc
.
^ 1
prove the plan of repayment this
^eyieST
(CGD)
Rose’s suit in behalf of himself
week.
Io .Modugno
and his collaborators on the song,
Too Much Competition
(Fonit)
Kay Henderson and the late Mort
I Md.’s Lots ($11-Mil)
Non Dimenticar .....Nat Cole
Dixon, represented the first direct
legal challenge to the pre-1932
From _SIots Last Year dis5°d£’OuntogPfieIdrrhas report(Capitol)
cleffer-publisher pacts in
to which
whlcn the
tne
Non Partir -......Pallara
..........Dallara
Washington, Feb. 24.
edly found the business getting
■
au¬
copyright renewal terms were au(Music)
Slot machines last year collected tougher a$ other price-cutters en- s= Continued from page 45 ,
1tomatically
assigned
to
the . pubpub¬
......Curtis - $11,200,400 in the four Southern tered the field. Big retail opera- of ift£,pjnp several hundred stations
tomatkally
the
Nessuno ....Curtis
lisher. Rose
Rose has
has claimed
claimed that
that such
such
lisher.
(CGD)
.
Maryland counties where they are tions, like Korvette’s, Masters and on a Tier-second basis the Amerirenewal
Li
per Li..Fierro
renewal assignments
assignments were
w«e invalid
invalid
UlwU.....Fierro
legal.
Abraham' & Strati5, have been ■*.**EgE2* bSEw thi?l£
since
giv¬
(Durium)
since no
no “consideration”
“consideration was
was glv(Dnnum)
Charles County registered the cutting into Goody’s business by nriftsh svstem nnlnts th* v.ner.1
en to the writer.
A ■ !
■
■■■■ biggest take.' with
$4,554,000 their advertising, of disk prices way t0 a ^pe sync coin pool.
discontinue was
The motion to discontinuewas
.« n
1
garnered Bom 2,700 slots, accord- which were even lower than
H ,
Jv. made in court after Rose testified
. JJjJJj JJniZll Bnffl€ll
mg to a dispatch in the Washing- Goody’s. While stores like Kor„P
about his contribution to the song.
..
MTytwiet .
ton Post from Annapolis, the state vette’s could afford to use disks
Jaref“Uy m the tape
No reason was-given for the moMills Music is ?P*°**8 a braJcb capital. Statistics were based on virtually as loss-leaders, since their ^di
tion, which is due to be argued -m sao Paulo, BraziL
Outlet, records of the state comptroller’s turnover was increased on other
PIll
shortly before Judge Dimock. Its wMch ^ Mills’ eighth branch of- office.
commodities, Goody’s had to de,J2F,
Wwm he headed by. Enriguc
p
.
switch attorneys. His current legal Lehendiger.
Joe Larlton on Coast
stay alive
company can give away the right
reo is the firm of Hays, St John,
The new firm will be called EdiJoe Carlton, prez of Carlton RecThe packagejbustoess, moreover, to use a tune for a lip-sync briefie.
Abramson & Heilbron. Bourne Mu- tora Musical Mills and will cover ords, left for the Coast over the has become increasingly risky as Only the publisher controls the
all ot
of soutn
South America.
for nuaaies
huddles witn
with cl
disk- more labels entered the field. The sync right to the tune and it’s his
sic which is now headed by Mrs. ail
America, Mills’
mms other
otner weekend,
weexena, ior
LP disk, once regarded as a stand-1 decision whether to grant such a
Bonnie Bourne, was . repped in branches are In Chicago, Los An- cry’s dealers and distributors.
court bv Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin, geles, Hollywood; Toronto, London,
He’ll be back in New York in ard item with a long shelf life, is right to the producer of such
— - vy riiiixiy*,
^
'Madrid and Brussels.
™ days.
.1—
1---..---I about 10
now almost as speculative as a sin-1 quickies.
Krim & Ballon.
J
The fate of other important
copyrights have been awaiting a
decision in this case- As one writer
of several top standards put it,
“If Billy <had won this case, there
Would be something like a run on
the bank to get back our songs.”
Since the issue of ownership of
the renewals has not come to a
head, publishers have generally
been willing to give writers new
and attractive deals for the second
Survey of retail album best
copyright term.
sellers based oh reports from lead¬
One action for the return of a
ing stores and shouting comparative
copyright, which has been await¬
ratings for this week and last.
ing decision on the Rose suit, in¬
volves the song, “Miss You,”
which was written by the 'Tobias
brothers* Charles and Henry. "Lat¬
ter have brought suit against Joy
National
Music, the copyright owners un¬
Bating
der the name of Santly-Joy during
This
Last
the song’s first term, for continu¬
wk. wk.
Artist, Label, Title_
j % [ g
ing to publish the song during the
current second term.
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) Come Dance With Me (W 1069)..
3
I
HENRY MANCINI (Victor)
“Peter Gunn” (LPM 1956).
.
1
7
FLOWER DRUM SONG (Col)
Original Cast (BL 5350)...
5
9
Archie Bleyer, Cadence Records
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia'!
prexy, has set Don Sanders as new
Open Hre, Two Guitars (CL 1270)..
2
sales manager. Post had been va¬
KINGSTON TBilO (Capitol)
“
—
cant since Bob Kornheiser left to
The Hungry j (T 1107)..... ..
4
join Atlantic Records a couple of
MITCH
MILLER
(Columbia)
"
'
’
■
~
r~
months ago.
Sing Along With Mitch (CL 1160)......... .. ..
Before joining Cadence, Sanders
had been office manager for Buck
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
r *
Ram’s publishing-managerial en¬
More Sing With Mitch (CL 1243) ....
6 ..
terprises^
*
J
KINGSTON TRIO -(Capitol)
Kingston Trio (T 996).
•. ..
GIGI (MGM)
Soundtrack (E 3641).....
2
3
’SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
Soundtrack (LOC 1932)..1 ..
. MOM’S Multiple Pacts
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
MGM? Records went on a pactNear You (KL 1112).
tog spree, last week*, adding six
BILLY
VAUGHN (Dot)
new names, to roster. At the same
Billy Vaughn Plays (DLP 5900).
time, its subits labels. Club- and
Metrp, bolstered their stables with
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
twoafa'd three pactees, respectively.
Ricky Sings Again (LP-9061)..
Jotog MGM are Herb Jeffries,
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Bob Manning Eileen Barton, the
Stardust (DLP 3118)..
Shepherd Sisters, J. C. Hffl and
EVERLY BROS. (Cadence)
Melvin Endsley. Going to Cub are
Lee Davis and the Jimmy Valen¬
Best of Everly Bros. (3025) ..*.
tine orch. The Metro, pactees are
FRANK SINATRA (CapitoD
pianist Andy Aekers, the Chords
Only the Lonely (W 1053).7....
and vocalist Sam Fletcher.
DUANE EDDY (Jamie)
Steve Gaynor, singing emcee and
“Twangy Guitar” (LP 3000) ..
host at Pittsburgh’s Sonny Boys
Athletic Assn., formerly the Bache¬
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
lors Chib and a private member¬
Johnny’s Greatest Hits (CL 1135).
ship weekend hangout, has been
SOUTH PACIFIC (Columbia) :
signed by MGM Records. .
Original Cast ©2579-80).
.
Tic©; Astor Piazolla .
TOMMY EDWARDS (MGM)
Astor Piazolla, who formerly re¬
It’s All In the Game (F3732)...
corded for the Vogue and Barclay
VAN CLIBUKN (Victor!
labels m France, has been signed
Tchaikovsky
Concerto (LM 2250).........
to Tieo Records. His first album
JONAH JONES (Capitol)
for Tico will be done next week.
Swinging
on
Broadway (T 963)..
It will .he a. tango-jazz package of
American standards.
GERRY MULLIGAN COMBO (UA)
I Want to live (UAL 4005-6). .
Genevieve to Cadence .
MUSIC-MAN (Capitol)
With her Vox contract expired,
Originia
Cist (WAO 990). ..............
French
comedienne 'Gienevieve
shifts, to Cadence March 1." Deal
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
set by her peramaT?mafiaiger BarWelcome to* the Club (W 1120)7. . 7.: roit Polan.
\
snote
hi ,9teu aui:* OJ odsa ■

0

Sync-Swim

BETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLEBS

-PfimEfr-

Tap Sanders, Ex-Ram,
As Cadence Sales Mgr.

Disk Signings

USkTBFt
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D°IeW My Whgb^East SeB.-fflUioifey Sees Jukebox Probe
SSS As Peg on Which to Hang Copyright

Warner Bros. Records is setting
up an eastern promotion-publicity
“Get A job,” “Great Balls of Fire,” office with -Dorn Cerulli in charge.
“I’ll Come Running Back To You,” Firm’s,Coast office is headed by — ■ ■ ■ '—;-♦
Washington, Feb. 24.
“Jennie Lee,” “Johnny B. Goode,” Joel Friedman. :
n ... , n. i r> . it
Sen. Joseph C. O’Mahoney (DCerulli has been New York edi¬
“Just A Dream,” “Little Star”
British Disk Bestsellers
wyo.) said last week that the Sen“Looking Back,” “A Lover’s Ques¬ tor of Down Beat mag for the past
Loiidon, Feb. 24.
ate jukebox probe may help pave
tion,” “Maybe,” “My True Love,” two-and-a-hal£ jyears. He’s also a
As I Love Yon.. .Bassey
the way for his hill to bring juke“Oh Julie;” “Peggy Sue,” “Poor trustee of the School of Jazz,
(Philips)
boxes under the Copyright Act
Little Fool*,” “Raunchy,” “Rockin’ Lenox, Mass., and a member of the
I
Got
Stung....Presley
O’Mahoney, Chairman of the
Robin,” “Rumble,” “Short Shorts,”' advisory board of the Newport Jazz
(RCA)
.
Senate Copyright Subcommittee,
“The Stroll,” “Sweet Little 16,” Festival. He’s co-editing the forth¬
Smoke
Gets
In
Eye?.
.Platters
made
the statement as the jhkebox
“Talk To Me,” “Tequila,” “To Be coming anthology “Jazz World:
(Mercury)
industry took another-pasting durLoved,’V“Twilight Time,” “Wear ’59.” In his new capacity, Cerulli
Chewing
Gum
.Donegan
ing
the
second week of the Senate
My Ring Around Your Neck,” - will report to Hal Cook, WB!s vee(Pye-Nixa)
' _
Rackets Committee hearings.
'“What Am I Living For,” “Willie pee in charge of sales. He takes
“Teddy BearS
The Senator confirmed Variety's
And The Hand Jive,” “With Your , over the new spot March 9.
WiL m.
story of last week that the outlook
Love For Me,” “Yakety Yak,” and
(PMHds)
.
7
for the long-stymied jukebox bill
|
Kertman Ditto On Coast
“You Can Make It If You Try.”
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Baby Face ....Little Richard
“very good” partly because of
Cy Kertman has been appointed
(London)
the revelatlons of gangster penepromotion manager for Warner
Pnb With no Beer.. Slim Dusty
Nation of the coin machine busiBros. Records in Southern Cali¬
(Columbia)
nessfornia.
Kertman, who joined
Problems .Everly Bros.
“I believe that composers and
last year, was formerly with
(London)
publishers should not be comThe Steve Levitz suit against Loew’s and the Big Three music com¬ WBR
Capitol, Mercury and RCA Victor.
Day Rains Came ... .Morgan " pelled to submit their works free
pany is . still awaiting a formal decision from -N.Y. "Supreme Court
Simultaneously, Fran Howell has
(London)
.
of royalties to jukebox machines
Justice Aaron Steuer. Although the judge, in a verbal decision from beeh ‘set as branch manager for:
i—a—s—which apparently are in the rackets
the bench three weeks ago, ruled against Levitz, ho written decision the Los .Angele9 market. Addi¬
Up i u
|\ • • ‘ aa
area,” O’Mahoney said.
has-as yet been recorded. Levitz, former Big Three exep, charged that tionally, Phil LaGree has joined
the. parent company, Loew’s, breached ah agreement to keep him on the diskery as a field representa¬
I\i/A IlCpS I/Ot IB uiex
He opined that such a situation
the payroll for as long as he could work, as a consideration for Lev- tive. All will base at WBR’s Bur¬
Mexico City, Feb. 24.
makes the songwriters as much the
itz’s sale of his stock interest in the Big Three.
bank Hqr
The Dot label has appeared on “victims” of racketeers as the
the local market, with distribution legitimate jukebox operators.
Barbara Cohen who, with Marianne Mantell, founded, and owns
by RCA Victor Mexicans. Three
Rackets Committee last
Peak Records Back
Caedmon Publishers, producer^ of the “the spoken word” on the
platters are in the first series of week started digging into mobster
Caedmon disk label, denies-any “subsidiary” relationship with Har¬
Philadelphia, Feb. 24. • releases, including interpretations' machinations of the jukebox busipers. The book publisher -acts as sales reps to book stores for Caed¬
James E. Myers, Philly publish¬ by the Clark Sisters of “Collar of ness in the Chicago area, and the
mon, otherwise the Misses Cohen and Mantell reassert their outfit' er* is reactivating his Peak Records Pearls”; “Sing, a Sing, Sing” with picture, not yet completed, is one
: 'fis an "independent company—one of the most independent of inde¬ operation First sides for the hew Pat Boone, with disk coupling “Ebb of more extensive gangster penependents, in fact.”
label will showcase Jimmy De- Tide” and “Bemadine,” and Bob tration than New York’s.
Khight & His Knights of Rhythm Crosby represented in “Petite
First singer’s name to hob up
Mills Music has acquired the entire catalog of J, L. Armstrong, on “Rock Around The Clock,” the Fleur” and “Such a Long Night”
at the hearing was that of Tommy
Philadelphia firm. Catalog specializes in vocal and choral music for first smash rock V roll number
Local office of RCA plans to x^eonetti-. who,- according to the
the Catholic Church and includes 6uch compositions as “Mother At which Myers published.
push Boone platters here as well as committee’s chief counsel,-Robert
Your Feet Is Kneeling,” “Mass In Eb” and “On This Day O Beauti¬
Myers also heads a one-stop disk make the Dot label known in chief ^ Kennedy, said he was once manful Mother”
• :
service, Richloy Inc., in this city. urban centres of the republic.
aged by a man with underworld
ties. A witness said this was John
Ambrosia who allegedly made in. direct threats to distributors in
efforts to push LeonetU’s disks.
Kennedy related that Leonetti told
: staff interviewers he was unaware
. of the underworld connections of
his manager at the time.
Other testimony concerned the
allegedly mob-dominated Lormar
Distributing
Co. which Kennedy
KARIETY-—
8
said had all but monopolized juke¬
Survey of retail disk best
■?
®
2
^ c
box
record
distribution in the
sellers based on reports ob¬
1 S S I
Chicago area. A committee inves¬
tained from leading stores in
2
s
3
3
tigator
testified
that Chicago juke¬
19 cities and showing com¬
§
box operators were paying as much
<
parative sales rating for this
as
$100,000
in
tribute
to racketeers
and last week.
in order to stay in business.
Earlier in the week, the com*
National^
mitee wound up its Inquiry into the
3
Rating
New York Situation with testimony
li
19ils Last
about a vast gangland loan opera¬
wfr. wk.
Artist, Label, Title _
tion run by jukebox operator
r.g 5 Q cp
Charles Bernoff. A former partner,
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
now in jail, said Bernoff, head of
1
1
Stagger Lee...
..
2 ♦.
8
1
1
5
3
2
9
7....
2
4
the'Regal Music Co. and the Ad¬
miral Trading Corp., lent million
CHRIS BARBER (Laune)
of dollars.to needy mobsters, at
2
8
Petite Fleur..........
.
5
1 ..
8 .. ..
6
2 .. .:
9
1
2
1 ..
: sky-high rates.
RAY ANTHONY (Capitol)
The Chicago hearings are slated
4
Peter Gnnn....
4
8
4
8 ..
5 ..
1
6 10
6
8
6
3
3
9
to last at least another week.
RITCHIE VALENS ODel-FI)
4
2
Donna-..
3
5
7....
1 ..
2
2
3
COASTERS (Atco)
5
9 Charlie Brown.. .....
1 10
7
3
8
8
8 ...
6 ..
5 ..
1
DAVID SEVHjLE (liberty)
A 13
Alvin's Harmonica....
1 ....
4 10
1
FRANKIE AVALON (Chancellor)
10
2
1
3 ...
..
7
B 20
Venus ....
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)
8
Hawaiian Wedtfing Song.
....
3 10 7 ..
9
7 .. ..
4 10
Rome, Feb. 24.
Post-San Remo disk sales records
MITCH MILLER (Colombia)
once more prove the tremendous
9
18
Children’s Marching Song,........
4 ..
3
6
4
impact that songfest ‘ has on the
JACKIE WILSON (Brunswick)
local musical market; six San Remo
10
11
Lonely Teardrops. .......
9 2
3
4
finalists
are already among the top
LaVERN BAKER (Atlantic)
ll sellers 4n this country.
11
15
I Cried a Tear .,.A..
6
6
Modugno’s “Piovc” is. a runaway
ANNETTE (Disneyland)
leader in local sale*, but Arturo
12
14
Tan Paid....
8 ..
2 ..
7
... 10 10 ..
Testa’S recording of second-place
BELL NOTES (Time)
winner “Io So no H Vento” is also
13
19
Tve Had It,.... ...
showing considerable strength in
the runnerup spot Other San
CYRIL STAPLETON (London)
Remo tunes are “Coooeeerti” (No.
Children’s1 Marching Song.,
4); “Una Marcia in Fa” in sixth
BILL PARSONS (Fraternity)
place; and **NessuBo” and “Li per
AH American Boy. .v/;...........
3 .. .. 10
3
5
Li”, In a l$th*plaee tie. Two other
MARK IV (Mercury)
fest songs, “Tua” and “Avevamo
I Got a Wife.........
10 .. ..
3
2
9
la stessa eta.” are also selling well,
BROOK BENTON (Mercury)
though not m the top positions.
8 ..
L ..
8
It’S Just a Matter of Time...
8
9
8.. ... 10
Though many stores, were caught,
PLATTERS (Mercury)
short for a few days on the Mo9 ..
5 ..
Smok$ Get* in Yopr Eyes.----dugho platter, which .has sold
i above expectations, record compa¬
SRYUNERS (Calico)
nies this- year came well prepared
Since I Don’t Hate Yon,
for the post-San Remo buying
CRESTS (Coed)
Spree
(which practically monopo¬
16 toadies..,.
lized
sales in the Jxsfc week after
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
the event).- Twenty-one different
pressings of “PioVC” have been
• FLEETWOODS (Dolphin)' '
traced on sale here already, while
. .. 4 11 there are 16 local venfcms of “Io
22
..
Come Softly To Me_
.. 7
TOMMY EDWARDS (MGM)
Squo II Vento” anidjtVof the No.
28
...
Please; Mr. Siu^, ,
10
•
.«• ,9 ». ■
r *« «4 r *• • ***
song. “Conoscem?*
. Just for sake of reference, some
159 -different necerdhigs* of last
v&ar’s!§an Jits* winafer, **im. Blu,
Dipbto di Bin” (Yc$a#ef have been
i fksde to this date, tn Italy alone. '
Broadcast Music Inc. is handing
out awards to 65 writers and 46
publishers in the rhythm &. blues
field today (Wed.) at its annual r&b
luncheon at the Hotel Pierre, N. Y.
Most of the 39 songs overlapped
to the awards which BMI handed
out for the top hits of' 1958 in
December.
The -top r&b titles in for BMI
last year were, in alphabetical or¬
der; “All I Have To Do Is Dream,”
“At The Hop,” “Book of Love,”
“Buzz, Buzz, Buzz,” “Don’t,” “Don’t:
Let Go,” “Do You Want To Dance,”“Endless Sleep,” “For Your Love,”

Inside Stuff-Music
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‘Fair Employment’
Act Seen for Cal;
AFM (Etc.) Elect

WedsMScfcy^ February

25, 1959

Ike, Symphony Buff
Washington, Feb. 24.
In hi* seventh year in the
■ White House,-President Eisess^
hower has now made his third
journey to Constitution Hall
£ about four blocks away as the
Car drives) to attend a concert
by the National Symphony Or¬
chestra*
Accompanied by his son and i
•’daughter-in-law. Major - and. .
Mrs. John Eisenhower (the
First Lady was in Arizona),
the President heard an allBach program consisting main¬
ly of arias from cantatas. Vpcad
solos were by Jan Peerce, Ei¬
leen Farrell, Carol Smith and
Norman Farrow.
Most recent concert the
President had attended was in
January, 1957.
_
,

Sacramento, Cal., Feb. 24.
Passage of a State Fair Employ¬
ment Practices Act would put the
finger squarely o$> one of the sor¬
est points in the AFM, Frisco’s
white and jim crow locals.
State FEPC sailed through low¬
er house of the California Legisla¬
ture late last week by a 65-14 vote
-and, while it may have rougher go¬
ing in the State Senate, it is ex¬
pected to' pass. Gov. Edmund G.
Brown already has said he’ll sign
FEPC into law.
Bill covers‘not only employers
with five or more employees and
employment agencies, hut also la¬
bor unions. Commission which
would run FEP in California would
Chicago, Feb. J4l J
be empowered to initiate investi¬
Melody Mill Ballroom, ftte grandgations, and if* believed the Frisco
AFM situation would come under daddy of .Chi area terp parlors, is
looking for a new location. The
commission’* purview swiftly.
In Frisco, Local 6 has about 5,006 Mill’s present location in subur¬
white members, while Local 869 ban North. Biversdde is on the site
has about 400 colored members. selected by the Ur of Hfinoi* trust¬
Effort to merge the two locals two ees for a Chicago branch*
Ben Lejcar opened toe MSI 35
years ago was voted down by mem¬
bership of Local 6,’ though Local years ago, and still operate* it with
the aid of his- sons, Clarence and;
669 already had agreed to it
This was one of a number of ,Ben Jr. Lejcar is considering two
preblems discussed last weekend i areas for building a new ballroom.
at 21st annual Western State* Con¬ —one in Broadview, just north¬
ference of AFM in Sacramento. west of the present location, mid
AFM president Herman Kento at*, another near Bridgeview, six miles,
tended conference of 70 exec* from. south.
California; ■ Nevada, Arizona and
New Mexico—the first time an
AFM president had ever attended
such a meeting.
London, FebL 24.
Other problems discussed includ¬
Around $16,900,000 was collected
ed repeal of the Federal amusemena tax, promotion of more live lor British purchase-tag bn disk*
music in toe U.S. and how to deal in toe 1957-3® flacat year.
Figure was given last week by
with toe new Musician* Guild in
Los Angels*. Sad Nvgaardt presi¬ Heatoeoat Amory, Chancellor of
dent of Local 333, Eureka, Cat* the Exchequer, In the Hodse of
presided at toe conference.

Chi Campus of
To Rise Where Meiffy Kit
Shook a Leg for 35 Tears

Brit Catoi DMaflMli.

PflfelETY Scoreboard
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OP TALENT AND TUNES

NOTJIt The current comparative sale* strength of the Artist* end Tunes listed hereunder Is
.arrived at under a statistical system comprising tack of toe three major sates outlets enu¬
merated above, These findfngtare correlated: with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
.with Variety. The position* resulting front these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of prints scored«two way* in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks} and three way* to the case of tones (coin machines* fetail disks and retail sheet music).
POSITIONS
This tm
Week Week

TALENT
ARTISTS AND LABEL

TUNE

LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par). Stagger Leef
CHRIS BARBER (Latirie).*...Petite Fleurf
RITCHIE VALENS (Pel-Fi>.. Donnaf
RAY ANTHONY (Capitol) ...Peter Gunn?
COASTERS (Atco)....
Charlie Brownf
PLATTERS (Mercury) ................... Smoke Gets In Your Eyes*
FRANKIE AVALON (Chancellor) ...__ Venusf
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence).... Hawaiian Wedding Song*
JACKIE WILSON (Brunswick) ..
Lonely Teardropsf LaVERN BAKER (Atlantic)..
I Cried A Tearf
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

TUNES
PUBLISHER

f STAGGER LEE ...;.. Sheldon
♦CHILDREN'S MARCHING SONG (F—‘Tnn”).MHW
♦SMOKE GETS IN YOOR EYES ....
Harms
fPEXITEFLEUR .............. HiT? jfc Range
fDONNA.......;... Kemo
♦HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONG ..

Pickwick

♦MY HAPPINESS...
Happiness
♦PJETER GUNN ..
Northridge
fC‘HARl/IE BROWN ..Tiger
f!5 CANDLES ..

January

•ASCAP t BMI F-Fflaa

B.O. Coat Strictly SRO

Robtos' <Sof Oil' Book I Fro*t

A4R

for Urania

WUL 9AA Tax
Tom -I^0^t bas moved in to UranHRR «vv I9p uQBKuQS to Records as artists & repertoire
J*ck Robbins* new song book, director.'
“Btog Out,” edited and with new
Before joining Urania, Frost had
. London, Feb. IT.
lyrics by Noble Cain, wellknown to ^>^en h^h • Becca’s Records clasCount Basie Orchestra’s current the school, educational and toiius- ricaI “1^°“ f*r £ve ***»•
tour of Britain, due id end Sunday trial fields will contain a number
(32), shape*** top grosser, ef the of recently added PD*1 such as,
three-that toe outfit ha* nude sd Victor Herbert’s “Gypsy Love’
far. Every house along the line, Song,* Sousa’s “Stars and Stripes,” according to promoter .Harold
pita “To a Wild Ross (new lyric),
Davison, ha* been a sellout long In
“Sweet Rosie O’Grady,!' “Side¬
advance* That fits the buildup
walks :of New York," “My Wild
Basie has had since his last visit Irish. Rose,** efc *1.
-?
in late 1957toeiudtog a “greatest
It’s a first folio grouping of such
to toe. world" voting by readers of
diverse former copyrights, primed
Melody Mate' mid toe naming of
not only for schools and colleges '
the "Atomic Mr. Basie” album as
but Industrial and fraternal or¬
best jazz disk of 195t by the NewsChronicle.
•. . j ganizations. It will be aktogfsize folio of 200 top standards,
On his opening dke^ at London’*; With hew arrangements and * flock
Royal Festival Had.on Saturday,’ of new origtoal lyrics.
Feb. 7, the Mri Basie was positively,
hydrogenic^ In view of that faro* **£********************************
and that standout success of toe;
two previous tours, the near-capac¬
ity audience would probably have
been all-out for the Corat any¬
how; hut jt had immediate reason,
too, for its hefty applause;
Overall assessment -was that,
since its last in-person hearings,
Mi. 32—ACADEMY OF MUSK, Miila.
toe erch had improved as an oreh,
M. 27—RIVIBIA CtUB,». Louit
was even more authoritative and
reposeful-seeming to its group
Mar. 3-VHUOE VANGUARD, N*w York (2 wMks)
work. The personnel was the 'same,
Mart 16—TOWN TAVERN, Toronto
Joe WlUitms clicked solidly with
Mar. 27—TOWN HU, Brooklyn. N.Y. (I wook)
ballads as well as blues, even
though toe big sound almost
drowned him out here and there.
And the Count himself? As superb¬
ly.competent and unruffled as ever,
giving out with a quift “it’s, so.wohredful .to .be back again? *nd .ac¬
* - ■
**
• JOS 9LA9SX,
-*;
cepting his' Meiodjr, Maker award
74S PIMhAv*. ltt N^WaiMrii Ato WLIntrinM. - SSlMvnMHIlYtf.
with :inoffensiye .casualdess. ; '
H*w Ywiit SY.
Chi wo, hi.
Mfctfwr ■
4S- C*Hf.'
j* ;3?resentafed!r,i wag jarred-tohly
; *L«zaf-4«f , ,
by; somd <yasamonaliy Erratic &?ot-

For Base's British Tew;
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New York
Enoch Light, a&r chief at Grand
Awards Records, will give a .series
of lectures at NYU’s summer
course, “Techniques of Sound Pro¬
duction for Recording and Broad¬
casting” . . . Paul Anka slated to
tour South America in March . . *
Joe Bushkin guest stars on the Bell
Telephone Hour (NBC-TV) March
4 . . . Mitzi Mason appearing re¬
gularly on Bert Parks’ “NBC Band¬
stand” . . . Bobby Freeman guests
on Dick Clark’s ABC-TV show Sat¬
urday (28) . . . Fourth “Jazz pro¬
files” concert set for Circle-In-TheSquare Theatre, Greenwich Vil¬
lage, March 6.
Polly Bergen’s new Columbia re¬
lease, “He Didn’t Call,” was writ¬
ten by Joe Sauter and Norm Blagman, salesmen at the Strand Mu¬
sic Shop, N. Y. . . . Maynard Fer¬
guson will appear as guest trumpet
soloist with the New York Phil¬
harmonic April 16-19
. Swiss
pianist Margrit Weber to tour the
U.S. during the 1959-60 season . . .
Frankie Avalon guests on Pat
MUSIC BY
JESSE GREER

KITTY FROM
KANSAS CITY
Vocal - Instrumental
Published by

FEIST

Boone’s tv .show March 5.
. Jack Mills will take in the Amer¬
ican Bandmasters Assn. Conven¬
tion in Miami, March 4-7, during
his winter holiday in Sarasota,
The Mills Music topper will be
accompanied by his wife.

London

SIFSl'd

wil Head the Charts!

Several top dancebands, skiffle
and jazz = groups, instrumentalists
and vocalists will take part in
BBC-s fifth Festival of Dance
. Music.at Royal Albert Hall on
March 21, April 4 and April 11.
First concert, “Down Beat,” will
feature the Oscar Rabin orchestra,
Bob Miller & 'The MHlerinen,
Sheila -Buxton and others; second
sesh titled “Pop Beat” will have
singers Ronnie Carroll, Gary Mil¬
ler, Glen Mason and Jackie Itae
together with-unannounced bands;
third called “Big Beat” will be
headlined by the Ted Heath group,
Ronnie Aldrich & Squadcats and
others : . . Shirley Bassey, whose
Philips disk, “As I Love You,” tops
; Variety’s current list of British
Disk Bestsellers, is now repre¬
sented solely by the Jock Jacobsen
office . . . Arlene Fontana skedded
to travel from America for an
ATV “Sunday Night at London
Palladium” spot in mid-March, to¬
gether with other stints promoted
by Pye, which handles her diskwise
. . . Pearl Carr and Teddy Johnson,
who represent Britain in tins year’s
final of the .Eurovision Song Con¬
test. appear in the Ted Ray Show
on BBC-TV Saturday (28) . . . Reg
Owen, whose recording of “Man¬
hattan Spiritual” has hit the U.S.
Top 20, plans to fly to America
April 2 for a four-week tour . . .
Johnnie Ray and Connie Francis
to do a show together on ATV, but
plans not yet finalized.

Hollywood
Columbia Records will host a
press-deejay party for Erroll Gar¬
ner at the Crescendo Friday (27).'
Pianist arrives here this week prior
to a tour which kicks off Saturday
(28) . . . Connie Towers will cut a
new album for United Artists Rec¬
ords March 8 . . . Chris Allen is
prepping a “Huckleberry Hound”
album for Colpix, based on Hanna
and Barbera Productions’ “Huckle¬
berry Hound” tv series.
Mamie Van Doren cuts her first
Dot ^alburn upon completion of
“The Big Operator” at Metro . . .
Songstress Lynn Franklin has left
Si Zentner’s band to return to her
old boss Charlie Barnet. Sandi
Garner is Zentner’s new band!
chirp ... Ann Sothem’s xnew al¬
bum for .Hi-Fi Records is tagged
“Adult (Sothera) Westefn Songs”
. .. Composer-conductor Jack Mar¬
shall waxed four new sides for
Verve.

Chicago

THE HANGING TREE
TRUST IN ME
MTTlfME

MHCURlr

Guy Lombardo orch set for the
Minneapolis Home Builders Show
March 14-27 . » . Dukes of Dixie¬
land got started last week at
the Blue Note for two rounds, with
Gerry Mulligan and Art Van
Damme Quintet due in March 4 ...
Ramsey Lewis Trio, erstwhile
house combo at the Cloister here,
•plays eight days at Peacock Alley,
St Louis, starting March 27. They
reopen at Cloister April 6, replac¬
ing the Pat Mo^an Trio, which com¬
mences Meb. 17 . . . Berj Vaughn
Combo to Town Casino, here Feb.
27-

Pittsburgh
Carmen Cavallaro has two re¬
placements in his trio at Holiday
House; Paul Guerrero for Buffy
Dee on drums and Lee Robinson,
ex-Jofe Mooney Quartet, on guitar
instead of Jimmy Norton . . . Max
Roach, combo held over for another
week at Crawford Grill .'. . Henry
Mazer, for 12 years conductor of
the Wheeling, W. Va., Symphony,
has resigned to baton the Florida
State Symph with headquarters in
Orlando. He’ll remain, in Wheeling,
however, over the summer to di¬
rect “Music Under Stars” series at
Oglebay Park'. . . Walt Harper’s
band opened two-weeker Monday
(23) at Pirates Den of Bresiner
Hotel inligonier... Zane Khauss,
p.a. of Pittsburgh Symphony, projnoting an all-Pitt jazz concert at
Carnegie Music Hall Saturday
afternoon, March 7 -. . . Kentuck¬
ians booked Solid for the summer
lfi Atlantic'City and Wildwood . ..
Jerry . Betters foursome has* fol¬
lowed :the\ Bob Kess group into
Stardust-Lounge. "
-
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Boston SpotsoTraoife As Hangouls
For Prosfies; NavyflHimHs 16; Plea

AGYA ANKLES TEST ON |
H.Y.PERMITSFOR ACTS

hsideStitf-Vaude

The American Guild of Variety '■.: Construction of an 800-seat convention center at the Dunes Hotel,
Artists has voted to abstain from 'Las” Yogas, is to start in two -weeks, and will be completed, according
participation in the test case to ]to hotel prexy Major A. Riddle, by April 1. New building will .be in¬
in the south ride of the hotel with electronically- controlled
determine the legality of police tegrated
;
permits for performers working in walls to divide the new wing into four separate rooms when needed.
Convention
hall program' is in keeping with the setup in most of the
New York Cityi The "reoent naVegas inns, which have confab buildings already completed or in
tional hoard meeting voted to ac¬ Las
the
works.
cept the recommendation of its na¬
reason why I had a Mil filed in the tional administrative secretary,
.
:JBo*ton, Feb. 24.
Charlotte, N.‘. C., is one of the “meetjngest” towns in America, and
The-ili was clamped on 15 bight; Legislature this year seeking to Jackie Bright,-that the issue be
now the Charlotte clowns are organized. The organization, which holds
spots by Adm. Richard Espee, com¬. tighten the laws on prostitution. I; left to the Police; Dept.
monthly
meetings, is Carolina Clowns Inc., a group of local men who
.
hope
the
Legislature
will
act
upon1
mandant of the First Naval Dis¬
Bright said .he had conferred
trict, following a report by thet it i speedily. The present archaic with the police. commissioner on 1like to clown around in clown uniforms. They get a big kick out of it
—and
they
do-a lot of good. They give scores of free performances in
t
law
handcuffs
the
police
from
ar¬
American Social Hygiene Assn,
the matter, and while no promises j
that prosties openly ply their trade resting these girls who hang of any kind has been made, he 1the area, including many hospital visits.
around
in
these
places.
Under
that
was hopeful that something would
in 25 Boston bars, cafes and hotels.
A bill io be introduced, to the Connecticut General Legislature
The 16 niteries. were nut off-limits law, they have to be under surveil- be done.
last week because of reports of; lance for three months before we
Presently,
attorney Maxwell ]would ban boxing in the state. Two showplaces, State Theatre and
vice conditions "detrimental to can take action on them.
Coheh is trying the case in the jFoot Guard Armory, would be affected in Hartford. Both are used for
shows. Various auditoriums and arenas throughout the. state
"I will report to chairman Elam courts on behalf of a group of mu- boxing
1
morals and welfare of armed serv¬
. on what the police department ridans. The union was asked to ]would be affected if the bill becomes law. Proposal is now up for com¬
ices personnel.”
mittee
study.
knows
of
these
conditions
and
give
enter the case as a “friend of the 1
The Hygiene Assn, report, one of ■
n.
125 studies of commercialized vice, him any information tile depart¬ court."
Because
they
want to devote themselves to “other interests,” Frank
ment
has.
made in 125 American cities dur¬
Mangam
and
his
wife
are
looking
for a buyer for their Man gam’s Cha¬
a‘We have information we think
ing 1958* was initiated at the re¬
teau in Lyons, HI., just -outside Chicago. The 20-year-old nitery is
quest of tire Armed Forces U. S- could provide for aetipn by -t&fe li¬
probably
ope
of
the
most
successful
outlying cafes in the country, and
Public Health Service, and loeal censing board but ’ wWch, Under
their asking price is $1,900,000. So far, it’s understood, couple has had
tiie law, the police department can-1
officials And agencies.
at
least
two
substantial
offers.
Dess;
Clayton. C. Jones, the associa¬. not use as-evidenee in
tion's regional director for New than a" week ago, lit. Edward; Blake,;
England, said: "The Boston survey head of the poBee vfce squad, de-;
revealed that prostitutes easily ac¬r dared at a legislative hearing that
Atlanta, Feb. 24.
I
cessible in many bars, grills and] the Massachusetts morals lawi datDave Gardner, night club and ’
cafes, were open in their solicita-- ting back 260 years, has made Bos- television performer, is scheduled
tion and did not appear to. fear de¬. ton a haven for prdfanionil vice to appear in Municipal Court Fri¬
tention or arrest. Several identi¬ girls, ‘married women and high- day 127) on charges of violating
fied themselves as married women school students engaging In 'part the state narcotics law.
With children and others * as re¬ time* prostitution.”
Eleven, others, .seven of them
He pleaded for immediate revi¬ nitery
cently having come to Boston from
•- .- <? Las Vegas, Feb. 24..
several hundred thousand people.
entertainers, were ordered
sion of the law, which be .said, in held for the .Fulton County Grand
other cities.”
Although the hill aimed at out¬ Of those, only a few dozen have
The report said that many of the effect, gives a three months' B-; Jury under $5,000 bonds each on j
protested—and
those who did knew
lawing Las Vegas’ famed nude
j
prosties have been imported from cense to prosties to operate.
what to expect, because the show
Night spots and bars named in. similar charges after their appear¬ femme shows cleared its first legis¬ is clearly labeled Tor Adults
New York and Philadelphia. ^ Fees
ance
in
Municipal
Court.
♦
*
range from $10 to $25. Copies of; the report, are located in Scollay: Gardner had been playing a two- 1lative hurdle with ease Friday Only*.” Stardust officials put the
the report were released to the Square, the Back Bay, and around' week date ad Domino Lounge in )(20), insiders here still predict that latest attendance figure at 355,000.
Boston Licensing Board, .the policet Washington and Essex Sts, the re-.; the Imperial Hotel and was arrest- 1it will be a long time before the
The measure was passed for As¬
'
commissioner, the state department: port charges,
ed- on charges of possessing dan- *girls have to go back to the Bras sembly action by a 15-1 vote, with
of public health, the state society:
gerous drugs. He had his case post- £and panties.
only
Sen. James Slattery opposing
Would Name Cafe*
for social hygiene and to command¬
A check vof civic leaders and it. Specifically, the bill bans “the
poned in. Municipal Court and re¬
Boston, Feb. 24.
ers of the Armed Forces.
The
assigned, Gardner claimed he had 1heads of chambers of commerce in exposure of those parts of the
An order will be filed by Ed¬
state’s Beverages Commission re-;
ward F. McT aaghlm Jr„ city dwm- a prescription for .the drugs police ssouthern Nevada shows that senti¬ i human torso customarily kept cov¬
quested a copy.
said Were seized in his hotel room Iment is in favor of defeating the ered in the presence of others.”
Chairman Clarence 1L L3am oi: nil prexy, to have the Boston In¬ on the night of Feb. 13.
1bill The director of a chamber of
Before tit can come up for final
the local licensing board said: *T censing Beard' reveal publicly the; Ten who waived preliminary ccommerce in a nearby town, who
will call in Bcenses of all places names of 18 night spots, including hearing Were listed as Clarence zasked that his name be omitted vote, the bill will be ’studied today
named in the report, and individu¬ four hotels, cited in confidential; Eugene Henrichsom 33, Mobile, ffor the time -being, said that he (Tues.) by the Assembly’s Commit¬
ally warn them against alloying; complaints involving prostitution. Ala., a bandleader; Ms wife, Mrs. \would personally protest to ’Gov. tee on Morals.
such violations; In the event that .McLaughlin said he would act at Sylvia Elizabeth Hendrichson, 39; C
Las Vegas’ own Sen. B. Mahlon
Sawyer before the bill comes
these complaints are substantiated. the council’s; next meeting Mon-5 and band members James Gerald Grant
Brown declared that several of the
\up for Assembly vote.
by police investigation, action Will day C2).
club
fioorshows “have exceeded the
“The vice situation in Boston as Gathright, 31, Tampa; Charles Jos¬
“It’s not that I am endorsing bounds of morality.'”
be taken either to suspend or re¬
revealed by a report of the Amer- eph Ownes, 29, Baltimore; and Ger- xnudity or any special type of show
voke licenses”
One of the sponsors, Sen. Floyd
Elam pointed out that the Hy¬, lean Social Hygiene Association is; aid Clinton Sanders, Pensacola, Tpresented by a Las Vegas hotel,” Lamb, Democrat of Lincoln County,
Jhe told Vaeety. “The issue is that
giene Assn, does not allow its in¬, shocking,” he said. "It seems Fla.
added that local authorities haven’t
Pair
of
comedians,
Jacob
Jack
s
.strange
to
any
responsible
person
j
state government should not usurp moved against the bar e-bosom
vestigators to appear before the li¬
censing board. Police coramJs- .<, that such a condition should be Eagle, 32, Brooklyn, and Frank jlocal* powers. Prostitution is per¬ shows ‘because they won’t face the
• 'allowed to grow to .such a: propor- Man, 33, Springfield, N, J., plus rmitted by local option in certain heat” •
sioner bar?;
,
know that a situation exists jn jre-. tion as indicated without action be¬ Domino. Lounge pianist John A us- •Nevada
areas—I’m not pro-prosti¬
gard to Tte^iD Barton. That la fite ing taken by the proper author¬ tin Propst, 25, of a Peachtree Road ttution, but I still think the people :
ities.”
address here, Arthur M. Ged- who live in the area shouliTdecide
uldig, 22, of a Myrtle St address, ±for themselves what is legal in
and Miss Earl Dean Castillo, 24, t
of a Monroe Drive, N.E. apartment, their own neighborhood, -and not
were identified by detectives ®a handful of politicians who-live
as frequent visitors to night clubs, 5several hundred miles away.
“This ‘is „a show (the lido tie,
Mrs. Maudia Lee Carney Lloyd,
Atlantic City, Feb. 24.
24r roonmate of Miss Castillo, IParis at the Stardust) where some ^
of
Sale of the Sheraton Ritz-Carlton pleaded innocent to the charge. c the-chorus girls don’t wear bras- ;
Hotel, which means the Sheraton Judge James - Webb ordered her ssieres, and it has been seen by
"hotel chain is pulling out of At¬ held on the same $5,000 bond.
lantic City after one year’s try,
Meanwhile, Eddie Hoskins* 35- j
wa* announced here last week. The year-old Hazard, Ky.t blues ringer, 1
«UMoaoos mw
(WotUTgut)
■ 3.7-story beachfront hostelry was : Who led police on a 120-mile-per- .
: sold to a corporation headed by hoar chase from Atlanta to Mart
Frank Moss', presently the owner of etta, was identified as the bandit
Chester Hale has been signed to
the Senator and Wilshire here.
Who robbed a South' Atlanta super¬
Bit? joined Sheraton chain last market police said. Detectives said 5stage the “Holiday on Ice” show
lAwpfcM ANTA)
' Skm bits art
abort the | in January, 195$, when it was pur- > witnesses identified Hoskins in tthat is slated to play the Soviet ;
AVAILABLE IN MAY '
alfaowltottf Kmy. M new, larje, i phased for $4,25BrlKX) to become the i connection with a robbery of Aus- 1Union, He will leave late this week-;
httMtftajb fumhhed defeat rooms | ; 47th hotel in that chain. Since i tin’s Supermarket which netted the ffor Copenhagen, -where rehearsals :
.
BHMCY #OUHM
wftb private bath and television. | that time; hotel corporation has; robber $48.. Judge Webb ordered swill be held, thence to Gotteburg ;
CIRCLE ARTISTS CORF.
• -Haqr AkCondiBoaed;
| sprat some $800>,000 in iropcove- Hoskins held .without bond on one ffor additional practice and finally ;
4f Wear 4M SMC, %, Y.
. ments. Mobs group is reported to count of armed robbery.
iinto Russia for a preem in Moscow, J
AWfr * waswgton sts. 1 have, bought the hotel for:
PL 7-718#
:-^1March 27 and then to Leningrad.
Upon his return Hale will start
144,000,000.
rehearsing the new “Hotiday” edi¬
•b Sheraton is pulling out of At¬
tion which will open during August ^
lantic City because chain is not
satisfied wtih. figure* after a year
in Sioux City;
"THE COMEDIAN”
of
operation,
it
was
reported
here.
' J* “* Tfco Of* l«l mmmtktr
: Sheratanf officials were very bullish
PtMMtWMAL
HtVKt
George Rrit, who had been en¬
desiring to appear on
when they bought hotel, believing tertainment director of the Capri
THt LAVgfT
Tit* CM ATM ST
radio program
tMi Morr-ue-xo-oATirr
that sales organization of the chain Hotel, Havana, until casino opera¬
Now ta Ha life* l»u*, tmmtoWma; could do big things in the resort,
apply tn person trt
tions stopped because of the revo¬
itlllw. •M-Unarif >nw»tttn mm*
including conventions.
Htl—. IwcklTfc wSmx afvH, wt*.
lution, has 'turned down a bid 'to
New York Federal Court lari:
\•*+ wry***.
*•**
“front” the Riviera, N. Y. He hid
liWi NWr*v laemiiiBi an* itmbeen talking a deal with Dave Jweek okayed the purchase of con¬
MO|Hiiwt,
InftmipHMM.
234 East 46th 5tv Mew York
TtioapM*
t)w . S*y,
Hunwwt
Shear, Boston shoe manufacturer *trol of Madison Square Garden to
V)«*w *4 Km N«WJ» mkm. $21 y— rty.
. Moe.-Sat*
.Who is- a major owner., of the cafe. *the Graham Paige investment com-; Be*.2?IFJyL
♦San .Francisco, Feh. 24.
Inhro—nNrr off*; L»it 12 im~a $V
Jtn«r« Imww $2
The Danny-Kaye show at the
Terms were said to be a token ^pany. James Norris and Arthur :
Wlrtz
sold
their
dominant
shares
Nw»: *M Tr^-a Yn. *•*
Curran Theatre here scored more salary and a profitspmrticiprtion J
saw* imn <4 mm cu»a
fium $50,000 for its first week. . deal, whkh Ra^t felt wasn’t what jin accordance with a previous anti-,
mtr mason
Layout opened last Tuesd^XlT) he wanted.
Jtrust edict which also called for
IMUH JL Mmm T«cA If
dissolution, of the International
I to five rave , review*.
As things now stand. Raft Is not Boxing
i
Ciub.
e r
*** Tv
- . InfcrwWc.
******** «
**n
sure about a return to Havana, tie • • G-Prat least for the time being, Write
wants to see .hPw his film, with ,plans-'to. continue operation - of
BHOW-ia COkHDY SatYICE
Marilyn -Mew-off, "Some like It- jGoifcim’s ’ noted; sports arena as:
. m **mm V
^^eJiiiUw ft, *.T.;
Hof,” comes butCHers set to return iit has^bran riid in ptet. '
Starring HAfttY DOUGLASS*
to the Coast Saturday. (28).
t
Tie Rivteia Is let id reopen with
"Newcener!i 19»”March 12 Bill
.Mit&z, whw Ipajl;;beat.ih.'an the.
EL bfOtOCCO
httfialteiaeBt W ft* ^hdera at-.the-

San Ganfeer, 7 0 tiers
J
Of Star Biz Booked For !
CmhI Sate an Srng Rap'

Cover-Dp Not Sera in Yegas Cards
AsNev. Wins 1st Round Vs. Nudes

Sheratn’i 1-Yr. A.C. Try;
Sells Ritz for $4,000,000
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‘Holiday oa Ice’ia USSR
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K.C. Auto Show Names

Self-Piloted Acts
Get‘Smeared’By
Big %’ers: Breen

ATTENTION CARRIES:
CAL WON’T BE SAFE

Brit Ail-Industry Tax
Committee to Commons
To Ask No Admish Doty
London, Feb. 24.
Deputation from the All-Indus¬
try Tax Committee of the British
film industry, which went to the
House of Commons last Wednesday
(18) to press for total aholition
of the' admissions tax, received a
cordial reception from the 150 or
more members of Parliament
present.
Case was put by R. G. Leach,
chairman of AITC; Sir Alec Guin¬
ness, independent exhibitor B. L.
Anderson - and. producer Sydney
Box, aided by a statistical handout
and a 12-minute film compiled for
the occasion.
Biggest impact, on sober lines,
was scored probably by. exhibitor
Anderson who claimed that if the
tax weren’t removed his three the¬
atres would face closure. On the
lighter side, “actress Yvonne Mitch¬
ell, one of a thesp contingent
which also included Anna Neagle,
Janette Scott, Richard Todd, Felix
Aylmer, Petty Cummins and John
Gcegson as well as Guinness, made
a hit in answering a question from
an M-P- about time allegedly
wasted in production.

mckouU’35£U,9iIi
Lbs Angeles, Feb. 24.
“Ken Murray’s Blackouts of
1859” continues to show strength
at the boxoffice.
Revue racked, up $35,000 last
week in ninth frame at the Ritz
Theatre.
~

Sacramento, Cal., Feb'. 24.
Bill introduced last week into,
the California Legislature provides
that carnival employees would have
to register- with the State Director
of Professional and Vocational
Standards and registration could
be suspended for:
1) Dishonesty or fraud;
2) A bad moral character, intem¬
perate habits, or a bad reputation
for truth, honesty and integrity;
3) Conviction of a felpny;
4) Ahy act for which registration
is required;
5) ‘ Knowingly falsifying any in¬
formation submitted to carnival
owner, i
The bill, introduced by Assem¬
blyman Alan Pattee, a Salinas
Republican, provides for a long list
of detailed information, -including
aliases used, explanations of all¬
felony convictions, recent photo
and “a classifiable set of finger¬
prints.”
Bill also says:
“Any employee who knowingly
| falsifies the fingerprints or photo¬
graph submitted ... is guilty of a
felony. Any person who violates
any other provision . . . is guilty
of a misdemeanor punishable by
fine not to exceed $500 or by im¬
prisonment in the county jail not
to exceed one year, or by both'...”
Bill defines carnival as a ‘’com¬
bination of two or more sideshows,
vaudeville attractions* games of
chance and other amusement rides
of devices, excludes nonprofit ac¬
tivities
arid
single-i admission
theatres.
Harry Adler recuperating at the
University Hospital, ft. Yv follow¬
ing an,aeute attack o£,-sttffi$hfeh ail¬
ment He collapsed lastwcek while
at the Copacabana.
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Casino Action Back at £1 Rancho
After 2-Day Halt; 398G to Aronoff

Roie In Ore. Expo As Violation
Portland, Ore., Feb. 24. •H----A crushing hassle between the
Music Corp. of America and the
American Guild of Variety Artists
Kansas City, Feb. 24.
is in the air over the Oregon Cen¬
Annual Auto Show opens* a ninetennial Exposition contract. The day run Feb. 28 in Municipal Audi¬
OCE Commission recently signed a torium. Entertainment for show has
pact with MCA which supposedly been set by Tony DiPardo-Tommy
set the agency in a position as an Reed Inc., booking office estab¬
employee of the expo charged with lished by pair of orch leaders here
presenting acts to the Commission few. months back.
for booking during the 100 days of
They'are bringing in the Billy
stageshows next June to Septem¬ Williams Quartet for the whole run
ber. A b u d g e t of $455,000 has and also splitting time between
Jimmy Rodgers, in for first half,
been earmarked for talent only.
The hassle is about to erupt be¬ and Peggy King, second half.
cause AGVA’s rule B-51 has been
allegedly violated by MCA. If so,
the agency will either have to with¬
draw from the fat contract or give
Up its franchise. It is rumored
that a letter has been sent by
AGVA brass to the MCA top eche¬
lon informing them of the violation
and asking them which role they
will take. Rule B-51 prohibits an
agency from acting both as a rep
of an employer (the export in this
case) and the performer.
AGVA claims MCA cannot work
Vancouver, Feb. 24.
for both the Centennial Commis¬
Self-managed acts are being
sion and do an acceptable job of “murdered” per verbal ambush by
representing the individual per¬ the major talent agencies, says oneformers it has signed to contracts. , time moppet film star Bobby
Local 'bookers state that as an Breen. “They’re using the phone
agency specifically representing to slaughter us besides selling their
certain performers, it has no right own names,” he states.
also to work in the capacity of
Breen, currently at the Cave
house booker. ’
nitery here, finds he can’t shake
This contract between MCA and the “has-been” and “making-a-i
the Commission has caused fire¬ comeback” status, albeit he’s
works on the local scene for many played the bistro circuit since exit
months—even before the official from Army 10 years ago, and as¬
signing. There appear to be many serts such “khockery” was tried on
unorthodox conditions in the deal new boniface Ken Stauffer prior
such as:
to stint’s opener. ‘They even told
(1) The commission is required Lou Walters I was ‘bard to get
to furnish an office and secretarial along with*,” some months ago and
assistance to an MCA rep in Port¬ bookings get tougher to clinch.”
land. Local bookers are in an up¬
Warbler cites Paul Gilbert, sing¬
roar about tnis. (Jerry Perrencio ing comic just .closed here, as
of the Hollywood MCA office took typical of: a talent “held down” by
over* his office here earlier this agency sniping and the snide label
week.)
gambit.
Both acts negotiate
(2) MCA will receive 10% of the through Dave Brenower, Los An¬
gross on the shows, but local book¬ geles.
ers feel that, as-a house booker,
Gripe is no sour grapes situation,
the agency should only receive 5% hut a menace that’s growing, states
if they'were not- in violation of Breen, *who’s being held over at
B-51.
Cave to Mid-March;
j
(3) The Commission, itself must
pay the AGVA welfare trust fund
of $2.50 per performer each week.
This is usually put up by the pro- ■
ducer of the 'package.

VAUDEVILLE

• Milwaukee, Feb. 24.
Continued picketing of the Club
Terris was greenlighted here last
week (17) in a significant Circuit
Court decision that went against
the strip nitery after a five-monthsold duel over the use of taped mu¬
sic versus live musicians.
The club sought, but was denied,
an injunction to halt picketing by
members of Local 8, American Fed¬
eration of Musicians, and the
American Guild of Variety Artists.
Judge Michael T. Sullivan, who
presided at a three-day hearing,
also awarded the defendants $25
each in costs.
Struggle Since Sept.
>. The club has been picketed (save
for a short period) since last Sept.
15, when operator Tommy Terris
supplanted three AFMers with
taped music to assist the exotics.
Local 10 promptly threw up a pick¬
et line, and - midwest regional
AGVA chief Ernie Fast ordered
compliance by the dancers. Terris
backed down, but a month later re¬
instated tape, the musicians re¬
sumed their march, and the peelers
again strplled out. Non-AGVA
dancers came in, and on Dec. 15
Fast notified Terris his spot was on
the union’s unfair list.
Terris then obtained a restrain¬
ing order limiting the pickets to
one from each union, and next
moved for the permanent injunc¬
tion order.
The defendants claimed Terris
tried to confuse the legal issue, in
part by also seeking to pin a sec¬
ondary boycott charge on AGVA.
Judge Sullivan’s edict, however*
held that the “essential and only
dispute was the use of taped mu¬
sic.” Although the musicians had
no pact originally with the club,
the court found:
Court Upholds Striking
“Members of a union such as the
musicians have a right to strike if
objectionable machinery Is used; a
member may lawfully refuse to
work in the presence of a ma¬
chine.”'
The bench also decided that
AGVA had not pressured Terris to
compel the non-union strips to
sign up with the union.
Local 64 of the Bartenders’ union
had also walked out, but aban¬
doned picket participation last
Nov. 26 and was not, therefore,
considered in the court decision.*
In the course of the hearing,
Fast related a bribe offer ol $200
early in the dispute from a rela¬
tive of Terris.* The union exec
said it was made to halt AGVA’s
picketing. He also recited a threat
to him by Terris of physical vio¬
lence if he (Fast) tried to unionize
the non-AGVA exotics.
Neither
claim by Fast was rebutted in
court.
Apart frdm the decision’s future
effect on similar disputes, the case
was signficant for the unusual
show of unity between AFM and
AGVA, and betokens a growing
cordiality between the two.
Meanwhile, Terris is continuing
to use tape and non-union dancers,
and AGVA, according to Fast,
plans to intensify its picketing.
Terris hasn’t announced plans
yet for an appeal (to the State
Supreme Court), although such a
move is considered remote by
court observers.

Friars* Sea-Note
The Friars are holding a
week’s cruise-outing starting
May 22. Club has taken space
on the S.S. Nassau for a ride
down to Nassau and return.
Eddie Elkort of General Ar¬
tists Corp. is heading the
cruise committee.

Caribe Hoteliers
To Ha.: Let Our
Revolutions Be
Port au Prince, Feb» 24.
The hotelmen of the Caribbean
area are hopeful that a peace treaty
can be effected between their pub¬
licity and propaganda forces and
those of Miami Beach. The islands,
particularly Haiti and Cuba, have
long complained that the Miami
papers have been blowing up the
political differences of the area,
in order to dissuade Florida va¬
cationers from indulging in island¬
hopping.
The hotelmen have long held
that the Miami papers have gone
out of their way to blow up stories
of revolutions, climatic disturb¬
ances, strikes,. transportation dif¬
ficulties, and other miriians that
have hit the Caribe and West In¬
dian areas over the years.
The island spokesmen feel that
there is now an excellent peg for
peace oyertures.Florida isn’t having one of its
more brilliant seasons despite the
political difficulties in Cuba, the
Dominican Republic and Haiti par¬
ticularly. Therefore, they believe,
the belaboring of the misfortunes
of the small countries, which de¬
pend on a healthy percentage of
their revenu? from tourism, hasn’t
brought any additional business to
Florida.
On the other hand, the Caribe
bonifaces and merchants declare
that both resort areas can be mu¬
tually beneficial. The island coun¬
tries could ■promote a stop at
Miami. Beach either on the way to
or on the way back frem toe Is¬
lands. They could also list attrac¬
tions at the Florida hotels and niteries or special events in the area,
as a lure for a stopover.
The island businessmen say that
the stories in the Florida papers
over the years, particularly since
the advent cf bigtime gambling in
Havana, have become more vitriolic.
Feeling now is that since these
stories haven’t done anything to
help Florida tourism, Florida could
do better to change to a more po~*tive approach about their own at¬
tributes, and stop- knocking the
islands.

CARD HOB MTS FETE
AGAIN-BUT WHERE?

Las Vegas, Feb. 24.
Benjamin Aronoff’s attachment
which throttled the casino action
at El Rancho Vegas Hotel for more
than two days disappeared
Wednesday (18) as rapidly and
mysteriously as it had come.
District Judge George Marshall
signed an order Wednesday re¬
leasing the attachment on Beldon
Katleman’s hotel.
Three guards
who had been hired to protect the
vast cache of equipment impound¬
ed by Aronoff, the Toledo, O.,
businessman who is Katleman’s
former partner, were discharged.
“La Nouvelle Eve” layout con¬
tinued during the casino shut¬
down, the hotel rooms and restau¬
rant remained open. A gala re¬
opening, complete with search¬
lights, heralded the roll of the
dice again Wednesday night.
There was no announcement
from either side concerning the
terms of the settlement, except
that Aronoff would be paid the
$398,000 he claims Katleman owes
him. But how or when was not
disclosed.
Earlier in the day, Katleman
said that the largest cash bond in
history^ would be posted, but this
didn’t materialize.
For two nights Katleman footed
the liquor bill for the hotel cus¬
tomers. With his own liquor sup¬
ply under attachment, he had a
special supply of minatures sent
in which he gave away to dining
room and lounge customers.
The attachment, levied the pre1 vious Monday morning, resulted
in the sheriff’s department taking
possession of all slot machines,
gaming equipment, $20,000 in the
casino cage, the liquor, and ac¬
counts in local banks.
Aronoff said the $393,000 was
the balance of h’s investment,
made slightly ovc* a year, ago,
when he bought 4C% of the hotel
stock.

Hayes-Henderson Reseat
At Maisonette Amid Olds
Bow; Dot Shay Vice Me
Bill Hayes and Florence Hender¬
son's March 5 return to the Hotel
St. Regis’ Maisonette, N. Y., will
overlap with their kickoff as hosts
! for Oldsmobile’s industrial show
, which opens March 25. In actuality,
their nitery act is bankrolled by
Olds, including the new special ma¬
terial by Bobby Kroll and staging
by Carol Haney. Both also have a
number of pre-booked Jack Paar
NEC-TV guestings.
Dorothy Shay will sub Julie
■ Wilson for the Maisonette windup.
This would have marked the latler’s second date within the same
1958-59 season, but she is going
out with the new George Oppenheimer (updated book)—Jerome
Whyte (producer) version of “Babes
i In Arms,” which Richard Rodgers
is personally supervising.
When “Babes” opens at the
Royal Poinciana, Playhouse; Palm
Beach, on March 30. Miss WHs<jh
will double into the Celebrity
Room. She will spot -’her saloon
| dates, via Barron Polan raanaget ment, in like manner as the 1959
I version of. the yesteryear Rodgers
i & Hart click musical, goes out on
tour. Her nitery act will be gaared
to the R&H medley, and she is
also disking a new R&H album to
be plugged during the tour.
“Babes” opetiA* April 6 for two
I weeks at the Coconut Grove Theai tre, Miami, and starting mid-May it
| will tour the musical tents from
| Rhode Island to Dallas.

Boston, Feb. 24.
Plans for town’s annual cuffo
cultural combo, the Boston Arts
Festival, are underway. The
eighth of series is skedded to start
June 5 and continue for 17 days
and nights with a legit presenta¬
tion, jazz night, ballet, and opera
among the highlights.
Chit of Untfgj-nr
The festival has been held in
HonoluWFeb. 24,
the Public Garden with annual
Flporshow^YV'the Waikiki
protests
from the park commission¬
Sands h&gry ^~nost got an un¬
ers that the crowds were harming
billed and*: ofbeat added at¬
th£
flowers
and grass. Announce¬
traction. V
ment of wherp the festival will be
Santa Monica, Feb. 24.
Night manager David Young
held
this
yewhas not yet been
U.S.< Rubber has bought into Pa¬
.apprehended a%nung service¬
made.
cific Ocean Park and will oper¬
man on the floor an upstairs
ate the new Mystery^ Island con¬
dining room. Youth claimed
cession when the spot reopens
he was an entertainer and
May 29.
was just waiting for tfc* next
“Holiday On Ice” beat its high
Attraction will feature the U.S.
show to start. Would-be "enter¬
mark of last year by $30,000 during Rubber Plantation Train, trans¬
tainer was stark naked.
its 11-day run in. Atlanta. Show' porting passengers through tropiPolice wrapped him up Uk
j cal juhgles, an earthquake, a ‘‘live”
a tab.’e eloth and charged-him , hit $150,000.
with lewd and lascivious con¬ *{*. Layout opened Feb. ** 12 -and volcano and a violent thbnderstqrm!, . - ’•
c^sed Sunday-(22).
<
duct

Ui, Rubber’s POP Stake

Holiday’ leer Bi<* 150G

Whether Next RoB Will Be Heir last

New York

Yafachou has been signed for the
Waldorf-Astoria starting. April 6.,
By FRANK SCULLY
ihjg to his watch and making like The casinos in Havana opened
... Marie McDeaaUL lined up for
a. steering wheel, indicating he had
last week, but the American op¬
Palm Springs, Feb. 24.
the Plaza Hotel,-MaBch 30 for four
to drive back to town in the rain,
erators are not happy afeoofc Jhp.i
weeks . . . IAIi hfctd over for a ; From the first one, benefits have for the morning's studio grind. A
entire proposition. Most of them:
fortnight at the Plaza . . . Kenny
lot of prayers for a safe journey
are edgy, not knowing whether it’s
Younim* plays tbe< police show suffered from anxiety neuroses. went with him.
the purpose o£ the Castro govern- 1
at Ft. Lauderdale Aud. Feb-. 27-28, Especially among bookers, pro and
ment to give them the heave, esce
then t» Cdfony Restaurant, Sara¬ am. The starting date, tu begin
Big Mitts for Alice Faye
the situation eases and the tourist
sota, for week of-.March 9 . .
with, is usually so far off and the
As these Lebanese laughs came
biz *is a little more secure, or
Maurice Chevalier lined up for the cause so good almost any star con¬
Hotel El San Juan, Puerto £icb, tacted responds with, “Oh sure, if early on the bill, they proved not
Whether the government win per¬
March 7 >for eight -days . . . Ames. Tin in town.” Small acts, needing only hard to follow but impossible
mit continued longterm operation.
to top. It looked like a promising
Bros,
go into Town Casino, Buffalo,
The casino operators, ifs known,
March 28 . . . Janet MedHn new at ‘ publicity more than the stars, press nipup when Alice Faye Harris fur¬
had to shell out seven weeks’ sal¬
Viennese Lantern ... Curtis Fuller to be added ta the bill.
tively worked onstage without an
ary to all employees upon demand
Then about a week before the intro and got the biggest and long¬
opened at the Five Spot.
of the Confectionary & Gastro¬
Carol Chjuminc’s dates include main event, big names begin drop¬ est hand of the night Appearing in
nomic Workers Union, which con¬
stands at the Chase, St. Louis,: ping off. Fright wigs pop up all the flesh so shortly after her sen- trols the restaurant and casino
March 14; Shamrock, Houston, over town. “They got the place sational—tv emergence after 12
March 31? Sherefaam, Washington,! sold out and. they haven’t got an years in retirement, she could do
employees. However, outsiders be¬
Sydney, Feb. 24.
April 21; Palmer Horse, -Chicago, attraction,” is heard on every side. no wrong. So she sang “You’ll
lieve that this might have been
a reward to the union for being in¬
Harald Holt, federal treasurer of April 30? Beverly Cincy, June 5,
Comes the big night An unex¬ Never Know,” “Alexander’s Rag¬
strumental in easmg demands the'Robert Menzies Liberal Party and Tropicana, Las Vegas, July 22 pected star shows up, steals the time Band”- and strutted with Har¬
which the casino operators felt government, indicated to financial ... Bifly DeWolfe follows his cur-; show and sneaks off as quietly as ris, who as m.c. somehow was
rent
Monteleone,
New
Orleans,
would be -onerous and force them leaders here that the- government
with the Riverside, Reno,, he came. Or a little nobody with euchred out of imitating Bert* Wil¬
out of business. Instead of origin¬ would lift dollar restrictions within stand
March 12, and the Sahara, Las a specialty number does it The liams’ version of “Nobody” and in
ally demanding a healthy slice of the next few weeks to permit big¬ Vegas, April 21.
hill gets too long. It begins to bog fact all of the Harrisesque south¬
the gross take, the government is ger trading within the dollar zone.
down with talent aimless direction ern-fried specialties.
reportedly now getting a cut of Those close to the local setup "see
and a complete loss of a sense of
Desi Arnaz, fortified by spirltus
in the new dollar release move a
the net profits.
time..
Chicago
fermenti but not his writers, at¬
It has also been reported that mayor bid by the government to
From then on Johnny Barleycorn tempted to sing a few choice Cuban
Tommy
Leenetti
opens
at
the
woo
top
American
organizations
to
the dealers and croupiers have
Colony Club, Omaha, April 27 . . . emcees the show and everybody ditties, but Harris, who must have
* been called together by the gov¬ expand to this territory upon the Deep River Boys to Rancho Don goes- borne, if not happy, at least matched
the Cuban caroler snort
ernment and told to reoort all understanding of a dollar takeaway Carla, Winnipeg, March 14, and
slaphappy, and the charity is $20,snort, and carried his glass in
Cubans- who gamble with more greenligbt covering earnings Down Key Chib, Minneapolis, . March 30 000 richer. The pros catching the for
the
Joe
E.
Lewis manner all eve¬
Under,
and
m-hpis
any
political
than $100. It’s also unlikely that
. . . Danny Costelle tapped for Gay show are gagged and bound by ning, kept heckling him so Desi
any Cuban would be foolhardy to strings.
Haven, Detroit, April 27 . . . Betty convention. Who pans an actor never did finish a single number.
Once
head
of
a
film
union
in
go into the casinos at this time.
Johnson thrushes at Knife & Fork, working for. nothing m a charity This reduced their dialog to locker
Even if they show a government Melbourne before breaking into Detroit, March 9 for a week . . , show, no matter what he does or room repartee, which seemingly
identity card which asserts they politics. Holt has always, been Yvonne Moray plays Club Nor¬ doesn’t do?
doesn’t translate very well oh a
earn more than $20,000 annually, favorably disposed to show biz, and mandy, Milwaukee, Ind., March 16
wide stage before a mixed audi¬
Tie 'So Sorry* Crowd
a trip to the casino., could cause hit the popularity jackpot wit-r for two_Timmie Regers has a
ence.
an inquiry into their source of in¬ overseas’ artists here when he an¬ Key Club, Mpls., date April 27 .. .
The charity Phil Harris staged
Olsen ft Johnson set for Adolphus
But they were accompanied by
come and how they made out under nounced that the government, apart Hotel,
March 26 for two for St. Theresa’s School in Palm
pint-sized guitar player who
the Batista regime. Non-Cubans, from the commercial dollar ease, weeks . Dallas,
Springs
. went this routine way.
. . Pat O’Brien journeys to
would
immediately
remove
disa
strummed
beautifully while Har¬
of course, would be identified by
Sinatra, Bing -Crosby, Esa
crimination against" the dollar area Omaha March 17 for a dub date. Frank
ris and. Arnaz wrangled, and helped
their tourist cards.
Zsa
Gabor,
Phil
Regan,
Ginny
for
money
remitted
abroad
by
visit¬
himself
to
Harris?
drink every now
The government is also seeking ing entertainers.
Simms, Desi Arnaz and Harris him¬
to eliminate those who have been
self were billed around town as the and then. The whole thing took
Hollywood
up
an
hour
that
would
drive Arnaz
New
edict
means
that
whatever
a
mentioned as being connected'with
attractions and the price set at $25
Jack Costanzo and group are a seat. By show time it was a sell¬ crazy if wasted on one of his tv
the rackets. Reportedly several performer earns here via legit,
held
over
mi
additional
two
weeks
vaude-revue,
tele
or
any
othef
en¬
productions..
names, including Meyer Landry -of
at Garden of Allah .. . Comic Berl out. But long before this Crosby
Among those on the regular Chi
the Riviera, Santos Traflcalti of tertainment medium, may be re¬ Williams stay* over three weeks at had pulled , out, being in-picture
mitted, after tax deductions, to the
the San Souci and Deauville, Joe U.
Chuck’
Landis’ Largo . . . Nick production on “Say One For Me.” Chi card for the week, Dave Barry '
&. or any other dollar area,
said
he was in the wings so long he
Donald
O’Connor
was
added
and
Rivers of the Havana Hilton, and minus any official hindrance, at Esposito Quartet set for a sixCharlie White of the Capri, are whatever the current dollar rate weeker at Marineland Restaurant then reported hors de combat with had forgotten his act He made an¬
other
cute crack: “Booze up and
103
fever,
which
canceled
his
Chi
being questioned.
^
Eddie Cane’s
is on day of remittance m relation beginning March 3
band supplying the cha cha beat Chi engagement. Sinatra, who sang be somebody!”
Naturally^ business at the open¬ to the Aussie pound.
at
Dick
Thome’s
Capri.
12
songs
at
the
same
benefit
the
ing hasn't been strong. Havana
George Xiberace trotted out *
This dollar greenlight will far¬
Ned Kacker Trio holding over year previous was in town earlier,
hasn’t yet picked up as a tourist
aid distributors’ remittances, Indefinitely at Casino Room of but pulled out before post time. stunning and talented blonde, Mary
centre, and thus far only local ther
and will provide tele program buy¬ Ambassador . . . Patricia Morison Gordon MacBae was pencilled in Meade French, and. Billy Daniels
talent is being used.
closed the show featuring “Sum¬
ers with a wider margin in the U.5.
star in the Hollywood Bowl’s but finished his stint at CM Chi’s
The big question mark now is covering the year ahead. Prediction will
“The Masculine Touch” 9
“Gay Nineties” production starting four days before and couldn’t- bang mertime,”
whether U.S. touristsvwilI support here is that there will be an influx March
and finally his version of Phil Har¬
11 . . . Johnny Mathis plays
casino operations in which Amer¬ of overseas* talent taking in all a three-weeker at the Sands Hotel on. Phil Regan went back to his ris’ version of Sammy Dxvis Jr.*x
ican operators ..are being driven branches of show biz* throughout in Las Vegas starting'March 11... beer biz. Thu? of the original cast version of Primal & Keely's version
out. It’s recalled that prior to the this year and through to 1960.
Actress-dancer Geraldine Fmlette only Harris and Arnaz remained. of Daniels? original “Old Black
advent of Las Vegas and other
then what happened? Dan¬ Magic.” Ithad lost nothing getting
Right now this territory is a “Lit¬ back from nitery stints in Alaska, nyBut
Thomas drove 120 miles through back to whore it all began.
gambling money Into the casinos. tle Hollywood” with such stars as wings for Hawaii later this month
for
a
five-week
stand
at
Orchid
rain
from
Hollywood, did 30 min¬
Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner, Fred Room,
utes of the funniest stuff of his
Astaire, Anthony Perkins, Ernest
life,
sold
a
caricature painting of « LAS ON'S FUN-MASTER
Borgnlne, Ann Baxter, John MSis
Phil Harris (to Harris) for $1,500
PROFESSIONAL *
and Angela Lansbmy working on
and
left
them
laughing.
COMEDY MATERIAL
“On the Beach” and “Summer of
17th
DolL”
Understood
that
20thfor
oil ThoeliiceU
Catholic
Jews,
Etc.
Presents
'<W* SkvIu Dm Stars"
Fox and Paramount now are mull¬
He stole the show and wasn’t
Big Toapororr Special aa AH
ing film production Down Under,
The Trans Caribbean Airlines even billed." He explained that he is Cag Flits for SIS, PIvs )1.N Pfetafo
TOP RECORD NAMES
with a couple of French producers
FortHre |li|
35 for *M
*
has inaugurated flights with talent had been invited down at bayonet
reported as also interested.
For WorU-Wirf* lo^lagi
a 3 Parody- looks. For Ik. ... SIS •
on its weekend N.Y. to San Juan point and threatened with excom¬
• 4 Slackest looks, For Ik. .. $25 •
munication if be didn’t show. It’
run.
Initial
flight
on
Saturday
£21)
•
Mlnstrol
Budget
.$15
•
STEVE GIBSON’S BED CAPS
How to Master ttia ttrtnonlir
from Idelwild Airport had singers seemed to him Catholics were hav- i
$3 |ter Copy
Helene Aimee and Malou Rene. ing as many benefits as Jews. ‘Did I No C.O.O's .
"Always Open"
THE APPLEJACKS
By Happy Benway
Return on Sunday was with singer you ever hear of the Lutherans
BILLY OLASON
„
staging
a
benefit?”
He
begad
to
2M W. 54th $t„ M.Y.C„ If CIrde 7-113*
Connie Lane and guitarist Don
Saranac Lake, Feb. 24.
PRANK YANKOYIC ORCtt.
tell a story about a Maronite priest.
(WE TSACHIMCDINS and COMEDY}
Robert Staple, novelty artist RusselL Harry Lawrence is booking This is an Eastern rate in Lebanon,
(Let a Kail Professional Train Youl
whose sister Jacqueline is a staffer out of New York.
QUAKER CUT BOYS
Flight, named the “Golden Trou¬ “the guys who invented your faith,
with Brandon Film Service in New
the only Catholic Jews in the
-Orleans, registered for the usual badour,” is scheduled to go %very world.”
Tm MANNERS’ GANG
Then he told of Irish
o.o. and rest period. At one time Saturday and Sunday morning, and
priest
who dragged in the British
he worked with the Buddy Rogers will return from San Juan on Sun¬
.WMtf ELTON HtflT
lion,
by
the’
tail, even, to giving
band.
day. Modus operand! nalfe for per¬
Biggest thrill the patients get at formers on the return trip to be Judas an Oxford accent, and his
MIMTItOMAH
the Will Rogers Hospital is when flown down to San Juan several famous “spit out the pebbles, sou,”
story as a cure for swearing.
Ben. Ressler, chairman of “We the days before.
SAM HAWKINS
Patients,” puts on a bingo game
. It didn’t seem to stay the flow of
with cash and a prizes donated by
ribald dialog from his contempor¬
and His Troubadors
downtown merchants. Every pa¬
Writ* — Wire— Hk>m
aries onstage. Even his explanation
tient that can make it attends,
of why he had to get back to town
CURRENTLY
even
the
wheel
chairs.
JoHy Joyce Agency
was warm and funny. It takes four
Austin, Tex., Feb. 24.
Staff for the main office here
days
and
119
people
to
produce
A
mandate
for
the
arrest
of
at the Will Rogers: Secretary,
NEW YORK CITY
Marie Southard; staff of main of¬ stripteaser Candy Barr to begin the Danny Thomas Show, he said.
234 Wost 4Wi SI.
fice telephone service, regulars serving a 15-year sentence was Kleenex and Dial fired him when
Reno. Nev.
Flaw 7-17B4
CFfds 44BM
Peggy Comerford and Jean West, held up by the Court of Criminal his rating was 107th on the list.
assisted by patients who alternate Appeals here Friday £20).
“Now it is No. 2. Our sponsors are
PHILADELPHIA
as relief, including Elsie Schreger,
The court agreed to hold the or¬ Sanka and Post CereaL Please buy
Lee Klimick, Lindsay MacHarris der while atT5r»$s for the Dallas them even if you don’t use them.
1001 Chosti* SI.
and John Pendleton.
WAhttt 2-4477
peeler prepared ah appeal to the For a good cup of coffee I drink
U.S. Supreme Court,
Barr, Maxwell. They’re made by the
Write to those who axe ID.
[ New England's Top Agency
known legally as Mrs. «h^h#3^)ale same company. What would you
Phillip as, was senteneedfiogr pos¬ have them do with all that caf¬
Little Bldg-, Boston
session of marijuana.
feine, throw it away? Sanka is 98%
r 2-2328
caffeine free. Maxwell has it alL”
When Father O’Donohoe tried to
MONT'L TAPS NOH SHERMAN
Noel Sherman has been named tell him to tell Harris he wasn’t
producer for the “Bellevue Casino, getting paid, Thomas told the
Montreal, starting with the March padre, “FI1 stay out of the con¬
fessional, and you stay off stage.”
28 show.
A YOUNG LYRIC-TENOR
It brought down the house. No¬
Sings Italian Classics A Sami, also
Pact stimulates that he’ll furnish
Modern—Can Road Music. Parsonallty.
the line^costumes and routine the body is misled about Danny Boy,
Seeks Manager.
show. He had previously done the and his generosity of time .and ■
Write Box VI525, VARIETY,
production at ths spot for a brief talent balanced- all the cancelled !
154 W. 46th Sf., New York 36
period last year.
attractions. He begged off by point- i
bust-oet gambling was prevalent
mid the general beSef was--that the
games-were crooked. Under Amer¬
ican managements the games were
cleaned up and the casinos ex¬
panded. With Cubans running the
games, as may be expected within
a comparatively short time, Cuban
gambling may go back to a com¬
paratively small operation.

Tip That Aussie DoBar
Freeze May Be Lifted;
Artists’ Coin Unfrozen

JOLLY JOYCE

TRANS CARIBBEAN SEZ
.IT WITH SHOW BE

Saranac Lake

NICK
LUCAS

Candy Barr Loses Appeal

HOLIDAY HOTEL

Fred Petty Agency

AVAILABLE

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Wednesday, February 25,1959
FantabieblexB, 31. B?ck "Tosca,” "Wish I Was,” and con¬

Chez Paree, Chi

cluded her fine turn with “M’ataChicago, Feb. 18.
selle Oo. La La,”
Jerry Lewis (with Louis Brown,
Curtaffi raiser Is holdover pro¬ Hal Bell, Billy Richmond), Bobby
duction number cleverly con¬ Van, Chez Adorables (7), George
cocted by Dorothy Dorben—a romp Cook Orch (23); $1.95 cover, $4
featuring the Dorben dancers (16) minimum.
as" felines -on a back fence. ' Ray
On her preem night Judy Gar¬ Sinatra’s orch (13) backs the pack¬
land Was a very, nervous and tight- age with proper flair.'*
By - any yardstick, Jerry Lewis
Duke.
ened-up big\name entry in
bagged ’em at his Chez opener. The
Fontainebleau lineup if or the sea¬
.cdimc picked up ail the marbles
Blue
Angel,
B?.
Y.
sons b.o. v:nnings, facing a sell¬
from a capacity htfase that seem¬
Orsbn Bean, Dorothy Loudon, ingly could have yacked all night.
out crowd (800) who had paid a
$17.50 pre-fixe dinner tab to see Isobel Robins, Los Indios Trabajas He played it withdflt a sour note;
her. This was the tough, word¬ (2). Jimmy Lyon Trio, Bart How¬ with shrewd balance and disci¬
passing collection of jaded first- ard; $6 minimum.
pline; with the warmth that he
nighters who can make or break
radiates so well 4rom a cinema
an act in this town. To her warm¬
Blue Angel show makes use screen, and better still from a
ing, and obviously loosening-up of The
nitery floor. Or can—and this time
a
revolving
cast,
one
that
spins
delight,-they built to constant-mitt around the intimeries from bill to did.
receptivity.
Lewis this trip puts as much
bill
to
perform
a
highly
entertain¬
Miss .Garland seems too much
function. Most of the perform¬ emphasis (or more) on solid mate¬
concerned at walk-on with reaction ing
rial as reliance on his standout rep
ances
have
been
in
this
hospice
as
to her weight gain. The buzz well as some of the other small and overwhelming personality. The
around the room is inevitable, rooms. The result shows a highly payoff, if he needed convincing,
especially 'when the image evoked
quality that keeps the was in the customer tumult at vir¬
by the many current revivals of professional
customers of this Max Gordon-Her- tually every turn of the turn. The
her old films on tv is still fresh bert Jacoby spot vastly amused.
mugging of old is still there, al¬
in the minds of the majority of
The head man this trip is Orson though it is somewhat toned down
auditors.
At first they seem Bean who hits his mark consist¬ and integrated sensibly with the
reluctant to admit that the teen¬ ently. Bean makes some light mo¬ bits and characterizations. In
ager prototype of their own grow¬ ments of history in describing the short, the idiocy and posturing that
ing-up decade is now a mature, hot times in the days when the could (and often did) offend are
matronly mirroring of their own Tigris-Euphrates valley was jump¬ out. Such mugging as he now em¬
gain in poundage and years. Once ing, and up through more modern ploys has a purpose.
she launches on her songbook, and times. His topper is a reprise ef the
His stuff now strikes a nice
the spot focuses on her still perky, minuet number from the late John fusion of high and low comedy. His
bright-eyed, youthful face, the in¬ Murray Anderson’s "Almanac” impresh of moppet terp lessons
herent talent for works its atten¬ which gives him solid bow material. (carrying to adulthood) is canny
tion-holding magic that builds
Also a vet in this spot is Dorothy satire. He’s delic'ously lowdown
throughout a 50-minute tenure.
Loudon, probably one of the most when romping w ith cornet . and
The vocalistics are the same; in¬ expert ribbers anent the ’20s. Her band, complement'ng the clowning
dividually styled mood-makers of tunes show a smart and solid spirit with funny, naughty l'mericks. And
old, albeit the high ranges are at¬ of satire. She can infuse the sense he’s smartly in step with the show
tempted infrequently; a wise ap- of the Charleston era even in tunes biz times via his burlesque of a Jap
roach, what with the toppers not that came after that period. She warbler, getting a nice assist froin
itting as big and rounded as of has some good recitatives to help stooge Hid. Bell as the lyric “trans¬
old. The course of arrangements her cause and tunes that give her lator.”
worked out for her by the ace ba¬ a surefire reason for mob appre¬
Lewis makes a trite gimmick
toning of Neal Hefti—helming an ciation.
highly agreeable when he ludi¬
expanded 22-piece Sacasas orch—
New to this room, although not crously mimes to a Mario* Lanza
are a shrewd affair that mix the to eastside audiences, is Isobel disk, part of a routine on song
soft balladings and to chants with Robins who has come armed with. styles that include a clieko version
peak upbeat cleffings in artful pro¬ a batch of new material. Miss of an ex-pug turnecTcrooner. Hefty
gression. The instinctive show¬ Robins has excellent tunes which laughs come also for tabler par¬
manship comes through, to keep contain smart lines.-—She whips ticipation, singly and enmasse, via
her rundown of hitg^she has in- these numbers across for fine “Harvest Moon.” On his own, Lewis
limits himself to three songs, in¬
troed.and is associated with a con¬ effect.
stant and palm-stirring series that
Los Indios Trabajas (2) are under cluding a windup “Dormi” lullaby.
builds to encore demands for New Acts. The Jimmy Lyon Trio George Cook’s augnfented orch,
some familiars she does not. have showbacks with its usual pro¬ helmed by Louis Brown, star’s own
in her regular book.
ficiency and Bart Howard emcees. conductor (with Billy Richmond at
the traps), lends excellent show¬
It takes a performer of stature
Jose.
backing.
to overcome, the sort of initial'
In the warmup, hoofer-songster
resistance the Miami Beach cos¬
A’. ©. Bobby Van works a frantic 15 min¬
mopolites present, notably this Hotel
New Orleans, Feb. 17. , utes that rings the bell. Terper has
season, to the first-time-here tv
Ruth Wallis, Tony Bevinetto the energy and skill to sock over
and pic names.
Miss Garland
broke that up in short order with Dancers, John Gary, Nick Stuart his stint, put for all the exciting
her "want-to-be-liked” approach. Orch (7); $2.50 weeknight mini¬ footwork and showmanly know¬
how, what’s missing and could
Opening show, she brought on Joe mum, $4 Sat.
enhance its a realized sense of sub¬
E. Lewis from the, aud, to add to
tlety to shade the h^rd sell.
the click touch; she jsang "Happi¬
Ruth Wallis is no stranger here.
Chez Adorables curtain-raise in
ness Is A Thing Called Joe” while The curvy thrush, turned blonde,
he gently clowned, and the tablers is very deft about making a lyric okay fashion. Eydie Gorme comes
Pit.
wouldn’t. let them off.
Sub¬ mean what it doesn’t * say in so in March 11.
sequent performances through the many words. Miss Wallis turns
Cafe Carlyle, 3J. Y.
weekend saw the inevitable loosen¬ loose her brand of sharp, selfing up in delivery as Miss Garland manufactured double-entendre dit¬ • George Feyer; $2 and $2.50 mini¬
continued garnering big tabler ties in a way that gets a charge mum.
reception. Weekend biz was on from tableholders.
the heavy side, presaging a profit
What schmaltzy music can do to
While much of her material is
run for La Ronde.
definitely risque, there’s nothing hypo a class neighborhood hotel
Sid 'Krofft makes for a hit open¬ blunt about it. She sings very well bar into a big league operation has
ing act. He’s a master manipula¬ and puts it over with finesse. The been fully evidenced for four years
tor of puppets, his staging an in¬ personable entertainer’s facial ex¬ at the Hotel Carlyle’s cafe lounge.
genious one that utilizes colorful pressions and voice inflections Ex-Vox now RCA Victor recording
figurines and costumes, with self- play a large part in putting over pianist George Feyer is the an¬
lighting effects that set off the in¬ her amusing lyrics. Her repertoire swer. He hbs been ha f of his eight
ventive and bizarre ideas in classy this trip, includes “Honeymoon yeafs in the U.S., since leaving
style.- It’s a miniature interna¬ Pooper,” ‘Take A Lang, Long Budapest, at th*s Robert W. Dowl¬
tional revue that reaps optimum, Time” and “Man, Mink And A ing realty holding at Madison and
plaudits.
: Million.” all good for hefty yocks 76th. The upper east side crowd
As'noted. Hefti is a big plus as and palms.
seems to converge on this class
batoneer for Miss Garland; ditto
The youthful Tonv Bevinetto bistro to the degree that a $2 and
the Sacasas orch with the leader, Dancers present a variety of Latin $2.50 (Friday-Saturday) minimum
at the 88,- turning in a sock job. routines which find favor with pa¬ after 10:30 p.m. is in order.
Due next week: Frank Sinatra, trons. -The boy and Jour lookers
There are two other overflow
with Betty "Kean & Lew Parker. perform, with charm, zest and skill. pubs in the Carlyle, one of ’em
They already have’over 1.500 reser¬ Bevinetto,. a polished terper, wins called the Bemelmans’ Bar, where
vations for his first week. . a big band for his frenzied tnambo there is no cover, and obviously
Lary.
solo.
Group is outstanding in not as much traffic as in this nicely
decorated room where Feyer does
Mardi Gras finale.
Riviera, Las Vegas
Young baritone John Gary regis¬ musicomedy and light classical ex¬
Las Vegas, Feb. 17.
ters nicely, singing all mood and cerpts. His “Echoes of Paris” and
"Echoes of Vienna,” past bestsell¬
Rite Bros, Jean Fejin, Dorothy manner^of songs.
Nick Stuart and band give top- ing LPs, are a fund for his musical
Dorben Dancers (16). Ray Sinatra
Orch (13); presented by Sammy drawer support to show and dis¬ potpourri, and when he does “Fair
pense tingling rhythms to a draw • Lady” music a la Verdi, Bach, Mo¬
Lewis; $3'minimum.
zart and Strauss he’s really audi¬
dancers to floors.
x Liuz.
tioning a new Victor album.
The Ritz Bros, have zoomed back
- Feyer works in low-key manner
Drake Hotel, Chi
Into town, and this time are chur¬
to apparently a large loyal crowd
ning up the stage of the Clover
•Chicago, Feb. 18.
of disk-buyers who dutifully bring
Room. Despite the fact, that this
Maureen Cannon, Jimmy Blade in their LPs for his signature.
room- is nearly twice the size of Orch (6); $2 cover.
M>e\.
their previous local habitat, the
Flamingo, they have the situation
Long absent from the Chi Shamrock Billon, H?st-n
well -in hand with their masterful cabaret scene, diminutive -thrush
Houston, Feb. 19,
knack of gearing themselves to Maureen Cannon bowed authorita-j "
Gretchen Wyler, Del Ray, Carl
each new audience. The boys en¬ tiVely in the posh Camellia House
core some of their click numbers, with a well-conceived 30-minute Sands Orch (10); no cover or 'mini¬
. •
add or subtract bits so that each stint that held -’em as rapt as any mum.
performance is different. Jimmy, canary here in recent memory.
Whgn
the
sojSt
first picks up
Harry & A1 are a potent lure for.
Her sturdy, somewhat tremolo
players in the casino, so this one- piping really communicates. Cou¬ Gretchefi-WyI?f» she’s at mike on¬
month stint should prove profitable pled with a cute pixie quality and stage thrashing; “It’s Good To Be
for the tables.
intensely expressive orbs’, Miss Alive” in a *V0ice that has a hint
Beautiful, dignified soprano Jean Cannon comes across in smooth; of brass, and with a thigh-length
Fenn serves as a solid balance , for A-l style. She’s starts fast with a jacket covering 'most of her black
the show. She was warmly received leadoff pair of bumptious tunes, tights. A couple of numbers later,
b>. first-nighters as she offered With then cements the rapport with a when the jacket is ‘discarded and
a showmanly opera-trained - voice warmly sentimental “Look to the Miss Wyler begins to move, the
such numbers as "Musetta’s Waltz,,r Rainbow” showtune. There's no1 act comes to life.
a medley from current Broadway letup as she goes on to register] There’s hearty mitting for "A
hits—-"Tonight” from "West Side strongly with a deft assortment,] Fine Romance,” a "Damn Yankees”
Story,” ‘Till There Was You” from including a charming Scots’ talk- medley, “Mack the Knife” with a
"Music Man,” and "I Enjoy Being tune, "Oh Johnny!” and a well- few.dance steps, fad “I’ve Got You
a Girl,” from "Flower Drum Song.*’; done "Bill Bailey.” An altogether Under My Skin.” But when the
She added "Vissi D’Arte” from exuberant turn,'
Pit, ] long-legged blonde performs the

Miami Beach, Feb. 20.
Judy Garland (with Neal Hefti) y
Sid Krofft, Sacasas Orch, Murray
Schtamm; $5-$10 dinner, $7.50 sup¬
per beverage minimums.
0

Ray Bolger trademark, "Once In
Love With Amy,” The Interna-,
tional Club’s Continental Room
really rocks. Her impression of
Bolger is nearly perfect, for she
possesses the same almost casual
limber-limbed grace.
Miss Wyler follows with “An
Occasional Man,” Cole Porter’s
"Stereophonic Sound” and “Frank¬
ie and Johnny” before her begoff,
“Wtihout You.”
While the femme handles her
vocals with the confidence of a
lion tamer petting a kitten, her
voice, while good, i$ not the best
on the nitery circuit. But in fair¬
ness, the aud considered the entire
30-minute act first-rate.
Show was delayed 20 minutes
when Del Ray. the opener, was
late in reaching town. The wait
was worthwh:Ie, for magician Ray
has a rep as a top manipulator,
and proves it. IPs act is high¬
lighted by sudden fleshes of flame
around him, and features both
original and familiar there-it-is,
there-it-isn't bits.
The Carl Sands orch also opens
an engagement with this show, and
within a dav or so should smooth
out a couple of rough spots-in
Miss Wyler’s complicated arrange¬
ments. The thrush and Ray bo\V
out March 4, with the Fontane
Sisters due to move in for a pair
the next day.
Skip.

HIaek Orchid, Oil
Chicago, Feb. 17.
Jack E. Leonard. Ruth Olay, Joer
Parnclla Trio; $1.50 corsr.
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Moulin Rouge, H'wood
Hollywood, Feb. 20.
Vic Damone, Marvyn Roy, Donn
Arden ftWonderful World” Revue.
Dick Stabile Orch (16); $5.50
package,
Vic Damone’s singing act is a
smart one as seen here ’for the
first time in a year. It’s a reprise
for the Moulin.Rouge, where he
last showed in the area, and he
drew an exccpfonally good house
for his opening on Tuesday (17).
Concentrating on son^s with a min¬
imum of patter, Damone's turn is
well-paced, hrs variety and style,
and the noveit es have showman¬
ship and musicianship.
Damone opens behind the cur¬
tain with “Our Love,” identified
with him, goes into “You Do
Something to Me” a’ter the cur¬
tains part, then runs through T
Got It Bad (And That Ain’t Gecdi.”
a jump version of “Cheek to
Cheek,” and ‘Tve Got You Under
My Skin.” He , follows v ith a
Gershwin medley. “Maybe,” “Some¬
one to Watch Over Me,” “You
Can’t Take That Away From Me.”
and finishing with “Fascinatin'
Rhythm,” includ ng some special
"exit” lyrics cn the latter.
He comes back with "Arrlvederci,
Roma,” and “Separate Tables,”
does a casual softshoe to “Two
Left Feet,” and signs off with
“The Street Where You Live.” One
of the trickier items in his second
set is an original version of “My
Funny Valentine.” In th*s Damone
sticks to the Rodgers & Hart music
and lyrics, while his now accom¬
panist, Robert. Smale, counterpoints
with some Chop'n. It’s effective
and unusual. Damone is on lor
about 50 minutes.
Damone is backed by Dick Sta¬
bile’s fine orch. which supplies
accompaniment for the regular
Donn Arden revue, “Wonderful
World.” A word should be said
about the consistently high cua'ity
of this standard feature o‘f the
Rouge. Although seen several times
over the past year, the revue stays
consistently bright and fresh. Cos¬
tumes and chorus performances
are kept tdpnoieh.
A new intro act, Marvvn Rov, isa novelty magic number. Roy’s
props consist of lighted electric
bulbs, which pop out of his jacket,
pockets, etc., with no visible means
of support or current. He works up
to producing, via the handkerchief
trick, a large crystal chandelierlighted. It’s a diverting act. run¬
ning 10 to 15 minutes.
Powe.

This two-week layout stacks as a
potent antidote to the Lenten
doldrums, local boy Jack E. Leon¬
ard being one of the more lionized
here, and jazz chirper Ruth Olay
doing her first Chi stint since her
Rush St. salad days two years ago.
As per usual in this spot, Leon¬
ard gets plenty of mileage out of
his barbs at ringsiders, including
assorted celebs. Comic registers
whammo when he taps audience
identification with reminiscences
of sundry* Chi neighborhoods and
landmarks, and Prst-show micro¬
phone troubles generated some
bonus yocks that led to gleeful
yapping at the management and
house tooters. Insult humor is deli¬
cate at best, but Leonard’s hopscotching, rat-ta-tat delivery7 keeps
it palatable and nretty much at the
hysterics level. The funnyman con¬
tinues to oblige with zany hoofing
and vocals, mostly for amiable
throwaway while the customers
pull in their sides.
Figuresome in black bouffant,
Cave, Vancouver
MisS Olay collects nice interest in
Vancouver, Feb. 17.
a tough warmup soot. Velvety so¬
Bobby Breen, Roily Rolls. Cindy
prano pipes are unusual for the
&
Alberto
Dancers
(3), Dave Rob¬
jazz idiom, but singer ouiekly over¬
comes doubt with warm, impres¬ bins Orch' (8i; SI cover.
sively original interpretations that
bespeak an intelligent aoproach to
Reaction to Cave current bill by
making voice and catalog highly local press and elbow-benders in¬
compatible. The click lyrics this dicates a holdover. New1 ownersession were "Sitting and A-Rock- operators Ken Stauffer and Bob
ing,” and a carbon of her Mercury Mitten also run popular Arctic
etching of “Harlem Nocturne,” ar¬ .Club privatery on seme milk-theranged a la dramatic orchestra¬ . aet’s-worth policy.
tion. She got good backing from
Bobby Breen and Roily Rolls
Joe Parnello’s crew.
draw fat mitting notwithstanding
Roberta Sherwood is due Man*h 3. superficial similarities, to wit, hoth^
Pit.
are ivory-pounders and pipesters,
with Rolls solo headliner last week.
It’s three to four weeks on the
Eddys\ K.C.
marquee.
Kansas City, Feb. 20.
Breen takes solid from his off¬
Somethin’ Smith & The. Red¬ stage vocal opener, is apt and ecoheads (3), Tommy Reed Orch (5); , nomic on the chatter, wins with his
$1*$1.50 cover.
i rare and wide-ranging vocalistics
that gain by whip-smart arrangeIt was just a year ago that Smith ments and a slash-quick orch.
& Redheads played them first en¬ jSongalog’s production stuff ranges
gagement at Eddys* Restaurant, 'from upbeat standards to singer’s
and that was pleasant all around. j stylized torching on perennials
This repeat is a fitting fol’ow, and | like “Smoke Gets in Your Eyes.”
all the signs are that Eddys’ is in ! He tosses in "Shadrach,” delivered
for another fine fortnight. The 45- : snappy with localized lyrics', serves
minute show sparkles throughout i disclicks from juve heyday circa
with both sang and-eomedy, moves 1936, and some deft pianistlcs in
swiftly and comes off strictly high longhair mode. Singer’s stage
presence and showmanship rate
level.
Enthusiasm is a key ingredient of rave notices he’s collecting in this
the Redheads’ work, and sparks town.
FrenQhman Rolls is a bland
the entire proceedings. Add to this
their familiar musical stock in charmer. Opener’s a table-hop with
trade and a growing flair for com¬ a jig-tune well-turned on "the
edy and the informal, and it is smallest accordion in the world,”
evident how the act has constantly then a lengthy risque-tending yarn
improved. They weave a good many ! spun with song titles at keyboard
songs into their tomfoolery during : that’s a boffo-eppper and Borgethe 45 minutes, and play some of Iike bit. He’s also first-rate with
them musically straight. Their ver¬ etudes on the ivories, and is a
sions
of "Threepenny
Opera winner with some "fugues” that
Theme” and “C’est Si Bon” are enlist the orch’s sidemen in con¬
standout, but virtually as good are glomerate counterpoint blending
"I Don’t Want to Set the World such oldies as “Sheik of Araby,”
on Fire” a«d Smith’s banjo work’ "Yes Sir, That’s My Baby,” "Some¬
body Stole My Gal,” and "I Want
on "Sweet Georgia Brown.”
Thg threesome’s brand of musi¬ Tc Be Happy” into one comical
comedy, moreover, is especially ap¬ crowd-pleaser. Act’s spieling, warb¬
propriate in a club of this cozy ling and .variety of piano styles—
size, and they should, incidentally, he turns the grand into honkytonk
be ideal in a Vegas lounge type on occaszon-^-stack as top-drawer
room. What- they give out is just (Sc draw) for any room.
Danceline cops mitts for gay-90*
what the customer se£ks, and that
is not as often realized as the club and Russfan-style production num¬
owner would like. It’s a cracker- bers, a switch from all femmes to
jack show, and should keep the gals and guys that’s laudable. Dave
place busy right through March 5. Robbins* crew is the precisionest
They'll be followed by the Four orch to reside at this popular echo
chamber.
Jay.
Lads.
Quin.

pmigfT
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VARIETY BILLS

Hew Acts

DANNY MARSHALL
With Jim Black, Dave Barry
Pianology, Comedy Songs
WEEK GE FEBRUARY 25
50 Mins.
Tender Trap, N.Y.
To begin a New Act appraisal
Jade Dennison'S
Sammy Wolf
where it usually ends, Danny Mar¬
NEW YD3UC CITY
Dick Bernie
Shecky Green*
shall is custom-built for cocktaHRichard Cannon
Moulin Rouge
mxy
lounge spots and with routine
MUSIC ’MALL 21
Ivan Lane Ore
Kelgo Imperial
Richard- Beyman
Coceanvt Crave
Vic Damone
restyling, a beaueoup rbet for video.
,
Ballet
Htllo-Larica
“Wonderful World”
Nelson Eddy
He could also make’a go of it in
[ Teal Joy
Schaller Bros.
Slat* Bros.
Gall Sherwood ' Troupers
the intimeries npfc%classified as
Corps de Brilei
Don Rickies
Freddy Martin Cl'S
Balladeers
Rockettes
Statler Hotel
.-v Crescende .
lounges, meaning Where there’s a
Roht. Boucher Ore
S. PalSf* Ore.
“Rhythm on Ice”
Dick Haymea
grocery menu along with the
Ed Bergman Ore
Stan Kenton
Lenny Bruce
{
Ye Little Club
bubbly.
*
AUSTRALIA
interlude
(Ethel Azama
The Tender Trap, over on the
Joe Felix
Louis
Jordan
SYDNEY
MILIOUWNS
l
Roger
Nichols
patchwork Second Ave. belt, is a
Ink Spots
Tlrall
Tivoli
dimly lit small poshery in the
Sabrina
Brazilians Dancers
S & M Harrison
lounge genre where they squat
LAS VEGAS
Andrea Dancers
Johnny Lockwood
strictly on loveseats and the ceiling
Home Dargle 5
Martha -A Adolfo
Billy Gray
Desert inn
is zero. The architectural and
Billy Baxter
* 4 B Carley
Patti Moore
McGuire Sisters
Le Monnl .*
amour mood thus fixed, this young
„ Leu Lowe
Ben Lessy
Paul Gilbert
Nlcoll Bros.
Suzanne Lowe
Ray Sinatra Ore
vet (he's about 30) fits right into
Art Johnson
Edit
Juhasz
Barton 4 Stuchb’r’y
Dorothy Dorben Dcs the
Dorm Arden Dncrs
setting because, while the
Jeff Parker
Trank Ward
Sahara
Carlton Hayes Ore
couples can hold hands in a sort
Sophie Tucker
Dunes
Ames
Bros.
’Nait
DeParis”
of
clandestine-in-the-open
manner,
BRITAIN
Saharem Dancers
Trank E. Marlowe
they can’t fall asleep or be too
Latons. Graham 4 Louis Basil Ore
Caruna. 4 Dodo
SMCHTDH
dreamyv
because
the
performer
Sands
Chadele
j Leslie Banda 11
Hipped rome
Dolinoff 4 Raya Sis Nat King Cole
won’t let them. He’s a dynamic
! Craig Douglas
Buss Hamilton.
Carrie Finn ell
Wfll Jordan
Rexanos
immy Locky
songs-at-the-piabo man. With a
Naja Karamura
Steve Rossi
LIVERPOOL
onoerams
slick approach to the satire stuff,
Texas
Copa
Girls
Gwen
Harmon
(
Umpire
Shanl Wallis
Antonio Morellf Ore and rather singular for the vestBob Kennedy
;• Cotton 4 Band
Reg Varney
Shownoat
Aden
Conroy
; Clarkson 4 Leslie
XDINVURCH
pocket
boites at that because he
Jimmy
Cavanaugh
Tex
Ritter
Jill Summers
Sons of Pioneer*
Cee Davidson Ore
works pretty clean.
Georgette Kirks
Max Bygraves
Hank Morton
II Cortez
■ Griff Kendall
Mari* D* Vere 3
When
he <loes Cole Porter’s
Johnny Cash
Rossi 4 Boyer
_
Benson. Dulay 4 Co. Paulos
Merle Travis
Eddie Bush
Let’s Do It (Let’s Pall in Love),”
’
NEWCASTLE
Trank Cook
silver supper
Versatile* ■
Empire
3 Brittons
for
instance,
he lets the dual-in¬
Hank Henry
SJ Randle Vegas
Murray 4 Maidie
Tracey Sis
tention lyrics (with a few added,
ftLa Nouvelle Eve”
Beverly Hills
| Fox Girls
Barbour * Billie
Peggy Dietrick
Dick Rice Ore.
apparently) translate the idea with¬
Jim Dale
Flammgo
Toni 4 Harry Wham
TfuZ**vxy PARK Overbury 4 Snzette
out his pressing down ton hard
Mark Hall
Pearl Bailey
Joe Church
■mpfrt
visually such as even the best of
Roberto Puppets
Louis Bellson
I Nordics
„
Buby Murray
Colps 4 Atkins
Sparky Kaye
Murray Campbell
pipers do with winking and leering,
Flack A Lamar
Red Marshall
Moans.' Gleason
■Timmy Gay
Arthur Haynes
etc. In “That’s Show Biz” he has a
Danny Jacobs
Don Kirk
Suzi Miller
Gilbert
Geo. Redman. Ore
corking top piece styled for every¬
naming oettes
SHEFFIELD
Tommy Fields
Stardust
Jack Cathcart Ore
Empire
body, including the sophisticated
A 4 L Ward
Freawrt Hotel
Lido De Paris
Dave Morris Co.
Eva May Wong
clientele; it’s something he can be
•‘Ces't MagniSque1
Honey cone*
5 Harmony Boys
GLASGOW
Deedy & Bill
Vagabonds
trademarked with. Not to pass up
Lindy 2
Umpire
Wingy Manone
Gayle Walton
, Scott Bros.
Earle 4 Vaughan
a vital credit. Jack Vaughan is his
Thunderblrd
Make
Believes
:
Keith
Derek
Pan Y»e Jen Tr.
special material lyricist; Marshall
China
Doll
Revue
Gotden.
Nugget
;
Whimsical
Walkers
Nancy Whiskey
of '39
Harry Ranch
SUNDERLAND
writes the melodies.
Geotie Meaton
Charlie Ventura Ore
Lee 4 Fay* May¬
Empire
Aly Wilson
Marshall has a wide repertoire
Jackie
4
Roy
nard
Bobby Thompson
BocheBe 3
Al
Jahns
Ore
Art
<Cow
Eyes)
EnKay 4 Kimberley
in the piano patter, song & chat¬
Alexis Tr
Tr oprana
gler
I Barry Sis
Max Celdray
ter
groove, and works feverishly at
Ted
Lewis
Sons
of
Gold'n
Wst
iBichman 4 Jackson
HANLEY
Edie Adam*
times. He can trim down some
Riviera
Kirk Stevens
Jfceyal
Bitz Bros.,
Allan Drake
I Judy Moron
of
the mugging and crosseyed
Mudlarks
Jerry Colonna
Jean Tenn
McAndrewa 4 Mills j Skating Merenoe
gimmicks without impairing hisi Archie Glen.
Lorrae Desmond
act, but apparently at show caught
MIAMI - Miami beach
he was purveying as much toplevel stuff as he has in his bag.
Admiral Ves
Giovannis
There’s fine accompaniments ljis
Helene Francois
Buffy De* 3
Luis Varona Ore
Artists 4 Models
own duo, consisting of Jim Black
Sonny Kendis Ore
Revue
cn bass and Dave Barry on drums.
Americana
Fontainebleau
Marlowe-KuBer Rev Judy Garland
All three are made for each other.
Sdcasas Ore
Barbara Heller '
NEW YORK CITY .
Marshall's career, has been re¬
■Blackburn. Twins
Campo Ore
•Dray's
InnJerry Collins
markable
In. some. ways. In 1939,
Hotel Sf. Refit
Blue Angel
Charlie FaireS
Jack DeLeon
when about 10 years of agfe,' ids
Vicky Autier
Kay cee J6ne»
Dari Lyzm
Orson Boan
Sid ys««fmi-r
family
was
fleeing from German:/,
‘
Harbour
Lounge
Mara Lyra..
Isobel Robbins
Ray .Bari Ore.
Sammy Walsh
Mark Reday
via Prague. He came here as a
Dorothy Loudon
Milt Shaw Ore
Gilbert 4 Tracy
Tyler Ore
Indies Tabarajos
sub-teener,
an$ in his early 20s,
lu Bofeoll
Tony
Matas
Nips Ramon.
Jimrr.y Lyon 3
Herman Chittison
was with a two-act. the Marshall
LStfn Quarter
Balmerat
Bart Howard
Bob English
Roberto Sherwood
Marion Murray
Bros.,
playing
vaude and presenta¬
Ben Solr
Latks Quarter
Larry Best
Rodriguez RevUa
Phyllis Biller
tion houses. He latched on to the
Jean Carroll
Helene 4 Howard
Carillon
Mae Bernes
Kirby Stone
piano less than three years, ago, but
Lou Walters Revue Tommy Wonder
Tony 4 Eddie
Tuckers
Del Rubia Triplets
Marion CoiFby
tackles the 88 keys like he was
Jimmie Daniels
Romano Bros.
"Legs” Diamond
Noonan 4 Marshall
Three Flames ■
Dick Curry
Bonn Arden Revue horn to it. No trace of any German
Murray Grand
Pony Sherrell
Jose Cortez Ore
Dominique
accent, in fact, his performance is
Casaneva
Jo Lombardi Ore
Lucerne
Judy Reece
about as “American” as it can be.
Jos* Duval
B Harlow* Ore Havana Mardi Gras
Jacques Dounet Ore
Alex Boeati
L* C.upiden
He’s spent a couple of years in
Giro's
Diosa Costello
Chateau Madrid
Glgl Durston
MB os Velarde
Sally
Blair
Texas niteries, where he’s touted
Chlquita Sis
Pat Psierao
Don Casino
Damlta Jo
Ralph Font Ore
as h fave, and from this date (seven
International
Pepe
Mac
Davis
Ore
Panchito Ore
Fran "Warren.
weeks, with two frames to go) goes
Blanco
Chris
Cohrmbo
5
Candi Cortes
AI Bernie
Deauville
Fausto Curbelo Ore to Lake Tahoe and other areas.
McKenna Lin*
Montmartre
"Newcomers
of
*28”
To-ny Bennett
Trau.
Mike Durso Ore
■ Eddie Schaffer
Paul Whiteman

S

Ford 4 Hines
Vivian Cook
Zemfc North
Ron Stewart
Lou Dona Ore
Pagan Ore
Downstairs Room
Demi Dozen
Jean Arnold
Jane Connell
Ceil Cabot
Jack Fletcher
George Hall
Gerry Mathews
Stan Keen
Ne. 1 Fifth Ave.
Mickey Deems
Betty McNamara
Robert Downey
Harokf Fonvilie
Joan Bishop
Hotel Aster
Irving FieSas
Hotel Reosevett
Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel Plaza
Idle
Ted Streeter Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Hotel Pierre
Wilbur Evans
Betty Madigan
Stan Grover
Mark Dawson
Jim Hawthorne
Joseph RiCardel Ore
Alan Logan Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Palmier! Ore
Hew Romanian
Al Nesor
Karen Rich
Sanger. Rots 4
Andre
Guy Grenade Ore
llVf
Mabel Mercer
Savoy Hilton
Tommy Purcell Ore
Town 4 Country
Jewel Box ReVue
Ned Harvey Ore
Sicari Ore
Two Guitars
•Olga Valdi
Ivan Nepa
Xenia Brant*
K. Poliansky Ore
Misha Usdanoff
Viennese. Lantern
Trio Smeed
Ernest Schoen
Village Barn
Larry McMahan
Jonl Roth '
Lou Moscani
Belle Carroll
Jim Lewis
Lou Harold Ore
:
VHMg* Vanguard
Clyde McPhatter
Barry Edison 4
Donna Hightower
Waldorf-Astoria
l Edith Piaf
Emil Coleman Ore
[Bela Babai Ore

CHICAGO
Farra 4 Carter
Ben Gge 4 Bernie
Harris
Jack Kodell
Eddie Ash
Manuel Del Toro
Inez 4 Gordon.
Ken Harris Ore
Drake
Maureen Cannon
Jimmy Blade Ore
oat* of Hera
Bob Gibson
Leon Bibb
London House
Jonah Jones
Mister XellYl
Ella Fitzgerald
Marty Rubinstein
Marx 4 Frigo
Palmer House
Lisa Kirk
Chase 4 Park
Ben Arden Ore

Black Orchid
Jack E. Leonard
Ruth Olay
Blue Angel
Phyllis Branch
Osborne Smith
Calypsonlans
Elena Espart 4
Camille
’Lord Christo

Blue Note

Dukes of Dixieland
Chez Pare*
Jerry Lewis
Bobb; Van
Geo. Cook Ore.
Chez Adorables (9>
Cloister hra
Lenny Bruce
Luxiean Hunter
Ramsey Lewis Trio
Coo rad HUtan
Helga Neff
“Frosty Frills”

105 ANGELES
Bon mule's
Ben Blue
Helen Boic*

I

Roberta Lee
Sally Blythe
Charles Vespia

i1 Rose Hardaway
Harry- Rickman
i; Holly Warren
Rudy Vallee
Freddie Calo Ore
Buster Keaton
Murray Franklin's
Billy Gilbert
Paul Gray
Fifi D’Orsay
Murray Franklin
Kitty Muldoon
Dick Ha-villa nd
Larry Grayson
Kay Carroll
Hoy Bargy
Rockee Pryor
Lee Martin Ore
Freddy Bell BYboys Sue Lawton
The Cooks
Dream Lounge
Eddie Bernard
Buddy Rich Ore
Rocking Lounge
Roeette Shaw
Cozy Cole Ore
Willie Restiun
Dizzy GfQespie 8
Marty Harris 3Don Vincent 3
Dlptomat
Roney Plaxa
Georgia Gibbs
Art 4 Dot Todd
Wally Griffin
Mai TUTalkl-n Qrc
Singapore
Bdetr Roc
Mickey Manners
Freddy StewartJoe E. Lewis
Sin T.tng
Eydle Gorme
Snuffy Miller
Dunhills
Dansations
Walter Nye - Ore
Mickey Gentile Ore
Jackie Heller

SAN FRANCISCO
Uackstagr
Stan Arnold
Rene Jonbert
RTackhawk
Modem Jazz 4
Canterbury
Geo. Alexander
Benny Strong Ore
Easy Street
Turk Murphy Ore
Pack's
Mary Kaye Trio
Fairmont Hotel
Carol Charming
£. Heckscher Ore
441 Club
Larry Winters
Carol Davis
Walter Hart
Cay' >0's
Bee 4 Ray Goman
Dick Keegan Ore

Hangover
Earl Hines
Joe Sullivan
Muggsy Spanler
Hungry I
Frank Buxton
Bat-ya
Frink D’Rone
Batya
Jazz Workshop
Mastersounds
Kewple Doll
Marty Marsala Ore
On the Levee
Kid Ory Ore
PurpI* Onion
Coachmen 3
Cathi Hayes
Ronnie Schell
345 Club
Patrice Wymore
Trio Cottas
Moro Landis Ore
Bin Clifford Ore.

RENO
Harrah's Club
Lancers
Shari Long
Ross 4 Lane
Noel Bogs
Sons, Go]
Ho Hums
Kings
Harold's Club
King Pins
Boh Btaman
Holiday
Nick Lucas
NoCk-a-Bouts

Mapes
Mason 4 Nixon
Janie McFadden
Glen Rolfson
Wilder Bros.
Riverside
Mills Bros.
Carmenas
Starlets
Della Quadro
Jo Ann Jorden
Dorise Van
Riverside Starlets
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore

WeiSnesdkj, February 25, 1959

plate-spinning from Eddie Rose &
Marion, and Tommy Locky could
strengthen his Comedy act by elim¬
inating familiar jokes; his travesties
of types-to-marry are good.
Suzi Miller offers an attractive
song act, and exits satisfactorily in
pre-star slotting. House orch is'
batoned by Bobby Dowds.
Layout would benefit by sharper
impact from faster-paced acts in
The usual trimmings are present early slottings. As is, it is brave
effort in the new vaude sea¬
—the symphony orchestra, the first
son hereabouts. Cord.
corps de ballet and the Rockettes
—but the Music Hall’s stage pres-entation this session resembles the
Palace vaudevlile program of re¬
cent vintage. There?s the Schal— Continued from page 2
j
ler Bros., expert trampoline art¬
ists; Michael Dominico, a slick tap¬ Technology campus. At the same
ster; Richard Hayman, harmonica hour (3 p.m.) Robert Shaw Chor¬
virtuoso, and the Mello-Larks, fea¬ ale performed at Wesley Memorial
tured vocalists.
Altough the perfomers represent Auditorium on Emory University
separate acts, Leon Leonidoff and Campus before 1.500 patrons, an¬
Russell Markert have integrated other capacity crowd.
the solo efforts into the overall
Meanwhile, at the 5,100-seat
presentation and the result is the Municipal Auditorium 1959 version
usually pleasant, if not socko. Hall
of
“Holiday on Ice” gave two mat¬
offering.
inee performances to SRO crowds
The bouncy SchaHers, adding a at $4 top, with throngs milling
dash of comedy, are crowd pleas- around in lobby seeking to buy
ers. Dominico’s terping and Hay((That night “Holiday”
man’s mouthpiece stuff score good ducats.
mittings and the Mello-Larks, long skaters performed at a privat*
showingfor
Merita . Baking Co.
a fave vocal group, come through
in their usual class with neat har¬ personnel who came from a radius
of
100
miles
to
see show as guests
mony and on-the-beat rhythm.
The Rockettes, garbed in patri¬ of company). Stripped down for
ice
.show,
4,400
salable seats are
otic Uncle Sam costumes, providea precision salute to George M. left in Aude, 700 being sacrificed
for
rink
space.
Cohan with an assist from the
Mello-Larks who provide the voAtlanta loves Ice shows. Every
cali sties for “Yankee Doodle year they take the annual “Hol> .
Dandy” and “Give My Regards to day” version to its collective
Broadway.” The finale presents a bosom. And they come from miles
glimpse of Broadway with a spot around to see the production.
shining On a statue of Cohan. It’s Reservations pour in by mail from
an effective closer.
both North and South Carolina,
Per usual, the symph, the bal¬ Tennessee,- Alabama and North
let and the Rockettes perform with Florida for .the show. This year’s
the competence that is a trade-, take exceeded last year’s gross by
mark of the Hall presentations. at least 50%. “Holiday” played
In addition, Raymond Paige’s crew
here 11 days and during that time
provides topnotch showbacking.
put oh 17 performances, which
Roll.
didn’t give the skates much time
to cool off.

Musie Hall, BT. Y.
Mello-Larks (A), Schuller Brds.
(2), Michael Dominico, Richard
Hayman, Corps de Ballet, Rock*
ettes, Symphony Orchestra under
Raymond Paige; produced by Leon
Leonidoff and' Russel Markert;
'The Journey” (M-G), reviewed in
Variety Feb. 4, ’59.

Atlanta Spending

■

- ftlasg&w

Glasgow, Feb. 20.
Dickie Henderson (with Freddie
Mills). King Bros. (3), Skylons
Continued from page 2
(2), Tommy Locky, Eddie Rose &
Marion, Suzi Miller, Jeffrey Len- now accounting for as much as
ner, Emerson *& Jayne, Bobby 50% of the revenue this must be
Dowds Orch.
taken into serious account. Even
20th-Fox* "The King and I,” when
Dickie Henderson is an English shown outside the U.S., had all
comedian. with a cleyer sense of musical numbers except the ballet
timing and movement. Recently in eliminated in all foreign prints.
Of the seven planned musicals,
from a Las Vegas stint, and head¬
six are Broadway properties. Metro
lining this first post-pantomime has two, “The Bells Are Ringing”
vaude layout, he clicks with subtle and “The Boy Friend"; 20th-FdX,
fun-poking at tv commercials and ‘Can Can”; Warner Bros., “Fail
travesties of Wyatt Earp, a drunken ny”; Paramount, “Li’l Abner”;
LOS INDIOS TRABAJAS (2)
medico in tv Westerns, and James United Artists, “The Westside
Songs, Guitar
Cagney dying in “Roaring Twen¬ Story”; Allied Artists, “Fraternity
12 Mins.
ties.” Segues with his established Row.”
Blue Angel, N.Y.
skit on lingers, before-and-after
.The big musical of the year, pro¬
Los Indios Trabajas are a pair of famti^
duced last year but released in
imports ^ from Brazil. They are
The before dept, covers nerv¬ 1959, is Samuel Goldwyn’t “Porgy
garbed jn the colorful dress of the
and simple approach, the
Indians of that country. However, ousness
and Bess,” which Columbia will
they work in a more regulation after segment showing them as the distribute.
product, comho of all that’s
vein. They do the standard num¬ finished
There are also such films as
allegedly
the
proper
thing
in
cur¬
bers such as “Babalu” and “Auro¬
Paramount’s “Five Little Pennies,”
ra” (a community sing) and work rent crop of pop warblers.
Red
Nichols biopic; Col’s “The
Henderson’s
impresh
of
draw¬
in a native samba as well. For a
divertissement, they deliver clas¬ ling Rod Steiger and another of Krupa Story”; Metro’s “The Sub¬
Norman Wisdom (to whom; with terraneans,” the beatnik drama
sic tunes on their dual guitars.
The duo are expert in all fields. cap on head, he bears a remarkable with music, but these are outside
They sing, pleasantly and their likeness) are also solid. He also the straight musical category.
plectrum pluckings are of a superior garners yocks by building an 'imag¬
brand. They are for specialized inary Sabrina, sex symbol of ^e
situations, and presumably could English stage, and winds by being
hit concert status with more native joined for “Me & My Shadow” by
offerings, and with their knowledge Freddie Mills, English former
SZS Continued from page £
of classics. There are a lot of con¬ world’s boxing champ and now a
tradictory elements in" their make¬ gimmick performer on tv. Pair don including actor James Stewart and
up, hut it somehow works out strawhats for this number, and his wife, party will then fly to Tezwind successfully.
harmoniously.
,
Jose.
to travel 50 miles by jeep to
Support layout is fairly strong, pur
the hunting site.
but lacking in that final strength
Miss Hum Is traveling with a
that would draw the outfronters
from coyness of their teleset arm¬ cameraman, who will document the
hunt for probable use of the Jack
chairs.
SSSi Continued from page 1 s
The three youthful King Bros., Douglas* “Bold Journey” tv traveladventure series. A film made of
with
most
appeal
to
teenage
sec¬
tinues to ‘regard authors as the
least favored "group in our so¬ tion, offer a fairly tuneful act, last year’s hunt is now being edited
comprising
“Wake
Up,
Little
by NBC. She describes these tiger
ciety.” She added: “IJe chief in¬
dustry in the United States today Susie,” “Mandolins in the Moon¬ hunts as “the type of shoots that
light,”
“Torero”
and
“Thank
used to be just for the crown
is the manufacture hf' "‘capital
for Little Girls.” Exit at princes and their families.” With
gains” but the author, derived of Heaven
first-half curtain to good mitting. the Maharaja being the last of a
such possible benefits, Jss subject
The two Skylons win gasps from generation, these storybook hunts
to' straight income taxation.
Femme lawyer, ucderflning the front-stall customers with skillful may soon become strictly a libraryaerial
act, including false fdHow- shelf item.
inequity in this, jpelated a couple throughs
and an iron-jaw spin
They are now open to a few pay¬
of instances where the purchasers while suspended from partner’s
of story properties turned around arm. Jeffrey Lenner is zany come¬ ing guests with His Highness limit¬
ing
parties to eight, wife never
and sold them at a profit, with the dian who requires pace and sharper
latter taxed as cap gain. She iden¬ gags, hut has good humor potential. more than six shooters. As part of
a
firstclass-globaltrip, which in¬
tified the individuals as Anatole Emerson fc Jayne are offbeat open¬
Litvak and Fred MacMurray. But ers with Indian-style dance and cludes IS days in India, a shooter
Ischarged
$5,600*
Thecost
is $4,400
the ’Authors were forced to pay luminous offering in.second seg¬
their tax at the full income rate. ment. There’s routine juggling and for a non-shooter.

Visual Films

Tiger Munis

‘Stepchild’ Author
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ATPAM Pension Fond Issue Boils
Into Major Board-Membership Row

LEGITIMATE

P^RIEff
‘Hatful* Now in Dallas,
Set to Tour Strawhats

0’ConneIFs Bra, Bra Black Steep
Stirs Broadway Jokes and Frets;
Who Gave Him License to Censor?

Dallas, Feb, 24.
After its current production of
“A Hatful of Rain,” the Knox
Street Theatre here will preem
Tom Burke’s “Home Is Clear
Crossing.” A summer stock tour
The Assn, of Theatrical Press-+
will follow.
agents & Managers, one of the'
“Home” was^priginally a tv script
. smaller and more controversy- Cork (Eire) Drama Fest
and later developed into an off* prone unions in the legit field, is
Nixes Shocking ‘Anger* Broadway
legiter in 1956. The
embroiled in a new dispute. The
. Cork, Feb. 24.
author assisted Julie Hay don in her
latest row involves the long-pend¬
John Osborne’s “Look Back in recent “Encore For George Jean John Van to England On
ing pension setup.
has been rejected by the Nathan” at the NYU Hall of-Fame
Although the squabble Is osten¬ Anger”
Production of ‘Eugene*
Cork Drama Festival, one of the
sibly due for settlement tomorrow largest, amateur theatre fests in Playhouse, N.Y. *
John Vari, author of “Farewell,
(Thurs.), with the tabulation of Ireland, because “it is a very con¬
Farewell, Eugene,” leaves in about
votes in a referendum on a pro¬ troversial play and there are parts
two weeks for England to sit in on
posal to scrap the pension plan, in¬ of it which are quite shocking.”
the British production of the play,
dications are that the issue may be That the explanation given by
which has been revised by Rodney
left wide open, and. more bitter Festival secretary James Ryan
Ackland. It will open a tiyout tour
than ever. Opponents of the pen¬ after the play had been nominated
March 30 in Leeds and is due in
sion scheme are already claiming as an entry by a Dublin company,
London in May with Margaret
that- the election is illegal. Al¬ the St*- James’-Gate Drama Group,
Rutherford and Peggy Mount as
though they concede that defeat of associated with Guinness* Brewery.
leads. Itte being produced by H. M.
the petition is a foregone conclu¬
“Make a Million,” currently in Tennent, in partnership with Ron
The Osborne drama has already
sion, but claim that a sizable “pro¬ been staged by professionals with its 19th week at the Playhouse Rawson, who tried it out last sum¬
test” vote will amount to a rep¬ considerable success and no ob¬ Theatre, N.Y., is figured to need mer at the John Drew Theatre, East
rimand to the union’s board of jection at the Olympia Theatre, about $60,000 to recoup its $95,000 Hampton, L.I.
governors.
Dublin. It was originally a bit In Investment. That’s based on unre¬
Author-actor Vari also operates
Veteran
pressagent
William London and is a current success covered costs of $68,594 as of Jan. the Hampton (N. H.) Playhouse as
Fields, a former board member and} in the U.S.
3 accounting and estimated sub¬ a strawhat
vice president of the union", circu¬
sequent income of about $8,000.
lated the petition calling for the
The Joe Spector-Sylvia Harris
abandonment of the pension setup,
presentation cost $57,688 to pro¬
and is a leading spokesman of the
duce. Losses on a two-week outgroup protesting the board’s tactics
of-to\yn tryout and pre-New York
regarding the referendum on the
opening expenses accounted for an¬
question. In a letter last week to
other $19,756, bringing the cost of
ATPAM secretary-treasurer Milton
the Broadway opening to $77,444.
Weintraub, with copies to the mem¬
The operating profit for the first
bership, Fields declined to serve
11 weeks at the Playhouse was
Subject to an expected Insurance $8,850.
Actors Equity is burning over
as, a teller in the referendum,
which he termed a “farcical ac¬ settlement, the Playwrights Co.
The auditor’s statement Indi¬ what it feels is tantamount to a
plans to re-produce “The Mocking cates that although Sam Levene, doublecross by the League of N. Y.
tivity.”
To a participate,, the pressagent Bird,” probably for Broadway pres¬ star of the Norman Barasch-Carroll Theatres. The union worked with
asserted, “would he tantamount to entation next fall. Roger L. Stev¬ Moore comedy, has a percentage the League since 1953 for a cut in
acknowledgement of the validity of ens, the financial kingpin of the arrangement, he hasn’t been paid the Federal admission tax, on the
the poll. This I do not acknowledge firm, reportedly gave assurances to anything on it. The deal is only ef¬ assumption that .a remission would
for the following reasons.” He the author and cast that the Ed¬ fective when the weekly gross ex¬ be passed on to the public in lower
cited , aspects of the original reso¬ ward Chodorov work will not be ceeds $25,000, which hasn’t oc¬ b.o. prices. Instead, Broadway pro¬
lution presented by the petitioners, abandoned.
curred yet. The contract calls for ducers decided, through their or¬
The. play, originally slated to him to get 5% of the gross-over ganization, the League, to keep
which he and others contend were
violated by the union hoard’s pro¬ open on Broadway this spring, had $25,000 until four months after the the tax saving as added b.o. rev¬
to he set aside when the scenery New-York opening and then 7%%, enue.
cedure.
The added coin is being split
One of the complaints is that the and costumes were destroyed sev¬
The original deal with Ezra
43 petitioners had requested that eral weeks ago. in a backstage fire Stone, who was succeeded by Jer¬ with the theatres in accordance
the vote be restricted to members at the Shul&ri Theatre, Washing¬ ome Chodorov as stager of the with regular sharing terms. The
who have contributed to the pen¬ ton, where it was .having a tryout comedy, provided for a royalty of tariff reduction eliminated the
10% bite on the first $1 of the
sion fund, regardless of the engagement. Since the show had 1%% of the gross prior to the ticket
charge. Under the plan
ampynf. Fields'- contention is. that ’been generally panned in Wash¬ New York opening, then 2% until adopted by the managers, 9c of the
in conducting the Vote on as over- ington and its previous tryout the sh(?w paid off, and subsequent¬ saving is retained as part of the
stands, the assumption was that the ly 2%%. Author and director roy¬
{Continued on page 61)
production would be abandoned as alties were waived 75% on two of established ticket price, and the
other penny goes to the Govern¬
a result of the fire.
the weeks covered in the Jan. 3 ment to cover the tax involved in
4Mocking Bird” was capitalized audit.
the
maneuver.
at $100,000, but unexpectedly large
Incidentally, ,the weekly grosses
Equity's angry reaction to the
tryout losses had boosted the cost reported to Variety, have been
situation
in a stinging
to about $125,000 when the fire running around $2,500 over the editorial isinexpressed
the current (March)
occurred. The Playwrights Co. is actual figures. The producton has
;
issue
of
Equity,
its
official
figuring on collecting about $75,- to vacate the Playhouse next April cation. Referring to the five publi¬
years
000 insurance. Instead of returning 11 to make way for the April 15 that the union worked with the
Washington, Feb. 24.
that to the investors, the idea is opening of “Triple Play.”
League
to
lower
taxes,
the
editorial
Washington is set to have a to build new scenery and get new
declares that the passing on of any
tunetent theatre, Rosecroft Music costumes* and put the show back
remission to the public “washer,,
Circus, slated to open in mid-June. into production. Eva Le Gallienne
tainly the implied, if not expressed
It’ll occupy the Rosecroft Raceway
intent of the entire campaign.”
property, a beautiful setting with and Billie Burke will presumably
In summing up Equity’s attitude,
harness racing in May. Arena-style "be retained as stars, and the same
the
adds, “In other words,
musical
comedy
presentations supporting players will probably
The proposal by the Actors we’vepiece
be used, if still available.
been had, and with the New
are planned.
Equity‘council
for
a
major
change
Although the management of the
Year dawned the realization of a
The producer is John Schaefer,
in the union’s election procedure
31, of Baltimore, in association Shubert Theatre has not issued has been temporarily rejected by cynical duplicity seldom perpe¬
with St. John Terrell, who already any definite word on the subject, the membership. It’s been tossed trated in such unashamed and
it’s
assumed
that
the
Washington
public fashion. And what are the
operates showtents at Lambertback to the governing body for
ville, N.J.; Asbury Park, N.J., and house will not be rebuilt. It’s ex¬ revision, including a recommenda¬ prospects for future? When will
Brandywine, Pa. The Rosecroft site pected that the structure will he tion that the date of the annual Equity and management again unite
is Oxon Hill, Md., roughly three torn down, and the site used for meeting be advanced from June on the legislative front to fight
our common battle—the perpetua¬
miles east of Washington. It’s ex¬ a parking lot or some other com¬ to late April or early March.
tion of the ‘Theatre*? Who knows?”
pected to draw% patronage from mercial purpose. The theatre had
The purpose of moving up the
relatively
few
bookings,
most
tour¬
As a closer, the editorial referred
Baltimore, Annapolis and smaller
election is in line with the coun¬
surrounding towns, as well as the ing shows playing the National, the cil’s proposal that the constitution to Rep. Frank Thompson’s efforts
to
secure additional tax reductions.
more
desirable
local
house.
District of Columbia. The Mary¬
be amended to provide that voting “Bjit, by the way. Congressman
land location eliminates any audi¬
be entirely by mail referendum Thompson, don’t you wonder some¬
ence color line problem.
within four weeks after the union’s times if it’s worth the trouble?”
Music circus backers here say
annual meeting. The theory in set¬
they’ll spend $150,000 on the tent
ting an earlier election date is
structure. It’ll seat 2,060. Flans
that more members will have an
are to run productions through
opportunity
to vote than in June
Pearl S. Buck’s “Desert Inci¬
Labor Day.
dent,” formerly titled “Three when the heavy summer stock, ex¬
Washington already has an out¬ Against Time,” capitalized for odus gets underway.
door summer theatre, the Carter $100,000, with provision for 20%
As it now stands, any changes
Barron Amphitheatre, leased from overcall. The estimated budget on in the election procedure adopted . A new strawhat operation will be
the Government by the Feld the Tad Danielewski and Morris by the membership won’t be put opened in Bayville, L.I., next sum¬
mer by William Hunt. The spot,1
brothers, Irvin and Israel. They Feld venture includes physical pro¬ into effect until 1960.
which will be called the North
program more variety reviews duction, $22,000; miscellaneous
Shore Playhouse" will be run in
with headliners than musical
conjunction with Hunt’s Red Barn
comedies and fight the weather items, $21,350; rehearsal salaries Ted Ritter Is on Coast
and
expense,
$16,360;
bonds
and
Theatre,
Northport, L.I.
problem. The Government, how¬
To Cast Touring ‘Angel* In-the-round
staging, utilized at
ever, is currently having engineer¬ advances, $31,500, and reserve,
Ted Ritter, president of Theatri¬ the Red Barn, will be duplicated
$8,790.
ing' studies made to determine
Miss Buck gets the ‘ Dramatists cal Interests Plan, the legit invest¬ at the new theatre, opening June
feasibility of a convertible cover
Guild minimum royalty of 5% of ment-production'firm, planed Mon¬ 23. The Northport operation is
for the big dugout.
the first $5,000 weekly gross, 7V6% day' (23) to the Coaj$trtb line up a slated to launch its seventh sea-:
of the next $2,000 and 10% of the cast for a road^mpany of “Look son June 9. Each silo will have a
balance.
Danielewski, ft La’s Homewards Aj*gel.” He will remain resident company, with produc¬
Rattigan Wants Alec,
slated to double as director, will about a wgex, also working on an¬ tions alternating between the two
Even for 1 Performance get
a flat $2,500 for that chore, other, undisclosed legit project.
spots for fortnight runs.
London, Feb. 24.
The tQU&ng edition of the Ketti
plus VA% of the weekly gross un¬
The Playhouse, seating 260, will
Terence Rattigan’s new play, til the production cost has been Frings dramatization of the Thomas have a 12-week season, while the
Wolfe novel will probably open Barn, seating 210, will run 14
“Shaw,” dealing with Lawrence of recouped and then 2%.
Arabia when he was an airman,
The production is scheduled to on the Coast; presumably in the j weeks. Hunt intends utilizing one
was specially written Jor Alec begin a pre-Broadway tryoht tour late summer or fe*trly fall.. Although | director, one pressagent, one
Guinness. The star has prior com¬ Match 5 at the Shubert Theatre, Kermit Bloomgarden’s original j scenic designer and one costume
Broadway production will probably j designer for both operations. His
mitments, however, and it will be New Haven.
have closed by that time, and isn’t I production plans include a pres¬
some time before he appears in
slated
for tour, the TIP company { entation of “Mirandolina,” Lady
the play.
Vincent Sardi Jr., is now offering
“I am prepaid to await produc¬ free transportation, via chartered will have new scenery more suit- j Augusta Gregory’s English version
tion for a year at least for Guinness limousine, to theatre-hound pa¬ able for transportation!
j of Goldoni’s comedy, “La Locanto be free,” Rattigan says. “I would trons of Sardi’s Eastv the new east { TIP is a major investor and is diera,” which he also contemplates
rather wait for him even if he did side branch of Sardi’s restaurant, also partnered m the Management j presenting off-Broadway next sea¬
the play for only on^ performance.” N. Y.
son.
1 of the Bloomgarden production.

lake a Million
60G In the Red

Will Re-Produce
Burned Up ‘Bird’

Equity Sore At
Tax Retention

Washington Will flare
Mnsic Tent at Nearby
Rosecroft Raceway, Mi

EQUITY MEMBERS NIX
EECHON REVISIONS

$100,000 Bankroll For
Pearl Buck’s Incident’
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New Barn, Bayville, L. 1,
Partner for Nortkport

By ROBERT J. LANDRY
A detailed investigation of
the actual legal powers of the
New York City License Com¬
missioner is being made at the
request of the American Civil
Liberties Union. The Colum¬
bia Univ. Law School is doing
it.
The above bit of news represents
the overall reaction of civil liber¬
tarians to the latest action of Ber¬
nard J. O’Connell, the town’s new
brassiere master. The missionaries
in the South Seas put the native
women in .Mother Hubbards.
O’Connell has put the jungle nudes
in “Les Ballets Afrieains” into
Maidenforms. It may be the high
point of his career.
Broadway’s inclination was to re¬
gard the incident as pretty silly, it
occasioned many a wisecrack at
O’Connell’s expense.
He had
stormed and taken the breastworks
without firing a shot, it was jocu¬
larly remarked. He had become
the Bobby Clark of censors. Clark’s
famed Robert the Roue of Read¬
ing, Pa., being recalled. Ditto
Charles Chaplin’s pantomime in
“Modem Times.”
But beyond the silliness there
looms the strictly-serious matter
that the city license commissioner
is again involved in censoring,
which the ACLU, most lawyers
familiar with censorship and show¬
men generally consider none of his
business. His job is to license
buildings, not ideas, not artistic
standards, not performances. •
Sardi Docket Only
Until now, few owners or oper¬
ators of theatrical properties have
eared to challenge the commission¬
er. Mostly they complained to one
another at Sardi’s Restaurant
rather than sought injunctive re¬
lief. Such was the case at the
Morosco Theatre some years ago
following the opening of “Cat On
A Hot Tin Roof.” O’Connell’s pres¬
ence backstage and the buckling
under to his censoring of various
lines and bits outraged Broadway,
the Dramatists Guild, ACLU and
many others. But apart from some
editorial comments, O’Connell got
what he wanted at small cost in
verbalistics.
Jess Richman, attorney for Luben Vichey, of National Concert
Corp., was in conference over the
long Washington’s Birthday week(Continued on page 60)

Grateful Minneapolis
Has Welcome Luncheons
For ‘Anger’ & ‘Peninsnla’
Minneapolis, Feb* 24.
Local legit fans, headed bv a
group called Friends of the Thea¬
tre that’s trying to help make
touring shows’ engagements suc¬
cessful and to boost the sale of
A.T.S.-Theatre Guild subscriptions,
gave a public luncheon last week
for the cast of “Look Rack in
Anger,” the first touring show to
play here this season.
The welcome gesture, including
opening-night corsages for the
femme members of the troupe,
obviously astonished the players.
About nine tables attended the
public luncheon at the Hotel
Dyckman.
The “Anger” reception is being
repeated this week for Julie Harris
and members of her “Warm Penin¬
sula”, cast. The play, is current at
the State, new local legit house
which has replaced, the Lyceum,
now used by a relieious group.
This is the latest the legit season
ever has opened here and a record
will be set for dearth of shows.
There have been a number of can¬
cellations.

‘Tobacco Road* Too Rough
For Honolulu Audiences
Honolulu, Feb. 24.
The Honolulu Community Thea¬
tre will detour around “Tobacco
Road,” at least for this season.
James Anthony, president of
Hawaii’s major legit group, re¬
veals that plans to produce the
play have been shelved because
season ticket purchasers com¬
plained.
“They thought it was unsuitable
for this community,” he explains.
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calls for femme singers March 10, Submit photo and resume for con¬
»»»»»♦"<
at 1:30 p.m.; Equity calls for male sideration.
Grey Advertising, 430 Park Ave.
singers March 11, at 11 a.m. Audi¬
tions Yariety Arts Studios, 225 W. Casting, Jim Kaye. Submit photo
and resume by mail onlyl . .
46th St, N. Y. C.
Huntington Hartford Agency, 18
NEW HOPE, PA.
, Look; After JLmIi*
Bucks County Playhouse; pro¬ [~E. 48th St.; casting director, Mar¬
New Haven, FeS. 19.
shal
Migatz. Auditioning by - ap¬
Playwrights Co. Sc Gilbert Miller, Lane*
ducer,
Michael
Ellis.
Mail
photo
Follow r.g are available 'parts- in, upcoming Broadway, off-Broadpointment;
applicants
mail
after
Hamilton
Sc Charles Russell presentation
wav touring, films, industrial and television shows. All information has and resume of Broadway and -stock March 10, photo and resume:
of three-act (four scenes) comedy by
Coward;
based
on
“Occupe-toi
been obtained directly by the Variety Casting Department by tele¬ credits to Jack Lenny, c/o Lenny“L” filmed on location r— CBS; Noel
d’Amelifr," by Georges Feydeau. Stars
phone calls, and has :been recliecked as of noon yesterday (Jues.). Debin, 140 W. 58th .St. N.Y.
producer,- Gilbert Ralston; casting Roddy McPowalL Tammy Grimes, George
SACANDA&A,
n.
y.
Baker; features Kurt Kasznar, Polly
^ The veritable rotes will be repeated weekly until filled, and addtSacandaga Summer Theatre, Pro¬ through Marc Merson; address by Bowles, Jack Gilford. Direction, Cyril
Uons to the list will be made only when information is secured from ducer,
Anthony “Brady- Farrell .Pro¬ mail only, Barbara Tuck, CBS, 524 Rltphard: scenery and costumes. Cedi
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads ductions; managing director, John W. 57th St. Available pants: un¬ Beaton; lighting,^ Raymond Sovey. Opened
13, *59, at Shubert Theatre, New
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather than to Larson. Casting5tfrineiple roles in usual types, interesting faces; good •Feb.
Haven; S4.80 top.
Grimes
run a lengthy list of blind items.
_ r ,
'‘I4’l Abner;' “Bells are Ringing,” physical conditions, will consider Lulu d’Arvine .. Tammy
Harrity, Craig
In addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro¬ ‘New Girl in^ Town” and ‘Gentle¬ applicants having had odd occupa¬ Philippe's rriends.-Rory
Hueblng, Biff Berger
ductions announced for later this season, but, for which, the manage¬ men Prefer Blondes” for stock and tions. Submit photo and resume.
Lulu's Friends.. Barbara Loden. Sasha
J. Walter Thompson ad agency,
von Scherler, Grace Gaynor
ments, as yet, aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬ package presentation. Mail photo
de Croze.George Biker
Lexington Ave.; casting direc¬ PhiHppe ...
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, and resume *to Larson, c/o Farrell 420
Paul Smith
tor, Evelyn Peirce. Commercials Adonis
Gigot . Eric Christmas
Productions, 237 W, 51st St. Chorus only; cast from file; application for Claire
.(MD) Musical Drama, (Hep) Repertory, {DR) Dramatic Reading.
.
Polly' Rowles
audition to be held in early March. appointment, photo and resume by Marcel Blanchard.Roddy McDowall
Gen. Koschnadieff. Em« Raob
TORONTO /
mail.
Herr van Putzeboum.Jack Gilford
beauty, defiant, fragile; femme, in
Music Fair; producer, Lewis T.
Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford Boys From Florist.David Faulkner.
4Q*s, heavy build, insecure, reli¬ Fisher. Same casting schedule and
David Thurman
&
Atherton
ad
agency,
420
Lexing¬
gious fanatic; male, 40-45, gaunt, place as for the Melody Fair, Buf¬
Prince of Salestrla.Kurt Kasznar
ton Ave. Casting, Richard King. Maid ... Reva Rosa
wolfish, incurably ill; femme,-35-40, falo (see above).
Oudatte.Earl Montgomery
Mail
photo
and
resume.
pregnant, gossipy; femme, 35-45,
. John Alderman
WARWICK, RJ;
“Lamp Unto My Feet," religious Comette.
Arthur Malet
plays a sort of Greek chorus; male,
BROADWAY
Warwick Musical Theatre; pro¬ drama, CBS; producer, Don Keller- Mayor
Photographer . William Griffis
“Flight to Matia” (M). Produc¬ big, sadistic, coarse; male, about ducer, Burton L. Bonoff & Ben man; director, James MacAlien. Aunt Gahrlelle.Philippa Bevans
er, Jamieson Productions, 350 W. 35, handsome, a few lines but good Segal: Equity calls for dancers Submit photo and resume for con¬ Little Girl ..Ina Cummins
57th St.; Director, Clay Yurden; part; nurse (femme), cold, prim; March 24: male, 10 a.m.; femme, sideration Nat Greenblatt (524 W.
This Noel Coward romp should
musical director, Alfred Ricky. two men, heavy, redfaced, south¬ 12 noon. Equity calls for singers 57th St.).
Available parts; femme lead, 26- ern; two femme, old biddies; three same day: femme, 2 p.m.; male,
Lawrence Welk show (Plymouth draw everything from chuckles to
28. Spanish type singer; femnpe men and a femme for bits, southern 4 p.m. Opeh calls March 25, same Motors), ABC-rTV — Seeking teen¬ guffaws on its upcoming arrival on
lead, 16. singer, American teen¬ types, can be non-Equity. Negro schedule as Equity. Auditions held age Vocal and instrumental per- Broadway. Its theme is about as
age
type;
male
singer,
38, man, conjure man type, no lines, at Showcase Studios, 956 Eighth pormers for guest appearances or original as a tide table and much
its business is straight from the
American, slim, Don Ameche type; but interesting role. All parts are Ave., N.Y.C. Finals, March 26.
as permanent hand members. Sub¬ of
old school, but it is entertainingly
male singer, 45-50, Spanish-dlcta- southern, accent is not important.
mit disk or tape home-recorded presented
as escapist fare.
tor type, stocky; male, 17, Ameri¬ Production people also needed.
FUTURE
SHOWS
acceptable)
of
wellknown
pop
or
“Oiir Town” (CD). Producers,
French farce, a term synonymous
can teenage singer; femme singer,
“And So Farewell” (D)t Pro¬ standard numbers, plus recent
28-30, beautiful, sophisticated; male Leigh Connell, Theodore Mann & ducer, Norman Twain (no produc¬ photo, short biographical summary. with hiding-under-the-bed, caughtand similar pre¬
singer, 19, Latin appearance. Ivy .Jose Quintero, c/o Circle in the tion office set).
Address Plymouth Show, ABC in-scant-attire,
gets liberal expression
League manner; two piale charac¬ '•Square Theatre. Casting all parts
“Before the Fall" (D). Pro¬ Studio, Hollywood, or 2623* Santa dicaments,
in this translation* which also has
ter comedian-singers.. Mail photo through agents only.
ducers, Betty Lee Hunt -& Ira Monica blvd.. Santa Monica.
diversionary movements
and resume to producers.
Lennen A Newall ad agency, 380 numerous
Cirker (no 'production office set).
of a distinct Noel Coward-Cyril
“Flower Drum Son*” (MO. Pro¬
OUT OF TOWN
“Happy Town” (MC). Producers, Madison Ave., casting director, Ritchard
stamp.
Witty lines, many
ducers, Richard Rodgers, Oscar
Ballet Florence & Frederic De B & M Theatre Productions, c/o Harriet Wilner. Interested in photo of them decidedly
racy, abound
Hammerstern 2d & Joseph Fields. Paris, c/o Music Corp. of America, Lenny-Debin, 140 W. 58th St.
and resume of character types
and the tried-and-true situations
Male and femme dancers-singers- 598 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22. Avail¬
“Lend An Ear” (MR). Producers, only, at present.
get
a
slightly
new
interpretation.
actors of Oriental appearance for able parts for femme dancers, 5' Stephan Slane & Jenny Lou Law,
“Look Up & Live," religiousCertain sagging segments re¬
the contemplated touring and Eng¬ 5%”-5’ 6t£” (without shoes); mod¬ (no production office set).
dramatic, CBS. Producer, Jack
lish companies. Mail photo and ern .ballet essential. For tour of
“Lett* GO Steady” (MC)—pro¬ Kuney; casting, Marc Merson, 524 quire going-over and consistently
resume to Eddie Blum, c/o Rodgers U.S, and Europe.. Mail photo and ducer Edward Padula (1501 Broad¬ W. 57th' St. Casting from files. rapid pacing: The basic premise
is ridiculous (one character re¬
ic Hammerstein. 488 Madison Avet resume.
way, LA 4-4860).
Mail photo and resume.
“Sure Sign of Spring (MC).
“Purging of Simon Madden” (C). . N. W. Ayer. & Sobs, -Inc., ad marks, “You wouldn't believe this
“Ballets: U.S.A.” Producer, Ice¬
Producer, NET Production, 234 W. land Hayward in association 'with Producer, Norman Twain (see agency, PL 7-5700; casting direc¬ if you saw it on a stage”), but the
44th St, director, John Stix; chor¬ International Cultural Program. above).
tor, Guy Wallase. Casting - for farce playing is in its favor.
eographer, Matt Mattox. Parts: Director - choreographer. Jerome
“Satin Legs Smith" (MC). Pro- Breck Shampoo, available parts for . The story concerns a stock
Femme lead, French, early 20’s, Robbins. Parts for dancers expert .ducer, Warren Coleman, 729 Sev¬ pretty natural blondes or femmes broker's attractive and effervescent
sensitive, lonely; - male, co-lead, ■in classic, jazz and comedy tech¬ enth Ave.
with light red or light brown hair,J mistress involved in a supposedly
middleaged ex-bootlegger, ex-car- niques. Mail letter detailing quali¬
“Skin Deep" (MC). Producers, about shoulder leiigth or there¬ trumped-up. marriage with another
man, who stands to acquire a sub¬
P.
R.
B.
Productions.
nlval man; male, co-lead, Scot, late fications, background and’ experi¬
abouts.'Phone for appointment.
“Tobacco Road" (CD). Producer,
National Screen .Service, 1600 stantial cash profit thereby. Com¬
20’s, dour, proud, husky fisherman;, ence, address, Jerome Robbins, c/o
femme comedy lead, middleaged, Leland Hayward, 655 Madison David Moss Productions, 580 Fifth Broadway. Casting, Carl Carbone. plications break out when the mar¬
; Ave.
realistic French businesswoman; Ave., New York 21.
Submit photo and composite for riage proves to be real, but the
couples pair off properly at the
consideration.
male comedy lead, Scot, boastful
North Advertising, 6 E. 45th St finale.
affable, middleaged retired sea
SHOWS IN REHEARSALSTOCK
The play is given a lush produc¬
Casting Frank Riggins. Cast from
captain; male, late 40's; French vil¬
BROADWAY
tion, and the sets and costumes
TOURING PACKAGES
lage priest, strong, raw-boned;
‘‘Desert Incident” (D).
Pro¬ files'for the Toni commercials. Pre¬ get keen , audience response. Done
“Bells
are
Kinging”
(MC).
Pro¬
femme singer, early 30’s, hardducers, Tad Danielewski & Morris fer models with good hair. Mail in the period of 1901 Paris (the
photo and resume for considera¬
talking; male, gentle, close mouth¬ ducer, Stanley Prager, 47 W. 44th Feld. 234 W. 44th St.
date of the original presentation)
ed, giant; also, rugged fishermen, St, N.Y.C. accepting photo and
“Destry Bides Again” (MC). Pro¬ tion.
there’s opportunity for ornate
elderly villagers, innocent young resume by mail; casting all parts. ducer, Daivd Merrick, 246 W. 44th
Reich, -McClrntion A Co., 505 color.
“U’l
Abner”
(MC).
Same
casting
people and children of all ages.
Park Ave.; casting, Esther Latterell.
Sh, LO 3-0830.
The fine cast plays cream-puff
Mail photo and resume -to pro¬ setup as for “Bells Are Ringing”
“Gypsy’? (M). Producers, .David Photo and resume accepted via for all it's worth. Tammy Grimes
(see above).
ducers.
Merrick & Leland Hayward, 246 majl only for commercials; boys, looks and acts the mistress skill¬
JONES
BEACH,
N.
Y.
girls; middleaged-and elderly men fully. Roddy McDowall's version
“West Side Story" (MD). Pro¬
“Song of Norway” (MD), to be W. 44th St,, LO 3-0830.
ducers, Robert Griffith & Harold
and women; also young and mature of the duped bridegroom is good
Prince. Auditions will be held repeated from mid-June through
women for shainpoo commercials. and George Baker’s picture of the
OFF-BROADWAY
every Tuesday, 2 pm., at the Win¬ Sept. 7 at Jones Beach, N.Y. Pro¬
“The Verdict Is Yours,” unre¬
“Gerainium
Hal”
(D).
Pro¬
ter Garden Theatre, 1643 hroadway, ducers, Leonard Ruskin & Guy ducers, New Drama Productions, hearsed courtroom dramas. CBS; lover also impresses.
Support is excellent, the stand¬
Lombardo,
730
Fifth
Ave.
N.Y.C.
for replacements of the Broadway
producer, Eugene Burr; director,’
c/o
M.
J.
Meyer,
154
Nassau
St.
outs being .Kurt Kasznar as a
and London, companies. Apply for Parts available for leading and
“Ole" (MC). Producer-director, Byron Paul; casting contact, Liam prince on the make, Polly Rowles
appointments, stage door at 2 p.m. ensemble singers, ensemble Max Leavitt, AL 5-4222.
Bunn, CBS, 524 W. 57th St (do not
as an amorous duchess. Jack Gil¬
or 8 p.m., to Lo Hardis -or George dancers.- Mail photo and resume to
“Widowers* Houses” (D). Pro¬ phond). No open casting; all done ford as a Dutch-dialect-ridden god¬
Eckert. Calls for dancers for re¬ above address.
ducer, William Landis (no address from files. Submit photo and res¬ father, and as lesser lights, Ellis
ALLENTOWN,
PA
placements for scheduled tour*
ume for consideration.
Guthsville Playhouse, -P. G. Box available).
Equity call Feb. 26; male 11 am.;
WRCA-TV,
(30
Rockefeller Rabb as the prince’s aide, Eric
femme, 2 p.m. Open c-dls Feb. 27; 1125; Producer-director, John
Plaza, N.Y. 20), accepting appli¬ Christmas as father of the mistress,
SIGNED
Cameron.
Equity, non-Equity
male 11 am.; femme, 2 p.m.
cations for auditions for all gen¬ Reva Rose as a bumpkin-type
BROADWAY
players and apprentices sought for
eral talent, except dramatic actors, maid, Arthur Malet as a French
Desert Incident: Paul Roebling, alternate Tuesdays. Apply by mail mayor and David Hurst as a police
18-week season; mail photo and resOFF-BROADWAY .
inspector.
jme to producer, c/o theatre. Walter Klavin, Mary Suesan Locke, to “Open Auditions.”
“Lulu” won’t win a prize, but
“And the Wind Blows" (D). Pro¬ Casting April 24-25 in New York. Ronnie Tourso, Dorothy Black¬
it can make a lot of people laugh.
burn, John Heldabrand, Lynn Forducers, George Charles, Joan Hor¬
ATLANTA, GA.
Bone.
vath & Luis Martinz; director,
Theatre-Under-therStars. (Muni¬ reste, Sylvia DaneeL
Industrial
Martinz. Available parts for Mex¬ cipal Theatre, Inc.); producerDestry Rides Again: Rosetta
ican Indian and peasant types: boy, director, Eric Mattson, 35-15 -75th LeNoire, Libi Staiger, Don Mc¬
10-13, snail, loveable; male, Por¬ St., Jackson Heights, N.Y. Accept¬ Henry.
Buick Industrial Show fop Sum¬
tuguese, late 40’s, short, stocky, ing photo and resume of Broad¬
Goldilocks: Jonathan Anderson
Akim Tamirrof type; male, 50,, way and stock credits. Mail to pro¬ (succeeding Richard Armbruster). mer,. 1959. Choreographer, James
resolute,, irritable,'-wiry. Auditions, ducer.
Good Will Ambassador: Dennis Nygren. Call for Equity femme
The Hartt Opera-Theatre Guild
Feb. "22 from 2 to 6 p.m., St. Marks
King (instead’ of Herbert Marshall). dancers, March 5 at 16 a.m. sharp,
BLAUVELT, N.Y.
Mark Heilinger Theatre, 237 W. of the U. of Hartford will present
Kataki: Ben-Piazza.
Playhouse, '2d Ave. and 8th St
Rockland County Playhouse;
Handel’s
last opera, “Deidamia,”
Bring photo and resume.
Say Darling: Mindy Carson, Or¬ 51st St.
producer, Alwin Leber. Mail photo
tonight (Wed.) and Friday and
“Chic" (R).
Producer, Peter and resume to the theatre, 474 son Bean, David Atkinson, Betsy
Saturday nights (27-28) for three
Pell,
10th St. Parts: young Grqfenbush Hpad; Blauvelt, N.Y. von Furstenberg.
Londdn Shows
tenor,-' William Tabberf type; sexy Casting to start in May.
performances. It’s believed that
Sunrise at Campohello: Miehaele
comediennes.,
Mail photo and
Myers (succeeding Grace Albert¬
(Figures aeno.e opening dates) the engagement at the Talcott
BOILING SPRINGS, PA
resume to producer.
Allenberry Playhouse. Planning son).
School auditorium in Elmwood
LONDON
“Courtyard” (D). Producers, An¬ 28-week season, including two mu¬
Triple Play: Biff McGuire, Fran¬
Center, about five miles from down¬
At Drop of Hot, Foriune r1-24-57).
thony & Goodman Productions, sicals. Mail photo and resume of cis Compton, Geoffrey Lumo, Helen
town Hartford, will be the initial
Auntie tome, Adelphi (9-10-58).
1225 Sixth Ave. Accepting photo Broadway and stock credits to Seamon, Jessica Tandy, Hume
Blue Magic Revue, Wales (2-19-59),
U. S. presentation of the work.
Breath of Spring, Duke York's (3-26-58),
and resume of performers via mail managing director Richard N. Cronyn.
Dr. Elemer Nagv, head of the
Brouhaha, Aldwych (8-27-58).
only; also resume of potential tech¬ Gage, c/o Allenberry Playhouse.
OFF-BOADWAY.
‘Chrysanthemum, ApoUo (11-13-58).
Hartt College of Music opera de¬
nicians, managers, stage managers.
BUFFALO
Crucible: Marjorie Shaffer, Cath¬
CindereHa, Coliseum (12-18-58).
partment, will stage the opera and
Day
In
Life
Cf/
Savoy
(10-1-58).
“Father” (D). Producer, Living
erine
Payne
(succeeding
Anne
Melody Fair; producer, Lewis T.
D'Oyly Carte, Prince's (12-15-58).
design the scenery and costumes.
Theatre, 530 Sixth Ave.; director Fisher. Equity calls for dancers Ives). Gladys Rothrock (succeed¬
Flye FIrtger Exercise, Comedy (7-16-58).
Dr. Moshe Pamav, president of the
For Adults Only, Strand (6-25-58).
Juliah Beck. To be presented in March 17: male, 10 a.m.; femme, ing Marjorie Shaffer),
Julius Hartt Musical Foundation,
Friends
&
Neighbors,
Vic.
Pal.
01-11-58).
repertory with the current “Many 12 noon: Equity calls for singers
Our Tcwsrf^John Real.
Crass Is Greener, St. Mart. (12-2-58).
will be the musical director/
She Shali'H^ve Music: Ronald
Loves.” Parts, experience required: same date: femme, 2 p.m.; male,
Hook, Line, Sinker, Piccadilly (11-19-58).
-*rma
La
Douce,
Lyric
(7-17-58).
male lead, classical style, for 100- 4 p.m.: Open calls March 18, same Long (succeedin^. Edgar Daniels),
Living for Pleasure, Garrick (7-10-58).
year-old; femme, white or Negro, schedule as Equity; March 19
SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
Widowers' HousCSf Dran Smfct
Long, Short, Taft, Royal Ct. 0-7-59).*
brooding, powerful, physically and finals. Audition held at Showcase
Repertory, Old Vic (9-17-58).
OUT OF
"
(Theatres Set)
Mousetrap, Ambassadors 01-25-52).
in speech; male, to appear 15 and Studios, 950 Eighth Ave., N.Y.C.
Babes in Arms:
Wilson,
BROADWAY
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58).
DAYTON, O.
able to age as play progresses. Mail
Brian Davies, Barbar^r Sharma.
Not In the Book, Criterion (4-2-58).
Look Affer Lu!u, MUler's (3-3-59).
Juno, Winter Garden (3-9-59).
Roar Like a Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57).
photo and resume to director.
Dayton Summer Theatre (tem¬
Sweet
Bird,
Beck (3-10-59).
Rose Tattoo, New 0-15-59).
“Orpheus Descending” CD). Pro¬ porary name). Producer, Douglas
Raisin In Sun, Barrymore (wk. 3-11-59).
Salad Days,:. Vaudeville (G-5-54).
ducers, Equity Library Theatre; Crawford, 40 W. 55th St., N.Y.
Luta Song, City Center (3-12-59).
Simple Spymcn, (Vnitehail (3-19-581.
First
impressions,
Alvin (3-19-59).
Taste of Honey, Wyndham’s (2-10-59):
director, Adrain Hall. Rehearsal Mail photo and resume of Broad¬
Television
Desert • incident. Golden (3-24-59).
TravoHer Luggage, Arts (1-29-59)..
peripd March 9-April 4. Casting, way and stock credits to producer.
Triple Play, Playhouse (4*1559).
Two for Seesaw, Haymarket (12-17-58).
Destry
Rides
Again,
Imperial (4-23-59).
11 W. 18th St., 2d fl. front. March (Equity and non-Equity). Will al¬
Unexpected Guest, Duchess (8-12-58).
Gypsy, Broadway (5-7-59).
Valmouth, Savffle 0-27-59).
educational,
2-3, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; March 4, 7-10 ternate six straight plays and six “Camera //Three,”
West Side Story* Majesty’s (12-12-58).
OFF-BROADWAY
drama, CBS; producer, John Mcp.m. 'bring membership cards). musicals.
Woman On Stair, Westminster 0-2259).
Golem, St. Mark’s (2-25-59).
Giffert Submit photo and resume
MILBURN, NJ. •
Parts: femme, 35-40, youthful
* Transfer
- Trip' Bountiful, Theatre East (2-26-59),
Widowers' Houses. Downtown (3-2-59).
Paper Mill Playhouse; producer, for consideration. Nat Greenblatt
SCHEDUI EO OPENINGS
figure, faut face, hysterical; male,
-Royal Gambit, Sullivan St. (3-4-59).
Clown
Jewels,
Vic*-Palace
(3-5-59).
(524
W.
5?th
St.);
'
<
:
F
lank
Carrington;
choreographer,
about 30, handsome, sex - appeal
. Our Town, Circle in Square (3-16-59).
-rinces (3-16-59).
Dela MfcCarihy ASsoc., 515 Mad¬ ; Comedfp FrSnc~Isecombined with quality of purity; Anthony Nelle. Equity call for
Geranium Hat, Orpheum (3-17-59).
CLOSED. , • V
Ole, Greenwich Mews (3-19-59).
femme, past . 30, odd fugitive dueers, March 9 at 2 p.m. Equity ison Ave. Casting, Colin D’Arcy. . Where'S Charley, Palace (2-20-58).
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COtONIE EXPANDS 5KED
Showfent at Lathaur, N. T., - Goes
to 14 Weeks for Second Season

‘Fusl’
"Bird1 $1,100, Phffly;
‘Juno’ $43^00 Hub; Wa’ 2% (6), N.H.
The road held to form last week,
.with business strong for some
shows and weak for others, "Music
'Man" and “My Fair Lady” were
'the top grossers. The tryout,
‘First Impressions," set a new
house record for the Forrest,
Philadelphia.
“Sweet Bird of Youth" and
"Look After Lulu” also played to
.sock business on their pre-Broad¬
way stands. The Julie Harrlsstarrer, "Warm Peninsula," piled
up the top gross of its lengthy
cross-country tour in an eight per¬
formance Portland-Seattle split.
Estimates for Last Week
Parenthetie designations for out¬
-of-town shows are the same as for
Broadway, except that hyphenated
T with show classification indicates
tryout and RS indicates road show.
Also, prices on touring shows in■elude 1Q% Federal Tax and local
tax, if any, hut as on Broadway
■grosses are net; i.e. exclusive of
taxes. Engagements are far single
■week unless -otherwise noted.
ATLANTIC CITY
dGay Felons, Warren (C-T) ,($4-$5;
1,470) tDenise Dared, Jacques
Francois, George Tobias), Opened
Feb. 15 to an affirmative notice
(Fink, Press); about $15,800, with
local subscription accounting for
$8,200. Previous week, $9,200 for
four performances at the Play¬
house, Wilmington.

for eight performances and one
preview.
WASHINGTON
God and Kate Murphy, National
(D-T) ($4.40-$4;95; 1,677; $41,486)
(Fay Compton). Opened Feb. 17
to three negative notices (Carmody, Star; Coe, Post; Donnelly,
News); over $3,800 for seven per¬
formances. Previous week, $13,000 at the Wilbur, Boston.' Original
two-week booking here was cut to
a single - stanza with production
moving to Broadway where it
opens tomorrow night (Thurs.).
SPLIT WEEKS
Romanoff , and Juliet (C-ES)
(Bert Lahr>—Totalled $25,300 for
eight performances, as follows:
Municipal, New ’Orleans,' Sunday
(15), two; $8,000; Ellis Auditorium,
Memphis, Tuesday-Thursday (1719J, three, $7,400; Temple, Birm¬
ingham-, Friday-Saturday (20-21),
three' $9,900, All dates were on
Broadway Theatre League sub¬
scription. Previous week, $21,600
for eight^perforinance split.
Warm Peninsula (CB-T) (JuHe
Harris). Totalled'. $42,100. for eight
performances, as, follows: Para¬
mount, Portland, Tuesday-Wednesday (17-18), three, $15,300; Moore,
Seattle, Thursday-Saturday (19-21),
five, $26300. Previous week, $30,100 at the Curran, San Francisco.

Showtent for Hub Skeds
RefeardsJk for ‘Macbeth’

BOSTON
June, Shubert (MD-T) (3d wk)
$4.95;-$6.25; 1,717; $52,800) (Shir¬
ley Booth, Melvyn Douglas). Over
$43,200 with two days of Guild
Boston, Feh. 24.
subscription. Previous week, inad¬
Jason Rohards Jr. and- Siobhan
vertently underquoted, was aver McKennarwIII costar hi "Macbeth”
$45,800.
this summer at the tent theatre to
he .erected on the Charles River
CHICAGO
shore as part of the new Metro¬
Music Man; Shubert (MORS)* (2d politan District Commission rec¬
wk> ($5.50-$6.€O; 2,180; $71*458).
Over $68,900 with,Guild Subscrip¬ reation centre under the Cam¬
tion. Previous week, $45,000 for bridge Drama Festival.
Miss McKenna was here recent¬
four performances and one pre¬
ly ia plant a symbolic hush of
view.
mountainlaurel at the theatrg site
• Bakin In the Sun, Blackstone
<D-T> (2d Wk> ($4.40-$4.95; 1,450; in AUsfcon.
136$ 00) (Sidney Poitier). Almost
$26,800. -Previous wed, $14,200 for
six performances.
Two for the Seesaw, Todd
Pittsburgh, Feb. 24.
-CD-RS)- (9th -wk). ($5,50; 1,090;’
$34,461) (Ruth Reman,. Jeffrey. - Edward H. Young'has resigned
as
executive
secretary, of the Pitts¬
Lynn). Almost $17,100. Previous
burgh Civic Light Opera Assn. He
week, $20,500,
had been with the id fresco sum¬
mer theatre organization, * since
CINCINNATI
LiT Abner, Shubert (MORS, 1952,, but' quit to- take advance
hus-and-truefe) ($4fi3-$5.Q9; 2,000; study in educational and rehahOi$6O;O00h Nearly $21,50(1.for seven tatwn guidance and counseling at
performances here Tuesday-Satur- Pfenfct State Univ. His successor
day (17-21). Also picked up around hasn’t been named.
$4,700 -on a one-niter Monday (16) . Young’s departure comes on the
at the Municipal Auditorium,
Charleston, W. Ya. Previous week,1 eve of CLQA’s switch this summer
$35,390 for seven-performance from -the mammoth Pitt Stadium to
a tent operation near the new Civic
spCL
Auditorium, which is to house the
CT iT! V .K1- rA vn
-■ group's productions when It is fin¬
Hark at the To* of the Stairs, ished, probably in 1962.
Banna (B-RS) (2d wkl ($4; 1.515;
$28,000). Nearly $17,200 with Guild
subscription. Previous week, $17,500.
(Feb. 22-March 8)

Young Quite Pitt CLO

Touring Shows

,
DETROIT
Girls, in 509/ Shubert (C-RS1 (Zd
wk) ($4; 2,050; $31,000) (Peggy
Wood; Imogerte Coca). Over $21,100. Previous week, $20,000.
, My Fair Lady, Riviera (MC-KS)
(2d wk) ($5; 2,700; $100,000) GHBr
ehael Evans, Diane Todd). Over
$67,800. Previous week, $67,200.
MINNEAPOLIS
Look Back hi Anger, State (DRS) ($4.30; 2,2007 (Donald Harron,
Pippa Scott). Almost $26,100 with
Guild subscription. Previous week,
$15,300 at the Pabst, Milwaukee.

Dark it the To#--** th* Stairs—Shubert.
Det. (23-7).
D«ar £Iar (tryout) (Katharine Cornell,
Bi-Jan All erne)—Sombrero, Phoenix (3-8).
Du«rt IftcMent itryout)—Shubert, New
Haven. (4-7). .
WrSfr htoarttifoni (tryout) (Polly- Ber¬
gen, Farley Granger, -Henri tone GongolcD
—Forrest, PMUy 03-7)
(Reviewed in
Variety, Feb. 4,
Bay FdMt (tryeutj (Denise DarceT,
Jacqne* Francois, George Tobias)—Wilbur,
Boston (23--2S);. Ford's. Batto. (2-7) (Re¬
viewed to VAiCEBTY, Feb.. 18V -T9).
Girls In 509 (Peggy Wood, Imogene
Coca)—Civic, Obi; (23-7>. .
•Cootf 'Will Ambassador '(tryout) (Dennis
King* Cyril Cusack, Martyn Green)—
Olympia, SNsWia- -GMV
Juoo -(tryoui) (Shirley Booth, Melvyn
Douglas)—Shubert, Boston (23-28. moves
to N.YJ= (Reviewed in -VARIETY, Jan.
21 T9).
t--PI
Abner
(bnsran-trude)—American,
St. L. (23-m Pershinr Municipal Aud„
Lincoln. Nebi. ®; Orpbeam, Sioux Cittr,
la. O; TT. jo£ Kansas, Lawrence <4); -Highschool, Topfka (5); Arcadia, Wichita, Kan.

.

NEW'HAVEN
Look. After Lain, Shubert (C-T)
($4.80; 1,050; $30,000) (Roddy Mc- (ML
Dawall* Tammy Grimes. George
Look Aaelc In A»«e# (Donald Harrou,
Baker). Opened last Wednesday Pippa Scott)—Shubert, - One? (23-28);
St. L. (2-7>.
<18) to one favorable review Ameriexn,
Lovely Star, *oed Met* (tryout) (Dan(Johnson, Joumal-Caurier) and one aid Cook. Glenda Farrell)—Shubert, New
(23-28); Shubert^ Boston (2-7). '““•
unfavorable
(Leeney,
Evening Haven
bbrticAUit adCo-)—Shubert, Cht (23-7).
Register); over $29,000 far six
My Fair My- (2d CoJ (Michael Evansy
performances, including a special Diane Todd)—Riviera, Det. (23-7).
Raisin In the Swr (tryout) (Sidney
matinee Friday (20).
Poitier> martrstone.-Gtn (2>2t, moves to
PHILADELPHIA
First Hnpresafetw, Forrest’ (MO
T) (2d wk) ($6-$AB0; 1,700;;. $62,611)
(Polly Bergen, Farley Granger,
Hermione GingeldJ. Bouse record
at $51,540 with Guild subscription.
Previous .week, $58,800 .for five
performances .and' three previews.
Sweet -Bird of Ycmth, Locust
(D-TfKtd Wk) ($4j>0-$5; L4i8; .$45,500)- (Paul Newman,. Geraldine
Pa$e. Sidney BFackmer). • ATmbst
$46,100. Previous week, $49,700

N.YJ (Reviewed lu VARIETY, Jan. 38, *59).
Romanoff and Juliet- (Bert Lata)—
Tovre:, Atlanta (23-25); -Oveac^- Charlotte
(2S-27H /Center, Norfolk (38)v Municipal,
Charreatdzw W. V*. cak - Virginia, WSeeKn*
«)| Cemaamrfly^ Herihefr Fa. ,(4); IHuhnell And, Hartford OW).
JSwteJ 1M of Youth (tryout) (Paul
Newman, Geraldine Page-, Sidney BUck>
mer)—Locust, Philly (2Jkat moves to N.Y.)
(Reviewed iff VARIETY, Fib. ii, T8>.
Trl|K» Play (tryout). (Hume Cronyn,
Jessica Tandv)—Royal Felocianc, Palm
Bead),
--•
«.
Twu for .-the- fa saner 4241 Cot) (Ruth
Rorngn, Jeffrey Lynd)^TdiMl CHt (23-7).
W*iw». PonlnnuIa ttaTrout) (Julie- Harris)
—States Mpfc. (34-1); Pabst, MUVn(trices
(3-7) (Reviewed In VARIETY* Nov. 5, *58),

Albany, FeEt 24.
Esctendihg the season to 14
weeks, Eddie Rich will open June
9 for his second-year the Colome
Musical Thea&e in suburban
Latham. A mgrau& of a fortnight
from the 1958 j^gsmiere, this is one
of the earliest#/! record for a lo¬
cal summer operation. The span
will end Sept. :J2£ the same as last
year.
;o ’
The canvaser' registered one of
its biggest weeks last season with
a touring package of “Auntie
Mame " starring Shirl Conway, on
the final week, when most local
strawhats were closed.

‘Suzie’ $41,400, “Pieasare’ $M,D, OK,
‘Rashoraon’ $32,7#, ‘Feslmg’ $25#

Broadway was generally down 800 with two parties: Previous
again last wpek. A pickup is ex¬ week, $35,300 with parties.
pected this stanza, as most shows
Rashomwa, Music Box (D) (4th
got off to a good start Monday <23) wk; 31 p> ($6.90-$7.50; 1,010; $38,•on both the special holiday mati¬ 500) (Claire Bloom, Rod Steiger,
nees and the regular evening per¬ Oscar HOmolka, Akim Tamiroff).
formances.
Almost $32,700. Previous week,
/
Sellouts last week included $32,900.
Redhead, 46th St. (MC) (3d wk;
“Flower Drum Song,” "La Plume
de Ma Tante,” “Marriage-Go- 20 p) ($9.20; 1,297; $62,410) (Gwen
Round,” "Music Man,” “My Fair Verdon). Almost $62,100. Previous
week, same.
Lady” and “Redhead.”
Requiem far a Nun, Golden <D)
Estimates for Last Week
(4th wk; 27 p) ($6.90; 800; $30,000)
. Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), (Ruth Ford, Zachary Scott). Over
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), $16,000. Previous week, $15,800.
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ Has to vacate theatre March 21.
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
Rivalry, Bijou <D) (2d wk; 17 p)
The Beachcomber
eretta). ■
($6.90; 599; $22,500) (Richard
Palm Beach, Feb. 17.
Nancy
Kelly,
MUrtin
Other parenthetic designations Boone,
Fra Tile J. Hale & Paul Crabtree presen¬
tation of three-act comedy by Crabtree, refer,respectively, to weeks played, Gabel). 'Nearly $13,400. Previous
Staged by,-the author; scenery, Janies number of performances through week, $12,200.
Riley. Stars Arthur Treacher, Fernanda
Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (D)
Mantel,
Caiieton Carpenter;- features last Saturday» top prices (where
Enid Marfc-y, Nancy Carroll. Lawrence two prices are given, the higher is (56th wk; 444 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $38,Fletcher, Irene -Kane Opened Feb. 16, *59,
300) (Ralph Bellamy). Over $26,for
Friday-Saturday
nights
and
the
at the Royal Pomclaoa Playhouse, Palm
Previous week, $29,300.
Beach; $6.50 top.
lower for weelcnights), number of 6QD.
Oliver Faust --- Arthur Treacher
Tall Story, Belasco fC) (4th wk;
Diddle Faust__•- Enid Harkey seats,, capacity gross and stars. 1*28 p) ($6.90; 1,037; $37,127) Almost
Tom . ... Carleton Carpenter Price includes 10% Federal and
$22,500. Previous week, $21,400.
Abby Van Doren .Irene Kane
Girls.Marcie Hubert, Betsy Holt, 5% City tax, but grosses are nefi;
Third Best Sport, Ambassador
Anna LLsta, Basba Regis, Le., exclusive of taxes.
(C) . (8th wk; 63 p) ($6.90; 1.155;
Eva Sloan, Nina Sco!Ian
Carlyle Kirkpatrick-Lawrence Fletcher
Bells Are Ringing, Alvin (MC) $43,800) (Celeste Holm). Over
Xattie Kirkpatrick. Nancy Carrbll
$14,900. Previous week, $16,800.
Wagoo .
Theseus George (114th wk; 908 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $59,Touch of the Poet* Hayes (D)
Fernanda.Fernanda Montel 000) (Judy Holliday). Nearly $41,Dr. Merriweather.,. Bert Bertram 10Q on twofers.
21st wk; 164- p) ($7.50; 1,139; $43,Previous
week,
Maid ..‘. Lucille Benson
887) (Helen Hayes, Eric Portman,
Policemen... G. Wood. William Lanteau $41,900 on twofers. Exits March 7,
Kim Stanley, Betty Field). Over
Johnny Drew . Marshall Grant to tour.
Cutler •
. Ralph Purdmn
Previous week, same.
Cold Wind and the Warm, Mo- $28,000.
Young Men .-.Perry Peace, Bob Carter.
Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD)
Bob Faro rosco (D) (11th wk; 88 p) ($6.90;
Band.Joe Dumas, Ralph ,Tognaccl,
(58th
wk;
460 p) ($6.90; 780; $32,Jim 'Chapin 946; $35,300) (Eli Wallach, Maureen 300) (Dana Andrews. Anne Ban¬
Stapleton). Almost $15^)00. Previ- croft). Over $22,000. Previous
The local sun-and-rum colony is ons week. $18,200.
week, $23,400. Andrews returned
Dfeeschanted, Coronet (D) Q2th last Monday (23) after a week’s
the subject, of this frothy concoc¬
tion by Poinciana Playhouse co- wk; 93 p) ($6.90; 1,101; $36,131) vacation. Kevin McCarthy subbed.
producer Paul Crabtree, whs also (Jason Regards, Jr., Rosemary
West Side Story, Winter Garden
doubles as director. The comedy Harris). Over $19,500 on> twofers. (MD) (74th wk: 588 p> ($8.05; 1,might also prove indigenous to Previous week, $19,300.
404; $64,213)- Nearly $38,300. Fresuch other society resorts as the
Flower Brian ' Song, St. James viaus week, $41,500. Moves March
Hamptons on Long Island, or New¬ (MC) (12th wk; 96 p) ($8.05; 1,615; 2 to the Broadway Theatre.
port or even the Riviera. "The $62,632. Over $62,600. Previous
World of Suzie Wong, BroadBeachcomber” is a- lot of rewrite week, same.
hurst (D) (19th wk; 151 p) ($6.90;
and -condensation away from Broad¬
1.214;
$47,400). Over $41,400. Pre¬
Gazebo, Lyceum (C) (11th wk;
way. however.
82 p) ($6.90; 995; $29,1506) (Walter vious week, $42,500.
Crabtree reputedly wrote the Slezak, Jayne Meadows). Over
Closed Last Week
play around- Arthur Treacher as $19,900. Previous week $20,700.
Epitaph for George DiUtn, Mil¬
a retired big business nabob, and
Goldilocks, Lant-Foatanne (MC) ler’s (6th wk; 48 p) ($3.60; 946;
the star coroes through with a (19th
Wk; 153 p) ($9:90; 1,402; $69,- $20,000) (Eileen Herlie, Robert
strong performance. But although 852) (Don
Ameehe, Elaine Stnitch). Stevens). Nearly $15,400. Previous
the scriot contains a hit of almost Nearly
Previous week, week, $11,700. Closed Saturday
every kind of fanciful foaling, it $32000; $32100.
clones next Saturday .(28). (21) at a loss of approximately
lacks cohesian and a consistent
Jamaica,
Imperial
(MC) (63d wk; $9,000 on a $25,000 investment.
flavor, sometimes resembling farce
Most Happy Fella, City Center
and at ethers turning into musical 499 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $64,000) (Lena (MD) (2d wk; 16 p) ($3.80; 3,030;
comedy, with cabaret singer Fer¬ Home, Ricardo Montalban). Over $61,812). Over 846,400. Previous
$38,300
on
twofers.
Previous
week,
nanda Montel playing herself to a
week, $35,900. Ended limited two$40,900 on twofers.
musical accompaniment
week stand Sunday (22).
JJ5. ANTA (D) (Ilth wk; 84 p)
The locale is the financier’s
Opening This Week
beach house, in which the title ($6.95; 1,185; $48,745) (Pat Hingle,
Beaux Stratagem, Phoenix (C)
character Is a squatter during the Christopher Plummer, Raymond ($4.60;
1,150;
$29,382)
(June
off-season. The complicated plot Massey). Nearly $33,100. Previous Havoc). Phoerax Theatre revival
centers around the picarescrae loaf¬ -week, $35,800. Hingle, who was of play by George Farquhar;
er’s attempt make good a boast of injured last Friday (21) in a plunge opened last night (Tues.).
being able- to earn $250,000 in four down an elevator shaft at his New
Say, Barifnff,
Center
(MC)
years, on penalty of having to get York resident/ and placed on the ($3.60; 3,039; $61,812) (Orsen
a job and marry an adoring1 so¬ critical’ list in Knickerbocker Hos¬ Bean, Mindy Carson, David Atkin¬
pital, is out of the cast indefinitely. son, Robert Morse, Betsy you
ciety teenager.
Emd Markey is skillfully comic As of yesterday (Tues.), the hos¬ Furstenberg). City Center Light
as the tycoon’s vague wife. Law¬ pital reported his condition as fair. Opera Co. revival of musical
rence Fletcher and Nancy Carroll Ford Rainey is pinehhitting in the based on Richard BisseB’s novel,
are amusing as a uewly-rich. cou¬ title role.
with book by Bis sell, Abe Burrows
La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale and Marian Bissell and songs by
ple accompanied by a rentinue of
bathing beauties, Carleton Carpen¬ (R) (15th wk; 119 p) ($7.50; 1,G50; Betty Comien, Adolph Green and
ter is a rather choreographic beach¬ 41,800) -iRobert Dhery). Almost Jule Styne;' begins limited tw®comber, Irene Kane is the intense $42,600. Previous week, $422900.
wedc run tonight (Wed.)God Med Kate Mnrphy» 54th St.
ingenue. Miss Montel exhibits an
Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬
impressive wardrobe, and there more <D) (65th wk; 516 p) ($6.90; (D) ($5.75^$6.90; 1,037; $41^861
are notable supporting bits by G. L07S; $41,191) (Miriam Hopkins, (Fay Compton). CarroJJ & Karris
Wood -and William Lanteatr as lo¬ Ed Begley). Over $17,000 on two¬ Masterson and Charles'
cal' cops, Ralph Purdum as »a fers. Previous week, $20,100 on presentation of play by Kfisraa
stockbroker. Perry Pease; Bob. Car¬ twofers. Has to vacate theatre Tunhey and John .Synge; upens
ter apd Bob Far© as “attractive March 7.
tomorrow night (Thhrs.).
young men,” Lucille Benson -as a'
Majority of One, Shubert (C)
flustered .maid and Theseus (1st
wk;
8
p)
($6.90;
1,453;
$51,000)
'^Vorge as a muscular Indian but¬ (Cedric Hardwieke, Gertrude Berg).
ler.
Citlm.
Nearly $45*800. Previous week, (Figures denote opening dates)
[$11,700 for three previews.
Friend, Cherry Lane (1-25Make * MiHiair, Playhouse (C)
(18th wk; 140 p) ($6.90; 994; $36,BUffalo Skixmer, Theatre Mar¬
700) (Sam Levene), About $13,000. quee (2-19-59).
Previous week, around $16,000. Has
Clearing in the Woods, Sherid^b
to vacate theatre April 11.
j Square (2-12-59).
Besrodni
Marriage-Go-Round, Plymouth
Ctweible, Martinique (3-11-585.
(CARNEGIE HALL, N.Y.)
(C) (17th wk; 133 p) ($6.90; 1,062;
Electra & Karieqitittede, Allen
Still another virtuosi from So¬ $42,400) (Charles Boyer, Claudette (2-13-5®). °
viet Russia is presented by Soi Colbert). Over $42700. Previous
Ettfany of the People, Actors
Hurok.
Igor Besr&dj»~ debuted week, $43,100.
Playhouse (2-459).
Washington’s Birtb^y night (Sun¬
Music Man, Majestic (MC) (62d
Fasten* Royal (1-20-59).
day) at Carnegie^HaTtl to good au¬ wk; 432 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $89,400).
Hmnicit of Stepney Green,
dience respomtef though no sellout Over $70,200. Previous week Cricket (11-13-58).
aSar-np, wow»£y
$71,000.
meUrne, Gate (9-24-5$).
More‘ "tepteiician than emotion¬
My Fair Lady, HeUinger (MC)
Ivanev, Renata (10-7-58); closes
alist, Beapamni is enjoyable in (154th wk; 1,227 p) ($8.05; 1,551; Mait* f$.
what he projfeds. He is a fine, not $69,200) (Edward Mulhare, Pamela
Mmu Wh« Never Died. Jan Has
a great musiesm. His accompa¬ Charles). Over $70,100. Previous ; (11-21-58).
nist, Sofia Vakna3i|, also from Mos¬ week, $76,200.
Many Levee, Living Tberire (1cow, is an artist
almost equal
Once More With. Feeling,, Na¬ 13-59).
rank.
tional (C) (18th wk; 143 p) ($6.96;
On the Town, Carnegie Hall
A young man and tall, Besrodni 1,162; $42800) (Joseph Cotton, Playhouse <1-15-59).
ran a gamut of Handed Bach, Pro- Arlene Francis). Over $25,5Q0.
Queue FefTaw, Circle in Square
kieff. Chausson, Gershwin (riel Previous week, underquoted, was <11-27-58); closes March 3.
and Ravel
Land.
over $26,500.
She ShaK Have Marie, 41st St.
Pteassrc of His CompSimy, Lcmg- (1-22-59).
Threepenny Opafa, deLys (9-20Aft Aliet wiH-anpean
Bride in acre (G.) (16th v/ 141:-p) ($690;
“Cat an a Hot Tul Roof ” which L101; $37,630) (Cyril Ritohard, 551. ■*
TSs^t Pity She’s a Whore, Play¬
opens next Monday £1 at the Cornelia Otis Skinner, Charlie
Ruggles, Walter Abel). Nearly $34,- ers (12-5-58).
Circle Theatre, Hollywood.
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License Commission Gensorsliip
[A Retrospective Force]
Bernard *T. O’Connell, the pres¬ “The Harem*’ and “A Good Bad
ent N. Y. -City License Commis¬ Woman.”
“The year also introduced a new
sioner whom political circles expect
to end up as a judge, did not in¬ note in illicit thrills with shows
vent the uses to which he puts the emphasizing " miscegenation. The
licensing power. He is following most notable ‘mixed’ show was
precedents, though they are not ‘Lulu Belle.’ These were followed
uniform. Mayors often acted in by other ‘Negro-and-white’ shows
past but that carried political risks, like ‘Deep River,* ‘Spring Magic,*
and especially for mayors posing *The Creole* and “Black Boy/
“The Citizens* Jury also tried
as “friends” of the theatre.
‘The Captive’ that year, and found
Remember Citizens’ Jury?
the show not guilty. Produced by
The era of the At H. Woods Gilbert Miller and starring Helen
“bedroom farce,” per “The Demi- Menken, the New York city fathers
Yirgin” with Hazed Dawn and looked askance at the lesbian angle.
Charles Buggies, was marked hy (The accent the play placed in
showmen deliberately enticing the violets as a symbol of the third
attention of censors for publicity’s sex for some time kayoed the vio¬
sake. Woods got “Demi” dragged let business at florists.)
‘“The Captive’ quit voluntarily
into courts as immoral in order to
in 1927.”
achieve, and he did, sellout.
Mae
West, her own author,
Woods fought the N. *Y. City
out “Sex” which Bob Sisk
License Commissioner of 1922. To. turned
of Variety considered “a nasty
quote the book “Show Biz” by Abel red-light district show.” He re¬
Green and Joe Laurie Jr:
ported many walked out after the
“The higher courts agreed
first act—the most potent form of
such powers were too great to
censorship. Miss West tried again
be vested in any one individ¬
in 1928. Her “The Pleasure Man”
ual. Hastily, managers, play¬
broke in at the Bronx Opera House.
wrights and actors combined
Tongue in cheek, Jack Conway of
vxih various civic associations
this journal cracked, “It’s the
into a voluntary censorship
queerest show you’ve ever seen.”
jury* with a panel of 300
“Pleasure Man” was raided by
jurors. This ‘Citizens’ Jury*
the cops on the opening - night
as it was called, was obviously
downtown, two weeks after “The
designed to forestall any offi¬
Captive” got a clean bill. At this
cial stage censorship.
time a “padlock bill” was intro¬
“That it functioned largely
duced.
on paper was shown by the
A shoddy script called “The Vir¬
1923* ‘living curtains* which
gin Man” also hit Broadway . . .
were offered by George
* and trouble. Sensation-seeking was
White’s ‘Scandals’ and Shu- | habitual in that era of* cut-rate
j tickets. Notorious ladies tried the
beris’ ‘Passing Show’—nude
| drama—Evelyn Nesbitt in “Open
showgirls draped on curtains.
I Book” (1920) was hit by the critics
The following year ‘Broadway
Brevities’ and ‘Cat’s Meow’
were called on the carpet by
Boston: Who’s Prudish?
the authorities for lewdness
and profanity . . . The Citi¬
Boston, Feb. 24.
zen’s Jury hastily pushed to
Boston has been quick to
the fore ...
adopt the gag set up by New
Between bedroom farce and art
York’s License Commissioner,
plays there were issues too subtle
Bernard J. O’Connell, in put¬
for the type of mentality usually
ting brassieres on the African
vested with censoring powers. Sid¬
natives.
Boston’s sensitivity
ney Howard’s “They Knew What
to its reputation for being
They Wanted” and Eugene O’Neill’s
bluenose and afraid of ideas
“Desire Under The Elms” were
and sights'responded heartily
exonerated and Howard won the
to the fact that Luben Vichey’s
Pulitzer Prize of 1925.
imported “Les Ballets AfriRace Angles Arise
caines” played here without
Force was applied to close “Bunk
fluttering an eyelash, but got
of 1926” and “Great Temptations”
sheathed in . sophisticated Man¬
while “The Shanghai Gesture”
hattan, which has long ridi¬
(Florence Reed! 'and “Sex” (Mae
culed Boston.
West) were given one week’s grace
No. lover of the folk dance,
to “clean up.” The paradox of cen¬
Boston censor Walter Milliken
sorship was evident, to again quote
let the show pass as (to him)
“Show Biz,” ih the failure to notice
monotonous rather than
wicked. He did see eye-to-eye
with O’Connell about the na¬
tionless nude in “The Enter¬
tainer” last season, ordering a
bra on Brittanica, possibly a
fighting symbol to the South
Boston Irish.
(For detailed accounts of
“Les Ballets Africaines” situ¬
ation see this issue’s legit sec¬
tion)

5000 Sp. FBT (APT.)
Str«*t

Intranc*.
Hfeh Calling.
Suitable for:
Theatre, Rehearsal, Dance, Vecal, Phot*«ra|ittc*t*d(«c»r Private S^hee!.'

HOTIL CftEAT NOITHIIH
* Tit Weet 57 St„ New York
Cell Ummgf
Cl 7-1900

and closed. Peggy Hopkins Joyce
came and went in two weeks. That
was also par for Peaches Browning
in “The Squealer”
Unpredictables
Undoubtedly many of the plays
were sleazy. But the issue still re¬
mained—did the City License Com¬
missioner have the power to cen¬
sor? Again the homo theme seemed
especially vulnerable, though “The
Green Bay Tree’'- (it introduced
Laurence Olivier) escaped action
in 1933. “Trio,” a sensitive treat¬
ment, of a young man’s attempt to
hold his wife against a Lesbian,
was closed by property license
threats against the Shuberts.
Challenges of the License Com¬
missioner have succeeded in $ cou¬
ple of instances only to have the
showman, as with Tom Phillips
who wanted to revive burlesque,
lose his nerve and walk away from
victory.
The rare charge of “sacrilege,”
almost never encountered in a
secular state, was levelled by the
municipality against the Italian
feature film, “The Miracle,” with
Anna- Magnani. It was thrown- out
of court License attack, it is to be
noted, was against the Paris Thea¬
tre, as real estate.
O’Connell has draped the female
front on a prior occasion. The nude
, in Laurence Olivier’s “The Enter¬
tainer” last • season, though sta; tionary and patriotic '(Miss- Brittanica) was ordered into a bra;
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end with his principaLas to action
1 at law. They were thinking in terms
Of injunction, hut- there was also
some mumbo-jumbo- about taking
the case to the United Nation^.
Having received rave notices from
all the critics, “J$s Ballets Afri¬
caines” will not close as previously
Scheduled next Saturday (28) at the
Martin Beck Theatre, but will ex¬
tend its Manhattan rim, moving
next Monday (2) into the LuntFontanne Theatre, when “Goldi¬
locks” goes to bear-heavdn.
In the present instance the
O’Connell action’ has provided
hardly more than a publicity fillip,
helpful to a degree as censor an¬
tics usually are, but in no sense
the boxqffice make-weight. Actu¬
ally most of the reviewers, even
the Christian Science Monitor, con¬
sidered the display of breasts by a
few of the women as wholly in
keeping with the native setting.

No Guts?
cas, Langston Hughes Sarah E.
“Lolita”, still isn’t published in J Wright Arna BOnfemps George
England because Weifienfeld & Norford, Lorraine Hansberry and
Nicholson keep sending it to John A. Davis.
printers to set who keep getting
it back. No printer so far is will¬
Guy Gannett Co. Revamps
ing to risk prosecution. So Wallace*
The , Guy Gannett Publishing
Reyburn reported from London in Co., which publishes five newspa¬
the Toronto Telegram (14). Oddly, pers in Maine, has announced sev¬
he adds, one eopy of the Vladimir eral important changes in top man¬
Nabokov book is available to the agement. Mrs. Jean Gannett Wil¬
public—in the library at Tunbridge liams, president, reported that the
WeHs, Kent.
publisher, Roger C. Williams, had
There’s a long waiting list.
resigned for personal reasons, and
that Laurence H. Stubbs, general
Omaha Insists ‘PP* Obscene
manager and a vicepresident, was
City of Omaha’s brief, filed last, leaving active .management duties
week with the Supreme Court, con¬ ai:er being with the firm for near¬
tends that the District Court-im¬ ly 40 years. -He will continue as a
posed obscenity- tag. on “Peyton consultant.
Place” should stick. A news com¬
Robert B. Beith was named to
pany owner, appealing his convic¬
tion of violating Omaha’s smut succeed Stubbs as g.m. and v.p.
ordinance by distributing the novel, He is executive editor of the Gan¬
has argued the ordinance is too nett organization’s three Portland
newspapers, the . Morning Press
vague.
The city brief says the ordinance Herald, Evening Express and Sun¬
clearly prohibits the sale of ob¬ day Telegram.
George F. Marshall, production,
scene literature and that the novel
Does Wow $36,872
manager for 20 years, was elected
should be classed as obscene.
“Les Ballets Africains”' first
assistant general manager, while
week at Martin Beck, N.-Y.
Mrs. Williams was named publisher
Warburg & Daniels* Opinions
at ‘ $5,75 top (1;280 seats)
"There is a mistaken belief on and • reelected president of the
grossed $36,872;
firm.
Charles W. Weaver, person¬
the part of newspapermen that for
Wow biz for “folkways.”
some patriotic reason or other, nel director, resigned.
Ernest W. Chard was promoted
maybe it is loyalty to a given
There was no leering about it, no political party~ or given political from managing editor of the Press
buildup. The scenes where the creed,. or loyalty to our country, Herald to managing editor of all
Mammalia showed came .relatively we mustn’t print certain facts that three Portland newspapers'; F. Er¬
might embarrass our Government,” win Cousins, managing editor of
late.
Broadway speculated as to the James P» Warburg, author and the Express,' was named as admin¬
executive; William S.
“complaint.” One story had it that political scientist, appearing on the istrative
Chapin, city editor of the Press
O’Connell thought he was being Thursday-<19) “Press and the Peo- Herald, and Richard H. Woodbury,
“accused of dereliction of duty” pie” over WGBH-TV, Channel 2, editor of the Sunday Telegram, be¬
stated. “It may be that
when asked by a N. Y. Post report¬ Boston,
those facts are the very ones that come assistants to Chard, and
er what he was going to do about our people need to know most in Robert F. White, Jr., succeeds
the nudity. The Post apparently order to come to a clear decision Chapin as city editor of the morn¬
had no motive other than to dig about our policy.”
ing paper, with Byron J. Israelson
itself lively copy.
The assistant to the managing as his assistant.
|
• Real Estate Sensitivity
editor of the N.Y. Times, Clifton
O’Connell conveyed his order to Daniels, said he did not feel the
CHATTER
sheath the breasts via Louis A. press alone should take the blame
Ralph Hancock, who worked on
Lotito, general manager of the for the lack of awareness on the the Joe E. Brown autobiog, is doing
Martin Beck Theatre. With a two- Berlin situation. He criticized* not the Hoagy Carmichael memoir for
week booking and no interest be¬ only the press, but administration Julian Messner Inc.
yond that, the property custodian leaders. “One doesn’t see the seri¬ . Twin Town Publishers Inc. au¬
responsibility of Lotito did not ex¬ ousness of the times reflected thorized to conduct a business as
either in the White House or in publishers and printers in Hunt¬
tend to the barricades of artistic the
halls of Congress.”
ington Station, Suffolk County,
integrity. He enforced the com¬
Daniels said “most American edi¬
missioner’s edict: " Whether he tors have abdicated their right to N.Y.
BBD&O veepee Arthur Bellaire’s
thereby added another cubit of think about foreign news and plan
“TV Advertising (A Handbook of
dubious precedent to O’Connell’s thei£ foreign news reporting” be¬ Modern
Practise),” which Harper
very - much - doubted authority to cause of their dependence on wire will publish, has a foreword by
censor is something only further services rather than their own cor¬ Henry Schachte, prez of the Assn,
time and challenge of O’Connell respondents.”
of National Advertisers. *
will establish.
Stanley Flink’s new novel about
Moving picture showmen were
the tv business, titled “But Will
Waughs (2) Divide World
quick to recognize in O’Connell’s
Veteran traveler-author Alec They Get It In Des Moines?” has
newest display of willingness to ex¬ Waugh, combining vacationing and to do with the life and death of a
tend his jurisdiction from brick writing in Waikiki, has .written video program titled “Twilight.”
and mortar to art and content a more' than 100,000 words since The analogy is mot too subtle.
Arvis Chalmers, of the Albany
relatedness to the growing threat November.- He’s just finished a
of censor forces in New York’ State long novel about an oil town on Knickerbocker News, has been
to switch from exclusive licensing an imaginary island near Borneo elected president of the Legislative
of the film itself to the theatre and Metro has bought the film Correspondents Assb., succeeding
property. Censors have taken a rights, he told an interviewer in Walter V. MacDonald, of the New
The title, “No House On York World-Telegram & Sun.
bad beating repeatedly in the U. S. Honolulu.
Paul Benzaquin, a feature repor¬
It,” stems from a Buddhist doc¬
Supreme Court and are in quest of trine: “The world is a bridge, ter on the old Boston Globe at the
new devices. The idea of being therefore build no house on it.”
time of the Cocoanut Grove con¬
able to close (i.e. punish) the thea¬
Waugh said he and his brother, flagration in Boston the night of
tre, not merely remove the film Evelyn, “divided the world for Nov. 28, 1942, has done it into a
from exhibition, visibly thrills the writing purposes” some 30 years book for Holt titled “Holocaust!”
censoring mentality.
ago. Alec took the South Seas, West
John T, Hawes, director of
License Commissioner O’Connell Indies and Far East. Evelyn got Crowell’s
college
department,
has never, as far as is known, ever South and Central America and elected a v.p. of the company. He
explained his philosophy in detail, Africa. Alec’s scheduled to leave was previously manager of Knopf's
The ACLU once challenged him tomorrow (Thurs.) for Los An¬ new college department until last
when he acted against a sexploita¬ geles, New York, Tangier and then year when he joined Crowell.
New publication date of “The
tion house on 42d and 8th (since England.
Valadon Draifja” by John Storm
demolished), .which was near a
NBA Events
will be March . 2. This bio of Su¬
Catholic Church. Had O’Connell
Bosley Crowther, Dore SChary
Valadon, mother of Maurice
attended an American Legion and Riehabd Bissell will discuss zanne
was originally scheduled
meeting on the problem in his ca¬ “Books into Mass Entertainment Utrillo,for publication last November by
pacity as Commissioner or Legion¬ Media” at Publishers Ad Club Dutton,
>
naire, and what was his point of welcoming reception of NBA
San Francisco Chronicle reporter
view. He did not clarify.
Week, March 2 at Carnegie En¬ Maitland Zane’s new novel, “Easy
Some amusement was expressed dowment Center, N.Y. David Suss- Living,” which. Dial is publishing,
respecting his big bra ruling in kind will moderate afternoon pow¬ ha? to do with the current genera¬
that Boston, heretofor the home wow.
tion of American expatriates in
Marya Mannes will discuss “Re¬ Paris who have looked (and found)
of bluenosery, had not blinked its
eyelashes at the Vichey troupe. viewing Books and the Other Arts” the titular “easy living.”
N,Y. Times foreign correspon¬
O’Connell by his action made Bos¬ during Women’s National Book
ton the big town, Manhattan the Assn, meeting at Carnegie Endow* dent C. L. Sulzberger, whose 21
ment
Center
evening
of
March
2.
years
of his 25 years as a newspa¬
provincial burg. Whether Mayor
A reviewers’ panel discussion perman (he’s now 46) have been
Robert F. Wagner knew in advance
will
be
held
Wednesday,
March
4,
spent
overseas,
has a new one due
has not been established, and prob¬ 11 a.m. at McGraw-Hill with tour
via Harcourt, Brace titled “What’s
ably won’t be.
to book distribution center in Wrong With U.S. Foreign Policy.”
It is to be remarked that the Hightstown, N. J., starting 1 p.m.
Jean-Paul Charbonneau, plumer
ACLU has beep-unsuccessful so far Also on the agenda for evening at Le Droit, Ottawa’s (and Ontario’s
in pinnilig*<sdn the license com¬ of March 4 is dinner at Overseas only French-1 a n g u a g e daily,
missioner or'Yds minions the re¬ Press Club and committee party elected president of the Ottawa
markable series hf> difficulties in¬ foe-reviewers. On Thursday Press Club. Claude Hammerston,
flicted recently
neighbors’*' March 5, P.E.N. Is staging a cock¬ The Citizen’s disk-tv-radio writer,
upon the off-Broadway rerttfai of tail party at Hotel Pierre,
in the v.p. slot.
Farrar, Straus & Cudahy pub¬
the 18th Century ‘ pla&xTIs Pity
lishing T. S. Eliot’s fifth play in
Negro Writers* Confab
She’s A Whore.” CrConnellites“Negro "Writer and His Relation¬ verse, “The Elder Statesman”; the
have disclaimed aid responsibility
ship? to His Roots” will be topic at [.predecessor quartet were- “The
for these harrasspaents.
Censoring via/iicense revocation Conference' of Negro Writers at [ Confidential Clerk,” “The Cocktail
threat as by-any other method is Henry Hudson. Hotel, N.Y., Satur¬ Party,” “The Family Reunion” and
in the Cathedral.”
invariably a shatter of caprice. No¬ day "(28) and Sunday (1) under “Murder
Richard A. Cordell and Lowell
auspices of American Society of
body can knew when or if attention African
Matson have edited an anthology
Culture.
will be paid. Francoise Sagan’s . Participants- include John O. Kil- of “Great Off-Broadway Plays” for
ballet from Paris,. “The. Broken. lens’.Saunders Redding, Samuel W. Random House publication. Same
Date” (May 28,1958) opened some¬ Allen, Loften Mitchell, Alice Chil¬ firm is also bringing out playwright
what • nervously and later could dness, John H. Clarke, JuHan May- Garson Kanin’s first novel “Blow
have lisetr the publicity of- Q’Con- , field; \Jjaines Baldwin^- Arthur P. Up A Storm,” an American jazz
fied’s 'disapproval.'
‘ ‘ i Davis; vWlttiaih Branch, Robert Lu¬ theme.
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Legit Bits

Stow Abroad
The N.Y. Times went to the virtually unheard-of length of running
a Page 1 correction in its regular news section last Sunday (22> o£ a
typographical error in a small legit ad in the drama, section. A mis¬
placed line of type appeared in an ABC ad in the drama page, erro¬
neously indicating that the incoming comedy, “Look Out for Lulu,”
actually playing a tryout in New Haven, would give two preview per¬
formances Sunday and one Monday (23). The line should have ap¬
peared at the bottom of an a& in an adjoining column, for the. offBroadway revival of “The'Beaux Strategem,” which was to premiere
last night (Tues.) at the Phoenix Theatre, N.Y.
The correction published by the Times on Page 1 of the news sec¬
tion was in the form of" two classified ads,’one noting that there were
no previews that day or Monday for “Look After Lulu,” the other an¬
nouncing the three scheduled previews of “The Beaux Strategem.”
The correction- “ads” were, of course, gratis.

ATPAM Squabble
Upj Continued from pajce 57 . ..

all basis, the union has permitted
non - contributing members veto
power over the disposition of the
escrow funds held by participating
members.
The ATPAM administration has
taken the stand that the pension
levy be continued until a new at¬
tempt tn secure the participation
of the League of N. Y. Theatres is
made in J961. It promises to aban¬
don the plan if negotiations are
unsuccessful at that time.
However, Fields, In his commu¬
nication to Weintraub, quoted a
letter he had received from an¬
other member, reading in part, 'Th
a letter dated Nov. 15, 19 5T, over
the signature of the SecretaryTreasurer, the union stated that if
after negotiations with the League
in August, 1958, the Pension Plan
did not go through, that the money
would then be returned to those
members who had -paid into the
fund.”
As a result of the, dispute, it has
“been learned that there is now over
$41,000 in the pension fund, with
a sizable additional amount due
from members who have been de¬
linquent in payments. As several
petitioners point out, the hoard has
already violated one promise to re¬
fund the money if an agreement
were not reached with the League
in the 1958 negotiations, and there
is no assurance of how this or a
succeeding board may do: in 1981
or thereafter.

Les Possessed
•(The Possessed)

I

'Paris, Feb. 4.
Simone Berriau presentation o£ threeact (15 scenes) drama Jjy Albert Camus,
based op. the Feodor,- Dostoyevsky novel.
Direction, Albert Camus; scenery and
costumes, Mayo-. Ftf£tfxre£ Pierre Blanchar, Michel Bouque#,; Tania Balachova,
Pierre Vanedk, Catherine Sellers. Opened
Jan. 235, *59=, at tSst: Antoine Theatre,
Paris; S3 top.
-m:
Stepan ... Pierre Blanchar
Varkhovensky..; ?.*»- Michel Bouquet
Varvara ..
Tania Balachova
Stavrogia .Pierre Vaneck
Marie.
Catherine SeUers
Chatow...Marc Eyraud
Grigoriev ... Michel Maurette
Dacha . Nadine Basile
Tikhone ... Boger Blip

Withdraw Child Actress
After Uproar Over Role

Nobel prize novelist Albert
Camus has made a four-hour
dramatization, of Feodor Dostroyevsky’s 1871 novel attacking the
nihilist revolutionists of Czarist
London, Feb: 24.
Russia. Despite its literary tend¬
Janina Faye, 10-year-old actress, ency and excessive length, it has
was withdrawn by her father last been generally well received criti¬
week from the cast of “The Pony cally and could develop into a
Cart,” which was privately pre¬ prestige hit.
The play's faithfulness to the
sented last Sunday (22) by the original and its talkie ess are draw¬
Repertory Players at the Strand backs, since it lacks the contem¬
Theatre. The child was to have porary flavor of the novel, and the
portrayed the victim at an at¬ necessary telescoping of the action,
gives it an episodic quality. The
tempted sexual assault.
Lady Lewisham, socialite daugh¬ characters rarely achieve dimen¬
ter of novelist Barbara Cartland sion as individuals.
The story, which has obvious
ani a London 'Comity Councillor,
sparked the situation when she anti-extremist application today,
involves
an idealistic'Russian youth
expressed herself as “revolted that who is used
as a dupe in a cold¬
a 10-year-ald should be subjected blooded revolutionary
attempt that
to depravity of this kind” and turns into a futile slaughter.
“shocked at the L.C.C.'s laxity in Adaptor Camus, doubling as direc¬
permitting it.” The child's parents tor, has welded the action skillfully
explained that the role was a small antj achieves an effectively mount¬
one, and that the youngster was not ing pace.
aware of the plot of the play,
The performance Is generally
which deals with .the effect of good, with several acting gems in
scandal on a small town.
key roles. Notable in the cast are
Lady Lewisham raised questions Pierre Blanchar as. a hypocriti¬
at an LCC committee meeting cally liberal teacher and Michel
which refuted a Repertory Players! Bouquet as a spuriously courageous
statement that the LCC had given j revolutionary, but Pitrre Vaneck
permission for the child to play1 fails to convince in the-final suieide
the part The municipal group] scene as the gullible hero. Mosk.
noted that it has no authority to
"Calling Nurse Adams,” by Aim
ban the child’s appearance, since,
she lives in an area governed by Pinchot, formerly of the Ben Pinchot
Theatrical Photography
Middlesex Comity Council.
Studio in New York, is scheduled
However, the youngster’s parents .for publication next summer by
decided to take her out of the cast Bantam Boots, which has also
“because of the unwelcome pub¬ issued a soft-cover reprint of her
licity aroused.”
novel, “Biuai to My Heart.”

Frank C. Davidson, a speech and : producer, has posted a bond with
drama teacher at City College of Equity.
New York, is seeking sketches for : Irish playwright Brendan Be¬
“About Time,” a revue satirizing han’s “Borstal Boy,” dealing with
the Luce news mag, which he plans his early prison experiences, is
tq direct and co-produce in the fall ! scheduled for publication this
at the Barbizon-Plaza, N. Y., with I month by Alfred, A. Knopf,
songs by Dick Hughes. It’s bud¬ j John Carradihe is starring in
geted at $30,000.
] “My Three Angels,” which Louis
David Daniels will play the ro¬ j Macmillan directed for its current
mantic lead in “A Pound in Your two week run at the Fred Miller
Pocket,” a musical version of the Theatre, Mihvaukee.
Charles Dickens story, “The Old i “The Cold Wind and Warm” will
Curiosity Shop,” to be tried out ; he published by Random House.
the week of March 9 at the Royal \ Barrie Greenble is designing the
Poinciana Playhouse, Palm Beach, -stage for the East 74th St. Theatre,
with Helen Gallagher, Melville N.Y., which has been undergoing
Cooper, Body Goodman and Paula renovations since last fall.
“The Gazebo” stock rights have
Laurence. He’ll also appear in
“Tales of Hoffman” with the New; been sold to Samuel French, Inc.,
Orleans Opera Theatre in April. ! and the amateur rights to Drama¬
Lawrence Kasha, the director of tists Play Sendee.
Corinee "lacker's “The Grass¬
the bus-and-truck company of “Lfl
Abner,”' is in St. Louis this week] hopper,” consisting of two plays,
to inspect the touring musical dur¬ “The Grasshopper” and “A Happy
ing its current stand at the Amer¬ Ending," both based on David
Thorup's translation of two short
ican Theatrea there.
The top price for “La Plume de ] stories by. Anton Chekov, are
Ma Tante” at the Royale Theatre, planned for off-Broadway produc¬
N. Y., will he upped March 30 from tion late in March by Steffaa
$7.50 to $8.05. Conversely “West! Zacharias and Ivor D. Balding.
Side Story” will lower its top from j Zacharias will double as director
$8.05 to $8 when it moves next: and Mary Ann Reed will design
Monday (2) to the Broadway Thea- i the scenery and costumes.
tre, N. Y.
I The stock and amateur rights to
Stella Holt, producer of the re-j “Heloise” have been acquired by
vival of “A Trip to Bountiful,” Theatre Arts Books, which will
opening tomorrow night (Thurs.) at publish the play in book form
Theatre East, N. Y., has two other April 15.
A panel discussion on “Theatre
projects planned for off-Broadway
production next fall. They’re “Jam Lighting,” with Robert W. Dow¬
Session,” by Morton Copper, and a ling, of the Producers Theatre and
musical version of Oscar Wilde's the City Investing Co., as modera¬
“Canterville Ghost,” with book by tor, is scheduled for the afternoon
Hal Pockriss, music by Frank of March 4, as part of a four-day
Brents and lyrics by Wilfred Sales. National Lighting Exposition, which
The Yeh Yu Chinese Opera opens Sunday U> at the Coliseum,
Assn, will present “Lady Precious N.Y. The exposition is being pressStream” and “The General in agented by Dorothy Ross.
Julie Haydon, widow of George
White Saves the Prince” as its
third production of this season j Jean Nathan, is planning a onenext Saturday night (28) at the! night college tour in a program of
High School of Fashion Industries, j readings called “Encore for George
N. Y.
i Jean Nathan.”
The American National Theatre! Virginia James and William
& Academy, which held its first ; Carrie have been named by Robert
assembly in New York last week, Whitehead for the 1959 resident
Sunday-Wednesday (15-18), intends acting company of the Barter The¬
repeating the event on an annual atre, Abingdon, Va.
j
The awards for the U. of Chi¬
basis.
The Horseshow Stage, Los An¬ cago’s biennial Charles H. Sergal
geles small-seater, will reopen Fri¬ Drama Price Contest have been
day (27) after several months’ ] increased from $1,000 to $1,500
darkness with a revival of Elmer for first place and from $500 to
Rice’s 1939-40 plav, “Two on an [ $1,000 for the second selection. The
Island.” Robert. E. Beecher, the deadline for entries is March L

The Most Exciting New Attraction on Tour Next Season

1959-1960

The Hollywood Bowl
Pops Concert Division
presents

Miss Patricia Morison
in the Stephen Papich production of

Company of 52

“Somethin# new in the way of
spectacular* was added
to the Hollywood Bowl
repertoire with GAY ’90’s
N1TE. . ..It seemed to have
struck the. popular fancy for
the Arena was full to its
20,000 capacity, and the signs
of enjoyment were .*
frequent and unmistakable?

Albert Goldbergs '
Log Angeles Tim es.

61

last August this “spectacular* production at the famed Hollywood Bowl was a
sensation. Hie receipts were over $32,000 for an overflow crowd of 20,000 on a
single performance.
Here is the color, fun, and flamboyance of thfe^joricterfu!, irrepressible Ws; The
entire show is Vastly entertaining.
■The Company is gorgeously .costumed jpd consists of 52 performers—dancers,
singers, and musicians. Star of the shp^ will be PATRICIA MORISON, Broad*
way and London star of “Kiss
? “The JSing and I* and other top flight
stage and TV productions.
^

lOOQioiC’iO;'
•Tour begins October^Ist in California and goes Coast-to-Coask
For Date* and Terms write or wire:
DORIAN ATTRACTION^ Inc, Julian Olney* Manager
• 12I6FifthStree^ Saqta Monica* California
;.Te)epbopfeEXbrobk.3-0478or3-0£79

“The whole show was livefyf

entmtamm# and expertly
ptoducedby Stephen Fapfdhk
...A hu£t hirn*w*y crowd of‘
•more than 20,000 wm
delimited Ion# past the ttsttaf
dosin# time?

Angeles Mirror l&ewM
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Broadway

Aqtant.Lara for “Lea Begates de
San Francisco” which locations in
Nice April-May. Busy thesp does
"La Nuit des Traques” before that
and is also up for Marcel Game’s
“The Prisoners.”
Aldo Fabrizi presented Anna
Magnani with 13-diamond pin on
behalf of "13 Art Club’* of Borne,
for h e-r outstanding thesping
throughout the years. Actress
leaves soon for U.S. and "Orpheus
Descending” pic opposite Marlon
Brando.

London

^Wednesday, Febrnar^25, 1959
in Florida, and two clubs* In South
America.' Because of brisk biz,
El Rancho boss Beldon Katleman*
held it over until April'7.
Lyricist Bob Russell huddling
with Thunderbird’s Marty Hicks
about- special number for Jackie
Cain, of Jackie,, & Roy. While
here, Russell is aliso showing spe¬
cial material to Kim Sisters, Ko¬
rean trio in “China Doll Revue of
1959.”

.Hollywood

(COVent Garden :0l35-6-7)
James Hill back from Mexico
Sardi’s East (54th) Incepting
J. S. E» Todd appointed director
cuffo Carey car service for dinner'
City. ♦
of Granada Group.
-Morris Lefko here for cotipla
guests who have to mate theatre
days.
Glenn Ford in town visiting
curtains.
Pressdgents Madi Blitzsteln and
friends and relatives.
David Niven returned from
Stockholm.
George Boss got married under
Variety Club of Great Britain
semi-secret conditions—on Dec. 22
held their shindig at the Dor¬
Corinne Griffith honored by L.A.
during the newspaper strike.
City Council,
chester.
Bob Hopes celebrated their silver
Michael Sean O’Shea, legit p.a„
Alicia Markov? planed to New
anni Feb, 19.
•will handle preSs for the American
York enroute tc^guest appearance
Walter Brennan vacationing in
Theatre Wing’s 13th anni Tony
with Tulsa Civic-Ballet. —
Falls Church, Va.
Awards skedded for April 12 at
Producer Maurice Cowan to
Mel Hulling in from Frisco for
the Waldorf.
Amsterdam and- Rotterdam ' for
"Big Joe” (Joe Rosenfield Jr.),
talks with Allied Artists toppers.
preems of his pie, ‘‘Operation Am¬
By Gene Moskowitz
the ABC post-midnight commenta¬
Frank Sinatra and Peter Lawsterdam.”
■*iI*
(28
Rue
Huchette,
Odeon
49-44)
tor ("Happiness Exchange”), into
ford opened'new hash house, the
Producer George Brown on
By Hal V. Cohen
Betsy Blair to London for legit, Ruecini.
Knickerbocker Hospital for a kid¬
"
(ATlanUc 1-6100)
Spanish prowl seeking locations
ney stone operation.
Jack Lenny in from. N.Y. to
Mafv Ackerman quit the Copa for Ms Tommy Steele pic, “Tommy and pic confabs.
Anglo actor Ian Bannen in for cast for eastern summer theatre
Plawright collaborators Jerome to join staff of Holiday House.
the Toreador.”
Lawrence and Robert E. Lee and
circuits.
Peter Coe, from Queen’s Thea¬ his first Parisian looksee. ‘
Joan Paul resigned her post with
Jean Anouilh wants his new play
latter’s actress-wife. Janet Waldo, Stanley Warner Theatres to await tre, Hornchurch, Essex, signed as
Ex-Variety stringer Col. Barney
in this week from the Coast for a motherhood.
Oldfield in town from his Colorado
first resident director of soon-to- “Beckett” preemed in London.
Bill Shelton in ogling French Springs Air Force base/
couple of weeks on business.
Gayle Green, Tech drama stu¬ be-opened Mermaid Theatre.
MCA board chairman Jules C. dent, playing opposite Burt BrinFrank Capra will sneak his UA
Carl Foreman dickering for film 'fare for Yank distrib pur¬
Stein will be in Presbyterian Hos- j ckerhoff in "Blue Denim” at Play¬ screen rights to “No Love for John¬ chase. .
.release, “A Hole in the Head/’ in
Alfred ° Hitchcock’s “Vertigo” N.Y. and Conn, this week.
pital (Harkness Pavilion) another house.
nie,” controversial political novel
(Par) breaking first-run records at
two weeks recuperating from sur-| Ibsen’s "Wild Duck,” directed by by late Wilfred Feinburgh, M.P.
Tex Jackson reelected prexy and
Bill Holbrook biz rep of Motion
gery, an operation to cut out a Allen Fletcher, at Carnegie Tech
Dan Dailey and director Don three houses.
Jacques Dumesnil joins cast of Picture Grips, Local 80, IATSE.
polyp.
Chaffey plaited to Paris to -shoot
Drama SchooL
Dan Hickey, executive v.p. ofi Al Violi replaced Darrel Zwer- location scenes for. Sapphire’s Eugene O’Neill’s “Long Day’s Jour¬
George Golitzen joined Walt
ney Into Night.”
Zeckendorf’s Commodore* 'Chat¬ ling in "Hole in the Head” for telepix series, “Four Just Men.”
Disney as associate producer after
Robert
Siodmak
in
for
opening
resigning
last week as UI produc¬
ham and Drake hotels, upped to remainder of Playhouse run.
Polan Banks, Hollywood writerditto title of entire chain including: Lou Fordan, manager of Memo¬ director, in for a few days finaliz¬ of .his German pic “Night, .When tion manager.
Astor, Manhattan and Taft on the rial Theatre in McKeesport, and ing arrangements for tv series. the Devil Comes.”
Herschel Beraardi, operated on
Lester Young now at Blue Note, for. leg fracture sustained in auto'
west side.
Then to Spain for huddles on new
his wife vacationing in Hawaii.
In line with boite’s policy of bring¬ accident, may‘be hospitalized two
Danton Walker and Walter J Ray Ginsburg opened' new cock¬ feature film.
ing
in Yank jazz names for short to three months, according to
Slezak being feted at the first tail ery, Black Magic, in Oakland
Eric Sykes* comedy scriptwriter
physician.
affair held by the newly formed with Orland Raimondo in charge. and actor, is freelancing after two runs.
Lee
and Gordon Heath,
Order of Yankee Doodle Dandy
Red Buttons, Milton Berle and
years ‘'with commercial tv. First owners Payant
and performers in nitery Rosalind Russell , share emcee
in an afternoon event at the Head¬
BBC date is “Saturday Spectacu¬
L’Abbaye, return home to U. S. chores at Hollywood Foreign Press
quarters Bestaurant. Joey Adams
lar,” March 5.
a visit
Assn/s annual Golden Globe
will preside.
Frankie Vaughan signed for six forLeo
Marjane back after a long Awards, March 5.
Jan Peerce, the Met’s, and once
weeks’ vaude season at Palladium, absence
i Continued from page 1
to
nitery
singing
scene,
at
Badio City’s, tenor, will do a con¬
Sammy Calm and Jimmy Van
beginning March 20. It will be
cert March 28 at Anchorage, Alas¬ two entries, the French catalog in¬ longest topllner Palladium stint the Scheherazade. Ditto Mouloudji Heusen lauded by L.A. City Coun¬
at Drap D.’Or.ka, and repeat March 30 at Fair¬
cil
for their “outstanding contribu¬
since
Danny
Kaye.
Project for Jacques Tati to play tion to that facet of American cul¬
banks. Anchorage has a new mil- cludes "Summer of the 17th Doll,”
Mai Zetterling returns to Lon¬
lion-dollar aud. Frank Brink is the “Who Was That Lady I Saw You don stage next Tuesday (3) for Don Quixote with Federico Fellini ture—the popular song.”
involved impresario in the 49th With?” "Under Milk Wood,” "Blue first time in two years. She’ll play directing on again. Tati would also
Denim,” "Time Remembered” and
co-producer.
State.
in Strindberg’s “Creditors” at beSacha
Distel, Brigitte Bardots
Columnists- Earl Wilson, Frank "The Visit.” AH were done in New Lyric, Hammersmith.
fiance, losing out to- Laurent TerFarrell, Hy Gardner, Nick Kenny, York last season.
Rank’s “A Night to Remember” zieff for top role in Claude-Autant
(Delaware 7-4984)
“Visit” resumed on Broadway and
Lee Mortimer, Louis Sobol, RobAB-Pathe’s ‘T Was Monty’s Lara’s new pic, “Les Regates deComic Beraie Beras toplining at
Sylvester, Ed Sullivan, and Danton for several weeks this season for Doublet-will be UK/s official en¬
Hollywood
Club.
San
Francisco.”
Walker handling fete for- comedian a total Broadway run of 24 weeks. tries at Argentine film fest, March
Billy Carr, vet showman, ailing
Joey Adams for bis work with the The others, were all flops. "Sum¬ 10. British Lion’s “Orders to Kill”
at Columbus Memorial.
March of Dimes campaigns mer,” incidentally, was- released on will be screened by invitation.
Chase booked Lou Carter, highly
throughout the years.
a limited basis last season. The
publicized singing hackie.
French comedienne Genevieve new French list also includes a
Alfred
Hitchcock adressing Ex¬
has applied for *U.S. citizenship. number of shows that Hopped on
Continued from page 2 siia ecutives Club Friday (27).
Before she goes into rehearsal m j Broadway this semester. They are
Santo Fecora’s dixieland' band
George Abbott’s "Hell On Wheels*’ ! "Howie,” ‘Handful of Fire,” "Drink
talize on his name and drawing replacing intime acts at Cafe Con¬
By Hass Hoehn
next August, Jerry Wald (20thpower.
tinental.
(760264)
Fox) is writing her into "The io Me Only,” “Man in the Dog
When asked if Davis played op¬
Frances Langford due next Tues¬
|
Suit”
(a
strawhat
tryout
last
sum¬
Author
Erich
Kaestner
given*
Bohemians” and while on the Coast
posite
her.
Miss
Kitt
replied
tes¬
day (3) for four days to bally Amer¬
mer),
“Shadow
of
a
Gunman”
and
Federal
Cross
of
Merit
with Jack Paar’s TV*er, she will
“Two fob the Seesaw” preemed tily. “That role is played by Hen¬ ican Legion.
tape another tv show with Jack “Comes a Day."
-George Debqr in before “Lil.
ry Scott — a real actor. Sammy
The list also includes “Power at Renaissance Theatre.
Benny.
Actor Bernhard Wicki to direct sings the soundtrack. They wanted Abner,” bus-and-truck tourer which
Jeanne Gilbert, longtime p.a. for [ and the Glory,” which was preopens
two-week stand at Blackforthcoming
DFH
pic,
“The
to
utilize
his
name
for
all
that
it
j
sented
at_
the
Phoenix
Theatre,
the Savoy Hotel, London, now back
is worth so- they just gave him stone March 26.
in New York doing personal pub¬ i N. Y., and “Clerambard,” another Bridge.”
Van Clibura cancelling out of
Dutch entry, “Glass,” first-prized more time and footage.”
licity, working on her autobiog ! off-Broadway -entry. "Garden DisAccording to the columnist a Opera House recital tonight (Wed.)
having to do with her career in j trict,” which' also preemed off- at recent Oberhausen short film
Mayfair and other posh environ¬ j Broadway, has. been acquired by festival.
femjne secretary with Eartha because of finger infection. Im¬
presario Harry Zelzer trying to
Frederic
Kohner
wrote
sript
for
ments. She’ll probably title it French, but is hot available as yet
chimed in. "They could have used sked
future date.
"Piccadilly Hillbilly” or "A Hill¬
Other new properties in the CCD’s forthcoming "Grand Hotel.” more subtlety. Sammy’s business
“South Pacific” (20th) holding
billy in Mayfair.” She was bora in catalog, but presently unavailable Pic stars O. W. Fischer.
detracts from Eartha’s emotional at McVickers till April 20 instead
Schiller
Prize
of
city
of
Mann¬
the Kenntcky hills.scenes. I think some of the critics
for stock, include “Dark at the Top
Dorothy Strelsin hostessing an of Stairs,”. “Sunrise . at Campo- heim went to Swiss dramatist felt -that- and resented it.” Miss of March 23 as previously an¬
nounced. “Diary of Anne Frank”
offbeat birthday dinner-party for bello,” “Look Homeward, Angel,” Friedrich Duerrenmatt
Jaoanese films shown at Japan¬ Kitt told the reporter she had a follows on hard ticket basis.
her industrialist spouse, Al. Friday
in the film.
Charles Hogan, who used to book
night (27). A motorcade of limou¬ “Girls in 509,” “Disenchanted,” ese Film Week in Munich (March percentage
sines will take guests from their "Make a Million,” "Gazebo,” "Third 6-11) will be screened here March. The coincidence of Davis* suc¬ Oriental Theatre stageshow, now
ceeding her at the Latin Casino booking live displays for the Regal.
5th Avenue penthouse to O’Henry’s Best Sport,” "Once More With 2-5.
“ J. B.”
and “Warm
Billy Vaughn’s “La Paloma” led (20) led him to comment indirectly Indie booker Si Griever will do
in the Village for dinner followed Feeling,”
West German hit parade in Janu¬ on the news article. In the open¬ film buying for southside house.
by the Taboo Bevue at Jim Paul Peninsula.”
Perez Prado’s “Patricia” ing show Sammy gave a big build¬
Besides “Bells,” "Abner” and ary.
Eilers’ Showplaee, also in the Vil¬
up to his forthcoming “Porgy and
lage, as post-dinner entertainment "Girl,” recent Main Stem musicals runner-up.
SFB Berlin will telecast show Bess” (in* which he plays the role
N. Y. Sunday News gave Dore available for initial stock produc¬
By A. P. Scully .
Schary the lead story that, since tion this season are “Body. Beauti¬ starring Williams, Everly Bros, of Sportin’ Life) and also tossed
(Fairview 4-1829)
leaving Metro as production chief, ful’ and “Say, Darling,” both flops. and Chordettes, April 18. Cad¬ in a plug for “Ann? Lucasta,”
* which opens Friday (27) at the
he will have his name concurrently “Abner” and “Darling” have been ence artists were recently here
Align Jones around.
Heart ailment forced Curtis Stanton.
on three Broadway marquees, two active this season. The latter re¬
Tab -Hunter rode a hunter at
click legiters (“Sunrise at Campo- cently ended its Broadway run and Bernhardt to skip directorial as¬
“It’s got that girl in it,” the ac¬ Date Fair.
bello” and “A Majority of One”) begins a two-week revival at the signment on CCC’s “Grand Hotel.” tor said, and laughed as he failed
Crazy to.wn-planning: Sunset is
and his UA indie pic, "Miss Lone- N. Y. City Center tonight (Wed.). Gottfried Reinhard may take over. to remember the name.
Later, east of Sunrise here.
lyhearts” slated for the Victoria A buS-and-truck company of "Ab¬
Liberace installed 88 motif and
however, he made reference * to
next week. He authoried "Campo- ner” is currently touring the hin¬
pool here, too.
Miss Kitt in the picture, but made piano-shaped
bello” and coproduced both plays terlands.
Donald Woods in to,star in “Holi¬
no comment about her ptrfonn.- day
in association with the Theatre
for Lovers” at Playhouse.
Other new musical releases this
ance. Of his own, he said. “I have
Monte Montana did his rope
Guild:*
By Forrest Duke
year include a revamped versimf
a small role, but it’s consistent” tricks in all of town’s schoolyards.
(DUdley 4-4660)
of the R* chard Rodgers and Lorenz
Charley Farrell in group that
Treniers*
open
March
4
in
Rivi¬
Hart oldie, "Babes in Arms,” and
bought out Par’s (a Telemeter) tv
a British original, "Salad Days.” era lounge.
cable.
M.
A.’Riddle,
Dunes
prexy,
vaca¬
which had an unsuccessful offAce Balkins switched from
By Bobert F. Hawkins
Broadway run this season. “Babes” tioning in Palm Springs.
Desert Air piano bar to Romanoff
CStampa Estera; Tel 675 .906)
Continued from page 3
George Gobel and Georgia Gibbs
on the Rocks.
Anna Magnani writing her mem¬ will he done as a package under set for Riviera March 13 opener.
th° supervision of Rodgers.
Hon. Mayor*. Bing Crosby, put
oirs.
Billy,Snyder, Trop lounge host, RKO and Republic, there are those
Packages of “Abner* ’and “Bells”
kibosh on golfing pal Milt Hick’s
In-and-out-of-Bome: Femandel,
L.A. for appearance on Lux who openly regret the move.
are planned by Stanley Prager, into
rock-crashing
plant for Palm
Their
argument
is
that
Metro’s
ADnamaria Pierangeli.
video show.
Eossano Brazzi guested and sang who’ll also be partnered with
Jerry Levy, manager of Joey standoffish stance has been a boon, Desert.
James Hammerstein in the produc¬ Bishop, in from N.Y. for client’s to the industry in many respects." ' Sid Tomack tutored son Mike for
on "II Musichiere” on BAI-TV.
Enrico Maria Salerno to return tion of a “Carmen Jones” pack¬ Sands opening.
Metro continues to abide • by its young lover role in Martin Beck’s
to acting, now set for several tv s'1? f^r vo+h music tents and pros¬
Jack Southern, of Atlantic rule in other countries, such as1 production of “Visit to a Small
stints.
o
cenium theatres.
City’s Harlem.Club, guesting here Germany, but, with the exception Planet.”
B. D. M. Odgers, Bank,Overseas
“Oh Captain/’ a Broadway flop at Stardust, and looking for sepia of Italy, the pressure for it to come
general manager, flew'back to Lon¬ of last season, is also available for talent;.
in isn’.t particularly great.
don after 10-day Italian visit.
stock this year, hut technically it
BurTriWgs/^ who brings his own
In Italy, Eitel Monaco, the head
EAI-TV’s “Lascia o Raddoppia” belongs in last summer’s lineup comedy shoteJnto the Flamingo in of ANICA, has long chafed under
By Art Long
quizzer is four years old this month. since it was availably at the tail April, dickering, with Shelley Ber¬ Jh«s Metro policy. One-of his fears
(FAirview 34121)
Mike Bongiorao has emceed all 369 end of the season. Actually the man to be comedy star.
Harr
ah’s
Club to marqpee Turk
has been that some major U.S.
shous to date.
Dave Apollon, ’fixture .in lounge
Murphy jazzmen in April.
1957-58 season produced only tfrree
S. J. Perelman here to work on hit musicals on Broadway. -The at Wilbur Clarkes Be^eri; .Inn, pur¬ outfits might follow suit. Metro’s
The
Edmond
Sisters, triplet
Titanus’ upcoming project; "The trio, still active on the Main Stem chased a home bene next to Las decision to come into ANICA Was blonde lookers, at the Holiday bill.
made known; jointly by Monaco and
Saint Who Lost His Halo/’ to shoot and not yet released for stock, Veeras Mayor C. D/Baker.
*
-Riverside?
inked
;
Jaye
P. Morgan
Morton "Spring, v.p. of Loew’sTnthis year here, probably in June, •
Gene Austin, ^ho now lives in
for May 23 preem in the Olympic
. ' <
Favre LeBret, Cannes Festival includes “Music Man,” "West Side Las Vegas, wijbhe “local boy who teraational.
Room. .......
Story”
and
"Jamaica
”
.
.
/
Those
who
are
familiar
with
thetopper, back to Paris* -after few
made good’.V March 4 when he
Tfie Kingpins and- Bob Braman
Of the new musical stock pro¬ opens in Tjhpicana lounge. Metrp operation say-the decision .Trio: at Harolds^ Fmr Room doing
days in Borne to view new local
product for upcoming Riviera perties, "Abner,” ‘"Darling” and
Sophie ^Tucker and Ames Bros, to join ANICA'isJ just one more okay biz.
"Salad” are Tams-Witmark re¬ took time out from their Sahara proof that the company is willing ■ . Frank Libuse, comic waiter,
event.
Antonella Lualdl to Nice to start leases. “Girl” is in the Music The¬ opening*to tape appeals to be aired to part with traditf.qn under., its headlining at Olympic Room,
pic opposite Christian Marquand, atre catalog, “Body” is handled by in St. Lpu;s for assistance to those new management. Metro now also booked in for double frame.
titled "J’lrai Cracher- Sur Vos Samuel , .French and "Babes” is left homeless by ; the recent tor-, is going in for co-production, and
'Georgia Gibbs and Rowan &
Tombes” (I’m Going to Spit'on rcorlr6red hy Rodgers. TanjS-Wit- hado; * ? * ■■■. c- - - * ; it is handling, foreign- .-films, . ill Martin follow*.-Xavier Cugat &
Your Graves).
fcJs'Q’ licenses “Captaib” .and
“La Npuvelle Eve” at El -Rancho. comparatively ^recent developments, Abbe Lane at HarrahTs Club, Lake
Folco' Lulli signed by/ Claude j Bells” ' - ‘ *
—
r
, Vegas is wanted by Fontainebleau i for the outfit v; Tahoe.
»; / *
.:
3’4:
j ^ It!
JO
, £: hLJiwt saxor. .iriia
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to playing for vaudeville acts at duction manager of Terrytoons,
MARRIAGES
the Earle Theatre in Washington. died Feb. 19 in Glendale, N.Y.
Davida Josephson to Morton
She was one of the first women Surviving besides her husband are
Zimmerman, Forest Hills, L.I., Feb.
members of the Washington local two sons and her mother.
15. Bride is daughter of Joseph
of the American Federation of Mu¬
East Coast Productions’
sicians.
Dudley Edmunds, 65, theatre Josephson,
i Two daughters and a son sur¬ manager, died recently in Darling¬ editorial and technical consultant;
erating. The public attended the vive.
ton, Eng. He managed the Hippo¬ he’s an account exec for WNTA-TV.
LEWIS JAMES
Anne Eccles to Michael Cager,
drome Theatre, Darlington, from
Lewis James, 67, onetime concert free • filming* in- . carsi parked
London, Feb. 14. Bride is an
1952 to 1956. ~
and radio singer and in more re¬ bumper to bumper.
WALTERS EASLEY
actress;
he’s a stage manager, cur¬
.Caver
came
to
Dallas
in
1928.
io
Walter F. Easley, 79, pioneer
cent years active in radio production in Chicago, died in retirement open the suburban Trinity Theatre, Indiana Iheatr^operator, died Feb.
Frank Abrahams, 75, retired rently with “Rose Tattoo” at the
15 in Greensbqyg, Ind., of a heart stagehand, died Feb. 14 in Chicago. New Theatre.
Feb. 19 in Western Springs, HI. and later bought the Rita.
Survived by Ms wife, two sons attack. He owneg- the Tree Theater He had worked for the Balaban &
Loraa Reid to Donovan Kendall,
He may be remembered best as it
in Greehsburg, apd the former K-P Katz circuit for 20 years. Sur¬ London, . Feb. 14. Bride is an
member of the original Revellers and two sisters.
actress.
•Theatre, and formerly -operated the vived by wife and son.
vocal group of the late 'Twenties
Princess in Rushyille. He was one
and early ’Thirties, recalled as the
FRANK S. GIBNEY
Hazel Needes to Richard Martinfirst of its hind on radio in the,
Frank S. Gibney, 57, actor, died of the organizers of the Indiana
Laddie Watkig, 56, longtime dale, London, Feb. 14. Bride is
New York area. It was the group Feb. 8 in New York, after a long Associated Theatre Owners, which radio singer and treasurer of assistant to Bobby St. John Roper,
later became Allied Theatre Own¬ CJOR, Vancouver, died • in that West End stage costumier.
that helped launch the singing * illness.
career of another of its members,
A graduate of the Jesse Bonstell ers of Indiana.
city Feb. 12. Her daughter sur¬
Iris Shiftman to Jack Witkowsky,
His wife, two sons and six grand¬ vives.
JTajnes Melton.
.
! Drama school in Detroit, Mich.,
Ferj;. 15, Chicago. Bride is secre¬
The group was formed in 1926 and he was active in theatre there. He children survive.
tary to program director of WBBMlasted 10 years. Before that, dafc-: appeared on Broadway in the 1342
Edward Joseph Lango, 58, man¬ TV there.
ing back to 1521, James had sung production of “Savonarola” and in
MARIO YILLANI
Marie LaMont to Vincent Clif¬
ager of the Jubilee Singers, fivewith the New York Oratorio -So¬ I the Barbizon-Plaza Theatre produc¬
Mario Villani, 82, former musl- member
oft-touring vocal group, ford, Pittsburgh, Feb. 10. Bride’s
ciety and with such orchestras as tion of "The Eternal Cage” in. comedy singer who came to the.
a
nitery
dancer.
died
Feb.
13
in
Chicago.
Survived
the -New York Philharmonic, the.' 1945. Gibney also appeared in nu-; Uia. 44 years ago from Ms native:
Diane Wardell 'to Jonathan
Philadelphia, and the Chicago: j raerous stock productions and ap- Milan, Italy, at Victor Herbert’s in¬ by four brothers and two sisters.
Watts,
New
York, Feb. 20. Both
Symphony. In 1926 he helped or-; I peared in many radio and ty plays. vitation, died Feb. 16 in Summit,;
Roy Don (Henry Thomas Parker), are members of the New York City
ganize the Revellers with Wilfred [Most recently he was associated: NX, after a long illness. He. ap¬
Glenn, Melton, Elliott Shaw and: with Briscoe, Goldsmith and. Ar¬ peared in Broadway shows until- 59, died recently* -in • Portohello, Ballet Company.
Frank Black, the. latter -serving as: thur, Inc., N.Y* theatrical consul¬ 1930. He later -became director. of: Scotland. He was long a singer and.
Joan Elise Burnham to Harry W.
pianist and arranger. During this tants.
entertainment for the Ritz-Cariton- comedian, and later Was manager Mir£in, Santa Mon ca, Cal., Feb.
period, James participated either i His brother survives. •
hotel chain in 'Atlantic City and’ of Palladium Theatre, Edinburgh. *20. Bride’s a tv singer,
vocally or as an arranger in some
Philadelphia,- . ’
j
Anna Lett to Chirstopher Chat3,000 recordings for Victor and Co¬
Irene Dayton, 57, chief account¬ ! away, London. Feb. 20. Bride’s a
His wife and four sons survive.
MRS. JOHN G. EVINS
lumbia. The group toured Europe • Mrs. John- G. Evins, about 65,
ant "for ' McCann - Eriekso-n ad producer for Southern Television;
five times.
agency, Chicago, died-in that city he’s an interviewer for BBC-TV.
singer* pianist and former film
ROLAND F. SCOTT
In 1940, James joined WGN theatre organist died Feb. T8 in At¬
Roland F. Scott, 45, comedy- Feh: 14. Survived by four sisters
Raquel Torres Ames to Jon
radio in Chicago, taking charge of lanta. As Ruth McGinty she was a, writer for some of the nation’s top and four brothers.
Hall, Las Vegas, Feb. 14. She is
musical production of “Chicago child, prodigy, -Georgia style. After I comics, died Feb. 15 in Flint,
former
actress; lie's film and tv
Theater of the Air.” When the a first marriage with Walter S,-| Michigan. ,
MatRde Moreno; 84, retired -legit actor.
show went off the air after several Allen she was married in 2323 to
An invalid for 25 years and con¬ actress, died Feh. 14 in Madrid.
years he continued on the station’s Evins, a theatre manager for* the fined to a wheelchair with arthri¬ For decades .she was a top person¬
production staff. He retired in old Lucas & Jenkins circuit. She tis, he recently wrote for Garry ality -of the Spanish stage.
BIRTHS
1956.
'was then at the now-gone Strand Moore’s Tuesday- night variety tv
Daughter, two sisters and a on Peachtree Street in Atlanta as show apd Ms “I’ve Got a Secret”
Mr. and M-s. Stan Kamber,
Widow* 54, of Gaetano Merola,
brother survive.
featured orgaMst.
Scott also wrote at one time or an¬ founder and first -director of Frisco daughter, tV?:ta -Monica, Cal., Feb.
Her late husband had managed a other for Chico Marx, Jimmy Dur¬ Opera Company, died Feh. 13 in 13. Father's a iihn actor.
number of Atlanta showhouses for ante and Fred Allen.
F. CHARLES ADLER
Mr. and Mrs. Je;\my Levin, son,
North Hollywood.
F. Charles Adler, 69, conductor, decades and been, a member of the
Chicago, Feb.
. I'rJher is on pro¬
died Feb. 16 in Vienna. Born in city council for years upon his
duction staff of VBBM-TV there.
KATHRYN ADAMS. .
Noel
Datttpn,
56,
an
actor
who
London and, after a career in death 'in 1941.
Kathryn. Adams, 65, silent pic¬ scored his biggest success in the
Mr.
and.Mrs.
Jai-k
Wartlieb, son,
Europe and the U. S., he spent the • Mrs. Evins leaves two daughters. ture actress, died Feb. 17 in Holly¬ long-running farefe, “Worm’s Eye Chicago. Feb. 18. Fp.ther
is produc¬
last years of his life in Vienna.
wood. A veteran of Hollywood, she VieW,” died Feb. 17 in London.
tion
manager
for
WBBM-TV
in that
A graduate of the Royal Acade¬
GEORGE BURBACH
appeared in the first picture made
! city.
my of Music in Munich, Germany,
George Burbach, 75, retired gen¬ there, “The Squaw Man,” made in
Mother*
72,
of
Harriett
Johnson,
I
Mr.
and
Mr.'.
Buddy
Logan,
he led orchestra* in several Ger¬ eral manage^ of ^fattens KSD and 1913.
critic and editor of the New daughter, Glasgow, .”cb. 15. Father
many cities, including Duesseldorf, KSD-TV in St. Louis, Mb4 d^ed
Prior to that, -she had worked music
York* Post, died Feb. 18 in Minne¬ ! is a yaude l:«d raf io singer, and
Hamburg and .Berlin. ^ He also Feb. 21 in Palm Beach, Florida.
for the Thanhauser Studios, New apolis,
Minn., after a brief ,illness. [nephew of I. la Laja^.
toured the Soviet Union and Italy
He retired about a year ago after Rochelle.
i Mr. and Mr*. Les I-sure, daugh¬
as a guest conductor.
44 years with the St. Louis PostWalter C. Vance, 51, projection¬ ter, Leunux-cv.n. Scotland, reFrom 1944-47, Adler led the New! Dispatch and its radio and tv sta¬
JOHN J. LOUIS
York Chamber Orchestra and made tions. He joined the paper as ad¬ * John J. “Jack” Louis, 63, part¬ ist, died Feb. 17 in CMcago. Sur¬ j cently. Fr:fhi-«* -s pr^ps supervisor
at Scottish Television headqusrnumerous recordings for American vertising manager in 1913, In ner in the Needham, Louis & Bror- vived by wife and a son.
I ters; mother is a former ballet
labels. He made ins first appear¬ 1933,. he became general manager by ad agency, died last Feb. 20 in
dancer.
ance in N„ Y. as conductor of the of KSD in addition to his other- Palm Springs* CaL, following a
Mother, 73, of actress Bebe Dan¬
Mr. rrd M-s. Tad Colt, son.
WPA-sponsored NY. Festival Or-’ duties.
iels, died at her daughter’s London New
stroke.
York. Feb. £0. Father is v.p.
chestra. In 1944, he organized the
In 1951, Burbach relinquished
In recent years Louis had been home Feb. 20.
in
charge <«
N;uiosir-l Telefilm
N.Y. Chamber Orchestra, composed his newspaper post to devote his spending much of his time in
Associate-*
e'-t.plated radio¬
of 38 members of the N.Y. Philhar¬ full time to the radio station. In Phoenix, where he was one of the
tv
sriio”';
itsOi/ii.
•
' •=.’>? Oakland,
monic. His final appearance in 1947, he became general manager owners of the radio station KTAR.
d a -tr.
N.Y. was with th§ Chamber Or¬ of KSD-TV when it began opera¬
Mr.
and
rliU
Martin,'son,
chestra in 1947.
tion.
HolMvoo-i I*-, b. M Father is sound
DONALD GRAHAM
-■ ■ i - Continued from page 1
His wife and daughter survive.
His wife survives.
editor c?
?’:e
Bums
Donald E. (Buddy) Graham, 39,
program director for KOOO m Katleman’s Rancho Vegas through Show.”
JOHN TILDEN MARTIN
HELEN PARRISH
Mr. and
Vn.c^nt Nircflla,
Omaha, -died Feb. 14 in that city. prior commitments despite its
John Tiiden Martin, 61, a radio He
Helen Parrish, 35, film and tv
son, Pitt-v-nrgk, !•<!>. 15. Father’s
was prexy of the Omaha Sportsactress, died Feb. 22 in Hollywood, writer for the Roy S. Durstine ad¬ casters Assn, and also doubled as strong b.o.
the son of I? te h .nd’eafter a long illness. She appeared vertising agency in New York at a d.jl
The economics of imported nude i Nireila.
his
retirement
10
years
ago,
died
principally in films as a child and
Mr. and M:v. I /;crt Brannigan,
Survived tor wife, two sons, two revues is a strong point in favor
teenager, iflthough -she made other Feb. 22 in TJnionviUe, Conn.
j daughter, V..- ,■■■>:«*. X.Y., Feb.
of the foreign revues. It’s strictly 117. Fathe’’- ht ad electrician on
He began Ms • career as a radio daughters and parents.
films. She also did tv work on both
a price equation. La Nouvelle Eve “Two for Soe-a-v.” mother is for¬
coasts including a weekly variety reviewer for the Brooklyn Times.
WILLARD J. ANDELIN
About 1923, be joined the National
is a meagre $15,000 weekly 4tem
show called “The Hour Glass.”
Willard J. Andelin, 76, former for Katlcman’s casino; it’s about mer dancer /nn
In her first film role, when Miss Broadcasting Co., as a feature writ¬
Mr. and Mr--. 7Tn Bellairs, son,
Parrish -was two years old, she er and member of its publicity de¬ concert and radio singer, died Feb. half the usual top name. The lido Chicago, IV\ V. rather is radio
played 3Babe Rutlrs daughter in partment. Later Martin served for 18 in Chicago. His broadcast cred¬ show from Paris is a much cost¬ personality cn V VM in that city.
its
included
the
old
“CMcago
Thea¬
“When Babe. Comes Home.” Later 11 years in the radio dept of Batlier investment, sai<j to run up to
Mr.
M
vi «>\ IX-yo, daugh¬
when she was six, she appeared ton, Barton, Dhrstine & Osborne, tre of tbe Air” on the Mutual web. $300,000 all told, hut its amortiza¬ ter, Holly vend. Fob. 22. Mother
with Bill (Hopalong Cassidy) Boyd doing writing and casting. He also In recent years he had operated a tion over 26 weeks—and surpris¬ is' actrr"c X*rr-t Flair; father is a
in “First Command,” one of the authored two books called ''How vocal studio with bis wife.
ingly strong enough to hold an¬ tv oroducer.
Also surviving are two sons.
early talkers. She also appeared -to Write for Radio” afid “Practical
other sixmontb — has long since I Mr. and M-s. David Majors,
in “Ojir Gang” roles. Most recent¬ Radio Writing.”
daughter, Omaha, Feb. 8. Father
His wife and sister survive.
David J. Hopkins, 69, veteran reduced the risk element.
ly, she had been women’s editor of
is musical divertor for the civic
Price Is Righter
York, Pa., projectionist, died last
“Panorama Pacific” a West Coast
nr«r. Ak-Far-Fcn.
GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD - week at the Will Rogers Hospital,
early morning show.
Minsky’s show cost at the Vegas
Mr. and M" Bert Libin, son,
George Archainbaud, 68, vet film Saranac Lake. N.Y., where he had Dunes is said to be the lowest. Washington, Fab. 17. Mother is a
Her husband, tv producer John
Guedel, a son and'daughter by a director, died of a heart attack Feb. been a patient for six months. His The Thunderbird tried a Frenchy ; W1\IAL radio eree.
previous marriage to actor Charles 20 in Beverly Hills, Cal. Starting wife, who survives, is also a Will type of nude show also but didn’t
Mr. and Mrs. John Springer,
Ms professional career as an actor Rogers patient.
George Lang Jr., survive.
fare well, being a road company [ daughter, "tow York. Feb. 12.
in Ms native Paris, be came to the
Mother is M^-btoa L"ne, former tv,
Thomas L. Eckersley, 75, long of the overwhelming impact of the Broadway r-’d n'tery singer;
U.S. in 1915 and headquartered at
CHARLES H. NEWTON
distance radio transmission pioneer, Stardust’s Lido production. Min¬ father is 20th Fox f;lms national
Charles H. Newton, advertising Fort Lee, N. J., as a director.
During Ms long tenure, he di¬ died Feb. 16 in London. Until his sky’s burlesque blackouts and magazine contact
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